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Thursday

17Jun71
The

Senate met at

1

o'clock.

A quorum was present.
Prayer was offered by Senate Chaplain, Rev. William L.
Shafer.

Gracious

FATHER,
upon

bless us as

O

Lord

we pause

for this

moment

my

God, understanding to
know Thee, diligence to seek Thee, wisdom to find Thee, and
the strength of faith that would enable us make good our resolutions to honor Thee and Thy Way. As we commend to Thee
our labors today, forgive us if we have not done our best or if
we have erred in judgement. Enable us, as we strive to know Thy
Will, to walk in humility and the assurance of Thy Mercy.

of quiet. Bestow

us,

Amen.
Pledge of Allegiance was led by Sen. Leonard.

HOUSE MESSAGES
HOUSE REFERRAL TO LEGISLATIVE
STUDY COMMITTEE
SB

220, relative to the licensure

and regulation of the

prac-

tice of opticianry.

HOUSE REFERRAL TO INTERIM COMMITTEE
ON TRANSPORTATION
SB

279, relative to registration

and operation of motorized

golf carts.

HOUSE NON-CONCURRENCE
SCR 5, relative to welfare payments

HOUSE NON-CONCURRENCE
CACR 32,

Relating to: Age Qualifications for Certain ElecProviding that: No Person Shall Be Qualified
To Be Elected Governor or State Senator Until He Has Attained His Twenty-seventh Birthday.
tive Offices, and.
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SB

134, relative to the construction industry.

SB

142, allowing full-time classified

employees time

off for

personal business.

SB

160, requiring the use of the non-partisan ballot for

the election of a budget committee.

SB

169, relative to the special elections of a

mayor.

SB 251, requiring zoning ordinance changes
upon by printed ballots.

SJR

30, in favor of

William

J.

to

be voted

O'Connor.

SJR 31, in favor of Thayer Wade.
SB 226, providing that the election recount

fee

be waived

in certain cases.

HOUSE ADOPTION OF ENROLLED BILLS

AMENDMENTS

in

dumping

SB

163, prohibiting

HB

458, prohibiting the use of motorboats

materials from out-of-state.

on Berry Pond

Moultonborough.

HB

expand the authority of Water Supply and PolCommission relative to safety regulations for recreational camps and public swimming pools.
636, to

lution Control

HB

798, requiring notice of junking of

motor

vehicles.

HOUSE CONCURRENCE
SB
filing

30, relative to the time after which the requirements of
proof of financial responsibility may be waived.

SB

103, authorizing the State of

and dispose

SB

New Hampshire

to acquire

of industrial facilities.

158, relative to the assignment of pupils

under dual en-

rollment.

SB
for state

179, limiting the scope of inquiry directed to applicants

employment and

SB 120,
bond or note

state licensing.

to require public hearings prior to the vote
issues of certain municipalities

and providing

on

pro-

cedures for bonds in excess of one hundred thousand dollars.
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SB

124, relative to the definition of a

SB

1255

workday.

214, relative to filing city charters

and amendments

thereto, with the Secretary of State.

SB

306, relative to institutional collections.

SB

313, to protect the Appalachian National Scenic Trail

within the State of

SJR

New Hampshire.

22, in favor of

Steven

ENROLLED
SB 91, naming
Muise Mountain.
SB

Rollins.

BILLS

a certain

178, authorizing the

W.

REPORT

mountain

in the

town of Odell,

Liquor Commission

to

extend

cer-

tain provisions relative to liquor licenses.

SB

191, relative to

SB

210, enlarging the conditions

state aid projects

may be

of borrowing for the

SJR

abandoned

same

20, in favor of

boats.

under which federal or

pre-financed and extending the term
to five years.

Mrs.

Anna

Morrell.

For the Committee.
Sen. Ferdinando

SUSPENSION OF
Sen.

POULSEN:

THE RULES

Mr. President,

I

move

that the rules of

the Senate be so far suspended as to allow the introduction of a

committee report not advertised
Adopted.

in the Journal.

COMMITTEE REPORT
HB

606

making appropriations for capital improvements. Ought
amendment. Sen. Poulsen for Committee on Public
Works and Transportation.
to pass with

AMENDMENT
Amend

section

1

of the bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
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1

Appropriation.

The sum

of four million five

hundred

ninety four thousand one hundred sixty five dollars is hereby
appropriated for the projects detailed in this section for the
purpose of capital improvements and long term repairs, which
purpose includes such related improvements, facilities, equipment, and furnishings as are necessary to complete the same.

The

appropriations for the projects are as follows:

Adjutant General

I.

Boiler replacement
II.

— Milford

&:

Somersworth

18,500

Administration and Control

(a)

(b)

New

State House roof
Rework & moisture proof masonry
light well, State House

40,000

226,300

1257
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(b)

Manchester vocational technical
college

Equipment

—AC/DC mobile console

and mobile bench
(c)

15,200

service turret

Berlin vocational technical college

Unimog Tractor
(d)

(e)

15,000

Concord technical institute
Expand kitchen and food storage

130,000

30,000

Master Plan Development

206,500

Total paragraph IV
V. Health
(a)

and welfare

N. H. Home for the elderly
(1) Convert to cafeteria feeding 50,000
(2) Convert storage to recreation
10,000

and therapy
(3)

Addition to service
building
Total

(b)

New Hampshire

(2)

Emergency and
Flat iron machine

135,000

195,000

Hospital

(1)

exit lighting 100,000

40,000
140,000

Total
(1)

Education-training complex

(2)

building
Water tank installation

(3)

2,019,292*

90,000

Improvements &: repairs
Roof repairs, heating zones
and motorized valves for
various buildings, convert
Rice Building to steam,

Felker building shower
148,500

room renovation
Includes additional 100,000

for

therapy pool

Total
Total paragraph

2,257,792

V

2,592,792
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VI. Industrial School

85,000

(a)

Boiler replacement

(b)

Roof replacement and renovations

(c)

New

17,900
360,000

to existing buildings

cottage

Total

paragraph VI

to

VII, Resources

462,900

and Economic Development

Division of Parks
(1)

Engineering and construction
(a) Franconia Notch State Park
i.

Tramway

150,000
290,000

cables

Base shelter
iii. Parking lot
Less Federal

100,000

funding

50,000

ii.

Total Franconia Notch

50,000
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Total

1259
135,000

Less federal matching

67,500

Net appropriation
Total paragraph VIII

67,500

IX. State prison
(a)

(b)

New roof east side main
New equipment

cell

block

17,000
37,000

Net appropriation
Total paragraph IX

54,000

X. Water Resources Board

Dam

repairs

—

Lake Harrisville
Webster Lake
(c) Sunapee Lake
(d) Northwood Lake

(a) Silver

15,000
20,000
30,000
25,000

(b)

Total paragraph

XL

X

90,000

Port Authority

Rebuild pilings

at

Barker wharf

(tanker dock facilities)

Total Section

Amend

14,000

4,594,165

1.

section 8 of the bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
8

tions

Bonds Authorized.

made

in section

To

provide funds for the appropria-

and 3 of this
borrow upon the

1, 2,

act the state treasurer

credit of the state not
hereby authorized to
exceeding the sum of ten million three hundred thirty-one
thousand one hundred sixty-five dollars and for said purpose
may issue bonds and notes in the name and on behalf of the
state of New Hampshire in accordance with the provisions of
RSA 6-A. Provided however that the bonds issued for the purposes of section 3 of this act shall have a maturity date of thirty
years from the date of issue.
is

Mr. President, the amendment to HB
best judgment of additions and subtractions we could make to that suggested budget.
We have that in the form of an amendment which we recommend ought to pass. We would like this passed immediately so
Sen,

606

is

the

POULSEN:

Committee on Public Works'
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could be given to Senate Finance to be acted on immediwould be happy to answer any questions as to any of
the amounts.
that

it

ately.

We

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
JACOBSON:

Sen.

preclude the

we

If

pass this

on

opportunity for amendment

CHAIR: It does not.
Amendment adopted.

to

Finance

it

does not

of the bill?

Referred to Committee on

Fi-

nance.

RECESS

SENATE NON-CONCURRENCES TO
HOUSE AMENDMENTS
On

motion from Sen. Ferdinando, the Senate voted to nonconcur to the House amendment and establish a Committee of
Conference on:

SB

144, relative to the limitations

on the loaning authority
and loan associa-

of savings banks, cooperative banks, building

and savings and loan

tions

The

associations.

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Ferdinando

and Morrissette.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
On

motion from Sen. Tufts, the Senate voted to non-conamendment and establish a Committee of Con-

cur to the House
ference on:

SB

93, relative to

workmen's compensation

to state

em-

ployees.

SENATE CONCURRENCE TO HOUSE

AMENDMENT
SB 223, authorizing towns to appropriate funds to employ
counsel for prosecution of misdemeanors.
Sen. JACOBSON: Mr. President, I move that the Senate
concur with the amendment as offered by the House. What this
does with respect to the allowance of towns to hire town coun-
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with respect to the prosecution of misdemeanors is to clarify
it is clearly permissive on the part of the towns whether or not they wish to appropriate monies for the town council

cil
it

so that

in this prosecution.

Adopted.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

HB

643
relative to supervisory audits of credit unions.

pass. Sen.

Sen.

is

Mr. President, HB 643 only affects credit
changes their audit from annual to semi-annual.
absolutely nothing against the bill and therefore, we

recommend

it

it

Adopted.

HB

to

POULSEN:

unions and

There

Ought

Poulsen for Banks, Insurance & Claims.

ought to pass.
Ordered to third reading.

655

automobile insurance policies. Ought
Ferdinando for Banks, Insurance & Claims.

relative to renewal of
to pass. Sen.

Sen.

company

Mr. President, HB 655 says that no
renew a policy solely because no in-

FERDINANDO:
shall refuse to

dividual will give that company the supporting business. It cannot use that as a tool to say that, for example, we will not write
your auto policy without your hon'eowner's policy. This bill
will prevent them from doing so. The Committee felt that it
was a good bill and recommends its passage.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

HB

736

authorizing bank officers to certify on mortgage applications the value of the property to be mortgaged. Ought to pass.
Sen. Ferdinando for Banks, Insurance & Claims.
Sen.

POULSEN:

Mr. President,

HB

736 gives the banks

the right to have the value of property certified by
instead

of, as

commonly done now, by members

bank

officers

of the board of

ordinarily the executive committee. It is a housekeeping bill and the bank industry recommends its passage.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

directors,

HB

738

permitting banks to suspend business during emergencies
and for other reasons. Ought to pass. Sen. Ferdinando for Banks,
Insurance & Claims.
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Sen. POULSEN: Mr. President, HB 738 gives banks a right
suspend business during times of emergency such as a riot,
they cannot do it without getting
vast fire or any catastrophe
prior permission from the Commission of Banks. It is again a
housekeeping measure in the bank industry. We recommend its
to

—

passage.

Ordered

Adopted.

HB

to third reading.

742
to

amend

the charters of certain savings banks.

amendment. Sen. Leonard

pass with

Ought

to

for Banks, Insurance

&

Claims.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section 3 and inserting in

place thereof the following:

Nashua Trust Company. Amend section 2 of chapter
Laws of 1889, as amended by chapter 265, Laws of 1891,
and chapter 167, Laws of 1905, and chapter 222, Laws of 1921,
and chapter 321, Laws of 1929, and chapter 456, Laws of 1965,
by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the
following: Section 2. The said company shall have a capital
stock of three hundred thirty thousand dollars divided into
3

279,

shares of five dollars each, with authority to increase the capital
stock to one million two

hundred thousand

dollars

and

it

may

acquire and hold real estate for its own use, exclusive of such
real estate as may be taken in good faith for debt or held as
collateral security, to the amount of its capital stock and unimpaired surplus, provided, that this amount may be increased
if approved by the bank commissioner.

4 Effective Date. This act shall take effect upon
Sen.

LEONARD:

amending

Mr. President,

HB

of charter of certain banks.

its

passage.

742 provides for the

These are old banks

which were chartered by the Legislature back in the 1800's.
pertains to the National Trust Company, a
state bank in Nashua, All it does is increase their capital stock.
Amendment adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

The amendment

HB

958
to provide for the separate settlement of property

and personal injury claims arising out

of the

damage

same motor

ve-

1263
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hide accident. Ought

to pass. Sen.

Leonard

for Banks, Insurance

& Claims.
Sen. LEONARD: Mr. President, when the average individual has an automobile accident, he would have a claim for
personal injuries as well as property damage. Many of the in-

surance companies would insist that both be settled together.
958 provides that they can settle either claim without
This
the other. You can settle your property damage to your car and
then work out the amount of damages for the personal injury

HB

at a later date.

Adopted.

HB

Ordered

to third reading.

704
authorizing the attachment of corporate securities.

to pass. Sen.

Nixon

Ought

for Judiciary.

Sen. NIXON: Mr. President, HB 704 was sponsored by
Rep. Bradley of Bradford District 9. What it does is authorize
the attachment of corporate securities, that is, the shares of
stock in connection with the institution of any litigation and in
addition, permits the plaintiff to go to a judge of the Superior
Court and get an order requiring or prohibiting the defendant
from selling or transferring any shares of stock so as to interfere
with the judicial process and avoid the attachment. It was supported by a member of the Judicial Council, John Pendleton,
and Secretary, Rae Laraba. There was no opposition and the
Committee Report is "ought to pass."
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.

HB

755
relative to salaries of district court judges.

Sen.

Nixon

Ought

to pass.

for Judiciary.

Mr. President, HB 755, in original draft,
would have provided for increases in the salaries of district court
judges which the House felt were too much. Accordingly, the
Sen.

NIXON:

House amendment would limit the salary increase so that the
increase would be $750. It would establish the salary

maximum

graduations scale at $400 for each 100 cases handled by a district
The present law provides that it is $300 for each 100
cases handled for the first 1500 cases. $750 is maximum for everything over 1500 cases. The unanimous report of the Committee

judge.

is

"ought to pass."
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.
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HB

848
relative to actions of quiet title against

known

persons.

'Sen.

Ought

NIXON:

to pass. Sen.

Nixon

HB

Mr. President,

known and

un-

for Judiciary.

848 provides for the

situation of clearing title to property in connection with existing

or potential

or

title

disputes

may not have an

when

the person or persons

who may

interest in the property objected to

by the

unknown. It merely provides a procedure whereby
title can be cleared more easily than is permitted under existing
law in the cases I indicated where someone having an adverse
claim as to the property is unknown. The Committee Report is
plaintiff are

"ought to pass."
Adopted.

HB

Ordered

to third reading.

874
authorizing the register of probate to give "notice" to ben-

eficiaries.

Sen.

Ought

to pass. Sen.

NIXON:

Nixon

Mr. President,

for Judiciary.

HB

874 would authorize the

register of probate to give "notice" to beneficiaries in the case

Court being filed. This is a housekeeping measure thought to better protect the interests of per-

of an account in Probate

sons interested in the settlement of estates and thus the

Com-

mitee Report is "ought to pass".
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.

HB

907
to prohibit the display of flags,

on public buildings

in certain cases.

banners and other insignia

Ought

to pass. Sen.

Nixon

for Judiciary.

Sen, NIXON: Mr. President, HB 907 was amended by the
House. It would prohibit any person from raising or displaying any flag, banner, color or insignia on buildings or grounds
of any county, state or municipal government unless there was
appropriate permission to raise such a banner or insignia. It was
supported in testimony by Rep. Gordon and Rep. Johnson.
There was no opposition. The Committee felt that it was a
reasonable bill in terms of some of the difficulties we are facing
and thus the report is "ought to pass".
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.
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49

requesting the Judicial Council to study and make recommendations relative to the Uniform Partnership Act. Ought to
pass. Sen.

Nixon

for Judiciary.

NIXON:

Mr. President, HJR 49 would represent an
official request to the Judicial Council to study and make recommendations relative to the Uniform Partnership Act with
Sen.

regard to the possibility of legislation in the next regular session of the General Court. It was supported in testimony by
Attorney Dearborn of Manchester. There was no opposition
and the Committee's report is "ought to pass".

Ordered

Adopted.

to third reading.

RECESS

HOUSE NON-CONCURRENCE

tle

by and against tenants.

SB

199, relative to actions

SB

216, to prohibit the operation of motorboats

Town Pond

upon Tur-

in Concord.

SB 245, establishing an arbitration commission to handle
zoning disputes in the City of Manchester.
SB
ing

242, regulating the drilling of water wells

and requir-

a licensed driller.

SB 295, providing for the appointment of acting assistant
county attorneys so as to permit speedier disposition of criminal
cases.

SB

294, relative to certain duties of the Superior Court.

COMMITTEE REPORTS CONTINUED
HB

765
providing for the distribution of the state appropriation
for school hot lunches. Ought to pass. Sen. R. Smith for Finance.

SMITH:

HB

Mr. President,
765 contains no approdoes provide the language for the Department of
Education to apply federal funds to local school districts under
the National School Lunch Program. This year, for the first
Sen. R.

priation but

it
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time, the state is required to match approximately 12 percent of
the total program. This wording is needed in the law in order
for the Department of Education to distribute their funds.

Adopted.

HB

Ordered

to third reading.

783

to amend the conditions of an appropriation for Lebanon
Regional Airport, Lebanon. Ought to pass. Sen. R. Smith for

Finance.
Sen. R. SMITH: Mr. President, HB 783 amends the CapiBudget Act of 1969. It changes no amounts. There is no appropriation change. It merely changes the wording. The intent
is to permit the funds to be spent on a runway rather than a
taxi-way as was in the original bill.
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.
tal

HB

718
to

amend

the conditions of an appropriation for Dilliant-

Hopkins Airport, Keene. Ought

to pass. Sen. R.

Smith for

Fi-

nance.
Sen. R. SMITH: Mr. President, HB 718 is similar to the
one that we passed concerning the Lebanon Regional Airport. It again amends the Capital Budget of 1969 to change the
words so that the money may be more properly allocated.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.
last

HB

187

governing the practice of dentistry
Hampshire. Ought to pass. Sen. R. Smith

to revise the procedures

in the State of

New

for Finance.

HB

Sen. R. SMITH: Mr. President,
187 revises the procedures governing the practice of dentistry in the State of New
Hampshire. It contains no appropriation. The appropriation
for the dental board, as has been in the past, is in the operating
budget. There was no opposition at the hearing.

Adopted.

HB

Ordered

to third reading.

918

making appropriations

for the expenses of certain depart-

ments of the state for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1972 and
June 30, 1973. Ought to pass with amendment. Sen. R. Smith
for Finance.
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Sen. R.

SMITH:

Mr. President

— Honorable members

of this body.

Senate Finance Committee submits to you today
making appropriations for the years 1972 and 1973.

The
918,

The

total

amount

of general

HB

fund spending that we pro-

$156,384,045. This represents an increase of $11,841,309
over the so-called "bare-bones" budget of $144,000,000 submitted to us by the House two weeks ago.

pose

is

This amount is also $3,866,452 over the figure used for the
current level of spending $152,517,000 in this biennium but
in actuality represents a lower level of spending because of the
special session.
I would like to say that HB 918 represents the best efforts
an honest, sincere and dedicated committee working under a
severe handicap of time and limited resources. I commend them
publicly, as well as our hard-working and extremely efficient
staff, I also thank the members of the Senate for the courtesies
extended to us throughout this period.

of

HB

918

is

not a perfect document.

The budget act is such an
so many lives and areas of

all-inclusive

No

budget ever will be.
document, touching on

activity, that it

is

impossible to pre-

Each of us has our priorities and
all of us can probably find areas of spending with which we disagree. This is only human nature.
sent a budget that satisfies

Our

all.

responsibility as a committee

of the state for the next

is to fund the programs
two years within the framework of avail-

able revenue.

The committee
to the areas that

has attempted to direct

it felt

orities for in serving

that

you

its

collective efforts

as individual senators

had

pri-

your constituents.

We recommend that the salary increment freeze on state
employees be lifted. This is not, I repeat not, a salary increase
for state employees as erroneously reported this morning.
We

also

recommend

that funds be restored to state institu-

namely Laconia, Concord, Glencliff and Manchester, so
they may remain operational and not send patients home.

tions,

that

Included

We

is

restoration of the Philbrook Center.

also

recommend

tardation be restored.

that cuts in the Office of Mental Re-

Senate Journal, 17Jun71
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We

are recommending also increases for foundation aid,
school construction and aid to non-public schools. These increases amount to |2i/2 million of additional funds directly to
cities

and towns

to aid

them

in

meeting educational

costs.

For those of you who are concerned with sewerage treat$1.3 million to fund fully

ment programs, we propose an added
our existing obligations.

There is one other area that I would touch upon. Welfare.
have
not made a recommendation because we see an inWe
sufficiency of funds in order to do anything meaningful. This is
a situation that the entire Legislature has to face

up

to.

We

could not resolve it as a committee. Senator S. Smith has other
information in this area and will address himself to it later.

Thank you
port the

for listening to

me.

I

hope that you

will sup-

Committee recommendation.

Sen. KOROMILAS: Are you aware of the statement that
going to be made by his Excellency, the Governor, on a television station this evening that he may veto this budget whether
we pass it or not?
is

Sen. R.

SMITH:

I

heard the rumor approximately 20 min-

utes ago.

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Is

there any foundation to this ru-

mor?
Sen. R. SMITH: I have no idea. I have had no conversation
with the Governor with regards to this.
Sen.

funding.

KOROMILAS:
It

Sen. R.

As I understand, the budget does limit
does not fund public welfare
is that correct?

SMITH:

—

Yes, that

is

correct.

KOROMILAS: In some areas, the cities and towns
have to pick up the difference between what the Public
Health and Welfare pay to the elderly in homes?
Sen.

will

Sen. R.

SMITH:

This

KOROMILAS:

is

a distinct possibility.

Is there any way that the cities, if the
not fund these areas, could appropriate money to get
the federal funds that they cannot otherwise get under this
budget?

Sen.

state does

1413
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SMITH:

Sen. R.
here. In

some

cases,

may not be

they

which

am

I

I

they

believe there are

may be

able to do

some legal problems
and in some cases

able to do this

it.

There are

legal ramifications

not fully prepared to go into at this moment.

Sen. MORRISSETTE: In your revenue estimates to your
budget, did you take into consideration possible sources of revenue that Ways and Means may come up with in the next few

days?

SMITH: We

Sen. R.

range to

tell

It is not within our
do but we did consider

have taken some.

Ways and Means what

to

which consists of a 1 percent increase in the Business
Tax. Another figure for Sunday racing, another which
included one penny on the tobacco tax and we are suggesting
that perhaps a second penny on the tobacco tax might help make
up for the deficit that we still have. This proposed budget that
the 5.8

Profits

we

are submitting today

is still

$1.9 million under.

MORRISSETTE: How much

Sen.

possible revenues

did you allow for the
which might come from the Business Profits

Tax?

SMITH: We are using the same revenue estimate
House used which they supposedly got in agreement
with the Director of the Business Profits Tax Division and with
Sen. R.

that the

our own Legislative Budget Assistant's

MORRISSETTE:

Office.

understand that the Governor's
is substantially different than
what the Ways and Means Committe estimated as the revenue
from the Business Profits Tax. Are you aware of that?
Sen.

I

estimate on the proposed revenue

Sen. R.

SMITH: This

could very well be, but with all due
we are following legislative

respect to the Governor's Staff,
estimates.

Sen.
that they

MORRISSETTE:

Are you taking into consideration
might include the telephone company as a possible

taxpayer?
Sen. R.
Sen.

SMITH: Our Committee has not.

JACOBSON: Would

latively responsible to shift the

than

it is

to

borrow money?

you agrue that
burden to the

it is

cities

more legisand towns

Senate Journal, 17Jun71
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Sen, R. SMITH: I don't think we would argue that. I
think the feeling of the Committee was that if the state had
these obligations, then the state should raise the money to pay
them, but not borrow to pay. I don't think the shifting of the

and towns was the argument.

obligations to the cities
Sen.

JACOBSON: Which

cities

and towns have a surplus

in order to take this up?

SMITH:

Sen. R.

have the surplus
Sen.

In other words, you are saying that the

that the cities

is

state

at the present time.

JACOBSON:

alternative

do not know. Neither does the

I

and towns must go into

deficit

spending?

SMITH:

another alternative which
might be explored. Perhaps that might be facing up to the
issue as a legislative body in another session.
Sen. R.

Sen.

not

not true that the
spending?
is

Sen. R.

ment

think there

JACOBSON: Assuming

exist,

deficit

I

is

is

that the other alternative did
cities

it

SMITH: Assuming

and towns must go into

that, I

would

say your state-

probably correct.

Sen.

JACOBSON:

and towns must pay

spending than does the
Sen. R.

SMITH:

Is it

not true that in general, the

a higher rate of interest

I

on

cities

their deficit

state?

believe this

is so.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Sen.

JACOBSON:

Mr. President, presently, we are

ing about the amendments so we should not
about the total budget right now?

The CHAIR would
tion of the

Sen.
bill, to

amendment

is on the adopby the Committee.

state that the question

as offered

JACOBSON:

amend

talk-

ask questions

Is

it

possible,

on an existing House

the budget at a later date?

The CHAIR would

House bill in the possesacted upon, becomes open to amendments and any amendment that is germane may be offered.
sion of the Senate that

is

state that a

Senate Journal, 17Jun71
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PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
KOROMILAS:

Mr. President, is it proper for this
budget that is in deficit in
view of the fact that our laws now, as stated, say that we must
balance the budget?
Sen.

body

to take for consideration a

The CHAIR would

state that

wind up

it is

the belief of the Chair

of Conference and
Committee, it will, in all likelihood, be a budget within the revenue aspect. It is proper to
act on the budget at this time.
that this bill will
that by the time

it

in a

Committee

leaves that

Sen. JACOBSON: Sen. Smith, this business about the balanced budget, isn't that generally a philosophical question
rather than an actual one? In other words, suppose we put an
estimate of revenue of $200,000,000
we could do that could

—

we

not?

SMITH: Where would

Sen. R.

written, contains

no estimates

rived at through people

you put

of revenue.

it?

The

The

budget, as

figures are ar-

who have knowledge

in the field of

revenue estimate.
Sen.

quiry a

JACOBSON:

little

I

wanted

get says whatever figure

am

saying that this budbased on some estimate
any fact of its actual production.

and

it is

revenue but you do not know
Sen. R.

to pursue Sen. Koromilas' in-

further in the sense that

SMITH: We know

that

I

is

to a certain degree.

Sen. FERDINANDO: Do I understand that what you are
talking about in this budget, the Public Welfare portions were
taken out?

Sen. R.
Sen.

approach

SMITH: That

is

a fairly accurate statement.

FERDINANDO: Would
to

it not be a more reasonable
department heads and have them suggest their own

cuts?

Sen. R.

SMITH:

I

think that your question

in philosophical dissertation.

The Committee's

bility is to fund the needs of the
revenue that we have.

Sen.

SPANOS:

agencies were cut

Isn't

it

more than

state

is

an exercise

basic responsi-

within the framework of

true that in
12 percent?

many

areas,

department

Senate Journal, 17Jun71
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Sen. R.

SMITH:

I

think that

SPAN OS: Were

Sen.

there

is

an accurate statement.

some

that were cut

more than

24 percent?
Sen. R.

SMITH:

FOLEY:

Sen.

Yes.

Isn't it true that

over 600 jobs were elimi-

nated from the budget?
Sen. R.

SMITH: Under

the

House

version, there was

an

elimination of 601 jobs, correct.

KOROMILAS: How many jobs

Sen.

are eliminated

under

your version?
Sen. R. SMITH: We don't have the figure yet, but we have
put some back in but not all. Off the top of my head, we may
have put better than half. Some of the jobs which were reinstated deal with priority areas such as the Laconia State School.

SPANOS: Mr.

President, I rise in support of the Comamendment to HB 918. I do not like it
one iota. HB 918 suffocated many of the best interests of the
people of this state. What we could operate with were definite
revenue estimates and in the context, we did what we could
Sen.

mittee Report and the

some of the basic, fundamental needs to the
wish that we could have added $15 million to the Welfare Department and I wish that we could have added another
$5 or 6 million to the UNH, but these areas were completely
do

in restoring

people.

left

I

We had several alternatives which we discussed at
We talked about bonding and about recommending that

out.

length.

we add on another precent

to the Business Profits

Tax

or pass

New

England Telephone and Telegraph loophole, so to
speak. We had many approaches that we wanted to offer you,
but that also was a deprivation of your prerogative to decide on
this issue. What we came up with was as close to a budget without recommending any new sources which are still within your
the

province to decide. To go into other revenue measures that have
not had the approval of the House we felt would be way out of
line and that is why we didn't come in with any greater deficit,
although I was the first to recommend that we do bond our
deficit.

The rest of

The

the

Committee

felt

otherwise.

road is open to do as you see fit. If you should decide
$15 million to Welfare, and you decide that you

to restore

Senate Journal, 17Jun71
to

bond

that $15 million appropriation,

because

I feel

we have got

want
will

be in serious

I

shall

support

it

do something because the people

difficulty.

In conclusion,

member

to

1417

I

would

like to say that there isn't

one

sin-

Committee who approves of what
we have had to work with and what to do. But, we did it as best
we could. I hope that the Senate will go along with the amendment. I would like to make one clarifying point
Sen. Foley
also supported the bonding issue. The matter of Welfare as it
was told to us was that you just could not take a couple of million dollars and just throw it into the Welfare Department
gle

of the Finance

—

per se. You have to take that $4 or 5 or 6 million or whatever
you decide to give them and distribute it on a basis established
by the federal government based on case load. Your distribution of whatever we would give the Welfare Department had
to be based on case load and we did not have, within our frame-

work, the ability or knowledgeability to take the amount of
money that we might have considered giving to them and allocate it to the different departments in their proper perspective which the government would recognize. This is one of the
other problems we had. I hope you go along with the Committee Report.

Sen. S. SMITH: Mr. President, I also rise in support of the
Committee Report
and the amendments offered by them.
Sen. Roger Smith has commended the Committee and the staff
for the work which they put in on this proposed budget. I
would like to commend Sen. Smith for the work and the leadership which he demonstrated within the Committee. It seems to

—

me, as Sen, Spanos has indicated, that there are many areas
which should have been more adequately funded. Aid to cities
and towns could have been and should have been increased, to
the University, to others. We attempted to bring in a budget
which would keep the structure of our state government functional. I hope that the Senate will go along with the Committee's amendments.
Sen. DOWNING: We are talking about a budget that
could very well increase after the means of raising revenue is
decided. The Ways and Means Committee has yet to report to
us on how we might raise new revenue
is that correct?

—

Sen.

S.

SMITH: That is correct.

Senate Journal, 17Jun71
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to raise

DOWNING:

Wouldn't we have the opportunity then
additional money for the Welfare by amending it?

Sen.

Sen. S. SMITH: I believe that under the rules, a budget
must be presented and sent to the House today. The bills from
Ways and Means have not as yet come in. As Sen. Spanos said,
we based our recommendation on the revenue which we thought
was plausible. I think this is the best which we could do at the

present time.

ence.

DOWNING:

Since this is different from the House
would probably end up in a Committee of ConferMeanwhile we would have acted on the W^ays and Means

Sen.

proposal,

it

recommendations?
Sen,

SMITH:

S.

I

believe that this

would probably be the

procedure.
Sen.

DOWNING:

If,

in acting

on the Ways and Means

recommendations, we do, in fact, raise more revenue than was
anticipated by the Finance Committee, will be able to allocate
that to

some

Sen.

S.

area?

SMITH:

I

would think

that this

would be

possible,

yes.

Sen,

Program

GARDNER:

I

am

ing to their present level.
necessary,

ple

I

in favor of funding the Welfare

to at least retain the grants the recipients are receiv-

some

Some

of our state services are very

desirable, but taking care of

our indigent peo-

believe to be mandatory.

For two whole days I have been trying to find funds to do
As you have heard, all estimated state revenue at the present time has been exhausted in other programs.
this.

The need
is

so big

to main Welfare Programs at the present level
no small amount of revenue will scratch the surface.

Because the legislature bought the tax proposal at the sperecommended by experts and accepted recommendations of the expensive Task Force Study Committee, we found
ourselves at the beginning of this session with a deficit. This
was one of the worst financial conditions I have ever seen since
I have served in this legislature. That is a great many years.
cial session

We talk about sending money back to cities and toAvns to
help reduce the property tax. However, if we adopt HB 918 as
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presented we will force our towns, counties and cities to absorb
the amount it costs to make up the deficit. To maintain the bare
human needs provided for at the present time, it will be necessary to increase state appropriation by at least 15 million dollars,

disregarding a cost of living increase.

Federal regulations prohibit either reducing or increasing

Welfare programs in one category. All must be treated

On

alike.

February 19th, the Department of Welfare was author-

ized to reduce their budget requests.

Our
15

actual need to maintain present standards

and 16 million

is

between

dollars in state funds.

Administration costs must also be included in this budget.
In the present budget it totals $3,600,000.00. In the Governor's
budget the recommendation is $2,900,000.00.

The medicaid program,

using the 1971 budget, costs $2,-

600,000.00 state money.
If

the budget in

HB 918 is accepted grants will be cut 56%.

The medicaid program

will be discontinued.

This means

drugs, dental work, chiropractic treatment, podiatry, eye care,

physician services,

all

therapy treatments will be entirely elim-

inated.

Nursing care
In the

is

AFDC

included in the recipients grant.

program Foster Care and Day Care are

in-

cluded.

Hospital care is fully paid for under federal regulation.
Drugs are paid for only while in the hospital. When the patient
returns home who is going to absorb the cost of medication?

A

of the persons on OAA are there thru no
own. A large segment have paid taxes and been
supporting most of their adult lives, until forced by mis-

great

many

fault of their
self

fortune, illness or other reasons to seek aid.

In nursing homes the state pays $8.00-$10.00-$12.00
day according to care required, an average of $9.50 per
We have 2550 persons in nursing homes. In HB 918 the
ment to nursing homes would be further reduced 56%
they are operating right now at a loss of $3.50 per day.

per
day.

pay-

and

Senate Journal, 17Jun71
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How

Doctors and druggists have already been cut 20%.

much care do you think our welfare
we reduce these payments further?

HB

In

recipients will receive

The

918 drugs will be eliminated entirely.

if

only

program where I could see any possible reduction would be
AFDC. However, a partial cut could not be made, the funds
for the program would have to be eliminated entirely. Can we
penalize children who had no choice in coming into this troubled world? The ANB program (the smallest number in the aid
program) would be also reduced 56%. Many blind in the state
are doing tremendously well and are self-supporting. Others
because of this handicap are unable to do so even though they
would be most happy to.
Persons in the

APTD

Those who

their grants.

program

will also get the

56%

cut in

are so handicapped will suffer a great

disadvantage.

In case

grams

I

all

do not understand the funding of these pro-

will explain

it.

OAA Alien — Local: 40.82%o
OAA — Local: 25%
APTD — Local: S5%
AFDC — Local:
Included in

this

is

Day Care which

OAA Alien — State:
OAA — State: 15:82%,
APTD — State: 5.82%
AFDC — State:

40.82%

Included in

Day Care which

this

OAA Alien — Federal: 59.18%
OAA — Federal: 59: 18%
APTD — Federal: 59.18%

AFDC — Federal:
Included in
Foster Care
Foster Care
Foster Care

What

this

is

funded

— Local:

is

funded

—

is

funded

— Federal: 75%

State:

25%

59.18%

Day Care which

— Local:
—
40.82%,
— Federal: 59.18%,
State:

priorities

come

first?

those unable to help themselves.

In

HB

918

it is

certainly not
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All of us have our pet interests. Mine happens to be the
human beings. It always has been.

welfare of needy

I cannot go home and leave human needs funded at a reduction of 56% without getting out of my system what has
troubled me intensely since we received HB 918.

Because of other mistakes I believe our human needs cannot simply be ignored. We must accept the responsibility of
fully funding the Welfare programs at the present level.
If we accept the Governor's recommendation we will need
an additional $11,800,000.00 in state funds, but to find it as it
stands today we need an additional $15,000.00 and this does

not provide a cost of living increase.
about this condition.
Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

I

am much

Mr. President,

to the acceptance of this budget. In

my

I rise

disturbed

in opposition

opinion, not to give

bond out shortage would be criminal
must find the money to fully fund all qualified

serious consideration to

negligence.

We

and deserving welfare recipients and not transfer this burden
on our cities and towns. It makes good business sense to borrow
in order to make money. Let's not cut off our nose to spite our
face. If we pass the revenue bills that are coming to us and make
a few reasonable amendments, we will come up with some additional money. I am not pleased with the non-public school aid
because it is needed now, not two years from now. We must
raise the Business Profits
at least. I

tax to 12 percent

a long

list

Tax

understand that

to a reasonable level of 8 percent

New York

and they have

sales,

has raised their business

income, advertising and

of taxes besides.

Business will not suffer.

They have short-changed

the state

and pay far less taxes in the last year than before
when they had only stock and trade. If we do not respond to
the needs of our people now, we will be the most irresponsible
legislators in the history of our state. How can we accept a
budget that seems to be geared to the discrimination and punishment of our population.
of $20 million

I have no complaint concerning the Committee. Sen. Roger
Smith has been working very hard under impossible conditions.

How do you expect to sell to your people in this
income tax if we are going to punish them. Welfare aid

an
going

state
is
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down

a great percentage in all areas.

$2 million

when
many

the state could

They

bond

their

will be

punished by

money

to help out.

areas in which we can raise revenue. I hope
There are
that we do not pass with budget today but put it off for further
study and consideration. I think this is a very irresponsible

budget.

SNELL: Mr. President, I rise in support of the Comwith the amendments. I do so with
recommendation
mittee's
this budget and I will speak in terms
am
against
great concern. I
of nuts and bolts. This budget allows these nuts and bolts to
become rusty and even to the extent of wearing out. But, I do
support the Committee's Report. I feel as Sen. Smith that it is
Sen.

a necessity to at least pass a budget at
something to work with. Hopefully,
raised, we could add to the budget.

this
if

time so that we have

additional revenue

is

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Sen.

FERDINANDO:

Mr. President, do I understand corbody has the authority to amend a bond supplebudget at any time between now and February 1?

rectly that this

ment

to this

The CHAIR would state that we are considering an amendat present time. If that amendment is adopted or defeated,

ment

the bill will be on second reading and open to further amendment. Amendments could be entertained at that time. It is the
expectation of the Chair that this bill will go to a Conference
Committee and modifications to the bill can be made by the
Committee, but they must be adopted by both branches.
Sen.

man

TUFTS:

Mr, President, my colleagues know me as a
Ways and Means was planning to meet

of few words. Senate

tomorrow morning

at 10 o'clock in Executive Session to discuss
the merits of the bills which we spent two days in hearings.
are quite weary and frustrated because of the natural calendar

We

which has put bills in our possession at this late time. The Senunderstand that we will make recommendations and
you may adopt those recommendations or alter them. Part of
our frustration has been publicity-seeking House members who
like to play both sides of the publicity fence, some of whom have
voted against additional revenue who somehow have to tred on
the other side of the matter when the burden of this monetary
issue ends up on the poor property taxpayer for the remainder
ate does
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of the year. But,
a decision

Sen.

made

we

will render forth just as soon as

we reach

on the matters before our Committee.

MCCARTHY:

a Special

Order

Mr. President, I move that HB 918 be
Wednesday, June 23.

of Business for

RECESS
Sen.

MCCARTHY:

Mr. President,

I

withdraw

my

motion.

reason for making the previous motion was due to my
lack of comprehension and understanding as to why we don't
have all of the reports and revenue-raising measures from the
Ways and Means Committee before we enact a budget.

My main

KOROMILAS:

Mr. President, I rise in support of
HB 918 for a unique reason. I think we have to go through the
necessary exercise of parliamentary procedure as called for under our Joint Rules. I think it is quite apparent that we have
to go through this particular procedure in order to get the
budget on the other side to the House. However, this is not by
any means the final budget and it is complicated for two reasons.
One, through no fault of the Ways and Means Committee because all the bill came in last Thursday, we have a situation
where we don't know what the funds are going to be because
Ways and Means have not been able to report. The other complication may well be what the Governor has to say this evening on his television program concerning the threat of veto.
The only reason I support the bill, and I reserve any rights
that I may have at a later time, is that we have to go through this
Sen.

exercise.

Sen.

NIXON:

Mr. President,

I rise

daringly in support of

HB 918.

There was a time during the Civil War, before the days
of anesthesia and drugs, when soldiers being operated upon
after wounds were given a bullet to bite. I think that is about
what we must do in respect to the situation now facing us. We
have an unfortunate situation in this state whereby people can
be convinced to increase local expenditures because they are
directly affected with local needs such as schools and appreciate
them. They can be convinced to pay higher federal taxes because, unfortunately, they don't have a tremendous amount to
say in the matter, but they cannot be convinced to pay higher
state taxes because, while they can appreciate having to pay more
taxes, in most cases they don't appreciate or see the needs that
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We

are served by state revenue as directly as they do local needs.
have a situation where we are forced to vote upon a budget

which none of us appreciates nor respects and none thinks will
directly affected with local needs, such as schools, and appreciate
do a minimal job for the state, even if it is patched up. This is
the reason for some of the expressions of discouragement about
the Democratic process. I would remind those who are impatient with that process of what Winston Churchill said: "After
all, the Democratic form of government is absolutely the worst
form available, except for all the rest." I would further remind
all of us as we consider HB 918 today of what Sir Thomas More
once said, "Suppose wrong opinions cannot be plucked up by
the roots and you cannot cure as you wish, vice of long standing,
yet you must not, on that account, abandon the ship of state and
desert it in a storm. Rather, you must endeavor and strive to
the best of your power to handle all well and what you cannot
turn to good, you must make as little bad as you can." I would

HB 918 today, we are making things
we can," with respect and commendation to the
Senate Finance Committee for the tremendous effort they have
put into this, and also with encouragement to them for the masuggest that in adopting
"as little

bad

as

jor part of their job

Sen.

which yet remains.

MORRISSETTE: Do

you

feel that

it

would be

re-

sponsible to put your blessing on this today instead of tomor-

row?

NIXON: I don't
my blessing on it. I

Sen.

putting

the best with what

think that by voting for

this, I

think

do

we have and

all ^ve

are trying to

is

to

am
do

would be willing
to accept the Senate Finance Committee's recommendation that
this is the best available to us at the present time with the hope
that possibly we can increase revenue to some extent from the
existing sources and make a better job of it in the Conference
Committee situation. I don't think that anyone voting for this
budget can be said to be putting his blessing on it.
Sen.

DOWNING:

I

think that

Mr. President,

I rise

Committee Report and the amendment.

I

I

in support of the

don't support

it

be-

or that I think that this is the best that we
can do. I think we can do better, especially in the area of Welfare. However, because of the system and because of the Joint
Rules, it becomes mandatory that we pass this today. I feel safe
cause

I

approve of

with assurance

it

at the suggestion that there will

be a Committee
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would ask my colleagues who have reservaabout acting on this bill today, not to look at it as the end.

of Conference
tions

It is just the

Sen.

and

I

beginning.

TOWNSEND:

Mr. President,

as

Vice-Chairman of

should rise in support of
the budget. I have many distastes for the budget as we have it
before us as have been expressed by many here this afternoon.
I have attended to put every energy I could muster in my duties
as I know every member of the Committee has. I also have had
the burden of covering the Capital Budget at the same time. I
challenge anyone in this Senate to try and run that race along
with me. I also would like to take the opportunity to commend
the Chairman for the tremendous job he has done. Very few
know any better than I do what he has been going through these
last few hectic days. I am ashamed of the budget for its not being
anymore adequate. It is pathetic but we have no alternative at
this point but to present it as we have.
the Finance Committee,

I feel

that

I

Question on adoption of the amendment
Committee.
Amendment Adopted.

by the

as offered

JACOBSON:

Mr. President, I did not speak on the
think the Finance Committee has done
the job that it could do given the parameters with which it has
to work. However, I do want to say a few things on the budget.
Number one, I think we ought to have a standardized format
with regards to the budget from one legislative session to anSen.

amendment because

I

This one here is completely different from the one we
adopted in 1969. It is almost impossible to follow it from one
other.

step to another.
fulfill his

The

average representative or senator trying to
and trying to understand the budget, the

responsibility

most critical bill in the session, ought to have at least something
he can follow from one year to another. I talked with a member
of the Welfare Department and he had difficulty finding things
from one time to the other. This would be a step in the right
direction of reform to establish a format.
Secondly,

I

think

it is

come

at this late date. If

tainly

would

fight to

This should be our
measures.

a

horrendous practice that
to do with

had anything
have the budget come
first

I

it

should

it,

I cer-

earlier in the session.

concern along with revenue-raising
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Thirdly, I think there are some alternatives and I will
dedicate myself to finding some alternatives to the problem of
Welfare. I think it is ridiculous for us not to spend 40 cents

when we get 60 cents more. That to me is not a good philosophy.
As Sen. Gardner said, we have to stop thinking about me. I
heard rumors that one of the reasons why we are not going to
bondings is because ^ve want a Special Session. I don't think a
Special Session should be made at the expense of any human
being and his suffering.
Ordered to third reading.

SUSPENSION OF
Sen.

S.

SMITH:

THE RULES

Mr. President,

I

move

Senate be so far suspended as to place
and final passage at the present time.

HB

that the rules of the

918 on third reading

Adopted.

THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE OF HB
HB 918, making appropriations for the expenses of certain
departments of the state for the
1972 and June 30, 1973.

fiscal

years ending

June

30,

Adopted.

HB

760
exempting managers of public motion picture houses from
the obscenity statute under certain conditions. Ought to pass.
Sen.

Nixon
Sen.

for Judiciary.

NIXON:

Mr. President,

HB

760 would, in the

first

manager of a public motion picture house, even though he had no
ownership interest in the theater or even though he had no
place, render liable to the criminal obscenity statutes the

authority or discretion in regard to the selection of the movies.
In the second place, the bill would then render him not subject
to the obscenity statutes if a person who did have an ownership
interest in the theatre or a person who did have responsibility
for the selection of the movies appeared and rendered himself
subject to the jurisdiction of the court.

Then and

in that event,

any complaint filed against the manager in the first instance
would be dismissed. The idea of the statute is to have the ob-
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scenity statutes reach out

and pertain
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to the person

who had

the

ownership interest or the person who had the selection and control by first reaching out and getting the manager and, in effect,
that they
removing the defense that they have been raising
anything
to
don't
have
they
stake
theater
and
have
in
the
don't
a
rap
to
beating
the
so
have
been
they
about
selection,
so
say

—

speak.

On

some vague doubts as to its constituCommittee recommends that this bill ought to
pass as a small step in the direction of having some greater control over the type of movie shown to the public.
that basis, with

tionality, the

MORRISSETTE:

Sen.

It

appears to

me

that this was

amended to accomplish just the opposite from what
would achieve
is this correct?

—

Sen.

NIXON:

I

hoped

it

In original draft as submitted to the House,

would have completely exempted the projectionist or
motion picture operator regularly employed if he was required
to project the movie as part of his employment. As you accurately surmised, the House amended the bill so that it goes 100
the bill

percent the other way.

JACOBSON:

Mr. President, I move that further ac760 be indefinitely postponed. I want it clearly understood that I am not a proponent of dirty movies. However,
I shall be as long as I am a proponent of liberties of people and
for their ability to express themselves in terms of their job relationship, as in this instance, without having to take a burden
upon themselves for which they are not directly responsible.
What this bill does is that the manager of the theater, even
though he has no ownership interest, no authority, no discretion
in the selection of the pictures, he is responsible for it. I don't
think there are any of us who would like to be put in this position with respect to the law. I don't mind being under the law
if I can also act in terms of its responsibility.
Sen.

tion

on

HB

The Attorney General
is

postpone

it is

it

because

believes that this law

too and

tional. I believe it

I

hope that we

is

unconstitu-

will indefinitely

an infringement upon the rights of the

people.
Sen.

mind

that

ENGLISH:

Senator, the thought runs through

someone taking the position

as

manager

my

of a theater.
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open to this type of thing, would think twice about
taking this job. Isn't he amply protected?

lays himself

Sen.

don't

I

JACOBSON:

know

if

I don't know the answer to that because
they would put this statute before him or not.

My guess would be that they would not.
Sen. LEONARD: Would you say it
there are a lot of theaters in

ager

is

in

is

a fair statement that

New Hampshire

complete charge and

selects the

where the man-

movies that come

there?

Sen.

JACOBSON:

I

do not know.

MORRISSETTE: Mr. President, I rise in opposition
pending motion and in favor of the report as offered by
the Committee. 1 am quite concerned with this bill because I
feel it would encourage people to be irresponsible. I feel that
when a man accepts a job and is in control, he should also have
Sen.

to the

the responsibility.
Sen.

the

JACOBSON: Would

manager who has

you draw a distinction between
and the manager who has no

full control

control?
Sen.
to
I

MORRISSETTE:

manage

house of

a

have a choice

—

I

ill

I

think that

repute,

I

if I

was offered a job

would not take such

a job.

don't have to take the job.

Question on indefinite postponement.

Motion

lost.

Question on ordering HB 760 to third reading.
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.

VACATE COMMITTEE
JACOBSON:

Mr. President, I move that the order
983 was referred to the Committee on Executive
Departments, Municipal & County Governments be vacated and
the bill be referred to the Committee on Ways & Means and AdSen.

whereby

HB

ministrative Affairs.

Adopted.
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FURTHER HOUSE MESSAGE
SENATE NON-CONCURRENCE TO
HOUSE AMENDMENT
REQUEST FOR COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
On motion from Sen. Poulsen, the Senate voted to nonconcur with the House amendment and establish a Committed
of Conference on:
SB

315, relative to continuing the office space study

com-

mittee.

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Poulsen,

Lamontagne and Bradshaw.

THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE
Sen.

SPANOS moved

and

that the following listed bills

resolution be hereby each read a third time, bills by the

titles

only and resolution by their caption only, and that each of said
listed bills and resolution be hereby passed.

Adopted.

HB

187, to reivse the procedures

dentistry in the state of

HB
HB

governing the practice of

New Hampshire.

643, relative to supervisory audits of credit unions.
655, relative to renewal of automobile insurance poli-

cies.

HB 704, authorizing the attachment of corporate securities.
HB 718, to amend the conditions of an appropriation for
Dillant-Hopkins Airport, Keene.

HB

736, authorizing

bank

officers to certify

on mortgage

applications the value of the property to be mortgaged.

HB 738, permitting banks to suspend business during
emergencies and for other reasons,
HB 742, to amend the charters of certain savings banks.
HB 755, relative to salaries of district court judges.
HB 760, exempting managers of public motion picture
houses from the obscenity statute under certain conditions.
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HB

765, providing for the distribution of the state appropriation for school hot lunches.

HB

783, to

amend

the conditions of an appropriation for

Lebanon Regional Airport, Lebanon,

HB

848, relative to actions to quiet title against

unknown

known and

persons.

HB 874, authorizing the register of probate to give "notice"
to beneficiaries.

HB

907, to prohibit the display of

on public buildings

insignia

HB

flags,

banners and other

in certain cases.

958, to provide for the separate settlement of property

damage and personal injury claims

arising out of the

same motor

vehicle accident.

HJR 49, requesting the Judicial
recommendations

HB

relative to the

making appropriations

918,

departments of the

and June

Council to study and make
uniform partnership act.
for the expenses of certain

ending June
under Suspension)

state for the fiscal years

30, 1973. (Passed

30,

1972

Adopted.

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Sen.

Senate,

I

LAMONTAGNE:
am

rising

make

Mr. President and members of the
under personal privilege and the comments

are of great importance to those

little people
Every one of these trucks that I have
asked for increases in weights and widths meet with the specifications of safety which have been approved by the Director of
Motor Vehicles, Fred Clarke, Jr.

that

I

will

who own heavy

trucks.

The 11/4 to 2 Ton trucks with the old-fashioned donkey
wheels do not come under SB 183 and SB 184 because they do
not have the breaking capacity needed to stop with heavy loads
and these trucks do not need additional weight. William E.
of Safety and Legislative Services of AAA,
Manchester Union Leader, called my truck bills "antiHow can a man judge heavy equipment when he has

Thomas, Director
in today's
safety."

no experience whatsoever in dealing with these pieces of equipment?
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Before the Transportation Committee, Mr. Thomas of the
was questioned on his ability to make judgments on the
statements which he presented before the Committee and it

AAA

was proven that he did not have qualifications and certainly
did not know what he was talking about.

William E. Thomas, Director
him to appear before the ManI
of Safety of the
newspaper,
Leader
any
or before the General
or
chester Union
not
he has more ability
Court to be questioned on whether or
Clarke, Jr. I would
Vehicles,
Fred
than the Director of Motor
also allow myself to be questioned on my own experience in
I

now

offer a challenge to

AAA.

challenge

these matters.

All these trucks asking for the extra weights

and widths

have been hauling these loads over the highways for the last ten
The Public Works Survey backs up the statement which
I have just made. What are we going to do with these heavy
trucks that have been built heavy for the purpose of public
safety? This has reduced their pay load because of the increase
in weight and width. What are we going to do with the buses
that exceeed 96 inches? What are we going to do with the transportation trucks? What are we going to do with the many wood
trucks that haul pulp, logs and gravel? What about the trucks
that are hauling cement? All of these trucks are over 96 inches in

years.

width!

How
to

silly

man

can a

be in saying that the trucks are going
of the extra width when he is not

damage the bridges because

—

even an engineer
that this is "anti-safety" when we already
have on the books 102 inches for trucks that load pulp sideways.
How silly can he be! It only goes back to the fact that the man
has no experience and does not know what he is talking about.
This was proven before the Transportation Committee of the
Senate and House. Mr. Thomas is another one of these guys who
try to lead people in legislation and knows nothing! If he wants
to challenge

me on

this last statement, again,

I

will accept the

challenge.

And before I close, I would like to give you some facts. The
main reason for the truckers is that they are being stopped almost every two weeks and weighed. They are taken to court and
fined. The truckers want to pay their registration fees and they
want their loads to be legalized. At the same time, they do not
want to put smaller tires and go into smaller brake shoes. In
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order for safety, they want to be able to keep the brake shoes at
the width of 5 to 7 inches instead of 2 1^4 inches. It is only good,
common sense that the trucks need 102 inches which is in the
laws for loading pulp sideways. While we are talking about
weights
we now have on the books a law allowing for 73,280
pounds and I do not care whether it has five axles or more. That
law is in the books today. I did not ask for the full amount of 73,280 pounds for these 10 wheelers with heavy tires and breaks.
I have asked for the trucking industry, 70,000 pounds. If I believed that the bridges and roads, during good weather, would
be damaged, I never would have introduced the bill.

—

— hope Mr. Thomas reads
— the trucking industry does not operate when

Bear in mind only one thing

my comments
the ban

pay the

is

I

put on by the Highway Commission and they

full

amount

still

for their registration.

FURTHER HOUSE MESSAGES
SENATE CONCURRENCES TO
HOUSE AMENDMENTS
SB 296, to permit use of streets for conducting street
including retail selling on temporary basis.

fairs,

Sen. Poulsen moved concurrence.
Adopted.

SB

289, relative to timber cutting adjacent to public waters.

Sen. Poulsen moved concurrence.
Adopted.

SB

317, to repeal charters of certain corporations.

Sen. Poulsen moved concurrence.
Adopted.

SB
tion

267, establishing a remote terminal providing informaon federal funds in the office of the Coordinator of Fed-

eral Funds.

Sen. S. Smith moved concurrence.
Adopted.

SB
arising

240, to provide a procedure for the disposition of claims

from

legal or

medical malpractice.
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Nixon moved concurrence.

Adopted.

SB 195, giving the Director of Safety Services and his authorized representaives the power of arrest in the enforcement
of laws relative to operation of boats by a person under the influence of liquor or drugs.

Sen. S. Smith moved concurrence.
Adopted.

SJR

14, relative to

retirement credit for George R. Merri-

field.

Sen. Spanos moved concurrence.
Adopted.

SJR 32, extending to June 30, 1973 the lapsing of the
1969 appropriation to provide state flags to servicemen.
Sen. S. Smith moved concurrence.
Adopted.

SB

27, to

provide for the prevention and cleanup of

oil

spillage in public waters.

Sen. Porter

moved concurrence.

Adopted.

SJR 27, providing for a special legislative committee to
study the feasibility of establishing a non-adversary juvenile and
domestic relations court in the state.
Sen. Jacobson moved concurrence.
Adopted.

SJR 26, providing for a special legislative committee to
study the methods by which a public defender can be implemented in the state.
Sen. Jacobson moved concurrence.
Adopted.

SENATE NON-CONCURRENCE TO HOUSE

AMENDMENT
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
On

motion from Sen. Nixon, the Senate voted to non-conHouse amendment and establish a Committee of
Conference on:

cur with the
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SB

and providing for the licensing and regulaand salesmen; providing for the New
Hampshire Real Estate Commission defining its power and
duties; and imposing penalties for violations of this chapter.
73, defining

tion of real estate brokers

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens.

Nixon and Leonard.

SUSPENSION OF

THE RULES

Sen. R. SMITH: Mr. President, I move the rules of the
Senate be so far suspended as to allow the introduction of a
committee report not advertised in the Journal.

Adopted.

COMMITTEE REPORT

HB

606

making appropriations for capital improvements. Ought
with amendment. Sen. Townsend for Finance.

to pass

Amend

the bill by striking out

and inserting
1

Appropriation.

fifty six

all after

the enacting clause

in place thereof the following:

thousand

six

The sum

hundred

of five million three

sixty five dollars

is

hundred

hereby appro-

priated for the projects detailed in this section for the purpose of capital improvements and long term repairs, which purpose includes such related improvements, facilities, equipment,
and furnishings as are necessary to complete the same.

The
I.

II.

appropriations for the projects are as follows:

Adjutant General
Boiler replacement

— Milford & Somersworth

18,500

Administration and Control

New

40,000

Archives

48,000
45,000
93,300

State House roof
Rework & moisture proof masonry
light well. State House
New cafeteria kitchen, State House
(c)

(a)

(b)

(d)

Total paragraph

II

226,300
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Aeronautics Commission
Keene Dillant-Hopkins airport
36,683
Runway over run cost
22,010
Less local and federal

(a)

Net appropriation
Nashua Boire Field

14,673

—

(b)

New control
Less local

tower

150,000

& New England

regional commission

145,000

Net appropriation

5,000

Laconia municipal airport
Additional amount for NAVAID
Total paragraph III

(c)

18,000

37,673

IV. Education

Portsmouth vocational technical

(a)

college
(1)

Physical education area

(2)

Equipment

—

air

5,000

com-

pressor, electric furnace,

adaptor and milling

machine

(b)

16,300

Total
Manchester vocational technical

21,300

college
(1)

Physical education area

(2)

Equipment—AC/DC

mobile console and mobile
bench service turret

5,000

15,200

Total
(c)

20,200

Berlin vocational technical

college

Unimog Tractor

15,000

Concord technical institute
Expand kitchen and food

(d)

storage
(e)

130,000

Claremont vocational technical

college

Physical education area

5,000
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Master Plan Development

(£)

30,000

221,500

Total paragraph IV
V. Health and welfare

N.H.

(a)

(1)

Home

Convert

for the elderly

to cafeteria

50,000

feeding
(2)

Convert storage

reation

Sc

to rec-

10,000

therapy

Addition to service
building

(3)

135,000
195,000

Total

New Hampshire

(b)
(1)

Emergency and

Hospital
exit

100,000

lighting
(2)

Flat iron

machine

40,000

Planning & preliminary
(3)
engineering administration
100,000

building

(c)

Total
Laconia

(1)

240,000

and training center
Education-training comstate school

2,019,292*
plex building
90,000
installation
tank
Water
(2)

Improvements &: repairs
Roof repairs, heating zones
and motorized valves for

(3)

various buildings, convert
Rice building to steam,
Felker building shower room
148,500
renovation

Total

2,257,792

Total paragraph V
*Includes additional 100,000 for therapy pool
VI. Industrial School
Boiler replacement
(a)
(b)

2,692,792

85,000

Roof replacement and renovations

to existing buildings

17,900
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360,000

Total to paragraph VI

462,900

VII. Resources and Economic Development
Division of Parks
Engineering and construction
(1)
(a)
i.

Franconia Notch State Park

Tramway

cables

Base shelter
iii. Parking lot
Less Federal funding

150,000
290,000

ii.

100,000

50,000

Total Franconia Notch
Bear Brook
Less Federal funds
Net appropriation

50,000

490,000
25,000
12,500

(b)

12,500

Moose Brook

25,000

Less Federal funds

12,500

(c)

Net appropriation

12,500
24,000
125,000

Hampton

Seawall
Pisgah road improvement
(e)
Less Federal funds

(d)

(f)

Net appropriation
Crawford Notch

(g)

Land Acquisition

62,500
62,500
50,000

500,000*

Less Federal funds

(h)
(i)

150,000

Net appropriation
Frost Homestead
Payment in lieu of taxes

of Pittsburg

&

350,000
10,000
to towns

Clarksville appor-

tioned as provided by

RSA 481

:

(1)

Net appropriation
Fort Constitution
Total paragraph VII

25,000
360,000

14-a

Dredging of Hampton Harbor
(j)
(k) Fort Dearborn
Less Federal Funds

50,000
25,000
25,000
50,000
1,471,500
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*Land acquisition to include but not be limited to the acquisition of land for the corridor between Mount Sunapee State
Park and Pillsbury State Park, provided that of the appropriation in the amount of $500,000, $200,000 may be used for the
acquisition of land for which federal funds are not available.

VIII. Soldiers'

home

Renovate west wing, main

(a)

building

120,000

Renovate

(b)

east wing,

main

building

15,000

Total

135,000

Less federal matching

Net appropriation

67,500

—Total paragraph VIII

IX. State Prison
(a)
New roof east side main cell block

New equipment

(b)

Net appropriation

(a)

repairs
Silver

Lake

17,000

37,000

—paragraph

X. Water Resources Board

Dam

67,500

—Harrisville

IX

54,000
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Durham campus
Alterations and renovation to James,
Kingsbury, Morrill, Murkland Halls

and Hood House

825,000

n. Keene campus
Library addition, working drawings
III,

57,000

Plymouth campus
Remodeling of Guy Speare School

(a)

525,000
175,000
building
Design of college academic
60,000
Campus lighting

for administration building
(b)
(c)

Total paragraph

HI

760,000

Merrimack valley branch
Design and land acquisition, phase I,*
Dunbarton road site, Manchester
*subject to satisfactory test boring by public works

IV.

Land

V.

acquisition

—

all

500,000

150,000

campus'

New England network
New studio equipment

VI.

400,000
2,692,000

Total section 2

3

Appropriation. The
thousand dollars

sum

of four million, eight

hundred

hereby appropriated for the purfurnishing,
and equipping housing, dining
constructing,
of
pose

forty-five

facilities

and

is

utilities at the

University of

New Hampshire

as

follows:
I.

Durham campus
Resident Hall, 300 students, plans
120,000

and design
Total paragraph
II.

120,000

I

Keene campus
(a)

(b)
(c)

New

residence hall

Additional dining facilities
Married students' house

Total paragraph

II

2,225,000
250,000

450,000
2,925,000
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III.

Plymouth campus

(a)

(b)

Student apartment house
Infirmary

1,200,000

600,000

Total paragraph III

1,800,000

Total section 3

4,845,000

4 Transfer of Balance of Appropriations for Old Post Office

Building.

The

entire balances

unexpended and unencum-

bered of the appropriation made by Laws of 1967, 394:1, IX,
as amended by Laws of 1970, 29:5, and by Laws of 1969, 505,
II, (a)
as amended by Laws of 1970, 29:6, are hereby transferred to and appropriated for the purposes of section 16 of this
,

act.

5 Expenditures, General. The appropriation made for the
purposes mentioned in section 1 and the sums available for
those projects shall be expended by the trustees, commission,
commissioner, or department head of the institutions and departments referred to herein, provided that all contracts for
projects and plans and specifications therefor, shall be awarded
in accordance with the provisions of RSA 228.

6 Expenditures, University of
I.

The

appropriations

in sections 2

and

3

made

New

Hampshire.

for the purposes

and the sums available

mentioned

for these projects

be expended by the trustees of the University of New
Hampshire. All contracts for the construction of all or any part
of said building or facilities shall be let only after competitive
sealed bids have been received and only after an advertisement
calling for such bids has been published at least once in each of
two successive calendar weeks in a newspaper of general circulation in New Hampshire or in a trade journal known to be circulated among the contractors from whom bids will be sought
with the state of New Hampshire or elsewhere in the area. The
first publication of such advertisement shall be not less than
thirty days prior to the date the bids will be received.
shall

II.

Availability of Appropriation.

in sections 2

and

The

appropriations

made

3 are available for all costs incident to the

erection, furnishing,

and equipping

of these facilities includ-

ing the necessary extension of utilities and includes the cost of
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the services of architects, engineers, and other consultants of
such kind and capacity as the University Board of Trustees may,

employ on such terms and conditions
Board determines, and include the cost of furnishing and
equipping the facilities with moveable equipment and furnishings not affixed to the buildings, and which are not listed in the
specifications approved for implementation of the construction
plans. These monies shall be spent under the direction of the
University board of trustees.
in

discretion, wish to

its

as the

III. Rejection of Low Bids. If, in the judgment of the
trustees of the University, just cause exists indicating the lowest

bid should be rejected, then the contract may be awarded to the
next loTvest bidder, or if the next lo^vest bid should be rejected,
the contract may be awarded to the third lowest bidder.

The board of trustees of the Uniany and all bids and, if the lowest
bid is in excess of the appropriation, the board has the right to
negotiate with the low bidder or with the three lowest bidders
for a contract for the construction upon terms considered most
advantageous to the university. If only one bid is received, the
board of trustees may negotiate a contract for the construction
on terms considered most advantageous to the university and
to the state. Any authorization contained in this act which is at
variance with the requirements of applicable federal law and
regulations shall be controlled by the terms of the federal law
IV. Rejection of all Bids.

versity has the right to reject

and

regulations.
7

Land Acquisition. Any land acquired under the appromade in section 1, except such land, if any, as may be

priations

acquired under the appropriation for water resources board,
shall be purchased by the commissioner of public works and
highways, with the approval of governor and council.

Bonds Authorized.

8

is

made

To

provide funds for the appropria-

1, 2, and 3 of this
hereby authorized to borrow upon the

tions

in sections

act the state treasurer

credit of the state not

exceeding the sum of thirteen million three hundred thirteen
thousand six hundred sixty-five dollars and for said purpose

may

issue

state of

RSA

bonds and notes

New Hampshire

6-A. Provided

in the

name and on

in accordance

behalf of the

with the provisions of

however that the bonds issued

for the pur-

poses of section 3 of this act shall have a maturity date of thirty
years

from the date of

issue.
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Bond Authorization

9 Maturity Date of Unissued 1969

the University of
the University of

New Hampshire. Any bonds
New Hampshire by Chapter

laws of 1969 which are unissued

upon

505: section 3

passage of this act shall

have a maturity date of thirty years from the date of
10 Payments.

The payment

bonds and notes issued
16 shall be

of principal

and

for the projects in sections

made when due from

The

for

authorized for

issue.

on
and

interest
1, 2, 3,

the general funds of the state.

authorized to deduct
RSA 187:24, or
appropriation in lieu thereof, for each fiscal year such sums as
may be necessary to meet interest and principal payments in accordance with the terms and conditions of the bonds or notes
1

Liquidation.

from the fund accruing

state treasurer

to the university

and

issued for the purposes of sections 2
12 Powers of

is

under

3 hereof.

Governor and Council. The governor and

council are hereby authorized and empowered:
I.

To

establish the priority of undertaking

hereinbefore enumerated in section
II.

To

any projects

1

cooperate with and enter into such agreements with

the federal government or any agency thereof, as they may deem
advisable, to secure federal funds for the purposes hereof.
III.

To

accept any federal funds which are or

become

avail-

able for any project under section 1 beyond the estimated
amounts. Such funds shall reduce appropriations and the bond

authorizations

made under

13 Transfers.

The

these sections accordingly.

individual project appropriation, as pro-

vided in sections 1, 2, 3, and 16 shall not be transferred or expended for any other purposes; provided, however, that the
governor and council may transfer any balance estimated to be
available upon completion of an individual project to other
projects within the same section.
14 Appropriation Extension.

The

appropriation provided

improvements for the water resources board by Laws
of 1965, Chapter 281, section 1, paragraph X as extended for
use by Laws of 1967, chapter 394, section 15 and by Laws of
1969, Chapter 351, shall be available for expenditure until
June 30, 1973.
for capital
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Debt Limitation of Industrial Development Authority
Amend RSA 162- A: 12 (supp) as amended, by striking out in line three the word "seven" and inserting in place
thereof the word, (thirteen) and by striking out in line four
the ^vord "four" and inserting in place thereof the word (ten)
15

Increased.

,

so that said section as

amended

shall

Debt Limitation. The authority may

read

as follows:

162-A:12

bonds and notes as
follows: (1) The authority may issue bonds or notes in an
amount not to exceed thirteen million dollars at any one time,
of which amount not more than ten million dollars shall be in
connection with industrial projects, not more than one million
dollars shall be in connection with projects for recreational facilities, and not more than two million dollars shall be in connection with projects for access roads to public airports and industrial areas. (2) In addition to bonds and notes permitted
under paragraph (1) above, the authority may issue bonds and
notes in an amount not exceeding five million dollars at any
one time on industrial facilities to be used for the following
purposes: (a) For loans which shall not exceed thirty percent
of the appraised value of the industrial facility for which the
loan is made. Payment of bonds or notes so issued may be subordinated to loans made by lending institutions operating under
state or national charters. Such loans by the authority shall provide for amortization and interest rates at least equal to the
terms contained in the loans made by the private lending institution and shall be secured by a second mortgage on the industrial facility, (b) For loans which may be made in participation with lending institutions operating under state or national
charters, but such participation shall not exceed fifty percent of
the total granted by such institution and any such loan shall
under paragraph (2) hereof be limited to borrowers whose industrial facilities are located in New Hampshire and which have
been displaced, acquired or condemned under federal, state,
county or municipal redevelopment, rehabilitation and highway projects. Any revenue bonds issued by the authority which,
by the terms of repayment, are not an obligation of the authority or the state but are entirely supported and guaranteed by
the revenue contract of a leasing corporation, shall not be included in determining the maximum amount of notes and
bonds authorized herein.

There is hereby approbe expended by the governor and council:

16 Purchase of Office Buildings.

priated to

issue
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The sum

of three hundred twenty thousand dollars for
and renovation of the so-called New Hampshire
Savings Bank Building, 97 North Main Street, Concord, N. H.,
and
I.

the purchase

II. The sum of four hundred thousand dollars for the purchase of the so-called Monitor-Patriot Building, 4 Park Street,

Concord, N. H.
17

Where

it

or state statutes,

will not conflict with federal funding, federal

New Hampshire

architects

must be used.

18 Effective Date. This act shall take effect July

TOWN SEND:

1,

1971.

I will attempt to go
pointing
out
the corrections that
through the Capital Budget,
were made by Public Works and Finance.

Sen.

Mr. President,

The first change that was made by Public Works is on page
under Education (c) Berlin Vocational Technical College
here we struck the item that was in the House budget calling
for some new equipment. We substituted a tractor at the Department of Education's request. Snow is a problem up in the
North Country and they considered this a priority for clearing
snow worse than they needed the new equipment. This reduced
the appropriation by $1,000 over what was in the House budget.
2,

—

The next change was the addition, under Education (f)
this was again requested by the
Master Plan Development
Department of Education because they have no long range
master plan for their vocational and technical schools. It was
felt by the Committees that this should be the next step rather
than adding buildings without having a plan to go by.

—

The next change offered by Public Works is on page 3,
under Industrial School
regarding an item of $360,000 for a
new college. This was a very critical area where they are presently over-populated with an increase of about 10 percent a
year. It was felt that this was an absolute must if we were to do
right by the young people who go to the school.

—

The

next change was on page 4 under Resources and EcoFranconia Notch State Park, Base Shelter. This is a project that has already begun but the $245,000 in
the House budget was insufficient so we increased that to $290,000. The next item is under this same topic
Parking lot

nomic Development

—

—

—
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$100,000, $50,000 of which is federally funded. This also is for
the Franconia State Park which is in critical need of additional
parking places because of the traffic hazards in the area due to

parking places.

insufficient

The

again under Resources and Economic
Crawford Notch
$50,000 which was put in
because of the badly deteriorated generating

next change

Development (f)
by Public Works

is

—

—

this is a new
next one (g) Land Acquisition
$300,$500,000
item which was not in the House budget
000 was put in by Public Works and this was upped by Finance
$200,000 more. This is to take care of the presently available
land which is on the market plus some more that they expect

system.

The

—

will

be on the market.

lose

it

It is

—

a case of being able to get

it

now

or

possibly forever.

In (h)

we added

,

now or never.
(i)

Frost Homestead. This also was felt of

We put in $10,000 there.

—
the Murphy Dam and Lake Francis Dam — $25,000
a

is

new

addition from the House version
Payment
Towns of Pittsburg and Clarksville in pay-

in lieu of taxes to

ment

for

— $12,500 each year for two

years.

—

is also new. The last
(j) Dredging of Hampton Harbor
time that the harbor was dredged was by a five-year bond and
that is the intent here because it has to be done about every
five years.
have a commitment with the federal government
to do this dredging. The federal government is doing the dredging outside the harbor but we have agreed to do it inside. The

We

cost

is

$360,000.

The

next change is on page 5, under State Prison (b) new
$37,000 put in by Public Works. This is to purchase additional equipment for stamping out number plates
as well as some new presses in the printing department. Both

equipment

—

are very critical.

The

next change is on page 7, section III, Plymouth camHere we have added (a) student apartment house $1,200,000 and (b) Infirmary at $600,000. The next change is section

pus.

4 in regard

to the old post office building. It

removes the funds

now

there to be applied to the purchase of two additional buildings in the complex. The amendment that refers
that are

to that purchase

is

on page

12,

Section 16. This

is

also

new

—
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Purchase of Office Buildings. There is hereby appropriated to
be expended by the Governor and Council:

The sum

of three hundred twenty thousand dollars for
and renovation of the so-called New Hampshire
Savings Bank Building, 97 North Main Street, Concord, N. H.
I.

the purchase

II. The sum of four hundred thousand dollars for the purchase of the so-called Monitor-Patriot Building, 4 Park Street,

Concord, N. H.
believe that completes the changes with one exception.

I

The

amendment was inadvertently
adopted by the Committee.
final

Sen.
it

out which was

ACOBSON What is the total amount?
TOWNSEND: It is in here by sections

Sen. J

added

left

:

up.

The

total of section

one

is

and

I

haven't

$5,356,665. Section two,

$2,692,000. Section three, $4,845,000.

Sen. J ACOBSON:

This

is

That

is

considerably lower than the

budget in the past?
Sen.

TOWNSEND:

Sen.

PORTER: What

transferred to the

Old Post

Sen.

TOWNSEND:

Sen.

PORTER:

stitution,

Sen.

what

if

we

the appropriation

which

will

Around

$300,000.

Fort Constitution

don't do something,

it

will

in

is

be

bad

state of

lost forever.

Dearborn is fenced off, the intent being to open that up
public and that requires building of rest room facilities
a bare bones opening up of the place.

we have
Sen.

just

MORRISSETTE:

to the difference

that

Fort

to the

—

Sen.

be

Office Building section?

Concerning Fort Dearborn and Fort Concontemplated there?

is

TOWNSEND:

repair and

is

correct.

Could you give me an opinion as
between bonding repairs and improvements

here?

TOWNSEND:

for a deficit,

Repairs and building

new

buildings,

When

you are talking about bonding
you are talking about something that is a current

are long term financed.

expenditure.

1
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MORRISSETTE:

Sen.

Laconia State School

be able to get the teachers for

new

this

—

will

we

building?

TOWN

SEND: This building will not be ready for
Sen.
occupancy until the future biennium.

KOROMILAS: What

Sen.

is

going

be the debt service

to

cost for this budget?

TOWN SEND:

Sen.

At the moment,

I

couldn't give you

the answer.

KOROMILAS: Would

Sen.

you say that

this has a

smack

of pork barrel?

Sen.
Sen.
ley;

is

the

last

it

TOWNSEND:

I

cannot find

it.

KOROMILAS: With respect to the Merrimack Valnot true that the Legislature authorized the state in
session to check on a piece of land near Dunbarton

Road?
Sen.
Sen.

some

take

Sen.

TOWNSEND: You may be correct, I don't recall.
KOROMILAS: We appropriated $60,000 to undersort of study in that area?

TOWNSEND:

priated but
Sen.
this

I

am

believe that there was

I

not sure

it

money

appro-

was in the Dunbarton section.

KOROMILAS: The

state has

an option to purchase

land for $1,000 an acre?
Sen.

TOWNSEND:

They have been

they have the option or not,

been

I

am

offered, but whether
not so sure. Both sites have

visited.

Sen. KOROMILAS: Does this section on page 6 have anything to do with waiving that land which was brought up in the
last session?

Sen.

TOWNSEND:

They would waive

that land that they

do not presently own.
Sen. KOROMILAS: By adopting this, don't we just forget
about the one we checked on in the last session?

Sen.

TOWNSEND:

I

am

able once the state decides they

sure that land will be avail-

want

to

go to

this area.
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Sen. KOROMILAS: Does the Merrimack
and water at the present time?
Sen.

have sewage

POULSEN:

brought in
Sen.

Site

at the

No, it does not. They both have to be
expense of the school.

KOROMILAS: On

page 9

— what amounts are we

talking about?
Sen.

TOWNSEND:

Works and I do not have

This was put in by the House Public
the details.

RECESS
Sen.

TOWNSEND:

During

this recess, I discovered three

items that I inadvertently left out and I want to call it to your
attention at this time. Under Education, page 2 Finance added
a $5,000 item for the development of physical education at
Portsmouth, Manchester and Claremont
$5,000 in each inHospital
New
Hampshire
stance. The other item was on page 3,

—

and

preliminary engineering administration
This was put in by Public Works. The
last amendment which we had not covered was a mechanical
error which should have been in but got left out. This is on
page 13, Section 17 will now become where it will not conflict
with federal funding, federal or state statutes. 17 will be 18
the effective date.
(3)

Planning

building — $100,000.

—

Sen. NIXON: Is there any reason why this preference to
New Hampshire architects should apply when there is no pref-

erence to N. H. contractors, laborers,

TOWNSEND:

etc.?

think this section was suggested by
the feeling being that N. H.
architects have not been used and their services do not go out
to bid while your contractors do.
Sen.

Sen.

I

Downing and Ferdinando

Question on adoption of the amendment
Committee.

Amendment
Sen.

as offered

by the

adopted.

SNELL: Mr.

President,

I

move

the following amend-

ment:

Amend

the bill by striking out section 3 and inserting in

place thereof the following:
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hundred

of five million, four

hereby appropriated for the purpose of constructing, furnishing, and equipping housing, dining
is

utilities at the

University of

New Hampshire

as

follows:
I.

Durham campus
Alumni house

(a)

(b)

610,000

Resident Hall, 300 students, plans

and design

120,000

Total paragraph

$730,000

I

Keene campus

II.

(a)

(b)
(c)

New

residence hall

2,225,000

Additional dining facilities
Married students' house

250,000
450,000

Total paragraph II
III.

2,925,000

Plymouth campus

(a)

(b)

Student apartment house
Infirmary

1,200,000

600,000

Total paragraph III

1,800,000

Total section 3

Further

amend

5,455,000

the bill by striking out section 8

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:
8

Bonds Authorized.

made

To

provide funds for the appropria-

and 3 of this act the state treasurer
is hereby authorized to borrow upon the credit of the state not
exceeding the sum of thirteen million nine hundred twentythree thousand six hundred sixty-five dollars and for said purpose may issue bonds and notes in the name and on behalf of
the state of New Hampshire in accordance with the provisions
of RSA 6-A. Provided however that the bonds issued for the
tions

in sections

1, 2,

purposes of section 3 of this act shall have a maturity date of
thirty years from the date of issue.
Sen.

ent

SNELL: This amendment

bill. It

substitutes the

starts

on page 7 of the

word "$5,455,000"

pres-

for the total

fig-
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ure of $4,845,000 for section

1,

3. I

2,

am

adding

this

amend-

ment to the Durham Campus, adding an alumni house for the
sum total of $610,000. This also has to be further changed in
section 8 as far as the

sum

bonding authorized by substituting the

total for the addition of the $610,000.

not only hold two or three types of jobs; I hope that you
I am not supporting this amendment because I
happen to be Director of Alumni Activities at the UNH. This
I

will realize that

was part of the original House bill, part of the university system's piece of legislation concerning growth. I hope that you
will concur with this amendment. It is a self-supporting bond
issue over a period of twenty years. We would like this prime
interest rate.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Sen.

PORTER:

to be passed through

If this

amendment

is

adopted, will

it

have

and acted upon by the Finance Commit-

tee?

The CHAIR would state
Sen.

NIXON:

for Sen. Snell's

Mr. President,

amendment

Amendment

no.

adopted.

I

think a case has been made
I support the amendment.

therefore,

Ordered

to third reading.

FURTHER HOUSE MESSAGES
HOUSE RECOMMENDATION BUT NO FUNDING
OF SB AND LAID ON THE TABLE
SB

47, relative to salary increases

eligibility for certification of certain

upon

certification

and

medical personnel.

HOUSE CONCURRENCE TO SENATE AMENDMENTS
HB 843, authorizing temporary emergency permits situations for nursing

home

administrators.

HB 992, relative to regulation of private schools.
HB 711, relative to certain administrative procedures
within the Department of Education, school boards and schools.
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HOUSE NON-CONCURRNENCE
SB 277, relative to disqualification of certain officials in
the City of Manchester for employment by the city.
SB

254, prohibiting candidates for office, other than elec-

tion officials,

from being present within the

rail of a

polling

place.

SB 221, amending the charter of the City of Nashua to
provide for the appointment of library trustees by the Mayor
subject to approval by the Board of Aldermen.

REQUEST FOR COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
to

On motion from Sen. R. Smith, the Senate voted
House request for Committee of Conference on:

HB
tain
30,

918,

making appropriations

departments of the state for the
1972 and June 30, 1973.

The Speaker appointed

as

to accede

for the expenses of cerfiscal

years ending

June

members

of said Committee on
Weeks, Ferguson, Huot,

the part of the House, Reps. Drake,

Bruton.

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the
S. Smith and Provost.

Senate, Sens. R. Smith,

do now adjourn from
on third reading, all bills be read
by title only and resolutions by caption only and that when
the Senate adjourns today, it be until tomorrow at 10 o'clock.
Adopted.
Sen. Spanos

the Early Session

moved
and

that the Senate

that

LATE SESSION
Third reading and

HB

606,

final passage

making appropriations

for capital improvements.

Adopted.

VACATE COMMITTEE
Sen.

whereby

JACOBSON:

HB

November

3,

Mr. President, I move that the order
town meeting in Jaffrey,
1970 was referred to the Committee on Executive

96, legalizing the special
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Departments, Municipal Sc County Governments be vacated
and the bill be referred to the Special Committee on Reapportionment.
Adopted.
Sen. English

moved

the Senate adjourn at 9:50 p.m.

Adopted.

Friday

18Jun71
The

Senate met at 10 o'clock.

A quorum was present.
Prayer was offered by Senate Chaplain, Rev, William L.
Shafer.

Blessed be thou,

O

LORD GOD

our Father, for ever and

the greatness, and the power, and the
glory, and the victory, and the majesty: for all that is in the
ever.

Thine,

Lord,

is

heaven and in the earth is thine; thine is the kingdom, O Lord,
and thou art exalted as head above all. Now therefore, our
God, we thank thee, and praise thy glorious name, for all things
come of thee. O Lord God of our fathers, keep this forever
in the imagination of the thoughts of the heart of thy people,

and prepare

their heart

unto thee. Amen.
(

— adapted from

I

Chr. 29: 10-18)

Pledge of Allegiance was led by Sen, Poulsen,

HOUSE MESSAGES
HOUSE CONCURRENCES
SJR 16, reimbursing the members of the committee studying the economic potentials and development potentials of

Mount Sunapee
SB
SB

state

72, relative to the issuance of state notes.
95, abolishing the office of research analyst, to senate

finance committee
in the

park for mileage expense incurred,

RSA.

and removing any reference

to that office
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increasing the state guarantee for certain school

construction programs.

SB

106, relating to filing notices

vation act and requiring an

ment

owner

under the timber conser-

to furnish security for pay-

of the yield tax,

SB

121, applying the coverage of the

assistance act

SB

highway relocation

by project number.

and the

186, increasing the radius of operation

special operation permits for certain

SB

197,

fee for

heavy motor vehicles.

establishing the salary of the pesticides surveil-

lance scientist.

SB

between

200, relative to indemnification agreements

architects, engineers or surveyors

and owners,

contractors, sub

contractors or suppliers.

SB

201, relative to the state apprenticeship council,

SB

235, relative to the fee for a liquor license issued after

April

first.

SB

236, to abolish the so-called "locality rule" in judicial

matters involving professional malpractice

SB

261, providing for reciprocity in

SB

297,

suits.

motor vehicle

citations.

requiring certain markings and equipment on

bicycles.

SB

302, prohibiting discrimination because of age or sex.

REQUEST FOR COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
On
to the

Motion of Sen. McCarthy, the Senate voted to accede
House Request for a Committee of Conference on:

HB

606,

making appropriations

The Speaker appointed

improvements.

members of said Committee on
Raymond, Trowbridge and Bel-

as

the part of the House, Reps.
court.

The

for capital

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens.

Townsend and Lamontagne.

RECESS
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SENATE NON-CONCURRENCE TO HOUSE

AMENDMENT
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
On

motion from Sen. Poulsen, the Senate voted
concur and establish a Committee of Conference on:

SB
eters

262, relative to the alteration

to non-

and contruction of odom-

and the protection of motor vehicle purchasers.

REQUESTS FOR COMMITTEES OF CONFERENCE
On motion from Sen. Poulsen, the Senate voted to accede
to

House request

for a

Committee

of Conference on:

HB

800, providing for annual physical examinations for
school bus operators.

The Speaker appointed

as

members

of said

Committee on

the part of the House, Reps. Conley, Boucher, and Lemieux.

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Poulsen

to

On motion from
House request for

bers

and Lamontagne.
Sen. Poulsen, the Senate voted to accede
a

Committee

of Conference on:

HB

669, to eliminate the blood test requirement for bar-

and

hairdressers.

The Speaker appointed as members of said Committee on
the part of the House, Reps. Spaulding, E. Johnson and Cares.

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the
and Marcotte.

Senate, Sens. Snell

On
to

motion from Sen. Poulsen, the Senate voted to accede
for a Committee of Conference on:

House request

HB

489, relative to the sentence for murder and the proceedings to determine the sentence.

The Speaker appointed as members of said Committee
on the part of the House, Reps. Zachos, R. Bradley and Brummer.

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens.

On

to

Nixon and Lamontagne.

motion from Sen. Poulsen, the Senate voted to accede
House request for a Committee of Conference on:
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Coordinating Board

Advanced Education and Accreditation.

The Speaker appointed as members of said Committee
on the part of the House, Reps. Bowles, Stevenson and Gabriel.
The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. English

and Leonard.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
HB

642

eliminating the payment of taxes as condition precedent to
receiving the service exemption from taxes. Ought to pass.
Sen. Poulsen for Executive Departments, Municipal

Sc

County

Governments.
Sen.
as

POULSEN: HB

642 eliminates the payment of taxes

a condition precedent to receiving the service

from taxes. The Committee recommends it ought
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

HB

exemption
to pass.

888
relative to the practice of professional engineering.

to pass. Sen. Poulsen for Executive Departments,
&:

Ought

Municipal

County Governments.
Sen.

POULSEN:

Mr. President,

HB

888, the practice of

engineering is permitted by a firm providing that one or more
of the cooperative officers is designated as being responsible
for the engineering activities.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

HB

923
relative to the parking of

veterans.

Ought

ments, Municipal
Sen.

to pass. Sen.

HB

Poulsen for Executive Depart-

& County Governments.

POULSEN:

for certain veterans to

Adopted.

motor vehicles by disabled war

Mr. President, HB 923 simply provides
permit them free parking.

Ordered

to third reading.

588

to correct a typographical error in the Revised Statutes
Annotated. Ought to pass. Sen. Poulsen for Executive Departments, Municipal and County Governments.
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Sen.

POULSEN:

Adopted.

HB

HB

Mr. President,

rect a typographical error in the

Ordered

588

is

simply to cor-

RSA.

to third reading.

850
clarifying the powers of sheriflFs

pedient to

and police

officers,

Inex-

Poulsen for Executive Departments,
Municipal & County Governments.
legislate. Sen.

Mr. President, HB 850 clarifies the powand police officers. It had gone too far in delineating the powers of the officers and sheriffs and therefore
Sen.

POULSEN:

ers of sheriffs

that it be made inexpedient.
Resolution adopted.

moved

HB

814
enabling towns to elect a three-man board of assessors.
Ought to pass. Sen. Poulsen for Executive Departments, Municipal

& County Governments.

POULSEN: Mr. President, HB 814 enables towns to
three-man board of assessers to work along with the

Sen.
elect a

board of selectmen.

The Committee recommends

it

ought to

pass.

Adopted.

HB

Ordered

to third reading.

550

providing copies of the Revised Statutes Annotated for
attorneys in the Office of Attorney General. Ought to pass.
Sen. Poulsen for Executive Departments, Municipal & County

Governments.
Sen.

more

POULSEN:

Mr. President,

HB

550 provides that

copies will be furnished to the attorney in the Attorney

General's Office because there were

more employed

in that

than copies were made available.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

office

HB

917
providing for the temporary classification of the position
of assistant attorney general in certain cases. Ought to pass. Sen.
Poulsen for Executive Departments, Municipal &: County Governments.
Sen.

POULSEN:

temporary

Mr. President,

HB

917 provides for the

classification of the position of the Assistant Attor-
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ney General in certain cases. The Committee recommends
ought to pass. I think there is money involved in this bill.
Referred to Committee on Finance.
Adopted.

HB

919
exempting certain municipal water companies from

fications as public utilities.

Ought

to pass.

it

classi-

Sen. Poulsen for

Executive Departments, Municipal and County Governments.
Sen. POULSEN: Mr. President, HB 919 exempts certain
municipal water companies from classification as public utilities. This was amended by the House and the Committee recommends it ought to pass.
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.

HB

251
providing that the provisions of the Constitution of New
Hampshire shall establish the age for voters. Ought to pass.
Sen. Poulsen for Executive Departments, Municipal & County

Governments.
Sen.

POULSEN:

Mr. President,

HB

251

provides that

the provisions for the Constitution of the State of

New Hamp-

shire shall establish the age of voters at the age 18 rather than
at 21 as it now is. This will make it comply with the federal
law and we recommend it ought to pass.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

HB

675

eliminating the requirement of publishing the advertisement of sale of state guaranteed sewer bonds and notes. Ought
to pass. Sen. Poulsen for Executive Departments, Municipal
Sc

County Governments.
Sen.

POULSEN:

Governor and Council

up

Mr. President:
in the

to 100 million dollars

name

HB

675 authorizes the

of the State to guarantee

by bonds issued by any municipality

for the construction of sewage systems.

The
to

full faith

and

credit

makes

it

possible for the

bonding

be at the lowest rate.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

HB

839

by the Hillsborough county regisdeeds Ought to pass. Sen. Poulsen for Executive Depart-

relative to fees charged
ter of

ments, Municipal

&:

County Governments.
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TOWNSEND:

Sen.

Mr. President,

to the fees charged by the Hillsborough

Deeds. This goes along with

and we recommend
Adopted.

HB

all

HB

839

relative

is

County Register

of

the other register of deeds bills

that it ought to pass.
Ordered to third reading.

883

warrant concerning
planning boards and zoning. Ought to pass. Sen. Poulsen for
Executive Departments, Municipal & County Governments.
relative to petitioning articles in the

Mr. President, HB 883 amended by
do with voting on zoning and planning boards

POULSEN:

Sen.

the House, has to

in towns. It requires that a petition has to carry either 100

names or 10 percent of the
these boards. "We

recommend

Adopted.

HB

Ordered

registered voters to petition out
it

ought to

pass.

to third reading.

993

enforcement of the election laws. Ought to
Poulsen for Executive Departments, Municipal &
County Governments.
relative to the

pass.

Sen.

Sen.

keeping

POULSEN:
bill relative to

Mr.

President,

HB

993

is

a

house-

the enforcement of election laws.

The

Committee recommends it ought to pass.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

RECESS

HB

796

New Hampshire state flag.
Ought to pass. Sen. Poulsen for Executive Departments, Municipal fc County Governments.
relative to the display of the

Sen. POULSEN: Mr. President, HB 796, amended in the
House, delineates the rules on the display of the New Hampshire state flag as well as the U. S. flag. It gives the height of
the pole and so on. We recommend that it ought to pass.
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.

HB

753

eliminating the biennial referendum on sweepstakes on
the ballots. Ought to pass. Sen. Poulsen for Executive Departments, Municipal &: County Governments.
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753 eliminates the

biennial referendum on sweepstakes on the ballots.

can put it on anytime at their
to have it on every biennium.

Ordered

Adopted.

own

desire but they

Towns

do not have

to third reading.

HB

737
permitting nonprofit colleges, nonprofiit trusts and funds
to be participating lenders. Ought to pass. Sen. Poulsen for
Executive Departments, Municipal & County Governments.

POULSEN:

Sen.

profit colleges

loans.

and

HB

Mr. President,

trusts to participate

737 permits nonwithout an agency in

We recommend it ought to pass.
Ordered

Adopted.

to third reading.

HB

127
providing for a study on the feasibility of construction
of a bridge over the Merrimack River in the Town of Merrimack. Ought to pass. Sen. Downing for Public Works & Transportation.

HB

Sen. POULSEN: Mr. President,
127 provides for a
study by the Department of Public Works concerning the
feasibility of the construction of bridges over the Merrimack
River in the Town of Merrimack.
recommend this ought to

We

pass.

Sen.
Sen.
of Public

McCarthy:

Is

POULSEN:

don't think

I

this?

comes out

so. I

believe

HB

127 will be referred

it

state that

Committee on Finance.

Adopted.

HB

on

Works.

The CHAIR would
to the

there an appropriation

Referred to Committee on Finance.

584
relative to the

form

and making an apwith amendment. Sen.
Transportation.

of drivers licenses,

Ought
Public Works

propriation therefor.

to pass

Lamontagne

Sc

for

AMENDMENT
Amend the bill by striking out section
place thereof the following:

1

and inserting in
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1
Laminated Card with Color Photograph. Amend RSA
261:9 by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof
the following: 261:9 Form of License. The director shall, upon
payment of the required fee, issue to every applicant an operator's license subject to such conditions as the director may
deem expedient which shall take the form of a laminated card
two and one eighths inches wide and three and three eighths

inches long. Said laminated card shall bear thereon a distinguishing number assigned to the licensee, the full name, date
of birth, residence address, height,

and

and weight

of the licensee

a full-face color photograph of the licensee.

There

shall

be provided a space wherein the licensee shall write his
usual signature in ink and a space wherein the licensee may enter his blood type if he so desires. No license shall be valid until
signed in the proper space by the licensee.
also

Amend

section 4 of the bill by striking out the introduc-

tory paragraph to said section

and inserting

in place thereof the

following:

4 Temporary Provisions Effective During Transition PeThe period from July 1, 1972 to June 30, 1976 shall be a
transition period during which time the director of the division
of motor vehicles shall cause every holder of any type license to
operate a motor vehicle to apply for a laminated card photographic license as provided in this act. During this transition
riod.

period, the director of the division of
ize, as far as is possible,

made

the

number

motor

vehicles shall equal-

of applications that will be

for renewal licenses in future years. Notwithstanding

any

provisions of this act or any other provisions of law to the contrary, the director of the division of motor vehicles shall have

the following powers and duties during the transition period:

Further amend section 4 of the bill by striking out paragraph IV and inserting in place thereof the following:
IV. If any person

is

issued said laminated card photographic

be valid for four years commencing
which it is issued and
the license he holds as of the date of application shall be valid
only until the date the new license commences.
license, said license shall

from

his birthday in the calendar year in

Sen. POULSEN: Mr. President, the amendment on HB
584 eliminates a section that made a compulsory four-year
physical re-examination of the applicant. The bill itself pro-
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vides for a picture driver's license.
tion.

We

New

Hampshire's driver's

There

are in agreement that this

is

a

is

1461
a large appropria-

much needed

license, at this time, are a

like a

form of

a

looks

it

in the

carbon copy.

Amendment

HB

complete

—

and are hardly recognized in other states
piece of newspaper cut out. They come to you

disgrace

thing.

adopted. Referred to Committee on Finance.

626
to require higher safety standards in the construction of

driveways and other accesses to the public way. Ought to
Sen. Poulsen for Public Works & Transportation.

pass.

Mr. President, HB 626 has to do with
and IV highways. The main gist of the bill
is that it allows that every piece of property must have access.
But, likewise, a piece of property cannot have more than one
Sen.

POULSEN:

access to Class II, III

driveway unless

it can furnish at least 400 feet of vision. It is a
measure and we are in agreement with it and recommend it ought to pass.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

safety

HB

756
to increase

highway relocation

Sen. Poulsen for Public

Sen.

POULSEN:

way relocation

Ought

assistance.

to pass.

Works & Transportation.

Mr. President,

HB

756 increases the high-

assistance in establishing a set fee for various

moves, the cost of relocation and so on. It is in agreement with
the government specifications. We have already passed some
legislation on this on mortgage differentials. This simply brings
the highway relocation up with the federal standards.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

RECESS

HB

623
extending the application of the right to know law to the
legislature and all its committees. Ought to pass with amendment. Sen. Nixon for Judiciary.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section 3

place thereof the following:

and inserting in
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3 Meetings Not Public. Amend RSA 91-A:3, II (supp) as
inserted by 1967, 251:1 by inserting after paragraph (d) the
following new paragraph: (e) Matters being discussed by a legislative

committee

be made

sitting in executive session,

which should not

public, as determined by a three-fifths vote of the

mem-

bers present and voting at such meeting.
Sen.

NIXON:

Mr. President,

HB

623, in original form,

would have extended the right to know law to meetings of the
Governor and Council and also to meetings of committees of
the Senate and House, even in Executive Session, unless a majority of the

be private.

committee voted that the Executive Session should

The amendment proposed by

Committee would require

the Senate Judiciary

that three-fifths of a legislative com-

mittee vote in Executive Session in favor of privacy before the
know law provisions would be held inapplicable. With
that amendment, the Committee recommends it ought to pass.
right to

Amendment

HB

adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

663
adopting the uniform act on paternity. Ought to pass with

amendment.

Sen.

Nixon

for Judiciary.

AMENDMENT
Amend RSA

168-A:5 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
word "apply." the words (Upon
the prayer of the petitioner the court shall schedule an immediinserting in line five after the

ate hearing, as in the cases of prayers for

temporary

relief in

divorce and legal separation proceedings, on the issue of whether, and how much, the alleged father of the child in question

be required to post in advance as security for the payment
and other expenses for which he may ultimately
be held liable under this chapter.) so that said section as amended shall read as follows:
shall

of maternity

168-A:5 Remedies. The superior court has jurisdiction of a
proceeding under this chapter and all remedies for the enforcement of judgments for expenses of pregnancy and confinement
for a wife or for education, necessary support, or funeral ex-

penses for legitimate children apply. Upon the prayer of the
petitioner the court shall schedule an immediate hearing, as in
the cases of prayers for temporary relief in divorce and legal
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separation proceedings, on the issue of whether, and how much,
the alleged father of the child in question shall be required to
post in advance as security for the payment of maternity and
other expenses for which he may ultimately be held liable under
this chapter. The court has continuing jurisdiction to modify
or revoke a judgment for future education and necessary support. All remedies under the Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement of Support Act are available for enforcement of duties

of

p

ipport under this chapter.

Sen. NIXON: Mr. President, HB 663 is the so-called Uniform Act on Paternity which, in general terms, transfers ultimate
jurisdiction of paternity actions, that

born out of wedlock and the
in the
trict

first

is

support for children
the Superior Court

like, directly to

instance, rather than, as

is

now

the case, to the Dis-

or Municipal Court and then to the Superior Court on ap-

terms of bringing N. H.'s law in line with that of other
in terms of better protecting the rights of the child
in question, and in terms of providing more comprehensively
for the expense of the birth of the child and placing that responsibility where it belongs, HB 663 was felt to be a tremendous
step forward in our law.
peal. In

states,

and

On
bill

the other hand. Sen. Morrissette was the sponsor of a

on the same subject which would

clearly require that the

alleged father be held responsible for certain additional ex-

penses also provided for in HB 663 and would also require the
immediate posting of a bond in the amount of $500 to secure
the payment of those expenses by the alleged father which was
a concept that the Committee agreed with and thus the Committee amended HB 663 to specify that on the prayer of the petitioner, the Superior Court could schedule an immediate hearing. The amendment is a means by which some money would
be put up right off the bat and posted in court to secure the
payment of these expenses. With this amendment, the Committee recommends it ought to pass.

RECESS
Sen.

on the

NIXON:

table.

Adopted.

Mr. President,

I

move

that

HB

633 be laid
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HB

172
relating to public disposal facilities.

Ought

to pass

Sen. Snell for Public Health, Welfare

amendment.

&

with

State In-

stitutions.

AMENDMENT
Amend

section 6 of the bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

6 Fees. Amend RSA 147 by inserting after section 26 the
following new section: 147:26-a Fees. A town or city providing
facilities for

the disposal of putrescible material, animal

manure

and industrial waste as defined in RSA 149:1 shall have the
power to make by-laws governing such facility and fix reasonable rates for
Sen.
in nature

its

use.

SNELL: Mr.

President,

we have two

bills

— HB 172 and HB 294. HB 172 has been

tee for close to a

month while awaiting

HB

very similar
in

Commit-

294 to come to the

Committee. HB 172 was a needed revision of the details of the
present law that is now on the books. We have accepted an
amendment which will protect communities such as Salem,
those around the Hinsdale Race Track, Rochester Race Track
and so on. The amendment provides facilities for the disposal
of certain material, animal manure, industrial wastes and fixes
reasonable rates for its use. This bill certainly is in the best interest of the community and certainly this amendment is a
necessity at this time for these communities who have requested
this

amendment.

Amendment

adopted.

Ordered to third reading.

HB

294
providing for the establishment of public refuse disposal
facilities under certain conditions. Ought to pass with amendment. Sen. Snell for Public Health, Welfare & State Institutions.

AMENDMENT
Amend RSA
striking out the

147:23-g as inserted by section

same and inserting

I

of the bill by

in place thereof the follow-

ing:

147:23-g

Eminent Domain. The commissioner

partment of health and welfare

shall

of the de-

through the division of

i
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public health services plan, finance, acquire, construct and put
into operational condition refuse disposal facilities for any town
which is subject to the provisions of RSA 147:23-f. The commissioner shall have the powers of eminent domain for the purpose of this chapter. In the selection of a site for refuse disposal
facilities, the maintenance of environmental quality shall be
of prime concern, and a public hearing shall be held prior to
the acquisition of land for such purpose. Land so acquired shall
be taken in the name of the state and shall not be taxable.
Sen.

SNELL: Mr.

President, the only Senate

amendment

would be substituting the word "commissioner" for "director"
of the Department of Health and Welfare in section 147-23 G
under Eminent Domain. This bill is really a strong piece of
legislation
a bill that will help out communities such as
the City of Portsmouth, the City of Laconia, the City of Manchester
all communities that have a problem as far as dump

—

—

facilities at

the present time. This bill specifically states that

no exemption which extends beyond July 1, 1973 shall be
granted under RSA 147-23 which we just described in the last
piece of legislation.

Under

this provision of law, the

governing

Department of Health
and Welfare, Division of Public Health Services that the town
board of the towns

shall certify to the

(and these are the three strong points of this legislation) has
its boundaries suitable for solid waste disposal facilities. The second
has been unable to enter into
an agreement as far as RSA 53-A with another town for disposal facilities. The third
has been unable to enter into agreement with any other public or private entity for disposal of

no location within

—

—

its

solid wastes.

There are many communities in our state that are having
problems with adjoining communities and we hope that this
piece of legislation will once again study this problem and
hopefully communities will be able to agree with their neighboring communties on locating sites for disposal wastes that
certainly will be a problem as our population continues to
rise in these areas.

Sen. SPANOS: Did I understand that part of the legislation
being proposed is forcing the towns and cities into compliance
on the public disposal units by a certain date?
Sen.

SNELL: This

will not force

— but in 1975, the

State
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of

New

Hampshire,

if

do not work toward the

these towns

solu-

tion of a given area will, by law, actually state to these communities that a site must be found and it will be up to the

and the Department of Health and Welfare to look over
and then hopefully select a site
these areas that now have no proper waste facilities.

state

the situation, hold hearings
for

Sen.

SPAN OS:

Does

this legislation, in

any way, take into
any solutions

consideration or offer to the towns and
as to the financial problems that they will face as a result of
cities

having to buy these
Sen.

sites

and construct

SNELL: There is a
when a refuse

to the State

—

their disposal facilities?

clause in here

— 147-23 — Costs

disposal facility

is

completed and

declared optional by the Division of Public Health Services,
it shall be operated thereafter by the town. Other sites that
are not available can be constructed by the governing board
of the

town through the work with the State of New Hamppayments for these sites. This would be in

shire in selecting

1975.

Amendment

HB

adopted.

Orfdered to third reading.

419
relative to supplies for discharged prisoners.

McCarthy

Sen.

for Public Health,

SNELL: Mr.

Ought

to pass.

Welfare & State Institutions

HB

419 was introduced by
was amended in the
House deleting the appropriations and it was felt in our Committee that under the testimony by individuals from the prison,
that they could see fit to find an increase of $30 for each indiSen.

President,

Rep. Roberts and Rep. Spirou. This

vidual citizen

now

who

leaves the prison

They

bill

when

they are discharged,

by law, receive a suit
of clothes, decent and suitable for the season in which they are
discharged and we hope to increase this so that they can have
pocket money for a total of $60, which is an increase of $30.
a fee

of $60 per person.

also,

In the State of Maine, for example, they have gate
for a total of $200. Massachusetts has a $50 gift

$50. It was also pointed out that

leave

many

money

and Vermont,

individuals,

and have the sum of over $100, they may be

when

they

allotted an-

other $10 or $15. But, those individuals who are less fortunate
in saving money will be given $60 and it was felt that they could
take it from the funds that they have at the present time at the
pri.son.

J
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Sen. MORRISSETTE: Did your Committee have any
opportunity to take up some of the things relative to having
the prisoners work on an eight hour day instead of 5 1/4 hours
and do something constructive so that they could have a decent
amount of money when they get out and also help their support? $60 is not very helpful to restart in the world.

Sen. SNELL: The Committee on Prison Reform certainly
went into all details through many meetings. I do feel that
under the present situation that men in our prison are working more than 51,4 hours and they are trying to produce with
what they have available to them.
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.

HB

501
relative to the

Ought

tion.
lic

board of chiropratic examiners and

Health, Welfare

registra-

with amendment. Sen. McCarthy for Pub-

to pass

&

State Institutions.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section 2

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
2

Term and Appointment

(supp) as

amended by

of Board.

Amend RSA

316:3

1967, 204:2 by striking out said section

and inserting in place thereof the following: 316:3 Term Appointment; Removal. Their term of office is three years. No

member may

more than

serve

Mem-

three consecutive terms.

bers shall be appointed each year by the governor, with the advice

and consent

of the council. Vacancies in said

board

shall

and any members may be removed therefrom by the governor and council for cause and
be

filled for

the unexpired term

after hearing.

Further

amend

the bill by striking out section 4

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

4 License Renewals.

Amend RSA

316:17 as

amended by

1963, 222:3 by striking out said section

and inserting

thereof the following: 316:17 Renewal.

Any

chiropractor's license

cation

and payment

Sen.

may have

the same renewed

upon

appli-

of a fee of twenty dollars.

Mr. President, the amendment to HB
two regards. First, it adds that the Gov-

KOROMILAS:

501 changes the

in place

person holding a

bill in
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ernor can appoint members of the Chiropractic Board with the
The original bill did not have
that condition. The other change is that in the original bill,
one of the conditions of having a renewal of one's license, the
advice and consent of the Council.

chiropractor had to go to school or show some sort of satisfactory
evidence that he was keeping up with the profession. That was

removed and the amendment

he has to do
$20 per year to get his application renewed.
says that all

is

submit

With respect to the remainder of the bill, all it does is dewhat the field of a chiropractor is and also changes the makeup of the board and takes out a very unnecessary condition that
the person had actually served three terms, he could never be
put on the board. Now, the way the bill reads, if a person has
served three consecutive terms, he cannot be reappointed. If
a person, under the old law, had served three terms, whether
they were consecutive or not, he could not be reappointed. This
bill does away with that.
Amendment adopted.
Ordered to third reading.
fine

HB

645
relative

to

the practice of veterinary medicine in

Hampshire. Ought
fare

& State

to pass. Sen. Snell for Public Health,

New
Wel-

Institutions.

SNELL: Mr. President, HB 645 was introduced by
Rep. Lee who is a veterinarian. This does nothing more than upSen.

date the practice of veterinary medicine in the State of New
Hampshire. It was wholeheartedly supported by the New Hampshire Veterinarian Association and the only spokesman at the
hearing was Dr. Dearborn, the sponsor and Rep. Carroll from
Durham. We certainly support this New Hampshire Veterinarian Practice Act

and hope

you

that

will

concur with our Com-

mittee.

Adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

HB

769
providing for consultation by the labor commissioner Avith
chiropractors relative to reasonable value or services. Ought to
pass. Sen. McCarthy for Public Health, Welfare &: State Institutions.

Sen. KOROMILAS: Mr.
New Hampshire Chiropractic

281:21a.

Under

HB

769 includes the
Association to the present RSA
this particular law, the Labor Commissioner
President,
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can do something with respect to unreasonable rate charge to a
person who is under workmen's compensation. This would allow the Labor Commissioner to review the fee charged by chiropractors as well as the other people who are under this law at
the present time.

Ordered

Adopted.

HB

to third reading.

884

requiring that sugar served in public eating places be
served in individually wrapped packets. Ought to pass with
amendment. Sen. Snell for Public Health, Welfare & State Institutions.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

of the bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
requiring that sugar served in public eating places be served
in individually wrapped packets or in certain containers.

Amend

the bill by striking out all after the enacting clause

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

Individual Sugar Packets and Certain Containers ReAmend RSA 143 by inserting after section 6 the following new section: 143:6-a Sugar Packets and Containers. No
establishment which serves food or drink to the public with or
without charge shall provide sugar except in individually
wrapped packets or in covered containers from which sugar is
poured through a hole not more than three-eighths of an inch
1

quired.

in diameter.

2 Effective Date. This act shall take effect ninety days after
its

passage.

Sen.

SNELL: Mr.

offered to us in the

This

is

President, the

Committee covers

amendment
after 143-6

that

we had

Sugar Packets.

the present wording: "no establishment which serves

food or drink to the public with or without charge shall pro-

wrapped packets." We continued this statement
"or covered containers from which
sugar is poured which contains an opening not in excess of
hope that you will concur and accept the
3/8 of an inch.
vide sugar except in individually

—

We

Committee Report and the amendment.
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Sen. FOLEY: Mr. President, I view tlie passage of this bill
with mixed emotions As a former waitress during college days,
I am sure the waitress will be happy to be rid of the duty of
washing and refilling the sugar bowl. However, in working in
the position of waitress, I remember, too, that young people
had great delight in putting sugar in the salt shakers and salt
in the sugar bowls. I believe we have set vandals back 20 years
but I approve the bill.

Amendment

HB

adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

893

enacting the white cane law. Ought to pass. Sen. McCarthy
for Public Health, Welfare & State Institutions.
Sen. MCCARTHY: Mr. President, HB 893, sponsored by
Rep. Chris Spirou, is one of the better pieces of legislation I
believe to have made its way into the Senate and is long over-

due.

It is basically a bill of rights for

the blind, visually handi-

capped and otherwise physically handicapped. It is something
that may not have come to many of our attentions before, but in
many ways, these people are discriminated against, though unintentionally. This bill serves the purpose of trying to correct
some of these injustices. The bill specifically talks about the
right of a blind person to be accompanied by a seeing eye dog.
We had a public hearing last week which I would like to comment was a very emotional and moving hearing and it was testified that on occasions, people have charged admission for the
blind person's dog to accompany them into a public facility.
The bill serves the purpose of trying to take some of these injustices and impose a fine of $25 on people who intentionally

would
Day.

violate such a law. It also sets

The Committee recommends

its

up

a

White Cane

Safety

passage.

Sen. GARDNER: Mr. President,
McCarthy. This is long overdue and
through many times.

I,

I

too, agree with Sen.
have tried to get it

Sen. SPANOS: Mr. President, I rise in support of the Committee Report and I want to take this opportunity to commend
Rep. Spirou for bringing this matter to the attention of the

There are 22 states that have passed similar legislaand I believe that there is legislation pending on the White
Cane Law in all of the legislatures of the country and probably
all will adopt it. As Sen. McCarthy indicated, this is a bill of
Legislature.
tion
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handicapped and otherwise physiour state.
I would like to quote from Rep. Spirou who made a very
able presentation to the Committee when he said that "many
people today still live with the misconception that loss of sight
rights for the blind, visually

cally

handicapped

citizens of

and that the blind are
dependent and completely incompetent.
I do not subscribe to these false notions and I am sure that the
overwhelming majority of the blind do not. They can refute
them with their accomplishments. Their quiet social revolution
is

the greatest of all possible calamities

utterly helpless, totally

in the last few decades has transferred the blind beggar of yes-

terday into an employed teacher, a practicing lawyer and a
need no longer pity them
they do not need
it.
need not pacify them with an occasional expression of

We

—

We

skilled typist.

—

kindness
that will not do. We must give them equality and
opportunity to the extent that it is available to others. Nothing
else will do."

My
man

compliments

Rep. Spirou for an outstanding

Ordered

Adopted.

HB

to

fresh-

legislative record.
to third reading.

905
relative

crematories.

to

the erection, maintenance

Ought

to pass. Sen.

McCarthy

and regulation of
for Public Health,

Welfare & State Institutions.
Sen.

the

to

MCCARTHY:

election

Mr. President, HB 905 is relative
and maintenance regulation of crematories.

was brought out

at the public

hearing that the state statutes
cities or towns regarding crematories. An individual applied to the State Public
Health Department for what would be required and it was
pointed out that he could just go out and do it with a building
permit. The purpose of this bill is to try to get cognizant people
involved, the selectmen in the various towns and city council
or if a city does have a planning commission, to look into it.
This is an effort to set up some sort of regulation and the Committee recommends its passage.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.
It

of N. H. have

HB

no regulations nor do any

906

regulating prearranged funerals or burial plans, compensating the state board of registration of funeral directors and
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embalmers and regulating the exposing of corpses. Ought to
McCarthy for Public Health, Welfare & State Insti-

pass. Sen.

tutions.

Sen.

MCCARTHY:
some

HB

Mr. President,

906

is

an

effort to

on in the
bill
I
you
would
business.
It
is
technical
and
suppose
funeral
a
call it a housekeeping bill. No one appeared opposed to it.
The Committee recommends its passage.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.
try to correct

HB

of the injustices that have gone

986
relative to transfer of prisoners.

thy for Public Health, Welfare
Sen.

more

MCCARTHY:

&

to pass. Sen.

McCar-

HB

Mr. President,

986 allows a little
from the state prison
one appeared in opposi-

latitude in transferring prisoners

to other correctional institutions.

tion

Ought

State Institutions.

No

and the Committee recommends its passage.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

HJR

55

establishing a special committee to study the effectiveness
of the laws relating to access to

the physically handicapped.

and use

Ought

of public buildings

to pass. Sen.

McCarthy

by
for

Public Health, Welfare & State Institutions.

MCCARTHY:

Mr. President, HJR 55 is an effort to
which haven't come before the people's attention previously. This is in behalf of those who are
physically disabled. It established a special committee to study
Sen.

correct certain injustices

the effectiveness of the laws relating to access of public buildings.

At the hearing, it was brought out that there are so many things
that you and I forget about entirely and the Committee felt
from the testimony that there was justification for establishing
this committee and recommends that the bill should pass.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

HB

5

powers and duties of New England Interstate
Water Pollution Control. Ought to pass. Sen. Porter for Rerelative to

sources

& Environmental

Control.

HB

Sen. PORTER: Mr. President,
5 was introduced on
behalf of the Water Supply and Pollution Control Commission.
It extends the powers and duties of the New England Interstate
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Water Pollution Control Commission. There are five members
from each state in the commission that has existed since 1948.
All New England states and New York are in it. The State of
N.H. does receive, by virtue of its belonging to this commission,
$60,000 in federal grants for training. The bill simply states
that we will go on with this commission. It relates to the training of personnel, sewage treatment plants operators. The Committee urges its adoption.

Ordered to third reading.

Adopted.

HB

776
relative to the duties of the

Mount Washington commis-

sion. Ought to pass. Sen. Porter for Resources
Control.

& Environmental

Mr. President, HB 776 outlines the duties
of the Mount Washington Commission. They were advised by
the Commissioner of DRED for the construction and improvement of the operations of Mount Washington, summit operations, negotiations, acquisition and promotion and protection
of the summit. In addition, it provides for the acceptance of
gifts, grants or donations. This bill was spoken on by Mr. Malcolm Chase, representing several people in the state who are
concerned with the Mount Washington summit. Commissioner
Sen.

PORTER:

Oilman apeared

in favor of the bill also as did several others.

The Committee recommends
Adopted.

HB

Ordered

its

passage.

to third reading.

768

Ought
& Environmental Control.

relative to sewer rates.

sources

to pass. Sen. Porter for

Re-

Sen. PORTER: Mr. President, HB 768, was introduced
by Rep. Andrews, The actions stem from conditions which
he was aware of in the Town of Newport and this bill will
take away the discriminatory aspect on the charging of a sewer
rate. What has happened was a person who owned a home
was charged a certain rate. However, when a person rented that
home, it became a commercial industry and the rate went up
two or three times. This removes the discriminatory aspects
of it and will be served on an equitable basis. The Committee
urges your adoption.

Sen.
I

SPANOS: Mr.

realize this

President,

problem was raised

I

to

rise in

suport of

HB

768.

some degree by the hap-
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penings in my home town and as things will occur at times,
all people do discriminate and 1 am happy to see the General
Court has decided to change the law so that this discrimination
will not continue. I commend the Committee for its recommendation.
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.

HB

928

prohibiting motorboats on Smith Meeting House Pond
and Rollins Pond. Ought to pass. Sen. Porter for Resources
&: Environmental Control.

PORTER:

HB

928 was introduced by
Rep. Roberts at the request of the Gilmanton Conservation
Commission. It calls for the banning of motor boats on Smith
Sen.

Mr. President,

Meeting House Pond and Rollins Pond in the Town of Gilmanton when the boats are propelled by petroleum. There was no
public right-of-way to Smith Meeting House Pond. Both of
these are small lakes. No one appeared in opposition and the
Committee urges your adoption.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

HB

978
relative

Ought

to

the repair of faulty private sewage systems.

to pass. Sen. Porter for Resources

& Environmental Con-

trol.

Sen. PORTER: Mr. President, HB 978 was introduced by
Rep. French. The problem stemmed from the fact that a family
was unable to borrow or have enough funds to repair or replace
a faulty septic facility. To overcome this, Mr. French has
brought in this legislation which will provide that at town meeting, the town may appropriate the amount of dollars to be put
aside for the purpose of supporting the repair or replacement of
such a system. The cost of this would be then paid back by the
individual or owner with his taxes with interest. It looks like
a very fine solution to this problem. The Committee urges its

adoption.

Adopted.

HB

Ordered

to third reading.

788

prohibiting the use of motor boats on Jericho Pond. Ought
to pass. Sen. Porter for Resources & Environmental Control.
Sen.

PORTER:

Mr. President,

HB

788 prohibits motor
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boats on the waters of Jericho

one

in opposition

Sen.

am glad

SNELL: Mr.

HB

its

There was no

adoption.

President, just for the record,

Ordered

I

would

two Jericho Ponds in N. H. and

this bill indicated that it

Adopted.

in Berlin.

and the Committee urges

like to clarify that there are
I

Pond
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is

in Berlin.

to third reading.

930

from dredging, fillwith amendEnvironmental Control.

relative to the prevention of pollution
ing, mining, or other construction.

ment. Sen. Porter for Resources

Sc

Ought

to pass

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

of the bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
relative to the prevention of pollution
filling,

from dredging,

mining, transporting forest products, or other
construction.

Amend

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
1

Altering the Terrain Included.

Amend RSA

149:8-a

(supp) as inserted by 1967, 254:1 by striking out said section
and inserting in place thereof the following: 149:8-a Dredging.

Any

person proposing to dredge, excavate, place fill, mine,
transport forest products, or undertake construction in or on
the border of the surface waters of the state, and any person
proposing to significantly alter the characteristic of the terrain,
in such a manner as to impede the natural runoff or create an
unnatural runoff, shall be directly responsible for the submission to the commission of detailed plans concerning such proposal and any additional relevant information requested by the
commission, at least thirty days prior to undertaking any such
activity. The operations shall not be undertaken unless and
until the applicant receives written permission from the commission. The commission shall have full authority to establish
the terms and conditions under which any permit issued may
be exercised, giving due consideration to the circumstances involved and the purposes of this chapter, and to make such rules
and regulations as are reasonably related to the efficient admin-
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istration of this section,

and the purposes

of this chapter. Noth-

ing contained herein shall be construed to modify or limit the
duties and authority conferred upon the water resources board
under RSA 482 and RSA 483-A.
Sen. PORTER: Mr. President, HB 930 is another Water
Supply and Pollution Control Commission recommendation to
prevent the pollution of any of our brooks and streams. The
amendment adds three words related to the transportation of
forest products. Before anyone can undertake to do this, it will
be required that they must submit detailed plans to the commission prior to undertaking such activities. We feel steps in
this movement will continue to protect further damage to our

waterways of the

Amendment

state.

The Committee

adopted.

urges

Ordered

its

adoption.

to third reading.

HB

668
extending the tenure of the special board to determine
matters relating to state resources. Ought to pass with amendment. Sen. Porter for Resources Sc Environmental Control.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section 2

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

The special board is autho
and receive any gifts, grants or donations made
for the efforts of the special board as established in section 1
and to disburse and administer the same through the water
2 Gifts, Grants or Donations.

rized to solicit

resources board.
3 Effective Date.

This

act shall take effect

upon

its

passage.

Mr. President, HB 668 extends the auboard related to the dredge and fill provisions for another period of time. The board would have
expired at the end of this fiscal year
the end of June, 1971.
This will extend the board. In addition, the Committee adopted
an amendment to provide for the acceptance of this special
board of any gifts, grants or donations to conduct the efforts
as established by this act. The Committee urges its adoption.
Amendment adopted.
Ordered to third reading.
Sen.

PORTER:

thority of the special

—

moved the Senate do now adjourn from the
and that on third reading, all bills be read by title

Sen. Foley
early session
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only and resolutions by captions only and that
adjourns today, it be until Monday at 1 o'clock.

when

the Senate

Adopted.

LATE SESSION
Sen. Foley

moved

that the following listed bills

tions be hereby each read a third time, bills

and resolutions by their captions only, and
listed bills and resolutions be hereby passed:

and

by their

resolu-

titles

only

that each of said

Adopted.

Third reading &

HB
state

5, relative to powers and duties
Water Pollution Control.

HB
HB
of

final passage

New

England

Inter-

172, relating to public disposal facilities.

251, providing that the provisions of the constitution

New Hampshire

HB

of

shall establish the age for voters.

294, providing for the establishment of public refuse

disposal facilities

under certain conditions.

HB 419, relative to supplies for discharged prisoners.
HB 501, relative to the board of chiropractic examiners and
registration.

HB

550, providing copies of the Revised Statutes

Anno-

tated for attorneys in the office of attorney general.

HB

588, to correct a typographical error in the Revised

Statutes Annotated.

HB 623, extending the application of the right to
law to the legislature and all its committees.
HB

know

626, to require higher safety standards in the construc-

tion of driveways

and other

accesses to the public way.

HB 642, eliminating the payment of taxes as a condition
precedent to receiving the service exemption from taxes.
HB
New

645, relative to the practice of veterinary medicine in

Hampshire.
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668, extending the tenure of the special board to derelating to state resources.
matters
termine

HB

HB

675, eliminating the requirement of publishing the
advertisement of sale of state guaranteed sewer bonds and notes.

HB

737, permitting nonprofit colleges, nonprofit trusts
funds to be participating lenders.

HB
stakes

753, eliminating the biennial

on

HB

and

referendum on sweep-

the ballots.

756, to increase

highway relocation

assistance.

HB 768, relative to sewer rates.
HB

769, providing for consultation by the labor commischiropractors relative to reasonable value of services.
with
sioner

HB

776, relative to the duties of the

Mount Washington

commission.

HB

788, prohibiting the use of

motor boats on Jericho

Pond.

New Hampshire state

HB

796, relative to the display of the

HB

814, enabling towns to elect a three-man board of as-

flag.

sessors.

HB

839, relative to fees charged by the Hillsborough coun-

ty register of deeds.

HB

883, relative to petitioning articles in the warrant concerning planning boards and zoning.

HB

884, requiring that sugar served in public eating places

be served in individually wrapped packets or in certain containers.

HB

888, relative to the practice of professional engineer-

HB

893, enacting the white cane law.

HB

905, relative to the erection,

ing.

tion of crematories.

maintenance and regula-
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HB 906, regulating prearranged funerals or burial plans,
compensating the state board of registration of funeral directors
and embalmers and regulating the exposing of corpses.
HB
from

919,

exempting certain municipal water companies

classifications as public utilities.

HB

923, relative to the parking of

motor vehicles by

dis-

abled war veterans.

HB

928, prohibiting motorboats

Pond and

on Smith Meeting House

Rollins Pond.

HB 930, relative to the prevention of pollution from dredging, filling,

mining, transporting forest products, or other con-

struction.

HB

978, relative to the repair of faulty private sewage sys-

tems.

HB
HB

986, relative to transfer of prisoners.

993, relative to the enforcement of the election laws.

HJR

55, establishing a special

committee to study the efand use of public

fectiveness of the laws relating to access to

buildings by the physically handicapped.

Ought

to pass.

Adopted.
Sen.

Brown moved

Adopted.

the Senate adjourn at 2:55 p.m.
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Monday
21Junl971
The Senate met at

1

o'clock.

A quorum was present.
Prayer was offered by Senate Chaplain, Rev. William L.
Shafer.

CREATOR GOD,

who art beyond space, broader than
deeper than the ocean, we approach You to
comprehend with our minds the vastness of Thy Being. Blessed
are we in the adventure of divine orderliness, Thy laws are so
basic and profound in our sight. Thou architect of the universe,
we see Thy hand in the majesty of our granite mountains, amid
the blue lakes and green fields, from Coos to the sea. We acearth's horizons,

knowledge Thy image

humankind. The work and progress
Your creativity and daily assistance
in our lives. So grant us courage and strength to keep our covenant with You and with one another. Amen.
of

in

Your expressions speak

to

Pledge of Allegiance was led by Sen. Ferdinando.

ENROLLED BILLS REPORT

HB

582, regulating outdoor advertising

federal aid systems,

on the

interstate,

and turnpikes.

HB

643, relative to supervisory audits of credit unions.

HB

655, relative to renewal of automobile insurance poli-

cies.

HB 704, authorizing the attachment of corporate securities.
HB 718, to amend the conditions of an appropriation for
Dillant-Hopkins Airport, Keene.

HB

736, authorizing bank officers to certify on mortgage applications the value of the property to be mortgaged.

HB

760, exempting managers of public motion picture
houses from the obscenity statute under certain conditions.
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765, providing for the distribution of the state appro-

priation for school hot lunches.

HB

783, to

amend

Lebanon Regional

HB

the conditions of an appropriation for

Airport, Lebanon.

permitting the reapportionment of cooperative

48,

school boards to provide for equal representation.

HB

451, establishing a commission to study and make legrecommendations concerning the regulations and licensing requirements which apply to halfway houses.
islative

HB

458, prohibiting the use of motorboats

on Berry Pond

in Moultonborousfh.

HB 586, making it unlawful to operate a motor vehicle
while in possession of a controlled drug.
HB

expand the authority of Water Supply and PolCommission relative to safety regulations for
recreational camps and public swimming pools.
636, to

lution Control

HB
warrant

HB

664, providing procedural

amendments

to the search

statute.

874, authorizing the register of probate to give "no-

tice" to beneficiaries.

HB

798, requiring notice of junking of

motor

HB

898, to reduce the terms of office of

members and

membership

HB

of the

HB
HB

907, to prohibit the display of

on public buildings

of the

flags,

banners and other

in certain cases.

936, providing that cooperative school districts

officers in

HB

members

of Education.

elect district officers at the

town

the

of Education.

892, providing for an annual salary for

Nashua Board

insignia

Nashua Board

vehicles.

may

time and places for the election of

the towns which comprise the district.

956, changing the date for the regular meetings of the

board of the union school

district in

Concord.
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HB

958, to provide for the separate settlement of property
arising out of the same mo-

damage and personal injury claims
tor vehicle accident.

HB 961, relative to supervisory union number seven.
HJR 49, requesting the Judicial Council to study

and

recommendations relative to the Uniform Partnership

make
Act.

SB
up

27, to provide

procedures for the prevention and clean-

of oil spillage in public waters.

time after which the requirements of
proof of financial responsibility may be waived.

SB
filing

SB

30, relative to the

103, authorizing the State of

and dispose

New Hampshire

to

acquire

of industrial facilities.

SB 113, to increase the penalties for driving while intoxicated or under the influence of drugs.

SB 120, to require public hearings prior to the vote on
bond or note issues of certain municipalities and providing
procedures for bonds in excess of one hundred thousand dollars.
SB

124, relative to the definition of a

SB

163, prohibiting

SB

158, relative to the assignment of pupils

dumping

workday.

materials from out-of-state.

under dual en-

rollment.

SB

195, giving the Director of Safety Services

and

his au-

thorized representatives the power of arrest in the enforcement
of laws relative to operation of boats by a person

under the

in-

fluence of liquor or drugs.

SB

214, relative to filing city charters

and amendments

thereto, with the Secretary of State.

SB
tion

267, establishing a remote terminal providing informaon federal funds in the Office of the Coordinator of Fed-

eral Funds.

SB

289, relative to timber cutting adjacent to public wa-

tei5.

SB 296, to permit use of streets for conducting street
including retail selling on temporary basis.

fairs,
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313, to protect the Appalachian National Scenic Trail

within the State of

SJR

New Hampshire.

14, relative to

retirement credit for George R. Merri-

field.

SJR

22, in favor of

Steven

W.

Rollins.

SJR 26, providing for a special legislative committee to
study the methods by which a public defender system can be implemented in the

state.

SJR 27, providing for a special legislative committee to
study the feasibility of establishing a non-adversary juvenile and
domestic relations court in the state.
SJR 32, extending to June 30, 1973 the lapsing of the 1969
appropriation to provide state flags to servicemen.
Sen. Ferdinando

For

The Committee

HOUSE MESSAGES
COMMITTEES OF CONFERENCE
The House voted to accede to Senate request for a
mittee of Conference on:
SB

Com-

on the loaning authorbanks, cooperative banks, building and loan associations, and savings and loan associations.
144, relative to the limitations

ity of savings

The Speaker appointed as members of said Committee
the part of the House, Reps. Milne, Bartlett and Robinson.
The House voted to accede to Senate request for a
mittee of Conference on:
SB

on

Com-

315, relative to continuing the office space study

com-

mittee.

The Speaker appointed

as

members

of said

Committee on
and

the part of the House, Reps. Trowbridge, Esther Davis
Fortier.
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HOUSE CONCURRENCE TO SENATE AMENDMENTS
HB 930, relative to the prevention of pollution from dredging, filling,

mining, or other construction.

HB 668, extending the tenure of the special board
termine matters relating to state resources.

HB

294, providing for the establishment of public refuse

disposal facilities

HB
HB
lavs^

under certain conditions.

172, relative to public disposal facilities.

623, extending the application of the right to

to the Legislature

HB
and

to de-

and

all its

501, relative to the

know

committees.

Board of Chiropractic Examiners

registration.

HB

843,

authorizing temporary emergency permits
for nursing home administrators.

in

emergency situations

HB 992, relative to regulation of private schools.
HB 711, relative to certain administrative procedures
in the

Department

of Education, school boards

and

with-

schools.

HOUSE CONCURRENCE
SB

280, relative to the area school contract

between the

Rochester School District and the Wakefield School District.

SB
persons
fully

278, providing that, with the approval of

who have

competent

SB

one parent,

attained the age of eighteen years will be

to contract relative to

297, requiring certain

motor

vehicles.

markings and equipment on

bi-

cycles.

SB

183, relative to the allowable

width of certain vehicles.

RECESS

RECALL FROM THE SECRETARY OF STATE
Sen. JACOBSON: Mr. President, I move that CACR 6

be

from the Secretary of State's Office for the purpose of
correcting an executive situation. In the processes of procedure
with respect to CACR 6 which relates to the 18 year old vote
which passed this house by an overwhelming substantial marecalled
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House, was amended and passed and came
back. We concurred in the amendment by a voice vote, however, technically, because it is a CACR, it must be by division
counted vote in order to follow all the procedures with respect
jority,

went

to the

to the Constitution.

That

is

the reason for recalling

it.

Adopted.

SENATE CONCURRENCE TO HOUSE AMENDMENT
CACR 6, RELATING TO: Voting Age and Qualification
as to Age in Holding Office, and PROVIDING THAT: EighMay Vote But No Person under Twenty-one
May
Hold any Elective Office.
Years of Age
teen Year Olds

Sen. Jacobson

moved concurrence.

Division taken: 16 Yeas;

1

Nay.

Adopted.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
HJR

50

in favor of Richard Bradley. Ought to pass with amendment. Sen. Nixon for Banks, Insurance & Claims.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the caption of the resolution by striking out the

same and inserting

in place thereof the following:

JOINT RESOLUTION
Richard Bradley and establishing an interim
committee to study ways and means of compensating
for loss and damage caused by hunters and wild animals.
in favor of

Amend

the resolution by striking out

all after

the resolv-

ing clause and inserting in place thereof the following:

That the sum of fifty dollars and forty cents is hereby appropriated to reimburse Richard Bradley of Thornton for damage to his sheep by bear which sum shall be in addition to the
portion of his claim for said damage previously paid by the
state

pursuant to

RSA

sum is in full and final
The governor is authorized to draw

207:23-a. This

settlement of this claim.

warrant for said sum out of any money in the treasury not
otherwise appropriated. Said sum shall be payable if and when
his
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determined that the rights of appeal of said Richard Bradpursuant to RSA 207 have been extinguished.

it is

ley

That the sum of one hundred dollars is hereby appropriated to reimburse the said Mr. Bradley for the loss of his donkey
which was shot and killed by a hunter on the opening day of
hunting season, 1969.

There

is

hereby established an interim committee

consist-

members of the House appointed by the speaker,
and two members of the Senate appointed by the president for
ing of three

and possible ways and means
and damage to livestock, domestic animals and other property caused
by hunters and wild animals, which committee shall report
with recommended legislation to the next regular session of
the purpose of studying equitable

of compensating

New Hampshire

citizens for the loss

the legislature.

NIXON: Mr. President, HJR 50 is a bill Avhose origpurpose in the House was to compensate Richard Bradley
for the loss of 11 sheep who were killed by a bear, on the one
hand, and secondly, for the loss of a domestic, tame donkey who
was shot by a hunter on the other. He had, in the case of the
sheep, applied for compensation and was directed to the Fish
and Game Department and was awarded a sum which he did
not feel ^vas sufficient value for the slieep based on the market
value of the sheep at the time and place in question. He asked
for the additional compensation specified in HJR 50 ^vhich
the House did award to him in original form. The Senate
amendment, however, would condition the award of that additional award to him upon his rights of appeal to the Fish and
Game Department having been extinguished because he did
not follow through with his rights of appeal to the three marl
commission appointed by the Governor in the event of disagreement with the Director's of Fish and Game decision. The
Senate's purpose was to allow him to see if he has any rights of
appeal left. If he does not, then to be awarded the additional
Sen.

inal

amount

for the loss of his sheep, otherwise, to accept the regu-

lar statutory

procedures through the appeal process.

In regard to the loss of his donkey, there isn't any statutory
procedure now set up for a person to be compensated for the
loss of domestic animals being shot by a hunter. On the other
hand, I understand it is done, from the testimony before the
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Fish and

a $35,000 appropriation designated as

Game

Depart-

"Damages Com-

pensation" which

it utilizes for the purposes of paying the cost
by reason of the negligence of hunters, to N. H.
citizens. We thought we should go along with that part of it except that the only testimony before the Committee was that
donkeys sell for $100 rather than $150 as was requested in the
bill, so we reduced the amount to $100. But, then we went one

of animals

lost,

amendment

step further in the

before the

Committee indicated

process because the testimony
that there

N. H. providing for the compensation of
loss of

its

is

a valid purpose in

citizens

through the

animals, livestock and other property through the negli-

gence of hunters and wild animals because we have a policy of
encouraging hunters to come up here and use N. H. lands for
hunting and if we don't put ourselves in a position of providing
a means whereby our citizens can be fairly compensated for
their losses due to these hunters, then they will post their land
which means that much less hunting area.

The

amendment

suggested by the Committee is to
committee consisting of three members of the House appointed by the Speaker, and two members
of the Senate appointed by the President to recommend to the
third

establish an interim study

next regular session of the Legislature, legislation providing
for a uniform, simple and just means of compensating N. H.
citizens for the loss of domestic animals, farm animals and other
property through the negligence of hunters and acts of wild
animals so that people will be encouraged to keep their land
opened for hunting and fishing and game purposes in our state.
Sen.

formed

PORTER:

this

Is

the hunter's identity

known who

Sen. NIXON: That is the one I asked in
the identity was unable to be determined.
Sen.

per-

damage?

PORTER:

If

the hunter was

Committee and

known, would

this per-

son then be liable himself for the damages rather than the state?
Sen.

NIXON:

he was negligent.

Yes.

He would

be liable

if it

was shown that

am

not sure that if he could prove he was
not negligent, that would be responsible.
I

LAMONTAGNE:

Sen.
Did the Committee look into the
question of the time and energy spent in the training of this
donkey to respond around children and so forth?
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NIXON: We did but the difficulty we had was that
public
servants have to account to the taxpayers for how
as
spend tax money, and when the evidence before the ComSen.

we
we

mittee was that the market bulletin listed donkeys at $100 each,
feel that the qualities of a particular animal should

we did not

be taken into consideration so as to

call for a

higher payment.

Sen. LAMONTAGNE: Mr. President, I feel that this donkey was the children's pet and I would like to see the $100
changed to $150. In order to amend this section, I move that
HJR 50 be laid on the table.
Adopted.

COMMITTEE REPORTS CONTINUED

HB

994
legalizing meetings of Newfields

School District,

Sewer

District,

Mascoma Valley Regional School

the towns of Rye,

New Durham

Barnstead

District

and in

and Washington. Ought

to pass

with amendment. Sen. Jacobson for Executive Departments,

Municipal and County Governments.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

of the bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
legalizing certain meetings of Newfields sewer district, Barn-

stead school district,

and

in the

Mascoma

towns of Rye,

Haverhill, Conway,

Valley regional school district

New Durham,

Conway School

Washington,

district,

Jaffrey,

and Wentworth

school district.

Amend the bill by striking out section 7
place thereof the following:

and inserting in

7 Town of Jaffrey. All the acts, votes and proceedings,
except article 7 as contained in the warrant of the special town
meeting held in the town of Jaffrey on November 3, 1970 are
hereby legalized, ratified and confirmed.
8 Town of Haverhill. All votes, proceedings and actions
taken at the Haverhill town meeting of March 9, 1971, includ-
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but not limited

to,

the vote whereby the

town voted

the election of the chief of police shall not be by

that

ballot, are

hereby legalized, ratified and confirmed.

Town

9

of

Conway and

Special School Meeting. All the

votes and proceedings taken at the special school district
meeting and election held in Conway on December 16, 1970
and all acts, votes and proceedings, including but not limited to
votes taken on a bond issue, at the town meeting held in Conway on March 9 and March 11, 1971, are hereby legalized, ratiacts,

fied

and confirmed.

Wentworth School District. All votes, actions and proceedings of the Wentworth annual school meeting of March
10

and the adjourned meeting of May
legalized, ratified and confirmed.
27, 1971

Effective Date.

1

Sen.

upon

JACOBSON:

This act

15, 1971, are

shall take effect

upon

its

hereby

passage.

Mr. President, the House has embarked
I am very strongly in favor of and that

a procedure which

to bring in omnibus bills with respect to legalizing various
town and school meetings. HB 994 came in with six different
legalizing problems in school districts, sewer districts and towns.
At the time, we had three other legalizing bills in our Committee plus another one from the Wentworth School District
which Sen. S. Smith asked to be amended to one of the legalizis

ing

bills.

to the

The amendment

Town

adds the legalizing

of Jaffrey, the

Town

Con^vay and the Wentworth School

bills

with respect

of Haverhill, the

Town

of

District.

The Committee has looked into each one of these and has
found that in each instance, it was a technical error of procedure. There was only one significant change and that was in the
Town of Jaffrey where we did not approve Article VII. A special meeting was held on November 3 to discuss snow plowing
in that town, but it was by ballot without discussion which is a
procedure against normative practices in town meetings. Article VII is accepted as being legalized, furthermore, it is now
an issue in the court. We did not want to jeopardize other items
that were in the warrant which were there properly and properly fulfilled. With that one exception, we found that in each
instance, they were merely technical errors and that the Legislature should legalize them.

Amendment

adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.
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HB

782

and making
Commissioner of Safety; increasing the membership of the State Board of Fire Control and
making its functions advisory. Ought to pass with amendment.
Sen. Jacobson for Executive Departments, Municipal and County Governments.
increasing the

him

power

of the state fire marshal

directly responsible to the

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

of the bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN
increasing the

membership

power

Act

of the state fire marshal, increasing the

board of fire control and
functions advisory.

of the state

Amend RSA

making

its

1 of the bill by
two the word "ten" and inserting in place
thereof the word (nine), by striking out in lines ten and eleven
the numeral and words "(9) a nursing home or hospital administrator" and by striking out in line eleven the numeral "(10)"
and inserting in place thereof the numeral ( (9) ) so that said

153:2 as inserted by section

striking out in line

section as

amended

shall read as follows:

Membership and Organization. There

shall be a
board of fire control consisting of nine members
appointed by the governor with the advice and consent of the
council. The members shall be persons with experience and
background in (1) a manufacturing industry; (2) the storage of
petroleum products and in standard safety precautions with

153:2

state advisory

reference thereto;

(3)

the position of forest

fire

warden and who

a chief of a volunteer or full-time fire department; (4) fire
insurance underwriting, including knowledge of national stand-

is

ards of construction, causes of

fire loss

and regulations

pertain-

(5) the position of chief of a municipal fire
department; (6) a registered architect; (7) a chemical engineer;
(8) an electrical engineer; and (9) the position of chief of a

ing to

fire safety;

volunteer fire department. Members shall be appointed for
terms of five years. One member of the board shall be designated as chairman thereof by the governor.

Amend

the bill by striking out section 2

place thereof the following:

and inserting

in
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Amend RSA 153:4 as amended by 1955,
by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the following: 153:4 Duties. The board shall meet with the
state fire marshal not less than four times each year. They shall
recommend in writing to the state fire marshal such rules and
regulations or revision of rules and regulations as the board
2 Duties of Board.

190:7,

believes will effectuate the purposes of this chapter.

They

shall

act in a continuing advisory capacity to the state fire marshal

on any other matters pertaining

to his duties

under

this

chap-

ter.

Amend RSA

153:18 as inserted by section 14 of the bill, by
and eight the words "except
occurs in a city, town or political subdivision

striking out in lines six, seven

where such

fire

thereof that has a permanent full-time
section as

amended

fire chief." so

that said

shall read as follows:

The

marshal may, in addiwhenever he
deems it expedient or advisable, investigate or cause to be investigated, the cause, circumstances and origin of any fire occurring in the state, by which property is endangered, damaged
or destroyed, and may especially examine and decide whether
the same was the result of carelessness or design. He shall have
the power vested in a justice of the peace to compel the attendance of witnesses to testify before him upon inquiry. Any fire
or explosion occurring where death results, shall be reported
immediately to the office of the state fire marshal by the associate advisor, and the office of the state fire marshal shall investigate the fire or explosion within forty-eight hours after receiv153:18 Investigations.

tion to the reports

state fire

made by any

associate advisor,

ing said report.

Amend

the bill by striking out all after section 18

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

Board. Nothing contained in this act
term of board members serving on the
board of fire control. The first appointments of the four new
members provided for in RSA 153:2, shall be for terms of one,
19

Appointments

to

shall effect the existing

two, three

and four years

respectively, as designated in their

respective appointments.

20 Effective Date. This act shall take effect upon

its

passage.

Mr. President, HB 782 relates to the
and those of you who have
been here in previous sessions know that this has been a tangled
Sen.

JACOBSON:

Office of the State Fire Marshal
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issue for a very long time.

Now,

finally, a bill in

which

all

par-

ties are agreed has been developed, including the amendment.
What this bill does is essentially establish a strong, state fire
marshal and makes the fire marshal board an advisory board
instead of a regulatory board. In a number of the instances,

what
fire

substituted

is

is

the

word

"state fire

marshal" for "state

board."

reduces the number from 10 members
on this state board to 9 members. It excludes one position by
striking out a nursing home or hospital administrator as a member of the board. It also adds a substitution so that "except
where such fire occurs in a city, town or political subdivision

The amendment

thereof that has a permanent full-time fire chief." It also adds, in
one instance, the county attorney involved in any prosecution

which was accidentally left off. This is an agreed
everyone is satisfied with what is happening.
case

ENGLISH: Mr.

bill

and

would like to concur
with the remarks that were just made and I would like to say
that the State Fire Marshal and the Commissioner of Safety are
both happy with this bill.
Ordered to third reading.
Amendment adopted.
Sen.

HB

President,

I

950

providing for the appointment of a Superintendent of the
House of Corrections of Belknap County. Ought to pass with
amendment. Sen. Jacobson for Executive Departments, Municipal

and County Governments.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

of the bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

An

Act

providing for the appointment of a superintendent of
the house of corrections and jail of Belknap county.

Amend

the bill by striking out everything after the enact-

ing clause and inserting in place thereof the following:
1

Appointment Authorized. Amend

after section 11 the following

new

RSA

28 by inserting

section: 28:ll-a Superinten-

dent of Belknap County House of Correction. Notwithstanding
RSA 28:11 and RSA 620:2, the commissioners
of Belknap county may appoint a superintendent of the Belknap

the provisions of
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county house of correction and jail in addition to a superintendent of the Belknap county farm.

Amend RSA

28:13 by adding at the
county house of correction and
jail) so that said section as amended shall read as follows: 28:13
Ineligibility to be Superintendent. No county commissioner
shall be superintendent of the county farm or of the county
house of correction and jail.
2 Person not Eligible.

end thereof the words

3 Effective Date.
its

(or of the

This act

shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

Sen. JACOBSON: Mr. President, HB 950 establishes the
Commissioners of Belknap County with the power to appoint
a superintendent of the Belknap County House of Correction
in addition to a superintendent of the Belknap County Farm.
It also makes the County Commissioner in Belknap County ineligible to be a superintendent. The amendment simply adds
the words "and jail" since they did not want to have another

superintendent for the jail.
Amendment adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

HJR

43
providing for a visitors' center in the State House. Refer to
the Study Committee on Office Space. Sen. English for Executive Departments, Municipal and County Governments.
Sen. ENGLISH: Mr. President, I have the honor to speak
it doesn't quite complete
on the shortest bill of the session
two lines. The bill would provide for at least one room in the
State House to be utilized as a Visitor's Information Center.

—

JACOBSON: Mr. President, I would like to add that
being referred to the office space study committee because
it is presently engaged in the allocation of space and rather
than pass the bill, we felt that this would be the place to put
it for the time being.
Adopted.
Referred to Study Committee on Office Space.
Sen.

this

is

HB

706
changing part of the boundary line between the towns of
Deering and Hillsboro. Ought to pass. Sen. Jacobson for Executive Departments, Municipal and County Governments.
Sen.

JACOBSON:

Mr. President, when the town

lines be-

tween Deering and Hillsboro were originally drawn, they were
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in a straight line. However, the river that runs along
between the two towns meanders up and down and around and
there happens to come out a double curve. The problem has
arisen that in each of these curves, the access to that land must
come from the other town so the two towns have gotten together and have decided that they would like to deed their
curves to the other town and vice-versa and thereby have the
land be continuous with the rest of their town land.
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.

drawn

(SEN.

HB

PORTER PRESIDING)

989

United Baptist Convention of New HampJacobson for Executive Departments,
Municipal and County Governments.
relative to the

shire.

Ought

to pass. Sen.

JACOBSON: Mr. President, in 1917, the regular Bapand the Free Will Baptists got together to establish the
United Baptist Convention. Now, this United Baptist Convention is part of the American Baptist Convention. What this
bill does is to change the name of the United Baptist Convention to the American Baptist Churches of New Hampshire.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.
Sen.

tists

HB

1001

amending the charter of the First CongregaGilmanton. Ought to pass. Sen. Jacobson for
Executive Departments, Municipal and County Governments.
relative to

tional Society of

Sen. JACOBSON: Mr. President, in the old days, the various churches were then called Societies and were chartered by
the state. Up to 1819, they could actually tax the citizens of the
state for the support of these ecclesiastical societies. What this
bill does is to update the situation from what it was in 1819 and
again in 1832 so that they want to hold the meeting in the
month of June when the summer people are there. They have
been holding it illegally for a number of years in June instead
of March and what they want is to make legal what once and
is now illegal. Furthermore, it takes away some of the duties of
the Sheriff of Strafford County with regards to the collection of
taxes and puts the society on a free will contribution basis.

Aflopted.

Ordered

to third reading.
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744

amount
associations. Ought

increasing the

of

money payable

to certain

town

officers'
to pass. Sen. Jacobson for Executive Departments, Municipal and County Governments.

Sen. JACOBSON: Mr. President, HB 744 allows the various town officers' associations to charge dues not to exceed $10.
At the present time, the limitation is $6 and apparently these
associations are suffering under inflation as all other areas are.
However, they have not as yet raised it to $6 but they would
like to have the authority to charge dues up to $10.

Adopted.

HB

Ordered

to third reading.

985
relative to contested elections to the legislature.

Ought

to

Jacobson for Executive Departments, Municipal and
County Governments.

pass. Sen.

Sen.

JACOBSON:

Mr. President,

HB

985

clarifies the pro-

cedure with respect to contested elections to the Legislature.
What this bill does is two things. It requires the person who
intends to contest the election to give that representative or
senator who has been elected, at least provisionally, notice of

such a contestation and also to cite specifically the reasons for
which he believes there has been violation and to cite specific
sections of the law. The second thing it does is that in the event
of a contested election, the contestants will not be entitled to
a hearing unless they have presented a petition to the Clerk of
the Senate or the House before the second Wednesday at the

beginning of the session of the Legislature.
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.

HB

617

by
Executhe Tax Commission. Ought to pass. Sen. Jacobson for
tive Departments, Municipal and County Governments.
relative to the deposit of funds with the State Treasurer

Sen.

JACOBSON:

Mr. President, in an earlier bill which
Fish and Game Depart-

we passed in this body, it allowed the
ment and our Committee amended it

to also allow the Secre-

tary of State to return checks with regards to various fees that

must be paid which had been incorrectly written. Under the
old system, they had to go into the Treasury and then a return
check was later issued if a person failed to provide the exact
amount. What this bill does is to allow the Tax Commission
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that

same power. It was discovered that the Tax Commission
same kind of problem.
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.

has exactly the

HB

807
providing that the city manager of the City of Claremont
shall administer the budgetary affairs of the police department.
Ought to pass. Sen. Jacobson for Executive Departments, Municipal

and County Governments.

Mr. President, HB 807 is a piece of refthe referendum intends to put before the people is whether or not the budgetary affairs of the
police department shall come under the control of the City
Manager of the City of Claremont. What this bill will do if
passed is allow the matter to go to referendum to the citizens
Sen.

erendum

JACOBSON:
legislation.

What

of Claremont.

Sen. SPANOS: Mr. President, I rise in support of HB 807.
have had no communication from the people of Claremont
on this issue but I have spoken with some members of the
Claremont Delegation concerning same.
I

In view of the fact that this

and the wishes of the people

bill calls for a

of that city will

referendum vote
be expressed at

I support this bill.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

that time,

HB

670
permit use by towns and

property acquired by
Jacobson for Executive
Departments, Municipal and County Governments.
to

tax collector's deed.

Ought

cities of

to pass. Sen.

HB

Sen. JACOBSON: Mr. President, what
670 does is to
give the power to the cities and towns to retain for public use
any properties acquired through the failure of the owner to
pay his or her taxes.

Adopted.

HB

Ordered

to third reading.

746
setting certain fees for notaries public.

Ought

to pass. Sen.

Jacobson for Executive Departments, Municipal and County
Governments.

HB

Sen. JACOBSON: Mr. President, what
746 does is to
allow notaries public to get $1 for administering and certifying
oaths except for those oaths which are given to election officials.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.
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818
expanding the discretion of the Attorney General in ad-

ministering the land sales full disclosure

amendment. Sen. Koromilas

act.

Ought

to pass

with

for Judiciary.

AMENDMENT
Amend

section

1

of the bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1

Discretion of Agency. Amend RSA 356-A:3, III (supp)
by 1970, 55:1 by striking out said paragraph and in-

as inserted

The

serting in place thereof the following: III.

agency

may

from time to time, pursuant to rules and regulations issued by
it, exempt from any of the provisions of this chapter any subdivision or any lots in a subdivision, if it finds that the enforce-

ment of all of the provisions of this chapter with respect to such
subdivision or lots, parcels, units or interests is not necessary
in the public interest and for the protection of purchasers by
reason of the small amount involved or the limited character
of the offering, or because such property is otherwise adequately

regulated by federal,

county,

state,

municipal, or town

been regany other state.

statutes or ordinances or because such property has

istered

and approved pursuant

Amend

to the laws of

section 2 of the bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
2 Correctional Facilities.

Amend RSA

53-A:3 as inserted

by 1963, 275:14 and amended by 1969, 126:1 by inserting after
paragraph XIII the follo^ving new paragraph: XIV. The construction, maintenance and operation of jails and other correctional facilities and programs.
3 Effective Date.

This

act shall take effect

upon

its

passage.

Mr. President, the amendment,
Sen. KOROMILAS:
though not particularly germane, w^ould allow the Crime Commission, if we insert this provision, to allow money to go into
the area for operation and construction of jails.
Ordered to third reading.
Amendment adopted.

HB

105
clarifying

legislate. Sen.

the

commitment

of juveniles.

Leonard for Judiciary.

Inexpedient to
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HB

105 changes the presSen. LEONARD: Mr. President,
ent law pertaining to juveniles. The change is a very major one
and the Committee voted that it should be inexpedient to legislate in that the administrative committee of the district courts
has a grant from the Crime Commission to study these present

make recommendations so the administracommittee will be coming up with their report within a
year and it should straighten out the present law.
procedures and to
tive

Sen. KOROMILAS: Mr. President, I move that the words
"Refer to Legislative Study Committee" be substituted for the
Committee Report, "inexpedient to legislate". I have talked to
the sponsor of the bill who realizes that there is a problem as it
is presently written and he would like to have it go to the Legislative Study Committee for further study.
Sen.

SPANOS: Mr.

President,

I

rise in

support of the mo-

by Sen. Koromilas. It is a very comprehensive one
and a very difficult one to analyze at this time. There are pros
and cons on both sides of the issue and I think we ought to have
the opportunity to study it for a term or maybe bring it in during the Special Session, but it does need some study and I rection offered

ommend

that.

Adopted.

HB

Referred to Legislative Study Committee.

833
increasing the jurisdiction under small claims procedures.

Ought

to pass. Sen.

Koromilas for Judiciary.

Sen. KOROMILAS: Mr. President, under the present law,
a person can go to a small claims division of the district or municipal courts and the limitation is $200. If a person has a bill
that is owed to him, he can go to the small claims court procedure. The limit now is $200. Any debt which may be owed by a

person

may be

fect of this bill

up

taken into this court
is

if it is

up

to $200.

The

ef-

to increase the jurisdiction of the small claims

$300 and that is all the bill does.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

to

HB

852

defining charitable trusts and providing for the filing of
instruments and reports relative to said trusts. Ought to pass

with amendment. Sen. Koromilas for Judiciary.
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AMENDMENT

'
i

Amend the bill by striking out section
place thereof the following:
1

Scope of Subdivision.

said section

and inserting

Amend RSA

1

and inserting

in

7:19 by striking out

in place thereof the following: 7:19

Authority; Register Authorized. RSA 7:19 through 32-a inclusive shall apply to all trustees holding property for charitable
purposes and the attorney general shall have and exercise, in
addition to all the common law and statutory rights, duties and
powers of the attorney general in connection with the supervision, administration and enforcement of charitable trusts, the
rights, duties and powers set forth in RSA 7:19 through 32-a
inclusive. The attorney general shall also have the authority
to prepare

and maintain

a register of all charitable trusts here-

tofore or hereafter established or active in this state.
this subdivision

However,

does not apply to the United States; any state

territory or possession of the United States; the District of
Columbia; the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico or to any of
their agencies or governmental subdivisions or to any religious
organization which holds property for charitable or religious

purposes or their integrated auxiliaries or to conventions or
associations of churches; or to educational organizations which
normally maintain a regular faculty and curriculum and normally have a regularly enrolled body of pupils or students in
attendance at the place where their educational activities are
regularly carried on or to hospitals.

HB

Sen. KOROMILAS: Mr. President,
852 relates to the
defining of charitable trusts and provides for certain instruments to the department of trust in state government. The
amendment merely adds a few wards because, in looking over

the bill as it came to the Senate Judiciary, the word "or" was
not in and there was nothing more than small grammatical
changes in the bill and does not effect the bill itself.
Amendment adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

HB

865

agreement of charitable corporaLeonard for Judiciary.

relative to the articles of
tions.

Ought

to pass. Sen.

Sen. LEONARD: Mr. President, HB's 865, 967 and 868
were drafted for the same purpose. That purpose is to conform
the language in our laws to the federal laws pertaining to char-
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The Director of Charitable Trusts and the New
Hampshire Charitable Trusts are in favor of all three bills. All
they do is dress up the language to conform with federal law
so that they can be tax exempt under the IRS regulations.
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.
itable trusts.

HB

867
relative to statutory provisions in charters of charitable

Ought

corporations.
Sen.

LEONARD:

Leonard

Mr. President,

my

for Judiciary.

remarks on

HB

Adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

868
relative to the administration of charitable trusts.

to pass. Sen.

Sen.

Leonard

Ought

for Judiciary.

LEONARD:

also apply to

Mr. President,

my

remarks on

HB

865

HB 868.

Adopted.

HB

865

HB 867.

also apply to

HB

to pass. Sen.

Ordered

to third reading.

959
to clarify superior court writs.

las for

Ought

to pass. Sen.

Koromi-

Judiciary.

Mr. President, HB 959 attempts to
out which have these words "one
has to appear on the first Tuesday of that particular month".
What has been happening with these writs is that when a person gets one, he feels he has to go to appear on the first Tuesday of the following month, but that is not the case. This means
something to the lawyer the way the writ is written, but to the
person who is being sued, he really doesn't understand. The
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

clarify the writs that are sent

person who gets the writ that he has to
pearance on that particular day.

bill tells the

Sen.

ENGLISH:

Filing an appearance

means

file

his ap-

to file his

willingness to appear?

KOROMILAS: Yes, in other words, he contests the
When you enter your appearance, you say to the court

Sen.
writ.

that you take issue with the writ. If you don't file after 7 days,
you are considered in agreement with the writ. This gives a
notice to the person being sued that he can do something affirmatively.
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Sen.

NIXON:

Mr. President,

I

move

the following amend-

ment:

AMENDMENT
Amend

and

the bill by striking out section 8

place thereof the following

inserting in

new sections:

and Deputies; Mileage Fee Increased. Amend
IV
(supp) as amended, by striking out in line five
RSA 104:31,
the word "ten" and inserting in place thereof the word (fifteen)
so that said paragraph as amended shall read as follows: IV. For
8 Sheriffs

actual travel to serve any writ, notice, subpoena, process or ex-

ecution, to be reckoned from the place of service to the residence of the officer, in no case exceeding fifty miles, and for
travel to attend any court by the order thereof, to be reckoned
from the residence of the officer to the court, each mile, each
way, fifteen cents.

9 Per

Diem Allowance

Increased.

Amend RSA

104:31,

(supp) as amended, by striking out in lines two, three

and

five

the

word

the words "twenty-two"

and inserting

and

VI

four,

in place thereof

so that said section as amended shall read as
For each day of any session of the superior court,

(thirty)

follows: VI.

the sheriff shall receive thirty dollars a day; for each day's actual attendance of the superior court

deputy

by order

thereof, each
each day's actual

shall receive thirty dollars a day; for

attendance at supreme court by order thereof, the sheriff and
each deputy, thirty dollars a day; in addition, the sheriff and
each deputy, travelling expense to attend any court; said fees
and expenses to be audited and allowed by the court, to be paid
out of the county treasury. For attending before a district or
municipal court, on trials where his presence is required, each
day, five dollars.

10 Effective Date. This act shall take effect

NIXON:

upon

its

passage.

Mr. President, the amendment proposed to
would just accomplish two small things. It would increase the mileage allowance
available to sheriffs and deputy sheriffs in the performance of
their duties from the present 10 cents per mile to 15 cents per
mile, which is the mileage allowed for federal service. The
amendment would also increase the per diem allowance for
deputy sheriffs from the present $22 to $30. This would put
Sen.

HB

959, sponsored by Sen. Stephen Smith,
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what sheriffs are being paid in surwould not bring it up to their pay
rounding
and
would
also more adequately compensate
state
in other
amendments
would do much to make the
these
think
them. I

them more

in line with

states

although

it

lives of the sheriffs a little

more

in line with present day living

costs.

Amendment

HB

Ordered

adopted.

to third reading.

1002
relative

to

tax

exempt corporations which manage the

funds and investments of nonprofit organizations. Refer to Judicial Council. Sen. Koromilas for Judiciary.

a

Sen. KOROMILAS: Mr.
New York corporation. It

President,

HB

1002 pertains to

allows certain educational type

groups to come in and take over and manage some funds and

Some

investments of non-profit organizations.
the bill were not at

it

all

suitable to N.

of the features of

H.

Mr. Anderson had some problem with it and we
should go to Judicial Council for further study.

felt

that

LEONARD:

Mr. President, as far as I am concerned,
merit and if it had come to the Senate at a
reasonable time, it probably would have been amended and
passed. What it does is allow smaller colleges to pool their resources to increase their return. There are a few paragraphs
that should be amended, but the Committee did not have
enough time for further study and they are sending it to JuSen.

this bill has a lot of

dicial Council.

Adopted.

HB

Referred to Judicial Council.

908

limiting the allowable noise level of snow traveling vehicles. Ought to pass with amendment. Sen. Downing for Pub-

Works & Transportation.

lic

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

by inserting in place thereof the

following'.

AN ACT
'

limiting the allowable noise level of
vehicles.

all

recreational type
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Amend RSA
1

269-B:ll, III,

(f)

,

as inserted

(1)

of the bill by striking out said paragraph

by section

and inserting in

place thereof the following:

Noise Limit Established. Amend RSA 269-B:ll, III
1
(supp) as inserted by 1969, 488:1 by inserting at the end thereof the following

new paragraph:

(f)
(1) No person shall operate a snow traveling vehicle,
motorbike, motorcycle, trailbike, all terrain vehicle, including
four-wheel drive vehicles or other motorized two or three

wheeled

trail

type vehicle and track type vehicles which proat any point fifty feet distant from said vehi-

duces a sound level
cle:

From July

(A)

decibles or
(B)

more on

1,

the

1973 to June 30, 1978 of eighty-two

"A"

scale;

From July 1, 1978 to June
more on the "A" scale; and

1983 of seventy-three

30,

decibles or

(C) After July

"A"

1,

1983 of seventy decibles or more on the

scale.

Sen. DOWNING: Mr. President, originally HB 908 merebegan a regulation for the noise level of snowmobiles. It was
thought by the Committee that this should include all recreational type vehicles and the amendment will set forth all recreational type vehicles rather than just snowmobiles. This is somely

thing that the method of measurement

is

set forth in the bill

something which we have done over a period of stages
beginning in 1973 and it has three stages up to 1983.
Amendment adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

and

is

(Sen. English Presiding)

HB

942
establishing the City of Goffstown.

Ought

to pass. Sen.

Koromilas for Recreation & Development.
Sen. KOROMILAS: Mr. President, HB 942 is a bill that
was introduced by certain people from Goffstown in the House,
present time. The bill includes a referendum portion which
would be held sometime in September. I have talked to Sen.
Nixon whose senate district includes Goffstown and he has no
problem. Therefore, I move that it ought to pass.
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.
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HB

953

amending

the charter of the

town of Hanover

to provide

that the board of selectmen shall act as the housing authority.

Ought

to pass. Sen.

Koromilas for Recreation & Development.

KOROMILAS: HB

953 has to do with the town of
have the selectmen act as a housing authority. The bill contains a referendum. If the people
want it, they will have to vote on it and, furthermore, Senator
Sen.

Hanover. They would

like to

Howard Townsend who
Adopted.

HB

represents

Ordered

Hanover has no

objections.

to third reading.

512
relative

Ought

Sen.

and their pay schedule.
Koromilas for Recreation & Development.

to conservation officers

to pass. Sen.

KOROMILAS: SB

512

is

relative to conservation of-

and would allow them to work a 40 hour week. I think
week we passed similar legislation for the State Police and

ficers
last

so all

it

does

is

to allow Fish

& Game

to

come

in parity with the

working a 40 hour week. I think this will be
referred to the Finance Committee.
Adopted.
Referred to Committee on Finance.
State Police in

HB

962

prohibiting the possession of loaded rifles and shotguns in
boats and other crafts. Ought to pass. Sen. Koromilas for Recreation k Development.
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

This

bill, as

the

title indicates, limits

and shotguns

in boats and other
However, the bill does allow you, after the craft has
stopped, to load your firearms and use them. While it is traveling, you cannot have the firearm loaded. If you carry the firearm, it has to be unloaded. Once it stops, you can actually shoot.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

the possession of loaded

rifles

craft.

(Senate President Presiding)

HB

827
to

exempt

sales of cigarettes to residents of the

New Hamp-

home from the tobacco tax. Ought to
Brown for Ways & Means and Administrative Affairs.

shire soldiers'

pass. Sen.

Sen. BROWN: Mr. President, HB 827, sponsored by Rep.
Welch, would allow residents of the Soldiers' Home to buy cig-
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exempt from the tax and it so stipulates that no person
may buy more than two cartons of tax-exempt cigarettes in one
week. The Tax Commission has no objection to this bill.
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.

arettes

(Sen. Porter Presiding)

Sen.

VACATE COMMITTEE
BRADSHAW: I move that the order whereby HB

365

Committee on Executive Departments, Municipal & County Governments be vacated and the bill referred
to the Committee on Ways & Means and Administrative Affairs.

was referred

to the

have talked to both Sen. Jacobson, Chairman of the
Committee on Executive Departments, and to Sen. Tufts
about this. You will notice that it is the next item of business
on our Calendar. It seems that the bill was in the possession of
the Committee on Ways and Means and they did hold their
I

hearing. It

is

here for report, but technically

it is

in the posses-

Committee on Executive Departments and
have made the motion which is before the Senate.

sion of the

why

I

that

is

Adopted.

COMMITTEE REPORTS CONTINUED
(Senate President Presiding)

HB

365
to abolish the unclassified position of state entomologist.

Ought

to pass. Sen.

Tufts for Ways & Means & Administrative

Affairs.

Sen.

TUFTS:

This legislation

is

necessary because the

man

has been the State Entomologist for years has retired from
teaching at the University of New Hampshire and, due to this
ordinary course in the life of human affairs, it has become necessary to readjust the position of State Entomologist. The Com-

who

missioner of Agriculture came before the Committee and explained that he would like to have on his staff under him the
State Entomologist. The salary is to be established through the
regular personnel system of the State of New Hampshire. The

Committee agreed with his testimony on this.
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.
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HB

537
providing for liquor licenses for

to pass. Sen.

Brown

for

Ways

&:

first class ballrooms. Ought
Means and Administrative Af-

fairs.

BROWN: HB

537 would allow the Liquor Commisfirst class ballrooms with a seating capacity of at least 500 patrons, of which there are presently 4 in the State. They also have to have live entertainment of
no less than three performers. The special license costs $500.00
per year.
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.
Sen.

sion to issue a special license to

HB

915

including surviving spouse of disabled servicemen in the
class of persons exempt from taxation on a homestead. Ought
to pass. Sen. Porter for Ways Sc Means and Administrative Affairs.

Sen.

PORTER:

This

bill

performs a correction in the exwho has purchased a so-called

isting law. It protects a family

PL-702 home, which is a special home for disabled ex-servicemen. There was no provision in it for a spouse. It is very difficult for them to obtain mortgage insurance and they, therefore, have to live on some government allowance and the house
may not be marketable. It was included that the surviving
spouse shall be exempt from taxation on this homestead. The
Committee urges its adoption.
Sen. DOWNING: Mr. President, I move that HB 915 be
made a Special Order of Business for Tuesday, June 22 at 1:01.
The reason for this is that I want to talk with the Veterans
Affairs Officer, as

I

would

like to consider including the sur-

viving parents in this legislation.
do this or not by tomorrow.

I

don't

know whether

I

can

Adopted,

HB

566
relative to the taxation of

Ought

house

to pass. Sen. Morrissette for

trailers or

mobile homes.

Ways & Means and Admin-

istrative Affairs.

Sen.

MORRISETTE: HB

situation that

is

566 is a bill that would help a
town where house trailers come in
avoid being taxed and stay a certain

existing in a

right after April

1

so to
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period of time and then take off again. Mobile homes which
exempt and, therefore, not affected by this.
It was felt that this bill would help a lot. Some of these trailers
were sending their children to local schools and taking advantage of the services provided by the local communities.
are traveling are

Ordered

Adopted.

HB

to third reading.

939
relative to collecting taxes, penalties

from
lien.

and

interest resulting

supplemental property assessment, and providing for a
Ought to pass. Sen. Tufts for Ways & Means and Adminisa

trative Affairs,

Sen.
sessors

TUFTS:

All this

and the selectmen

bill

find

proposes to do
it

is

that

if

the

as-

necessary to apply a supple-

mental property assessment, they will be able to use the regulations on the books for the collection of assessments, regular
assessments. If a supplemental property assessment is now made,
there are no provisions that the regular regulations will be allowed to be used to collect this special property assessment. All
this will do will be to allow the regular tools to be used for the
collection of a supplemental assessment.
Sen.

KOROMILAS: You

say there are

apply to supplemental type of assessments.
plemental assessments?
Sen.
if

the

TUFTS:

town or

city

no

regulations that

What

are these sup-

According to the testimony, it was just that
a supplemental assessment by virtue of

made

would be allowed these tools to colevidence was offered as to what a supplemental

their elected officials, they
lect

them.

No

assessment was.
Sen.

made

Mr. President, I move that HB 939 be
Order of Business for Tuesday, June 22 at 1:02

KOROMILAS:

a Special

p.m.

Adopted.

SUSPENSION OF

NIXON:

THE RULES

I move the rules of the Senate be so far susallow the introduction of a Committee Report not
previously advertised in the Calendar.

Sen.

pended

as to

Adopted.
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HB

817
broadening the scope of the common law doctrine of cy
pres. Ought to pass with amendment. Sen. Nixon for Judiciary.

AMENDMENT
Amend RSA

498:4-a as inserted by section

inserting in line nine after the

word

1

of the bill

by

"testator." the following

(or may order distribution of the property to the heirs or residuary legatees of the testator or settler, as justice may require.)
so that said section as amended shall read as follows:

498:4-a

Cy

Pres Doctrine.

If

property

is

or has been given

in trust to be applied to a charitable purpose,

or

its

application

is

and

said purpose

or becomes impossible or impracticable or

illegal or obsolete or ineffective or prejudicial to the

terest to carry out, the trust will

not

Upon

fail.

public

in-

petition by the

trustee or trustees or the attorney general the superior court

may

direct the application of the property to some charitable
purpose which is useful to the community, and which charitable
purpose fulfills as nearly as possible the general charitable intent of the settlor or testator, or may order distribution of the

property to the heirs or residuary legatees of the testator or
may require. In applying the doctrine of cy
pres, the court may order the distribution of the trust assets to
another charitable trust or to a charitable corporation to be
held and administered by it in accordance with the terms of the
governing instrument as said terms may be modified by the
application of cy pres under RSA 498:4-a and 4-b.
settlor, as justice

Amend RSA

498:4-b as inserted by section

inserting after paragraph V. the following

1

of the bill

new paragraph:

by

(VI.

Ordering distribution of the trust assets to the heirs or residuary legatees of the testator or settlor as justice may require.)
^^ that said section as amended shall read as follows:
498:4-b Federal Taxation. Whenever it shall be made to
appear to the court that the intention of the testator or settlor
^ a charitable trust will be frustrated in whole or in part bv
reason of a tax imposed under the United States Internal Revenue Code on the income or principal of the trust, or by rea-

son of administrative burden or disproportionate cost of administration, then the court, in order to prevent the diversion
of funds from the charitable purpose by federal taxation, may
enter a decree:
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I. Modifying or enlarging the powers granted the trustee,
or declaring that a trustee does not have certain powers under
New Hampshire law to the extent necessary in order to bring
the terms of the governing instrument into compliance with
the tax exemption requirements of federal law.

Authorizing the trustee to make charitable distribution

II.

from the principal.
III.

Terminating the

trust

and directing the distribution

of the trust assets to another charitable trust or to a charitable

corporation, to be held and administered in accordance with
the terms of the governing instrument as said terms may be

modified by the application of cy pres under

RSA

498:4-a

and

4-b.

IV.

Removing

the trustee or trustees, or, directing the ap-

pointment of new or additional

trustees.

V. Reducing or limiting the charitable organizations or
classes of charitable organizations or charitable objects

may be

which

benefited under the trust instrument.

VI Ordering distribution of the trust assets to the heirs or
residuary legatees of the testator or settlor as justice may require.

Sen. NIXON: The reason for the request that HB 817 be
taken up at this time is that the Senate today has considered four
other bills dealing with the general subject of charitable trusts,
they being HB 852, HB 865, HB 867 and HB 868. The bill now
before us, HB 817, is a related bill and was intended to be considered by the Senate on the same day but the Senate Judiciary
Committee had a very small amendment to it which prevented
it being posted and notice given as required, as was done with
respect to the other bills. The bill generally deals with the subject of the doctrine of cy pres. Under this general doctrine, a
Court can, if it finds that the interests of justice permit and/or
require, order that money or other assets which have been
placed in trust for some charitable purpose be diverted to another purpose which is very similar to the original purpose.
Thus the real intent of the testator, if he had survived, would be
accomplished, rather than having the money revert to the heirs
of the testator or escheat to the government. Again, this bill's
general purpose is to carry out that intent and make clear the
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provisions whereby it would be carried out and also prevent
the defeat of the original purpose, as possibly amended by the

Court, because of income tax ramifications. The Senate JudiciCommittee merely amended the original House bill by adding an additional option available to the justice of the superior

ary

court involved, and that option would permit him, if he felt
justice required it, to allow the assets then involved to go back
to the heirs or legatees of the testator, if he did not think there
was another charitable purpose which was close enough to the
original one, to warrant
is

in that

form that the

making an order

bill

now comes

And

to that effect.

it

before you with amend-

ment.

Amendment

adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

FURTHER HOUSE MESSAGES
HOUSE ADOPTION OF ENROLLED BILLS
AMENDMENTS
SB

179, limiting the scope of inquiry directed to applicants

employment and

for state

SB

state licensing.

306, relative to institutional collections.

HOUSE REFERRAL TO FISCAL COMMITTEE
SJR
shire

34, establishing a

commission

to study the

New Hamp-

Retirment System.

HOUSE REFERRAL TO LEGISLATIVE STUDY

COMMITTEE
SB

135, to license private detectives

and private detective

agencies.

SB
sumer

229, to limit the holder in

due course doctrine

in con-

credit sales.

SB

234, providing for

SB

219, relative to state employees' compensation.

consumer product warranty protec-

tion.
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HOUSE CONCURRENCE TO SENATE

AMENDMENTS
HB

187, to revise the procedures

dentistry in the State of

HB

governing the practice of

New Hampshire.

884, requiring that sugar served in public eating places

be served in individually wrapped packets.

RECESS

AFTER RECESS
RECONSIDERATION
Sen.

TUFTS:

the action

Mr. President, I move the Senate reconsider
whereby we non-concurred with the adoption of the

amendment

to

SB 93

as offered

by the House.

The House added amendments

to this relatively non-con-

for state employees and I
have checked with the sponsor of the bill, Senator Smith of
District 3, and he agrees with the amendments, as does the
Chairman of the Committee and we recommend that the Senate

tested bill. It refers to

accept the

compensation

amendments which

the

House has

offered.

Adopted.

SENATE CONCURRENCE TO HOUSE

AMENDMENT
SB

93, relative to

workmen's compensation

to state

employ-

ees.

Sen Tufts moved concurrence.
Adopted.

RECONSIDERATION
Sen.

MCCARTHY:

of Reconsideration,

My

Mr. President, having served Notice

move we

reconsider

CACR 34.

Mr. President and Members
do consider it to be very important legislawas discussed in the wee hours of the morning, I think
basic reason for doing so,

of the Senate,
tion. It

I

is

I
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morning a week ago, and I don't think we really
and this is the reason I made the motion.

5 o'clock in the

had

a proper hearing

Sen. NIXON: I rise in support of the Motion that we Re34. I most
consider our action whereby we defeated
earnestly and sincerely ask that my colleagues consider all ramifications of what is involved in this proposed Constitutional

CACR

original form, CACR 34 would have prevented
any agency or department of the State government from increasing its net state monies appropriation in any one biennium by
more than 10% over what it had been the previous biennium
unless two-thirds of the House and Senate concurred in the additional request. If, in your wisdom, you decide that CACR 34
has enough merit to warrant further consideration, I am going
to propose an amendment to reduce the two-thirds requirement
to 60%, or three-fifths, which is, as you know, the requirement
with respect to Constitutional amendments generally being approved by the House and Senate at this time.

amendment. In

Now

all

we adopted

we would be doing here in the Senate today, if
amendment and allowed CACR 34 to pass out

this

would be to allow it to go before the appropriate
House Committee for action by that Committee and then action
by the House. And, even if the House acted afhrmatively on it,
all it would do would be to submit the issue to the people of New
Hampshire in the next general state election or such other election as any House amendment by its Constitutional Revision
Committee might suggest be approved by both the House and
Senate. Now, as I started to say the other morning
due to the
of this Body,

—

—

keep my remarks brief
I did
not anticipate great difBculty with endorsement of CACR 34
before this Body. This is not a negative bill, I don't think, in
any fair sense of the word. As brought out by the distinguished
Senator from the 7th District, this bill, even if it passed the
House and Senate and two-thirds of the people did vote in support of it and it did become an amendment to the Constitution,
would still permit any particular agency or department to, I
til ink, increase its budget by more than 100% in five budgetary
lateness of the

hour

tried to

I

periods.

Having

in

mind

that the average increase for state depart-

ments over the last several bienniums dating back to 19G0 has
been something in the vicinity of 35%; having in mind that
income from existing state revenue sources has increased on
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per biennium; and having in mind
broad base income tax, statistics from
other states and the Federal government show that on the average its increase in revenue is only about 10% per year, it seems
to me that unless we adopt some reasonable measure which limto limit the spending of the people who are
its spending,
working here full time as opposed to those of us who come back
every other year or even annually for a short period of time
the message to the people, if we are seriously interested in efficient, economical and controlled state government and expenditures, is never, never going to get through. And until that message gets through, in the face of tremendously increasing Federal budget deficits, tremendously increasing deficits in other
states, even those states that already have revenue sources far,
far larsicr than ours in number and in amount, until we can convince the people that we are up here trying to carefully and fairly shepherd their tax dollars through the legislative process and
accomplish that amount of good which is reasonbaly obtainable
with resources at hand, then they are never going to listen to
us when we talk about tax reform with any percentage of cred-

16%

the average of only

that even

if

we have

a

—

—

ibility

attached to the process.

I would hope you would undersand CACR 34, if adopted,
would not hamstring any agency or department because if it
had a convincing case for an increase in its net biennial appropriation over and above the 10% allowed bv majority vote, all
it would have to do would be to convince 9% more legislators

whether it be the University,
whether
it be the Health & Welfare
or

to get that additional increase,

whether it be
Department.

DRED,

So I hope you will see this as an attempt to be reasonable
about the matter of state finances and at the same time attempt
to get the message back home that at least the New Hampshire
Senate is up here not only to spend money but to control the
expenditure of money in a reasonable way. I hope you will support the existing motion and allow this bill to be considered by
the voters of this State on a ballot

when

it is

deemed appropri-

ate.

do

shire

SNELL:

opposition to the pending motion.
time the State of New Hampbeing run on rubber bands and, as I mentioned before.

Sen.
I

so because
is

I

I

rise in

feel at this
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with rusty bolts. I use one example, and I hate to use higher
education in the State of New Hampshire. But, if you recall,
the University System requested from this, the 1971 Legislature
a total of $39.4 million.

You

also

might

recall that the

Gov-

ernor recommended $33.4 million. At the present time, their
budget is around $26 million. This is $600,000.00 more than
was appropriated one session ago.

—

The

and I would like to correct a
debt service charge
statement at this time on bond issues at the University of New
Hampshire, principal and interest are applied to these bond
issues, not just principal alone. This would also apply to the

Alumni
through

House sneaky-pete
last

I rise

type

of

legislation

that

went

week.

in support of

some 16,700 students who are obtainstate. For, in a week or two, an

ing a higher education in this

announcement

will be

made

that tuitions at these institutions

of higher learning will be out of reach of those individuals

from our north country because of lack of scholarship aid and,
if we are ever going to reach the figure that has been requested,
not only by the Governor but by the Board of Trustees, in the
field of higher education
using this as one example, at a
growth rate of 10% our standards would completely dissolve

—

we have at the present time. I am sorry
have to use this as one example. But if we increase the
budget by 10% in the next biennium, the figure would be 28.6.
the high caliber that
that

I

With an

increase of close to 1,200 students at these four

colleges of higher learning, there are other departments that

certainly are holding back on areas of spending in the way of
maintenance, letting their pipes, letting their hearing systems
go. As far as the N. H. Hospital, I am sure this is one case where
a vast amount of money is needed for the betterment of the
buildings where we are housing some 2,000 people to try to
help their peers in our society today.
I hope that you will go along with my recommendations.
Hopefully some day this State will have the wisdom to raise the
necessary revenue so that we could have a budget which would
be in the best interests of all citizens.

JACOBSON:

I rise in support of the pending motion.
two reasons. First of all, I think this is one
method whereby we may achieve ultimately an equitable tax

Sen.

I

do

this

for
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structure, I think the people are basically afraid that taxation

run away with them unless there are some budgetary reon government spending. Secondly, I believe the real
issue that every state government must face, and the national
government must face, is fundamental reform of governmental
processes. I take, for example, welfare. Welfare costs are rising
so rapidly that it will soon gobble up every percentage increase
in revenue that a state may receive. In fact, I am convinced that
if the Governor's 3% income tax had passed and we had funded
it, at the next biennium we would have to come back for even
a larger increase in income taxes to fund welfare. It is rising
more rapidly than any inflation is rising in terms of its cost.
will

straints

There has to come about reform where the direction will
be the old Jeffersonian principle that the government has as
its intention to provide only that which is fundamentally necessary. I think the time has got to come when we distinguish between need and desires.

My

colleague, Senator Snell, spoke of higher education.

Higher education cries out for reform. There has not been one
iota of reform in 83 years in higher education. Until that time
comes along, I think the people are going to be resistant. Mind
you, our state right now is in a very good position with respect
to other states in some of these areas. Many of these states have
already adopted broad base taxes and they are in even worse
trouble than

we

are.

Read the report from the Legislature of New York just
recently completed in which they had to cut through all the
budgets, including higher education, including welfare. Read
Globe with regard to Massamoney due to the people
state income taxes because they
Take the area of day care cen-

the report in Saturday's Boston
chusetts.

They

can't even return the

for their over-payment of their

have to keep up the cash

flow.

estimated that before long, two-thirds of all children
in America, if the present process continues, will be in some
form of day care center
all children between the ages of 1
ters. It is

—

day and 6 years of age. You can imagine the cost of

that.

I think that the people want to see some kind of restraint.
Even this prog'-am, as I indicated the last time, within 15 years
would be three times the budget because of the rapid acceleration of the 10% increase per annum, plus the fact that there
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emergency situations. We could, with a three-fifths vote, pass
even a great percentage. I think we would put this to the people to see if the people really want a restraint, of what they
want. If they turn it down, then I think we have the go-ahead
sign. If they approve it, then they have some voice in what is
happening. Because, after all, they have to pay the bills.
are

Sen.

For the

S.

SMITH:

last

several

I rise

in oppostion to the

sessions,

this

pending motion.

Legislature has been giv-

ing increased powers to both the Executive and the Judicial
branches. What we are being asked to do here is to limit substantially the power, the authority and the flexibility of the
budgetary process. I think in the last few years we have taken
too lightly the process of amending our Constitution. It seems
to me that the Constitution this State has is a Constitution giv-

ing very general powers to the government. I think that it has
worked well over the years and not so many days ago I saw an
editorial which indicated that New Hampshire' state expenditures and appropriations had increased almost less than any
other state's. I think we were 6th in the percentage increase, I
think our system is working well and I think that it is dangerous to fool with our Constitution in this manner.

Every time an amendment

to

our Constitution

is

passed,

unknowningly it sends out ripples throughout our governmental structure. Not only are we limiting, by this amendment, our
existing legislative body, but

power and the authority

we

are proposing to limit the

of future generations

and

their ability

to use a very difficult system of legislative process. I

would

just

bring out one factor in regards to our economy. Over
the past few years, this nation has lived on a basis of almost a
planned inflation of 3% to 4% per year, which is in effect an
increase of about 7% inflation during a biennium. So, in regard
to the purchasing power of our budget, we are really talking
about a 3% increase before the Legislature would have to be
asked to vote. I submit also that this might very easily turn
into a form of minority rule. I would also submit that executive departments who know how to budget could very easily
attempt to subvert such an amendment by the creation of new
agencies. I think it might hamper the needs of possible new
development within state government.
like to

I think New Hampshire has worked effectively, sometimes
too effectively, in curtailing areas of state expenditure. The
very distinguished Senator from the 7th District has discussed
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welfare,

and the creation

of

problems which have developed

over the last year or two, or over the years, in regard to welfare.
I am not convinced that this amendment in any manner will
resolve this situation. I think there must be a change, maybe
within the thinking of the people of this State, of this County,
in regard to the dependency upon welfare, and I do not think
that legislative curtailment of authority

LEONARD:

Sen.

I rise

is

the answer to

it.

Motion

to

in support of the

Re-

consider. I think that most of the arguments presented today
that the basis that this will stop any increase over 10% is not

down spending above 10% and require that these large increases be pointed out to the members
of the Senate or the House when they are passed as one budget.
It is a mere change in procedure which Avill help slow down

so.

All this will do

is

slow

our increased spending.

New

York budget. I
New York
and Governor Rockefeller came out -^vith a budget at the beginning of the recent year that had tremendous increases and
they had a taxpayers' revolt that made the Governor reconsider
the budget and reduce it. We are on the verge of a taxpayers'
revolt in this State and I think the people have the right to vote
on this question. It will sooth them and it will give them more
confidence in the Legislature. As I pointed out last week, this is
Senator Jacobson talked about the

talked with a

member

of the Legislature recently in

not going to hurt anything that is reasonable; anything that
It is just good procedure to use.

is

good.

LAMONTAGNE:

Sen.

Mr. President,

I

move

the previous

question.

Adopted.
Question on Reconsideration.
9; Nays 7.
Reconsider Adopted.

Division Vote: Yeas

Motion
Sen.

to

Nixon proposed

a floor

amendment.

Question on adoption of the amendment.

ROLL CALL
Sen.

Nixon requested roll

Sen. Jacobson seconded.

Sens. Lamontagne, Jacobson, Spanos, Nixon, EngLeonard, Ferdinando, Morrissette, Provost, Downing.

Yeas:
lish,

call.
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Nays: Sens. S. Smith, Snell, Townsend, Gardner, Porter,
McCarthy, Brown, Koromilas, Foley.
Smith,
R.
Result: Yeas, 10; Nays, 10.

Amendment

lost.

Question on ordering

CACR 34 to third reading.

Division taken: Result: 7 Yeas; 11 Nays.

Motion

Sen.

lost.

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
LAMONTAGNE: Mr. President and Members of the

I again rise under special privilege to speak to you on a
matter that I have never witnessed in 17 years as a member of
this Senate. This weekend has been the worst! I have had hundreds of calls in reference to Welfare regarding a communication that was sent to some of our seniors citizens who are receiving old age assistance. I also had telephone calls from young
mothers who are worried about how their children were going
to get food. One of our senior citizens called me at 4:30 a.m. in
the morning who got sick and upset and it was necessary to get a
Doctor because of the foolish letter sent by the Health and Welfare, signed by George E. Murphy, Director.

Senate,

How

can

this

and ^vaste postage
who are on Health and Wel-

department send

in sending a letter to these people

letters

fare, telling them that there may be a decrease in the welfare
program for the period beginning July 1, 1971? Also telling
them that drugs prescribed over the counter and sick room supplies will be discontinued, physical therapy, speech therapy and
related services, rehabilitation services at Crotched Mountain
and the Physical Rehabilitation Centers, all of these services

will

be discontinued.

am

not going to read you this letter although I would like
included in my remarks. These letters have
had a very serious effect on many of our senior citizens because
these people were so disturbed some of them would cry over the
telephone and begged to know what they are going to do.
I

to

have

this letter

How

could this department, with the signature of George
right to even tell these people
that there was going to be a decrease in services?
E.

Murphy, Director, have the
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How

can they ever make such a statement in writing, to
our citizens before the budget has been passed?
personally feel that the man is lacking, in what I call
good common sense, that he should have realized that having
one of the letters of that department that this was going to upset
I

our

citizens

who

are in need of Health

and Welfare.

have never in all the years that I have been
a member of this Senate body, ever witnessed such an unreasonable communication to our citizens.

As

I

have

said, I

be shown that Health and Welfare
will come first even before the big demand from some of our
employees for an increase in wages. As far as I am concerned, the
sick are the people who are going to be protected first with the
I

want the records

vote that

I

to

have.

Let me bring to you another matter that I consider to be
most ridiculous and that is what is going on at the State Hospital. I will guarantee that something is going to be done about
it. I have brought this to the attention of the Joint Committee
of the House Appropriations and the Senate Finance. Dr. Jones
in his own words told me at the state hospital that a certain individual from Berlin, N. H. was in the state hospital and did
not belong in that hospital because the boy was not mentally
sick but he was physically sick which I discovered after I questioned the Doctor. The first thing the Doctor told me was that
he was not a psychiatrist but he was a qualified physician. Well,
what do you think they are doing? Putting a gun in the young
man's back and telling him he has got to get out because he is
not a mental patient. The Doctor, in his own words told me, we
are making him as miserable as we can so he can leave this hospital and this the reason why I mentioned previously that this
man has a gun in his back to get him out of the hospital. Both
parents cannot take care of their sons because of serious sickness in the family.

Now I am asking you what are we going to do about stopping some of these unreasonable demands from some of our
leaders at the State Hospital, and as well with Health & Welfare.

RECONSIDERATION
Sen.

CACR

SPAN OS: Mr. President, I move reconsideration on
my colleagues to vote yes.

34 and urge
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RECESS
Sen.

move

Mr. President, I withdraw my motion and
34 be referred to the Joint House and Senate

SPAN OS:

that

CACR

Judiciary Committee,

Adopted.
Sen.

consider

SPAN OS:
its

Mr. President,

action whereby

we

I

move

referred

that the Senate re-

CACR

34 to the Joint

House and Senate Judiciary Committee.
Reconsideration

lost.

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
On motion from Sen. Lamontagne,
Richard Bradley was taken from the table.

HJR

50, in favor of

Question on the adoption of the amendment offered by the
committee.

Amendment

adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
SMITH:

Mr. President, This is the first time this
session I have arisen under personal privilege. I wish to speak
about two things which may be somewhat related. First of all I
Sen.

would

S.

remind the members

of the Senate that this

is the
Federal
183rd Anniversary of New Hampshire's ratifying our
Constitution. At the time of the ratification of our Federal Constitution the American Revolution had only been ended a few

years.

like to

The form

of

government under which we were
were failing

that time the Articles of Confederation

the people of our country.

ment which

at the

The

living at
to serve

constitution proposed a docu-

time was thought to be unworkable

is

prob-

ably one of the greatest documents to have been put together
in the history of mankind.

In ratifying the Constitution, our forefathers changed their
views and looked to a different form of government one with
more authority, which could lead this nation to being a strong
and powerful nation as it is today. I think the important thing
here is that our forefathers, who had the same political pressures, who were living in a time which was difficult where the
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country was weak and the future was not bright, could change
their

minds

as to the

form of government which existed and

develop a form of government. I think it is important that these
men who are our forefathers had the ability and the foresight to
see and to be able to open their minds to change.

Today we
lems and

are living in a world, in a nation, full of prob-

difficulties.

New Hampshire

is

not unique and we are
We have a Governor

a strong part of this nation of 50 states.

who

He

down by
head in regard to
the revenue estimates of the business profits tax and also it has
been laid upon his head in regard to the fiscal situation in our
State. I would submit to you that the fiscal problem which this
State faces
and it is a fiscal problem
is not the making of
one man; it is the making of the society in which we live. Last
Thursday we voted on a budget. Members of the Senate voted
for it with deep and grave reservations, knowing the weaknesses in it. We have heard to some extent today some of the
reaction to that budget. I would submit that the Governor of
this State propose a tax not because he wanted to spend more
money but because he could see the needs which existed.
has proposed a tax program.

the House. Criticism has been laid

not an $8 million deficit which

of funds in that

his

—

—

It is

has been turned

upon

amount.

and there are many

We

areas in

we

are facing or a lack

are planning for a 2 year budget

which we have

failed.

Since I have been here since January and since we have
been in session, I have have heard nothing but criticism
throughout the State House that the reason for our problems
was the business profits tax. The press has criticized the leadership, has criticized the Governor's office, but I will submit that
we do have a problem in Welfare; that we do have a problem
with the University, we do have a problem in granting funds
to our own local communities, not only in the area of school
aid but also in the area of water pollution, and I hope that in
the not too distant fututre this State will open its mind and also
its heart to the problems which lie before us.
It is easy to condemn, but it is more difficult to take a posiand a strong lead in the problems which face us. I hope that
we will have the courage of conviction and the foresight to see
as our forefathers did 183 years ago.

tive
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Sen. SPANOS: Mr. President,
the Majority Leader's statements

I

would

respond to

like to

made on

the floor of this

be a

Monday morning

Chamber.
I

would

like to say that I hate to

quarterback, as

we look back now on

the

fiscal crisis

facing the

New

Hampshire, but obviously Monday morning quarterbacking is occurring for one reason or other so that I would
like to have my two cents thrown into this issue.

State of

Number

one minute that the business
profits tax failure is the cause of our fiscal crisis. I think that
the failure of the business profits tax itself is only one of the
issues that has helped precipitate the problem we have here in
the State. Its failure to meet the anticipated revenues was the
beginning of, so to speak, the end the beginning of the problems

we

1,

nobody claims

for

have. Because the business profits tax did not realize

mated revenues.

It did, in fact,

create a situation

esti-

where most

Chambers felt there was a credibility
body and that of the Chief Executive. Consequently, that credibility gap has had a great deal to
do with the presentation of the Administration's program and
legislators serving in these

gap between the

that

is

legislative

one of the reasons I feel the response has not been there
program which he suggested.

in behalf of the

Secondly, I would also like to say that I believe that the
statements made by the Governor prior to and during the campaign, and right up to the very day that he gave his Inaugural
Address, did not help matters any because the position he took
to the mat against any broad base taxes.
think the shifting of the position of the Administration toward the more conservative line on the approach to taxes
also did not help matters any and consequently created further

was that he was going
I

also

a credibility
legislature

Of

gap between the Chief Executive's
for his income tax.

office

and the

when he asked

course, also of significance was the fact that our Legis-

House this time was of an obvious conquestion about that. And they were ready
to approach the problem along those lines. So that what did
transpire (the failures and the mistakes that were made)
helped to even deepen the differences existing between the
Chief Executive and the Legislative Body. Also of considlature, particularly the

servative instinct.

No

eration in determining

what happened here

to create the prob-
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lem we have is there was an obvious communication gap existing between the Chief Executive's office and the legislative leadership's office. No one knew what the other one was doing. One
particular member of the leadership on the other side of the
aisle favored a particular tax right up to the very end, different
lem we have, is there was an obvious communication gap existfrom that broached by the Governor. Others had different views
on revenues measures. There never was a imanimity between
the leadership of the majority in relation to tax revenues and
what type of tax revenue was needed. This, I believe, helped to
further the problem in which we are now involved today.

Now, I still say, and I am going to say it again and again,
we can resolve our problems without the need of a Special
Session if we can just put our shoulders to the wheel in the next
few days with some of the revenue measures that are coming
that

into this

some

Chamber, put our shoulders

of these measures in order that

to the

wheel and pass
able to fund

we might be

some degree help alleviate the
University
of New Hampshire. We can
"bone-budget" for the
bond
because,
as I say, the immediate
do this even if we have to
needs of the people are of more concern to me and to the rest of
the welfare situation and also to

am

us, I

ophies
ilks. I

sure, than are the overall fiscal concerns

of

and the

philos-

traditional-conservative-liberal-republican-democrat

hope we

do

will

it.

When

these revenue measures

come

before us tomorrow or the next day I hope Ave can raise the
monies to support these two areas in particular which I think
are deficient,

and maybe

others.

hope the day comes when the people of
and the rest of us have that open
mind and have that open heart when we can precipitate a more
responsible tax structure in order that we can meet those human needs which are going unmet by this legislative body.
In conclusion,

the State of

I

New Hampshire

Sen. Spanos

moved
and

that the Senate

when

do now adjourn from

it be
ratification
honor
the
183rd
at
of
of the Federal Constitution and the 39th birthday of Sen.
Townsend.

the Early Session
until

tomorrow

Adopted.

1

that

o'clock in

the Senate adjourns today,
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LATE SESSION
Third reading and

final passage

Sen. Spanos moved that the following listed bills and resolutions be hereby each read a third time, bills by the titles only
and resolutions by their caption only and that each of said bills

and resolutions be hereby

passed.

Adopted.

HB

365, to abolish the unclassified position of state en-

tomologist.

HB

537, providing for liquor licenses for

first class ball-

rooms.

HB
bile

566, relative to the taxation of house trailers or

mo-

homes.

HB

617, relative to the deposit of funds with the state

treasurer by the tax commission.

HB 670, to permit use by towns and
quired by tax collector's deed.

cities of

property ac-

HB 706, changing part of the boundary line between the
towns of Deering and Hillsboro.

HB
tain

744, increasing the

town

HB

amount

of

money payable

746, setting certain fees for notaries public.

HB

782, increasing the power of the state
creasing the membership of the state board of

making

to cer-

officers' associations.

its

HB

marshal, in-

fire

control and

functions advisory.

807, providing that the city

Claremont

fire

shall administer the

manager

budgetary

of the city of

affairs of the police

department.

HB

817, broadening the scope of the

common

law doc-

trine of cy pres.

HB

818, expanding the discretion of the attorney general
in administering the land sales full disclosure act.

HB

827, to

New Hampshire

exempt
soldiers'

sales of cigarettes to residents of the

home from

the tobacco tax.
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HB

833, increasing the jurisdiction

under small claims

procedures.

HB
filing of

852, defining charitable trusts and providing for the
instruments and reports relative to said trusts.

HB

865, relative to the articles of agreement of charitable

corporations.

HB

867, relative to statutory provisions in charters of
charitable corporations created by legislative act.

HB

868, relative to the administration of charitable trusts.

HB

908, limiting the allowable noise level of all recrea-

tional type vehicles.

HB

942, establishing the city of Goffstown.

HB

950, providing for the appointment of a superintendent of the house of corrections and jail of Belknap county.

HB

953, amendinsf the charter of the

town

of

Hanover

to

provide that the board of selectmen shall act as the housing
authority.

HB

959, to clarify superior court writs.

HB 962, prohibiting the possession of loaded
shotguns in boats and other craft.
HB
HB

rifles

and

985, relative to contested elections to the legislature.

989, relative to the

United Baptist Convention of

New

Hampshire.

HB
district,

994, legalizing certain meetings of Newfields sewer

Barnstead school

school district

Washington,

and

in the

Mascoma Valley

towns of Rye,

Jaffrey, Haverhill,

and Wentworth school

HB

district,

regional

New Durham and

Conway, Conway school

district,

district.

1001, relative to

amending

the charter of the First

Congregational Society of Gilmanton.

HJR 50, in favor of Richard Bradley.
Adopted.
Sen. Jacobson moved the Senate adjourn
Adopted.

at 4:07 p.m.
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Tuesday

22Jun71
The

Senate met at

1

o'clock.

A quorum was present.
Prayer was offered by Senate Chaplain, Rev. William L.
Shafer.

IN NOMINE PATRIS, ET FILII, ET SPIRITUS SANCTI. AMEN. "Almighty and Eternal GOD, we adore Thee as
our Creator and as the author of the moral law to which the
lives of all men must conform if justice, order, and peace are to
prevail. Through the gifts of Thy Holy Spirit, enlighten and
quicken our lives to the recognition and fulfillment of the obligations which Thy law imposes for the just ordering of the
home, for the governing of the state and nation, and for goodly
relations within the family of nations and within the family of
man. Amen."
(.

.

.

adapted from a Treasury of

Roman

Catholic Prayers.)

Pledge of Allegiance was led by Sen. Townsend.

HOUSE MESSAGES
HOUSE CONCURRENCES
SB

37, relative to the

hours of employment for female lab-

oratory technicians.

tal

SB 166, amending the 1969 appropriation relative to capiexpenditures at Franconia Notch State Park.

SB
and

188, relative to a

New Hampshire

to

compact between the states of Maine
promote the better utilization of the

Saco River Watershed.

SB

238, relative to release

from county

jails

and houses of

correction.

SJR

reimbursment to the Wentworth School
damage to the Wentworth Elementary School.

29, relative to

District for fire
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HOUSE REFERRAL TO THE

N. H.

DIVISION

OF PUBLIC HEALTH
SB

225, restricting the ues of amphetamine-type drugs.

HOUSE REFERRAL TO JUDICIAL COUNCIL
SB
the

air,

227, providing for equitable actions against polluters of
water and other natural resources of the state.

HOUSE NON-CONCURRENCE
SB

mayor of the City of Nashua be
and providing for a run-off election

150, requiring that the

elected by majority vote
relative to the same.

SB

148, to require voting

SB

170, relative to disposal

on each

office.

by auction

sale of certain sur-

plus municipal property.

SB

291, repealing the

SB

89, relative to the distribution of state publications.

SB

88, relative to the

SB

29, relative to investigating cases of desertion of

bounty on bobcats.

Robert Frost Homestead Foundation.

dents, establishment of paternity,

and securing

depen-

financial sup-

port.

SB

80,

providing veterinary medical education at Ohio

State University for

New Hampshire

residents

and making an

appropriation therefor.

SB

230, including certain cooperative school districts

those school districts which
places for the election of

may

town

elect officers at the

officers in

among

time and

the towns which com-

prise said districts.

SB

152,

providing standards for registration display on

snow traveling

vehicles.

SB
bers

177, relative to special motor vehicle
and the driver education fund.

registration

num-

HOUSE ADOPTION OF ENROLLED BILLS

AMENDMENTS
SB

174, relative to education for all

handicapped children.
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SB 223, authorizing towns to appropriate funds to employ
counsel for the prosecution of misdemeanors.
SB
arising

240, to provide a procedure for the disposition of claims

from

legal or

medical malpractice.

ENROLLED BILLS REPORT

HB

675, eliminating the requirement of publishing the advertisement of sale of state guaranteed sewer bonds and notes.

HB 737, permitting nonprofit colleges, nonprofit trusts and
funds to be participating lenders.
HB
stakes

753, eliminating the biennial

on the

referendum on sweep-

ballots.

HB 755, relative to salaries of district court judges.
HB 768, relative to sewer rates.
HB 769, providing for consultation by the Labor

Com-

missioner with chiropractors relative to reasonable value of
services.

HB

796, relative to the display of the

New Hampshire state

flag.

HB 848, relative
unknown

to actions to quiet title against

known and

persons.

CACR

6,

Concurrent Resolution Proposing Constitutional

Amendments Relating to: Voting age and qualification as to
Age in Holding Office, and. Providing that: Eighteen Year Olds
may vote but no person under twenty-one years of age may hold
any Elective

Office.

Sen. Ferdinando

For

The Committee

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
The House
tee of

voted
Conference on:

SB

to accede to Senate request for a

Commit-

and providing for the licensing and regulaand salesmen; providing for the New
Hampshire Real Estate Commission, defining its powers and
duties; and imposing penalties for violation of this chapter.
73, defining

tion of real estate brokers
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The
tlie

Speaker appointed

as

members

part of the House, Reps. Bouchard,

of said

Committee on

Moran and

Croft.

RECESS

SENATE ADOPTION OF HOUSE AMENDMENTS
SB

217, relative to the establishment of an electric

power

plant and major transmission siting and construction licensing

procedure.
(See

HJ

21

June 71

for

amendment)

Sen. Poulsen moved concurrence.
Adopted.

SJR
(See

HJ

John Dukette of Andover.
June 71 for amendment)

favor of

9, in

21

Sen. Poulsen

moved concurrence.

Adopted.

SB

303, relating to the jurisdiction of the

(See

Sen.

HJ

21

June

71 for

Supreme Court.

amendment)

Nixon moved concurrence.

Adopted.

SB

286, providing for the waiver of court costs

and

fees in

certain cases.
(See

Sen.

HJ

21

June 71

for

amendment)

Nixon moved concurrence.

Adopted,

SB 285, authorizing the Human Rights
cept public and private grants.
(See

HJ

21

June

71 for

Commission to

ac-

amendment)

NIXON: The amendment offered by the House, in
move we concur, would provide for naming the new
nursing home to be constructed at the Soldiers' Home the
Donald Welch Nursing Home. As you may remember, Donald
Welch was a distinguished member of the House of Representatives and the Commandant of the Soldiers' Home who died tragically. It was felt by the House Committee in keeping that the
Sen.

which

I
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new nursing

facility

should be

named

in his honor. This

is

a

meritorious amendment.

Adopted.
284, providing for the establishment of a Court Ac-

SB

creditation Commission.

amendment)

(See

HJ

Sen.

Nixon moved concurrence.

21

June

for

Adopted.

SB

215, relative to regulating of shorthand court reporting.

(See

Sen.

HJ

21

June

for

amendment)

Nixon moved concurrence.

Adopted.

SJR

23,

requesting the Legislative Study Committee to
relative to the Uniform Con-

study and make recommendations
sumer Credit Code.
(See

Sen.

HJ

21

June

for

KOROMILAS:

amendment)
All the change does is to say "approThe bill was referred to the Legis-

priate standing committee."

Study Committee and it appears there is a bill now pendmay do away with the Legislative Study Committee.
new words "appropriate standing committee" are inserted.
Adopted.

lative

ing that

The

COMMITTEE REPORTS

HB

15
relative to the practice of public accountancy.

pass with

amendment. Sen, Jacobson

Ought

to

for Executive.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out paragraph 309-A:8

striking out the

I (c) by
same and inserting in place thereof the follow-

ing:
(c) was employed by a governmental agency, federal, state
or municipal or by an intermediary under contract with a federal or state agency under the Medicare or Medicaid programs,
performing works substantially equivalent to that customarily
performed by a person qualifying under (b) and had been so
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employed, whether by one or more such employers, for the
period of two years immediately preceding such effective date,
or

Mr. President, HB 15 is one of those
which there has been all sorts of battles over
the years between the public accountants and certified public
Sen.

JACOBSON:

historic bills with

accountants. Finally, in the interim Legislative Study

Commit-

under the wise leadership of Rep. Raymond of Keene, a
compromise was in general worked out. The bill was recommended "ought to pass" from that Committee and took the form of
HB 15. This bill had been amended in some degree though the
tee

substantial character of the bill remains. What HB 15 does is to
bring together under an examination umbrella in stages the
whole area of accountancy. At the present time, there are these
two groups. The present engaged public accountants will continue in their profession under the grandfather clause. However, as that generation of public accountants hatches from the
scene, they will be taken up by a new form of individual who
will be called the "accounting practitioner" and these people
will be, in a sense, in a kind of in-service training position with
an opportunity to reach the status of a certified public accountant but if they do not wish to do so, then they shall continue so that a board is established consisting of five people,
three certified public accountants and two public accountants

and they

will administer, set

As the

up

rules

and various procedures.

was heard in the Senate Committee,

it was discovered that certain individuals who are presently under the
same kind of status as public accountants working for Blue
Shield and Blue Cross were not included in the grandfather
clause. What the amendment does is to include these so that
they have exactly the same opportunities as other public accountants do. Also, those who happen to be in the military service. There is a special provision for them so that they can return and take up public accountancy.

bill

The

bill is

Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

an

effort to

bring together these two factions.

Will the public accountant be per-

mitted to advertise?
Sen.

JACOBSON:

I

believe that he will

direction that there will be

no more

part of the rules which will be sent up.

come under the
That will be

advertising.
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MORRISSETTE: Who

Sen.

will

conduct the examina-

tion?

JACOBSON: The

Sen.

two parts and

will take

it

its

examination will be essentially in
place from the certified public ac-

countant.
Sen.

POULSEN:

Mr. President, I rise in support of the bill
I have been involved in this thing ever
winter, mostly from the CPA's point of view. This is

and the amendments.
since last

an agreed upon

and

I

think

it is

bill that suits

a

good

everyone.

Amendment Adopted.

HB

It reflects a lot of

work

bill.

Referred to Finance.

594
relative to the

manner and number

of voter signatures re-

quired to allow presidential and vice presidential candidates
to have names placed on primary ballot. Ought to pass. Sen.
Jacobson for Executive Departments, Municipal and County
Governments.
Sen.
all

JACOBSON: HB

594 has

as its

intention to exclude

who want to be President of the United
America but who probably would not gain that office

of those persons

States of

under normal circumstances. At the present time,

all

you need

50 qualified voters in each Congressional District to become
a candidate for President of the United States in the Presidential Primary. This bill would establish that one must have 500
is

qualified voters in each of the Congressional Districts

Petition

and

on the

also establishes a $500.00 fee.

Adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

ENROLLED BILLS AMENDMENT
SB

306, relative to institutional collections.

AMENDMENT
Amend
two,

section

and inserting
I

1

of the bill

by striking out

lines

one and

in place thereof the following:

Financial Statements.

section 41 -a the following

Amend RSA

new

8

by inserting after

section: 8:41-b Financial State-

ments. Within sixty days

Amend

section 2 of the bill by striking out lines
in place thereof the following:

two and inserting

one and
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Support by the

State.

striking out said section

and

Amend RSA

8:46, as amended, by
inserting in place thereof the fol-

lowing:

moved

Sen. Snell

Amendment
SB

adoption.
adopted.

179, limiting the scope of inquiry directed to applicants

employment and

for state

state licensing.

AMENDMENT
Amend section 1 of the bill by striking out
two and inserting in place thereof the following:
1

Public Office.

19 the following
ord.

Amend RSA

new

lines

one and

98 by inserting after section
Criminal Rec-

section: 98:20 Applicant's

No applicant for state
Sen.

Nixon moved adoption. Amendment adopted.

HB

776, relative to the duties of the

Mount Washington

Commission.

AMENDMENT
Amend

said bill by striking out the

and inserting
3

(supp)

first

line of section 3

in place thereof the following:

Mount Washington Commission. Amend RSA 227-B
by 1969, 427:1 by inserting after section 7

as inserted

the following

new

The commission
Sen. Porter

is

section: 227-B: 8 Gifts, Grants or Donations.

authorized to institute

moved

adoption.

Amendment adopted.

COMMITTEE REPORTS CONTINUED

HB

91
relating to investments of savings banks in real estate.

Ought

to pass with

Insurance

&

amendment.

Sen. Morrissette for Banks,

Claims.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section

place thereof the following:

1

and inserting

in
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Amend RSA

387 by inserting after section
387:19-b Real Estate Other
of savings banks may be invested in fee simple interests in real estate wihch savings banks
may from time to time acquire by foreclosure, by the acceptance of a deed in lieu of foreclosure, or by purchase. Savings
banks may lease and convey real estate so acquired and may
invest their assets in the improvement or development of such
real estate. The book value of the investments in real estate
acquired by a savings bank under the authority of this section
shall not exceed five percent of its deposits, and shall be taken
into account as against the total limitation on investments in
real estate mortgages contained in paragraph IV of section 3
of this chapter. The authority to purchase real estate shall be
limited to real estate located in New Hampshire, but in lieu
of direct purchase may include acquisition of not more than
forty-five percent of the capital stock in a New Hampshire corporation holding fee simple interests in New Hampshire real
estate, the primary corporate purposes of which, as stated in
the articles of agreement thereof, are solely the purchase, holding, sale, rental or development of such real estate. Provided
that such investments shall be solely for the purposes of developing housing units and supportive facilities; and no individual
investment shall be held for more than six years. The authority herein granted shall not be construed to limit the authority granted by RSA 384: 16-a.
1

Real Estate.

new section:
Than Bank Premises. The assets
19-a the following

The

savings department of trust companies exercising the

aforesaid powers shall not be limited in doing so by the provisions of

RSA 392:37.

MORRISSETTE: Mr. President, HB 91 is a very good
my opinion and in the opinion of the Committee in that

Sen.
bill in
it

would

money

create an incentive for banks to direct

We

more

of their

amend the bill in
three areas. One of them changes the amount of money that they
can invest from 5 to 2 percent. It would decrease the amount of
ownership to 20 percent because the Committee felt that we
into the critical housing field.

did

were not particularly interested in the banks going out of the
area that they have been active in in the past. They should be

We

also amended the bill to limit their investment to
the residential appartment houses area so they wouldn't start
getting involved in shopping areas, factories, etc.
hope this

limited.

We
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I

hope that the Senate

I rise

in opposition to the

will go along with this.

POULSEN:

Sen,

amendment

to

Mr. President,

HB 91. The bill, as it was originally written, gave

the banks a reasonable chance to invest in apartment houses, for
example. This bill, as amended, limits that investing to a threeyear term. If a bank invested in an apartment house, they would
be a city dump for anyone who wanted to buy it because they
the price
would be known to have to get rid of it in 3 years
bank
could
lose
money.
Likewise,
the
could be depressed, the
amount of money a bank could invest has been reduced from
5 to 2 percent which is too small an amount to be worthwhile.
The bill, as it was originally written, would have helped banks
to help towns gaining more housing. As it is written now, it constricts them so I don't believe any bank will want any part of
it. By including the amendment, we kill the bill, I strongly urge
that we vote out the amendment and leave the bill as it origi-

—

nally was.

LEONARD: Under the original bill, a bank could inup to 5 percent of their assets and was there any limit to
amount of their percent of ownership?
Sen.

vest

the

Sen,

POULSEN: They

Sen.

LEONARD: Was there any limit on time?

Sen.

POULSEN: The

veloped, or raw land.
of

it

in 3 years.

could

limit

They had

own up

to 100 percent.

on time only applied
to either

They could not hold raw

develop

it

to

unde-

or get rid

land.

Sen. MORRISSETTE: Don't you feel that it is absolutely
necessary to limit the banks to non-business ventures otherwise
they will put all their money into shopping centers and places
like that rather than help the

peope solve the

critical

housing

shortages?
Sen.

POULSEN:

agree with that portion of the amend-

I

ment but the amendment goes beyond
and amount.
Sen.
laid

LEONARD:

on the

Mr. President,

that

I

move

table.

Adopted.

HB 91

laid

on the

and

table.

limits the time

that

HB

91 be
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HB

698
permitting a variation in the rate of interest on a readvance
under a mortgage. Ought to pass. Sen. Nixon for Banks, Insurance

& Claims.
Sen.

NIXON:

Mr. President,

HB 698 would merely permit

a bank, for the convenience and to save the money of a borrower
to add an additional amount to an existing original loan without
refinancing the whole loan and requiring the borrower to pay

the additional abstract and closing expenses. It would also permit the bank in that situation to charge a different rate of interest than might have pertained as the original loan. It is felt
that the passage of this bill

would promote simpler and cheaper

banking transactions in regard to loans for the benefit of both
the banking industry and also the borrower and thus, the Committee Report, "ought to pass".
Sen.

SNELL:

I

move

HB 698 be laid on the table

Adopted.

RECESS

HB

979

prohibiting the sale or installation of certain space heaters.
Ought to pass. Sen. Leonard for Banks, Insurance & Claims.
Sen.

LEONARD:

Mr. President,

HB

979 prohibits the sale

and the use of second-hand space
heaters. The Fire Marshal testified on the bill. There was one
individual in opposition. She was very concerned as she had
been using space heaters for 30 years and has a perfect fire safety
record but the Fire Marshal assured her that this bill would not

of second-hand space heaters

prohibit her use of space heaters.

Adopted.

HB

Ordered

to third reading.

341

and health
insurance policies due to changes in the physical condition of
to prohibit cancellation of individual accident

the insured.

Ought

for Banks, Insurance

to pass
&:

with amendment. Sen. Ferdinando

Claims.
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AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting in

place thereof the following:
1

Cancellation.

said subparagraph

A

(8)

Amend RSA

and inserting

415:6 (E)

(8)

by striking out

in place thereof the following:

provision as follows: Cancellation: The insurer may canany time by written notice delivered to the

cel this policy at

shown by the records of
than ten days thereafter, such

insured, or mailed to his last address as

the insurer, stating when, not

less

and after the policy has been
continued beyond its original term the insured may cancel this
policy at any time by written notice delivered or mailed to the
insurer, effective upon receipt or on such later date as may be
specified in such notice. In the event of cancellation, the insurer will return promptly the unearned portion of any j)remium paid. If the insured cancels, the earned premium shall
be computed by the use of the short-rate table last filed with the
state official having supervision of insurance in the state where
the insured resided when the policy was issued. If the insurer
cancels, the earned premium shall be computed pro-rata. Cancellation shall be without prejudice to any claim originating
prior to the effective date of cancellation. However, each cancellation, if for reasons other than nonpayment of premium and
other than specified in any time limits for certain defenses, shall
be effected only if also effected on all policyholders of the same
class. No such action shall be taken without prior written approval of the Insurance Commissioner. The insurer shall have
the burden of proof that the classification of risk involved therein is reasonable and nondiscriminatory, pursuant to Chapter
415:15. This provision shall not limit the right of the insurer
cancellation shall be effective;

to refuse to

Sen.

renew

this policy

FERDINANDO:

on

its

anniversary date.

Mr. President,

process for standards of cancellation.

The

HB

341 sets

details,

up

a

the time

periods that have to take place in the event of cancellation, when
is issued etc. are outlines and the Committee rec-

the policy

ommended its passage.
Amendment adopted.

HB

Ordered

to third reading.

991

establishing an interim committee to study no-fault automobile insurance. Ought to pass with amendment. Sen. Ferdin-

ando

for Banks, Insurance

& Claims.
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AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
Committee Established.
1

There is hereby established a
committee to study and examine the feasibility for the state to
adopt some form of no-fault automobile insurance. The committee shall be composed of three members of the house, appointed by the chairman of the house banks, insurance and
claims committee, and two members of the senate to be appointed by the chairman of the senate banks, insurance and
claims committee.

The members

shall choose a

chairman.

The

committee shall make a careful study of the laws presently in
effect both in and out of this state, relating to automobile insurance; to make recommendations for changes in the present
law; and, if necessary, to propose new legislation designed to
regulate automobile insurance. The committee shall make a
report of its findings and recommendations with any proposed
legislation to the next convening session of the general court.

FERDINANDO:

Mr. President, in the original bill,
and
the President of the Senate dethe Speaker of the House
going
to be to study the no fault
cided who the members were
insurance availabilities. The majority of the Committee recSen.

ommended

we change

that

the appointments by having the

House Insurance Committee and the Chairman of the Senate Insurance Committee to designate who the
members will be. The reason for this change is that the Committee felt that these were the Committees that would be
working with this particular legislation and that it would make
more sense to have them get more directly involved in this conChairman

of the

cept.

Sen.

KOROMILAS: Why

tee not equally represented

than

3

from the House and

FERDINANDO:

2

are the

members

of the

Commit-

from the House and Senate rather
from the Senate?

have no objection to having an
this is the way the bill came in and I have
no objection to amending the bill to provide for this.
Sen.

equal

I

number but

NIXON:

Mr. President, I rise in opposition to the
991. I was not advised of the Executive
Session in which this bill was considered although I am a member of the Committee. As I understand it, the original bill
Sen.

amendment

to

HB
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would provide

for the establishment of a

the general subject of

no

fault insurance.
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committee

to study

The Committee would

be composed of three members of the House chosen by the
Speaker and two members of the Senate designated by the Pres-

me say that the subject of no fault inand
is being studied by competent peosurance has already
ple here in N.H. In 1968, Gov. King appointed a special commission to study the N. H. court system with particular emphasis on the problem of the handling of claims and the disposition of litigated matters. This commission was continued by
Gov. Peterson until its report was submitted to the Governor
in 1969 and it went out of existence as a gubernatorially
appointed body, and then was continued as a special committee
in the N.H. Bar Association. Many of the commission's recommendations have been adopted in the 1969 and 1971 sessions
of the Legislature. Another body has also been established to
study this matter
the Insurance Advisory Committee appointed by Insurance Commissioner, John Durkin.
ident.

At the

outset, let

—

With

two bodies already studying the subject, I quesadditional study commission at this
time. If we do, I would suggest that it should be appointed by
the people who do the appointing of interim committees
and I don't understand why the feeling apparently exists that
the Speaker and the President cannot appoint competent and
qualified people. I submit that we should defeat the amendment and give a vote of confidence to the Speaker and President.
these

tion whether

*^en.

we need an

LAMONTAGNE:

Mr. President,

I

rise

amendment and I agree with Sen. Nixon
have been enough studies made on this subject.
tion to the

Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

Mr. President,

Committee Report. I know
fault insurance and I am hoping
up with good recommendations.
the

of

I

rise in

in

opposi-

that there

support of

many people opposed

that this

commission

will

to

no

come

Sen. KOROMILAS: Is there any good reason why there
should be a special committee rather than have this sent to the
Legislative Study Committee?
Sen.

came

FERDINANDO: The

feeling here

is

that the bill

from the House and as long as the House and Senate
Insurance Committee would have to do the research in this,
this would be more responsible.
to us
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Sen. SPAN OS: Mr. President, I rise in opposition to the
Committee Report which amends HB 991. I do so because I
this session

have seen in

something that was non-existent in the

last 4 sessions which I have served in this General Court and
that is that there is a growing suspicion of both the bodies as
to the appointing power of the presiding officer. There has

a dilution of those appointing powers
avoid the impartial appointments of
trying
are
to
so that we
our own desires. I think this is a
substituting
the Chair by
process when we try to void giving
Legislative
the
bad thing for

become involved here

those powers. This

and

I

is

the

main danger

hate to see us proceeding in

of this type of

measure

this area.

Sen. FERDINANDO: Mr. President, the question here is
not the lack of faith in any one appointment. The Committee
felt, since they had to work with this legislation, that they
should be the ones to set up the commission.

Question on adoption of amendment.
Division vote: Yeas

Amendment

7;

lost.

Nays 10.
Ordered to third reading.

HB

619

erty

amending the New Hampshire unit ownership
act. Ought to pass. Sen. Downing for Judiciary.

of real prop-

Sen. DOWNING: This bill relates to the construction of
condominiums. When the statute regulating this area was adopted, it was after a model condominium act which, unfortunately,
was a product of urban centers and not as applicable as it should
be to New Hampshire. Right now a condominium cannot be
conveyed until the total project is completed. This seems unreasonable particularly with reference to the town house type
of condominium. This is the primary change. Also the need
for a special notice

Adopted.

HB

is

eliminated.

Ordered

to third reading.

662
relative to extending the jurisdiction of local police

consent.

Ought

to pass

by
with amendment. Sen. Downing for Ju-

diciary.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out all after the enacting clause
in place thereof the following:

and inserting
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Amend RSA

48 by inserting after section 1
Extended Authority. The
authority of any duly authorized marshal, collector, constable,
police officer and watchman of any city shall extend to any
town or city in the state, provided that chief law enforcement
officer of said town or city shall have requested, in writing the
City Police.

1

the following

mutual

new

section: 48:ll-a

assistance of said officer.

Town

Amend RSA

105 by inserting after section
Extended Authority. The
authority of any duly authorized police officer, constable or
watchman of any town shall extend to any city or town in the
state, provided that the chief law enforcement officer of said
city or town shall have requested, in writing, the mutual as2

Police.

12 the following

new

section: 105:13

sistance of said officer.
3 Effective Date.
its

This act

shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

DOWNING:

This merely permits the police departmutual aid compact as the fire departments
operated under. The funding has been stricken from the bill.
Amendment adopted.
Ordered to third reading.
Sen.

ment

HB

to enter into a

767
relative to witness fees for law

to pass

enforcement

officers.

Ought

with amendment. Sen. Leonard for Judiciary.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section 2

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
2 Police Officers in

Towns

or Cities of Over Fifty

Thou-

Amend RSA

592-A by inserting after section
13 the following new section: 592-A: 13 Pay in Lieu of Witness
Fee. Notwithstanding the witness fees payable pursuant to RSA
502-A:13 to an off duty police officer, when such an officer is
employed by a town or city of fifty thousand or more population, he may receive from his town or city, in lieu of the witness fee so provided, the regular rate of pay that he would be
entitled to if he were on duty. The provisions of this section
shall apply only when such officer is required to appear in the

sand Population.

superior court as a witness in a criminal case.
3

Change

of Effective Date.

Amend

section 31 of an act

passed at the 1971 session of the general court, relative to estab-
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dower and curtesy, by striking out the
same and inserting in place thereof the following:
lishing rights in lieu of

31 Effective Date. This act shall take effect at midnight,

1971 but shall not apply to the estates of persons
deceased prior to said date and time but such estates shall remain subject to the provisions of the laws in force prior to the

August

30,

effective date of this act.

4 Effective Date. This act
Sen.
self

LEONARD:

provides that the

shall take effect

January

1,

1972.

There are two amendments. The bill itand towns may supplement witness

cities

fees of police officers testifying in Court.

The

first

amendment

provides that in cities and towns of over 50,000 people, a law
enforcement officer may receive from the city or town in lieu of

would be

witness fees the regular rate of pay he

entitled to

if

he were on duty. The word "may" makes this permissive. The
second amendment pertains to a bill we passed last month on

dower and curtesy. This changes the effective date of passage to
August 10, 1971 and provides that the bill we passed last month
will not apply prior to that date.

Amendment

Ordered

adopted.

to third reading.

HB

770
improve eminent domain procedure and making an appropriation therefor. Ought to pass with amendment. Sen.
to

Nixon

for Judiciary.

AMENDMENT
Amend RSA

498-A:4,

I

as inserted

by striking out the same and inserting

by section

1

of the bill

in place thereof the fol-

lowing:

498-A:4 Preliminary Steps to Initiating Action.
I.

Appraisal.

The condemnor shall cause to be made by a qualified
who is impartial of mind at least one appraisal of all
property proposed to be acquired. The appraiser shall make rea(a)

appraiser

sonable efforts to confer with the
or his personal representative.
(b)

making

owner or one of the owners

Before determining upon the amount to be offered or
the offer provided for in paragraph II of this section.

1545
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condemnor shall make reasonable efforts to negotiate with
the owner personally (or one of the owners or his personal rep-

the

purchase of the property, but failure to
confer or negotiate shall not be a defense to condemnation of
resentative)

for the

property.

Further amend the bill by amending RSA 498-A:4, II
by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the

(c)

fol-

lowing:

The condemnor

(c)

such offers showing the

shall

make public

name

a

complete

of

list

each condemnee and the

of

of the offer in each case, including the value of the
property before and after the taking and the amount of the

amount

severance damages

Amend

the

if

title

any.
of

RSA

498-A:14

of the bill by striking out said title

and

as inserted

by section

I

inserting in place there-

of the following:

498-A: 14

Quorum;

Acting, Temporary, and Associate

Com-

missioners.

Amend RSA

498-A: 14 as inserted by section 1 of the bill,
by inserting at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

Two

VII.

associate commissioners shall be appointed

the chairman for each hearing.

One

by

shall be a selectman or as-

where the major portion of the
and the other shall be a person duly
licensed by the state of New Hampshire as a real estate broker,
who practices his profession in the county where the major por-

sessor

from the town or

subject property

is

city

located,

tion of the subject property

Amend RSA
bill

is

located.

498-A: 26, II as inserted by section

by striking out the

same and inserting

1

of the

in place thereof the

following:
II.

The report shall

(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

A statement
The

include:

of the case;

nature of the property and interests taken;

A schedule of special benefits, if any, found;
A schedule of compensation awarded and the

thereof payable to each condemnee; and

portion
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Such other matters

(e)

as the

commission

shall

deem

rele-

vant.

Amend RSA
serted by section

1

498-A:27 through 498-A:29 inclusive as
of the bill by striking out the same and

in-

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

498-A:27 Appeal on Damages. Any party, condemnee or
condemnor, aggrieved by the amount of compensation awarded
by the commission may, within sixty days after the filing of the
report of the commission and not afterwards (unless for good
cause shown the superior court extends such time) file in the
superior court a petition to have the damages reassessed, and the
court shall assess the damages by jury, or by the court without
jury if jury trial is waived, and award costs to the prevailing
party. The trial in such case shall be de novo. If the sum of
estimated just compensation paid to the condemnee pursuant
to RSA 498-A:ll exceeds the amount of final judgment, the
court shall enter judgment against the condemnee for the
amount so paid to him in excess of final judgment.
,

498-A:28 Review. There shall be a right of review in every

condemnation cause from the final judgment of the superior
court to the supreme court in the manner provided for review of
any other final judgment of the superior court.

Amend RSA
1

of the bill

A:30

498-A:30 and 498-A:31 as inserted by section
by renumbering them to read 498-A:29 and 498-

respectively.

Amend

section 6 by striking out the

same and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
6 Effective Date.

The

sections

and portions

of this act shall

take effect as follows:
I

On

by section
II.

July
1;

On

Sen.

1,

1971:

and sections

January

NIXON:

Rep. Andrews.

The

simplication of

all

1,

RSA

498-A:13 through 29

2, 3, 4,

1972

all

and

other portions of this

Mr. President,
bill

has as

its

as inserted

5.

act.

HB 770 was sponsored by
purpose the unification and

statutes relating to the

condemnation of

property in N. H. so as to provide for a simpler, easier and more
just and equitable way of land being taken by eminent domain

1545
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and land owners being compensated, and

fairly heard in the
compensation process in regard to damages. The bill is a result
of studies conducted under the auspices of the Interim Commission on Eminent Domain which was appointed two sessions ago
and chairmaned by Attorney Arthur A. Greene of Manchester.
The commission had many hearings, and extensive participation. The bill has the endorsement of the N. H. Bar Association.
It is interesting to

note that there are approximately 17

New

York which have been involved during
the last several months and years in improving eminent domain
statutes. Your Committee proposed several amendments to the
original HB 770. The general effect of the proposed amendments is, in the first instance, to provide that the intial appraisal for the state or other governmental body will be made
by a qualified appraiser who is impartial. This does not rule out
state employees as in the case of the Highway Department
takings, but does try to guarantee that they will be qualified and
impartial of mind. It would also provide that before the amount
to be offered by the governmental agency is determined upon,
states

including

make reasonable

with the
owner's
representatives
owner personally or one of a corporate
so that the fellow who owns the land has a chance to plead his
case before someone determines upon a figure which he would
have to go to court to change. In addition, the amendment
would provide that the agency must make public a complete list
the agency has to

of

all offers

made showing

efforts to negotiate

the name,

amounts of

offers

and

in-

cluding the value of the property before and after the taking,
including the amount of damages.
Finally,

one or two other amendments. The Eminent Do-

is provided for in the bill would be
required to include two associate commissioners, one a selectman from the town in which the major part of the land was
located and the other a licensed real estate broker doing business in the county where the major portion of the property is

main Commission which

located.
Finally, the appeal provisions have been modified so as to
provide that the person whose land is being taken has the right
to a jury trial if he is not satisfied with the award of the commission. Those are the amendments and the Committee recom-

mends

it

ous^ht to pass.

Amendment

adopted.

Referred to Finance.
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HB

943

relating to professional standards review organizations of
physicians and surgeons. Ought to pass with amendment. Sen.

Koromilas for Judiciary.

AMENDMENT
Amend RSA
striking out the

329:27 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
in place thereof the follow-

same and inserting

ing:

a

329:27 Immunity from Liability. No person who serves as
of a professional standards review organization, as

member

defined in RSA 329:29, shall be liable in damages to any person for any action taken or recommendation made by him within the scope of his function as a member of such organization
unless such action was taken or such recommendation was made
with malice or as a result of gross negligence, and not in the
reasonable belief that such action or recommendation was warranted by the facts known to him after reasonable effort to ascertain the facts upon which such action was taken or such rec-

ommendation was made.

KOROMILAS: Mr. President, in Federal Social Seand Medicare there is a group or committee of doctors
who check to see whether a person should remain in the hospital
or be sent home. It is very difficult to find doctors who will go
on this committee to make sure the space that is available is
used by people who need it. This amendment would limit the
liability of this committee of doctors or physicians. If they make
Sen.

curity

a mistake, they cannot

be sued unless they took the person out

of the hospital with malice or gross negligence.

Amendment

HB

adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

974
relative to increasing the fees in district courts.

pass with

amendment.

Ought

to

Sen. Koromilas for Judiciary.

AMENDMENT
Amend RSA 502-A:28 as inserted by section 1 of the
by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the

bill
fol-

lowing:

502-A:28 Civil Causes. Clerks of district courts shall be
allowed in civil cases for the use of the city or town in which
the court is regularly located:
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For an original

writ,
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twenty cents.

For the entry of every writ or other action,
pearances, and

judgment and recording, three

For each execution, one

filing of ap-

dollars.

dollar.

For a writ of possession, two dollars.

Order

of notice of service in

hand or by publication,

five

dollars.

Each additional copy, two

Order

of notice

dollars.

on new or additional attachment,

five dol-

lars.

Each additional copy, two

dollars.

All other orders of notice (copy for service and copy for
return), five dollars.

Each additional copy, two

dollars.

KOROMILAS: The amendment

has to do with civil
At the present time, the fee to
bring action in the District Court is $1.00. The bill, as it came
in, would increase that from $1.00 to $5.00. The Committee
felt that increase was perhaps not justified at the present time.
The Committee does recommend an increase from $1.00 to
S3.00 where there is entry of a writ. Also there are other changes
in the bill in the way of fees, which bring the district courts, to
some extent, in line with the superior courts.
Ordered to third reading.
Amendment adopted.
Sen.

causes in the District Courts.

HB

109
relative to the

power of conservation officers to board boats
marine laws. Ought to pass

in connection with administration of

with amendment. Sen. Koromilas for Recreation
ment.

Sc

Develop-

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out

and inserting

all after

the enacting clause

in place thereof the following:

1 Boarding With or Without Warrant. Amend RSA 21 1:41
by inserting after paragraph IV the following new paragraph:
V. To board any boat which is on public waters under the jur-
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isdiction of this state with or

without a warrant,

if

he has rea-

sonable cause to believe that any provisions of the statutes,
rules and regulations relating to the taking of marine species
as defined in RSA 211:62 are being or have been violated thereon, for the purpose of enforcing such statutes, rules and regulations.

2 Effective Date. This act shall take effect sixty days after
passage.

its

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Mr. President,

this has to

do with

boating — a boat on public waters under the jurisdiction of the
warrant,
the
With or without
mile
State — the
3

a

limit.

if

conservation officer has reasonable cause to believe that any provisions of the statutes, rules or regulations relating to the taking

marine species are being or have been violated, he may board
the boat. This is a limited situation with respect to boarding a
boat on the water without a warrant. In the past, I have been
extremely reluctant to alter our laws with respect to warrants.
In the situation of a boat, there is very little anyone can do.
This is a special case and the committee favored it.
Ordered to third reading.
Amendment adopted.

of

HB

92

due to repeal of stock
and other taxes. Ought to pass. Sen. Lamontagne for
Ways k Means and Administrative Affairs.
relative to the correction of tax laws

in trade

Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

Trailers that are stored in

cities,

towns or unincorporated places for more than forty-five days,
except for storage only, will be exempt from taxation for house
trailers.

The House amended

the original

bill

and excluded

travel

trailers.

Adopted.

HB

Ordered

to third reading.

131

on holidays. Ought
Means and Administra-

relative to operation of liquor stores
to pass. Sen.

Lamontagne

for

Ways

Sc

tive Affairs.

Sen.
is

LAMONTAGNE:

to provide that stores

Mr. President, what

may be open

for business

this bill

does

on any

legal

holiday except January First, Memorial Day, July Fourth,
Thanksgiving Day and Christmas. The employees shall be com-
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pensated for the loss of holiday plus one and one-half times his
regular rate of pay for the actual number of hours worked. The
bill also provides that no State stores shall be open for business

on Veterans Day prior
Sen.

PORTER:

to

1

:00 p.m.

Mr. President,

I

move

that further con-

sideration of HB 131 be indefinitely postponed.
We heard testimony from several people

on this bill and
found that there was a great deal of opposition to it. The report
was that it would bring in $135,000 additional to the General
Fund. Testimony indicated that the members of the liquor
store were overwhelmingly opposed and my personal belief
that there are enough stores opened during the present hours
so that we should stay where we are.
Sen.

KOROMILAS: Did

employees are against
Sen.

I

understand you to say that the

this legislation?

PORTER: From

ployees, 245 responded

emopening for

a poll taken out of 250 possible

and 227 were opposed

to

any additional holidays.
Sen.

KOROMILAS: Do you feel that

the legislature should

demands or should we make a definite determination with respect to our situation as it now is?

give in to these

Sen.

PORTER:

significant
this

is

number

I feel

that the liquor stores are

of holidays at the present time

and

opened a
I feel

that

just a further dilution of this effort.

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Does not

this bill

only add one more

day and a half?
Sen.

Day and

PORTER:

Yes,

sir.

One more day and

half

— Labor

half of Veterans' Day.

Sen.

FERDINANDO: How much

Sen.

PORTER:

revenue will

this

bring

in?
It is

predicted that this will bring in an

additional $135,000.
Sen. POULSEN: Mr. President, I rise in support of the
pending motion. I cannot logically believe that anyone will buy
whiskey on Labor Day that wouldn't have done it the day before if they had known the stores would have been closed. Wc
are diluting the law and not helping the situation.
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MORRISSETTE: Mr. President, I rise in opposition
motion because I feel that this poll that was taken is not
a poll. There is another poll whereby 200 people are on a
waiting list out of 265 who work on those days. We do have
some critical problems and I have statistics to show where we
could have picked up more revenue on taxes on beer and liquor.
We have got to get revenues and stop killing revenue bills.
Sen.

to the

NIXON:

Mr. President, I rise in support of the pending motion to indefinitely postpone HB 131. Several weeks ago,
this Senate defeated a bill which would have required that
liquor stores remain open on Sundays and there was much similar discussion. I have had many liquor stores employees thank
me and the Senate for allowing them to spend a day with their
families because the net effect, they indicated to me, of having
liquor stores open on Sundays would have been that they would
have been required to work a 7 day week because there was not
sufficient personnel to fill all the job slots otherwise. This bill
goes beyond that. We are now asking that the sale of liquor be
pushed on Labor and Veterans' Day. I don't think that it is
fitting that we should be considering trying to make money from
the sale of liquor on a day that is specifically set aside to honor
those Avho have fought for our country or those who are working for our state. I don't care what the revenue estimates are
I would suggest that they are relatively exaggerated. We should
allow our employees that day with their families.
Sen.

—

LAMONTAGNE:

Mr. President and members of the
pending motion now before
us. The number one thing is that we are tying the hands of the
Commission to raise the needed revenue. The Commission has
asked to bring more revenue than what was brought in during
the last fiscal year. We have been defeating all of the recommendations of the Commission to raise money. The Liquor
Commission is different from other departments because they
are in the business of raising money. $135,000 is not peanuts
and we need the revenue and it is wrong to indefinitely postpone this bill.
Sen.

Senate,

I rise

Sen.

keep the
Sen.

in opposition to the

FERDINANDO:
staff

Wouldn't it cost about $11,200 to
and a half for one year?

available for this day

LAMONTAGNE:

be out of the $135,000.

Yes, that

is

possible,

but

it

would
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Sen.

FERDINANDO:

Sen,

SPANOS: Mr.

Mr. President, I support the Commost of our sales do come from
that
basis
the
on
mittee Report
would generate sales.
days
these
two
and
out-of-staters
President,

I

the positions which

rise in

Nixon

tion to indefinitely postpone. Sen.

support of the mo-

has very well argued

have traditionally taken relative to the
on holidays. I don't believe during
the entire testimony of the Liquor Commission who came before the Senate Finance Committee, especially in the latter days
when we did reinstore practically their entire demands relative
to additional personnel, I don't believe that once in the testimony given did they even mention the fact of needing this bill
for realizing their estimated revenues. This was not a part of

employment

I

of our people

their testimony.

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

have the opportunity to

what they

If

we

passed this today, wouldn't you

listen to the

Liquor Commission to

see

really believe?

Sen. SPANOS: I think we gave them several opportunities
appear and their main concern was to return the personnel
to some of their stores in order for them to meet the existins:
business that they anticipated. There was no testimony relative
to having additional force for these sales on holidays and I
don't think they were interested in it at the time.

to

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Did they

SPANOS: No, I do
am trying to point out.

Sen.

what

I

Sen.

SNELL: Mr.

discuss this bill?

not believe they did and that

is

in opposition to the mobody previously defeated a
that would give this state an

President,

I rise

tion to indefinitely postpone. This

measure

relative to

Sunday

sales

anticipated revenue of close to $330,000 over the biennium.
This piece of legislation before you now is estimated at $135,-

000 net profit giving a total of $465,000 that could have been
achieved if both pieces of legislation passed. If these funds were
available to

every $4

match with federal

we

appropriated.

I

grants,

am

we would

receive $6 for

concerned because

this

is

a

necessity at this stage of our fiscal chaos before us.

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

the pending motion.

I

Mr. President,

think that

we

all

I rise

know

vide revenue for our needy and disabled.

I

in opposition to

that

we must

think what

is

pro-

being
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attempted here today is that by implication that money that
comes out of liquor sales is dirty money, $135,000 is going, to
some degree, help the needy.
Sen. POULSEN: Mr. President, I don't believe that it has
ever been proven that the fact that supermarkets have stayed
opened 7 days has increased the food consumption in our state.

don't think we will
another day.

I

Sen.
sell

sell

LEONARD:

that

much more

Mr. President,

liquor anytime that people want to

I

liquor by being open

we should

think that

buy

it.

We

are in busi-

Poulsen stated that when supermarkets are opened
it does not increase the consumption of food by 1/7
but I think it increases the sale of food by 1/7. I go on Sunday
and many of the cars are from Massachusetts. Everyone here
knows we are in a financial crises and how you can stand up
and say we don't want $135,000 I don't know. It sounds as
though you are talking out of the side of your mouth. We need
the revenue and we ought to take the revenue. The argument
is that the poor state employees will have to work for $60 for
one half day. I would like that opportunity and I understand
they can work or they don't have to
they have an option

ness. Sen.

on Sunday,

—

work.

Question on Indefinite Postponement.

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Lamontagne. Seconded by Sen, Koromilas.

Yeas: Sens. Poulsen, Snell, Spanos, Nixon, English, Porter,

Downing and

Tufts.

Nays; Sens. Lamontagne, S. Smith, Townsend, Leonard,
Ferdinando, Morrissette, Provost, Brown, Koromilas and Foley.
Result: 8 Yeas; 10 Nays.

Motion

lost.

Question on Committee Report,
Adopted,
Referred to Finance.

HB

372

Ought to
Ways & Means and Administrative Affairs.

relative to the policemen's retirement system.
pass. Sen,

Tufts for
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Sen.

ment

TUFTS: Mr.

to allow a

President,

HB

permanent policemen

372 changes the
to retire

retire-

from active

ser-

vice after serving for a period of 25 continuous years or after
reaching the age of 65. The last sentence will be of interest to

the Senate; "the state or other employers shall not be regarded
make any contributions to said additional benefits." The

to

Committee recommends
Sen.
65.

its

passage.

LEONARD: You

Does he have

to

have a

said that

policemen can

minimum number

retire at

of years before

reaching this age?
Sen.
Sen.

out of

it,

TUFTS:

No.

DOWNING:

I

noticed the state liability was

but what about the local

amended

liability?

Sen. TUFTS: It does not increase the percentage which
might put in. This bill would not change that.
municipality
the

Sen.

DOWNING:

participate in

Sen.

Is

it

mandatory that the municipality

it?

TUFTS:

Yes. If the policemen puts in his payment,

then the municipality must put in their payment.
Sen.

SPAN OS:

In what way does this

bill

change the

exist-

ing law?
Sen.

TUFTS:

pal thing that

it

removes the figure of 55 and the princi-

It

does

is

that

it

increases the contribution of the

individual policeman and does not put any further burden on
the municipalities or the state.

Ordered to third reading.

Adopted.

HB

569
relative to qualifications for the serving of liquor or bever-

ages.

Ought

to pass. Sen.

Lamontagne

for

Ways & Means and

Administrative Affairs.
Sen.

LAMONTAGNE: What this bill

does

it

amends

RSA

175 by adding a new section allowing bartenders or waiters who
are not American citizens but are citizens of the State of New
Hampshire to work in restaurants or clubs. This bill was also

amended

House in Section III Effective Date,
upon passage.
Ordered to third reading.

in the

shall take effect

Adopted.

this act
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HB

696

amending the business

profits tax to clarify the provisions

Ought

for the taxation of affiliated corporations.

to pass. Sen.

Tufts for Ways & Means and Administrative Affairs.
Sen.

TUFTS:

This

refers solely to the private stockhold-

not the business profits tax bill which you are
all looking forward to receiving. There was one person who
testified and he offered the entire testimony given before the
ing banks. This

Committee.
Adopted.

HB

is

Ordered

to third reading.

748
continuing in existence the state commission on the status

of women. Ought to pass. Sen. Lamontagne
and Administrative Affairs.

Sen.

for

Ways & Means

LAMONTAGNE:

istence of a state

any question on
Adopted.

This is only to continue the excommission on the status of women. If there is

this bill, I will yield to the opposite sex.

Ordered

to third reading.

HB

791
granting a tax exemption to persons who have lived with
their spouse as man and wife for at least five years when either
person is seventy or over. Ought to pass. Sen. Lamontagne for
Ways & Means and Administrative Affairs.
Sen.

LAMONTAGNE: The

introduced

is

passed in the

last session.

citizen at the age of 70

The law

bill has been
exemption law that

reason that this

to clarify the senior citizen

does not provide that a senior

and the dwelling being in the name of
the exemption so this bill corrects this

could not get
matter and therefore if the dwelling is in the name of the spouse
he will be entitled to the tax exemption because he is 70 or over.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

his wife

HB

933

amending the tax on meals and rooms. Ought to pass. Sen.
Lamontagne for Ways & Means and Administrative Affairs.
Sen.

LAMONTAGNE: What

meals tax.
charge for

this

bill

does

it

excludes

from being included in the room and
For example, at Tuckerman's Ravine, they only
the expense for lodging and the same for the meals.

non-profit organizations
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The Committee
urges

reports this bill with a favorable report

its

Ordered

Adopted.

HB

and

passage.
to third reading.

967
relative to certain veterans preferences in public

ment. Ought
Administrative Affairs.

to pass. Sen.

Sen.

Lamontagne

LAMONTAGNE:

This

is

a

for

Ways

&:

employ-

Means and

housekeeping

bill.

The

to RSA
thority of the state or any political subdivision thereof shall

283:6 would provide

amendment

that the hiring au-

take any necessary action to secure the employment of veterans
in service of the state or political subdivisions. Previously vet-

erans had to go to the City Clerk to show that they were veterNow they have to send a copy of their discharge papers.

ans.

Any person who qualifies under RSA 1 is exempt.
can Legion was in favor of the bill.
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.

SPECIAL

HB

ORDER OF BUSINESS AT

The Ameri-

1:01

915

including surviving spouse of disabled servicemen in the
class of person exempt from taxation on a homestead. Ought to
pass. Sen, Porter for Ways and Means.

Question on Committee Report.
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.

SPECIAL

HB

ORDER OF BUSINESS AT

1:02

939

and interest resulting
from a supplemental property assessment, and providing for a
lien. Ought to pass. Sen. Tufts for Ways and Means.
relative to collecting taxes, penalties

Question on Committee Report.
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

examined the
Adopted.

bill

I

requested the Special Order.

and have no problems.
Ordered to third reading.

I

have
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Sen.

RECONSIDERATION
LAMONTAGNE: I move the Senate

reconsider the

action whereby we passed HB 756. If an amendment to HB 756
is not approved, the Department of Public Works will not be
in conformance with the Uniform Assistance Act of 1970. This
means that on July 1, 1972, all federal aid highway construction
in the State will cease. Without these amendments, the State
will be unable to pay relocation costs which are specified in the
Act, such as reasonable expenses to search for replacement hous-

who have
own, ambulance services for invalids,
reasonable cost for rooms and meals to displaced persons during
their move when, through no fault of their own, they cannot
reach their replacement house in one day and loss of personal
property during the move.
Adopted.

ing, the actual transportation costs of displaced persons

no transportation

Sen.

of their

LAMONTAGNE:

second reading
Adopted.

I

move

that

HB

756 be placed on

at this time.

HB 756, to increase highway relocation assistance.
Sen.

Lamontagne

offered the following

amendment.

AMENDMENT
Amend RSA

233-A:3, II as inserted by section

by inserting paragraph

(c) as

(c) Such other reasonable costs
"Uniform Assistance Act of 1970".

bill

1

of the bill

follows:
as

authorized by the Federal

Amend RSA 233-A:3, III as inserted by section 1 of the
by striking out said paragraph and inserting in place there-

of the following:
III. Any displaced person who moves or discontinues his
business or farm operation who elects to accept the payment
authorized by this paragraph in lieu of the payment authorized

by paragraph I of this section, may receive a fixed relocation
payment in an amount equal to the average annual net earnings of the business or farm operation except that such payment
shall be not less than twenty-five hundred dollars nor more than
ten thousand dollars together with such other reasonable costs
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authorized by the Federal "Uniform Assistance Act of 1970".
In the case of a business no payment shall be made under this
paragraph unless the commissioner is satisfied that the business;
as

Cannot be relocated without
existing patronage; and

a substantial loss of

(a)

its

(b) Is not a part of a commercial enterprise having at least
one other establishment not being acquired by the United
States, which is engaged in the same or similar business. For
purposes of this section, the term "average annual net earnings" means one-half of any net earnings of the business or farm
operation, before federal, state, and local income taxes, during
the two taxable years immediately preceding the taxable year
in which such business or farm operation moves from the real
property acquired for such project, or during such other period
as the head of such agency determines to be more equitable for
establishing such earnings, and includes any compensation paid
by the business or farm operation to the owner, his spouse, or
his dependents during such period;

Amend RSA 233-A:4, I as inserted by section 2 of the bill
by striking out said paragraph and inserting in place thereof
the following:

2 Replacement Housing.
as inserted

Amend RSA

233-A:4,

I,

II (supp)

by 1969, 339:1 by striking out said paragraphs and

inserting in place thereof the following:
I.

In addition to amounts otherwise authorized by this

make

payment to the owner of
which is actually owned
and occupied by the owner for not less than one hundred
chapter, the commissioner shall

a

real property acquired for a project

eighty days

prior

to

the

initiation

of

negotiations for the

payment not to exceed fifbe the amount, if any, which, when

acquisition of such property. Such

teen thousand dollars, shall

added

to the acquisition payment, equals the average price required for a comparable dwelling determined, in accordance
with standards established by the secretary of transportation, to
be a decent, safe and sanitary dwelling adequate to accommodate the displaced owner, reasonably accessible to public ser-

vices

and places

of

employment and

available

on the private

market. Such payment shall be made only to a displaced owner
who purchases and occupies a dwelling within one year subsequent to the date on which he is required to move from the
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dwelling acquired for the project, and shall not exceed that
amount paid for the replacement housing less the acquisition
payment.
Ordered to third reading.
Amendment adopted.

SUSPENSION OF

THE RULES

I move the rules of the Senate be so far suspermit the introduction of committee reports not
previously advertised in the Journal on HB 911 and HB 999.
Adopted.

Sen.

pended

SNELL:

as to

COMMITTEE REPORTS CONTINUED

HB

911
adopting a comprehensive child abuse law. Ought to pass.
Sen. Koromilas for Public Health, Welfare & State Institutions:

Sen.

KOROMILAS: HB

911

clarifies

the provisions with

and abused children. It also sets up some
kind of reporting procedure and the report has to be made to
the Division of Welfare and the Department of Health &: Welrespect to neglected

Since there

fare.

is

a reporting procedure, this should go to the

Committee on Finance.
Adopted.

HB

Referred to Finance.

999
relative

to

discarded refrigerators. Ought to pass with
for Public Health, Welfare & State

amendment. Sen. Koromilas
Institutions.

AMENDMENT
Amend the bill by striking out section
place thereof the following:
1

Person Responsible.

Amend RSA

1

and inserting

in

147:21-a as inserted

by 1955, 158:1 by striking out said section and inserting

in place
thereof the following: 147:21-a Discarded Refrigerators. Whoever owns, controls or has in his custody, a container originally
used for refrigeration purposes, shall before discarding it, re-

move

lid. Any person failing to comply with
be punished by a fine of not more than fifty
or imprisoned not more than thirty days, or both.

the door, doors or

this section, shall

dollars,
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KOROMILAS: The amendment

Sen.

tidies

up

the bill

Committee on Public Health, Welfare &
present law says if a person owns a reThe
Institutions.
State
the doors because of the hazards inremove
must
he
frigerator,
that a person leasmg a home might
apparent
volved. It became
refrigerator
of which he would not be the
want to discard a
doors, he would not be subject
the
remove
owner. If he did not
in, applied only to the owner.
came
to a penalty. The bill, as it
circumstances, a person
certain
The Committee felt under
where there was a resituation
would come into a home or a
frigerator outside with doors on it. The bill now refers to persons other than owners so that they would be liable and also
those who control the refrigerator or the land on which it is
which came

into the

deposited.

Amendment

ENROLLED
HB

Ordered

adopted.

BILLS

to third reading.

AMENDMENT

738, permitting banks to suspend business during emer-

gencies and for other reasons.

AMENDMENT
Amend RSA

384-C:3 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
striking out lines six, seven and eight and inserting in place
thereof the following:

having opened, to close any one or more or all of such
during the continuation of such emergency. The office or

offices
offices

so closed shall

Sen. Ferdinando

Amendment

moved

adoption.

adopted.

ENROLLED
state

of

BILLS

REPORT

HB

Inter-

HB

251, providing that the provisions of the constitution

5, relative to powers and duties of New England
Water Pollution Control Commission.

New Hampshire

HB
HB

shall establish the age for voters.

419, relative to supplies for discharged prisoners.

550, providing copies of the Revised Statutes
tated for attorneys in the office of attorney general.

Anno-
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HB

588, to correct a typographical error in the Revised

Statutes Annotated.

HB

626, to require higher safety standards in the construcand other accesses to the public way.

tion of driveways

HB 642, eliminating the payment of taxes as a condition
precedent to receiving the service exemption from taxes.
HB

788, prohibiting the use of

motor boats on Jericho

Pond.

HB

923, relative to the parking of

motor vehicles by

dis-

abled war veterans.

HB
Pond

928, prohibiting motorboats
and Rollins Pond.

HB
HB

on Smith Meeting House

935, relative to proof of ownership of

motor

962, prohibiting the possession of loaded
shotguns in boats and other craft.

HB

953,

amending the charter

of the

vehicles.

rifles

and

town of Hanover

provide that the board of selectmen shall act

as the

to

housing

authority.

HB

978, relative to the repair of faulty private sewage sys-

tems,

HB 985, relative to contested elections to the legislature.
HB 986, relative to transfer of prisoners.
HB 989, relative to the United Baptist Convention of New
Hampshire.

HB 993, relative to the enforcement of the election laws.
HB 1001, relative to amending the charter of the First Congregational Society of Gilmanton.

HJR

55, establishing a special

committee to study the efand use of public

fectiveness of the laws relating to access to

buildings by the physically handicapped.

SB

95, abolishing the office of research analyst, to senate

finance committee

the

and removing any reference

to that office in

RSA.

SB

98, increasing the state

struction programs.

guarantee for certain school con-
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278, providing that, with the approval of one parent,
persons who have attained the age of eighteen years will be fully
competent to contract relative to motor vehicles.

SB

SB

297, requiring certain markings

and equipment on

bi-

cycles.

280, relative to the area school contract between the
Rochester school district and the Wakefield school district.

SB

SJR 16, reimbursing the members of the committee studying the economic potentials and development potentials of
Mount Sunapee state park for mileage expense incurred.

HB 942, establishing the city of Goffstown.
Sen. Ferdinand©

For

The Committee

SENATE CONCURRENCE TO HOUSE AMENDMENT
SB

72, relative to the issuance of state notes.

AMENDMENT
Amend

section 3 of the bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Approval of Governor for Sale of Notes Deleted. Amend
6-A:6 (supp) as inserted by 1967, 88:1 by striking out the

3

RSA

sentence so that said section as amended shall read as follows: 6-A:6 Sale of Bonds. Bonds issued hereunder shall be sold
by the state treasurer with the approval of the governor and
council in such manner as the governor and council deem to be
last

most advantageous
Sen. Poulsen

to the state.

moved concurrence.

Adopted.

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Sen.

NIXON:

Mr. President, in

Union Leader there was

veterans concerned about the Viet

week's Manchester
by an organization of
War which identified

last

a release signed

Nam

American Legion, the VFW and specifically, one Henry Paris, National Vice-Commander of the Military Order of Purple Heart condemning me, particularly and

several leaders of the
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who voted for SJR 25, the resolution on the Viet Nam
referendum, and suggesting that we were traitorous, abandoning prisoners, that we were deceitful and we were attempting to, in effect, perpetrate a fraud on the voters of N.H. for
politically motivated reasons in supporting the resolution. I
wrote, although it was an open letter type of release, to each one
of the named individuals with the address and title given in
each case and gave them my reasoning in support of SJR 25
and asked for a hearing before them and their respective organizations on the merits of the issue before being pre-judged,
particularly in terms which categorized me as being traitorous
and non-patriotic in terms of our country's best interest.
all

those

War

received this letter today from Mr. Henry Paris, FMH,
National Vice Commander Zone 1 of the Military Order of the
I

Purple Heart dated June 21, 1971.

Dear Friend

&:

Patriot:

My

most sincere thanks goes out to you for your informaJune 15, 1971, calling my attention to RE-SJR 25,
and also of the PRESS release in the Manchester Union Leader
under date of Friday June 11, 1971, which wrongfully mentioned the Organization which I represent Nationally.
tive letter of

The Henry Paris mentioned in your letter as National Vice
Commander of the MOPH and who lives at 342 Huse Road in
Manchester, N. H. is well known to me, and is not a member of
the

MOPH, and is not eligible.
My status with the Order is

am National Vice Comdr.,
the New England States.
I

of

shown at the top of this letter,
Zone 1, which comprises only

—

speak for the MOPH,
When I say. We Honor all defenders of our Nation the U.S.A. and respect their honorable
service. Our Principles are much the like of the American LeI

gion,

which

Who
fought in

I

am a member also since WWI.

best can speak for the defenders of
all

our Country who
composed en-

of our wars, then an organization

tirely of veterans

who

spilled their

ticipated throughout the

blood in

all battles

we

par-

World.

You may feel assured. Patriot Nixon, that Purple Heart
who are members of the Order will never at any time

veterans
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enter into such a controversional situations such as
place at the present time in N. H.

There is much I could ADD to
letter of June 15, that could well be

is

taking

this hasty reply to

of assistance to

your

you and

your coUeauges the State Senators serving on your committee.
Please feel free to call on me at your nearest convenience,
can be reached at all times, as I am retired on total disability
declared by the V.A. Administration.
I

Once

my

again,

sincere thanks,

and Best wishes

in every

way.

do now adjourn from
on third reading, all bills be read
by title only and resolutions by captions only and that when the
Senate adjourns today, it be until Wednesday at 11 o'clock.

moved

Sen. Spanos

the Early Session

and

that the Senate

that

Adopted.

LATE SESSION
Sen. Spanos

moved

that the following listed bills

and

reso-

lutions be hereby each read a third time, bills by the titles only

and resolutions by their captions only and that each of said
listed bills and resolutions be hereby passed.
Adopted.

Third Reading

HB

Final Passage

92, relative to the correction of tax laws

of stock in trade

HB

Sc

and other

109, relative to the

due

to repeal

taxes.

power of conservation

officers to

board boats in connection with administration of marine laws.

HB

341, to prohibit cancellation of individual accident and
health insurance policies due to changes in the physical condition of the insured.

HB

372, relative to the policenmen's retirement system.

Sen. Morrissette

Reconsideration

HB

moved

reconsideration.

lost.

569, relative to qualifications for the serving of liquor

or beverages.
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HB

594, relative to the manner and number of voter signatures required to allow presidential and vice presidential
candidates to have names placed on primary ballot.

HB

619,

amending the

New Hampshire

unit ownership of

real property act.

HB

662, relative to extending the jurisdiction of local po-

by consent.

lice

HB

696,

amending the business

profits tax to clarify the

provisions for the taxation of affiliated corporations.

HB

748, continuing in existence the state commission

the status of

on

women.

HB 756, to increase highway relocation assistance.
HB 767, relative to witness fees for law enforcement

of-

ficers.

HB

791, granting a tax

lived with their spouse as

when

either person

HB
men

is

exemption

man and

to persons

who have

wife for at least five years

seventy or over.

915, including surviving spouse of disabled service-

in the class of person

exempt from taxation on

a

home-

stead.

HB

933,

HB

939, relative to collecting taxes, penalties

resulting

on meals and rooms.

lien.

943, relating to professional standards review organiza-

tions of physicians

HB

tax

and interest
from a supplemental property assessment, and pro-

viding for a

HB

amending the

and surgeons.

>

967, relative to certain veterans preferences in public

employment.

HB

974, relative to increasing the fees in district courts.

HB

979, prohibiting the sale or installation of certain
space heaters,

HB
fault

991, establishing an interim committee to study noautomobile insurance.
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HB 999, relative to discarded refrigerators.
Adopted.
Sen. Gardner

moved

the Senate adjourn at 4:20 p.m.

Adopted.

Wednesday
23Jun71
The

Senate met at

1 1

o'clock in Joint Convention.

HOUSE MESSAGES
HOUSE NON-CONCURRENCE
SB

237, relative to salaries of special justices of the district

courts.

SB 259, requiring competitive bidding on
by Hillsborough County.
SB

all

purchases

136, relative to the taxation of farm, forest,

wet and

wild land.

CACR 31, RELATING TO: Establishment of an Environmental Bill of Rights. PROVIDING THAT: The rights of
the people to the enjoyment of their environment shall not
be abridged.

THE TABLE
HOUSE RECOMMENDATION BUT NO FUNDING OF
LAID ON

SB

an Environmental Protection Division
Attorney General and making an appro-

173, establishing

in the Office of the

priation therefor.

HOUSE CONCURRENCE TO SENATE

AMENDMENTS
HB
filing of

HB

852, defining charitable trusts and providing for the
instruments and reports relative to said trusts.

817, broadening the scope of the

of cy pres.

common law

doctrine
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HB

994, legalizing the meetings of Newfields Sewer Dis-

Barnstead School District, Mascoma Valley Regional
School District and in the towns of Rye, New Durham and
trict,

Washington.

HB

908, limiting the allowable noise level of

snow

travel-

ing vehicles.

HOUSE ADOPTION OF ENROLLED BILLS

AMENDMENT
SB

174, relative to education for all

handicapped children.

HOUSE CONCURRENCE
SB

100, relative to repair of

damage

to bridges in

Thorn-

ton and Woodstock.

SB

287, providing for a unified court system for

New

Hampshire.

SB
the

305, establishing a miscellaneous tax division within

Tax Commission.
SB

307, establishing a division of real

erty appraisals within the

SJR

15,

F. E. Everett

and personal prop-

Tax Commission.

providing for studies for direct access from the

Turnpike

to the central business district of

Man-

chester,

SJR
ing of the

35, establishing a

commission to study the restructur-

Tax Commission.

HOUSE CONCURRENCE TO SENATE

AMENDMENTS
HB

782, increasing the power of the state fire marshal, increasing the membership of the State Board of Fire Control
and making the functions advisory.

HB

742, to

amend

the charters of certain savings banks.

ENROLLED BILLS REPORT
tal

SB 166, amending the 1969 appropriation relative to capiexpenditures at Franconia Notch State Park.
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SB

188, relative to a

New Hampshire

and

to

compact between the state of Maine
promote the better utilization of the

Saco River Watershed.

SB

223, authorizing towns to appropriate funds to

counsel for the prosecution of

SB

employ

misdemeanors.

238, relative to release

from county

jails

and houses of

correction.

SB
arising

240, to provide a procedure for the disposition of claims

from

legal or

medical malpractice.

SB 285, authorizing the Human Rights Commission to accept public and private grants, and naming the Donald J.
Welch Nursing Care Unit of the New Hampshire Soldiers'
Home.
SB

286, providing for the waiver of court costs

and

fees in

certain cases.

SB

303, relating to the jurisdiction of the

John Dukette

SJR

9,

SJR

29, relative to

in favor of

District for fire

HB
HB

Andover.

to the Wentworth School
Wentworth Elementary School.

reimbursement

damage

to the

172, relating to public disposal facilities,

294, providing for the establishment of public refuse

disposal facilities

HB

of

Supreme Court.

under certain conditions.

365, to abolish the unclassified position of state ento-

mologist.

HB
and

501, relative to the board of chiropractic examiners

registration.

HB

623, extending the application of the right to

to the legislature

HB
New

and

all its

know law

committees.

645, relative to the practice of veterinary medicine in

Hampshire.

HB 668, extending the tenure of the special board to determine matters relating to state resources.
HB 839, relative to fees charged by the Hillsborough County Register of Deeds.
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HB

884, requiring that sugar served in public eating places
be served in individually wrapped packets or in certain containers.

HB 906, regulating prearranged funerals or burial plans,
compensating the state board of registration of funeral directors
and embalmers and regulating the exposing of corpses.

HB
from

919,

exempting certain municipal water companies

classifications as public utilities.

Sen, Ferdinando

For

The Committee

COMMITTEES OF CONFERENCE
On

to

motion from Sen. Nixon, the Senate voted to accede
House request for a Committee of Conference on:

HB

818,

expanding the discretion of the Attorney General

in administering the land sales full disclosure

act.

The Speaker appointed as members of said Committee
on the part of the House, Reps. Zachos, Palmer and Piper.
The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens.

to

Nixon and Downing.

On motion from
House request for

Sen. Nixon, the Senate voted to accede
a

Committee

of Conference on:

HB 959, to clarify superior court writs.
The Speaker appointed as members of said Committee
on the part of the House, Reps. Hanson, Andrews and Riley.
The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens.

On
to

Nixon and Leonard.

motion from Sen. Jacobson, the Senate voted to accede
for a Committee of Conference on:

House request

HB 950, providing for the appointment of a superintendent of the House of Correction of Belknap County.
The Speaker appointed
on the part

The

as

members

of said

of the House, Reps. Roberts, Mutzbauer,

Committee
and Huot.

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Jacobson

and Leonard.
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HOUSE ADOPTION OF ENROLLED BILLS

AMENDMENT
HB

776, relative to the duties of the

Mount Washington

Commission.

RECESS

FURTHER MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
On

motion from Sen. Porter, the Senate voted to non-conamendment and establish a Committee of Con-

cur with House
ference on:

SB

138, providing for the designation of scenic roads

relative to

The

town road

and

aid.

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens.

Nixon and McCarthy.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

HB

719

and commercial banks.
Ought to pass with amendment. Sen. Ferdinando for Majority
of Banks, Insurance & Claims. Ought to pass with amendment.
Sen. Nixon for Minority of Banks, Insurance & Claims.
relative

to

directors

Sen. English

moved

of savings

HB

719 be laid on the table.

Adopted.

HB

531
permitting various types of financial institutions in New
Hampshire to organize and/or participate in service corporations. Ought to pass with amendment. Sen. Ferdinando for
Banks, Insurance & Claims.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting in

place thereof the following:
1
Service Corporations. Amend RSA 384:16-b by striking
out said section and inserting in place thereof the following:

384:16-b Service Corporations.

Any

state or federally chartered

bank or association doing business in New Hampshire may
ganize and purchase the capital stock, obligations or other

orse-
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and

curities as well as to participate, invest in

utilize the ser-

vices of a corporation formed only to provide computer services compatible with the purposes, powers and duties of any
of the named financial institutions. Such service corporations
may also provide mechanical, clerical, and record keeping services for other corporations, persons or governmental units
subject to the approval of the bank commissioner. Notwithstanding any contrary provision of law relating to investments
by such a financial institution, any such financial institution
may at any time have outstanding investments in such a service
corporation not exceeding ten percent of its savings deposits or
capital assets, whichever may be greater.

Sen.

FERDINANDO:

and federal
in

service

Mr. President,

HB

financial institutions to organize

corporations.

amendment and

urges

Amendment

its

531 allows state

and/or participate

The Committee recommended

the

passage.

Ordered

adopted.

to third reading.

HB

695
permit investment in voting trust certificates of banks
and bank holding companies in the same manner as in the capital stock of banks and bank holding companies. Ought to pass.
Sen. Leonard for Banks, Insurance Sc Claims.
to

Sen. Ferdinando moved
Adopted.

HB

695 be laid on the table.

RECESS

Sen.

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Ferdinando moved HB 719 be taken from

the table.

Adopted.

HB

719

directors of savings and commercial banks.
with amendment. Sen. Ferdinando for Majority
of Banks, Insurance & Claims. Ought to pass with amendment.
Sen. Nixon for Minority of Banks, Insurance & Claims.
relative

Ought

to

to pass

Amend the bill by striking out section
place thereof the following:

1

and inserting

in
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1 Limitation on Directors. Amend RSA 385:5-a as inserted
by 1961, 248:11 by striking out said section and inserting in

place thereof the following:
384:5-a Limitation.

No

person shall at the same time serve
more than one of the follow-

as a trustee, director or officer of

lowing types of financial institutions:
I.

Cooperative bank;

II.

Building and loan association;
Federal savings and loan association;

III.

IV. Trust

company;

V. National bank;

VI.

Mutual savings banks, guaranty savings banks.

The
(a)

provisions of this section shall not apply:

With

respect to any persons

who hold more

than one

of such positions as of July 1, 1971, but shall apply with respect
to any new positions to which such persons are elected, ap-

pointed, re-elected or re-appointed subsequent to June 30, 1971;
(b) With respect to any person serving as trustee, director
or officer of more than one affiliate of a bank holding company
as defined in RSA 384-b: 1 (IV, V), or
(c) With respect to any person who owns more than twenty
per cent of the outstanding voting stock of any such institution with respect to his service as director or officer of such in-

stitution.

Sen. FERDINANDO: Mr. President, HB 719 was amended
by the majority of the Committee. The amendment allows the
grandfather clause to remain for directors of more than one
bank, trustee or officers who serve in more than one capacity in
more than one bank. The reason for the Majority Report was
that we felt that the amendment on p. 34 of the Calendar was
in the interest of the people. Many small towns of 4,000 people
or less have a hard time finding trained, qualified people to
serve as trustees. The provisions in our amendment protect
these people. At the same time, the Committee felt that people

who own

20 percent of outstanding stock in other companies,
should be entitled to serve and vote on the basis of their ownership and this, in essence, is what the Majority Report does and
I hope that you will consider this favorably.
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Sen.

KOROMILAS: What

is

the difference between the

Majority and the Minority Report?
Sen.

FERDINANDO:

allow any provisions.

I

believe that the Minority does not

It says

that

no one,

after a certain pe-

riod of time, will be able to serve as directors and trustees of
other banks. The Majority Report allows these people, under
certain conditions, to remain trustees either as a result of population figures to protect the small

town banks or due

to other

factors.

NIXON:

Mr. President,

rise to speak in support
not quite sure which is the
Majority and which is the Minority because I believe more
members of the Committee are for the Minority than for the
Majority Report and that is a matter that the voting will indi-

Sen.

of the Minority Report, though

I

I

am

cate.

The essential difference between the Majority and the
Minority Report is that the Minority Report would make it
tougher for people to serve as directors of more than one banking institution. In the case of the non-applicability subdivisions,
would permit people who now own interlocking directorships to continue indefinitely except that they
could not take a new position, which I take to mean a different
the Majority Report

position in either one or

involved

in, after

June

more

of the

banks which they are

30, 1971.

In the Minority Report, those people would be prevented
from having conflicting directorships by reason of reappointment to the same position that they now hold after the deadline, June 30, 1971. In other words, even though their reappointment will be to the same position, they would be prohibited
from accepting that reappointment if it wou'd result in a conflict as determined or defined in the first part of the b'll. In
addition, the other difference between the Majority and Minority, so-called, reports is that the Majority would permit any person who owns more than 20 percent of the out'^tanding voting
stock of any said banking institution to remain in the conflict or
interlocking director, or officer situation regardless of the prohibitory provisions of the first part of the bill. The Minority

Report would say that he could
cent or

more

not, even

if

he did

own

20 per-

of the voting stock, get into the conflict or into the

interlocking director situation.

I

frankly think that

it is all

the
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that the prevention of interlocking directorates

when you have a person who owns more
than 20 percent of the voting stock of the institution in question if we are, as we all agree we are, looking to the public interest as our primary motivation in passing legislation of this
or officers rule apply

type.

In net effect, I think the Minority Report best protects the
from possible detriborrowing public
the banking public
mental influences which might result from interlocking direc-

—

—

torates or officerships than does the Majority Report.

why
I

I

favor and

recommend

would ultimately prefer the House

Bill in

its

which had none of the exceptions here printed
Sen.

KOROMILAS: Would

with respect to the

bill as it

That

is

the Minority Report for passage.
original
in

form

it.

you amplify on your remarks
in from the House?

came

Sen. NIXON: I would say that the original bill did not
have any of the grandfather exceptions Tvhich are now before
you in both Majority and Minority Report form. It prohibited
the interlocking directorships

amended
the
as I

in the

and

House and came

officerships altogether. It

was

into the Senate in substantially

form that it appears before you now in the Majority Report
understand it. I could be wrong: on that, however.

Sen. ENGLISH: Did I understand that when they are "reappointed," they couldn't take the job? Do these people have
to be reappointed or could they not hold those positions
what is your use of the word "reappointment?"

—

Sen.

NIXON:

I

am

not an expert in banking practices,

appointment or election of officers
but I do understand that as a general proposition,
such electing or reappointing is done on an annual basis.
particularly in respect to the

and

directors,

Sen. FERDINANDO: Were you at the hearing when the
bankers from small towns came in and explained their position
that they just couldn't get able, capable people to serve?

NIXON:

I was in and out of the hearing and I do rewas testimony to that effect. I would say that although I live in the Town of New Boston with a population of
1,400 and no bank, I could easily as could others find sufficient
people in the town of New Boston alone, excepting myself, who

Sen.

call that there
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would be

qualified, able

and capable

to serve as a director of a

bank.
Sen. MORRISSETTE: Mr. President, I am very disturbed
with the bank situation which is a national disgrace. I hope we
go along with this compromise amendment and this might be
a start toward a little bit freer banking.
Sen.

favor

DOWNING:

It is

not clear to

— Majority or Minority?

MORRISSETTE: The

me which

one that
Minority Report offered by Sen. Nixon.
Sen.

is

position you

tougher

—

the

HB

Sen. S. SMITH: Mr. President, I move that
719 be
referred to the Interim Legislative Study Committee. I move
this

because

many

small banks.

bill is a very complex one and has
many, many banks particularly the

think that this

I

ramifications

think

I

for
it

could cause a great deal of inconvenience

and problems that are not problems at the present time. My
feeling also on this is that on the federal level at the present
being conducted in this very area. I think
such legislation and then find that
it was not in any relationship with statutes or regulations. I
think there is confusion on this bill. I was at the hearing and
I think there were many aspects brought out which could have
bad effects in various areas on many banks and I hope that the
Senate will go along and send it to the Interim Legislative Study
Committee.
time, there

it

is

a study

would be too bad

to pass

Sen. NIXON: As Republican Majority Leader of the Sendo you think it is a good idea for this body to condone a
situation where the same person could serve as a director or an
officer or a trustee of two or more banks which are competing
ate,

with each other in the handling of deposited monies?

SMITH:

—

I am not sure that this is good
no, but
aware that in the small town banks of which we
have many, there are a number of banks which are not competing, for instance, between savings and national banks. Where
there are directors who are on both boards. I know of banks in
the North Country where officers are for both a national, checking account type banks and also a savings bank and it would
be impossible for these small banks to have to hire two people
to do the job where one suffices.

Sen.

I

am

S.

also well
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Just exactly what locality

is it that you say
and competent peobank positions required on

that there are not sufficient, able, qualified

who could

ple residing there

fill

all

a non-conflicting basis?
Sen.

S.

SMITH:

my

It is

feeling that there are

many com-

munities throughout the state where it is difficult to find people to serve as directors of banks for various reasons. To qualify
as a director of a bank, you must own stock, you must have an

community, you should
be qualified to some degree in the knowledge of the operation
of banking institutions. I don't think this is dissimilar from a
university with 20,000 students who sometimes has a hard time
interest in the financial situation of a

finding a football team.

NIXON:

Sen.

Again, what specific town or locality do you

say doesn't have these people to

Sen.

S.

cannot do

SMITH:

it.

I

know

towns in
people to serve.
least three

—

am

is

it

the positions?

not saying that any particular town

situations occur at the present time in at

my

district.

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

study committee,

now

I

fill

They have

was sent

to a

the situation to remain as

it is

Sen. Smith,

would allow

a hard time finding

if

this bill

that correct?

SMITH: This

correct. It would allow it to retime until the next session of the
Legislature at which time we would be very much aware of
what the federal laws are going to be in regards to interlocking
directorships and also to employees working in opposite
banks. I think that until we know exactly where we are headed,
I think it is unfortunate to pass legislation which could be an
imposition on banks and then in six months, have federal
change in regulations which could supercede the state law.

Sen.

main

as

Sen.

S.

it is

is

at the present

KOROMILAS: Am

I

to

understand that you don't

favor either report?

SMITH:

I made the motion to refer to the Interim
Committee because I think that both reports
are very sincere efforts to solve the problem but I am not convinced that either one does.

Sen.

S.

Legislative Study

Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

proposed legislation

is

Are you aware that

to stop this restraint of trade?

this

federal
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Sen.

S.

SMITH:

Yes.

I

am

also

aware that in passing laws

of this nature, that long exhausted study should be made so
that it will not cripple or unnecessarily hurt the banking industry.

Sen. MORRISSETTE: Mr. President, I would like to reemphasize that these interlocking directorships are taking place
in many banks and is resulting in the lack of proper vote and
has created largely the holding down of salaries. This is one of
the big reasons why the salaries of our people, per capita, is
down. We are very low in the country. I hope we do something
about this now. I agreed to go along with this watered-down
bill, but I prefer the one that came into the House originally.

Sen. LAMONTAGNE: Mr. President, I am forced to go
along with Sen. Smith for the reason that we have got a problem
in Berlin with the National Bank and also the City Savings Bank
because our director is in both banks and it would take a long
time to replace a man with his experience.
Sen. MORRISSETTE: Are you aware that the bank in
Berlin is one of the few banks in the state that invests more
than 50 percent of their money out-of-state in spite of the tre-

mendous need

for

it

in Berlin?

LAMONTAGNE:

Sen.
Your reference to the credit union
does not apply to this situation because the credit union asks
for equal rights as the national banks get.
Sen. KOROMILAS: Are you aware that this bill would
become effective on July 1, 1973 and any problems you may have
would be solved by that time?

LAMONTAGNE:

Sen.
It is possible but by its being referred to a study committee, it would have a better chance of
finding out if this could be corrected.

Question on referring
Committee.

HB

719 to Interim Legislative Study

Division vote: 7 Yeas, 13 Nays.

Motion

lost.

Question on adoption of the amendment
Majority.

as offered

by the
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Division vote: 7 Yeas, 12 Nays.

Amendment
Sen,

lost.

NIXON:

Mr, President,

Minority of the Banks, Insurance

I
Sc

move

the

amendment

of the

Claims Committee be adopt-

ed.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting in

place thereof the following:
1 Limitation on Directors. Amend RSA 385:5-a as inserted
by 1961, 248:11 by striking out said section and inserting in

place thereof the following:
384:5-a Limitation.

No

person shall at the same time serve
more than one of the follow-

as a trustee, director or officer of

lowing types of financial institutions:
I.

Cooperative bank;

II.

Building and loan association;

III.

Federal savings and loan association;

IV. Trust company;

V. National bank;

VI. Mutual savings banks, guaranty savings banks.

The provisions of
(a)

With

this section shall

respect to any persons

more than one

not apply:

who hold

such positions in

of such financial institutions as of July

1,

1971,

except where such persons are elected, appointed, re-elected or
re-appointed subsequent to June 30, 1971; or
(b) with respect to any person serving as trustee, director
or officer of more than one affiliate of a bank holding company
as defined in RSA 384-b: 1 (IV, V).
Ordered to third reading.
Amendment adopted.

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Sen.

FERDINANDO:

be taken from the
Adopted.

table.

Mr, President,

I

move

that

HB

695
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HB

695
permit investment in voting trust certificates of banks
and bank holding companies in the same manner as in the
capital stock of banks and bank holding companies. Ought to
pass. Sen. Leonard for Banks, Insurance & Claims.
to

Mr. President, HB 695 permits investment in voting trust certificates of banks and bank holding companies in N. H. as well as other banks or holding companies outside the state. This is in Chapter 387 which defines a legal investment. If the investment is in an out-of-state holding comSen.

LEONARD:

pany, there are three or four conditions such as 2/3 of the assets
of the holding company must be in assets of banks and the operating bank must have had five cash dividends within the last
five years.

Adopted.

HB

Ordered

to third reading.

964

by cooperative banks,
building and loan associations and savings and loan associations. Ought to pass with amendment. Sen. Poulsen for Banks,
Insurance Sc Claims.
relative to real estate investments

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

Real Estate Investments. Amend RSA 393:24 by inserting
paragraph II the following new paragraph: III. The assets
of cooperative banks, building and loan associations and savings
and loans associations may be invested in fee simple interests in
real estate which the association may from time to time acquire
by foreclosure, by the acceptance of a deed in lieu of foreclosure,
or by purchase. The association may lease and convey real estate
so acquired and may invest their assets in the improvement or
development of such real estate. The book value of the investments in real estate acquired by an association under the authority of this section shall not exceed five percent of its deposits. The authority to purchase real estate shall be limited to
real estate located in New Hampshire, but in lieu of direct
purchase may include acquisition of not more than forty-five
I

after

percent of the capital stock in a New Hampshire corporation
holding fee simple interests in New Hampshire real estate, the
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primary corporate purposes of which, as stated in the articles
of agreement thereof are solely the purchase, holding, sale, rental or development of such real estate. Provided that such investments shall be solely for the purpose of developing housing
units and supportive facilities; and no individual investment
shall be held for more than six years.
2 Effective Date.
its

This

act shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

Sen. POULSEN: Mr. President, the amendment which
was originally printed in the Calendar has to do with savings
banks, HB 964 actually is involved with cooperative banks,

building and loan associations and savings and loan associations.
The point of the bill and the amendment is to give to those

banks the same rights that savings banks get under HB 91. The
the RSA's so that it applies to building and loan RSA's rather than savings banks' RSA's. Otherwise,

amendment simply changes
the bill

and the amendment are

ommend its passage.
Amendment adopted.

HJR

as originally drafted.

Ordered

We

rec-

to third reading.

11

to

make an

ing June 30,

Ought

additional appropriation for the fiscal year end1971 for counsel fees for indigent defendants.

to pass. Sen.

Sen.

R. Smith for Finance.

TOWNSEND:

Mr. President,

HJR

11

makes an

ad-

ditional appropriation of $75,000 to pay for indigent defense in

which such indebtedness has occurred in the past year and has
been due since March. The Senate Finance Committee had a
hearing and felt that this is a legitimate claim and should be
paid.

Sen.

ENGLISH: The

presumably the same

appropriation for the coming year is
biennium and they will be fac-

as the past

ing another deficit?
Sen.
to

it

TOWNSEND:

at this

I

cannot give you an accurate answer

moment.

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

This

is

for past lawyer fees?

Sen.

TOWNSEND:

That

is

correct.

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

This represents the exact amount?
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TOWNSEND:

Sen.

This was incurred prior

to

March

1.

1971.

Ordered

Adopted.

HJR
for

to third reading.

15

making an additional appropriation to the state treasurer
fiscal 1971 for actuarial services. Ought to pass with amend-

ment. Sen. R. Smith for Finance.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

and inserting

title

of the resolution

by striking out the same

in place thereof the following:

making an additional appropriation to the state treasurer for
fiscal 1971 for actuarial services and providing for a supplemental appropriation for the department of administration

and control and

for the state treasurer.

Further amend the resolution by striking out all after the
resolving clause and inserting in place thereof the following:

That

sum

the

of twenty-eight thousand dollars

is

hereby

year ending June 30, 1971 to be expended by the office of state treasurer for the cost of actuarial

appropriated for the

fiscal

services.

That

of two

hundred and

forty-three thousand

hereby appropriated for the fiscal year ending June
1971 to be expended by the department of administration

dollars
30,

sum

the

is

and control

as follows:

Old age

survivor's insurance contributions:

242,000

State employees

Teachers

That

the

sum

priated for the

by the

1,000

thousand dollars is hereby approyear ending June 30, 1971 to be expended

of twenty

fiscal

state treasurer as follows:

Hospitalization and group

life

insurance

20,000

Said sums are in addition to any other funds appropriated
The governor is authorized

for said fiscal year for said purposes.
to

draw

his

warrant for said

sum out

of

any money in the

trea-

sury not otherwise appropriated.
Sen.

TOWNSEND:

Mr. President, the amendment adds
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the figures of $243,000 for the administration and control department; $20,000 for the State Treasurer to cover hospitaliza-

and group insurance. The $243,000

is for the old age surslight amendment is
other
vivor's insurance contribution.
in the title only to make provisions for these two additional ap-

tion

The

propriations.

The original bill called for an appropriation of $28,000 to
cover additional costs incurred for the hiring of actuarial services performed before the retirement system. This is an increase over that that was budgeted for the biennium and because of the additional load by the increased work in the retirement

system.

KOROMILAS: How much money

Sen.

about in
Sen.

all

these bills that are

TOWN SEND:

would estimate

that

it

I

is

we

are

talking

coming up today?

do not have the exact figures but I
in the neighborhood of $600,000 to

three-quarters of a million dollars.
Sen.

KOROMILAS: With

beyond funding the

respect to

HJR

15, the bill

State Treasurer for fiscal 1971

—

is

goes
that

correct?

—

Sen.

Sen.
fiscal

you are referring

If

to the

amendment

KOROMILAS:

Does the amendment cover the 1972

year and the 1971 deficiencies?
Sen.

is

TOWNSEND:

yes.

TOWNSEND: The

fiscal

year ending June 30, 1971

covered.
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

In other words,

we

are talking about

deficiencies appropriations?

Sen.
Sen.

TOWNSEND:

Yes.

KOROMILAS:

So the

bill

and the amendment run

into a figure of $250,000?
Sen.

TOWNSEND:

$263,000 additional over what the

called for originally.

Amendment

adopted.

Ordered to third reading.

RECESS

bill
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RECONSIDERATION
PORTER: Mr. President, I move

that the Senate
requested a Committee of Conference on SB 138. The persons concerned with SB 138 did
not have a proper opportunity to review it. We have had it at
this time and we would like to concur with the House amendment.

Sen.

reconsider

its

action whereby

it

NIXON:

Sen.

tion offered

Mr. President, I
by Sen. Porter and in

rise in

support of the mo-

so doing,

and

I

would

like to

committee for
their intelligent concern about the purposes and wording
of SB 138, having in mind his extensive background as a selectman and his extensive knowledge of public works affairs generally. At no time was there any intent in connection with this
bill other than to resolve what appears to have been unreasonable conflicts between those interested in maintaining our roads
in as great a degree of beauty as possible and those who also
have a reasonable and desirable intent to make our roads as
safe and as engineering-wise perfect as possible.
express appreciation to Sen. Poulsen

POULSEN:

Sen.

his

Mr. President, I also would like to rise
We have contested the bill over the

in support of the motion.
last

few weeks and we

feel that

scenic roads, but protects the

it

now not only provides for
money that we were con-

TRA

cerned and we are very happy with the compromise.
Reconsideration adopted.

SENATE CONCURRENCE TO HOUSE

AMENDMENT
SB

138, providing for the designation of scenic roads

relative to

town road

Amendment

and

aid.

adopted.

FURTHER MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE
SENATE CONCURRENCES TO HOUSE AMENDMENTS
SB
ties in

28, requiring an inventory of petroleum storage
each city and town of the State.

(See

HJ

for

amendment)

facili-
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Sen. Porter

moved concurrence.

Amendment
SB

adopted.

172, relative to the judicial process.

(See

Sen.

HJ

amendment)

for

Nixon moved concurrence.

Amendment
SB

adopted.

198, establishing a

nicipalities

(See

Sen.

permanent probation

with population over

HJ

for

fifty

officer in

mu-

thousand persons.

amendment)

Nixon moved concurrence.

Amendment
SB

1583

adopted.

239, providing that irreconcilable dififerences shall

be

grounds for divorce.

Leonard moved concurrence.

Sen.

Amendment

adopted.

ENROLLED BILLS REPORT
SB

under the Timber Conand requiring an owner to furnish security for

106, relating to filing notices

servation Act

payment of the yield

SB

tax.

121, applying the coverage of the

Assistance Act by project

SB

and the fee
motor vehicles.

186, increasing the radius of operation

special operation permits for certain heavy

SB

Highway Relocation

number.
for

197, establishing the salary of the pesticides surveil-

lance scientist.

SB

201, relative to the state apprenticeship council.

SB 236, to abolish the so-called "locality rule" in judicial
matters involving professional malpractice suits.
SB

261, providing for reciprocity in

SB

302, prohibiting discrimination because of age or sex.

SB

317, to repeal charters of certain corporations.

motor vehicle

citations.
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HB

authorizing temporary emergency permits
emergency situations for nursing home administrators.

in

843,

Sen. Ferdinando

For

The Committee

Adopted.

FURTHER MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
HOUSE AND SENATE ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE
OF CONFERENCE REPORT
CACR 18, Relating to: How Often the Legislature Shall
Meet. Providing That:

The

ENGLISH: Mr.

Sen.

Committee

adopt the

Legislature shall meet annually.

President,

I

move

of Conference Report on

Division taken: 19 Yeas,

that the Senate

CACR

18.

Nays.

Adopted.

RECESS

COMMITTEE REPORTS CONTINUED
HJR

25
providing for payment of bobcat bounties and making an
appropriation therefore. Sen. R. Smith for Finance.

TOWNSEND:

Sen.

Mr. President,

HJR

25

the

calls for

payment of $3,585 which is chargeable to the Fish and Game
Department for bobcat bounties due through the years 1966 and
1967. This has been owed to the bounty hunters since that time
and the Committee felt that it should be paid.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

HB

212
relative to lapse time

amendment.

on appropriations. Ought

to pass with

Sen. R. Smith for Finance.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section 2 thereof

serting in place there of the following

2 Effective Date. This act shall take effect
Sen.

TOWNSEND:

makes the

effective date

and

in-

new section:
upon

passage.

Mr. President, the amendment merely

upon

passage.

The

bill itself

would

pre-
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vent certain appropriations from lapsing. The Comptroller has
asked for this because certain of the appropriations lapsing
caused him considerable grief because purchases made but not
delivered before a certain date sometimes fall over into the second year of the biennium and the funds had lapsed. With this
provision, it would eliminate considerable headaches and book-

keeping in the

office.

Amendment

HB

adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

312

enacting the fair credit reporting
Sen. R. Smith for Finance.
Sen.

TOWNSEND:

Mr. President,

act.

HB

Ought

pass.

to

312 enacts a

fair

trade reporting act. This bill was sent to Finance after being

heard by Judiciary to determine whether or not there would be
funds or liabilities within the bill. The Assistant Attorney General testified that it could be handled within his office with the
present

staff.

We recommend its passage.

Adopted.

HB

Ordered

to third reading.

342
to establish a police standards

and training council and

to

provide educational and training requirements for members of
police forces and making an appropriation therefor. Ought to
pass with amendment. Sen. R. Smith for Finance.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

of the bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
to establish a police standards

and training council and

to

provide educational and training requirements for members
of police forces.

HB

Further amend
342 by adding to the last sentence of
105-A:4 (X) "or any equivalent combination of education and
experience" so that the last sentence shall read:

The

director shall have practical

and academic knowledge

in the field of law enforcement including substantial administrative experiences and a degree or degrees in criminology, police
administration or other similar field, or any equivalent combination of education and experience.
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TOWN SEND:

HB

Mr. President,
342 would estabstandards and training council and would provide
educational and training requirements for the police force
members. This was referred to Finance to determine the finanSen.

lish police

cial liabilities

contained in

it.

On

consultation with the repre-

from the Crime Commission, it was determined that
the Crime Commission will fund the entire requirements for
the next two years. Therefore, we have amended the title to
strike out "and making an appropriation therefor." The second
amendment refers to the requirements that are in the bill and it
will substitute "experienced requirements" as well as "educational". Experience will count as education.
Ordered to third reading.
Amendment adopted.
sentative

HB

592
relative to

New Hampshire

technical institute

tional-technical colleges bookstore operation.

and voca-

Ought

to pass.

Sen. R. Smith for Finance.
Sen. TOWNSEND: Mr. President, HB 592 would give the
Vocational-Technical Institute the right to have college bookstore operations on a non-line item. The reason for this is that
they find themselves in a bind many times to make economical
purchases because when they become available, the line item
doesn't permit the expenditures. The overall total budget expenditure would be no different but they would run this in such
a way as to charge a 15 percent increase over the cost of the
books and papers they have at the store. It is not a charge on the

General Fund in that respect.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

HB

127
providing for a study on the feasibility of construction of a
bridge over the Merrimack River in the town of Merrimack.
Ought to pass. Sen. R. Smith for Finance.

TOWNSEND:

HB 127 was amended
study to be done on the
proposal for the bridge across the Merrimack River in the Town
of Merrimack. This will be done by the Highway Department
within their present structure of staff and funds.
Sen.

by the House and

Adopted.

HB

Mr. President,

calls for a feasibility

Ordered

to third reaidng.

917
providing for the temporary classification of the position
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Ought

to pass.

Sen. R. Smith for Finance.
Sen.

TOWNSEND:

HB 917 would permit
young lawyers who have not ac-

Mr. President,

the Attorney General to have

quired the court experience that they prefer to have these men
obtain by down-grading the office of assistant attorney general to
attorney 1,2,3, thereby getting them into the office at a reduced
salary and yet permit to have them in this classification. This
was requested by the Attorney General to help the staff more.

Adopted.

Sen.

Ordered

to third reading.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
DOWNING: What is the total of these

bills that

are

coming from Finance?
Sen.

HB

427,

440.94.

HB

TOWNSEND: HJR 11, HB 367, HB 409, HB 410,
HB 431, HB 647, HJR 15, and HJR 19 total $851,-

These are the

total the bills

and amendments

calls for,

186

boundary commission for the maboundary between New Hampshire and Maine. Ought to
pass. Sen. S. Smith for Finance.
relating to an interstate

rine

Sen. FOLEY: Mr. President, the boundary at sea between
Maine and New Hampshire is not clearly defined at the present
time. HB 186 would allow three knowledgeable New Hampshire residents to meet with three knowledgeable Maine residents to define and ascertain the common, lateral boundary
of the two states from the mouth of the Portsmouth Harbor
to the entrance in the Harbor in the Isles of Shoals to the limits
of state jurisdiction.

The sum
fisheries

of $7,500.00

fund of the Fish

Sc

is

to

be charged upon the Marine

Game Department.

The Maine Legislature, both the House and the Senate,
has approved a similar bill and are now in Augusta breathlessly awaiting our action.
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.

HB

549

and supplements to the law enforcement manual and making an appropriation for an additional
relative to revisions
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printing of the manual.

Ought

to pass. Sen. R.

Smith for

Fi-

nance.

HB

TOWNSEND:

Sen.
Mr. President,
549 calls for the
publication of the revisions and supplements to the law enforcement manual. The appropriation contained in it is $2,610
less federal funds of $2,610 leaving a net appropriation of zero

and the Senate Finance Committee

felt that

we could

afford

this.

Adopted.

HB

Ordered

to third reading.

584
relative to the

propriation

form

therefor.

and making an apwith amendment. Sen.

of drivers licenses,

Ought

to

pass

R. Smith for Finance.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section

place thereof the following

new

1

and inserting

in

section:

1 Laminated Card with Color Photograph. Amend RSA
261:9 by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the following: 261:9 Form of License. The director shall,
upon payment of the required fee, issue to every applicant an
operator's license subject to such conditions as the director may
deem expedient which shall take the form of a laminated card
two and one eighths inches wide and three and three eighths

inches long. Said laminted card shall bear thereon a distinguish-

ing

number

assigned to the licensee, the full name, date of

and weight of the licensee and
an instant full-face color photograph of the licensee. There shall
also be provided a space wherein the licensee shall write his
usual signature in ink and a space wherein the licensee may
enter his blood type if he so desires. No license shall be valid
until signed in the proper space by the licensee.
birth, residence address, height,

Sen. TOWNSEND: Mr. President, HB 584 would permit
Motor Vehicle Department to establish procedures to purchase equipment to have color photo license identification
cards. Mr. Clarke from the Motor Vehicle Department testified
as did the representative of the merchants of the state and they
feel that this would be a great aid. The amendment would
require that the photography equipment will be of the instant

the

type so that

when

the purchaser of a license goes to have his
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know immediately whether

or not the
was felt that
the type of equipment that takes a long developing process
would be an inconvenience to licensees and the provision for
an instant photo machine was desired. The appropriation is a
wash item because the bill requires 50 cents increase per year
picture taken, they will

picture was sufficient for identification purposes.

It

for the fees for a license.

Sen.

Sen.
Sen.
Sen.

MARCOTTE: Is the cost of the new license $12?
TOWNSEND: 50 cents more than the original now.
MARCOTTE: Would this go back to the House?
TOWNSEND: Since it was amended, it would go

back to the House for concurrence.
Sen.
of the

LAMONTAGNE:

Committee Report.

Mr. President,

I feel

I

rise in

support

that this will be of great value,

especially to the merchants in N.

H. who are

selling alcoholic

beverages because this will be a surer means of identification.
Sen.

MARCOTTE:
when

Mr. President,

can recall
measure, and
I

back
did not

as far

introduced this
it
only difference in this bill and mine is in
the process of developing. I am very much in favor of this. As
it stands now, the appropriation which is in the vicinity of
$296,000 will be taken out of the Highway Fund and the bill
itself is self-funded due to the fact that they will charge this
extra money. However, I feel that the $12 fee is a little too
much to this type of license. I feel that $10 is enough.

as

1965

I

pass the House.

first

The

Sen. KOROMILAS: Mr. President, I move that HB 584
be made a Special Order of Business for 1:01 on Thursday,
June 24.

RECESS
Sen.

Mr. President, I withdraw my motion
Special Order of Business. I move that HB

KOROMILAS:

make HB 584 a
584 be laid on the table.
HB 584 laid on the
Adopted.

to

table.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
of conference to which was referred House
No. 800, 'An Act providing for annual physical examina-

The committee
Bill
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tions for school bus operators' having considered the

same

re-

port the same with the following recommendation:

That the house recede from its position of nonconcurrence
amendment; that the senate recede from the adopand that the house and senate each adopt
amendment
of
its
tion
amendment:
following
the
in the senate

Amend

the bill by striking out section 2
the following:
thereof
place

and

2 Effective Date. This act shall take effect July

inserting in

1,

1972.

Sen. Poulsen
Sen.

Lamontagne

Conferees on the part of the Senate

Rep. Conley
Rep. Boucher
Rep. Lemieux
Conferees on the part of the House

DOWNING:

Mr. President, I move that we non-conof Conference Report. The reason for
the Senate passed this bill to be efthat
this nonconcurrence is
fective July 1, 1973. I spoke on this bill on behalf of the Committee on Public Works and Transportation and urged its passage. At that time, I made the Senate aware of the pending liability of the private contractor and the school district that they
did no budget for the cost that this bill would mean to them.
I also was thinking that it would give us some time to think
further and to think how practical such a bill would be in the
Sen.

cur with the Committe

final analysis.

This bill can only be justified by the testimony of three
people which are three isolated individuals. One was given on
the floor and two were given in Committee. I don't think that
we should be regulating a new area because of these isolated
instances. The bill as it is, requiring a physical examination for
all school bus drivers, is wide open. Even in the testimony
given as to the people supposedly who are the problem, a brief
medical examination is not going to effect them at all. These
people would have to get into cardiograms so you are talking
in the area of $50 or $100. It is a very significant cost to the
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One

of the reasons

why

this bill

was supported in

the Committee hearing is that the bus contractor himself, who
has been approved by the Department of Motor Vehicles to
drive the bus, they thought was too old to be driving his own

school district in question could change this by just
telling him they didn't want him as the driver but they chose to
support legislation of this type because it may have an adverse
bus.

The

effect

on

their

budget preparation

if

they did this job them-

selves.
It just

seems that bus company operations are a marginal

operation at best. It offers an area of employment for retired
people, people on limited income and young mothers. This
would work such a financial penalty on bus companies that
now have two and three year contracts. There is nothing regulating this. I would urge you not to regulate a total area of our
state like this for such insignificant reasons and I urge your
support to non-concur with the Committee of Conference.
Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

Mr. President,

I

rise in

support of

came in
make the effective date 1973. The House
non-concurred with this amendment and thus the reason for
the

Committee

of Conference Report. Sen. Doivning

with an amendment

to

compromise with the
This
time gives the bus
House, 1973 was changed to 1972.
specifications
of the
companies enough time to meet with the
the

Committee

of Conference. In order to

physical examination.

Question on non-concurrence.
Division Vote: Yeas

9;

Nays

7.

Adopted.

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Lamontagne. Seconded by Sen. Leonard.

Yeas: Sens. Snell, English, Morrissette, McCarthy, Brown,

Marcotte, Koromilas,

Downing and

Foley.

Lamontagne, Poulsen, Townsend, Gardner,
Porter, Leonard and Provost.
Nays:

Sens.

Results: 9 yeas; 7 nays.

Adopted.
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RECONSIDERATION
Downing moved the Senate reconsider its action wherevoted to non-concur in the Committe of Conference Re-

Sen.

by

it

port on

HB 800.

Motion

lost.

RECESS
(Sen.

Nixon

in the Chair)

COMMITTEE REPORTS CONTINUED

HB

193
establishing the

to pass with

New Hampshire

amendment.

turnpike system. Ought

Sen. Poulsen for Public

Works and

Transportation.

BRADSHAW: HB

193 is the result of a $90,000 study
authorized
and which was conducted by
which the Legislature
Wilbur Smith Associates. Further, it is the result of a great deal
of work by several members of the Legislature and the result of
Sen.

many more years of work on the part of the Department of
Public Works & Highways. There has been an awful lot of work
which has gone into it. What we are asked to do here if we accept this amendment is take the heart out of the whole bill and
expect that the patient will live. It is not going to work. The
as written without the amendment, sets up an
turnpike system, incorporating the Central New
Hampshire Turnpike, which is the one that goes from Hooksett
to Nashua; the Eastern Turnpike, which runs up the seacoast;
the Spaulding Turnpike, which extends from roughly Dover
to Rochester; and now we are proposing to connect those existing turnpikes by building a modified or open toll road between
Manchester and Hampton. This would be a 4-lane road. Those
portions that are now 4-lane would remain in existence to be
used and would be free of tolls. The dangerous part of Rt. 101
would be replaced by a 4-lane divided highway. The people
who do not want to use a toll road from Manchester to Hampton would have the option of using Rt. 101, and I think it is
pretty safe to say the traffic on Rt. 101 at that point would be
considerably less than it is today, and consequently, a lot safer
road on which to travel.

proposed

integrated

bill,
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some very difficult work with
them and asked them how we could

the result of

bond counsel. We went to
modify our turnpike system so that we could take the excess
money that it guaranteed on the North-South Turnpikes and
use it to develop other roads which are badly needed. They
agreed

if

we

physically tied these roads together,

perfectly legal to take this excess

money and

it

would be

assist in

the con-

struction of other roads, as long as they were contiguous with

—

Central and Eastthe toll system itself. The two North-South
ern Turnpikes
generate a great deal of excess revenue and it
is that surplus we are hoping to use to extend Rt. 16. If memory serves me correctly, it is 12 or 15 miles that HB 193 proposes
to extend Rt. 16. It proposes to build the road between Manchester to Hampton and that road will be subsidized by the two
North-South roads. If we are going to have an integrated system,
it is absolutely essential that link remain in there. The people

—

in Rockingham County are not going to be hurt. They are
going to have a road better than they have now. If they choose
to use the turnpike, admittedly they will pay 80 cents. If they
pay two tolls at each of two toll stations traffic surveys show us
only 50% of the cars that will use this road will pay both tolls.
They are not going to be hurt. They will be a lot better off.

has been suggested

It

Rockingham County

we

are

trying to take

money out

of

some other place. We are
money in Rockingham County to

to build roads

planning to spend a lot of
improve their road system.

I have never understood why the
opposition to this system, except some people feel their choice
is to have a 4-lane divided highway with a toll or a 4-lane divided highway without a toll. That is not their choice. Their

choice

either to have a 4-lane divided

is

they will have Rt. 101 patched

many

up over

highway with a toll or
who knows how

the last

years.

This

most comprehensive

bill. It is a most forward
probably the greatest single change
that has ever been made in highway system, I would urge my
colleagues to vote no on the amendment and support HB 193.

looking

Sen.

is

bill.

a

I

think

it

is

TOWNSEND: Do

you

feel that

if

the residents of

Rockingham County who oppose this original bill had some
assurance Rt. 101 would be brought up to a reasonable standard which admittedly it is not at the present time, they would
then reduce their opposition to a

toll

road?
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BRADSHAW:

Quite possibly, of course, by putting
road between Manchester and Hampton, the huge
expenditures of money that are needed for a good road will
be taken care of there. It will relieve other money that might,
over the next few years, be used on 101 so that they could at
least get an improved road there plus an improved road in any
other sections of New Hampshire.
Sen.

in the toll

TOWNSEND:

Sen,

guarantee or assure
could be done in such a manner as
to enable them to travel from Manchester to Portsmouth or in
that general vicinity Avithout paying a toll road and still having
a reasonably good road to travel on?

them

at this

time that

Is it possible to

this

Sen. BRADSHAW: If you are asking for my personal
guarantee, I don't have the authority to guarantee that that
road, or Rt. 9 or Rt. 10, or anything else, will be fixed up. That

within the jurisdiction of the Highway Department. They
have their own plans.
is

TOWNSEND:

It was not my intention to get a guarpoint I am trying to make is, would it be
possible to have this type of guarantee written in the bill?

Sen,

antee from you.

Sen.
Sen.
toll will

The

BRADSHAW:

Off hand,

KOROMILAS: What
be paid on

this

is

new road

I

would

say "no."

the duration of time that the
that goes through Manchester

and Hampton?

BRADSHAW:

Sen.

30 years.

I

am

It

is

at least 20 years,

but

it

may be

not sure, senator.

POULSEN:

not true that within the next few
to the states will be at the
ratio of 70-30 instead of 50-50 on road building?
Sen.

Is it

years, the federal share of

BRADSAW:

money

If you believe that, you have more faith
government than I do. In 1956, the State of New
Hampshire was given great indications that the federal government, under their then interstate program, was going to build
an East-West Highway through New Hampshire. We are now
15 years after and I don't see where we are any closer to that
than we were at that time. Furthermore, in 1967, I had the
privilege of being Chairman of the Senate Committee on Public Works and Transportation. We became very involved in

Sen.

in the federal
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proposed federal funding and we were given all sorts of assurances that New Hampshire was going to get a nice little additional chuck out of a modified interstate system. That never
came about. The latest foil is to bait us with this 30-70 business
and I have yet to talk with anybody who will even give me reasonable assurance as to when that money is going to be available, let alone come out with a flat guarantee.
Sen. MCCARTHY: Can you really justify the fairness of
exempting Legislators from the toll and charging the regular

guy?
Sen. BRADSHAW: I don't know as it is any different than
you having the opportunity to travel from Manchester to Concord without having to pay the toll on the Central Turnpike.
Sen.

MCCARTHY: My

with the proposed
Sen.

toll

question has specifically to do
road from Manchester to Hampton.

BRADSHAW: The

existing statute

legislative plates allow that vehicle to pass

provides that

through any

booth within our turnpike system. The road from
Manchester has not been made a special issue.

toll

Hampton

to

Sen. S. SMITH: It is my understanding that the study has
been made and the proposed use of this highway would be paid
for through tolls
is this correct?

—

Sen.

BRADSHAW:

That

is

correct.

The Wilbur Smith

Associates did the study at a cost of about |90,000 to the state.
Sen.

S.

SMITH:

In this study, they must have determined

much of the traffic would be located between Manchester
and Hampton area. Is it true that they must have also deterthat

mined from questioning people
road so that

it

that they

would have used the

could be paid for?

Sen. BRADSHAW: When they did their study, they interviewed many thousands of people via road block type interviews. In answer to your question, I think it would be very safe
to assume that a lot of the people did not
be of benefit to the traveling public.

Sen.

SPAN OS: Would

this bill,

the forgotten area of the state
if

these funds were

made

feel that this

unamended, help

— the western area of the

available?

would

to serve
state

—
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BRADSHAW:

Sen.

of the state

— not

I

think

would tend to help all areas
By having this money

would speed up the chances

available,

it

improved

as well as roads in all

Sen.

it

just the western area.

KOROMILAS:

of getting that road

other parts of the

Could you

revenue will be with respect to the

tell

toll

state.

us what the estimated

that

would be

collected?

BRADSHAW: The study of Wilbur Smith showed
income generated on that section of road would pay
for 94 percent of the design, land acquisition, construction and
maintenance. The balance would come from the reserve fund
of both the Central and the Eastern Turnpikes which are the
big revenue producers.
Sen.

that the

Sen.

DOWNING: What

were the estimates of income

for

the 16 mile extension of the Spaulding Turnpike?
Sen. BRADSHAW: Nowhere near $20 million. I cannot
you exactly what it is. The Spaulding Turnpike has never
been a self-supporting turnpike. They have been assisted by
the revenue from the Eastern Turnpike.
tell

Sen.

DOWNING:

Have they completed

the feasibility

study on that 16 mile extension?
Sen.
Sen.

BRADSHAW:

I

believe not.

BROWN: Mr. President, I rise in support of the
to HB 193. Rt. 101 from Manchester to Hampton

amendment
is

mainly a commuter road.

year to use this road.

The

It would cost the people $200 a
only alternate road they have to take

road goes through is what we call the Old Candia Road,
is an old country road and is quite broke up. There is
no guarantee from the Highway Department that this road
will be fixed for an alternate route. Both the Rockingham Selectmen's Association and the Rockingham County Delegation
if

this

which

were polled on

this subject.

tion voted 45 to 5 against

it

The Rockingham County Delegaand it was unanimous among the

Selectmen's Association against

it.

Therefore,

leagues will go along and support the

TUFTS:

I

hope

my

col-

amendment.

Mr. President, it will only be necessary for
no argument or basis having been
made for this wonderful addition to our turnpike system. It
is obvious to every member here where the support is coming
Sen.

me

to speak very briefly,
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is obvious where the opposition lies. The
improvements are being made on Rt. 101. A large red herring
was offered on Rt. 1 1 1 which passes from Exeter to Kingston to
Salem. It is not in any way parallel to the road under discussion.
I think that you will be able to easily bear in mind that the

for this system. It

people who are familiar with this area, who are the residents,
have spoken and will again speak and I think the first evidence
will be when they speak in this Chamber. I think that you will
find that the citizens of Manchester and Rockingham County
will not be opposed.
Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

Sen. Tufts,

is

move

this a

to dis-

criminate against the City of Manchester?
Sen.

TUFTS:

I

Sen.

when

think that

comes in and lobbies that

DOWNING:

it is

the Rep. from Dublin

evidence of what

Mr. President,

I

is

going on.

in favor of the

rise

amendment. The people of Rockingham County are very concerned with this bill and I might add that they are only concerned with that segment that forces a toll road on them. They
have no objections to the rest of this bill, in fact, they had no
objections to locating the toll road from west to east in some
other direction. The objection was specifically replacing Rt. 101
with this toll road. Rt. 101 now has funds allocated to it and
there are those
areas.

There

is

who would

like to direct these

funds into other

a paper circulating here that points out that they

have $12.8 million allocated

now

to

improve Rt.

101. If the turn-

pike system goes in, this money will not be spent on 101 and
there are people who are concerned about what happens to 101
after the turnpike goes in. It would still be improved, but it
would be according to priority and it was developed at the hearing that the priority would be pretty low
the use would be

—

lo^v.

Someone likended

The argument

it

to Rt.

for federal

3A

after the Everett

funding and the

Turnpike.

bill that

was

signed in January relative to the 70-30 percent rather than
50-50 I think is a valid one. I appreciate the degree of risk involved, but the dollars involved is certainly worth waiting for.
I

would

ham County

like to

remind you

the rest of this turnpike plan.

amendment.

that the people of Rocking-

that testified at the hearing
I

had no objection

to

urge your support of the
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DOWNING:

This is allocated within the funds of
the Highway Department available to them and is based on
formulas which they use and is based on improvement which
Sen.

they want.

ENGLISH:

Sen.

—

$12 million for Rt. 101

is

that for the

entire length of the road?

DOWNING: To my knowledge,

Sen.

do

it

in stages

it is

for 101

and they

determined by priority by the Highway Depart-

ment.

MCCARTHY:

Sen.

amendment.

I

Mr. President,

I rise

think that Sens. Downing,

in favor of the

Brown and Tufts

are

very familiar with Rt. 101. I am familiar with that route myself
and I do think the money has been appropriated. It seems to
me rather strange that when there are so many people involved
in that particular area and opposed to it, why we should even
consider that portion. I also would like to state that I share Sen.
Tufts distaste concerning the Representative from Dublin and
it is pretty obvious where the advantage lies.

MORRISSETTE:

Sen.

how can

for 101,

where

If

they take

it

$12 million has been allocated
away from 101 and put it some-

else?

Sen. BRADSHAW: Are you aware of the fact that the
General Court, including the members from Manchester and
Rockingham Counties, voted to spend $90,000 to have a study
done to see if that is what we should do?

Sen.

MCCARTHY:

No. I think each person has their own
meet a question at a particular time and I
one as honestly as I can.

responsibility to

am facing

this

Sen. KOROMILAS: If Rt. 101 is improved and the citizens
and Hampton and the connecting areas were to
Manchester
of

use 101,

how many people would

Sen.

MCCARTHY:

the shape that

it

use the turnpike?

think that

I

should be

in,

if

Rt. 101

is

fixed

up

in

there wouldn't be any need for

the turnpike.

Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

mayor and aldermen voted
Sen.

MCCARTHY:

ago when you told

became aware

I

me and

Are you aware that the board

of

for this toll road?

I

of

it

about

i/4

hour

accept your word. But, as you prob-
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with them.
Sen.

I

have not always been in complete agreement

FERDINANDO:

and the road trap

101

is

it is

at this time.
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Mr. President, knowing how bad

it is, I

will support the original bill as

Sen. Marcotte moved the previous question.
Adopted.
Question on adoption of Committee amendment.

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Brown. Seconded by Sen. Gardner.
Yeas. Sens. Poulsen, Gardner, McCarthy, Provost, Brown,
Marcotte, Koromilas, Downing, Tufts and Foley.

Nays: Sens. Lamontagne, S. Smith, Snell, Townsend, Jacobson, Spanos, Bradshaw, English, Porter, Leonard, Ferdinando,

R. Smith and Morrissette.
Result: 10 yeas; 13 nays.

Amendment lost.
Question on adoption of committee report, ought to
Adopted,
Referred to Committee on Finance.

pass.

RECESS
(Senate President in Chair)

COMMITTEE REPORTS CONTINUED
HE

400

providing for an increase in the motor vehicle road tolls.
to pass with amendment. Sen. Poulsen for Public Works
Transportation.

Ought
Sc

Sen. POULSEN: Mr. President, HB 400 was amended
Committee. It primarily changes the word "seven" to "eight".
HB 400 increased the gas tax in the State of New Hampshire
from seven to eight cents. Under the amendment, it would be
one cent rather than two cents. Under the original bill, a portion of the two cents would be appropriated back to the towns
in the form of lot grants that could and must be used by towns
and cities to improve their roads. It could not be used to reduce
in
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their taxes. The Committee felt it was too high an increase
and that by decreasing the increase to one cent, having the
one cent go to the Highway Fund with a stipulated amount
being sent back to the towns in the form of increases on TRA
bridge aid and such that a greater aid would occur to the people
of N. H. We urge you to vote for the amendment to this bill.

JACOBSON: Your amendment

Sen.

also takes out the

block grant portion?
Sen.

POULSEN:

Sen.

JACOBSON: Your amendment

Correct.

then increases

TRA

and TEA?
Sen.

POULSEN:

It increases

TRA,

bridge aid and several

others in the category.
Sen.

JACOBSON: The

actual addition

is

15 percent of

1

cent?

Sen.

be the

POULSEN:

It is

15 percent of the total aid that

would

TRA money.

Sen.

KOROMILAS: By

to 8 cents,

Sen.

reducing the amount from 9 cents
to the cities and towns?

what would that mean

POULSEN: They would

ly

which amount

It

did not help the

lose the block grants primari-

good portion of the other cent, but not
all. The block grants were made on the basis of both population and mileage so that towns and cities got varying amounts.

Sen.

to a

cities

KOROMILAS:

or towns in their

own

Are you saying that

tax structure.
if

we

take out

the one cent, the cities and towns are not going to be any worse
off in

the

terms of what they get?

Sen.

POULSEN: That

Sen.

JACOBSON:

is

a philosophical question.

Mr. President,

I

rise in

amendment. Our Constitution provided

opposition to

that monies that

were derived from such taxes as gasoline should only be spent
on public highways. That phrase in the Constitution is without qualification and if we look in the chapters in our RSA
with regards to highways, public highways include not only
state but local town highways as well as such Class V roads. I
think if you made a study, you would find that a very heavy
percentage of travel by New Hampshire residents is in and
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city roads. Yet, the heavy percentage of the
maintenance support and the construction support of those
roads come from no less place than our property tax. We are
talking a great deal about the burden that the property taxpayer is paying and I believe that the block grant proposal as
it originally came in is a solid proposal for revenue sharing

on the town and

for the towns.

The state has acted as the agent for collection but it has
been very niggardly in giving out money to the towns which
have their problems with their roads. I think this is a step in
the right direction where that money could go back to the
cities and towns and be utilized and the money that is now
drained off the property tax could either reduce the tax or go
over for some other purpose so that the net result would be
at least a
I

modicum

am

against the

which leaves
I

of benefit for the cities

Sen.

proposed by the Committee
Highway Department.
and towns ought to get a share and

amendment

as

this in the control of the

believe that our cities

it is still

and towns.

not their

fair share

POULSEN:

I

— of that

total tax dollar.

think you make some reference to reAre you aware that under this, it can-

ducing property taxes.
not possibly reduce the property tax because it cannot be allocated to the towns and cities except to be used in addition
to the money you are ordinarily appropriating?
Sen.

JACOBSON:

this additional

ments

money

think the end result would be, with
coming in, that with any capital improveI

in expenditures, there

would be no need
Avould work as a savings.
there

Sen.

would be

inflation increases

for further appropriation

POULSEN: Do you

understand

it

and

and
that

cannot decrease

your property tax?
Sen. JACOBSON: Obviously, it isn't directed to that.
But, the indirect result would be, in the long run, it would
limit increases. By implication, it can decrease your property
tax.

Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

Mr. President,

I

have been going

over this increase in gas tax for the last month. I would like
you to bear in mind these following figures: in 1966, the total
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tax revenue on gasoline

and

diesel at 7 cents per gallon

was

117,950,182. In 1967, we had $19,335,960. This was an increase
of 7.72. The increase was $1,385,778. In 1968, $20,540,089

—

an increase

This means an increase of $1,204,129. In
show $22,215,800. In 1970, the figures were

of 6.23.

1969, the figures

$24,076,019.

Revenue from

taxes

on

diesel fuel in the past three years

has increased over 20 percent due to better information, enforce-

ment and auditing.
All of these road improvements come from the property
I am a property tax owner, but I also have quite

tax owners.

equipment that I have to pay a car permit for.
have 9 trucks on the roads, although small trucks. The money
that you get from these permits are used for improving the
roads in our cities and towns. I am not the only one who pays
these permits. I favor the one cent increase but not the two,
therefore, I favor the amendment as presented by the Coma few pieces of
I

mittee,

Sen.

NIXON:

amendment and
House by
by 2

Mr. President,

in support of

HB

I

rise in

400

as it

opposition to the

was passed by the

a very decided vote. In increasing the tax per gallon

cents,

we would be

We

increasing that tax for the

first

time

one and the same time, be increasing
the percentage of tax from gasoline which goes to towns and
cities from the present 10 percent to a 19 percent figure. Although the money is paid statewide, only 10 percent of it goes
back to the cities and towns at the present time. If this bill
were passed in original form, the percentage would increase
by 19 percent.
since 1957.

would,

at

At the present time, the

constructing only about
estimated that there are
some approximate 400 miles of roads badly in need of repair
at this time. Evereyone in this body is well aware of the roads
in his own district about which he receives complaints and
state

14 miles of roads per year and

it

is

is

which he can do nothing about because there are not sufficient
monies available at the town and local level to do it.
If we enact HB 400 as originally passed by the House, town
road aid would be increased from some $2.8 million to $3.8
million per year and every town and city would get an increase
of approximately 28 percent in the monies available for town
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road aid over what it has now. Town bridge aid would be increased from some $600,000 to $1 million. $5.25 million would
go back to the towns and cities under the block grant program
which would be restricted for the improvement of roads and
thus would not be available to directly reduce property taxes,
but I think it goes without saying that the more money from
the state level available to improve local roads, the less money
have to be appropriated from the local level for the same

will

purpose. In any event, you will have better roads at the local
level. The Dungan Fund money would be increased from

some $200,000
I

we

to $800,000 per year.

would hope that the amendment would be defeated and
wisdom of the House and pass HB 400 as it

accept the

came

to us.

MORRISSETTE:

Mr. President, I reluctantly oppose
the increase in gasoline tax and will continue to oppose this type
of bill because I feel that this tremendous discrimination will
cost the motorists of Manchester around $250,000. If you vote
the two cents, it will cost about one half million dollars. At
least with the two cents, we would have got something back.
I hope we will vote down the amendment which is a great inSen.

justice to the taxpayers.

Sen.

had

JACOBSON:

Sen. Townsend, Sen. Poulsen and I
about whether the towns would be forced to
their expense, the level of highway maintenance

a discussion

maintain, at
spending. Is there a statute
Sen.

now

TOWNSEND: The

gasoline tax funds

that requires that?
statute

must be applied

to

now

requires that

all

road maintenance and

construction.
Sen.

MCCARTHY:

Mr.

President,

I

rise

against

the

amendment and any

effort to increase the gasoline tax

principle that

very unfair and unjust form of taxation.
my dismay at so many anti-tax people ma-

I

would

it

is

a

on the

like to express

triculating in this State

raising measure

on anyone's

is

House and

that such a piece of revenue-

unfair and unjust and

ability to pay. It

is

is

certainly not based

certainly not a luxury tax. It

is

and how it could even find its way into this
Senate amazed me. I am opposing the amendment and any
effort to raise the gas tax on the principle that it is an unfair
and inequitable form of taxation.
a basic necessity
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KOROMILAS: Mr. President, I rise in opposition
Committee amendment. I think it is quite obvious by
reducing the amount of the increase from one cent rather than
two cents, cities and towns are really going to take it on the
head. I think the cities and towns are going to have to take
many other things on the head this session and I feel by depriving them of this 19 percent which would go to them in a block
grant, would really adversely affect them.
Amendment lost.
Referred to Committee on Finance.
Sen.

to the

HJR

40

to evaluate the utilization of state

to pass. Sen.

owned

vehicles.

Ought

Poulsen for Public Works and Transportation.

POULSEN:

HJR 40 is an attempt
determine whether they
are being used correctly, whether we are wasting money. It sets
Sen.

Mr. President,

to study the use of all state vehicles to

up a Committee to delve into the problem and study
Committee recommends the passage of this bill.
Adopted.
Referred to Committee on Finance.

it.

The

(Sen. English in Chair)

HOUSE NON-CONCURRENCE
SB

183, relative to the allowable

width of certain vehicles.

HOUSE REFERRAL TO JOINT HOUSE & SENATE
TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE
SB
a

SB
bond

183, relative to the allowable

252, requiring that

width of certain vehicles.

motor vehicle manufacturers post
on new motor vehicles sold

to guarantee warranties

in this state.

SB

184, increasing the allowable

weight of certain vehicles.

COMMITEE REPORTS CONTINUED

HB

331

amending the business profits tax. Majority: Ought to pass
with amendment. Sen. Morrissette for Ways & Means and Administrative Affairs. Minority: Ought to pass. Sen. Snell for
Ways & Means and Administrative Affairs.
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AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section 16

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
16 Repeal. RSA 77-A:5, IV (supp) as inserted by 1970, 5:1
providing a credit against the business profits tax for taxes paid
by railroads and public utilities is hereby repealed.
17 Effective Date. Sections

upon

take effect

1

through 15 of this act shall
1 through 4 and

passage provided that sections

sections 6 through 15 shall apply to returns

and

taxes

due on

account of taxable periods ending on or after July 1, 1971 and
provided further section 5 shall apply to the returns and taxes
due after April 22, 1971. Section 16 shall take effect December
31, 1970.

Sen.

went

MORRISSETTE:

in favor of

amending

Mr.

HB

President,

the

Committee

331 to reinstate section

14.

This

would include the Telephone Company to pay their
fair share of the business profits tax the same as every other businesss. The Telephone Company is very fortunate in that up to
this point, they have gotten away without paying their fair
share. They do pay a real estate tax, but on their other properties, which makes up the bulk of their property, they would
pay this tax to the state and when it comes to the business profits
tax, they have the privilege of removing this property tax from
section

any business
same as if we took
our property taxes and deducted them from our federal income
their business profits tax, therefore, they don't pay

profits tax.

This

is

a great injustice. It

is

the

tax.

We

received very extensive communication relative to the
possibility that they may be subject to a double tax. This is just

which I don't consider true at all.
deprive the state of $3i/^ million is grossly unfair. The Telephone Company could take their case to court, but I doubt that
they will do that because they will end up paying the franchise
tax which would cost them 9 percent. The other utilities pay
a lot of irrelevant material

To

this franchise tax.

jority of the

no doubt in my mind and in the mind of the maCommittee that the Telephone Company should

pay their just

fair.

There

is
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BRADSHAW:

Did I understand you correctly to say
proposed amendment would generate $3 million to

Sen.
that this

the State of

New Hampshire?

MORRISSETTE: From

Sen.

what

I

have indicated $3i/^

million.

Sen.

BRADSHAW:

Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

Sen.

BRADSHAW:

ports that are

on

Company

year?

that an annual or biennial figure?

Is

believe

I

biennial.

investigate the re-

Commission as to
England Telephone

the Public Utilities

file

MORRISSETTE:

Sen.

would be

Did the Committee

with
the profit that was generated by the
last

it

New

don't know, but I know it would
judged primarily from the evidence
I

be a tremendous profit. We
that was acquired at the public hearing.

BRADSHAW: Upon my investigation of the profits
New Hampshire Division of the New England Telephone

Sen.
of the

Company

generated, which is what their business profits tax
would be based on, the figures showed that last year they made
a little over $11 million. At 6 percent, that would be approximately $670,000 in taxes. At 7 percent, it would be approximately $780,000. These are annual figures. If you double that,
it means $li/^million. Isn't that a long way from $3 million?
Sen.
cent tax

MORRISSETTE:

— but

Sen.

mending

I

would

If

like to

BRADSHAW:

you would like to have a 6 perhave it around 9 percent.

believe the

I

Committee

is

recomif

we

believe the records that are

on

that the business profits tax

be

at 7

percent and

go on that assumption and if we
file with the Public Utilities Commission, then aren't we
ing possibility of a

maximum

talk-

of $11/9 million a year rather

than the figures that have been cast about in the vicinity of $3
million?
Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

medicine and
Sen.

a lot of

BRADSHAW:

on accurate
Sen.

is still

$li/4 million

money

Isn't

it

to

would buy

a lot of

be considered.

better for the Senate to operate

figures rather than emotionally inflated figures?

MORRISSETTE:

were brought

Yes, but these distorted figures

in at the hearing.
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MCCARTHY: From

Sen.

your vantage point, what do

—

the amount of
the overriding consideration
revenue available or the fact that some people suspect that there
is a loophole here and an injustice which needs to be corrected?

you think

BRADSHAW:

Sen.
tions

ness

is

I

think both are very important ques-

and having been slightly involved in the original busiporfits tax bill and been slightly involved with inaccurate

figures, I

am

that there

is

very suspicous of projections of this nature. 1 think
a very serious question as to the constitutionality

and despite the fact that the Telephone Company and
General Motors and some of the rest of them seem to be fair
game for anybody who wants to take pot shots at them, we do
of this

have a responsibility to the people who we serve to be aware
of certain provisions within the Constitution and also provisions of law that we have already passed. I happen to be aware
of the fact that the Telephone Company paid to the State of
New Hampshire last year something in the order of $3,522,000
compared to public service companies, franchise fee at the rate
of 9 percent, of approximately $800,000. I am further aware of
the fact that there have been some decisions by the Supreme
Court that indicate that the property tax that the Telephone
Company pays to the state should be treated in the same light
as the franchise tax that other utilities pay, bearing in mind that
the utilities that pay a franchise tax do not pay the type of property tax that the Telephone Company pays. I take issue with
your statement that it is a loophole.
Sen.

MCCARTHY: My

considerations

phone Company only
that there

is

Question was which of these two

the most important

—

the fact that the Telecontribute so much or the fact
a loophole which some people feel should be coris

is

going

to

rected?

BRADSHAW:

Sen.
I think that they are both important
considerations and whether one has slightly higher priority or

not

is

a matter of

Sen.
mittee,

it

judgment

that

LEONARD: When
didn't have any

we could debate

this bill

all

night long.

came before your Com-

amendment knocking out

a portion

of section 16?

Sen.

MORRISSETTE: That

lobby in the House.

is

right

— they have

a great

Senate Journal, 23Jun71
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LEONARD:

Sen.

RSA

Did you read the present law

77:5-a

New

that deals with the credits that the various utilities have in

Hampshire on the business
Committee?

profits tax?

Did you

Sen.

MORRISSETTE: We

Sen.

LEONARD: The amendment

discuss that in

did not discuss
that

that.

we

are talking

about deletes IV from that section which says "taxes paid pursuant to RSA 82 relating to the taxation of railroads and pubthat is what the issue is before us now. Did
lic utilities"
were they
you discuss the other parts of that section I, II, III,
single
amendment?
Why
to
part
of
this
did
you
considered
be
exCompany
and
not
consider
taking
the
out the Telephone
emption away from the franchise tax, etc.?

—

—

MORRISSETTE: The railroads are included under
but they would not be paying taxes because they are
not making any money. The Telephone Company is real estate
and they escape paying the business profits tax.
Sen.

this bill

JACOBSON:

Sen.

Isn't

a fact that the Electric

it

pany and the Gas Company pay two kinds of taxes
or do they pay only one kind of tax?
Sen.

BRADSHAW: They

Sen.

JACOBSON:

pay one tax to the

Com-

to the state

state.

So they pay their property taxes to the

communities?
Sen.

BRADSHAW:

Sen.

JACOBSON:

Yes, they do.

Does the Telephone Company pay

property taxes to the communities and to the state?
Sen. BRADSHAW: Yes, they do, senator. The Tax Commission determines the average of the state-wide property tax
rates and they assess the Telephone Company on their property based

on that average tax

rate.

DOWNING:

Don't you feel that there is a basic
here as to whether this is constitutional concerning the adoption of this amendment?
Sen.

legal question

Sen.

months

BRADSHAW:

This

is

that this has been raised

that really surprises me.

Supreme Court

We

the third time in about 14

and

this is one of the things
have sent many questions to the

for clarification

and

yet for

some reason,

this
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issue has arisen, it has disappeared and gone back and forth
without ever asking the Supreme Court for a decision. I find
that I have a great question in my mind as to the constitutionality of

it.

DOWNING:

Sen.

the

Supreme Court

BRADSHAW:

Sen.
to vote

Is

to get

on

there

some way we can send

this to

an opinion?
I

think you will have the opportunity

that question.

NIXON:

I move the amendment offered by the MaCommittee on Ways & Means and Administrative
be referred to the New Hampshire Supreme Court for

Sen.

jority of the

Affairs

an advisory opinion before further action
I

is

taken by this body.

don't claim to be a utilities lawyer or a tax lawyer. I did
much time as the circumstances have permitted

try to devote as

An opinion that there is a loophole in our
present law has been submitted by a very able attorney and
to study this issue.

another opinion to the contrary has also been offered by another
very able attorney. It is of some significance to note that the
telephone companies in this state paid the first tax of a
special nature, and it dates back to 1911. In 1929, the
other utilities were attempted to be taxed and an effort to tax
them on the same basis that the telephone companies and railroads were then being taxed was defeated. They are being taxed

on

a slightly different basis as a result.
It is

true that under

RSA

82:2, railroads

and telephone and

telegraph companies pay to the state an annual tax upon the
actual value of their property and estate used in their ordinary
course of business, except buildings used by the companies for

purposes and central stations. In addition to that tax, they
local real estate tax on their offices and buildings and
central office buildings and other real estate not used in the
ordinary course of their business. They do pay a local property
tax and an annual tax to the state which starts ofT talking about
being a property tax but also includes "estate". This is determined on profits
taking their gross revenues and deducting
their expenses
so it is in the nature of an income tax although called a tax on property and estates. I find it difficult to
office

pay a

—
—

determine the distinction between the so-called straight franchise or income tax on electric companies and the so-called
property and estate tax on the telephone companies. I think
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that

if

not a constitutional question, at

least a constitutional

doubt might be raised as to whether or not repealing the section which exempts the telephone companies from the business
profit tax to the state would be valid, and I would suggest that it
is a far better procedure to find out in advance of repealing that
exemption provision whether it is valid or constitutional than
after the fact, which would be the case if we passed the law with
the

amendment now proposed.
In the pressure of the financial

the fact that

we

are all fatigued,

crisis

which

we might overlook

faces us

and

the fact that

utilities, under our law, are guaranteed a return on their
investment so that inevitably, if we increase the tax on the utility, that increase must find its way from the pockets of the people

all

who

use the services. If we increase the tax, responsibly or irrewe are taxing regressively the people who can least

sponsibily,

afford to pay it in many cases. In that connection further regarding the constitutional question, please have in mind that
when the business profits tax package itself was submitted last
Spring to the N. H. Supreme Court for an opinion as to its constitutionality, the Court, in an opinion entitled "Opinion of
the Justices" rendered on January 30, 1970 said as follows:
"In order to avoid double taxation either in fact or in substance,
the taxpayer, in applicable instances, would be allowed to deduct from its or his tax, certain taxes if paid by such taxpayer,
which are now collected by the state such as the special taxes
levied on banks, public utilities and insurance companies. Further, any income subject to the interest and dividends tax,
should be excluded from taxable business income. Such deductions from tax are very likely required to meet the constitutional
objections against double taxation outlined."

think that the Supreme Court of N. H. has raised the
and we and the lawyers who have been
discussing it and the laymen who have been discussing it have
just been reflecting what may possibly be a constitutional doubt.
Acting responsibly, I suggest again that we ought to do the best
we can to resolve that doubt before we go full scale in the emoI

constitutional question

and the crisis which now faces us and attempt to plug a
loophole which may not, in effect, be a loophole at all. For this
reason and in the expectation that our Supreme Court could
render an advisory opinion on this issue within the time pertion

mitted,

I

suggest that

it

be referred to the Court.
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Sen. DOWNING: Is it your professional opinion that there
time to offer this question to the Supreme Court and receive
an answer in the time allowed?
is

Sen.

NIXON:

I

don't

know

if

that calls for a professional

opinion but I do know that our Supreme Court has always bent
over backwards to accommodate the Legislature in rendering
not only expedient but qualified and excellent opinions. I think
that this issue could be resolved in the time permitted.
Sen.

JACOBSON:

Is it

possible

under the

statute to pass

an amendment subject to this kind of approval? If the amendment should pass, it would then be submitted to the Supreme

Court before
Sen.

it

could take

NIXON:

effect?

do not know whether

I

it is

possible to pass

on the condition that it w^ill take effect when it is determined to be constitutional. I would suggest that even
if it were possible to do so, it might be questionable wisdom to
do so. We are trying to act on revenue-raising measures here
to base projected expenditures, and I don't see liow we could
validly base revenue projections on it because we would still
have the doubt existing as to its validity.
a statute

Sen.

JACOBSON:

the resolution that
tively kill the

Sen.

amendment

NIXON:

I

if we were to adopt
moment, that would effec-

In other words,

before us at the

is

for this session?

don't agree with that, no.

Sen. JACOBSON: Then you are saying that you have the
expectation that the justices could then complete and render
an opinion before tomorrow evening?
Sen.

NIXON:

I

think

it

is

possible

it

could be done.

It

worth the try. That is assuming the deadline is tomorrow
evening, but with a two-thirds suspension in both houses, that
deadline would not have to pertain and I am sure that with a
measure as important as this, the House and Senate would only
be too glad to vote and pass the proposal if it is determined to
is

be valid.
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

a very simple situation.

in front of

you

says: "it

Don't you think you are complicating
last sentence in the letter you have
as simple as that."

The
is
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Sen.

NIXON:

I

think sometimes people in the Legislative

process oftentimes think things are simpler than they really

are

and

I

submit the

profits tax as

SPAN OS:

I

an example.

noticed when you read from the Supreme
Court decision that they indicated that in order to avoid the
possibility of double taxation, we should avoid taxing those
with a special tax such as on banks, public utilities and insurance
Sen.

companies.
the

Is

there anything in there that says anything about

Telephone Company?
Sen.

NIXON:

No, not

specifically: I

wonder

if

you

serious-

telephone companies are not public

ly suggest that the

utili-

ties?

Sen.

SPANOS:

I

am

language indicated

just saying that the

such.

Sen.

NIXON:

I

would

say that

if

anyone can convince

me

that the telephone companies are not public utilities, then he
is

a very

good lawyer.

Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

Mr. President,

I

am

tion to the proposal of sending this matter to the

not in opposi-

Supreme Court

although in the Ways and Means Committee, I moved that the
whole bill be made inexpedient to legislate. The reason for
this was because I felt that this profits tax is a new tax and it
hasn't had a chance to work. There are many criticisms and
we don't know how much revenue it is going to produce. In 1969
the amount was overestimated and we had a deficit in this fiscal
year.

The amount

of the profits tax has been underestimated
budget. The figure of $12.5 million is not
estimated. It could reach up to $16 million. I am afraid
this will deter new industry from coming to New Hampshire.

again

in

this

I feel that if things work out this year, we can consider this
again next year after we have seen the results.

Sen. LEONARD: Mr. President, I rise in support of Sen.
Nixon's motion to send the issue to the Supreme Court. In looking over the history of the utility taxes in N. H., we find that
the Telephone Company was taxed first in 1911. It was the
forerunner of the other utility taxes. In 1929 there was a Legis-

Committee Report that referred to the
Telephone Company tax as a franchise tax. Some
lative

New

England

of the opinions
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Supreme Court

in the last year

and

a half or
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two years

could be a franchise tax. At least we
know the various utilities were taxed by a special tax by the
state. When you look at the present business tax, section V on
Credits, it lists four utilities that have credits: franchise tax,
taxes paid by the bank, taxes paid by insurance companies and
taxes paid by the railroads and public utilities. As was stated
on the floor, if we consider the railroads paying a profits tax,
we are not going to get any money. This amendment pertains to
the Telephone Company alone and I have doubt whether or
not it would be constitutional. I think the day before the deadindicated to

line

is

a

me

bad time

It is

my

that

to

bring an

amendment

in.

is the best thing to do imder
can be taken care of at a later date.

firm opinion that this

the circumstances
Sen.

it

and

SPAN OS:

this

Mr. President,

I

very reluctantly rise in

opposition to the motion offered by Sen. Nixon to refer this
bill to the Supreme Court. I do feel that this will kill the bill
for this session because I don't think there is time. This would
have to be prepared in form for submission to the Court and

then the normal course would be for the Clerk of the Supreme

Court to write various distinguished members of the Bar and
public to offer their opinions. Briefs would be submitted and
then a decision would be made. I am pretty sure that this would
not come within the next few days. There isn't any question in

my mind

that the matter,

if

not resolved today, permanently
is before us.

terminates, at least for this session, this bill that

There are many needs that are going unmet in the state
and we might help resolve them if we put our shoulders to the
wheel, examine the revenue measures which are coming before
us and act upon them. This is one of the measures which I was
considering at the time. The point is that this would raise a
significant sum of money which could go towards helping alleviate some of the fiscal problems we have facing us.
There has been

raised here the issue of whether or not

imposition of the tax upon the Telephone is constitutional.
I agree that there happens to be a difference of opinion on the
matter. One of the differences of opinions comes from a law firm
which is paid by the Telephone Company to present its program and a legal argument in which they would raise the issue of
unconstitutionality. On the other hand, you have other council
this
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who have

from the people.
be
the law. I am
believe
it
to
ax
grind
but
to
They have no
in
preference
mind
to the
viewpoint
in
willing to take that
which
company
is inopinion raised by paid law firms for this
a different viewpoint that emanates

volved.

The same attempt was

tried in regards to the Sweepstakes

House and they chose not to send
Supreme Court because they felt that they
and could take the responsibility upon themselves

Program

10 years ago in the

the question to the

were right
to determine whether the matter is legal or not. It has never
been declared unconsitutional. The same arguments were used
in trying to defeat that measure by referring it to the Supreme
Court as are being done in this case.
If

we were

earlier in the session, this

thing to do, but
kill

now

the measure

there

is

good

a

it

and

might be the proper

has reached the point that to do so
I

don't think

possibility here that

if

we should
passed,

it

kill it

will

would

because

mean

addi-

which can be used to bolster up
the very budget you sent into the House a few days ago which
was $11.9 million more than had been budgeted by the House
itself. This could make a significant dent in that. It might very
tional revenues for the state

well clear

up

the $1.9 million deficit that

we

sent in there.

ask you to vote against the motion

and pass the measure
on the statute books. The worse that can happen
to us is that the Supreme Court, may, at a later date, say you were
wrong and so we pay them back. In the meantime, the funds we
get will go take care of some of the immediate needs facing
the state and the people on welfare and can be used to take care
of a situation which I consider to be appalling. I hope you will
join with me and vote down the motion to refer this to the
I

and

get

it

Supreme Court.
Sen. BRADSHAW: Is it not a fact that this issue was raised
back during the Special Session and then it was deleted from the
business profits tax so at that time it could have been sent to the
Supreme Court?

Sen. SPANOS: That is very possible and I think
some questions about that of the parties responsible.
Sen.

BRADSHAW:

February of

this

I

asked

Is it also true that back in January or
year there was a bill floating around to amend
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and

the business profits tax

— wasn't

it

it

had
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this little provision in there

in the possession of the Legislature earlier this ses-

sion?

SPANOS:

Sen.

I

don't

know about that one.

BRADSHAW:

This provision was in there and was
people really were interested in getting a decision, couldn't they have sent it over at that time and have had
plenty of opportunity for the Court to render a decision and
given us the opportunity of acting intelligently?
Sen.

deleted and

if

SPANOS:

I think your point is well taken and the
can give you is that obviously things change
when the revenue estimates fail to meet the projected revenue.
When the House turned down all the broad based taxes, they
began to scurry around to find other sorts of revenue.

Sen.

only response

I

Sen. KOROMILAS: Are you aware that when this bill was
heard by the Senate Ways and Means Committee that there was
no request from anyone who testified to send this to the Supreme Court although they raised the question of unconstitutionality?

Sen.

SPANOS: That

is

news

to

me.

NIXON: You

mentioned, in regards to the Sweepif that was determined to be unconstitutional money would not have to be paid back. This case is different because if we pass this and it is determined to be
Sen.

stakes question, that

unconstitutional,

we

subject the state to a substantial debt, isn't

that true?

SPANOS:

think I said the Legislature eventually
its evaluation of the Sweepstakes Prothis would not have cost the state any
to return in the event it turned out to be wrong.

Sen.

I

proved to be correct in
gram. You are right

—

money

Sen. BRADSHAW: Mr. President, I rise in wholehearted
support of Sen. Nixon's motion. I think that he did an excellent
job presenting the situation and I think it would be wise for
us to support his motion and get an accurate determination as
to

our

legal position

The

fastest

preme Court on
to request

on

way
this

this matter.

for

an opinion

to

come down from

very important issue

an opinion of them.

The

is

the Su-

for the Legislature

other avenue that

is

open
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is

that

that

you pass

hands.

Who

of

the State of

all,

amendment, enact

this

very safe to say that

it is

would pay

we

will

it

into law,

and

I

think

have a court case on our

for this long, involved court case? First

New Hampshire would

put an additional

load on their already very busy and very tied up Office of the
Attorney General. This would cost us money, it would hurt

people

who need our

talents in other directions.

Secondly, the people of the State of New Hampshire are
going to pick up the tab that is created by the utility having to take this to the Supreme Court because we have guaranteed them certain returns on their money. If they spend $100,000
or $500,000, don't kid yourself
we are going to pick up the
also

—

tab.

As

far as the

we have a little
imposed a tax on certain
Court and remained in the Court

time element

is

concerned,

case to go on. In 1958, the Legislature

That matter went to
something in the vicinity of three years! We picked up the
tab on both ends of it. We paid those supporting and opposing the case and it took three years to find out we had made a
mistake. The next thing that happened was that we had a
Special Session in which it was necessary to bond ourselves to
pay back the utilities for the funds that they had already turned
over to the State Treasurer. Did that solve the problem? Not
in my opinion. We simply kidded the people and I suggest to
you now that unless we get an opinion from the Supreme Court,
we are very apt to find ourselves perpetrating our hopes upon
utilities.

for

the people that
to

do

is

to

send

we
it

act intelligently. I

The only reasonable thing
an opinion and then we can
urge you support Sen. Nixon's motion.

are trying to help.
to the Court, get

MORRISSETTE: Mr. President, I rise in opposition
pending motion. I consider it just another move to kill
every revenue bill that comes along. We have got to start going
to work for the people back home. The Telephone Company
has a classification of its own and doesn't pay the tax of doing
normal business like the other utilities. It pays a tax on its assets.
It is a monstrous company! We have got to stop killing all of
our revenue bills! If we don't act on this bill tonight, we will
be doing irresponsible harm to the people.
Sen.

to the

Sen.

JACOBSON:

the pending motion.

Mr. President,

There

is

I

rise in

opposition to

a constitutional question here
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and there is a vagueness about the question. However, I don't
in favor of the pubknow on which side the vagueness arises
interest.
I think we ought
public
of
the
in
favor
lic utilities or
if it is unwhereby
method
alternative
to try and find some

—

company

in this way, then
think
there are two or
the state will not
be
done because I
three alternative ways in which this can

constitutional to tax a public utility

enforce the statute.

I

way which Sen. Nixon has proposed will defeat
the amendment and if it should prove constitutional, we would
have to come back and pass it and in the meantime, we would
not be enjoying the money that would be coming in. I think
possibly even
we should look for some alternative means
laying it on the table to check out these methods.
believe that the

—

SMITH:

Mr. President, I rise in opposition to the
have listened to the debate and I can sympathize with the views expressed by Sen. Nixon. I did speak
with the Governor this morning and he indicated that if this
passes that he will request the Council to request an advisory
opinion from the Supreme Court. I hope that the issue can be
resolved in that manner. This is an issue which has rattled
around these halls for over a year. By the passage of this, the
determination by the Supreme Court the issue can be resolved
without doing damage to the budgetary process. I do agree that
the budget needs these funds, but I would also like to warn
members of the Senate that this is no solution to our fiscal crisis.
Sen.

S.

present motion.

I

Sen. SPANOS: My understanding of what you just told
us is that we could pass this measure today and still the Governor would ask the Supreme Court for an opinion?

SMITH:

This

Sen.

S.

Sen.

JACOBSON: The

chinery for

is

what he indicated

to

me.

Governor would not
collection until they had this opinion?

initiate

ma-

did not indicate to me anything about
the machinery or collection but he did indicate that he will
make this request of the Court similar to the one which we
Sen.

would

S.

SMITH: He

request.

JACOBSON:

As your own personal opinion, would
might be a good suggestion that if diis
should pass that the machinery of collection not take place until the opinion had come down?
Sen.

you not agree that

it
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am not sure when the machinery of coland I am not sure what position the Legislature would take upon the passage of this as to including
revenues from this source because of the lack of knowledge as
to the exact sums, how much would be included in revenue
Sen.

S.

SMITH:

I

lection starts or ends

estimates,

any.

if

NIXON:

not true that if we pass this bill including the amendment and then the Governor and Council refers
it to the Court, that opinion would apply to the whole bill and
Sen.

thus

we would

Is it

lose the entire bill?

Sen. S. SMITH: I don't think this would be true
question were asked in the proper manner.

if

the

Sen. NIXON: Is it not true that if we pass this bill as one
package, the repeal clause would be an inseparable and integral part of the whole bill and thus there is a jeopardy of los-

ing the whole
just now heard,

HB
is

331

if

the procedure you suggest, which

I

adopted?

SMITH:

cannot give you an opinion on

Sen.

S.

Sen.

FERDINANDO:

I

Mr. President,

I

move

this.

the previous

question.

Adopted.
Question on adoption of Motion to refer amendment
to

New Hampshire Supreme

Court.

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen, Spanos. Seconded by Sen. Koromilas.

Townsend, GardNixon, Bradshaw, Leonard, Ferdinando, Provost, Brown

Yeas: Sens. Lamontagne, Poulsen, Snell,
ner,

and English.
Nays: Sens. S. Smith, Jacobson, Spanos, Porter, Morrissette,
McCartliy, Marcotte, Koromilas, Downing, Tufts and Foley,
Result: 12 Yeas, 11 Nays.

Motion adopted.

Amendment

referred to

Sen, R, Smith abstained

Sen.

New Hampshire Supreme
from voting under Rule

Downing offered an amendment.

Court.
42,
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DOWNING:

Mr. President, intent of the business
profits tax was to replace the group of other taxes including the
stock and trade. It hasn't done that. The only way I can see
that it can be corrected is to do what it is intended to do. I feel
that the 9 percent would raise an additional $9 million over the
7 percent would be more in keeping with what this legislation
Sen.

was designed to do originally.
Sen.

SNELL: Mr.

I

urge

its

President,

adoption.

rise in

I

opposition to the

do so for a number of reasons. The business profits
tax was passed during the Special Session of last year not having a full element to see the full outcome of this projection
but I do also because I feel that the industrial complex within
our state cannot survive under such type of legislation. We do
need a national price and wage stabilization and this was to
be done by the President and Congress. But, if we put this additional 3 percent on our industrial climate at this time, where
industries have already announced a complete 50 percent reduction, when we are worried about clearing up the loopholes
when our professional people certainly have loopholes in the

amendment.

I

business profits tax,

not in the best of this
Sen.

mean
paid.
is

this

Sen.

would have

to

be

made

on

before

it

could be

a dollar of profit.

How

effect?

SNELL:
Other

would

9 percent business profits tax

are talking about 9 cents

an adverse

taxation.

state.

DOWNING: A

that a profit

We

consider this piece of legislation definitely

I

I

consider this another example of regressive
have a business profits tax have a grad-

states that

uated business profits tax which

we cannot have under our

pres-

ent constitutional tax structure.
Sen.

DOWNING: This would allow probably
How would you plan to fund

the welfare program.

to
it

fund
under

current methods?
Sen.

the

SNELL:

I

have a plan for an income tax to supply

demands which we need at
Sen.

DOWNING:

this time.

That was not my question. What

is

your

plan to fund the programs?
Sen.
Sen.

We
DOWNING:
SNELL:

will solve the

it

comes.

wonder if you haven't got
What would you introduce that would

It is

your priorities confused.

problem when

here!

I
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be
tax

regressive than

less

you seem

to think the business profits

is?

Sen. SNELL: If you allow me the opportunity, I will submit an amendment concerning a broad based income tax giving 50 percent back to the cities and towns if you feel that the

House

will accept this proposal.

Sen. DOWNING: You don't feel that a flat rate tax on the
people would be more regressive than the business profits tax?
Sen.
that

SNELL:

would be

in

Definitely not with the

dependency clauses

it.

Sen. DOWNING: You don't have much confidence that
your program would be accepted in the House?

Sen.

SNELL:

Correct.

DOWNING: Then why delude yourself with it and
not take positive action that you know would reasonably
bring in the funds that we need now?
Sen.

why

Sen. SNELL: Then you would suggest
amendment to increase it to 14 or 15 percent

that

so

offer

I

an

we can have

the true funds necessary.
Sen.

KOROMILAS: What

is

the net revenue

if

9 percent

were adopted.
Sen.

DOWNING:

Sen.

LEONARD: Would

Between $8 and $9 million.
you say this is a fair statement
Vermont, Maine and Massachusetts

that N. H. competes with
for

new

business?

Sen.

DOWNING:

No.

wouldn't necessarily say

I

it

was a

fair statement.

Sen. LEONARD: Well, if people want to come into
England, they are just going to come to N. H.?
Sen.

come

to

Sen.
ness

is

DOWNING:

Yes,

I

think there are people who would
wouldn't live elsewhere.

New Hampshire who

LEONARD: Do

you know what the tax rate

in these other states?

Sen.

New

DOWNING:

No,

I

don't.

for busi-
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LEONARD:

Sen.

Vermont: 6 percent, Massachusetts

percent, Maine: 4 percent.
ity of getting

Would

7i/4

9 percent effect the possibil-

business in here?

DOWNING:

Sen.

based on

new

1621

I don't think it would because it is
and a company that is having difficulty, they
think you only tell half the story when you men-

net profits

don't pay

it. I

tion these other states.

I

think they have taxes

we

don't have.

MORRISETTE:

Mr. President, we are talking about
to the amount of $12 million.
It you want to see the nonsense, look at it from this point of
view. The State of N. H. will have to return to the local communities $40 million. This is what business would have paid if
we would have kept the stock and trade tax. Businesses were
capable of paying this $40 million. To further compound this
nonsense, today we have the business profits tax which taxes ail
those who have no stock and trade and the ones who
business
do. This is atrocious when a few big businesses can influence us
without us noticing it. I speak as a businessman. Businesses
have been coming into the state and we brag that we are growing fast. When the business profits tax was passed, it was promised that there would be no broad-based tax and that we could
get by in acting responsibily and we won't discourage business
from coming into the state in view of the fact that we don't have
an income tax. We haven't had any evidence that any business
will suffer from this tax.
Sen.

taxing the business

community

—

BRADSHAW:

Mr. President, I rise in opposition to
as offered by Sen. Downing. First of
all, business profits tax is just barely a year old and we are now
to increase the rate by 50 percent. This seems to be completely
unfair, but more than that, we should realize that a lot of the
Sen.

the pending

amendment

large taxpayers in this state are part of national organizations

and it is reasonably easy for these large corporations to ship their
income from one operation to another. If there is an advantage
to the industry to show the income in a state like Maine that
taxes at a rate of 4 percent, I think they might put a few accountants to work to make sure that they can do it. We could get
ourselves in a situation where we could spend hundreds of thousands of dollars trying to check such mischievous actions. I don't
think the increase would be as substantial as some of the supporters

might hope

it

would

would not put us in
and I think that it is

be. It certainly

a competitive situation with other states
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we have good

industry in here to provide

more important

that

good paying jobs

for the citizens of the State of

From

a practical standpoint,

realize that what-

we

ever action

The House

take here must be concurred with by the House.
considered, not too long ago, raising the business

profits tax to 8 percent

what

we should

New Hampshire.

and

that was dealt the death blow.

By

do we think that they would go
do have an opportunity to pick up

stretch of the imagination

along with 9 percent?

We

some additional money by going to 7 percent.
the whole ball game and let's hang on to the 7
this amendment and pass HB 331.
Sen.

Let's not sacrifice

percent. Let's kill

DOWNING: You refer the thought of increasing this
as unfair. How do you think the real unfair aspect

by 50 percent
of

it

came

in

by understanding the

profit

by 50 percent in the

Special Session?
Sen. BRADSHAW: I think that I already stated that I was
disappointed in some of the figures that we were given on the
measure.

Sen.

DOWNING: How

area to be what

it

do you

feel that

by amending

this

should have been originally would possibly

be unfair?
Sen.

BRADSHAW: The
The companies

original business profits tax was

this are not the people who
made the mistake. I think that in time we can gear up to get
the money that was anticipated. Let's not look at just half the

6 percent.

paying

problem.
Sen.

DOWNING: Do you feel that it would have originally

passed with 9 percent?
Sen.

BRADSHAW:

No,

I

most certainly do

not.

There was

considerable problem in convincing people that we weren't
overselling ourselves by putting it up to 6 percent. I cannot
agree with that question.

LAMONTAGNE: Mr. President, I move
HB 331 be indefinitely postponed.

Sen.

that further

consideration of

The

reason for this motion

is

because

has not had a chance to work. It is a
has only started. It is going to hurt
to

New

I feel

the profit tax

new law and the collection
new industry from coming

Hampshire. The law should be given reasonable time
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be worked out. If we give it a chance, the law will work out
will produce the necessary estimations made in 1969.

and

admit that we were too
we had enacted it to take

I will

law. If

hasty

when we enacted

effect

on April

1,

that

1972,

we

would not have had the problem of facing a deficit as we are
now. By increasing this tax before it has had a chance to work
out and before all the collections have been made is not very
responsible.

Sen.

SPANOS: Do you

realize that

definitely postpone this bill,

it

will

if

mean

this

that

body votes

we

to in-

will lose ap-

proximately $4-5 million which has already been spent by the

House and

the Senate?

LAMONTAGNE:

Sen.
All you have to do is take the
$12,500,000 that has been under-estimated and bring it up to
what it should be and you will make up the difference. That

amounts
Sen.

to $3,500,000.

BRADSHAW:

leagues to vote no.

I

Mr. President, I rise to urge my colwe ought to get on to other busi-

think

ness.

Sen.

DOWNING: Mr. President, I rise in opposition to
We hear a lot of double talk about the

the pending motion.

business profits tax not having enough of a chance. This tax
was supposed to replace certain other taxes. We are running
into the red and something has to happen. When people want
to make up this deficit by sales taxes and income taxes, there is
something wrong here. The way to make this right is to sup-

port the 9 percent rate.

Question on Indefinite postponement.

Motion

lost.

Question on amendment offered by Sen. Downing.

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Morrissette. Seconded by Sen. Downing.
Yeas: Sens. Spanos, Morrissette, McCarthy, Marcotte, Koromilas and Downing.

Nays: Sens. Lamontagne, Poulsen,

S.

Smith, Snell,

Town-

send, Gardner, Jacobson, Nixon, Bradshaw, Porter, Leonard,

Ferdinando, R. Smith, Provost, Brown, Tufts and Foley.
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Results: 6 Yeas, 17 Nays.

Amendment

lost.

MORRISSETTE:

Sen.

amendment

HB

Mr. President,

I

offer a further

The amendment

simply changes the
word "seven" to "eight" percent. I originally supported 9 or 10
percent to make up the deficit and to help out the local communities. I hope that this body will do its duty and never mind
pleasing big business. Business will still come into the state. I
hope you will vote for the 8 percent which is a very reasonable
to

331.

increase.

SPAN OS:

Mr. President, I rise in support of Sen.
motion to amend this from 6 to 8 percent. I do so
knowing from our conversation a few days ago when everyone
of us said we are going to do something about welfare. If we
keep going at these revenue bills the way we are going, you
won't be able to help welfare. This is an opportunity for us to
throw in another $4 million so that we can handle this situation
which is most critical and if something isn't done soon, we will
be in real difficulty throughout the state. I hope that you will
go along with the new amendment.
Sen.

Morrissette's

Sen. S. SMITH: I think that this issue has been debated
long enough. I rise in opposition to the amendment and in
support of the Committee Report. I hope that the Senate will

defeat the
Sen.

amendment

DOWNING:

amendment
favor of

it.

offered by Sen. Morrissette.

Mr. President,

I

find

the 8 percent

more to be desired but I speak in
would urge the members of this body who sup-

leaves a little
I

ported the business profits tax to support this motion
the only relief we have.
Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

Mr. President,

I

move

as it is

the previous

question.

Adopted.
Question on adoption of amendment offered by Sen. Morrissette,

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Morrissette. Seconded by Sen. Nixon.
Yeas: Sens. Spanos, Nixon, Morrissette, McCarthy, Koromilas and Downing.
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Nays: Sens. Lamontagne, Poulsen, S, Smith, Snell, TownGardner, Jacobson, Bradshaw, Porter, Leonard, Ferdinando, R. Smith, Provost, Brown, Marcotte, Tufts and Foley.

send,

Result: 6 Yeas, 17 Nays.

Amendment

lost.

Sen. Koromilas offered the following

amendment:

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section 14

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

Tax

14

Rate.

Amend RSA

77-a:2

(supp)

by striking

out in line one the word "seven" and inserting in place thereof
the

word

(seven and one half) so that said section as
77-a:2 Imposition of Tax.

A

amended

is imposed at the rate of seven and one half percent upon the taxable business profits of every business organization.

shall read as follows:

tax

KOROMILAS:

Mr. President, all the amendment
amount from "seven" to "seven and one half
percent". Today, we sent an amendment with respect to the
Telephone Company which would have yielded between $li/4
to $2.9 million. I think we all realize that that money is gone.
This amendment, if passed, would make up to some extent, to
the tune of $2 million what we have already lost in the situation
of sending the amendment with respect to the Telephone Company to the Supreme Court. I think Sen. Downing has exSen.

does

is

increase the

happened with respect to the busithink the burden was shifted when the tax
was passed from business to some other areas. The money did
not come in and we are in a deficit position. I don't think it is
society's fault that we haven't had the money. I think it is a
pressed very well what has

ness profits tax.

I

question of estimating what the tax would bring.

have heard Sen. Lamontagne say that he has some kind
of expertise that this money that we are losing will probably
come in next year or the year later. I submit that something has
to be done now. We have some problems that need to be taken
care of. $2 million will aid our particular financial situation.
I

Sen.

NIXON:

amendment

support of the
have to consider
possibility of the higher rate

Mr. President,

I

rise

offered by Sen. Koromilas.

financing the needs in N. H.

The

in

We
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of interest

and the higher

rate of return

which

is

reflected in

the present proposal should be given a chance to be considered.
I urge my colleagues to go along with Sen. Koromilas' proposal.
Sen. MORRISSETTE: I would like to bring two items to
your attention. We are talking about $2 million which could
be matched by another $3 million from the federal government. This will probably pass the House since the vote was so
close in that

Chamber.

Sen.

DOWNING: What was the vote on?

Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

Sen.

JACOBSON:

7l^ percent motion.
that we can live with.

I

Between the

Mr. President,
think

it

8

and

7 percent.

in support of the
kind of compromise

I rise

offers that

Sen. LEONARD: Mr. President, I rise in support of the
proposed amendment. I intended to go with the Committee
with the 7 percent but after listening to the debate, I am voting
in favor of 71^ percent.

Question on adoption of amendment offered by Sen. Koromilas.

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Morrissette. Seconded by Sen. Koromilas.

Yeas: Sens. Gardner, Jacobson, Spanos, Nixon, Leonard,
R. Smith, Morrissette, McCarthy, Brown, Koromilas, Downing

and

Foley.

Nays: Sens. Lamontagne, Poulsen, S. Smith, Snell, TownBradshaw, Porter, Ferdinando, Provost, Marcotte and

send,

Tufts.

Result: 12 Yeas, 11 Nays.

Amendment

adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

RECONSIDERATION
Sen.

Townsend moved

whereby they ordered
Adopted.

the Senate reconsider the action

HB 342 to third reading.
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Townsend moved
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342 be recommitted to the

Committee on Finance.
Adopted.

SUSPENSION OF RULES
Sen.

SPAN OS:

Mr. President,

I

Senate be so far suspended as to put

HB
HB

312,

917,

HB
HB

331,

964,

move

that the rules of the

HB 127, HB 186, HB
HB 592, HB 695, HB

HB 531, HB 549,
HJR 11, HJR 15 and HJR

212,
719,

25 on third read-

ing and final passage at the present time.

Adopted.
Sen. Spanos
bills

be read by
Adopted.

moved
title

on third reading, the above listed
only and resolutions by captions only.
that

THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE
Sen. Spanos

moved

that the above listed bills

tions be hereby each read a third time, bills

and resolutions by the caption only and
bills and resolutions be hereby passed.

and

by the

resolu-

title

only

that each of said listed

Adopted.

HB

on the feasibility of construcMerrimack River in the town of Mer-

127, providing for a study

tion of a bridge over the

rimack.

HB

an interstate boundary commission
boundary between New Hampshire and Maine.

186, relating to

the marine

for

HB 212, relative to lapse time on appropriations.
HB 312, enacting the fair credit reporting act.
HB 331, amending the business profits tax.
HB 531, permitting various types of financial institutions
in

New Hampshire

to organize

and/or participate in service

corporations.

HB 549, relative to revisions and supplements to the law
enforcement manual and making an appropriation for an additional printing of the manual.
HB

592, relative to New Hampshire technical institute
vocational-technical colleges bookstore operation.

and
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HB 695, to permit investment in voting trust certificates
banks
and bank holding companies in the same manner as in
of
the capital stock of banks and bank holding companies.

HB

719, relative to directors of savings

and commercial

banks.

HB

917, providing for the temporary classification of the
position of assistant attorney general in certain cases.

HB

964, relative to real estate investments by cooperative

banks, building and loan associations and savings and loan associations.

HJR

11, to

make an

additional appropriation for the

fiscal

year ending June 30, 1971 for counsel fees for indigent defendants.

HJR

15,

treasurer for

making an additional appropriation to the state
1971 for actuarial services and providing for

fiscal

a supplemental appropriation for the department of administration

and control and

HJR

25,

for the state treasurer.

providing for payment of bobcat bounties and

making an appropriation

therefor.

RECESS

COMMITTEE REPORT
HB

988
establishing a committee to study search

and other problems related
Sen. Koromilas for Recreation

to such missions.

and rescue

Ought

costs

to pass.

& Development.

PORTER: HB

988 resulted because of the efforts of
and procedures for
There was a large
operations
in
State.
the
rescue and search
privileged
attend,
composed
of several
meeting, which I was
to
Mountain
Club,
members
of Fish
members of the Appalachian
& Game and other rescue groups throughout the State. This
stemmed from lost climbers on Mt. Washington last year and
Sen.

several people in the State to establish rules

how

the State might fund these search and rescue operations.
This will establish a committee to look into such matters and
methods of recovery and damages. The Committee urges its
passage.

Adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.
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HB

924

including certain disabled persons in the class of persons
permitted to hunt on islands. Ought to pass. Sen. Morrissette
for Recreation and Development.
Sen. MORRISSETTE: HB 924 had a hearing and we felt
was worthwhile to permit these disabled persons to be able to
hunt and it would not hurt anyone and would be a great service
to humanity.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

it

HB

322

pursuing game. Ought to pass with amendment. Sen. Koromilas for Recreation and Development.
relative to dogs

AMENDMENT
Amend

section

1

of the bill by striking out said section

and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1 Dogs at Large Pursuing Game. Amend RSA 466:33, as
amended, by striking out said section and inserting in place
thereof the following new section: 466:33 Dogs at Large. It shall
be unlawful for the owner or custodian whose dog runs at large
in territory inhabited by game birds or quadrupeds, or on lands
where livestock is pastured, between January first and September first of any year, provided that bobcat may be hunted between January first and June first with dogs under the owner's
control and supervision and further provided that hares and
rabbits may be hunted with dogs during the open season therefor under the owner's control and supervision. Provided that
any organized club may hold an American Kennel Club licensed or sanctioned field trial on game which is otherwise
protected. Said club shall secure permission from the owner of
the land on which said trial is to be held, and shall notify the
director of the fish and game department, at least two weeks in
advance, of the date and place of the trial. Whoever violates

the provisions of this section shall be fined not

more than

twenty dollars.

Amend

section 3 of the bill

by striking out said section and

inserting in place thereof the following:
3 Dog Constable Granted Immunity. Amend RSA 466:36,
amended, by inserting in line one after the words "conservation officer" the words (or dog constable) and by inserting in

as
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line four after the

dog constable)

words "conservation

so that said section as

officer" the

amended

words

(or

shall read as fol-

Any conservation officer or dog conany dog found in the act of maiming or in close
pursuit of deer, moose, caribou, sheep, cattle, swine or poultry.
No civil action for recovery of damages shall lie against any
conservation officer or dog constable while acting under authority granted herein. The owner or owners of any dog or dogs
caught in the act of maiming or in close pursuit of deer, moose,
caribou, sheep, cattle, swine or poultry, may be fined not more

lows: 466:36 Killing Dogs.
stable

may

kill

than three hundred dollars.
Sen. PORTER: The Committee heard testimony on the
dangers of dogs hunting game, damages to livestock and wild

game throughout

the State.

The amendment

includes a further

definition of "canine, etc."

Amendment

HB

Ordered

adopted.

to third reading.

686
to provide that

New Hampshire

residents sixty-five years

of age or over shall receive free lifetime hunting
licenses.

Ought

to pass

and

fishing

with amendment. Sen. Tufts for Recrea-

tion and Development.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting in

place thereof the following:

Hunting and Fishing Licenses. Amend RSA 214:7-a as
inserted by 1959, 254:1 and amended by 1963, 78:1 by striking
out in line two the word "seventy" and inserting in place thereof the words (sixty-eight) so that said section as amended shall
read as follows: 214:7-a Persons Over Sixty-eight Years of Age.
1

Any resident of this state who
may make application, to any

sixty-eight years of age or over
authorized agent of the state for

is

and hunting licenses, for a special license to
under
the restrictions of this title. Such license
fish and hunt,
manner as the director may designate
such
marked
in
shall be
for such license. Such license shall be
fee
be
no
and there shall
during the remainder of his life, unresident
said
for
effective
revoked.
suspended
or
sooner
less
the sale of fishing

Sen.

reation

PORTER: HB

Sc

686 was amended by the Senate Recso that those persons 68

Development Committee
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and over shall receive a free lifetime hunting and
fishing license. That is the sole content of the amendment.
Ordered to third reading.
Amendment adopted.

years of age

HB

633

commitment to and discharge from mental
Ought to pass with amendment. Sen. Koromilas

relative to
stitutions.

in-

for

Public Health, Welfare and State Institutions.

AMENDMENT
Amend RSA 135:26-b as inserted by section 1 of the
by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the

bill
fol-

lowing:
135:26-b Frequency; Results. Said periodic review shall be

conducted
I.

as follows:

Upon

II.

admision;

Once during

the

first

three

months

III.

Once during

the second three

IV.

Once during

the second six

after admission;

months
months

after admission;
after admission;

and
V. Annually thereafter.

The

superintendent shall give written notice to said person
guardian prior to any review which
is made subsequent to admission. The results of each review
shall become part of the official record of the person reviewed.
If the mentally ill person is in need of further care and treatment, the superintendent shall notify him and his nearest relative or guardian of that fact, of his right to leave the hospital
if he was not committed under a court order, and of his right to
request a hearing at appropriate times as provided in this chapter. If said mentally ill person was not committed under a court
order and does not choose further treatment as an inpatient,
within fourteen days of said notification he shall be discharged
or be made the subject of a petition for a court ordered commitment.

and

his nearest relative or

Sen.

KOROMILAS: The amendment

changes the

bill as

from the House to require that upon admission,
once during the first 3 months after admission, an inmate at
New Hampshire Hospital would have an examination. Then
it

came

in
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3 month period, he must be reexamined in
Hospital and then every year thereafter.
Hampshire
the New
examinations. The difference between
periodic
He has to have
version
Senate
is the Senate amendment requires
the House and
rather than every 6 months.
3
months
every
an examination

during the second

Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

By whom would

they be examined,

a physician or a psychiatrist?
Sen.
so

I

KOROMILAS:

assume

it

would be

Amendment

HB

It

requires a psychiatric examination

a psychiatrist.

adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

216

relating to excepted persons in the practice of medicine.
Ought to pass with amendment. Sen. Koromilas for Public

Health, Welfare and State Institutions.

AMENDMENT
Amend RSA

329:21, XII as inserted by section 1 of the
bill by striking out said paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following:

XII. To such physician's assistants and other paramedical
personnel as have been approved and certified by the board,
while under the supervision and control of a physician licensed
in this state, but only if such person:
(a) Is a student in an established program which has been
approved by the board; or

(b) Is a
(c)

graduate of such a program.

The

provisions of this paragraph shall prohibit phy-

and other paramedical personnel from performing any medical service in the following areas:

sician's assistants

(1)

of the powers or range of human
determination of the accommodation and refrac-

The measurement

vision, or the

tive states of the

human

eral, or the fitting or

eye or the scope of its functions in genadaptation of lenses or frames for the aid

thereof.
(2)

The

prescribing or directing the use

of,

or using any

optical device in connection with ocular exercises, visual training, vision training or orthoptics.
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(3) The prescribing of contact lenses for, or the fitting or
adaptation of contact lenses to the human eye.

Nothing

(4)

mance

in this paragraph shall preclude the perfor-

of routine visual screening.

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

This

has to do with authorizing

bill

who

are paramedics to assist doctors while under their
supervision and control. It would allow people to actually help
people who are trained and certified.
paramedics
doctors

people

—

—

In addition to

that, there

They

is

an exemption with respect

to op-

the profession of optometry there should
paramedics. This is what the amendment does. It does

tometrists.

felt in

be no
not allow paramedics in the
Sen.

NIXON:

I rise

field of

optometry.

in support of the

amendment.

I

think

an element of fairness and

it does much
consideration for the respective professions involved and does
no harm to the intent of the original bill.
Ordered to third reading.
Amendment adopted.

to inject into the bill

HB

965
relative to the parole laws.

for Public

Sen.

Ought

to pass. Sen.

McCarthy

Welfare and State Institutions.

MCCARTHY: HB 965

New Hampshire

is

a bill relative to parole laws

my

judgment, is one of the more
significant measures to come before this body during this Session. Its significance lies in the fact that HB 965 represents the
results of months of hard work by members of the Legislature,
the Administration and the inmates of the State prison. The
need for this type of legislation was brought out in a letter originated by the inmates back in December and HB 965 is the
result of subsequent meetings between the inmates, members
of the Legislature, the Governor's office and the staff at the
in

and, in

prison.
It is indeed encouraging and gratifying to see the method
which these inmates used to update what they considered to be

archaic regulations definitely not in their or the State's best
interests.

encouraging to me because, at a time when many other
having very serious problems with their prison population, our inmates chose the very legitimate avenue they did to
It is

states are
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express themselves. It

is

gratifying because for at least once in
promptly and considerately

this Session, this Legislature acted

and was responsive

to their needs.

can only hope you gentlemen will approve this bill and
allow it to be enacted into law. To do otherwise, at this point,
I believe, would be a great mistake and a breach of confidence
with our inmates.
I

— members of the
— everybody was in

Everybody testified in favor of the bill
Administration, Governor's office. Warden
favor. There was no opposition at all.
(Sen. Porter in Chair)

Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

I had an amendment I was going
withdrew it because I felt it might jeopardize
and the committee has worked too hard to have that

to introduce, but
this bill

I

happen.
Adopted.

HB

Ordered

to third reading.

249
relative to the definition of

permanently and

totally dis-

abled. Refer to the Legislative Study Committee. Sen. Koro-

milas for Public Health, Welfare and State Institutions.
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

This

HB 249 was passed by this Cham-

went to a hearing
ber and
in the Public Health Committee. The public health people, as
I was not at the hearing
I understand it from the Chairman
this
particular
hearing.
appear
at
did not
was recalled back to the Senate. It

—

—

What

the bill does

is

totally disabled. If

we

and welpermanently and

to give the public health

fare people the authority to define

who

is

pass this particular bill,

we

the authority to determine, by regulation, who
not permanently and totally disabled. There are

is

leave it up to them. Because of this, the
we should not delegate this authority to that
division and we are recommending the bill go to the

in the bill. It

Committee
particular

them
and who is
no guidelines

will give

would

felt

Legislative Study

Adopted.

Committee
Referred

for further study.

to Legislative

Study Committee.

APPOINTMENT OF COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
SB
eters

and construction
motor vehicle purchases.

262, relative to the alteration

and the protection

of

of

odom-
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President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Poulsen

and Lamontagne.

RECESS
(President in the Chair)

REQUESTS FOR COMMITTEES OF CONFERENCE
On motion of Sen. Nixon, the Senate voted to accede to
the

House Request

HB

for

Committee

of Conference on:

817, broadening the scope of the

common

law doc-

trine of cy pres.

The Speaker appointed

as

members of said Committee on
Underwood and Healy.

the part of the House, Reps. Zachos,

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens.

On
the

Nixon and Leonard.

motion of Sen. Nixon, the Senated voted to accede
for a Committee of Conference on:

to

House Request

HB

767, relative to witness fees for law enforcement of-

ficers.

The Speaker appointed as members of said Committee on
the part of the House, Reps. Hanson, Zachos and Tarr.

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens.

Nixon and Leonard.

HOUSE NON-CONCURRENCE
SB

86, creating the position of executive director of the

commission on the

arts.

providing that school districts may include in borcost of planning for construction and the amount
of purposes of annual grants to school districts.

SB

21,

rowing the

SB

39, relative to

acquiring park and receation areas in

towns.

SB

79, creating a legislative

recommendations

commission

to study

and make

relative to the expenditure of state funds for

higher education and making an appropriation therefor.
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SJR
SB

10, in favor of the estates of

292, relative to

Hank Chapin.

Elaine and

abandoned and junk motor

vehicles.

providing for a monitoring program of and the preservation of the ledges on Profile Mountain and making appro-

SB

53,

priations therefor.

SB

206, relative to investments by banks.

SB
mobile

payment provisions

155, to require medical
liability

in auto-

insurance policies.

SB 204, providing for the payment of interest on real estate
tax payments paid by mortgagors to banking institutions.

SB

65,

providing that law enforcement

officers shall

be paid

for time spent in court.

SB

309, authorizing an increased penalty for the violation

of city by-laws.

HOUSE CONCURRENCE TO SENATE

AMENDMENTS
HB 999, relative to discarded refrigerators.
HB 943, relating to professional standards review organizations of physicians

HB
HB
lice

and surgeons.

974, relative to increasing the fees in district courts.
662, relative to extending the jurisdiction of local po-

by consent.

HB

109, relative to the

board boats

HB

power

of conservation officers to

in connection with administration of

756, to increase the

highway relocation

marine

laws.

assistance.

HOUSE CONCURRENCE
SB

243, relative to

SB

249, to establish trustee powers of building

group

associations, cooperative

SB
drivers.

life

insurance plans.

and loan
banks or savings and loan associations.

273, to reduce automobile insurance

premiums

for

good
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SB 102, providing that school districts
include the cost of planning for construction.
SB
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may

in

borrowing

105, relative to the issuance of property, liability,

and

automobile insurance.

SB

250, to eliminate unfair insurance practices.

SJR

7,

appropriating additional

money

for the board of

accountancy.

SB

233, relative to sewage disposal systems.

HOUSE ADOPTION OF ENROLLED BILLS

AMENDMENT
HB 738, permitting banks to suspend business during
emergencies or for other reasons.
RECESS

SENATE CONCURRENCE TO HOUSE AMENDMENT
SB
and the

255, increasing the compensation of the
fees

(See

HJ

payment
for

Sen. Snell

pharmacy board

thereto.

Amendment)

moved concurrence.

Adopted.

SENATE NON-CONCURRENCES TO
HOUSE AMENDMENTS
REQUESTS FOR COMMITTEES OF CONFERENCE
On Motion of Sen. Nixon, the Senate voted to non-concur
and

establish a

Committee

SB 256, establishing
mack county.

The

of

Conference on:

a public defender system for Merri-

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Jacobson

and Leonard.

On motion of Sen. Jacobson, the Senate voted to non-concur and establish a Committee of Conference on:
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SB

New Hampshire

312, regulating the powers of the

American Revolution Bicentennial Commission.

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Jacobson

and Leonard.

On motion of Sen. Jacobson, the Senate voted to non-concur and establish a Commiittee of Conference on:
SB

to reorganize

107,

operation and

The

the commission

make an appropriation

on

interstate co-

therefor.

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Jacobson

and Leonard.

RECESS
(Sen.

Spanos in the Chair)

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
The committee of conference to which was referred House
No. 705, 'An Act relative to special and legislative number
plates' having considered the same report the same with the
following recommendation:
Bill

That
in

the house recede from

its

position of nonconcurrence

the senate amendment, and concur

That the house and
ment to the bill:

Amend

in the senate

amendment;

senate each adopt the following

the bill by striking out section 2

amend-

and inserting in

place thereof the following:
2 Design of Plates, Fees, Expiration.
as inserted

Amend RSA

260:10-b

by 1967, 314:1 by striking out said section and

serting in place thereof the following: 260:10-b State Seal.

in-

On

number plates issued under the provisions of section
members of the senate or their spouses and members of

the special
10 to

the house of representatives or their spouses there shall be a
reproduction of the seal of the state. If requested, United States
senators
state,

from

this state, representatives to congress

the governor,

members

from

this

of the governor's council, presi-

dent of the senate, and speaker of the house of representatives
may have special motor vehicle plates with the reproduction of
the state seal thereon. The fee for such special number plates

Senate Journal, 23Jun71
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shall

dollar.

The
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plates with the reproduction of the

be white with green letterwhich shall alternate with red lettering every other biennium. Said special plates shall be effective for a period of two
years. Nothing herein shall be construed as affecting the issuance of regular motor vehicle plates and the payment of the
state seal, exclusive of the seal, shall

ing,

registration fee therefor.

Sen. Poulsen

Bradshaw
Lamontagne
Conferees on the Part of

Sen.
Sen.

the Senate

Rep. Hamel
Rep. Michels
Rep. Woods
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen. BRADSHAW: Mr. President, I move that the Senate
concur in the adoption of the Committee of Conference Report.

HB

705

and the

is

a bill that deals with legislative license plates

by the Committee of Confrom December
Wednesday in January, which is the day the new

finalized version, as reported

ference, simply changes the expiration date
31 to the

first

legislators take office.

The

other thing

plates every other

it

does

biennium

is it

will be able to easily distinguish
I

alternates the lettering

if

urge the adoption of the report.

Sen.

TUFTS:

the expert on

I

notice the absence of the Senator

number

and

plates

I

knowledge of Senator Marcotte who
Sen.

no

on the

Motor Vehicle Division
anybody is using a void plate.

so that the

BRADSHAW: He

is

wish to
is

TUFTS:

if

who

is

this has the

our expert.

well aware of this

conflict with his interests or desires at

Sen.

know

bill.

There

is

all.

am

not interested in his interests or dewish to make sure of. As our expert.
Senator Marcotte has this knowledge. I take your answer to
sires; it is his

I

expertise

I

indicate yes.
Sen.

BRADSHAW: The

tual physical design of the

every other biennium.

He

only change proposed in the

number
is

plates

aware of

is

this

ac-

change the color
change and concurs
to
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with the change.

He

sees the

merit to the change and,

if

he

would stand up and support the Committee of Conference Report. I might add the other number
plate expert. Senator Lamontagne, was on the Conference Comwere here,

am

I

sure he

mittee.

Sen.

LAMONTAGNE: The

well aware of this and he

Committee

expert, Senator Marcotte,

is

not opposing the proposal of the

is

of Conference.

Adopted.

RECESS
(President in the Chair)

SENATE CONCURRENCE TO HOUSE AMENDMENT
SB

145, relative to construction attachments.

(See

HJ

for

Amendment)

Sen. Poulsen

moved concurrence.

Adopted.

RECESS

ENROLLED BILLS AMENDMENT
SB

37, relative to the

hours of employment for female lab-

oratory technicians.

AMENDMENT
Amend
three
1

section

1

of the bill by striking out lines one, two,

and four and inserting

in place thereof the following:

Extending Hours of Employment of Female Laboratory

Technicians.

Amend RSA 275:15 by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the following:
Adopted.

FURTHER HOUSE MESSAGES
HOUSE ADOPTION OF ENROLLED BILLS

AMENDMENT
SB

37, relative to the

oratory technicians.

hours of employment for female lab-

1641
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SENATE CONCURRENCE TO HOUSE

AMENDMENT
SB

308, relative to the

work week and overtime pay

for the

state police.

(See

HJ

for

Sen. Suell

amendment

6-18-71)

moved concurrence.

Adopted.

HOUSE NON-CONCURRENCE TO SENATE

AMENDMENTS
REQUESTS FOR COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
On Motion of Sen. Porter, the Senate voted to accede to the
House request

HJR

for a

Committee

50, in favor of

of Conference on:

Richard Bradley and establishing an

interim committee to study ways and means of compensating
for loss and damage caused by hunters and wild animals.

The Speaker appointed

as

members of said Committee on
Greenwood and Hood.

the part of the House, Reps. Varrill,

The
on

President appointed as

members

the part of the Senate, Sens. Porter

On Motion
to the

of said

Committee

and Leonard.

of Sen. Ferdinando, the Senate voted to accede

House request

for a

Committee

of Conference on:

HB

341, to prohibit cancellation of individual accident and
health insurance policies due to changes in the physical condi-

tion of the insured.

The Speaker appointed

as

members

of said

committee on

the part of the House, Reps. Charles Cheney, Coughlin

and

Bednar.

The

President appointed as

on the part of the Senate,

Sens.

members

of said

Committee

Ferdinando and Morrissette.

FURTHER COMMITTEE REPORTS
HB

620
to establish a criminal code.

Ought

to pass. Sen.

Nixon

for Judiciary.

Sen.

NIXON:

Special Criminal

Mr. President,

HB

620 emanates from the
established by Chap-

Code Study Commission
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ter 451 of the laws of the 1967 legislative session.

The Commis-

sion was composed of Chief Justice Frank R. Kenison of the
N. H. Supreme Court, Clerk of Court Richard Keefe of Dover
and Attorney Clifford J. Ross of Manchester, a leading defense
lawyer. The Commission had an appropriation of $20,000 and
its purpose was to study all laws of New Hampshire relating
to crimes and dispositions thereof and come in with a simple
unified codification of same which would bring the criminal
law of N. H. into the Twentieth Century, align it with decisions
of the Supreme Court with respect to individual rights and
also provide for a clarification of the provisions for the benefit
of law enforcement personnel.

Removed from

its original form were the propunishment and abortion, the feelthe Commission having been that these subjects were

the bill in

visions relating to capital

ing of
too emotional or notorious to permit deliberate consideration.

In essence, the amendments which were adopted by the
House Judiciary Committee came as a result of the hearings
on the Commission Report and were, for the most part, suggestions made by the New Hampshire Association of Police
Chiefs and the N. H. Civil Liberties Union; most were those
of the police chiefs. Chief Justice Kenison said in his testimony

before the Committee "this

bill has perhaps received more
time and study than any other single legislative proposal in
N. H.'s history on the part of people interested in its worth."

The effective date of the Revised Criminal Code would not
be until November 1, 1973 so as to give Legislative Services time
to submit all the details and numerous repeal clauses which
are necessary to put the law into effect in appropriate form
and also to give law enforcement personnel time to study the

The original $20,000
appropriation was not even utilized to its full extent. The Committee only spent $14,000 and returned the balance to the
State of N. H. This may not be significant, but when compared
ramifications in respect to their duties.

to New York which has appropriated sums around $100,000 to
accomplish similar results, it is significant. I think a substantial vote of thanks is due from all interested parties to this Commission to recodify N. H.'s criminal law. With that background

and explanation, the bill has been in report form before you
since the beginning of the session. I would suggest that the
Senate unanimously adopt the Committee recommendation

and put

this

where

it

belongs.

1643
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Mr. President, I offer an amendment to HB 620. I submitted this amendment with the recommendation for county attorneys. This section 651:5 deals with
striking a criminal's record which he had prior to the age of
21. This would be very difficult on a county attorney in showing
that a person has a criminal record. This is not a necessary
item. If a person from 18 to 21 goes to jail, that doesn't necessarily remove his past record. This record is necessary for society
to know about these people. The courts have been very liberal
in their interpretations and I feel that this part of the bill will
be a great handicap to police officials.
Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

Sen.

NIXON:

Mr. President,

I

rise to

speak as forcefully

and as strongly as I can against the motion to amend HB 620.
As I understand it, his motion emanates from the suggestion
of the Hillsborough County Attorney. I have a great respect
for the Hillsborough County Attorney. On the other hand,
the subject of this amendment was specifically inquired of by
me, and Chief Justice Kenison stressed that this particular
section which Sen. Morrissette's motion attempts to take out of
the code was considered by the Commission, and also by the
House Judiciary Committee and the other people involved, as
a crucial part of the code.

In article 18 of the Constitution of N. H., the last sentence
"The true design of all punishments being to
reform, not to exterminate mankind". If you not only convict a
reads as follows:

him and cause him to serve
him for the rest of his life, as we now
anew without this stigma in his records

fellow, sentence, fine him, imprison
his time

and then deny

do, the chance to start

to

subject to being obtained by anyone to

employment, then you are going
his

mind

the fact that the system

excuse to again do

harm

is

whom

he applies for

to indelibly impress

unfair,

which

upon
him

will give

to society.

On the other hand, by adopting HB 620 without the amendment, you give him chance for hope that he can go back and
take his rightful place. Then we would be doing what our
Constitution and forefathers wanted us to do. By the way, it
is not true that any police authorities opposed this particular
inclusion in the House bill. A fellow can have his record expunged only after, in the judgement of the Superior Court judge
presiding and a hearing on the subject and a report from the
probation officer involved, the court finds that the order will
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assist in the applicant's rehabilitation and will be consistent
with the public welfare. You have the protection built into
the code that the public needs and I encourage you to support
the bill as the Committee has reported it out without being

amended.
Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

discussed one

word

of this

NIXON:

Sen.

I

Are you aware that I have never
with County Attorney Connors?

understood you to

amendment emanated from

that your

tell

the

Committee
County

the Hillsborough

Attorney at his suggestion and I thought you just said it a few
minutes ago and James A. Connor is the Hillsborough County
Attorney. If it was someone else who suggested it, I would appreciate that clarification.
Sen. MORRISSETTE: Are you aware that it was the excounty attorney who suggested this amendment. I did not even
suggest it with Mr. Connors. It was Emil Bossiere.

Sen.
Sen.

NIXON: Thank you.
MORRISSETTE: Do

edgeable of the
inal

if

you erase

Sen.

you feel he should be knowlyou would have in convicting a crim-

difficulties

his record?

NIXON:

I

feel that the

Chief Justice of the Supreme

Court is probably a little more knowledgeable, he having been
the former Attorney General of N. H. and having had much

more extensive criminal conviction experience than the other
whom you name. I would be intrested in knowing
what James Connor feels about this matter.

individual

Sen.

from 18

FERDINANDO:

to 21

Sen.

Without the amendment,
could have his record wiped out?

NIXON: The

a criminal

record would be expunged if, after
Court at which the probation

a hearing before the Superior

report would be considered and if during the period in
question he had no further convictions of anything but minor
traffic violations, it was found by the judge of the Superior
Court that expunging the record would be in the best interest
of society both in terms of the rehabilitation of the individual
officer's

concerned and also in terms of the public welfare in having such
a fellow with a positive frame of mind, rather than one who
is

embittered by having this conviction around his neck for
life for which he had already been punished.

the rest of his
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This would exempt the person who

20 but would not exempt the person

who

is

over 21?

NIXON:

In the case of the person who is under 21,
would apply. In the case of a person who
had been sentenced to a probation or conditional discharge
the three year period would not apply. In the case of a person
who had been sentenced to an unconditional discharge, if he
was convicted of no crime other than traffic violations during
a two-year period, then he would be able to apply. We are only
talking about the severe type convictions in the case of a person
Sen.

the three year period

after the three year period of good
only then he would be eligible for having his
record cleaned up.

under

21

and then only

behavior. It

Sen.

is

FERDINANDO: Why

shouldn't

it

be done for an

older person over 21?

NIXON:

think it was the feeling of the Committee
over 21 has come to maturity, which should
prevent him from getting involved in these unfortunate convictions in the first place and therefore, should not be entitled
Sen.

that a person

to the

who

I

is

same consideration

in regard to

having his record cleaned

up.
Sen. LEONARD: Mr. President, I attended most of the
hearing on this proposal. To my knowledge I was troubled
by this section that Sen. Morrissette is trying to amend. The
thrust of Sen. Morrissette's argument is that the prosecution
of the police need the record of the defendants in order to
prosecute. This section provides that in the event of further
arrests, you can still consider his old record. The record is wiped
out as far as the public is concerned but if he gets in trouble
again, the record is available for the prosecution to use.
Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

age should be submitted

he

is

he

is

—

Don't you
18?

That

feel that a

a person of 18

more logical
knows what

doing instead of 21?
Sen.

LEONARD:

more mature and

I

think regardless of

18,

when he

is

21

a person of 18 should be given a better

break. If he has a record, he has a hard time getting a job. The
purpose of this legislation is rehabilitation. If you put people
in jail, they are apt to be a better criminal when they get out
than before they go in.
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KOROMILAS: Mr. President, I rise in opposition
motion to amend HB 620, If my memory serves me, I
think that some years ago Nathaniel Hawthorne wrote a novel
called the Scarlet Letter where a person who had committed
an immoral act had to carry a scarlet letter on the front of her
dress so everyone could know her crime. I think our society
has gone beyond that stage. I think the effect of this amendment
would be to send N. H. back to the days of the Scarlet Letter.
Sen.

to the

ENGLISH:

Mr. President, I would like to associate
myself with the remarks made by Sen. Nixon. I was one of the
members of the Committee and we did look into this very
Sen.

carefully.

I

that in this
ern, this

is

would like to remind the members of the Senate
day and age when law and order is a matter of con-

an important step forward.

Question on adoption of the amendment

as

offered by

Sen. Morrissette.

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Morrissette. Seconded by Sen. Koromilas.
Yeas: Sens. Ferdinando, Morrissette,

McCarthy and Mar-

cotte.

Nays: Sens. Lamontagne, Poulsen, Snell, Jacobson, Spanos,
Nixon, English, Porter, Leonard, Koromilas, Downing and
Tufts.

Result: 4 Yeas, 12 Nays.

Amendment

lost.

Question on Committee Report, "ought to
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

pass."

HOUSE RECONSIDERATION
The House has voted to reconsider
adopted the Senate amendments to:

HB

its

action whereby

930, relative to the prevention of pollution

ing, filling,

it

from dredg-

mining, or other construction.

REQUEST FOR COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
On
the

motion of Sen. Porter, the Senate voted to accede
for a Committee of Conference on:

House request

to
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HB 930,
ing, filling,

relative to the prevention of pollution from dredgmining, or other construction.

The Speaker appointed
on the part

The

as

members

of said

of the House, Reps. Claflin, Tilton

and

Committee
Fortier.

President appointed as Conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Porter

and Foley.

DISCHARGE OF COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
The House

has voted to discharge the Committee of Con-

ference on:

HB

489, relative to the sentence for

murder and the

pro-

ceedings to determine the sentence.

HOUSE NON-CONCURRENCE TO SENATE

AMENDMENT
HB

489, relative to the sentence for
ceedings to determine the sentence.

Sen.

murder and

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Nixon moved HB 663 be taken from

the pro-

the table.

Adopted.

HB

663
adopting the uniform act on paternity. Ought to pass with

amendment.

Sen.

Nixon

for Judiciary.

AMENDMENT
Amend RSA 168-A:1 as inserted by section 1 of the bill
by striking out in lines five and six the words, "and funeral expenses", by striking out the comma after the word, "education",
in line five and by adding the word (and) after the word, "education", in line five so that said section as

amended

shall read

as follows:

168-A:1 Obligations of the Father. The father of a child
is or may be born out of wedlock is liable to the same
extent as the father of a child born in wedlock, whether or not

which

is born alive, for the reasonable expense of the mothpregnancy and confinement and for the education and necessary support of the child. A child born out of wedlock in-

the child
er's
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eludes a child born to a married

woman by

a

man

other than

her husband.

Amend RSA

168-A:2 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
and ten the words, "or funeral expenses", by striking out the comma after the word, "education",
in lines seven and ten, by adding the word (or) after the word,
"education", in lines seven and ten, and by substituting a period
for the comma after the word, "support", in line ten so that

striking out in lines seven

said section as

amended

shall

read as follows:

I68-A:2 Enforcement. Paternity

may be determined upon

the petition of the mother, child, or the public authority charge-

able by law with the support of the child. If paternity has been
determined, the liabilities of the father may be enforced in the
same or other proceedings (1) by the mother, child, or the pub-

authority which has furnished or may furnish the reasonable
expenses of pregnancy, confinement, education or necessary
support, and (2) by other persons including private agencies to
lic

the extent that they have furnished the reasonable expenses of
pregnancy, confinement, education or necessary support.

Amend RSA 168-A:3 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
substituting in line three the words (one year) for the words
"four years" so that said section as

amended

shall read as fol-

lows:

168-A:3 Limitation on Recovery from the Father. The
education and necessary support are
limited to a period of one year next preceding the commence-

father's liabilities for past

ment

of a proceeding to recover said expenses.

Amend RSA 168-A:5 as inserted by section 1 of the bill, as
amended, by striking out in line four the words, "or funeral
expenses", by striking out the comma after the word, "education", in line four, and by adding the word (or) after the word,
"education", in line four so that said section as
read as follows:
168-A:5 Remedies.

The

amended

shall

superior court has jurisdiction of

and all remedies for the enforcement of judgments for expenses of pregnancy and confinement for a wife or for education or necessary support for legitia proceeding under this chapter

mate children apply. Upon the prayer of the petitioner the court
an immediate hearing, as in the cases of prayers
for temporary relief in divorce and legal separation proceedshall schedule
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on the issue of whether, and how much, the alleged father
of the child in question shall be required to post in advance as
security for the payment of maternity and other expenses for
ings,

which he may ultimately be held liable under this chapter. The
court has continuing jurisdiction to modify or revoke a judgment for future education and necessary support. All remedies
under the Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement of Support Act
are available for enforcement of duties of support under this
chapter.

Amend RSA
adding

at the

168-A as inserted by section 1 of the
end thereof the following new section:

bill

by

168-A: 13 Statute of Limitations. No proceeding under this
chapter shall be maintained unless commenced within one year
of the date of birth of the child in question.

NIXON: Mr. President, HB 663 is the bill relating
adoption of the Uniform Act on Paternity. You may recall the other day when I first started to report on this bill, I
made reference to the fact that the Senate Judiciary Committee
had adopted, in substance, an amendment offered by Sen. MorSen.

to the

which permits, in the first instance, upon a petition and
hearing, a security deposit to be deposited in court to guarantee and provide for the payment of paternity or birth expenses
rissette

for the benefit of the mother and child in question and for
the benefit of any state or local welfare agency which has to
pay those expenses in the first instance. An additional amend-

ment

has been added at the suggestion of Sen. Koromilas which

before you. The Koromilas amendment would restrict
the liability of the alleged father in the instances of a child born

is

now

out of wedlock for a period of one year from the date of birth.
The original bill would have extended his liability exposure
to four years. The thinking behind this amendment is that
an alleged father should not have to be kept in suspense for a 4
year period awaiting the mother's action to bring suit to have
a declaration of his responsibility determined upon. The amendment would also remove from the liability exposure of the
alleged father any funeral expenses should the child in question
pass away subsequent to birth. The thinking was that it might
be confusing in the courts to have the action for funeral expenses
being a possibility when an action for support would be a moot
question.
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It is with these amendments that the bill now comes before
you with the recommendation ought to pass with amendment.
Ordered to third reading.
Amendment adopted.

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Sen. Jacobson

moved SB

111 be taken

from the

table.

Adopted.

SENATE CONCURRENCE TO HOUSE

AMENDMENTS
any town to account on a fiscal year
tax collection in all towns and
semi-annual
basis, permitting
meeting
date.
providing for an optional town

SB

Sen.

111, permitting

JACOBSON:

in the adoption of the
1 1 1

move

the Senate concur

as offered

by the House. SB

Mr. President,

amendment

I

dealt with the establishment of a flexible opportunity with

respect to towns

and

cities

with respect

to the

calendar or

fiscal

year and with the subject of twice a year revenue collections.
It also dealt with the subject of a flexible town meeting. That

—

—

was
bill
that is the flexible town meeting
change
move
on
to
bill.
However,
there
is
a
from
struck
the
town meetings anyway and Representative Hanson, Chairman
of the House Municipal & County Government Committee, has
agreed to have a Committee of Conference on another bill with
portion of the

this

this

question and, therefore,

I

ask the Senate to concur with

amendment.
Adopted.

RECESS

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
NIXON:

Mr. President, I have just had handed to me
Concord Monitor which contains, on its front
page, a story entitled, "Court May Speed Action on Phone Tax
Loophole." This story contains more distortions on, I think, a
sensitive and important subject to our people than almost any
story I have seen. This is the newspaper which frequently criticizes the Manchester Union Leader for editorial and news reporting distortions. Let me give you some of the examples to
which I refer. The first sentence states that the New Hampshire
Sen.

this afternoon's
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Senate has voted to sidestep an embarrassing decision, referring
to the referral of the constitutional question on the telephone
tax, so-called, to the Supreme Court. I think it was made clear

both for and against the removal of
that it was on the part of no one
an attempt to sidestep the issue. It was a move on the part of all
concerned to make sure of our grounds before we move in such
way as to have a significant effect on our financial situation

by

all

of those

the issue to

—

to

move

who

testified

Supreme Court

in a reasonable

and responsible way.

In the second column it indicated that Nixon protested he
had honest doubts about the constitutionality of the effort to
bring the Telephone Company under the profits tax. I don't
recall anything that I said that was in the nature of protesting.
I assert affirmatively and forcefully that I have honest and sincere and deep doubts as to the constitutionality of the bill that
was before us yesterday and which, in our wisdom, we sent to the
Supreme Court for that purpose.
It also indicates in this story that I

responded, to a question

whether the Supreme Court could return its decision in
time for the Legislature to act on it this session, "it could return
an answer in time." I believe I went further in that I stated
that I affirmatively believe the Court would act responsibly and
give us an answer in time. Since yesterday afternoon, the Supreme Court has scheduled a deadline for the submission of
memoranda and written arguments on this subject for 10
o'clock tomorrow morning. According to Attorney Martin
Gross who was the attorney and Legislative Counsel for the
Governor, and who first raised the issue of whether or not the
Telephone Company had a tax break here, the Supreme Court's
decision is going to be rendered by tomorrow night, so that there
will be plenty of time for this Legislature to act on this issue
as to

this session.

This story further goes along and says "the rest of the Senconceded the Court would likely take its time before it faced the matter." I don't know what this story means
by "the rest of the Senate." I am sure not every other senator was
questioned on that issue and I am sure that there were few, if
any, who really thought the Court would take its time on an
issue so important as the constitutionality of the tax which
would be imposed.
ate generally
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Then

the story goes

on

to describe the President of the

Senate as the "chief defender of the Telephone Company's
profits," I think it would be needless for me to attempt to defend
the integrity and impartiality of the President of this Senate,

who

has demonstrated these qualities throughout the session in
the treatment of all bills before us, most particularly this one.
I will say nothing further about that slanderous and false assertion.

"Arthur Kenison, the widely
England Telephone Company,

Finally, the story says that

known

lobbyist for the

New

was working on senators in the Sergeant-of-Arms room just off
the upper Chamber, a room in which he is not supposed to
work." It is not true that lobbyists are barred from the Sergeantof-Arms room. In addition, he was not "working" on senators in
any sense of the word, as some other lobbyists do here in our
process. It also says in this story that a sign was put up barring
lobbyists and Kenison was told to remove himself. I know of no
sign which was put up which was directed toward Mr. Kenison in
regard to his activities here. I do know that several senators
have commented on House members coming over here, and
that may well have been the reason for a sign being posted. I
would suggest to you that this story, and in particular another
reference to a member of this body stating that Sen. Smith,

Roger Smith, refused

What

to vote

on the issue is false throughout.
Rule 42, the rule whereby a

Sen. Smith did was take

where he thinks there may be an ethical conflict, has
on an issue; and he acted from
highest principle in choosing not to vote on that issue, being
an employee of the Telephone Company; and having in mind it
was well-known before we got into that debate and vote that
it was going to be a close one, I say he acted from the highest
principle that can be expected, certainly higher than any principle demonstrated in this story.
senator,

the option to decide not to vote

of some interest to me and a matter of some irony
company which writes the Concord Monitor and pubthis story is also the company which has the controlling

It is

that the
lished

interest, as I understand it, in Telecable, Inc., one of the companies which would have been regulated under the CA
bills, one of which was introduced by the distinguished senator
from the First District. It had highly-paid lobbyists opposing

TV

all

attempts to regulate cable television or to tax cable

tele-
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and it was successful, notwithstanding that cable television is a public utility as defined by
every court that has decided the question, in defeating this
Legislature from bringing cable tv under the regulation that
our public needs to have it brought under.
vision in the legislative process,

Finally,

I

don't think

I

liave to

defend before

this

body

the integrity of Arthur Kenison and his high principle as a
legislative counsel for the company he represents. There are lobbyists, and there are lobbyists, and I would suggest that no one,

on the House or on the Senate side, knows of a man who
more effective, more straightforward and more high-principled and more direct in pleading the cause of his client, which legally he is entitled to do, than Arthur Kenison, and I resent
either
is

newspaper continually suggesting that he is acting in underhanded ways, in secretly influential ways; and thereby depriving the public interest of its proper representation before
this

this body.

Sen.

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Marcotte moved HB 584 be taken from

the table.

Adopted.

HB

584
relative to the

form of drivers

licenses,

and making an

ap-

propriation therefor.

Question on adoption of amendment.

MARCOTTE: After conferring with the Motor VeDepartment, Director of Safety and the Assistant Director,
I feel that if I were to amend the bill it would weaken it to some
extent. Therefore, after discussions with these people, I am in
favor of the bill and will not add any amendment to the bill.
I hope the members of the Senate will support the committee
Sen.

hicle

report.

Sen.

TOWNSEND: To refresh

your memory,

this bill will

provide for the photographic license identification card. We
went into considerable detail on this yesterday and I will not

go into

it

again.

Amendment

adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.
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FURTHER COMMITTEE REPORTS
CACR

8
Relating

Jury Trials in Civil Causes. Providing that:
Limited
to Cases Where There is More than
Jury Trials Be
to:

Twenty-five Hundred Dollars in Controversy.
with amendment. Sen. Nixon for Judiciary.

Ought

to pass

AMENDMENT
Amend

the resolution by striking out the caption

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

CONCURRENT RESOLUTION PROPOSING CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS RELATING TO:
Jury Trials in Civil Causes and the Trial of Certain Criminal Cases in District Courts.

PROVIDING THAT:
Where There

is

Jury Trials Be Limited to Cases

More than Twenty-five Hundred

Dollars

in Controversy.

PROVIDING FURTHER THAT:
Try Crimes Committed in
County Where the Court Sits.

Amend

a

District Courts

May

County Other Than the

the Resolution by striking out the same and in-

serting in place thereof the following:

Be

it

Resolved by the House of Representatives, the Senate conNew Hampshire be amended

curring, that the Constitution of
as follows:

I. Resolved, that Article 20 of Part First, (supp) as amended in 1960, of the Constitution of New Hampshire, be amended by striking out in line four the word "five" and inserting

in place thereof the

amended

word

(twenty-five)

so that the article as

shall read as follows:

[Art.]

20th.

[Jury Trial in Civil Causes.] In

versies concerning property

— and in

all

contro-

between two or
more persons, except in cases in which it has been heretofore
otherwise used and practiced, and except in cases in which the
value in controversy does not exceed twenty-five hundred dollars, and title of real estate is not concerned the parties have a
right to a trial by jury and this method of procedure shall be
held sacred, unless, in cases arising on the high seas and such as
all suits
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hereafter to alter

wages the legislature shall think
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it

necessary

it.

Resolved, that Article 17th of Part First of the ConstiNew Hampshire be amended by inserting in line nine
after the word "obtained" the following (and except in cases
of criminal prosecution in the district court of a judicial district
which includes towns or cities located in two or more counties.)
so that said article as amended shall read as follows:
II.

tution of

17th.

[Art.]

[Venue

of Criminal Prosecutions,] In crim-

where they
and
estate, of the citizen, that no crime or offense ought to be tried
in any other county than that in which it is committed
except
in cases of general insurrection in any particular county, when
it shall appear to the judges of the superior court, that an impartial trial cannot be had in the county where the offense may
be committed, and upon their report, the legislature shall think
proper to direct the trial in the nearest county in which an impartial trial can be obtained, and except in cases of criminal
prosecution in the district court of a judicial district which includes towns or cities located in two or more counties.
inal prosecutions, the trial of facts, in the vicinity

happened,

is

so essential to the security of the life, liberty,

—

III. Resolved, That the above amendments proposed to the
Constitution be submitted to the qualified voters of the state
at the regular biennial election to be held in November, 1972.

That the selectmen of the several towns,
wards, and places in the state are directed to insert in their
warrants for the said 1972 election an article to the following
effect: To take the sense of the qualified voters whether the
IV. Resolved,

cities,

amendments

of the Constitution proposed by the 1971 session

of the general court shall be approved.

V. Resolved, That the sense of the qualified voters shall be
taken by ballot upon the following questions submitted to them
by the general court:
(a) Are you in favor of amending the constitution to provide that to be entitled to trial by jury in a civil case the amount
involved in such case must exceed twenty-five hundred dollars
instead of five hundred dollars as now provided?

(b)

Are you

in favor of

amending the constitution

to al-
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low district courts to try persons for crimes committed in a
county other than the county where the court sits, with the result that the legislature could create district courts containing
towns and cities located in more than one county?
the Secretary of State be required to
print the questions to be thus submitted on a separate ballot or
on the same ballot that other constitutional questions proposed

VI. Resolved,

That

by the General Court, if any, are submitted. Upon the ballot
containing the questions shall be printed the word "Yes" with
a square near it at the right hand of each question; and immediately below each word "Yes" shall be printed the word "No"
with a square near it at the right hand of each question; and the
voter desiring to vote upon the questions shall make a cross in
the square of his choice. If no cross is made in a square beside a
question, the ballot shall not be counted on that question. The
outside of the ballot shall be the same as the regular official ballot except that the words "Questions Relating to Constitutional

Amendments Proposed by
added

the 1971 General Court" shall be

at the top of the ballot in

bold type.

VII. Resolved, That if an amendment proposed herein is
approved by the requisite number of votes, it becomes effective
when its adoption is proclaimed by the governor.
Sen. NIXON: Mr. President, CACR 8 would provide for
an amendment to the Constitution of New Hampshire so as
to restrict the right of jury trial to cases involving the
of $2500 or

more

provision.

The amendment

is

rather than $500 as
as

is

sum

the present constitutional

proposed by your Committee

that suggested by Sen. Jacobson

whereby

a district court

which

has jurisdiction in more than one county would be able to sit
and decide upon cases originating from more than one county

which, by the way, is a prohibition contained in our Constitution and has no bearing on present day practice. Your Committee recommends that your bill be adopted and the amendment be passed.
Amendment adopted.

Question on passage of CACR
Division Vote: Yeas 18; Nays

8.

9.

Ordered

to third reading.

CACR

22
Relating

to:

Taxation of Corporations. Providing

that:
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Corporations are subject to taxation. Ought to pass. Sen. Koromilas for Judiciary.

Mr. President, CACR22 is a constituwhich would go to the voters. The substance

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

tional resolution

of this resolution is to allow the Legislature, in its wisdom if it
so desires, to tax corporations at different rates. As we all know,
under the business profits tax, you could tax a corporation with-

out taxing non-incorporated businesses. What this amendment
would do is put the question to the people of whether they
wanted to tax corporations under a different category.

pass,

Since the Committee has brought in this bill as ought to
some question has been raised v/ith respect to its constitu-

tionality. If this resolution

amendment

pose an

is

adopted by the Senate,

I

will pro-

to solve the constitutional objection.

MORRISSETTE:

the people vote in favor of this,
could you then tax the corporation at a decent rate of at least 9
Sen.

If

percent?

KOROMILAS:

Sen.
I

am

talking about

am

I

not talking about decent

what the Legislature might want

rates.

to

do in that

amendment provide

that cor-

particular situation.

SPANOS: Would

Sen.
porations,
rate,

i.e.

Sen.

in

and

on the

this

might be taxed a different
volume,
i.e., on a graduated basis?
of dollar

of themselves,

basis

KOROMILAS:

of a graduated basis.

I

I

don't think

move

it

goes into the mention

the following

amendment:

AMENDMENT
Amend

the resolution by striking out paragraph

I

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

Resolved, That Article 6 of Part Second of the ConstituNew Hampshire be amended by striking out said article
and inserting in place thereof the following:
I.

tion of

[Art.] 6th [Valuation

and Taxation.] The public charges

of government, or any part thereof

may be

upon

raised by taxation

estates, and other
including franchises and property when
passing by will or inheritance; corporations however may be
taxed at a different rate and be made subject to reasonable

upon

classes

corporations, as well as
of property,

polls,
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exemptions, deductions and credits, and the provisions of Article 5, Part 2 of the Constitution, as it effects proportional and
reasonable assessments rates and taxes, shall not apply to corporations. There shall be a valuation of the estates within the state
taken anew once in every five years, at least, and as much oftener
as the general court shall order.

Further amend the resolution by striking out paragraph IV

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

IV. Resolved, that the sense of the qualified voters shall be
taken by ballot upon the following question submitted to them
by the general court:
in favor of amending the Constitution to provide
may be subject to a different rate of taxation
corporations
that
than other taxable property or taxpayers?

Are you

Sen. KOROMILAS: Mr. President, the amendment adds
another part to the present resolution. Part II of the Constitution, as it affects proportional and reasonable assessment rates
and taxes, shall not apply to corporations. There shall be evaluation of the estates within the statement of once in every five
years at least and as much oftener as the General Court shall
order. Unless that particular provision

is

added

to

CACR

22,

goes to the public and is adopted, it would
be absolutely meaningless because it doesn't fit the constitutional

the effect that

it

requirement.

Amendment

adopted.

Question on passage of CACR 22.
Division Vote: Yeas, 20; Nays 0. Ordered to third reading.

SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Sen. Koromilas moved the rules of the Senate be so far
suspended as to place CACR 8 and CACR 22 on third read-

ing and final passage at this time.

Adopted.

Third reading and

CACR
and

8,

RELATING TO:

final passage

Jury Trials in Civil Causes

the Trial of Certain Criminal Cases in District Courts.

PROVIDING THAT:

Jury Trials Be Limited

to Cases

Where

1659
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There
versy;

More than Twenty-five Hundred

Is

PROVIDING FURTHER THAT:

Try Crimes Committed

Where

the Court

in a

May

County other than the County

Sits.

Division Vote: Yeas, 22; Nays,

CACR

Dollars in Contro-

District Courts

0.

Adopted.

Relating to: Taxation of Corporations. Providing that: Corporations Are Subject to Taxation.
Division Vote: Yeas, 24; Nays, 0. Adopted.
22,

Sen. Spanos

Sen. Spanos

of

CACR 8.

of

CACR 22.

moved reconsideration

Reconsideration

lost.

moved reconsideration

Reconsideration

lost.

RECESS
(Sen. Porter in Chair)

FURTHER COMMITTEE REPORTS

HB

340

New Hampshire

reltive to the

retirement system and the

Ought to pass with amendment.
Ways and Means and Administrative Affairs.

firemen's retirement system.
Sen. Tufts for

Mr. President, HB 340 is very similar to
a bill of a day or two ago. This includes firemen as well as policemen and the testimony of that day applies to today. This increases solely the participant's amount of compensation which
Sen.

TUFTS:

he pays in. It does not increase the state or the municipality
to any extent. To further bolster that, I will read you the last
sentence again that says "there shall be no payment made by
either the State of

Sen.

New Hampshire

or

its

political subdivisions."

McCarthy: The amendment

the Senate

Committee

amendment

— could you

tell

that was put

us what the

on

in

gist of that

is?

TUFTS:

In my haste to be brief, I forgot the amendyou the amendment: "Readmission to Retirement System. Notwithstanding any other provision of law,
George Rivard, a fireman in the City of Nashua, is hereby
authorized to become once again a member of the New Hampshire retirement system upon the payment of all necessary conSen.

ment.

I

will read
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tributions by

him and by

the City of

Nashua covering

his past

years of service."

MCCARTHY: How much

Sen.

is

that going to cost

Mr.

Rivard and the City of Nashua?
Sen. TUFTS: I do not have any idea but it was the understanding of the Committee that Mr. Rivard could not come
under this if he did not pay his share and if the City of Nashua
agreed that they would pay their share. If they do not agree
to pay their share, he will not become able to use this authorization.

Sen.

LEONARD:

mittee, Sen.

Mr. President, the Chairman of the Com-

Tufts, attached this

amendment

at

my

request

thank him for it. This matter was brought up two or
three months ago and by error was not put into the bill where
it could have been considered on its merits. The way the amendment reads is it is permissive and not mandatory. It allows him
to get back into the retirement system but if he doesn't pay
his share and get the city to pay their share, then he cannot
get back in and that is why there are no figures. It is just permissive and not mandatory.

and

I

MORRISSETTE:

Sen.

expressing the fear that this

dent and may even
any complaints?
Sen.

and
It

the bill

kill

LEONARD:

I

No,

have had some approach

amendment would

I

me

bad precein the House. Did you receive
set a

have talked to people about

this

my

opinion, this will not jeopardize the bill whatsoever.
effects no one except Mr. Rivard. He was a fireman for the
in

Nashua Fire Department

He

for 19 years

and went on unemploy-

time and he reentered the Fire
Department as private. If the city doesn't pay the money or he
cannot pay them, then this bill comes to nil. This will not
affect anyone but Mr. Rivard.

ment.

Sen.

was a captain

at that

MORRISSETTE: What

if

he

is

willing to put in his

share but the city doesn't put in their share?

Would

the city

be required to go along with him?
Sen.
of $5,000.

LEONARD:
The

city's

No. His share would be

share

retirement system, he had
the

city.

would be

smaller.

money returned

in the vicinity

When

to

he

him and

left

the

so did
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DOWNING:

Sen.

LEONARD: You

Are you aware that the mayor and finance board of aldermen are on record as being opposed to this?

living in

about

Nashua

told

me

for a long time

that today, but

I

have been

and nobody ever spoke

to

me

it.

DOWNING:

Are you aware that this
Sen.
has no advertisement of a public hearing?
Sen.
Sen.

amendment

LEONARD: That is right.
DOWNING: Inasmuch as

you took the initiative
amendment, did you, in fact, present it to
the City of Nashua for their opinion?

in presenting this

the

officials of

Sen.

LEONARD: No, I did not.
DOWNING: Don't you feel

you have a responsibility
Sen.
their
responsibility
rather
than
to inform you
inform
them
to
about something which they have no way of knowing about?
Sen. LEONARD: I think that this bill should have been
presented to the Senate three or four months ago and as you
remember, this fireman came to see me and since he lived in
your district, I gave you the papers. You talked to the Mayor
and he wasn't very warm about this so you never submitted
the bill to the Senate. When I found out about it, the deadline
was over. I think all we are doing here is helping out a man
who was fireman and a captain for 19 years and now he wants
to go back into the firemen's retirement system and he should
have that privilege. This amendment is not written up as the
usual bill is because there wasn't time to study the actuary
tables and get the exact amount. This has to be done in the
future and it is up to the fireman to see that the money is paid.
If the city doesn't want to pay it, he is out of luck. We are not
obligating anyone in this bill. We are just giving him the opportunity to get back in and he has to work it out. If the mayor

and the finance committee and the aldermen were really against
this when they talked with you about it a few months ago, they
could have called me. I haven't heard one word.
Sen. DOWNING: Don't you think really what we are
doing is making a political football for the local aldermen to
handle by creating this situation? We are saying that this is
fine and they will do something. Now, the individual starts to
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bum up the heat on the aldermen to appropriate the money and
create a situation that never

approve an amendment such

would have

arisen

if

we

didn't

as this.

LEONARD: I don't think this is a political football
think that since I have been in the Legislature, I have
seen many bills such as this.
Sen.

at

all. I

Sen.

DOWNING:

Aren't there also instances such as this

community are in agreement with it and think that it should be sponsored and the
only way it can be done is through the Legislature so they request and agree that such an amendment should be sponsored?
where in

Sen.

some are

fact the public officials in a

LEONARD:
for.

There

is

obligated in this bill

away

this

It goes both ways, some are against and
no question about that but they are not
and I don't see how anyone could take

man's rights to

try to get

back into the system.

DOWNING:

Mr. President, I speak in opposition to
Leonard has given me this information on
the matter several months ago and asked me if I wouldn't
sponsor a bill. I conducted an investigation to see what the
background was on the individual involved and I found that the
man is held in very high regard and is a very capable man in
the position of the Fire Department. It was unfortunate that he
chose to leave. However, the insurance and pension consultant
for the City of Nashua came up and said it would not be in the
Sen.

the

amendment.

Sen.

best interest of the city to propose or approve such a thing. I
received a communication from the Mayor of Nashua and the
finance board of the Board of Aldermen. They also stated that
this would not be fair to the City of Nashua and were opposed.
Today, when I realized the amendment was here and was going
to be coming up for action, I telephoned the Mayor and told
him what the situation was. He reaffirmed his opposition to it
and the unfairness of it to the other employees that continue
their employment. The unfairness to the city in having to contribute these funds and I also talked to the City Solicitor who is
also opposed to it in that it is not in the best interest of the city.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Sen. SPANOS: Mr. President, somewhere in the House
and Senate Joint Rules, there appears to be a rule which indicated that no matter involving retirement shall be posed in
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either

body unless there

an actuarial submitted

is

to the

Com-

mittee hearing the bill. My question is does this amendment
circumvent that ruling or must there still be an actuarial presented to the Committee before action can be taken?

The CHAIR would

according to Joint Rule 7, it
retirement system shall not
states that any bill
thereto, a fiscal note
attached
be introduced unless there is
approved actuary
qualified,
from
a
based upon estimates of tape
state

concerning

as to the total cost involved.

that the

amendment

Sen.

is

LEONARD:

state

Under

rule

7,

the Chair

would rule

out of order.
I

move

HB

340 be laid on the table.

RECESS
Sen.

the table.

mittee

I withdraw my Motion to lay HB 340 on
submit an amendment to the Finance Com-

LEONARD:
I

when

will
I

get the figures.

Amendment

adopted.

Referred to Committee on

Fi-

nance.

HB

351

on tobacco products and making an appropriation therefor. Ought to pass with amendment.
Sen. Tufts for Ways and Means and Administrative Affairs.
relative to increasing the tax

AMENDMENT
Amend

section

1

of the bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Tobacco; Tax Increase. Amend RSA 78:7 (supp) as
amended by 1955, 256:1; 1965, 132:1; 1967, 159:1 and 1970,
5:10 by striking out in lines two and sixteen the word "thirty1

four" and inserting in place thereof the word (forty-two) so
that said section as amended shall read as follows: 78:7 Tax

A

upon

hereby imposed at
all tobacco
products sold at retail in this state measured by the usual selling price. The payment of the tax shall be evidenced by affixing
stamps to the smallest packages containing the tobacco products in which such products usually are sold at retail, but the
word "package" as used herein shall not include individual
cigars, cigarettes, or plugs or hacks of chewing tobacco, and
Imposed.

tax

the retail consumer

the rate of forty-two percent

upon

is

the value of
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such stamps shall be affixed in denominations of not less than
one-half cent to an aggregate value nearest the tax hereby imposed. No tax is imposed on any transactions, the taxation of
which by this state is prohibited by the constitution of the
United States. Each unclassified importer shall within twentyfour hours after receipt of any unstamped tobacco products in
this state notify the tax commission of the amount and brands
of tobacco products received and the name and address of the
consignor. The tax commission, thereupon, shall notify the unclassified importer of the amount of the tax due thereon, at the
rate of forty-two percent of the value thereof. Payment of the
amount due the state shall be made within ten days from the
mailing date of the notice thereof. Any unclassified importer
refusing to pay the tax on tobacco products imported by him
within ten days after being notified of the amount of said tax
by the tax commission, shall be subject to a fine of not less than
twenty-five dollars or more than one hundred dollars.

Amend

section 3 of the bill by striking out said section

and inserting
3

in place thereof the following:

Appropriation. In order to insure the payment of the tax

upon tobacco products on hand and

in the possession of licen-

time this act becomes effective the state tax commission is hereby authorized to employ such temporary help as may
be necessary and procure such supplies, stamps, and other things
necessary for the purpose and the sum of four thousand five
hundred dollars is hereby appropriated to defray the cost thereof. Said appropriation shall not lapse at the end of the fiscal year
but shall continue and be available so long as there is need
therefor. The governor is authorized to draw his warrant for
said sum out of any money in the treasury not otherwise approsees at the

priated.

Sen. TUFTS: Mr. President, the debate may go on for
quite a while after I finish my report but I will merely say that
the Senate Ways and Means Committee decided, upon hearing

would recommend the increase
which changes the word "thirty-four" to "fortytwo" percent and the net result of that matter is that the Senate Ways and Means recommends a tax of 2 cents more on a
pack of cigarettes.
the testimony offered, that they

in percentage,

Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

of revenue.

A one cent

Mr. President, this is a one source
would have derived $21,430,000

increase
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and with the two cents we would get $21,950,000 per year for
that second cent. It adds up to almost $44 million. Maine has
raised their cigarette tax by 4 cents and I feel that this is desperately needed. There was no opposition that I can think of
and I hope that it will pass.
Sen.

TUFTS: Mr.

President,

I

would

like to

add that the

second part of the amendment was that the bill called for an
appropriation of $3500 to institute this increase and the man
from the tobacco division indicated that the last time we did
this, we gave them $4500 to do it and he felt sure that he would
leed $4500 instead of $3500 so to make my report more accurate, I wish to state that the second part of the amendment
changes the figures from $3500 to $4500.
Sen. SPANOS: Mr. President, I rise in support of the Committee amendment to increase the tobacco tax over and above
that passed by the House by an additional cent and I do so
largely because I recall the Chairman of the Senate Finance
Committee and myself arguing that day that we talked about
welfare that this was one area we were going to suggest that we
increase in order that we might receive additional revenues to
help fund that program. The amount of money that I understand that this will raise over and above what was recommended
by the House would probably be another $4 or $5 million. I
urge your acceptance of the amendment.
Sen. NIXON: Mr. President, I rise in support of the Committee Report. As is well known, I am a proponent of the type
of taxation whereby all pay equally. This is sometimes categorized as broad-based taxation, but really means fair and equal

On

I do not think that anyone who beshould claim for that principle to the detriment of all other possibilities and I do think that this is the
type of tax that can reasonably and legitimately be supported
while still maintaining the belief in the basic principle of
equality and fairness in taxation. Thus I support the increase of
the tobacco tax in question.
Amendment adpoted.
Referred to Committee on Fi-

to

me.

the other hand,

lieves in a principle

nance.

HB

153
relative to horse

and dog

racing. Majority:

Ought

to pass

with amendment. Sen. Tufts for Ways and Means and Adminis-
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trative Affairs. Minority:

tagne for

Inexpedient to

legislate. Sen.

Ways and Means and Administrative

Lamon-

Affairs.

(Senate President in Chair)
Sen. LAMONTAGNE: Mr. President, I move that the
Minority Report, Inexpedient to Legislate, be substituted for
the Majority Report, Ought to pass with amendment. I rise
in opposition to dog racing in New Hampshire because I feel
that we have one racetrack and by introducing dog racing,
the amount of revenue from the houses will be reduced. Rockingham has been doing a good job and we have been having
not that there won't be honest racing in
honest racing here
more
dogs, but I feel that
of our little people will be going to
the dog races and it could be very harmful to local communities.

—

Sen.

FERDINANDO:

Rockingham

Are you suggesting

that the track

going to lose revenue because there will be
another racetrack in N. H.?
at

Sen.

is

LAMONTAGNE:

Yes, I personally feel that

it

will

lose revenue.

Sen.
in this

KOROMILAS: How much

biennium

Sen.

if

this bill

were

LAMONTAGNE:

I

revenue will

this raise

to pass?

don't

know

offhand.

MORRISSETTE:

Mr. President, I rise in opposition
motion in the interest of the revenues that
would be needed for the towns and cities in our state. Here
is a picture of the proposed track
(indicated) It would serve
many purposes other than dog racing if it were so desired. The
fact is that it would bring in, even at the beginning, something
like $2 million for our towns and cities. The lowest take in
the country is in S. Dakota where they get only $1,312,000 and
your best is in Florida where they have a number of tracks and
they receive $28 million. It is anticipated that our revenues
could be in the neighborhood of $12 million.
Sen.

to the proposed

.

According to the facts, this dog track would not compete
with Rockingham. In every state where they have dog racing,
the take has gone up in both. In Massachusetts, Wonderland

Track has increased from $4 million to $6 million and at the
same time, Suffolk Downs went up from $4,600,000 to $8,500,000
It is just the opposite from what Sen. Lamontagne fears.
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The question of competition is absolutely absurd. They
are non-competitive. Horse racing is during the day and dog
racing is at night. They are two different sports and they are
attended by different people. As far as the moral principle,
dogs are concerned, there has not been one public
fix dogs. The dogs run after the rabbit and
scandal in that area.
public
been
no
there has

as far as the

scandal.

You cannot

This

will help the

of the state

and

go along with

North Country and the central part
economy. I hope the Senate will

will help the

it.

POULSEN: The

one and only time I have been to
Rockingham Park, I was under the impression it was at night
and I thought you said that it was during the day?
Sen.

MORRISSETTE: I am talking about the flats racing
where the big money is and where the opposition might
come in. They would not run at the same time. We would make
provisions. The dogs usually run at night during a different seaSen.

which

is

son.

Sen. KOROMILAS: In section 8 of the bill which talks
about local option for dog racing and where these are going to
be located and a referendum is required. The only exception
are those places that do have some kind of a referendum allowed for horse racing at the present time such as Salem and
Rochester
is that correct?

—

Sen.

the track,
Sen.

MORRISSETTE:
it

Yes. If the people did not

would not be put

KOROMILAS:

want

in.

Isn't

it

true then that before any horse

racing and any dog racing can take place in the State of N. H.
except for these enumerated cities and towns, that a referendum
has to be held before that time?
Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

Yes.

Sen. KOROMILAS: When is the first
dum can be held in the cities and towns?

this

Sen.

MORRISSETTE: Next year.

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

would help our
Sen.

fiscal

date that a referen-

Did you not state in your speech that
condition this biennium?

MORRISSETTE:

I

think that

it

might not help

this
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biennium because it would take some time to build the building
and the track but we have to look to the future and think about
the drop in revenues.
Sen.
spect to

KOROMILAS:

new

MORRISSETTE:

Sen.
year. It

Sen.
Sen.

this

help this biennium with

I

think

it

will help in the

possible that the very people

is

may start

Will

re-

finances?

who

thinking in terms of cashing in on

second

are opposing this

it.

KOROMLAS: How much will the second year bring?
MORRISSETTE: It may bring as much as $2 million

in the second year.

LAMONTAGNE: You brought up figures of different
where revenue has been coming in. Could you tell us
what the population is of these places you mentioned?
Sen,

places

Sen. MORRISSETTE: The available population around
southern N, H,, due to the influx of people from Massachusetts,
is greater than in Florida, A big company would not come in
and establish themselves if they weren't sure that they would get
a good profit. The investors are wise enough to know that it
will work so it is irrelevant that we are a small state. 80 percent of the patrons at Rockingham are from Massachusetts.
Sen.

House

SPANOS: Does

bill create a

not the

amendment

Greyhound Commission

of the original

separate from the

Racing Commission?
Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

It

ernor to have a separate three
Sen.

was recommended by the Gov-

man commission.

SPANOS: What was

the original

House version

—

leaving the dogs in the control of the Racing Commission only?
Sen,

MORRISSETTE:

Yes.

Sen.

TUFTS: The

proposed the addition of two-mem-

bers to the

now

three

bill

member Racing Commission. The Com-

mittee recommends a separate commission composed of three

members.
Sen.

KOROMILAS: Which

the North Country or will

it

state to get the Massachusetts

—

is your position
will it help
be put in the southern part of the

people?
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MORRISSETTE:

Sen.

the tourists,

and

it

could have

a separate

it is

Sen.

through

form of business.

KOROMILAS: Do
to

Sen.

the North Country wants it for
600 people are going to work here

If

it.

you know what

dog has

a

to

go

be trained to be raced?

MORRISSETTE:

as far as rabbits

I know what you are getting at and
and other animals, there are laws which pro-

hibit any animal cruelty.

Sen.
try.

LAMONTAGNE:

Do you

think

we have

You mentioned

North Counenought to ac-

the

a population large

comodate such a race track?

MORRISSETTE: We

hope that we will have progress
up north. This would boost the whole economy.
Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

Sen.

Country,
Sen.

isn't it

If

the track

is

up

in the

North

going to be quite a ways from Massachusetts?

MORRISSETTE:

Yes,

it

would be but

it

would

probably be located near the interstate highways.
Sen. FERDINANDO: Mr. President, I support the MajorReport for three reasons. One, we are looking for revenue
and we have that opportunity to get that by voting for this bill.
ity

Two,

we

if

vote this bill

in our state. Three,

should

if

in,

we

will create jobs for the people

a horse can

we deprive man's

run around a track, why
from giving us the

best friend, a dog,

same pleasure.
Sen.

MARCOTTE:

the Minority Report.

Mr. President,

I

rise in

opposition to
put a

The Ways and Means Committee

lot of time and effort in making sure that this bill was correct
and good for the state. At the hearing, we heard no evidence to
show that we couldn't fit in another track, particularly a dog
track. In respect to employment, this track would open from
400 to 600 jobs. This is serious. As far as the amendment, all it

does

is

to allow for a

estimated, but
lion. I believe

it is
it

commission.

assumed that

it

will generate that

The revenue
will bring in

is

not exactly

around $2 mil-

much revenue.

cannot understand why there is such a commotion over
The Rockingham Racetrack has been running. The
Hinsdale Racetrack has been running and the Rochester Racetrack has been running without too much opposition from one
I

this bill.
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I believe the dog track can easily perform within the
boundaries of N. H. and bring in some of that additional rev-

another.

enue we need.

—

As

to the question of Sen. Lamontagne,
I did inquire
can very well go to the Rockingham Racetrack and attend the fiats in the afternoon and turn around and go to the

and

I

dog track

There is no conflict. This type of a dog track
would be covered to permit opening during the winter months. The conflicts are up to the Commission

is

a

at night.

dome

track which

to handle.

Sen. KOROMILAS: Isn't it possible that if a referendum
brought into a city or town, what assurance could anyone
have that that city or town will go along with the particular
option? Isn't it possible that a dog track concern could want
to locate in Somersworth, for example and the people may vote
against it and it would be gone for another year
where is the
revenue really going to come from?
is

—

Sen.
will

MARCOTTE:

you ever know

if

we

I

think you answered yourself.

How

don't give this bill a chance.

Sen. SPANOS: Mr. President, I rise to bark against the inexpedient to legislate motion offered by Sen. Lamontagne. I
am not saying that I subscribe to the bill as written; as a matter of fact, I hope to offer an amendment later or to work to
defeat the amendment offered by the Majority. I also hope to
support other amendments which I believe will be proposed.
What I am trying to say is that I am in opposition to Sen. Lamontagne's motion to make this inexpedient to legislate.
I

tically

must admit that I have struggled with this measure pracfrom its conception in the House, trying to decide which
was going to go. I was always thinking in terms of what

way I
would be

in the best interest of the people of this state. I heard
proponents and all opponents of the measure. The proponents argued that there would be additional revenues for the
General Fund. They argued that it would make for an additional recreational facility for our people and many visitors
from outside the state; that the people in charge of dog racing
would be responsible people and I have a great deal of literature about those who have been interested in this measure. They
also argue that it would not hurt current revenues, particularly
because dog racing is a type of recreation that draws a different
type of people to the dog track than go to the horse track.
all
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The opponents argued that there would be no additional
General Fund revenues as a result of establishing dog racing
in the State of N. H. They also argued that there would be a
decline in horse racing in the State of N. H. including revenues
and they also argued (and we should receive much correspondence about this) about the gentlemen and people who are interested in dog racing not being respectable people and had
quite a bit to say about their techniques in other areas. We also
heard from those who said that this would be a cruelty to animals and others argued on the moral issue that this is one more
step in N. H.'s movement to the field of gambling.
I did consider in evolving the decision that I
today and I concluded whereas some of them have
a great deal of merit, because I think Sen. Koromilas has pointed
out that there may be some question about the actual revenue
estimates in this matter in view of the fact that it will take some
time for a referendum and then you have got the problem of
constructing the building and so on. There is a great deal to

All of these

am making

say for that.

As
that

I

far as the moralistic point of view, I

didn't like to gamble.

As a matter of

Rockingham Park and Hinsdale

have never said

fact, I

do frequently

The

thing that
deeply concerned that I think
that horse racing itself, thoroughbred and harness, is in a very
bad situation in this state. As a matter of fact, I think all over

at

concluded

I finally

is

that

I

occasionally.

am

New

England States, there is the beginning of a decline
and I think it is coming about largely because
beginning
we are now
to have race wars between the states.
track.
Vermont has a horse
Maine has a horse track. New Hampshire has three of them. Massachusetts has Suffolk Downs,
Berkshire. In Rhode Island, you have got Lincoln. They are
the

in horse racing

all beginning to vie with each other as to the days that they
want. Suffolk Downs went on 60 days and will go on 60 days.
What is transpiring now is the competition in horse racing is
getting to a point where our horse racing is going to decline
and the revenues are going to decline.

So,

perhaps the solution

is

to support

we
That is

dog racing

as possibly

the salvation to revenues that

dearly need in order to meet

some

the nuts

of our basic needs.

and

bolts of the de-

have made in concluding that I will support this
measure provided that it is amended in other forms that I can
cision that

support.

I
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KOROMILAS: Would

Sen.

come

you

like the

dog industry

to

Newport?

into

SPAN OS:

Sen.

question because
Newport because

I

I hoped you were going to ask me that
would very much like to see dog racing in

we need something in the western
more people to it because gradually,
with everything going on in the eastern side, we have become
I

think

part of the state to attract
forgotten.

LAMONTAGNE:

You mentioned that the horse
problem of a decrease in revenue. You don't
feel that by creating a dog track in the state that it won't complicate matters for Rockingham?
Sen.

tracks are facing a

SPAN OS: It might create some
I am hopeful (and this is one

competition for the
reason why I asked
Sen. Morrissette what kind of a commission is being created)
I am not in favor of creating two commissions. I would rather
see the House bill as it was with the dog racing commissioners
and the horse racing commissioners all in one group so that they
can work together in evolving the least competition possible.
Sen.

track,

but

LAMONTAGNE:

Sen.

against this
Sen.

SPAN OS:

city.

I

If

the

Town

of

Newport

votes

which other area would you favor?

track,

don't really care. It is up to each town
would be an economic boost to our area
they did come there, which I don't think they would because

and
if

dog

think

there isn't very

I

it

much

to attract.

ENGLISH: Why do you

Sen.

immuned

to competition

feel dog racing would be
and the problem that the horses are

facing wouldn't arise with the dogs?
Sen.

SPANOS: There

sources but

I

don't think

it

will
will

be competition from other
be as great as you do have in

the field of horse racing.
Sen.

SNELL: Mr.

President,

I

move

the previous question.

Adopted.
Question on substituting "inexpedient
"ought to pass."

to

legislate"

for
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ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Lamontagne. Seconded by Sen. Poulsen.
Yeas: Sens. Lamontagne, Poulsen, Townsend, Gardner,
English, Koromilas and Foley.
Nays. Sens. S. Smith, Snell, Jacobson, Spanos, Nixon, Porter,
Leonard, Ferdinando, R. Smith, Morrissette, McCarthy, Provost, Brown, Marcotte and Tufts.
Result: 7 Yeas, 15 Nays.

Motion
Sen.

lost.

SPANOS: Mr.

President,

I rise

in opposition to the

Committee Report with its amendment and the amendment
which I particularly refer to is the creation of a Greyhound
Commission. I don't feel that if we are going to have dog racing
and horse racing in the State of N. H. that we should have two
competitive commissions; one vieing on the one hand for its interests and the other vieing for its interests. I think what we
should have is the original House bill which created a Racing
Commission constituted of five members, three of whom are
members of the Racing Commission and two newly appointed
members who would be representing the interests of the dog
track.
I

am

ating that

afraid that

we

if

we have two

separate commissions oper-

will find ourselves in real difficulty in the days

ahead as they vie with each other as to dates and places and what
have you
rules and regulations and the whole business. I

—

hope you
nal

will vote

down

the

amendment and

restore the origi-

bill.

Sen. FERDINANDO: Would it not be more appropriate to
have three members representing the horses and three members

representing the dogs?

SPANOS: I did not draft the bill that came in from
I am trying to say is that I don't necessarily beis a question of who controls what. It is a question of

Sen.

the House. All
lieve

it

working together within the framework of racing in N.H. and
general revenues and perhaps the horse racing interests and the
dog commissions might end up in a majority. However, I don't
believe that is what is going to happen. I am concerned that they
will work and communicate together with reference to the
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whole picture and
scribe that way. It

don't think that they will necessarily subgoing to be a conference table.

I

is

Sen. NIXON: Mr. President, I urge support of the position
taken by Sen. Spanos before this body. I voted with those who
would refuse to substitute the report offered by Sen. Lamontagne because frankly, at the last minute, I came to the conclusion that the needs of the people in our state are paramount over
my objections to generally any further extenuation of taking revenue from gambling or from drinking. It was a hard decision for
me and I hope it will be for you to do what is right in regard to
protecting the people from the eventuality that will come about
from two conflicting commissions coming up here, competing
with each other in and outside the legislative process, not for the
betterment of the public interest, but against the public interest.
I think that if we are going to have greyhound racing as well as
horse racing, we should have it on a basis which will minimize
the possible injury to the ultimate public interest and that basis
would involve a single commission administering both types of
racing. I hope that you will go along with Sen. Spanos and his

worthwhile suggestion.
Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

Sen. Spanos

and

I

doubts, but

now

I

Mr. President, I rise in support of
hope you will go along with it. I had some
feel it would be better to have one commis-

sion.

Sen.

LEONARD:

In reading over the

amendment

of the

Commission, it seems to treat more things than just the Racing
Commission. Were your remarks addressed to the whole amendment?
Sen.

SPANOS: My remarks were

addressed primarily to the

do with the creation of the Greyhound Commust admit that I didn't go too much further

section having to

mission and

I

into the rest of

it.

I

was

specifically talking

about that section.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Sen.

LEONARD:

CHAIR:
in

many

Could we divide the question.

Because of the inter-relationship of the question
amendment, it appears to be

sections of the proposed

impossible and, at the very
tion.

However,

I

least, impractical to divide the questhink, in the interest of determining the de-
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the membership of the Senate, it would be well to put
the question as to whether the sense of the Senate is to have one
6 member commission or the alternate two 3 member commissires of

sions as proposed in the amendment. If the sense of the Senate
should indicate the desire was to have one 6 member commission, then the Chair will entertain a motion to lay this bill on
the table while a new amendment could be prepared by the
office of Legislative Services. I have been informed that would
take about one hour.

Sen.

NIXON:

Is

there

no way the general matter now

be-

could be deferred so that we
fore us with
with respect to this bill while
amendments
might take up other
we are awaiting the amendment you have described being
respect to this bill

drafted?

CHAIR: The

difficulty arises in that

any amendment must

The reason for
asking the sense of the Senate, which, of course, is in no way
binding upon any member of the Senate, this is simply to get
an indication of whether it is the sense of the Senate to have
refer to action that has already taken place.

one 6 member commission. There is approximately one hour
of drafting time needed and we could have Legislative Services
go to work on it while we took up other business.

JACOBSON:

If I understood Senator Nixon's inquiry
was that there may be other amendments besides
this one. I think he asked about the feasibility of taking care of
any other amendments so that when we came to this one they
could all be incorporated into the same frame.

Sen.

correctly,

it

CHAIR:

Technically you are correct. However it seems
having documents properly prepared so that
all members can clearly understand what they are voting on,
it would be best to establish the desire on the Commission
in the interest of

structure which

makes up

a large part of the

amendment

as

proposed by the committee. The Chair is going to ask the sense
of the Senate as to whether they want one 6 member commission
or whether they want two 3 member commissions. This has
nothing to do with whether or not you favor or disfavor enactment of this particular piece of legislation. The only question
is to indicate your preference on having one 6 member commission or two 3 member commissions. I would like to emphasize this is for the purpose of getting the sense of the Senate
only and is, in no way, binding upon any member.
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two 3 member commissions; 12 in
commission.
member
6
one
favor of
Result: 8 in favor of

RECESS
Question on adoption of the committee amendment.

Amendment lost.
Sen.

NIXON:

Mr. President,

I

move

the adoption of the

following amendment.

AMENDMENT
Amend HB

153 by striking out the word 5 in the last line
of section 1 1 of said Bill and substituting the words 61/^, so that
said section as amended will read as follows:
II. Pari-Mutuel Pools. Amend RSA 284:22 by inserting
paragraph III the following new paragraph:

as

on such pools at tracks or race meets
conducting a dog meet shall be uniform throughout the state
IV. Commissions

wagered, plus the
upon each dollar
to the next lower multiple of
ten, known as "breakage", one half of which breakage shall
be retained by the licensee and the balance shall be paid to
the state treasurer for the use of the state in accordance with
the provisions of section 2. Said maximum shall include the
six and one-half percent tax hereinafter prescribed.
at the rate of sixteen percent of each dollar

odd cents of all redistribution
wagered exceeding a sum equal

Amend

to be based

the Bill further by striking out section 12 thereof

and substituting the following:
12.

Tax.

following

Amend

284:23 by inserting as paragraph II the

new paragraph:

Each person, association or corporation licensed to
conduct a dog race or dog race meet under this chapter shall
pay to the state treasurer a sum equal to six and one-half percent
Il-a.

of so

much

of the total contributions to all pari-mutuel pools

conducted or made at any dog race or dog race meet licensed
hereunder as does not exceed one hundred fifty thousand dollars, ten percent of so much thereof as exceeds one hundred
fifty thousand dollars but does not exceed two hundred fifty
thousand dollars, eleven and one-quarter percent of so much
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thereof as exceeds two hundred fifty thousand dollars but does
not exceed three hundred seventy-five thousand dollars and
eleven and three-quarters percent of all over three hundred
seventy-five thousand dollars. Of the amount so paid to the
state treasurer a sum equal to one-quarter of one percent shall
be expended for the promotion of agriculture in the state under
the direction of the commissioner of agriculture and the balance

be distributed in accordance with the provisions of section

shall

2 of this chapter.

Sen. NIXON: Mr. President, this amendment, if adopted,
would merely provide that New Hampshire would get from permits for dog tracks or track the same percentage or breakage that
Massachusetts now gets from its dog tracks. It would increase the
and to our
breakage going to the state
to our taxpayers
needy from 5 percent to 61/4 percent in the first instance. The

—

—

amendment

also adopts the so-called "sliding scale" breakage
formula so that the more that the dog track makes, the more that
the people of New Hampshire make proportionately upwards.
That is all the amendment does. I think the people of N.H. are
entitled to the same benefit from their dog track as are the peo-

ple of Massachusetts, therefore,

I

suggest this

amendment

to

you.
Sen.

FERDINANDO: Under the original

in assuming that the breakage

is

bill,

am

I

correct

identical with the horse break-

age?
Sen. NIXON: That is correct but that did not take into
consideration the fact that it is a lot cheaper to maintain an establishment for dog racing per race and per dollar invested than
it is

for horses.

That

is

why N.H. should have

the same breakage

for the dogs as Massachusetts has. Everything should be fair.

Sen.

FERDINANDO:

the race track
Sen.

is

Is it not true that the breakage for
higher in Massachusetts than it is in N.H.?

NIXON:

I

don't know.

FERDINANDO:

Mr. President, I oppose the amendI am aware that the breakage as
far as New Hampshire is concerned is a fraction lower than it is
in Massachusetts and to treat the dog racing any difiFerent than
we are treating the horse racing doesn't seem to be quite fair.
I hope that the amendment is defeated.
Sen.

ment

for the very reason that

Amendment adopted.
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NIXON:

Sen.

Mr. President,

I

move

the adoption of the

following amendment.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by inserting between sections 20

thereof the following

new

and 21

section:

20-b Disclosure of Information.
after section 15 thereof the following

Amend RSA by
new

inserting

section: 284:15-a Dis-

Any person, association or corporation
applying for or holding a license issued pursuant to the provisions of this chapter shall annually not later than December
31 file with the attorney general a complete and detailed written statement, signed under oath, by the applicant or holder
of such license if an individual, or by all of the officers of the
applicant or holder if a corporation, containing in addition to
such information as the commission may prescribe by rule or
closure of Information.

regulation the following:
I.

The name,

residence address, and nature of the owner-

number
person who

ship interest, including where applicable the
of stock held

and how obtained,

an ownership interest of any

of every

of shares

possesses

degree in such license applicant

or holder.

The

and other income
person who possesses an ownership
interest of any degree in such license applicant or holder.
II.

producing

details as to all occupational

activities of every

The

any felony convictions, including nature of offense, date, applicable court of record, and disposition
of every person who possesses an ownership interest of any deIII.

details as to

gree in such license applicant or holder.
IV.

son

who

A

statement of the assets and

possesses

liabilities of

every per-

an ownership interest of any degree

in such

license applicant or holder.

NIXON:

Mr. President, the amendment now offered
is the one entitled Disclosure of Information. This amendment,
if adopted, would require (and this pertains to both horse and
dog tracks) the annual disclosure, under oath, with the Attorney
General of New Hampshire by not later than December 31, a
complete and detailed written statement by the applicant or
holder of a license for racing in New Hampshire of either kind
Sen.
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or by all of the officers applicable, containing, in addition to
such information as the Racing Commission would require,
the following information by statute: the name, residence address and nature of the ownership interest including, where applicable, the

every person

number of shares of stock held and how obtained of
who possesses an ownership of any degree. (2) the

details as to all occupational

who

of every person

ties

and other income producing activian ownership interest of any

possesses

(3) the details as to any felony convictions including
nature of offense, date of applicable court record and disposition, of every person who owns or possesses an ownership interest
of any degree, and (4) a statement of the assets and liabilities of
every person who possesses an ownership interest of any degree.

degree,

In other words,

We

we

are all concerned about raising revenue.

are also concerned about the possibility of the underworld

activities in connection with gamblinjj concernina;- N. H.'s
development. This amendment would provide merely for the
filing of a statement under oath each year by December 31,

before the Legislature goes into session, giving the information as to who oivns these operations, where does he get his

money

from, what does he own as an interest, whether or not
he has ever been convicted of a felony, and how did he obtain
his interest in the track
both racing of the greyhound and

—

horse type.
Sen.

LEONARD: Do

you know whether or not

this type

of law has passed in other states that have racing?

NIXON:

do not know and I suggest it should if it
states and it certainly should exist in
Hampshire where we have had the benefit of very clean

Sen.

I

does not exist in other

New

operations of this type to the present time.
Sen.

LEONARD:

would have

to

file

If a

person bought one share of stock, he

a financial report as well as these other re-

quirements?
Sen.

NIXON: That is correct.

Sen.

LEONARD: Do you

think that would prevent the sale

of stock to any potential effect?
Sen.

person

NIXON:

it certainly would prevent the sale to a
reason to want to hide where he was

Well,

who had some
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getting his

money from

or was attempting to hide a felony con-

viction.

Sen. SPANOS: Mr. President, I rise in support of the proposed amendment. In the Special Session, a similar bill was enacted in order to make sure and guarantee that the underworld
did not reach N.H.'s doors insofar as the Land Disclosure Act is
concerned. Certainly, if we are going to be concerned about the
underworld controlling our land sales, we ought to be able to
concern ourselves with whether or not the underworld controls

horse and dog racing in N.H.
Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

heart in favor of this

with my whole
you probably regambling bill, this is

Mr. President,

amendment because

I rise

as

membered, when I first introduced my
what I had in it for a protection of our people. I think
very good amendment and should be enacted into law.
Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

the

amendment.

ing

in.

I

Amendment
Sen.

Mr. President,

am very pleased

to see these

I

it is

a

rise in favor of

amendments com-

adopted.

NIXON:

Mr. President,

I

move

the adoption of the

following amendment.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by inserting between sections 20

thereof the following

new

20-a Conflicts of Interest Prohibited.

(supp) as

amended by

1970, 1:1

Amend RSA

284:4

by deleting from the third

thereof the words "on any day the general court

and by adding

and 21

section:

is

line

in session"

end thereof the following (provided that
not apply to any person employed at a racing

at the

this section shall

plant on June 24, 1971) so that said section as amended shall
read as follows: 284:4 Member of the General Court. No person, association, or corporation conducting a racing plant under
the provisions hereof, nor the commission, shall employ at said
racing plant any person who is a member of said general court,
provided that this section shall not apply to any person employed at a racing plant on June 24, 1971.
Sen. NIXON: Mr. President, the third amendment that I
propose for consideration by this body is to prohibit conflicts o£
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on the part of those who are employed

interest

at either the

dog

or the horse track. This amendment would prohibit any member of the General Court from being employed at either trackIt

exempts from

its

prohibition, those

either track today, at the present time.

who are employed at
The reason for the exGeneral Court who are

emption is that we have members of the
employed at the horse track now. I do not think, they having
entered into that occupation in good faith, that they should be
penalized by any retrospective or retroactive legislation. In regard to the future, no member of the General Court shall be
eligible for employment at either the horse or dog track if this

amendment
Sen.
this

is

adopted.

KOROMILAS: Would

amendment

and friends
Sen.

of legislators?

NIXON:

would want

that extending

this

but

I

would depend on how far you
would be unreasonable to think
you suggest that it would be feasible

think

it

to go. I think that

I

as far as

it

it

would rise in support of the amendment
would not oppose your amendment.

or necessary so
offered;

you be in favor of extending
and sisters of legislators

to include brothers

I

as

Sen. ENGLISH: In view of their close association, would
not also include attaches?

Sen. NIXON: I would defer to your judgment on it. I
have not personally been made aware of a problem that severe.
If an amendment of that nature were to be offered, I would not
oppose it. I do think that this amendment, modest as it is, is a

we can, to the
public that there will not be any undue influence from the part
of any gambling establishment in the legislative process.
step in the direction of guaranteeing, as far as

Sen.

FERDINANDO:

Sen. Nixon's
Sen.

Nixon on
Sen.

Mr. President,

amendment and

MORRISSETTE:

I

I

think

would

it is

FOLEY: Mr.

Koromilas that

President,

as far as brothers

rise in

good amendment.

like to

his start in the right direction

support of

I

a

with

compliment Sen.
this amendment.

I would just like to tell Sen.
and sisters go working at the

400 to 600 jobs that will be available at the
brothers. I have yet to see a sister
there. I have yet to see a woman as far as working at the track.
I would say that it is still a man's world.
track, I think the

dog track

will

no doubt be by

Amendment

adopted.
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Sen.

PORTER

Mr. President,

I

move

the adoption of the

following amendment.

AMENDMENT
Amend

and

in-

284 by

in-

the bill by striking out section 8 thereof

serting in place thereof the following:
8 Local

Option for Dog Racing.

serting after section 17 the following

Amend RSA
new

section: 284:17-a Lo-

Option. No license shall be issued by the commission for
holding a dog race meet in any city or town until the city or
town at an annual or special meeting called for the purpose has
by majority vote of those voting on the question approved of
the issuance of said license in said city or town. Only one such
vote shall be required and annual renewals of licenses previously issued need not be re-submitted for referendum.
cal

Sen.

PORTER:

Mr. President,

section 8 of the present bill

on the

this

amendment changes

local option for

dog racing.

changes it only to the extent that whereas the present bill calls
for local option in any town or city where a dog racing permit
shall be issued to hold a referendum, it excuses the present three
towns which have a horse racing permit. My amendment will
require another referendum in any town or city which shall
desire to have a dog racing permit issued. It is a very simple amendment and I urge its adoption.
It

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

the funds that might be
are the only areas that

our

real

problem

is

Don't you think that this might delay
coming out of the dog track since these
can have them at the present time and

funds?

PORTER: The amendment

calls for a referendum at
town meeting or at a special meeting. It could
be held tomorrow if the amendment and bill is passed or within

Sen.

either the next

a duly recognized time.

Sen.
if

MORRISSETTE: Do

I

Rockingham Park should want

understand

this correctly that

to file for a permit, that they

couldn't do so without a referendum?
Sen.

PORTER: They

would have

to hold a

before they could be issued a dog racing permit.
Amendment adopted.
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KOROMILAS:

Sen.

of the following

Mr. President,

I

move

the adoption

amendment.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

bill

by striking out section 23 and inserting in

place thereof the following:

23 Conflicts of Interest Prohibited. Amend RSA 284:4
(supp) as amended by striking out said section and inserting in
place thereof the following: 284:4 Member of the General
Court. No person, association, or corporation conducting a racing plant under the provisions hereof, nor the commission, shall
employ at said racing plant any person who is a member of the
general court or his spouse, or a lineal ascendant or descendant
of either, or the brother or sister of either, provided that this
section shall not apply to any person employed at a racing plant

on June

24, 1971.

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

amendment
by Sen. Nixon which has
beyond the member of the

Mr.

the

President,

amends the amendment as offered
been adopted by this body and goes
General Court. Under the Nixon amendment,
members of the General Court from working at

prohibited

it

tracks.

What

does is to extend the prohibition to husband
or wife, lineal descendant. In other words it would mean that
a brother, sister, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, grandfather,
this

amendment

grandson, child within the immediate family
the cousin stage) would not work at the track.
Division Vote: Yeas, 13; Nays,
adopted.

(it

wouldn't go to

7.

Amendment

FERDINANDO:

Sen.

amendment which amends

Mr. President,
Sen. Nixon's

I

offer

a

further

amendment based on

having the breakage be similar to the breakage in Massachusetts. It was brought to my attention that the breakage is not
16 percent,

maximum
that

word

it is

is

to

not

17 percent so
6i/4

make

it

percent

—

I

substituted that

it is

word and

51^ percent so

I

the

substituted

uniform with what we are doing in Massa-

chusetts.

Sen.
Sen.

KOROMILAS: Did you consult
FERDINANDO: No, I have not,

that these are the correct figures.

anyone
I

else?

have enough faith
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Sen.

ment

LEONARD:

Mr. President, the figures in the amendfrom the Massachusetts'

of Sen. Ferdinando's were taken

statutes in the

N.H. Library.

I

am

confident that these are cor-

This bill is obviously going to a Committee of Conference
and we can compare these at that time.

rect.

NIXON: The

purpose of the amendment
with respect to breakage was to make the breakage
Sen.

I

offered

as to the

N.H. dog track exactly as it is as to the Massachusetts dog
track. I had learned after the amendment was adopted that
Attorney Millimet, who is legislative counsel for the dog track
people says that an error was made and the schedule now offered by Sen. Ferdinando is the correct one as compared to
Massachusetts. Seeing Attorney William Phinney, Legislative
Counsel for Rockingham Park in the balcony while Sen.
Ferdinando was just talking about it, I went out and asked him.
His opinion differs from that of Attorney Millimet. All I want
to say to this body, as a fellow senator,

is

that

New

it is

my

—

intent that

whatever that
Hampshire's be the same as Massachusetts
may be. I cannot understand why a discrepancy should exist in
the reports that have been received.
Sen.

FOLEY:

Couldn't the amendment be changed to read

that the rate be the

same

as

Massachusetts instead of actually

having the figures?
Sen.

NIXON:

than anything
Sen.
it is

Sen.

usual, your suggestion makes more sense
have heard.

As

LAMONTAGNE:

and
Committee
as

else I

if

there

is

Couldn't your amendment stand
it could be corrected in a

a discrepancy,

of Conference?

NIXON: That

seems quite agreeable to me.

Sen. FERDINANDO: I think it is important to consider
having the amendment in line because if it is not corrected in a
Committee of Conference, then companies will not want to go
into business if they aren't going to get the proper breakage fee.

LEONARD: If we amended your amendment to read
Massachusetts law reads, any time they change their law
there, it will affect racing up here
is that correct?

Sen.
as the

down

Sen.

—

FERDINANDO:

I

would

probably end up doing that because

believe that you
this

is

would

a consideration of
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many people

of

whether they go

to Suffolk

Downs

or Rocking-

ham.
Division Vote: Yeas,

Amendment

6;

Nays,

12.

lost.

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
SPANOS:

to show I rose in favor of
Nixon
with the hope that
the
in mainthat
are
interested
we
it is the consensus of this body
Massachubasis
of
taining the revenue of the breakage on the
setts law and I hope the conferees will go into their conference
with that in mind and will abide by the wishes of the Senate.

Sen.

amendment

Sen.

I

want the record

as offered by Senator

TUFTS:

I

reluctantly arise, but

Ways and Means Committee and

am

chairman of the
conferee on the
close as I do to the

I

as a possible

part of the Senate, I feel that, living as
borders and machinations of the State of Massachusetts, I would
reluctantly accept the advice of any senator in regard to making
our laws in accordance with the laws of Massachusetts.

ON THE TABLE
Sen. Spanos moved HB 153 be laid on the table.
LAID

Adopted.

RECESS
Sen.

on

JACOBSON

requested his Notice of Reconsideration

HB 619 be withdrawn.

FURTHER COMMITTEE REPORTS
HB
for

450
permitting Sunday racing. Ought to pass. Sen.
Ways and Means and Administrative Affairs.

Morrissette

Sen. MORRISSETTE: Mr. President, we had voted to
bring this bill in as ought to pass. We have a source of income
here of $433,000 this year alone. This is certainly a very conser-

Ways and Means own estimate is $750,000. The
Maine and Vermont have racing on Sundays. This
would call for seven Sunday afternoons and it was testified that
there would be a limit of six days. In other words, one day during the week would be eliminated in order to hold Sunday racvative figure.
states of
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people would be hired. Many would be stuand housewives. None of the employees
would work over 33 hours a week.
ing. 100 additional

dents, retired people,

There was only one person that I believed opposed the bill.
This would be an increase to the business profits tax of about
$40,000. In addition to

this, it is

anticipated that

additional business profits taxes from

we would

get

many

other sources such
as restaurants and concessions. 85 percent of the revenues would
be coming from people from out of state. Several states already
have Sunday racing. I think I have given enough information
and if there are any questions, I would be glad to answer them.
Sen.

dum

PORTER:

Is

there an option

so that those people

who may wish

in here for a referento

have their Sundays

peaceful and quite could voice their objection?
Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

I

believe that

it is

not in the

bill.

Sen. SPANOS: Mr. President, I rise in support of HB 450.
The Finance Committee and the House Appropriations Com-

mittee has already taken this million dollars into account into
arriving at its "bare bones" budget. A few days ago, Sen. Snell
indicated that voting as eight of us did in opposing the selling
of liquor on holidays because state employees would be deprived
of a family life was inconsistent with the vote in favor of sup-

employees and secondly, most of
all, those people who work
the men who work there supplement their income working at
the track and they voiced no opposition to working on Sunday
at the track are only part-time

porting racing on Sunday. First of

and

in all probabilities, will

welcome same.

Besides, as far as consistency is concerned, I subscribe to the
philosophy of one erudite Harvard scholar by the name of
Ralph Waldo Emerson who said "Consistency is the hobgobblin
of little minds."

Sen.

MARCOTTE:

amendment

there a possibility of having an

SPANOS:

amendment

to offer.

There

others emanating from other gentlemen in this

Cham-

Sen.

may be

Is

to this bill?
I

don't have any

ber.

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Does

this bill

horses?

Sen.

SPANOS:

I

don't know.

apply to both dogs and
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Sen.

FOLEY:

I

would

just like to

of Sen, Spanos. "Consistency

adored by
little

complete the statement

the hobgobblin of

statesmen and philosophers" so

I

little

guess

minds

we

are

statesmen.

Sen.
to

little

is
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HB

DOWNING:

450.

Mr. President,

The amendment merely

I

offer

an amendment

provides for a referendum

community relative to Sunday racing. This was sponsored
by myself and Sen. Porter and I feel it is a very important
amendment that racing itself goes to a referendum question
in the community. When horse racing was appproved by referendum, it was understood at that time that there wouldn't
be any Sunday racing and now that there might be that, the
community should have a chance to vote on that. I was a little
fearful that our need for funds might cause us to overlook the
responsibility to home rule and we might bring the heavy
hand of the state down on the community and take its rights
away from it. There are a number of people in Salem who
have contacted me who oppose the idea of Sunday racing for
in a

various reasons.

I

view in Salem but

don't think that
I

it

represents the majority

certainly think that these people have a

right to register their feelings and to be part of the decision
making process. If the community makes the decision, the
community has to live with it and the responsibility does not
go to someone else, such as the Racing Commission. I urge
you to accept the amendment.

Sen.

would

it

FERDINANDO: If your amendment was passed,
not delay the additional revenue for the state?

Sen.

DOWNING:

Sen.

FERDINANDO:

my

opinion, not at all. This provides
for the calling of a special meeting to vote on the question.

In

But

if

they voted

could lose the additional revenue at
Sen.

Sen.

it

down, the

state

this time.

DOWNING: That is a remote possibility.
MARCOTTE: Mr. President, I rise in opposition

amendment. Within the Ways and Means
Committee, I think that on every bill that we brought up that
was a revenue measure, there was a referendum involved. Maybe what we should do is all go home and run the state on a
referendum form of government. I believe that we have the
wisdom to make the decisions. The people have already adopted the racing question in those towns which have race tracks
to

the proposed
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at the present time. I

hope the Senate

will

go along and vote

against this referendum question.

Sen.

DOWNING: You

say that the people have already

approved this by referendum when in
Sunday racing.
Sen.
Sen.

fact they

never approved

MARCOTTE: They approved of racing, period.
DOWNING: Why do you want to deny the local

community their constitutional right to vote on this when they
never had the opportunity to vote on this previously?
Sen. MARCOTTE: I believe it would be a waste of time
because I believe they would vote it in just as they did when
they voted on racing for every other day.
Sen.

PORTER: Do you

recollect

when

the referendum was

held in Salem?
Sen.

MARCOTTE:

I

don't

know

offhand.

PORTER:

I believe it was about 10 years ago. Don't
population might have grown and we should
give them a chance to vote on this.

Sen.

you

feel that the

Sen.

MARCOTTE:

I

think they might be moving in be-

cause of the track.
Sen.

LEONARD:

Sen. Tufts, did the

Committee have any

when the track gets an
Sunday
racing?
Under
the present law when
extra 2 percent for
take
is 16 percent. The state
the flats race on weekdays, the total
particular reason for approving this bill

gets half

and the track

gets half

for a total take of 18 percent.

—

The

8 percent.

HB

450 allows

state gets 8 percent

and the

10 percent — two more percentage points than they

track gets

get during the weekdays. Is there a reason for that?

Sen. TUFTS: It stems from the difference between a weekday and a Sunday and the workmen. The additional problem
of staffing

weekend

and the problem

of

weekday labor

as

compared

Sen. DOWNING: Was there any discussion of making
9 percent for the state and 9 percent for the track?
Sen.
gested.

to

labor.

TUFTS:

I

do not

recall that that

was

it

specifically sug-
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Sen. SPAN OS: Mr. President, I rise in opposition to the
proposed amendment. I think it should be pointed out that it
will take a maximum of probably 14 days to call a special town
meeting, The Rockingham Racetrack opens in about 3 weeks.
It is going to be very difficult for them to begin the program of
advertising within the period of time that they have to get it
going so that it will realize the funds and incomes which we are
asking them to bring to the state. We have got to allow this
avenue to be used by those operating the park.

DOWNING:

Sen.
dollars,

say.

their

we should overlook

any reason why now, for a few

the rights of the

community?

I think there is a difference in what you
espousing to these rights because we have budgeted

SPAN OS:

Sen.
I

Is

am

$1 or so dollars in our budget to take care of some of the immediate needs and the concerns of the individual. As far as Salem
is concerned, the issue you raised is one of some validity but you

have to say this much that Salem has allowed horse racing and exists now. The big difference is giving the cities and
towns the say on the first time for dog racing and it is minimized by that fact.
at least

Sen. NIXON: Mr. President, I rise in support of the
Downing-Porter amendment to give the local people in towns
where racing on Sunday may be a possibility a voice in the proposition. There is a lot of difference, in my opinion, between
racing on Sunday and racing on other days. I do think that the
local people ought to have the right to at least know that the
Senate and the House extended to them the courtesy of voting
on how their town is going to be in terms of its environment
and the activities carried on on Sundays.

With regard to the point raised by Sen. Leonard as to the
breaking involved, I do think that the principle of equality of
breaking should be continued with respect to Sunday racing as
well as with respect to weekday breakage. I understand that he
is going to offer an amendment calling for a 9-9 breakage instead of a 10-8 breakage and I will support that amendment also.
I say lets go along with the amendments.
Sen.

and the
row,

DOWNING:

Salem were to hold the referendum tomorwould not be time enough for Rockingham Park to

fact that if

it still

Sen. Spanos, you mentioned advertising

advertise properly?
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Sen.

SPAN OS:

did not say that. I said it would be exfor them to prepare an advertising program
I

tremely difficult
within one week's time.
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

co-sponsor of this
Sen.
similar

Sen. Porter,

PORTER: That

amendment and

sponsor one so

I

I

understand you are the

amendment?

I

had prepared a very
Downing wished to
amendment and joined him.

correct. I

is

learned that Sen.

suspended

my

Sen. KOROMILAS: Would you have any objection if your
amendment was changed to allow the Salem voters to have a
referendum after the upcoming meet which would definitely

give the voters of Salem the right to vote

on

it

after this track

meet?
Sen.

PORTER:

As

far as

I

am

concerned, they can have

the referendum any time they choose to by our

amendment.

I

wouldn't have any problem.
Sen. Snell

moved

the previous question.

Adopted.
Question on adoption of the amendment

as offered

by Sen.

Downing.
Division Vote: Yeas,
Sen.

LEONARD:

the following

9;

Nays,

11.

Mr. President

I

Amendment
move

lost.

the adoption of

amendment.

AMENDMENT
Amend RSA 284:22, 1-A as inserted by section 2 of the bill
by striking out said paragraph and inserting in place thereof the
followino;:
'o*

LA
section,

Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph I of this
commissioners on such pools at tracks or race meets con-

ducting a running horse race or running horse races on Sunday
shall be uniform throughout the state at the rate of eighteen
percent of each dollar wagered plus the odd cents of all redistribution to be based on each dollar wagered, exceeding a sum
equal to the next lowest multiple of ten, known as "breakage"
one-half of which breakage shall be retained by the licensee and
the balance shall be paid to the state treasurer for the use of
the state in accordance with the provisions of section 2. Said
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maximum

shall include the

nine percent tax hereinafter pre-

scribed.

Amend

the bill by striking out section 3

and inserting in

place thereof the following:

Tax on Sunday Races. Amend RSA 284:23 by inserting
paragraph IV the following new paragraph: V. Each person, association or corporation licensed to conduct a running
horse race or running horse meet under this chapter shall pay
to the state treasurer a sum equal to nine percent of the total
contributions to all pari-mutuel pools conducted or made on
Sunday at any running horse race or running horse meet licensed
hereunder. Of the amount so paid to the state treasurer a sum
equal to eight and three-fourth percent of said total contributions shall be distributed in accordance with the provisions of
section 2 of this chapter and a sum equal to one-fourth of one
percent of said total contributions shall be expended for the
3

after

promotion of agriculture in the
commissioner of agriculture.
4

Tax on Weekday

amended by

Races.

state

under the direction of the

Amend RSA

striking out said paragraph

284:23,

1

(supp) as

and inserting

in place

Each person, association or corporation
licensed to conduct a running horse race or running horse meet
under this chapter shall pay to the state treasurer a sum equal to
thereof the following:

I.

eight percent of the total contributions to all pari-mutuel pools

conducted or made on any day other than Sunday at any running horse race or running horse meet licensed hereunder. Of
the amount so paid to the state treasurer a sum equal to seven
and three-fourth percent of said total contributions shall be
distributed in accordance with the provisions of section 2 of this
chapter and a sum equal to one-fourth of one percent of said
total contributions shall be expended for the promotion of agriculture in the state under the direction of the commissioner of
agriculture.

5 Effective Date. This act shall take effect

Sen.

LEONARD:

upon

Mr. President, on page

its

passage.

2 of the bill

up the percentage that the state and the balance of 10
percent would be what the track gets. I haven't heard any good
it

sets

reasons

why

shouldn't continue on a 50-50 basis as presently.
16 percent of the total betting and the
state gets 8 percent and the track gets 8 percent. The bill talks
it

Presently, they take
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and under the amendment, the state
and the track would get 9 percent. I think it
we stay where we have been.

in terms of 18 percent

woud
is

get 9 percent

only fair that

Amendment
Sen.

adopted.

PORTER:

Mr. President,

I

move

the adoption of the

following amendment.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section 3

and

inserting in

place thereof the following:
3 Application.

Sunday racing

On

and

after the effective date of this act,

be permitted in any town which approves
license pursuant to RSA 284: 17-a.

shall

the issuance of a

4 Sunday License.
tion 17 the following

Sunday Racing.

Amend RSA
new

On and

284 by inserting after

section: 284: 17-a

sec-

— Restriction on

after the effective date of this act

no

by the commission under the provisions
hereof for holding a race meet on a Sunday in any town unless
and until the town at an annual or special meeting called for
the purpose has by majority vote approved of the issuance of
license shall be issued

said license in said town.

5 Effective Date. Sections 3 and 4 of the act shall take effect
Dec. 30, 1971. Sections 1 and 2 of the act shall take effect upon
its

passage.

Sen. PORTER: Mr. President, the amendment to HB
450 has some slight difference to the previous amendment that
Sen. Downing and I sponsored. This one requires that the effective date requiring a referendum shall not take effect until
September 1 of this year, allowing Sunday operation this summer of the race track in Salem if the track itself chooses to do so.
That is the only difference in the amendment and we urge your

adoption.

Amendment

adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

RECONSIDERATION
Sen. LEONARD: Mr. President, I move
reconsider the action whereby it passed HB 331.

that the Senate

Before I spoke to the body and said that I Avould vote for
the increase of the business profits tax to 7.5 percent because we
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looked to

me
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telephone issue to the Supreme Court and it
time that the question would not be avail-

at that

able for a vote in this session.

Now

Supreme Court has

that the

agreed to take this and give a decision in a couple of days, I
think that it is very probable that we will have this matter back
before us. I would like to have this matter reconsidered so that
the business profits tax would be at 7 percent, which is the way
the

Committee approved

it.

SPANOS: What if the Supreme Court decides that
England Telephone and Telegraph, under our statutes,
remain exempt?

Sen.

New
shall

Sen.

LEONARD: We will lose revenue.

Sen.

SPANOS: Then what

is

your position on your motion

to reconsider?

LEONARD

think that 7 percent is a better business
Vermont has a 6 percent tax. Maine
has a 4 percent tax. Massachusetts has 7i/4 percent and I think
we would be more competitive with our surrounding neighbors
Sen.

climate than

for

new

7i/^

I

percent.

businesses.

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Maine they have

Are you aware that in Vermont and

a graduated tax with respect to the business

profits tax?

Sen.
that

I

LEONARD:

No.

I

am

not aware of

saw yesterday did not indicate

Sen.

KOROMILAS: Did

Maine, the business
Sen.
Sen.

profits tax

The

figure

this.

you know that
can go up

LEONARD: If you say so.
KOROMILAS: Mr. President,

HB

that.

as

I

in

high

Vermont and
as 9 percent?

oppose reconsidera-

think the Supreme Court has not decided
whether the telephone company can become taxable under the
tion of

331.

I

amendment. I think it is extremely premature at this time not to await what the Court will
do. Once the 7i/^ percent is erased from the books and if the
Court actually supports Sen. Nixon's views, then there will be
no $2 million. I think we all know the budget is a deficit of almost $2 million as far as the Senate is concerned and I think this
is one area in which we can contribute to the needs of the peobusiness profits tax or under the

ple.
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FERDINANDO: Mr. President, I support Sen. Leonmotion on the basis that we want to create a healthy climate to keep some of these people employed. I am sure that 7
percent will be a lot more digestable for companies that are
considering coming to New Hampshire.
Sen.

ard's

NIXON:

Mr. President,

oppose the motion
we adopted
yesterday afternoon. I just think it is a matter of judgment that
the financial crisis be faced. I do not think that the extra half
percent is going to really do any serious damage to the possibility of investment or the encouragement of business or the labor
market here in N. H., but I do know that the extra half percent
Sen.

and ask the Senate

will raise a substantial

need

I rise

to

to stay with the 7i/2 percent rate

for the people

amount

and

I

think

money compared to what we
we should stay with it.

of

Sen. MCCARTHY: Mr. President, I would like to speak
very briefly against Sen. Leonard's motion for reconsideration.
As far as I can see, the situation regarding the telephone companies is exactly the same today as it was yesterday. I cannot
see

where anything has changed

at all

I am having some
introducing this partic-

and

difficulty in seeing the senator's logic in

ular motion.
Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

few phone
are paying
Sen.

Mr. President,

I,

too, received a

regarding this from greedy businesses who
taxes now than they paid a few years ago.

calls
less

JACOBSON:

Mr. President,

I rise in opposition
think that this argument about
going to come in or go out or stay is a straw

to Sen. Leonard's motion.

I

whether industry is
mat argument. No one knows the facts. Most businesses makes
decisions on many considerations and the tax structure is only
one of those considerations. To lay our weight on that consideration alone is to forget about the other needs of the community.
If you look at the record in terms of unemployment, our state
is in a better position than such states as Connecticut and Massachusetts, not because they have less industry but because of
the change in the economy. Our advanced technology is producing a situation of increased unemployment. We might in
the long run be better off with those industries in the area of
recreation in our state, which has been the cornerstone of so
much of our basic employment to our people. I think we will
be doing a disservice if we flip over our decision of yesterday.
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Sen.

day, the only

Mr. President,

amendment

as

1695

you remember

yester-

HB

331 was the one to 7i/4 percent. If we leave it at 714 percent it will go back to the House
and I think the climate in the House is a little different now
than it was a few weeks ago when they considered this matter.
I think this would prevent a big fight in the House and would
protect

it

to

at 7 percent.

ENGLISH: Mr. President, I would just like to emwhat has been brought to my attention the sizeable
considerations of what effect this would have on industry coming in here or out of here, which someone pointed out is not
able to be determined. It does mean, as I understood it corSen.

phasize

when this bill goes back to the House, that there is going
be a considered effort to raise the rate very substantially
above anything that we considered here.

rectly,

to

Sen.

was

KOROMILAS:

to increase

it

I

am

sure you

to 8 or 9 percent, it

here for a Committee of Conference

ENGLISH:

know

would

—

that
still

isn't

if

the

have

House
come

to

that so?

but the point is in these last few
which might not have
been serious a few weeks ago. It leaves the amount that might
be reasonably expected from this measure up in the air as it
goes over there, gets raised, goes to a Committee of Conference
and we don't have the time.
Sen.

It is so,

days, this can cause a very serious matter

JACOBSON:

think this argument is
it is now, they canthey can only concur with it, reject it or set up
not amend it
a Committee of Conference. They cannot amend it except visa-vis in a Committee of Conference.
Sen.

a strong argument

—

and

Sen.

ENGLISH:

Sen.

JACOBSON:

Mr. President,

if this bill

I

passes as

Committee of Conference
and if the conferees on the part of the House insist on a higher
percentage, where are we?

own

If it

goes to a

Everyone

is

equal and we can

make our

insistences.

Sen. ENGLISH: But as I understand, a Committee of Conference has got to be unanimous. You would have to reconstitute your Committee. I am asking for information.

Sen.

JACOBSON: My

sibility for the

House

to

only point was that there is no posthis except by agreement in a

amend
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of Conference. This could cause a delay but they
could also accept our 7 1/4 percent.

Committee

KOROMILAS:

Mr. President, I think that the only
can draw from this type of talk is that somehow
or other I am associated with people in the House with respect
to this amendment that I offered last evening. Let me assure the
Senate that this was on my own and I did not have any kind of
coaching nor any part to play with any member of the House.
Sen.

inference that

This was

I

my sincere amendment.

Sen. ENGLISH: I would like to say that I entertained no
such thought. Are you aware of the problem in the House that
they are having a difficulty in keeping the same quorum?

KOROMILAS:

I think that the Majority leader of the
today with respect to constitutional amendments. He felt that if there were any changes it might be difficult
to get the quorum to pass one. After long consultation, he

Sen.

House came

agreed that
Sen.

to

it is

me

not a problem.

SNELL: Mr.

President,

I

move

the previous question.

Adopted.
Question on Reconsideration.

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Koromilas. Seconded by Sen. Downing.
Yeas:

English,

Sens.

Porter,

S. Smith, Townsend,
Leonard, Ferdinando, Provost, Brown and

Lamontagne, Poulsen,

Marcotte.

Nays: Sens. Snell, Gardner, Jacobson, Spanos, Nixon, R.
Smith, Morrissette, McCarthy, Koromilas, Downing, Tufts and
Foley.

Result: 11 Yeas, 12 Nays.

Reconsideration

KB

lost.

937
to abolish the legislative study

for

committee and

to provide

the continuing operation of standing committees of the

Ought to pass with amendment.
& Means and Administrative Affairs.

house.

Sen. Tufts for

Ways
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AMENDMENT
Amend

of the bill by striking out the same
thereof
the following:
inserting in place

the

title

and

An

Act
committee and to provide for the
continuing operation of standing committees of the general

to abolish the legislative study

court.

Amend

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

Chapter. Amend RSA by inserting after chapter
17-C (supp) the following new chapter:
1

New

Chapter 17-D
Committees of the General Court
Standing
Permanent
17-D:1 Committees Authorized. The house of representaand the senate are authorized to designate permanent
standing committees in such number as they may determine
tives

permanent standing committees shall exist,
created and designated by rule of the house
both during and between sessions, until the general court is dissolved; and they shall be empowered to exercise all lawful functions and authority of both standing and interim committees

and

senate, such

necessary.

When

including, but not limited

to,

those powers provided by this

chapter.

17-D: 2 Meetings and Rules. Each permanent standing committee of the house and senate shall meet at such times as they
shall determine, and are authorized to adopt such rules of procedure as they deem advisable.

17-D: 3 Investigations. Each

permanent standing commit-

tee of the house and senate is authorized to invite public officials and employees and private individuals to appear before
it. Each such
review
maintain
continuous
a
authorized
to
committee shall be
area
with
subject
concerned
its
agencies
work
state
of the
of the
and the performance of the functions of government within
each such subject area, and for this purpose, to request reports,

it

for the purpose of submitting information to

committee shall desigany state agency and presenting any proposals or recommendations such agency may have

from time

to time in such

form

nate, concerning the operation of

as the
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with regard to existing laws or proposed legislation in

its

sub-

ject area.

17-D:4 Reports of Permanent Standing Committees. Each
permanent standing committee of the house and senate shall
prepare a report or reports of its findings and submit it to the
speaker of the house and president of the senate prior to the
time at which the session of the legislature by which the committee was established

is

dissolved.

17-D:5 Assistance to Committees. The office of legislative
services is hereby authorized and required to furnish to each
permanent standing committee of the house and senate such
technical and clerical assistance, within the limitations of the
legislative budget, as may be necessary to carry out its duties

and functions. The

office of legislative services shall assist the

committees in the preparation of their reports, provide such
assistance to their meetings as they shall direct, and maintain
and preserve their reports and records to provide a continuity
of information from biennium to biennium.
(Sen.

Sen.

Jacobson in Chair)

TUFTS: The amendment

Ways & Means ComThe original bill autho-

of the

mittee includes the Senate in the
rized the establishment of permanent standing committees
of only the House and the Senate, in its wisdom, though the
bill.

Senate was an equal body in the State of New Hampshire and
that they should be authorized to be standing committees. The
meat of the bill is that the Ways Sc Means Committee feels in
accord with the House in that it would establish standing committees to act in the interim rather than the Legislative Study

Council which has been in existence. The feeling of our Committee seemed to be that these people who served on these
House and Senate Committes where the people who specialized
in these matters, who had knowledge of the matters under consideration

and they were the people

to

continue the action and

the deliberation on these matters and they

would make

their

report in the interim period to the Legislature.
Sen.
bills that

Sen,

LAMONTAGNE: What will

happen

to

some of these

have been sent to the Legislative Study Committee?

TUFTS:

I

would think the presiding officers of the
to the same committees as they do

two bodies would refer them

in the ordinary course of events.

Amendment

adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.
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360
relative to the assessment of a resident tax for state

and

lo-

purposes to replace the head tax. Majority: Ought to pass
with amendment. Sen. Tufts for Ways and Means and Administrative Affairs. Minority: Ought to pass with amendment. Sen.
Lamontagne for Ways and Means and Administrative Affairs.
cal

Sen.

TUFTS: The amendment

to the bill

erans from the exemption of the $2.00 tax.

moves the

Sen.

and the head tax and

poll tax

resident tax.

The Committee

LAMONTAGNE:

removes the

The

institutes a $10.00

decided the matter in
I

move

vet-

bill itself re-

this fashion.

the report of the minority,

"ought to pass with amendment" be substituted for the report
of the majority.

Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

This

bill,

the

way

it is

presented by

the majority, has taken off the tax exemption which the vet-

Now the way they have it, they
have taken that exemption away. Now the House did pass the
bill with the tax exemption, but the Ways and Means Committee, by a majority, have taken the veterans' exemption out. This
is the main reason I offer the minority report, to place it back
the same as the House passed it. The proposed amendment that
goes with the minority report is only a matter of clarifying some
of the dates that need to be corrected.
erans had under the poll tax.

TUFTS:

omitted one portion of the amendment.
be written so that anyone who had paid
the $2.00 tax already would be given credit for it. It was suggested to us that some people had already paid that in order to get
certain licenses so it had to be written to allow credit for that.
Sen.

I

The amendment had

It

to

was the feeling of the Committee,

number

there were a

now and numerous

of veterans in the

to some extent, that
numbers of the citizens

of those veterans were willing to pay their

and particularly it might be entered into
the problem that as a portion of the $10.00 was a rather small

full share as citizens

exemption and it was a small enough fee for a man who had
served his country to serve it additionally by paying the full
$10.00 rather than $8.00. I offer that as simply some explanation as

why

Sen.

the

Committee

FERDINANDO:

majority report.

felt this

way

in this respect.

As a disabled veteran,

I

support the
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Motion

to substitute lost.

Question on adoption of Majority amendment.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

An

Act

relative to the assessment of a resident tax for state

and

local

purposes to replace the head tax, and the poll tax.

Amend

said bill

and inserting

Resident Tax.

1

by striking out

Amend RSA

and 1970, 52:1 by

1967, 206:1

all after

the enacting clause

in place thereof the following:

72:1 (supp) as

amended by

striking out said section

and

serting in place thereof the following: 72:1 Persons Liable,
poll tax of ten dollars, to be

known

in-

A

as the "resident tax" shall

be assessed on every inhabitant of the state from twenty-one
to sixty-five years of age whether a citizen of the United States
or an alien, except paupers, insane persons, the widow of any
veteran who served in the armed forces of the United States in
any wars, conflicts or armed conflicts in which it has been engaged, the widow of any citizen who served in the armed forces
of any country allied with the United States in any of the wars,

armed conflicts as defined in sections 28 and 32 of
and others exempt by special provisions of law.
The exemption herein provided for a widow shall be available
conflicts or

this chapter,

only until she remarries.
2 Repeal.

RSA

relative to veterans'
3

in line

word

72:2

as amended by 1967, 206:2
hereby repealed.

(supp)

exemption

is

Husband's Liability. Amend RSA 72:5 by striking out
two the word "poll" and inserting in place thereof the

(resident) so that said section as

follows: 72:5 Liability of

for the

payment

sessed, they

Husband.

A

amended
husband

of his wife's resident tax

were living together

as

if,

shall read as

shall

when

be liable
was as-

it

man and wife.

4 Distribution; Compensation of Collectors. Amend
72 by inserting after section 5 the following new sections:

Each town and city
day of October, January, April, and July

72:5-a Distribution of Resident Taxes.
shall

on the

fifteenth

RSA
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to the state treasurer forty-five percent of all resident

taxes collected therein during the three

which

1701

shall

be for the use of the

state.

months next preceding

The remaining

fifty-five

percent of the resident tax collected shall be retained for the
use of the town or city. The state treasurer shall not pay to any
city or town any money that may be due to it from the state

payments due the
have been paid.
until all

pursuant to

state

this section shall

72:5-b Compensation of Collector. In those towns where
is paid upon a commission or part-time basis, the

the collector

collector of taxes shall receive for his services in collecting resi-

and in lieu of any other compensation for said sertwenty cents for each resident tax collected by him and
paid over to the town treasurer.

dent

taxes,

vice,

72:5-c Application.

On

and

after the effective date of this

act all references to "poll taxes" or "poll tax" in the laws of the
state shall

RSA

be construed to mean "resident tax"

as

enacted in

72:1.

5 Assessment. The resident tax shall be assessed as of July
1971 and in each year thereafter shall be assessed as of April

10,

first.

Any

inhabitant who between the dates of April
has paid his poll tax under the laws then
in force shall be given a credit of two dollars against the resi6 Credit.

1

and July

10, 1971,

dent tax assessed
7 List.

as of

July

Amend RSA

10, 1971.

76:12 (supp) as

amended by

by striking out said section and inserting

1957, 86:1

in place thereof the

following: 76:12 List of Resident Taxes. Before

June

first

in

each year, unless the time therefore is extended by the tax commission, the selectmen of towns and the assessors of cities shall
commit to the collector of taxes a warrant, under their hands
seal, together with a list of resident taxes by them assessed,
directing the collector to collect the same and to pay the amount
collected to the treasurer at such times as may be therein prescribed. Provided, that for the first assessment of the resident

and

tax the warrant with the
1,

list

shall

be committed before August

1971.
8

Amend RSA

76 by inserting after section
by 1969, 246:2 the following new sec76:16-c Abatement of Resident Taxes. Selectmen or as-

Abatement.

16-b (supp) as inserted
tion:
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may for good cause shown abate any resident tax assessed
by them or their predecessors.

sessors

9 Penalty on Overdue Resident Tax. Amend RSA 76:i3-a
(supp) as inserted by 1969, 206:2 by striking out said section
and inserting in place thereof the following: 76:13-a Resident

Tax

There shall be added to any resident tax not paid
on or before December first following the assessment of
the resident tax the sum of one dollar which shall be collected
Penalty.

in full

with the tax

as incident thereto.

Tax Subdivision. Amend RSA 72 by striking
heading "Poll Taxes" and inserting in place
subdivision
out the
(Resident Taxes).
heading
thereof the
10 Resident

11 Effective Date.

Amendment

This

act shall take effect July 10, 1971.

adopted.

Sen. ENGLISH: Mr. President, I offer an amendment
which simply raises the amount to $15 and leaves the other
matters untouched. I offer this amendment because of the urgent need for revenue which we all are aware of. I offer it as a
possible partial solution for our dilemma of taxes.
Sen.

MCCARTHY:

as strongly as I

Mr. President. I would like to speak
can against the proposed amendment. I had

quite a bit of difficulty accepting the fact that the anti-tax
proponents in the House couldn't come through with a resident
tax that increases the taxes on the residents of N. H. by better

than 40 percent. I would like to direct my remarks to those
people who talk in terms of percentages of government expenditures and so forth, whether it be 10 percent or 100 percent.
We have already had a proposal to raise this residents tax by
better than 40 percent and this amendment calls to raise it
by over 100 percent and I do want to express by disfavor with
this. This is regressive and unfair. It was extremely difficult
for me to accept the initial version which was 10 percent and
I cannot possibly consider this amendment.
Sen.

SNELL: Mr.

President,

I

also rise in opposition to

the amendment.
hate the thought of an individual earning
total
a
of $2,000 and being taxed the same amount that that
very fortunate person who is earning $30-50,000 and this is
the case here before us. I feel the same way as Sen. McCarthy
that even at a rate of 10 percent, this is injustice in our society.
I
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I hope my colleagues will defeat
and go along with the present proposal of $10.

therefore,

Sen,

PORTER:

amount during
Sen.

the

SNELL:

Sen. Snell, did

this

amendment

you consider any higher

Committee debate?
Yes, but

I

think with a

little

humor.

MORRISSETTE:

Mr. President, I rise in opposition
formula that we have established with the $10 tax is something that is expectable though
not desirable. I feel the bill is pretty good and I feel that there
is a provision in here to reduce the age from 68 to 65. This new
tax will bring in over $1 million additional revenue which is
going to the local community. It will bring in about the same
to the state and $1 million more to the community.
Sen.

to increasing the tax. I think the

Sen.

on

MCCARTHY:

Don't you think taxes should be based

one's ability to pay those taxes?

Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

but society

is

As much

as

is

humanly

possible,

greedy.

Amendment

lost.

Ordered

to third reading.

Sens. Foley and Gardner requested the record indicate they
voted for the Minority Report.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
of conference to which was referred House
'An Act to eliminate the blood test requirement for
barbers and hairdressers.' having considered the same report the
same with the following recommendation:

The committee

Bill 669,

That the Senate recede from the adoption

of

its

amend-

ments;

That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence and that the House and Senate concur in the adoption of
the

bill.

Sen. Snell
Sen. Marcotte

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Spaulding
Rep. Edward A. Johnson
Rep. Cares
Conferees on the Part of the House
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SENATE NON-CONCURRENCE IN ADOPTION
OF COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
Sen. GARDNER: Mr, President, I move that we non-concur with the Committee of Conference Report. The Conference Committee Report removes the amendment the Senate
passed. As I stated before, it puts nothing new in the law, only
retains the tuberculosis examinations now in the law.

As you

see,

of the bill, it does eliminate the need
removes the need for examination for
However, TB is an infectious disease.

by the

title

for the blood test. It also

contagious diseases.

was discriminatory. However,
the hairdressers must have felt it necessary or it would not have
been on the books today. If it was necessary then, it is more
important today for these reasons:

The

opposition stated that

it

We no longer have our TB institutions.
2. We no longer have county TB nurses who,
1

was detected, follow

As

stated

is

it

by the opponents of the amendment, there

a need for food service workers to be included.

opponents amend the

and remove

where a case

up by home visitations.

bill?

They had

Why

is

didn't the

the opportunity to do so

this so-called discrimination in either

branch of the

Legislature.
If

exam

amendment remains

we

we have done
eliminated
the
We have also
nothing
for contagious diseases. The amendment adds
the

what the

as

passed

it,

title of the bill indicated.

new.
I hope you will vote to non-concur with the Committee of
Conference Report.

LEONARD: Mr. President, I agree with Sen. Gar4remarks and ask the body to non-concur. I don't think that
the reason that it is discriminatory is not a good reason. The
present law requires a test of hairdressers and barbers. TB can
be passed along very easily to the public. When this came before the body a week or so ago, I believe the vote was 13-1 in
favor of Sen. Gardner's amendment and I think we ought to
stick by our guns.
Sen.

ner's

Sen.

SNELL: Mr.

ner's desires

President,

and wishes but

I

I

would

certainly respect Sen. Gardlike to state

what took place
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concerning this piece of legislation when we concurred with
the House. Testimony was given that the basic right as far as
constitutional right would be most important at this time.
There are other servicing groups within our state that fall free
from the basic principle of taking blood tests or TB tests. These
individuals come in contact with services that are much closer
to an individual than do barbers or hairdressers. These being
people who work directly with our food products and others. I
cannot speak strongly one way or the other. I just feel that the
Conference Committee received enough knowledge concerning
this to concur with the House in their original bill.

GARDNER:

Sen.

clude

all

Sen.

SNELL:

Sen.

Is it possible to

you claim need

these that

to

amend

Yes, Sen. Gardner.

MORRISSETTE:

Mr. President,

amendment and

think

Gardner's

the bill to in-

be included?

I

I

voted for Sen.

we should go along with

it.

DOWNING: I rise in opposition to the motion to reCommittee of Conference Report. I support the Report.
The problem is that they would be the only people regulated
by statute. The Department of Health does require examinations of others, but this is a regulation depending upon the
employment of the people. It doesn't seem fair to be regulated
by statute in view of the fact that the Department of Health no
longer feels it is necessary. I urge you to accept the Committee
Sen.

ject the

of Conference Report.

Division Vote: Yeas, 14; Nays,
Motion adopted.

7.

Sen. Poulsen requested the record indicate he voted for
non-concurrence.

SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Sen.

BRADSHAW

suspended
final

686,

moved

as to place the

the rules of the Senate be so far
following bills on third reading and

passage at the present time: HB 988, HB
HB 633, HB 216, HB 965 and HB 620.

924,

HB

322,

HB

Adopted.
Sen.

BRADSHAW

moved

each read a third time, by
bills be hereby passed.

Adopted.

titles

the above listed bills be hereby

only and that each of said listed
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THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE
HB 216, relating to excepted persons in the practice

of

medicine.

HB 322, relative to dogs pursuing game.
HB 620, to establish a criminal code.
HB 633, relative to commitment to and
mental

HB
five

discharge from

institutions.

686, to provide that

New Hampshire

residents sixty-

years of age or over shall receive free lifetime hunting and

fishing licenses.

HB

924, including certain disabled persons in the class of
persons permitted to hunt on islands.

HB 965, relative to the parole laws.
HB 988, establishing a committee

to study search and
cue costs and other problems related to such missions.

res-

RECESS

FURTHER COMMITTEE REPORTS
HJR

19
providing for

a

appropriation for the New
to pass with amend-

deficiency

Hampshire Retirement System. Ought
ment. Sen. R. Smith for Finance.

Sen. R. SMITH: Mr. President, HJR 19 is a deficiency
appropriation for the N. H. Retirement System for the fiscal
year 1970 based upon actuarial reports. The deficiency for the
year 1970 was $63,088.92. The amendment to the bill is a deficiency appropriation again for the Retirement System for
the sum of $350,000. This is for the fiscal year 1971.
Sen.

down

KOROMILAS:

I

think yesterday

amounts with respect
cy appropriation on this chart
of

HJR

and

we had

a break-

have a deficienthat was provided by Sen. Townto

19

I

send for 1971 for the amount of $63,388.94.
Sen. R.

SMITH:

It

was

my

of $63,000 was for 1970 only but I
further.

understanding that the sum
would like to look into this
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Sen.
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KOROMLIAS:

I

move

that

HJR

19 be laid

on the

table.

Adopted.

HB

367
providing additional retirement allowances for certain retired teachers and making an appropriation therefor. Ought
to pass. Sen. R. Smith for Finance.
Sen. R.

SMITH:

Mr. President,

HB

of supplemental appropriation bills that
for various retirement groups

—

367

is

come

teachers,

fire,

one of

a series

in every session

police

and

state

does is bring their minimum pension up
to a decent, livable allowance throughout the biennium. It
is mainly for people, mainly for teachers, who retired so long
ago that their pensions are inadequate to live on. This is the

employees.

What

it

third time this one has

Sen.

gone through the

KOROMILAS:

This

bill

is

legislative process.

for fiscal '72

and

fiscal

'73?

Sen. R.

SMITH:

this situation has

Isn't it true that the retirement fund in
not been funded in the past?

Sen. KOROMILAS: I don't think that that is so. This is
not a deficiency appropriation for the retirement fund. This
is a deficiency appropriation for individuals.
Sen. R.

SMITH:

retirement fund solvent at the

Is their

present time across the board?
Sen.

KOROMILAS: To

the best of

my

knowledge, the

retirement fund is so and we have appropriated it to give it
constant actuarial surveillance so that we can keep it so. This
is one of the problems we had with the old fund.
Sen.
are

KOROMILAS:

mean that the people who
time will be getting more monhave to do with the retirement of teachers now

on retirement

ey or does this

Does

this

at the present

working?
Sen. R.

SMITH:

This has

to

do with certain teachers who

are retired prior to 1957.
Sen.

MORRISSETTE: How

ceive part of this

money?

does a person qualify to

re-
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SMITH: The people who
No new ones are added.

Sen. R.
eligible.

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Sen. R.

SMITH:

Is this

This

is

are eligible are already

a liability of the state?

an increase

to those teachers

who

retired prior to 1957.

Sen.
to

HB

KOROMILAS:

367.

We

who needed and who
yet

Mr. President,

rise

I

are in financial difficulties.
are going to suffer this

what we have here

is

in opposition

There are people
coming biennium,

to give increases to those

who

are re-

cannot believe that the people who are
on welfare who will be cut down because of our possible actions here do not deserve $1 or $2 more than the teacher who
is on retirement. I have nothing against teachers, but I think
it is a question of priority. I think the needy should come first
tired since 1957.

I

just

before some sort of increase for retired teachers.
Sen.

FOLEY: Mr.

President,

some

of these teachers are

only making $1,000 a year for their retirement. Some are making as much as $1400 a year and if they don't get a 6 percent
cost of living raise, they will be on welfare.
Sen.

KOROMILAS: How much

do the people on welfare

get at the present time?
Sen.

FOLEY: Some

Sen.

MCCARTHY: Mr. President, I would like to
HB 367. I am also aware that there are many

get

more than $25

a week.

in favor of

speak
teach-

who are retired on $600 and $700 a year and these are peowho devoted 40 years to service for the state who, through
no fault of their own when we had minimal retirement beneers

ple

fits,

are getting very low retirement pay.

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Are you aware

that as

we

the appropriation with respect to retired teachers,
less

money for
Sen.

the people

MCCARTHY:

increase
it

means

on welfare?

That may be

so,

but we are in a

diffi-

cult situation because these retired teachers are also entitled
to this additional

Sen.
security?

money.

MORRISSETTE: Do

the teachers also receive social
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a very difficult question.

Some

Today, they have a better system than

not.

they did prior to 1957.
Sen.

ENGLISH:

I

just

want

thy has said. These cases have

add

to

to

what Sen. McCar-

come up where

there

is

real gen-

uine need. Some of these are practically on welfare now and
I think this is a reasonable move to assist people who have so
faithfully served the state but at the time of their retirement
the circumstances were such that since that time they have been
fallinof
'o

further and further back.

Sen.

KOROMILAS: Do

you remember when we

last

gave

the teachers an increase in this matter?

Sen.

ENGLISH:

I

remember

this

matter coming up.

It

was either two or four years ago.
Sen.

FERDINANDO: Who

do you

feel

is

more deserving

— the teachers who have worked or the people on welfare?

Sen. KOROMILAS: I don't think that is a fair question.
think in most instances, the teachers have social security plus
this type of benefit. But, to say that one deserves it more than
the other is to say that a person who has practically nothing,
and not because of his own fault, is not to say that one is better or worse off than the other.
I

Sen.

ENGLISH: Mr.

President,

I

move

the previous ques-

tion.

Adopted.
Question on "ought to pass."
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

HB

410

providing additional retirement allowances for state police who retired subsequent to July 1, 1961 and prior to January 1, 1968 and making an appropriation therefor. Ought to
pass. Sen. R. Smith for Finance.
Sen. R. SMITH: Mr. President, HB 410 provides additionretirement allowances for certain retired state police who
retired subsequent to July 1, 1961 and prior to January 1, 1968.
Prior to this session, no previous bill was introduced to provide additional retirement for police officers prior to July 1,
1961. They were overlooked in past sessions. This applies to
al
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20 retired state police

officers.

The

total for the bill

is

$3,980

for each year.

Ordered

Adopted.

to third reading.

HB

427
providing for and increasing the additional retirement
allowances for state police who retired prior to July 1, 1961
and making an appropriation therefor. Ought to pass. Sen. R.
Smith for Finance.

al

Sen. R. SMITH: Mr. President, HB 427 provides additionretirement allowances to certain retired state police who re-

tired prior to July

sion
bill

HB

who

1,

1961. This covers 6 retired state police

Their average pen$1374 a year. The amount of the appropriation in this
is $2610 for the biennium for each one.
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.

officers

retired previously to that date.

is

409

increasing the additional retirement allowances for state
who retired prior to July 1, 1961 and making an appropriation therefor. Ought to pass. Sen. R. Smith for Finance.

employees

Sen. R.

SMITH:

Mr. President,

HB

409 provides for ad-

ditional retirement allowances for state employees

who

retired

prior to July 1, 1961. State employees who retired prior to
July 1, 1961 received comparatively low pensions. The average
annual pension to those is $910. This group of retired employees

would be

entitled to a certain

amount

of social security

to go along with their pensions. There are 237 retired in this
category and they are decreasing each year due to deaths. The
amount of funds involved is $47,000.

Sen.

TOWNSEND:

Mr. President,

I

move

the following

amendment.

AMENDMENT
Amend House

Bill

409 by striking Section

3 thereof

and

inserting in place thereof the following additional sections:
3 In favor of Esther Davis.

Nothwithstanding the failure of

Davis, Jr. to elect the conversion of his retirement allowance pursuant to RSA 100:11, effective July 1, 1971 pay-

Philip

S.

shall be made to his widow, Esther Davis, by the State
Employees' Retirement System. Payments shall be computed on

ments
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the basis that said Davis elected Option 2 provided for by RSA
100:11, but no payments shall be made in arrears for the period

from August

19, 1968 to June 30, 1971.
4 In favor of Arthur Lehoux. Arthur W.
cord who retired on August 16, 1968 under the

Lehoux

of Con-

New Hampshire

Retirement System shall, if enttiled to receive a retirement allowance on January 1, 1972, receive beginning with said month
and monthly thereafter but not beyond the month of December
1972 an increase in his said allowance of six percent thereof.
5 Effective Dates.

January
II.

1,

I.

Sections

1,

2,

and 4

shall take effect

1972.

Section 3 shall take effect July

1,

1971.

Sen. TOWNSEND: This amendment would offer to these
two people an option in their retirement and it would not require any funds in the present budget. This is merely to give

them the vehicle

Amendment

to select their

adopted.

option for retirement.

Ordered

to third reading.

HB

431
providing additional cost of living retirement allowances
for state employees who retired subsequent to July 1, 1961 and
prior to January 1, 1968 and making an appropriation therefor.
Ought to pass. Sen. R. Smith for Einance.
Sen. R. SMITH: State employees retired subsequent to
July 1, 1961 also receive comparatively low pensions. The average annual pension payable to retired State employees retired
subsequent to July 1, 1961 is $1,223.00 This group of retired
employees would be entitled to a certain higher degree of social
security to go along with their pensions. There are 386 retired

employees in this category, decreasing each year by deaths.
As stated, the average regular annual pension provided by the
Employees Retirement System is $1,223.00. Passage of HB 431
would provide additional retirement income equal to an average of $152.00 payable in one year of the biennium. This projects out to an increase of $3.00 per week for one year of the
biennium. To provide for the second year when no additional
benefit is payable one half of the increase must be put aside to
be expended the second year. The amount of money for the
biennium is $58,000.00.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.
state
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HB

647

to provide additional retirement allowances to certain retired members of the policemen's retirement system. Ought to
pass. Sen.

R. Smith for Finance.

SMITH: Permanent policemen retired in pensions
than $1,200.00 annually have been provided with additional retirement income in past years. There are 13 retired
permanent policemen in this category with the average regular
annual pension of $1,160.86. Passage of HB 647 would provide
additional retirement income equal to an average of $85.66 payable in one year of the biennium. This projects out to an increase of $1.64 per week payable during one year of the biennium. If funds are to be provided for the second year, when
no additional allowanc is paid, the retiree must set aside onehalf of the amount being paid for the second year. The formula
for granting these benefits is the difference between$ 1,200. 00
and the regular pension being paid multiplied by two. The
total amount of appropriation in this bill is $1,113.00 for the biSen. R.

less

ennium.
Adopted.

HB

Ordered

to third reading.

543

hunting licenses. Ought
with amendment. Sen. Koromilas for Recreation and

to increase the fees for nonresident
to pass

Development.
Sen.

Mr. President, HB 543 would amend
from the House. It would reduce the outhunting license from $40, as recommended by the

KOROMILAS:

the bill that
of-state

came

in

House, to $32.50. The amendment reduces the House bill that
came in with $40 per year for out-of-state residents to $32.50.
There were arguments from various people who felt that we
should go to $40 because N. H. has a Sunday hunting and Maine
does not. The Committee felt that most of our revenue that
comes in to Fish and Game comes in from out-of-states. I think
the North Country is crying for people to come into the state
to hunt. The Committee felt that if we increase the out-of-state
licenses to $40, this would have an effect on the people coming
into the state. The Committee also took into consideration that
the Fish and Game Department has a great deal of money at the
present time and to increase it to $40 would only mean
more money in the till. The Committee also felt that be-
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cause the deer killed in the past has been reducing every year,
that the inducement to come to the state to hunt would not have
the desired effect. Furthermore, this

ommend

the Fish

lation of the

game

Sen.

These,

birds.

and $32.50 would be a

POULSEN:

tion to this

Committee

and Game Department

will also rec-

popuhave also been reduced

too,

to increase the

fair increase.

Mr. President,

to speak in opposi-

I rise

amendment. The House voted

for a $40 out-of-state

Koromilas has very fairly given both sides
think that it makes N. H. be the bargaining
state of the three northern New England states. We furnish 7
day hunting which Maine does not. We furnish both buck and
doe, which Vermont does not and we will be the bargain. There
is no reason in the world why we shouldn't charge $40 as the

hunting

license. Sen.

of the question.

We

added revenue is used to stock. If it kept out some hunters, it
would be a good thing. There has been great depletion in the
deer herd. I strongly recommend that we do not pass with
amendment.

MORRISSETTE:

Mr. President, one of the big
is hunting and
when your sources are getting down, $40 is pretty expensive.
This seems to be a very unnecessary jump.
Sen.

sources of revenues for the local communities

Sen.

the

TOWNSEND:

amendment.

the deer herd

is

I

Mr. President,

am from

falling

off. I

think that

are willing to pay for the privilege of

in opposition to

I rise

the deer country.
if

It is a

concern that

out-of-state hunters

coming

to

hunt and go

home with

nothing, they will pay the $40 just as they would the
$32.50 and this might also curtail the amount of hunters coming
in.

Division Vote: Yeas,

Amendment

HB

lost.

6;

Nays,

9.

Ordered

to third reading.

583
to prohibit the use of trawls for the taking of fish

from the

ocean waters of New Hampshire. Ought to pass with amendment. Sen. Koromilas for Recreation and Development.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section

place thereof the following:

1

and

inserting in
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Otter Trawls.

Amend RSA

211:49 by striking out said
211:49
Cod, etc. No person shall use a trawl or drag in any form for
the taking of cod, haddock, pollack, hake, flounders, stripe bass,
coho salmon or crustaceans in the Piscataqua river or its tributaries north of the Portsmouth memorial bridge. No person
shall use a purse seine or beam trawl or otter trawl towed from
the side or the stern of any vessel for the taking of cod, haddock,
pollack, hake, flounders, stripe bass, coho salmon or crustaceans
from the Atlantic ocean within two miles of the shore between
the Maine line and the Massachusetts line.
1

section

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

KOROMILAS: The House

version was to prohibit
from ocean waters 3 miles
from the coastline and also bordered by the boundaries of
Maine and Massachusetts. The amendment changes that from
Sen.

the use of trawls for the taking of

fish

3 miles to 2 miles.

Amendment

HB

adopted.

Ordered to third reading.

587

on the season for taking wild deer. ReStudy Committee. Sen. Koromilas for Recreation and Development.
establishing limits

fer to Legislative

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Mr. President,

HB

587 had

a great

new season of
deer taking from November 1 to November 21. The present
law provides that the deer season shall begin on November 10

deal of testimony. It

and end December

would have

established a

Threre was a great deal of conflicting testipeople in the North Country feel that the
deer season should start on November 1 and the people in the
southern portion oppose this. There were various arguments
pro and con. One of the arguments was that if you try to take
deer when the snow is falling, then the chances of bagging deer
are greater. If there is no snow, it is more difficult to track a
deer. People from the southern part feel that if this bill were
to pass, that would mean that people would be hunting in the
southern portions between November 1 and November 21
while the apples were being picked and that puts people under
some kind of danger.

mony on

this.

1.

The

The Committee felt that on balance, that perhaps this bill
does require legislative study action and thus the reason for
the recommendation.
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Sen.

the words "ought to pass" be subreport, "refer to Legislative Study
committee
the

SNELL: moved

stituted for

Committee."
distinguished senator earlier made a statement concerning the size of the deer herd in the state at the present time
and how it has been reduced over the years. I feel that one
basic reason for this would be because of the snowfall that we
seem to have at the present time during the present deer seahave had severe, early winters over the
son in this state.

The

We

past three years, allowing a greater kill than ever before. Our
deer herd is dwindling to such a size that we should question
eliminating a deer season for even one or two years to build
our herd back up that we need for this sport. I am also concerned that there might be hunters Avho might shoot at people

picking apples.
I

hope that you

will

go along with

my

recommendations

to

protect a vital interest here in our state.

KOROMILAS:

Are you aware that the Director of
Fish and Game has cut the season short and has done so in the
last two years because of the heavy snowfall?
Sen.

Sen.

SNELL:

Yes.

POULSEN: Mr. President, I rise in support of Sen.
motion. I think that this is a conservation measure and
there is no question that we are killing off the deer herd. Grafton County had a very heavy kill. Early snow doubles and triples
the chances of getting a deer. We are attracting more people,
we have better guns and the deer has a much poorer chance.
By putting the season a little earlier, we are giving the deer a
better chance and we are conserving nature a little bit. I hope
you move it out as ought to pass.
Sen.

Snell's

Sen.

PORTER:

Don't you think that in changing the

sea-

son, it takes away one of the finest Fall family get-togethers over
the Thanksgiving weekend to have a hunt together?

POULSEN:

think that this has been one of the bigwhether the old
stays and has dinner with the family or goes out to hunt.

Sen.

I

gest reasons for family trouble over the years

man

Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

the motion.

By having an

—

Mr. President, I rise in support of
hunting will be done

earlier season,
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snow machines would not be operating to such an exand there would be a savings to the herd. Some of the
people want this up in the North Country and there are very

earlier,

tent

few

who are
Sen.

opposed.

KOROMILAS:

tion to the bill as

it

Are you aware that the main opposicame from the House were the senators from

the southern part of the state?
Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

It is possible,

been the season for many years and
comply with that date.

I

but November 1 has
why we cannot

don't see

NIXON: Mr. President, I rise in support of the mobeing a senator from the southern part of the state. I
think it is time, in connection with our consideration of deer
bills, we should also think about the deer. This bill does that.
Sen.

tion,

Question on substituting "ought

to

pass" for "refer

to

Legislative Study Committee."

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Morrissette. Seconded by Sen. Koromilas.

Yeas: Sens. Lamontagne, Poulsen,
Nixon, and R. Smith.

Snell,

Townsend, Spanos,

Nays: Sens. Gardner, Bradshaw, Porter, Leonard, Ferdinando, Morrissette, McCarthy, Brown, Marcotte, Koromilas,
ing,

Down-

Tufts and Foley.
Result: 7 yeas; 13 nays.

Adopted.

Referred to Legislative Study Committee.

Question on Committee Report.
(Sen. President in Chair)

CHAIR: The

Chair would like to ask unanimous consent
400 to be placed on second reading at the present
time. The Chair would state the reason for this is that the Chair
referred the bill to the Committee on Finance. They have
looked at it and determined there was no necessity for that bill
to go to their Committee and, rather than go through the motion suspending the public hearing, the Chair requests unanito allow

HB
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mous consent

to put

HB

400 on second reading at the present

time.

Unanimous consent adopted.

On second reading and open to amendment:

HB

400
providing for an increase in the motor vehicle road
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Sen. SPANOS: Mr. President, I mave that HB

toll.

153 be taken

from the table.
Adopted.

HB

153, relative to horse

Sen.

SPANOS: Mr.

and dog racing.

President,

I

move

the following amend-

ment:

AMENDMENT
Amend

section 5 of the bill by striking out said section

and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Amend RSA

284 by inserting after section 15
Requirements. Any person,
association, or corporation desiring to hold a dog race for public exhibition at which pari-mutuel pools are to be sold, shall
apply to said commission for a license to do so. The application
shall be signed and sworn to by the person or executive officer
5 License.

the following

new

section: 284:15-a

of the association or corporation

tion set forth in section 15.

and

shall contain the informa-

Any New Hampshire

agricultural

by the commissioner of agrione special six day racing license

fair association certified as such,

culture, shall be entitled to

annually.

Amend

section 6 of the bill by striking out said section

and

inserting in place thereof the following:

6 Penalty.

Amend RSA

284:21 by inserting in line four

word "horse" the words (or dog) and by striking out
in line five the word "said" and inserting in place thereof the
word (the) so that said section as amended shall read as folafter the

when another penalty is
any person, association, or corpora-

lows: 284:21 Penalty. Except in cases

provided in

this chapter,
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tion holding or conducting, or any persons aiding or abetting
in the holding or conducting, of any running or harness horse
or dog race or meet for public exhibition, at which pari-mutuel pools are sold, without a license duly issued by the commission, or any person, association, or corporation who violates
any of the provisions of this chapter or who violates any of the

and regulations prescribed by the commission, shall be
not
more than five thousand dollars or imprisoned for not
fined
more than one year, or both.

rules

Amend

section 17 of the bill by striking out said section

and inserting
17

in place thereof the following:

Exemption from Gambling

Statutes.

Amend RSA

284:

34 by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the
following: 284:34 Effect on Other Laws. RSA 338 and RSA
577:6 shall not apply to pari-mutuel pools provided for by this
chapter.

Amend

the bill by striking out sections 18, 19, 20, 21

22 and inserting
18

and

in place thereof the following:

Membership

of

Racing Commission Increased,

Amend

RSA 284:6 by striking out said section and inserting in place
thereof the following: 284:6 Established. There shall be a state
racing commission consisting of six members appointed by the
governor with the advice and consent of the council. Not more
than three members shall belong to the same political party.
Each shall hold office for a term of three years and until his
successor has been appointed and qualified. Any vacancy shall
be filled for the unexpired term. One member shall be appointed as chairman and one as secretary. No member shall
have any pecuniary interest in any racing or in the sale of parimutuel pools licensed hereunder.
19 Initial

Appointment

of

New Members;

Continuation

Incumbent Members of Commission. The initial appointment of the three new members of the commission provided for

of

from the effective date of this
one for one year, one for two years, and one for three years.
This act shall not affect the terms of office of any of the incumbent members of the racing commission on the effective
date of this act or the term or conditions for the appointment
of a successor to any such incumbent.
by

act,

this act shall be, calculated
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20 Salaries. Amend RSA 94:l-a (supp) as amended, by
striking out the line reading "Racing commissioners (3) 3,120"
and inserting in place thereof the following: (Racing commissioners (6) 3,120).

21 Appropriation. There is hereby appropriated from
funds received under RSA 284:23, Il-a, such funds as are necessary to carry out the purpose of this act, to be expended by the
greyhound racing commission with approval of the governor
and council. The treasurer may borrow sums authorized hereunder in the manner prescribed in RSA 6:13, provided that

such loans are repaid from funds provided under

RSA

284:23,

Il-a.

22 Effective Date. This act shall take effect sixty days after
its

passage.

Sen.

SPANOS: Mr.

President, this

and, as you remember, the

now

fully printed

and

it

is

the dog racing bill

amendment which

I

calls for the creation of

suggested

is

one commis-

made

of six members as the Senate sense of the vote indiThat was my main concern and is the issue now at hand.
This replaces the three-man, two commission idea. I hope you
will support the amendment.

sion

cated.

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Don't you

feel that a 6

member com-

mission will allow a deadlock between the two parties?

SPANOS: That

possible but

think that if the
membership of the commission is so constituted that they concern themselves with the best interest of racing and revenues in
general, this may not occur. I hope that the appointments are
not necessarily three men representing dogs and three representing horses, but rather gentlemen who will be concerned
more about racing in general. This might avoid the very thing
that Sen. Ferdinando questioned about
that of one group
being superior to another.
Amendment adopted.
Referred to Committee on Finance.
Sen.

is

—

RECESS

I
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TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Sen, R. Smith moved
Adopted.

HJR

19,

HJR

19 be taken

from the

table.

providing for a deficiency appropriation for the

New Hampshire Retirement System.
Question on adoption of Committee amendment.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

and inserting

by striking out the same

of the resolution

title

in place thereof the following:

JOINT RESOLUTION
providing for a deficiency appropriation for the

Hampshire Retirement System and providing
mental appropriation for the
Further

amend

New

for a supple-

state treasurer.

the resolution by striking out

all after

the

resolving clause and inserting in place thereof the following:

sum of sixty-three thousand three hundred eightyand ninety-four cents is hereby appropriated for
the New Hampshire Retirement System to provide for the deficiency in the normal state contribution for the fiscal year 1970.
That

the

eight dollars

That the sum of three hundred and fifty thousand dollars
hereby appropriated for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1971
to be expended by the state treasurer for the normal contribution to the state employees retirement fund.
is

Sen. R.

SMITH:

Mr. President,

HJR

19

is

the deficiency

appropriation for the retirement system which was explained
earlier.

error in the figures which were
have straightened the error out.

There was an apparent

secured yesterday.

Amendment

We

adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

SUSPENSION OF THE RULES

TOWNSEND:

Mr. Presidenet, I move the rules of
the Senate be so far suspended as to dispense with the notice of
public hearing, holding of public hearing and notice of report
in the Calendar on HB 342.
Sen.
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HB 342 is a bill that Ave earlier considered atfer having
held the required hearing and had the report posted in the
Calendar. This bill, however, after we acted upon it, it was
discovered it had an error in that the amendment was attached
to the wrong section of the bill. This was recommitted to Committee and we now have it corrected with an additional amendment.
Adopted,

COMMITTEE REPORT

HB

342

and training council and
and training requirements for members of police forces and making an appropriation therefor.
Ought to pass with amendment. Sen. Townsend for Finance.
to establish a police standards

to provide educational

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

of the bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
and training council and to
provide education and training requirements for members
to establish a police standards

of police forces.

Amend RSA
by inserting

after

105-A:4 as inserted by section

paragraph XIII the following

1

of the bill

new paragraph:

XIV. Employ a director and such other personnel as may
be necessary to perform its duties. The director shall be an unclassified employee who shall serve at the pleasure of the council, and whose salary shall be set by the council. All other personnel shall be classified employees. The director shall have
practical and academic knowledge in the field of law enforcement including substantial administrative experience and a
degree or degrees in criminology, police administration, or
other similar field or any equivalent combination of education and experience. This position shall be filled only so long
as the director's compensation is paid entirely with federal
funds.

Amend

the bill by striking out section 2

and inserting

in

amended by

in-

place thereof the following section:
2 Director.

Amend RSA

94:l-a (supp) as

serting in proper alphabetical order the following:
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Director,

police

standards and

training council

12,000

16,000

This act shall take
be of any further force and
and on that date is hereby repealed.
3 Effective Date.

shall cease to

TOWNSEND:

Sen.

effect

July

effect

on June

1,

1971 and

1978

30,

Mr. President, in addition

to

the

amendment which was explained earlier today and adopted
by this body, we have offered two further amendments. They
are simple to the point that we have established a range for
the salary of the Director where in the original

The new range

bill, it stat-ed

$12,000 to $16,000. Also,
we added, in section 14, "this position shall be filled only so
long as the director's compensation is paid entirely with federal funds." It was felt that this way we would tie down the act
to only as long as it can be funded without state funds.
Ordered to third reading.
Amendment adopted.

at least $15,000.

is

the Senate do now adjourn from the earon third reading all bills be read by title only
and resolutions by caption only and that when the Senate adjourns today, it be until Thursday at 11:30 a.m. and when we
do so it be in honor of Maurice B. MacDonald, Jr. son of Rep.
MacDonald, who was elected Governor of Boys State.
Sen. Spanos

ly session

and

moved

that

Adopted.

LATE SESSION
Sen. Spanos

moved

the following listed bills

and

resolu-

be hereby each read a third time, bills by titles only and
resolutions by captions only, and that each of said listed bills
and resolutions be hereby passed.
Adopted.
tions

THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE
HB 342, to establish a police standards and training
cil

and

to provide education

members

coun-

and training requirements

for

of police forces.

HB

360, relative to the assessment of a resident tax for
state and local purposes to replace the head tax, and the poll tax.

HB

367, providing additional retirement allowances for
certain retired teachers and making an appropriation therefor.
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409, increasing the additional retirement allowances

for state employees

who

retired prior to July

1,

1961 and mak-

ing an appropriation therefor.

HB

410, providing additional retirement allowances for

state police

to

January

who

retired subsequent to July 1, 1961 and prior
1968 and making an appropriation therefor.

1,

HB

427, providing for and increasing the additional retirement allowances for state police who retired prior to July 1,
1961 and making an appropriation therefor.

HB 431, providing additional cost of living retirement allowances for state employees who retired subsequent to July 1,
1961 and prior to January 1, 1968 and making an appropriation
therefor.

HB 450, permitting Sunday racing.
HB 543, to increase the fees for nonresident

hunting

li-

censes.

HB

583, to prohibit the use of trawls for the taking of fish

from the ocean waters of

New Hampshire.

HB

584, relative to the form of drivers licenses, and making an appropriation therefor.

HB

647, to provide additional retirement allowances to
members of the policemen's retirement system.

certain retired

HB 663, adopting the uniform act on paternity.
HB 937, to abolish the legislative study committee

and

to

provide for the continuing operation of standing committees of
the general court.

HJR

providing for a deficiency appropriation for the
Retirement System and providing for a supplemental appropriation for the state treasurer.
Adopted.
19,

New Hampshire

PASSED

HB

UNDER SUSPENSION
on the feasibility of construcMerrimack River in the town of Mer-

127, providing for a study

tion of a bridge over the

rimack.

HB

186, relating to

the marine

an interstate boundary commission for
New Hampshire and Maine.

boundary between
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HB 212, relative to lapse time on appropriations.
HB 312, enacting the fair credit reporting act.
HB 331, amending the business profits tax.
HB 531, permitting various types of financial institutions
in

New Hampshire

to organize

and/or participate in service

corporations.

HB 549, relative to revisions and supplements to the law
enforcement manual and making an appropriation for an additional printing of the manual.
HB

592, relative to

New Hampshire

technical institute

and

vocational-technical colleges bookstore operation.

HB

695, to permit investment in voting trust certificates

and bank holding companies in the same manner
the capital stock of banks and bank holding companies.

of banks

HB

719, relative to directors of savings

as in

and commercial

banks.

HB

917, providing for the temporary classification of the
position of assistant attorney general in certain cases.

HB

964, relative to real estate investments by cooperative
banks, building and loan associations and savings and loan associations.

HJR 11, to make an additional appropriation for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1971 for counsel fees for indigent defendants.

HJR

15,

treasurer for

making an additional appropriation to the state
1971 for actuarial services and providing for

fiscal

a supplemental appropriation for the department of administration

and control and

HJR

25,

for the state treasurer.

providing for the payment of bobcat bounties and

making an appropriation

HB

therefor.

216, relating to excepted persons in the practice of

medicine.

HB 322, relative to dogs pursuing game.
HB 620, to establish a criminal code.
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commitment

633, relative to

1725

and discharge from

to

institutions.

HB

686, to provide that

five years of

New Hampshire

residents sixty-

age or over shall receive free lifetime hunting and

fishing licenses.

HB

924, including certain disabled persons in the
permitted
persons
to hunt on islands.

HB 965, relative to the parole laws.
HB 988, establishing a committee
cue

costs

and other problems related

Sen.

Nixon moved

to study search

class of

and

res-

to such missions.

the Senate adjourn at 11:28 p.m.

Adopted.

Thursday

24Jun71
The

Senate met at

1 1

:

30 p.m.

RECESS
The

to 10:00 a.m.

Senate was called to order at 10 o'clock.

A quorum was present.
Prayer was offered by Senate Chaplain, Rev. William L.
Shafer.

SHALOM.
"O
nature

Eternal Spirit!

— the wind, the

Thou
sea,

art the Creator

the earth. Yet

and Lord

Thou

of all

dwellest in the

men and nations. Let the wind speak of freedom! Let
the sea sing of justice! Let the earth bring glad tidings of growth
that reaches toward the stars! These are what we pray for today

hearts of

— freedom,
Thou,
Amen."

art

(.

.

.

O

growth into a new and better world. Blessed
Lord, Creator-Sustainer of the Universe and Man.

justice,

adapted, ex. Treasury of Jewish Prayers.)
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Pledge of Allegiance was led by Sens. Downing, Morrisette,
Porter and Snell.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

HB

228

relative to excavating, filling, mining and construction in
the inland waters of the state, establishing an inland wetlands
authority and making an appropriation therefor. Refer to Stand-

ing Committee of House Resources, Recreation & Development
and Senate Resources Sc Environmental Control. Sen. Porter for
Resources & Environmental Control.

PORTER:

Mr. President, it grieves me to have to
228 to the standing committee. The members of the
House have worked long and hard on the bill, however, two
Sen.

refer

HB

aspects of the bill
this action.

One

is

make

it

necessary for our

Committee to take
fund to provide

the need for a compensation

landowners whose lands are put in this authority. The
their method of funding whereby they were going to
change the complete vote registration and taxation. The opinion of the Committee was that the best advice was not in keeping with the method of funding this type of authority and
setting up a new authority; further work has to be done. Therefore, we recommend that it be studied even further to look
for methods of funding this adequately.
Resolution adopted. Referred to Standing Committee of
House Resources, Recreation & Development and Senate Resources & Environmental Control.
for those

second

is

ENROLLED BILLS REPORT
SB

28,

in each city

SB

requiring an inventory of petroleum storage

and town

249, to establish trustee powers of building

sociations, cooperative

SB

facilities

of the state.

and loan

as-

banks or savings and loan associations.

273, to reduce automobile insurance

premiums

for

good

drivers.

SJR 15, providing for studies for direct access from the F. E.
Everett Turnpike to the central business district of Manchester.

SJR
ing of the

35, establishing a

Tax Commission.

commission to study the restructur-
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HB 893, enacting the white cane law.
HB 905, relative to the erection, maintenance

and

regula-

tion of crematories.

SB

72, relative to the issuance of state notes.

SB

93, relative to

workmen's compensation

to state

em-

ployees.
179, limiting the scope of inquiry directed to applicants

SB

employment and

for state

SB

state licensing.

215, relative to regulation of shorthand court reporting.

SB 217, relative to the establishment of an electric power
plant and major transmission siting and construction licensing
procedure.
284, providing for the establishment of a Court Ac-

SB

creditation Commission.

SB

306, relative to institutional collections.

SJR

23,

requesting the Legislative Study Committee to

study and make recommendations relative to the Uniform Consumer Credit Code.

HB 711, relative
in

the Department

HB
tain

to certain administrative procedures with-

of Education, school boards

744, increasing the

town

amount

of

and

schools.

money payable

to cer-

officers associations.

HB 746, setting certain fees for notaries public.
HB 807, providing that the city manager of
Claremont

shall administer the

budgetary

the City of

affairs of the

public

department.

HB

814, enabling towns to elect a three-man board of as-

sessors.

HB

827, to

exempt

sales of cigarettes to residents of the

New Hampshire soldiers' home from the

HB 833,

tobacco tax.

increasing the jurisdiction under small claims pro-

cedures.

HB

865, relative to the articles of

corporations.

agreement of charitable
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HB

867, relative to statutory provisions in charters of char-

itable corporations created

by

legislative act.

HB
HB

868, relative to the administrative of charitable trusts.

HB

92, relative to the correction of tax laws

888, relative to the practice of professional engineer-

ing.

of stock in trade

HB

and other

to repeal

taxes.

governing the practice of
Hampshire.

187, to revise the procedures

dentistry in the State of

HB
HB

due

New

372, relative to the policemen's retirement system.
537, providing for liquor licenses for

first class ball-

rooms.

HB

566, relative to the taxation of house trailers or mobile

homes.

HB

569, relative to qualifications for the serving of liquor

or beverages.

HB 594, relative

to the

manner and number

of voter signa-

tures required to allow presidential and vice presidential candidates to have names placed on primary ballot.

HB

617, relative to the deposit of funds with the state

treasurer by the tax commission.

HB

670, to permit use by towns

and

cities of

property ac-

quired by tax collector's deed.

HB

696, amending the business profits tax to clarify the
provision for the taxation of affiliated corporations.

HB

706, changing part of the

boundary

line

between the

towns of Deering and Hillsboro.
Sen. Ferdinando

For the Committee

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
The House
ate for a

has voted to accede to the request of the Sen-

Committee

of Conference on:

SB 256, establishing
mack County.

a public defender system for Merri-
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Speaker has appointed as members of said Committee
of the House, Reps. Andrews, Underwood and Tarr.

on the part

HOUSE CONCURRENCE TO SENATE AMENDMENTS

HB

719, relative to directors of savings

and commercial

banks.

HB
in

531, permitting various types of financial institutions

New Hampshire to organize and/or participate in service

corporations.

HOUSE CONCURRENCE IN ADOPTION OF
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
HB 705, relative to the date of expiration of legislative number plates.

HOUSE CONCURRENCE TO SENATE AMENDMENTS
HJR 15, making an additional appropriation to the state
treasurer for fiscal 1971 for actuarial services

and providing

for

a supplemental appropriation for the department of administration

and control and

for the State Treasurer.

HB 212, relative to lapse time on appropriations.
HOUSE CONCURRENCE
SB

316, relative to the Sweepstakes

Commission.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
for a

The House

has voted to accede to the request of the Senate

Committee

of Conference on:

SB 107, to reorganize the Commission on Interstate Cooperation and making an appropriation therefor.

The Speaker
on the part

SB

members of said Committee
MacDonald, Welch and Keefe.

has appointed as

of the House, Reps.

312, regulating the powers of the

New Hampshire Amer-

ican Revolution Bicentennial Commission.

The

Speaker has appointed as members of said Committee
of the House, Reps. MacDonald, Welch and Keefe.

on the part
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FURTHER COMMITTEE REPORTS

HB

631
providing that a portion of hunting license revenue shall be
used for stocking small game. Ought to pass with amendment.
Sen. Porter for Recreation & Development.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

of the bill by striking out the

same and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

providing that a portion of fish and game funds
shall be used for stocking game birds.

Amend

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

Game

1

Birds.

Amend RSA

206 by inserting after section

38 the following new section: 206:38-a Game Birds. The director, under the supervision of the commission, shall biennially

and restoration of game
one hundred thousand dollars. There is
hereby appropriated in each biennium a sum sufficient to carry
out the provisions of this section. Said appropriation shall be a
charge on the fish and game fund.

expend

for the purposes of propagation

birds a

minimum

of

PORTER:

Mr. President, the Committee reviewed
HB 631 and it proposed an
amendment that provided that from the Fish and Game fund,
a minimum of $100,000 from that fund should be used for the
propagation, by next biennium, for the restoration of game
birds in the State of New Hampshire. This raises the amount
by approximately $60,000 over the last biennium. The Committee heard favorable testimony from several different parties
in this matter and urges its adoption.
Amendment adopted.
Referred to Committee on FiSen.

the requirements as requested in

nance.

HJR

46

directing a study of the feasibility of establishing a state
park named for Alan B. Shepard in the area of Derry, Londonderry, Litchfield and Manchester. Ought to pass with amend-

ment. Sen. Porter for Recreation & Development.
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AMENDMENT
Amend

the caption of the resolution by striking out the

same and inserting

in place thereof the following:

directing a study of the feasibility of establishing a state

park named for Alan B. Shepard and directing an investigation
and inventory of the state's scenic rivers.

Amend

the resolution by striking out the

same and

insert-

ing in place thereof the following:

Whereas, certain rivers of New Hampshire which with
immediate environments possess outstandingly remark-

their

able scenic, recreational, geologic, fish and wildlife, historic,
cultural or other similar values, therefore, be it resolved that
the general court of the state of

New Hampshire

declares that

the policy of the state that these rivers shall be preserved

it is

and that they and their immediate
be protected for the benefit and enjoyment

in a free flowing condition

environments

shall

of the present

and future generations.

NOW THEREFORE
the

House

BE IT RESOLVED

by the Senate,

of Representatives concurring:

That in recognition thereof the council of resources and
development shall develop criteria for such rivers and conduct
an inventory of such rivers, and shall submit the same, together
with drafts of recommended legislation, to the next regular or
special session of the general court, but in no case shall they
be submitted later than January 15, 1973.

That

the council of resources and development

is

hereby

directed to conduct a study of the feasibility of establishing
a state park named for Alan B. Shepard in the area of Derry,

Londonderry, Litchfield and Manchester and shall report on
its findings to the general court not later than January 15, 1973.
The council shall hold public hearings in the course of their
study to receive testimony and information as often and where
they see

fit.

Sen.

PORTER:

Mr. President,

HJR

46, as

the Senate, called for the Council of Resources

ment

conduct a study

came into
and Developit

look into the feasibility of establishnamed for Alan B. Shepard. The Committee
was unanimous in its support of this HJR 46. At the instigation
to

ing a state park

to
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an amendment was applied which included furthering the requirement on the Council that a study be performed
on the scenic rivers throughout the state. This bill previously
met with very favorable action in the Senate, however, difficulty
was met in the finance areas but the Council of Resources and
Development is tasked, when charged by the Legislature, to
conduct certain studies, therefore, it was felt appropriate to
attach it as an amendment to HJR 46. The Committee recomof myself,

mends

its

approval.

Amendment

adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

ENROLLED BILLS REPORT
HB

719, relative to directors of savings

and commercial

banks.

HB

748, continuing in existence the state

the status of

HB

commission on

women.

776, relative to the duties of the

Mount Washington

Commission.

HB

883, relative to petitioning articles in the warrant con-

cerning planning boards and zoning.

HB 933, amending the tax on meals and rooms.
HB 939, relative to collecting taxes, penalties and
resulting from a supplemental property assessment,

interest

and provid-

ing for a lien.

HB

967, relative to certain veterans preferences in public

employment.

HB

979, prohibiting the sale or installation of certain space

heaters.

HB
fault

991, establishing an interim committee to study no-

automobile insurance.

HB

109, relative to the

power of conservation

officers to

board boats in connection with administration of marine laws.

HB
lice

662, relative to extending the jurisdiction of local po-

by consent.

HB

943, relating to professional standards review organizaand surgeons.

tions of physicians
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HB 999, relative to discarded refrigerators.
HB 974, relative to increasing the fees in district courts.
Sen. Ferdinando

For the Committee

FURTHER COMMITTEE REPORTS
HB

815
providing for certificates of need for health care, capital expenditures. Refer to Legislative Study Committee. Sen. Snell
for Public Health, Welfare & State Institutions.
Sen.
all

SNELL: Mr.

as far as this capacity

HB 815 would require that
and establishment of new facilities

President,

structures with a capacity,
is

concerned dealing with health care

buildings of a total of more than $100,000 would have to have
the approval of the Commissioner of Health and Welfare for
felt, at this time in our
the establishment of this building.
problem
as far as individuals
state, that we do not have this

We

either willing

sums of money

to a

community

the case of offering funds to the county nursing

build on an addition.
such as in Boston and

It

hospital or in

home

to help

was pointed out that in large areas
York, you do have a duplication

New

in efforts in the field of health care in

some

areas as far as can-

one hospital desires to have these facilities to
be more prestigious with their neighbors down the street. However, we hope that this is not the case in this state, yet we felt
that we should study this and look into this situation to bring
this back in the 1973 session, therefore, we refer it to the Legislative Study Committee.
Resolution adopted.
Referred to Legislative Study
Committee.
cer clinics, that

HB

945

and regulations affecting child-care agencies. Refer to Legislative Study Committee.
Sen. Snell for Public Health, Welfare & State Institutions.
relative to the effective date of rules

HB

Sen. SNELL: Mr. President,
945 would require the
Director of the Division of Welfare to submit rules and regulations prescribed for child-care agencies to the General Court
for their approval each year that we meet in session. It was felt

by our Committee that we do have standards and regulations
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developed by the Welfare Department and the Health Department concerning regulations of child-care agencies as far as
nursery homes, babysitting facilities that we have in our state
and we felt that this time, it should not be the judgment of this
legislative branch each year to accept or reject rules and regulations that are part of the Health and Welfare Department at
the present time, yet we should give consideration to looking
into this matter at some length and we referred it to a Legislative Study Committee.
Referred to Legislative Study
Resolution adopted.
Committee.

HB

885
relative to the sale of liquid fuels, lubricating oils

greases.

Ought

to pass. Sen.

Townsend

for Public

and

Works &

Transportation.
Sen.

DOWNING:

Adopted.

HB

Mr. President,

protection measure and the Committee

Ordered

885

is

a

recommends

consumer

its

passage.

to third reading.

(Sen. Porter in Chair)

HB

773
relative to recording instruments with the register of deeds.

Ought
ipal

to pass. Sen.

Poulsen for Executive Departments, Munic-

and County Governments.

Sen. POULSEN: Mr. President, HB 773 is relative to recording instruments with the register of deeds. What it actually
does is give the register of deeds the right to refuse instruments,

odd size papers, sheets, maps and so on. He has the right to
standardize the form in which instruments come to him.

We

recommend

its

Adopted.

HB

passage.

Ordered

to third reading.

660

requiring certain district courts to hold regular sessions in
certain towns within their district. Ought to pass with amendment. Sen. Nixon for Judiciary.

AMENDMENT
Amend RSA 502-A:2 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
inserting after the line item " (Groveton) " the following new
line time:
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Merrimack
Further
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amend

the bill by striking out section 2

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:
2 Payments.

Amend RSA

thereof the following

new

Towns. Clerks of each

502-A:2 by inserting at the end

Reimbursement to
enumerated in the preced-

section: 502-A:2-a

district court

shall, with the approval of the justice, during the
January in each year reimburse the treasurer of the
town or towns listed above in which such enumerated district
court is directed to hold regular sessions for said town's expenses in the maintenance and repair of said town's courtroom
facility which is used by the district court. The clerk of each
such district court shall keep a record of the total number of
cases disposed of during the preceding calendar year in each
listed town and shall make an annual payment to said town at

ing section

month

of

a rate of four dollars for each case so disposed of.

RSA

Supreme Court. Amend

3 Transfers to

inserted by 1967, 40:1, by adding at the

502-A:17-a as

end thereof the follow-

ing (provided that the district court justice hearing the case to
be transferred shall file, if either party request it, as a part of the
transferred case his findings in WTiting, stating the facts found

and

his rulings of law.)

amended shall
Supreme Court. In any

so that said section as

read as follows: 502-A:17-a Transfers to

criminal case or civil cause in any district court questions of
law may be transferred to the supreme court in the same manner
as that

from the superior court under

RSA

491:17, provided

that the district court justice hearing the case to be transferred
shall, if either

party request

it,

file as

a part of the transferred

case his findings in writing, stating the facts

found and

his rul-

ings of law.

This

Effective Date.

act shall take effect sixty days after

its

passage.

Sen.

NIXON:

Mr. President,

Under

HB 660

is

the so-called circuit-

bill, sponsored by
Rep. Zachos for the N. H. Judicial Council in order to alleviate
the problem of small towns being required to close their munici-

writer

bill.

pal court

upon

the provisions of this

the retirement or resignation of the judges

would be entitled to keep them opened,
but the judge presiding and sitting in those courts would be
the district court judge for the district in which said towns
of those courts, they
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were included. It would involve the judge sitting in each one
of these small town courts at least once each week.

The bill, as amended by your Committee, would also
provide that the towns would be reimbursed at the rate of $4
per case so that some part of the tithes raised in each town
would be returned to that local town. Not all the money would
be retained by the town or the court where the district court
itself was situated. An additional amendment submitted by your
committee at the request of the Judicial Council provides that
the district court judge, if requested by either party, would
reduce to writing his findings of fact and rulings of law so
as to provide a more complete, comprehensive record in the
event of an appeal directly to the Supreme Court from the
ruling of the judge. This amendment comes as a result of at
least an indirect suggestion in a recent N. H. Supreme Court
decision which foimd itself in the quandry of having to rule
on an appeal of a district court without having any factual
findings or rulings of law based on a record or transcript available

upon which

to

do

so.

These amendments are actually in the nature of "housekeeping" amendments. The other one is to add to the schedule
of district and municipal courts in which the sitting would
occur. The Merrimack District Court being required to sit
once a week in the Bedford Municipal Court. This is in line
with the Committee's recommendation on HB 532 which will
follow later on today, establishing the Merrimack District Court.
I

do not believe anybody

HB

circuit-writer bill,

lieved by all that

it

will

objects to the principle of the

my

knowledge because it is bego a long way in the direction of retain-

660, to

ing the integrity of the district court systems and at the same
time, reasonably accommodating those towns in which munici-

now existent and which otherwise would be
phased out by resignation or retirement of the municipal court
judge now sitting.
pal courts are

Amendment

HB

adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

192

exempting Nashua from the payment of debt time limitation pursuant to changing the dates of the fiscal year. Ought to
pass. Sen. Leonard for Executive Departments, Municipal and
County Governments.
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LEONARD:

Mr. President, in 1969 the Legislature
gave Nashua the authority to go on a fiscal year from January
1 to July 1. This made an 18 month period. The law also provided that cities and towns who go on the new fiscal year can
borrow up to one- third of their taxes over the 18 month period.
When they do borrow the one-third more, they have to pay
it back in 9 years. The city treasurer of Nashua wanted this
portion of the law changed because they can borrow at a better
rate if they pay back this one-third of their taxes for 1971 in
Sen.

more than

9 years.

Adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

HB

899
providing for aldermanic confirmation of certain appointments made by the mayor of Nashua. Ought to pass. Sen. Leonard for Executive Departments, Municipal and County Governments.
Sen.

LEONARD:

Mr. President,

HB

899 changes the

method of appointment of the members of the housing authority and planning board in Nashua. Under the present law,
the mayor has the power to appoint both of these bodies. This
bill changes it so that the mayor will nominate and the board
of

aldermen will confirm the appointments for these two boards.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

HB

926
to

amend

the charter of the city of Rochester relative to

and absentee voting. Ought to pass. Sen.
Marcotte for Executive Departments, Municipal and County
Governments.

registration for voting

Sen. MARCOTTE: Mr. President, HB 926 "allows a
referendum in the City of Rochester."
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

NOTICE OF RECONSIDERATION
Sen.

BRADSHAW

served notice of reconsideration on

HB815.

FURTHER COMMITTEE REPORTS

HB

828
relating to action

by the budget committee prior

to a spe-

meeting. Ought to pass. Sen. Jacobson for Executive Departments, Municipal and County Governments.
cial
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Mr. President, HB 828 requires those
towns which are presently under the Municipal Budget Act
to require a budget procedure which is laid out for annual
town meetings to be also applied to special town meetings when
there are budgetary items. In other words, the budget committee must act, it must hold a hearing, it must make its recommendation on any item which is a money item, at a special
town meeting.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.
Sen.

HB

JACOBSON:

547

and exSmith for Executive Departments, Municipal and County Governments.
relative to publication of political contributions

penditures.

Ought

to pass. Sen.

HB

547 requires that on
Sen. JACOBSON: Mr. President,
the states committee report of political expenditures that they
be in alphabetical order. The Attorney General's Office was
in support of this bill because they had great difficulty in knowing whether there had been any violations of the law because

you would have a contribution from Mr. Jones on one line
and 67 lines below, you would have another contribution from
Mr. Jones and then another 128 lines below, you would have
another contribution from Mr. Jones. It was a very difficult
way to check for any violations. Now, all names, all contributors must be listed in alphabetical order.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.
Sen. Porter in the Chair

HB

727

completion of sewerage and pollution control
Refer to Standing Committee of House Resources,
Recreation and Development and Senate Resources &: Environmental Control.
to insure

projects.

PORTER:

Mr. President, the Committee felt that
bill, namely the removal of engineers from the prequalification roster, the requirement that
all easements and rights-of-way and land acquisitions be secured
prior to a project's approval by the Water Supply and Pollution
Control Commission. This raised several issues contingent
from the various parties involved. It was felt that more detailed
answers were needed before an orderly solution to this problem
could be reached, therefore, the Committee recommended that
Sen.

the question was raised in this
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be studied

at

some further length and urges

1739
that the bill be

sent to the standing committee.

Referred to Standing CommitResolution adopted.
House Resources, Recreation and Development and Senate Resources and Environmental Control.
tee of

HB

855

by municipalities for engineering sersewage disposal systems. Refer to Standing
Committee of Public Works and Senate Public Works and
Transportation. Sen. Porter for Resources and Environmental
relative to fees paid

vices relative

to

Control.

PORTER:

HB

855 provides for municipalities to pay fees in excess of the schedules as approved by
the Water Supply and Pollution Control Commission. This
was introduced to alleviate a problem, however, it was strongly
opposed by several different sources including the Commissioner of the Water Supply and Pollution Control Commission.
Further opposition to the bill and amendments were suggested
by other interested parties. Again, due to the lack of time and
length of the session, the Committee felt that further study
was needed to achieve a detailed understanding of this problem
Sen.

Mr. President,

and we recommend further

study.

Resolution adopted.
Referred to Standing Committee of
Public Works and Senate Public Works and Transportation.
Senate President in the Chair

HB

688
providing junior and child ski rates for students who are
residents of the state. Inexpedient to legislate. Sen. Porter for
Resources and Environmental Control.

It

Sen. PORTER: Mr. President, HB 688 does one thing.
changes the defined ages for junior child season tickets at

the state ski parks. Presently, a child

The

is

defined as anyone

less

make

proposes to advance this two years to
less than 15 years of age. A junior is
anyone 13 to 17 presently and
688 proposes to change this
to 15 to 19. The bill was reported inexpedient from the House

than

13.

bill

a child defined as one

HB

by Resources and Recreation and Development, but was overturned in the House. I hear there are moves to do likewise
here.
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the bill and the supporting
already this session, has passed
a 25 percent discount for resident season tickets. This represents totally about a $45,000 loss in revenue to the state. The

The Committee reviewed
The General Court,

testimony.

revenue by changing
was
a loss. It should
nevertheless
but
these was a small
junior
rates would
child
and
the
in
be noted that this change
these ski
revenues
from
The
further dilute these revenues.
result
might
loss
This
areas subsidize the parks in the state.
Thereservices.
curtail
in the need to raise park prices or further
fore, the Committee felt that the loss of this revenue should
not be allowed at this time and we urge the adoption of the

Committee

also recognized that the loss in
loss,

Committee Report.

SPANOS: Mr. President, I move that the words "ought
be substituted for the Committee Report, "inexpedient to legislate". This bill is the result of many frustrations
that the people of my area and the people of the North Country
and all state skiiers have suffered as a result of certain rules
and regulations of the Parks Division. There seems to be a
psychology down there that what is of concern is certainly not
constituency concerns, but rather what the bureaucrat considers to be the proper thing. This has happened in many instances over the last six years. There are some people in the
Parks Division who have indicated that they want to eliminate
junior tickets. Some have wanted to do away with the reduction
in the age limit in the child's tickets. Some are concerned with
other measures which will further restrict the skiing family
in the State of New Hampshire.
Sen.

to pass"

I

now

think that skiing

is

that

it is

is

making

a family sport.

What

skiing a sport for the

is

hapening here

more

affluent as

was golf many, many years ago. I think that this measure, which
was introduced by Rep. Williamson, takes into consideration
one very important factor and this is why I am so concerned
about it. The rules and regulations as made by the Parks Division reduce the age limit for the junior skiier from 18 to 17.
That means that there are some members in a particular family
who have students in high school and we have taken away
from a family the right to allow a high school student the right
to ski at Mount Sunapee or Cannon on junior rates. We
have made him an adult for the purposes of the rules and regulations established by the Parks Division.
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to know that the adult pays
junior
pays $80 so by taking
$140 for his discount ticket. The
into
him
the adult category,
that 18 year older and putting
have
a family of several
we jumped his rate by $60. When you
children and the father and mother are also skiiers, this can
I

think

it

would be important

be quite burdensome. There were a hundred and some odd
people who petitioned for this reduction to freeze the age rate
of the young skiiers. There were many groups that favored
this freezing of the

age limit

— the Eastern Amateur Ski Asso-

and the Franconia Ski Club, the Mount Sunapee Ski
Association and countless numbers of people from Concord
and Manchester. If there was one thing in the last session that
we did, (although I tried very hard and very vigorously to inform my constituents that I didn't do it) it was the Parks' Division rule which brought down this age group from 18 to 17 and
from 14 to 13. It was a terrible blow to these people who love
to ski and who love to make this a family sport. Many of
them had to give it up.
ciation

Ironically, the

funny part of

it is

that

it

doesn't involve

according to the statistics as provided to me
by Rep. Williamson. It is only a minimal amount. He said
that only a couple of thousands kids' tickets were sold.

much money

that

I

hope that you

will

go along with the substitute motion

of ought to pass.

Sen.

JACOBSON:

Mr. President,

I rise

in support of Sen.

Spanos' motion. He has covered most of the details, but I just
want to point out one thing and that is under the present setup, you have high school children

who
who happen

reached the age of 18

same

who happened

to

have

are ineligible whereas their friends

This has
a further complication and that is a number of the ski teams
in the various local areas use Mount Sunapee Park and I presume they use Franconia also. They have to buy tickets for
in the

class

their practice session

and

to

be 17 are

for their skiing.

eligible.

Some

of the

members

of the ski teams get in for the student rate while other
bers, particularly the seniors,

me

have to pay the

full fare. It

memseems

that this is discriminatory for these people and, after
think there is a philosophical principle involved that we
ought to contribute something in terms of service to the young
people of our state to have the opportunity to enjoy skiing.
to

all, I
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I

hope you

will support Sen. Spanos'

motion

of

ought to

pass.

PORTER:

Mr. President, the Committee wrestled
with this and heard testimony and we were divided on just how
to vote on this. I would like to note that provisions have been
made for ski teams and physical education programs in all
N. H. high schools, prep schools and colleges to ski free at
these two parks on Monday through Friday. The ski teams
from out-of-state ski at children's all-day rate. Organized groups
in-state may ski Monday through Friday at a child's all-day
rate. Underprivileged children's groups ski free all day Monday
through Friday and the service personnel on active duty ski
Sen.

for half-price.

There

are already several different

means

for people to ski either free or at reduced rates.

of providing
I

would

like

to further note that I think there has been a growing view
that the use of the old coupon system, which was a method
of people being able to retain use of skiing for one week by
paying a certain amount, was a popular method and perhaps
consideration should be given to re-instating that system. Possibly the subsidizing of the park system through the skiing
system might also bear some fruits to make them more of a
self-

sustaining operation.

I did want to note that the Committee was divided on the
question and I am happy that you did bring up your objections.

LAMONTAGNE: How

Sen.

will

this

be enforced to

separate those residents from in-state and out-of-state?

PORTER: The

enforcement problem is the difficulty.
be able to prove their age and residence to some
satisfaction of the person selling the pass, but it is difficult. It
was pointed out that there was quite a bit of fraudulent use
Sen.

They have

to

of the ticket.

Sen.

LAMONTAGNE: What

cannot prove
Sen.

at the

time that he

PORTER:

If

is

happens

to

a child

who

a resident?

he does not have proof, he cannot buy

the ticket.
Sen. JACOBSON: Isn't the issue of the fraudulent use
not in the issuance of the ticket but afterwards in the trans-

ferring of the ticket?
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PORTER:

would agree and

I

the fraudulent use

is

not the issue here.
Sen.

LEONARD:

Mr. President, the

have a pretty large net profit.

I

believe

ski facilities in

it is

N. H.

in the vicinity of

The purpose of the parks is to furnish service to the
and not to make revenue. It is not a tax. The private

$500,000.

people

and

areas give these discounts to families

I

think the state

should do the same.
Sen.

NIXON:

Mr. President, I am a member of the ComI do go along with the motion by Sen.

mittee in question and

Spanos and Sen, Jacobson.

MCCARTHY:

Mr. President, I rise in support of
As a member of the Committee, I still
think that HB 688 has an awful lot of merit. The argument
against it was the fact that we were subsidizing the rich but I
think that skiing is getting to the point where it isn't only the
rich but a lot of the average and lower income people. Skiing
is getting more popular and I do feel as Sen. Leonard that the
State of N. H. is running the state parks as a service, not a
profit-making, tax situation. I am in favor of Sen. Spanos' motion to substitute the words "ought to pass".
Sen.

Sen. Spanos' motion.

Sen. Spanos

moved

that the

words "ought

to pass'

Committee Report "inexpedient to
Motion adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

stituted for the

HB

be sub-

legislate."

337
establishing a committee to study

and report on the goals,
purposes, organization and financing of the state university
system. Ought to pass with amendment. Sen. English for Education.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

of the bill by striking out the

same and

inserting thereof the following:

AN ACT
and report on the goals,
purposes, organization and financing of the state university
system, creating a legislative commission to study and make
recommendations relative to the expenditure of state funds
establishing a committee to study

for higher education

and establishing

a

commission

to

study

the feasibility of a three-year high school curriculum.
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Amend

the bill by striking out all after section

1

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

The committee shall study among other things:
operation of the state's university system; (2) the goals
and purposes of the university system; (3) the organization of
2 Duties.

(1)

The

the university system; (4) the size of the university system; (5)
the financing of the university system including the feasibility
of so-called deferred tuition programs;

which

and (6) any other areas
and trustees in form-

will act as a guide to the legislature

ulating policies for the future.
3 Higher Education Study Commission. A legislative study
commission is hereby established to examine, evaluate and
make recommendations relative to the expenditure of state
funds for higher education. The commission shall be appointed
as follows: three members of the senate appointed by the president and four members of the house appointed by the speaker.

The Commission
level

and

determine,

shall

among

other things, the

effectiveness of the expenditure of state funds to aid

higher education in the following areas:
I.

Programs of direct

financial aid to institutions of higher

education, private and public; and
II. Programs of financial aid to
but not limited to:

(a)

Scholarship grants; and

(b)

Loans and loan guarantees.

state residents

including

4 Three-year High School Commission. A Commission is
hereby authorized to study the feasibility of implementing a
three-year high school curriculum in the state. In the course of
said study, the commission shall consider the potential benefits
of a three-year program such as full-time utilization of school
plant facilities, flexibility of curriculum and efficient utilization
of staff weighed against its possible drawbacks such as difficulty
of administration and incompatibility with other secondary
and higher educational programs within and without the state.

The Commission

shall

make

full use of all studies presently

completed or in progress.

That

commission shall be composed of nine members,
shall be senators appointed by the president of
the senate, three of whom shall be representatives appointed by
three of

said

whom
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the speaker of the house and three who shall be citizens appointed by the governor. Said commission members shall elect
a

chairman and a

clerk.

Report and Recommendations. These committees and
commissions shall submit reports by January fifteenth of the
1973 session of the legislature. Copies of these reports shall be
5

submitted to the governor, president of the senate, speaker of
the house of representatives, each member of the senate and
house of representatives, to the board of trustees of the university, and to any other individual or organization as the committee deems advisable.

Aid and Grants. These committees or commissions are
hereby authorized to accept and use aid or grants, or both, received from any source for the purposes of the study authorized
by this act.
6

Members of these committees or commissions
without compensation but shall be entitled to milethe same rate as state employees.

7 Mileage.
shall serve

age at

This act

8 Effective Date.
its

shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

Mr. President, HB 337 establishes a
workings of the state university
system in order to provide some better understanding for the
Legislature. The amendment deals with three subjects.
Sen.

JACOBSON:

committee

The

to study the internal

first

subject

is

to incorporate into that

committee the

study deferred tuition. This had orignally
been intended as an amendment in the House and somehow

responsibility

it

to

failed to get into the

Committee has placed

The

House

bill as

that portion in

an amendment so the

it.

it is SB 79, which passed, and I have
Chairman of the Education Committee and we
agreed to sit down and talk about this. What this bill does is to
go beyond and establish another committee which will study the
whole problem of the financing of higher education, including

second part of

talked with the

the possibility of subsidizing private universities vis-a-vis creating a tuition differential so that we could have a cooperatve

kind of enterprise in higher education in the State of New
Hampshire between private colleges and universities and the
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public ones. This is one of the growing concepts throughout
the U. S. Massachusetts is looking into this. Iowa has already
adopted a procedure whereby this cooperative relationship
very complex subject and this committee has, as
intention, to study that as one of its major concerns.

exists. It is a
its

The

the little bill that died in the Finance
weeks ago having to do with studying
the three-year high school curriculum concept because of the
fact that it had an appropriation on it. There wasn't the time
to take it out and amend it. A few of the Finance members
have already spoken to me that they would support this without
the appropriation and that is what the third part of this bill

third part of

Committee

it is

a couple of

does.

Sen. SPANOS: Mr. President, I rise in support of the
measures offered by Sen. Jacobson and I want to inform him,
as a member of the Finance Committee, that I have no objection to his re-instating his commission.

Amendment

adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

Sen. Porter in the Chair

HB

506
changing part of the boundary line between the towns of
Bartlett and Hart's Location. Ought to pass. Sen. Jacobson for
Executive Departments, Municipal and County Governments.
Sen.

it

Mr. President, HB 506 transfers a piece
been in dispute for a long time as to whether

JACOBSON:

of land that has

belongs to Hart's Location or to the

Town

known

of Bartlett. It

Gore that
between Hart's Location and the Town of Bartlett. There
is one family who lives in this area according to the testimony
offered and the Town of Barlett has, in fact, been supporting
that family in terms of its educational programs so that it clears
up the matter that has been of long dispute over two charters
and grants. Sen. Smith is in support of it and I hope the Senate
will go along with the Committee Report.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.
includes the narrow end of what

is

as the

lies

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
NIXON: Mr, President, I had occasion yesterday to
one newspaper in terms of the accuracy of the report.

Sen.
discuss
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newspaper in this state, the Manchester
Union Leader, has defamed an honest, hard-working public
servant. We have, serving as the Acting Clerk during the last
several weeks, an upstanding gentleman with service in this
Senate who I know is active in charitable and other civic causes
of a worthy nature. Yet, I find that he is described as having
addressed the Girls' State delegates, on behalf of the Senate
President, as "the Senator from District Nine". I don't think
there is any reason in the world why a man of this upstanding
character should be so defamed as to be characterized as "the
Senator from District Nine" and I think he is owed a public
apology and on behalf of the newspaper in question, I offer it
I

to

now

find that another

him.

HB

507
establishing a Hooksett District Court.

amendment.

Sen.

Nixon

Ought

to pass

with

for Judiciary.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section 3

and

inserting in

place thereof the following:
3 Effective Date. This act shall take effect upon the effective
date of the resignation of the present justice of the Hooksett

Municipal Court.
Sen. NIXON: Mr. President, HB 507 would establish the
Hooksett District Court which would include the towns of
Pembroke and Allenstown within the scope of its jurisdiction
if and when those municipal courts in those towns are abolished
pursuant to the 1963 District Court Act when the judges of
those courts attain retirement age 70 or resign at an earlier time.

Had

it

not been for the introduction of

would be absorbed into

the

Concord

this bill,

District Court.

Hooksett

The

bill

was supported in testimony before your Senate Judiciary Committee, after having passed the House, by Reps. Riley, Enright
and by former Senator Richard Riley and by Sen. Ferdinando.
If there is credit to be allocated with respect to the presentation
of this issue, I think all would agree that the major part of it
should go to Rep. Doris Riley.

The
not

feel

bill

was

would, to an extent which your committee did
significant, integrate the principle of the district
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court system as established in 1963 and it would add an additional district court to the 37 original district courts provided
for in the 1963 legislation. It would increase the number of

from the 37 originally provided for to exactly
having been two other district courts approved, al-

district courts

40, there

though numerous others

failed, since the

1963 legislation went

into effect.

The bill was opposed by Rep. Underwood of Concord,
Attorney Clint who practices in Concord and who resides in
Pembroke and Attorney Pennelton on behalf of the N. H.
Judicial Council.

The arguments in favor of the district court bill in Hookincluded the fact that the towns in question already have
mutual aid compacts in relation to, for instance, fire and police
matters, water and sewage. The people of the towns and all the
selectmen in the three towns supported the bill and would
desire to get together in respect to their court as would be provided for in the bill. The people in the towns apparently feel
they have a commonality of interest which, in addition to the
substantial increases in case load, population and traffic through
sett

the three towns, in their judgment and in the judgment of the
Committee, warranted the establishment of this court.

On
that

if

the evidence before the Committee,

this bill,

there

would be

was determined

21 district courts already provided

for in towns of a lesser population
trict

it

the Hooksett Court was established as provided for in

and there would be

13 dis-

courts out of the other 39 which have lower case loads

than would be provided for in the Hooksett District Court
established. Other considerations brought to the attention
of the Committee were that the facilities and arrangements in
the Hooksett District Court are far superior to those of the
Concord District Court, into which system Hooksett would
otherwise be introduced or absorbed whereas the Hooksett
Municipal Court would go out of existence. In that respect,
the Hooksett Court will go out of existence because the present

when

justice of that court, the

Hon. Frank Cate, had

earlier tried to

resign because of his plans for retirement, but was prevailed

upon to stay on as justice so as not to cause the court to terminate earlier than in the best interests of the town dictated.
But, he has indicated that he would resign when and if the
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Hooksett District Court went into existence. An amendment
proposed by your committee to you would provide that the
establishment of the Hooksett District Court would take effect

upon

the effective date of the resignation of the

Hon. Frank

Cate who, in the judgment of myself and others who have practiced in his court, is a distinguished, fair-minded and competent judge.

Sen.
is

MORRISSETTE: Would

at least a lawyer?

casion to

Sen.

know

The

they employ a person

my

reason for

of a person

who

NIXON: Under

sat as a

asking

judge

is

that

who was

I

who

had

oc-

a layman.

existing law, the statutes provide

bench of district
courts will be from members of the Bar. There is a bill now
in Conference Committee, I believe it is HB 180 which would
require that a judge of a district court be a member of the Bar
as a condition to appointment. I do not know what the Conference Committee, in its wisdom, will recommend as a solution
to that problem. It is true that district court judges must be
appointed by residents in the county and I think that the inclination on the part of the people would be to favor the appointment of an experienced member of the Bar, even though the
law does not compel a person of that qualification to be so apthat "wherever possible" appointments to the

pointed.
Sen.

JACOBSON: What

is

amendment

the

specifically?

Sen. NIXON: The amendment provides that the effective
date of the establishment of the Hooksett District Court will
be the effective date of the resignation of the present justice
of the Hooksett Municipal Court who has indicated that he

would resign

if

and when this bill was adopted. He has wanted
but was prevailed upon not to do so.

to resign earlier

Sen.

JACOBSON: What

is

his retirement date at the

mo-

ment?
Sen.

much

NIXON:

I

am

not sure, but

it

would not be very

longer.

Sen.

LEONARD:

Sen.

SPANOS: Mr.

Committee Report

as

It is five years.

President,

I rise

amended but

I

am

in opposition to the

not going to argue

that point at the present time. I will allow the

body

to accept
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Committee Report as it is amended and then
an amendment to the amendment.

I

will offer

Question on the adoption of the amendment
by the Committee.

as offered

the

Amendment adopted.
Sen.

ment

to

SPANOS:

Mr. President,

I

move

a following

amend-

HB 507.

(Clerk read the amendment)
Sen.
this

SPANOS: Mr.

amendment

kills

President, to be very candid with you,

the Hooksett District Court. If you go

amendment,

would

also kill the Bedfordgoing to proceed in an
exercise of futility this morning, but I am going to have my
say on this matter. I sincerely hope I am wrong, but I can see
the handwriting on the wall and I think you ought to know how
I feel on this matter involving additional courts in the New

along with

this

Merrimack

District Court.

Hampshire

system.

Ten
state

years ago,

I

it

think

I

am

we adopted the District Court System
to cut down the 85 courts to 37

and the idea was

in this

courts

over a period of time as each judge resigned or died or reached
the end of his tenure. No one at that time felt, and no one at
this time feels that the original District Court Bill was sacrosanct, that it always was subject to change. What has happened,
however, is that changes are being made without real, basic
consideration being given to the changes by what I believe to
be an impartial body. The Legislature has done it several times.
As a matter of fact, I did argue several years ago when Sen.
Jacobson introduced the New London District Court Bill that

one of

my main

District

Court

concerns was that if we passed the New London
we would gradually begin to open the flood-

Bill,

and that is exactly what is happening
now. Subsequent to the adoption of the New London District
Court Bill, we did adopt the Lincoln Court Bill. Now, in this
session, we have two more; the present one before you
Hooksett and the next one
Bedford-Merrimack. If we pass the
Bedford Court Bill, we will have 41 and I see the growing demand by these communities to have district courts and I think
that eventually will mean that we are going to be right back
where we came from unless we establish some kind of a progates to other courts' bills

—

—
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made

the Legislature, outside the political
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of these needs outside

framework of the process

we don't have porkbarreling legislation, so we don't
have to worry about what the man in Hooksett is going to say,
what the man in Bedford is going to say, but that we have a
group that is not concerned about this procedure in the evolution of any legislative project.
so that

not trying to demean anybody by what I am trying
but these are the facts of life and I think I indicated
several years ago that I was concerned that it is difficult for
any person sitting in this Chamber to deny the requests of other
legislators on these issues. What I propose to do by this amendment is to provide for a procedure which I purloined from the
Judiciary Committee's recommendation under the MerrimackBedford Bill which establishes a law; amends the existing law
so that no district court will be established unless it has favorable recommendation by the Judicial Council and then only by
I

am

to say

a three-fifths vote of the House and Senate concurring, and
provided that no such court will be established unless it is
accredited as "excellent" by the Court Accreditation Commission,

which we

just passed.

This is the system that I believe will save the present system from returning to the old system and one of the reasons
that

I

sponsored

this

measure, together with Attorney Gilbert

Upton and former Attorney General George Pappagianis and
current Judge Johnson, was that it is an effort, to some degree,
to minimize exactly what Sen. Morrissette brought out when
he asked Sen. Nixon a question
that it is going to be hard
for a Manchester man to go into Hooksett and win a case. That

—

is exactly what I want to avoid. I want to avoid the fact that
because you are from Manchester you can go to a Manchester
court and get some preferential treatment because you are
from that area. I want to avoid the fact that you are from Bedford and you go to Bedford and avoid the treatment. This is

—

one of the basic ideas of the District Court System
to get
away from the localism that prevails in many of these courts.
I am not saying to do away with it completely because you still
have about 35 or 36 courts, but it certainly minimized the impact of the local concern of the individual before the court and
the judge himself.
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we have

many

which I
and
believe have vastly improved
I think that this is a step backwards when we have been proceeding so well towards real judicial reform and a progress in
the administration of justice. I would hope that we continue
this effort and that you will take into consideration the amendment which I am offering to you so that it can also take into
consideration the desires of Hooksett and the desires of Bed-

During

this session,

passed

bills

the administration of justice

ford at a later date.

me

what has been evolved here by the
an
excellent one, but what it is saying
Judicial Committee is
is let's establish this procedure for the future, but let's have
Hooksett and Merrimack come under the legislative process
a little more differently. I think what we ought to try to do is
say, let's have the same thing for Hooksett, let's have the same
thing for Merrimack and then create it if the procedure seems
advisable in the same manner that we are going to have the
rest of the courts from now on. I hope you will go along with
me on this amendment and that you will defeat the Hooksett
Court Bill and then following the same arguments, defeat the
Merrimack-Bedford Court Bill.
It

seems to

Sen.

that

KOROMILAS:

Being a distinguished lawyer and a

distinguished legislator and senator, do you think that this

body can impose

a 60 percent

requirement to overturn a law

— that

a succeeding Legislature
can actually be bound by a non-constitutional provision
requires a law to be changed by 60 percent? We can, today,
say to a future Legislature that you have to overturn this particular law by three-fifths?

that this Legislature has passed

—

Sen. SPANOS: I would say that this Legislature can provide that mechanism for future Legislatures, but I am not saying that future Legislatures cannot repeal what we have pro-

wrong with it.
framework of our existing statutes,
I don't know that there is any constitutional provision, but
I believe under existing statutes we can bond, by two-thirds,
all school districts, and all school bonds are a two-thirds vote
vided
I

for. I

don't see anything constitutionally

believe that within the

by the local community so I think there is precedent in the
we can establish a procedure over and above the ma-

fact that
jority.
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I appreciate that your amendment would
two proposals that are on the Calendar today,
but if I wanted to have a court in the Town of Hancock in the
next session, couldn't I begin by wiping out what you have proposed here and then go on with my bill? In short, are we getting anywhere with this amendment?

Sen.

ENGLISH:

do damage

Sen.

to the

SPANOS:

Yes,

we

are establishing a procedure which

body wants to
change it, that is something else, but I would hope that it
would establish a procedure which, over the years, would be
accepted by the Legislature as we have accepted other measures
which are on the statute books that we keep on the books.
this

body

Sen.

feels

is

the proper one. If the next

MORRISSETTE:

don't like these kangaroo courts

I

anyway because I have yet to
you feel that we should not
the people might want?

see too
start

much

justice in

it,

but do

picking on something that

am

Sen.

SPANOS:

Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

not picking on Hooksett or the Bedford Court, but they are not established as district courts as
yet. This is perspective and not retrospective.

court,

I

we would then most

If

we were

to establish a district

likely get a lawyer judge,

wouldn't

we?
Sen.

SPANOS:

It all

depends on the chief executive.

If

he wants to pick someone who is not a lawyer, he may under
the statutes. I cannot presume to tell the Governor whom to
appoint.
Sen.
the

JACOBSON:

amendment on

Mr. President,

the grounds that

it

I

rise in
is

opposition to

unconstitutional. If

you read carefully what this does, it says that the Legislature
cannot act on any district court except that there first be a favorable recommendation from the Judicial Council. I refer you
to the Constitution of New Hampshire, Article 2 which says,
"the Legislature is the supreme legislative body of the State
of

New Hampshire."

Furthermore, it is violative of the basic concept of the
Constitution which is the separation of powers and the checks
and balance system. What this does is it puts into the hands
of the Judiciary, vis-a-vis the Judicial Council, the power to
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with respect to district courts. Our Constitution and
that of the federal Constitution has always provided that we,
the Legislature, should provide the legislation, then the Judiciary has the responsibility of interpreting it. This amendment
legislate

makes a very serious in-road on the power of the Legislature
and I believe that the Legislature should continue to have
its power and if the Legislature wants to establish more district
courts, then it is up to the Judiciary to provide the mechanism
it. If it v/ants to reduce it, then again
abrogate the power of the Legislature.

for

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Isn't

it

it

can, but

not

let's

true that this Legislature, time

and time again, delegates certain authority

to the administrative

or the executive branch?
Sen.

JACOBSON: That

exactly right. It begins that

is

power, but in this particular instance,

cannot act until that

it

executive group, in this instance a judicial group, has
its

favorable recommendation —
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Is

branch of the government or
Sen.

who
who

are
are

Sen.

hog-ties

members
members

it.

the Judicial Council a judiciary
is it

an administrative branch?

JACOBSON: The membership
of the Judiciary

is

made up

and made up

of justices
of lawyers

of the Judiciary vis-a-vis the Unified

The laymen

System.

it

made

Bar

constitute only a silent minority.

KOROMILAS:

Are you equating the judiciary

to

lawyers in this state?
Sen. JACOBSON: According to the Unified Bar System, all
lawyers are under the administration and control of the Judiciary.

KOROMILAS: Does that make them
Sen. JACOBSON: It does in this instance.

Sen.

part of

it?

Sen. Ferdinando: Mr. President,

the Senate will kill that

Hooksett District Court
ing district courts
in Hooksett

and

I

I hope the members of
amendment which atempts to kill the

Bill. It

appears that case loads in

exist-

more than warrant having a district court
would hope that enough testimony has been

established to kill the

motion by Sen. Spanos.

KOROMILAS: Mr. President, I oppose the pending
motion on a broader constitutional ground. One Legislature
Sen.
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cannot bind a future Legislature. What we are doing here is
a constitutional law.
establishing something extremely novel
What we are saying to the future Legislatures is that you have

—

got to get a three-fifths vote to overturn this particular bill if
it became law. I think this vies in the teeth of all constitutional
law where a Legislature, this session, would want to bind those
sessions thereinafter. Unless there

is

a constitutional provision

that so allows this type of action, this particular
as
I
is

amendment,

requirement, is totally void and
hate to see the Legislature adopt such a mechanism when it
it

refers to the three-fifths

unconstitutional.

MCCARTHY:

Mr. President, I would like to speak
as proposed by Sen. Spanos. I do
have a strong interest in the fair administration of justice and
I think the present bills concerning the Hooksett District Court
and the Merrimack District Court both speak for themselves.
There is a bill which is being introduced which attempts to
halt the District Court system which, to me, is testimony that
there is something wrong. I don't think the case has been made
that Hooksett has the case load to warrant this compared to
district courts such as in Manchester. As far as the constitutional
question, I would like to see matters such as this looked at by
a more impartial and competent body. I think that people can
have pressure put on them by constituents, just a convenience
type of operation, and then have the responsibility to react
Sen.

in favor of the

amendment

to that. In matters of the administration of justice, I think they
should be considered by a more impartial and a more competent body. I think the Judicial Council, which Sen. Nixon has
so eloquently described to us in previous testimony, is competent. I am in support of Sen. Spanos' motion.

Sen.

JACOBSON: Did

you say that the Legislature was

incompetent?
Sen.

MCCARTHY:

competent, but

it is

No.

I

said that they

were extremely

a matter of degree of law.

JACOBSON: By your remarks, are you suggesting
we should then abrogate the Legislature and establish
groups in which lawyers would make decisions in regards to
judicial matters; teachers would make decisions with regards
to teaching matters; that the medical profession would make
Sen.

that

every decision with regards to medical matters?
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Sen. MCCARTHY: No, not to that extent, though I do
have respect for the various professions as they come under
the Legislature. I cannot see anything wrong with the Legislature going along with what Sen. Spanos proposes.
Sen.

JACOBSON: Are

these various groups denied their

right to present their case before the Legislature?

Sen. MCCARTHY: No, they are not denied their
but unfortunately sometimes their views are cast aside.
Sen.

JACOBSON:

Is

rights,

that not a possibility with every piece

of legislation?

Sen.

MCCARTHY:

Yes,

it is,

but

portant the piece of legislation is and
tration of justice is most important.
Sen.

JACOBSON: Would

I

it

depends on how im-

believe that the adminis-

you say that

justice belongs to

the people or to a select group?
Sen.

MCCARTHY: To the people.

Sen.

JACOBSON: Where

is

the

supreme action possible

for the people?

Sen.

MCCARTHY:

Sen.

JACOBSON: Thank you very much.

In the Legislature.

Sen. LEONARD: Mr. President, the District Court System
was established in 1963 and the purpose was to reduce the
number of courts and to improve the qualifications of judges.
The municipal courts still in existence number 30 or 40. It
will be 30 years before they are all out of the system and we have
all district courts. In the meantime, the population changes
and other things change so the thinking of 8 or 10 years ago
does not apply today. The hearing proved to me that this court
is for the convenience of the public. In future years, when the
municipal courts are terminated, the Legislature can then look
at the District Court System and reduce the number in accordance with the recommendations of the committee, the Judicial
Council and others who testified. I do not think we are hurting
the District Court System by passing this bill, the Hooksett
District Court or the Merrimack District Court. There was
testimony that there are special police officers who have to go
to Concord and wait around all day to prosecute a case when
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they have jobs to support their families and they don't have
the time. This is of convenience to the public and to the police.

MCCARTHY: If the administration of justice is set
convenience thing to the people, then aren't we necessarily going to be right back where we were before with 97 or
150 so that no one is inconvenienced?
Sen.

up

as a

LEONARD:

In 8 or 10 years, there have been two
new courts. If these two bills pass, it will be 4 in 8 or 10 years
and I think that last year, there was something like 80 that did
not pass. These two have established a need and I don't think
Sen.

it

will hurt the system at

all.

Question on adoption of amendment

as offered

by Sen.

Span OS.

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. McCarthy. Seconded by Sen. Downing.
Yeas: Sens. Spanos,

McCarthy and

Foley.

Nays: Sens. Lamontagne, Snell, Townsend, Gardner, JacobNixon, Bradshaw, English, Leonard, Ferdinando, Morrissette. Brown, Koromilas, Downing and Tufts.

son,

Result: 3 yeas, 15 nays.

Adopted.

HB

Ordered

to third reading.

532

Merrimack District Court. Ought to pass
with amendment. Sen. Nixon for Judiciary.
constituting the

AMENDMENT
Amend

section 3 of the bill by inserting a period after the

word "Bedford" in line seven and striking out all thereafter
and inserting in place thereof the following (The Town of Bedford shall be reimbursed for said town's expenses in the maintenance and repair of said town's courtroom facility, which is
used by the district court pursuant to the provisions of RSA
502-A:2-a. The name of the court shall be the Merrimack District

Court.) so that said section as

amended

shall read as fol-

lows:
3 Court constituted. Amend RSA 502-A: 1 by inserting after
paragraph XX the following new paragraph: XX-a. Merrimack
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The Merrimack district shall consist of towns of Merrimack and Bedford. The municipal court for the Town of Merrimack is hereby constituted the district court in and for said
district, holding sessions therein as justice may require, provided, however, that said district court shall hold at least one
District.

session per

week within

the

Town

of Bedford.

The Town

of

Bedford shall be reimbursed for said town's expenses in the
maintenance and repair of said town's courtroom facility, which
is used by the district court pursuant to the provisions of RSA
502-A:2-a. The name of said court shall be the Merrimack District

Court.

Further

amend

the bill by striking out section 5

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:
5 Establishment of Additional District Courts.

502-A:

1

by adding

at the

Amend RSA

end thereof the following new

502-A:l-a Additional District Courts.

No

section:

other
than those provided for herein shall be established except after
a favorable recommendation by the Judicial Council, and then
only by a three-fifths vote of the House and Senate concurring;
provided that no such additional district court shall be established in any event unless all courts intended to be included in
the proposed new district are rated as "accredited
excellent"
by the Court Accreditation Commission at the time any such
district court

—

legislation

is

introduced.

6 Effective Date. This act shall take effect

on August

23,

1971, provided that prior to said date the court facilities in the

Bedford municipal court have been improved so as to render
same reasonably or potentially suitable and adequate in terms
of the public interest and the administration of justice in the
judgment of the administrative committee of district and municipal courts.

Sen. NIXON: Mr. President, HB 532 was sponsored jointly
by Reps. Lyons, Dwyer, Van Loan, Harvell and Bridges, they
being the full delegation of the House from the towns of Merrimack and Bedford. This bill, if passed, would establish what
would be called the Merrimack District Court. Presently, the
two towns involved are served respectively by municipal courts.
In the case of Bedford, the municipal court, under present law,
will go out of existence on August 23, 1971, the seventieth
birthday of Justice Walter Wiggin, the present justice of that
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Merrimack, that municipal court will not
go out of existence for probably, depending upon the life excourt. In the case of

pectancy tables, another 30 years because Charles Morrow,
the justice, won't reach age 70 until about that time.

who

is

In effect, this bill, if adopted, would wash out two existing
municipal courts and therefore accomplish the purpose of the
District Court Bill in limiting the number of district courts
and replace them with one district court so that the principle
would be supported to limit down to 37 the number of district
courts as was intended by the 1963 legislation.

The Merrimack District Court Bill proposal was supported by the representatives in question whom I have named and
also Justice Wiggin of the Bedford Municipal Court; Justice
McLoughlin of the Nashua District Court, which is the district
into which the Merrimack District Court would be added if
and when that court went out of existence; by Justice Morrow
of the Merrimack Municipal Court; by Special Justice Middleton of the Bedford Municipal Court, and by others, namely
the selectmen of both towns involved.
The Merrimack

District Court proposal by Attorney James
Chairman of the N. H. Judicial Council;
Spanos; Secretary Ray Laraba of the N. H. Judicial Coun-

Sullivan of Nashua,
Sen.

J. Millimet of Manchester who was legisunder John W. King when the District Court
Bill was enacted in 1963; Judge Capastram of the Manchester
District Court; Attorney Frederick Upton, President of the
N. H. Bar Association; Rep. William T. Andrews of New London; Justice Bernard Hamsey of the Jaffrey Municipal Court,
and Associate Justice William O'Neill of the Manchester District Court. I might say that several of those who opposed and
spoke against the Merrimack District Court Bill also wanted
their remarks recorded in opposition to the Hooksett District
Court proposal which you have just now passed. It should
further be said on the basis of case load increase, population
increase, and traffic increase, all agree
proponents and opponents
that the most meritorious case ever made since 1963
for the establishment of a new district court was made in respect
to the Merrimack District Court proposal, so if there is a case
on the merits, as it was agreed, the Merrimack proposal Avas
the case. I don't think there is any question about that.
cil;

Attorney Joseph

lative counsel

—

—
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Have

in

mind

you

if

will that

if

this bill

is

adopted, then

instead of the original 37 district courts contemplated in 1963,
there will be 41 district courts as opposed to the 85 or 90 courts
in existence in 1963.

Some

of the statistics with respect to the

Merrimack proposal may be significant
Merrimack and Bedford
in question

—

to you.

The two towns

— have had the

largest

population increase in the last several years of any such combined area in the state. They have already established cooperation and mutual aid compacts in several other areas of common interest to their citizens. If this court were established
among the district courts of the state, these two towns would
have the seventh largest district court population served in the
state.

were adopted, the case load of these courts comMerrimack District Court would be fourth
among 27 district courts located in the towns of comparable
size. Of all district courts, they would be thirteenth in ranking
of the district court case load. The population in Merrimack
in 1950 was 1,908. In 1960, it was 2,989 and in 1970, it is 8,595
If this bill

bined in

the

— four times roughly. In the Town of Bedford, the population
in 1960 was 3,636 and
5,859 — nearly doubled.
1970,
in

The

projections

show

towns will increase

at a

it is

that the populations of both of these

much more

rapid rate in the future.

The amendments proposed, I thought by your Committee,
(but on the basis of the testimony on the previous bill this is
not so in two
of the

cases),

Merrimack

would attempt

to incorporate the addition

Court into our system on such a
Legislature from being deluged in the

District

basis as to prevent this

future with unsubstantiated demands for district courts throughout the state and, during the next 30 years, the Municipal Court

System

is

phased out through resignation, retirements and

deaths.

The amendment, in the first instance, is the same as that
which was suggested by Sen. Spanos in regard to the Hooksett
Court, the amendment having been drafted by myself after
discussions with those who were interested in seeing the integrity of the District Court System being maintained. In the
first instance, all it would do would be to attempt reasonably to
redistrict the number of new district courts established by providing a screening process. The Judicial Council, which has
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the principal responsibility in the area of the administration
of justice outside of the legislative process, would hear these

on the merits. The approval of the Judicial Council as
to any new district court proposal would be required and thereafter a three-fifths vote in the House and Senate concurring
would be required and the application to the Legislature would
cases

not be entitled to lie in the first instance unless all the courts
in the contemplated new district were accredited "excellent"
by the Court Accreditation Commission. To that extent, the
amendment would be consistent with the purpose clause you
just now adopted in HB 660 "the purpose of the establishment
of this system of district courts is to provide the minimum number of courts which will adequately serve the convenience of
the public, both transient

and permanent residents

of this state.

was not meant by this amendment to, in any sense of
the word, take away from the ultimate power of the Legislature
It

in respect to the establishment or non-establishment of district
courts because the Legislature can always abolish or repeal the

provision for screening by the Judicial Council. It was meant
to better serve the people in regard to the establishment or

non-establishment of district courts and to better serve the
Legislature in that they would not, as the tendency has become,
to continue to be deluged with requests for new district courts
because, as you well know, sometimes these cases can be heard
in considerations other than the merit of the court proposal
in question on the basis of population, case load, traffic and
other relevant circumstances. In the second place, the amendment provides that the Bedford-Merrimack situation will come
660 in that
under the circuit-rider provision contained in
the per case payment to Bedford would be the same as is the

HB

other situations where the district judge goes to
another town in the district to sit at least once a week.

case of all

amendment provides that the bill would take
on August 23, 1971, the seventieth birthday of Justice
Wiggin provided that prior to said date, the court facilities
in the Bedford Municipal Court have been improved so as to
render same reasonably or potentially suitable and adequate
in terms of the public interest and the administration of justice
in the jud^jment of the administrative committee of district
and municioal courts, which is already in existence because
it is generally recognized that the facilities in Bedford have not
Finally, the

effect
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been what they should be. The selectmen have indicated that
they would so improve them if this bill were adopted and it
is felt

that the statutory provision for that

improvement should

be placed on the books.
In summary, all have agreed, both those who favor the
establishment of new district courts and those who oppose the
establishment of new district courts, over and above the original
bill, that if there ever was a meritorious case for this establishment, based on the population, case load, traffic and other
relevant and proper factors, the proposal now before you is
that case.

JACOBSON: How

Sen,

does one ultimately interpret the

"convenience of the people"?

NIXON:

If you are speaking in terms of a court,
could be reduced to such things as amount of time
away from jobs and family on account of being required to
attend court. It could be in terms of whether or not the court
sits at night or during the day. It could be in terms of whether
or not the cases from the home district might be handled before
the cases from the town that is sending its part-time police
officers into the home district and also in terms of whether or
not there is a local court available to handle local business on
reasonable days and hours.

Sen.

I

suppose

Sen.

the

it

JACOBSON:

Committee

is

If

the

amendment

not adopted, the

bill

as

would

proposed by part
be the "estab-

still

lishment of the Merrimack District Court"?
Sen. NIXON: That is true except that the amendment also
provides for the circuit-rider provision and allocation of money
between the two towns on the basis of the same principle as is

That and the effective
amendment. May I say to the two distinguished members of the Committee who, this morning, quite
applicable to

date

is

all

other district courts.

also in the

me in being in opposition to the amendment because
thought that we were in accord. Had I known that there would
be the objection now raised to this, I would have attempted
surprised
I

to

accommodate them

with other
Sen.

in every possible

way

as I

have tried to do

bills.

JACOBSON:

If this

amendment should

fail

with

its

provisions for the Judicial Council authority, another amend-
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ment could be drawn which would incorporate
tures of your amendment?
Sen.

NIXON: That

is

so,

afraid that the possibility of real

but

if

damage

the other fea-

that were done,

I

am

to the principle of the

District Court System would result in the sense that there would
be no protection against the deluge of district court requests
which is definitely going to face future Legislatures so the
amendment Tvould help future Legislatures, not hamstring
them in deciding these cases upon their merits as opposed to
considerations which are not so meritorious.

Sen.

JACOBSON: On

the question of merit,

how

is

that

defined?
Sen.

NIXON:

think "merit"

I

is

defined in terms of the

quality of justice rendered in terms of the degree to which a

court in the local community can as well serve the interests
of the people in disposing of matters conveniently and quickly

and

efficiently as opposed to district courts and in terms of the
inconvenience to the law enforcement authorities and citizens
how far they have to travel to have their matters disposed of.

—

JACOBSON: You

spoke of the quality of the adminisI agree with, but the meritorious
matters which you delineated earlier were quantitative. How
do you delineate that problem?
Sen.

tration of justice of

which

Sen. NIXON: I am not a professor, but I don't see any
necessary distinction between quantitative and meritorious as
it applies to this situation.

JACOBSON: I believe you said that the merits of this
were that they had more population, more traffic, more
this and that
all of which are quantitative. However, in
an earlier response, you said that the real issue was qualitative
in terms of convenience to the people and I don't buy the distinction between a small district court and a large district court
in terms of the quality. I think the quality could be in both
places. Do you agree?
Sen.

case

—

Sen.

NIXON:

be a subscriber

I

certainly do, but

may

I

say that

I

happen

views expressed by people much more
competent on the subject than I; for instance, principals in
to

the

to

American Judicature Society who have indicated,

after
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study of the judicial systems of several countries, that the English system of justice is perhaps better than ours or that of any
other country in the sense that they have provisions for what
might be called neighborhood courts' justices of the peace or
magistrate courts in the first instance, which have limited jurisdiction but have the benefit to the public and to the system
of a court where all parties are known and a person is judged
by neighbors who know him in regard to misconduct, civil
claims and so forth, and to some extent that principle is being
done away with by limiting the number of courts in number
throughout the state, even though the quality of justice in terms
of having a professional, legally trained judge on a full time
basis is being gained at the same time.

Sen.
fact,

well

JACOBSON:

I

gather from your remarks that, in

come from the neighborhood concept as
based upon the American Judicature Society's analysis

the quality can

of the British system.

Sen. NIXON: I think that is so and that is why I am not,
(maybe it's because I was not among those who were, as Senator
Spanos was, in the van of establishing the 37 District Court
System principle) as much of a subscriber to that hard and fast
37 district court number as others might be.

Sen.

JACOBSON: Was

I,

as a

member

of the Judiciary

Committee, present when we took action?
Sen.
this

NIXON:

morning

probably

is

that

Frankly,

I

don't

you were not and

parallel to

my

know
I

except that you said

would only

experience as a

member

say that that
of the

Com-

mittee of Resources and Environmental Control in the sense
that each of us is Chairman of one committee and a member of
several others.

Sen.

the

JACOBSON:

amendment on

Mr. President,
the very same basis

I

rise in

as the

opposition to

amendment

that

was proposed before. I still strongly believe in the Legislature
and furthermore, I believe that the Legislature is competent
as competent as any other group. There may be bad apples
in the Legislature but there are bad apples in every institution.
By and large, the Legislature is competent and it represents the
will of the people and I propose that we maintain this delicate
balance of power between the three branches to as great a de-

—
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gree as we can. I understand that there has been usurpation
by the Executive and there has been usurpation by the Judicial
but that doesn't give me any support to allow it to go even

American system lies
and we should do everything to enhance

further. I believe the strength of the

the Legislature

and

in
it

to increase the power.

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

I

thought you said that there are bad
else. Is not the ques-

apples in the Legislature like everywhere
tion to determine

who

the bad apples are?

Sen.

JACOBSON: That

Sen.

MORRISSETTE: Do

type that

it

is

always the question.

is

you

feel that

on

bills of this

very, very difficult for a representative of the

people to vote against a bill like this where the people have
expressed their desire to have their own court and by requiring
a three-fifths vote, it would be more likely that a proper decision
is

made?

JACOBSON:

Well, in the Fourteenth Century it was
is more often wrong than the one is more
often right." Sometimes even two-thirds or even three-quarters
is wrong. But, the question is not that. The question is whether
the Legislature should contiue to have its basic and fundamental
powers guaranteed to it by our Constitution.
Sen.

said, "the

majority

Sen. MORRISSETTE: Could you vote against a court
up north, as a senator from the central part of the state, if the
people up there explicitly desired to have one, even though
you might feel it is a questionable thing?
Sen.

JACOBSON:

In the

last

session,

I

voted with the

Judiciary Committee against three or four courts and
the senator from the Twenty-First District,

man

will support that. I voted for

three or four

we voted

who

is

I

believe

the Chair-

two courts and there were

against based

upon

the fact that there

were other alternatives such as bringing together more towns.
In fact, one of the bills was the senator's bill for the establishment of a district court in Sunapee which I voted against.
Sen.

SPANOS: Mr.

President,

I rise

for

two points.

Num-

ber one, to make a clarification in case there was an innuendo
being passed here that I was supporting the Sunapee District
Court.

I

sponsored the Sunapee District Court but informed
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Town of Sunapee that I would not support
reached the floor of this Chamber. Fortunately, it
did not have to vote on the issue, but I had already

the selectmen of the
it

when

did not.

it
I

made my wishes known. Secondly, I want to rise in favor of the
amendment as offered by the Judiciary Committee and support
it wholeheartedly for the reason I gave when we were discussing
the Hooksett District Court.
Sen. KOROMILAS: Mr. President, I would just like to
have the record show that I oppose the amendment.
Sen.
of the

that

I

MORRISSETTE:

amendment and

I

Mr. President,

would

I

rise in

support

also like the record to

show

support the Bedford Court.

Sen.

JACOBSON:

Mr. President,

I

would

just like to say

did not infer any innuendo on the distinguished colleague
of mine and if it was led that way, I want to make my apologies
that

I

to the senator.

Division vote:

Amendment

1 1

Yeas; 8 Nays.

Ordered

adopted.

to third reading.

(Sen. President in Chair)

SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Sen.

pened

SPANOS moved

as to place the

the rules of the Senate be so far sus-

following

passage at the present time:

HB 192, HB 899, HB
HB 506 and H 507.

926,

bills

on third reading and

HJR 46, HB

HB

828,

HB

885,
547,

HB 773, HB
HB 688, HB

final

660,
337,

Adopted.
Sen. SPANOS moved the above listed bills and resolution
be hereby each read a third time, bills by titles only and resolution by caption only, and that each of said listed bills and resolution be hereby passed.
Adopted.

Third reading and

final passage

HB

192, exempting Nashua from the payment of debt time
limitation pursuant to changing the dates of the fiscal year.

HB

337, establishing a

committee

the goals, purposes, organization

to study and report on
and financing of the state
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university system, creating a legislative commission to study
and make recommendations relative to the expenditure of state

funds for higher education and establishing a commission to
study the feasibility of a three-year high school curriculum.

HB 506, changing part of the boundary line between the
towns of Bartlett and Hart's Location.
HB 507, establishing a Hooksett District Court.
HB 547, relative to publication of political contributions
and expenditures.

HB

660, requiring certain district courts to hold regular

sessions in certain

HB
who

towns within their

688, providing junior

district.

and child

ski rates for students

are residents of the state.

HB

773, relative to recording instruments with the register

of deeds.

HB

828, relating to action

by the budget committee prior

to a special meeting.

HB
and

885, relative to the sale of liquid fuels, lubricating oils

greases.

HB 899, providing for aldermanic confirmation of certain
appointments made by the Mayor of Nashua.
HB

926, to

amend

the charter of the City of Rochester rela-

tive to registration for voting

HJR

and absentee voting.

46, directing a study of the feasibility of establishing

named for Alan B. Shepard and directing an
and inventory of the state's scenic rivers.

a state park

vestigation

in-

SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Sen.

pended

Nixon moved

as to place

HB

the rules of the Senate be so far sus532 on third reading and final passage

at this time.

Adopted.

RECESS
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LAID ON
Sen.

THE TABLE

JACOBSON moved SB

532 be laid on the table.

Division Vote: 12 Yeas; 9 Nays.

Motion adopted.

RECESS

ENROLLED

BILLS

AMENDMENT

HB

915, including surviving spouse of disabled servicemen
in the class of person exempt from taxation on a homestead.

AMENDMENT
Amend
three

section

1

of the bill by striking out lines one, two,

and four and inserting

in place thereof the following:

1 Surviving Spouse Included. Amend RSA 72:36-a by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the following:
72:36-a Certain Disabled Servicemen, If any person who shall be

Adopted.

SENATE NON-CONCURRENCE TO
HOUSE AMENDMENT
SB
benefits

127, to improve the administration of and increasing
under the workmen's compensation law.

(See

HJ

for

amendment)

Sen. Lamontagne moved the Senate non-concur and
quested a Committee of Conference be established.
Adopted.

The

re-

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Porter

and Lamontagne.

SENATE CONCURRENCE TO
HOUSE AMENDMENT
SB

189, establishing obligations of the

Higher Educational and Health
investments."
(See

HJ

for

amendment)

Facilities

New Hampshire

Authority as "legal
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moved concurrence.

Adopted.

FURTHER COMMITTEE REPORTS
HB

218
relative to fishing limits in Great Bay.

Sen. Koromilas

amendment.

for Recreation

Ought to pass with
and Development.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

of the bill

by striking out the same and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

referring the

Uniform Controlled Substances Act

to the Legislative

Amend

Study Committee.

the bill by striking out all after the enacting clause
in place thereof the following:

and inserting
1

Legislative Findings; Referral. In view of the increasing

illegal traffic in

and use of controlled drugs, the legislature finds
need for drug control measures more exten-

that there exists a
sive

than those presently incorporated in the statutes. Therefore,
is hereby directed to study the

the legislative study committee

feasibility of new drug control legislation. Specifically, the committee shall carefully consider the Uniform Controlled Substances Act as promulgated in 1970 by the National Conference
of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws and in cooperation
with Legislative Services, shall prepare a bill incorporating oi

based upon said act for introduction at the next regular session
end of the second week of said ses-

of the legislature before the
sion.

2 Effective Date. This act shall take effect sixty days after
its

passage.

Sen.
bill

KOROMILAS:

has noting to do

Mr, President, the amendment

with the original bill

itself.

The

to this
title

of

our Committee is "relative to fishing limits
in Great Ray." However, there has been another bill which
was passed solving that problem in part. The amendment to the
bill talks about drugs. It provides that there be a study of the
Uniform Drug Law. It would go to the Legislative Study Committee and that is the substance of the amendment. It is not
a sneaky pete. All it does is to authorize the Legislative Study
the bill as

it

came

to
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Committee to look into the drug problem to try to make our
drug laws conform with federal legislation.
Ordered to third reading.
Amendment adopted.

HB

574

to authorize the establishment of the Dover Industrial Development Authority. Ought to pass with amendment. Sen,
Koromilas for Recreation and Development.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out

all after

section 16

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:
17 Heating System. There is hereby granted to the City
Dover the authority to operate and maintain a heating system for the use of owners, lessees and other occupants of the
Pacific Mills complex, so-called, and to assume the powers and
jurisdiction hereinafter enumerated and such other and additional powers as may be conferred upon it by the Legislature.

of

18 Rates.

The

City of Dover

may

singly or in concert with

the users thereof set rates for the services provided by such

sys-

tem, and may collect such tariffs, fees and charges against the
users of such system as they shall become due.
19 Powers of City. Subject to the approval of the City
cil

Coun-

the City of Dover, either singly or in concert with the users

thereof, shall have the following authority:
a

To

develop, construct and reconstruct facilities for and

maintain and operate said system.

b To acquire by any manner, hold and dispose of property,
both personal and real, tangible and intangible, for this purpose.
c

To make

contracts with any individual, public corpora-

tion or body, or private corporation.

d

To employ

such employees,

assistants, agents or consul-

tants as shall be necessary.
e

To borrow money and

ness or obligation

City thereof.

and

issue evidence of such indebted-

to pledge the full faith

and

credit of the
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f To do all other lawful acts necessary and incidental to the
foregoing powers.

20 Operation Costs. Except as provided above, the operaand maintenance of said system is to be paid from operating
income and there shall be no expenditure by the City except for
services provided directly to the City.
tion

At the municipal election to be held in
November, 1971, the city clerk then in office
be included on the ballot then used the following

21 Referendum.

the city of

Dover

shall cause to

in

question: "Shall the provisions of an act of the general court
of 1971 relative to the establishment of

ment authority

an industrial develop-

Dover be adopted?" Beneath this
question shall be printed the word "yes" and the word "no"
with a square immediately opposite such word in which the
voter may indicate his choice. The warrant for the meeting at
which this action is to be taken shall contain an article calling
for the city of

for the consideration of such adoption. If a majority of the

voters present

and voting on the question

shall signify their ap-

proval thereof this act shall be declared adopted effective as of
January 1, 1972. The city clerk of the city of Dover shall within ten days after said election certify to the secretary state the

result of the vote

on the question.

22 Effective Dates. Section 21 hereof relative to the referenshall take effect sixty days after the passage of this act.
Sections 17, 18, 19 and 20 shall take effect immediately upon
passage. If the other provisions of this act are adopted at the
referendum, they shall become effective on January 1, 1972.

dum

Mr. President, HB 574 adds an amendwhich has to do with the Industrial Development. It requires a referendum in Dover, however, the amendment talks about something with respect to heating. The City
of Dover, some years ago, purchased a manufacturing plant;
Pacific Mills. When they purchased the mill, they also purchased a heating plant. The City of Dover is actually selling
Sen.

ment

KOROMILAS:

to the bill

heating to the people that are using that particular plant. It
appears that it has been doing this illegally without any kind
of authorization.

What

this bill

have been going on illegally.
Amendment adopted.

does

is

to' legalize

what may

Ordered to third reading.
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VACATE COMMITTEE
Sen. KOROMILAS: Mr. President, I move that HB 725
be vacated from the Committee on Recreation and Development. I ask for this motion because I do not believe that any bill
should be laid on the table for the purpose of killing it. I have
so stated this in the past. I think on the evening of the budget
hearings, I took issue with the procedure of laying things on
the table when the last day comes. I oppose this particular bill
as does the Committee. But, in all fairness to anyone who may
want to say something with respect to this bill, which would
establish a 5 year term for the Director of the Fish and Game
Department, they would have that opportunity to either agree
or disagree. That is the only reason why this bill is being asked
to be discharged.

Division Vote: 15 Yeas; 2 Nays.

Motion adopted.

HB 725, establishing a five year term for the Director of the
Fish

and
Sen.

Game Department.

KOROMILAS:

consideration of

would

establish a five

In establishing a
job.

HB
five

The Commission

Mr. President,

I

move

that further

725 be indefinitely postponed. This bill
year term for the Fish and Game Director.
year term,

all

you do

is

set

up

a political

has been very satisfied with the Director.

Things are Avorking extremely well and the relationship between the Commission and the Director is a very good one.
This bill would set up a political job for five years; everyone
else will want the job. The present Director has been doing a
fine job and this should not be turned into a political office.
Sen.

TUFTS: Not

being a lawyer or a country school

you explain to me the difference between laying
on the table in the Committee and laying on the table in the
teacher, could

Senate?
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

I

think there

is

very

little

difference.

Adopted.

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Sen.

Mr. President, I move that HB 532
Nixon and I had the opportunity
and come to an agreement on an amend-

JACOBSON:

be taken from the

table. Sen.

to discuss this issue
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do two things: it will slow down the process
no deluge of district court bills and at the

so that there will be

same time, preserve the integrity of the Legislature in terms
of its power. I hope that you will vote for this motion and I will
offer an amendment after this motion is approved.
Adopted.

HB

532, constituting the

Sen.

JACOBSON:

Merrimack

Mr. President,

I

District Court.

move

the following

amendment:

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section 5

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
5 Establishment of Additional District Courts.

502-A:

1

by adding

at the

Amend RSA

end thereof the following new

502-A:I-a Additional District Courts.

No

section:

other
than those provided for herein shall be established except after
the proposal therefor has been submitted to and approved by
district court

and thereafter to the judicial
whose report thereon shall be submitted to and considered by the next succeeding regular session of the legislature
and said proposal is approved by said next regular session of the
legislature; provided that no such additional district court shall
the legislature in a regular session

council,

be established prior to said second regular session of the legislature all courtrooms intended to be included in the proposed disexcellent" by the court actrict court are rated as "accredited
creditation commission.

—

Sen. JACOBSON: Mr. President, one of the things that
have ahvays believed in is that one of the essential factors of
the political process is compromise. This amendment is a compromise between those who wanted the former situation and
I

those

who

ment does

didn't
is

want the

situation at

all.

that any bill for a district court

What this amendmay be submitted

to the Legislature. Once it has received its approval, it shall
then be submitted to the Judicial Council for review and recommendation. After that has been accomplished, at the next
regular session, the bill will be taken up again and approved
a second time. In addition, before that second approval takes
place, that district court shall have a rating of "excellent" in
terms of the Accreditation Commission. In this way, the power
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preserved and at the same time, there is
a restraint so that no district court which really is not meritorious will be able to pass or will be able to pass only with the
of the Legislature

greatest difficulty.
it

is

I

good compromise and that
and in the interest of the power

find that this

is

a

works in the interest of justice
same time.

of the Legislature at the

NIXON:

Mr. President, I rise in support of the
amendment jointly proposed by Sen. Jacobson and myself. I
would like to say, for the reasons eloquently and comprehensively stated by Sen. Spanos, that I had initial and then continuing reservations about both the different court proposals
we have approved today. On the other hand, I was impressed
by the merits of both situations, and regardless of how I ultimately decided to vote on the issue, it was well-known to me
that both proposals had sufficient votes to pass this body. Having that in mind, I attempted, with what I thought was full
knowledge of all members of the Committee, to amend the
Merrimack proposal, (but it wouldn't have made much difference to me which proposal had the amendment attached to it),
so as to attempt, in the future, to avoid this Legislature being
deluged with non-meritorious district court proposals to the
ultimate determent of the integral principle of the District
Court System. That is all that was had in mind by that amendment. I did not realize, perhaps due to my relative inexperience
in this body, that the amendment ran full-force in conflict with
the additionally important principle of the separation of powers
between the legislative and judicial and executive branches;
the principle which I recognize now even more so that I did
Sen.

previously.

amendment we have now come up with does
some guarantee to the citizens that we won't have a completely run amuck District Court System and, on the other
hand, it does permit some degree of flexibility on a long, continued study basis where the flexibility should properly pertain,
recognizing increased population, case load and other material
factors. For this reason, and with appreciation for the attitude
of realism and understanding and willingness to compromise
on matters, I hope you will support the amendment.
I

believe the

afford

Sen.

SPANOS: Mr.

amendment
son. I

still

President,

regret the fact

I

rise

in support of the

by Sen. Nixon and Sen. Jacobthat Hooksett and Merrimack may

that was generated
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however, I must admit in all candor
that I think that what has been evolved here is an effort, which
is something that I have been talking about for a long time,
and that is whenever we are going to proceed in adopting a district court, that it should be done with some scrutiny by an

become

district courts,

impartial group that will be able to, after evaluation of all the
i.e. geography, population, case load and what
have you, recommend it to the Legislature for its consideration.

circumstances,

always afraid that too many times we have these measures
come into us without necessary evaluation by an impartial
body. But, as I said, we go along as legislators in order to satisfy
I

am

those

who

are presenting the matter.

Having

this in

mind

that this

group has come up with

philosophy of a study, not necessarily hampering the District Court System, but actually improving it by having a group
study it, I go along with this amendment.
Ordered to third reading.
Amendment adopted.
this

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
NIXON:

Mr. President, this body has now heard the
submitted to the Senate Judiciary Committee
except the two bills held in Committee at the request of each
Sen.

last of the bills

of the sponsors thereof.

FURTHER COMMITTEE REPORTS
HB

205
relative to health services in public schools.

Ought

to pass

with amendment. Sen. Koromilas for Public Health, Welfare

and

State Institutions.

AMENDMENT
Amend RSA
tion

1

of the bill

200:26, 27, 28, 29, and 32 as inserted by secby striking out said sections and inserting in

place thereof the following:

200:26 Definition. As used in this subdivision the word
mean any child who attends, or who should attend
an elementary, junior high, or senior high school, and shall
include any child who attends a public kindergarten or special
class for handicapped children which is an integral part of the
"child" shall

local school district.
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200:27 School Health Services.

The

local

board in each

school district may provide school health services to include
school nurse services and school physician services to every
child of school age in the district as hereinafter provided, unis waived by the
unusual or extenuating circumstances.

less

the duty to provide said services

due

to

state

board

200:28 School Physician. Each school board may appoint
one or more school physicians, legally qualified to practice medicine and currently licensed to practice in New Hampshire
or immediately adjacent states, and shall assign one to the
schools in the district and shall provide them with all proper
facilities for the performance of their duties as relate to the
school health program.

200:29 School Nurse. Each school board may appoint a
school nurse to function in the school health program, and

provide said nurse with proper facilities and equipment. A
school nurse shall be a registered professional nurse currently
licensed in

New

Hampshire.

200:32 Medical Examination of Students. There shall be
a complete medical examination by a licensed physician of

each child prior to or upon first entry into the public school
system and thereafter as often as deemed necessary by the local
school authority, provided no medical examination shall be
required of a child whose parent or guardian objects thereto
in writing on the grounds such medical examination is contrary to this religious tenets

Amend RSA
by striking out

200:37,

and

I,

teachings.

by section 1 of the bill
and inserting in place thereof

as inserted

said paragraph

the following:
I. All children shall be immunized prior to school entrance
according to the current recommendations of the State Public
Health Agency.

Amend RSA

200:38 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
and inserting in place thereof the fol-

striking out said section

lowing:

200:38 Exclusion from School. Whenever any student exhibits symptoms of contagion or is a hazard to himself or others,
he shall be excluded from the classroom and his parents or
guardians shall be notified as soon as possible.

Amend
by section

1

the bill by striking out
of the bill.

RSA

200:39 as inserted
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Amend RSA
tion

of the bill

1

and 200:40

200:40 and RSA 200:41 as inserted by secby renumbering said sections to read 200:39

respectively.

Amend

renumbering

the bill by

sections

3,

4,

and

5 to

read 2 3 and 4 respectively.

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

Mr. President, the amendment

to

HB

205 would change the bill so that School Health Services
would apply only to public kindergarten and would not affect
the private ones.

The way

the bill

came

in,

there were

some

The

doubts as to whether it would affect private kindergartens.
change in that particular section is to make it clear.

next change in the bill is that it came in to read "each
board in each school district shall provide school health
services to include school nurse services, school physician ser-

The

local

vices to every child of school age."

the

word

"shall" should be replaced

The Committee

felt that

by "may". There are

others areas in which "may" replaces "shall".

also

The

reason for this
change is that Manchester and Nashua have their own public
health type of school services independent of the school department. There were some recommendations that the words "shall
or provide for" be used, but in speaking to Legislative Services,
I

was advised that the words

thing as "shall", therefore,

"shall or provide for" are the

the word "may"

is

same

substituted for

"shall".

Another change was with respect to the Christian Science
people who feel that they had won a well-recognized right to
allow a person of their faith to refuse certain types of medical
examinations.
have made that particular change for them.

We

Dr. Shaw, who is the school doctor at Concord, felt that the
language that a child could stay out of school because of illness
or other situations was too broad. We tied that down and said
that if there is any kind of contagion involved, then the child
could stay out of school. The paragraph in which the original
bill had it read that the child could stay out of school for various
reasons, so

we

tightened that up.

Finally, there

was some language which would allow the

health services to be in accordance with the
atrics.

The amendment
up

Academy

for Pedi-

takes that particular phrase out

and

Public Health Services to determine what
kind of immunization is to be given.
leaves

it

to the
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There was
of the Senate,

but

I

I

also

another amendment, but for the purposes

don't believe

will yield to Sen.

Sen.

DOWNING:

the balance of the

it is

exactly

germane

to the bill,

Downing.
Mr. President,

I

amendment. This

would

like to explain

relates to the physical

examinations of school bus drivers. This is a bill which has
been before us twice in recent days. The Senate made a decision

on

it.

The amendment now relates
made and sent to

to the decision that the

There was a
communications with respect to the Committee
of Conference Report and it appears that this would be a more
equitable decision and would be in line with the original decision of the Senate. It is agreeable to the sponsor of the bill and I
urge your support of the amendment.
Ordered to third reading.
Amendment adopted.
Senate originally

breakdown

HB

the House.

in

640
establishing a line item budget for the city of Manchester.

Ought

to pass. Sen.

Ferdinando

for

Manchester Delegation.

Mr. President, HB 640 is someI hereby appeal to the wisdom and sense of justice of my colleagues to permit the 90,000
citizens of Manchester to have some home rule. It is most unjust to the board of our city fathers composed of our chief executive and the fourteen aldermen to have little control over
expenditures, and yet be responsible to raise necessary funds
through taxes. Last year, the taxes of the majority of the poor
people went up to 25, 50 and even 300 percent. It is unjust
for department heads to manipulate funds after the budget
has been made and negotiate and then the city fathers have no
say as to what happens. Abuses by department heads are numerous and, in fact, it is common rather than the rule. Department
heads create bureaucratic positions not approved at the time
of the budget. Monies transferred from necessary items are
just to please personalities. Employees are out moonlighting
and rush to other jobs, or to the racetrack and neglect their
jobs. Absenteeism is common and abused. In many departments,
if not most, employees are promoted just prior to retirement at
great loss to our cities. We also lose the services of these individuals. I will give you any one example; we just had a police officer retire at a very early age after just being promoted to higher
Sen.

thing that

MORRISSETTE:
we

very desperately need.
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rank. This individual gets $1200 from the state, the city has
to make up another $4800 plus he earns $10,000 working for

from the city. The Manand at a public
hearing all the comments approved it; only one person appeared
and objected to it. The Manchester Delegation in the House
voted over 50 for it. Both the Democratic Party and the Republican Party endorsed this bill as necessary. If you kill this bill
you will have killed all of the Manchester bills except possibly
most of them never came out
one, and I have a group here
of Committee.

He

the state.

will collect over 100,000

chester Delegation has voted 31 for this one

—

I will give you an example of what some of these departments are doing. The Parks and Recreation Department has
expenses of $15,000 a month. Most of these expenses incur
during the summer, yet, in December they spent $49,000.
The Cemetery spends $3500 normally and in the winter time,
when they have very little expenses, they spent $8,000 in De-

cember. In Traffic, a similar situation occurred

—

against $15,000. Maintenance $6,000 against $8,000.

$11,000

The

Fire

money. Police

December they
When they are short, we have to make up the
normally spend $8,000 and in December they

spent $17,000.

It

Department normally spends $5,000 and
spent $21,000.

spent $5300.

It is

goes on and on.
the system that

is

The

in

Auditor: $2800 and he

wrong.

do what is right for our
pretty much known that I have been contemplating
rimning for mayor of our city. You cannot run a city if you have
no authority. I am not interested in this from a political standpoint and you have probably noticed that I have done many
things a politician shouldn't do, but they are done in the inI feel

that in your heart

you

will

city. It is

terest of the people.

Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

Does Manchester have home rule?

Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

It

doesn't look like

it.

Sen. LAMONTAGNE: Are you aware that the City of
Manchester could have home rule if they would only put it on
the referendum for which we have made provision for in our
laws?

Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

the people can decide

it.

This

is

going on a referendum and
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LAMONTAGNE: Why

Sen.

doesn't Manchester place the

rule on their referendum and they would be
able to take care of their own problems? The City of Berlin
has adopted home rule so we do not have to come to the General

matter of

home

Court with these
Sen.

bills.

MORRISSETTE: We

get our charter brought

through and that
Sen.

is

all

up

there

have tried for many years to
We cannot get out bills

to date.

is

to

it.

LAMONTAGNE: What

I

am

referring to

is

the law

we have passed that gives the cities the opportunity to go
home rule. I have asked you if your city had adopted home
rule, but from what you tell me now, it must be that you don't
have it. You can have home rule by putting it on a referendum
do you know that?
Sen. MORRISSETTE: Sure, I am aware of that, but we
are trying to amend our charter in small pieces every two years
that

into

—

and

it is

because

very

difficult. I

don't think

we would have done

Sen.

SNELL: Mr,

it is

as

simple as you say

it.

President,

I rise

in opposition to

HB

640

and move that the words "refer to Joint Committee of the Senate Committee on Executive Departments, Municipal and
County Government and House Committee on Municipal and
County Government" be substituted for the Committee Report,
"ought to pass". I do so for this reason; at the present time,
there are 14 school board members in the City of Manchester
elected directly by those individuals who take that opportunity
to cast their votes. There are 14 aldermen in the City of Manchester directly elected by the same process of government and
wipe out the need for a
power directly to the mayor and
aldermen. This could also set a bad precedent for our entire
state and we could even find these problems coming up in
sessions in years to come. I hope that individuals in this body
will see fit to defeat this motion of "ought to pass" and substiif

this bill is enacted, it will definitely

school board and will give the

tuted the referral to the standing committees for further study.

the

Sen. FERDINANDO: Mr. President, I rise in support
Committee Report. What we are talking about here is

of
to

allow the people of Manchester to decide whether or not they
are in favor of this bill. In essence, if we are of the opinion that
a city should be run as a business, then what Sen. Morrissette
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says

of

makes

a lot of sense.

AH

Manchester to decide and

sider voting for the

this bill
I

does

would hope

is
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allow the people

that

you might con-

Committee Report,

MORRISSETTE:

Sen. Snell, would you be willing
an amendment was introduced excluding the school board in view of the fact that all the other
departments have consented to go along with it and this would
be a referendum by the people? I have an amendment that I
Sen.

to

go along with

this bill if

would submit.
Sen.

more

SNELL:

detail than

I would have to look into that in a little
making a comment at this time. I have been

informed by a number of people from Manchester concerning
this legislation and not just from senators and representatives.
They have asked me to support an individual in this body.

MORRISSETTE:

Mr. President, I did not introduce
have been aware for years of the tremendous
problem that we had in running the City of Manchester. I
discussed this bill on numerous occasions with Sen. McCarthy.
The only objection that he has ever mentioned to me up until
today was relative to the school board. As a school board member, he felt that the board should not be included because they
were also elected by the people. The problem is that the people
do not know. The school board should be financially responsible also. I have an amendment that I would like to have introduced relative to exempting the school board and I don't see
why there should be any objection to it because every department has agreed that they want this so that they can be relieved
of unfair pressure regarding all these problems that we have.
Sen.

this bill

although

I

If you go along with Sen. Snell's motion, there will be no
opportunity for me to introduce this amendment. I hope that
you will give me that opportunity.

Sen.

JACOBSON:

In section 2 of the

bill,

it

says that

have the power to define the scope and extent
of the various city departments which now or hereafter may be
established." Isn't that a very significant departure from the
normal procedure?
the

"mayor

Sen.

shall

MORRISSETTE: What

you consider "normal"?

Sen. JACOBSON: I would consider that the legislative
body would have the basic power in terms of determining and

defining the scope.
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Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

Well, you could simply add the

words, "board of mayor and aldermen."

JACOBSON:

Because of some of the implications in
what we may do for Manchester might have a wave
effect which might change the basic structures as they exist
now. Wouldn't it be a better thing for an impartial committee
to sit down and study this between now and the Special Session?
Sen.

this bill,

Sen. MORRISSETTE: We have a situation where we
have insurmountable problems and you just cannot meet them.
We have a $5 million sewer coming up and the mayor and
aldermen have no authority over any of the department heads
nor over any of the spending of money after the budget is made.
We have to raise new money. When these departments have
money left over, they rush to spend all their money in December to get rid of it by the end of the year. Nothing ever goes
back. If none of the departments in our state had any responsibility, we just could not run this state. We are asking you to
permit the people of Manchester to have a referendum of whether the mayor and aldermen should have authority over the
manipulation of the funds after the budget is made.

Sen. JACOBSON: Is it not true now that the board of
aldermen and the mayor have control over studying what the

appropriation
Sen.

making

is?

MORRISSETTE: They have control

over the original
bring in their

The department heads
negotiate it. Then the budget

of the budget.

budget and they
goes back with
the department heads and they can do what they want with it.
Sen. JACOBSON: In other words, the department heads
can have as large and overrun budget as possible? Who pays

the bill?
Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

more money
left over,

If

they spend

it

in

we have

to raise

they have

money

they run under,

— the taxpayers have

to,

December

but

if

as the figures I

gave you

indicated.

of

Sen. JACOBSON: When there is an overrun, do the board
aldermen and the mayor approve that overrun?
Sen.

it

MORRISSETTE: They

don't in

many cases. When
money and they

runs under, the departments can keep the
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create positions that at the time of the budget, it is said that
they cannot have those positions. After they get back control
of the budget, they can create the positions.

Sen. KOROMILAS: In
agree with your amendment?
Sen.

up

to

Sen.

with

MORRISSETTE:

now.

I

would

like

MCCARTHY:

this bill

I

him
I

all

fairness, does Sen.

McCarthy

don't know.
to

I thought that he did
speak for himself.

think that there are enough problems

and the impact on the

rest of the state of

New

Hampshire. It drastically changes our form of government in
Manchester whereby the mayor, alone, is going to decide the
scope of all the departments despite the fact that we have directly elected school board members and we have hired respectable
people as commissioners. Just because it happened to slip
through the Manchester Delegation with a couple of serious
flaAvs like that in it, I don't think it is any real reason why we
should give it the stamp of approval. I can tell you from a personal point of view that I have been much more involved in
municipal government over the last two years than any of the
Manchester senators have been occupied with their state duties.
I

into

it

think that the city already has enough safeguards built
because if a department puts in an exorbitant request,

the board of

amount

mayor and aldermen can cut

that they want.

The

that request to any
people in a department have a

responsibility to the people of Manchester to
in the best interest of the people. I

would

meet the

priorities

like to state that in

where new positions are created, I would like to give
We had a subcommittee to the
school board comprised of highly qualified people
much
more qualified in the area of education than the board of mayor and aldermen
who worked for six months, talked with
all the guidance councilors, principals, superintendents and
came up with the overall recommendation that we were terribly
in need for this position of Pupil Personnel Director. The
school board submitted the request for the position to the
board of mayor and aldermen, but unfortunately they were
not familiar with this position and scratched it from the budget.
As it stands, the school board can meet priorities and if the
board decides that the position is needed, we can transfer funds
to that particular office. I found out more recently that it was
instances

the Senate one classic example.

—

—
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finally

brought

to the mayor's attention

attention that this

going

to confer

is

and

a very valid position.

to the aldermen's

The aldermen

are

with the superintendent of schools and probably

reestablish this position.

Speaking from my own personal involvement with the
City of Manchester, I really think that there are enough safeguards. I was frankly more concerned about the school department, but there was enough concern expressed to me about
other departments. This bill has some very serious flaws affecting the whole State of New Hampshire.

MORRISSETTE: How many

Sen.

people came to the

public hearing?
Sen,

MCCARTHY:

I

would

say about seven.

I

would

like

to point out one other thing. The fact that Sen. Monissette
said earlier that there was only one person who testified against
the bill. That one person represented the 14 dirctly elected

members and

school board

it

was a unanimous vote of the

school board in opposition.
Sen.

MORRISSETTE: Remember

that night

I

offered

board the same as I have offered it today
draft an amendment in view of the fact that

to exclude the school

and I asked you to
you wanted to kill this bill as well as the Water Works bill?
I went up myself and had this amendment drafted this morning
that

I

offer to you.

Sen.

MCCARTHY:

I

would

like to clarify this also.

When

we held the Executive Session, the proposal was made that
should we exempt the school department or not. Sen. Morris-

my

only concern. At that time, you
my own way on everything and
since the Water Works didn't go through, that you were not
going to go along in excluding the school board. That's what
happened in the Executive Session. Since that time, you have
come up with an amendment at a very late date which affects
the State of New Hampshire. There are more senators in here
who will be affected by this than I am.
sette interpreted that as

told

me

that

I

was going

to get

Sen. MORRISSETTE: Does this bill have anything to do
with any other city except a referendum for the City of Manchester relative to the line item budget?
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It
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absolutely does because of the im-

pact of our local news media. If you put this on a referendum
and wipe out a school board, that has grave implications for
the entire state because the consensus would be that this is the
way the people are feeling so we don't need school boards anymore. I think it takes a lot more study than to just put it on a
referendum.
Sen.

LEONARD:

Mr. President,

I

move

the previous ques-

tion.

Adopted.
Question on Motion to refer to Joint Committee of Senate
Committee on Executive Departments, Municipal and County
Governments and House Committee on Municipal and County
Government.
Adopted.
Referred to Joint Committee.

HB

683
establishing a finance officer for the City of Manchester

and defining his duties. Ought to pass with amendment. Sen.
Ferdinando for Manchester Delegation.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section 6

and inserting

in

place thereof the following sections:

6 Competitive Bidding, All purchases made by the city of
Manchester for materials, equipment, supplies, services, insurance, building repairs, or any other item, in an amount exceeding five hundred dollars shall be by competitive bidding. Awards
for such purchases shall be

made

to the lowest responsible bid-

Orders for purchases to be delivered at different times
where the single delivery may be less than five hundred dollars,
but the total order exceeds that amount shall be construed as
coming within the provisions hereof requiring competitive bidder.

ding.

Referendum, The provisions of section 6 shall not take
it is adopted by a majority vote at the biennial
election held in the city of Manchester in November, 1971, as
7

effect unless

The city clerk then in office shall cause
be placed at the bottom of the regular election ballot the following question: "Shall the provisions of an act requiring all
hereinafter provided.
to
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purchases exceeding five hundred dollars, made by the city of
Manchester, be by competitive bidding, passed at the 1971
session of the legislature be adopted?" Beneath the question
shall be printed the word "Yes" and the word "No" with a
square immediately opposite each word in which the voter may
indicate his choice. The referendum relative to the adoption
of this chapter shall be conducted in every way, except as otherwise herein provided, in the same manner as the election of officers. If a majority of those voting on this question at said election vote in the affirmative on this question, this act shall be declared to have been adopted. Within ten days after said election,
the city clerk shall certify to the secretary of state the result of
said vote.

The mayor and alderman

shall certify to the secretary

of state the effective date of section 6 of this act.

and 7 of this act shall take effect
and if the act is adopted at the election in November, 1971, the mayor and aldermen of the city of Manchester, at their next regular meeting held after the November,
8 Effective Date. Section 5

upon

its

passage,

1971, election, shall establish a particular date identified by the

day and year on which the remainder of
Sen.

FERDINANDO:

this act shall take effect.

Mr. President,

this bill

creates a

finance officer for the City of Manchester. It incorporates the

and the auditor into one office at a savings to the
taxpayers in the City of Manchester. This goes to a referendum.
The amendment also provides for a referendum if the City
treasurer

of Manchester shall have competitive bidding
in excess of $500.
this

was a good

bill

on

The Committee unanimously
and

in the interest of the taxpayers.

MORRISSETTE: Mr. President, this is another
was originated from the board of mayor and aldermen.
Amendment adopted.
Ordered to third reading.
Sen.

that

purchases
agreed that

all

bill

SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Sen. Spanos

pended

moved

tiie

rules of the Senate be so far sus-

dispense with two day notice of hearing, holding of
public hearing and one day posting of committee report in the
Calendar on the following:
811,
18,
542,
37,
as to

HB
HB
HB
HB
HB 393, HB 1007, HB 774, HB 701, HB 745, HB 74, HB 966,
HB 957, HB 271, HB 525, HB 527, HB 764, HB 980, HB 7, HB
380, HB 598, HB 761, HB 802, HB 1006, HB 747, HB 193,
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40,

HB
HB

770,

HB
HB

131,
HB 512,
HB 453, and HB 990.

340,
15,

HB 351, HB 153, HB 635, HB
HB 911, HJR 48, HB 496, HB

712,

940,

Adopted.
(Sen.

Jacobson in Chair)

FURTHER COMMITTEE REPORTS
HB

7

relative to the preservation of open space land in New
Hampshire and establishing an open space land study commission. Ought to pass with amendment. Sen. Tufts for Ways and
and Means.

Amend

the

title

of the bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place therefor the following:

AN ACT
an open space land study
commission, relative to the current use valuation of open
space land, and relative to the board of managers of the New
relative to the establishment of

Hampshire

Amend

Soldiers'

Home.

the bill by striking out section 2

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

Current Use Valuation. Amend RSA 75:1 by inserting
end thereof the following: (Provided, however, that farm,
forest, and open space land shall be assessed at its current use
2

at the

amended shall read as follows:
selectmen shall appraise all taxable
property at its full and true value in money as they would appraise the same in payment of a just debt due from a solvent
debtor, and shall receive and consider all evidence that may be
submitted to them relative to the value of propery the value
of which cannot be determined by personal examination. Provided, however, that farm, forest, and open space land shall
be assessed at its current use value.
value.)

so that said section as

How

75:1

Appraised.

3 Soldiers'

The

Home. Amend RSA

119:2 as amended, by strik-

ing out said section and inserting in place thereof the following:
is

119:2 Board of Managers.

The government

vested in the board of managers of the

diers'

Home,

commanders
New Hampshire ex

consisting of the

veterans' departments of

of the

home

New Hampshire

Sol-

of the following
officiis,

American
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Legion, Veterans of Foreign Wars, a

member

of the Disabled

American Veterans, Veterans of World War I of the U, S. A.,
and six citizens of the state, five of whom, at least, served in
the armed forces of the United States in any war in which the
United States has been, is, or shall be engaged, and who are, or
shall be, discharged or separated therefrom under conditions
other than dishonorable, to be appointed by the governor with
the advice and consent of the council, and provided further
that at least one of said appointees shall be a member of the
said department of The American Legion, one of the said department of Veterans of Foreign Wars, one member of the
Disabled American Veterans and one member of the Veterans

Each appointed member
shall hold office for a term of five years and until his successor
is appointed and qualified; and in case of any vacancy, an appointment shall be made for the unexpired term.
of

World War

its

passage.

of the U.

I

S. A.,

Inc.

4 Effective Date. This act shall take

Sen,
to

HB

7.

TUFTS:

effect sixty days after

Mr. President, there are two amendments

One amendment

provides that the selectmen shall

appraise the taxable property at

its

true value provided that

farm, forest and open space land shall be assessed at

its

use

Committee was that if farm and forest
value. The
citizens of N. H. and it was used solely
valuable
the
to
land was
for farm, forest and open space, it should be assessed at that
use rather than what it might provide if it were returning to
the owners some more lucrative value in house lots or some
idea in the

such thing as that.

The second

amendment, which is not terribly
same theory, is that the Ways and
Means Committee had an amendment which applied to the
Soldiers' Home and it wished to apply the amendment to the
bill that we had exempting the Soldiers' Home from the cigapart of the

close in conformity with the

Unfortunately, the bill with the cigarette tax was
ready and passed through the Senate and the amendment never
caught up. The situation exists in the State of New Hampshire

rette tax.

we no longer have the Spanish-American War veteran who
among us. They have passed to the great beyond and the requirement still says that the member of the board of directors
that

is

Home shall be a Spanish-American War veteran.
New Hampshire and the Governor cannot fulfill

of the Soldiers'

The

State of
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amendment which we

offer to

HB

7

removes the restriction that a Spanish-American War
be appointed to the board of directors.
Ordered to third reading.
Amendment adopted.

veteran

THE TABLE
Koromilas moved HB 7 be laid on the table.
LAID ON

Sen.

Adopted.

HB

380
providing for procedures for hearings and elections

rela-

management-employee relations in state employment.
Refer to Legislative Study Committee. Sen. Brown for Ways
and Means and Administrative Affairs.
to

tive

BROWN:

Mr. President, after two hearings and a
it was questioned
as to whether this bill was accomplishing its intent, therefore,
the report to send it to the Legislative Study Committee.
Sen.

very lengthy discussion in Executive Session,

LAID ON TABLE
Sen. Porter

moved

HB

380 be laid on the table.

Adopted.
598

HB

employment of youths. Ought to
Ways and Means and Administrative

relative to the

Lamontagne

for

THE TABLE
HB 598 be laid on

pass. Sen.

Affairs.

LAID ON
Sen. Marcotte moved
Adopted.

the table.

RECESS

Sen.

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Brown moved HB 598 be taken from the table.

Adopted.

BROWN:

HB

Mr. President,
598 merely defines
a hazardous occupation in relation to youth, i.e. 18
years of age or under. The one occupation that was changed
was power mowers so that youth under 18 years of age could
use a power mower.
Sen.

what

is
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LAMONTAGNE:

Mr. President, no one appeared
Mr. Kelley appeared in favor in representing
the Farm Bureau who was responsible for the amendment presented before the House. The reason why this amendment was
introduced was because of young people who wanted to work
on farms. The youngsters had to have a work certificate and
examination if they were under 16. The said they found that
this is a deterrent to the young people who work on farms. He
said he contacted Commissioner Duvall's office and was told
there were 35 certificates issued the young people to work on
farms in New Hampshire. He said he knew there were more
youngsters that would like to work on farms and he was positive
that there were many who were employed illegally. He also
pointed out that if a young person was hurt while working
illegally that this would really create a problem with the law.
Therefore this bill exempts those who wanted to work on farms.
At the same time there is a prohibiting working in dangerous
areas and this bill the way it is being amended, it spells out
what it means about dangerous areas. Therefore, I shall read
to you the amendment. "No youth under sixteen years of age
shall be employed or permitted to work in a dangerous area
in manufacturing, construction, and mining and quarrying
occupations, or in woods and logging.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.
Sen.

against this

bill.

HB

761
permitting the issuance of liquor permits to certain convicted felons upon approval of the Liquor Commission. Ought
to pass with amendment. Sen. Tufts for Ways & Means and Administrative Affairs.

AMENDMENT
Amend

section

1

of the bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1

Permits for Certain Felons.

Amend RSA

new

181 by inserting

—

ExcepNotwithstanding the provisions of RSA 181:15, the
commission after consultation with the attorney general
may in its discretion approve the issuance of a permit
under this chapter to any person who has been convicted of a
felony in this state, provided, that such felony shall not have
been for the crime of abduction, arson, incest, manslaughter in

after section 15 the following
tion.

section: 181:15-a
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degree,

mayhem, murder,

of trafficing in drugs
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rape, robbery or as a result

and provided further

that not less than five

years shall have passed since said person was placed

on parole

or probation and that during this interim period he shall have
led an exemplary life and not have been convicted of any further

crime except for minor traffic violations. Said approval shall
allow such person to sell beverages in accordance with the provisions of this chapter and the commission shall periodically
review the status of said person in respect to the continuance of
his good behavior and may in its discretion revoke the approval
for a permit granted hereunder.
Sen.
in

TUFTS: Mr.

Ways and Means

President, quite a lot of time was spent
deliberating on the gist of this measure.

In their consideration and concern, the Senate Committee
decided to amend it. We go along with the House in saying
that no one who has been guilty of a felony of violence; abduction, arson, incest, manslaughter, mayhem, murder, rape, robbery or as a result of trafficing in drugs shall ever be provided
this opportunity. The opportunity is provided if 5 years have
passed since the person was placed on parole, and in the interim,
the person led an exemplary life and was not convicted of any
further crimes. This approval will be screened by the Liquor

Commission

as they do to some extent. It will further be
screened by the Attorney General and the Commission shall
periodically review the status of that person and he shall have
to continue in good behavior and he will be allowed to perform

under the

license of the

recommends

its

Amendment

HB

Liquor Commission. The Committee

passage.

adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

802

minimum wage. Majority: Ought to pass.
Ways & Means and Administrative Affairs. Mi-

increasing the
Sen. Tufts for
nority:

Ways

&:

Ought to pass with amendment.
Means and Administrative Affairs.

Sen. Morrissette for

Sen. TUFTS: Mr. President, the Senate Ways and Means
Committee recommends to the Senate that the minimum hourly
wage rate in the State of New Hampshire shall be parallel with
that of the federal government. At the present time, the federal
government minimum wage is $1.60. If the federal minimum
wage rises to $2.00 or $2.50, and there is some expectation that
it may shortly, then the N. H. minimum wage will also rise.
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At the present time, the Senate Ways and Means Committee
has recommended $1.60.
Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

I move that the
amendment"
with
be substi-

Mr. President,

Minority Report, "ought to pass
tuted for the Majority Report, "ought to pass". The only difference between the two reports is that I have suggested a $2.00
per hour rate which would give a family man at the most, $75
a week. I think that anything below that is very bad. In fact,
increased workmen's compensation up to $96 a week;
unemployment, $75 a week. When we had long discussions on
HB 328, we were talking about people making between $5 and
$9 an hour. Low minimum wage is obsolete, antiquated and
old-fashion thinking going back to the days of child labor and
women being exploited. Low minimum is an exploitation of
the poor and the unorganized. The minimum wage has stayed

we have

stationary while inflation has driven the poor to the point of

extreme poverty.

The

federal

minimum wage

is

a guideline.

The

only reasonable way to insure that the complete population
gets their fair share is to set proper minimum wages on the
state level. The federal wage is not realistic in that it costs far
more to live in some states than in others, and due to climatic
conditions,

it is

really a local

problem.

—

In the bill, you have your normal exceptions
household labor, domestic labor, farm labor, salesmen, summer camps,
restaurants, hotels, non-professional, apprentices
a long, long
list of people under 18 and where the minimum wage is 75 cents
per hour.

—

New Hampshire needs a minimum wage that is higher
because of our vast industrial growth. We have attracted many
industries which are preying on our cheap, low wages. We have
about the lowest wages in the country; we are behind all the
other states. I hope that my colleagues will consider this $2.00
an hour minimum wage and give our people a little bit more.

LAMONTAGNE:

Mr. President and members of the
was appointed the senator representing labor and also met with manufacturers and union
people. This bill has been before the House. The unions have
agreed to this requirement to come up to the standards of the
federal government. I do not feel that the State of New Hampshire should go above the federal standards at this time. This
Sen.

Senate, in the 1969 session

I
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one of the reasons why
motion to substitute.

am

I

is

in opposition to the

ON THE TABLE
moved HB 802 be laid

pending

LAID
Sen. Morrissette

on the

table.

Division Vote: 9 Yeas; 8 Nays.

Adopted.

RECESS

Sen.

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Snell moved HB 802 be taken from the

table.

Adopted.
Question on Motion of Senator Morrissette to substitute
Minority Report " ought to pass with amendment" for the
Majority Report "ought to pass."

MORRISSETTE:

Sen.

Mr. President,

I

would

like

to

explain this bill. When this bill was introduced, it took a long
time to get it out of Legislative Services for some reason. In
the rush of the last days, there was little opportunity to really
delve into it. There was just a quick public hearing and at the
time, it was expressed that there was a bill already in and we
could amend it when it came before us, which is what I am
trying to do right now. We had an Executive Session last night

and

it

was expressed

at that

time that

on the

it

would be

better, to

In reference to a
person under 18 being exempt, it is in the current law. Everything I have read to you is in the current law. The only thing
is that we are considering increasing the minimum wage in the
save time, to just discuss

it

floor today.

industries.

As

I

have expressed before,

and young women

I

am

sick

and

tired of seeing

a week
and they have children to support. This is taking advantage
of these people! This is why I feel this increase is way overdue.
The State of New Hampshire should have a minimum wage of
at least $2.00 an hour. I don't see how anyone in good conscience
would consider that excessive wages!

these old

in factories for

$59 and $62
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ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Morrissette. Seconded by Sen. Lamontagne.

Yeas: Sens. Nixon, Leonard, Ferdinando, Morrissette, Koromilas.

Downing and

Foley.

Nays: Sens. Lamontagne, Poulsen, Snell, Townsend, Gardner, Spanos, Bradshaw, Porter,

Brown and

Tufts.

Result: 7 Yeas; 10 Nays.

Motion

lost.

Majority Report adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

HB

1006
permitting local votes on the question of Sunday sales to
be by special election. Ought to pass with amendment. Sen.
Tufts for Ways &: Means and Administrative Affairs.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

Action at Special Election for Certain Towns. Amend
578:5 (supp) as amended by striking out said section and
inserting in place thereof the following: 578:5 Exemptions.
Nothing in this chapter shall prevent the selectmen of any town,
or the city council of any city, from adopting by-laws and ordinances permitting and regulating retail business, plays, games,
and exhibitions on the Lord's Day, provided such by-laws and
ordinances are approved by a majority vote of the legal voters
present and voting at the next regular election. In towns of
over twenty thousand said approval may be obtained at a special election held before the regular election. But no such bylaws or ordinances shall permit public dancing on the Lord's
Day after 1 a.m., horse racing, or prize fights at any time on the
Lord's Day, or the games of baseball, hockey, or football, or any
games, sports, or exhibitions of physical skill at which admission is charged or donations accepted, to be held earlier than
one o'clock in the afternoon, or the opening of theatrical or
vaudeville performances or motion pictures earlier then two
1

RSA

o'clock in the afternoon.

Sen.

TUFTS:

apply solely to

Mr. President, the amendment makes this
communities in N. H. which have 20,000 citizens
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—

that a town
provides just one thing
election
in March
regular
the
before
may have a special election
commercial
certain
to take the sense of the voters in regard to
activities including Sunday horse racing and store openings.

or more.

The

bill itself

The Committee recommends
Amendment adopted.

HB

its

passage.

Ordered

to third reading.

990
relative

to

the application of the

minimum wage

laws

employees of restaurants, hotels and similar busiOught to pass with amendment.

to certain
nesses.

Sen.
fact that

Mr. President, the amendment deals with the

TUFTS:

the federal standards for the value of the

it sets

and board of

room

and hotel employees. The bill itself
and hotel employees on the federal mini-

waitresses

puts the waitresses

mum wage.
Sen.

ENGLISH:

situation substantially
Sen.
fixes the

Am

I

correct in saying that

it

leaves their

unchanged?

TUFTS: Unchanged perhaps, but if anything, firmly
minimum wage and it sets how much value shall be

board and room so that a capricious emroom which is offered is an
inflated figure which would cut down on the pay.

established

on

their

ployer cannot say the value of the

ON THE TABLE
moved HB 990 be laid

LAID
Sen.

Lamontagne

on the

table.

Adopted.

HB

747

powers of medical service corporations.
Ought to pass with amendment. Sen. Koromilas for Public
Health, Welfare & State Institutions.
to

enlarge

the

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
1

Definition Revised.

Amend RSA

420:1 by striking out

said section and inserting in place thereof the following: 420:1
Definition.
medical service corporation is defined as a nonprofit sharing corporation without capital stock organized un-

A
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der the laws of the state for the purpose of establishing, maintaining and operating a non-profit medical service plan whereby medical service may be provided at the expense of said
corporation by providers to subscribers to said plan under contract entitling such subscribers to certain medical service. A
non-profit medical service plan is any plan or arrangement operated by a medical service corporation under the provisions of
this chapter, and whereby the expense of medical service to
subscribers and other covered dependents is paid by the corporation to participating providers of such plans or arrangements. A subscriber is a person to whom a subscription certificate is issued by the corporation and which sets forth the kinds

and extent
liable

to

of medical services for

which the corporation

make payment and which

is

constitutes the contract

between the subscriber and the corporation. A covered depenis the spouse, an adult dependent or a child or an adopted

dent

child of the subscriber

who

is

cate issued to the subscriber

propriate

premium

ing provider
duly licensed

is

is

named

in the subscription certifi-

and with respect

specified in the certificate.

to

A

whom

ap-

participat-

any physician, osteopath, dentist or podiatrist

to practice his profession in either the state of

New Hampshire

or the state of

Vermont pursuant

to the pro-

which such provider practices, who
agrees in writing with the corporation to perform services
specified in the subscription certificates issued by the corporation and at such rates of compensation as shall be determined
by its board of directors, and who agrees to abide by the bylaws, rules and regulations of the corporation applicable to
participating providers. Medical service includes all general
and special health-related services and supplies as provided
visions of law in the state in

for in the subscription certificate. Every such corporation shall

be governed by
Title

XXXVII

this chapter and all applicable provisions of
wherein such corporations are specifically in-

cluded with the exception of the premium tax provisions.
Further

amend

the bill by striking out section 9

and

in-

serting in place thereof the follov»/ing:

Amend RSA

420:9 as inserted by 1943, 166:1
and inserting in place thereof the
following: 420:9 Reports and Examinations. Every such corporation shall annually, on or before the first day of March,
9 Reports.

by striking out

file

said section

in the office of the insurance commissioner of the state a
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statement, verified by at least two of its principal officers, showing its condition on the thirty-first day of December than next

preceding, which shall be in such form and contain such matters as said commissioner shall prescribe. Examination of the
financial condition of each such corporation by the insurance
commissioner or his representative shall be made at least biennially. The insurance commissioner, or any deputy or ex-

aminer or any other person whom he shall appoint, shall have
the power of visitation and examination into the affairs of
any such corporation and free access to all of the books, papers,
documents that relate to the business of the corporation, and
may summon and qualify witnesses under oath and examine
its officers, agents, or employees or other persons in relation
to the affairs, transactions and condition of the corporation.
All costs of such examination shall be paid by the corporation.
All costs of acquisition and of management activities shall be
under the supervision of the insurance commissioner.
10 Effective Date. This act shall take effect sixty days after
its

passage.

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Mr. President, the amendment

to

HB

747 pertains to the Blue Shield. The bill came in from the
House to allow podiatrists to be paid through Blue Shield if
they perform a service to a subscriber. The Committee felt
that since this Senate decided to put more power in the hands
of the Commissioner of Insurance, and since we have covered
casualty insurance companies, life insurance companies and
automobile insurance companies that this should be no exception. The Commissioner sat do^vn with Mr. Godfrey, who is
the counsel for the Blue Shield, which is a non-profit organization, and they agreed to this as a compromise amendment. The
amendment is that every such corporation shall be governed
by this chapter and all applicable provisions of Chapter 37
wherein such corporations are specifically included for the
exception of the premium tax provision. What this does is to
give the Commissioner of Insurance the powers th?t be has

under Chapter 37

if they are specifically included in Chapter
they are specifically included in Chapter 420. There is
an exception that premium tax provisions would not apply

37

if

to the

Blue Shield.

The second change in the bill is to provide that the Commissioner have examinations of the Blue Shield every two years.
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Sen.

NIXON:

I

think

I

understood you to say that

HB

would

747, in original draft, was to provide that podiatrists

be included in Blue Cross/Blue Shield?
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

medical side of
Sen.

it,

Just Blue Shield. Blue Shield

not the hospital side of

NIXON: Do

I

now understand

intent of the original bill was
Sen.

the

that as

amended, the

carried out in that respect?

KOROMILAS:

Amendment
Sen.

still

is

it.

Absolutely.
adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

BRADSHAW: Mr. President, I withdraw
HB 815 which I served earlier.

notice of

reconsideration on

(Senate President in Chair)

FURTHER COMMITTEE REPORTS
HJR

40

to evaluate the utilization of state

to pass with

owned

amendment. Sen. R. Smith

vehicles.

Ought

for Finance.

AMENDMENT
Amend the resolution by striking out all after the resolving clause and inserting in place thereof the following:
the

That the Fiscal Committee is hereby directed to evaluate
management and use of state owned vehicles and to sub-

mit a report to the governor and council on or before April 1,
1972, said report including any recommendations the committee may conclude; and for this purpose said committee shall
have the power (1) to require testimony from state employees
regarding such management and use; (2) to require submission
of records from any appropriate state agency regarding such

management and

Amendment
Sen. R.

use.

adopted.

SMITH:

Ordered

Mr. President,

to third reading.

HJR

40 establishes a spe-

cial committee to evaluate the utilization of state

owned

ve-

commission to
hicles. The orisrinal
study this made up of members of the House and Senate. It
was the feeling of the Finance Committee that the fiscal committee of the General Court was more properly equipped to do
this study and this is what the amendment does.
bill created a legislative
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RECALL FROM THE HOUSE
POULSEN:

Sen.
recall

HB

400. This

ate with the

is

Mr. President,

I

move

the 2 cent gas tax. It

Committee recommendation

that the Senate

came

of a

1

into the Sencent hike in-

stead of a 2 cent; the one cent to go to the State to be used for
TRA. Since then, information has come to us that we could do
the same

amount

of good which

we

are

now doing under

the

We

think that an amendment
two cent tax with a one cent tax.
cent
raise rather than the two cent
can be made so that the one
would give the towns and cities a block grant; the amount of
essentially the same. The one who would
run would be the Highway Department, but
we feel that their funds are sufficient. Over the years, their
revenue has been higher than their expenditures. The one
cent which is really a personal tax since the gas tax applies to
everyone. If we can do the same amount of good with one cent
instead of two cents, I think we should do it. I ask only that
this bill be recalled. I then would be willing to table it and
come in tomorrow with an amendment for it. I ask that we

money would be
suffer in the long

have

this privilege of recalling the bill.

Sen. SPANOS: Mr. President, I rise in opposition to the
motion offered by Sen. Poulsen. The matter was very well considered. It is getting late in the session and at this time, I think
that no good service would be done by recalling it and reconsidering it. I think what has happened here obviously is that
until the vote was decided several days ago, there was no such
gesture being made by the Highway Department or anyone
but to have the one cent passed. It failed and the two cents
was passed yesterday and now there is an effort to come back at
this late date in the session and try to resurrect it by offering
us something else. I don't like the idea and I reject the motion
to recall at this time.

MORRISSETTE:

Sen.

I rise in support of Sen. Poulsen's
think that one cent o^oing back 100 percent to our
people, who are desperatelv in need of it, is a bis improvement

m.otion.

I

from

tTvo cents

back.

The

whereby thev pav two cents and get one cent
would g-et the other penny. This is a big imthe people back home.

provement

state

for

Sen. S. SMITH: You talk about one cent being better and
going back home. Doesn't the second cent also go to the people

of the state?
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Sen.

MORRISSETTE: The

way Department where

it

Question on recalling

second cent goes to the High-

in turn goes into the bureaucracy.

HB

400 from the House.

Division vote: 16 Yeas; 7 Nays.

Motion adopted.

LAID
Sen.

POULSEN:

laid

on the

HB

18

ON THE TABLE

Mr. President,

I

move

HB

that

400 be

amendment.

table in order to prepare an

FURTHER COMMITTEE REPORTS
relative to preparation of

Hampshire. Ought
Sen.

budget for University of

to pass. Sen. English for

ENGLISH:

Mr. President,

HB

18,

New

Education.

which provides for
on

a line item budget for the University System, was heard

February 10th. In favor of the bill was the sponsor. RepresentaLawton, who spoke at some length emphasizing that the
taxpayer should know how the money is spent by the University
System. The higher education budget, he said, was $12 million
and consists of five lines. While the $2 million resources budget
was 6 pages.
tive

Also in favor was Sen. Morrissette

who

called

it

an unthink-

able delegation of authority to the University System. Another

proponent was Meldrim Thomson who spoke of the constantly
increasing cost, as did Representative York.

The opponents consisted
who considered the

Dunlap speaking for
undercutting the trustees.
He also insisted that the detailed informaion wanted was available and that the Legislature was ill-equipped to p.iss on the
University budget which was highly complicated. He also saw
some dangers of political control.
the trustees

of Philip
bill as

Rep. James O'Neil stressed that the trustees were the ones
watch over the University system and this power had been
given to the trustees by the Legislature. Jere Chase, a former
to

who felt that the trustees, not the Legislature,
should manage the University. He said it was like a business
being managed by a board of directors as stockholders were
not capable of doing it.
vice-president

1801
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President John McConnell went over some of the recent
figures for expenditures of the University system and spoke
about the assistance which came from having out-of-state stu-

dents. He also pointed out that the resident halls were not a
charge on the taxpayer. Representative Cochran was an opponent of the bill as was Lila Chase.
I

am

speaking for the Education Committee of the Senate

That is, that the members of the EduCommittee have nothing but the highest regard for the
University System. We are happy that UNH is one of the best
in the nation and furthermore that we are all determined to
keep it that way. I believe I would correctly mirror the views
of the Committee members if I said that our actions have been
and will be directed at having the University System in New
Hampshire not only good or very good, but the best in the
nation. Let no one at Durham, Plymouth or Keene think otherin at least one respect.

cation

wise.

my

views and those of some others when I reiterate
that I believe those responsible for the university can gain a
great deal by exchanging ideas freely with legislators with reI

give

gard to planning of plant and the curriculum to be offered.
Both Sen. Jacobson and I spoke before the Senate at some
length on this subject a short while ago.

This closer exchange between those directly responsible
who are appointed or designated but not

for the university

elected with representatives of the people
ate every

two years

is

desirable. In fact,

I

who

face the elector-

think essential.

Although it has been frequently stated that the university
on request, make available any of their figures, I do not
find that this has been entirely satisfactory. A certain amount
of information is needed before effective questions can be asked.
The request for a line item is an effort to obtain this informawill,

The

tion.

suspicion.

failure to have this leads to misunderstanding, even

Some people

ask,

"what have they

they have no intention of hiding anything.

to hide?" I think

We

do know, how-

we have a very costly and expensive operation which
directed by a few trained people for the benefit of all the

ever, that
is

people.
I

believe a considerable

the people

would

like to

number

of the representatives of

have a better opportunity than they
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for an exchange of ideas with the professional edu-

now have
cator.

Sen.

SMITH: What

S.

does this

effect

bill

do requiring a

line item budget?

ENGLISH:

Sen.

made

According to the information which was
it simply provides that colthe Comptroller a line item budget. The bill
long and I can read it very quickly to refresh

available to the Committee,

leges transmit to
itself is six lines

your memory:

Amend RSA

9 by inserting after section 4-a the following

for University. On or before October
regular
biennial legislative session, the
first next prior to each
university of New Hampshire, Keene state college and the

new

section: 9:4-b

Plymouth

Budget

comptroller a line
item budget setting forth estimates of expenditure requirements
for each fiscal year of the ensuing biennium for administration,
operation and maintenance.
state college shall transmit to the

This act

There
Sen.

S.

is

shall take effect 60 days after its passage.

no amendment.

SMITH:

In other words, you feel that the intent of

have the Comptroller have the university
system submit a budget based on some sort of line item?
this bill

Sen.

is

solely to

ENGLISH: That

is

our understanding of the

bill.

Sen. S. SMITH: Could you give me any idea of what you
think the intent of the House was in regard to the passage of
this bill?

Sen.

ENGLISH: That

the hearing, there was
the university.
tion

me

no

is

quite a sweeping question. At

criticism

There was no hint

wanted was not furnished. In

on the part of anyone on

of feeling that the informa-

members have informed

fact,

want
from the University. I would presume this means putting the
budget in a slightly different form and I would presume that
the fiscal committee would have access to this information in
a form more closely paralleling the budget submitted by other
that they are able to get the financial figures they

departments.
Sen.

and

I

JACOBSON:

checked

it

Mr. President,

over with Mr. Arthur

I

looked over

Marx

also

HB

18

and we found

1803
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what

that

this bill does, in fact,

is

require the University, as

all other executive departments are required, to submit a line
item budget to the Comptroller. It is under that section of the
law in Chapter 9 which has to do with the submission of budgets
to the Comptroller by the executive departments.

The

question of a line item in the appropriation section

which begins with Chapter 916 is quite a different subject. If
it had been in 916 where it would have required that the appropriation be in line item, then the consequence of that would
be that any transfer of funds would be under the control of
the Governor and Council. In fact, as far as I know, at the moment, the Appropriations Committee of the Senate Finance
Committee could put the University budget on a line item
right

now

in the appropriation bill

Committee

if

so wished. Indeed,

it

But, ^ve have established the situation where they have had four lines and the
reason for that is to allow the transfer of funds between the
various divisions of the colleges and the University. The reason
the

of Conference could do

it.

For example, in the College of
you have an over registration in Psychology
and you have an under registration in Botany, you can transfer
the money that you appropriated for Botany and put it over
in Psychology, Avhich is a reasonable kind of maneuver to make.
for that

is

a very simple one.

Liberal Arts,

fundamentally an innoculous bill winch resubmit a line item budget to the Comptroller
really makes no difference whether you pass it or not,

This
quires

and

it

if

bill

them

is

to

as far as limiting the

University in terms of

its

appropriation

to a line item.

Sen. FOLEY: If it is innocuous and
why do ^ve put it on our law books?
Sen.

JACOBSON:

not introduce the
Sen.

I

of

little

or no value,

cannot answer that question.

I

did

now

pre-

bill.

KOROMILAS: To whom

is

the budget, as

pared by the University submitted to under the present law?

JACOBSON: They

submit budgets to the Comptime except that this very clearly defines it as line item. I believe the result would be that you
would have a more detailed submission than is now presently
Sen.

troller at the very present

had.
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Mr. President, I am very pleased
to see the report as coming out with "ought to pass." I told
Sen. English that I would support whatever recommendation
they made. I felt that submitting the details of their budget
would mean that the people back home would have more faith
in the budget. This is not a needless law which will clutter up
our books. I think that it will be of great value and will also
make it more feasible for us to judge and make us more con-

MORRISSETTE:

Sen.

fident,
I have been very concerned with UNH. I went to the
University on a number of occasions and spoke to the President,
I was trying to become as knowledgeable as possible so I could
tell the people back home of the wonderful school we have. I

hope you
Sen.

will
S.

go along with the Committee Report.

SMITH:

sideration of

HB

Mr. President,

I

move

that further con-

18 be indefinitely postponed.

I

make

this

motion for many reasons. I think some of the reasons have althat possibly this bill is inready been brought out today
nocuous and that we should not clutter our law books. I also

—

much

confusion as to the possible
I also rise because I think
developed
at the present is working
that the system which has
fairly well. We have budgets submitted by departments within
the university system to their financial officers, then to the
Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees is familiar with the
strongly believe that there

is

intent of this piece of legislation.

time, effort

and expense

of the University.

department in our

A

in dealing at length

university system

state

government.

I

is

with the problems

very different from a

think the senator from

the Seventh District expressed well the business of transferring

immediately because of need and student registration, and I
think that the Governor and Council would be cluttered with
transfers

if

this

were fully put into

effect.

I have lived in Plymouth for the last 12 years
have seen Plymouth State College operate under a line
item budget when it was under the direct control of the State
Board of Education. During the '63 session of the Legislature,
the university system changed
Plymouth and Keene both
became a portion of the system and I think that both colleges
have greatly benefited from being a portion of that university
system and that the growth, development, the increased opportunities offered by Keene and Plymouth since it has come up

Further,

and

I

—
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from under direct control of

state
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government, have been bene-

ficial.

For these reasons and others,

I

heartedly urge the

mem-

bers of the Senate to defeat this piece of legislation. Again, from
what I can gather from those who are more familiar and who

does not really accomplish anything
if the intent of accomplishment is to put the University on a
line item. I think that the University can operate, with the

have studied the

bill, this

very distinguished Board of Trustees, this university system
much more effectively with its flexibility of financing than can

who, at the present time, is attempting to pass
budget which we hope will be adequate and meet needs of
the state, but I would hate, at this juncture, to be planning the
curriculum of the University for the next biennium because
I feel that I have not got the expertise to do so and that probably
and very definitely, the Board of Trustees who have spent many,
many hours have that ability. I would also state that these funds
and records of expenditures and projections of cost through
a budget are submitted to this State House and are available.
this Legislature

a

Sen.

FERDINANDO:

the bill does

budget.

Why

Sen.

S.

If

I

understand you correctly,

all

allow the Comptroller to have a line item
would you object to that?
is

to

SMITH:

Because

I

don't think

it

is

necessary be-

cause the figures are available.

DOWNING:

Mr. President, I rise in opposition to
postpone and in support of the Committee Report. For the sake of clearing up confusion, it might
be well to have the record show that as far as action that this
body takes, the legislative intent in passing this bill would be
with the understanding that its content is, as sigrnificance, limited to the remarks made by Sen. Jacobson. I think that if the
legislative intent is clear in this body, that any other interpretation really becomes irrelevant.
Sen.

the

motion

The

to indefinitely

senator from the Third District suggested that the
is working fairly well. I agree with him, but I
work very well with this bill. This bill would
line item budget to any legislator who wanted to

present system
think it could
a

copy of a

look at

it. It is something that is not available now. It isn't
something that isn't prepared eventually; only now it seems
to be after the fact rather than before the fact. It does not inter-
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powers of the University or
any way, shape or manner.

fere with the present authority or
trustees in

remove this constant abuse that the trustees and the
University and everybody connected with it have to take every
time we go into session. They seem to be the whipping boy on
It will

item budget business.

this line

The

—
body
tion —

cry

is

getting louder and louder as each session goes
have heard several members of

"line item budget".

by

this

it

say

many

just isn't

We

times that they cannot get certain informaavailable or it is delayed. With the informa-

tion at the Comptroller's Office, they could get

it

and there

would be no problem. Meanwhile, the people operating the
university system can do so without interference the same as
they are operating it now. I think it is very important that we
support this bill. It is important that the legislative intent be
clear
that we mean it to do nothing more.

—

LAMONTAGNE:

Sen.

now have on

DOWNING:

Sen.

think

it is

Sen.

the books

I

feel that the

law that we

know law

is

Don't you

— the right
am

to

not sure this

is

—

effective?

as effective as

you

Senator.

NIXON:

Mr. President,

I

rise in

support of the mo-

tion to indefinitely postpone further consideration of

HB

18.

According to Webster's Seventh Nero Collegiate Dictionary,
innocuous includes the following meanings; working no injury:
Harmless, not likely to arouse animus or give offense: inoffensive, insipid. Now one of the things as defined as being innocuous is a placebo which is, in one definition, an inert or innocuous medication given esp. to satisfy the patient, something
tending to soothe or gratify. With all due respect, to the termination "innocuous", I do not see this bill as innocuous in the
sense that it is completely harmless. It is innocuous in the
sense that it purports to do something it does not do. It purports to require a line budget and appropriation for the University which I don't think could gain sufficient votes to get it
out of either Chamber, because of what the implication would
be to our university system.

But
less

it

does not do that;

sham because having

this bill,

it is

in

it is

a sham, but

mind

it is

not a harm-

the real intention behind

an attempt to continue the

senseless, the

emotional

1807
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and the unreasoning and groundless war against the education
of certain institutions in this state and particularly the univerbecause

sity,

we

if

pass this innocuous legislation, there will

be a tremenodus psychological result; press, news stories, and
the like, even though as we say, it is an innocuous bill. Not
only that, it is further not innocuous but actually harmful in
that if we pass this bill, the foot will be in the door for all those
who are so inclined and they are still, thank God, a minority
to really do a job in not only on the University of New Hampshire, but every educational institution in New Hampshire
which to any extent has contributed to by legislative process
even in the miniscule of, comparatively speaking, what our
institutions receive from us as opposed to those of other states.
So I would agree with the distinguished colleague of the
Seventh District that this is an innocuous bill in that its real
purpose would not be accomplished or its purported purpose
would not be accomplished, but a much more harmful purpose

would

result

Sen.

if

we

act favorably

MORRISSETTE:

type of a bill at

House was

all.

I

The main

on the

bill. I say, let's kill

don't think that this bill

is

it.

that

testimony at the hearing in the

knowing about our schools;
not controlling our school or controlling the trustees. Simply
relative to the people

UNH

know, I went to
to spend two days. It was to know just
be informed and this bill will make us informed; we won't
have to go driving 50 miles and back and make special appointments so that we will give us information. It will please the
people back home. The people in the House know what they
are doing. Maybe some of the people there thought they were
going to try and control the University, but a lot of people
there simply wanted to know. The vote was mandated; the vote
was strong enough in view of the fact that the Committee Report was so overwhelmingly against the bill and yet it was overturned by a wide margin. It is not a small insignificant bill
it's a big bill which will place confidence and I hope the newspaper -will stop knocking down the school because we will have
the line item budget knowledge available
not control
and I know that my objective has been reached in knowing
and this is all that I want.
to

to

—

—

—

I

have never had the intention of trying

versity into

how

to

run

to tell the

Uni-

their school; the trustees are competent;
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they know what they are doing but we did want to know what
was going on. As tar as getting information, in answer to the
Senator from the First District, information is very difficult
to acquire as the President felt he didn't know if it was alright
to release the information or not. For example, he had a booklet with all the professors listed in there and I made 100%
sure that we didn't care about any names. I did have some interest in knowing how much of an increase in each one was
getting. The names had been crossed out and the college president said that the book could not leave his office. He gave me
a partial budget which I brought home and studied as much
as possible.

am

pleased with the Committee Report. I think they
have done a tremendous job and I feel that the bill is important
because the people's confidence is not a small thing. It is imI

portant that the people have confidence in the educators.
Sen.

SPANOS: Mr.

President,

I rise

in support of the

mo-

from the Third District. First of
compliment the Education Committee on the evolu-

tion offered by the Senator
all,

may

I

tion of bringing this bill to the

Chamber

at the present time.

am

extremely pleased that they refused to bring it out at a
time when there was an emotionally charged atmosphere pervading the state, i.e. during the campaign, the Chicago three
and the newly appointed President Bonner. Secondly, I am
also very glad and pleased that the Committee also refused to
pigeonhole this measure because I think that the pigeonholing
of this measure -would have very seriously damaged the University's image. Everybody would have blamed them that their
influence was so great that they were able to pigeonhole a bill
which many people and many newspapers feel is of vital inI

terest to the state.
I agree with Sen. Jacobson and Sen. Nixon that the bill
does not purport to do what I believe was intended to be done,
but even then, I say that the real danger of this measure is that
it will have that effect. It will have the effect of creating a cli-

damaging to the university system,
i.e.
will make students from out-of-state, many of our own
students and many academicians interested in finding a home
in some very responsible university system think twice before
they come to the University to set up either going to school or
teaching in the system. These people who come to the univermate which
it

I

believe will be
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system are very concerned that there be the least amount
of interference as possible from any legislative body. They
believe in "academic freedom" and they would feel that such
sity

if passed would give that feeling
would be controlled by the LegisConsequently, even as written, I would say that it would

a measure, even as written,

that the people at the
lature.

UNH

be damaging.

might say that even if the bill were drafted in
such a way as to put the UNH on a line item basis with the
budget appropriation, I would still oppose the measure because
I feel that no university system can operate within the strict
Finally,

I

without having available the opportunity

lines of a line item

to transfer their funds in a

manner

in

which they believe would

be beneficial to the system itself. Number one, it would be a
practical problem as Sen. Smith indicated and it would raise
the
some of the problems that Sen. Jacobson mentioned
difficulty of over and under enrollment. I would oppose that
measure too but that is academic at this time. I hope you go
along with the motion offered by Sen. Smith.

—

Sen.

FERDINANDO:

Mr. President,

I

move

the previous

question.

Adopted.
Question on indefinite postponement.

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Ferdinando. Seconded by Sen. Lamontagne.
S. Smith, Snell, Townsend, GardNixon, R. Smith, McCarthy, Provost, Koromilas

Yeas: Sens. Lamontagne,
ner, Spanos,

and Foley.
Nays: Sens. Jacobson, English, Porter, Leonard, FerdinanBrown, Marcotte, Downing and Tufts.

do, Morrissette,

Result: 12 Yeas, 10 Nays.

Motion adopted.
(Sen.

HB

Nixon

in Chair)

193
establishing the

to pass. Sen. R.

New Hampshire

Smith for Finance.

turnpike system. Ought
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Sen. R. SMITH: Mr. President, the Finance Committee
has made no change in HB 193. It still stands as it was after
the debate and vote yesterday in this body.

Sen.

HB

BROWN:

Mr. President,

I

offer

an amendment to

193.

(Clerk read amendment)
Sen.

BROWN:

the other day

when

Mr. President, I was given to understand
was discussed on the Senate floor

this bill

already allocated to Rt. 101 to repair
this road for an alternate road if one could afford to use the
alternate road. I hope you will consider this amendment.
that the $12.9 million

is

BRADSHAW:

am

not sure that you really underabout the third amendment
which I have seen today and I must admit that I have not seen
this one before. What does this amendment purport to do?
Sen.

I

stand the amendment. This

is

BROWN:

It provides that the money already alloSen.
cated to the improvement of Rt. 101 would be used for that

purpose of providing an alternate road.
Sen.

BRADSHAW:

Mr. President,

I

think there

is

a basic

amendment, but I do rise very strongly in opposithis amendment. I suggest that the real interest is in

flaw in the
tion to

getting this bill back into the House.

HB

193 debated at quite

some length previously and we discussed the merits

of the bill.

explained that this was the result of very, very
exhausted study. It is a very carefully put together, a very comprehensive plan. If you take one chunk out of that bill, you
are taking the heart out of the patient and expecting him to
live and I submit to him that it will not work on HB 193. I ask
you to defeat the amendment, pass the bill as we did the other
day and let's send it to the Governor.
I

believe that

I

Division Vote: 10 Yeas; 12 Nays.

Amendment

lost.

Committee Report adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

(Senate President in Chair)

HB

770
to improve eminent domain procedure and making an appropriation therefor. Ought to pass with amendment. Sen. R.
Smith for Finance.
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AMENDMENT
Amend RSA 498-A:14 as inserted by section
by striking out paragraph VII.

1

of the bill

SMITH:

Mr. President, the only change that the
Finance Committee made in HB 770 was the elimination of
two people on the make-up of the board on eminent domain.
These were added by the Judiciary Committee. No funds were
provided for the positions. The option was to provide the funds
to eliminate the positions. After discussion with the other committee involved, it was agreed that the two jobs be dropped.
Amendment adopted.
Ordered to third reading.
Sen. R.

HB

340
relative to the

New Hampshire

firemen's retirement system.

Ought

retirement system and the
to pass. Sen. R.

Smith for

Finance.

Mr. President, all HB 340 does is to
computation for retirement benefits for
police and firemen to the three best years rather than the five
best years. Testimony was given that the bill was actuarially
sound. The cost of the increased benefit will be borne by the
members.

SMITH:

Sen. R.

change the

Sen.
to

basis of

LEONARD:

Mr. President,

I

offer

an amendment

HB 340.
(Clerk read

amendment)

RECESS

ON THE TABLE
Sen. Leonard moved HB 340 be laid on the table.
LAID

Adopted.

SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Sen. Spanos

pended

moved

the rules of the Senate be so far sus-

as to place the following bills

and resolution on third

HB 218, HB 574,
HB 532, HB 205, HB 683, HB 598, HB 761, HB 802, HB 1006,
HB 747, HJR 40, HB 193, and HB 770.
reading and

final passage at the present time:

Adopted.
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Sen. Spanos moved the above listed bills and resolution be
hereby each read a third time, bills by titles only and resolution
by caption only, and that each of said listed bills and resolution
be hereby passed.
Adopted.

Third reading and

HB
HB
HB

193, establishing the

New Hampshire

turnpike system.

205, relative to health services in public schools.
218, referring the

to the Legislative

HB
HB
dustrial

final passage

Uniform Controlled Substances Act

Study Committee.

532, constituting the

Merrimack

District Court.

574, to authorize the establishment of the

Dover

In-

Development Authority.

HB 598, relative to the employment of youths.
HB
chester

683, establishing a finance officer for the City of

and defining

HB

Man-

his duties.

747, to enlarge the powers of medical service corpora-

tions.

HB

761, permitting the issuance of liquor permits to cer-

tain convicted felons

HB

upon approval

770, to improve

of the liquor commission.

eminent domain procedure and mak-

ing an appropriation therefor.

HB 802, increasing the minimum wage.

HB
sales to

1006, permitting local votes on the question of Sunday
be by special election.

HJR 40,

to evaluate the utilization of state

owned

vehicles.

RECONSIDERATION
Sen.

HB

S.

SMITH:

Mr. President,

I

move

reconsideration of

193.

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Koromilas. Seconded by Sen. Downing.
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Yeas: Sens. Gardner, Jacobson, Ferdinando, R. Smith, Mor-

McCarthy, Provost, Brown, Koromilas, Downing and

rissette,

Tufts.

Nays: Sens. Lamontagne, Poulsen, S. Smith, Townsend,
Spanos, Nixon, English, Porter and Leonard.
Result:

1 1

Yeas; 9 Nays.

Motion adopted.

LAID ON
Sen.
laid

BROWN:

on the

THE TABLE

Mr. President,

move

I

that

HB

193 be

table.

Adopted.

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Sen.

LEONARD:

Mr. President,

I

move

that

HB

340 be

taken from the table.

Adopted.
Sen.

LEONARD:

Mr. President,

I

move

the following

amendment:

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

of the bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
relative to the

New Hampshire retirement system

and the

firemen's retirement system,

and providing

for the reinstate-

ment

member

New Hampshire

of

George Rivard

as a

of the

retirement system.

Amend

the bill by striking out section 5

and inserting

in place thereof the following:
5 Readmission to the Retirement System. Notwithstanding
any other provision of law, George Rivard, a fireman in the
city of Nashua is hereby authorized to be reinstated as a mem-

ber of the New Hampshire retirement system upon payment
into the system by him of four thousand, nine hundred sixtynine dollars and forty-eight cents.
6 Effective Date. This act shall take effect sixty days after
its

passage.
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LEONARD:

Sen.

we debated

Mr. President,

this

is

the bill which

a couple of days ago. After the debate,

I

went

to

he called the actuary in Boston who
told him, and will confirm in writing, that there will be no cost
to the state or to the City of Nashua and that George Rivard,
the fireman from Nashua, may re-enter the system upon the

see the State Treasurer,

payment

of $4,969.68.

Amendment

Ordered

adopted.

to third reading.

RECESS

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
DOWNING: Relative to the amendment

Sen.

the retirement of George Rivard on which

affecting

HB 340
required to be

we acted on

— under the

Joint Rules, an actuarial report

attached to

it.

Was

this, in fact

CHAIR:

It is

the opinion of the Chair the actuarial report

is

the case?

was received. Admittedly, it was received orally. Confirmation is
in the mails and it is the judgment of the Chair that we have
satisfied Rule 7 by obtaining an oral report from the actuary.
Sen.

DOWNING: When

do you expect

this report to

be

available for observation?

CHAIR: Monday.

FURTHER HOUSE MESSAGES
HOUSE ADOPTION ON ENROLLED BILLS
AMENDMENT
HB 992, relative to regulation of private schools.
SB
April

235, relative to the fee for a liquor license issued after

first.

SB

200, relative to identification agreements between archi-

engineers or surveyors and owners, contractors, subcontractors or suppliers,
tects,

ENROLLED BILLS AMENDMENTS

HB 992, relative to regulation of private schools.
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AMENDMENT
Amend

the

same and

of said bill by striking out the

title

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
relative to regulation of certain private schools

and

relative to retail installment selling.

moved adoption.

Sen. Ferdinando

Amendment
SB

adopted.

between
and owners, contractors, sub-

200, relative to indemnification agreements

architects, engineers or surveyors

contractors or suppliers.

AMENDMENT
Amend

section

and inserting

lines

1

New

Chapter.

the following

1

of said bill

by striking out the

first

three

in place thereof the following:

Amend RSA

by inserting after chapter 338

new chapter:
Chapter 338-A
Prohibited Contracts

338-A:

1

Indemnification

Agreements

Prohibited.

Any

agreement or provision
Sen. Ferdinando

moved adoption.

Amendment adopted.
SB
April

235, relative to the fee for a liquor license issued after

first.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
relative to the fee for a liquor license issued after April
first

and permitting the

Sen. Ferdinando

Amendment

sale of liquor at state

moved

owned ski

areas.

adoption.

adopted.
(Sen.

Jacobson in Chair)

'
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COMMITTEE REPORTS CONTINUED

HB

351
relative to increasing the tax

ing an appropriation therefor.

on tobacco products and makto pass. Sen. R. Smith for

Ought

Finance.

SMITH:

Sen. R.

change in this
Adopted.

Mr. President, the Committee made no
stands as it was debated.
Ordered to third reading.

bill. It still

(Senate President in Chair)

HB

153
relative to horse

and dog

racing.

Ought

to pass

with amend-

ment. Sen. R. Smith for Finance.

LAID
Sen.

on the

SPANOS: Mr.

ON THE TABLE
President,

I

move

that

HB

153 be laid

table.

Adopted.

COMMITTEE REPORTS CONTINUED

HB

712
relative to the traffic safety fimd.

Smith

Ought

to pass. Sen. R.

for Finance.

Mr. President, HB 712 has to do with
fund and what it attempts to accomplish is
to provide that the funds raised by the initial plate law shall
be expended for driver education only. Basically, that is what
this bill is all about, but in addition to that, it provides that
these funds shall be expended in their entirety after costs of
operation each year rather than permitting an accumulation
of non-lapsing funds which become a temptation to have them
Sen.

TOWNSEND:

the traffic safety

lapsed.

There

presently a fimd in the Safety Division in excess
which has accumulated over the years because it

is

of $300,000

wasn't all budgeted. The feeling is that if we use this money
each year, there won't be the temptation to use this in some
other avenue.
Sen.

JACOBSON:

testimony.

What

is

Unfortunately,

I

the effect of the bill as

did not get all your
now with regards

it is
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now

any surplus of funds which are

presently resting in

there?

Sen.

TOWNSEND:

Those funds

be used

will

this first year

coming.
Sen.

JACOBSON: The

excess funds will be used in total

so they will not lapse?

Sen.

TOWNSEND:

Sen.

JACOBSON:

That

is

Does the

correct.
bill

now

provide that they will

not lapse in the future?
Sen.

TOWNSEND:

Yes.

The

bill

today provides for this

but the present law on the books does not provide for
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

HB

that.

512
relative

Ought

to conservation officers

to pass.

Sen.

S.

Sen. R. Smith

SMITH:

and

their

pay schedule.

for Finance.

Mr. President,

HB

512, approved by the

Senate Finance Committee, increases the amount of hours

which a Fish and Game officer would work during a week of
40 hours with 416 hours of built-in overtime. This will still
mean that a conservation officer will be on call at all times.
This is similar to the bill which we passed for the state police
about two weeks ago and which has now been passed by the
House. These funds come from the Fish and Game Commission
and the net saving in this is estimated at approximately $7,000
due to the decrease in number of days and mileage and meal
expenses by these officers who are on the road. We hope the
Senate will concur.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

HB

131
relative to operation of liquor stores

pass. Sen.

on

holidays.

Ought

to

R. Smith for Finance.

SMITH:

Mr. President, the Committee made no
on holidays.
Any adjustments which have to be made can be made in the
budget as far as the personnel required.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.
Sen. R.

change

in

HB

131 which opens the liquor stores
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HB

15
relative to the practice of public accountancy.

Ought

to

R. Smith for Finance.

pass. Sen.

Sen. R. SMITH: Mr. President, the Committee made no
changes relative to HB 15. The appropriation necessary is part

budget act.
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.

of the

HB

911
relative to reporting neglected

and abused children. Ought

to pass. Sen. R. Smith for Finance.

Sen. R.

the Finance

SMITH:

HB

Mr. President,

911 was referred to
held. We recom-

Committee and the hearing was

mend

that it ought to pass.
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.

HB

635
to

promote competent ambulance

service

and making an

appropriation therefor. Ought to pass. Sen. R. Smith for Finance.

change
attempt

SMITH:

Mr. President, the Committee made no
up ambulance service and it is an
in the State of New Hampshire.
service
this
upgrade

Sen. R.

HB

in
to

635. It sets

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

Does

this bill set

regional plan which might be set

up by

up some kind of a
Department of

the

Motor Vehicles?
Sen. R.

sure that

thought
Sen.

it

it

It sets up a regional plan but I am not
under the Department of Motor Vehicles. I
under the Department of Public Health.

SMITH:
is

Avas

KOROMILAS: What

on the voluntary ambulance

would this group have
which we now have?

effect

service

Sen. R. SMITH: This was discussed in Committee and it
was our feeling that the intent of the bill would not discourage
or put any volunteer groups out of business. I think it is an
attempt to incorporate them as much as possible.
Sen.

KOROMILAS: How

does

it

upgrade the existing

voluntary services?
Sen. R,

who man

SMITH:

It

would provide training

the volunteer ambulances.

for the people
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does

it

KOROMILAS: What

is

the appropriation

and where

come from?

Sen. R. SMITH: The appropriation, as far as the state
concerned, is Zero. This comes from $8,000 in federal funds
and there is approximately $1,000 from fees.
is

Ordered

Adopted.

HB

to third reading.

542

and towns to provide tax maps. Ought to
Jacobson for Executive Departments, Municipal and
County Governments,
to require cities

pass. Sen.

Mr. President, HB 542 provides that
and towns shall have, by 1980, tax maps available
each city and town of New Hampshire.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.
Sen.

JACOBSON:

the cities
in

HB

37

and

relative to increase in fees. Refer to Legislative

to clarify certain provisions of law relative to psychologists

Study Com-

mittee. Sen. Ferdinando for Executive Departments, Municipal

and County Governments.
Sen.

FERDINANDO:

difficulty trying to

apart, therefore

ought to send
Adopted.

HB

we

Mr. President, the Committee had
keep the different groups of psychologists
felt that in

the interests of the state,

we

Study Committee.
Legislative Study Committee.

this bill to the Legislative

Referred to

774

county bonds and notes. Ought to pass. Sen.
Jacobson for Executive Departments, Municipal and County
Governments.
relative to

Sen.

JACOBSON:

Mr. President, HB 774 relates
and notes and provides three

issuance of county bonds

One, that they

shall

this selling shall

be sold

to the

things.

at public, sealed bidding. Secondly,

take place only after advertising calling for

the bid at least once in each of two successive calendar weeks

newspaper of general circulation in N. H. and to the highThe last part may sound a little bit strange, but
what it means is whoever is willing to buy the bonds at the
highest premium, which means that the county will enjoy the
lowest interest, is to be granted the bid.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.
in a

est bidder.
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HB

393
providing for arbitration in labor grievances involving city
employees. Ought to pass. Sen. Leonard for Executive Departments, Municipal and County Governments.

HB

393 changes the last
Sen. LEONARD: Mr. President,
sentence of the present law. Under the present law, there is an
advisory board that will hear appeals and report to the mayor,
giving findings, facts and recommendations. The board has

an employee. By changing the last sentence, the findings of the board on such as appeal shall be final
and binding. In other words, when a labor matter goes through,
the advisory board has the final say-so.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

no power

HB

to reinstate

811

changing the name of the Plymouth Village Fire District.
Ought to pass. Sen. Jacobson for Executive Departments, Municipal and County Governments.

HB

Sen. S. SMITH: Mr. President,
811 changes the name
of the Plymouth Village Fire District to the Plymouth Village
District. The reason for this is that back in
about 1963, under the district there was water, sewer and fire
department. Since that time, the fire department has covered
a portion of the town so that the district no longer has anything
to do with fire. People have been confused in the Town of
Plymouth for a long time as to the functions of the commission.

Water and Sewer

I hope that this will clarify people's thinking in regards to
matter at Plymouth and I urge the passage of the bill.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

this

HB

745
providing for the removal of a town clerk. Ought to pass
with amendment. Sen. Jacobson for Executive Departments,
Municipal and County Governments.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

of the bill

by striking out the same and

serting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
to reclassify a certain section of

town

of Sutton.

highway

in the

in-
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Amend

the bill by striking out

and inserting
1

all after

1821

the enacting clause

in place thereof the following:

Class II

Highway

in Sutton. After the effective date of

Highway in the town of Sutton
Old North Road, beginning from exit 10 on N. H,

this act, the 1.1 miles of Class II

known

as

Route 1-89 southeast to
High School is classified

the entrance of the Kearsarge Regional
as a Class

V Highway.

2 This act shall take effect sixty days after passage.

Sen.

JACOBSON:

Sen.

KOROMILAS: What

Mr. President, the amendment is the
bill. Those of you who were in the Senate last session are aware
of a historic road in Sutton in which we had a long and continuing hassle over which ultimately prevailed. The reason
for that bill in its original intention was that the estimates for
the highway were $150,000 and the Town of Sutton felt that
they could not take that burden on themselves so they petitioned
to have it a Class II road with 50 percent burden on the town
and 50 percent burden on the state. However, as the road has
progressed, the highway has cost to date $37,000 and it is expected now that it will cost another $35,000 which means about
$72,000 which is actually $3,000 lower than they would have
paid under the old situation. The town Avent to the Highway
Department and asked whether they could be willing to reclassify it back as a Class V road from a Class II road. This is
what this bill does. It brings that town road back to a Class
V road maintained entirely by the town and paid for by the
town out of its own funds and/or TRA funds. This has the
support of the Highway Department.
does this have to do with the

removal of town clerks?
Sen.
of

town

JACOBSON:

It

has nothing to do with the removal
is all taken out of the bill.

clerks because that

Sen. LEONARD: Mr. President, I rise in support of
745 on the theory that the third time never fails.
Amendment adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

HB

HB

74
to provide for absentee voting in

primary elections. Ought
amendment. Sen. Jacobson for Executive Departments, Municipal and County Governments,
to pass with
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AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section 7

and

inserting in

place thereof the following:
7 Effective Date. This act shall take effect January

1,

1973.

Sen. JACOBSON: Mr. President, HB 74, introduced by
Rep. Spirou of Manchester has, as its intention, the establishment of absentee voting in primary elections. The Committee
considered this and though there were some quams about this,
particularly with respect to the potentiality of abuse in this
area, it was decided that we would pass the bill and see what
happens. We talked with the Secretary of State who is particularly concerned with the cost of the absentee voting in primaries,
especially in 1972 when there are two primaries and because
of the fact that the State Department has had its budget cut
down, they may not have sufficient funds even to conduct the
other election. They would have to either apply for some sort
of deficiency appropriation or find some transfer from other

funds.

In the light of that, the Committee decided that they would
add an amendment which makes this bill effective January 1,
1973 so that there would be no absentee balloting in the primary from 1972, but would take place in 1974 when there is
only one primary and a careful evaluation could be made thereafter.

MCCARTHY:

Mr. President, I would like to speak
Committee Report on HB 74. I think the mealong overdue. I can understand the complications and

Sen.

in favor of the

sure

is

I think these are secondary. We are
depriving the people in the service and residents in New Hamp-

the financial problem, but

shire

who, due

to illness

and

so forth,

from participating

the most important franchise that they have.

I

am

in

in favor of

HB

74 and I commend the Committee for coming out with
"ought to pass with amendment".
Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

I

favor this

what problems did you envision
date next year instead of 73?
Sen.

if

bill

very highly, but

you had made the

JACOBSON: The number

would be faced with, as our Secretary
financing. At the present time, there

effective

one problem that you
of State indicated,
is

is

the real prospect

the
(in
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I heard it on the radio that the American Party is having
convention today) that there would be three parties and they
all would be entitled to the same consideration which means
a tremendous amount of printing cost. With the budget as it

fact
its

is

at the present time,

it

would make

it

very difficult to do.

The

second thing was the fear that with two primaries this
is a problem, it could not be corrected from the
first to second primary, but in 1974, there is only one primary
and if there was the possibility of abuse, it could then be corrected after the one primary.
Ordered to third reading.
Amendment adopted.

year,

HB

if

there

966

RSA which deny paupers
amendment. Sen. Jacobson
Executive Departments, Municipal and County Governto repeal those portions of the

the right to vote.
for

Ought

to pass with

ments.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title of

the bill by striking out the same and in-

serting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
RSA which deny paupers the
and those which are in conflict with existing
provisions relative to reporting campaign expenditures.

to repeal those portions of the

right to vote

Amend

the bill by striking out section 3

and

inserting in

place thereof the following:

RSA 70:21 as enacted by 1971, 6:11 relative to
expenditures by state committees is hereby repealed.

3 Repeal.
filing of

4 Effective Date. This
its

act shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

Mr. President, HB 966 in its original
out
the
question
form took
of the denial of voting with regards
excused
from paying taxes under this law as
to paupers who are
it is presently written and thereby would be denied the right
Sen.

JACOBSON:

to vote.

The amendment was offered by
HB 36. The intention

earlier passed

the Secretary of State.
of

HB

We

36 was to unify the
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timing of

all

with regard to primaries, candidates and

filings

committee reports that are required to be

state

Secretary of State's Office. In order to prepare

filed

HB

in the

36,

they

compute it and the computer,
not being able to make a judgment of its own but only being
able to interpret what is fed to it, came out with a law that
had been taken off the books some time prior to 1955. That
law provided that state committee would have to publish their
sent the RSA's out to Michigan to

contributors in a newspaper. Now of course, they are required
to turn them into the Secretary of State and if the newspapers

want them, they can go and get the

The

list.

HB

36 was to restore that law, which was
bill, so what the amendment does is
to repeal that section of the RSA's which we mistakenly adopted.
effect of

not the intention of the

SPANOS: Mr.

President, I rise in favor of the amendCommittee and I also rise in favor of the
bill itself which removes from the RSA, the statutes relative
to denying the paupers the right to vote. This is a matter which
I have been interested in since I came to this General Court
and because of conversations which I had with the Attorney
General's Office, a ruling was issued indicating that no town
clerk should deny any man who is a pauper or who has not
Sen.

ment proposed by

the

paid his taxes the right to vote. It was their opinion at that
time that it would be unconstitutional to have these measures
on the statutes as no man today can be denied the right to vote
under those circumstances.
I

am

glad to see that

books and

Amendment

HB
of

are deleting these from the statute

adopted.

to the Committee.
Ordered to third reading.

957

members at large
amendment.
Executive Departments, Municipal and Coun-

relative to election and terms of
town budget committees. Ought

Sen. Jacobson for
ty

we

my commendation

office

of

to pass with

Governments.

AMENDMENT
Amend

section

1

of the bill

by striking out

in lines fifteen

and sixteen the words "The majority of the members-at-large
shall be property taxpayers and" so that said section as amended
shall read as follows:

1825
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1 Three Year Term. Amend RSA 32:2 by inserting in line
twenty after the words "years and" the Avords (each year thereafter one third shall be elected or appointed for a term of three
years and) so that said section as amended shall read as follows:
32:2 Budget Committee. The budget committee shall consist
of three, six, nine or twelve members-at-large as the meeting
adopting the provisions hereof shall by vote determine, and
one member chosen by the school board of each school district
wholly within said town, and one member of the board of commissioners of each village district wholly within said town to be
designated by said board, and one member of the board of selectmen to be designated by said board. The members-at-large may
either be appointed by the moderator or elected by the town
meeting as any annual meeting may by vote determine, under a
proper article in the warrant for said meeting, provided, however, that no selectman, town manager, member of the school
board or village district commissioner shall serve as a memberat-large. One of said members-at-large shall be elected by the
budget committee as chairman. If said members-at-large are
elected at the town meeting it shall be by majority vote by ballot
or acclamation of those present and voting, except as provided
in section 3. Where said members-at-large are appointive such
appointments shall be made within thirty days after the annual
town meeting. One third of the members-at-large shall hold

one year, one third for two years, and one third for
three years and each year thereafter one third shall be elected
or appointed for a term of three years and until their successors
office for

are elected or appointed

and

qualified. Vacancies in the

mem-

appointment by the moderator
and such appointment shall be made within five days from the
creation of the vacancy. Such appointees shall hold office until
the next annual town meeting. The members selected by the
school board, the villasre district commissioners and the selectmen shall hold office for one year and until their successors are
bership-at-large shall be filled by

qualified.

Sen.

JACOBSON:

Mr. President,

HB

957,

in

original

form, clarifies the election of members to the municipal budget
committee. Apparently, in some towns, there ^vas some confusion with respect to staggering the election. What this bill does
is that it says that in the original form, persons shall be elected
at one year, two year and three years terms. Thereafter, onethird of the municipal budget committee shall be elected for

three year terms.
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The amendment offered by the Committee strikes out the
property qualification which in the present statute says that
the majority of the members at large shall be property tax payers. That is struck out by the Committee amendment.
Amendment adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

HB

527

new

establishing certain

by tax

collectors.

Ought

charges and fees to be collected
with amendment. Sen. Jacob-

to pass

son for Executive Departments, Municipal
ments.

k County Govern-

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

of the bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
legalizing the annual

Amend
and

meeting of the Claremont school

the bill by striking out

all after

district.

the enacting clause

inserting in place thereof the following:

Proceedings Legalized. All votes and proceedings at the
district meeting of the Claremont school district held
on March 31, 1971 are hereby legalized, ratified and confirmed
in all respects, without limiting the generality of the foregoing
the school board of said district may issue four hundred thousand dollars in bonds and notes for the purchase of St. Mary
High School and two hundred sixteen thousand three hundred
1

annual

and seventy-three dollars in bonds and notes for repairs, renoand additions to St. Mary High School and renovations
to physics and biology laboratories at Stevens High School.

vations

2 Effective Date.

Sen.

527

is

This

JACOBSON:

the

bill.

What

act shall take effect

upon

its

passage.

Mr. President, the amendment

this

does

is

to

HB

to establish a legalization for

the school district meeting in the City of Claremont with respect to a vote that was taken to purchase and bond the St.

Mary's High School in Claremont. This is another example in
which the bond council questioned the proceedings and therefore the City of Claremont, through
sentative.

its

distinguished repre-

Sen. Spanos, asked that the bill be introduced to

legalize the

procedure so that the City of Claremont can go
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ahead and purchase St. Mary's High School. The high school
ceased operation and there is a real need for extra space. The
city has been able to purchase it at a very reasonable price so I
urge your adoption of this amendment. There was no other way
to

do

but to put

it

it

on a dead

bill.

My

distinguished colleague

will further amplify.

Sen. SPANOS: Mr. President, I rise in favor of HB 527. I
thank the Chairman of the Executive Departments, Municipal

and County Governments Committee for finding
as a vehicle to solve this problem which is very

a bill to serve

crucial to the

people of Claremont.
said, the ugly head of the bonding
and informed the authorities of the
school district that their school district meeting, in which they
did vote to bond and purchase St. Mary's High School, was
possibly illegal and the grounds they used were that they believed that (and I think they are wrong and so does the city

Again, as Sen. Jacobson

council has reared

itself

any meeting ^vhich votes to authorize the issuance
and debate on the issue. What Claremont did was to hold a school district meeting. They voted all
day on whether or not the people of Claremont wanted to issue
the bonds to buy St. Mary's High School. Consequently, because
it was a vote all day, there was no debate in that sense of the
word. Bonding council said there had to be a debate and deliberation and therefore it might be illegal.
solicitor)

of

bonds

We

shall deliberate

on the road and we had to come in
which, incidently has to be through the use
of a dead House bill because we did not know of the situation
in time to get the bill in earlier. I hope you will support the
with

wanted

amendment

of the

Amendment

HB

to get this

this vehicle

Committee.
adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

764

Ought

to pass. Sen.

nicipal

&:

Sen.

bond required

of certain county officers.
Jacobson for Executive Departments, MuCounty Governments.

increasing the

JACOBSON:

bond requirements

Mr. President,

HB

764 increases the

of each sheriff in the several counties

from

$5,000 to $20,000. It increases the register of deeds' bond from
not less than 20,000 to $300,000 from the original one of not
more than $50,000. Apparently, the increased financial workings
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of counties

demand that the bond be increased.

Adopted.

HB

Ordered

to third reading.

980
relative to the duties of building inspectors.

Ought

Sen. Jacobson for Executive Departments, Municipal

&:

to pass.

County

Governments.
Sen.

JACOBSON:

Mr. President,

HB

980

clarifies

the

duties of a building inspector with regards to the issuance of a

What the bill says is that a building inspector may not
permit unless all of the requirements with regards to a
buiding or zoning ordinance are complied with by the one ap-

permit.
issue a

plying for a permit.

Adopted.

HJR

Ordered

to third reading.

48

establishing a commission to establish qualifications for
real estate appraisers.

Refer to Legislative Study Committee.

Sen. Jacobson for Executive Departments, Municipal

Sc

County

Governments.

JACOBSON:

Mr. President, the intention of HJR 48
commission to study the minimum requirements and qualifications and licensure of real estate appraisers.
We held a hearing and no one showed up. No one has come
around to explain the reason for this and while it may have
good intention, we could not find any justification for passing
it, therefore, we recommend that it be sent to the Legislative
Study Committee.
Adopted.
Referred to Legislative Study Committee.
Sen.

is

to establish a

HB

940
abolishing the day care advisory committee.

Ought

Sen. Jacobson for Executive Departments, Municipal

&:

to pass.

County

Governments.
Sen. JACOBSON: Mr. President, HB 940 abolishes the
day care advisory committee. Apparently, those who have the
responsibility for day care centers felt that there was no longer
any need for the day care advisory committee.
Sen.

KOROMILAS: What

division

is

this

committee

cated?
Sen.

JACOBSON:

I

believe

it is

in Education.

lo-
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Sen.

KOROMILAS:

It

has nothing to do with public

health?
Sen.

JACOBSON: They
LAID ON

Sen.
laid

KOROMILAS:

are the ones

we want

to abolish.

THE TABLE

Mr. President,

I

move

that

HB

940 be

on the table.
Adopted.

HB

453
exempting persons on active duty with the armed forces
from payment of poll tax. Inexpedient to legislate. Sen. Jacobson for Executive Departments, Municipal & County Govern^
ments.
Sen. JACOBSON: Mr. President, HB 453 was originally
introduced in order to exempt those residents in N. H. who

armed forces from the poll tax. However,
by action of the Senate the other day, the original poll tax has
been eliminated, the new residents' tax has been initiated,
therefore, this bill would have no effect whatsoever and therefore the Committee recommends that it be inexpedient to legisare serving in the

late.

Adopted.

Sen.

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
LAMONTAGNE: Mr. President, I move that HB 990

be taken from the table.
Adopted.

HB

990
relative to the application of the

minimum wage

certain employees of restaurants, hotels

Question

is

on adoption

of

and similar

laws to

businesses.

committee amendment.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section 3 and inserting in

place thereof the following:
3

Deductions to Determine Wages.

Amend RSA

279 by

new section: 279:2 1-a
Deductions Before Determining Wages. The value of room,
inserting after section 21 the following
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meals or other facilities may be deducted from the minimum
wages at rates established under the Fair Labor Standard Act
and the regulations promulgated by the administrator thereof
in determining whether the minimum wage is being received
by the employee,

4 Effective Date. This act shall take
its

effect sixty days after

passage.

LAMONTAGNE:

Mr. President, and members of
have been able to get the necessary information
I was looking for. This is the first I have heard that the hotels
were agreeable to going under the federal minimum wage.
Because of that, I have withdrawn my opposition and urge the
adoption of HB 990 and the amendment.
Sen.

the Senate,

Sen.

I

KOROMILAS: May we

have an explanation of the

amendment?

TUFTS: Mr.

Sen.

President,

the

amendment uses the
and room rather

federal definition of renumeration for board

than leaving it without any definition so that some disreputable
person could charge more for the board and room than would
be reasonable.
Amendment adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

RECESS
(Sen.

Nixon

in Chair)

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Sen.

BRADSHAW:

be taken from the
Adopted.

Mr. President,

I

move

that

HB

198

table.

BRADSHAW:

Mr. President, I move that HB 193
from the Commissioner of Public
Works and Highways which I would like to read it into the
record to relieve any questions that people might have regardSen.

be passed.

I

have a

letter

inCT

the alleged detriment to certain sections of the state should

HB

193 pass.
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Hon. John R. Bradshaw
New Hampshire Senate
State House
Concord, New Hampshire
President,

Dear Senator Bradshaw

In

re:

HB

193

This letter will serve to confirm information which I gave
you during our telephone conversation of last evening. It
should also serve to clarify certain implications of HB 193
with particular reference to the proposed Manchester-Hampton toll highway.
Lest there exist any confusion as to the matters which we
I shall set forth my statements concerning them as

discussed,

follows:

Free State Highway. In the event that the ManchesterToll Expressway is constructed as provided in HB
193, it will not preclude the free use of the existing State highway which will continue to exist adjacent to, nearly parallel to,
and in the same traffic corridor as the proposed new facility.
1.

Hampton

As an example, I would invite your attention to the simiwhich now exists between Route 3A and the
Everett Turnpike as the two highways connect Manchester and
Concord. No one is required to pay a toll to travel between the
latter two communities on a directly connecting jree State highway. By the same token, no one will be required to pay a toll
to travel between Manchester and Hampton on a direct free
lar relationship

State highway.

Corner Construction. The enactment of HB 193
proposed construction of this section of the
route and its proposed interchange at this location. Designs
and acquisition of rights of way for this facility are nearly complete. They have been accelerated to the maximum extent pos2. Sells

will not retard the

sible

because of the atrocious safety record of the location.

Department expects

The

September of
this year as a Federal-aid project. It will proceed to do this as
scheduled rather than permit any delay which might result
pending the outcome of the "in depth" feasibility study required by HB 193. In the event of favorable findings from the
required study, the project can be refinanced from the authorized bond issue funds. Thus, the actual construction can be
executed expeditiously and with no lost motion.
to contract this project in
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3. Transfer of Federal and State Funds. As already indicated in (2) there will be no transfer of the Federal and State
funds presently programmed for construction on this section
of the East- West transportation corridor to any other purpose
,

and submitted to the Governor and
Council pursuant to RSA 256-C:3 indicates that the toll highway authorized by this paragraph is feasible.

unless the study conducted

Please feel free to contact

me

at

any time should you have

need for further information.
Sincerely,

R. H. Whitaker, P. E.
Commissioner of Public Works and

Highways
Concord, N. H.

Mr. President, there is one other thing that I feel compelled
to put into the Journal. I was informed last night that Attorney
Joseph Millimet had written a letter stating that HB 193 was
unconstitutional. I have checked this out and I have extremely
reliable information that Attorney Millimet never wrote such
a letter and I feel that for the protection of this honorable
gentleman, the record should clearly state that he did not make
such a statement.
I have seen several amendments floating around. There
have been several offered. There have been several arguments
used as to why the bill should be amended. They seem to stem
around first, the concern over the delay in the Sells Corner
project. The letter from Mr. Whitaker, which is now a matter
of record, clearly spells out that the project will go forward in
September. The second thing is that there seems to be some
fear on the part of some people that the funds were going to
be taken that were programmed for use on Rt. 101. The amendment that I saw at one point yesterday is almost Avord for word
what Mr. Whitaker has included in Section 3 of this letter,
consequently, I think that everyone may be rest assured that
there is no problem as far as somebody else "stealing" if you
will, money from Rockingham County to go into some other
area. I respectfully submit, Mr. President, that HB 193 is a
most carefully prepared document for the best interest of the
overall highway system in the State of New Hampshire. It does
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not require anyone to pay a toll to go from Manchester to
that is a matter of record from Commissioner

Hampton. Again,
Whitaker's

letter.

It does allow us a great deal of flexibility in taking advantage of the excess revenue produced in the two North-South
Turnpikes to aid us in supporting other highways in the State
of New Hampshire. While I hesitate to be repetitious, I think
that it is extremely important to point out the significance of
the advice of bond council. As I stated yesterday, Sen. Jacobson
has most adequately explained to you the difficulty that we have

with bond council on many issues. I would guess in this session
we have entertained possibly 12 or 15 bills to legalize
actions where bond council has challenged some, what we might
refer to as "nitty-gritty" items and it holds up the whole thing.
alone,

Now, HB 193 has been put together with the advice
bond council and I submit to you that we should leave it as it

of
is.

of nothing in this bill that hurts the people of RockingCounty. I know of a great many things that make it of tremendous value to most everybody in the State of New Hampshire. Consequently, I would urge you to support the motion
to pass this bill so that we can continue on our calendar and
get through with the rest of the work that Ave have.
I

know

ham

Sen.
sion that

there

is

KOROMILAS:
is

Isn't

it

true that the Spalding Exten-

part of this particular bill will not be done unless

a feasibility study actually

conducted

to see if

it

should

or should not go in?
Sen.

BRADSHAW:

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

That

true

is

on

all

turnpikes, senator,

yes.
Is it also

true with respect to the toll

road?
Sen.

BRADSHAW:

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

there will be
Sen.
Sen.

no

Yes,

So

sir.

if

It is in

bill.

the feasibility study says "no",

East- West toll road?

BRADSHAW: That is correct.
KOROMILAS: There

will

be no extension of the

Spalding Turnpike?
Sen.

the

BRADSHAW: That is correct.
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KOROMILAS: What

Sen.

is

the purpose of the bill

—

just to allow the feasibility study?

BRADSHAW:

Sen.

No,

sir.

The

bill allows the construc-

think that in full answer to your inquiry, we
must realize that a feasibility study which, in the trade, they
call a preliminary feasibility study, has been done on the EastWest Turnpike by Wilbur Smith Associates. In their judgment,
tion of

it is

and

it

I

feasible to construct the East-West

study that

is

called for in the bill

is

Highway. The

feasibility

the final feasibility study

so that the people who are going to loan us the money, to buy
our bonds on this bill, can have reasonable assurance that we
are going to live up to our obligations. As far as the Spalding
Extension, it is a well known fact that the Spalding Turnpike,
as it exists today, does not pay for itself for the portion that
exists. Because it is connected to the Eastern Turnpike, it is
allowed to use some of the excess revenue generated on the
Eastern Turnpike to pay for the Spalding Turnpike and the
proposed extension thereof. This is the advantage of taking
and giving us an integrated turnpike system. It gives us a lot

more

flexibility.

Sen.

KOROMILAS: How

long did

it

take

Wilbur Smith

Associates to produce that preliminary feasibility study?
Sen.

BRADSHAW: We

passed this in the 1969 legislative

Sometime between July and September, it was authorized. The report is dated December, 1970. I saw this report
in draft form around November. This is the basis on which
session.

they will do the final feasibility study.
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

to get the extension, a
to

If the Spalding Turnpike is going
preliminary feasibility study would have

now and

be conducted between

BRADSHAW:
HB 193,

if

this bill

were

to pass?

think that in one of the prior times
you raised the question about whether
or not a feasibility study had been done on the proposed extension of Rt. 16. There has been some type of feasibility study
done. Whether it is in a form such as has been done on the
East- West Turnpike or not. I do not know. I did raise the question to Commissioner Whitaker last evening, as to what he felt
the time element would be on the Rt. 16 extension and he explained that it was his hope that everything could be done and
Sen.

that

we debated

I
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that

you could be traveling on that extension within a

six year

period.

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

It will

take six years before the Spald-

ing Tunrpike will be extended where a person can actually
travel?

Sen.

BRADSHAW:

Within

six years

and

I

would

like to

explain that on these roads, there is an extensive time delay in
193 is a rather sizeable
engineering. You must realize that
package. It provides for the expansion of the Central Turnpike
from roughly the Hooksett Toll Booth to Interstate 89 from
four lanes to eight lanes. It provides for the East-West Highway
from Manchester to Hampton. It provides for the Spalding Ex-

HB

tension.

In order for the Department to handle this in a meaningful
that is economical, as I understand the situation, it is their intention to first expand the turnpikes that
produce the most revenue and those obviously are the two
North-South Highways. The next one that would be done
would be the East- West portion of the turnpike which comes
very close to paying its own way. The one that is on the bottom
of the economic list is the extension of Rt. 16. They will be in
various stages working on this. Some at the same time as others,
but they do expect to concentrate more fully on the two NorthSouth Highways before they do the rest of it.

manner and one

Sen.

KOROMILAS: Then

firm that the Spalding
is

what you have done is to conTurnpike is at the bottom of the list

—

that correct?

BRADSHAW:

As I am sure you are
the existing Spalding Turnpike does not generate
enough money to pay for itself. But, this is the means by which
that turnpike can be extended. If we do not use they money
from the turnpike system, then Rt. 16 is not going to get extended whether it is today, six years from now or at some future time unless traffic patterns change most substantially.
Sen.

That

is

correct.

aware,

Sen. KOROMILAS: I am looking at a pamphlet that was
prepared by Rep. Trowbridge and I think you may have seen
it. It is in his own handwriting and he puts questions and answers. Are you familiar with that pamphlet?
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Sen.
that

I

BRADSHAW:

read

is

I

remember

it

but

I

don't

know

very carefully.

KOROMILAS: He

Sen.

seeing

asks:

"what do the other counties

HB

193, other counties free up the
gain?" Answer: "Under
initial $12.8 million about to be invested in Rt. 101 in Rockingham County to be used elsewhere." Do you agree with that?

BRADSHAW:

No, I do not. This is one of the reasons
that I asked Commissioner Whitaker to prepare this letter so
that it could become a matter of record in the Senate Journal
that those funds were not going to be transferred. I resorted
basically to using the phraseology in an amendment when I
suggested this to Mr. Whitaker because I felt that this was the
phraseology that concerned somebody and if he felt that it was
accurate, I would like to have him use that phraseology which
he has done with some minor modifications. If I may, in answer
to your question, re-read section 3 of Mr. Whitaker's letter
which says Transfer of Federal and State Funds. As already indicated in (2) there will be no transfer of the Federal and State
funds presently programmed for construction on this section of
the East-West transportation corridor to any other purpose
unless the study conducted and submitted to the Governor and
Council pursuant to RSA 256-C:3 indicates that the toll highway authorized by this paragraph is feasible.
Sen.

,

and the statement that you just read to me and
and appreciate the time that we
are talking about. I would like to reemphasize that highway

Take

put

it

that

in a proper perspective

construction

is

different fi-om putting

up

a building.

With

a

highway you are involved in many pieces of property and consequently, you get into a lot of land acquisition problems. Then
you have to put the engineers to work to design a highway over
the particular land. These things all take time and tlie?! you get
into the construction stages. I don't really know what the proposed time of construction is on Manchester-Hampton leg of
this, but the Highway Department has certain programs and I
tliink, Mr. Whitaker has made it very clear
they do not intend to change their programs even if HB 193 passes, so con-

—

sequently

cannot go along with the idea that anything that is
will be transferred. There was never any
indication of that in any conversation that I had with Mr, Whitaker. This is why I couldn't understand the amendment and
why I asked him to put it in the record.

already

I

programmed
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KOROMILAS: How

Sen.
letter

binding

is

the Commissioner's

being read in the Journal?

Sen. Bradshaw:

We

My

feeling

is

that this

many, many

is

extremely bind-

As you know,
where the courts have relied lieavily on
legislative intent which has been read into the Journal. You
certainly have been here long enough to have seen it done since
we have served the same length of time in the Senate. We have
seen many occasions where we are very concerned with getting
ing.

have used

there are

many

this process

cases

legislative intent written in. It

In the

Whitaker

is

first

times.

place,

I

is

extremely binding.

happen

a most honorable

to think that

man and

Commissioner

he would not have

signed that document unless he intended that this is the way it
is going to be. The second thing is if you want to look at it from

what might happen if he went back
word. I think that he would have a tremendous credibility gap with the Legislature and I don't believe that Mr. Whitaker is interested in that. I think that the letter protects people
a realistic standpoint of

on

his

to the absolute fullest.

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

to incorporating the last
this particular bill

Sen.

I

am

sure that you wouldn't object

paragraph of Mr. Whitaker 's

— would you?

BRADSHAW:

Yes,

happen to
work, particularly on one

I

would.

I

am

letter

on

glad you asked

been a lot of
do something
to this bill to amend it so that it can go back to the House.
We have now, as a matter of record, Commissioner Whitaker's
letter. He has promised that these funds are not going to be
transferred. There is no reason to put it in there except, possibly, to get this thing back into the House. It has been stated that
the people in Rockingham County are totally opposed to this
(as a matter of fact I was told one time this morning that it was
unanimous and I have talked directly ^vith some of the people
from Rockingham County and they refute that statement) but
I think that everybody agrees that the vast majority of the Rockingham Delegation does object to the bill. However, I would
like to call to the attention of my colleagues some of the arguments that were used against the bill which can be completely
that question.

refuted.

I

realize that there has

individual's part, to
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Number

one,

it

was said that the

Sells

Corner Construction

would not be done. This is not true, again as a matter of record.
It will be done and the plan is to let it out to contract in September. Another argument was used was that we were going to
take all this money and that we weren't going to do anything
with Rt. 101. This is also not a true statement and this is again
pointed out by Commissioner Whitaker in the record. This
unconstitutionality bit goes on and on.
If I

were a member of any delegation and

things, I think that I

mit to you that

I

I

was told these

would vote against the measure.

believe that

I

sub-

we have most adequate proof

that these statements are not accurate

and

I

think that

if

the

the Rocking-

same situation had been accurately explained to
Delegation, that they would not have had the objection

ham

that they did have.

I

think, unfortunately,

it is

a matter of in-

adequate communication.
Sen. DOWNING: Recognizing the conflicting position of
Mr, Whitaker and Rep. Trowbridge, both gentlemen for whom
I have a great deal of respect, and while Mr. Whitaker is the
Commissioner of the Department and Rep. Trowbridge is
Chairman of the House Public Works Committee and it is clearly his intent to free up that $12.8 million to be used elsewhere
other than Rockingham County and Commissioner Whitaker
making his intent clear and this body being in agreement with
the intent of Commissioner Whitaker, don't you feel that it
should be important that we put this into the bill?

BRADSHAW: No, senator, I don't for the reasons
have already explained that the Highway Department
uses the system of priorities which are established and certain
criteria, and the building of certain sections of roads have not
been a matter of legislative decision for a great many years.
Consequently, if Mr. Whitaker put the situation in writing
for the Department, I think that is the situation. There really
isn't much conflict between Rep. Trowbridge's handwritten
note and Commissioner Whitaker's letter which is signed, dated
and everything else because they have a particular schedule
of improving roads and that is the schedule that they will use.
A lot of this hinges on the time element involved with the feasibility study; the time that it takes for land acquisitioning
and all the rest of it. If it is determined that certain sections of
Sen.

that

I
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made into a four lane highway because they
turnpike, then obviously that is going to
have
a
going
to
are
which
be used. There isn't one thing in this
can
relieve funds
amendment which I have seen that
proposed
bill or in any
would necessarily take it out of Rockingham County. I was
accused of bringing up a red herring the other day on Rt. 101
and very frankly, I was not even aware of the fact that Rt 101
went into Exeter, but I do happen to be familiar with Rt. Ill
from Nashua to maybe about half way to the East Coast and as
I stated before, as far as being a bad road, it is only second to
some of those which we have in Cheshire County.
Rt. 191 need not be

There

is

no provision

money to fix up Rt.
Rockingham County

that

cannot use
This would help out the people

in here that says they

111.

Department of Public Works
decides that it ought to be used to fix up some other section,
then they would do it on their own existing formula basis. I
just don't see how the people of Rockingham County are going
to be hurt in any way, shape or manner by HB 19.'5 as it now

of

if

the

exists.

INTRODUCTION OF GUEST
(Sen. President in Chair)

The Chair
members

deferred to Sen. Spanos

who introduced

of the Senate, Senator Birch Bayh, Junior

States Senator

to the

United

from Indiana. Senator Bayh addressed the Sen-

ate.

(Sen.

Nixon

in Chair)

Sen. DOWNING: Sen. Bradshaw, do you appreciate my
apprehension that a representative as influential and as powerful as Rep. Trowbridge has circulated a paper and has stated
his intent as quite clear to free

up

the initial $12.8 million

about to be invested in Rockingham County to be used elsewhere. The fact is that this is going to confront Commissioner
Whitaker before this total program is finished and I ask if you
can appreciate my concern in not putting what we agreed should
be done here in putting the last part of Commissioner Whitaker's letter into this bill at this time?

Sen.

but

I

BRADSHAW:

Senator,

I

appreciate your concern,

do not share your concern because

I

have a great deal
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am aware of
documents and I do not see any problem at all. Yesterday, we had a measure that was described as being innocuous
and further description was given very ultimately and, if I recall correctly, that possibly this was coming through for another
reason. I submit to you, Sen. Downing, that the amendment is
innocuous; it is not needed; it is simply an attempt to throw
this bill back into the House and I think that the legislative
action and the legislative desire is apt to get thwarted and that

of faith in the integrity of the Senate Journal. I

the two

HB 193 will never come into law in this session. If that happens,
you must remember that there will be no expansion of the
Central Turnpike. There will be no expansion of the Eastern
Turnpike. There will be no extension of the Spalding Turnpike. There will be no turnpike between Manchester and Hampton. I submit to you, senator, that this is a very, very carefully
laid out plan. There has been a great deal of thought gone into
this bill. There has been much work put into it for the past
four to six years. We have come to some very carefully thought
out decisions and I think that it is time that you voted on this
bill and that we pass it and send it on to the Governor, hopefully for his signature, so that

work

that has to be

done on

we can commence with

the vast

this project.

DOWNING: You seem fearful for the status of the
were to be returned to the House and yet it came to
us from the House. How do you justify your fears?
Sen.

bill if it

Sen. BRADSHAW: I justify my fears through experience.
have been privileged to serve in the General Court for four
terms and I am extremely well aware of what happens in the
House after they get most of the bill out of the way. They have
a great deal of difficulty getting a quorum. They have a great
I

deal of difficulty in taking action on certain types of legislation
for these reasons, very strange things can happen. I am
pleased to say that today is a very good indication.
have
a very full house in our Senate and our people do show up,
but unfortunately this is not always true in the House. This

and

We

is my reason for being very concerned about sending the
back to the House. I think that we stand an awful lot to
and absolutely nothing to gain.

Sen.
it

DOWNING:

true that

it

bill

lose

While this bill affects four areas, isn't
provides for a feasibility study for two of these
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areas

that,

upon

the
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recommendation of the Commissioner

following those feasibility studies, both of these areas
be built? Do you recognize that?

may never

Sen. BRADSHAW: No, because I have worked on this
matter for several years and I don't believe that possibility exists.
However, if there is a concern, and I do not share that concern,
then you have nothing to fear because they will continue in
their planned improvements to Rt. 101. Again, I restate, there
is everything to gain and nothing to lose by passing HB 193 as
is.

The CHAIR would

rule that

HB

193 can be returned from

third reading to second reading by a majority vote

might be
Sen.

KOROMILAS:
to

Mr. President,
second reading.

BRADSHAW:

Mr. President,

I

move

rise in

that

HB

193

opposition to

I

we have used up an
measure. I think that we should proand get on to other subjects.

the final disposition of this

awful

I

would hope that my colleagues would vote "No"
we may vote on the question of "ought to pass" and take

the motion.
so that

the Sen-

offered.

be returned
Sen.

if

amendment which

ate desires to permit consideration of any

lot of

time on

ceed, pass the bill

Sen.

bill. I

think that

this

LAMONTAGNE:

Mr. President,

I

move

the previous

question.

Adopted.
Question on returning

HB

193 to second reading.

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Bradshaw. Seconded by Sen. Lamontagne.

Yeas: Sens. Poulsen, Snell, Gardner, Ferdinando, MorrisMcCarthy, Provost, Brown, Koromilas, Downing and

sette,

Tufts.

Nays: Sens. Lamontagne, S. Smith, Townsend, Jacobson,
Spanos, Bradshaw, Porter, Leonard, R. Smith and Foley.
Result: 11 Yeas; 10 Nays.

Motion adopted.
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Second Reading

HB

193, establishing the

Sen.

BROWN:

I

offer

New Hampshire

an amendment

to

turnpike system.

HB

193.

Clerk read the amendment.

BROWN:

Mr. President, the amendment does two
which instructs the Highway Department to spend the $12.8 million on the western part
of Rt. 101. The Legislature has never directed the Highway Department where to build new roads before. This would be setting a bad precedent. The Highway Department also stated at
our hearing that this is where the money would go anyway beSen.

things. First,

it

takes out the section

cause of the need. Second, this

money cannot be

amendment also directs
we have assurance

transferred until

that the

that the

toll road will be built. The bill says that the toll road cannot
be built unless a new study shows that it will pay for itself. This
assures us that Sells Corner will be repaired.

Sen.

ment

KOROMILAS:

Mr. President,

I

support the amend-

offered by the distinguished senator from the Nineteeenth

District.

I

feel that the

people in Rockingham should have a

and certain assurance that the $12.8 million that is now in
the hands of the Commissioner will be spent in that particular
area, I have the greatest admiration and respect for the Commissioner of Public Highways. There is no question about that,
but I think my comrades in Rockingham County should have a
firm and binding matter in their hands before this bill leaves
firm

the Senate.
Sen.

FERDINANDO:

Mr. President,

my

concern for

re-

considering the other day was that the money would or would
not be spent and there was some question as to whether it would

be available for Rt. 101. It was brought to my attention
amendment could be placed on HB 400 which is the gas
tax. This seems acceptable to me that at least it would not impair the intent of having the highway system and not jeopardize
the bill in the House. For that reason, I support the amendment
but not on this bill. I would support it on HB 400.

still

that

Sen.

my

BRADSHAW:

Mr. President, I rise briefly to urge
which I have already stated, most

colleagues, for reasons

strongly to vote

"NO" on the amendment.
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missible

MORRISSETTE:
on

HB

400,

If this
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amendment was

would you then object

to the

legally per-

motion on

HB 400?
Sen.

BRADSHAW:

Senator, as

we

discussed during the

would have absolutely no objection to this amendment
going onto HB 400 and as I told you, I would gladly support that
amendment on HB 400.
recess, I

SNELL: Mr.

I represent Sells Corner confrom Mr. Whitaker is concerned.
As you well know, I represent eight towns in Rockingham
County, six in Strafford and five in Carroll, I am quite torn
with this piece of legislation one way or the other. I feel at this
time, though, that it is most important to make this statement
that I do feel that the construction of Rt. 101, as far as studies

Sen.

President,

struction as far as the letter

funds will be available
will be recorded that
all problems concerning the construction of Rt. 101 will be in
the best interest of each and evry citizen in Rockingham County

being reported

as of today, indicate that

and hopefully the intent

of this

Chamber

and

for the safety of the entire state.

HB

193 without

I

feel

we need

to pass

amendment. I am also concerned that Sen.
Downing mentioned that the completion of Spalding Turnpike,
which also represents my entire district, is only in the planning
stage but it is a necessity at this time to at least plan and make
It has also been
brought to my attention that it is a shame in this state that once
we pay for a toll road, that tolls have to continue such as the toll
road from the City of Manchester to Concord; that a question of
constitutional rights of an individual should be questioned here
today because this highway is still paying for other construction

the proper steps to carry out such a project.

costs in other parts of the state,

which

is

a necessity

I

suppose.

will conclude by stating that I hope that my colleagues
go along with the letter from Mr. Whitaker whom I have
visited with and I consider a sound and true man in this judgment here today and hopefully my decision has been made in
the entire state of N. H.
I

will

Sen.

POULSEN:

Mr. President,

I rise

in support of this

amendment. I represent the people in Coos County
Grafton County and if either of those counties had
as strongly as the people of Rockingham County have
against this, I would certainly fight for their intent.

and

in

reacted

reacted

In this
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any difference. They have reflected
a distaste for this toll road. I think that if we do vote it in, we
are cramming it down their throats. They have showed resentment to it and I think they feel that there will be federal money
case, I don't see that there

coming
is

is

at the rate of 70-30. I think that the intent of the

to wait rather

Sen.

than to do

it

LAMONTAGNE:

of speaking

on

this bill

you what the people of

but

my

people

now.

Mr. President.
I

I

had no intention
I must tell

personally feel that

area feel and they are very

favor of the extension of the Spalding Turnpike.

The

much

in

Spalding

Turnpike Extension would not be able to be self-supporting.
Those in the North Country favor HB 193 without any amendment.

JACOBSON:

Mr. President, I think the Senate has
debate for several hours, therefore, I move the previous adopted question.
Sen.

heard

this

Question on adoption of amendment proposed by Sen.
Brown.
Adopted.

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Brown. Seconded by Sen. Downing.
Yeas: Sens. Poulsen, Gardner, Morrissette, McCarthy, Provost,

Brown, Koromilas, Downing and Tufts.

Nays: Sens. Lamontagne, S. Smith, Snell, Townsend, Jacobson, Spanos, Bradshaw, Porter, Leonard, Ferdinando, R.

Smith and Foley.
Result: 9 Yeas; 12 Nays.

Amendment lost.
Question on ordering
Sen.

JACOBSON:

HB

193 to third reading.

Mr. President,

I

move

the previous

question.

Adopted.
Question on ordering HB 193 to third reading.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.
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SUSPENSION OF RULES

BRADSHAW:

Mr. President, I move that the rules of
the Senate be so far suspended as to place HB 193 and the bills
in the possession of the Clerk which have been ordered to third
reading, on third reading and final passage at this time.
Sen.

Division Vote: 12 Yeas; 8 Nays.

Motion

Two-thirds being required.

lost.

RECESS

HB

271

to increase the salaries of the Coos county attorney and the
Coos county commissioners. Ought to pass with amendment.
Sen. Jacobson for Executive Departments, Municipal & County
Governments.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

by striking out the same and inserting in

place thereof the following:

AN ACT
clarifying the po^vers of counties

determining

Amend

county

in

officers.

the bill by striking out all after the enacting clause

and inserting
1

and county conventions,

salaries for

in place thereof the following sections:

Coos County Attorney.

Amend RSA

7:35,

IV

(supp) as

inserted by 1969, 30:1 by striking out the words "In Coos, three
thousand dollars" and inserting in place thereof the words (In

Coos, thirty-five hundred dollars) so that the said paragraph as
shall read as follows: IV. In Coos, thirty-five hundred

amended
dollars.

2 Coos County Commissioners. Amend RSA 28:28, IV
(supp) as inserted by 1969, 30:3 by striking out the words "In
Coos, two thousand dollars" and inserting in place thereof the
words (In Coos, twenty-five hundred dollars) so that said para-

graph

as

hundred

amended

shall

read

as folows: IV.

In Coos, twenty-five

dollars.

3 Salaries.

1969, 157:

1

Amend RSA

by striking out said

thereof the following:

VI (supp) as amended by
paragraph and inserting in place

7:35,
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In Hillsborough: county attorney, effective July
hundred dollars; effective July

VI.

1971, twelve thousand five

1,
1,

1972, fifteen thousand dollars; assistant county attorney, effective July

1,

1971, eight thousand dollars; effective July

1,

1972,

ten thousand dollars.

4 Strafford County Attorney.

Amend RSA

7 by inserting
by 1970, 39:5 the following
new section: 7:35-f Strafford County Attorney. The annual salary for the Strafford county attorney shall be established by the
Strafford county convention at the same time and in the same
manner as the county budget is approved at a rate of not less
than seventy-five hundred dollars and it shall be effective on
January first of the year specified by vote of the convention.
after section 35-e (supp) as inserted

Amend RSA

29 by inserting after section 14-c
by 1969, 490:8 the following new section:
29:14-d Strafford County Treasurer. The annual salary of the
Strafford county treasurer shall be established by the Strafford
county convention at the same time and in the same manner as
the county budget is approved at a rate of not less than seven
hundred and fifty dollars and it shall become effective on January first of the year specified by vote of the convention.
5 Treasurer.

as inserted

(supp)

6

County Commissioners. Amend

RSA 28

by inserting

after

section 28-d (supp) as inserted by 1970, 39:9 the following
section: 28:28-e Strafford

new

County Commissioners. The annual

county commissioners shall be established
by the Strafford county convention at the same time and in the
same manner as the county budget is approved at a rate of not
less than two thousand dollars and it shall become effective on
January first of the year specified by vote of the convention.
salary of the Strafford

7

Strafford

County

Sheriff.

Amend RSA

104:29,

VIII

one
and
and two the words "nine thousand five
insertinsT in line one after the words "shall be" the words
(established by the Strafford county convention at the same
time and in the same manner as the county budget is approved
at a rate of not less than nine thousand five hundred dollars and
it shall be effective on January first of the year specified by vote
of the convention) and by striking out in line seven the words
"superior court" and inserting in place thereof the words
(supp)

as inserted by 1967, 312:1 by striking out in lines

hundred

dollars"

(county commissioners) so that said paragraph as amended
shall read as follows: VIII. In Strafford the annual salary of the
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be established by the Strafford county convention
same time and in the same manner as the county budget
is approved at a rate of not less than nine thousand five hundred dollars and it shall be effective on January first of the year
specified by vote of the convention. Said salary shall be paysheriff shall

at the

in full for all his services to the county. The county shall
provide him with suitable transportation and he shall not be
allowed the established rates for mileage allowable to other
sheriffs. He shall be allowed reasonable expenses incurred during the performance of his duties and such expenses shall be
subject to the approval of the county commissioners. For the
service of civil writs and other processes which he may perform
he shall collect the usual fees allowed for such services and mileage and shall pay over directly to the county treasurer all such
fees and mileage charges at the end of each month. He shall in
his annual report to the county commissioners report the number of civil writs and other processes served and the total
amounts collected in fees and mileage charges paid over to the
treasurer during the calendar year.

ment

8 Strafford
after section 31

The

Deputy

Sheriffs.

the following

Amend RSA

new

chief deputy, all deputy sheriffs

section:

and

104 by inserting
104-31 -a Reports.

special

deputy

sheriffs

of Strafford county shall report annually to the sheriff the

num-

ber of civil writs and other processes served, and said reports
shall include the total amounts collected in fees and mileage
charges. Such annual reports shall be incorporated into the
sheriff's annual report to the county commissioners.
9 Strafford

County Register

of Deeds.

amended by 1967, 442:1 and
section and inserting in place

(supp) as

Amend RSA

478:18

1969, 402:1 by striking

thereof the following:
out said
478:18 Salary. The annual salary of the register of deeds for
Strafford county shall be established by the Strafford county
convention at the same time and in the same manner as the
county budget is approved at a rate of not less than nine thousand dollars and it shall become effective on January first of the
year specified by vote of the convention. Said salary shall be
paid in equal monthly installments.
10 Salary to be Set by

County Convention:

Amend RSA

(supp) by inserting after section 35-e the following

new

7

section:

7:35-f Merrimack County Attorney. The annual salary of the
Merrimack county attorney shall be established by the Merri-
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mack county convention upon recommendation
tive

committee,

at

an annual rate of not

less

than

of the execufive

thousand

dollars.
11

Compensation

Amend RSA

of

Merrimack

County

Convention.

24:9-ee (supp) as inserted by 1969, 491:9 by strik-

ing out the title thereto and inserting the following new title
(Grafton and Merrimack County Conventions) and by striking
out in line three the word "convention" and inserting in place
thereof the words (and Merrimack county conventions) and by
striking out in line four the words "the convention" and inserting in place thereof the words (their respective conventions)
so that said section as amended shall read as follows: 24:9-ee
Grafton and Merrimack County Conventions. Notwithstanding

members

the provisions of section 9-e to the contrary,

of the

Grafton county and Merrimack county conventions shall be entitled to receive from the county treasury fifteen dollars per day
for actual attendance at meetings of their respective conventions and ten cents a mile for travel to and from the place of
meeting. They are not entitled to receive any compensation or
mileage for attending such meetings on a day when there is a
meeting of the house of representatives.

County Commissioners. Amend
inserted by 1969, 30:3 by striking out
12

as

RSA

28:28,

X

(supp)

said paragraph and

in-

serting in place thereof the following: X. In Sullivan, two thou-

sand dollars.
13

County Treasurer. Amend

RSA

X

29:14,

(supp) as in-

serted by 1969, 30:2 by striking out said paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following: X. In Sullivan, one thousand
dollars.

14

by

Deputy

Sheriff.

Amend RSA

104: 3-a (supp) as inserted

1965, 162:2 by striking out said section

and inserting

in place

thereof the following:
104: 3-a Sullivan County;

on

Salary.

The

Appointment

sheriff of Sullivan

county

of

may

Deputy

appoint,

Sheriff
if

funds

are appropriated, a deputy sheriff who shall be paid an annual
salary of six thousand dollars. Said salary shall be payment in
full for all his services for the county. The county shall pro-

vide him with suitable transportation and he shall not be allowed the statutory rates for mileage allowable to other deputy
sheriffs. He shall be allowed reasonable expenses incurred dur-
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ing the performance of his duties and his expenses shall be subject to the approval of a justice of the superior court. For the
service of civil writs and other process which he may perform he
shall collect the usual fees allowed for such services and mileage and shall pay over directly to the county treasurer all such
fees and mileage charges at the end of each month. He shall report annually to the sheriff the number of civil writs and other
process served and the total amounts collected in fees and mileage charges paid over to the treasurer during the calendar year
and said report shall be incorporated in the sheriff's annual report to the county commissioners.

Amend RSA 104:29, III (supp) as amended by
by striking out said paragraph and inserting in place

15 Sheriffs.
1965, 162:

1

thereof the following:
III. In Sullivan the annual salary of the sheriff shall be
nine thousand dollars. Said salary shall be payment in full for
all his services to the county. The county shall provide him with
suitable transportation and he shall not be allowed the established rates for mileage allowable to other sheriffs. He shall be
allowed reasonable expenses incurred during the performance
of his duties and such expenses shall be subject to the approval
of a justice of the superior court. For the service of civil writs
and other process which he may perform he shall collect the
usual fees allowed for such services and mileage and shall pay
over directly to the county treasurer all such fees and mileage
at the end of each month. He shall in his annual report to the
county commissioners report the number of civil writs and
other process served and the total amounts collected in fees and
mileage charges paid over to the treasurer during the calendar

year.

Amend RSA

478:36 as inserted by
two the words "seven thouplace thereof the words (seventy-five

16 Register of Deeds.

1967, 377:2 by striking out in line

sand" and inserting in
hundred) so that said section as amended shall read as follows:
478:36 Salary. The register of deeds for Sullivan county shall
be paid an annual salary of seventy-five hundred dollars.
17 Carroll
as inserted

County

Sheriff.

Amend RSA

104:29,

VI (supp)

by 1967, 153:2 by striking out said paragraph and

inserting in place thereof the following: VI. In Carroll the an-

nual salary of the sheriff shall be eleven thousand five hundred
which shall be paid monthly. Said salary shall be pay-

dollars
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in full for all his services to the county. The county shall
provide him with suitable transportation and he shall not be
allowed the established rates for mileage allowable to other
sheriffs. He shall be allowed reasonable expenses incurred during the performance of his duties and such expenses shall be
subject to the approval of a justice of the superior court. For
the service of civil writs and other process which he may perform he shall collect the usual fees allowed for such services and
mileage and shall pay over directly to the county treasurer all
such fees and mileage charges at the end of each month. He shall
in his annual report to the county commissioners report the
number of civil writs and other process served and the total
amounts collected in fees and mileage charges paid over to the
treasurer during the calendar year.

ment

18

Power

to Establish Certain Salaries.

Amend RSA

inserting after section 6 (supp) the following

new

23 by

section: 23:7

Establishing Compensation. Every county shall have the power
to establish salaries and expenses and other compensation paid
to the county attorney, assistant county attorney, sheriff, deputy
sheriff, register of deeds, treasurer,

deputy treasurer, and county

commissioners.
19

Compensation

to

County

Officers.

Amend RSA

inserting after section 23 (supp) the following

24:24 Salaries for Certain Officers.

new

24 by

sections:

The annual

salary of

the county attorney, assistant county attorney, sheriff, deputy
sheriffs, register of deeds, treasurer, deputy treasurer and county

commissioners shall be established by the county convention,
upon recommendation of the executive committee. The salaries
shall be established biennially, prior to the first day for filing
in the primary election. In no case shall the salary or other compensation of any of the aforementioned officers be established
at a lesser amount than that which was in effect December 31,
1972.

24:25 Register of Deeds. As determined biennially by the
convention, upon recommendation of the executive committee,
the register of deeds shall be compensated in full for his services,
by any one of the following methods.

An annual salary paid in equal monthly installments;
II. An annual salary, plus a percentage of the fees collected
pursuant to the applicable fee provisions of RSA 478.
I.

1851
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All fees, collected pursuant to the applicable fee pro-

visions of

RSA 478.

20 Assistant Attorney for Hillsborough County. Amend
7:33-a (supp) as inserted by 1965, 364:3 by striking out
in line eight the words "as provided in RSA 7:35" and inserting in place thereof (established pursuant to the provisions of
RSA 24:24) so that said section as amended shall read as follows: 7:33-a Assistant Attorney. There shall be an assistant
county attorney for the county of Hillsborough who shall assist
the county attorney in the discharge of his duties. He shall be
appointed by the superior court and his term shall run concur-

RSA

rently with that of the county attorney,

the supervision, direction

and control

and he

shall act

In the absence of the county attorney he shall perform
duties of said

office.

The annual

under

of the county attorney.
all

the

salary for the said assistant shall

be established pursuant to the provisions of

RSA 24:24.

21 Deputy Treasurer for Rockingham County. Amend RSA
29:15 (supp) as inserted by 1963, 93:1 and amended by 1967,
69:1 by striking out in lines five, six, and seven the words "five
dollars for each day he is engaged in his official duties hereunder
and said compensation shall be paid by the county of Rockingham" and insert in place thereof the words (established pursuant to the provisions of RSA 24:24) so that said section as
amended shall read as follows: 29:15 Deputy Treasurer. On or
before June first, annually, the county commissioners upon
recommendation of the treasurer shall appoint a deputy treasurer for the county of Rockingham. Said deputy treasurer shall
serve only during the absence of the county treasurer. The compensation of the deputy treasurer shall be established pursuant
to the provisions of

22

Salaries

amended by

RSA 24:24.

of Sheriffs.

Amend RSA

striking out said section

104:29

(supp)

and inserting

as

in place

The annual
be established pursuant to the provisions of RSA 24:24, and shall be payment in full for all services to the county. Each county shall provide its sheriff with
suitable transportation and no sheriff shall be paid mileage.
Each sheriff shall be allowed reasonable expenses incurred during the performance of his duties and such expenses shall be
subject to the approval of the county commissioners. For the
service of civil writs and other process which a sheriff may perthereof the following: 104:29 Salaries of Sheriffs.
salary for all sheriffs shall
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shall collect the usual fees allowed for such services and
mileage and shall pay over directly to the county treasurer all
such fees and mileage charges at the end of each month. He shall,
in his annual report to the county commissioners report the'
number of civil writs and other process served and the total
amounts collected in fees and mileage charges paid over to the
treasurer during the calendar year.

form he

23 Deputy Sheriffs; Appointment and Salaries. Amend RSA
104 by inserting after section 3-d the following new section:
104: 3-e
I.

Each

Deputy
sheriff

Sheriffs; Salaries.

may

appoint,

if

funds are appropriated:

(a) A chief deputy sheriff, whose salary shall be set by the
county convention upon recommendation of the sheriff;

(b)

Deputy

sheriffs,

the county convention

whose annual

salaries shall

upon recommendation

be

set

by

of the sheriff.

II. In addition to the deputy sheriffs provided for in subparagraph I (b) the sheriff may appoint, in cases of necessity,
special deputy sheriffs to exercise the same duties as deputy
sheriffs. Said special deputy sheriffs shall be paid at a daily rate,
as determined by the sheriff. Said per diem salary shall be pay-

ment

in full for their services to the county.

III.

deputy

The

chief deputy, all deputy sheriffs,

and

all special

sheriffs:

(a)

tation as

May be provided by the county with suitable transporauthorized by the county commissioners;

(b) Shall be allowed reasonable expenses incurred during
performance
of their duties, and such expenses shall be subthe
approval
of the county commissioners;
ject to the
(c)

Shall collect the usual fees allowed for the service of

civil writs

and other

process,

and mileage charges, and they shall
all such fees and charges at the

pay over to the county treasurer

end

of each
(d)

month;

Shall report annually to the sheriff the

number

of civil

and other processes served, and said report shall include
the total amounts collected in fees and mileage charges which
have been paid over to the treasurer during the calendar year.

writs
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reports required by paragraph III shall be

incorporated into the

sheriff's

annual report to the county com-

missioners.

for

24 Repeal of Certain Provisions Relating to Compensation
Officers. The following sections and paragraphs are

County

hereby repealed:
I.

Repeal.

salaries for

RSA

7:35 (supp) as

county attorneys

is

amended

relative to

annual

hereby repealed.

Repeal. RSA 7:35-a (supp) as inserted by 1969, 237:1,
relative to the salary of the Cheshire county attorney is hereby
II.

repealed.

RSA

Repeal.

III.

7:35-b (supp) as inserted by 1969, 491:2,
county attorney is hereby

relative to the salary of the Grafton

repealed.

RSA

IV. Repeal.
relative

to

7:35-c (supp) as inserted by 1969, 490:2,

the salary of the

Rockingham county attorney

is

hereby repealed.
V. Repeal.

RSA

7:35-d (supp)

relative to the salary of the Carroll

by 1970, 39:1,
county attorney is hereby

as inserted

repealed.

RSA

VI. Repeal.

7:35-e

relative to the salary of the

(supp) as inserted by 1970, 39:5,
Belknap county attorney is hereby

repealed.

RSA

VII. Repeal.

annual

salaries for

VIII. Repeal.

28:28

(supp)

as

county commissioners

RSA

28:28-a

(supp)

amended,
is

relative to

hereby repealed.

as inserted

by 1969,

237:3, relative to the salaries of the Cheshire county commissioners

is

hereby repealed.

RSA 28:28-b

IX. Repeal.

(supp) as inserted by 1969, 491:4,

relative to the salaries of the Grafton

county commissioners

is

hereby repealed.

X. Repeal.

RSA

28:28-c (supp) as inserted by 1969, 490:4,

relative to the salaries of the
is

Rockingham county commissioners

hereby repealed.
XI. Repeal.

RSA

28:28-d (supp) as inserted by 1970, 39:9,

relative to the salaries of the

hereby repealed.

Belknap county commissioners

is
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XII. Repeal.

annual

salaries for

RSA 29:14 (supp) as amended, relative to
county treasurers is hereby repealed.
RSA

XIII. Repeal.

29:14-a

(supp)

as inserted

by 1969,

237:2, relative to the salary of the Cheshire county treasurer

is

hereby repealed.

RSA

XIV. Repeal.

29:14-b

(supp)

as inserted

by 1969,

491:8, relative to the salary of the Grafton county treasurer

is

hereby repealed.

XV. Repeal. RSA

14-c

(supp) as inserted by 1969, 490:8,

relative to the salary of the

Rockingham county

treasurer

is

hereby repealed.

XVI. Repeal.

RSA

29:16 (supp) as inserted by 1970, 39:3,
is hereby

relative to the salary of the Carroll county treasurer

repealed.

XVII. Repeal.

RSA

29:17 (supp) as inserted by 1970, 39:7,

relative to the salary of the

Belknap county treasurer

is

hereby

repealed.

XVIII. Repeal.

RSA

104:3-a (supp)

162:2, relative to the salary of the

county

is

as inserted

deputy

by 1965,

sheriff of Sullivan

hereby repealed.

XIX. Repeal. RSA

104: 3-b

(supp)

as inserted

by 1967,

153:3, relative to salary of deputy sheriffs in Carroll county

is

hereby repealed.
Repeal. RSA 104:3-c (supp) as inserted by 1967,
and amended by 1969, 105:1, relative to salaries of deputy sheriffs in Belknap county is hereby repealed.

XX.

201:2,

XXI. Repeal.

RSA

149:3, relative to the
sheriff

and deputy

by 1969,
deputy
in Hillsborough county is hereby

104:3-d

(supp)

appointment and

sheriffs

as inserted

salary of chief

repealed.

XXII. Repeal. RSA 478:18 (supp) as amended by 1967,
442:1 and 1969, 402:1, relative to the salary of the register of
deeds for Strafford county is hereby repealed.
XXIII. Repeal. RSA 478:19 (supp) as inserted by 1963,
201:1 and amended by 1969, 490:6, relative to the salary of the
register of deeds in Rockingham county is hereby repealed.
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XXIV. Repeal. RSA 478:22 (supp) as inserted by 1965,
amended by 1969, 491:6, relative to the salary of the

292:1 and

register of deeds in Grafton

XXV.

Repeal.

RSA

county

is

hereby repealed.

478:27 as inserted by 1965, 377:1, relaMerrimack county

tive to the salary of the register of deeds in
is

hereby repealed.

XXVI. Repeal. RSA 478:30 (supp) as inserted by 1967,
amended by 1970, 39:12, relative to the salary of the

151:2 and

register of deeds for

Belknap county

XXVII. Repeal. RSA 478:32

is

hereby repealed.

as inserted

by 1967, 250:1,

relative to the salary of the register of deeds for Cheshire county
is

hereby repealed.

XXVIII. Repeal.

RSA

478:36 as inserted by 1967, 377:2,
county

relative to the salary of the register of deeds for Sullivan
is

hereby repealed.

XXIX. Repeal. RSA 478:38 (supp) as inserted by 1969,
492:1, relative to the salary of the register of deeds for Hillsborough county

as

is

hereby repealed.

25 Membership of Convention. Amend RSA 24: 1 (supp)
amended by 1965, 330:14 by striking out said section and in-

serting in place thereof the following:

county convention consists of
tors

who reside

all state

24:1

Members. The
and sena-

representatives

therein.

26 Effective Date. This act shall take effect as follows:
I.

Sections 12, 13, 14, 15

and

17 shall take effect January

1,

1971.
II.

Sections

III.

effect

1, 2,

10

and 16

shall take effect

Sections 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24

January

1,

IV. Sections

January

and 25

1,

1972.

shall take

1973.
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

9

and

1 1

shall take effect

upon

passage.

Mr. President, HB 271 increases the
salary of the Coos County Attorney and the Coos County Commissioner. We had a series of these types of bills and I put them
all together in one relating to Coos County, Hillsborough
Sen.

JACOBSON:

County Attorney, Strafford County Attorney, Strafford County
Treasurer, Strafford County Commissioners, Strafford County

1856
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Sheriff, Strafford

Deputy

the annual salary for

County Register of
were Merrimack County setting
includes the compensation for the

Sheriffs, Strafford

Deeds, and included in the

bill

this. It

Merrimack County Convention. It takes into account the Sullivan County Sheriff, Register of Deeds and Carroll County. It
also takes into account the bill to establish these salaries in the
county convention rather than to have all of these bills come

in over
I

and over again.

would remind the Senate

many

what has happened

that

in these

that they have already appropriated the funds in
instances so that some of these sections are retroactive to

counties

is

January 1, 1970. They are already part of the county budgets
and the law presently requires that they come in for confirmation of their salaries.
It

seems to

me

to

be an ironic situation in which the Legis-

no authority over the budget, yet has authority to
confirm salaries. If we were to be consistent, we should have
control over the budgets of the county, which we do not have.
Therefore, in the interests of consistency, these salaries, which
are all county officers, ought to be in the county convention and
lature has

the county convention ought to be responsible.

some members

didn't vote to raise the salaries although they
the budget.
it

The

Legislature did

clearly responsible

Amendment

HB

I

have heard

of various county conventions say that they

and

this it

adopted.

it.

I

think

had put

we ought

it

to

into

make

what the bill does.
Ordered to third reading.

525
relative to incompatibility of

town

offices.

Ought

to pass

with amendment. Sen. Jacobson for Executive Departments,

Municipal & County Governments.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

of the bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

An

Act

relative to municipal

Amend
and

the bill by striking out

government.
all after

the enacting clause

inserting in place thereof the following:
1

RSA

Town Moderator and Trustee of Trust Funds. Amend
41:4 by inserting in lines two and four after the word
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"treasurer" the words

(moderator, trustee of trust funds) so
shall read as follows: 41:4 Incompatibility of Offices. No person shall at the same time hold any
two of the following offices: selectman, treasurer, moderator,
that said section as

amended

and highway
no person shall at the same time hold any two of the following offices: town treasurer, moderator, trustee of trust funds,
selectman and head of any police department on full time duty;
and no official handling funds of a town shall at the same time
trustee of trust funds, collector of taxes, auditor

agent;

hold the

office of auditor.

New

2

Fees.

Amend RSA

80:43

1967, 303:1 by striking out paragraphs

(supp)
I

as

and

II

amended by
and inserting

in place thereof the following:

Notice to delinquent taxpayer covering

I.

listed

under

his

name, two

all

unpaid taxes

dollars.

I-a.

For each parcel advertised for

II.

For conducting

sale for

sale, fifty cents.

each taxpayer on

list,

two

dol-

lars.

Il-a.

For each parcel

sold, fifty cents.

Amend RSA 80:37 (supp) as amended by
and 1970, 30:3 by striking out in line twenty-two
the words "one dollar" and inserting in place thereof the words
3 Increase Fees.

1967, 313:1

(two dollars) so that said section as

amended

shall

read

as fol-

Subsequent Tax. The purchaser of real
estate at any tax sale may pay to the collector any tax assessed
upon the real estate subsequent to that for which it was sold and
the collector shall, within fifteen days after such payment, nolows: 80:37

tify

Payment

of

the register of deeds thereof, giving the date

of such

payment and the name

and the amount

of the person so paying together

with the date of the tax sale, the name of the person taxed and
a description of the property sold as shown in the report of sale
recorded in the registry of deeds. The collector of taxes shall
receive fifty cents for such notice to the register of deeds of the
subsequent payment plus fifty cents to be paid to the register of
deeds. The purchaser, within fifteen days of payment of the subsequent tax, shall personally, or by certified mail, notify in writing any mortgagee who was notified of his purchase at the tax
sale of his payment of the subsequent tax. The purchaser paying the subsequent tax shall receive the same fees prescribed
for notifying the mortgagee of his purchase at the tax sale to
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be included in his costs to be paid by the person making redemption, except that when a town is a purchaser at a tax sale
and the town pays a tax subsequent to that for which the real
estate Avas sold and the selectmen direct the collector of taxes as
agent for the town to give notice of payment of a subsequent
tax to any mortgagee who was notified of the purchase by the
town at the tax sale the collector shall be paid the sum of two
dollars for this service. Any amounts so paid on account of su.bsequent taxes, together with interest thereon at the rate of
eleven per cent per year from the date of payment shall, in addition to the purchase price at the time of sale with accrued
interest and costs, be paid by the person making redemption.

4 Certain Fees Increase.
said section
Fees.

and inserting

Town

Amend RSA

41:25 by striking out

in place thereof the following: 41:25

clerks shall be entitled to a

minimum

fee of

two

dollars for recording a bill of conditional sale, a personal property mortgage or for a copy of any public records in his custody
except copies of vital statistics, for recording writs of attachment, discharging a mortgage on the margin of a record or for
recording an assignment thereof.
5 Limitation of

(supp)

as

Ten

Percent Defined.

Amend RSA

32:8

amended by 1961, 69:1 by striking out said section

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

32:8 Limitation of Appropriations. So long as the proviremain in force in any town the total

sions of this chapter shall

amount appropriated at any annual meeting shall not exceed
by more than ten percent the total amount specified in the budget for said meeting, and no appropriation shall be made for
any purpose not included in said budget, provided, however,
that the budget committee may also submit, without approval
items which they do not wish to recommend but which they
believe the voters should be allowed to consider and act upon,
either favorably or unfavorably. Money may be raised and appropriated for such items, but not to an amount which would
increase the total appropriations, as recommended by the budget committee, by more than the ten percent allowed hereunder. The ten percent increase herein allowable above the total
amount specified in the budget for said meeting shall be computed on the total amount recommended less that part of any
appropriation item which constitutes fixed charges. Fixed
charges shall include appropriations for:
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and principal payments thereon;

all interest

Notes, except tax anticipation notes, and

II.

all

interest

and principal payments thereon;
III.

Mandatory assessments imposed on towns, by the

county, state or federal governments.

Town

6

Clerk, Removal.

Amend RSA

41:12 by inserting

word "taxes" the words (town clerk) so
that said section as amended shall read as follows: 41:12 Removal of Collector or Treasurer. The selectmen may remove
from office any collector of taxes, town clerk, or any treasurer,
who, in their judgment, has become insane or otherwise incain line two after the

pacitated to discharge the duties of the

office,

or

who

glected, for ten days after a written notice, to furnish a

their acceptance.
arisinsf
'o

7

under

They may proceed without

has ne-

bond

to

notice in any case

this section.

Payment

to

Town

Officials.

after section 9-a the following

new

Amend RSA

31 by inserting

section: 31:9-b

Time for

Pay-

ment. All elected and appointed officials of a municipal corporation shall be paid monies due them for services rendered as
approved by a vote of the municipality from the time of election, or appointment, to the expiration of the term of office for
which they are elected or appointed. Said monies shall be paid
after the services have been rendered either weekly, biweekly,
monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, or annually as agreed upon
between the governing board and the officials involved. As used
in this section the words "municipal corporation" shall mean a
toAvn, a village district or a school district, but shall not include
a city or county.
8

Penalties

amended by

for

Town

By-Laws.

Amend RSA

31:39 as

1969, 68:1 by striking out in the next to the last

line the words "the fifty" and inserting in place thereof the
words (one hundred) so that said section as amended shall read
as follows: 31:39 Purposes and Penalties. Towns may make bylaws for the care, protection, preservation and use of the public
cemeteries, parks, commons, libraries and other public institutions of the town; for the prevention of the going at large of
horses and other domestic animals in any public place in the
town; for the observance of Memorial Day, whereby interference with and disturbance of the exercises for such observance,
by processions, sports, games or other holiday exercises, may be
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to regulate the use of mufflers

prohibited;

upon

boats

and

by gasoline or naphtha and operating upon
the waters within the town limits; respecting the kindling,
guarding, and safekeeping of fires, and for removing all combustible materials from any building or place, as the safety of

vessels propelled

property in the town

may

require; respecting the collection, re-

moval and destruction of garbage and other waste materials; to
regulate the operation of vehicles, except by railways as com-

mon
lic

for

carriers,

upon

their streets, to regulate the conduct of pub-

dances; to regulate the conduct of roller skating rinks;

making and ordering

appoint

such

all

officers as

their prudential affairs.

may be

and

They may

necessary to carry the by-laws

and may enforce their observance by suitable pennot exceeding one hundred dollars for each offense, to

into effect,
alties

enure to such uses

as they

may

direct.

9 Penalties for City By-laws and Ordinances. Amend the
introductory paragraph of RSA 47:17 by striking out in line
four the word "twenty" and by inserting in place thereof the
words (one hundred) so that said introductory paragraph as
amended shall read as follows: 47:17 By-laws and Ordinances.
The city councils shall have power to make all such salutary
and needful by-laws as towns and the police officers of towns
and engineers or firewards by law have power to make and to
annex penalties, not exceeding one hundred dollars, for the
breach thereof; and may make, establish, publish, alter, modify,
amend and repeal ordinances, rules, regulations, and by-laws
for the following purposes:

10 Municipality Defined.
serted by
"sixty"

Amend RSA

252-A:2, IV as in-

1969, 493:1 by striking out in line two the

and inserting

in place thereof the

amended

said paragraph as

shall

read

word

(fifty)

as follows: IV.

pality" or "municipalities" shall include any city or

word

so that

"Munici-

town

in the

population in excess of fifty thousand as determined by the last published federal census preceding the adoption of this act by any such town or city.

state

having

11

Fees

Towns and

a

to

Finance Public Parking

Facilities;

Amend RSA

Smaller

260:27-b (supp) as inserted by
1969, 484:1 by striking out in line two the word "sixty" and
inserting in place thereof the word (fifty) by striking out in
line three the word "section 27-c" and inserting in place thereof
the word (RSA 260: 27-c) and by striking out in line five the
Cities.

,
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word

"section 27" and inserting in place thereof the word (RSA
260:27) so that said section as amended shall read as follows:
260:27-b Additional Fees. The governing bodies of towns and
cities of a

population greater than

fifty

thousand

as

determined

may

subject to the provisions of RSA
260:27-c direct the city treasurer or the town clerk to collect in

by the

last federal census,

RSA

addition to the fees imposed in
for such permits as follows: a

260:27 of this chapter, fees
to exceed five mills on

sum not

each dollar of the maker's list price for a motor vehicle manufactured in the current calendar year, a sum not to exceed four
mills on each dollar of the maker's list price for a motor vehicle
manufactured in the first preceding calendar year, a sum not to
exceed three mills on each dollar of the maker's list price for a
motor vehicle manufactured in the second preceding calendar
year, a sum not to exceed two mills on each dollar of the maker's
list price for a motor vehicle manufactured in the third preceding calendar year, and a sum not to exceed one mill on each
dollar of the maker's list price for a motor vehicle manufactured
in the fourth preceding calendar year and any calendar year
prior thereto. In no event, however, shall the fee be less than

one

dollar.

The

director of

motor vehicles

shall

make

the final

determination of year of manufacture of a motor vehicle in any
case in

which

a dispute arises. All fees collected

under this secand mainten-

tion shall be used for the construction, operation

ance of public parking
12

facilities as

Town Meeting

said section

and

Date.

provided in

Amend RSA

RSA

252-A.

39:1 by striking out

inserting in place thereof the following: 39:1

Meetings, When Held. A meeting of every toAvn shall be held
on the second Tuesday of March 1972 for the choice of toAvn
officers and the transaction of other town business. Thereafter
a town meeting for the election of officers and the transaction
of other business shall be held annually within the first fifteen
days of March or the first fifteen days of May as determined by
the preceding annual town meeting. A town meeting may be
warned by the selectmen, when, in their opinion, there shall be
occasion therefor.
13 Effective Date. Section

the

first

Tuesday

of

take effect January
12 shall take effect

Sen.
of bill as

1,

271.

We

of this act shall take effect

on

1972. Section 7 of this act shall

1972. Sections

upon

JACOBSON:

HB

1

November

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10,

1 1

and

passage.

Mr. President, HB 525 is the same kind
have had a number of bills that came in
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that relate to municipal affairs.

gether into one

HB

We

brought

all

the bills to-

bill.

525 does several things. First of

patible the office of

town moderator and

all,

it

makes incom-

trustee of trust funds

with the office of selectmen along with others that are already
incompatible such as treasurer, collector of taxes, auditor or
highway agent. Then it allows the tax collector to charge certain small fees with regard to delinquent tax payers. If the individual wants to redeem his delinquent tax after it has been
noticed for sale or sold, he has at least one year to do so. There
are small fees
$2 for covering all unpaid taxes; each parcel
50 cents; conducting sales for each taxpayer on
advertized
list
$2 and 50 cents for each parcel sold. Then it raises one
section of the statute with regards to paying delinquency from
the present $1 to $2. In another section of the bill, it clarifies
the issue with respect to the municipal budget committee on
the question of the 10 percent. Those of you who are acquainted with the Municipal Budget Act know that if there
is a municipal budget committee, the town may raise an appropriation above what the committee recommends, but only
to the point of 10 percent. Some confusion has arisen in some
towns with respect to such question as debt service on bonds
or the original bonding which appears in the warrant.

—

—

—

excluded from the total budwould only apply to
that year's operating budget because in some instances, (and
1 can site the Town of New London which had a $98,000 bond
issue at the last town meeting) if this clarification were not in,
we could raise another $9,800 to the operating budget simply
because we have a capital item in there. The intention of this
was to limit operating expenses in a given year and what this

These

issues,

by

this law, are

get figure. In other words, the 10 percent

does

is

to clarify that.

Another section

same procedure
town clerk as now exists for the treasurer
the tax collector. Another section requires that town
of the bill provides for the

for the removal of the

and

for

not be paid in advance of their work. Apparently,
have arisen in which the selectmen and other officers
have received the full amount of their annual pay and then
resigned and they had to appoint somebody else. This is so that
the individual would only get paid the amount he has contributed in terms of time.

officials shall

some

issues
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next section relates to penalties with regards to town
It raises it from $50 to $100. We have
instances where legislation has been passed which allows a
$100 fine which would be in violation of the present ordinance,
so this makes all of the bills we may have already passed and the

The

by-laws and city by-laws.

on the same

actual law

basis.

There is a section which was originally SB 276 sponsored
by Sen. Leonard. Somehow, in the shuffling of bills, that bill got
lost. It never had any hearing or anything. The Committee took
up that bill and it has to do with the parking authority. Originally, the statute said $60,000.

The

bill

reduces

it

to $50,000 so

Nashua can operate under the municipal parkThis was at the request of the City of Nashua and

that the City of

ing authority.
that

is

put

The

in.

final section relates to the elasticity of

town meetings.

you could have a town meeting during the entire
Sometime in the late 19th or 20th Century,
it was changed to one day. Now, what is happening in towns is
that they meet on a Tuesday and recess to some other day. This
bill allows them to meet either the first 15 days of March or the
first 15 days of May depending upon whether they adopt the
fiscal year or stay on the calendar year. This Legislature has already adopted this flexibility with respect to having a fiscal year
or calendar year. This goes along with providing that additional
Originally,

month

of March.

flexibility.

Amendment

HB

adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

496
redistricting the county commissioners districts in Rock-

ingham county. Ought to pass. Sen. Jacobson for Executive Departments, Municipal & County Governments,
Sen.

JACOBSON:

three districts in

ham County
A\

ith

Mr. President,

Rockingham County.

so that

it

follows the one

HB

496

redistricts the

It redistricts

Rocking-

man-one vote principle

regards to each district in the county.
Sen.

BROWN:

Mr. President,

I

move

the following

amend-

ment.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

of the bill by striking the

serting in place thereof the following:

same and

in-
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AN ACT
relative to the

Rockingham commissioner

districts

and

relative to the qualifications for the office of county

commission candidates.

Amend

the bill by striking out section 2

and inserting

in place thereof the following:
2 Commissioners. Amend RSA 64:12 (supp) as amended
by striking out in line five the word "Rockingham" so that
said section as amended shall read as follows: 64:12 Commissioners, Eligibility, Voting and Election. In the foregoing counties, no person shall be eligible to be a candidate for county
commissioner except from the district in which he is a resident.
The inhabitants of said counties may vote for not more than
one candidate from each district, except in the counties of Grafton, Coos, Merrimack, Cheshire and Hillsborough where the
inhabitants of each district therein may vote for not more than
one candidate from said district. In all of said counties the
candidate receiving the highest number of votes in any one
district shall be declared elected county commissioner from

that district.
3 Effective Date.
its

This

act shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

Sen. BROWN: Mr. President, the object of this amendment is to get each county commissioner elected at-large in
Rockingham County. I feel that it is only right that each citizen in the county be given a right to vote on one commissioner

rather than one-third of the board.
Sen.

County,

FOLEY: Mr.
I

I

President, as a

should like to oppose

this

urge your adoption.

member

of Rockingham
amendment. Last year,

came up and we changed the voting procedures so that
three sections of Rockingham County, we have three
county commissioners, each appointed in their own area and
not at-large. We went through this last year and voted that
each area should vote their own and now, three days before the
end of the session, we have an amendment such as this with no
opportunity for public hearing. Evidently, someone is trying
to ramrod this and I ask that the members of this Senate vote
to oppose this amendment.
this

we have

Sen.

MCCARTHY:

amendment.

Mr. President,

I

rise

to

oppose the

1865
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ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Foley. Seconded by Sen. Tufts.
Yeas: Sens. Lamontagne, Poulsen, S. Smith, Snell, Townsend, Gardner, Jacobson, Porter, Leonard, Ferdinando, Provost,

Brown, Koromilas and Tufts.

Down-

Nays: Sens. Spanos, Nixon, Morrissette, McCarthy,
ing and Foley.
Result: 14 Yeas; 6 Nays.

Amendment adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

HB

1007
providing for an emergency temporary zoning ordinance
and for its adoption by the selectmen. Ought to pass. Sen. Poulsen for Executive Departments, Municipal & County Governments.
Sen. POULSEN: Mr. President, HB 1007 has to do with
temporary, emergency zoning ordinances by selectmen. What
the bill actually does is give the selectmen the right to invoke an
ordinance that provides for an instant zoning in a town that has

not a planning board nor zoning. The purpose of the bill is to
protect such towns from the inroads of developers who frequently overwhelm the small town. This bill gives the small towns
the protection of providing for a town vote on the ordinance
evoked by the selectmen. It is a good protection bill and we
urge its passage.
Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

Mr. President,

I

move

that

1007 be referred to the Legislative Study Committee.

I

HB

make

motion in the interest of small towns. It has no eflFect on
cities. I have become thoroughly familiar with this type of law
and there is no doubt in my mind that it is unconstitutional.
It will create a situation in towns where they will be involved
with legal suits. It is not a fair law in that wherever you have
a development, and in most cases they are of a minor type, but
in many cases, extreme consequences may result from the passage of such an act. This changes the zoning ordinances in
order to freeze out construction at that moment. I have had a
tremendous amount of experience in this area and I feel very
strongly that this is unconstitutional. I hope that the people
from the towns will refer this to further study and come up with
this
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a similar law which

would meet with the laws

of our constitu-

tion.

Sen. POULSEN: Do you realize that this does not freeze
out developers. It only makes them comply with a reasonable
set of zoning specifications which possibly wouldn't be there
if the town could move quickly enough to put any in to avert
a wild development?

Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

I

think

we have

laws on the books

who might come
have passed laws this year to regulate any large development, but in the case of existing small developers who might
come from the town, there are currently a number of cases
that are being challenged by the courts. I feel that there are
enough laws in the books. I agree with you that you could stop
them because it takes them as much as a year or two before
they can get going. A small developer would generally take it
to court because you would try to create an ordinance that was
created by the people.
currently to take care of the big developers
in.

We

Sen.

POULSEN: Do

you

realize that

under

this, it is

the

only protection that a small town would have from even a
small developer who wanted to, say build a big trailer park
this would be their only protection?

—

Sen.

towns,

MORRISSETTE.
could

I

could employ

I

think that in the case of small
10 or 12 delay tactics that you

name you about

prevent the start of the developer. This is
contractor after he has started
and the town would be subject to suit.
to

illegal to try to stop a small, local

it

POULSEN:

I am not the judge on the constitutionaliwould like to ask what the procedures are that you
mind whereby a small town could prevent this?

Sen.
ty of

but

have in
Sen.

I

MORRISSETTE:

get the development going.

It

takes a

number

of

months

to

We

have passed several bills this
year which would easily delay this for at least two years. We did
pass a bill this year which will eliminate any developments within 1,000 feet of any bodies of water therefore every develop-

ment does comes under
Sen.

state approval.

POULSEN: Do

pollution laws apply

if it is

you know that none of the water
on a municipal sewer?
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it

on
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municipal sewer,

a

I

think it would be difficult. But in the case of a small town, I
think you have very few cases. It is very difficult now to get

housing going.
Sen.

SPANOS: Mr.

Morrissette's

motion

First of all, let

me

President,

I

in support of Sen.

rise

to refer this bill to a study

tell

my

am

committee.

proponent of
was Newport's first planning

colleagues that

I

a

zoning and always have been. I
chairman and introduced the first zoning ordinance into the
community. Because I am a proponent of zoning, I am opposing
this measure for it being considered at this time as an ought
to pass motion.

I

think

it

does require further study.

arrived at this conclusion on

I

my own

because

when you

community, it should be established by
and design in the whole project and
act imposing what is right for a given community. You cannot take a set of rules that are in this bill and
apply it to various different towns. This is a very difficult thing
to do
to impose this type of legislation on communities that
haven't got the planning. This bill only applies to towns who
don't have zoning or planning boards. That's what makes it all
the more difficult. Three members are going to decide that
they will impose this act for the time being until the next town
meeting. This is imposing a zoning ordinance without any conestablish zoning in a

some plan, some
not by legislative

effort

—

all just because they may say that a developer wants to
develop a particular area. I don't think that is right and I think
you hit the little guy too who might be having a mobile home
trailer put up in the town.

cept at

I don't think this is the right time to do this. It should be
studied and if the Legislature finally decides after study and has
put into the bill something to take care of the residual problems

that I am talking about, then we can pass it, but I think that it
needs a lot of study and that is why I support Sen. Morrissettte's
motion.

JACOBSON: Mr. President, I rise in opposition to
the motion offered by Sen. Morrissette. I, as my distinguished
colleague, have served my tenure on planning boards. I have
spent six years, two of them as chairman, and I have been called
Sen.

all

the

little

names

in the

skin as a result.

book

as a result of

my

tenure so

I

grew a
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does is provides a temporary restraint on
development. It is not the small developer who is concerned
it is the big developer. That is the individual who
about this
is really concerned about this because they are the ones who
can move in quickly with capital and change the whole context

What

this bill

—

of a

community

overnight.

While it does give power to the selectmen at this point, I
would ask you to bear in mind also that the selectmen are elected by the people and if they take an action which the people do
not like, they can be voted out of office. There is a second part
to this and that is if the people in the community do not like
50
this, they can bring a petition for a special town meeting
petiand
it
reach
percent
if
doesn't
50,
voters in a town or 10
tion to make a change with respect to what has been done by
the selectmen; there are already on the books some constraints
with respect to what a selectman can do.

—

What
in masses

has really happened is that the developers have come
and the whole problem has blossomed forth. Some of

these small towns who suddenly find themselves as objects of development are frightened. Remember that this bill passed the
House which is represented by the small toAvns in great quantity, so I think from the reading I have gotten, the small towns
who are in need of this want it. Major towns such as the town
of New London already have their planning and zoning so they
are not concerned. It took a long time to get the kind of zoning and planning we have in our town and I am sure it took a
long time to get it into the Town of Newport. I think we ought
to institute this protection and if it proves unworkable, then
it can be removed.

There is another restraint in this. If the selectmen fail to
propose a zoning ordinance at the next town meeting or if their
ordinance fails, then they cannot impose this rule for three
years so that there are restraints on the men who are going to
do

this job.

Sen.

SPANOS: Would you

Champion

and

Sen.

JACOBSON:

Sen.

LEONARD: You

it

please

tell

me

if

the

Newport

favors this bill or not?

lost at the

three years. Isn't

it

I

believe

it

does.

said if the selectmen impose zoning
annual meeting, then they couldn't do it for

ten years in the bill?

1869
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JACOBSON: Ten

years was the original bill

was amended in the House to three
Sen.

DOWNING:

If

and

it

years.

they propose this at the next town

meeting and it is defeated, they wouldn't be able to exercise the
authority under this bill for three years but it wouldn't prevent them from proposing another zoing ordinance?
Sen. JACOBSON: That would not prevent them from
putting in another zoning ordinance as long as they followed
the general rules.
Sen.

NIXON:

Mr. President,

I

move

the previous ques-

tion.

Adopted.

Question on referral of

HB

1007 to Legislative Study

Com-

mittee.

Division Vote: 8 Yeas; 13 Nays.

Motion

lost.

Question on adoption of committee report.
Sen.

JACOBSON:

Mr. President,

I

move

the previous

question.

Adopted.
Question on adoption of committee report.
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

FURTHER HOUSE MESSAGE
SENATE NON-CONCURRENCE TO HOUSE

AMENDMENT
REQUEST FOR COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
Sen. R. Smith

Committee

SJR

of

moved

the Senate non-concur

and

establish a

Conference on:

committee to study the feasibility
and making an appropriation therefor.

28, establishing a

of off track betting

RECALL FROM THE HOUSE
JACOBSON: Mr. President, I move that HB 506 be
from the House. This bill relates to the question of the
of Bartlett and Hart's Location. It has been brought to

Sen.
recalled

Town
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my attention that the bill is unconstitutional and for that reason,
would
that

it

create a condition of chaos including a law suit. I ask
be recalled and that it furthermore be referred to the

Committee on Executive Departments, Municipal and County
Government so that we can consider an amendment which
would make it constitutional.

HB

Adopted.
Sen.

506 recalled.

JACOBSON:

Mr. President,

I

move

that

HB

506 be

placed on second reading.

Adopted.

Second Reading

HB 506, changing part of the boundary line between the
towns of Bartlett and Hart's Location.
LAID ON
Sen.

JACOBSON:

laid

on
Adopted.

HB

701

THE TABLE

Mr. President,

I

move

that

HB

506 be

the table.

meeting
and the town meeting held in Conway on December 16, 1970 and March 9 and 11, 1971. Ought to pass with
amendment. Sen. Jacobson for Executive Departments, Municipal & County Governments.
legalizing proceedings of the special school district

and

election,

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

of the bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

An

Act
increasing certain appropriations for the division of welfare

Amend

the bill by striking out

and inserting

all after

the enacting clause

in place thereof the following:

Appropriations Increased. Amend an act enacted by the
general
court entitled An Act making appropriations for
1971
expenses
of certain departments of the state for the fiscal
the
ending
years
June 30, 1972 and June 30, 1973 as follows:
1
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Amend paragraph 25, VII, (a) (2) of the bill by striking
out said paragraph and inserting in place thereof the follow,

ing:
(2) Assistance

payments:

1872
Total

Senate Journal, 24Jun71

Senate Journal, 24Jun71
Less local share

607,939

607,939

4,147,737

4.147,737

$2,323,897

$2,323,987

Less federal share

Net appropriation
Total for medical services

Amend

paragraph

1873

$2,910,341

25, VII,

striking out said paragraph

(a)

,

(6)

,

(B)

$3,031,419

of the bill by

and inserting in place thereof the

following:
(B) Case services:

Day

care

$980,000

$980,000

Amend the line of section 25 reading "Less transfer re administration from federal grants $2,503,258
$2,616,242"
by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the following:
Less Transfer re administration

from federal grants

$3,010,587

$3,070,328

2 Adjustment of totals. The legislative budget assistant
hereby authorized, directed and empowered to make the
changes needed in the appropriate subtotals and totals to reflect in the bill the amendments hereby adopted.

is

Exemption from Reduction of Appropriation. Amend
House Bill 918 by striking out the last section thereof and

3

said

inserting in place thereof the following three sections correctly

numbered

in sequence:

Exemption from Reduction in Rates of Expenditure. The
authority granted by RSA 9:13-c may not be exercised in reference to the following paragraphs of said House Bill 918 as

amended by

this bill:

Paragraph

25, VII, (a), (2);

Paragraph

25, VII, (a)

,

(4)

;

and

Paragraph

25, VII, (a)

,

(6)

,

(B)

Temporary Authority

to Borrow to Carry on State BusiIn the event that at any time during the biennium ending
June 30, 1973 the limit of authorized borrowing pursuant to
RSA 6:13, as amended, has been reached and if money due
from the state is demanded and there are not sufficient funds in
the treasury available for the payment of the same, the treasurer is authorized to borrow in the same manner and subject to
ness.
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all

the provisions of borrowing pursuant to

ed,

up

to the

sum

of five

Effective Date.

RSA 6: 13,

as

amend-

million dollars.

This act

shall take effect

July

1,

1971.

Mr. President, the amendment to HB
701 is the bill. As I indicated when we talked about the budget,
I believed that we should do something about the welfare portion of it. I brought this matter to the Committee and they
agreed to amend the bill and bring it out for discussion. This
increases the old age assistance program to the level that it is
now being funded. It increases the AFDC program to the level
that is now being funded. It increases the aid to the needy blind
to the level it is now being funded. It increases the aid to the
totally and permanently disabled to the same level. It increases
medical care and services to the same level and it increases case
services for day care centers to the same level.
Sen.

JACOBSON:

The

total increase

you would like to
compare the figures, look on HB 918 and you can see the comparison in the six categories I mentioned. This additional input of $4,418,206 will generate in the biennium from the federal government $12,692,630, and it will generate from the
cities and towns $3,198,834, generating as a multiplier effect
$15,891,464. In very simple terms this bill, if it should be
adopted either in the Committee of Conference or as a separate
bill, would raise the level of income to welfare recipients in
these categories from the present 40 percent as in HB 918, to
70 percent, which is a very significant increase for those who
are presently on welfare. Particularly it is true in the area of
old age assistance, which is now raised from $453,611 to $1,228,771 plus an input of $3,481,300 of extra input from the cities
and towns and the federal government.
is

$4,418,206 and

if

I introduced this amendment to allow the Senate to make
an expression as to how they feel with respect to this welfare
budget. On the last page, you will see two footnotes. The first
footnote exempts the welfare budget from reduction of appropriation. If you were to look at the comparison between what
was appropriated in the present biennium in relationship to
what is being appropriated in HB 918, you will find that in
some categories, there is as much as a 60 percent reduction in-

stead of a 12 percent reduction.

Much

of the area of the reduc-

tion took place in the welfare area. This

amendment keeps

that

1875
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figure as in the bill. The second part of it allows temporary
borrowing on the part of the Comptroller if the revenues do
not reach a sufficient amount during the next biennium.

I

The difference lies in this. It does not call for borrowing.
understand from Arthur Drake that he called an important

bond counsel
deficit,

but

if

in

that this

we

New York who

said that

would reduce the

if

we bonded

for the

credit rating of the state,

take short term notes as this

amendment

provides,

would not reduce the credit of the state because bonding
counsel is afraid of bonding with respect to operating deficits.
that

The

short term kind of borrowing does not affect our rating

for future bonding.

That, in sum and substance, is the amendment. I hope
it as an expression of our concern

that the Senate will adopt
for welfare.

Sen.

TUFTS:

This amendment came

as swiftly as

one

other one and to help me absorb a portion of the impact,
you asked us to compare this amendment, did you say to com-

when

pare with the House

ate

bill

or the Senate

amendment

to

Sen. JACOBSON: The original HB 918 because
amendment did nothing in that area.

HB

918?

the Sen-

Sen. TUFTS: That was my second question. The Senate
amendment did not raise the original bill to these levels?
Sen.

JACOBSON:

question at

all as far as I

No, it did not deal with the welfare
know.

Sen. SPANOS: Mr. President, I rise in support of Sen.
Jacobson's amendment to
701. First of all, I want to congratulate Sen. Jacobson for introducing this measure because
I do know it took a great deal of time and energy to put it to-

HB

I know it because
made my figures different.

gether.

The

I

only copied what he has done but

borrowing money doesn't bother me one iota,
on short term notes. It is not unprecedented in our
state's history. We have done it before and I am sure we will
do it again. Sen. Jacobson has indicated we are doing it now.
I say if you have got a child who is seriously ill and needs hospitalization and medical care, are you going to let that child
perish because you don't want to go to the bank and borrow
especially

issue of
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We have heard that this is financially,

money?

ble. If it is fiscally

fiscally irresponsi-

irresponsible to guarantee medical care

and

concern
drugs to our elderly,
ourselves with giving children a decent roof over their heads
and food on their table, if it is fiscally irresponsible to assist
the needy, blind and permanently disabled to barely exist, and
if it is fiscally irresponsible to help rehabilitate the bread winner of a family, then I say you can call me irresponsible. Besides,
if you don't borrow, who will do the borrowing? It will be the
towns and cities and the people back home. The City of Manchester, for instance, will probably have to borrow to the tune
of $2 million. Which is being more fiscally irresponsible?
if it is fiscally irresponsible to

Jacobson does that if we pass this
bill, it may serve as a subtle reminder to the House that the
Senate is very concerned over the welfare budget as proposed
in HB 918 and they might respond in time to help those who are

submit

I

also as Sen.

needy.
Finally,

Mr. President,

I

say that unless

we

act in this criti-

each and every one of us in this General Court will
become the executioners of hundreds of our dependent, elderly,
sick and needy.
will have mass genocide. The helpless of
our society, in despair, are holding out their hands to us for
help. They have no lobbyists like Arthur Kenison, William
Feeney, Chris Gallagher, Joe Millimet and Tom McKoen to
speak for them. We must speak for them ourselves. Let us,
in the name of human kindness, compassion and decency, take
cal area,

We

and lead them out of that darkness
enveloping them into the bright light of hope, self
respect and a more secure tomorrow. These forgotten, faceless
thousands deserve no less.
these outstretched hands

which

is

Sen.

town

JACOBSON:

Isn't

it

true that in your

own home

that they are practically out of their welfare expenditures

already and they still have a half year to go and that if we do
not raise it, it will create a critical situation in your home town?
Sen.
calize

in every

SPAN OS:

Very much

Sen. Jacobson,

it,

town and

Sen.

so, but I don't want to just lothink this situation is going to occur

city in this great state.

NIXON:

Jacobson's

I

Mr. President,

amendment with only

I

rise

in support of Sen.

this to say to

my

colleagues.
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As you well know, there is a good general rule that applies that
it is a good idea, if you can possibly do it, to avoid borrowing
to cover operating expenditures.

and

that

is

that for every

There

is

another general rule

good general rule, there

is

at least

one

exception. If there ever was a good exception to refusing to bor-

row

to cover operating expenditures, I think the welfare de-

we now

ficiency

face

is it.

Going along with Sen. Jacobson and the distinguished
resentative Drake, but detaching to the extent that

I

rep-

possibly

can from bond counsel, I hope you support the amendment
from the distinguished senator from the Seventh District.
Sen. MORRISSETTE: Mr. President, I would like to compliment the honorable professor for his brillant idea. I think
that it is a wonderful thing for us to think in terms of short
term notes of $4 million when we do not hesitate to invest $114
million in highways. I think it would be criminally negligent
if we were to simply abandon our needy people and I think it
is wrong to try to make up a $20 million deficit in one biennium

what we are trying

and

that

it is

a very intelligent move.

is

From
we

to do.

a business viewpoint,

don't move,

we

I

There

have already expressed that
no doubt in my mind that

is

and that there
do something about these people
whom we are legally responsible for. These are the old people,
people in nursing homes, the disabled and this is a very intelligent and good business way of solving an extreme emergency.
if

will

be

suits

on the

will be legally obligated

state to

GARDNER:

Mr. President, I think everyone knows
like to compliment my colleagues
and I think that Sen. Jacobson deserves a great deal of credit
for what he has done. In order to make it unanimous, I, too, am
Sen.

how

I

feel

about

this. I

would

in favor of Sen. Jacobson's

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Committee Report.

I

clear chance to solve a

of us this session. This

how

amendment.
Mr. President,

think that this

problem that
is

I

I rise

in support of the

the Legislature's last
think has troubled many
is

the only last clear chance to avoid a

would like to compliment my colleagues
coming FALL. I don't want to be corralled
back here in September or October to vote on another budget.
I think the needs of the people, the diseased, the disabled and
I

feel

about

this. I

special session this

the needy have to be taken care of at this time.

How

can

we
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bond Fort Constitution, for example, which is a landmark, and forget about bonding for the needs of our people? It
would be unconscionable and immoral to put priority on that
type of thing and not our needy. For that reason, I support the
Committee Report.
really

Sen.

LEONARD:

Jacobson's
for

it.

I

we

that

Mr. President,

amendment and

do not stand

I

would

I rise

in support of Sen.

like to congratulate

for deficit financing, but

I

him

think the fact

is no reason to desert our
have an obligation to them and I

over-estimated our income

needy and old people.

We

support the amendment.

TUFTS:

Mr. President, coming from a small town
and occupying a position of responsibility on the county level,
this strikes me as being the clear policy of the state to continue to support this at the proper, current levels and I add my
Sen.

support.

Amendment adopted.
Sen.

HB

SPANOS: Mr.

701. This

we have

President,

amendment

strikes

I

offer

an amendment

to

out the entirety of that which

but the principle as expounded by the
eloquent professor is still in this measure. All it does in changing is that it puts back the entire requests of the Welfare Department which totals something like $28 million and asks
for, if necessary, borrowing up to $15 million. My concern is
that perhaps Sen. Jacobson's measure does not go far enough
in meeting the needs, although I admit it is far better than
what HB 918 proposed and what the Finance Committee also
had to propose. I am not going into any lengthly dissertation

on

just passed,

except to say that this is different only in that it returns
budget hopefully the requests of Welfare to the amount
of $28 million, which would generate probably an additional
$40 or $50 million in federal funds and fully fund, in my opinion, the requirements needed for all these people in the areas
discussed. I hope you will go along with the amendment.
it

to the

Sen. JACOBSON: Mr. President, I am thankful for the
support which Sen. Spanos gave me on mine and I am reluctant
to oppose his, but I would like to state my reasons for it. First
of all, what his amendment does is not only increases in those
areas of welfare, but it also increases all of the administrative
areas so that there is a considerable amount of money that is

1879
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The

to the

budget which does not have a multiplier

other thing

gree the

AFDC

it

does in principle

area. It

is

have the opportunity for
larly

in

relationship to

in the

effect.

increases to a great de-

is

AFDC

area that

I

think

we

some more genuine reforms particuproviding employment for mothers

through the enlarged day care center appropriation that was
put in my amendment, which incidentally is a 25 percent contribution on the part of the state and a 75 percent contribution on
the part of the federal government.

This

is

the area that

I

think could be brought under more

control. Again, in the area of support

where the man of the

—

some better controls
house has deserted or does not support
can be initiated in this area. In the area of aid to the needy,
particularly in the aid to nursing homes, the change is not very
large in his proposal, but it is in this area where you must have
the money because these people in the homes cannot go out and
get a job. They are really dependent upon people. So, it doesn't
do a great deal for the most critical area at all and increases
the administrative costs without any multiplier effect.
I feel

that

my amendment

and that his amendment
some degree, postponed.
Sen.

takes

deals with those areas of need

on areas that

SNELL: Mr. President, I
the amendment on

amendment on

I

rise in

HB

think could be, to

opposition to the

701.

I

do

so for

two

reasons. First, the distinguished senator called this a great state

We

are now working on the Calendar from last Thursday,
being Saturday, and the thought may be that we will continue
to Sunday. At this late time, I cannot use the words "great state"

anymore

in which we live. I consider that the House has not
been responsible and if we go to the action suggested by Sen.
Spanos, we will be most irresponsible. I certainly admire Sen.
Jacobson's amendment and I hope that my colleagues will

defeat Sen. Spanos'

Amendment

amendment.

lost.

Referred to Committee on Finance.

RECESS

SUSPENSION OF RULES
SMITH: Mr. President, I move

Sen. R.
that the rules of
the Senate be so far suspended as to dispense with the notice
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of public hearing, holding of a public hearing and notice of
committee report in the Calendar on HB 701.
Adopted,

HB

701
increasing certain appropriations for the division of wel-

fare.

Ought

to pass. Sen. R.

Smith for Finance.

Sen. R. SMITH: Mr. President, the Senate Finance Com701 and recommends that it ought to
mittee has considered
pass by a vote of 4 to 3.

HB

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
Mr. President, I move that HB 701 be
of Conference on HB 918. If I had
HB 701 ready on the day we considered HB 918, I would have
offered the amendment at that time and it would have become
part of HB 918 if it had the votes. It seemed to me, as we discussed this today, that there was at least a majority consent on
the amendment and those who did not consent were silent. As
Archbishop Wareham said at the Congregation of Canterbury
in 1532, "your silence is assent."
Sen.

JACOBSON:

committed

I

to the

Committee

think what has happened today
itself on the issue of welfare.

expressed

is

that the Senate has

am

hopeful that the
Conference will carry forward this program
because I believe that the needs of human beings must be met
to at least the degree possible. I believe that short term borrowing of this small sum of $5 million is a degree possible in order
to alleviate human suffering. I think that if we can lay down
millions of miles of pavement, we can also alleviate to some
degree human suffering. I hope that those who support this
will do what they can to persuade the Committee of Conference
to correct what I believe was a very serious deficit in HB 918.

Committee

Sen.

I

of

FOLEY:

If

$4 million will guarantee 70 percent of

the payments to the people

who

are deserving,

how come we

need $15 to $18 million to do it 100 percent? I am just wondering where you got your $4 million for the 70 percent?
Sen. JACOBSON: I got my $4 million from Mr. Ross of
Welfare. That figure is the amount that is now being appropriated at this moment
that is the rate at which welfare
recipients are being paid as far as the state appropriation

—

1881
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concerned. What has happened is that the case loads have
increased so that what is now already diminished to about 80
percent will be diminished even more down to 70 percent because there are going to be additional case loads in the next
biennium. In order to take care of the increased case load plus
the increased costs, you will need that additional amount, plus
is

the fact that

of that money that they are speaking of is
money which does not have a multiplier affect.

some

administrative

Referred to Committee of Conference on

Adopted.

HB

918.

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Mr. President,

I

move

that

HB

940

be taken from the table.
Adopted,

Second Reading

HB940
abolishing the day care advisory committee.
Sen. KOROMILAS: Mr. President, I move that further
consideration of
940 be indefinitely postponed.
940
went to Executive Departments. The Committee on Public

HB

HB

Health also had a similar
the sponsor of the other

He

bill.
bill,

We

had Rep. Sweeney, who was

come

in.

He

is

very

much

inter-

on the advisory committee and I have
talked with other members of the Public Health Committee
and we feel that this should be allowed to exist and Mr. Sweeney
will continue on the day care advisory committee.
ested in day care.

is

TUFTS: Mr. President, in the absence of the sponsor,
should be entered in the record that the sponsor of this
bill is a member of the day care advisory committee and is a
member of the House, as is Rep. Sweeney. He is very interested
in day care and in the passage of this bill. The Committee recSen.

I

feel it

ommends
Sen.

the passage and

I

SPANOS: Mr.

President,

hope

it

will prevail.
I

rise in

support of Sen.

Koromilas' motion to indefinitely postpone.
Sen. TUFTS: Sen. Koromilas, if this bill passed and the
present day care advisory committee were abolished, does the
Director of the Division of Welfare have the authority to ap-
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point an advisory committee to

assist

in the preparation of day

care regulations?
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

TUFTS: No, under the present statutes.

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Does he have the authority under

this

bill?

I

don't know.

Division Vote: 13 Yeas; 4 Nays.

Motion adopted.

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Sen.

PORTER:

Mr. President,

I

move

that

HB

380 be

taken from the table.

Adopted.

HB

380, providing for procedures for hearings and elections relative to management-employee relations in state em-

ployment.
Refer to Legislative Study Committee.
for Ways and Means and Administrative Affairs.

Sen.

Brown

Mr. President, HB 380 was reported in
by the Committee, "refer to Legislative Study Committee". As a member of the Ways and Means
Committee, I had the opportunity to get further detailed information on the bill and learn more about the background and
Sen.

PORTER:

earlier with the resolution

The

provides for a clearer definition
It extends RSA 89 :C. The
employees.
between the state and its
bill is a result of long, detailed study. It has the same definitions,
the needs for

it.

bill itself

and duties

of the Commission. It
unlawful act by employers and
employees. It defines standard procedures and guidelines of
the Commission for hearings and provisions were made for

rules,

regulations, powers

defines, in a

new

section, the

election proceedings. It provides for arbitration procedures.

In summary, it looks
ment-employee relations in
Sen.
bill for

TUFTS: Mr.

like a clearer definition of
state

Committee has held

this

the usual deliberations

and

President, the

quite a while. It gave

manage-

employment.

it

found that there was a great deal of conflicting testimony.
More people appeared in opposition to the bill than appeared
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a bit of lobbying the last days con-

There has been quite

it.

cerning the value of it, but it was obvious to the Committee
that this was not agreed upon by all parties. It was apparent
that the bill did not correct whatever needed to be corrected
so the Committee felt it should be studied further and we recommend that it should go to a committee which could study it,
hear the different viewpoints and hopefully put a piece of legis-

forward which would make corrections which were
They did not feel that this was that bill.

lation

in the best interest.

Sen.

FERDINANDO:

Mr. President,

I

move

that

the

words, "ought to pass" be substituted for the Committee Report,
Committee". I do so based on the

"refer to Legislative Study

testimony offered by Sen. Porter.
Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

Mr. President,

the motion "ought to pass."

and

I

feel that

some

I

am

a

I

member

of the objections of our

have been straightened out.

personally feel

I

rise in favor of

of the

Committee

department heads
that this bill ought

to pass.

Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

Mr. President,

I

concur with Sen.

Porter.

HB

Sen. JACOBSON: Sen. Porter, in
380, are the State
Police under this too as a separate grouping or are they thrown
in with all the rest of the departments?
Sen.

PORTER: They

are not a separate entity.

They

are

included in the whole process.
Sen.
tion

JACOBSON: As

by the

I

understand

it,

state police for this inclusion

there

—

is

is

great objec-

that correct?

Sen. PORTER: That is correct. They appeared at the
hearing and gave excellent testimony and asked that they be
named as a separate collective bargaining unit. The Committee
did not adopt their proposals. We felt that the differences that
they pointed out could be worked out during negotiation and
during a bargaining period.
Sen.

JACOBSON:

Is

it

not true that the selection an(J

whereby the state police become police is of
such a different nature from the other groups that are in the
collective bargaining group that it would create some potentialitraining processes

ty of

problems with respect

to that?
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Sen. PORTER: Conceivably, there could be a potential
problem, however, my understanding is that these problems
are workable and can be addressed separately in their specific
case and that provisions can be made to insure equitable action

on

their part.

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

Are you aware

that this has an ap-

propriation of $35,000?

MORRISSETTE:

Sen.

No.

KOROMILAS:

Mr. President, I rise in opposition to
the pending motion of "ought to pass". I think that the Committee on Ways and Means studied this particular bill. It covers
Sen.

the entire

gamut

of every state employee,

it

sets

up

arbitra-

about a commission, it sets up unlawful acts on the part of employer-employee relationship, there
are some problems here. I just cannot believe the Senate would
tion committees,

it

pass this after the

Committee studied

the

House

is

talks

interested in

it

only because someone in

it.

Question on substituting "ought to pass" for the Committee Report, "refer to Legislative Study Committee".

ROLL CALL
Seconded by Sen. Downing.

Requested by Sen. Spanos.
Yeas:

Sens.

Lamontagne, Poulsen,
and Foley.

S.

Smith, Townsend,

Porter, Leonard, Morrissette

Nays: Sens. Gardner, Jacobson, Spanos, Nixon, McCarthy,
Provost, Brown, Koromilas,

Downing and

Tufts.

Result: 8 Yeas; 10 Nays.

Motion

lost.

Question on referral to Legislative Study Committee.
Adopted.
Referred to Legislative Study Committee.

RECESS
(Sen. Porter in Chair)

NOTICE OF RECONSIDERATION
Sen.
tion

on

NIXON:

HB 380.

Mr. President,

I

serve notice of reconsidera-
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TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
JACOBSON:

Sen.

Mr. President,

I

move

that

HB

506 be

taken from the table.

Adopted.

Second reading

HB

506, ciianging part of the

boundary

line

between the

towns of Bartlett and Hart's Location.
Sen.

JACOBSON:

Mr. President,

I

move

the following

amendment:

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section 2

and inserting in

place thereof the following:
2 Referendum. The provisions of section 1 of this act shall
take effect pursuant to the provisions of RSA 51:9 upon ratification by two thirds of those voters present and voting in the
towns of Bartlett and Hart's Location, and each town clerk shall
certify within ten days to the secretary of state, the result of said
referendum.
3 Effective Date.
its

This act

shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

Sen. JACOBSON: Mr. President, HB 506 came to the
Senate without this amendment. The Senate Executive Departments, Municipal and County Governments Committee assumed that the matter had been investigated and that the bill

would be

legal and proper. However, Mr. Arthur Marx has
informed me that without this amendment, the bill would in
fact be illegal and unconstitutional and if carried out, would
create a law suit. Therefore, I asked the bill to be recalled and
that this amendment be placed on it.

What
in the

the

Town

amendment does

of Barlett

and

is

to

provide for a referendum

in the uncorporated place of Hart's

Location.

Amendment

adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.
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WITHDRAWAL OF NOTICE OF RECONSIDERATION
Sen.

NIXON:

sideration

on

Mr. President,

withdraw notice of Recon-

I

HB 380.

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Sen.

LEONARD:

Mr. President,

move

I

that

HB

153 be

taken from the table.

Adopted.
(Senate President in Chair)

LAID ON THE TABLE
Sen.
laid

PORTER:

on the

Mr. President,

move

I

that

HB

153 be

table.

Adopted.

Sen.

from the

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
TUFTS: Mr. President I move that HB

7

be taken

table.

Adopted.
Sen.

TUFTS:

Mr. President,

I

move

that

HB

7

be placed

on second reading.
Adopted.

Second Reading

HB

7

open space land in New
open space study commission.

relative to the preservation of

Hampshire and
Sen.

establishing an

TUFTS: Mr.

President,

HB

7

was held up because

of the entreaties of the Assistant Clerk of the Senate to get the

amendment properly
some typing had

to

written. It is merely back here because
be done because the amendments were

incorrectly drafted.

Amendment

Sen.

from the

adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
SNELL: Mr. President, I move that HB
table.

Adopted.

698 be taken

1887
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HB698
permitting a variation in the rate of interest on a readvance
under a mortgage.

Mr. President, I rise in support of HB 698
as it comes out of the Committee, This is the bill, you may recall
having been discussed previously, whereby a bank which has already made a loan to a borrower can, with the same mortgage
still on the books, make an additional loan on the same transSen.

NIXON:

action but at a different rate of interest so as to avoid the expense and inconvenience to both the borrower and the bank
or renegotiating the whole transaction so as to avoid the title

search and closing costs which otherwise would apply. The
reason why it was laid on the table was because the distinguished

senator from the Second District wanted to inquire into it and
I understand that he is reasonably satisfied that there will be
no great injury to the banking industry nor to the consumers,
therefore,

I

think

we can support

the bill at this time.

Question on adoption of Committee Report, ought to
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.

Sen.

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
POULSEN: Mr. President, I move HB

pass.

400 be taken

from the table.
Adopted.
Sen.

POULSEN:

Mr. President,

I

move

that

HB

400 be

placed on second reading.

Adopted.

Second Reading

HB400
providing for an increase in the motor vehicle road

tolls.

(Sen. Porter in Chair)

Sen.

HB

POULSEN:

400. This

Mr. President,

amendment

cuts

I

down

offer

an amendment to

the 2 cents gas tax in-

crease to one cent. It returns that one cent completely to the

towns and

That

cities

on the

basis of half population, half mileage.

and smaller
population because they do have
help. The bill is written on the basis
protects the cities

have a very low
mileage that will

tOAvns that
a

little

of $4 million. Actually, the
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—

it is
projected revenue of a one cent gas tax is a little less
about $3.9 million for the first year and a little bit over $4
million the second year. This will hurt the Highway Department a little the first year but it will help them the second
year and as time goes on, it will help them more because our
sale of gas increases as time goes on. This is written at $4 mil-

lion.

The

amount, as I said, goes back to the towns and
same as it is now. The Highway Fund
would stay the same as it is now which would be based on the
revenue of a 7 cent tax. This does not hurt the Highway Fund.
They have as much as they had last year and probably more
because we will be selling more gas. But, this one cent increase
will give the towns and cities essentially the same thing that
we voted for the other day out of the 2 cent increase. I think
this will help the working man because he will only have to
pay one cent more a gallon instead of two, and I think it will
help the towns and cities to the extent of about $4 million which
may help them for the $2 million they apparently are going to
lose on the increment from the profits tax. I urge you all to vote
for the amendment as it is put in.
entire

TRA

cities.

Sen.

stays the

JACOBSON: I have a question
me and they tell me

figures prepared for

had some
one cent will

here. I
that

produce $8,050,000.

last

Sen.

POULSEN: That

is

Sen.

MORRISETTE:

Is this

in a

biennium

so this

is

annually.

two cent increase from the

a

time?
Sen.

POULSEN:

No,

sir.

This

is

a

9 cents

and

Sen.

came

in,

this to

S.

this

one cent

The HB 400 that was
amendment is for 8 cents.

7 cents to 8 cents.

SMITH: Under

—

it

goes from

passed earlier was for

the original proposal as the bill

there was an additional

penny

for the state.

What was

be used for?

POULSEN: The

additional penny that went to the
was partly to be used for increase of TRA funds, bridge
aid and two or three new items such as roads taken over by the
towns and so on.
Sen.

state
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go

to the

Sen.

and

S.

SMITH: As

towns without

the bill stands now,

this

POULSEN: The

how much

is

to

amendment?
same amount

as

was paid

last

year

the years before that.

Sen.
Sen.

S.

SMITH: With

POULSEN:

towns would receive

No,

the two cents?
sir,

TRA-b

with the one cent increase, the
funds the same as they received

in previous years.
Sen. S. SMITH: My understanding was that there was an
additional two cents on the gas bill. One cent was to go to communities in grants similar to this and one cent to be used for
state

purposes
Sen.

is

that correct?

POULSEN: More

and part went
Sen.

—

S.

to the state

SMITH:

or less. Part went back
Highway Department.

to

towns

For what purpose were these funds to be

kept for the state?
Sen.
Sen.

POULSEN:

NIXON:

For highway work.

Mr. President,

I

rise to

oppose the amend-

ment now before the Senate for the following reasons. The
action we have thus far taken with respect to HB 400 is as was
by the senator from the Second District, to provide for an additional two cents per gallon tax on gasoline.
have already voted to inThe tax is now 7 cents a gallon.

correctly stated

We

crease that to 9 cents.

Of

that additional two cents increase,

one

cent would go to the state and the other cent would go, by way
of block grants, directly to the towns for the improvement of
Class IV and V highways without restriction and without the

matching funds. It is revenue sharing at the state
but for local and town highway improvement purposes.
That was the theory on which HB 400 was passed.
necessity of
level

The amendment now

offered would reduce the tax addifrom two cents to one cent per gallon but provide that the
one cent increase would go back to the towns and cities in its
entirety on the revenue sharing basis of HB 400. All the amendment now before you does is take out the penny that would have
gone to the state.
tion
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The
going

reason

to,

if

this

why I oppose
amendment is

the

amendment

is

defeated, offer an

that I

am

amendment

which will leave the tax increase at 2 cents per gallon but provide that the entire 2 cents will go back to the towns and cities
unrestricted but for Class IV and V highway improvement purposes on the sharing basis. No part of it will go to the state

Highway Fund.

Have in mind that the amendment now before you merely
attempts to keep the tax down from two cents to one cent. But,
have in mind in that connection that the attempt to increase
the gas tax has been successfully opposed by the industry most

—

successfully since 1957. This would
be the first increase available to either the state or the cities
and towns in the gas tax since 1957. That was the reason why
this Senate was persuaded to increase it to 2 cents and I think
that reason should be retained so that the current amendment
would be defeated and mine would receive favorable consideration in the next few minutes. In that further connection, one
of the serious problems in the background, if not the foreground, of this current legislative session is that the actions we
have either taken or failed to take are going to result in our
towns and cities having to bear a much larger share of welfare
expenses and other costs which perviously was not so. In this
way, by increasing it by 2 cents a gallon, we can send it all
back to the towns and cities and we will be helping out to the
extent that there will be twice as much state money available
for local highway improvement than otherwise would have
been the case. Instead of $4 million a year, there will be $8
million a year going back to the towns and cities for Class IV
and V highway improvement.
directly affected in this

I again respectfully, having in mind that I agreed to reconsideration of
400 so that Sen. Poulsen could propose
the amendment he has before you, ask that you defeat his
amendment and consider acting favorably on the one which

HB

I

shall offer

if

that defeat occurs.

Sen. POULSEN: Do you understand that on either amendment, that the total amount has to be used for highway work
in the towns but doesn't have to be used on top of already al-

located highway money. In other words, the previously conmoney for highways can be used for other things
is
that your understanding?

sidered

—
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NIXON:

am

not sure that I understand your question. My understanding of HB 400 in original form was that
this would not have to be a matching fund basis. The same
Sen.

I

amendment. The difference
mine, the towns and cities would get twice as much

principle

would pertain

would be

in

back

as

your amendment

Sen.

POULSEN:

Sen.

NIXON:

in either

calls for.

I think possibly you did misunderstand
back to the original House amendreferred
which
my question
money
be necessarily used on top of
ment which made the
money that was allocated for road work. My question is, is it
your understanding that this money does not have to be allocated on top of previously appropriated money?

but

I

I

believe that

would be

my

understanding,

could be wrong.

JACOBSON: On

Sen.

makes

this

page 2 of your amendment, what
I cannot find that word.
an annual appropriation?

POULSEN:

Sen.

Below,

—

it

payment

says,

shall

be made

quarterly.

Sen. JACOBSON: I could read this in which the Highway
Department would appropriate $4 million and then, over the
years, give out quarterly payments. I though the intent was
that they would annually give $4 million but I cannot find that
interpretation.

Sen.

ed

POULSEN:

at a later date

I am not a lawyer and
but the intent is there.

it

could be amend-

Sen. NIXON: Looking to page 3 of either your or my
amendment, does not the sentence read "such accounting officers shall, on or before March 1 of each year, return to the
Commission on prescribed forms showing the summary of receipts and expenditures during the last fiscal year." If I read
that language correctly,

contemplates that the distributions
and towns, either under your
or mine amendment, would be on an annual basis?

made from

Sen.
Sen.

it

the state to the cities

POULSEN: I am sure you are right.
SPANOS: Mr.

amendment offered by
ment to be offered by

President,

I rise

Sen. Poulsen as
Sen. Nixon.

I

I

do

in opposition to the

will

do on the amend-

so for several reasons.
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Number

one, I carry no grief for the Highway Department.
had a constitutional amendment which I had offered which
would have allowed for the Highway Department to keep 60
I

percent of the funds; 10 percent to go to Environmental Control and the rest to go to the towns and cities to be used in the
field of education. However, after I saw what the House did
to a measure relating to doing away with the constitutional
provision insofar as where gas taxes and registration fees go,

decided that I would let my bill and amendment die in Committee. But, the point I am trying to get at is that I believe that
our Highway Department does have highways to maintain and
to construct and have made commitments in the past and have
made projections for the future. It bothers me a little bit now
that we would all of a sudden take away these highway funds
that would have ordinarily gone to them. I think it will do
serious damage to the highway program. I think to say they
have enough money would be very dangerous. I don't think
that there has been enough testimony to tell us that they have
sufficient funds to meet their past commitments and meet their
future commitments.
I

It also bothers me that those who fought the hardest to
maintain the integrity of the Highway Department Fund have
all of a sudden abandoned ship in order to avoid the additional
one cent tax which we voted on making it two cents. This very

same group would want us

to forget the

Highway Department

in order to avoid the increase.

would

we have got to compromise here
400 which called for the one cent going
to the Highway Department and one cent going to the towns
and cities. That compromise is a fair one. It is a measure which
the House will and has accepted. I question whether or not
the House would go so far as to accept these amendments.
I

like to say that

with the original

HB

SMITH:

Mr. President, I would like to support
and add that it seems very important
that the Highway Department's needs be met in that as we increase the mileage of roads in this state, the increase in costs
of maintenance arise. I think all of us are aware of the problems in regards to existing highways where this penny can well
be utilized in our highway system. There is much reconstruction that needs to be done on our secondary roads and I hope
Sen.

S.

Sen. Spanos in his remarks
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amendments and vote

for the

was originally passed.

bill as it

LAMONTAGNE:

I think you have heard that the
have given from 1966 to 1970 show an increase.
In your statement, you kept referring that there wasn't going
to be an increase to the Highway Department. Are you aware

Sen.

figures

if

this

I

amendment

at least get

is

passed, that the

Highway Department

will

another $1 million in additional revenue?

SPANOS: You may be right, but what I am trying
I don't know if that is adequate nor have we had
opportunity to know that it will be adequate.
Sen.

to say

the

is

Sen.

that

LAMONTAGNE:

ment has not run
Sen.

But you do agree

that the Depart-

into a deficit?

SPANOS:

Yes, but they are not going to

do much

future construction with these limitations.
Sen.

ment

MORRISSETTE:

Sen. Poulsen

The

Mr. President,

and Sen. Nixon

I

want

to compli-

for their great sense of

and
amendment proposed by Sen. Nixon and this will help our local communities. The Highway Department is very well off and going
along very successfully by the growth of our state. If they do
need additional money, we will help them. I hope that you will
go along with Sen. Nixon's amendment for the sake of our
justice.

gas tax has not been increased for a long time

now we have an

opportunity to do

so,

especially with the

people.

DOWNING:

Mr. President, I rise in opposition to
thought the members would be interested in some information I have here. I picked a few towns at
random to show what a block grant would mean to them. If
you double this, you would know what the two cents would
Sen.

the pending motion.

mean. These

I

figures are for

— $53,000
— $120,600
Laconia — $56,900
Lebanon — $42,800
Manchester — 308,500
Nashua — $188,500
Portsmouth — $85,800
Berlin

Concord

one

cent.
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— $28,100
Barrington — $16,400
Exeter — $34,300
Gilford — $18,450
Hampstead — $9,515
Hudson — $45,400
950
Littleton —
New Boston — $18,965
New London — $14,840
Plymouth — $17,530
Salem — $76,100
Nelson — $5,200
Amherst

$27,

This would be double on the two cents.
Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

I

hope

that

you have

also consid-

don't go along with Sen. Poulsen, that you will
have those same figures but instead of us receiving it, this is

we

ered that

if

what

be given

will

Sen.
Sen.

to the

Highway Department.

DOWNING: I
TOWNSEND:

assure you

I

have considered

Mr. President,

I

rise

it.

in opposition

amendment offered by Sen. Poulsen as I will also the
proposed amendment to be offered by Sen. Nixon. We heard
to the

mentioned here that there has been no gas tax increase since
we should bear in mind that the state has need
for increased revenue beyond what has come to them from the
natural growth in gas consumption for many reasons, not the
least of which is the additional interstates which have been
constructed and are now beginning to require repairs and
maintenance. I think that it would be foolish for us to think
that the State Highway Department could continue to maintain the highways they presently must maintain without some
growth in the revenues that they will receive to pay the additional cost above and beyond what inflation has brought on.
it

1957. I think

is put here. I appreneed the additional money and I am for that. But, I think you must watch the entire
picture rather than look at it from a local issue because if we
don't maintain our state highway system, we are going to be
just as bad off as if the local roads were not taken care of properly. For this reason, I am going to stay with HB 400 as originally passed and I hope the rest of the senators do likewise.

I

realize that the bait of block grants

ciate the fact that the

towns and

cities
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MORRISSETTE:

Are you aware that we are facing
practically a catastrophe in our highway Department in that we
have little money for maintenance and sewers and this would
remove some more money which could go to the towns and
Sen.

cities?

TOWNSEND:

I spent 10 years on the city council
and I am pretty well aware of the financial problems.
I think you will admit that the Bill that we passed provides for
additional over what they presently get
substantial income
and that would continue.

Sen.

in

my

city

—

Question on amendment

as offered

by Sen. Poulsen.

Division vote: 9 Yeas; 10 Nays.

Amendment

lost.

NIXON:

Sen.

I

offer the following

amendment.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out all after the enacting clause
in place thereof the following:

and inserting

Levy of Toll. Amend RSA 265:4 (supp) as amended
1
by 1966, 1:1 by striking out in line two the word "seven" and
inserting in place thereof the

amended

shall

word

(nine) so that said section as

read as follows:

265:4 Levy of Toll and Exemptions. There is hereby imposed a road toll of nine cents per gallon upon the sale of each
gallon of motor fuel sold by distributors thereof. The road
toll shall be collected by the distributor from the purchaser and
remitted to the state in the manner hereinafter set forth. Provided, that the road toll shall not apply to (a) sales to the United
States or its agencies, (b) sales between duly licensed distributors, or (c) sales of motor fuel exported from the state.
2 Exceptions to Expenditures.

Amend RSA

241:9 by

in-

word "part" in line five the following words
(within fifteen years from the date of the last such improvement) so that said section as amended shall read as follows:
241:9 Exceptions. No funds apportioned to any city, town or
serting after the

unincorporated place

pended

(a)

as

as

payment

hereinbefore provided shall be exfor land

sition of necessary rights of

damages incidental to acqui-

way on non-federal-aid

projects;
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(b)

on locations previously improved with state funds under
within fifteen years from the date of the last such im-

this part

provement, provided, however, that stage construction shall
be permitted.
3

Highway Subsidy

241 by inserting

to

Towns and

Cities.

13 the following

after section

Amend RSA
new

section:

241:14 Highway Subsidy to Towns and Cities. In addition
any funds hereinbefore apportioned for construction, reconstruction and maintenance allotment purposes, the commissioner shall apportion on the basis of a sum of not less than eight
$8 million, to each city, town and unincorporated place, on a
one-half mileage and one-half population formula, an amount
based on the proportion which the mileage of the regularly
maintained Class I and Class V highways in that city, town or
unincorporated place as of January 1 of the previous year, bears
to the total mileage of regularly maintained Class IV and Class
V highways in the state as of that date, and the latest proportion
which the official population census of that city, town or unincorporated place bears to the latest official population census
of the state as of that same date. On or before January 1 of each
year, the commissioner shall notify all cities, towns and unincorporated places of the amounts of highway subsidy being allotted in each fiscal year. Payments shall be made in quarterly
increments in the months of July, October, January and April.
Those officers charged in RSA 71:24 with the keeping of uniform accounts shall also be responsible for the keeping of such
accounts as related to those funds granted to municipalities
under this section in a manner prescribed by the commissioners
of the department of public works and highways. Such accountto

ing officers shall, on or before

March

first

of each year, return

commissioner on prescribed forms showing the summary
of receipts and expenditures during the last fiscal year. Such
accounting officers shall also furnish at other times such information as the commissioner may require to assure that funds
in this section are not used directly or indirectly for any purpose prohibited by constitutional or legislative limitation.
These funds shall be used for the purpose of maintenance, conto the

struction

ways.

and or reconstruction

Under no condition

of Class

IV and

shall dollars received

Class

under

V

high-

this sec-

tion be used for the purpose of matching to obtain additional
state

funds for other forms of highway aid. Whenever any

city.
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town or unincorporated place is unable to utilize the full
of their apportionment in the manner herein provided
year, as made under this chapter, the unused balgiven
any
for
not
lapse but shall be added to the total available
shall
ance
to all towns and cities, the following fiscal
distribution
for

amount

year.

4 Effective Date. This act shall take

effect

August

1,

1971.

Sen. NIXON: Mr. President, the amendment would merely
provide that the two cent increase which you have voted twice
to sustain would all go back to the cities and towns on the block
grant basis where it is most needed. With all due respect to
the Highway Department, they have increased their income
tremendously due to the natural increase in traffic and so forth.
I think that the scales have tipped in favor of the state to the
detriment of the towns and cities in the last several years and
at this time, the whole tax increase should go back where it is
most needed. I think all of you know that it is most needed in
terms of priorities at this time on your local roads as opposed
to your state highways.

Are you aware that HB 400 as we have
an increase to 19 percent of the gas tax as opposed to the approximate cuts that the towns received of 12
Sen.

it

now

TOWNSEND:

calls for

percent so that

HB

400, as

it

stands presently, will be a sub-

stantial increase in percentage of the total gas tax take
it

from what

has been?

NIXON: Yes, I do understand that. In agreeing with
would say that if we pass the amendment I now propose,
we would double that situation to a much better result to the
towns and cities.
Sen.

it,

I

Sen.

ment

SNELL: Mr.

President,

I rise

in support of the

amend-

Rep. Trowbridge
informed us that the cost per family would be $13 per 10,000
miles traveled. I say that the average family today travels around
15,000 miles per year making this one of the most regressive
type taxations that this body has had the opportunity to vote
upon, meaning that a family who happens to drive this distance
will once again pay the same rate that an individual who has
a higher income pays! This is what I am concerned about. If
we are going to be one of the highest gas tax states, I feel that
offered by Sen. Nixon.

I

do

so because
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it is

it back to the local communities
not proud that I am going to vote for this
feel it is a necessity concerning the situa-

a necessity to at least return

for distribution.
2 cent increase,

am

I

but

I

tion in our communities.

Sen.

would
combat cars

cents,

in

TOWNSEND:
this,

If

we do

increase the gas tax by two

in your estimation, contribute to

an increase

as against Cadillacs?

Sen.

SNELL:

Sen.

TOWNSEND: And

It

might.
that also

might reduce pollution

in the overall?

Sen.

SNELL:

It

might.

Sen.

NIXON:

Sen.

TOWNSEND:

not true, Sen. Poulsen, that if we provide for a two cent tax increase, that the petroleum industry
would be less likely to increase their prices and we would be
saving money for the people who cannot afford to pay for the
Is it

gas?
It is a possibility.

SPANOS: Mr.

President, having spoken earlier on
amendment; I rise in opposition to Sen. Nixon's
amendment for the same reasons I gave at that time.

Sen.

Sen. Poulsen's

Sen. BROWN: Mr. President, I rise in support of Sen.
Nixon's amendment. As most of you know, I am a road agent
in Hampton and due to the high cost of town government,
schools and so forth, it is literally impossible through local taxation to get adequate funds to maintain the highways within
the town as they should be. Just this year alone, the price of oil
has jumped 6 cents a gallon. The cost of equipment to maintain
these roads has jumped tremendously in the last couple of years.
I think that every cent that we can get back to the towns to
help this condition will be vitally important.

Question of adoption of the amendment
Nixon.

as offered

by Sen.

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Spanos. Seconded by Sen. Morrissette.
Yeas: Sens. Poulsen, Snell, Gardner, Nixon, Leonard,
Ferdinando, Morrissette, McCarthy, Provost, Brown, Tufts and
Foley.
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Nays: Sens. Lamontagne, S. Smith, Townsend, Jacobson,
Spanos, Bradshaw, R. Smith and Downing.
Result: 12 Yeas; 8 Nays.

Amendment

Ordered

adopted.

to third reading.

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Sen.

LEONARD:

Mr. President

move

I

that

HB

91 be

taken from the table.

Adopted.

HB

91, relating to investments of savings

banks in real

estate.

Question on adoption of Committee Report ought to pass
with amendment.
Sen.

LEONARD:
up

Mr. President,

HB

91 authorized savings

to 5 percent of their assets in real estate that

banks
they have acquired by foreclosure. They
to invest

may

ments.

The

This

considered part of their percentage.

invest in improve-

part of the banks' limitation of their investments in real estate mortgages. In other
words, they are limited to a certain percentage in mortgages.
is

5 percent limitations

is

Real estate so purchased or invested must be located in
Hampshire. Savings banks are also authorized to invest in
not more than 45 percent of the capital stocks of a N. H. corporation having the primary of owning N. H. real estate. In other

New

words, they are limited to a certain percentage in mortgages.
This is considered part of their percentage.

There

is

a

second amendment

to

HB

91

which allows the

right of a mortgagor to anticipate his debt in whole or in part

without payment of a penalty

fee.

Question on Committee amendment.

Amendment
Sen.

adopted.

FERDINANDO:

Mr. President,

I

move

the following

amendment:

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section

place thereof the following:

1

and inserting

in
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1

Real Estate.

Amend RSA

387 by inserting after section

new section: 387:19-b Real Estate Other
Than Bank Premises. The assets of savings banks may be inthe following

19-a

vested in fee simple interests in real estate which savings banks
may from time to time acquire by foreclosure, by the acceptance
of a deed in lieu of foreclosure, or by purchase. Savings banks
may lease and convey real estate so acquired and may invest
their assets in the

improvement or development

of such real

estate. The book value of the investments in real estate acquired
by a savings bank under the authority of this section shall not
exceed five percent of its deposits, and shall be taken into account as against the total limitation on investments in real

mortgages contained in paragraph IV of section 3 of
The authority to purchase real estate shall be
limited to real estate located in New Hampshire, but in lieu of
direct purchase may include acquisition of not more than fortyestate
this

chapter.

percent of the capital stock in a New Hampshire corpoholding fee simple interests in New Hampshire real
estate, the primary corporate purposes of which, as stated in
the articles of agreement thereof, are solely the purchase, holdfive

ration

ing, sale, rental or

development of such

real estate.

Provided

that such investments shall be solely for the purpose of devel-

oping housing units and supportive facilities; and no individual investment shall be held for more than six years. The
authority herein granted shall not be construed to limit the
authority granted by RSA 384: 16-a.

The

savings departments of trust companies exercising

the aforesaid powers shall not be limited in doing so by the

provisions of

RSA

Prepayment.

392:37.

Amend RSA

479 by inserting after section
section: 479:30 Right of Payment. In
any transaction secured by a mortgage, the borrower shall have
the right to anticipate his debt in whole or in part at any time
without being required to pay a penalty, or any unearned
interest, or any fee to the lender. This section shall apply to all
existing mortgage transactions, except as otherwise prohibited
by law.
2

29 the following

new

3 Effective Date.
its

This act

shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

Sen.

FERDINANDO:

Mr. President,

ard to explain the amendment.

I

defer to Sen. Leon-

Senate Journal, 24Jun71
Sen.

LEONARD:

Mr. President,

this

1901

second amendment

pertains to the right of a mortgagor to anticipate his debt

the mortgage in whole or in part ^vithout
fee,

unearned
Sen.

payment

on

of penalty

interest of fee to the lender.

NIXON:

Mr. President,

I rise

in opposition to the

amendment as offered by Sens. Leonard and Ferdinando. The
amendment would provide that even as to loans which are already in existence, contractual agxeements already cemented
down, a person could pay off an outstanding loan without paying to the bank the payoff price provided for in that agreement.
the amendment now proposed,
enactment, attempting to derogate
existing, contractual obligations already established. It has been
the law of this state and this country dating back to Dartmouth
College Case in 1819 that you cannot, according to the Supreme
Court of the USA, by legislative act, interfere with in existing
contractual obligation and the rights and duties thereunder

In other words,

we would

be,

if

by

we enacted

legislative

of the respective parties.

There are other ramifications in this amendment that under
some VA and FHA arrangements, it is required that the interest
rate pertaining and the premium and penalty payment pertain
in a particular loan for a certain period of time. Far

me

to

come before you

be it for
defender of the banking
body, but they are entitled to

as the chief

or any other institution in this

their rights as individual citizens are entitled to their rights.
It is a practice of banks in some situations, even when not required by VA and FHA regulations, when they have provided
people with a certain rate of interest, to require that the people
keep that money on a loan basis for a certain period of time
because the bank commits itself to other obligations without
paying a prepayment. I do not think that to be an unreasonable
practice even though I would much prefer to pay off the loan
without a penalty in my own case,

ethato

Again, the chief problem

ment would

call

for this

is

that the adoption of this

amend-

Legislature interfering illegally in

existing contractual rights.

Sen.

SNELL:

would you

Sen. Nixon,

say that they

on most mortgage payments,
do not have a penalty clause or do they?
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Sen.

NIXON:

I

honestly do not know.

I

think most mort-

amount of money do
premium if you want to

gage payments involving any
have the premium clause. You pay a
pay it off quicker than the term you have agreed
substantial

Sen.

SNELL:

to.

had a mortgage of $1700 remaining on
and I came across this sum of money and
off, would I have to pay for the interest if I
If I

a piece of property

wanted

to

pay

did not have
Sen.

What we

it

this clause?

NIXON:

I

am

not sure

I

understand your question.

are talking about are agreements

whereby commonly

borrows a substantial amount of money, he agrees
that he will not pay the whole loan off within say, the first three
or five years without paying a premium.

when

a person

LEONARD: In your remarks, you were concerned
FHA and VA mortgages. The language in Sen. Ferdinan-

Sen.

about
do's

amendment

is

"except as otherAvise provided by law."

Would

that change your remarks in any way?

Sen. NIXON: It would in that respect. I do not have a
copy of the amendment before me and I am sorry that I did
not catch that. But, still even with that loophole in respect to
legally required prepayment situations, if the amendment were
adopted, it would still be nothing more or less than an attempt
by legislative enactment to interfere with already existing contract fights.

Sen.

JACOBSON: The amendment

of the penalty clause with respect to

Sen.

LEONARD:

eliminates the matter

prepayment?

Yes, the language

is

"in any transaction

secured by a mortgage, the borrower shall have the right to
anticipate his debt in whole or in part at any time without being required to pay a penalty, or any unearned interest, or any
fee to the lender?"

Sen. JACOBSON: This related to mortgages that are
charged on the interest on the basis rather than on an overall
interest charge?

Sen.

LEONARD:

That

is

correct.

Sen. POULSEN: Mr. President,
opposition to the amendment. Sen.

I

Avould like to rise in
the

Nixon ably covered

1903
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one thing that I don't think has been
that is in some transactions, the bank has
fully
to do an awful lot of spade work. Part of that earning is on
interest. They generally allow for this on five year interest payments beyond which time there is generally no prepayment
clause. If someone made a deal to borrow a large sum of money
and it cost the bank possibly $500 or $1000
maybe $50,000
to do the paper work and the loan is paid off immediately, the
bank would be out what they had put into it. That is the purpose of a prepayment loan.

There
mentioned and

legality of

is

it.

—

—

Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

Mr. President,
checked out by at

I

rise in favor of

two attorneys
amendment. I had this
legality
of it. This
and there was no doubt in their mind of the
penalty only came in reality a couple of years ago. Before that,
it was very seldom used. When you get a mortgage, you pay for
the services of the bank charges. This is really dirty pool. They
For
have written some mortgages at extremely high rates.
example, 9i/9 percent and now they want to stick you with a
penalty of 5 percent and it goes down. If you pay it off now,
you would get a 5 percent penalty charge. This amendment is
the

least

—

in the public interest.

There

are court cases pending presently

and the finance

companies are the major offenders. If people can pay off their
mortgages ahead of time, they should be encouraged to do it
and not be penalized 5 percent. This can amount to a lot of
money. I hope that you will support the amendment.
Sen.

POULSEN:

work and I
for the bank
Sen.

have never been charged for the paper
have had prepayment clauses. How do you account
I

service charge?

MORRISSETTE: Up

until recently, I have had 50
do know of many small people who have
penalty charge. This is a bad precedent that

or 60 mortgages and

I

been hurt by this
they have started recently.
Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

mixed up with

the search of

Are you sure you are not getting
title or the ownership before you

get a mortgage?
Sen.
Sen.

MORRISSETTE:
FERDINANDO:

very simple

bill.

All

it

I

know what

a penalty clause

Mr. President,

does

is

this

allow somebody

is

is.

relatively a

who wants

to
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pay his mortgage not
and is as simple

bill

clauses so
fected.

of this

it

The

be penalized.

It is a

consumer oriented

Some banks don't have penalty
them. The banks that do will be af-

as that.

doesn't affect

majority of the Committee recommends the passage

amendment.

Amendment

HB

to

Ordered

adopted.

to third reading.

678
to legalize the Haverhill

Ought

to pass

town meeting

of

March

9,

1971.

with amendment. Sen. Jacobson for Executive

Departments, Municipal

&:

County Governments.

AMENDMENT
Amend the title of the bill by striking the same and inserting in place thereof the following:
An

Act

authorizing the industrial development authority to loan
money or guarantee loans for the acquisition of
railroad lines.

Amend

the bill by striking

all after

the enacting clause

and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Amend RSA

1

paragraph

(6)

162-A:2, as amended, by inserting after

the following

new

(7) The words "railroad
and easements and interests in

paragraphs:

line" shall

ture comprising railroad rights of way,
rails,

ties,

lockers

ballast,

and other

mean

real property of

and

real property

any kind or na-

shall include all

bridges, structures, switches, signals, interfixtures ordinarily

appurtenant to the right

of way.
(8) The words "railroad lines within this state which have
been abandoned or discontinued" shall mean railroad lines lying within the borders of the state as to which a certificate of
public convenience and necessity or its equivalent authorizing
abandonment has been issued by the interstate commerce commission pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 1 (18) or other pertinent
statute, or issued by any state agency having relevant jurisdic-

tion.
(9) The words "railroad lines within this state sought to
be abandoned or discontinued" shall mean railroad lines lying
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within the borders of the state as to which a petition seeking
permission to abandon has been filed pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 1
(18) or other pertinent statute, or issued pursuant to applicable
state statutes.

Amend RSA

2

162- A, as

amended

by,

by inserting after

the following

section

new

sections:

162-A:7-c Loans for Acquisition of Railroad Lines. The
authority may loan or expend funds, upon terms and conditions
prescribed by the authority, to any local or regional develop-

ment

corporation, association or foundation, or to any other
person or entity duly organized under the laws of this state for
the purpose of acquiring railroad lines located within this state
which are discontinued or abandoned or about to be discontinued or abandoned in order to provide adequate transportation facilities in the form of continued operation of railroads
conducive to orderly industrial and recreational development
in the best interests of the state. The security for said loan or
expenditure of funds shall be in such form and amount as determined by the authority and shall include in each instance
the property being acquired pursuant to this section. Any loan
or expenditure of funds under this section shall be deemed to
be a project subject to the approval of governor and council as
provided in RSA 162-A:8.

162-A:7-d Guaranty of First Mortgage Loans for AcquisiUpon recommendation of the authority
for the proper implementation of the declared purposes of section 7-c, the governor, ^vith the advice and consent of the council, is authorized in the name of the state to guarantee payment
tion of Railroad Lines.

mortgage on railroad lines acquired by a
development corporation, association or foundation, or any other person or entity duly organized under the
laws of this state, of railroad lines within this state which may
have been abandoned or discontinued or sought to be abandoned or discontinued.
of a portion of

first

local or regional

3

Amend RSA

section

162-A: 14-a, as amended, by striking out
and inserting the following new section:

said

162-A: 14-a Guaranty of First Mortgages. Upon recommendation of the authority for the proper implementation of the
declared purposes of this act, the governor, with the advice and
consent of the council, is authorized in the name of the state to
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guarantee payment of a portion of first mortgages on industrial
real property and railroad lines, railroad lines within this state
which have been abandoned or discontinued and railroad lines
within this state sought to be abandoned or discontinued, within the limitations hereinafter described:
I. The mortgage indebtedness shall not exceed the current
appraised value of the secured realty, including land and buildings, or of the secured railroad lines.

II. The guaranty at any given time shall not exceed fifty
per cent of the outstanding balance of any mortgage loan and
may be set at less than fifty per cent upon the recommendation

of the authority.
III.
trial real

No

guarantee upon a first mortgage upon any indusproperty or upon railroad lines shall exceed five mil-

lion dollars.

IV. The authority shall charge for said guaranty not less
than one per cent per annum of the amount to which said guaranty is applicable.

No mortgage of industrial real property or of railroad
which does not by its terms require full payment of both
principal and interest within twenty-five years from the date of
execution of said mortgage shall be eligible for any state guarantee in whole or in part.
V.

lines

VI The obligation of the state under the provisions of this
no time exceed the amount of seventeen million
dollars, of which amount not more than fifteen million dollars
section shall at
shall

be in connection with industrial projects or railroad lines
dollars shall be in connection

and not more than two million
with projects for recreational
4

facilities.

Amend RSA

said section

162-A:14-b, as amended, by striking out
and inserting the following new section:

162-A:14-b Approval of Projects for Guaranty. Said indusdevelopment authority in recommending any state guaranty under the provisions of sections 7-d, 14-a and 14-aa shall
submit to the governor and council a report including a detailed description and plan of the railroad line or of the industrial real property and machinery and equipment upon
which the guaranty is requested. The governor and council up-

trial
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on receiving such report shall determine whether the proposed
guaranty will be of public use and benefit, in accordance with
the declaration of need and purpose of this chapter as set forth
in section

1.

Amend RSA

5

said section

162-A:14-c, as amended, by striking out
and inserting the following new section:

162-A:14-c Faith and Credit Pledged.

The

full faith

credit of the state shall be pledged for the performance of

guaranty under the provisions of sections

1-d, 14-a

6 Effective Date. This act shall take effect

and

upon

and
any

14-aa.

passage.

JACOBSON: Mr, President, the amendment is the
was brought to our attention through the Governor's
Office that there is a growing concern with regards to our railroad service in N. H. As all of you know, the B&M is petitioning to end service in N. H. particularly to end service from Concord to Lincoln on the Lincoln-Concord Short Line from Dover
Sen.
It

bill.

to

Conway on

need

that short line. In light of this fact, there

to take over these short line railroads

intra-state as against inter-state. In

is

a

which would operate

order to encourage the take-

over of the operation of the short line railroads, this bill was
introduced under the sponsorship of the Industrial Development Authority. While this bill is an amendment to another
bill, we did hold a hearing and had people come in from the
Governor's Office and from the Industrial Development Authority and explain it to us. The Committee felt that it was a reasonable request that it would aid the business and industrial
interests, particularly the paper company in Lincoln and others
who have heavy materials that are not normally carried on the
highways and need the use of a railroad.

What

this bill

would do

is

the state to those

who would

road and operate

it.

is

no

Amendment

HB

I

want

effort to subsidize the

to give

guaranteed support from

like to purchase a short line rail-

to

make

it

perfectly clear that this

B&M.
Ordered

adopted.

to third reading.

651
clarifying tax exemptions

mental bodies. Inexpedient

on

real estate

to legislate. Sen.

& Means and Administrative Affairs.

owned by governBrown for Ways
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TUFTS:

Mr. President, we had a hearing and there
people in evidence at the hearing. There was
more testimony given against the merits of the measure. It has
some far reaching affects in other areas of the state as the Comptroller has told us. The evidence given to the members of the
Sen.

were a number

of:

Committee

them

pedient to

moved

led

make the decision that this was inexappeared on the Calendar and was re-

to

legislate. It

via a request of a senator

and

it is

now coming

in at the

late stages.

BROWN:

Mr. President, the Comptroller said that
clarify
tax exemptions on real estate owned
not
does
by governmental bodies. If passed, this proposed legislation
would allow the taxation of state properties such as beach land
used for parking spaces at Hampton, ski operations at Sunapee
and Cannon, portions of state land on top of Mount Washington, state owned land and houses throughout the state owned
by Public Works and Highways, highway rights-of-way. It could
also force towns and cities to tax themselves for property owned
by the town school districts. Therefore, the Committee found
HB 651 inexpedient to legislate.
Sen.

this bill

Sen.
to pass"

FOLEY: Mr. President, I move that the words, ought
be substituted for "inexpedient to legislate". This bill

provides that

when

a state or city project or area

is

leased in

its

entirety to a private corporation for profit, the city or

town

may

Two

obtain some tax revenue from that corporation for

years ago this bill was presented

and those

it.

in the state park areas

and

in the parking areas were worried that concessioners would
be taxed. This has been taken care of in this bill. Mount Washington on top could not be taxed because the entire Mount
Washington is not leased to a private corporation. It has to be

the entire area before
I

it is

leased.

recognize that some people from the Port Authority did

No member of the Port Authorfrom Portsmouth. There is no one there who has any
interest in our city at all as far as the taxes go and naturally,
they are in sympathy with the tenant who happens to be a New
York corporation. We have been very patient; we have waited
until the corporation of the Port Authority has been established
and now we feel that we should be allowed to tax them. They
should be treated as the business that they actually are.
come
ity

is

to speak against this bill.

1909
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This bill had a hearing in the House and the people of
Portsmouth came to it. They were not able to come to the Senate hearing. It was at a time when all the hearings were held
on the one day but the people who were there were members
of the Port Authority and were not citizens of the city. The
mayor and council of Portsmouth have asked me to have this
bill passed.

Sen.

NIXON:

Mr. President,

I rise

in opposition to the

Committee Report and in support of the motion to substitute
"ought to pass". I have had the feeling today in our deliberations
Portsmouth has perhaps not received full consideration
areas, but I have the further feeling, which is more
fundamental, that we have here what is a profit making operation which is not paying its fair share of taxes to the community
which it benefits from. It seems to me that this bill would provide a means whereby that could be equitably arranged without any detriment to any other governmental agency including
the State of New Hampshire. That being the case, I think the
citizens of Portsmouth are entitled to the minimal consideration
that
in

some

provided in

this bill if passed.

LEONARD:

Mr. President, I rise in support of Sen.
think that if a corporation takes over the entire port facilities, they should pay taxes. All cities and towns
are short of funds just like the state and I think it is only fair
Sen.

Foley's motion.

that this bill

Sen.

is

I

passed.

MORRISSETTE:

the pending motion.

Mr. President,

I rise

in support of

very strongly that any business
should pay their fair share where they are located.
Sen.

PROVOST:

Sen.

FOLEY:

I also feel

the property

Is

It is

owned by

owned by

the state

the state

and leased

now?
in

its

entirety to a private corporation.

Sen.

who will
Sen.
Sen.

PROVOST: When
they tax

— the

Portsmouth taxes that property,

state or the lessee?

FOLEY: The corporation.
SPANOS: Mr. President, I

tion offered

rise in

support of the mo-

by Sen. Foley.

Sen. SNELL: Mr. President, I rise in support of the pending motion. I think that this piece of legislation has been dis-
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cussed for the last few years and the whole bill boils
political war in the southeastern part of this state.

down

to a

Sen. TUFTS: Sen. Snell, was evidence offered to the Committee that perhaps the alleviation of this problem might lie
more in some other avenue than the taxing of this property?
Sen.

SNELL:

Sen.

TUFTS:

why people who

Yes,

sir.

Mr. President,

it is

just difficult for

me

to see

weren't at the hearing could have such knowl-

edge of the problems that were set before the Committee. The
answer that I hope would be forthcoming was that the state
has the lease with this corporation. I feel I can speak on the
matter because I am not involved either in Portsmouth or with
the State Port Authority and I can just try to develop before
the Senate some of the testimony that was given at the hearing.

Testimony was given that the lessee paid for the water and
some of the services which they receive. The principal avenue
which would be explored is the lease which the state has with
the corporation that provides the service at the state port. It

seemed that the principal avenue could be that when this lease
was renegotiated, that better terms could be arranged so that
if there is a problem and if it is unfair to the City of Portsmouth
or the state, into the contract should be written provisions which
will

make

it fair.

areas, a contract

If in these
is

other areas of state parking in state
it is at Portsmouth, the conditions

written as

should be written in there which would be favorable to the
state and which should be favorable to the City of Portsmouth.
It is by no means the object of the Senate Ways and Means

Committee
all

to penalize the City of Portsmouth and that certainly
conditions should be favorable to the city and to the state.

But, before our Committee, evidence was not offered that
indicated that these people were subjecting the City of Portsmouth or the state to the taking of monies from the state and
city.

LAMONTAGNE:

During our heating, wasn't there a
by the state and in that lease, wasn't
it
stipulated that they would not have to pay any tax?
Wouldn't the State of N. H. be responsible to pay instead of the
company?
Sen.

copy of the

lease signed

1911
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Sen.

FOLEY: They wouldn't pay

the state any taxes but

according to that lease. This bill
they could pay
the entire port and getting a
leasing
is very fair and they are
it and we felt that we should
with
profit. We have nothing to do
the city taxes

be able

to legally tax

Sen.
will not

According

LAMONTAGNE:

have

Sen.

it.

You

to this bill,

we

could.

say that the State of N.

H.

to pay?

FOLEY: No. The

State of N.

H. never pays the

city.

LAMONTAGNE:

Would you agree that there is a
Sen.
written and signed contract between this company and the state?

FOLEY:

I believe there is some kind
on and on with this contract
and there is no way to change it. This is what I have been given
to understand, but I do know that we are under contract with
them, but under that contract, the City of Portsmouth could
tax them if they are a private corporation.

Sen.

Yes, there

is

and

of a loophole that they can just go

BROWN:

Sen. Tufts, is it not true that the Clark
spending a considerable sum to develop the Port
Authority to the benefit of the state and city far more than the
city has ever received in taxes from the Clark Company?
Sen.

Company

is

Sen. TUFTS: I cannot estimate the quantity, but evidence
was offered that they were making improvements and they even
feared that they might be taxed on the improvements which
they have spent their own money to make.

Question on substituting "ought

to pass" for

"inexpedient

to legislate."

Adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

SUSPENSION OF RULES
Sen.

BRADSHAW:

Mr. President,

1

move

the rules of the

Senate be so far suspended as to dispense with notice of public
hearing, holding of public hearing and notice in the Calendar

committee reports on the following:
837 and HB 934.
Adopted.

of

Sen.
bills,

by

HB

651,

HB

INEXPEDIENT TO LEGISLATE
BRADSHAW: Mr. President, I move the
this resolution,

be declared inexpedient to

678,

HB

following
legislate:
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HB 960, HB 741, HB 870, HB
HB 296, HB 740 and HB 518.

691,

HB

679,

HB

116,

HB

124,

This is the list of bills which the Committee on Executive
Departments, Municipal & County Governments has incorporated into legislation which this body has already passed. Consequently, these bills are unnecessary since they are covered
by other legislation.
Adopted.

RECESS
(Senate President Presiding)

SUSPENSION OF RULES
TUFTS:

Mr. President, I move that the rules of the
Senate be so far suspended as to allow the introduction of committee reports not advertised in the Calendar on HB 983 and
Sen.

HB

509.

Adopted.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

HB

837
providing insolvency protection

to

policyholders of

life

and health insurance. Ought to pass with amendment. Sen.
Ferdinando for Banks, Insurance &: Claims.

AMENDMENT
Amend RSA

404-C:3, II as inserted by section

by striking out paragraph
Sen.

vency
er

FERDINANDO:

bill; life,

of the bill

Mr. President,

HB

837

is

the insol-

accident, health. It guarantees that policyhold-

would have coverage

The amendment

rupt.

1

(c).

in the event that a

company goes bank-

eliminates the paternal organizations.

Blue Cross/Blue Shield. It was initially a divided report and
it is now accepted and we recommend that you pass it.

NIXON: Mr. President, I concur in the noble remarks
Committee Chairman.
Amendment adopted.
Ordered to third reading.
Sen.

of the

HB

934
relative to a

in

program

of risk-sharing to insure

poor

the field of automobile, aviation, property, accident

risks

and
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and workmen's compensation insurance. Ought
Nixon for Banks, Insurance & Claims.

health,

Sen.

to pass.

Sen. NIXON: Mr. President, HB 934 was sponsored by
Rep. Bigelow of Merrimack District 3. The Committee had a
hearing on the bill and thinks that it is a good bill and reports
it "ought to pass".
Adopted.
Ordered to third reading.

HB

983

by zoning board of adjustment. Inexpedient to legislate. Sen. Marcotte for Executive
Departments, Municipal & County Governments.
relative to notice of hearing

MARCOTTE:

Mr. President, this is relative to notice
by zoning board of adjustment. The Committee feels
that there is no justification for the change in the statute at this
Sen.

of hearing

present time.
Sen.

LEONARD:

Mr. President,

to pass" be substituted for the

Under

I

move

the words, "ought

Committee Report, "inexpedient

if a person takes an appeal
board gives notice within a reasonable
time to the applicant and also a public notice. This is a short
bill. Rep. Bednar and Allen had this bill passed in the House.
It changes the present law that notice of hearing of the appeal
must be given within seven days of the receipt thereof and also
requires that the applicant and abutters be notified by mail

to legislate".

the present law,

in a zoning matter, the

five days before the scheduled hearing. In this way, there is
adequate notice for the abutters and applicant. Evidently, on
occasion, the notice was not adequate and the people were not
able to be present and were dissatisfied with the results of the

hearing.
Sen.

MARCOTTE:

Wouldn't you say

this

was introduced

because of a personal matter?
Sen.

LEONARD:

I

don't

know

the history of the

bill.

MARCOTTE: Mr. President, I rise in opposition
pending motion and I hope that the wisdom of the Senate
go against this motion.
Sen.

to the

will

Sen.

DOWNING: What

a personal matter?

made you think

this represents
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Sen.

MARCOTTE:

From
we

the discussion in

Committee

was no necessity
to change the bill. We felt that it was a personal matter and
that the Committee, in its wisdom, feels that this change would
apply to only a few people.

and the way the

bill

is

set

up,

felt that there

DOWNING: Mr. President, I would just like to make
and I don't know if it will affect the opinion of the
Committee or not. I have a note from the chairman of the Board
of Selectmen from the Town of Salem who is very interested
in this bill and isn't associated with the sponsor. He feels it will
Sen.

it

clear,

be very beneficial to the communities.

Question on substituting "ought

to

pass" for the

Com-

mittee Report, "inexpedient to legislate."
Division vote: 4 Yeas; 14 Nays.

Motion

lost.

Question on inexpedient to
Adopted.

HB

legislate.

509

providing workmen's compensation on a voluntary basis to
persons engaged in business under certain circumstances.
Ought to pass with amendment. Sen. Tufts for Ways and
Means and Administrative Affairs.

AMENDMENT
Amend

section

1

of the bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1
Extended Coverage. Amend RSA 281:2, III (supp) as
amended, by striking out said paragraph and inserting in place
thereof the following: III. Employee, with respect to private
employment, means any person in the service of an employer
subject to the provisions of this chapter under any contract

of hire, express or implied, oral or written, except employees

employed in farm labor when not more than two persons are
employed, domestic servants, casual employees, and railroad
employees engaged in interstate commerce whose rights are
governed by the Federal Employers' Liability Act, but including, if they elect to be personally covered by this chapter, persons

who

regularly operate businesses or practice their trades,
whether individually, or in partner-

professions, or occupations,
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whether or not they

hire employees.
Sen.

TUFTS: Mr.

HB

509 has been under conWe held an
and again on June 18 and we have

President,

sideration several times in the Senate Committee.

Executive Session on June 1
had one tonight where we had to consult the statutes and we
had the help of our able research people. We have scrutinized
this and we offer an amendment which the Committee has
unanimously adopted. It limits the farm labor to two people and
we are amending it so that it is as the House and Senate wishes
it.

Amendment

Ordered

adopted.

to third reading.

RECESS

RECALL FROM SECRETARY OF STATE
Sen. LEONARD: Mr. President, I move that HB 1002

be

from the Secretary of State. This bill pertains to tax
exempt corporations which manage funds and investments
of non-profit organizations such as educational, scientific and
charitable institutions. It was sent to the Judicial Council for
recalled

study. I have an amendment that will take care of the complaints
about the bill.
Adopted.

SUSPENSION OF RULES
Sen.

LEONARD:

Mr. President,

I

move

that the rules of

the Senate be so far suspended as to allow reconsideration of the
action

whereby

HB

1002 was referred to the Judicial Council.

Adopted.

RECONSIDERATION
Sen. LEONARD: Mr. President, I move that the Senate
reconsider its action whereby HB 1002 was referred to the Judicial

Council.

Reconsideration adopted.

Second Reading

HB

1002
relative

to

tax

exempt corporations which manage the

funds and investments of nonprofit organizations.
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Sen.

LEONARD:

Mr. President,

I

move

the following

amendment.

AMENDMENT
Amend the title of the bill by striking out the
inserting in place thereof the following:

same and

AN ACT
authorizing the insurance commissioner
to except certain securities from RSA 421.

Amend

the bill by striking out all after the enacting clause

and inserting
1

tion

in place thereof the following:

Securities.

Amend RSA

and inserting

421:2 by striking out said

sec-

in place thereof the following: 421:2 Securi-

ties. Securities shall include all classes of stocks and shares,
bonds, debentures, evidence of indebtedness and certificates of

participation, certificates of

warehousemen, rights and

inter-

land from which petroleum or minerals are, or are intended to be, produced, ship shares and investment contracts
in the form of a bill of sale, or any similar device, and contracts
of service or advice relating to investments, or membership in
organizations or associations purporting to render such service OT advice. In such instances, and on such terms and conditions, as the commissioner determines to be in the public interest, contracts between nonprofit corporations rendering service or advice relating to investments to organizations organized a'ld operated exclusively for educational, charitable, or
related purposes (hereinafter collectively called "educational
or related organizations"). Memberships of such educational,
or related organizations in such nonprofit corporations and
certificates or other evidence of participation by such educational or related organizations in common funds sponsored,
supervised or operated by such nonprofit corporations shall
be excluded from the definition of "securities" as used herein
and may lawfully be entered into, offered, accepted, given, sold,
purchased and acquired, provided, however, that nothing in
this or the preceding sentence shall deprive any state agency
or official of any jurisdiction now or hereafter existing with
respect to matters involving such nonprofit corporations or edests in

ucational or related organizations.
2 Effective Date.
its

passage.

This

act shall take effect sixty days after

1917
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LEONARD:

Mr. President, the original bill pertained
and charitable organizations. At the hearing, the majority of the Judiciary Committee was not present.
I was present tor the whole hearing. The way it came about,
there were 12 colleges and universities, Cal Tech, Carlisle, Dartmouth, Princeton, Powell, to name a few, who got together and
Sen.

to education, scientific

decided to co-mingle their endowment funds in a non-profit
organization. The Ford Foundation gave them a grant of $800,000 to pay for the operating expenses and has promised them
another $2 million to pay for their operating expenses. This
will take care of the expenses for at least 5 years.

Some of the members of the Committee who were not present had reservations and thought there wan't sufficient time to
study the matter. That is why the recommendation was put to
go to the Judicial Council. In the meantime. Wells Anderson,

who was

hearing and had reservations about it, wrote
this was to Attorney Toll of Concord.
follows

at the

a letter as

—

Dear Mr. Toll,
I have received a draft of your proposed amendment to HB
1002 which not only amends the title of the bill to read "an
act authorizing the insurance commissioner to except certain
securities from RSA 421 'but strikes out the entire section 1

This

of the original bill.

is

to advise that

I,

therefore, have

no

HB

1002 as above amended since it has
to do only with the blue sky registration law and amends RSA
421 :2 relating to the definition of securities.

further objection to

Wells Anderson,
Director of Charitable Trusts

The amendment,
tional institutions

as

explained in the

and charitable

its

endowment

allows educa-

become meminvestment
and cothe

bers in a non-profit organization for

mingling of

letter,

institutions to

funds. Certificates of participation

of the institutions are not considered securities

and

thus,

do

not come under the blue skies laws.
Sen.

NIXON:

Mr. President,

amendment

I rise

in support of the adop-

by Sen. Leonard. I was not at
the hearing but I was at the Executive Session in which we all
became confused and had doubts about the validity of the bill,
tion of the

as offered
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but most particularly thought that it should be referred because
the Director of Charitable Trusts objected to a provision in
the bill which provided that the Attorney General's Office and
through it, the Charitable Trust Division, would have not authority in connection with the activities of the type of institution which was contemplated by the bill. This amendment
having taken that out, the Charitable Trusts Director having
joined in approval of the bill in its present form, I bow to his
wisdom and to that of Sen. Leonard in going along with the
bill.

Amendment

adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Sen.

S.

SMITH:

Mr. President,

I

move

that

HB

153 be

taken from the table.

Adopted.

COMMITTEE REPORT

HB

153

relative to horse and dog racing. Ought
amendment. Sen. R. Smith for Finance.

to

pass with

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section 18

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

Membership of Racing Commission Increased. Amend
284:6 by striking out said section and inserting in place
thereof the following: 284:6 Established. There shall be a state
racing commission consisting of six members appointed by the
governor with the advice and consent of the council. Not more
than four members shall belong to the same political party.
Each shall hold office for a term of three years and until his
18.

RSA

and qualified. Any vacancy shall
be filled for the unexpired term. One member shall be appointed as chairman and one as secretary. No member shall have any
pecuniary interest in any racing or in the sale of pari-mutuel
pools licensed hereunder.

successor has been appointed

Sen. R.

SMITH:

Mr. President, the Senate Finance Com-

mittee examined carefully the financial aspects of this bill. As
Membership
a result, we have voted to amend Section 18

—

Racing Commission Increased. The original amendment
stated that of the six member commission, three would be from

of
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each political party.

good

We

financial policy to

felt that it

amend

would be

1919
in keeping with

the section to say "not

more

than four members shall belong to the same political party."
Amendment adopted.
Sen.

LEONARD:

Mr. President,

I

move

the following

amendment:

AMENDMENT
Amend

section 11 of the bill by striking out said section

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

Pari-Mutuel Pools. Amend RSA 284:22 by inserting
paragraph III the following new paragraph: IV. Commissions on such pools at tracks or race meets conducting a
dog meet shall be uniform throughout the state at the rate of
seventeen percent of each dollar wagered, plus the odd cents
of all redistribution to be based upon each dollar wagered exceeding a sum equal to the next lower multiple of ten, known
as "breakage", one-half of which breakage shall be retained
by the licensee and the balance shall be paid to the state treasurer for the use of the state in accordance with the provisions
11

after

2. Said maximum shall include the
percent tax hereinafter prescribed.

of section

Amend
and

five

and one-half

section 12 of the bill by striking out said section

inserting in place thereof the following:

12 Tax.

Amend RSA

II the following

284:23 by inserting after paragraph
Il-a. Each person, association

new paragraph:

or corporation licensed to conduct a dog race meet under this
chapter shall pay to the state treasurer a sum equal to five and
one-half percent of so much of the total contributions to all
pari-mutuel pools conducted or made at any dog race or dog
race meet licensed hereunder as does not exceed one hundred
fifty thousand dollars, nine percent of so much thereof as exceeds one hundred fifty thousand dollars but does not exceed
two hundred fifty thousand dollars, ten and one-quarter percent of so much thereof as exceeds two hundred fifty thousand
dollars but does not exceed three hundred seventy-five thousand dollars and ten and three-quarters percent of all over three
hundred seventy-five thousand dollars. Of the amount so paid
to the state treasurer a sum equal to one-quarter of one percent
shall be expended for the promotion of agriculture in the state
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under the direction of the commissioner of agriculture and the
balance shall be distributed in accordance with the provisions
of section 2 of this chapter.

LEONARD:

Mr. President, when

appeared
be withbefore this body, Sen.
debate
the
share.
held and the amount of the state's
should
be the
the consensus of the body was that the schedule
Sen.

Nixon amended

same

as

the Massachusetts law.

My

the

this bill

amount
During

amendments

to

sets

up

the

schedule the same as the Massachusetts law. I have a copy of that
law before me. Sen. Nixon's amendment had the same schedule
of the state's share, however, he had an overall take out of 16
percent when the present Massachusetts law is 18 percent. The
Massachusetts law which is in effect today is a temporary law
which adds one percent to the overall take out and one percent
to the state's share. Before this temporary law, the Massachusetts
law had a take out of 17 percent and the state's share was 51/^
percent up to the first $150,000; 9 percent from $150,000 to
$250,000 and IO1/4 percent from $250,000 to $375,000 and 103/^
over the $375,000. My amendment is that same schedule which
is

the

permanent Massachusetts

When

the State of Massachusetts raised the overall take

to 18 percent,

amount

law.

it

cut four of five percentage points from the
the bettor and will and does

money paid back to
the amount of betting.

of

I think this amendment is in
accordance with the consensus of the Senate the other night
when some indicated that they wanted a similar law to that in
Massachusetts. In my opinion, it will be fair to both the state
and any potential dog track.

decrease

Sen.

PORTER: What

was the percentage change again in

the state's share?

LEONARD: The

Sen.

ment had

original bill called for 5 percent

$150,000. Sen. Nixon's amendpercent with 16 percent take out from
amendment cuts it down to 5i4 percent for

share of the state for the

first

this at dl/o

the total bets.

My

$150,000 out of the 17 percent take out which
permanent law in Massachusetts for dog racing.
the

first

Sen.

the

PORTER: Can you give me any estimate in the change
between Sen. Nixon's amendment and yours
revenue to be gotten in the next biennium?

in the state's share

—

is

in the overall
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Sen. LEONARD: I am no expert on dogs or horses. It is
understanding that this schedule would make more money
for the state in the long run than Sen. Nixon's schedule. Sen.
Nixon's schedule took out 16 percent and his 614 percent would
be too much for a 16 percent take out.

my

PORTER: Do

Sen.

you think

this

would cause

a decrease

in the overall attendance because of the share?

LEONARD: The more

Sen.

betting, the less business

you

will

you take out from the total
do because the professional

bettor or the consistent bettor doesn't like the odds.

NIXON:

Mr. President, I rise in support of the amendLeonard: He correctly stated that
the schedule that was contained in the amendment I offered
provided for a 16 percent take out by the track as opposed to
Massachuthe 18 percent take out which is, in fact, current
setts law under the 1971 temporary legislation adopted a couple
of months ago. The schedule of breakage that was contained
in my amendment ivas as I then represented exactly what Massachusetts is under this 1971 law. The problem was the total take
out figure of 16 percent rather than 18 percent.
Sen.

ment

offered by Sen.

as

—

am

I

agreeable to the schedule proposed by Sen. Leonard
to the Massachusetts schedule of 1970
a 17 percent take out with increased breakage for the

—

which takes us back
that

is

State of N.

153 as

H. over and above what was provided for

came

it

to us. In the first instance,

instead of 5 percent

up

to the first

scale. It is a better deal for

153 as

it

came

we

in

HB

will get bi/2 percent

$150,000 and so on up the

N. H. than was provided in the

HB

to us.

Another reason for my agreeing to the breakage schedule
to you is that it is represented to me by Attorney
Joseph T. Millimet, legislative counsel for some of the people
interested in the establishment of the dog track, that if this
breakage schedule were agreeable to the Senate, then so far
as he knew there was no problem by his people with the rest
of the amendment adopted by the Senate previously. I think
the total package is in the best interests of N. H. on the basis
of dog tracks being established under the law as provided.

now proposed

Sen.

long

SPANOS: You

as this particular

indicated that Joseph Millimet said as
matter was taken care of, he had no ob-
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amendments

jection to the other

offered by yourself

and Sen.

Koromilas. Did he also have anything to say about the commission itself in the

Sen.

amendment

NIXON:

details with

that I offered?

don't recall discussing those particular

I

him and

might say

I

it

was not a lengthy discus-

sion.

Amendment

Ordered

adopted.

HB

to third reading.

Sen,

Downing voted against

Sen.

RECONSIDERATION
MARCOTTE: Mr. President, I move

ofHB

153.

reconsideration

153.

Reconsideration

lost.

do now adjourn from
on third reading, all bills be read
only and that when the Senate adjourns today, it be un-

moved

Sen. Spanos

the Early Session

by

title

til

Monday

at

1 1

and

that the Senate

that

o'clock.

Adopted.

LATE SESSION
Sen. Spanos

moved

each read a third time,

that the following listed bills be hereby
bills

by

their title only,

and that each

of said listed bills be hereby passed.

Adopted.

THIRD READING & FINAL PASSAGE

HB

7, relative to the preservation of an open space land
study commission, and relative to the current use valuation
of open space land, and relative to the board of managers of

the N. H. Soldiers'

HB
HB
HB

Home.

15, relative to the practice of

public accountancy.

74, to provide for absentee voting in

primary

91, relating to investments of savings

elections.

banks in real

es-

tate.

HB
HB

131, relative to operation of liquor stores
153, relative to horse

and dog racing.

on

holidays.
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193, establishing the
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New Hampshire

turnpike

sys-

tem.

HB

271, clarifying the powers of counties

and county con-

ventions, in determining salaries for county officers.

HB 340, relative to the New Hampshire retirement system and the firemen's retirement system, and providing for
the reinstatement of George Rivard as a member of the N. H.
Retirement System.

HB

351, relative to increasing the tax

and making an appropriation

ucts

on tobacco prod-

therefor.

HB 393, providing for arbitration in labor grievances
volving city employees.
HB
road

400, providing for an increase in the

in-

motor vehicle

tolls.

HB

496, relative to the

and relative to the
commission candidates.
tricts

Rockingham commissioner

dis-

qualifications for the office of county

HB

509, providing workmen's compensation basis to persons engaged in business under certain circumstances.

HB

512, relative to conservation officers

and

pay

their

schedule.

HB 525, relative to municipal government.
HB 527, legalizing the annual meeting of

the Claremont

school district.

HB
HB

542, to require cities
635,

to

to

provide tax maps.

promote competent ambulance

making an appropriation

HB

and towns

service

and

therefor.

651, clarifying tax exemptions

on

real estate

owned

by governmental bodies.

HB

678, authorizing the industrial

rity to loan

money

development autho-

or guarantee loans for the acquisition of

railroad lines.

HB

698, permitting a variation in the rate of interest

a readvance

under

a mortgage.

HB 712, relative to the traffic safety fund.

on
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HB

745, to reclassify a certain section of

highway in the

Town of Sutton.

HB

764, increasing the

bond required

of certain county

officers.

HB 774, relative to county bonds and notes.
HB 811, changing the name of the Plymouth

Village Fire

District.

HB
of life

837, providing insolvency protection to policyholders

and health insurance.

HB

911, relative to reporting neglected

and abused

chil-

dren.

HB

934, relative to a

program of risk-sharing

to insure

poor risks in the field of automobile, aviation, property, accident and health, and workmen's compensation insurance.

HB

957, relative to election and terms of office of
bers at large of town budget committees,

HB

966, to repeal those portions of the

RSA

mem-

which deny

paupers the right to vote and those which are in conflict with
existing provisions relative to reporting

HB
HB

campaign expenditures.

980, relative to the duties of building inspectors.

990, relatve to the application of the minimum wage
laws to certain employees of restaurants, hotels and similar
businesses.

HB

1002, authorizing the insurance commissioner to except certain securities from RSA 421.

HB 1007, providing for an emergency temporary zoning
ordinance and for its adoption by the selectmen.
Adopted.
PASSED

HB

192,

UNDER SUSPENSION

exempting Nashua from the payment of debt

time limitation pursuant to changing the dates of the

HB

fiscal year.

committee to study and report on
and financing of the state
university system, creating a legislative commission to study
337, establishing a

the goals, purposes, organization
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and make recommendations relative to the expenditure of state
funds for higher education and establishing a commission to
study the feasibility of a three-year high school curriculum.

HB
HB
HB

boundary
and Hart's Location.

506, changing part of the

towns of Bartlett

line

between the

507, establishing a Hooksett District Court.
547, relative to publication of political contributions

and expenditures.

HB

660, requiring certain district courts to hold regular

sessions in certain

HB
who

towns within their

688, providing junior

district.

and child

ski rates for students

are residents of the state.

HB

773, relative to recording instruments with the register

of deeds.

HB

by the budget committee prior

828, relating to action

to a special meeting.

HB

885, relative to the sale of liquid fuels, lubricating oils

and greases.

HB 899, providing for aldermanic confirmation of certain
appointments made by the Mayor of Nashua.
HB

926, to

amend

the charter of the City of Rochester

relative to registration for voting

HJR

and absentee voting.

46, directing a study of the feasibility of establishing

named for Alan B. Shepard and directing an
and inventory of the state's scenic rivers.

a state park

vestigation

HB
HB
HB

193, establishing the

HB
dustrial

HB

turnpike system.

205, relative to health services in public schools.
218, referring the

to the Legislative

HB

New Hampshire

in-

Uniform Controlled Substances Act

Study Committee.

532, constituting the

Merrimack

District Court.

574, to authorize the establishment of the

Development Authority.
598, relative to the

employment

of youths.

Dover

In-
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HB
chester

683, establishing a finance officer for the City of

and defining his

HB

Man-

duties.

747, to enlarge the powers of medical service corpora-

tions.

HB

761, permitting the issuance of liquor permits to cer-

tain convicted felons

HB

770, to

upon approval

of the liquor commission.

improve eminent domain procedure and mak-

ing an appropriation therefor.

HB 802, increasing the minimum wage.
HB 1006, permitting local votes on the
day

sales to

question of Sun-

be by special election.

HJR

40, to evaluate the utilization of state

Sen.

Downing moved

owned

vehicles.

the Senate adjourn at 10:10 p.m.

Adopted.

Monday.
28Jun71
The

Senate met at

1 1

o'clock.

A quorum was present.
Prayer was offered by Guest Chaplain, Rev. Edward W.
Meury, Pastor of The Community Church, Durham, New
Hampshire.

Our

Father,

we thank Thee

for the strength

Thou

hast

given us through the mystery of sleep. Remind
strength wisely this day, for it is not ours but Thine.

us to use this

Give us the patience to listen, to be open to one another,
but even more open to Thee and Thy guidance.
through this day we may sense the
Presence and be aware that only that which

Quiet us now, that

Thy
Thy Spirit

nearness of
is

done

in

all

shall endure.
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In Jesus'

Name we pray

1927

—

Amen.
Pledge of Allegiance was led by Sen. Townsend.

ENROLLED BILLS REPORT
CACR

18,

Concurrent Resolution Proposing Constitution-

Amendments Relating to: How Often the Legislature Shall
Meet. Providing that: The Legislature Shall Meet Annually.

al

HB
for the

186, relating to an Interstate Boundary Commission
marine boundary between New Hampshire and Maine.

HB
HB

312, enacting the fair credit reporting act.
367, providing additional retirement allowances for

certain retired teachers

HB

therefor.

410, providing additional retirement allowances for

state police

to

and making an appropriation

January

who
1,

retired subsequent to July 1, 1961 and prior
1968 and making an appropriation therefor.

HB

431, providing additional cost of living retirement
allowances for state employees who retired subsequent to July 1,
1961 and prior to January 1, 1968 and making an appropriation
therefor.

HB

647, to provide additional retirement allowances to

certain retired

members

of the policemen's retirement system.

HB 549, relative to revisions and supplements to the law
enforcement manual and making an appropriation for an additional printing of the manual.
HB

592, relative to

and vocational-technical

HB
HB

742, to

amend

New Hampshire

the charters of certain savings banks.

791, granting a tax

lived with their spouse as

when

either person

HB
filing of

HB

is

Technical Institute

colleges bookstore operation.

exemption

man and

to persons

who have

wife for at least five years

seventy or over.

852, defining charitable trusts and providing for the
instruments and reports relative to said trusts.

917, providing for the temporary classification of the
position of assistant attorney general in certain cases.
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HB

988, establishing a committee to study search
cue costs and other problems related to such missions.

and

res-

HJR 11 to make an additional appropriation for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1971 for counsel fees for indigent defendants.

HJR

25,

providing for payment of bobcat bounties and

making an appropriation

SB

therefor.

174, relative to education for all

SB 233,
SB

handicapped children.

relative to sewage disposal systems.

239, providing that irreconcilable differences shall be

grounds for divorce.

SB

243, relative to

HB

group

life

insurance plans.

exempting Nashua from the payment of debt time
limitation pursuant to changing the dates of the fiscal year.
192,

HB 738, permitting banks to suspend business during emergencies

and

HB

for other reasons.

773, relative to recording instruments with the register

of deeds.

HB

828, relating to action by the budget committee prior

to a special meeting.

HB
and

885, relative to the sale of liquid fuels, lubricating oils

greases.

HB 899, providing for aldermanic confirmation of certain
appointments made by the Mayor of Nashua.

HB 926,

to

amend

the charter of the City of Rochester rela-

tive to registration for voting

SB

and absentee

voting.

200, relative to indemnification agreements between

architects, engineers or surveyors

and owners,

contractors, sub-

contractors or suppliers.

SB
April

235, relative to the fee for a liquor license issued after

first

and permitting the

sale of liquor at state

owned

ski

areas.

Sen. Ferdinando

For

The Committee
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Sen.

RECONSIDERATION
TOWNSEND: Mr. President, I move

its action whereby it concurred
House amendment to SB 189.

reconsider
the

1929

that the Senate

in the adoption of

SB 189 passed the Senate Thursday and it has been discovered there are some Constitutional questions about the bill.
We feel the need to have it go to a Committee of Conference
to have these questions straightened out.
Adopted.

SENATE NON-CONCURRENCE TO HOUSE

AMENDMENT
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
SB

189, establishing obligations of the

Higher Educational and Health

Facilities

New Hampshire

Authority as "legal

investments".

Townsend moved

Sen.
a

the Senate non-concur

and request

Committee of Conference.
Adopted.

RECESS

HOUSE CONCURRENCE TO SENATE AMENDMENTS
HB 584, relative to the form of drivers licenses, and making an appropriation therefor.

HB

937, to abolish the Legislative Study

Committee and

to provide for the continuing operation of standing

committees

of the general court.

HB

1002, authorizing the insurance commissioner to except certain securities from RSA 42.

HJR
HJR

40, to evaluate the utilization of state

vestigation

named for Alan B. Shepard and directing an
and inventory of the state's scenic rivers.

74, to

HJR

vehicles.

46, directing a study for the feasibility of establishing

a state park

HB

owned

in-

provide for absentee voting in primary elections.

providing for a deficiency appropriation for the
Retirement System and providing for a supplemental appropriation for the state treasurer.
19,

New Hampshire
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1930

HB

workmen's compensation on a volunengaged in business under certain circum-

509, providing

tary basis to persons
stances.

HB
mental

633, relative to

commitment

to

and discharge from

institutions.

HB

770, to

improve eminent domain procedure and mak-

ing an appropriation therefor.

HB

966, to repeal those portions of the

RSA

which deny

paupers the right to vote and those which are in conflict with
existing provisions relative to reporting campaign expenditures.

HB

15, relative to

HB

683, establishing a finance officer for the city of

chester

the practice of public accountancy.

Man-

and defining his duties.

HB

686, to provide that

New Hampshire

residents sixty-

age or over shall receive free lifetime hunting and

five years of

fishing licenses.

HOUSE NON-CONCURRENCE TO SENATE

AMENDMENTS
REQUESTS FOR COMMITTEES OF CONFERENCE
On
to the

HB
New

motion of Sen. Townsend, the Senate voted to accede
for a Committee of Conference on:

House request
7,

open space land in
open space land study

relative to the preservation of

Hampshire and

establishing an

commission.

The Speaker appointed

as

members

of said

Committee

on the part of the House, Reps. Brocklebank, Elmer Johnson

and Menge.

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens.

Townsend and

On Motion
the

of Sen. Poulsen, the Senate voted to acrede to

House request

HB
estate.

Morrissette.

for a

Committee

of Conference on:

91, relating to investments of savings

banks in

real
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The Speaker appointed

as

members

on the part of the House, Reps. Bigelow,
way.

of said

1931

Committee

Woodward and Rad-

On
to the

Motion of Senator Porter, the Senate voted to accede
House request for a Committee of Conference on:

HB

153, relative to horse

The Speaker appointed
on the part

of the

and dog racing.
as

members

of said

Committee

House, Reps, Reddy, Saggiotes and Couter-

marsh.

The

President apointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Porter

and Marcotte.

On Motion of Sen. Snell, the Senate voted to accede
House request for a Committee of Conference on:

HB

205, relative to health services in public schools.

The Speaker appointed
on the part of the
Lemieux.

The

On

members

Committee
House, Reps. Conley, Donalda Howard and
as

of said

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Koromilas

to

to the

and McCarthy.

motion of Sen. Jacobson, the Senate voted
for a Committee of Conference on:

to accede

House request

HB

216, relating to excepted persons in the practice of

medicine.

The Speaker appointed as members of said Committee
on the part of the House, Reps. Spaulding, Conley and Belzil.
to

On Motion of Sen. Jacobson, the Senate voted
House request for a Committee of Conference on:

HB

218, referring the

to the Legislative Study

Uniform Controlled Substances Act

Committee.

The Speaker appointed
on the part

to accede

as

members

of the House, Reps.

of said Committee
Maynard, Chamberlin and

Randall.

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Koromilas

and Morrissette.
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On
to the

motion of Sen. Koromilas, the Senate voted to accede
for a Committee of Conference on:

House request

HB 322, relative to dogs pursuing game.
Speaker appointed as members of said Committee
on the part of the House, Reps. Chamberlin, Huggins and Hunt.

The
The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Tufts

On

and

Morrissette.

motion of Sen. Porter, the Senate voted to accede
for a Committee of Conference on:

to the

House request

HB 331, amending the business profits tax.
The Speaker appointed
on

The

members

On

Committee

of said

McLane and

Clancy.

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Tufts

the

as

the part of the House, Reps. Reddy,

and Leonard.

motion of Sen. English, the Senate voted to accede
for a Committee of Conference on:

to

House request

HB

committee to study and report on
and financing of the state university system, creating a legislative committee to study and
make recommendations relative to the expenditure of state funds
for higher education and establishing a commission to study the
337, establishing a

the goals, purposes, organization

feasibility of a three-year

high school curriculum.

The Speaker appointed as members of said Committee
on the part of the House, Reps. Bowles, James O'Neil and R. E.
O'Neil.

On motion of Sen. Brown, the Senate voted to accede
House request for a Committee of Conference on:

to the

HB 340, relative to the New Hampshire retirement system
and the firemen's retirement system and providing for the reinstatement of George Rivard as a member of the New Hampshire Retirement system.
The Speaker appointed
on the part

On
to the

of the

as

members

of said

Committee

House, Reps. Clark, Weeks and Croft.

motion of Sen. Morrissette, the Senate voted to accede
for a Committee of Conference on:

House request

1933
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HB

351, relative to increasing the tax

and making an appropriation

The Speaker appointed
The

On

Brown and

motion

road

Foley.

of Sen. Poulsen, the Senate voted to accede to

House request

HB

Committee

of said

Leavitt and Clancy.

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens.

the

members
McLane,

as

of the House, Reps.

on the part

on tobacco products

therefor.

for a

Committee

of Conference on:

400, providing for an increase in the

motor vehicle

tolls.

The Speaker appointed as members of said Committee
on the part of the House, Reps. Reddy, Trowbridge and Fortier.
The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Poulsen

On
the

and Lamontagne.

motion of Sen. Porter, the Senate voted to accede to
for a Committee of Conference on:

House request

HB 450, permitting Sunday racing.
The Speaker appointed
on the part

The

President appointed

Senate, Sens.

On
the

members

as

of said

Committee

Reddy, Balomenos and Dulac.

of the House, Reps.
as

conferees on the part of the

Gardner and Downing.

motion of Sen. Brown, the Senate voted to accede to
for a Committee of Conference on:

House request

HB

496, redistricting the county commission districts in

Rockingham county.

The Speaker appointed
on the part

members of said Committee
Cummings, Maynard and Casas-

as

of the House, Reps.

sa.

On
to the

motion of Sen. Jacobson, the Senate voted to accede
for a Committee of Conference on:

House request

HB 506, changing part of the boundary line between the
towns of Bartlett and Hart's location.
The Speaker appointed
on the part

as

of the House, Reps.

members

of said

Hanson, Allen and

Committee
Little.
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President as appointed as conferees on the part of the
Senate, Sens. Jacobson and Marcotte.

The

On motion of Sen. Nixon, the Senate voted to accede
House request for a Committee of Conference on:

to the

HB 507, establishing a Hooksett district court.
The Speaker appointed

as

members

on the part of the House, Reps. Zachos,

Committee
and Riley.

of said

Frizzell

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
for a

The House

has voted to accede to the request of the Senate

Committee

of Conference on:

improve the adminstration of and increasing
benefits under the workmen's compensation law.

SB

127, to

The Speaker appointed as members of said Committee
on the part of the House, Reps, Merrill, Cate and Dion.
SB
eters

and construction of odommotor vehicle purchasers.

262, relative to the alteration

and the protection

of

The Speaker appointed as members of said Committee
on the part of the House, Reps. Bridges, Carter and Woods.

GOVERNOR'S VETO MESSAGE
The

Secretary of State appeared before the Senate

and read

the following letter:

To

the Honorable

Members

of the General Court:

Herewith returned to you, without my signature, is Senate
Joint Resolution 29, Joint Resolution relative to reimbursement
to the Wentworth school district for fire damage to the Wentworth elementary school.
I

sound

am

vetoing

SJR 29

as

it

establishes a precedent for un-

which could have profound influence on
future decisions of the New Hampshire General Court.
fiscal

policies

Essentially this resolution provides that the State of

New

Hampshire becomes the insurer of the Wentworth elementary
school which was destroyed by fire, after the fact.
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While the amount of money involved in this instance is
not substantial, the principle would apply in future cases, where
the consequences would be far greater.
Respectfully yours,

Walter Peterson
Governor
Sen Porter moved the Senate sustain the Veto by the Governor on SJR 29.
Sen. TOWNSEND: I sponsored this bill in an effort to
help the town of Wentworth with an overwhelming problem
which they are now facing in an endeavor to overcome the problems created by the loss of their entire school district. The
amount of money in the bill, as the Governor has stated, is not
large in terms of state funds but it is large in terms of the small
town of Wentworth. It is not my intention to embarass, or attempt to embarass, the Governor in any way, but I believe it is
the privilege of the Legislature to determine whether or not a
case of this type shall be settled by the Legislature. I, therefore,
oppose the motion presented by Sen. Porter and ask my fellow
Senators to support me in the endeavor to override the veto.
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

I

move we

override the Governor's

veto.

CHAIR: The more positive motion, so far as the Senate
concerned, would be the motion to override the veto and
will allow your motion.

is

SPANOS:

rise in support of Sen. Koromilas' motion
on SJR 29 and also in support of the statements made by Sen. Townsend. I think the key consideration
is not so much whether or not this Legislature is setting precedents but whether or not this Legislature shall have the power
to correct a problem existing in some of those communities in
those cases such as the town of Wentworth. This body remains
the court of last resort for some of these cases that involves the
humanities and if we do not do something about it, nobody else
will. This is the bulwark of the people and this is the time to
respond to them.

Sen.

I

to override the veto

LEONARD: My information is
How much money is involved in this?

Sen.
this.

Sen.

SPANOS:

$15,000.

not up to date on
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Sen.

GARDNER: Can

these people have tried to

Sen.

SPANOS:

Sen.

TOWNSEND:

I

you bring them up to date on what
do to get their school system going.

will defer to Sen.

In the

first

Townsend.

instance, the people in the

town of Wentworth have used gifts of books; they have bought
secondhand desks and chairs to refinish with volunteer labor;
they have designed a bare minimum school to be built, mostly
with volunteer help up to the point of hiring the contracting
done. It has been a very laudable attempt on the part of the
citizens to pull themselves up by the bootstraps and I think
every one of us should ask the question, "if the entire school
and I mean all equipment,
district in my town should burn"
"what would it do to my own personal
buildings, everything
tax bill? " This is the thing they are facing in Wentworth.

—

—

Sen. GARDNER: Does
Department of Education?

this

have the approval of the State

TOWNSEND: It does.
Sen. MARCOTTE: What will we deal with so far as an apSen.

propriation?
Sen.

What

is

the

TOWNSEND:

replacing in with

is

amount?
$15,000.

The

building

$130,000. This $15,000

normal building aid that the

state

would

is

they are
in addition to the
itself,

participate in anyway.

SMITH: I rise in support of the pending motion
remarks of Senator Townsend. I do so on behalf of
the Senate Finance Committee. We knew the precedents at the
time we put our stamp of approval on the bill. If it is a question
of precedent, we can make or break precedents. I agree with
Sen. Spanos that precedents are not the question here. I think
Sen. R.

and

also the

this Legislature has the authority,

and

in

some

cases the obliga-

help and aid our small towns in these situations. The
second point is there are funds available within our appropriation, to

tion for this appropriation.
Sen.
Sen.

LAMONTAGNE: Was there
TOWNSEND: There was, I

any insurance

think $20,000 approxi-

mately.

LAMONTAGNE: What are the costs?
Sen. TOWNSEND: About $130,000.
Sen.

at all?
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PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Sen.

SPANOS: What

will

be the vote necessary to override

the Governor's veto?

CHAIR:

It will

NIXON:

require two-thirds of the total membership.
in support of the motion.

I have heard
have heard them again today. I
think we should support the position of the Senate Finance
Committee and the almost unanimous vote of the Senate when
this was first passed by us after due consideration.

Sen.

I rise

the arguments before

Sen.

know

S.

SMITH:

and

I

I

also rise in support of the motion.

well the problems the people in

through in the

last

months

I

Wentworth have gone

in regard to their

problems since the

fire.

Sen.

MORRISSETTE: I would like to rise in support.

Question on motion to override veto.
Result: 21 Yeas;

Nays.

Adopted.

RECESS

HOUSE NON-CONCURRENCE TO
SENATE AMENDMENTS
REQUEST FOR COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
On
to the

motion of Senator Nixon, the Senate voted to accede
for a Committee of Conference on:

House request

HB

532, constituting the

Merrimack

district court.

The Speaker appointed as members of said Committee
on the part of the House, Reps, Zachos, Harvell and Lyons.

On
the

motion of Sen. Provost, the Senate voted to accede
for a Committee of Conference on:

to

House request

HB

583, to prohibit the use of trawls for the taking of fish

from the ocean waters of New Hampshire.

The Speaker appointed as members of said Committee
on the part of the House, Reps. Hayes, Randall and Maynard.
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On

to

HB

660, requiring certain district courts to hold regular

motion of Sen, Nixon, the Senate voted to accede
the House request for a Committee of Conference on:

sessions in certain

towns within their

district.

The

Speaker appointed as members of said Committee
on the part of the House, Reps. Frizzell, D. Bradley and Theriault.

On
the

motion of Sen. Nixon, the Senate voted to accede
for a Committee of Conference on:

to

House request

HB 663, adopting the uniform act on paternity.
The Speaker appointed as members of said Committee
on the part of the House, Reps. Underwood, Eastman and Drabinowicz.

On

motion of Sen. Townsend, the Senate voted to accede
for a Committee of Conference on:

House request

to the

HB

745, to reclassify a certain section of

highway

in the

town of Sutton.

The Speaker appointed as members of said Committee
on the part of the House, Reps. Allen, Bednar and Tripp.

On
to the

motion of Sen. Ferdinando, the Senate voted to accede
a Committee of Conference on:

House request for

HB
of life

837, providing insolvency protection to policyholders

and health insurance.

The Speaker appointed as members of said Committee
on the part of the House, Reps. Bigelow, Rodgers and Robinson.

On

motion of Sen. Tufts, the Senate voted to accede
a Committee of Conference on:

to the

House request for

HB

990, relative to the application of the minimum wage
laws to certain employees of restaurants, hotels and similar businesses.

The Speaker appointed

as

members

of said

on the part of the House, Reps. Clark, Merrill

and

Committee
J.

Cote.
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motion of Sen. Tufts, the Senate voted to accede
a Committee of Conference on:

to the

House request for

HB
sales to

1006, permitting local votes on the question of Sunday
be by special election.

The Speaker appointed
on the part

The

as

of said Committee
Balomenos and Dulac.

members

of the House, Reps. Reddy,

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens.

Gardner and Downing.

SUSPENSION OF JOINT RULES
Sen.

NIXON:

Mr. President, I move the Joint Rules of the
suspended as to allow the introduction of a

Senate be so far
Senate bill beyond the deadline.

The
is

reason for the motion to suspend

because of the

New

made

at this

time

Hampshire Supreme Court decision

which came down but a few hours ago, which ruling was unanone judge having disimous by the three judges sitting
qualified himself and another of the five having been away
at the time. The Court ruled unanimously that the repeal of the
tax credit now contained in the Business Profits Tax, which permits railroads and telephone companies to take as a credit
against their liability under the Business Profits Tax any taxes
now paid to the State under Chapter 82 was constitutional.
Having that in mind and also with a view to the statements
made by Senator Bradshaw and myself at the time of the Senate discussion on this issue on June 24 resulting in its being referred to the Supreme Court to the effect that if they found the
tax credit could be repealed constitutionally we would be the
first to support legislation to remove the credit, we have jointly
sponsored SB 320 which is the bill we would hope you would
permit to be introduced at this time. This bill, if you allow it
to be introduced and then act favorably on it, would repeal the
present tax credit provided for under Section 5-IV of the Business Profits Tax whereby the telephone companies and the rail-

—

roads have as a credit against their Business Profits tax liability
any taxes now paid to the State in the nature of estate and property taxes

ing in

under Chapter 82 of the

mind

statutes. In other words, havthe estimate presented by the Governor in his letter

to all of us dated

June 24, that the passage of this bill and the
would provide an additional $2.8 or $2.9

repeal of the credit
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million in tax revenues to the people during the biennium and
without regard to whether or not I personally believe, or Senator Bradshaw believes, that estimate to be correct because we
are in no position to make an estimate of revenue, we do feel
the tax credit should be repealed and, in view of the Court's
opinion, the telephone companies and railroads should be taxed
if our other public utilities do not have the benefit of the credit
allowed in the law.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Sen.

the

SPANOS: Why cannot

Committee

be sent directly to
now, or will be, ap-

this bill

which

of Conference

is

pointed relative to this measure?

CHAIR:
duction of
Sen.
rules

and

right to

requires a two-thirds vote to allow the intro-

before

SPANOS:

If

we can

action

is

take any action.

taken relative to suspending the
is it possible to send it

body passes this measure
the Committee of Conference?
this

CHAIR:
lowed

It

this bill

It is

the intention of the Chair,

if this bill is al-

be introduced, to refer this to the Committee on Judiciary so that they may review the Opinion of the Justices. I
have been in contact with Senator Nixon, Chairman of the
Committee, and have been assured it will receive prompt action
by that Committee and thet Senate would then have an opportunity to take whatever action it deemed advisable.
to

Sen.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
KOROMILAS: Am I correct that the Joint

Rules ap-

ply in this particular situation and it would require not only a
two-thirds vote of this Body but also two-thirds on the other
side of the wall?

CHAIR: That
Sen.

is

correct.

KOROMILAS:

Is

it

fair to say that

Committee

of

Conference on the part of the Senate could introduce this particlar concept in HB 331 if they were so instructed by way of a
resolution, to

do

so.

CHAIR: The

Chair knows of no restriction on the Comit with or without a resolution.

mittee of Conference to do
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Sen.

where
there

HB

if

1941

we

of

Conference

331 is currently, could they reinstate section 14 right
did not vote two-thirds for it?

CHAIR:

I

know

of

no

restriction

upon

the

Committee

of

Conference that would prevent them from doing that?
Sen.

NIXON:

In answer to perhaps one or more of the

questions asked of you (the Chair), I intend, as Chairman of the
Judiciary, if the suspension at this time requested is permitted,
to

immediately convene

all

members

of the Judiciary

Commit-

tee to discuss among them and with them how they think this
measure could be most expeditiously and fairly considered,

having in mind
fair

all

of the ramifications so as to insure full

consideration of the contents of

SB

and

320.

Motion adopted by two-thirds majority.

INTRODUCTION OF SENATE BILL
First,

second reading and referral

SB 320, repealing the credit against the business profits tax
allowed railroads and certain public utilities. (Bradshaw of
Dist.

10,

Nixon

of Dist. 9

and Leonard

of Dist 13

— To Ju-

diciary)

SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Sen.

pended

Nixon moved

as to dispense

the rules of the Senate be so far
with the printing of SB 320.

sus-

Adopted,

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORTS
Bill

The committee of conference to which was referred House
No. 818, 'An Act expanding the discretion of the attorney

general in administering the land sales full disclosure act.' having considered the same report the same with the following

recommendation:

That

the house recede from

in the senate

its

position of nonconcurrence

amendment, and

That

the house concur in the senate

That

the house

ment.

amendment, and

and senate each adopt the following amend-
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Amend

the

title

of the bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

An Act
expanding the discretion of the attorney general in
administering the land sales full disclosure act and allowing
governmental units to enter into agreements for the
construction, maintenance and operation of jails and
other correctional facilities and programs.
Nixon
Downing
Conferees on the Part

Sen.
Sen.

of the Senate

Rep. Zachos
Rep. Palmer
Rep. Piper
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen,

Nixon moved the Senate adopt the Committee

of

Conference Report.
Sen.

NIXON: The amendment

just corrected a language

technicality without doing anything to the substance of the

bill.

Report adopted.

The committee

of conference to which was referred House
No. 767, 'An Act relative to witness fees for law enforcement officers.' having considered the same report the same with
the following recommendation:
Bill.

House recede from its position of nonconcurrence with the Senate amendment and concur in the adoption
of the Senate amendment to the bill, and
That

the

That the House and Senate each adopt
amendments to the bill:

Amend

the

title

of the bill

the following

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
enforcement officers and changing the effective date of an act abolishing dower and curtesy.

relative to witness fees for law

Amend

the bill by striking out section 4

place thereof the following:

and inserting

in
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4 Effective Date. Sections 1 and 2 of the bill shall take efJanuary 1, 1972. Section 3 shall take effect upon passage.

Nixon
Leonard
Conferees on the Part

Sen.

Sen.

of the Senate

Rep. Hanson
Rep. Tarr
Rep. Zachos
Conferees on the Part of the House

Nixon moved the Senate adopt the Committee

Sen.

of Con-

ference Report.

Report adopted.

The committee

of conference to which was referred House
'An Act relative to the dollar limitation on recovery
in wrongful death actions' having considered the same report
the same with the following recommendations:
Bill 149,

That

the house recede from

in the senate

That
ment and

its

position of nonconcurrence

amendment;

the senate recede from the adoption of

That the house and
amendments to the bill:

Amend

senate

its

amend-

each adopt the following

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting in

place thereof the following:
1 Wrongful Death Actions. Amend RSA 556:12 by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the following: 556:12 Damages for Wrongful Death, Elements. If the ad-

is plaintiff, and the death of
such party was caused by the injury complained of in the action, the mental and physical pain suffered by the deceased in
consequence of the injury, the reasonable expenses occasioned
to his estate by the injury, the probable duration of his life but
for the injury, and his capacity to earn money during his probable working life, may be considered as elements of damage in
connection with other elements allowed by law, in the same
manner as if the deceased had survived.

ministrator of the deceased party

2 Limitation.

Amend RSA

1957, 9:1; 1963, 98:1

tion

and inserting

566:13 (supp) as

amended by

and 1967, 344:1 by striking out

said sec-

in place thereof the following: 556:13 Limi-
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where the plaintiff's decedent has
neither a widow, widower, child, father, mother, grandfather or grandmother, the damages recoverable in any such
action shall not exceed thirty thousand dollars. In all other
tation of Recovery. In cases

left

cases the damages recoverable in any such action shall not exceed one hundred twenty thousand dollars; provided, however,
that in the trial of any such action by jury, the jury shall not
be informed of the limitation of recovery imposed by this section, and if the jury awards damages in excess of such limitation the court shall reduce the amount of damages awarded to
conform to such limitation.

Further
tions 2

and

amend

the bill by renumbering the original sec-

3 to read 3

and

4.

Sen.

Nixon

Sen.

Leonard

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Andrews
Rep. Brummer
Rep. Nighswander
Conferees on the Part of the House

NIXON:

Mr. President, I move that the Senate adopt
Conference Report HB 149, relative to the
dollar limitation on recovery in wrongful death actions, the
Committee of Conference agreed on this date to an amendment
which was accepted by this body and has been concurred in by
the House. You may recall this is the statute which provides for
the manner in which damages are measured in the case of negligently caused wrongful death throughout New Hampshire.
Sen.

the

Committee

of

The amendment which had been adopted by

the Senate

Judiciary Committee and approved by this body provided that
the damages in the case of such death would involve taking
into consideration the probable duration of the life of the deceased, but for the injury,

and

ing his probable working

life

his capacity to earn

measured by

money

dur-

probable gross
earnings during such period without reduction by reason of
the application of any discount factor or on account of the
probable expense of the maintenance or subsistence of the
deceased had he survived, among other elements.

The Committee

of Conference

his

amendment

struck out the
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language regarding probable working life and reduction by
reason of the expense of his living expenses, and the discount

and substituted therefor a provision
that the damages would be calculated "in the same manner
as if the deceased had survived." In discussion among the members of the Conference Committee on the House and Senate
side it was agreed that this language was intended to mean
that in the case of the decedent, there would not be any discount to the date of death of the amount to be awarded as damages for the death, but there probably would be a reduction by
reason of what it would otherwise have cost the decedent to live
during the period of his probable life if he had survived, thus
trying to equate the damage calculation situation as closely
factor, prohibition factor

as possible to that

applicable in the case of an injury causing

permanent disability, but not death.

in

In other words, no discount or interest rate is to be applied
damages calculation process, but a reduction should

the

probably be made from the deceased's probable total gross lifetime earnings had he survived to allow for what his subsistence
expenses would have been.
It is also felt that this is

the

manner

in

which such damages

are calculated in the Federal District Court in death actions

This statement is made for the purposes of attempting
on record what is believed to be consensus of the intent
of the Legislature with respect to the language in question.
Report adopted.
there.

to place

The committee

of conference to which was referred House
No. 203 'An Act relative to professional services.' having
considered the same report the same with the following recomBill

mendations:

Rep. Alukonis
Rep. Zachos

Rep. Palmer

That

the house recede from

in the senate

its

position of nonconcurrence

amendment;

That the senate recede from
amendment and;
for negligence.

its

position in adopting

its
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That the
amendment to

Amend

section

and inserting
1

senate

and house each adopt the following

the bill:
1

of the bill

by striking out

said section

in place thereof the following:

Liability Clarified.

section 8-a the following

Amend RSA
new

507 by inserting after

section: 507:8-b Strict Liability

and Implied Warranties Limited. It is expressly declared that
no strict liability in tort, nor any implied warranty, attaches to
the procurement,

furnishing,

donation, processing, distribu-

whole blood, plasma, blood products or blood
derivatives for the purpose of administering, injecting or transfusing any of them into the human body, whether or not remuneration is paid therefor, and no person, firm, or corporation participating therein shall be liable for damages, except
Conferees on the Part of the House
ting, or use of

Sen.

Nixon

Sen.

Downing

Conferees on the Part of the Senate
Sen.

Nixon moved the Senate adopt the Committee

of Con-

ference Report.
Sen. NIXON: HB 203 is the bill relating to the liability
warranties limitations in connection with the transimplied
and
fusion of blood. The report reduces the immunity from liability
to the manner in which the Senate passed the bill. The Committee of Conference Report, however, provides that the immunity would pertain whether or not consideration was paid
for the transfer because it was made out that the hospitals, in
some cases, do not know whether or not they have charged for
the transfusion or transfer. Those are the only changes from the
manner in which the Senate adopted the bill in the first instance.
Sen. KOROMILAS: On the House amendment, did it just
remove the voluntary as opposed to the "without or without consideration" to go beyond the area of exempting the hospitals
from liability in situations where the hepatitis disease was in-

volved?
Sen.

NIXON: The

original bill provided that the hospitals

and persons involved would be immune from
strict liability

blood but also

liability

under the

or warranty doctrine not only with respect to
optical, skin

and organ transplants without

re-
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gard to whether or not consideration was paid.
transfusion

and transplant process

It defines

the

as part of a service rathei?

than something given for a consideration.

The

Senate

amended

immunity from liability only to the
blood transfer. It also provided that immunity would not pertain if any consideration had been in fact paid for the transfusion. The amendment leaves the immunity restricted to the
blood transfusion situation but provides that the immunity perthe bill by restricting the

whether or not consideration is paid, again
because of what was given as the practical difficulty of determining whether or not consideration has been paid or received
tains regardless of

in a particular situation.

Report adopted.

The

second committee of conference to which was referred

House Bill No. 220, 'An Act authorizing the state of New
Hampshire to acquire the Contoocook Village Dam in the
Town of Hopkinton' having considered the same report the
same with the following recommendations:

That

the senate recede

from

its

position in adopting

its

amendments, and

That
That

from
amendment, and

the house recede

in the senate

the house

ments to the

Amend

its

position of nonconcurrence

and senate concur

in the following

amend-

bill:

the

title

of said bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

An

Act

establishing a special committee to study the acquisition of
certain

dams and

the feasibility of enacting a local assessment

on

Amend

said bill

shorelines.

by striking out

all

after

the enacting

clause and inserting in place thereof the following:
I

Committee Established. There

special study

committee

is

hereby established a

to consider authorizing the water re-

sources board to acquire the following dams: Contoocook Village, Pine River Pond, Nubanusit Brook, Sunrise Lake, March

Pond, and Downing Pond and
of a local assessment
for the acquisition,

to study plans for the enactment
on shorelines to be used to establish a fund
maintenance and reconstruction of dams
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owned or controlled by the state. Said committee shall consist
of three members of the house, appointed by the speaker of the
house and two members of the senate, appointed by the president of the senate.
2 Compensation.
shall serve

The members

of the study committee

without compensation.

3 Report.

The committee

shall

make

a report of

its find-

upon

passage.

ings to the 1973 session of the legislature.

4 Effective Date. This act

shall take effect

its

Sen. Poulsen
Sen.

Lamontagne

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Raymond
Rep. Claflin
Rep. Huot
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen. Poulsen moved the Senate adopt the Committee of
Conference Report.
Sen. POULSEN: This Committee agreed to establish a
Study Committee to study the whole concept of taxing shorelines. This came back to the question of the dam in Contoocook Village and several other dams in the same bill and, in
order to maintain the dams, it had been thought to tax shorelines at 40c a foot. There was such strong opposition, we agreed
to establish a Committee to study the whole concept.
Report Adopted.

The committee

of conference to

which was referred House

Bill No. 950, 'An Act providing for the appointment of a superintendent of the house of corrections and jail of Belknap county.' having considered the same report the same with the following recommendation:

That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence in the Senate amendment and concur in the adoption of
the Senate amendment, and
That the
amendment to

Amend

senate

and house each adopt the following

the bill:

the bill by striking out section 3

place thereof the following:

and inserting

in
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3 Effective Date. This act shall take effect

upon

its

passage.

Rep. George Roberts
Rep. Mutzbauer
Rep. Huot
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen. Jacobson

Sen. Leonard

Conferees on the Part of the Senate
Sen. Jacobson moved the Senate adopt the Committe of
Conference Report.
Sen.

JACOBSON: The Chairman

of the

House committee

thought they had made the bill effective upon passage in the
House and apparently they did not and, therefore, we did not
change it when it came into the Senate. The bill shall become
effective

upon

passage.

Report Adopted.

The committee of conference to which was referred
House Bill No. 110 'An Act relative to the conduct of voting
at town and village district meetings and school districts within said town and relative to the authority of school district
moderators.' having considered the same report the same with
the following recommendations:

That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence
amendment and concur in the senate amendment;

in the senate

That the house and
ment to the bill:

Amend RSA
striking the

senate each adopt the following

40:4-b as inserted by section

same and inserting

1

amend-

of the bill by

in place thereof the following:

When any vote, other than by
by the moderator or other officer presiding shall,
immediately and before any other business is begun, be questioned in writing or orally by seven or more of the voters
present, the moderator or other officer presiding shall retake
the vote by secret "yes
no" ballot.
40:4-b Questioning a Vote.

ballot, declared

—

Sen. Jacobson
Sen. Ferdinando
Sen. Marcotte
Conferees on the Part of the Senate
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Rep. Hanson
Rep. Mann
Rep. Robert E. O'Neil
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen.

JACOBSON: HB

110 dealt with the question of

how

a moderator proceeds with respect to questions on the ballot.
original HB 110 had the effect of requiring the moderator
town or school district meeting to take a vote by voice vote
so that he did not have the flexibility of taking it by division if
he wished or by ballot if he wished. The Senate struck that and
restored the flexible position and the Committee of Conference
accepted that position. The House version also required that
after a vote had been taken and someone wished to have a ballot vote as on the statutes, seven voters would be required to

The
of a

present in writing a request.

The

Senate struck that "writing"

back to orally since it would take some time to
do this and it could be handled orally as well. However, the
House members felt the moderator should have some discretion
in requiring either written or oral and what we did was that on
this request to have a ballot after a vote has been taken on a
division or voice vote by seven members, it can be done either
orally or written and that is the compromise.
Report adopted.
out and put

it

RECESS

Sen.

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
PORTER: I would like the record

to

show

that

no

motion to sustain the veto of the Governor on SJR 29 was made
merely to expedite the matter and bring it to the floor so that
the

members could make known

their views.

APPOINTMENT OF COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
SB

189, establishing obligations of the

New Hampshire

Higher Educational and Health Facilities Authority

as "legal

investments."

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Jacobson, Poulsen

and Leonard.
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ENROLLED BILLS AMENDMENT

HB

547, relative to publication of political contributions

and expenditures.

AMENDMENT
Amend

section

and inserting

lines

1

Political

amended by

1

of said bill by striking out the

first

seven

in place thereof the following:

Amend RSA

Contributions.

1955, 273:1

and

70:5

(supp)

as

1971, 6:8 by striking out said sec-

and inserting in place thereof the following: 70:5 StateState Committee. The state committee of a political
party shall, not later than the Wednesday preceding a biennial
tion

ment by

or special election before five o'clock in the afternoon

Further amend said section 1 by striking out lines 19 and
20 and inserting in place thereof the following:
than the second Friday after said election before five o'clock in
the afternoon another itemized statement, signed and sworn to

by the same
Sen.

S.

Smith moved adoption.

Amendment

HB
who

adopted.

688, providing junior

and child

ski rates for students

are residents of the state.

AMENDMENT
Amend
lines

section

and inserting
1

Ski Rates.

352:2 and

by striking out the

of said bill

Amend RSA

amended by

and inserting
Sen.

1

first

two

in place thereof the following:

277:14 (supp) as inserted by 1967,
by striking out said section

1971, 137:1

in place thereof the following:

Townsend moved

Amendment

adoption.

adopted.

HB 802, increasing the minimum wage.

AMENDMENT
Amend

section

1

of said bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
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1 Minimum Wage. Amend RSA 279:21 (supp) as amended
by 1955, 288:1; 1957, 311:1; 1959, 275:1; 1963, 203:1 and 1967,
440:10 by striking out the introductory paragraph and insert-

ing in place thereof the following:

employ any employee

No

person, firm or corpora-

lower than that required by the federal minimum wage law, as amended. The
foregoing limitation shall in no way affect existing state coverage as defined herein.
tion shall

2 Repeal.

RSA

at a rate

279:21, III relative to certain wages,

is

here-

by repealed.
Further
section

amend

said bill

by renumbering section 2

to read

3.

Sen. Spanos

moved

Amendment

adoption.
adopted.

moved the Senate do now adjourn from the
and that when the Senate adjourns today, it be un-

Sen. Spanos
early session
til

Tuesday

at 10 o'clock.

LATE SESSION
PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Sen. Snell requested the following statement

made by Ted

Hall, son of Representative Beatrice Hall, be inserted in the

Journal.

REPRESENTATIVE BEATRICE HALL'S SON
College

Was

Enjoyable, But At

Times It Was Sad and Frightening
By Edward B. "Ted" Hall
Treasurer, Class of 1971

At reunion June 12, 1971 "Ted" Hall represented his classmates and responded with the following remarks afther the traditional induction of the new class into the Alumni Association.
When he finished, the 350 alumni at the luncheon gave him a
standing ovation.
I am proud to represent my
cepting this invitation into the

class,

the class of 1971, in ac-

Alumni

Association.

While
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thinking of something pertinent to say to such a large gathering
of distinguished

alumni and

guests, I

began

to reflect

upon my

four years as an undergraduate at the University. I conjured up
a mixed bag of emotions: I was happy, sad, angry, satisfied, dissatisfied,

and somewhat frightened.

On the happy side, I have enjoyed a beautiful learning experience here at UNH. I have been in contact with many exciting and stimulating individuals, including Dr. and Mrs. McConnell,

who have added new dimension

met and married

a very

wonderful

girl

to

my

— our

life. I

have also
by

class secretary,

the way.
Yes, I have had many enjoyable times, but there have also
been sad and frightening times. I have seen in my four short
years the widening gap between the people of this state, including their representatives in Concord, and the academic community. The hostilities are being increased daily by outspoken
members of our state legislature backing House bills designed to
quash the academic freedoms of our University. The anti-academic rhetoric of the Manchester Union Leader has done much
toward shaping a negative public opinion toward this state's
university.

Dr. Bonner, a man chosen for his excellent credentials from
over 400 candidates to be our next President, has been publicly
censored before he has even taken office. The operating budget
for the University has been slashed considerably for the next

biennium. Overcrowded classrooms, overwhelming tuition, repression of academic flexibilities
I ask you, where will all this

—

lead?
I

and

offer

no

solutions.

failed. Instead, I

Many competent

would

plea for a working together of
establishing a sound moral
State of

individuals have tried

just like to enter
all

and

New Hampshire and

its

my own humble

the people of this state toward
financial base

university

from which the

may grow and

per.

Sen.

Brown moved

Adopted.

the Senate adjourn at 4:30 p.m.

pros-
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Tuesday

29Jun71
The

Senate met at 10 o'clock.

A quorum was present.
Prayer was offered by Senate Chaplain, Rev. William L.
Shafer.

"Our Father-Mother GOD,

Thy kingdom

—

is

come;

Thou

all-harmonious, Adorable One.
are ever-present. Enable us to

—

that You, O GOD, are
know
as in heaven, so on earth,
omnipotent, and supreme. Give us grace for to-day; feed the
famished affections; and Love is reflected in love; As You, O
GOD, leadeth us not in temptation, but delivereth us from sin,
disease, and death. For You, O GOD, are infinite, all-power, all
Life, Truth, Love, over all, and All." Amen.

(adopted from "Science and Health", Mary Baker Eddy's
spiritual interpretation of

"THE LORD'S PRAYER". Mary

Baker Eddy, 1821-1910, born in Bow, N. H., founder of the
Christian Science Church. Christian Scientists this year will observe the 150th Anniversary of her birth.)
Pledge of Allegiance was led by Sen. Leonard.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE APPOINTMENTS
HB 745, to reclassify a certain section of highway in the
town of Sutton.

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the
and Jacobson.

Senate, Sens. Poulsen

HB

337, establishing a committee to study and report on
the goals, purposes, organization and financing of the state university system, creating a legislative

make recommendations

relative

commission

to study

and

the expenditure of state
establishing a commission to
to

funds for higher education and
study the feasibility of a three-year high school curriculum.

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the
and Spanos.

Senate, Sens. Jacobson, English
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HB 340, relative to the New Hampshire retirement system and the firemen's retirement system and providing for the
reinstatement of George Rivard as a member of the New Hampshire

Retirement System.

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Porter.

HB

Leonard and Downing.

496, redistricting the county commission districts in

Rockingham county.

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens.

Brown and

Foley.

HB 507, establishing a Hooksett district court.
The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Ferdinando

and Downing.

HB

990, relative to the application of the minimum wage
laws to certain employees of restaurants, hotels and similar
businesses.

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Porter

HB

and Foley.

91, relating to investments of savings

banks in real

estate.

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Ferdinando,

HB

Nixon and McCarthy.

216, relating to excepted persons in the practice of

medicine.

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Koromilas

and McCarthy.

HOUSE NON-CONCURRENCE TO
SENATE AMENDMENTS
REQUESTS FOR COMMITTEES OF CONFERENCE
On
the

motion of Sen. Downing, the Senate voted to accede
for a Committee of Conference on:

to

House request

HB

271, to increase the salaries of the

Coos county attorney

and the Coos county commissioners.

The Speaker has appointed as members of said committee
on the part of the House, Reps. Hanson, Fortier and E. Mann.
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On
the

motion

Brown, the Senate voted to accede
Committee of Conference on:

of Sen.

House request for

a

to

HB 525, relative to incompatibility of town offices.
The

Speaker has appointed as members of said committee
of the House, Reps. Barker, Cox and Burke.

on the part

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Jacobson

On
to the

motion of Sen. Morrissette, the Senate voted to accede
for a Committee of Conference on:

House request

HB
9,

and Leonard.

678, to legalize the Haverhill

town meeting

of

March

1971.

The Speaker
on the part

has appointed as

members of
Mann, R.

said

of the House, Reps. E.

committee

E. O'Neil

and

Allen.

ENROLLED

HB

BILLS

AMENDMENTS

705, relative to the date of expiration of legislative

number

plates.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title of

said bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
relative to the date of expiration of legislative

and
Sen.

relative to color of lettering

plates

adopted.

782, increasing the

creasing the

making

number

said plates.

Leonard moved adoption of the amendment.

Amendment

HB

on

its

membership

power

of the state fire marshal, in-

of the state

board of

fire

control and

functions advisory.

AMENDMENT
Amend section 8 of the bill by striking out
two and inserting in place thereof the following:

lines

one and
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8 Preparation of Report

Amend RSA

153:11 as

amended by

State Fire

Marshal.

1957, 59:1; 1959, 12:1

1971, 115:1 by striking out said section

Amend

1957

section 9 of the bill by striking out lines one

two and inserting

and

and inserting
and

in place thereof the following:

Insurance Company Reports to State Fire Marshal.
153:13 as amended by 1957, 225:1 and 1971, 115:2
by striking out said section and inserting in place
9

Amend RSA
Amend

the bill by striking out section 20

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

20 Effective Date. Sections 8 and 9 of this act shall take
fect

on July

take effect

15,

upon

1971.

The remaining

ef-

sections of this act shall

passage.

Sen. English moved adoption of the amendment.
Amendment adopted,

SB

250, to eliminate unfair insurance practices.

AMENDMENT
Amend
5,

and

6

section 3 of the bill by striking out lines

and inserting

1, 2, 3, 4,

in place thereof the following:

Unfair Insurance Practices; Notice of Hearing. Amend
417:16 by striking out said section and inserting in place

3

RSA

thereof the following:
Sen. Townsend moved adoption
Amendment adopted.

of the

amendment.

ANNOUNCEMENT
The Chair would announce
for Sen. Tufts

on the

Committee

the substitution of Sen. Porter
of Conference on:

HB 331, amending the business profits tax.
PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Sen,

LEONARD:

port in the Journal on

CHAIR: The

There

is

a Conference

Committee Re-

HB 331.

Chair has consulted with Sen, Porter and

Sen. Tufts has agreed to the conditions in the

Conference Report. However, he

is

Committee

unable to be here today.

of
I
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have consulted with Sen. Porter, who agrees with the Committee of Conference Report and, in order to expedite it, we must
have a signature. Therefore, I am replacing Sen. Tufts with Sen.
Porter. The situation will remain exactly the same. Sen. Tufts
agreed with the Report and Sen. Porter agrees with the position
the Committee of Conference has taken.

HOUSE ADOPTION OF
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORTS
HB 203, relative to professional services.
HB 220, authorizing the State of New Hampshire to acquire the Contoocook Village Dam in the Town of Hopkinton.
HB 767, relative to witness fees for law enforcement officers.

HB

818,

expanding the discretion of the attorney general

in administering the land sales full disclosure act.

HOUSE CONCURRENCE TO SENATE

AMENDMENTS
HB
dustrial

574, to authorize the establishment of the

Dover

In-

Development Authority.

HB

761, permitting the issuance of liquor permits to cer-

tain convicted felons

HB

upon approval

of the liquor commission.

747, to enlarge the powers of medical service corpora-

tions.

HB

527, legalizing the annual meeting of the

Claremont

school district.

HB
state

and

HB

360, relative to the assessment of a resident tax for
local

purposes to replace the head tax, and the poll tax.

and terms of
town budget committees.

957, relative to election

at large of

office

of

members

GOVERNOR'S VETO
The House
SJR

has voted to override the Governor's veto on:

29, relative to

district for fire

damage

to the Wentworth school
Wentworth elementary school.

reimbursement
to the
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HOUSE ADOPTION OF ENROLLED BILLS

AMENDMENTS
HB

915, including surviving spouse of disabled servicein the class of person exempt from taxation on a home-

men
stead.

HB

705, relative to the date of expiration of legislative

number plates.

HB

782, increasing the

increasing the

making

its

SB

membership

power

of the state fire marshal,

of the state board of fire control

and

function advisory.

250, to eliminate unfair insurance practices.

RECONSIDERATION
The House has voted to reconsider its action whereby
non-concurred in the adoption of the Senate amendment to:

HB
9,

678, to legalize the Haverhill

town meeting

of

it

March

1971.

HOUSE CONCURRENCE TO SENATE AMENDMENT
HB 678, to legalize the Haverhill town meeting of March
9,

1971.

WITHDRAWAL OF REQUEST FOR
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
The House

has voted to withdraw

its

request for a

Com-

mittee of Conference on:

HB
9,

678, to legalize the Haverhill

town meeting of March

1971.

ENROLLED BILLS REPORT
SB

37, relative to the

hours of employment for female lab-

oratory technicians.

SB

100, relative to repair of

damage

to bridges in

Thorn-

ton and Woodstock.

SB 102, providing that school districts
clude the cost of planning for construction.

may

in

borrowing

in-
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SB

105, relative to the issuance of property, liability,

and

automobile insurance.
111, permitting any town to account on a fiscal year
permitting semi-annual tax collection in all towns and
providing for an optional town meeting date.

SB

basis,

SB

138, providing for the designation of scenic roads

relative to

town road

SB

145, relative to construction attachments.

SB

172, relative to the judicial process.

SB

198, establishing a

nicipalities

SB

and

aid.

permanent probation

with population over

255, relative to the

fifty

office in

mu-

thousand persons.

pharmacy board and the

fees pay-

able thereto.

SB

287, providing for a unified court system for

New Hamp-

shire,

SB

305, establishing a miscellaneous tax division within

the tax commission.

SB

307, establishing a division of real

and personal prop-

erty appraisals within the tax commission.

SB

308, relative to the

workweek and overtime pay

for the

state police.

SJR

7,

appropriating additional

money

for the

board of

ac-

countancy.

HB
HB
HB

131, relative to operation of liquor stores

212, relative to lapse time

on

holidays.

on appropriations.

924, including certain disabled persons in the class of

persons permitted to hunt on islands.

HB
and

992, relative to regulation of certain private schools

relative to retail installment selling.

HJR

15,

treasurer for

making an additional appropriation to the state
1971 for actuarial services and providing for

fiscal

a supplemental appropriation for the department of administrative

and control and

HB

for the state treasurer.

542, to require cities

and towns

to

provide tax maps.

HB
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bond required

of certain county

764, increasing the

officers.

HB
HB

980, relative to the duties of building inspectors.

on the feasibility of conMerrimack River in the town of

127, providing for a study

struction of a bridge over the

Merrimack.

HB 427, providing for and increasing the additional retirement allowances for state police who retired prior to July
1, 1961 and making an appropriation therefor.
HB
in

531, permitting various types of financial institutions

New Hampshire

to organize

and/or participate in service

corporations.

HB 598, relative to the employment of youths.
HB 619, amending the New Hampshire unit ownership

of

real property act.

HB
of banks

695, to permit investment in voting trust certificates

and bank holding companies in the same manner
and bank holding companies.

as

in the capital stock of banks

HB 756, to increase highway relocation assistance.
HB 908, limiting the allowable noise level of all

recrea-

tional type vehicles.

HB 965, relative to the parole laws.
HB 994, legalizing certain meetings
district,

Barnstead school

school district and in the
ington, Jaffrey, Haverhill,

Wentworth school

of Newfields sewer

Mascoma Valley regional
towns of Rye, New Durham, WashConway, Conway school district, and
district,

district.

Sen. Ferdinando

For

The Committee

RECESS

HOUSE ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE REPORTS
HB 149, relative to the dollar limitation on recovery
wrongful death actions.

in
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HB 950, providing for the appointment of a superintendent
of the house of corrections

and jail

of Belknap county.

HOUSE ADOPTION OF ENROLLED BILLS

AMENDMENTS
HB

547, relative to publication of political contributions

and expenditures.

HB 802, increasing the minimum wage.
HB 688, providing junior and child ski
who are residents of the

rates for students

state.

:HOUSE DISCHARGE OF COMMITTEES OF
CONFERENCE APPOINTMENTS OF NEW

COMMITTEES OF CONFERENCE

HB 525, relative to municipal government.
The Speaker has appointed as members of said committee
on the part of the House, Reps. H. Richardson, Cox and Burke.
The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Jacobson

and Leonard.

HB

341, to prohibit cancellation of individual accident and
health insurance policies due to changes in the physical condition of the insured.

The Speaker
on the part

The

has appointed as

committee
and Bednar.

of said

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Ferdinando

SB

members

of the House, Reps. Cheney, Leighton

and

Morrissette.

144, relative to the limitations

on the loaning authority
and loan associa-

of savings banks, cooperative banks, building
tions

and savings and loan

associations.

The Speaker has appointed as members of said committee
on the part of the House, Reps. Bigelow, Bartlett and Robinson.
The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Ferdinando

and Morrissette.
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HOUSE NON-CONCURRENCE TO SENATE

AMENDMENT
REQUEST FOR COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
On motion of Sen. Snell, the Senate voted to accede to the
request of the House for a Committee of Conference on:

HB
cil

and

and training counand training requirements for
and making an appropriation therefor.

342, to establish a police standards
to provide educational

members

of police forces

The Speaker

has appointed as members of said committee
on the part of the House, Reps. Clark, Chandler and J. Cote.

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens.

Townsend and

Foley.

APPOINTMENTS TO COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE COMMITTEES

HB
The

663, adopting the uniform act

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Koromilas

HB
of life

on paternity.

and Downing.

837, providing insolvency protection to policyholders

and health insurance.

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Poulsen

HB
The

and Morrissette.

532, constituting the

towns within their

district.

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens.

HB

and Downing.

660, requiring certain district courts to hold regular

sessions in certain

The

district court.

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Jacobson

HB

Merrimack

Nixon and Leonard.

271, to increase the salaries of the Coos county attor-

ney and the Coos county commissioners.

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Jacobson

HB
fish

and Leonard.

583, to prohibit the use of trawls for the taking of

from the ocean waters of

New

Hampshire.
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The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Koromilas

SB

and Morrissette.

189, establishing obligations of the

Higher Educational and Health

Facilities

New Hampshire

Authority as "legal

investments."

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the
Nixon and Spanos.

Senate, Sens. Jacobson,

CHANGE IN APPOINTMENT TO
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
HB 322, relative to dogs pursuing game.
The

President appointed Sen. Porter to replace Sen. Tufts.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
The committee

of conference to which was referred House
817 'An Act broadening the scope of the common law
doctrine of cy pres' having considered the same report the same
with the following recommendations:
Bill no.

That the house recede from
amendment;

position of nonconcurrence

its

in the senate

That the senate recede from
amendment, and

That

its

position in adopting

its

the senate pass the bill in the same form as passed

by the house.
Rep. Zachos
Rep. Underwood
Rep. Healy
Conferees on the part of the House
Sen.
Sen.

Nixon
Lamontagne

Conferees on the part of the Senate
Sen.

Nixon moved the Senate adopt

ference report.

Adopted.

RECESS

the

Committee

of Con-

1965
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HOUSE ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE REPORT

HB

110, relative to the

lage district meetings

conduct of voting at town and vildistricts within said town and

and school

relative to the authority of school district moderators.

ENROLLED

HB

BILLS

AMENDMENT

512, relative to conservation officers

and

their pay

schedule.

AMENDMENT
Law Enforcement

2

amended by
Further
three lines

Employees.

amend

to four hours per

and liquor

as

c,

in place thereof the following:

week or two hundred
shall

eight hours per year.

include motor vehicle

in-

investigators.

Sen. Koromilas

Amendment

HB

99:2,

section 2 of said bill by striking out the last

and inserting

Law enforcement employees
spectors

Amend RSA

striking

moved

the Senate adopt the

amendment.

adopted.

543, to increase the fees for nonresident hunting

li-

censes.

AMENDMENT
Amend

section 3 of the bill by striking out said section

and

inserting in place thereof the follovv^ing:

Muzzle-Loaders, License Fees. Amend RSA 205:5-a (supp)
by 1963, 315:1 and amended by 1965, 93:1; 1969,
96:1 and 1971, 86:1 by striking out said section and inserting
in place thereof the following: 208: 5-a Muzzle-Loaders. A person who has complied with the licensing requirements relative
to hunting deer pursuant to RSA 214, as amended, upon pay3

as inserted

ment

of a fee of three dollars by residents or a fee of fifteen

dollars by non-residents shall be issued a special license. Said
special license shall entitle the holder to hunt deer with a single
shot muzzle-loading firearm, of not less than .40 caliber, for a
period of ten days immediately prior to the opening date for the

taking of deer as provided for by RSA 208:2, as now or hereamended. No other type of firearm can be used for the
taking of deer this period.

after
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moved

Sen. Koromilas

Amendment

the Senate adopt the

amendment.

adopted.

COMMITTE OF CONFERENCE REPORTS
The committee
Bill

of conference to

No. 930, 'An Act

which was referred House

relative to the prevention of pollution

from dredging,

filling, mining, or other construction.' having
considered the same report the same with the following recom-

mendation:

That the
amendment to

senate recede from

the

bill,

its

position of adopting

its

and

That the house recede from
amendment, and

its

position of nonconcurrence

in the senate

That the house and
amendment to the bill:

Amend

the

title

senate

each

adopt

the

of the bill by striking out the

following

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

An

Act

relative to the prevention of pollution
filling,

from dredging,

mining, transporting forest products,
or other construction.

Amend

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
1

Altering the Terrain Included.

Amend RSA

I49:8-a

(supp) as inserted by 1967, 254:1 by striking out said section
and inserting in place thereof the following: 149:8-a Dredging.

Any

person proposing to dredge, excavate, place fill, mine,
transport forest products or undertake construction in or on

and any person
proposing to significantly alter the characteristic of the terrain,
in such a manner as to impede the natural runoff or create an
unnatural runoff, shall be directly responsible for the submission to the commission of detailed plans concerning such proposal and any additional relevant information requested by the
commission, at least thirty days prior to undertaking any such
activity. The operations shall not be undertaken unless and
until the applicant receives written permission from the commission. The commission shall have full authority to establish
the border of the surface waters of the state,
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the terms and conditions under which any permit issued may
be exercised, giving due consideration to the circumstances in-

volved and the purposes of this chapter, and to make such rules
and regulations as are reasonably related to the efficient administration of this section, and the purposes of this chapter. Nothing contained herein shall be construed to modify or limit the
duties and authority conferred upon the water resources board
under RSA 482 and RSA 483-A.
Sen. Porter
Sen. Foley

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Claflin
Rep. Tilton
Rep. Fortier
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen. Porter

moved

the Senate adopt the

Committee

of

Conference report.
Sen.
Sen.
tions.

JACOBSON: What is the

PORTER:

The

bill?

dredging and filling operaamendment
an
relative to transporting
Senate added
It relates to

of forest products.

Report adopted.

The committee

of conference to which was referred House
No. 351, 'An Act relative to increasing the tax on tobacco
products and making an appropriation therefor.' having considered the same report the same with the following recommendation:
Bill

That the house recede from its position of nonconcurrence
amendment and concur in the adoption of the
senate amendments, and

in the senate

That the senate and the house each adopt the following

amendment

to the bill:

Amend the bill by striking out section 4 and inserting in
place thereof the following:
its

4 Effective Date. Section 3 of this act shall take effect upon
1 and 2 shall take effect July 7, 1971.

passage. Sections
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Rep. McLane
Rep. Leavitt
Rep. Clancy
Conferees on the part of the House
Sen.

Brown

Sen. Foley

Conferees on the part of the Senate
Sen. Foley

moved

the Senate adopt the

Committee of Con-

ference Report.

FOLEY: The Conference Committee

agreed with
do with the exception
of the effective date. They are asking that the date be one week
later because it was not possible to notify everyone of the
changes as of July 1. That means that from now until July 7,
Sen.

everything the Senate asked them

to

Maine will have 2c extra. We will not have the 2c extra until
July 7 and this should be the week for everybody to buy cigarettes if they want to.
Report adopted.

The committee

of conference to which was referred House
No. 342, 'An Act to establish a police standards and training council and to provide educational and training requirements for members of police forces and making an appropriation therefor.' having considered the same report the same with
the following recommendations:
Bill

That

House recede from its position of nonconcurrence
amendment and concur in the adoption of the
Senate amendment, and
the

in the Senate

That the Senate and House each adopt
amendment to the bill:

the following

Amend RSA 105-A:6 as inserted by section 1 of the bill
by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the
following:

105-A:6 Reimbursement of Expenses.

The

council shall reimburse political subdivisions or the
proportion of the salary and of the tuition, living
and travel expenses incurred by the officers in attendance at
approved training programs as it shall consider reasonable proI.

state for a
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viding such political subdivisions or state agency do in fact adhere to the selection and training standards established by the
council.
II. The council shall reimburse political subdivisions of
the state all or a portion of the expenses incurred in providing
police training programs found by the council to be consistent

with the criteria and objectives of

this chapter.

Rep. Shirley Clark
Rep. Chandler
Rep. Joseph Cote
Conferees on the part of the House

Townsend

Sen.

Sen, Foley

Conferees on the part of the Senate
Sen.

Townsend moved

the Senate adopt the

Committee

of Conference Report.

Sen.
this bill

TOWNSEND:
now

is

In essence,

to require that the

the change that is in
Council shall reimburse

all

political subdivisions of the state for a portion of the salary,

and living expenses. This was not
Report adopted.

tuition

in the original bill.

The committee

of conference to which was referred House
No. 180, 'An Act relative to district courts' having considered the same report the same with the following recommendation:
Bill

That the House recede from its position of nonconcurrence
and concur in said amendment and the passage of said bill.
Sen. Jacobson
Sen.

Lamontagne

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Andrews
Rep. Palmer
Rep. Drabinowicz
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen.

Jacobson moved the Senate adopt the Committee

of Conference Report.
Sen.

JACOBSON: What

Senate version

is

the version that

Report adopted.

simply means
adopted.

this
is

is

that the
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The committee

of conference to

which was referred House

hold
regular sessions in certain towns within their district.' having
considered the same report the same with the following recomBill

No. 660, 'An Act requiring certain

district courts to

mendation:

That the senate recede from adopting

That the senate and house each adopt
ment to the bill:

Amend RSA

its

amendments, and

the following amend-

502-A: 2 as inserted by section 1 of the bill by
Lancaster Northumberland

striking out the lines reading

(Groveton)

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

Northumberland

Lancaster

(Groveton)

Bedford

Merrimack
Further amend the

bill

by striking out section 2 and

in-

serting in place thereof the following sections:
2 Payments.
2

the

following

Towns. Clerks

Amend RSA
new

502-A by inserting

of each district

after section

Reimbursement to
court enumerated in the preced-

section:

502-A: 2-a

ing section shall keep a record of the total number of cases disposed of during the preceding calendar year in each town listed

above in which such enumerated district court is directed to
hold regular sessions, and shall, with the approval of the justice, during the month of January in each year reimburse the
treasurer of each such listed town for said town's expenses in
the maintenance and repair of said town's courtroom facility
which is used by the district court at a rate of four dollars for
each case so disposed of during the preceding calendar year.
3 Effective Date.
its

This

act shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

Sen. Nixon, Dist. 9
Sen. Leonard, Dist. 13

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

1971
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Rep. Frizzell
Rep. David H. Bradley
Rep. Theriault
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen.

Nixon moved

Sen.

NIXON:

to the bill, as

we

the Senate adopt the report.

All this Conference

passed

it

Committee report does

amendment

in the first instance with

add Lancaster, Northumberland and Groveton
Merrimack-Bedford situation on the list.
is

to

In section

2,

the report provides a

will be a $4.00 per case

payment

little

more

clarity.

to the

There

in the case of litigated matters

held at a court other than the district courtroom. There was
some indication the original language might have permitted a
double payment.

Report adopted.

The committee

of conference to which was referred House
'An Act amending the business profits tax' having considered the same report the same with the following recommendations:
Bill 331,

That the house recede from
amendment;

its

position of nonconcurrence

in the senate

That

the senate recede from the adopion of

its

amendment

and

That the house and
amendments to the bill:

Amend

senate

each adopt the following

the bill by adding the following

new

section 16:

16 Repeal. RSA 77-A:5, IV (supp) as inserted by 1970, 5:1
providing a credit against the business profits tax for taxes paid
pursuant to RSA Chapter 82 is hereby repealed.

16

Further amend the bill by striking out the original
and adding the following new section 17:
17 Effective Date. Sections

take effect

1

upon passage provided

through 15 of
that sections

sections 6 through 15 shall apply to returns

1

section

this Act shall
through 4 and

and

taxes

account of taxable periods ending on or after July

1,

due on

1971 and
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provided further section 5 shall apply to the returns and taxes
after April 22, 1971. Section 16 shall take effect December

due

31, 1970.

Sen. Porter

Sen. Leonard

Conferees on the part of the Senate

Rep. Reddy
Rep. McLane
Rep. Clancy
Conferees on the part of the House
Sen. Porter

Sen.

moved

the Senate adopt the report.

LEONARD: The

Committee

of Conference report

does two things, Number 1, it takes the exemption away from
the telephone companies under the business profits tax; and
two, it takes out the Senate amendment which raised the tax
from 7% to 7i/4%. Under this report, it would be 7%.
Sen.

KOROMILAS: What

were the grounds

— what was

the reasoning behind reducing the business profits tax from

71/2% to
Sen.

7%?

LEONARD: The reasoning was the 7%

business climate for the State. Massachusetts has

4%

and Vermont

6%

in their business profits tax.

the big factors was that the telephone

company

tax

is

a better

7i^%; Maine
I
is

think one of
going to be

taxed and some people think it is |1.5 million and others say
$3 million, but it will bring in roughly $2 million, which will

make up

the difference of the

1/4*

KOROMILAS:

Are you aware that the State is having
funding some of the welfare programs? Doesn't
this mean chopping off about $2.2 million in funds that could
go for that purpose?
Sen.

difficulties in

Sen.

LEONARD: On

on the other hand

it

will

ing in there will be a lot
will be better

Sen.

the one hand, it chops off money and
add money. If you have business comof revenue for the State and the State

off.

NIXON:

I

support the Conference Committee

port, with particular reference to that part of

re-

which amends
it to eliminate the credit against the business profits tax, and
make the tax applicable to railroads and telephone companies.
it

1973
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SB 320 sponsored jointly by Sens. Bradshaw, Leonard and myself, would have accomplished the same purpose. I think it must
be recognized due credit is due to Reps. Spirou and Cares for detecting that element of the situation in the waning hours of the
legislative session and credit is due to Martin Gross for detecting
this possibility one and a half years ago. Without regard to the
rancor which has in some quarters marked this question, I again
extend what in my judgment is commendation to the Senate
for its judgment in having the constitutionality issue decided

on the subject. I hope
and support the Committee of Con-

in advance, rather than take hasty action

the Senate will go along

ference report.
Sen.

SPANOS:

I rise

in opposition to the

motion

to accept

the report, not because of the fact that the telephone company
I am very
has been included within the preview of the tax
proponents
happy to see that, having been one of the
of includ-

—

ing them in the first place. My main concern lies in the fact we
are accepting a reduction in the principle of the tax, as ^ve
passed it, from 7i/^% back to 7%. I am deeply concerned that
the $2 million estimated revenue we could receive from that
might very well serve, together with the other revenue we have
engineered, to fulfill the financial requirements as set forth by
Sen. Jacobson's bill including some increase for welfare. We
have to remember there are many around us in the General
Court and in the Administration who still feel that a special
session is going to be the only savior of our system and I know
that the Administration does not support increasing the tax
from 7% to 7i/4%. I say together with the other revenue we have
engineered and this 7 1/2% business profits tax it might just
make it barely possible for us to avoid a special session this
Fall. I hope my colleagues will not accept the Committee of
Conference report and perhaps a colleague of mine might move
to non-concur

and have

a

new Committee

of Conference ap-

pointed.
Sen.

SNELL:

ference report on

I rise

HB

in support of the

331.

I

favor a

7%

Committee

of

Con-

business profits tax

because I feel at this time there is a necessity to encourage industry to come into our State where we have what I consider
an economic recession at the present time and it looks like
we may continue in this patlooking at the market each day
out
in
radio
report I heard while I was
pointed
a
tern. As was
riding with Sen. Nixon from Manchester this afternoon, the

—

—
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rate structure

on telephone

rates will

once again

affect those

who own phones and also some property and I am
our rate structure may go up between $6 and $12 per

individuals
sorry

family with the passage of the tax on the telephone company
but I support the Conference Committee and support the legislation at this time.

Sen.

KOROMILAS: You

could be improved

if

say that the climate in the State
the business profits tax is left at 7i/2? Is

that correct?
Sen.
to see

SNELL:

remain

it

at

I made
6%.

that statement.

would

I

like really

KOROMILAS

Sen.

a tax of this sort

:Have you ever studied the effect of
on the likelihood of a business coming into

this State?

Sen.

SNELL: No.

Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

Committee

I rise

in support of the Conference

report, although the Senate

is

well aware

I

was in

opposition to increasing the tax. I wanted it to be left at 6%
and my main reason was because I felt, in my mind, by increasing it 1% it would hurt industry coming into New Hampshire.
But I would just as soon accept this as a compromise to 7%
which would be better than 7i/4%. I would have favored 6%

more than

I

would 7%, but
Committe as

the Conference

SMITH:

I
it

am

going to go for the report of

has been presented to us.

Committee of Conference Report. I think that the bill is a realistic bill which does
include the telephone tax and allows them to pay on the busiSen.

S.

I rise

in support of the

1%

ness profits tax. It also increases by

do not think that l/^%
in,

but

I

do

feel

it is

will

the existing tax rate. I

keep business out or bring business

one indication

to business of the sincerity

and
we do have employment

of this Legislature in keeping taxes reasonable for business

bring business into this State so that

and

full

employment.

I

think this will keep the climate for

dustry favorable and with the

1%

increase should bring in $5

million to $5i^ million additional revenue.
will

in-

I

hope the Senate

concur with the Committee of Conference report.
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Sen. KOROMILAS: I take it you are looking at it from the
point of view of business and not from the point of view of welfare.

Sen.

S.

SMITH:

I

look at

it

very

much from

the point of

view of welfare since I think in bringing business into
we will have full employment.
Sen.

SPAN OS: Would

this state

you verify whether or not the Gov-

ernor favors or disfavors the 7l/^%?

SMITH:

think he

Sen.

S.

Sen.

SPAN OS: That is his

Sen.

S.

I

favorable to the

7%

tax.

position?

SMITH: That is correct.

SPANOS: Did

Sen.

is

the Governor

make

that clear to the

conferees?

SMITH:

Sen.

S.

Sen.

DOWNING:

port. I think

we

I

do not know;
I

rise in

I

was not a conferee.

opposition to the committee

got this business of a business climate a

re-

little

out of perspective. Actually the only vehicle we have to raise
the revenue needed to run this State is before us now. If we
raise the revenue, we can operate the state the way it should be
and we won't need a special session and we won't get an income
tax. There isn't a businessman now paying the business profits
tax that, after talking with him, doesn't realize if we have a
special session and pass an income tax he will pay more money
than he would pay now if this tax went up to 9%. I think we are
really passing up an opportunity. I don't think we are facing up
to our responsibility by reducing this to 7%. We are going backward and playing into the grand design of those who would have
us come back in a special session and add another tax to burden
the average property taxpayer as well as the average businessman
and put us in the same position as neighboring states that not
only tax business, but tax the individual and tax the fellow
that owns the business on his income. We are just kidding them
and ourselves if we say, on the one hand, we want a good climate
and on the other hand, we pass something that will put the bite
on them anyway. I think it is unfortunate they did not take the
position of increasing the tax rather than decreasing it and it
can only result in the forecast we have had for a special session.
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

I rise

in opposition to the

Committee
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of Conference report.

think those

I

who were

here in the last
actually took the bur-

session know when this tax was passed, it
den off industry and business. It put the rate at 6% and it was
acknowledged at that time it was based on the ability to pay and
that industry would flow into the State because we lightened
the load of industry. I think we realize what has happened to the

business profits tax. Instead of bringing in $22.5 million it has
brought in $13 million or $12.8 million. This is what has caused
the problem this session

and we may

as well

know

it.

Now we

have the opportunity right now to increase the rate to bring it
up to what was actually estimated to some degree, up to at least
$15 million rather than $12.8 million. This Senate today, this
afternoon, is going to say "let's give business another break
and let it go at 7% even though the deficit continues to climb
higher because of the low income yield of the business profits
tax. Again the Senate will forget about the man on the street
and take care of business. How many friends does the man back
home have if all we think about is business, business, business,
and not think about the man back home and his taxes. I think
we are doing a great disservice to him. I also feel with respect to
taxes, the business profits tax or property taxes, a person comes
into this State for other reasons. This is a minor factor every
business takes into account.

I

said this at the special session as

Committee on Intergovernmental Relations made it very
clear business came into the State for other reasons
schools,
labor supply, etc.
and the last factor considered is the tax.
the

—

—

—

We

are not talking about astronomical taxes
we are talking
about one-half of one percent. I am dismayed that this Senate
this afternoon will say "forget it, we will give business another

break."
Sen.

FOLEY:

am

in support of the report.

I voted origilong suffering husband has
been answering the phone from businessmen who feel the 1%
they could take but they thought it most unfair to put the tax
burden for loss of revenue on them. For this reason, I am voting
for the Committee of Conference report.

nally for 7 1/4%

I

and

since then

my

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Koromilas. Seconded by Sen. Spanos.
Yeas: Sens. Lamontagne, Poulsen,

S.

Smith, Snell,

Town-
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Gardner, Nixon, English,
Brown, Tufts and Foley.

send,

Porter,

1977

Leonard,

Provost,

Nays: Sens. Spanos, Morrissette, McCarthy, Koromilas and

Downing.
Result: 14 Yeas, 5 Nays.

Committee

of Conference

Report adopted.

HOUSE ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE REPORT
SB 256,
mack county.

establishing a public defender system for Merri-

The committee

of conference to which was referred Senate
No. 256, 'An Act establishing a public defender system
for Merrimack county.' having considered the same report
the same with the following recommendation:

Bill

That the senate recede from its position of nonconcurrence
amendment and concur in said amendment

with the house

and the passage

of said bill.

Sen. Jacobson

Sen.

Leonard

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Andrews
Rep. Underwood
Rep. Tarr
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen.

Leonard moved the Senate adopt the

report.

Sen. LEONARD: SB 256 sets up a public defender system
a pilot program
in Merrimack County. If all members
had been in attendance the other day, there probably would
not have been a Committee of Conference appointed as there
was no actual difficulty with the bill.
Report adopted.

—

—

(Sen. Porter in Chair)

Sen.

Townsend moved

of Conference Report
capital improvements.

on

Committee
making appropriations for

the Senate adopt the

HB

606,
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Sen.

TOWNSEND:

that the Conference

I

will attempt to point out the changes

Committee made

amended

in the bill as

by the Senate. The amendment begins on page 8 of the Calendar and I will attempt to go through it in the order in which it
appears.
Sen. TOWNSEND: Mr. President, The conference committee report before us contains the following changes from
606 as amended by the Senate.

HB

five
five

six

The total appropriation for section I was decreased from
million three hundred fifty-six thousand six hundred sixtydollars to four million eight hundred nineteen thousand
hundred

sixty-five dollars.

The committee added paragraph D under Roman numeral
Aeronautics Commission. This is for taxiway lighting at
Grenier Field in Manchester. The appropriation calls for $60,000 to be expended with a net state expenditure of $21,000.
III

Under Roman numeral IV Education
for Physical Education areas at

the appropriation

Portsmouth and Manchester
Master Plan Development ap-

were eliminated. Paragraph (F)
propriation was reduced by $5,000 making a
for Education of $15,000.

Roman numeral V

total

reduction

Health and Welfare Paragraph B New
3 the wording is changed from

Hampshire Hospital paragraph

"administration building" to admission and diagnostic building."

The

dollar

amounts remain the same.

The next change
School.

is

under

Roman numeral VI

Industrial

We eliminated $360,000 for a new cottage.

Roman numeral VII

Resources and Economic DevelopPark part 3 Parking Lot was reduced to $50,000 with a net appropriation of $25,000 in place
of a net of $50,000. Paragraph B Bear Brook was eliminated and
Berlin Wayside Area was added making a net increase of $2,500 in paragraph B. Paragraph (F) Crawford Notch $50,000
has been eliminated. Paragraph (F) is now Land acquisition
and is reduced $100,000 and the footnote changed to give some
additional flexibility to the purchase of land in the Mount Sunapee Park area.

ment Franconia Notch

A

State

footnote has been added has been added to paragraph

H

1979
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providing for a

five

bond

issue to cover the cost of

dredging

Payment

in lieu of taxes to the

towns of

year

Hampton Harbor.
Paragraph

i

—

Pittsburg and Clarksville in the

amount

of $25,000 was deleted.

Roman numeral IX State Prison paragraph (b) New
Equipment was reduced by $13,000 and the equipment to be
purchased was listed as automatic feed and transfer system and
13 X 18 platen press. A new paragraph (c) was added calling
for the purchase of adjoining property at 286 North State
Street, Concord for $7,500.

Roman numeral XII Liquor
for $20,000 to be

areas

and drains

expended

at the Storrs

Commission,

is

new and calls
ramp

for reinforcement of loading

Warehouse.

The total appropriation for section II is $3,292,000, this
$600,000 more than was in this section as it left the Senate.
The reason being that the Senate version called for an infirmary
to be built on the Plymouth Campus. This item was in Section
III which is for self liquidating capital items. The infirmary
does not qualify as self liquidating therefore it now appears in
is

section

II.

Section 3 calls for a total appropriation of $3,655,000 or

than was approved by the Senate in HB 606 as
changes made by the conference committee were
the deletion of the student apartment house at Plymouth, the

$1,190,000

less

amended. The

transfer of the infirmary to Section II of the bill

tion of the

Alumni House

for the

and the addi-

Durham campus. The

item also includes a footnote to guarantee the State of

Hampshire the payment

of principal

case of default the property
State of

and

interest

and

latter

New

that in

and/or building will revert to the
such agreement to be subject to

New Hampshire and

the approval of Governor

and Council.

The next change made by
tion 4 of the

bill.

Section 4 as

the committee

amended by

is

found in Secwould have

the Senate

transferred the balance of the appropriation for the old Post

bank building
proposed in section 16 of

Office building to be used to help purchase the

and the Monitor Patriot Building
this amendment.

as

Section 4 now allocates these funds for planning and future
construction of a Legislative Officer Building using the site of
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the old Post Office buiding. The planning is to be done by the
of Public Works, said department to explore two al-

Department

ternative proposals

(1)

structure for hearing

the renovation of the old Post Office

rooms and

legislative office space

and or

demolition of said building and the erection of a new
structure to include legislative parking facilities, hearing rooms
and office space. Such proposals shall be submitted to the Legislative Office Space Committee as soon as completed.
(2)

The

last

gage

bill as amended by the Senate was
amendment requiring the University to en-

change in the

the deletion of the

New Hampshire

architects for

any construction to be de-

signed in the future.

The Capital Budget as recommended by the conference
committee calls for a total bond issue of $12,186,665 or $1,737,000 less than HB 606 contained as amended by the Senate.
Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

These two buildings we are going

to buy, are they taken out.

Sen.

TOWNSEND:

Sen.

MORRISSETTE: The

That

is in.

old post

office, is

that going to

be renovated or torn down?
Sen.

TOWNSEND:

That

is

to be studied.

I

will read

the paragraph in reference to that. As a matter of fact

it is

you
part

of the bill as you see it now. Section 4 allocates these funds for
planning and future construction of a legislative office building
using the site of the old post office building. The planning is to
be done by the Department of Public Works, said department
to explore two alternative proposals; (1) the renovation of the
old post office structure for hearing rooms and legislative office
space; and/or (2) demolition of said building and the erection
of a new structure to include legislative parking facilities, hearing rooms and office space with such proposals to be submitted
to the Legislative Office Space Study Committee as soon as completed.

Sen.
it is

to

MORRISSETTE: We

have the

final say if

they decide

be torn down?

Sen.

TOWNSEND: I am sure you will.

Sen. MORRISSETTE: Regarding the purchase of these
two buildings, are those buildings planned for the State to rent
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1981

will they be used for additional space for the Legis-

lature?

Sen.

which

is

TOWN SEND: They will be used for office space
now being rented by the State for State offices all over

town.

MORRISSETTE: We

Sen.

will not

these other buildings because they will be

Sen.

TOWN SEND:

Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

have to pay rent in

owned?

ones we are renting now are privately owned. We are presently paying enough rent for office
space around the city to justify purchase of these buildings so
that we can keep the State offices near the central area.

The

Most of these

offices

are currently

lodged in privately rented buildings rather than State owned
buildings?
Sen.

TOWNSEND:

That

is

correct.

Sen. BRADSHAW: I rise in support of the Committee
Report and I would like to congratulate the Senate conferees
for an outstanding job. They went through a lot of work to
come to a conclusion on this. My main point in rising is to explain the thinking of the Office Space Study Committee that
made the recommendation to the Senate Public Works Com-

mittee to include the purchase of the Monitor-Patriot Building
and the so-called New Hampshire Savings Bank Building. In
the negotiations that we had with the owners, particularly of
the old so-called Monitor-Patriot Building, we did agree that
it was only right that leases that are in effect at the time the
State might purchase those buildings should be honored so
that the tenants of that building do not have to worry about
being thrown out the day the State purchases that building.
There are some leases in there that will expire within a year;
there are some that will go up to 3 years; and, if I recall correctly, there is one that has a provision that could allow them to
stay almost 5 years. I think they have used up only about 5
months of their 5 year contract. But we do feel we owe these
people a moral obligation to allow them to continue in that
building. I do not believe the City of Concord will be hurt by
this because I have been led to believe the people who now own
the building are planning to put up a building in the Urban

Development Area

that

is

out there, which will be a rather ex-
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pensive piece of real estate and, consequently, will demand a
pretty hearty property tax payment to the City of Concord and,
of course, they hope to be able to get most of the tenants out of
the Monitor-Patriot Building into their new facility. While I
would hope the State would allow the tenants to stay as long as
they have a lease, I would also hope that, if that building is
constructed at an early date and the tenants in the MonitorPatriot Building choose to move into the other facility, the
State will allow

Sen.

them

to cancel their lease.

KOROMILAS:

I rise

in opposition to the

Committee

of Conference Report, mainly with respect to section 2 as

it

Merrimack Valley Branch. I think my colleagues
will recall when the bill came into the Senate, I raised some
questions with respect to the location of the Merrimack Valley
Branch. In 1970, the Special Legislature appropriated under
the Capital Budget somewhere in the vicinity of $60,000 to look
over a particular site. They did so and I have in my hands a
all that has been
report which shows overlays of the land
done
$60,000 worth. Yet, somewhere along the line, this
particular site was replaced by another site on Dunbarton Road
in Manchester. I have a Resolution which I will give to the
Clerk and this is a Resolution adopted by all the Trustees of
University of New Hampshire on the 26th of June, last Saturday, which reads as follows:
pertains to the

—

—

RESOLUTION

MOVED

that the Board of Trustees urgently request the
1971 New Hampshire General Court to authorize the Board of
Trustees of the University of New Hampshire to exercise its
option to purchase the so-called Grogan property in Bedford,
New Hampshire on or before 6-30-71, for $170,000 in order to
protect the more than $80,000 already expended at this site

pursuant to the orders of the General Court in the 1969 Sesand that the same be charged to the $500,000 included by
the Legislature in the University's Capital Budget for the Merrimack Valley Branch.
sion,

seems to me after all this study was made and this State
for a report with respect to the Bedford site, some$60,000
spent
to as the Manchester-Bedford site, that if
referred
times
this Session is willing to let this go down the
at
Legislature
the
some other site on which they are going to
find
and
rat hole
It
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spend $500,000

it

amount

make

doesn't

sense. I think $60,000

We

money.

1983
is

a con-

spend it all over
again with respect to the new site and the reason I do not support the Committee of Conference Report is because if the motion is not successful, I shall move to discharge the committee
of conference and move a new committee be appointed.
siderable

BRADSHAW: You

Sen.

June

of

will

have

to

said that resolution

was dated

26, just last Saturday.

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

BRADSHAW: Do you happen to know if the Trustees

Yes.

advised the conferees of that Resolution?
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

BRADSHAW:

I

do not know.

Are you aware of the

fact that

some of

the Trustees agreed with the change in site?
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

BRADSHAW: And yet now we are to

the Board of Trustees, by

other

am.

unanimous

vote,

understand that

want

to revert to the

site?

Sen.

and

I

KOROMILAS:

have the resolution.

I

It is

very clear

plain.

Sen.

BRADSHAW:

I

am

confident that you are very cap-

I am completely puzzled and
you can give me some explanation as to why the
Trustees felt one way and why they are in another position a
few days afterward. I wonder what the background might be.

able of reading
I

wonder

it.

However,

I

find

if

Sen. KOROMILAS: I would say I don't know what causes
an ambivalent attitude on their part. This was a meeting attended by the Trustees and they unanimously adopted the resolution. So far as I can see, this is the official resolution of the
Board of Trustees. What their feelings in between the time
they had the official meeting and what their feelings are now,
it would seem to me the resolution is the official document of
record.

Sen,

BRADSHAW:

Even knowing

of the testimony that

might have been given to the Senate Public Works Committee
and Senate Finance Committee, both of n'hom considered this
matter?
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Sen.

KOROMILAS:

think the resolution came after those

I

you are talking about the Conference Committee,
that is something different as to whether or not they came up and
advised the conferees as to what what was done. But this resolution was last Saturday and there were no committee meetings
of the Committees on Public Works or Finance after June 26.
meetings.

If

BRADSHAW:

Don't you think it would have been a
have at least sent a copy of that resolution
to the people charged with the responsibility of trying to rethe Committee of Conference on HB
solve that problem
Sen.

god idea

for

them

to

—

606?
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

cedure are but
see

of

it

I

in the paper.

Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

will

be used just

it

Sen.
it

do not know what methods of prowould have thought it was notice enough to
I

Don't you

as well in the

KOROMILAS:

I

don't think

has overlays of Merrimack-Bedford

ton

feel that report

new

site as
it

every bit

on the old

site?

could be used since

and none of the Dunbar-

site.

Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

It is

pretty

much

the same concept.

Sen. KOROMILAS: I imagine the buildings are the same,
but they would have to have a different type of foundation.
Sen.
is

MORRISSETTE:

in the report.

I

am

Are you aware

talking about the $60,000 that

this

change of

site

may

save $4

million instead of $60,000?
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

up cheaper and
Sen.

money

LEONARD:

will

I

would

say the

Bedford

site will

end

better than the one at Dunbarton.

be saved

if

In your investigation of this, how much
the Bedford site is used instead of Dun-

barton?

KOROMILAS:

So far as I know, $176,000 would buy
Bedford site. I know on the Conference
Committee report it talks about "design and land acquistion"
on page 13 of the Calendar and it shows "design and land acquisition, phase I, Dunbarton road site, Manchester" at $500,000. What I am suggesting is with respect to the site at Bedford
Sen.

the entire

site

— the

would cost is $176,000 for the design has already cost $60,000 and the acquisition of land is $176,000.
all it
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LEONARD: Do

1985

you know why the Manchester

site

$300,000 more?
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

No,

I

don't and

it

has never been ex-

plained.
Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

I

personally feel such a resolution

was never introduced to us in the Committee of Conference
and, so far as I am concerned, the site we have proposed is the
site they felt was much better. At the same time, it was mentioned that there would be additional land available at that site
and, therefore, that site was a lot better. I am sure the honorable
Senator from the 5th District will tell you he has already had
a meeting with some of the Trustees and he can tell you what
has been said in the Committee of Conference. In the beginning,
it was felt the other site was better but, after talking the matter
over further in the Committee, it was decided the site now before you is much better. I would like to yield to the Senator
from the 5th District to continue.
Sen. LEONARD: Did your Committee of Conference also
have any discussion on why one site cost approximately $300,000 more than the other?
Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

No.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Sen.

NIXON:

Does

make a difference to
we are now involved

it

the proceeding in which
to

know

that the

House has

just refused to

mittee of Conference Report on

Committee
Sen.

Sen.

for the Senate

concur in the Com-

HB 606 and has discharged the

of Conference?

TOWNSEND:

Committee

the conduct of

I

withdraw

my

motion

to adopt the

of Conference Report.

BRADSHAW: I move we discharge the Committee of
HB 606 and that a new committee be established.

Conference on
Adopted.

Sen.

lution

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
KOROMILAS: I woud like publicly

and have someone be instructed

of Conference look at

it.

to

to offer the reso-

have the Committee
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(Senate President in Chair)

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
MORRISSETTE: Due to the fact that none of the facts

Sen.

UNH

could have been brought up here on the location of the
branch, how will the Committee of Conference be made aware
of these facts regarding the Trustees and the other information
that has

been given?

CHAIR: The Committee

of Conference has the ability to

and I am sure, particularly
gone on here, they will give

ascertain the cost of the various items

in light of the conversation that has
it

due consideration.

Sen.

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
LAMONTAGNE: As a member of the

Committee

of

Conference on HB 606, on the resolution that has been submitted by the honorable Senator from the 21st District, I want
the record to show that the Committee did not have that copy
of the resolution which is now before us.

RECONSIDERATION
Sen.

S.

SMITH:

I

move

the Senate reconsider the action

whereby they adopted the Committee of Conference report on
HB 331 and urge the members to vote no.
Reconsideration

lost.

ENROLLED

BILLS

REPORT

HB 203, relative to professional services.
HB 220, establishing a special committee
quisition of certain

dams and the

to study the ac-

feasibility of enacting a local

assessment on shorelines.

HB 767, relative to witness fees for law enforcement officers
and changing the

effective date of

an act abolishing dower and

curtesy.

HB

expanding the discretion of the attorney general
and allowing
governmental units to enter into agreements for the construction, maintenance and operation of jails and other correctional
facilities and programs.
818,

in administering the land sales full disclosure act
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HB

1987

workmen's compensation on a volunengaged in business under certain circum-

509, providing

tary basis to persons
stances.

HB

527, legalizing the annual meeting of the

Claremont

school district.

HB

761, permitting the issuance of liquor permits to cer-

tain convicted felons

HB

upon approval

of the liquor commission.

915, including surviving spouse of disabled servicemen

in the class of person

HB

exempt from taxation on

and terms
town budget committees.

957, relative to election

at large of

HJR

a homestead.

of office of

members

providing for a deficiency appropriation for the
Retirement system and providing for a supplemental appropriation for the state treasurer.
19,

New Hampshire

HJR 40, to evaluate the utilization of state owned vehicles.
HJR 46, directing a study of the feasibility of establishing a
state

park named for Alan B. Shepard and directing an

gation and inventory of the

investi-

state's scenic rivers.

HB 712, relative to the traffic safety fund.
Sen. Ferdinando

For

The Committee.

HOUSE ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE REPORT

HB

817,

broadening the scope of the

common

law doctrine

of cy pres.

HB 930,
ing, filling,

relative to the prevention of pollution from dredgmining, transporting forest products, or other con-

struction,

HB

331,

amending the business

profits tax.

HOUSE DISCHARGE OF COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE REQUEST FOR NEW COMMITTEE
OF CONFERENCE
HB 525, relative to the incompatibility of town offices.
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The Speaker appointed
the part of the

The

members ot" said committee on
House, Reps. Blaine, Cox and Burke.
as

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Jacobson

and Leonard.

RECESS

HOUSE ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE REPORTS
HB 180, relative to district courts.
HB 342, to establish a police standards and training council

and

and training requirements for
and making an appropriation there-

to provide educational

members

of police forces

for.

HB

351, relative to increasing the tax

and making an appropriation

HB

660, requiring certain district courts to hold regular

sessions in certain

towns within their district.

ENROLLED
SB

on tobacco products

therefor.

BILLS

REPORT

250, to eliminate unfair insurance practices.

Sen. Ferdinando

For

The Committee

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORTS
The committee

of conference to which was referred House
No. 990, 'An Act relative to the application of the minimum wage laws to certain employees of restaurants, hotels and
similar businesses.' having considered the same report the same
with the following recommendation:
Bill

That the house recede from
amendment:

its

position of nonconcurrence

in the senate

That the Senate recede from adopting its amendment; and
That the House and Senate each adopt the following amendment;

Amend

the bill by striking out

serting in place thereof the following:

all after

section 2

and

in-
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Deductions. Amend RSA 279 by inserting after
section 21 the following new section:
3

of

Wage

279:21-a Deductions to Determine Wages. For the purposes
in the hotel, motel, cabin, tourist home and

employment

restaurant industries an employer shall be entitled to deduct
from the minimum wage hereinabove prescribed allowances
for meals and lodging. The maximum of such deductions shall

be

as follows:
I.

Full Board

Full Board

and

and

Room (Weekly) — $18.00

Room (Daily) — $2.60

— $12.60
Meals (Per Meal) —
Lodging (Weekly) — $5.50
Lodging (Daily) —

II.

Meals (Weekly)

$ .60

III.

$ .90

4 Effective Date, This act shall take effect sixty days after
its

passage.

Sen. Porter

Sen. Foley

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Shirley Clark
Rep, Joseph Cote
Rep. Merrill
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen. Foley

moved the Senate adopt

the report.

Sen. FOLEY: For the purposes of employment in a hotel,
motel, cabin, tourist home and rest home, we changed some of
the weekly maximum amounts of deduction that the owners

could have. All members agreed, as did

many

other interested

people.

Report adopted.

The committee

of conference to which was referred House
No. 218, 'An Act relative to fishing limits in Great Bay'
having considered the same report the same with the following
recommendation
Bill

That

the house recede from

with the senate amendment; and

its

position of nonconcurrence
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That

the Senate recede from the adoption of

its

amend-

ment; and

That the House and Senate each adopt
amendments to the bill:

Amend

the

title

of the bill

the following

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
referring the

Uniform Controlled Substance Act

to the legislative study committee.

Amend

the bill by striking out

and inserting
1

illegal

all after

the enacting clause

in place thereof the following:

Legislative Findings; Referral. In view of the increasing
traffic

in

and use of controlled drugs, the legislature
need for drug control measures more

finds that there exists a

extensive than those presently incorporated in the statutes.
Therefore, the legislative study committee or an appropriate
standing committee of the house and senate is hereby directed
to study the feasibility of new drug control legislation. Specifically, the committee shall carefully consider the Uniform
Controlled Substances Act as promulgated in 1970 by the National Conference of

Commissioners on Uniform State Laws

and

in cooperation with Legislative Services, shall prepare a

bill

incorporating or based upon said act for introduction at

the next regular session of the legislature before the

end

of the

second week of said session.
2 Effective Date. This act shall take effect sixty days after
its

passage.

Sen. Koromilas
Sen. Morrissette

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Maynard
Rep. Chamberlin
Rep. Randall
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen. Koromilas
Sen.

moved

the Senate adopt the report.

KOROMILAS: The

portion of the

bill in the

only change is that there was a
to send it to the Legisla-

amendment
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tive Study Committee. Since this has been abolished, all the
change does is to substitute "standing committee of the House

and Senate."
Report adopted.

The committee

of conference to which was referred House
No, 663, 'An Act adopting the uniform act on paternity.'
having considered the same report the same with the following
recommendation
Bill

That the house recede from its position of nonconcurrence
amendment, and concur in the adoption of the
senate amendment, and
in the senate

That the house and
ment to the bill:

Amend
section

1

senate each adopt the following amend-

the bill by striking out

RSA

168-A:3 as inserted by

of the bill.

Further amend the bill by renumbering RSA 168-A:4
through 168-A:13 as inserted by section 1 of the bill as RSA
168-A:3,4,

5, 6, 7,

8,9, 10, 11, 12

Sen. Koromilas
Sen.

Downing

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Underwood
Rep. Drabinowicz
Rep. Eastman
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen. Koromilas

moved

the Senate adopt the report.

KOROMILAS: The House adopted the Senate verThere was an amendment put in by the Senate and there
was some misunderstanding with respect to the limitations. We
Sen.

sion.

put an additional limitation to within one year of the birth of
the child conceived out of wedlock. We took out a section which
was inconsistent with that limitation.
Report adopted.

The committee

of conference to which was referred House
'An Act permitting Sunday racing.' having considered
the same report the same with the following recommendation:
Bill 450,
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in

That the House recede from
the Senate amendment, and

That

position of nonconcurrence

its

the Senate recede from

position in adopting

its

its

amendments, and

That the Senate

pass sections

form as passed by the House,

1

and

2 of the bill in the

That the Senate and House each adopt
amendments to the bill:

Amend

same

and
the following

the bill by striking out the original section 3 and

inserting in place thereof the following
3 Application.

On

and

new sections:

after the effective date of this sec-

be permitted in any town which
proves the issuance of a license pursuant to RSA 284:I7-a.
tion,

Sunday racing

shall

4 Sunday License.
tion 17 the following

Amend RSA
new

284 by inserting after

section: 284:17-a

ap
sec-

— Restriction on

Sunday Racing. On and after the effective date of this section
no license shall be issued by the commission under the provisions hereof for holding a race meet on a Sunday in any town
unless and until the town at an annual or special meeting, called
for the purpose has

by majority vote approved of the issuance

of said license in said town.
5 Effective Date. Sections

upon its passage; and
cember 30, 1971.

1

sections

and 2 of this act shall take effect
3 and 4 shall take effect on De-

Sen.

Gardner

Sen.

Downing

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Reddy
Rep. Balomenos
Rep. Dulac
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen.

Gardner moved the Senate adopt the report.

Sen.

DOWNING: The

biggest change was

to the original terms of the bill as

The

it

reverted back

came from the House with

The figures did not justify the change to
operation of the race track on Sunday brings in labor

10-8 rather than 9-9.
9-9.

it
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there and
endum.
Sen.

as

1993

and a half and double time. The option stays in
of December 31, the community may hold a refer-

GARDNER:

Also, they

would have

they operated on Sunday at 9-9 because the
horse owners was never figured in.
if

lost

about $1 1,000

47.4% paid

to the

Report adopted.

The committee

of conference to which was referred House
No. 496, 'An Act redistricting the county commissioners
districts in Rockingham county.' having considered the same
report the same with the following recommendation:
Bill

That

from
in the senate amendment, and
the house recede

its

position of nonconcurrence

That the senate recede from its
amendment to the bill, and pass the

position in adopting
bill in the

same form

its

as

passed by the house.

Brown

Sen.

Sen. Foley

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Casassa
Rep. Charles Cummings

Rep Maynard
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen.

Brown moved

Sen.

BROWN: The

bill

of the House.

The

came out

the Senate adopt the report.

remains the same as it was when it
Senate amendment was defeated.

Report adopted.
of conference to which was referred House
'An Act to allow discovery in criminal matters
prior to indictment.' having considered the same report the
same with the following recommendation:

The committee

Bill

No.

That

164,

the house recede from

in the senate

its

That the senate recede from
amendment, and
That

position of nonconcurrence

amendment, and
its

position in adopting

the senate pass the bill in the

by the house.

same form

its

as passed
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Sen. Jacobson
Sen. Leonard

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. David Bradley
Rep. Nighswander
Rep. Alukonis
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen.

Leonard moved the Senate adopt the

Sen.

LEONARD: The

ence

is

ment

that the bill

is

result of the

the same as

it

was

report.

Committee

originally.

that the Senate adopted to provide that

of Confer-

The amend-

when

a probable

cause hearing has been scheduled the defendant cannot be indicted until after the probable cause hearing has been held was
deleted.

Report adopted.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Does the Legislative Budget Assistant

have any figures with respect to the monies that are coming in
that the Conference Committees have already adapted to give
us some idea how much money is being raised this particular

biennium?

CHAIR: The Chair would feel that question would better
be directed to the Legislative Budget Assistant who I am sure
would be very glad to have you talk with him and, I am sure,
would give you whatever information he has.

KOROMILAS: Is there any prohibition to the LegisBudget Assistant coming down to us in a Committee of

Sen.
lative

the

Whole

everyone

— not only myself but am sure
concerned —
what revenues are in

to explain to us

else

is

vitally

I

as to

the offing at the present time with regard to those committees
that have already decided on the Conference Committee reports.

CHAIR:

I know of no proBut at the moment,
I do not think we can expect the Legislative Budget Assistant
to come out with the figures until we have taken some definitive

hibition that

In answer to your question,

would rule out

that possibility.

action.

Sen. KOROMILAS: It is my understanding every Conference Committee with respect to unrestricted funds has come to
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I am aware that HB 153 and HB 400 have not
been decided upon but it was my understanding that every unrestricted fund bill the Committee of Conferences have agreed
upon and we have adopted the reports.

a conclusion.

CHAIR: HB

400 may be considered restricted revenue, but
know there is any restricted money in HB
153 and it would appear it was properly classified as unrestricted
revenue and I would repeat my answer to your original question
that the Lesfislative Budgjet Assistant's office is there to be of
assistance to any member of the Senate and, if any member
wishes to go up and get those figures, I see no prohibition against
the Chair does not

it.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Sen. MORRISSETTE: The Senators from Manchester are
very disturbed that the city of Manchester is being left out in
the redistricting of Senatorial Districts.
are very concerned

We

and we do not want

to

be

left out.

CHAIR: The
of Manchester

Chair knows of no move to exclude the City
from the State of New Hampshire.

The CHAIR

requested the Senators from the First and
come to the Rostrum. The following
Resolution was read and presented to Senator Laurier Lamontagne and Senator Robert English:

the Eleventh District to

RESOLUTION
We, the members of New Hampshire's 1971 State Senate,
join in felicitations to two of our associates for establishing an
all-time record by their current service of ninth consecutive
terms in

this

chamber.

These distinguished members are Senators Robert EngHancock and Laurier Lamontagne of Berlin. They have

lish of

new mark in the history of our 187-year-old State Senate
by continuous service covering a period of 18 years.

set a

Senators English and Lamontagne have exceeded the previous record of eight consecutive two-year terms set in 1961 by
Mrs. Marye Walsh Caron of Manchester, who then went on to

become

the only

Commission.

woman

ever appointed to the State Liquor
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Senator English, at 67, is a retired U.S. diplomatic service
who has since produced an enviable record of service in
this Senate, while promoting educational facilities. He is President of Monadnock Community College at Peterborough, and
has pioneered proposed return of this General Court to annual
sessions, a much needed legislative reform.
official

Senator Lamontagne, a youthful 53, needs no introducchampioning of veterans' affairs and the welfare of

tion, for his

his

North Country constituents, has made him
and rightfully
His proud boast

—

ate fixture.

virtually a Senso

—

is

that

has never missed a single day's Senate session, nor a roll
throughout his nine terms of service.

he

call,

attest to this record-breaking
and Lamontagne. The SenEnglish
achievement held jointly by
ate's previous all-time service mark, since its constitutional life
began in 1784, was set in 1803 by Amos Shepard of Alstead
when he completed 15 years, when annual sessions were the

Legislative

records

give

vogue. The next highest, of eight one-year reelections, was set
in 1815 by Joshua Darling of Henniker and Moses P. Payson of
Bath simultaneously.

The Chair

expressed his gratitude to the Legislative Hisfor his outstanding research and for his
fine cooperation in preparing the Resolutions.
torian,

Leon Anderson,

RECESS

HOUSE ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE REPORTS

HB

990, relative to the application of the minimum wage
laws to certain employees of restaurants, hotels and similar businesses.

HB 663, adopting the uniform act on paternity.
HB 450, permitting Sunday racing.
SB

312, regulating the powers of the

New Hampshire Amer-

ican Revolution Bicentennial Commission.

1997
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HOUSE CONCURRENCE TO SENATE AMENDMENT
HB 964, relative to real estate investments by cooperative
and loan

banks, building

associations

and savings and loan

as-

sociations.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
The House
for a

has voted to accede to the request of the Senate

Committee of Conference on:

SB

establishing obligations of the

189,

Higher Educational and Health

Facilities

New Hampshire

Authority

as "legal

investments."

The Speaker

members

committee
on the part of the House, Reps. Hanson, Bowles, Bednar, Merrill and Allen.
has appointed as

of said

HOUSE RECALL FROM THE GOVERNOR
SB

302, prohibiting discrimination because of age or sex.

SENATE CONCURRENCE TO HOUSE AMENDMENT
SB

302, prohibiting discrimination because of age or sex.

AMENDMENT
Amend SB

302 by adding the following

new

section to the

bill:

7 Limitation.

Amend RSA

354-A:8 by adding after para-

graph VII the following:
"VIII. Limitation. The prohibitions in this chapter with
regard to age discrimination in employment shall be limited to
individuals who are less than sixty-five years of age."

Further

amend SB 302 by renumbering

section 7 to section

8.

Sen.

Nixon moved concurrence.

Sen.

NIXON: The

the possibility of

purpose of the amendment

SB 302 which

to avoid

from interfering with existing penand other such matters where discrimination on ac-

tion because of age or sex,

sion plans

is

generally prohibits discrimina-
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count of age

amendment
of the

valid

is

under federal

statutes.

does. It does not interfere

That

is

all

the

unduly with the purpose

bill.

Amendment

adopted.

APPOINTMENT TO COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
HB 606, making appropriations for capital improvements.
President appointed Sens. Townsend and Lamontagne
to continue as conferees on the part of the Senate.

The

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORTS
The committee
Bill

of conference to

which was referred House
on the question of

1006, 'An Act permitting local votes

Sunday sales to be by special election.' having considered the
same report the same with the following recommendation:

That the house recede from
amendment, and

position of nonconcurrence

its

in the senate

That the senate recede from
amendment, and

its

position in adopting

its

That the senate and house each adopt the following amendments

to the bill:

Amend

the

title

of the bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
permitting local votes on the question of Sunday sales to be by
special elections and permitting running horse and harness
horse racing and dog racing after noon on Sunday.

Amend

the bill by striking out

and inserting

all after

the enacting clause

in place thereof the following:

Action at Special Election for Certain Towns. Amend
578:5 (supp) as amended by striking out said section and
inserting in place thereof the following: 578:5 Exceptions.
Nothing in this chapter shall prevent the selectmen of any town,
or the city council of any city, from adopting by-laws and ordinances permitting and regulating retail business, plays, games,
1

RSA

and exhibitions on the Lord's Day, provided such bylaws and ordinances are approved by a majority vote of the legal
sports,
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next regular election. In towns
may be obtained at a
special election held before the regular election. But no such
by-laws or ordinances shall permit public dancing on the Lord's
Day after 1 a.m., or prize fights at any time on the Lord's Day,
or the games of baseball, hockey, or football, or any games,
sports, or exhibitions of physical skill at which admission is
charged or donations accepted, to be held earlier than one o'voters present

and voting

at the

of over twenty thousand said approval

clock in the afternoon, or the opening of theatrical or vaudeville

performances or motion pictures earlier than two o'clock in the
afternoon.

Amend RSA 578
following
new
section: 578:4-a
by inserting after section 4 the
Sunday Racing Exempted. No provision of this subdivision shall
prohibit or authorize the prohibition of running or harness
2

Horse Racing Permitted on Sundays.

horse racing meets or dog racing meets on Sunday after midday and no action shall be required because of the provisions of

by the selectmen of a town or the
town meeting to permit any such meet.

this subdivision

of a city or a

3 Effective Date.

This

act shall take effect

Sen.

Gardner

Sen.

Downing

city council

upon

its

passage.

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Reddy
Rep. Balomenos
Rep. Dulac
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen.

Gardner moved the Senate adopt the

Sen.

DOWNING: The

000 population

and

report just enables towns over 20,-

meeting to deal with Sunday
thing further, on page 2, section 2, it
Sundav horse racing which was mixed up in this area
to

hold

retail sales ordinances.
clarifies

report.

a special

One

says this statute does not cover

it

as it

is

covered in 284.

Report adopted.

The committee

of conference to which was referred Senate
'An Act to improve the administration of and increasing benefits under the workmen's compensation law.' having considered the same report the same with the following recBill

No.

127,

ommendation:
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That the senate recede from its position of nonconcurrence
with the house amendment and concur in the adoption of the
house amendment to the bill, and that the house and senate
each adopt the following amendment to the bill:

Amend

the

title

of the bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

An Act
improve the administration of and increasing benefits under
the workmen's compensation law and relative to the rights of
parties to be heard in unemployment compensation cases.
to

Amend

by striking out section 16 and inserting in

the bill

place thereof the following:

Employer Information and Waiver. Amend RSA 282:5amended by 1955, 141:10; 1957, 118:6; and 1969, 460:8,
by striking out said paragraph and inserting in place thereof
16

B

(3) as

the following:
(3) (a) In finding the facts material to a claim, the certifying officer shall in every case where the reason for an individual's leaving employment may be material:
(1)

Send

to the

employing unit and/or employer for

whom

the claimant last performed services a notice of the filing of a
claim advising that he may appear in person in a given office of
the department at a specific time

and date

complete factual information with respect
of said services,
(2)

Send

to furnish full

to the

and

discontinuance

and

to the

same employing unit and/or employer

as

in (1) above a request for full and complete information relative to the discontinuance of the claimant's employment, and
(3)

Send

to the

in (1) above a waiver
chapter.

same employing unit and/or employer as
form as provided in section 5-B (8) of this

(b) The notice, request and waiver form as provided for in
above may be in one or more forms, and shall be as provided
for in the regulations of the commissioner, including such time
limitations as he deems appropriate.
(a)

(c) Failure on the part of the employing unit and/or employer to respond in at least one of the three methods provided
in (a) above shall, at the expiration of the period set for re-
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sponse, be deemed an irrevocable waiver of his rights to be
heard before the determination is made, and benefits charged
to his account as a result of the determination shall remain so
charged even though the claimant is, by reason of some later
decision, held not to be entitled to such benefits.
17 Effect of Certifying Officer Determination.

282:5-B

(7) as

amended by

1955, 141:10,

Amend RSA

by striking out said

paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following:

no appeal from a determination by a certifying oftaken within the time limits in (6) above such determination shall thereupon become final and benefits shall be paid
or denied in accordance therewith, subject to the provision in
(6) above relative to good cause for late filing of the appeal;
provided, however, that the certifying officer's determination
shall continue to have effect as though no appeal had been
(7) If

ficer is

filed with respect to all weeks of unemployment and any amount
not affected by the appeal.

18

Stopped.

Claimant

to

Amend RSA

be heard
282:5-B

before

(9) as

Benefit

amended by

Payment

is

1955, 141:10,

by striking out said paragraph and inserting in place thereof
the following:

be a condition precedent to the cessation of payany individual that he be given an opportunity to appear in person at a designated office in accordance
with the commissioner's regulation to be heard relative to his
continued entitlement to benefits. His failure to appear within
the designated period shall be deemed a waiver of such right
and he shall be bound by the determination unless he appeals
as provided in (6) above.
(9) It shall

ment

of benefits to

19 Benefit Payments to Continue until Final Decision.

Amend RSA

282:5-B (10) as amended by 1955, 141:10, by striking out said paragraph and inserting in place thereof the fol-

lowing:
(10) Benefits

found payable by any administrative

deter-

mination or decision, or court decision, order or decree, shall
be immediately paid in accordance therewith up to the week
in which a subsequent appellate body renders a decision, order
or decree finding that benefits were not and/or are not payable. If the final decision, order or decree so decides an issue
that the claimant would not have received the benefits paid him
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by

a prior decision, such

The commissioner

amount

be deemed overpaid.
amount by civil action in

shall

shall recover such

any manner provided for the collection of contributions in section 12 of this chapter, and shall withhold, in whole or in part
as determined by the commissioner, any future benefits payable
to the individual, and credit such amount against the overpay-

ment

until

it is

repaid in

full.

20 Effective Date. Section

1

shall take effect thirty days

and 19 shall take effect sixty
The remainder of the act shall take effect

after passage. Sections 16, 17, 18

days after passage.

July

1,

1971.

Sen. Porter
Sen.

Lamontagne

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Merrill
Rep. Gate
Rep. Dion
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen. Porter
Sen.

moved

the Senate adopt the report.

LAMONTAGNE:

with House amendments

SB 127 as returned to the Senate
made several technical changes.

In addition, of major interest to the Senate, the House re5, "Spouses' Actions Barred." Further comment
on this will be made shortly.

stored section

The House
tion

9,

"Award

did not restore what the Senate
of Fees

and

knew

Interest", this 281:37-a

as sec-

remains as

inserted in 1969.

The Conference Report

accepts the

House version

of

SB

127.

The Report in addition adds certain unemployment compensation law changes made necessary by a recent U.S. Supreme
Court decision.

The

decision in effect says that benefits

up during appeal

may not be held

proceedings. As a result, the U.S. Department

Labor has notified New Hampshire that its law must be
changed at the earliest opportunity to avoid being out of conformity with the Federal Social Security Act. (a copy of the
advices from Washington is available)
of
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This requirement was accomplished by adding sections
and 19 to the Bill.

16,

17, 18,

Mr. President, during the Senate debate on SB 127 (the
Workmen's Compensation bill) in the early morning hours, the
implication was made that Senators were not sufficiently in-

formed about the barring of spouses' action
Section 5 of the substitute

as

contained in

bill.

Mr. President, as you know, the record will show that I
read the explanation of the then Section 5 to the Senate. I
would now like to add that the same Section 5 and the same
exact language was in SB 127 as I introduced it March 25, 1971.
Thus it had been before the Senate for some two and one-half
months.
Mr. President, attempting to combat the legal minds of the
is difficult at any hour. It is particularly so at about 4:00
o'clock in the morning. I apologize for not having been able to
bring to mind, at that hour in the morning, some of the background of this so-called Section 5 proposal which had been
fully discussed and favorably acted upon by the Interim-Study
committee established by the 1969 House and Senate. I served
Senate

as a

member

of that committee.

Mr. President, that committee, with the labor commissioner
designated by the law as chairman, included
repby law
resentatives of management, labor, insurance carriers and five
members of the General Court.

—

—

That committee, Mr. President, thoroughly discussed the
and unanimously approved the proposal that a
wife or husband should not be able to sue an employer who
under this very bill must provide compensation for up to
$31,000 in death cases and unlimited amounts in certain disissue involved

ability cases.

Mr, President, the provision is the result of a Supreme
Court decision under the Labonte vs. National Gypsum Company case. A workman had suffered an injury resulting from
being struck on the neck by a fellow worker. The Labor Commissioner awarded workmen's compensation payments of $58
per week and medical benefits.

Our law

is

clear in that a

under common law against

his

workman cannot

also bring suit

employer for negligence. How-
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under a

ever,

bill

sponsored by Senator Leonard of the 13th
RSA 507:8-a reads as follows: "In a

District in 1967 (SB 136)

proper action, either a wife or husband

damages

is

entitled to recover

impairment of right of consortium whether
caused intentionally or by negligent interference". The courts
have said this includes marital relationships, comfort, companship, sexual relations, and so forth.
for loss or

Mr. President, if this is allowed to stand, and you may
have noticed that Senator Leonard's law says "either a wife or
husband" can recover, it is easy to imagine that common law
suits will be filed by spouses in endless numbers of workmen's
compensation cases. And this is facing us at a time when we are
forcing employers to provide weekly benefits up to $92, perhaps about the highest in the Nation.
Mr. President, the Supreme Court of New Hampshire, afwhat I have called the Leonard law and the fact that
the employee had waived his rights went on to say
"This
waiver of the husband is not a bar to his wife's action because"
and I emphasize the following
"unlike many compensation statutes which specifically exclude actions by a spouse, parents, dependents and next of kin, ours contains a very simple
and limited waiver of the husband's own common law rights."
ter noting

—

—

—

I

understand that

to

mean

that our

"many"

Supreme Court took

have clearer "excluthan does New Hampshire and without
our proposed provision regarding spouses' rights they, the
Court, will have no alternative but to go on sustaining such
the trouble to point out that

states

sive liability" clauses

claims.

Mr. President, I will quote the Supreme Court's words
if necessary, but I respectfully suggest that if New Hampshire's workmen's compensation law, one of the first and more
liberal in the Nation, is not to be seriously undermined, we
must approve the so-called spouse amendment.
again

Notation: If asked,
gence" in the National

it

appears that the employer's "negli-

Gypsum case was that the employer
the two employees did not get along and should have
transferred one of them to another area.

knew

Among

the states having broader exclusive provisions are
York, Minnesota, Iowa, Georgia, Tennessee, Texas, Missouri, West Virginia, Michigan, Oklahoma, California and New

New

2005
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Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers'
There may be others and those without such provisions
very likely do not have the "Leonard Law".

Jersey, Also the federal

Act.

Report adopted.

RECONSIDERATION
Sen.

whereby

R. Smith moved the Senate reconsider its action
non-concurred in the adoption of the House amend-

it

ment.
Adopted.

SENATE CONCURRENCE TO HOUSE AMENDMENT
SJR

committee to study the feasibility of
and making an appropriation therefor.

28, to establish a

off-track betting

Sen. R. Smith
Sen. R.

moved

the Senate concur.

SMITH: The amendment

has removed the appro-

priation.

Amendment

adopted.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORTS
See House Journal page 1770.
Sen. Poulsen

Sen.

moved

the Senate adopt the report.

POULSEN: Under

the old

HB

400, towns

and

cities

TRA

increase and
got $5,250,000 in block grants, |1 million in
$1 million miscellaneous, making $8 million out of a $16 million increase from the 2c gas tax. Under the Committee of Conference report, block grants were raised to $8,900,000, emergency funds of $1 million, Duncan Funds were increased $200,-

000 making a

Both of these figures
have increased the amounts to
towns and cities by roughly $1 million a year in this compromise. The State Highway Department undoubtedly needs more
than we gave them in the bill as it passed the Senate a few days
ago. For one thing they need an increase in money for the increase they have to pay for the overtime of State Police which
had not been realized; Also for initiating the picture license
which we will now have. The Committee split the difference.
You might say it is about on the basis of half and half.
total increase of $10,175,000.

are for a two year period.

We
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MORRISSETTE:

was very pleased when Senator
Poulsen moved for the Ic increase to help our cities and towns.
I felt the part the people would pay combined with the part the
big trucking firms and industry would pay would be a good
thing and when we went further and increased it to 2c, I thought
Sen.

I

But

this a very progressive step.

I

listened to the debate in the

House and I was disappointed to find out they had reneged on
our recommendation, not reneged, but they were not willing to
go along with the Senate recommendation. I feel we are ending
up with a 2c increase. It is true we will get ^2 million and the
State will get $6 million but the problem is it is not a good
deal. I do not think anyone would want to give me $10 if I
gave them $6. Furthermore, I found no need in the last six
months for additional revenue in the Highway Department.
The Highway Department budget is almost equal to the complete budget of all other departments combined and they also
have those toll roads which is additional funds for them. It is
paid by tolls but it is additional budget. I understand we have
the problem of $800,000 for the special license with pictures
but I still feel that could have come out of the 7c gas tax. I hope
we will stick by what we decided as a group was right for the
people of the State and I am sure if they want to find another
$1 million for these certificates with pictures they can do so. I
feel the cities and the towns right now are in a critical condition. They have far more roads to take care of and far less money
to do it. I would prefer to see the complex tax defeated than to
see this type of formula. They also bring up about where we

—

I think they mentioned 19%.
you want to check budgets in this area, we can do
so two years from now. This afternoon we were discussing in
here the business climate but now we are taxing them from
some other angle. I still feel it is a bad deal for our people. If
we are going to pass any form of tax, it should go back to them to
be used to solve their problems. I hope we do not concur with
Mr. Trowbridge's recommendation.

will get a higher percentage
I

am

sure

Sen.

-

if

NIXON:

N.H. Municipal

I

am

looking at the figures produced by the
I note that at Ic our block grant

Association.

and cities, the Municipal Association has
estimated there would be $3,9 to the cities and towns. Our action with respect to
400 was to increase that Ic to 2c which,

distribution to towns

HB

if I

am

would

correct,

means

get $7.8 million

that in a

and

I

biennium the cities and towns
not sure as compared to that

am
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figure either |7.8 million per year or $15.6 per

much

this will

provide to the

cities

POULSEN: Under

Sen.

towns and

cities

would

million, plus $1 million

2007

biennium, how

and towns.

the compromise in a biennium,

which would be $4.5
on emergency funds for things like the
get $8,900,000

bridge in Woodstock, plus increase in

Duncan funds

to $200,-

which makes a total in the biennium of $10,175,000 which
would be half of that for a year.
000,

NIXON: Am

Sen.

I

correct that

we would be

something in the vicinity of $10.1 million to the
towns as opposed to $15.6 million?

getting

cities

and

POULSEN:

$10.2 million compared to a total intake
of approximately $16 million.
Sen.

Sen. NIXON: Do you know whether or not if HB 400 in
conference compromise form is adopted, the Highway Department will have sufficient funds to implement, as it had up to
last year, the summer maintenance program, including roadsides,

mowing,

etc.

Sen. POULSEN: I understand they will have enough to
run the summer as well as the winter maintenance and also the
Department of Motor Vehicles will get the additional $300,000
they need to institute the picture license as well as the increase
in overtime pay for the State Police which we voted.

NIXON: Having

Sen.

HB 400

participated in the deliberations on

outset, are you and the other members reasonably satisfied that the distribution of the 2c per gallon increase
as betAveen cities and towns on the one hand and the State on
the other is in the best interests of all?

from the

Sen. POULSEN: I certainly am. We have increased the
revenue to the cities and towns by about $1 million a year which
is a big help to the tax rate. It is unencumbered so that the ordinary appropriation can be forgotten and used for other things
so that the towns can decrease their tax rate by use of this increase we give them. I think it is as close as you can shave it and
still let

the

Sen.

amount
tion

—

Highway Department

KOROMILAS:

is

formula which the
the computathe number of people plus the

take

I

back to the
the same as it was

to be sent

live.

it

cities

—

the

and towns

—
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mileage of roads. That has not been tampered with?
Sen.

POULSEN:

It is still

GARDNER:

Sen.

Isn't

the same.
it

also

true that in Mr.

House he spoke
version and ours had no growth

Trow-

growth factor

bridge's presentation to the

of a

built into his

factor built in?

Sen.

POULSEN:

Yes.

Sen. SPANOS: I rise in favor of the motion to concur. As
you are aware, I spoke in opposition to giving the entire 2c back
to the towns and cities because I felt the Highway Department
programs for the State would be very seriously damaged. I am
happy to see the Committee of Conference saw fit to realize the
problem and I am glad they resolved it in this manner.

SMITH:

I rise in support of the Committee of Conthink the conferees have worked hard and came
with a very reasonable and workable law which does main-

Sen.

ference report.

up

I

tain the integrity of the

Highway Department and

will aid

them

in their maintenance programs. I think the Committee should
be commended on the work they have done.

Sen. MORRISSETTE: Do you feel if the Highway Department needed $1 million or $1.5 million they could have
given them $11/9 million rather than $6 million?

NIXON:

I will be frank with you and say I don't
thing about the way in which gas tax monies
which will now be 9c a gallon are, in fact, allocated and dis-

Sen.

know

the

first

tributed except what
the case, as

my

is

I

have learned in

the case in so

many

this Session.

other areas,

I

That being

have

to place

know. In this case, the Committee on
Public Works and Highways and particularly the conferees on
this Committee have come to the conclusion, after studying and
restudying and conferring with the House and the Highway Department people that this is the fairest way the issue can be resolved. I guess my direct answer would be, no, and my indirect
would be, so far as I can tell from what they have told me, yes.
trust in those in the

MORRISSETTE: One

of the prime objections to the
was the growth factor. Do you feel if
we would permit our existing conferees. Sens. Poulsen and
Lamontagne, they could go back and discuss the growth factor.

Sen.

Senate version of the

Sen.

NIXON:

If

bill

we did not concur, they would have no

2009
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option other than to do that. On the other hand, I would have
some doubt at this stage of the game whether it is good judgment to throw another road block in the works. I do know the
House Appropriation and the Senate Finance Conferees on HB
918 are awaiting definite action by us on this measure so that
they can get down to work and it would seem to me one reason
that would call for us to go along with the report now even
though I might think, if it were up to me and me alone and I
had time and power to do it, I would have given more money
back to the towns and cities than this report.

MORRISSETTE:

Sen.

HB 918,

highway funds
them in any areas
what way will rushing this

Relative to

being restricted and not being able to use

where we
bill

face critical problems, in
today instead of tomorrow help

HB 918?

Sen.

NIXON:

viding in this

bill

is

Actually the 2c tax increase we are pronot restricted to the extent it goes back to

the towns and cities and those amounts
that

might be appropriated

to

HB

918 and, for that reason,

I

them

would

affect the

amounts
under

for other purposes

think there

is

reason for reason-

ably hasty action.
Sen.
so-called

MORRISSETTE: One of the big arguments was the
summer maintenance. Does it make any sense to you

that with all of the personnel they hire in the wintertime they

enough personnel

can't find

Sen.
that

NIXON: There

do not make
is

to

do the job

in the

summer?

are a lot of things about

a lot of sense to

things are necessary in the

thing

to

me

but

judgment

it

government

seems some of these

of others

go along and play the game when one

and the best

feels that those

others are better qualified.

Question on adoption of Conference Committee Report.
Adopted.
Sen.

Morrissette requested the record indicate he voted

in opposition.

(See

House Journal page 1766

ence Report

HB

Sen. Porter

for

Committee

of Confer-

153)

moved

the Senate adopt the report.

Conference Committee on HB 153
and several hours today trying to
iron out the differences in opinion between the two houses. I
Sen.

met

PORTER: The

several hours yesterday
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will try to

go through the various amendments for those of you
forgotten them. There were five Senate amend-

who may have

ments relating to the State's share of the fund; local option or
referendum; full disclousure of stockholders; conflict of interest;

The Committee
what you have in front of you
and the House, after long chatting and talking and a lot of help
from three very fine gentlemen in the House, agreed that three
of the Senate amendments would stay. These related to the
share that the State would receive from the take: 5i/o% up to
$150,000; 9% from $150,000 to $250,000; 101/4% from $250,000 to $375,000; and 1034% over $375,000. The local option
was still kept which means that all towns in the State desiring
to have a dog racing permit would have a local referendum
and the Commission

for all racing in the State.

of Conference finally adopted

to see

if

the citizens wish to have this in their town.

amendment which was changed

is

The

third

the full disclosure which

Senator Nixon proposed and which the Senate adopted. This
was adopted by the Committee of Conference in full. The first
change is in the conflict of interest section of the bill and that
can be found on page 5 of the report. It strikes the lineal descendent portion as proposed by Senate Koromilas and returns
it to the amendment as proposed by Senator Nixon. This means
that no member of the general court who was not employed
prior to June 24, 1971 shall be employed.

—

One

—

other change
the final one
the Conference Committee agreed to establish a separate greyhound racing commission composed of 3 members. There will be two racing commissions
one for horses and one for greyhounds. It was felt
-

—

Commission had become involved with horse racing
and a new commission would be better. These were the amendments and we urge the adoption of the report.
the Racing

Sen. KOROMILAS: With respect to the two commissions
being established what was the rationale that prompted the
Conference Committee to adopt two separate commissions
rather than one?
Sen.

PORTER:

I

think that the feeling of the Conference

Committee was that a more detailed and full coverage of greyhound racing with the industry just getting started in the state
could be achieved by a separate and new commission; that the
interests of the greyhound people would be more adequately
protected.
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Sen. KOROMILAS: Under the two commission concepts,
woudn't it be possible since there is no reason for persons above
the two commissions, these are two separate commissions are

they not?
Sen.

PORTER:

Sen.

KOROMILAS: They

Sen.

PORTER: That is correct.

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Yes.

are two entities,

Isn't it possible

is

that correct?

we may have

tion with two commissions going their separate ways

a situa-

where they

are going to create havoc?
Sen. PORTER: I doubt that. I think all the commissioners
appointed are interested in both the industries in the State and

they serve the interests of the people.

That

is

why

they are in

that position.

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

PORTER: My experience with various commissioners

has led

me

Are you

stating that as a fact?

to believe they are interested in the best interest of

the State, unless you

know differently.

KOROMILAS: With respect to the lineal and collateral

Sen.

aspects of the bill as

it

passed the Senate, what was the rationale

in taking this out?

PORTER: A

general feeling, even a question of conwas raised, not by myself I might add, but it was
raised. I believe the general concept was it would be unfair to
expect that simply because a person was in the General Court
serving his State a separated spouse, i.e. or a great grandson or
great grandchild could be prohibited from working through
no fault of his own.
Sen.

stitutionality

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

PORTER:

Did you

Possibly

if

say a great grandson?

we had an

older Senator in the

Senate.
Sen. SPANOS: I am extremely disappointed that the Committee of Conference chose to vote to eliminate the concept of

man commission and restore instead the two commissions
men each recommended by the Senate Ways Sc Means
Committee, which concept this chamber rejected. What makes
the 6

with 3
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this position taken by the Conference Committee most disturbing and puzzling to me is that the House, in the original House
bill, had adopted the principle of the one main commission
with 5 members. I would like to ask where were our bargaining
agents when we had the upper hand in the bargaining? I really
cannot understand why we capitulated on that issue. It is my
understanding that the majority of the states that do have dog
racing and horse racing do, in fact, have one commission. This
must be a good reason for us to have a similar type arrangement. Again what bothers me most is that if we create two separate commissions then I think both will end up fighting each
other for racing dates and other matters relating to racing. I
am afraid the best interests of the State will not be served with
respect to the overall revenue picture and racing in general.
There is no question in my mind that these two commissions,
if this concept is adopted, will be in constant conflict and, if
you will pardon the expression, that is the nature of the animals. In my opinion, two separate commissions will seriously
damage racing in general and much needed revenues, unless
the interests and the desires of the two groups working together
under one roof with the wisdom to a general overall picture and
not one involving their own myopic interests. I fear to go along
with the Conference Committee report will be a very serious
mistake which all of us may some day regret. However, rather
than be accused of sabotaging what is obviously the will of the
Legislature to have dog racing in the State of New Hampshire
and for which I voted, I reluctantly support the motion to

adopt.
Sen.

NIXON:

In those deliberations in which the Con-

ference Committee took into consideration the percentage formula you have described whereby monies will be paid to the
State,

did you get into the matter of ascertaining revenue in any

year or biennium on a probability basis at

all?

Sen. PORTER: We did not. The question of the exact
percentage in relation with other states was the major point
of discussion in that respect.

Sen. NIXON: Did the Conference Committee get into the
area of discussing possible sites for greyhound tracks in New
Hampshire and possible dates of completion and operation

commencement?
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Sen.

PORTER:

It

was expected that the

2013
sites

would

cer-

one of the turnand that the completion date
pikes
93 or 3, for example
might be as early as a year from now.
tainly be in the southern part of the state near

—

—

MARCOTTE:

I rise in support of the report. Sen.
put
many
hours on this report. In relationPorter and myself
ship to the Commission, we felt it would be more desirable with
the members of the House in having a special commission. Also
on this particular bill, the only other change was in the conflict
of interest. We deleted that. As you know, the House passed

Sen.

this

unanimously tonight.
Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

of Conference report.

give

it

I

I rise

feel this

a chance to get started

and

in support of the
is

I

a

new

am

bill that

sure

we

will

Committee

we have
come up

to

in

the next two years with different ideas. People are especially

amendment they have accepted relative to legisworking not only at the dog track but also at the racetrack. This has been a source of bad will for years with the people back home talking about legislators. I understand there are
only about 17 working there but hearing the people back home
everyone in Concord works at the racetrack. I am sure if there
is a problem we have not thought about before, we will be back
in session and we could correct it.
pleased at the
lators

Sen. S. SMITH: I rise in support of the Conference Committee report. I think they have done an excellent job. I think
they have kept those amendments which the Senate offered
which were by far the most important. I think they have made
this bill a workable law and I think the two boards will add
statute to both commissions, both the horse and dog racing. I
hope the Senate will concur with the report.
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Committee

report.

I

I rise in opposition to the Conference
amazed, really amazed, that the dogs
interest and have everybody in their seats

am

can generate so much
worried about the dog bill. I just can't b/elieve it and at the
same time our needy, our disadvantaged are worried about
tomorrow. I just can't believe that so much work, so much effort
that has been put into the particular bill and at the same time
we look to see what is happening around us. I opposed the dog
bill last Thursday and I had intended to speak against it on
Saturday. However, I was unable to remain. One of the rea-
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sons

I

oppose the

bill

and

this report

is

because in the

years the horse lobby has been limited in

last 10

position in these

checked. They did not have
with the dogs being introduced, we will give the horse lobby that has practically died
a new lease on life. I am sure the dogs and horses will get together and it will be unfortunate in the future in these halls
the dogs and horses will have a punch.
have done a great
deal in the last 10 years in limiting the lobby for horses and now
I fear we are introducing a new factor in this Legislature that
will give this group a great deal of power. I can't believe again
how we can take so much time, so much effort, and yet we do
not know how much money is going to come in under our revhalls.

They have been more

its

or

less

the effect they once had. However,

now

We

enue measures to take care of our problems in the State. I may
be a voice crying in the wilderness, but I think we will rue the
day when this becomes the law and we have a new lobby in
group reinforced and practically the tail that wags the dog.
Question on adoption of Conference Committee report.
Adopted.

RECONSIDERATION
Sen. Marcotte

moved

reconsideration of the action where-

by the Senate adopted the Committee of Conference report on

HB

153.

Reconsideration

lost.

HOUSE NONCONCURRENCE TO SENATE

AMENDMENT
REQUEST FOR COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
On
the

motion of Sen. Porter, the Senate voted to accede
a Committee of Conference on:

to

House request for

HB

409, increasing the additional retirement allowances
who retired prior to July 1, 1961 and mak-

for state employees

ing an appropriation therefor.

The Speaker
on the part

of the

has appointed as members of said committee
House, Reps. Clark, Weeks and Croft.

moved the Senate do now adjourn from the
and that when the Senate adjourns today, it be

Sen. Spanos
early session
until

Wednesday

Adopted.

at 10 o'clock.

2015
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LATE SESSION
Sen. Ferdinando moved the Senate adjourn
Adopted.

at 9:45 p.m.

Wednesday,

30Jun71
The Senate met at
(Sen.

10 o'clock.

Townsend

in Chair)

A quorum was present.
Prayer was offered by Senate Chaplain, Rev, William L.
Shafer.

IN

NOMINE PATRIS, ET FILII, ET SPIRITUS SANC-

AMEN. "O

Lord GOD, King of heaven and earth, vouch
safe this day to direct and sanctify, to rule and govern our
hearts and bodies, our thoughts, words and deeds, according
to Thy law and in the words of Thy commandments: that here
and forever, O Saviour of the world, we may be protected and
saved, through Thy mighty help, who livest and reignest for
ever and ever. Amen.
TI.

(.

.

.

ex.

from a Treasury

of

Roman

Catholic Prayers.)

Pledge of Allegiance was led by Sen. Poulsen.

HOUSE ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE REPORTS
HB 153, relative to horse and dog racing.
HB 400, providing for an increase in the motor vehicle
road

tolls.

HOUSE RECONSIDERATION
The House voted to reconsider its action whereby it nonconcurred in the adoption of the Senate amendment to:

HB

507, establishing a Hooksett district court.
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HOUSE CONCURRENCE TO SENATE

AMENDMENT
HB

507, establishing a Hooksett district court.

HOUSE RECONSIDERATION
The House voted to reconsider its action whereby it nonconcurred in the adoption of the Senate amendment to:

HB
ties in

536, relative to the taking of land for state park facili-

the

town of Rye.

HOUSE CONCURRENCE TO SENATE

AMENDMENT
HB
ties

536, relative to the taking of land for state park facili-

in the

town

of Rye.

RECESS

ENROLLED BILLS REPORT
HB

747, to enlarge the powers of medical service corpora-

tions.

HB
HB

774, relative to county

bonds and notes.

power of the state
membership
of the state board of
creasing the
making its function advisory.

HB

782, increasing the

811, changing the

name

of the

fire

marshal, in-

fire

control and

Plymouth Village Fire

District.

HB

934, relative to a

program

of risk-sharing to insure

poor risks in the field of automobile, aviation, property, accident and health, and workmen's compensation insurance.

HB 937, to abolish the legislative study committee and to
provide for the continuing operation of standing committees
of the general court.
HB 1007, providing for an emergency temporary zoning
ordinance and for its adoption by the selectmen.
HB
HB

193, establishing the

New Hampshire

351, relative to increasing the tax

and making an appropriation

therefor.

turnpike system.

on tobacco products
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360, relative to the assessment of a resident tax tor state

local purposes to replace the

head

tax,

and the

poll tax.

HB

393, providing for arbitration in labor grievances involving city employees.

HB

584, relative to the

from

of drivers licenses,

and mak-

ing an appropriation therefor.

HB

635,

to

promote competent ambulance

making an appropriation

HB

service

and

therefor.

651, clarifying tax exemptions

on

real estate

owned by

governmental bodies.

HB 698, permitting a variation in the rate of interest on
readvance
a
under a mortgage.

HB

on recovery

149, relative to the dollar limitation

in

wrongful death actions.

HB

547, relative to publication of political contributions

and expenditures.

HB
who are

688, providing junior

HB
number

and child

ski rates for students

residents of the state.

705, relative to the date of expiration of legislative
plates

and

relative to color of lettering

on

said plates.

HB 802, increasing the minimum wage.
HB 950, providing for the appointment of a superintendent
of the house of corrections

and

jail

of Belknap county.
Sen. Ferdinando

For

The Committee

HOUSE CONCURRENCE TO
ENROLLED BILLS AMENDMENT

HB

512, relative to conservation officers

and

their

pay

schedule.

HOUSE ADOPTION OF
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
HB 1006, permitting local votes on the question of
day

sales to

be by special election.

Sun-
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ENROLLED BILLS AMENDMENT

HB

911, relative to reporting neglected

and abused

chil-

dren,

AMENDMENT
Amend

section 4 of the bill by striking out line one

and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Amend RSA
new

571 by inserting after section 29 the following

section:

Sen. Ferdinando moved adoption.
Adopted.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
HB

409, increasing the additional retirement allowances

employees who retired prior

for state

to

July

1961 and mak-

1,

ing an appropriation therefor.

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Porter

and Foley.

DISCHARGE OF COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
SB

any special justice of a
from practicing law in any district court.
58, to prohibit

The

district court

new conferees on the
Nixon and Lamontagne.

President appointed as

the Senate, Sens.

part of

RECESS

HOUSE NON-CONCURRENCE
providing that a referendum to determine the
on the Vietnam war to be placed on the
presidential preference primary ballot.

SJR

25,

sense cf the voters

HOUSE SUSPENSION OF JOINT RULES
The House

12

& 25

has voted to suspend Joint Rules 12 and 25
House bill beyond the deadline.

to allow the introduction of a

HB
and

1012, relative to the date of annual

presidential preference primary.

town meetings

2019
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SUSPENSION OF JOINT RULES
Sen. Porter

moved

the Senate suspend the Joint Rules
House bill beyond the deadline.

to allow the introduction of a

HB

1012, relative to the date of annual

town meetings

and presidential preference primary.
Sen.

SPAN OS:

Sen.

LAMONTAGNE: Would

Sen.

SPANOS:

in opposition at the present time.

I rise

HB

1012

is

you give us a reason why.

the bill which calls for the

changing of the presidential primary date from the second
Tuesday in March to the first Tuesday in March, in an effort
apparently, to make certain New Hampshire maintains its first
in the nation presidential primary. I don't want anybody here
to think I am opposing the measure at the present time, but I
have something I want to take up at a later date and hopefully this may be the one way of doing it.
Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

lot of publicity if

Sen.

we do not

SPANOS:

I

not want to attempt to

Wouldn't
on this?

New Hampshire

lose a

act

hope we
kill this

will be able to act on
measure.

it.

I

do

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Sen.
it

mean

PORTER:

If

we

defeat this motion at this time, does

the bill cannot be brought in again?

CHAIR: That is correct.
Sen. NIXON: I think there are other ways in which this
could be brought in again and thus the motion to suspend
at this time should not lie and should not be approved. I have
heard some say the effort to rig the election in New Hampshire
to maintain its first in the nation presidential primary is a
bill

publicity stunt.
I

would

I

don't

like to give

know whether

some thought

that

is

true or not

to the subject.

I

and

understand

there aren't too many people who are sincerely interested in
the state and its problems who think this is a very important

measure deserving of special consideration.
to suspension of the rules.

I

rise in

opposition
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LAID ON

THE TABLE

Sen. SPAN OS: I move the motion to suspend the Joint
Rules to allow introduction of HB 1012 be laid on the table.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORTS
The committee

of conference to which was referred House
No. 205, 'An Act relative to health services in public
schools.' having considered the same report the same with the
following recommendation:
Bill

That the House recede from
rence in the Senate amendment;
That

its

position of non-concur-

the Senate recede from the adoption of

its

amend-

ment; and

That the House and Senate each adopt
amendment to the bill:

Amend
and

the bill

by striking out

all after

the following

the enacting clause

inserting in place thereof the following:
1

New

Subdivision.

tion 25 the following

Amend RSA

new

200 by inserting after

sec-

subdivision:

School Health Services
200:26 Definition. As used in this subdivision the word
mean any child who attends, or who should attend an elementary, junior high, or senior high school, and
shall include any child who attends a public kindergarten or
special class for handicapped children which is an integral part
"child" shall

of the local school district.

200:27 School Health Services. The local board in each
may provide school health services to include
school nurse services and school physician services to every
child of school age in the district as hereinafter provided.

school district

200:28 School Physician. Each school board may appoint
one or more school physicians, legally qualified to practice medicine and currently licensed to practice in New Hampshire or
immediately adjacent states, and may assign one to the schools
in the district and may provide them with all proper facilities
for the performance of their duties as relate to the school health

program.
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200:29 School Nurse. Each school board may appoint a
school nurse to function in the school health program, and

provide said nurse with proper facilities and equipment. A
school nurse shall be a registered professional nurse currently
licensed in

New

Hampshire.

200:30 School Dental Hygienist. Any school board may
for their district a dental hygienist who is a graduate
of an accredited school of dental hygiene and is licensed by
the state dental board. Said hygienist shall be under the supervision of a qualified dentist licensed to practice in New Hamp-

employ

shire.

200:31 Additional Health Aides. Any school board may
for their district a health service aide who is a high
school graduate to assist in the school health program, supervised directly by a qualified nurse.

employ

200:32 Medical Examination of Students. There shall be
a complete medical examination by a licensed physician of each
child prior to or

and thereafter

upon

first

as often as

entry into the public school system
necessary by the local school

deemed

no medical examination shall be required
whose parent or guardian objects thereto in writing
on the grounds such medical examination is contrary to his
religious tenets and teachings.
authority, provided
of a child

200:33 Examination by Family Doctor. In lieu of a mediexamination by the school physician any child may present
to the local school officials on a form provided by the local
school authority and signed by the examining physician, the
results of an examination made by the physician of his choice
who is currently licensed to practice in at least one state of the
United States of America.
cal

200:34 Special Examination. Every child with a presenting

problem and found to need further evaluation, after due consideration and evaluation by the appropriate school authority,
shall be referred by the school physician or school administrator to the parents or guardian of said child for examination,

and evaluation by an appropriate practitioner and if said parents fail or neglect to have said child so examined and fail to
present the recommendations from said examiner within a
reasonable period after the referral by the school to said parents, then said child may be examined by the school physician,
or other qualified personnel.
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200:35 Reporting of Defects or Disabilities. The parent or
guardian of the child shall be informed or counseled concerning any defects or disabilities discovered and identified through
observation, screening procedures or physical examinations.
The school nurse may make home visits, arrange parent conferences at school or send written notices as determined pursuant to local school policy.

200:36

Medical Examination of School Personnel. All

school personnel, to include but not limited to administrative,

maintenance, cafeteria and transportation personnel
be required to have a pre-employment medical examination by a licensed physician qualified to
practice medicine in at least one of the states of the United
States of America. Any person who objects to all or part of any
medical examination because of religious beliefs shall be exempt from said examination, except that no such exemption
shall be granted if state or local authorities determine that such
exemption would constitute a hazard to the health of persons
exposed to the unexamined individual. The local school board
shall further require additional medical examinations at specific intervals or upon the request of the local superintendent
of schools during the period of employment. A written recomsecretarial,

in each school district shall

mendation from the examining physician shall indicate that
the employee is medically capable of performing his designated
assisrnment.

200:37 Medical Examination of School Bus Operators. Notwithstanding the provision of RSA 200:36, before employing
any person as a school bus operator, the authorities in the town
or city organization which pays for such transportation shall require that such person shall submit a certificate setting forth the
results of a physical examination conducted on such person
within thirty days prior to the commencement of such employment. Each year therefater, either prior to the commencement
of the school year or prior to the reemployment of such person
as a school bus operator, said authorities shall require submission of a like certificate.

200:38 Control and Prevention of Communicable Diseases.
1.

All children shall be

immunized prior

to school en-

trance according to the current recommendations of the state
public health agency.
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may be exempted from

the above immunizahe presents evidence from his physician
that immunization will be detrimental to his health. A child
may be excused from immunization for religious reasons at the
II.

child

tion requirements

if

discretion of the local school board.
III.

examined prior to school ensymtoms of tuberculosis and may be periodi-

All children shall be

trance to detect

examined during

cally

his school experience.

200:39 Exclusion from School. Whenever any student exsymptoms of contagion or is a hazard to himself or others,
he shall be excluded from the classroom and his parents or
guardians shall be notified as soon as possible.

hibits

200:40 Emergency Care. Written policies shall be adopted
by the local school board for the purpose of providing immediate and adequate emergency care for students and school personnel who sustain injury or illness during school hours, or
during scheduled school activities.
200:41 Appropriation.

A

district

may

raise

money

to carry

the provisions of this subdivision into effect.

Bus Operaexamination prescribed
by RSA 200:37, as inserted by section 1, shall take effect on
July 1, 1973 but shall not apply to any school bus operator who
2 Application of Provisions Relating to School

tors.

The requirement

for a physical

on the effective date of RSA 200:37 has entered a contract of
employment, regardless of its duration, until the termination
or extension of said contract.
3 Repeal.

The

following sections of

RSA

are repealed:

RSA 200:1-10 inclusive as amended by 1961, 222:1 relative to vaccination of school children for communicable disI.

and

eases

relative to

barbed wire adjacent

to school

property

are hereby repealed.
II.

RSA

amended by 1961, 222:1 relprogram are hereby repealed.

200:15-25 inclusive as

ative to an optional school health

4 Reference Changed.

Amend RSA

189:49,

serted by 1970, 51:1 by striking out the letters

"RSA
(RSA

(supp) as in-

and numerals

200:15-25" and inserting in place thereof the following

amended shall read
School physician services under the provisions of

200:26-41) so that said paragraph as

as follows:

RSA

I

I.

200:26-41.
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5 Effective Date. This act shall take effect sixty days after
its

passage.

Sen.

McCarthy

Sen. Koromilas

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Conley
Rep. Howard
Rep. Lemieux
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen. Koromilas

moved

the Senate adopt the

Committee

of Conference Report.
Sen. KOROMILAS: The House adopted our amendment.
However, it was recognized by the Committee of Conference
that some of the language did not jibe because of the inclusion
of "may" instead of "shall." The change did away with the inconsistency of "may" since the bill said "shall."
Report adopted.

The committee of conference to which was referred House
No. 216, 'An Act relating to excepted persons in the practice
of medicine.' having considered the same report the same with
the following recommendation:
Bill

That the house recede from
amendment, and

its

position of nonconcurrence

in the senate

That the senate recede from
amendment, and

That the house and
ment to the bill:

bill

its

position in adopting

senate each adopt the following

its

amend-

Amend RSA 329:21, XII as inserted by section 1 of the
by striking out said paragraph and inserting in place there-

of the following:

XII. To such physician's assistants and other paramedical
personnel as have been approved and certified by the board,
while under the supervision and control of a physician licensed
in this state, but only if such person:
(a) Is a student in an established program which has been
approved by the board; or

(b) Is a

graduate of such a program.
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Amend RSA

2025

329:12 as inserted by section 1 of the
XII the following new section:

bill

by

inserting after paragraph

XIII. Notwithstanding any provisions of paragraph XII
no physicians assistants or other paramedical
shall
engage
personnel
in the practice of optometry as defined
perform
any service rendered by an optician.
in RSA 327:1 or
to the contrary,

Sen. Koromilas

McCarthy

Sen.

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Spaulding
Rep. Conley, Jr.
Rep. Belzil
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen. Koromilas

moved

the Senate adopt the

Committee

of Conference Report.

KOROMILAS: This is the paramedic bill. The Senon certain amendments with respect to optometrists.
The Senate amendment has been reduced to a sentence which
solves the problem which the optometrists and opticians have
been having.
Report adopted.
Sen.

ate put

RECONSIDERATION
Koromilas moved the Senate reconsider its action
whereby it adopted the Committee of Conference Report on HB
Sen.

218.

Sen.

KOROMILAS: HB

218 started

off as a bill

with

re-

spect to fishing in Newington, but the entire bill was taken

out and
of the
it

it

now

Uniform Drug Law. It appears some
House were not satisfied with the way
is the reason we are asking for recon-

refers to a

members

of the

was drafted and

sideration so that

it

this

may be put

in better form.

Reconsideration adopted.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORTS
The committee
Bill

of conference to which was referred House
No. 218, 'An Act relative to fishing limits in Great Bay'
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having considered the same report the same with the following

recommendation

That the House recede from

its

position of nonconcurrence

with the Senate amendment; and

That the Senate recede from the adoption

of

its

amend-

ment; and

That
ments

the

House and Senate each adopt the following amend-

to the bill:

Amend

the

title

of the bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
referring to

Uniform Controlled Substances Act

to the legislative study

Amend
and

committee.

the bill by striking out all after the enacting clause

inserting in place thereof the following:
1

Legislative Findings; Referral. In view of the increasing

illegal traffic in

and use of controlled drugs, the
need for continuing study

legislature finds

drug control
measures, including those presently incorporated in the statutes.
Therefore, the legislative study committee or an appropriate
standing committee of the house and senate is hereby directed
to study the feasibility of new drug control legislation. Specifithat there exists a

of

committee shall carefully consider the Uniform conAct as promulgated in 1970 by the National
Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws and in
cally, the

trolled Substances

cooperation with Legislative Services. It shall prepare a report
and any proposed legislation it deems advisable for introduction
at the next regular session of the legislature before the end of
the second week of said session.
2 Effective Date. This act shall take effect sixty days after
its

passage.

Sen. Koromilas
Sen. Morrissette

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Maynard
Rep. Chamberlin
Rep. Randall
Conferees on the Part of the House
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moved

Sen. Koromilas

the Senate adopt the revised

Com-

mittee of Conference Report.

Adopted.
of conference to which was referred House
No. 322, 'An Act relative to dogs pursuing game.' having
considered the same report the same with the following recommendation:

The committee

Bill

That the house recede from
amendment;

its

position of nonconcurrence

in the senate

That the senate recede from
amendment; and

its

position in adopting

its

That the house and senate each adopt the following amendments

to the bill:

Amend

the bill by striking out section 3

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

Dog Cons-table Granted Immunity.
amended by 1967, 161:1 by inserting in

3 State Police Officer or

Amend RSA

466:36

as

words "conservation officer" the words (state
dog constable) and by inserting in line four
after the words "conservation officer" the words (state police
officer or dog constable) so that said section as amended shall
line

one

after the

police officer or

read as follows: 466:36 Killing Dogs. Any conservation officer,
dog constable may kill any dog found in
the act of maiming or in close pursuit of deer, moose, caribou,
sheep, cattle, swine or poultry. No civil action for recovery of
damages shall lie against any conservation officer, state police
officer or dog constable while acting under authority granted
herein. The owner or owners of any dog or dogs caught in the
act of maiming or in close pursuit of deer, moose, caribou,
sheep, cattle, swine or poultry, may be fined not more than
state police officer or

three

hundred

Further

dollars.

amend

the

bill

by striking out section 4 and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

4 Prohibition of Hunting of Ptarmigan. Amend RSA
209:4 as amended by striking out in line three the words "and
upland plover" and inserting in place thereof the words (upland plover, and ptarmigan.) so that said section as amended
shall read as follows: 209:4 Wood Ducks, etc. There shall be
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no open season for wood duck, except by federal regulations,
European partridge, spruce grouse, wild turkey, chukar partridge, upland plover and ptarmigan.
This

5 Effective Date.

act shall take effect sixty days after

its

passage.

Sen. Porter
Sen. Morrissette

Conferees on the part of the Senate

Rep. Chamberlin
Rep, Huggins
Rep. Hunt
Conferees on the part of the House
Sen. Porter

moved

the Senate adopt the

Committee of

Conference Report.
Sen.

PORTER: The

slightly the

Committe

amendment which

of Conference

changed

the Senate had adopted to in-

clude State police officers and delete police officers. There was
some consternation about the House members that some police officers might not act with good judgment with respect
to dogs pursuing game and they thought this would be more
adequate. The second change was an amendment added which
related to the hunting of ptarmigan. This is a bird which will
be imported into New Hampshire and to insure this bird will

be protected,

this

amendment was brought

in.

understand it, it was the judgment
Sen. NIXON:
officer
as opposed to a local police officer
that a State police
would have more judgment as to whether a dog was pursuing
game and should be shot?

As

Sen.

the

I

PORTER: The

members

Committee

of Conference, especially

many

police officers in the local

of the House, felt

small towns are not thoroughly trained in jurisdiction and
are part time

officers,

whereas State police

officers are full

time

would not be a question of judgment of pursuing game but a judgment as to when it might be proper to
fully trained. It

destroy an animal.
Sen.

NIXON:

Wouldn't you agree

in the ordinary case,

the local police officer since the dog constable has this immunity,
a local officer might

know

better whether a

dog had been com-

plained of for previously chasing game and should be subject
to the penalty than a State police officer who would be in a
larger district?

2029
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PORTER:

Sen.

work

Possibly, but

I

would suppose he would

in conjunction with the local officer.

Report adopted.

The committee of conference to which was referred House
No. 341, 'An Act to prohibit cancellation of individual accident and health insurance policies due to changes in the physical condition of the insured.' having considered the same report the same with the following recommendation:
Bill

That the house recede from
amendment,

its

position of nonconcurrence

in the senate

That

the senate recede from

its

adoption of said amend-

ment, and

That the house and senate each adopt the following
amendment:

Amend

the

title

of the bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
motor vehicle and health insurance policies; medical payment provisions of motor vehicle
policies; and subrogation of rights to medical payments
thereunder.

relative to the cancellation of

Amend

the bill by striking out

and inserting

(8)

all after

the enacting clause

in place thereof the following:

1 Cancellation; Refusal to Renew. Amend RSA 415:6 (B)
by striking out said subparagraph and inserting in place

thereof the following:
(8)

new.
date,

A

provisions as follows: Cancellation; Refusal to Re-

The insurer may refuse to renew on the policy anniversary
or may cancel this policy at any time by written notice de-

shown by
than ten days
thereafter, such cancellation or refusal to renew shall be effective; and after the policy has been continued beyond its original
term the insured may cancel this policy at any time by written
notice delivered or mailed to the insurer, effective upon receipt
or on such later date as may be specified in such notice. In the
event of cancellation, the insurer will return promptly the unearned portion of any premium paid. If the insured cancels, the
livered to the insured, or mailed to his last address as

the records of the insurer, stating when, not

less
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earned premium shall be computed by the use of the short-rate
table last filed with the state official having supervision of insurance in the state where the insured resided when the policy
was issued. If the insurer cancels, the earned premium shall be
computed prorata. Cancellation or refusal to renew shall be
without prejudice to any claim originating prior to the effective date of the cancellation or refusal to renew. However, such
cancellation or refusal to renew, if for reasons other than nonpayment of premium and other than specified in any time limits
for certain defenses, shall be effected only if also effected on all
policyholders of the same class. No such action shall be taken
without prior written approval of the insurance commissioner.
The insurer shall have the burden of proof that the classification of risk involved therein is reasonable and nondiscriminatory, pursuant to RSA 415:15.
2 Medical Payment Coverage Required. Amend RSA
268 by inserting after section 15-a the following new section:
268:15-b Medical Payments. No motor vehicle liability policy,
as defined in RSA 268:1, shall be issued or delivered in this
state unless coverage is provided therein or supplemental thereto in an amount equal to or greater than one thousand dollars
per person for medical costs incurred as a result of injuries
sustained in an accident involving the insured motor vehicle,
trailer, or semi-trailer by the driver and passengers in said motor
vehicle, trailer, or semi-trailer. Provided that said coverage shall
apply only to medical costs incurred during one year following

the date the injuries are sustained.
3 Subrogation of Medical Benefits Prohibited. Amend RSA
268 by inserting after section 15-b the following new section:
268:15-c Subrogation Prohibited. The right of subrogation
against any third party shall not exist or be claimed in favor of
the insurer who has paid or reimbursed, to or for the benefit
of the insured, medical costs under coverage provided for pursuant to RSA 268: 15-b.

4 Effective Date. Section
Sections 2

and

I

shall take effect

upon

passage.

3 of this act shall take effect ninety days after

passage.

Sen. Ferdinando
Sen. Morrissette

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

its
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Rep. Cheney
Rep. Leighton
Rep. Bednar
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen. Ferdinando

moved

the Senate adopt the

Committee

of Conference Report.

FERDINANDO: HB

341 requires if a company canthey have to cancel the entire group in that particular category. The amendment requires $1,000 worth of
Sen.

cels

one

risk,

medical payments in all
Report adopted.

The committee

liability policies.

of conference to

which was referred House

No. 409, 'An Act increasing the additional retirement allowances for state employees who retired prior to July 1, 1961
and making an appropriation therefor.' having considered the
same report the same with the following recommendation:
Bill

That the house recede from
amendment, and

its

position of nonconcurrence

in the senate

That

the house concur in the adoption of the senate

amend-

ment, and

That the house and
ment to the bill:

Amend

the

title

senate each adopt the following

of the bill by striking out the

amend-

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
increasing the additional retirement allowances for state

who retired prior to July 1, 1961 and making an
appropriation therefor and providing certain retirement
allowances to Esther Davis.

employees

Amend the bill by striking out sections 4 and 5 and inserting in place thereof the folowing:
4 Effective Date. Sections
1,

1

and 2

1972. Section 3 shall take effect July

shall take effect

1,

January

1971.

Sen. Foley
Sen. Porter

Conferees on the part of the Senate
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Rep. Shirley Clark
Rep. Croft
Rep. Weeks
Conferees on the part of the House
Sen.

Porter

moved

the Senate adopt the

Committee

of

Conference Report.
Sen. PORTER: The reason for the Committee of Conference was two amendments added in the Senate. The bill itself was not in question. The amendments related to additional

retirement allowances for state employees and the Committee
of Conference agreed this should stay in. The second had not
had the benefit of a public hearing and a thorough review by
the

Committee and it was
Report adopted.

deleted.

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Goodbye To The
Sen.

NIXON,

'71

Senate

Mr. President:

Now comes the time when we must part
Wind down the '71 General Court,
And leave the dogs, white deer and mules

To others with more effective tools.
But before we go and ne'er return.
Let's pause a moment, while Marshall burns.
Look around us here, in the chamber
And think of the folks we should remember.
In district 1 there's "Logrolling" Larry,
Who gave the insurance lobby "Old Harry".
Poulsen took care of District 2
And Public works and Highways, too.
Plymouth sent us "Straight Ticket" Smith
Whose Majority Leadership was no myth.

From Nippo Lake came "Alumnus" Snell,

Who rang, and rang, the wildcat bell.
The

farmers and Wentworth had their lobby here,
With Howard around they had nought to fear.

Edie was the gracious voice
Of Health Care, and the Public's choice.
And then "Judge" Jake, from District 7
Stirred us with his philosophical leaven.
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With "Give 'Em Hell" Harry

The Democrats rallied

as their Minority Leader
'round a Republican bleeder.

Hancock's English quietly strove

To get the University out of the stove.
But don't forget "Old

Fearless" Fred

Who put the conservationists and dogs to bed;
And Nashua's

Leonard, steady and firm.
people made lawyers squirm.
Manchester's 14 sent us "Facetious" Ferdinando,
Who gave the Insurance Department the "Glad-in-Hando".

Who's

fight for the

In Roger Smith

we had

the

man

Who calmly kept the dough in hand.
Manchester's Morrissette resides

all

over the place,

But his sincerity and fairness show in his face.
In "Small-Town" McCarthy the people had
An eloquent champion against taxes bad.

Who along with

the

Queen

Gave our only metropolis

Our town
But

City's "Steady"

Paul

his faithful all.

roads were saved by 19's Brown,
plan Avent aground.

his redistricting

From Somersworth came "Ronnie

the Cook",

A likeable fella in anyone's book.
When a consumer's point was made, Jim Koromilas made *er.
Justly earning the soubriquet of N. H.'s Nader;

Salem's

Downing

As he kept the
In Tufts

pleased with eloquence and drive,

first

we had

year corps alive.

the evidence to blast.

The fable that "Nice Guys Finish Last."
And finally, Eileen, heart as big as world 'round,
Whose mayoral feet stayed on the ground.
But

knowledge that a team is no good
bench is 'structed of mere wood.
We have the working staff to thank
For keeping us all out of the tank.
in the

If its

Let's start with loved Bill, temporarily

Who's absence has been

ill.

a bitter pill.

Which we swallowed with

the help of "Boss"

Quimby
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And "Senator"

Eaton, whose tongue so nimbly.
Garbled all the captions and titles
So as to minimize our little "Fightles".

And

in the front there's

Whose

"Latecomer" Lee

beauty's there for

all to see.

Herb and

Oley,
Milo, Mert and Penacook's Pauly,

Also, thanks to

For

all

their help,

Which did much

And up

and warmth, and cheer.
make pleasant our visit here.

to

in the attic hot

and sweaty.

Barb and Pat worked hard, and pretty.

While "Phantom" Phil, Esther, and
Kept the prexy out of the gorge.

"Silent"

George

Way down deep in the first floor rooms
Nice Edie and pert Joanie manned the brooms,
While Sandi and Linda deterred the glooms
Which otherwise might have caused dreary tunes.
Charlie Connor, and Marilyn, kept their hands on the
While grinding the wheels of the finance mill.

And

Freda with her coffee and cakes

Minimized the

redistricting aches.

Up in the corner loft for
Priscilla

and Frank

Harry
and made merry.

slaved,

And while Fm no great man
I'll

till

for prayer

take Bill Shafer as the sayer.

And

fair Mr. President, you deserve your share
For working always to keep us aware.

While we kicked and scratched and pounded the drum.
That the people sent us here for a job to be done.

And so to all, while others discourage
New Boston's Nixon says with affection, hope and courage
I'm a better man for having been with you,
And I hope you feel the same way, too.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORTS
The committee
Bill

of conference to which was referred House
No. 583, 'An Act to prohibit the use of trawls for the tak-
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ing of fish from the ocean waters of New Hampshire.' having
considered the same report the same with the following recom-

mendation:

That the house recede from its position of nonconcurrence
amendment and concur in the adoption of the
senate amendment, and
in the senate

That the house and senate
as

pass the bill in the

same form

passed by the senate.
Sen. Koromilas
Sen. Morrissette

Conferees on the part of the Senate

Rep. Hayes
Rep. Randall
Rep. Maynard
Conferees on the part of the House
Sen. Koromilas

moved

the Senate adopt the

Committee

of Conference Report.

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

got

its

There was no change. The Senate

wish.

Report adopted.

The committee

of conference to

which was referred House

No. 837, 'An Act providing insolvency protection to policyholders of life and health insurance.' having considered the same
report the same with the following recommendation:
Bill

That the house recede from
amendment, and

its

position of nonconcurrence

in the senate

That

the senate recede from

amendment

to the bill,

That the house and
ment to the bill:

Amend RSA

its

position of adopting

its

and
senate each adopt the following

amend-

404-C:3, II as inserted by section 1 of the bill
(b) the following paragraph:

by inserting after paragraph
(c)

tuals,

Any such

fraternals,

policy or contract issued by assessment muand nonprofit hospital and medical service

plans.

Sen. Poulsen
Sen. Morrissette

Conferees on the Part of the Senate
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Rep. Bigelow
Rep. Rodgers
Rep. Robinson
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen. Poulsen moved the Senate adopt the Committee of
Conference Report.
Sen. POULSEN: All this does is exclude the fraternal and
health types of insurance from being banded together.
Report adopted.

HOUSE ADOPTION OF ENROLLED BILLS

AMENDMENT
HB

911, relative to reporting neglected

and abused

chil-

dren.

HOUSE ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE REPORTS
SB
tion

107, to recognize the commission on
and make an appropriation therefor.

interstate coopera-

SB

soliciting rides or

116,

business

from

to prohibit individuals

on or

in proximity to the traveled portion of a street

or highway.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
The committee

of conference to which was referred SenNo. 116, 'An Act to prohibit individuals from soliciting
rides or business on or in proximity to the traveled portion
of a street or highway.' having considered the same report the
same with the following recommendation:
ate Bill

That the Senate recede from its position of nonconcurrence in the House amendment and concur in the adoption
of the

House amendment and

That

the Senate

and House each

pass the bill as

amended

by the Senate.
Sen. Jacobson
Sen.

Leonard

Conferees on the part of the Senate
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Rep. Hamel
Rep. Greenwood
Rep. Woods

Conferees on the part of the House

moved

Sen. Jacobson

the Senate adopt the

Committee

of

Conference Report.
Sen.

JACOBSON:

This

bill

related to the question of

hitchhiking on public highways in New Hampshire. What this
bill does is it prohibits a hitchhiker from standing on the
paved portion of a highway, which includes also the breakdown
lane, so that we will not have that kind of a situation at night
which I ran into last night on the road from Andover to Franklin. There was a fellow in the middle of the road and I almost

smacked him.
Report adopted.

HOUSE ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE REPORT
SB
benefits

SB
eters

127, to improve the administration of and increasing
under the workmen's compensation law.

and construction
motor vehicle purchasers.

262, relative to the alteration

and the protection

of

of

odom-

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORTS
The committee

of conference to which was referred SenNo. 262, 'An Act relative to the alteration and construction of odometers and the protection of motor vehicle
purchasers.', having considered the same report the same with
the following recommendation.
ate Bill

That the senate recede from
rence in the house amendment; and
That the house recede from
amendment; and
That the
amendment to

Amend

senate
the

its

its

position of nonconcur-

position in adopting

its

and house each adopt the following

bill:

the bill by striking out all after the enacting clause
in place thereof the following:

and inserting
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1

RSA

Readjustment of Speedometer or Odometer. Amend
260 by inserting after section 90 the following new sub-

division:

Regulation of Odometers
Misrepresentation and Certification of Mileage.
Any person who changes, tampers with or defaces, or who attempts to change, tamper with or deface, any gauge, dial, or
other mechanical instrument, commonly known as an odometer or an hour meter in a motor vehicle, highway building
appliance, snowmobile or boat, which, under normal circumstances and without being changed, tampered with or defaced,
is designed to show by numbers or words the distance which
the motor vehicle, highway building appliance, snowmobile
or boat has traveled or the use sustained with the intention
of misrepresentating to a prospective or eventual purchaser
the number of miles traveled or the use sustained by said motor
vehicle, highway building appliance, snowmobile or boat, shall
be punished pursuant to the provisions of RSA 260:92. Actual
mileage will be certified by the previous owner to the best of
his knowledge at the time of sale, trade or other type of transaction resulting in an assignment of title of the vehicle by an
entry on the certificate of title or the application for a title
if a certificate of title is required by a notarized statement signed
260:91

by the

seller.

260:92 Penalty. Any person who violates the provisions of
260:91 shall be fined not more than one hundred dollars
or imprisoned not more than six months or both for a first
offense, and fined not more than five hundred dollars or imprisoned not more than three years, or both, for a subsequent

RSA

offense.

260:93 Standards For Odometers. On and after January
1972 no passenger motor vehicle designated as a 1972 or
later model which is manufactured after January I, 1972 shall
be registered in this state unless it is equipped with a tamperresistant odometer designed with the intent to reduce the likelihood of unlawful tampering with the mileage reading there1,

on.

The

director of

motor

vehicles

may make

regulations

es-

tablishing standards for such devices, which standards shall

be consistent with provisions of federal law,
thereto.

The

director of

motor vehicles

shall

if

any, relating

not require, as

a condition precedent to the initial sale of a vehicle, the inspec-
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tion, certification or other approval of such odometer if such
device or equipment has been certified, by the manufacturer
as complying with federal or state law or regulation.

2 Effective Date.
its

This act

shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

Sen. Poulsen
Sen.

Lamontagne

Conferees on the part of the Senate

Rep. Bridges
Rep. Carter
Rep. Woods
Conferees on the part of the House
Sen. Poulsen moved the Senate adopt the Committee of
Conference Report.
Sen. POULSEN: This is essentially the same bill that came
through the Senate a while ago. This coincided with a similar
bill introduced by Rep. Spirou but this one includes the tamper
proof odometer.
Report adopted.

RECESS

(Sen. Porter in Chair)

ENROLLED BILLS REPORT

HB

817, broadening the scope of the

common

law doctrine

of cy pres.

HB

930, relative to the prevention of pollution

ing, filling,

from dredg-

mining, transporting forest products, or other con-

struction.

HB

964, relative to real estate investments by cooperative
banks, building and loan associations and savings and loan associations.

SB

302, prohibiting discrimination because of age or sex.

Sen. Ferdinando

For

The Committee
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COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORTS
The committee

of conference to which was referred House
No. 71, 'An Act relative to authority of the coordinating
board of advanced education and accreditation.' having considered the same report the same with the following recommenBill

dation:

That the house recede from
with the senate amendment, and

its

That the senate recede from
amendment, and
That the house and
ment to the bill:

Amend
and

position of nonconcurrence

its

position in adopting

its

senate each adopt the following amend-

the bill by striking out

all after

the enacting clause

inserting in place thereof the following:

Coordinating Board.

I

Amend RSA

186:13-a

(supp)

as

and amended by 1967, 288:1, and 1969,
214:1 by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof
the following: 186:13-a Coordinating Board of Advanced Education and Accreditation. A coordinating board of advanced
education and accreditation of twelve members shall be established with the following membership:
inserted by 1963, 303:16

I.

Ex

(a)

(b)
(c)

officio

members:

The commissioner of education;
The
The

president of the University of

New

Hampshire;

president of Keene state college;

(d)

The

(e)

The chairman

president of Plymouth state college; and
of the state board of education or his

delegated representative.
II.

One member of
The term

the senate appointed by the president

of said member shall be coterminous
with his term as senator to which he was elected at the time of
his appointment. A vacancy shall be filled for the unexpired
term by the president of the senate.

of the senate.

III.

One member

of the house of representatives, appointed

by the speaker of the house.

The term

of said

member

shall

be
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coterminous with his term as representative to which he was
elected at the time of his appointment. A vacancy shall be filled
for the unexpired term by the speaker of the house.
IV. Five members for terms of five years each to be appointed by the governor with the advice and consent of the
council, three of these five appointed members may be educators
selected from the private institutions of higher learning of New

Hampshire.

The board is hereby authorized to employ such staff as may
be necessary to carry on its work, within the limits of its appropriation. The members of the board, except the ex officio
members and any committee of evaluation established by
them, shall serve without compensation but may be reimbursed
for actual travel and other expenses incurred in the performance
of their duties hereunder. The function of the board is to advise
the legislature (1) concerning the granting of degrees, including community colleges, and (2) relating to planning and coordinating higher education, including initiating studies on
matters of higher education and work with the New Hampshire
members of the New England Board of Higher Education or
other interstate and regional agencies insofar as possible. The
board shall evaluate institutions of higher learning wishing to
grant degrees or issue diplomas, and make appropriate recommendation to the legislature, except for those exempted in RSA
292: 8-h. The procedure and criteria for evaluation will be established by the board. Within five years after an institution in
the state of New Hampshire, except for those exempted in RSA
292: 8-h, receives authority to grant degrees or issue diplomas or
within five years after the effective date of this act for those receiving such authority prior to the establishment of the board,
and thereafter at least once every ten years, it shall be evaluated
by the board. On the basis of such evaluation, the board shall
classify said institution into such category as will indicate its
status as to approval and/or accreditation. The procedure and
criteria for classification will be established by the board. The
board may accept as a basis for classification, in lieu of evaluation by the board, accreditation by a recognized regional or national accrediting association.
2 Present

fice

Terms, Unaffected. The provisions of

this act

terms of the members presently holding ofon the effective date of this act. Vacancies shall be filled for

shall

not

affect the
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the unexpired terms only.

Upon

present members appointment

On

September

hold his

office until

I.

to

On

II.

ed;

III.

be appointed

2,

30, 1978.

12,

1974 two individuals shall be appointSeptember 30, 1979 and one to hold

to hold office until

office until

3

August

shall

1973 two individuals shall be appointuntil September 30, 1977 and one to hold

September

On

as follows:

one individual
September 30, 1976.

one to hold office
September

one

be

30, 1971

office until

ed;

the expirations of the terms of

shall

September

30, 1980.

Educational Institutions.

Amend RSA

292:8-h, as in-

serted by 1965, 44:1 by striking out said section

and inserting

in place thereof the following: 292:8-h Granting of Degrees.

No

educational institution within this state shall grant degrees

unless authorized by an act of the legislature to do so. Provided
that this limitation shall not apply to any institution now grant-

ing degrees which has been in continuous operation since 1775
or to publicly supported institutions placed by the legislature
under the authority of the state board of education. The authority granted by the legislature shall specify the highest level
of degrees, the associate

(two year)

or graduate, an institution

may

,

grant.

baccalaureate (four year)
Within that authority the

shall determine what lesser degrees an institution may
grant and shall report their action to the next regular session of
the legislature. An institution authorized to grant baccalaureate
or graduate degrees shall have the authority to give customary

board

honorary recognition to outstanding individuals for noteworthy
achievement. Should an institution legally desire to change its
name it shall require the approval of the board which shall report such action to the legislature.
4

Community

Colleges.

inserted by 1961, 155:1

Amend RSA

and amended by

292-A:4,

I

(supp) as

1967, 296:1 by striking

out said paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following:
I. A community college may grant academic degrees with specific approval of the legislature upon recommendation of the
coordinating board of advanced education and accreditation.
Prior to approval of the power to grant degrees certain individual courses offered by community colleges shall be designated
as of equal grade with like courses offered by an accredited college or university. If such course is submitted to the coordinaat-
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ing board for such designation the board shall act forthwith on
the application. If it finds that said course is taught by a qualified instructor, that the subject matter is at either a graduate
or undergraduate college level and that sufficient library and
laboratory facilities for the particular course are available it
shall so designate it and recommend to all institutions in the
state that the course so designated shall receive the

same con-

sideration for transfer of graduate or undergraduate credit as is
given to a course taken at any established college or university
authorized to grant degrees and that the state board of education accept this course as meeting the certification requirements
of this state. Each course presented for approval in each semester
shall be evaluated in accordance with the approval standards
and must be re-evaluated each time the course is given for grad-

uate or undergraduate credit.
5 Effective Date.

This act

shall take effect

upon

its

passage.

Sen. English

Sen.

Leonard

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Bowles
Rep. Malcolm Stevenson
Rep. Gabriel
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen.

the

ENGLISH: Mr.

Committee

President,

of Conference Report.

I

move

the Senate adopt

HB 71, which was greatly

amended

in the Senate, has come out of the Conference Committee with the spirit, at least, of the Senate amendment. I
would say it was 92 1/4% in full accordance with the Senate's
wishes. It provides a significant change in connection with the

original bill,

if

you

will

remember. The House bill proposed
Advanced Education and Accredita-

the Coordinating Board of

tion become a super organization advising in connection with
higher education. The Senate amendment put it back to the
status it had earlier, an advisory body to the Legislature. Th^
additional powers extended by this amendment have the approval of the Senate and would allow them to do certain planning in connection with higher education, such work to be done
on the basis of advising the Legislature at a subsequent date.

Report adopted.
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The committee

of conference to which was referred Sen'An Act to reorganize the commission on interstate cooperation and make an appropriation therefor.' having considered the same report the same with the following rec-

ate Bill

No.

107,

ommendation:

That the senate recede from

its

position of nonconcurrence

with the house amendment, and

That the senate and house each adopt
ment to the bill:

the following amend-

Further amend the bill by striking out section 4 and inserting in place thereof the following:
4 Consultants Authorized.
after section 5 the following

new

Amend RSA

19 by inserting

section: 19:6 Consultants.

The

commission may authorize a consultant, acting in behalf of the
commission, to attend any meeting within or without the state
of New Hampshire, in furtherance of the objectives enumerated
in RSA 19:1. Said consultant shall receive no salary, but shall
be entitled to reimbursement for his reasonable expenses. Said
expenses shall be a charge against the legislative appropriation
unless the consultant is employed by the state.
Sen. Jacobson

Sen. Leonard

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. MacDonald
Rep. Welch
Rep. Keefe
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen.

the

JACOBSON:

Committee

Mr. President,

of Conference Report.

I move the Senate adopt
SB 107 deals with the re-

Commission and, in
makes it into a policy making body. The numbers are
reduced from 15 to 7. It gives the Commission power to ask
people in other departments of our State government to attend
conferences and to hire a consultant. Originally, the bill passed
here with the approval of the Finance Committee with a $3,000
appropriation. What happened was that appropriation was
struck out. We non-concurred in order to find some way of financing this Interstate Cooperation Commission venture and

constitution of the Interstate Cooperation
effect,

the result was

we

find

it

in terms of the legislative budget so
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that there

is

now

full

agreement both

as to the policy

and the

financing.

Report adopted.

RECESS

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
The committee

of conference to which was referred Sen-

ate Bill No. 312, 'An Act regulating the powers of the

New

Hampshire Revolution Bicentennial Commission' having considered the same report the same with the following recommendation:

That the Senate recede from
House amendment;

its

position of nonconcurrence

in the

That the Senate concur
amendment; and

in the adoption of the

House

That the House and Senate each adopt the following
amendment:

Amend the bill by renumbering section 4 as section 3.
Sen. Jacobson
Sen. Leonard

Conferees on the part of the Senate

Rep. MacDonald
Rep. Welch
Rep. Keefe
Conferees on the part of the House
Sen.
the

JACOBSON:

Committee

Mr. President,

of Conference Report.

I move the Senate adopt
SB 312 has as its purpose

much

publicity, interest, concern and excitement as
American Revolution Bicentennial celebration.
What this report does to that bill is to renumber it correctly.
Report adopted.
to bring as

possible to the

RECESS

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORTS
The committee

of conference to which was referred House
No. 7, 'An Act relative to the establishment of an open
space land study commission, relative to the current use valuaBill
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open space land, and relative to the board of managers
of the New Hampshire soldiers' home.' having considered the
same report the same with the following recommendation:
tion of

That the house recede from its position of nonconcurrence
amendment, and concur in the adoption of said
amendment, and
in the senate

That the house and senate each adopt
ment to the bill:

Amend

the

title

the following

of the bill by striking out the

amend-

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
an open space land study
commission, and relative to the current use valuation of

relative to the establishment of

open space

Amend

land.

the bill by striking out

all after

section

1

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following sections:

and Open Space Land; Appraisal. Amend
75 by inserting after section 1 the following new section:
75:l-a Farm, Forest, and Open Space Land. Notwithstanding
any provisions of RSA 75: 1 to the contrary, from April 1, 1972
to March 31, 1974, farm, forest and open space land shall be appraised at its current use value unless prior to April first of any
year, the governing body of the town votes to appraise such land
pursuant to the provisions of RSA 75:1 for the year following
April first.
2 Farm, Forest,

RSA

3 Effective Date. Section 1 of the
days after its passage; section 2 of the
uary I, 1972.

Sen,

bill shall take effect sixty
bill shall take effect

Jan-

Townsend

Sen. Morrissette

Conferees on the part of the Senate

Rep. Brocklebank
Rep. Johnson
Rep. Menge
Conferees on the part of the House
Sen.

Townsend moved

Conference Report.

the Senate adopt the

Committee

of
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Sen.

TOWNSEND: The

Committee

Conference

of

re-

section 2, which referred to the Soldiers' Home,
of the present law which provides for the makeup of the Soldiers'
Home Advisory Board. The intent of the amendment in respect

moved

that part

Home

was to delete the provision for a repreWar veterans to be a member of the
Board. Command Tarr requested this amendment be deleted
from the bill so that he might properly prepare legislation for
the next session to provide for a representative of an auxiliary
organization to be a member of the Board. For these reasons,
the Committee of Conference deleted section 2.
to the Soldiers'

sentative of the Spanish

The

bill,

as

recommended by

the

Committee

of Confer-

ence, retains the provision for a farm, forest and open space
land study commission. In addition, we have added the provi-

whereby selectmen and assessors in the towns and cities
and open space land at its current use
values and also the provision for the governing bodies of towns
and cities to continue the present practice of highest use valuation if they so desire. This is a home rule provision. This bill
is for a two year period only, after which time the open space
advisory commission is expected to report back with complete
open space legislation.
Report adopted.

sion

shall appraise farm, forest

The committee

of conference to which was referred House
No. 536, 'An Act relative to the taking of land for state
park facilities in the town of Rye.' having considered the same
report the same with the following recommendation:
Bill

That

the house recede from

its

position of non-concur-

amendment and concur
amendment and pass the bill in

rence in the senate

in the adoption

of the senate

the form passed

by the

senate.

Sen. Porter
Sen. Foley

Conferees on the part of the Senate

Rep. Greene
Rep. Hammond
Rep. Oleson
Conferees on the part of the House
Sen. Porter

moved

Conference Report.

the Senate adopt the

Committee of
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PORTER: The House

Sen.

agreed with the Senate and

decided to adopt the amendment.
Report adopted.

The committee

of conference to which was referred House
'An Act to provide for the regulation of title
insurance.' having considered the same report the same with
the following recommendation:
Bill

No.

181,

That

the house recede from

rence with the senate

amendment

position of nonconcur-

its

to the bill,

That the senate recede from
amendment, and

its

and

position of adopting

its

That the senate and house each adopt the following amendment to the bill:

Amend

the

title

of the bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
to provide for the regulation of title insurance

and

providing that notice of nonrenewal of motor
vehicle policies is not required
in certain cases.

Amend

the bill by striking out section 7

and inserting

in

place thereof the following sections:

When Notice of Nonrenewal is not Required. Amend
417-A by inserting after section 5 the following new section: 417-A:5-a Notice of Nonrenewal not Required. A notice
of nonrenewal for nonpayment of premium on a policy written
on other than a continuous basis is not required if the insurer
has manifested in writing its willingness to renew by issuing
or offering to issue a renewal policy, certificate or other evidence
of renewal or has manifested such intention in writing by other
means.
7

RSA

8 Effective Date.
its

This act

shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

Rep. Bigelow
Rep. Woodward
Rep. Tremblay
Conferees on the part of the House
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Sen. Ferdinando

Sen.

Leonard

Conferees on the part of the Senate
Sen.

Leonard moved the Senate adopt the Committee of

Conference Report.
Sen.

LEONARD: The

only change in the

Conference Committee report
notice of non-renewal. This

agreed to

made by

the

add one section concerning
minor change and everyone

to

is

is

bill

a

it.

Report adopted.

DISCHARGE OF COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE

HB 506, changing part of the boundary line between the
towns of Bartlett and Hart's Location.
The

President appointed as

the Senate, Sens. Jacobson

new

conferees on the part of

and Marcotte.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORTS
The committee

of conference to which was referred House
No. 532, 'An Act constituting the Merrimack District
Court.', having considered the same report the same with the
following recommendation:

Bill

That the
amendment to
That the
amendment to

Amend

senate recede from

the

bill,

senate
the

its

position in adopting

its

and
and house each adopt the following

bill.

the bill by striking out section 3

and inserting in

place thereof the following:

Amend RSA

502-A:l by inserting
paragraph: XX-a Merrimack District. The Merrimack district shall consist of towns of
Merrimack and Bedford. The municipal court for the town
of Merrimack is hereby constituted the district court in and for
said district, holding sessions therein as justice may require,
provided, however, that said district court shall hold at least
one session per week within the town of Bedford. The town of
Bedford shall be reimbursed pursuant to the provisions of RSA
502-A:2-a for said town's expenses in the maintenance and re3 Court Constituted.

after

paragraph

XX

the following

new
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pair of said town's courtroom
trict court.

The name

facility,

which

is

used by the

of said court shall be the

dis-

Merrimack

District Court.

Further

amend

the bill by striking out section 5

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

5

RSA

Establishment of Additional District Courts, Amend
502-A by inserting after section 1 the following new sec-

tion: 502-A:l-a Additional District Courts. No district court
other than the Merrimack District Court and the Hooksett
District Court shall be established after the effective date of
this act unless the proposal therefor shall

have been referred by

a regular session of the legislature to the judicial council for

its

consideration and report, such report to be considered at the
next regular session of the legislature: provided that no such
additional district court shall be established unless prior to said

second regular session of the legislature all courtrooms intended to be included in the proposed district court are rated
excellent" by the court accreditation commisas "accredited

—

sion.

Further

and inserting

amend

the bill by striking out section 6 of the bill

in place thereof the following:

6 Effective Date. This act shall take effect

on August

23,

1971, provided that prior to said date the court facilities in the

Bedford municipal court have been improved so as to render
same reasonably or potentially suitable and adequate in terms
of the public interest and the administration of justice in the
judgment of the administrative committee of district and municipal courts.

Sen. Jacobson
Sen.

Downing

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Zachos
Rep. Harvell
Rep. Lyons
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen.

Downing moved

the Senate adopt the

Committee of

Conference Report.
Sen.

make any

DOWNING: The
significant

Committee of Conference did not
change, just a word here and there. Basic-
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ally, it
it

remains

as
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the Senate and as the Senate intended

it left

to be.

Sen.

SPANOS:

I rise

motion to concur
oppose the Merrimack District

in opposition to the

have the record show
Court to the dying end.

just to

I

Report accepted.

The committee

of conference to which was referred House
relative to changing unsecured loan limita'An
Act
Bill No. 730,
loan associations, cooperative banks or
and
building
tions of
having considered the same reassociations.'
savings and loan
following
recommendation:
port the same with the

That the house recede from its position of nonconcurrencc with the senate amendment, and
That the senate recede from
to the bill, and

its

position of adopting

its

amendment

That the house and
ment to the bill:

Amend

senate each adopt the following

the bill by striking out

and inserting

all after

amend-

the enacting clause

in place thereof the following:

Unsecured Loans. Amend RSA 393:15-a, III (supp)
by 1955, 140:1 and amended by 1957, 194:1; 1967,
205:1 and 1969, 128:1 by striking out said paragraph and in1

as inserted

serting in place thereof the following: III. In loans, with or

without security, for any purpose, provided that no such loan
to any one person shall exceed five thousand doKars, such loan
to be repayable on demand or in regular monthly installments
within a period of five years, however, if the indebtedness is
incurred for the purpose of mobile home financing and the
mobile home is taken as security, such loan for a new mobile
home unit shall not exceed ten thousand dollars and such loan
shall be repayable in regular monthlv installments within a
period of twelve years, and such loan for a used mobile home
unit shall not exceed seventy-five hundred dollars and such
loan shall be repayable in regular monthly installments within
a period of eight years. However, no mobile home unit loan
shall exceed seventy-five percent of the fair retail value, except
that with dealer recourse such loan mav exceed seventy-five
percent but not eighty-five percent of the fair retail value of the

205ii
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mobile home unit. An association which takes under this paragraph a note payable on demand shall demand payment of
said note not later than one year from the date thereof, but
may accept a new note in payment of such demand note. A
loan association or cooperative bank may make mobile home
loans insured or guaranteed by the Federal Housing Administration or the Veterans Administration. However, the limitations
of this paragraph relating to the amount of such financing
may be exceeded provided that the loan shall be fully insured
or fully guaranteed by the Federal Housing Administration
or the Veterans Administration to the extent of the amount
of the loan in excess of said limitations.
2 Loans Secured by

Mobile Homes.

Amend RSA

387:5

amended
new paragraph: IH-c Loans secured by mobile homes, provided
that a loan for a new mobile home unit shall not exceed ten

by inserting after paragraph Hl-b the following

as

thousand dollars and such loan shall be repayable in regular
monthly installments within a period of twelve years and a
loan for a used mobile home unit shall not exceed seven thousand five hundred dollars and such loan shall be repayable
in regular monthly installments within a period of eight years.
Provided further that no loan for a mobile home shall
exceed seventy-five percent of the fair retail value, except that
with dealer recourse such loan may exceed seventy-five percent
but not eighty-five percent of the fair retail value.
3 Investments of Deposits.

Amend RSA

387:3 as

amended

by inserting after paragraph III the following new paragraph:
Ill-a. Not exceeding five percent of deposits shall be invested in
the class of collateral described in paragraph III-c of section 5.
4 Effective Date. This act shall take
its

effect sixty

days after

passage.

Rep. Burns
Rep. Rogers
Rep. Mallat
Conferees on the part of the House
Sen. Ferdinando
Sen. Morrissette

Conferees on the part of the Senate
Sen. Morrissette

Conference Report.

moved

the Senate adopt the

Committee

of
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MORRISSETTE: It was agreed we would go up to
on new mobile homes and not exceed $7,500 on used
ones. The main discussion revolved around the recommendations made by the Bank Commissioner and we were in complete accord with the minor changes in the bill we had passed
Sen.

),000

previously.

Report adopted.

The committee of conference to which was referred House
No. 525, 'An Act relative to municipal government.' having
considered the same report the same with the following recommendation:
Bill

That the house recede from its position of nonconcurrence in the senate amendment and concur in the adoption
of the senate amendment, and
That the house and
ment to the bill:

Amend

senate each adopt the following

the bill by striking out section 12

amend-

and inserting in

place thereof the following:

Amend RSA
new

section:

39 by inserting after section

39:l-a

Towns Adopting

1

the following

a Fiscal Year. Notwith-

standing the provisions of RSA 39:1 any town which adopts
a fiscal year accounting period pursuant to RSA 31, may by
majority vote, hold its annual town meeting on the second

Tuesday of May

for the selection of

town

officers

and the

trans-

other town business. A meeting shall be warned
by the selectmen, when, in their opinion, there shall be occa-

action of

all

sion therefor.
Sen. Jacobson

Sen.

Leonard

Conferees on the part of the Senate

Rep. Blain
Rep. Cox
Rep. Burke
Conferees on the part of the House
Sen.

Leonard moved the Senate adopt the Committee of

Conference Report.
Sen. LEONARD: The Conference Committee report allows a town which has adopted a fiscal year accounting period
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to hold

its

annual meeting on the second Tuesday of

the election of town officers and the transaction of

all

May

for

business.

Under

the present law, this was only available to them in
March. This was the one thing they disagreed on and it was settled by allowing it during the month of May.
Report adopted.

The committee of conference to which was referred House
No. 745, 'An Act providing for the removal of a town clerk.'
havings considered the same report the same with the following
recommendation:
Bill

That

the house recede from

in the senate

its

position of nonconcurrence

amendment and concur

in the adoption of said

amendment, and

That the house and
by the

senate each pass the bill as

amended

senate.

Sen. Poulsen
Sen. Jacobson

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Allen
Rep. Bednar
Rep. Tripp
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen. Poulsen moved the Senate adopt the Committee of
Conference Report.

Sen.

POULSEN:

fication of a Class II

one

is

agreeable to

This has to do with changing the classihighway in the town of Sutton and every-

it.

Report adopted.

RECONSIDERATION
Sen.

whereby

Townsend moved
it

the Senate

reconsider

its

action

adopted the Committee of Conference Report on

HB7.
Reconsideration

lost.

HOUSE DISCHARGE OF COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE
HB 606, making appropriations for capital improvements.
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The Speaker has appointed as conferees on the part of the
House, Reps. Trowbridge, MacDonald and Fortier.

HOUSE ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE REPORTS
HB 7, relative to the preservation of open space land
New Hampshire

in

and establishing an open space land study

commission.

HB
in

496, redistricting the county commissioners districts

Rockingham county.

HB

164, to allow discovery in criminal matters prior to

indictment.

moved the Senate do now adjourn from the
and that when the Senate adjourns today, it be

Sen. Spanos
early session
until

Thursday

at

1 1

o'clock.

Adopted.

LATE SESSION
Sen. Porter

Adopted.

moved

the Senate adjourn at 6:30 p.m.
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Thursday
ljul7l
The

Senate met at

1 1

o'clock.

(Sen. Porter in Chair)

A quorum was present.
Prayer was offered by Senate Chaplain, Rev. William L.
Shafer.

O GOD,

our Father who art the rock of salvation and the
we thank You that in all the trials and temptations of life we are never alone, but that You are always with us.
if it be pleasure
Make us strong for whatever life may bring
or pain, joy or sorrow, help us to accept it with grace and gratitude, ever relying upon Your sustaining strength and purpose.
When our courage falters, help us to look up to Jesus Christ
for inspiration and strength. May His spirit and His strength
be in each of us as we serve You, O GOD. Amen.
fortress of faith,

—

Pledge of Allegiance was led by Sen. Foley.

HOUSE CONCURRENCE IN
ENROLLED BILLS AMENDMENTS

HB 342,

and training council
training
education
and
requirements
and to provide
for memto establish a police standards

bers of police forces.

HB

686, to provide that

five years of

New Hampshire

residents sixty-

age or over shall receive free lifetime hunting and

fishing licenses.

SB

316, relative to the sweepstakes commission.

ENROLLED BILLS REPORT

HB
HB

15, relative to

conduct of voting at town and viland school districts within said town

110, relative to the

lage district meetings

and

the practice of public accountancy.

relative to the authority of school district moderators.
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HB
road

400, providing for an increase in the

motor vehicle

tolls.

HB 620, to establish a criminal code.
HB 633, relative to commitment to
mental

and discharge from

institutions.

HB

770, to

improve eminent domain procedure and mak-

ing an appropriation therefor.

HB

1002, authorizing the insurance commissioner to except certain securities from RSA 421.

HB

1006, permitting local votes on the question of Sunday
be by special elections and permitting running horse
and harness horse racing and dog racing after noon on Sunday.
sales to

SB 256,
mack county.

establishing a public defender system for Merri-

Sen. Ferdinando

For the Committee.
Adopted.

ENROLLED BILLS AMENDMENTS
SB

316, relative to the sweepstakes commision.

AMENDMENT
and

Amend

section 2 of said bill by striking out lines twelve

thirteen

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

or towns in the biennial election in November 1970 or
pursuant to RSA 284:21-k. Tickets may be sold
Sen. Provost

Amendment

HB
and

moved

adoption.
adopted.

and training council
and training requirements for mem-

342, to establish a police standards

to provide education

bers of police forces.

AMENDMENT
Amend RSA
and inserting

105-A:3,

H

by striking out said paragraph

in place thereof the following:
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Except for the commissioner of education or

II.

nee, the attorney general
state police,
offices,

who

members

and the director

shall serve

his desig-

of the division of

during their continuance

in those

of the council shall be appointed by the gov-

ernor for terms of two years. No member shall serve beyond the
time he no longer holds the office or employment Avhich qualified him for appointment. Any vacancy on the council shall be
filled for the unexpired term in the same manner as the original
appointment. Persons filling vacancies shall have the same qualifications for office as the member whose vacancy they are filling.
Sen.

Nixon moved adoption.

Amendment

HB

adopted.

686, to provide that

five years of

New Hampshire

residents sixty-

age or over shall receive free lifetime hunting and

fishing licenses.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

of said bill

by striking out the same and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
to provide that

New Hampshire residents sixty-eight

years of age or over shall receive free lifetime

hunting and fishing

licenses.

Sen. Koromilas moved adoption.
Amendment adopted.

HOUSE APPOINTMENT OF COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE
HB 959, to clarify Superior Court writs.
The Speaker has appointed as members of the new Committee on the part of the House, Reps. Hanson, D. Bradley and
Burke.

RECESS
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COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
The committee

of conference to which was referred House
No. 506, 'An Act changing part of the boundary line between the towns of Bartlett and Hart's Location.' having considered the same report the same with the following recommendation:
Bill

That the house recede from
with the senate amendment, and

its

That the senate recede from
amendment, and

That the
amendment to

Amend

position in adopting

its

its

and house each adopt the following

senate
the

position of non-concurrence

bill:

the bill by striking out section 2

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
2 Referendum. The provisions of section 1 of this act shall
take effect pursuant to the provisions of RSA 51:9 upon ratification by two thirds of those voters present and voting in the

town

of Bartlett, the

town clerk

shall certify within ten days to

the secretary of state, the result of said referendum.
3 Effective Date.
its

This act

shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

Sen. Jacobson
Sen.

Leonard

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Hanson
Rep. Allen
Rep. Little
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen, Jacobson moved the Senate adopt the Committee of
Conference Report.
Sen.

we

JACOBSON: The members

HB

of the Senate will recall

which had been amended in the House to
strike out a referendum. Mr. Marx thought we should have a
referendum. This Committee of Conference Report establishes
a referendum in the town of Bartlett. A two-thirds vote of those
present will decide who owns the gore that lies between Hart's
recalled

506,
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Location and the town of Bartlett.
Report adopted.

RECESS

SUSPENSION OF RULES
Bradshaw moved the Joint Rules be so far suspended
allow the introduction of a Senate bill beyond the deadline
and further that the Senate Rules be so far suspended as to dispense with the referral to committee, notice of public hearing,
holding of public hearing and notice of committee report in the
Sen.

as to

Calendar on SB 32 L

BRADSHAW:

SB 321 should be in the hands of every
This bill is the result of some conversations with
the Attorney General last evening and again this morning. The
Sen.

member

here.

is this. Legally, the State of New Hampshire ceased to
function at midnight last night. We have not, as yet, passed a
budget. Even after we do pass the budget, it must be enrolled;

situation

must then be presented to the Governor for his action; and
think that, when you look at the 145 page document, you will
realize he will need some time to decide whether to sign or
veto it. In the meantime, in my opinion and in the opinion of
it

I

it is an absolute necessity we pass this
Otherwise, we have a situation whereby all department
heads are personally liable for any action that they or their
employees take under their direction. Just to give you an example supposing there was an accident on Interstate 93 and, in
the normal course of business, somebody ordered a State Trooper to go to the scene of the accident. Supposing that cruiser was
in an accident itself Colonel Reagan or Commissioner Rhodes
would be personally responsible for the cruiser and any injuries to the individuals and, consequently, they have to make a
decision whether they will continue to function and they will
be aware of the opinion of the Attorney General and its effect
on their doing anything. I think it is of extreme importance we
do pass this bill. Section 3 of the bill continues the indemnifying clause that is in RSA 9 at the present time. The other thing
this does, it allows the departments to continue to spend money
at the level of spending as created by the Laws of 1969 and the
Laws of 1970. I would like to point out this does require a twothirds vote and I would hope it would be a unanimous vote.

the Attorney General,

bill.
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Sen. KOROMILAS: On page 2, the last phrase, it talks
about the same rate in the first part of the sentence and then
it allows the governor, with the advice and consent of the Council, to actually expend more monies than according to the last

Why is that inserted?
Sen. BRADSHAW: I think

budget.

you have

to take the

whole

thing into consideration. At the same rate, it means at the appropriation, unless otherwise authorized, simply because you
might have one particular item that is out of kilter with the
1971 level. I would point out this continues only until 12:01
a.m.

on July

8.

KOROMILAS:

In section 4, the effective date, "This
1, 1971 and shall continue in
effect until July 8, 1971, unless the appropriation acts for fiscal
years 1972 and 1973 are sooner enacted in which event the provisions herein provided shall thereupon lapse." What would
happen if this became the law and no appropriation acts were
Sen.

act shall take effect as of July

for the fiscal years 1972 and 1973. Would this give the
governor the right to actually act on the basis of this year or

made

last year's fiscal basis?

Sen.

BRADSHAW:

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

this resolution

Sen.
is

would

die

BRADSHAW:

Only
If

until 12:01 a.m.

on July

8,

1971.

the governor vetoes the budget,

on the 8th?

That

is

correct. Its purpose, of course,

to give us the opportunity to decide

what

will

be the fate of

the budget.

RECESS

BRADSHAW:

Mr. President, the SenI was called out in the middle of
this discussion. Someone in the House had the idea it should
be extended to 9 instead of 8 days. I don't happen to concur
Sen.

ate

is

entitled to

I

just think,

know why

We could go 8 or 15 days; it doesn't make a
Eight days will get us through next Wednesday. We will then have an opportunity to decide whether we
want to continue a resolution of this nature
it gives us the
flexibility to do whatever we want to do with the budget. I
don't think amending it to make it 9 days makes any particular
difference. I think we have it within our power to simply pass

with that feeling.
lot of difference.

—
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another continuing resolution for another day or another two
or whatever period of time the General Court decides to do it.
I have informed the Chairman of the House Ways & Means
Committee, so far as I was concerned, it was my intention to
ask my colleagues to support the bill as printed, this being for
8 days.

KOROMILAS: With

respect to section 4, would you
an amendment was offered that would say
"after July 8 and no later?" It would make it extremely clear
the resolution would continue in effect until July 8 and no
later unless there was an appropriation act.
Sen.

have an objection

BRADSHAW:

Sen.
is

if

Personally,

one of the things that confuses

me

have no objection. This
about attorneys. This was

I

drawn by the Attorney General. It specifically expires at 12:01
a.m. on July 8. Not being an attorney, I felt I was on reasonably
safe

grounds by accepting the opinion of the Attorney General

that this was absolute until 12:01 a.m. July 8, I might add,
Arthur Marx concurs with that opinion and, consequently, I

think that amendment might be innocuous and
not to see it on the bill.

KOROMILAS:

As

I

would prefer

read that particular effective date
understand the Attorney
Arthur
Marx
General has so advised, and
has so advised. Don't
you believe we have a duty here to be satisfied?
Sen.

provision,

Sen.

the

think

I

it is

correct. I

Of course we have the duty. We have
any manner we want. However, I
incumbent upon us to seek the best counsel we can

BRADSHAW:

power

to alter this in

it is

get. It

do not think

I

seems to

me

the Attorney General of the State of

New

the top legal authority and, so far as I am personally concerned, if the Attorney General, and particularly

Hampshire

is

adding on Arthur Marx, is satisfied this expires
on July 8, 1 don't see any reason to change it.
Sen,

SPANOS:

at 12:01 a.m.

Acting responsibly in a non-partisan way
of the people of the State of New

and with the best interest
Hampshire in mind, I rise

to favor the suspension of all of the

rules.

Sen.
lieve this

ticular

JACOBSON:
is

I

rise in

an action that

moment

is

support of the motion.

I

be-

absolutely necessary at this par-

in history because of the

way

in

which the

leg-
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islative process has

come

to this point. I find
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it

reads generally

O.K.
Motion

to

suspend adopted unanimously.

INTRODUCTION OF SENATE
First

SB

321,

BILLS

and Second Reading

making temporary appropriations

and encumbrances

of the State of

New

for the expenses

Hampshire. (Bradshaw

of Dist. 10)

SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Sen.
far

BRADSHAW:

suspended

Motion
Sen.

as to

to

order

move

I

SB

the rules of the Senate be so
321 to third reading.

suspend adopted unanimously.

BRADSHAW:

I

move SB

321 be ordered to third

reading.

Adopted.

Third Reading

SB 321, making temporary appropriations for the expenses
and encumbrances of the State of New Hampshire
Sen.

Bradshaw moved SB 321 be

passed.

Adopted.
Final Passage

SB 321, making temporary appropriations for the expenses
and encumbrances of the State of New Hampshire.

Sen.

RECONSIDERATION
BRADSHAW: I move the action of

the Senate where-

by we passed SB 321 be reconsidered.
Reconsideration lost.

SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Sen.

pended
State.

NIXON:

as to

I

move

the rules of the Senate be so far sus-

allow the recall of

SB 302 from

the Secretary of

Senate Journal, 1July71
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The

Senate has already acted twice upon this bill; the first
affirmative action in extending the already existing
statutory provisions to the areas of age and sex. After the House
and Senate passed the bill in that form, it was recalled because
it was made out there would have been, in the original form,
undue intereference with existing pension plan programs which
obviously have to discriminate on the basis of age, and reasonably so. It was recalled and an amendment to cover that opposi-

time in

its

added by both the House and Senate. Now it has been
my attention that, even with that amendment, the bill
still would unduly interfere with the ability of elderly people
to gather themselves together in elderly retirement homes and
apartment residential units. The amendment I would propose
if the Senate goes along with the motion to recall, would provide that the anti-discrimination bill in regard to age would
tion was

called to

not pertain to the sale to the elderly of dwellings, the sale or
rental of which was pursuant to a retirement home limit to persons over a certain age not less than 45 years. The evidence aj>
pears to be that unless this amendment is adopted, it would
provide a basis for discriminating against the elderly people
and they would not have the ability to gather together in retirement homes. I would ask the Senate to go along with my motion.

JACOBSON:

I rise in support of the motion. If this
not adopted, it would actually place in jeopardy a
number of retirement homes and retirement communities which
do not have as their intention any kind of untold discrimination but are designed to provide for security and enjoyment in
retirement. If this does not happen, we will put those homes in
potential jeopardy and I hope the Senate will go along with
this motion and proceed to do whatever is necessary to amend

Sen.

procedure

the

is

bill.

Motion

to suspend adopted,

RECALL FROM SECRETARY OF STATE
Sen.

Nixon moved SB 302 be recalled from the

Secretary

of State.

Adopted.
Sen.

JACOBSON:

reading.

Adopted.

I

move SB 302 be placed on second
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Second Reading

SB

302, prohibiting discrimination because of age or sex.

RECESS

HOUSE APPOINTMENT OF NEW COMMITTEE
OF CONFERENCE
HB 959, to clarify Superior Court writs.
The Speaker has appointed as members of the new Committee on the part of the House, Reps. Andrews, Edes and
Brummer.

The

President appointed as conferees on the part of the

Senate, Sens. Koromilas

and Leonard.

HOUSE ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE REPORT
SB

189,

establishing obligations of the

Higher Educational and Health

Facilities

New Hampshire

Authority

as "legal

investments."

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
The committee

of conference to which was referred Senate
'An Act establishing obligations of the New
Hampshire Higher Educational and Health Facilities Authority as "legal investments".' having considered the same report
the same with the following recommendation:
Bill

No.

189,

That the house recede from
amendment to the bill, and
That the senate recede from
house amendment, and

its

its

position in adopting

its

position of nonconcurrence

in the

That

the

amendment

house and senate each adopt the following

to the bill:

Amend the bill by striking out sections 2 and 3 and inserting in place thereof the following:
2 Exemption. Amend RSA 195-D:I5 (supp) as inserted
by 1969, 318:1 and amended by 1971, 198:10 by striking out
said section and inserting in place thereof the following: 195-
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D:15 Exemption from Taxation; Payments

The

in

Lieu of Taxes.

exercise of the powers granted by this chapter will be in all

respects for the benefit of the people of the state, for the increase

commerce, welfare and prosperity, and for the improveand living conditions, and will constitute
the performance of an essential governmental function, and
neither the corporation nor its agent shall or may be required
to pay any taxes or assessment upon or in respect of a project
or any property acquired or used by the corporation or its
agent or under the jurisdiction, control, possession or supervision of the same or upon the activities of the corporation or its
agent in the operation or maintenance of the project under the
provisions of this chapter, or upon income or other revenues
received therefrom, and any bonds, notes and other obligations
issued under the provisions of this chapter, their transfer and
the income therefrom, including any profit made on the sale
thereof, as well as the income and property of the corporation,
are at all times exempt from taxation of every kind by the state
and by the municipalities and all other political subdivisions
of their

ment

of their health

provided that the participating institution for
higher education or participating hospital shall be required

of the state;
to

make annual payments in lieu of taxes on: (1) any project
owned by such participating institution

or any portion thereof

or by the corporation pursuant to the provisions of this chapter
if said project or any portion thereof would not be exempt from
taxation pursuant to RSA 72:23 as amended and as in effect on
the date that the findings of the designee of the governor and
council are made for the particular project pursuant to RSA
195-D:21; or (2) any portion or all of a project which provides

permanent housing

for

married students,

staff,

or employees of

a participating institution for higher education or

housing for

permanent

employees or relatives of patients of a participating hospital. The amount of the annual payment in lieu of
taxes shall be equal to that sum which would otherwise have
been payable for real estate taxes on such project or part thereof pursuant to RSA 74 and RSA 75. All such payments in lieu
of taxes shall be made to the city or town in which such project
or portion thereof is located on December first of each year.
The corporation shall not be liable to make any such payments
in lieu of taxes, except to the extent that monies have been deposited with it for the specific purpose of making such payments in lieu of taxes. The liability for such payments in lieu
staff,

of taxes shall constitute a general obligation of the participating
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institution for higher education or participating hospital, as the

may be. Upon any faikire of such participating institution
make such payments in lieu of taxes as herein provided, no

case
to

liens of

any nature

shall attach against

any project, or any por-

tion thereof, or against the assets or revenues of such participat-

ing institution, pledged to secure bonds or other obligations of
the corporation for the period during which bonds or other
obligations issued to finance the project are outstanding; provided, however, the city or

making

of such

tach against

payments

all real estate

town

shall

have a lien to secure the

in lieu of taxes

which

lien shall at-

of the participating institution not

pledged, mortgaged or otherwise encumbered to secure bonds
or other obligations of the corporation and which lien shall
further attach against all real estate comprising the project but
only on the date the bonds or other obligations issued to finance
such project or part thereof have been fully retired. The corporation shall within five days of such date notify such city or
town of the date on which the bonds or other obligations issued

have been fully retired.
town may enforce the foregoing liens by a collec-

to finance the project or part thereof

The

city or

tor's sale of property subject to such liens in the manner provided in RSA 80. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, the
governing body of such city or town, as defined in RSA 203:3,
(III)
may agree with such participating institution to waive
its rights to such payments in lieu of taxes, or any portion thereof, over the period during which bonds or other obligations
issued to finance the project are outstanding or for some lesser
period of time.
,

3 Effective Date.
its

This act

shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

Sen. Jacobson

Sen.

Nixon

Sen. Spanos

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Hanson
Rep. Bowles
Rep. Bednar
Rep. Merrill
Rep. Allen
Conferees on the Part of the House
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Sen. Jacobson moved the Senate adopt the Committee of
Conference Report.

JACOBSON: SB

189 had to do with the setting up of
with respect to the Higher Educational and
Health Facilities Authority. There was considerable debate over
the issue as to whether a city or town should receive taxes out
of this. The original amendment that came in allowed for such
taxation. Now it has been worked out in such a way so that payments will be made in lieu of taxes. As I understand it, those
who opposed the original concept have now accepted this concept, particularly in those areas most directly affected such as
Sen.

legal investments

the City of Lebanon.

Adopted.

RECESS

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
The committee

of conference to which was referred House
No. 271, 'An Act clarifying the powers of counties and
county conventions, in determining salaries for county officers.'
having considered the same report the same with the following
recommendation:
Bill.

That the house recede from its position of nonconcurrence
amendment and concur in the adoption of the
jenate amendment, and
in the senate

That the house and senate each adopt the following

amendment

to the bill:

Amend
23, 25

the bill by striking out sections 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
and 26 and renumbering section 24 to read section 18.

Further

numbered
19

amend

the bill by inserting after the newly re-

section 18 the following sections:

Power

to Establish Certain Salaries.

Amend RSA

inserting after section 6 (supp) the following

new

23 by

section: 23:7

Establishing Compensation. Every county shall have the power

and expenses or other compensation paid
county attorney, assistant county attorney, sheriff, chief
deputy sheriff, deputy sheriffs, register of deeds, treasurer, deputy treasurer, and county commissioners. Said salaries shall be
established not less than biannually by the county convention.
to establish salaries
to the
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upon recommendation

of the executive committee. In

no

case

compensation of any of the aforemenbe established at a lesser amount than that which

shall the salary or other

tioned

officers

was in

effect

December

31, 1972.

20 Effective Date. This act shall take effect as follows:
I.

uary

Sections

1,

II.

1, 2,

and

12, 13, 14, 15

17 shall take effect Jan-

1971.

Sections 10

and 16

III. Sections 18

IV. Sections

and 19

January

shall take effect
shall take effect

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

9

and

1 1

January

1,

1,

1972.

1973.

shall take effect

upon

passage.

Sen. Jacobson

Sen.

Leonard

Conferees on the part of the Senate

Rep. Fortier
Rep. Ezra Mann
Rep. Hanson
Conferees on the part of the House
Sen. Jacobson moved the Senate adopt the Committee of
Conference Report.
Sen. JACOBSON: HB 271 was an omnibus bill which I
drew up which gave me the opportunity to sit down with House
members and talk over the problem, which we did, and we
have come up with an agreement. It is not the whole package
which I wanted, but it is a step in the right direction. It adopts
the county bills as they were passed through the House and

January 1, 1973, each
county, in the same way as Belknap and Cheshire, shall establish the salary for their county officers at a rate not less than in
effect on December 31, 1972. They would not accept me or my
colleagues on the Convention. That is the issue, although they
also establishes the principle that as of

would fight that on its own merits sometime. That is
we have established which is at least one tiny step in

said they

the bill

the direction of reform.
Sen.

FOLEY: Does

that

mean we

will not be

the Delegation?
Sen.

JACOBSON:

Report adopted.

It

means we

will not.

members

of
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HOUSE RECONSIDERATION
The House has voted to reconsider its action whereby
adopted the Committee of Conference Report on:

HB

7,

it

open space land in
open space land study

relative to the preservation of

New Hampshire and

establishing an

commission.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
HB

7,

open space land in
open space land study

relative to the preservation of

New Hampshire and

establishing an

commission.

The Speaker has appointed as members of said new Committee on the part of the House, Reps. Nutt, D. Bradley and
Bednar.
The
tee

President appointed as

on the part of the Senate,

members of said new CommitTownsend and Morrissette.

Sens,

RECESS

HOUSE CONCURRENCE TO ENROLLED
BILLS

HB

AMENDMENTS

543, to increase the fees for nonresident hunting

li-

censes.

HB

966, to repeal those portions of the

RSA

which deny

paupers the right to vote and those which are in conflict with
existing provisions relative to reporting campaign expenditures.

HB
HB
dustrial

74, to provide for absentee voting in

574, to authorize the establishment of the

elections.

Dover

In-

Development Authority.

ENROLLED

HB

primary

BILLS

REPORT

164, to allow discovery in criminal matters prior to

indictment.

HB 180, relative to district courts.
HB 496, redistricting the county commissioners districts in
Rockingham county.
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660, requiring certain district courts to hold regular

sessions in certain

towns within their

districts.

HB 663, adopting the uniform act on paternity.
HB 911, relative to reporting neglected and abused

chil-

dren.

SB 116, to prohibit individuals from soliciting rides or
business on or in proximity to the traveled portion of a street
or highway,

SB

262, relative to the alteration

and the protection

eters

HB

motor vehicle purchasers.

and training couneducation and training requirements for

342, to establish a police standards

and

cil

of

and construction of odom-

to provide

members

of police forces.

HB 450, permitting Sunday racing.
HB 678, authorizing the industrial
to loan

money

development authority

or guarantee loans for the acquisition of railroad

lines.

HB

686, to provide that New Hampshire residents sixtyeight years of age or over shall receive free lifetime hunting

and

fishing licenses.

SB

316, relative to the sweepstakes commission.

HB

512, relative to conservation officers

and

their pay

schedule.

SB

312,

regulating the powers of the

New Hampshire

American Revolution Bicentennial Commission.
Sen. Ferdinando

For the Committee
Adopted.

HOUSE NON-CONCURRENCE TO COMMITTEE
OF CONFERENCE REPORT
HB 181, to provide for the regulation of title insurance.
The Speaker has appointed as members of the new Committee on the part of the House, Reps. Bigelow, Leighton and
Mallatt.
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ENROLLED BILLS AMENDMENTS

HB

574, to authorize the establishment of the

Dover

In-

Development Authority.

dustrial

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out the

title

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

AN ACT
authorizing the establishment of the Dover Industrial
Development Authority; authorizing the city of Dover to
operate, maintain and enter into contractual arrangements
relative to a certain heating system.

Amend

section 2 of the bill by striking out line eight

and

inserting in place thereof the following:

have been appointed. Of the members
shall be appointed for

Amend

first

appointed, three

section 21 of the bill by striking out line five

and

inserting in place thereof the following:

authority for the city of Dover, and to authorize the city to
and enter into contractual arrangements relaheating
a
certain
system be adopted?" Beneath this questive to

operate, maintain

tion shall be printed

Amend
and

section 22 of the bill by striking out said section

inserting in place thereof the following:

22 Effective Date. Section 21 shall take effect sixty days
after passage of this act. If the other provisions of this act are
adopted at the referendum they shall become effective on Jan-

uary

1,

1972.

Sen. Provost

moved adoption.

Adopted.

HB

74, to provide for absentee voting in

primary elections.

AMENDMENT
Amend
5

section 6 of the bill by striking out lines

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

1

through
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as

6 Filing Dates in Presidential Primaries. Amend RSA 58:3
1971, 369:1 by striking out said section and in-

amended by

serting in place thereof the following: 58:3
tion.

Nomination

Peti-

The
amend

Further
thirteen

section 6 of the bill by striking out line

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

must be signed by
from each congressional
Sen. Provost

moved

at least five

hundred qualified voters

adoption.

Adopted.

HB

dog racing, establishing
making an appropriation

153, providing for

racing commission, and

a

greyhound

therefor.

AMENDMENT
Amend
lines

section 9 of the bill by striking out the

9

Dog

Amend RSA

Races.

new

the following

two

Amend

284 by inserting after section 18
Rules of Racing. The grey-

section: 248:18-a

hound racing commission
lines

first

and inserting in place thereof the following:

shall

section 22 of the bill by striking out the

and inserting

first

three

in place thereof the following:

22 Disclosure of Information. Amend RSA 284 by inserting after section 15-a thereof the following new section:

284:15-b Disclosure of Information.

Any

person, associa-

tion or corporation

Amend
lines

section 8 of the bill by striking out the

and inserting

Option

8 Local

for

Dog

Racing.

Amend RSA

serting after section 15-b the following

Local Option.

first

two

in place thereof the following:

new

284 by

in-

section: 284:15-0

No

Sen. Provost

moved adoption.

Am.endment adopted.

HB 331, amending the business profits tax.

AMENDMENT
Amend

section 17 of the bill by striking out lines 6

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

and 7
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due

after April 22, 1970. Section 16 shall take effect

December

31, 1970.

Sen, Provost

Amendment
SJR

moved

adoption.
adopted.

committee to study the feasibility
and making an appropriation therefor.

28, establishing a

off track betting

of

AMENDMENT
Amend the caption of said resolution by striking out the
words "and making an appropriation therefor." so that said
caption shall read as follows:

JOINT RESOLUTION
establishing a committee to study

the feasibility of off track betting.
Sen. Provost

Amendment

moved

adoption.
adopted.

SB
tion

107, to reorganize the commission on
and make an appropriation therefor.

interstate coopera-

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

of said bill by striking out the words

make an appropriation

"and

therefor." so that said caption shall read

as follows:

AN ACT
to reorganize the commission

Sen. Provost

Amendment

on

interstate cooperation.

moved

adoption.
adopted.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
The committee
Bill

which was referred House
the New Hampshire retire-

of conference to

No. 340, 'An Act relative to

ment system and

the firemen's retirement system' having considered the same report the same with the following recom-

mendation:

That

the house recede from

in the senate

amendment, and

its

position of nonconcurrence
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That the senate recede from
to the bill, and

its
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position of adopting

its

amendment

That the house and senate each adopt the following

amendment

Amend

to the bill:

the bill by striking out section 5

and inserting in

place thereof the following:
5 Effective Date. This act shall take effect July
Sen. Leonard

1,

1971.

Sen. Porter

Downing

Sen.

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. S. Clark
Rep. Weeks
Rep. Croft
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen. Porter

moved

the Senate adopt the

Committee

of Con-

ference Report.
Sen. PORTER: The amendment which had been added
by the Senate was found objectionable in several ways and it
was further learned that the person in question would have at
least six years before it was necessary he be included. Therefore, the amendment was deleted at this time for action at a
later date.

Report adopted.

RECESS

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCES
HB
The
tee

181, to provide for the regulation of title insurance.

President appointed as

on the part of the Senate,

HB

members

Sens.

of the

new Commit-

Ferdinando and Leonard.

91, relating to investments of savings

banks in real

estate.

tee

The President appointed as members of the new Commiton the part of the Senate, Sens. Nixon and McCarthy.

HB 189, authorizing the general court to provide for the
time and mode for submitting constitutional amendments proposed by it to the voters.
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The Speaker has appointed as members of the new Committee on the part of the House, Reps. G. Roberts, Bowles and
Bigelow.
The

President appointed as

on the part of the Senate,
montagne.
tee

members

of the

new Commit-

Sens. S. Smith, Porter

and La-

Second Reading

SB

302, to prohibit discrimination because of age or sex.

Sen.

Nixon moved adoption

of the following

amendment.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the third paragraph of

by section 5 of the

bill

RSA

354-A:8,

V

as inserted

by striking out said paragraph and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

The

provisions of this paragraph shall not apply (1) to the
any single-family house sold or rented by the

sale or rental of

owner, if such owner does not own more than three such singlefamily houses at any one time, if such house is sold or rented
(a) without the use in any manner of the sales or rental facilities or the sales or rental services of any real estate broker,
agent, or salesman, or of such facilities or services of any person in the business of selling or renting dwellings, or of any
employee or agent of any such broker, agent, salesman, or person, and (b) without the publication, posting or mailing, after
notice, of any advertisement or written notice in violation of
subparagraph 8 V (c) above; but nothing in this paragraph
shall prohibit the use of attorneys, escrow agents, abstractors,
title companies, and other such professional assistance as necessary to perfect or transfer the title; or (2) to the rental of a
housing accommodation in a building which contains housing
accommodations for not more than three families living independently of each other, if the owner or members of his family reside in one of such housing accommodations; or (3) to the
rental of a room or rooms in a housing accommodation if such
rental is by the occupant of the housing accommodation or by
the owner of the housing accommodation and he or members
of his family reside in such housing accommodation; or (4) to
the sale or rental of dwellings the sale or rental of which are
pursuant to a plan for a retirement or similar community or

Senate Journal, 1July71
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less

than

forty-five years.

Sen. NIXON: This new amendment now offered would,
within the prohibition against discrimination on account of age,
permit the erection, sale and rental of housing units designed
principally for the elderly. If we do not adopt this amendment,
the law which is supposed to protect against discrimination
would, in fact, discriminate against the elderly on account of
their age in that they would not be allowed to gather themselves in elderly housing and condominium units and developments. I recommend the adoption of the amendment now before you.

Amendment

adopted.

Ordered

SUSPENSION OF
Sen.

pended

to third reading.

THE RULES

Nixon moved the rules of the Senate be so far susSB 302 on third reading and final passage at

as to place

this time.

Adopted.

Third reading and

SB

final

passage

302, to prohibit discrimination because of age or sex.

SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Sen.

Townsend moved

the rules of the Senate be so far
allow the introduction of a Committee of Conference report without 24 hour requirement printed copies be
in the possession of the Senate.

suspended

as to

Adopted.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT

HB

606

The committee

of conference to which was referred House
No. 606, an act making appropriations for capital improvements, having considered the same report the same with the
following recommendation:
(Report printed in HJ, Wednesday, July 7, 1971.)
Bill
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That the Senate adopt the

Townsend moved

Sen.

report.

the Senate adopt the

Committee of

Conference Report.

TOWNSEND: We

made three or four changes and,
day before yesterday I went through the entire
budget, I will only touch upon the changes the Committee of
Conference made today. In section 1, the appropriation was
increased by $10,000. Roman VII under section 1, Resources
& Economic Development (g) the Frost Homestead has been
Sen.

inasmuch

as

deleted.
3, the appropriation has been reduced by $610,under section 3, Durham campus (b) the alumni
$610,000 has been deleted, as has the footnote in re-

In section
000.

Roman

house at

I

spect to this item.

The last change is to be found under section 16, Roman
which called for the purchase of the so-called Monitor-Patriot Building at 4 Park Street, Concord, New Hampshire. This
has been eliminated.
Report adopted.
II,

RECONSIDERATION
Sen.

whereby

HB

Townsend moved
it

the Senate reconsider

its

action

adopted the Committee of Conference Report on

606.

Reconsideration

lost.

RECESS

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORTS
of conference to which was referred Senate
'An Act relative to the limitations on the loaning
authority of cooperative banks, building and loan associations,
savings and loan associations and savings banks.' having considered the same report the same with the following recom-

The committee

Bill

No.

144,

mendation:

That the senate recede from its position of nonconcurrence
house amendment, and concur in the house amendment,
the
in
and pass the bill in the same form as passed the house.
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Sen, Ferdinando
Sen. Morrissette

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Robinson
Rep. Bigelow
Rep. Bartlett
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen. Poulsen moved the Senate adopt the Committee of
Conference Report.

POULSEN:

This Committee of Conference put together the parts of the bill so that mainly it included savings
banks in with cooperative banks to take advantage of mortgage
Sen.

guarantees.

Report adopted.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
The committee
Bill

No.

73,

of conference to which was referred Senate
'An Act defining and providing for the licensing

and regulation of real estate brokers and salesmen; providing
for the New Hampshire real estate commission defining its
powers and duties; and imposing penalties for violations of this
chapter.' having considered the same report the same with the
following recommendation:

That the senate recede from its position of nonconcurrence
with the house amendment, and concur in the adoption of said
amendment, and

That the house and
amendment to the bill:

Amend RSA
bill

senate

in line three the

serting in place thereof the words
as

amended

adopt the following

331-A:4-c, V, as inserted by section 6 of the

by striking out

graph

each

shall

words "and has" and

(or has)

in-

so that said para-

read as follows:

V. No application to take examination for a broker's license shall be accepted unless the applicant shall have served
at least one year as a licensed real estate salesman in this state
or another state, or has successfully passed a real estate course
accredited by the commission.
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Amend RSA 331-A:4-c, VI as inserted by section 6 of the
by striking out in line three the words "within six months
from the date of such notification." and inserting in place thereof the words (prior to the expiration date of his license.) so
that said paragraph as amended shall read as follows:
bill

VI. A salesman who has been notified that he successfully
passed the examination must certify to the commission that he is
employed by a licensed broker prior to the expiration date of

Upon finding that he is unable to become employed
by a broker, the applicant may take his request before the commission for an extension of time.
his license.

Amend
the

section 9 of the bill by inserting in line seven after

word "any"

the

word

(other) so that said section as

amended

shall read as follows:

9 Penalties.

Amend RSA

by striking out the

331-A:8 as inserted by 1959, 222:1

same and inserting

in place thereof the fol-

lowing: 331-A:8 Penalties. Any person acting as a broker or
salesman without first obtaining a current license shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof, shall be punishable by a fine of not more than one hundred dollars. Upon
conviction of a second or subsequent violation, the person shall
be punishable by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars.
Any person who violates any other provisions of this chapter
or the rules and regulations of the commission shall be punishable by a fine of twenty-five dollars, and upon conviction of a
second subsequent violation, the person shall be punished by
a fine of not more than one hundred dollars.

Amend RSA

331-A:9, III as inserted by section 11 of the
by inserting in line two after the word "renewed" the
words (beyond four years from the anniversary date of said license) so that said paragraph as amended shall read as follows:
bill

A

person having been issued a license under the pro331-A:9, I, shall not have his license renewed
beyond four years from the anniversary date of said license unless said person shall have satisifactorily passed a reasonable
written examination as to his qualifications to act as a broker
or salesman.
III.

visions of

RSA

Sen.

Nixon

Sen.

Leonard

Conferees on the Part of the Senate
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Rep. Maurice Bouchard
Rep. Moran
Rep. Croft
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen.

Nixon moved the Senate adopt the Committee

of Con-

ference Report.

LEONARD: SB

73 pertains to the real estate comto the bill as
passed by the Senate pertains to discretionary licenses. The
Senate had abolished these licenses. The House amended that
whereby the person with the discretionary license which he received within the past two years would take the examination
when his license expired at the end of a two year period. This
Sen.

mission, salesmen

was changed to 4

and brokers. The main change

years.

There were minor changes such as when a person took the
had to have at least a year as a real
estate salesman in this state or another and successfully pass a
real estate course. This was changed to "or" instead of "and."
broker's examination he

Another change was a salesman who obtained a license
must report to the Commission that he had a job within 6
months and this was changed.
Report adopted.

RECESS
(Sen. S,

Smith in the Chair)

SENATE CONCURRENCE TO HOUSE AMENDMENTS
SB 321, making temporary appropriations for the expenses
and encumbrances of the State of New Hampshire.
Sen. Bradshaw moved the Senate concur
amendments.

in the

House

Sen. BRADSHAW: Except for adding to the bulk of the
paper work we have in the Senate, I cannot understand what
the House expected to accomplish by their amendments. It may
be a situation in which they felt they had to exercise their prerogatives to alter measures that come over from the Senate.
I would like to explain to the members of the Senate exactwhat happened. As we passed it, it was 8 days. They have
have changed it to 9 days.

ly
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In section 2 where it says "the expenditure and encumbrance of funds provided by section 1 hereof shall be made at
the same rate and manner as for appropriations made for the
fiscal year 1971" they have added "unless due to an emergency."
I think that it is nice it is in there, but I cannot imagine the
Council changing the rate of spending unless it were an emergency as long as the Legislature would be back on next Wednesday. But it does not do any harm.
they changed the original phraseology which
to July 8." They changed it to "July 8, 1971
at 11:59 p.m." Our version would have expired at 12:01 a.m.
and their version expires at 11:59 p.m., so they have gained for

In section

said

4,

"from July

1

the Legislature twenty-three hours and 58 minutes.

urge that

I

amendment

my

as offered

colleagues do support this

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

momentous

by the House.
I

have a proposed amendment to SB

321 from the House Rules Committee and mine says the 15th
of July.

BRADSHAW:

Sen.

I have one that says the House Rules
was just proofread with the original and the

Committee and

it

effective date

July

is

1,

1971 to continue until July

8,

1971 at

11:59 p.m. This was just proofread against the official copy.

Where

that

came from,

I

do not have the vaguest

idea.

RECESS

BRADSHAW:

Sen.
solved. It

is

just

I believe the situation has been
an excess piece of paper from the House.

Amendment

re-

adopted.
(President in the Chair)

HOUSE ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE REPORT
SB 58, to prohibit any special justice or associate justice of
a district court from practicing law in any district court.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORTS
The committee
Bill

No.

58,

of conference to which was referred Senate
'An Act to prohibit any special justice or associate
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municipal court from practicing law in
court.' having considered the same
municipal
any district or
recommendation:
the
following
report the same with

justice of a district or

That

the senate recede

in the house

from

That the house recede from
amendment, and

That the house and
ment to the bill:

Amend

position of nonconcurrence

its

amendment,

the

title

its

position in adopting

senate each adopt the following

of the bill

its

amend-

by striking out the same and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
relative to special

and

associate justices practicing

in district or municipal courts.

Amend

the bill by striking out section

1

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

and Associate Justices. Amend RSA 502-A:21 as
and as amended by 1967, 438:3 by striking out the same in its entirety and substituting the following
Special

1

inserted by 1963, 331:1

therefor: 502-A:21 Disqualifications of Justices, etc.
associate justice, special justice or clerk of

any

No

justice,

district or

mu-

employed as attorney in any
pending in his court, or which

nicipal court shall be retained or
action, complaint, or proceeding

tried therein. No such justice or associate
be retained or employed as an attorney in any
matter pending before any other district or municipal court.
No special justice of any municipal or district court shall appear in any municipal or district court representing a client in
a criminal case. No attorney shall be permitted to practice before any district or municipal court where any justice, associate
justice, or special justice thereof is associated with said attorney

has been

examined or

justice shall

in the practice of law.

shall

whose

No

justice, associate justice, or special

thousand dollars per year
be permitted to engage in the practice of law to any de-

justice

salary exceeds fifteen

gree.

Lamontagne
Sen. Nixon
Conferees on the Part
Sen.

of the Senate
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Rep. Frizzell
Rep. Healy
Rep. Margaret Griffin
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen. Porter

moved

the Senate adopt the

Committee

of

Conference Report.
Sen.

LAMONTAGNE: The

Report makes minor changes

Committee

to the bill as

it

of Conference
was passed by the

The Senate version of the bill prohibited all district
court judges from practicing in any district or municipal court.
The Committee of Conference Report prohibits all judges and
Senate.

clerks

from practicing

in their

own

courts.

striction to their practicing in other courts

inal matters.

The

associate justices

However, the
is

re-

limited to crim-

present law prohibiting presiding justices and

from practicing

in all district

and municipal

courts was not changed.

Report adopted.
(Sen. Porter in the Chair)

The committee

of conference to which was referred Senate
No. 315, an Act relative to continuing the office space
study committee, having considered the same report the same
Bill

with the following recom.mendations:

That the House recede from
amendment, and

its

position in adopting

That the Senate recede from its position
House amendment, and

of

its

nonconcurrence

in adopting the

That the Senate and House adopt
ment to the bill:

Amend

section

1

the following

of the bill by striking out the

amend-

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
1
Committee Continued. Amend Laws 1970, chapter 29
by inserting after section 4 the following new section: 29:4-a
Additional Duties Established. The office space study committee established by section 4 is hereby continued. Said committee
shall submit a report with its recommendations to the public
works committee of both the house and senate not later than
April 15, 1973. It may submit preliminary reports at any earlier

time. It shall act in an advisory capacity to the director of the
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office of

to

employ the

The committee

services of a consultant to assist in

is

its

authorized
duties. Pro-

vided, however, any consultant so employed, shall receive compensation for his services only from federal or private funds, or

from both.
Sen, Poulsen

Bradshaw
Lamontagne
Conferees on the Part
Sen.

Sen.

of the Senate

Rep. Trowbridge
Rep. Esther Davis
Rep. Fortier
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen.

Bradshaw moved the Senate adopt the Committee of

Conference Report.
Sen. BRADSHAW: This is another one of these large
changes we had to negotiate with the House. SB 315 is the bill
that continues in existence the Office Space Study Committee
that in recent days has gained some notoriety because of some
buildings here in Concord. The original version, as passed by
the Senate, simply continued the Committee in existence and
required it make reports in the 1973 session of the Legislature.
However, the House felt it was of tremendous importance it
should be spelled out that this Committee should make recommendations not later than April 15, 1973 and that it may submit preliminary reports at an earlier date and, in addition to
giving these reports to the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House, they should also be given to the Public
Works Committee of the House and the Public Works Com-

mittee of the Senate.

We,

as conferees

on the part of the Sen-

caved in on all of their requests and agreed to their demands.
Report adopted.
ate,

RECESS
(President in the Chair)

HOUSE ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE REPORT
SB
mittee.

315, relative to continuing the office space study

com-
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SB

on the loaning authority
and loan associations, savings

144, relative to the limitations

of cooperative banks, building

and loan

associations

and savings banks.

HOUSE ADOPTION OF ENROLLED BILLS

AMENDMENTS
HB

990, relative to the application of the minimum wage
laws to certain employees of restaurants, hotels and similar businesses.

HB
chester

683, establishing a finance officer for the city of

and defining

Man-

his duties.

HB 331, amending the business profits tax.
SJR

28, establishing a

committee

to study the feasibility of

off track betting.

SB

107, to reorganize the

commission in

interstate coopera-

tion.

HOUSE ADOPTION OF
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORTS
HB 71, relative to authority of coordinating board of

ad-

vanced education and accreditation.

HB
HB

205, relative to health services in public schools.
216, relating to excepted persons in the practice of

medicine.

HB
HB
HB

218, relative to fishing limits in great bay.
322, relative to dogs pursuing game.

340, relative to the New Hampshire retirement
tem and the firemen's retirement system.

HB

sys-

341, to prohibit cancellation of individual accident

and health insurance

policies

due

to

changes in the physical

condition of the insured.

HB

409, increasing the additional retirement allowances

for state employees

who

retired prior to July

1,

1961 and mak-

ing an appropriation therefor.

HB 506, changing part of the boundary line between the
towns of Bartlett and Hart's Location.
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HB 525, relative to incompatibility of town offices.
HB 532, constituting the Merrimack district court.
HB 536, relative to the taking of land for state park
ties in

the

HB

town

583, to prohibit the use of trawls for the taking of fish

from the ocean waters of

HB
HB

facili-

of Rye.

606,

New

Hampshire.

making appropriations

for capital

improvements.

730, relative to changing unsecured loan limitations of
building and loan associations, cooperative banks or savings and
loan associations.

HB
HB
of life

745, providing for the removal of a

town

clerk.

837, providing insolvency protection to policyholders

and health insurance.

ENROLLED BILLS REPORT

HB
HB

205, relative to health services in public schools.

HB

536, relative to the taking of land for state park facili-

506, changing part of the boundary line between the
towns of Bartlett and Hart's Location.

ties

in the

HB

town of Rye.

583, to prohibit the use of trawls for the taking of fish

from the ocean waters of

New Hampshire.

HB 730, relative to changing unsecured loan limitations of
building and loan associations, cooperative banks or savings
and loan associations.
HB

745, to reclassify a certain section of

highway in the

town of Sutton.

SB

improve the administration of and increasing
under the workmen's compensation law and relative
the rights of parties to be heard in unemployment compensa127, to

benefits
to

tion cases.
Sen. Ferdinando

For

The Committee

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORTS
The committee
Bill

of conference to which was refened House
No. 507, 'An Act establishing a Hooksett District Court.'
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having considered the same report the same with the following

recommendation

That the house recede from its position of nonconcurrence
amendment and concur in the adoption of the
senate amendment; and
in the senate

That the house

pass the bill in the

same form

as passed

by

the senate.
Sen, Ferdinando

Sen,

Downing

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Zachos
Rep. Frizzell
Rep. Riley
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen. Porter

moved

the Senate adopt the

Committee

of Con-

ference Report.
Sen. DOWNING: The Committee of Conference Report
makes no change in the way the bill left the Senate.
Sen.

SPANOS:

I

rise in

opposition to the Committee of

Conference concurrence and I do so because I want the record
to show I fought to the very end against the Hooksett District
Court.

Report adopted.

The committee

of conference to which was referred House
No. 337, 'An Act establishing a committee to study and
report on the goals, purposes, organization and financing of the
state university system, and making an appropriation therefor.*,
having considered the same report the same with the following
recommendation
Bill

That

the house recede from

in the senate

its

position of nonconcurrence

amendment;

That the senate recede from
amendment; and

its

position in adopting

its

That the house and senate each adopt the following amendment to the bill:
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Amend

the title of the bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
and report on the
and financing of the

establishing a commission to study
goals, purposes, organization
state university system

Amend

and other

aspects of higher education.

the bill by striking out the "whereas" clauses

and

inserting in place thereof the following:

Whereas, ten years have now passed since the interim commission on education stimulated statewide discussion of higher
education in New Hampshire, and
Whereas, following extensive public debate the legislature
New Hampshire system by
which Plymouth and Keene state colleges become part of the
system under the jurisdiction of a single board of trustees, and
in 1963 established the university of

Whereas, during

this

time the enrollments of the state

col-

and the university at Durham have more than doubled,
the Merrimack Valley branch of the university has been founded, the amount of knowledge to be taught has vastly increased,
leges

the enrollment in the state vocational-technical institutions has

grown

to over thirteen

hundred, and

Whereas, viewpoints on the purposes of higher education
have changed substantially in this period, student attitudes have
likewise changed and costs have risen steeply, and

Whereas, it is therefore timely that the legislature should
conduct a careful review of developments in higher education
to determine whether the present goals, purposes, organization
and financing of higher education are in line with changing
needs and conditions within the state, and
Whereas, the effects of innovative secondary school programs which are being considered by many of the communities
of the state need to be considered to determine their effect on
higher education, therefore

Be

it

in General

Enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Court convened:

Further amend the bill by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in place thereof the following:
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Higher Education Study Commission. A legislative study
commision of eight members, three from the senate and five
from the house of representatives, is hereby established to examine the goals, purposes, organization and financing of higher
education and to evaluate and make recommendations relative
thereto. The commission shall be appointed as follows: Three
members of the senate by the president of the senate and five
members of the house of representatives by the speaker of the
house of representatives. The members of the commission shall
serve without compensation, but they may be reimbursed for
actual travel and other expenses incurred in the performance
of their duties under this act. This commission shall have subpoena powers for the purposes of this act.
1

2 Duties.
I.

The

The commission

shall study

among

other things:

operation, goals, purposes, organization and size of

the university system.

The

financing of the university system including the
feasibility of the so-called deferred tuition programs.
II.

III.

Similar aspects of the vocational-technical system as

are set out in

I

and

II of this section.

IV. The effect of innovative secondary school programs on
entrance into higher education and the adjustments higher education systems may have to undergo as a result of these secondary
school program changes.

V.

The commision

shall

determine the

level

and

effective-

ness of the expenditure of state funds to higher education in the

following areas:
(a)

Programs of direct financial aid

to institutions of higher

education, and
(b) Programs of financial aid to state residents including
but not limited to scholarship grants and loans and loan guar-

antees.
3 Report and Recommendations. The commission shall
submit a report by January fifteenth of the 1973 session of the
legislature. Copies of the report shall be submitted to the governor, president of the senate, speaker of the house of representatives, each member of the senate and house of representatives, to the board of trustees of all institutions of higher
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education in the state and to any other individual or organization as the

commision deems advisable.

4 Aid and Grants. The commission is hereby authorized to
accept and use aid or grants, or both, received from any source
tion as the commission

deems

advisable.

5 Effective Date. This act shall take effect sixty days after
its

passage.

Sen. Jacobson

Sen. English
Sen. Spanos

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Bowles
Rep. James O'Neil
Rep. Robert E. O'Neil
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen. English

moved

the Senate adopt the

Committee of

Conference Report.

JACOBSON:

After a long and arduous battle with
some very powerful members in the House, we have finally
achieved concurrence on
337. As you will recall, this conSen.

HB

— one

to study the University, one
education in general, and one to study the three
year high school curriculum. The House members, even in
the minimal view, were reluctant but we finally got a compromise and what we have is one commission that will study the
three subjects; that is, the University, higher education and the
effect of innovative programs in high school education on University admission policies. I think the most important aspect of
this lies in the proposed study of the referred tuition plan.
Another one of major importance is the program to study the
utilization of private institutions of higher education in cooperative forms with respect to students attending these private
universities under partial state sponsorship and subsidy. I am
hopeful the members who are appointed to this Commission
are persons who are dedicated to the goals of finding the best
alternative for public support of the needful concepts and problems and execution of higher
education.
'C5^

tained three commissions
to study higher

Sen.

ENGLISH:

Senator Jacobson.

This

What

bill
I

has been very well explained by

would

like to stress a little

more

Senate Journal,
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1

July? 1

than he did is the overall importance of
which I think the Senate intended it

in

it.

—

It is

now

to be

in the form
broad in scope

and look into various aspects of education. I belive this will
result in making the position of the University of New Hampshire easier. It will set up an exchange of views between the
Legislature and the University. It will help particularly in the
case of the University because it may develop some new thoughts
and data. Historically, we have had to use figures supplied by
them with no opportunity to see whether or not there were
other figures in the area which would be useful to us. I think
this will not, by any means be the end of investigations but may
be the beginning of

a helpful relationship

with the higher edu-

cational institutions in the State.

Sen. FOLEY: I would like to also say I am very happy
Senator Jacobson succeeded in putting in his study for the
three years of high school. I was on the Finance Committee that
gave his bill concerning this study an inexpedient and I am glad
he found proper vehicle to add it onto.
Report adopted.

RECESS

HOUSE ADOPTION OF
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
HB 337, establishing a committee to study and report
the goals, purposes, organization

and financing of the

on

state uni-

versity system.

HOUSE CONCURRENCE TO SENATE

AMENDMENT
SB

302, prohibiting discrimination because of age or sex.

HOUSE ADOPTION OF
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
HB 271, to increase the salaries of the Coos county attorney
and the Coos county commissioners.

ENROLLED BILLS REPORT

HB 532, constituting the Merrimack district court.
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HB

543, to increase the fees for nonresident hunting

li-

censes.

HB

Dover Industrial Development Authority; authorizing the city of Dover
to operate, maintain and enter into contractual arrangements
574, authorizing the establishment of the

relative to a certain heating system,

HB

RSA

966, to repeal those portions of the

which deny

paupers the right to vote and those which are in conflict with
existing provisions relative to reporting campaign expenditures.

SB

107, to reorganize the

commission on interstate coopera-

tion.

SJR

28, establishing a

committee

to study the feasibility of

off track betting.

HB

71, relative to authority of the coordinating

board of

advanced education and accreditation.

HB
HB

74, to provide for absentee voting in

primary elections.

153, providing for dog racing, establishing a greyhound
racing commission, and making an appropriation therefor.

HB

216, relating to excepted persons in the practice of

medicine.

HB 322, relative to dogs pursuing game.
HB 331, amending the business profits tax.
HB 409, increasing the additional retirement
for state employees

who

retired prior to July

1,

allowances

1961 and mak-

ing an appropriation therefor and providing certain retirement
allowances to Esther Davis.
Sen. Ferdinado

For

The Committee

Adopted.

HOUSE ADOPTION OF
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
HB 507, establishing a Hooksett district court.

ENROLLED
HB
chester

BILLS

AMENDMENT

683, establishing a finance officer for the city of

and defining his

duties.

Man-
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AMENDMENT
Amend

the

of said bill

title

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
establishing a finance officer for the city of Manchester
his duties and also providing for competitive
bidding in certain cases for said city.

and defining

Amend section 5 of said bill by striking out the
and inserting in place thereof the following:
5

Referendum. The provisions of

not take

shall

sections

first

line

to 4 inclusive

1

effect unless it

Further amend said section 5 by striking out line 14 and
inserting in place thereof the folloAving:
this question,

the provisions of sections

1

to

4 inclusive

be declared to have been adopted. Within ten

shall

Amend

section 7 of said bill by striking out line 5

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:
ballot the following question: "Shall section 6 of an act re-

quiring

all

Further
thirteen

amend

section 7 of said bill by striking out line

and inserting

in place thereof the following:

question at said election vote in the affirmative on this
question section 6 of this act

Amend

section 8 of said bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:
8 Effective Date. Sections 5

upon

its

adopted

passage,

and

if

and

7 of this act shall take effect

either part or both parts of the act

at the election in

November,

dermen

1971, the

mayor and

is

al-

of the city of Manchester, at their next regular meeting
held after the November, 1971, election shall establish a particular date identified by the day and year on which the particular
sections shall take effect.

moved adoption.
Amendment adopted.
Sen. Provost
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HB

990, relative to the application of the minimum wage
laws to certain employees of restaurants, hotels and similar businesses.

AMENDMENT
Amend
lines

section 2 of said bill by striking out the

and inserting

first

three

in place thereof the following:

Employees of Restaurants, Hotels, Etc. Amend the inRSA 279:21, as amended, by inserting
at the end the following: (For purposes of determining whether
an employee of
2

troductory paragraph of

Further

amend

said section 2

by striking out

lines 16 to 20

and inserting in place thereof the following:

No

employ any employee
lower than that required by the federal minimum wage
law, as amended. The foregoing limitation shall in no way affect existing state coverage as defined herein.
person, firm or corporation shall

at a rate

Sen. Provost

Amendment

moved

adoption.
adopted.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
The committee

of conference to which was referred House
'An Act relative to the establishment of an open
space land study commission, relative to the current use valuation of open space land, and relative to the board of managers
of the New Hampshire Soldiers' Home.' having considered the
same report the same with the following recommendation:
Bill

No.

7,

That the house recede from its position of nonconcurrence
amendment, and concur in adoption of said
amendment, and
in

the senate

That the house and
ment to the bill:

Amend

the

title of

senate each adopt the following amend-

the bill by striking out the same

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
an open space land study
commission, and relative to the appraisal of land.

relative to the establishment of

and
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Amend

the bill by striking out

all after

section

1

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:
1
Interim Appraisal Provision. Until such time as the
general court enacts legislation which provides for the current

use assessment of any class of real estate as provided in Article

Second of the Constitution of New Hampshire, the
may continue to assess land at its appraised valuation
on the effective date of this act; provided, however, that such
assessment shall be subject to the appeal and abatement procedures as provided in RSA 76.
5-B, Part

selectmen

3 Effective Date.
its

This

act shall take effect sixty days after

passage.

Sen.

Townsend

Sen. Morrissette

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Nutt
Rep. D. Bradley
Rep. Bednar
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen.

Townsend moved

the Senate adopt the

Committee of

Conference Report.
Sen.

TOWNSEND:

For the benefit of those who were not
it passed, but the

when I explained HB 7 last night
House decided there was some question of

here

had

—

constitutionality

and

go back to the Conference Committee to
eliminate those points of constitutional question. This we have
done and that is the report as you have it now.
Report adopted.
it,

therefore,

Sen.

to

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Spanos moved HB 1012 be taken from

the table.

Adopted.

SUSPENSION OF THE JOINT RULES
Question is on the motion of Sen. Porter to suspend the
Joint Rules to allow the introduction of a bill beyond the dead
line.
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Sen. SPAN OS: I rise in favor of suspending the rules to allow the introduction of HB 1012. This is largely the offspring of
Speaker Cobleigh, who has gone way out on the limb to support
moving the Presidential Primary date forward one week in
order for New Hampshire to remain first in the nation. It is an
attempt to flaunt the state of Florida's undignified effort to get
into the act.

Because of the undemocratic manner in which the Speaker
handled the Vietnam referendum resolution, my inclination
ask for an eye
be vindictive
was to reciprocate in kind
for an eye and a tooth for a tooth concerning HB 1012. It is
most difficult to forget that the Speaker was contemptuous of the
legislative process. It is difficult to forget he called the Vietnam
veterans, who were sincerely interested in the resolution,
"creeps." It is difficult to forget he impugned the motives of
some of the sponsors by indicating that we were not interested
in the resolution, but in higher office, or that we were in favor
of particular candidate's chances in the Primary itself. It is difficult to forget his lame excuses for opposition to the resolution
that I had personally killed every House resolution that came
into the Senate. It is difficult to forget that it was the Speaker

—

himself

who

me

asked

early in the Session to introduce a resolu-

on Vietnam which went

tion

came out

—

far

beyond the resolution that
which was

of this Legislature, the Shea resolution

approved by the Massachusetts Legislature. But, revengeful I
am not going to be. The bill is meritorious unlike some of our
high

officials. I feel

mary
that

is

that the

first

in the nation Presidential Pri-

and national politics. It should remain
New Hampshire, not the chance for a lot

a fixture in state

-tvay as it

gives to

newspapermen

but a chance for the national
it gives importance and stature to those in State government involved in the primary and
it gives to the state the importance it may need from those who
might secure higher office.
of

to drink booze,

limelight for a few moments.

So, because I
terests of the State,

And

have never played games with the best inI will not now start. I am going to leave the

area of political pettifoggery to the Speaker, who obviously let
his best judgment be clouded by personal animosities and petti-

Unlike the Speaker who used every device he could to deVietnam resolution, I am not going to throw any road
blocks in the way of 1012. If I can take any satisfaction in the

ness.

feat the
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demise of the Vietnam resolution, and
is

it is

very infinitesimal,

in the fact that the albatross of that resolution will

it

ominously
come. The

hover over the head of the Sepaker in the days to
master has triumphed and I capitulate. But, as I said yesterday
at the hearing on the Vietnam Resolution before the House
Military and Veterans Affairs Committee, many a man has stood
in the midst of ashes and cried, "Look, I have won," when
actually he has destroyed himself in the midst of his triumph

and he did not know

NIXON:

it.

Thank

you, Mr. President.

am

not going to attempt to follow that act
with one of equal quality and I compliment the previous speaker on his usual eloquence, which tonight has been multiplied
by the sincerity and the depth with which he has spoken going
back. I am sure, years before the issue now at hand. I rise in
opposition to the suspension of the rules and I rise in opposition
to HB 1012. I ask you all for just a moment, because I don't
Sen.

I

think more than a moment was involved in the House consideration of this issue, to look again beneath the surface of what
is presented to us and see whether or not all that glitters is gold.
In this resolution, we are being asked to upset a tradition as to
town meetings that goes back 168 years to December
17, 1803, when our forefathers, in their wisdom, established the

the date of

as the date for town meetings here
Hampshire, a tradition that has been honored in its
observance by our people since that time as they tread their way
through the melting snows to do their annual duty as citizens
and voters.

second Tuesday in March

New

in

And

proposed that we should set aside
is, so far as I can tell them, not
the facetious one given by the Speaker in his testimony on the
bill in the House as he said, the first in the nation primary was
the

a

the reason

wisdom

boom

to

why

it is

of our forefathers

New Hampshire

drink a lot" and
that a reason.

I

The

give

him

reason, as

for espousing support for

Hampshire

to attract

to the coffers of

some

liquor sales since "newspapermen
credit for being facetious in giving
I

HB

understand
1012

is

some notoriety
of

its

tion will be directed in this

it,

that

sincerely advanced
it

to itself

will

permit

New

and some money

citizens in that the focus of the na-

way

in

March every fourth

year.

Now, apart from the question of whether or not it still will
not be true that New Hampshire will be the sinecure of all eyes
and attention because, even if Florida has its primary on the
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same date if we defer action on this bill, there
one Hart's Location and one Dixville Notch

will

still

be only

to report to the

nation at 1 o'clock in tlie morning how their respective 11 voters
have voted in the Presidential Primary. And there will still be
only one state in the nation where the candidates must come
up here and, not only brave the multitudes, but brave the ele-

ments to demonstrate their vigor and the sincerity of their
motivation in seeking the highest

And

office in

the land.

doubt as to whether Florida
thunder it is and not just passing
lis^htninCT. And I think we should wait at least one election to
see if that is all true. The question really is whether or not we
should go along with suspending all of our procedures and acting in haste on a measure of this relative insignificance when we
have refused so to do on an issue which is now tearing the nation
the Vietnam war. The question is whether or not we
will not be held up to public ridicule for having turned our
backs to our veterans while we have opened our hands to those
who would come to deposit lucre in the coffers of some of our
businessmen
our hotel owners in some cases and the telephone company which gets to install a few phone hookups, etc.
will steal

so

I

say there

our thunder,

a severe

is

if

—

—

And I might say also, those who supported the Vietnam
referendum resolution had their motives impugned in the
suggestion that part of their reason for doing so was they
wanted to open the doors for certain candidates who would attempt to embarrass the President on the Vietnam issue, such
as Mr. Muskie and such as Mr. McCloskey. Well, is it not true
that if New Hampshire's primary is advanced by this measure
one week ahead of any other in the nation that any candidate
on that issue will have more attention focused on him if he
comes up here and wins or even does well, particularly a candidate from a neighboring state who perhaps already has friends
established here in New Hampshire or a candidate who happens
to

be riding the crest of a transient but tearing issue
I hope it is transient, believe me.

as the

Vietnam War and

And

so I

would

say that,

if it is

the intent of those

who

sponsored this resolution to embarrass the administration, certainly in the passage of this resolution they will have a strong
weapon. But there are deeper questions that even these. There
is the indication that again this bill, if passed, will bring money
to our state. Well, let me ask you whether or not you can main-
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penny of that money will go
needy of this state, to the welfare people, to the state
prison, which we have turned down in terms of its correction,
or to anybody in New Hampshire who needs it. Not a cent will
go to these people.
tain that a single dollar or a single

to the

And

let

where a state comes
Mountains high on a mountain crest

us suppose another situation

up with an Old Man

of the

and makes one larger than

ours, should

we

then, by anology to

the present resolution, send a crew of plaster and cement

fin-

up our Old Man and make it the biggest
once again in the country until the sorry game winds its weary
way to the ridicule which is its inevitable result. Let us not,
having already as we all well recognize given the backs of our
ishers

up there

to patch

hands to those who need our help in this state, now take the
other hand and hold out a tin cup for the guitar twangers and
the pencil pushers who come up here and obtain for themselves
a little bit of national notoriety at the expenses of the sincere

New Hampshire who go to the polls to express their
genuine interest in the primary. Let's wait and see whether this
measure is so necessary to the progress of our state. Let us compare it on the scale values of human endeavor as compared to
the Vietnam resolution and the other measures on which we
must act in our minds right now before we jump off to a bill
sponsored by a composite group or a divergent group, the identity of which is set forth in its caption which also speaks for itself in terms of its sincerity of introduction.
citizens of

I ask all of us as New Hampshire citizens to not just jump
out here and contribute to the further notoriety in the transient sense of our State and allow our people to perhaps retire
and have a little more dignified presidential primary than we
have had in the past for the benefit of all.

Sen. S. SMITH: I rise in support of the resolution and suspension of the rules. Both the preceding speakers have waxed
eloquent. Both have the gift of presenting their arguments. I
would hope that the Senate would go along with suspension of
the rules. Except for the temperature, debate has been interesting. We are having, I think fond memories of the presidential
primaries when it is a little cooler than it is at the present time.
And I think that this presidential primary has also been a tradition in New Hampshire for a number of years. I think it
gives the people of this state an opportunity to see and hear

—
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too

much
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— the candidates who are present-

And I think
preserve
this system,
can
by pushing it ahead one week, we
this state
think
the
people
of
\vliich is becoming a tradition. I
their
candilooking
at
will take pleasure and more interest in
people
of New
dates, but I think, more importantly, it gives the
Hampshire again this opportunity to view the candidates and
see the workings of the political situation. And I hope the Senate will go along with the suspension of the rules.
themselves

incj

for the hi2;hest office in the land.

MORRISSETTE:

Sen.

I

rise in

suport of

HB

1012.

As

I

listened to our President, the honorable president of the Senate

on

TV last night, my thoughts went back to my days in gram-

New Hampshire when we were only 8 stured schoolhouse. The President reminded me
of the ^visdom of my 6th grade teacher. The subject that was
very important "\vhen I was going to school in Bow was history.
And I think the biggest single item being the first in the nation
the enthusiasm it creates in our people who get more involved
mar

school in Bow,

dents in a

little

government.

in their

I

a lot

more than we

free

advance publicity

money;

I

think

position to

think

it

contributes a

little bit,

maybe

think, in our people going out to vote.

it is

—

don't think the issue

I

the historical significance of

make any long

it.

is

I

The

just the

am

in

no

fancy speech without long prepara-

my heart. My phone rang as early
morning and I know how a lot of people in
my district feel and it goes back to the past really, not from
what I might have been told recently. Our people are proud
of the state of New Hampshire, which is so small in this great
nation, yet we are really important when the whole country
talks about us and the whole state becomes full of enthusiasm.
I hope we go along with the recommendation of our President.
I am very proud of the way he spoke last night.
tion,

but

I

can speak from

as 7 o'clock this

Sen. NIXON: Do you think there might be some small
value in maintaining the historical tradition dating back to
1803 of town meeting day being the second Tuesday of March
in all of

that day

Sen.

many

our many, many towns where the people are used to
and used to handling their annual affairs on that day?

MORRISSETTE:
and

I

lived

on

a

farm in Dunbarton

don't remember the significant part of the
town meeting was the fact that we had it on the first or the
second Tuesday of March. The thing that was important was
for

years

I
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when we had the town meeting, there was a big celebration.
don't remember if it was the first or second Tuesday.

LEONARD:

Sen.
rules

on

HB

1012.

we have been

that

I

I

rise in

think

I

support of suspension of the

New Hampshire

is

a small state

and

in the national spotlight a few times since

the law to hold the presidential primary in March.
think that the reasons to kill this bill that have been given to
the members are not sufficient to kill the bill. I think we should
pass the bill and remain in the spotlight. A small state like

we changed
I

New Hampshire is lucky to have the limelight.
opposition to HB 1012. I agree with
Senator Nixon that we should not suspend the rules at this time
on this piece of legislation. Tonight I had the opportunity to
Sen.

SNELL:

I

rise in

speak in the city of Rochester to the largest service club in that
city and they were appalled, each and every one of them, to
realize that the Speaker of the House claimed a week ago that
the electorate in this State were not informed enough to cast
a yes or no on the war in Vietnam. So I say to each and every one
of you this evening, and these are some of the expressions they
pointed out to me in a brief discussion after my presentation,
they said, how in the w^orld can the uninformed electorate that
Mr. Cobleigh so eloquently spoke about make a decision be-

tween Congressman Anderson, Congressman McCloskey, Senator McGovern, Mr. Humphrey and the many others that may
come into our borders to campaign for the presidency of the
United States. I hope you will give careful consideration this
evening to not allowing suspension of the rules for this piece
of legislation.

JACOBSON:

Everybody seems to want to say their
I was disturbed at the manner in
which the Speaker of the House handled the Vietnam resolution and my disturbance was for all sides. The issue was to try
to get a referendum to see how the people felt about an issue
which has so deeply disturbed us. I was interested in what the
Speaker said. He said he was opposed to referendum because
he believed in the legislative process and yet he deliberately
violated the normative legislative process. I find that an incongruity. He said that the Vietnam War is to be dealt with by
Congress and yet at the same time he sponsored HCR 1 which
was a deliberate effort to circumvent the power now belonging
to Congress. I find that an incongruity. He said he was not inSen.

piece

and

I

want

to say mine.
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terested in the Vietnam war because he was interested in the
needs of the people. I don't know, first of all, what greater need
of the people exists than the need to come to a conclusion about

the war.
it

It is

tearing families apart;

it is

tearing friends apart;

has torn the entire nation apart. If that need doesn't need

don't

know

of any need. Furthermore, until this

resolution,

I

evening,

have found very

I

little

interest or discussion with

it was the Senate which
saw and approved of the need to fund welfare to a degree. I find an incongruity in this. I also find an incongruity
in this whole changing of the town meeting from one date to
another, not to meet some need that is basic to the people, but
in order that we preserve the ballyhoo. Well, maybe we can
preserve the ballyhoo and maybe it is of some importance. But
I think, in many instances, we have let slip by a great many of
the important things. We had a little SCR 5 that died over
there which was an effort to remind Congress of the importance
of the welfare problem in our nation which many people agree
must have reform. Yet, there was no interest taken in this. And
I find this an incongruity. So, too, I find HB 1012 an incongrui-

respect to the welfare needs. In fact,
finally

ty-

Sen. LAMONTAGNE: I favor the resolution and the
main reason I favor the resolution is because I feel that New
Hampshire would lose a lot of publicity. When it comes to the
criticism that has been said on the floor of this Senate tonight

Speaker of the House, I personally feel that
what he thought was the right thing to
do for the people of New Hampshire. I support his idea. I
think that the Speaker did exactly what I would have done if I
had been the Speaker. Because, in trying to compare HCR 1
with SJR 25, there is a big difference and the reason why I say
there is a big difference is because of asking the people of New
Hampshire to vote in a referendum on something that many
of them actually do know nothing about. I was at the hearing
on this Vietnam problem when some of these boys claimed that
they came from Vietnam and served on the battlefields and
some of them coming back with purple hearts, but there is
one thing that I did notice. I noticed that when I went to this
hearing that they had there yesterday that there was a youngster,
I would say no more than 17 years old and he had an army
uniform on. In fact, he did not even take off the tag. So now.
in reference to the

the Speaker has done
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other people were there as phonies? I will guarantee
you there must have been more than one. Because I think this
issue is a very important issue, not only to New Hampshire

how many

but even to the country. I am going to tell you there is a lot
of this going on but if some of those people had been asked
who they were, you might have been very surprised to find out

who

they were.

CHAIR: The
that

we

which

chair

remind the members
on HB 1012
annual town meetings and the presi-

would

like to

are discussing a suspension of the rules

relates to the date of

dential preference primary.
Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

I

am

well aware of

this.

But

I

think the Speaker of the House has been criticized on this floor
and therefore, I am just replying back in his support because
I personally feel that those remarks should never have been

made on

this floor either.

Sen.

NIXON: You

Sen,

LAMONTAGNE: We always had them and we always

spoke of phonies. Isn't it true that by
having
virtue of
the first in the national primary we attract
a lot of phonies up here who claim they are running for president when everybody knows they are just looking for notoriety
at our expense.

will

have them.

LEONARD: (to Sen. Jacobson) Do you think it
reason to kill this bill because we disagree with what
the House has done with other bills this Session?
Sen.

sufficient

Sen.
Sen.

Did you,

JACOBSON:

No,

JACOBSON:

Sen.

in fact, check this

I

do not believe

so.

Lamontagne, you spoke of phonies.
man's credentials?

LAMONTAGNE:

did not. But this boy did not
he did not look as though he
was a boy who had been in Vietnam. One thing I would like to
add
he had a shirt with a tag on it.
Sen.

look more than 17 to

I

me and

—

CHAIR: The

Chair would again remind the membership
under discussion is HB 1012, An Act relative
the date of annual town meetings and presidential preference

that the subject
to

primary.
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JACOBSON:

Sen.
it is

a fair

method

knowing the

of
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Senator Lamontagne, would you say
to judge on appearance without

judgment

facts?

Sen. LAMONTAGNE: I think that I have had enough
experience dealing with people that I personally felt that I was
right in my judgment and the statement I made before you
tonight.

DOWNING:

opposition to the motion to
me of confused
priorities. I just cannot understand how we can be fooling
around v/ith this bill, 1012, and have been waiting all day for
Sen.

suspend the

rules. I

I

rise in

think

it

is

a matter with

amounts to nothing short of robbery of the
city
treasuries and we are talking about 1012. I don't
think 1012 belongs here at this time and the sooner we eliminate
a bill like 918 that

and town

it,

the better.

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Koromilas. Seconded by Sen. Lamontagne.
Yeas: Sens. Lamontagne, S. Smith, Gardner, Jacobson,
Spanos, English, Porter, Leonard, Morrissette, McCarthy, Provost,

Brown, Koromilas, Foley and Bradshaw.
Nays: Sens. Poulsen, Snell, Townsend, Nixon, R. Smith

Downing and

Tufts.

Result: Yeas, 15; Nays

Motion

is

7.

adopted by the necessary two-thirds.

INTRODUCTION OF HOUSE BILL
First

and Second Reading

&:

Referral

HB 1012, relative to the date of annual town meetings
and presidential preference primary. (Executive Departments,
Municipal & County Governments)
HOUSE ADOPTION OF ENROLLED BILLS

AMENDMENTS
HB 340, relative to the New Hampshire retirement system
and the firemen's retirement system.
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HOUSE ADOPTION OF COMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE REPORT

HB

7,

relative to the establishment of

an open space land

study commission.

ENROLLED

HB

218, referring the

BILLS

REPORT

Uniform Controlled Substances Act

to the legislative study committee.

SB

58, relative to special

in district or

and

associate justices practicing

municipal courts.
Sen. Ferdinando

For the Committee

ENROLLED

BILLS

AMENDMENT

HB 340, relative to the New Hampshire retirement system
and the firemen's retirement system.

AMENDMENT
Amend
through

six

section 3 of the bill by striking out lines

and inserting

one

in place thereof the folloAving:

3 Policemen's Retirement System. Amend RSA 103:14
by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the

following:
Sen. Provost

moved adoption.

Adopted.

RECESS

ENROLLED

BILLS

REPORT

HB

341, relative to the cancellation of motor vehicle and
health insurance policies; medical payment provisions of motor
vehicle policies; and subrogation of rights to medical payments

thereunder.

SB

189, establishing obligations of the

Higher Educational and Health
investments."

Facilities

New Hampshire

Authority

as "legal
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SB 321, making temporary appropriations for the expenses
and encumbrances of the State of New Hampshire.
Sen. Ferdinando

For The Committee
Adopted.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
Sen. S. Smith moved the Senate adopt the Committee of
Conference Report on HB 189.
Sen.

SMITH:

S.

This

is

the redistricting bill for the Sen-

every Senator is familiar with it. I am not golong presentation. I wish to say however, that we
have attempted to talk with every Senator. We have tried to
make these districts as equal as possible and I hope that the
Senate will concur with the Committee of Conference Report.
ate. I believe that

ing to

make

a

Sen. Foley:

When

did the redistricting

bill

become

HB

189?
Sen.

S.

SMITH: HB

of Conference. This

is

189 is a bill which was in Committee
an amendment to the Committee of

Conference report.
Sen.

FOLEY: What was

the original bill?

Was

it

germane

to the Senatorial Districts?

Sen.

mode

S.

SMITH: The

original bill dealt with time

and

of constitutional questions,

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Sen.

SPAN OS: Are

Committee

of Conference

there any rules that indicate that a

Report must

lie

on the table

for

one

day?

CHAIR: Only

so far as pertains to the capital

budget and

the operating budget.
Sen.
tives

and

SPAN OS:

I have served in the House of Representain the Senate for five consecutive terms and never in

—

—

my entire life
and I am ashamed to say this
never have I
ever seen anything as surreptitious as what is transpiring at the
present time. This effort to bring into this Chamber a redistricting bill tacked

onto another measure which has nothing
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whatsoever to do with redistricting the Senate

is

an unpardon-

able and cardinal sin. I am just amazed this avenue will be
used in order to put this bill through this Chamber. I am sorry
if I appear to be emotional. I just learned about it being tacked

HB

onto
I just

189 and in a few minutes I will get my bearings. But
to let you know from the outset how terribly badly

want

about this effort. It is obvious that an effort is being made
circumvent the rules of this Chamber. You need a two-thirds
vote for the suspension of the rules to bring any bill in and,
obviously, those votes are not there, so now we are coming in,
in order to get it by a majority vote, and I think that totally
unfair and reprehensible. I just cannot understand it. I was
going to talk in terms of the entire bill as it came to this body
and I am going to do it right now. But that part of it I got off
my chest and I want to let you know how I feel about the Senate
I feel

to

redistricting.

Number
fact,

1,

a Senate

Reapportionment Committee was, in

established quite late in the Session.

We

did get to work

was part of that committee; Senator Downing was a part
of that committee; Senator Smith was a part of that committee;
Senaor Bradshaw was a part of that committee; and Senator
Porter was a part of that committee. We met several times and
we went over these things. I am not saying it was an easy job;
and Senit was difficult, but at all times I made it very clear
ator Smith who was chairman of the committee can bear this
out
at all times I said that what we were deciding on was
tentative till the point we could see the whole pictentative
ure and then we could resolve it. And that is exactly how we did
it. And for about three meetings, it was going along fine. As we
got to tentative measures, one district was taken care of, then
another then another district was taken care of and finally we
had about ten more or twelve more districts to go and then
Senator Smith became ill.

on

it. I

—

—

—

We did not meet again for four or five weeks. Then we
came back and when we came back, the tentative plans had
changed, particularly in the area of Nashua and some of the
other districts. It was not what we had even agreed upon tentatively. And then, as time got away from us, we finally reached
the point where we were left with Manchester in a very bad
situation.

was made

And

there was very

to try to resolve

it.

little

that could be done.

An

effort

There was no resolution because
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the rest of the districts had been made out the way they were.
I also want to apologize to my colleagues. When this reappor-

tionment committee was established, and Senator Koromilas
and Senator Jacobson asked, were we going to hold hearings,
were alternative plans going to be offered, in my naivety, I
answered to them, "Yes, I hoped there would be public hearings."

But there were no public hearings. All there were were priReapportionment Committee meeting
with some Senators and other members of the Reapportionment
Committee meeting with other Senators. A joint hearing was
held just a couple of days ago. It was not advertised in the Senate Journal. It was advertised in the House that they were holding a hearing on their reapportionment and other matters, but
our was not. That is the only hearing that was held by the Senate Reapportionment Committee and we did not even know
about it. We appeared there to testify for or against the other
redistricting, i.e., the House, Congress and the Governor's
vate hearings the Senate

Council.

Now,

I

think that the

bill

New Hampshire

— the Committee of
— and the redistricting of the

before you

Conference measure before you

State Senatorial districts

is

a travesty

on good

government, particularly in the area of Manchester and Nashua. Incidentially, Manchester has been dismembered so badly
that Jack the Ripper would think it was quite a job. They have
taken Ward 6 and put it in with 14 republican towns; they have
taken another couple of wards
Ward 1 and 2
and given
another bunch of republican towns in the north, leaving two
other areas that were also to some degree changed; one, I think,
setting up a bunch of wards that are on one side of the river
and another bunch of wards on the other side of the river.
Nashua, when we left the first meeting we had, it was agreed
tentatively that Nashua would have a district of its own
a
Senator representing a certain number of districts
and then
the other districts would be tied in with Hudson. That was
changed completely. And I think now Nashua has one ward
with a series of towns to the east, another bunch of wards with
another set of towns to the west and then a few wards in Nashua

—

—

—

—

itself.

For myself,

I

am

not satisfied that the Senate Reapportionto change my district which has al-

ment Committee decided
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ways been for many years all of Sullivan county. But I realize
that changes had to be made and the Senate Reapportionment
Committee tentatively agreed to take two of my towns out, so
I am not talking about myself. What I am talking about here
today is I think that I have a responsibility as a member of the
minority party to represent each and every member in this

Chamber
shire

that

and, in addition the people of the State of

and

is

why

I

New Hamp-

and all the Republicans
am speaking out on this matter.

all

the Democrats

too.

And

Mr. President, all Session long, the Minority Leadership
and the Minority Party have acted responsibly and in the complete best interests of the people of the State of

New Hamp-

you can point out once that we did not act
so responsibly in trying to resolve the problems and the crises
facing this State. And then comes the first major partisan issue
and the Minority Party gets the short end of the stick. That isn't
right and that isn't fair. I was happy at the outset when we
talked about the area of partisanship being out of the Senate,
but then the demon of partisan politics has reared its head.
And it has come, not by Senator Smith from the Third District,
or the President but it has come from the Chairman of the
Republican Party of this state and the former majority leader
of this Senate. And that bothers me to no end.
shire. I don't think

The garb of the statesman has vanished. The good hellos
and the fellowship and the fairness and the equanimity and all
that has gone down the drain. And it is even more reprehensible
by tacking it on to one of these things here, a Committee of Conference Report that has nothing whatsoever to do with the
merits of the measure. If this bill gets through this Chamber
and should happen to get through the House, I assure you that
the courts will find this to violate the Constitution, as the bisfgest

gerrymander job done since Elbridge Gerry originated the

I also believe that the people of New Hampshire
becoming very disillusioned with politics, per se, are
going to become further disillusioned by an action of this kind.
And I submit that perhaps even though you think you may
be winning, you may be signing a death warrant of the party
you represent.

term.

who

And

are

Sen. MCCARTHY: Mr. President. I had some prepared
remarks and there were more or less in a much more pleasant
vein than I probably have to speak right now. I just cannot be-
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could occur in the
think that some Senators in this

New

lieve that such a travesty of justice

Hampshire Senate,

I

should be absolutely ashamed. This

is

room

the most disillusioning

thing for me as a young man who tried to do things as honestly
as I could, not from a partisan measure at all, and to find something as sneaky as this in an amendment tacked onto this
189. I think this is the most brutal, insensitive piece of legislation that it has been my experience to see. Frankly, I am so disillusioned about the whole thing that I am not pleading for my-

HB

self. But I just hope that some of you gentlemen here can have
some sympathy for the people of New Hampshire. We are supposed to be up here working for the people of New Hampshire,
not for the democratic party or the republican party. And, if
this particular redistricting, putting one urban democratic ward

with 12 towns in 4 different counties is responsive to the needs
of the people of New Hampshire, I don't understand how you
can possibly do that. I just think this is the most reprehensible,
sneaky act that I have ever seen. I was reluctant to say that this
was a gerrymandering job because I know an awful lot of hard
work went into it and I know that they had the puzzle almost
put together and they only had one more piece to put in but,
unfortunately the area they were talking about putting that one
piece in happens to contain 25% of New Hampshire's population
that's the metropolitan area of Manchester. I am going
to state for the record right here that I definitely do think this
is a gerrymandering job and if anybody would have liked my
opinion at any time, I was happy to testify.

—

Sen.

FOLEY:

Sen. Smith,

when

the

first

Committee

of

Con-

ference was rejected and a new Committee of Conference was
appointed, with the three Senators who signed this report, did
they know that they were going to change the entire bill from
the question that was given to
of Conference or did they

them by

know

the original

Committee

they were going to turn

it

into

a redistricting bill?

SMITH:

Sen.

S.

Sen.

FOLEY:

That,

I

do not know.

Aren't you a

member

of this

Committee

of

Conference?
Sen.

S.

Committee
Sen.

SMITH:

I

thought you asked about the previous

of Conference.

FOLEY: No,

I said

the previous

Committee

of Con-
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ference was discharged and a new one was made up and you
189.
were on the new Committee of Conference on

HB

Sen.

S.

SMITH:

Right.

FOLEY: Did you know when you were appointed to
that you were going to change it from the
Committee
the new
original description of HB 189 and turn it into a senatorial districting bill. Did you and the other people know this?
Sen.

Sen.

S.

SMITH:

Yes

I

did.

I just can't understand why the other memSenate
were not told that this was coming in as a
bers of the

Sen.

FOLEY:

Committee

of Conference bill.

Sen.

SMITH:

Sen.

McCarthy: You

This was not decided until a short while ago.

me two or three days
Manchester and 14 towns

talked to

ago for the first time and
and you guys figure it out because we took care of the rest of
the State." But I had not actually seen this bill's contents in
text until this evening. I see this is an amendment. My question
is, why, on a bill as important as this redistricting the State
why could not this have come in as a
Senatorial districts
separate bill into this chamber this evening; as a separate bill
rather than an amendment? It just seems to me that an important measure such as redistricting the State Senate certainly
is important enough to have a title of its own on a bill of its
own. Why is it coming in as an amendment?
said, "here's

—

Sen.

ment

is

SMITH: The

why it
who want

reason

that there are those

is

coming

in as

an amend-

to block this redistricting.

The reason why we bring it in in this manner is that we have
an opinion from the Attorney General, a verbal opinion, that
this is the best approach
not that the approach is the way
to do it, he did not discuss this matter
but that we must redistrict in this session of the Legislature. I would like to read
to you the Article 26 relative to senatorial districts: "The Legislature shall form the single member districts at its next session
after approval of this article by the voters of the state thereafter

—

at the regular session

sus." It

must be done

—

following each bicentennial federal cenat this session of the Legislature
the

—

regular session.
Sen.

McCarthy:

Your answer then was

the fact that

Senate Journal,
you thought

if

you brought

it
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in in the proper vehicle, suspend-

ing the rules to introduce it as a bill of its own, it might not
have received the approval of enough of the state senators to

go along with that?
Sen.

S.

blockage of

SMITH:

think there

I

is

a very good chance of

it.

Sen. McCarthy: In the wealth of your political experience and your legislative experience, don't you think there was
any other alternative plan to do this, such as recessing for a
few days and coming back for one day after a compromise or
something could be worked out? Do you think it is advisable
to act on it at midnight as an amendment?
Sen.
to take

be the

S.

SMITH:

up and

I

there

is

think at this juncture we have a budget
a very strong possibility that this may

evening of the Session.

last

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
LEONARD: HB 189 had a Committee

of Conference
was a member of with Sen. Jacobson. As far as I know
there was no meeting of the Committee. Could you tell me the
reason why a new Committee of Conference was appointed?

Sen.

that

I

CHAIR: To

take

up

the subject matter of reapportion-

ment.
Sen.

LEONARD:

It

mittee did not agree on

was not for the reason that the Com-

HB

189 pertaining to constitutional

amendments?

CHAIR: The

Chair would state that he had been advised
one member of each body of the Conferees on HB
189 that this bill was never going to be further considered by
the Conference Committee; they had no intention of getting

by

at least

together.

Sen.

was

HB

LEONARD: Where

was

HB

189, in

which House

189 at the time of changing the Committee?

CHAIR:
Sen.

In the possession of the Senate.

LEONARD:

CHAIR: That
Sen.

SPANOS:

is

It

has never

left

here?

correct.

Sen. Smith, do you

know

that the House,
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if I am correct and I think I am, plans to leave its House of
Representatives reapportionment and the others for a later
date in the Fall by recessing until a later date to take up this

matter?

SMITH: I understand that there may be some such
think that the constitutional requirement is imperathink that we should, at this session, redistrict the Senate.

Sen.
a plan.
tive. I

S.

I

Sen.

SPANOS:

Isn't

it

possible to stay within the Constitu-

tional limitations set forth in the Constitution by recessing to

and

a certain day

done

still

be within the regular session

as

we have

in the past?

Sen. S. SMITH: I think there is this possibility. But I am
not convinced or do I know when we will be recessing to or
when the Senate may adjourn from the regular session.
Sen.

JACOBSON: We

have a

series of other redistricting

do we not?

bills,

Sen.

SMITH:

This

correct.

is

JACOBSON: We

Sen.
bill, is

S.

have the House reapportionment

that correct?

Sen.
Sen.

S.

SMITH:

This

JACOBSON:

correct.

is

Is that in

the possession of the

House

or the Senate?
Sen.
I

S.

SMITH: That

understand
Sen.

in the possession of the

is

House

as

it.

JACOBSON:

Is

there a redistricting bill for the coun-

cilor districts?

SMITH:

This

Sen.

S.

Sen.

JACOBSON:

Sen.

S.

Sen.

JACOBSON: We

Sen.

S.

SMITH:

Is

is

correct.

that in the possession of the Senate?

It is in

the possession of the House.

have a Congressional redistricting

bill?

SMITH:

Correct.

And

this too

is

in the possession

of the House.

Sen.

when

is

JACOBSON:

the

According

House planning

to deal

your best information,
with these questions?

to
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SMITH: I am not sure.

LEONARD: Was

there a report or

recommendation

Reapportionment Committee?

Sen.

SMITH: There
map and the

S.

outlined by the

is not a written report except as
information presented to the Sen-

ate.

Sen.

LEONARD:

Sen.

S.

Sen.

FOLEY: Mr.

the committee vote on

it?

SMITH: The committee did not vote on

did you appoint

this

President,

Committee

CHAIR: At one
this

Did

of

I

was wondering

it.

at

what time

of Conference?

our sessions sometime after 8 o'clock

evening.

Sen. FOLEY: Between 8 o'clock this evening, without a
public hearing for the Senators to go to that was fully in the
book so we could go, you received some kind of a ruling from
the Attorney General?

SMITH:

In this evening period, we received an
by the Constitutional requirethat redistricting be done at the regular session.

Sen.

S.

opinion that

ment

it

was

essential that

Sen. FOLEY: Do you think it would be a good idea if we
went into a Committee of the Whole and had the Attorney

General here so that we could ask him questions concerning a
House is going to do and see if it would be legal
for us to do the same thing so that some of the Senators could
appear at a hearing?

recess as the

Sen.

S.

SMITH:

I

think this would be up to the Senate and

the Chair.

Sen. MORRISSETTE: About 15 minutes ago, I decided
go along with the redistricting with the hope at a later date
justice could be brought about. But now this thing has become
a matter of conscience. I can no longer concur with that. I know
that we can't win. But I think that most of our State will probably decide this thing in justice. I am hoping we could probably go along with the recommendation of Senator Foley so
that we could be informed. I feel this is wrong what we arc doing to our fellow Senator who sits next to me. This morning in
good conscience I brought to the attention of the Committee
to
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map was

could have kept myself quiet
could have killed this bill this
evening. Now the reason why I oppose the procedures that are
being used, even though I would still concur with this redistricting as corrected this afternoon, is because it is an unjust plan.
The reason why the courts said that we should have redistricting is so that we could be properly represented, but right now
they are not. The district lines due to our last minute rush have
this

and not

wrong, was

say anything

been laid out
one vote. You

in a

way

illegal. I

and

I

that destroys the principle of

one man,

also are destroying the principle of taxation with

representation. You have a city of 94,000 people that will be
represented in reality by one man. Furthermore, this does not
conform with the law in that we are putting the cart before
the horse. We need the redistricting of the wards before we

can truly redistrict that state. What we were going to do tonight,
I saw no harm in concurring with it because it was a temporary
thing and we would come back and correct it later on. Now,
the people have elected us for two years. How can we in good
conscience say that we have no time to properly distribute our
state because we have to recess tonight. That doesn't make
any sense. As I have expressed before, we have to get out and
get elected for another year and a half. Now, why couldn't we
recess this evening and come back and sit down with our republican friends and see if we can have something that is more
just, something more true to one man, one vote. There again,
as I say, I will vote with the group that probably will get defeated, but I am hoping that we will concur with Sen. Foley
so that we can better be informed and know what is going on
because this type of maneuvering I don't understand
a Committee of Conference report on a major item like this redistricting of the state. I don't understand that. I am hoping we will
take time and do what is morally right.

—

Sen.

and am
that

is

JACOBSON:
as partisan as

greater than

districting,

1

think that

I

have been a Republican

the next fellow. But there

my

partisanship.

While

I

all

my

life

something
agree with re-

do not agree with the introduction

is

at this time.

should be introduced along with the other ones
and that we have a debate of the whole issue of redistricting all
of this area. I simply want to say that my conscience, even
though it may go against me as a Republican, forbids me to
I

it

vote for this at this time. And
the table, I shall support that.

if

there

is

a

motion

to lay

it

on
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a Republican and a member
what is being done here this
evening. I just can't believe this type of strategy would be used.
I think we have all got along together during the Session and
I have never seen such an act performed in this particular chamber in my three session here. I will admit I am not satisfied with
the particular redistricting as it is in this bill. However, I will
dissociate myself, like Senator Jacobson, from the majority
in trying to do this type of thing at this time.

Sen.

of the majority party,

Sen,

DOWNING:

I feel, as

shame

at

As a new member of

this

Chamber,

I

have been especially impressed with the sense of fair play that
has prevailed. But this I find contrary to it. This should offend

members of this body. I guess we are Repuband Democrats but we are all human beings too. And I
would appeal to the Republican membership of this body not
to let this happen
not in this way. You have the votes to do
anything you want to do any time you want to do it, but certhe senses of every
licans

—

tainly putting the heel of the boot to the democratic party in
is no way to do it. You don't have to do it that way.
beneath your dignity individually and collectively. It would
be a disgrace to this Chamber if you let such a thing happen.
Now, I don't know how best to deal with it. But I think everybody ought to have the opportunity to be heard and I leave it
to the Republican Majority in this body to decide how that will
be done and it is not passing this right now.

this

manner

It is

Sen.

NIXON:

publican Party, I
on HB 189 be laid

As Assistant Majority Leader, of the Remove this Committee of Conference Report
on the table.

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen.

S.

Smith. Seconded by Sen. Lamontagne.

Yeas: Sens. Snell, Townsend, Gardner, Jacobson, Spanos,
Nixon, Leonard, Morrissette, McCarthy, Koromilas, Downing,
Tufts and Foley.

er,

Nays: Sens. Lamontagne, Poulsen, S. Smith, English, PortFerdinando, R. Smith, Provost and Brown,
Result: Thirteen senators having voted in the affirmative

and nine

"having voted in the negative, the

motion

is

adopted.
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PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Sen. S. SMITH: I have been accused here tonight of just
about everything. I have been accused of gerrymandering, of
attempting to do things on a partisanship basis solely. I have
worked for four months in attempting to redistrict this State
Senate in hopes of getting cooperation. I have discussed this
with every senator in the Senate. My office has been available.
We have had meetings. We have had agreement and disagreement. I have, in every instance, attempted to cooperate with

every

member of

this Senate.

I am shocked at what has been said about me tonight in
regard to this redistricting and I take it as a personal affront.
We have been accused of not properly districting, or redistricting, the City of Nashua because politics played a game here.
I have, in every instance, attempted to cooperate and to bring
about a districting bill which would be as equitable as possible.

We have tried to stay within the 3% limitation. Nashua,
an example, there is a move to have two senators from Nashua. If you put two senators in Nashua, you have to bring in a
town, a contiguous town of 5,000 people. This would be a Republican district. The other district in Nashua is Democratic.
So, therefore, you have two senators, one Republican and one
Democrat.
as

But, what does this plan show? This plan shows one demo-

from the city because all of the district lies within
shows a second democratic senator, or the possibility
of one, by bringing in two towns with the city of Nashua, and
two more wards linked up with other towns which is a republican district. In effect, Nashua is a democratic city and we were
trying to give Nashua the democratic representation that it
wants. We have presently three senators in this body representcratic senator

the

city. It

ing the city of

Nashua

in part or in whole.

And

I

think that

been a healthy thing for this Senate body so that the
problems of Nashua can be aired before all of the Senate memthis has

bers.

As

far as the city of

Manchester

goes, this

is

a very difficult

situation, primarily because of the unavailability until a very
late date of figures for the wards. It

potential for
cratic seats.

is

true that there

is

the

two republican seats in Manchester and two demoI have had the Senators from Manchester in my
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agree. A decision has to be made. It
committee but decisions must be
with
the
is nice to sit down
constitutional requirements
with
chamber
made in a Senate

and they could not

office

at stake.
I

know

that there are certain senators here

who

are very

unhappy with their districts and I am one of them. The district
which I would have carved out for myself if I had been gerrymandering my district would have been very, very different.

And I think there are several senators here who voted to table
this who know that very well. And I am shocked, deeply shocked,
and disturbed

that this Senate

a tabling motion.

We

chamber would vote

to sustain

have, in this Senate redistricting, given

wards and made districts which are democratic as equally as
democratic as they are under the existing system. We have tried
to take into consideration not only the actions of each senator,
and the desires of each senator, but we have also attempted to
take in federal requirements.

And I have been accused here this evening of not having
proper meetings at proper times. At one period, it is true, I
was not present at the Senate for a period of about two weeks.
I have cancelled meetings, I have been unable to get senators
to attend. I have met with senators who did not like what was
proposed and attempted to change it. And yet here we are with
a constitutional requirement and there was much effort to try
and block any reapportionment. And I would like to remind
the Senate that if there is not reapportionment, the courts will
do it for us and if that is what the Senate wants, that is fine by
me.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
The committee

of conference to which was referred House
'An Act to provide for the regulation of title
insurance.' having considered the same report the same with
the following recommendation:
Bill

No.

181,

That the house recede from its position of nonconcurrence
with the senate amendment to the bill, and

That the senate recede from
amendment, and

its

position of adopting

its
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That the senate and house each adopt the following amendment to the bill:

Amend

the

title

of the bill by striking out the

same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
providing for the regulation of title insurance, providing that
notice of non-renewal of motor vehicle policies is not required
in certain cases, and relative to elimination of unfair insurance
practices and relative to the effective date for new fees
and defining insurers.

Amend

the bill by striking out section 7

and inserting in

place thereof the following sections:

When Notice of Nonrenewal is not Required. Amend
417-A by inserting after section 5 the following new section: 417-A:5-a Notice of Nonrenewal not Required. A notice
of nonrenewal for nonpayment of premium on a policy written
on other than a continuous basis is not required if the insurer
has manifested in writings its willingness to renew by issuing
or offering to issue a renewal policy, certificate or other evidence
of renewal or has manifested such intention in writing by other
means.
7

RSA

Amend RSA 417:4, V (b) as inserted by An
eliminate unfair insurance practices' passed by the 1971

8 Coercion.

Act

'to

session of the general court by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof the following: (b) Except as contained
in the policy

no

make any

shall

insurer, corporation, partnership, or individual
contact or agreement with any person insured

or to be insured except as initiated by or agreed to by the person insured or to be insured that the whole or any part of his
insurance which is subject to the provisions of this title, shall
be placed by any particular corporation, partnership, or individ-

company or insurer,
or by or in any group of companies or insurers or by any agent
or group of agents. Any contracts made in contravention of this
ual or be written by or in any particular

section, shall

be null and void.

RSA 417:4, XII as inserted by An
eliminate unfair insurance practices' passed by the 1971
session of the general court by striking out the same and insert9

Act

'to

Premium. Amend
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XII. Collecting Proper
or charge for inany sum in execess of or less than the premium or
applicable to such insurance and as specified in the
in accordance with the applicable classifications and
filed with and approved by the commissioner, except

ing in place thereof the following:

Premium. Knowingly
surance
charge
policy,
rates as

a

premium

collecting as

premium

finance charge, consultants fee, policy fee, and/or

where
premiums, or rates are not required by this title
to be so filed and approved, such premiums and charges shall
not be in excess of or less than those specified in the policy and
as fixed by the insurer. This provision shall not be deemed to
prohibit the charging and collecting, by surplus line brokers
of the amount of applicable state and federal taxes in addition
to the premium required by the insurer. Nor shall it be deemed
to prohibit the charging and collecting, by an insurer, of
amounts actually to be expended for medical examination of
an applicant for insurance or for reinstatement of an insurance
policy. Nor shall it be deemed to prohibit the charging or collecting by an insurance agent or broker of a reasonable service
charge or fees as may be determined by regulation.
service fee as allowed by law or regulation; or, in cases

classifications,

10 Orders.

Amend RSA

417:21

as inserted

by 'An Act

to

eliminate unfair insurance practices' passed by the 1971 session
of the general court by striking out the

same and inserting in

place thereof the following:

417:12 Effect of Finding or Order. A final finding or order
rendered in any proceeding before the insurance commissioner
pursuant to RSA 417:10 to the effect that the defendant has
engaged in an unfair insurance practice, shall be prima facie
evidence against the defendant in any action or proceeding
brought by any consumer against the defendant under the
provisions of RSA 417:19, I. This section shall not apply to
consent judgments. No consumer may recover more than once
from the same supplier for the same act or practices.
11 Defining Insurers. Amend RSA 417-B as inserted by
1971, 453:1 by inserting after section 7 the following new sec-

tion:

417-B: 8 Insurers. As used in chapter 417-B, insurer means
any insurance company, association, or exchange authorized
to issue policies of insurance in the state of New Hampshire.
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12 Date for Fees.

Amend

the

Laws

of 1971, 244:2

by

strik-

ing out said section and inserting in place thereof the following:

20 Effective Date. Any change in license fees provided
by this act shall not take effect until the expiration date of the
valid licenses in effect on August 1, 1971. Except as provided
herein this act shall take effect August

1,

1971.

13 Appeal from Decision. Amend RSA 417:11 as inserted
by 'An Act to eliminate unfair insurance practices' passed by
the 1971 session of the general court by striking out the same
and inserting in place thereof the following:

417:11 Appeal. Any party to the proceedings aggrieved
by any order or decision of the insurance commissioner pursuant to the preceding section shall be entitled to an appeal
to the supreme court in accordance with the provisions of RSA
541, except that in the case of a fine imposed by any order or
decision, the party aggrieved shall be entitled to an appeal to

the superior court in the county in which he resides,
dent, or,

if

court and a

a nonresident, in the
trial

after

its

a resi-

de novo in said court.

14 Effective Date. Sections 11

The remaining

passage.

if

Merrimack county superior

sections

and 12

shall take effect

on

take effect sixty days

shall

passage.

Rep. Bigelow
Rep. Leighton
Rep. Mallat
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen. Ferdinando
Sen.

Leonard

Conferees on the part of the Senate
Sen. Ferdinando moved the Senate adopt the Committee of
Conference Report.
Sen.

FERDINANDO: HB

corrections in

SB

181

is

amended

to

make

the

250, a bill that was introduced in the last days

of the deadline the Senate

had

to act on.

Because of the hastily

HB

drafted legislation, the amendments in
181 are to correct
the drafting that was part of SB 250. I hope that it is a lesson
in the future that these bills that affect the lives of the people of

New Hampshire

will not

be introduced and passed so hastily
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an example of why we are

facing the correction at this point to correct several provisions
in SB 250. Most of them were clerical, they did not apply, did

not make sense; they were unworkable; and the Senate portion
of it that was put in relates to the last page under Appeal Procedures. We have given the right, we have changed the situation
that if the Insurance Commissioner wants to fine somebody
$2,500 that same person who is being fined will have the same
right as a criminal by having a hearing, by being allowed to go
to the Superior Court and have the Court system work to see
whether or not he is guilty and this is what HB 181 does.
Sen.
I

would

NIXON

I rise

in support of the

Committee Report.

like to correct the record in several small particulars.

hastily drafted. SB 250 received full, fair and
thorough consideration in the hands of the Senate Judiciary
Committee. Several amendments specifically requested by Sen.
Ferdinando at a hearing and also at a special executive session
set up for his benefit were adopted by the Senate Judiciary committee. The insurance industry was well represented at the
hearings on the bill. However, some segments of that industry
were still dissatisfied with it and prevailed upon the governor's
staff to draft some further amendments which are before you
which have been considered and are not considered unfair although the original bill was fine and fair in the fullest extent
with the language as first passed by the body.

SB 250 was not

Sen.

PORTER: What

are

we undoing

that

we had done

before?
Sen.

FERDINANDO: Under

the original

bill,

the Insur-

ance Commissioner was the judge and the jury. In this amendment, that is corrected. He no longer becomes the judge and
the jury. The defendant has the same right by being able to go
to a Superior Court if he is a resident of New Hampshire and
to the Merrimack County Superior Court if he is a nonresident.
All we are doing is treating the person when it relates to fines,
if he is subject to a $2,500 penalty he gets the same right with
this amendment as a criminal in the street who is charged with
drunken driving or any other felony or misdemeanor.
Sen. FOLEY: As we amend RSA 417-11 as inserted by An
Act to eliminate unfair insurance practices, are we throwing
out this bill that we passed only a couple of weeks ago?
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Sen.

FERDINANDO:

All you are doing

is

changing that

one section on appeals.

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

thing you are changing

is

Are you suggesting that the only

just the appeals aspect?

FERDNINANDO:

No, let me go a little further. This
Ferdinando is doing. The House came to me
with these recommendations in order to make it workable so
that the bill could be signed by the Governor. These were some
of the injustices in the wording in the original bill that the
Senate Judiciary Committee had a chance to act on.
Sen.

is

all

that Sen.

Sen. KOROMILAS: Did I understand you to say if this
passed by the Senate, the Governor will not veto SB 250?

is

FERDINANDO: My

understanding is that this bill
two or three days in the last week
of the deadline before senate bills could be introduced under
the title providing for the regulation of unfair insurance practices, was sent to the Judiciary Committee and I, as the Chairman of the Insurance Committee, did not have any idea until
after the hearing was held that such a bill existed. The proper
hearing took place that morning and the executive session took
place that same day and it was voted ought to pass and I became aware of it that same day. I had the opportunity, as Senator Nixon indicated, to allow me to speak on the bill. I had a
chance to review part of it. They made some corrections on it,
which I am appreciative of, but there were many more corrections that had to take place. This is only some of them. There
are a lot of other bad parts of the bill. But this is the history
behind this bill.
Sen.

which came in

to the Senate

Sen. LEONARD: I was a member of the Conference Committee on this bill.
signed the Committee of Conference
Report yesterday and reported this bill. In the meantime, many
of the insurance agents had contacted the Governor's office requesting that he veto SB 250. His staff got the Insurance Commissioner, Assistant Attorney General and an attorney representing the insurance agents to go over these criticisms of the

We

and they worked out three or four amendments that apamendment was Sen. Ferdinando's amendment
which allows an appeal de novo to the Superior Court if there
bill

pears here. This

was a

fine

involved in proceedings before the Insurance Comwe did change SB 250 by these amendments.

missioner. So,
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office.

Everybody

will

involved if these amendments are passed.
The Governor won't have any hesitancy to signing the bill. The
insurance agents will be happy about it; Sen. Ferdinand©
wanted to go a little further than the committee did but he
finally agreed to make this one amendment which is the appeal
de novo to the Superior Court. So it is really a housekeeping

be

satisfied that

is

bill.

Division Vote: Yeas, 13; Nays,
Report adopted.

5.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
The committee

of conference to

which was referred House

No. 959, 'An Act to clarify superior court writs.' having
considered the same report the same with the following recommendation:
Bill

That

the house recede from

in the senate

position of nonconcurrence

its

amendment.

That the senate recede from
amendment, and

its

position in adopting

its

That the house and senate each adopt the following amendments

to the bill:

Amend

the

title

of the bill

by striking out the same and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
relative to superior court writs;

policemen's and firemen's retirement;

Amend

and snow traveling

vehicles.

the bill by striking out

all after

section 6

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

Use of Writs Before Effective Date. Any form required
may be used prior to January 1, 1972, with the same
force as writs being used on the date of the passage of this act.
7

by

this act

8 Service

Retirement Benefits.

Amend RSA

(supp) as amended, by striking out said paragraph
ing in place thereof the following:

100-A:5, II

and

insert-
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II.

(a)

Group

II

Members.

Any group

member

II

in service

twenty-five years of creditable service

upon written

retirement allowance

may

who

has completed

retire

on

a service

application to the board

what time not

than thirty days nor
he desires to be retired, notwithstanding that during such period
of notification he may have separated from service. Any group
II member in service who attains age sixty- five shall be retired
forthwith or on the first day of the next following month.
of trustees setting forth at

more than ninety days subsequent

Upon

(b)

less

to the filing thereof,

service retirement, a

group

II

member

shall

receive a service retirement allowance which shall consist of:

A member

annuity which shall be the actuarial equivalent
accumulated contributions at the time of retirement; and
(2) A state annuity which, together with his member annuity,
shall be equal to two percent of his average final compensation
multiplied by the number of years of his creditable service not
in excess of twenty-five years, plus one percent of such compensation multiplied by the number of years of his creditable ser(1)

of his

vice in excess of twenty-five years.

9 Payment for Benefits. In order to provide the additional
funds necessary to meet the additional benefits provided by this
act, the board of trustees of the New Hampshire retirement system is hereby directed to increase the contribution made by each
member by an amount equal to one percent of the assessable
payroll for said

member.

10 Registration Displays.
inserted by 1969, 488:

1

Amend RSA

269-B:5 (supp) as

by striking out said section and inserting

in place thereof the following: 269-B:5 Display

The registration certificate shall be subject to
mand by any officer authorized to enforce this

and Inspection.

inspection on de-

chapter and shall
be kept upon the person of the operator or in the vehicle in
some easily accessible place at all times when the vehicle is in
operation. The registration number assigned to any such vehicle
shall be displayed on each side of the vehicle in such form and
manner as may be prescribed by the commissioner.
11

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 of this act
1972; the remainder of this act shall

Effective Date. Sections

shall take effect

take effect

upon

January
its

1,

passage.
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Sen. Koromilas
Sen.

Leonard

Conferees on the Part of the Senate

Rep. Andrews
Rep. Edes
Rep. Brummer
Conferees on the Part of the House
Sen. Koromilas

moved

the Senate adopt the

Committee

of Conference Report.

KOROMILAS: HB

959 had to do with superior
have indicated in the past, last week I think
it was the writs that go from the Superior Court which talk
about the return day and the return day means something to
lawyers, but not necessarily something to clients. Many clients
would go to court and wait for the court and there would be
no hearing on the case. Before this bill left the Senate, it also
had an amendment by the Senate with respect to increasing
sheriff's fees from $20.00 to $30.00 for the per diem and also
mileage from 10c to 15c. The House did not concur in that particular provision. The last Committee of Conference had difficulties going along with the Senate amendment. What this
Committee of Conference Report does (1) it provides that the
writ that has the words "writ date" can be used until January
1, 1972. The writs that have now been printed are still good
until such time as the writs can be changed to include the appearance date.
Sen.

court writs. As

I

In respect to the second aspect of the bill, it talks about
group 2 members and that is retirement policemen. This came
in as SB 192, At that time, it required an appropriation from
the cities, towns and the state. I think you are all familiar with
HB 372 which also had that type of provision and because of
the funding problem, there was no contribution voted by both
houses with respect to that type of person who retired. This
bill provides that if a person has gone 25 years as a policemen,
he can retire. The present law says he must be at least 50. This
bill takes out the 50 year old requirement and will allow a

person Avith twenty-five years to retire. With respect to the
1%, the person involved can pay 1% toward his retirement.
There is no appropriation for this particular category by the
city, state or town. It requires 1% out of the pocket of the person
as a policeman.
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The

last section in the Committee of Conference Report
about
the requirement of registration on both sides of
talks
snowmobiles. This is one item the House wanted. They thought
it

a meritorious bill

and there

is

no appropriation

for that.

pay?

LAMONTAGNE: You say local and state will not
Who will pay?
Sen. KOROMILAS: The retiree will pay the 1% out of his

own

pocket.

Sen.

Report adopted.

SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Sen.

pended

S.

Smith moved the rules of the Senate be so

of public hearing

and SB

far sus-

dispense with the notice of public hearing, holding

as to

and notice

of

committee report on

HB

1012

320.

Adopted.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
HB

1012

relative to the date of annual town meetings and presidenpreference primary. Ought to pass with amendment. Sen.
Jacobson for Executive Departments, Municipal & County
tial

Governments.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section 5

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:

A meeting of every cooperabe held annually between March 15

5 Meetings, Annual, Special.
tive school district shall

and April 30

for the choice of district officers, raising and appropriating money for the support of its schools for the fiscal
year beginning July first next, and the transaction of other district business. Special meetings may be called when there is
need or occasion therefor. The provisions of chapter 197, RSA,
shall apply to cooperative school district meetings, except that
a copy of the warrant shall be posted in a public place in each
pre-existing district as well as at the place of meeting.

6 Effective Date. This act shall take effect sixty days after
its

passage.

Sen. JACOBSON: Most of the debate that pervaded our
discussion with respect to suspension of the rules to introduce
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HB

1012 related to the question of the presidential primary.
would like to remind the Senate at this late hour it is
much more significant than that. It relates to town meetings
until such time as the Legislature may again change its mind.
With respect to that, it goes on every year until the Legislature

But

I

should change its mind. In New Hampshire there is a close
connection between school district and town meetings. This has
become especially critical with the growth of cooperative school
districts so that, if this is brought forward one week, this will
take up that whole area of time with respect to town meetings,
because many towns now meet on one day, recess and meet at
another day to take up business. The growth of our cooperative school districts has been of such a nature that it is often
necessary to take up more than one meeting day. Indeed, in the
Kearsarge Regional School, of which I am Moderator, it takes
us three days to take care of the warrant. The amendment
clearly separates the cooperative school districts from this new
town meeting date so that whereas the law now says cooperative

may meet between March
amendment changes it to March 15

about March 20,
about April 30 so
that all of the issues of the town can be settled. The body of the
bill remains as it has been published.

school districts

1

the

to

Sen.

to

NIXON: Has

nature been

any definitive or lengthy study of any
as to the problem of the
some district meetings generally or the

made by your committee

potential effect as to

change contemplated?
Sen.

JACOBSON: There

has been no lengthy study.

NIXON: Can

you assure us that if we pass this bill
which it is asked of us, there will be
no complication or interference with school meeting proceedings
in school districts throughout the State?
Sen.

in this hasty fashion in

Sen.
will not

JACOBSON: There is one potential danger which
appear next year with respect to some school districts

and

that is if the usual practice of some school districts in having the school district meeting prior to the town meeting it will
push time to have it on the first day of March in some year.
Next year there is some latitude on that.

Sen.

ing in

NIXON: Can

mind

of legislative

you think of any good reason why, havsome additional day
meeting in the near future, this bill might not be

that apparently there will be
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a proper issue for consideration at such time, having in

mind

and interference with school meetings
has been touched upon here?

the possible duplication
that

Sen.

question.

JACOBSON:

this bill this

Sen.

I

am

not quite sure of the thrust of your
that we postpone the decision on

Are you suggesting
evening?

NIXON:

If I

asked you that question, would your

answer be yes?
Sen.

JACOBSON: That

Sen.

Nixon moved

HB

is

always a possibility.

1012 be laid on the table.

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Morrissette. Seconded by Sen. Koromilas.

Yeas: Sens. Poulsen, Snell, Townsend, Gardner, Spanos,
Nixon, McCarthy, Brown, Downing and Tufts.

Nays: Sens. Lamontagne,

S.

Smith, Jacobson, Porter, Leon-

ard, Ferdinando, R. Smith, Morrissette, Provost,

Koromilas and

Foley.

Result: Ten senators having voted in the affirmative and
eleven having voted in the negative, the Motion to Table is
lost.

Committee report adopted. Ordered
Sen.

Nixon requested the record

to third reading.

indicate he voted in op-

position.

(Sen, Porter in Chair)

SB 320
repealing the credit against the business profits tax alto pass with

lowed railroads and certain public utilities. Ought
amendment. Sen. Nixon for Judiciary.

Amend

the

title

by striking out the same and inserting

in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
amending the commuters income

Amend

the bill by striking out

and inserting

all after

in place thereof the following:

tax.

the enacting clause
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Late Filing Fee. Amend RSA 77-B:4 as inserted by 1970,
20: 1 by adding after paragraph IV thereof the following new
paragraphs: V. Late Filing Fee. Any employer which fails to
file any return at the time prescribed in this section shall pay
at the time the return is filed, in addition to any tax liability
and without assessment or demand, a late filing fee of $10.00
for each 30 day period or fraction thereof which has elapsed
between the prescribed filing date and the date of actual filing.
1

VL

Penalty and Interest.

make payment when due
Charge equal
terest

Any employer which

shall in addition

pay

at the rate of

1

per cent per

fails

to

Late Payment

payment plus

to 10 per cent of the defaulted

computed

a

month

in-

or fraction

payment date to the date payment
is actually made. Such Late Payment Charge and interest shall
be in addition to any Late Filing Fee which may be due under
thereof from the prescribed

the provisions of

RSA 77-B:4, V.

2 Filing Requirements. Amend RSA 77-B:17, I as inserted
by 1970, 20:1 by striking out the word "ten" in the last line
thereof and inserting in place thereof the word (two) so that
the paragraph as amended shall read as follows: I. Individuals
liable for the tax assessed under this chapter shall annually on

the fifteenth of the fourth

month following

the close of the

taxable year furnish the tax commission with an estimate of

income subject

to taxation

taxable year from which

under

this

chapter for the current

no New Hampshire withholding

tax

expected to be made if such income can reasonably be expected to exceed two thousand dollars.
is

3 Effective Date.

and

shall

This

act shall take effect

upon

passage

apply to taxes and payments due on or after August

1,1971.
Sen. NIXON: HB 320 in amended form is, as has possibly
been too frequently the case, a complete revision of the original
SB 320. In the original form offered by Sens. Bradshaw, Leonard
and myself, SB 320 would have provided for the repeal of the
credit against taxes under the business profits tax afforded telephone companies and railroads. SB 320, having been sent to the
Judiciary Committee by action of this body, now comes to you
again in a completely amended form. The amendment consists
of a proposal submitted at the request of the State Tax Commission to provide the same late filing penalties and interest
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and

requirements with respect to the commuters income
in the law pertaining to the business profits tax. In

fine

tax as

now

the special session, this Legislature passed the commuters intax, the tax upon non-residents who earn their income in

come

New Hampshire
state in

and otherwise would have to pay a tax to the
which they reside. The bill, as passed at that time, in-

cluded no

interest, penalties or fines.

Again,

all this bill

does,

now, is provide non-residents who come under this section will be subject to the same penalties as are residents under the business profits tax. Considering this to be
in the

form

it

equitable, the

is

Committee recommends the amendment to you.
Ordered to third reading.
adopted.

Amendment

HOUSE ADOPTION OF
ENROLLED BILLS AMENDMENT

HB 525, relative to municipal government.
ENROLLED BILLS AMENDMENTS
HB 525, relative to municipal government.

AMENDMENT
Amend section 8 of the bill by striking out lines
4 and inserting in place thereof the following:
8

Penalties

amended by

Town

for

By-Laws.

striking out said section

through

1

Amend RSA
and inserting

31:39 as
in place

thereof the following:

31:39 Purpose and Penalties.

Further

amend

Towns may make

by-laws for

section 8 by striking out line 15

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

may

require; respecting the collection, removal

struction of garbage,

Amend the bill by striking out section 13
place thereof the following:
13 Effective Date. Section

the

first

take effect January
15, 1971.

1

1,

upon

and inserting

of this act shall take effect

Tuesday of November 1972. Section

shall take effect

and de-

snow

1972. Sections

in

on

7 of this act shall

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11

passage. Section 8 shall take effect

and 12
on July
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moved

Amendment

adopted.
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adoption.

144, relative to the limitations

on the loaning authority

of cooperative banks, building and loan associations, savings

and loan

associations

and savings banks.

AMENDMENT
Amend
lines

2

RSA

section 2 of the bill by striking out the

and inserting

first

seven

in place thereof the following:

Real Estate and Tangible Personal Property. Amend
I as amended, by striking out said paragraph and

387:4,

inserting in place thereof the following:

Further amend section 2 of the bill by striking out lines
25 and 26 and inserting in place thereof the following:
for and security offered, and except upon rethan two members of the board of trustees or

amount asked
port of not

less

board of directors, or two

officers of the

bank acting on behalf

of the board of trustees or board of directors,

who

shall certify

on
Sen. Provost

Amendment

moved

adoption.
adopted.
(Senate President in Chair)

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
(HB

918,

making appropriations

for the expenses of cer-

tain departments of the state for the fiscal years
30,

1972 and June 30, 1973

ending June

— See House Journal page 1799.

Sen. R. Smith moved the Senate adopt the Committee of
Conference Report.

SMITH:

Mr. President and Honorable Members
submit for your consideration this evening the
Committee of Conference Report on HB 918. I do so with the
frank reservation that it is not adequate in all areas but at least
viable in view of the restrictions placed upon us in the area of
revenues by the House. We can, at best, as a Conference Committee, reallocate and reassign priorities, but we are unable to
Sen. R.

of the Senate:

raise revenue.

I
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What we submit for your concurrence today is a total
package of $161,713,351. This is, in rough figures, an increase
of $4 million over the Senate version passed two weeks ago.
With the exception of Welfare and Education, there
or no difference from the Senate version of the budget.

is

little

employees will

State

though

I

receive

their

increments,

al-

sad to say, there will be no general pay raise this
State will take over the Terrill House; the increase

The

year.

still

am

Community Mental Health Clinics are still included; funds for indigent defendants; operating expenses for
Channel 11; funds for the county extension agents and many
in grants for

other good causes remain unchanged.

In view of the concern expressed by all members of this
in the area of Welfare, I am able to say that we continue
to fund grants at the present levels for the existing case load as
of this day. In other words, there will be no cutback in welfare

Body

We

have been able to accomplish this as a result of
by both bodies and readjustment of
appropriations in some areas. The amount of money added to
welfare is $13 million. This $13 million, with their capacity to
general funds in the area of $24 million, will permit us to do
payments.

increases in revenue passed

the job.
I

am

not pleased nor particularly proud to say that part of

come from
under the education budget.

the funds used to fund the welfare area will have to
direct grants to municipalities

What we have

done, and

distresses

it

me

to say this,

is

rob or

take away from Peter to pay Paul. Bear in mind, however, that

when

public funds are expended, the ultimate taxpayer is
is no doubt an increased load has been placed
upon the property taxpayer and, until a different form of taxation is achieved, this burden will continue to grow.

YOU. There

A

significant point to

bursement formula
profits tax.

We

mention here concerns the reimand towns under the business

cities

propose that the built-in increase of

year be reduced to

up and

to

5%. As

10%

each

a result, $1.6 million has been picked

reallocated to the welfare area.

would

your attention to Section 71. Sec$40 million the amount of money
that the Treasurer is allowed for short-term borrowing. As you
recall, early in the Session, this limit was increased. I stated at
I

also like to call

tion 71 increases

from $25

to
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that time that the possibility existed that the limit

would have

to be increased still further. After consultation with the State
Treasurer, we find it in order to provide for the adequate cash

flow that the bonding limit be increased.

was a most amicable conference
was the concern of House and Senate members
alike to present the best possible package within available revenues. There was no arm twisting and no jostling for position
on the part of either house. We had a common goal to present
for your consideration today. While it is far from a perfect solution, it represents our best efforts at the present time under
present circumstances. I hope that by now you have had sufficient time to examine the Conference Report and hope that
you will accept it.

want

I

committee.

to say that this

It

Mr. President, I hope that at some future date, the Chairof the Finance Committee can stand before this Body and
say, "this is a perfect budget." And I further hope that his colleagues in this Chamber will agree by a vote of 23 to 0. I don't
think that any of us will live to see that day.

man

The hour is late. Let us put our petty differences, our
wranglings aside and join together to do what is best for all of
our people.

SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Sen.

pended
port on

S.

Smith moved Rule 43 of the Senate be so far suson the committee of Conference Re-

as to allow action

HB

918.

Adopted.
Sen.

Page

KOROMILAS: One

budget

ticular

as

138. Doesn't

cities

we

passed

of the
it

major changes in

originally,

is

this par-

Footnote 73 on

Footnote 73 reduce the reimbursement to the

and towns under the business

profits tax

from 10%

to

5%?
Sen. R.
lieve,

is

SMITH: Your

interpretation of Footnote 73,

Sen. SPANOS: How much was
from what the Senate recommended?
Sen. R.

SMITH:

I

state

it

be-

foundation aid cut

think the cut was approximately

in terms of percentages. In terms of dollars,

figure

I

correct.

out.

I

34%

would have

to
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Sen. SPANOS: Is the cut in state foundation aid as now
evolved lower than the original HB 918 which had made additional cuts?

Sen. R. SMITH: I have with me the Conference CommitReport which is the entire bill rewritten. I do not have the
flip sheets to go back and forth. Quite frankly, I can't answer
your question right now but, if we could take a one minute retee

cess, I

could get that figure.

RECESS
Sen. R.

SMITH:

believe that the question was

I

how do

with relation to HB 918 as passed by
the House. Under dual enrollment aid aid as passed by the
House, it was $579,000. As it is now as a result of the Committee of Conference Report, it is $438,000. Under foundation aid,
as passed by the House, $3,654,000. As is presently stands under
the Committee of Conference Report, it is $2,694,000. Incenthe reductions stand

now

HB

by the House in their version of
918,
presently stands, $307,000. School construction

tive aid, as passed

$432,000. As it
aid as passed by

—

HB

918
$2,726,000. As it stands now, in the
Committee of Conference Report, $2,093,000.

Sen. SPANOS: The proposed Committee of Conference
Report has eliminated all that the Senate restored to the tune
of $2.5 million or so and even went lower than HB 918?

SMITH: That is correct.

Sen. R.

Sen. JACOBSON: I would like to inquire about school
building construction aid. I notice it drops from the present
level of about $7 million to the level of $4 million over the biennium. This $4,114,022
is that to fund existing bonded
construction in terms of the continuing aid or is that going to
be pro-rated over the total?

—

al

SMITH:

In terms of the presently existing aid,
be
prorated
or (2) made up by a supplementto
appropriation in the next session of the Legislature.
Sen. R.

this will (1)

Sen.

have

JACOBSON:

I

operative school districts

30%

aid.

That

is

believe the law presently states in co-

55%

aid

and

in single school districts

the statute. Is there not a question with re-

gard to the violation of the statute and the original contracts
made between the school districts and the state?
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Sen. R. SMITH: There could be a question, but I know
from prior experience that in terms of school reconstruction
aid that the appropriation has been in the past on some occasions underfunded and pro-rated or else made up by a defi-

ciency appropriation at the next session of the Legislature. I
agree with your figures as to the liability of the state in fund-

ing these things.

JACOBSON: We

Sen.

bond

have had a

fund
dilemma in terms

counsel. Will this failure to

of school districts create a

lot of discussion

about

existing bonds in terms
of

bond

counsel's

usual very hard line characteristics?

SMITH:

Sen. R.

I

could not give you a definitive answer

to that question at this time.

Sen.

S.

SMITH: Could

I

reply to the last question?

I

think

any bonding, the question would be on the capability and not on who is paying. I think that the bond counsel,
as long as there is guaranty and there is substantial money behind it, is no problem.
in regard to

my understanding that all school
annual meetings and they have appropriated their funds, principal and interest, with regard to
existing construction based upon the existing formula. Now in
order to meet that, because of the downward thrust of this, is
there not a threat to the problem of bonding and to the credit
JACOBSON:

Sen.

districts

have

now had

It is

their

of the state?
Sen.

S.

SMITH:

I

believe there

is

not. I think

priation that was made, the effect here

would have
priation, we

to

be picked up

any appro-

would not be

great. It

— we are not affecting an appro-

are affecting tax rate.

Sen. JACOBSON: I take, for example, the Kearsarge Regional School District which will be funded at a figure of $94,905.40 less. With the exception of a few thousand dollars, that
total amount as I can see it from the report I have before me, is
in terms of paying off the State's share of 55% with respect to
the S2.4 bond issue. Now, as far as I know, there is no $94,000

with which to pay

this

SMITH:

money.

know

can answer this preis taken from
towns by state programs, the appropriation at the town meetSen.

cisely.

S.

But,

I

I

don't

believe in instances

that

I

where money
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ing or school meeting would not be affected. There would,
however, be an increase in the tax rate to cover this bonding.
Sen. JACOBSON: Would you not agree that the only way
which an appropriation can take place in a regional school
district or single school district is if the school meeting meets
and appropriates the money?
in

SMITH:

Sen.

S.

Sen.

JACOBSON: And

Yes.

make

school board

that before any tax rate can take

first take place and then the
a report to either the single town or re-

must

that appropriation

place,

gional towns?

SMITH:

is correct. However, I think
would have to be paid on the bonding,
new school meeting would come into effect.

Sen.

S.

believe this

I

that before these funds
that a

Sen.

JACOBSON:

trict

meeting must, in
Sen.

SMITH:

S.

So that your answer to

where

that in each case

I

my

question

is

exists a special school dis-

take place?

fact,

would probably be the

problem

this

am

not positive of

this,

but

I

think this

case.

Sen. KOROMILAS: With respect to the University System, has there been an increase over the Senate version?

the

Sen. R.

SMITH: There

amount

of $175,000 each year in order to give the non-

academic employees,
ployees,
frozen.

are similar in rank to our state em-

the same privilege of having their increments not

But

Sen.

who

has been only a slight increase in

that

is

the only increase.

KOROMILAS:

Sen. R.

Is that a

SMITH: The

are concerned,

is

specific footnote

footnote in the budget?

footnote, so far as state employees

in the budget.

The

applying to them,

I

appropriation for the nonam not sure is in the bud-

get.

Sen.S.
Sen.

saw a

list

SMITH:

Yes, itis.

MORRISSETTE: When

I

was at the University,

of school teachers, professors,

and

it

I

showed increases

varying from $800 to $2,500. Are these proposed increases included in this budget?
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believe you are referring to increases

that were proposed for the academic personnel at the University.

Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

Sen. R.

SMITH:

will have to deal with

Professors.

This is something the Board of Trustees
and not this house. I don't believe there

will be increases for those personnel. It

the

Committee

is

not the intention of

of Conference to allocate any funds for salary

increases for the academic personnel. If the University

Board

can grant salary increases within the
amounts of money which we have allocated, which, so far as
operating expenses are concerned, are less in terms of dollars
than the previous biennium, then they may do so. If they do,
I am sure they will be few and far between and it is my personal feeling there will be none.
of

Trustees

Sen.

feels

it

DOWNING:

Could you

tell

me what

it

means

in dol-

or loss of dollars to the communities on Footnote 73, the
revenue return being reduced from 10% to 5%. What is this in
lars

terms of dollars.
Sen. R.

How many

SMITH:

dollars will the

In terms of dollars,

communities

it is

lose?

approximately

$1.8 over the biennium.

Sen.

DOWNING:

Sen. R.

SMITH:

That

the communities will lose?

Yes.

MORRISSETTE:

opposition to this budget
not blaming the committees; I
don't want anybody to get disturbed; I am not trying to pick
on any one person; I think that the budget is planned around
an objective and the hope of creating so much discomfort and
so much injustice back home we may have an income tax in
the near future. I have repetitiously mentioned my main objection to an income tax is that they are never made fair. Sharing is not on a fair proportion. The return to the local communities is not fair. Exemptions are good for the poor and the
old the first year but they are changed. If the people could be
assured these formulas could not be changed, except by referendum, I think the people might accept it. This budget in my
opinion is irresponsible and an unjust manipulation of human
needs in that they have gone from one extreme to the other. In
the budget that came from the House originally, they completeSen.

primarily.

I realize,

and

I

I rise in

am
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disregarded the needs of the welfare people. In this budget
right around and go to the other extreme.
often
hear that there is no able bodied man on welfare. Of course,
there are no able bodied men on welfare because in many,
many cases
thousands of cases
I have claimed, divorced
people get back together and just don't get married or fathers
of illegitimate children simply do not support them. Or parents
run away to other states and we don't chase them.
had a
good bill that went through the Senate and welfare executives
insisted on a minor appropriation which killed the bill. Therely

We

we turn

—

—

We

fore, that

done

means

that for the

in that area.

We

coming two years very little will be
burden on busi-

refuse to place a fair

under the business profits tax and, therefore, now we are
about to punish especially the foundation aid and then we have
a ridiculous plan of dual enrollment whereas before I described
it as an automobile with three wheels and now we have one with
two wheels, one in the front and one in the back. It simply
won't work. We are going to give dual enrollment the first
year, I think, $438,000 or something like that. And from the
last time when we passed a bill, it was promised we would get
$1.3 million if they went along with the business profits tax
and our Mayor in Manchester, Mayor Pariseau, went along
with it and because of a technicality in the law something like
close to $400,000 was returned to the state and now they are
going to give the complete state for the first year $430,000. So
we are geting a royal gypping. The plans were suggested by
Senator Spanos and Senator Jacobson that would have made the
welfare somewhat fair. In other words, it was right to increase
welfare, say by 75%, but not by 100%. 75% would have meant
that there would have been some restraints on the welfare and
there would have been some necessity about doing something
about the abuses. We have a whole bunch of welfare workers
and they seem to spend very little time in trying to discourage
the abuses. I went by one case that I brought up where this
husband is back with his wife and I was disappointed to see
television and everything else. I went by there the other day
and I saw a brand new air conditioner. Now, this is a minor
thing, but it is the principle behind it where if we would put
some restraint on welfare, it would have brought it up to some
efficiency. So how can we in good conscience vote for a budget
that has increased bonding which is a serious step to take which
should have been handled with a separate bill. Furthermore, we
have turned traitors to our towns and cities by amending the
ness
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bill and sticking in a clause reducing what we pledged to them
from 10% to 5% return to the towns and cities. Everybody has
brought up, well if we borrow some money how will we pay it

back. Well,

back

if

deficit

we

we know
really

— and

we put

that

there are a

meant
is

to.

But

number
to

the true deficit,

of ways we will pay it
pay back the $20 million
because
not $18 million

—

paying off the deficit in this fiscal year doesn't impress me. $20 million is the real deficit. Now we expect to pay
that back in one biennium. That is just plain nonsense to try
to pay back a huge deficit like that in just two years. So I am
very disappointed in the budget because of the priority allocation. I do not blame the Committee. I think this budget is the
way the Administration wanted it to go. I am very disappointed
and I am going to vote against the passage of this budget.
off

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

the budget and the

I

am

reluctantly going to vote against

Committee

of Conference Report on the
budget for a few specific reasons. I feel we had the opportunity,
in HB 331, which had, as you recall the increase in the business
profits tax from 6% to 7%. It also had the telephone company.
I am surprised that the change in the reimbursement to the cities and towns did not come in that particular bill. What has
happened, of course, it has been inserted in the budget. It seems
to me that it was more germane to include it in HB 331. I believe with respect to the reimbursement to the cities and towns,
we made a sacred promise in the last session, in the special session, to give the cities and towns 10% cumulative on the basis
of 1969. We promised them we would continue to give them

10%

of the figure as established for the loss of the stock-in-trade

and machinery

We

taxes in 1969.
have, in this particular bill
before us, in Footnote 73, it says each city and town will only
get 5%. I think, as the Chairman of the Finance Committee indicated, this would be a loss to the cities and towns over the
biennium of $1.8 million. I just want to harken to the past for
a moment. I think we could have solved this problem. I fully
recall the Chairman of the Finance Committee did vote for the
7 1/2% on the business profits tax. I think this would have solved
the problem. Instead what we have done here is change the reimbursement which I certainly cannot go along with because
I think even though I did not vote for the business profits tax
at the time of the special session, I think we made a commitment and it seems to me that we are going back on it at the
present time. Another item that I find somewhat opprobrious
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is

the situation with respect to the sewage disposal.

The

city

Dover and the town of Durham are going to lose prefinancing. This state told these two, the city of Dover and the town
of Durham, they would aid in their financing. What the bill
does is to give priority to Nashua and, if there is anything left
on prefinancing, probably Durham and Dover may get something. I am aware it also applies to Jaffrey, Newport and others,
of

but I am speaking with respect to my particular district. I oppose the Committee of Conference Report hoping perhaps you
will not concur and something will be done with respect to
Footnote 73. Of course, the first question that may be raised is,
where are you going to get the $1.8 million you are not sending to the towns which is in the budget. I submit, I have looked
at the welfare portion of the budget and I note that Aid to Dependent Children has been increased from roughly $15 million
to $28 million. It would seem to me perhaps the cities and
towns would have been given priority with respect to that $1.8
million. And, if the Senate in its wisdom decides to non-concur,
it would seem to me the cities and towns are much more in the
position of obtaining the $1.8 million than this particular area
where it has been increased from $15 million to $28 million.

JACOBSON:

Sen.

I

want

to say

respects with regard to the budget.

I
I

am disappointed in many
am not fully convinced

that the cut in the school construction aid

and

I

wish

we would have had time

is

clearly a legal

to investigate that

one

more

I am, of course, disappointed about foundation aid.
might point out that my district will lose $52,327.10 in foundation aid and the two wards in Concord which I represent,
along with the Chairman of the Finance Committee will lose
$50,180.50. However, there are some compensating features and
while we have been in the doldrums of these questions, I find
that the net addition in terms of monies returning to the cities
and towns outside of the welfare amounts to $2,260,653 additional money being returned to the cities and towns. Now, most
of that additional money comes in the increased gasoline tax.
I am of the view that if the towns are prudent in the readjustment of their monies that the actual increase in the tax rate
will not be as great as some predict. I know there are those who

carefully.
I

are in fact looking forward to astronomical increases in the tax
rate but

cities

I

serve

And

no

political purpose. I try to serve the public

is prudent management, I believe that the
and towns can survive without too great a tax increase.

interest.

if

there
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may
I

very well be where the non-public school
might say that I am very disappointed in that

it can precipitate catastrophic results,
not only in terms of the tax structure, but in terms of the education of the children. I am also disappointed and somewhat
disturbed that such an important amendment as the amendment included in Footnote 73 comes at this time so that the
cities and towns and the New Hampshire Municipal Association
has not had an opportunity to meet with its representatives in
public hearings to debate the issue. It is a very significant change.
If we have the opportunity to return, or if we have a special
session in the future, I shall introduce legislation to restore it
so that they will have the opportunity to have the debate. My
own feeling is we could have made some of the adjustments in
a different way. Yet, by analysis, I find that the towns are getting such an increase and I am wondering if the Committee of
Conference could not have added the gold that is on the dome
by melting it down for the budget and we could have made the
differential. However, I want to congratulate the Finance Committee on its efforts. I also want to publicly thank Mr. Charles
Connors for the help he has given me in providing all of the
figures to the Finance Committee and to me personally because he has been a very busy man.

area principally because

MORRISSETTE: You

mention we should have some
consolation in the fact we will be getting some gas tax coming
back. Are you aware we will be paying approximately $1,350,000 in gas tax and get back $330,000 approximately?
Sen.

JACOBSON: I do not know the figures for Manchescannot answer your question.

Sen.
ter,

so

I

Sen. MORRISSETTE: Are you also aware that under dual
enrollment where originally we required close to $1 million to
keep our schools open and now we have been cut down to some-

where around $800,000. Most of the money is gone and, therefore, we will not be able to start any new programs or very, very
few,

if

any?

Sen. JACOBSON: I am keenly aware the budget has reduced dual enrollment programs by the amount of $962,519
and I, with you, lament that very much because, as I said earlier,

that does have the potential of creating catastrophic con-

ditions.
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Sen.

ment,

KOROMILAS: With

5%

reimburserespect to the
there an essential difference between actually voting

isn't

against the reduction at this time and then your introducing
legislation at a future date, whether it be at the special session
if

there

is

one or

if

you are returned?

JACOBSON: The

essential difference lies in the post-

ponement of the 10% over
the cities and towns.

the biennial potential increase for

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

Also,

from

become law

a

legislative-excutive

—

time
wouldn't a future governor have one more thing at his
5%
disposal, a veto on any change you may want to make in the

standpoint,

—

if

this

were

to

at the present

future?
Sen.

JACOBSON:

islature has the

power

Yes, he has that potential

and the Leg-

to override.

NIXON:

It is with no great pleasure, as a matter
with extreme regret that in the face of the
arduous, dedicated, diligent work by members of both the
House Appropriations Committee, the Senate Finance Committee and the Conference Committee which has made
up portions of both, I must rise in opposition to HB 918.
It
a shameful thing when men of good faith must
is
sit here the last night of the Session and in the best of good
faith oppose each other on a measure like this, where the only

Sen.

of fact,

choice

it

left

is

available to us

school children and give

it

is

to

to take some money from some
some welfare people, without giv-

ing either the minimum requirements called for. And the reason we are here facing such a choice is due in large measure to

group which calls itself, ironically, Republicans for Political
which in fact was a group which might probably be
described as Republicans for Political Irresponsibility. And so,
thus, having said to the people less than a year ago on the floor
of the House that one of the essential provisions of the business
profits tax was that each town and city would receive back each
year an increase of 10% over the previous year, that figure having been based on the average increase in revenues from the
existing town and city sources, and having committed myself to
the Legislature in that fashion, and the Legislature in adopting
the business profits tax having committed itself to the people
of the State in that fashion, I see no choice, so far as my cona

Integrity,
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is concerned, with all respect to the good fellows
have worked so hard on this measure than to vote against

science

Sen.

DOWNING:

I rise

in opposition to the

who
it.

Committee

of

Conference Report. I don't feel that the education budget
should be cut in the manner in which it has been cut and the
return of revenue to the communities, I feel that, although I
was not part of the original commitment, I feel that it is a very
definite obligation on the part of the Legislature. I can't help
but think if the business profits tax had stayed as it was when it
once passed this Chamber at 7 1/0% that 1/4 of 1% would have
been able to fully fund the 10% revenue reimbursement to the
communities. I respect the work the Finance Committee has
done and recognize they could do little else with the money
available. However, I look at a budget like this as nothing more
than the hand of the State reaching into the treasury of the
municipality. I don't think it is fair. It is not a just budget. I

recommend

rejection of the report

calling the revenue bill so that
essary to properly

and consideration

we could

raise the

of re-

revenue nec-

fund our needs.

Sen. S. SMITH: I rise in support of the Report. I urge the
Senate to vote for the Report of the Committee of Conference.
It is difficult to support this measure, but I think as legislators
in this Senate we must do so. I am well aware of the shortcomings of this budget. I am aware of the problems that face the
University of New Hampshire. I am aware particularly of the
problems which will face all of our communities. Manchester
is not alone. Every community in this state will face somewhat
increasing tax burdens. I would like to reanswer the question
which was put to me by Sen. Jacobson earlier in this debate by
stating that it is my understanding that when a school budget
is

passed, the total

bonding commitment

is

made

in

it

so that

both the town and the state share. The reducion of this would
be taken into the figuring of the tax rate. So, the money is appropriated, but in toto. To continue, on this budget, when we
voted on HB 918, a little less than two weeks ago, there was

demand from many members of this Senate and from many
members of the House for an increase in the welfare appropriation. The welfare appropriation has been increased substantially, but this has not been fully resolved either. We are taking into consideration the increased case load, but we are not
taking into consideration the inflationary costs. We are not,
with the $15 million increase, taking into consideration the ad-
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ministrative costs.

ernment

There

are

still

in

many

areas of state gov-

though

I cannot in condoes not satisfy needs,
that the resolution of this situation which, by the way, is most
frustrating I believe to every member of the Senate in that we
have not had the opportunity to vote on substantial revenue
measures which would bring our state out of the fiscal situation
in which it now stands. I think we must support this budget for
the orderly progress of our legislative system. I think we must
do so, so that we do not live from week to week in a state goverment of crises.
must support this budget, or vote for it
without support, because if we turn down the Committee of
Conference Report, which by the way has been adopted by the
House, we then go back and instead of hearing all of the problems of the welfare situation, we will have other needs. And
what are our alternatives without the revenues? We have only
one alternative, to shift funds from other very needful areas to
the existing deficiency in our aids to communities. And, if we
do this, we can cripple the State. I think what we have done
both in the House Appropriations and Senate Finance and the
Committee of Conference is to attempt to meet the very basic
human needs. We have met the welfare problems. We have met
the problems of the State institutions where people have no recourse to go anywhere else. We have adopted this policy because the way this budget is written at the present time, at

shortages. I think, however,

science approve of this budget because

it

We

least,

the towns have an alternative, although not a very satisI hope that the Senate will vote for the adoption of

factory one.

the

Committee

of Conference Report.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Are we going

to

meet again

after this

evening?

CHAIR:
Sen.

Yes.

KOROMILAS: You

was passed

are aware of the resolution that

morning with respect to having tlie Governor
our state needs on the basis of the 1971 fiscal year

this

take care of

until the 8th of July, 1971?

Sen.
Sen.

S.

SMITH: I am very much aware of this.

KOROMILAS:

If

we

are going to

meet prior

to the
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8th of July, as the House is going to meet on the 7th of July,
couldn't this body non-concur and take care of some of the

problems which have been been raised?

This question which you have asked me
one to answer. I would like to remind all the
Senators here who have worked day and night for the last few
weeks that tomorrow is Friday, though it may still be Thursday
legislatively. We have a long weekend Saturday, Sunday and
Monday then we have Tuesday when many Senators and members of the House are planning to either take some time off or
catch up on work at home. We also have a situation whereby if
we do not pass this Committee of Conference Report it will not
give an opportunity for further consideration by the executive
department who must administer this program. I think for us
not to pass this tonight will raise more concern among the peoSen.

is

S.

SMITH:

a very difficult

ple of this State as to the situation that

Sen.

now exists.

MORRISSETTE: Under past formulas of taxation
my city has been contributing to the departments

on highways,

With

of the state something like $20 million a year.

the

new

we
around another $1 mil2%
lion. Don't you feel that my city might be entitled to a little
more money for dual enrollment to prevent closing down our
will be giving the state

increase,

6 or 8 schools?

Sen.

S.

SMITH:

I

think

I

made

it

clear

I

very strongly

favor increases of all kinds to educational programs of the
State. But, I would also like to remind you that the funds which

you are discussing are highway funds, which under our Constitution cannot be touched. I would also like to state that large
increases are going back to the towns for local highway support.

Sen. LAMONTAGNE: If, at this time, we do not agree
with the Committee of Conference, wouldn't this mean that we
would have to discharge this Committee of Conference and a
new one be appointed?

SMITH:

I believe that is correct. Which would also
new Committee of Conference would have to meet
and take many days as we have done to carefully analyze the
budget and then come up with a budget that because of lack

Sen.

mean

S.

that a

of revenue

would be very

unsatisfactory in other areas.
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Sen.

mean

LAMONTAGNE:

the resolution as

If that is the case,

wouldn't that
to be ex-

now passed today would have

tended for more time?
Sen.
Sen.

SMITH:

S.

I

believe this

DOWNING:

would be very

necessary.

Committee of
members
could
The same

Isn't the dismissal of a

Conference often just a formality.
be re-appointed to it?

SMITH:

This is done but if the problem which we
which is 175 pages has to be greatly reworked without adequate funds to begin with, what is the purpose at this juncture in appointing a new Committee of ConSen.

S.

are facing in a budget

I think that this Committee of Conference, although
not in total agreement as I have indicated, has done a job
with the limited funds available to bring into being a budget
which in the whole supports the programs where people would
be personally hurt. And it does not do anything in the area of
environment or the many, many needs which this State has
with a 20% increase in population over the last 10 years.

ference?
I

am

Sen.

DOWNING:

Isn't it possible that if

we wanted

to re-

revenue bills we could make more revenue available for
the areas of concern?

call

SMITH:

this time. I

think
think

I am not sure of the status of all the revmany of them have been signed into law by
we could add probably more money here,

more money

there

if

Sen.

enue

I

S.

bills, I

don't think

there are any bills that are unsigned, but

we could add

and

to give

money anywhere near what is
fund the programs of this state
the communities on any of the

the

really required to adequately

adequate aid to

existing measures.

DOWNING: Do you feel we could, if we were able to
revenue bills, raise enough money to offset the reduced
revenue return to municipalities being $1.8 million and approximately $6 million to the educational fund?
Sen.

recall

Sen.

S.

SMITH:

SPANOS:

No,

I

do

not.

I speak for myself, as Senator from the 8th
no other capacity. First of all, I want to compliment tlie Finance Committee on the job they have done in
presentinrj this budget to us within the framework under which

Sen.

District,

and

in
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think they did very, very well. But I, like Sengood conscience support the budget as it
is being offered to us today. My greatest concern comes in the
questions that I asked Senator Smith
school building construction aid, school foundation aid and the non-public schools.
When I was on the Finance Committee, I moved to increase the
school foundation aid by a million dollars; the school building
aid by a million dollars; and the parochial school aid by half a
million dollars. They were incorporated in the Finance recomthey operated,

I

ator Nixon, cannot in

—

mendations. They were all apparently cut out and, not only
were they cut out, but they were actually reduced by the Committee of Conference. I also am concerned about the reduction
in the reimbursement to the towns and cities from 10% to 5%.
Again, I feel this is a breach of promise by us and I cannot support the recommendation of the Committee of Conference for
that reason also. I can say in all fairness and in good conscience,
I, like Senator Downing, supported the raising of the business
profits tax from 6% to 9%. I also voted to support the business
profits tax raise from 6% to 8% and I also voted to raise the
business profits from 6% to 7l/4%, in order that we might realize the revenues in the areas I have just mentioned to you. I
finally also recommended, if you can remember, that I had no
qualms whatsoever in increasing the short term indebtedness
in order to meet these problems. So I can say that I can support these measures without any qualms and because I did have
those thoughts earlier in the session, I cannot now support the
budget as recommended.

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Morrissette. Seconded by Sen. Downing.
Yeas: Sens. Lamontagne, Poulsen,

S.

Smith, Snell,

Town-

send, Gardner, Jacobson, Porter, Leonard, R. Smith, Provost,

Brown and

Tufts.

Nays: Sens. Spanos, Nixon, Ferdinando, Morrissette, McCarthy, Koromilas, Downing and Foley.
Result: Thirteen senators having voted in the affirmative

and eight having voted in the negative,
ference Report was adopted.

RECESS

the

Committee

of

Con-
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HOUSE ADOPTION OF ENROLLED BILLS

AMENDMENT
SB

on the loaning authority
and loan associations, savings

144, relative to the limitations

of cooperative banks, building

and loan

associations

and savings banks.

HOUSE ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE REPORTS
HB 918, making appropriations for the expenses of certain
departments of the state for the
1972 and June 30, 1973.

fiscal

years ending

June

30,

ENROLLED BILLS REPORT
HB 7, relative to the establishment of an open space land
study commission, and relative to the appraisal of land.
HB 507, establishing a Hooksett District Court.
SB

302, prohibiting discrimination because of age or sex.

SB

315, relative to continuing the office space study

com-

mittee.

HB
of life

837, providing insolvency protection to policyholders

and health insurance.

HB

337, establishing a

commission to study and report on
and financing of the state uni-

the goals, purposes, organization
versity system

HB
HB

606,

and other

aspects of higher education.

making appropriations

for capital improvements.

340, relative to the New Hampshire retirement
tem and the firemen's retirement system.

HB
chester
tive

683, establishing a finance officer for the city of

and defining

his duties

and

sys-

Man-

bidding in certain cases for said

also providing for competicity.

HB

990, relatve to the application of the minimum wage
laws to certain employees of restaurants, hotels and similar businesses.

Sen. Ferdinand©

For the Committee

Adopted.

RECESS
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HOUSE ADOPTION OF ENROLLED BILLS

AMENDMENT
HB

918,

making appropriations

for the expenses of cer-

ending June

tain departments of the state for the fiscal years
30,

1972 and June 30, 1973.

HB

271, clarifying the powers of counties

and county con-

ventions, in determining salaries for county officers.

ENROLLED BILLS AMENDMENT

HB

271, clarifying the powers of counties

and county con-

ventions, in determining salaries for county officers.

AMENDMENT
Amend

said bill

tion 18 the following

XXX.

RSA

Repeal.

7:35-e,

RSA

by inserting

after

XXIX

paragraph

of sec-

new paragraph:

The

7:35-f,

following sections are hereby repealed:

RSA

28:28-e

and

RSA

29:i4-d, as in-

serted by this act, are hereby repealed.

Sen. Provost

Amendment

HB

918,

moved

adoption.
adopted.

making appropriations

for the expenses of cer-

tain departments of the state for the fiscal years
30,

ending June

1972 and June 30, 1973.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the second paragraph of section 59 of the bill by

striking out said paragraph

and inserting

in place thereof the

following:

Appropriation. There is hereby appropriated to the New
Hampshire American Revolution Bicentennial Commission the
sum of fifteen thousand dollars which shall be nonlapsing and
a charge against the historical fund established by this section.
Sen. Provost

Amendment

moved

adoption.
adopted.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
HB 91, relating to investments of savings banks in
estate.

real
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Smith moved the Senate non-concur in the Committee of Conference Report.
Sen.

S.

Sen. S. SMITH: I make this motion because it is my understanding that the House has non-concurred with the Senate
in the adoption of the Committee of Conference Report and
this will clean the docket regarding this bill.
Motion adopted.

RECESS

ENROLLED

BILLS

REPORT

HB 525, relative to municipal government.
SB

on the loaning authority
and loan associations, savings

144, relative to the limitations

of cooperative banks, building

and loan

associations

and savings banks.

HB

271, clarifying the powers of counties and county conventions, in determining salaries for county officers.

HB

918,

making appropriations

departments of the state for the
1972 and June 30, 1973.

for the expenses of certain

fiscal

years ending

June

30,

Sen. Ferdinando

For the Committee

Adopted.

RECESS
(Sen. S.

Smith in the Chair)

SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Bradshaw moved the rules of the Senate be so far susHB 1012 and SB 320 on third reading and
Governor's office. The situation on both of the bills is that they
Sen.

pended
final

as to place

passage at the present time.
Sen.

BRADSHAW: We

have had,

siderable debate on both of these

bills.

you may recall, conSenator Nixon had an

as

interest in HB 1012, which is the bill advancing the presidential
primary date. I did talk with him
he is now attending a Bar
Association meeting
and I explained to him the necessity of
getting these two bills on third reading and final passage and

—

—

into the Secretary of State's office and, consequently, to the
Governor's office. The situation on both of the bills is that they
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have been introduced into the Senate, read a second time and
ordered to a third reading. Last Thursday, we started to suspend the rules of the Senate to order them to third reading and
Sen. Nixon indicated he would like to have another look at the
presidential primary bill. When I talked with him last, he admitted he felt the battle lines had been drawn on the initial
move to allow HB 1012 to be introduced into the Senate and
that the Senate had manifested they did want the presidential
primary advanced and, consequently, with some reluctance, he
indicated he had no objection to suspending the rules to put
them on third reading and final passage to get over the logistic
problem we have with those two bills continuing to wait for a
Late Session which may be quite a while away. Of course we
cannot adjourn until these two bills are disposed of. I would
hope the Senate would go along with suspending the rules and
placing these two bills on third reading and final passage at
this time so that we can get rid of them.
Sen.

DOWNING:

I

wonder if you could
SB 320.

refresh

my

rec-

ollection as to the contents of

Sen.

BRADSHAW:

It

started out as the bill to

impose a

tax on the telephone companies. It was then changed in com-

mittee to make some corrections to the commuters tax. I think
it puts on a penalty if you violate the provisions of the com-

muters

tax.

Motion
Sen.

to

suspend adopted by two-thirds majority.

Bradshaw moved

HB

1012 be placed on third reading.

Adopted.

Third Reading

HB

1012, relative to the date of annual

town meetings and

presidential preference primary.

Sen.

Bradshaw moved

HB

1012 be passed.

Adopted.
Sen. Snell requested the record indicate he voted against

passage of

HB

1012.

Final Passage

HB

1012, relative to the date of annual

presidential preference primary.

town meetings and
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Sen.

Bradshaw moved SB 320 be placed on third reading.

Adopted.

Third Reading

SB

320,

Sen.

amending

the

commuters income

Bradshaw moved SB 320 be

tax.

passed.

Adopted.
Final Passage

SB

320,

amending

the

commuters income

tax.

RECONSIDERATION
Sen.

Bradshaw moved the Senate reconsider

its

action

its

action

it passed SB 320.
Reconsideration lost.

whereby

Sen.

whereby

Bradshaw moved the Senate reconsider
it

passed

HB

Reconsideration

1012.
lost.

RECESS

HOUSE REJECTION OF COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE REPORT
HB 91, relating to investments of savings banks in

real

estate.

HOUSE ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE REPORT

HB

181, providing for the regulation of title insurance,
providing that notice of non-renewal of motor vehicle policies
is not required in certain cases, and relative to elimination of
unfair insurance practices and relative to the eflFective date for

new

fees

and defining

insurers.

RECESS

HOUSE REJECTION OF COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE REPORT
HB 959, to clarify superior court writs.
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The Speaker
tee of

has appointed as members of a new CommitConference on the part of the House, Reps. D. Bradley,

Lynch and

Frizzell.

RECALL FROM GOVERNOR
Bradshaw moved the Senate recall HB

Sen.

506 from the

Governor.
Sen.

BRADSHAW: HB 506 is the bill to change the bound-

ary between Bartlett and Hart's Location.

we have had

If

memory

serves

me

here at least twice before. In
fact, I think it went to a Committee of Conference. They
thought they had all the problems squared away. However, the
Attorney General has advised the Governor that the bill, in its
present form, is unconstitutional because it provides that the
town of Bartlett shall have a referendum on the matter, but it
does not grant that right to Hart's Location. The Attorney General's Opinion is
that if
and it sounds reasonable to me
one town has an opportunity to vote, the other should have an
opportunity to vote. Consequently, they have asked that we
recall the bill since apparently there is some agreement between
the two communities, but they have to go about it in a constitutional manner and, unless we correct the present situation,
the Governor has no choice but to veto the bill, and he has
asked that we recall it and, hopefully, straighten out the concorrectly,

this bill in

—

—

stitutionality of the matter.

Sen.

GARDNER: Then we will amend it

Location,
Sen.

is

to include Hart's

that correct?

BRADSHAW:

That

is

the intention

of the Legislature. But, in order to

amend

it,

if

this

is

we have

the wish
to get

it

back into the Senate, put it on second reading and then, hopefully, we can get some people from the House and some from
the Senate together to see if we can work out the provisions to
allow Hart's Location their opportunity to vote and then pass
it back throug^h the mill.
o'
Sen.

GARDNER: How many

voters are there in Hart's

Location?
Sen. BRADSHAW: I am advised there are 7. Apparently
was the thinking on the part of certain people that it was
pretty small and would not make any difference, but we have
this
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no

right to violate their constitutional rights regardless of the

number

of voters.

Motion
Sen.

to Recall adopted.

Bradshaw moved

HB

506 be placed on Second Read-

ing.

Adopted.

Second Reading

HB 506, changing part of the boundary line between the
towns of Bartlett and Hart's Location.
RECESS

HOUSE CONCURRENCE TO SENATE AMENDMENT
HB 1012, relative to the date of annual town meetings and
presidential preference primary.

HOUSE REJECTION OF COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE REPORT
SB

and providing for the licensing and regulaand salesmen; providing for the New
estate commission, defining its powers and

73, defining

tion of real estate brokers

Hampshire real
and imposing

duties;

penalties for violation of this chapter.

HOUSE RECALL FROM GOVERNOR
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE

HB 322, relative to dogs pursuing game.
Upon motion

of Sen.

to the request of the

The Speaker
on the part

Bradshaw, the Senate voted

House

for a

Committee

has appointed as

to

accede

of Conference.

members

of the House, Reps. Hayes,

of said committee
Chamberlin and Hug-

gins.

The

President appointed as conferees of said Committee
on the part of the Senate, Sens. Koromilas and Morrissette.

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Sen.

port on

Bradshaw moved the Committee of Conference Re189 be taken from the table.

HB

Adopted.
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COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
of conference to which was referred House
'An Act authorizing the general court to provide
for the time and mode for submitting constitutional amendments proposed by it to the voters.' having considered the same
report the same with the following recommendations:

The committee

Bill

No.

189,

That the house recede from
amendment, and

its

position of nonconcurrence

in the senate

That the senate recede from
amendment, and

its

position in adopting

That the senate and house each adopt
ment to the bill:

Amend

the

title

of the bill

the following

its

amend-

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
redistricting the state senatorial districts.

Amend

the bill by striking out

and inserting
1

clusive

all after

the enacting clause

in place thereof the following:

Senatorial Districts.

(supp)

as

Amend RSA

amended by

62:12 through 35 in-

striking out said sections

and

inserting in place thereof the following:

62:12 District

1.

Senatorial district

number one

contains

Colebrook, Columbia, Dummer,
Errol, Gorham, Jefferson, Milan, Northumberland, Pittsburg,
Randolph, Shelburne, Stark, Stewartstown, Stratford, Wentworth's Location and the following unincorporated places:
Cambridge, Dixville, Dix's Grant, Erving's Grant, Gilmanton
and Atkinson Academy Grant, Kilkenny, Low and Burbank
Grant, Millsfield, Odell, Second College Grant, and Success.
Berlin,

Carroll,

Clarksville,

62:13 District 2. Senatorial district number two contains
Albany, Bartlett, Bath, Benton, Bethlehem, Chatham, Conway,
Dalton, Eaton, Effingham, Franconia, Freedom, Hart's Location,
Haverhill, Jackson, Lancaster, Landaff, Lincoln, Lisbon, Littleton, Lyman, Madison, Monroe, Sugar Hill, Tamworth, Whitefield, Woodstock and the following unincorporated places:
Bean's Grant, Bean's Purchase, Chandler's Purchase, Crawford's
Purchase, Cutt's Grant, Green's Grant, Livermore, Hale's Loca-
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tion,

Hadley's Purchase, Martin's Location, Pinkham's Grant,
and Thompson and Meserve's Purchase.

Sargent's Purchase,

62:14 District 3. Senatorial district number three contains
Ashland, Belmont, Campton, Canterbury, Center Harbor, Ellsworth, Holderness, Meredith, Moultonborough, New Hampton,
Northfield, Ossipee, Plymouth, Sanbornton, Sandwich, Thornton, Tilton, Tuftonboro, Wakefield, Waterville Valley and

Wolfeboro.
62:15 District 4. Senatorial district number four contains
Alton, Barnstead, Brookfield, Farmington, Gilford, Gilmanton,
Laconia, Middleton, Milton, New Durham, and Pittsfield.
62:16 District 5. Senatorial district number five contains
Alexandria, Andover, Bridgewater, Bristol, Canaan, Danbury,
Dorchester, Enfield, Grafton, Grantham, Groton, Hanover,
Hebron, Hill, Lyme, Lebanon, Orange, Orford, Piermont,
Plainfield,

Rumney, Warren and Wentworth,

62:17 District 6. Senatorial district number six contains
Barrington, Rochester, Rollinsford and Somersworth.

62:18 District

7.

Senatorial district

number

seven contains

Antrim, Bennington, Boscawen, Bradford, Deering, Francestown, Franklin, Greenfield, Henniker, Hillsborough, Hopkinton, Newbury, New London, Salisbury, Sutton, Warner, Webster, Wilmot and Windsor.
62:19 District

8.

Senatorial district

number

eight contains

Acworth, Charlestown, Claremont, Cornish, Croydon, Goshen,
Langdon, Lempster. Newport, Springfield, Sunapee, Unity, and
Washington.
62:20 District 9. Senatorial district number nine contains
Bedford, Bow, Dunbarton, Goffstown, Litchfield, Merrimack,
New Boston, and Weare.
62:21 District
Alstead,

10.

Senatorial district

number

ten contains

Gilsum, Keene, Marlow, Nelson, Roxbury, Stoddard, Sullivan, Surry, Walpole, and Westmoreland.
Chesterfield,

62:22 District 11. Senatorial district number eleven contains
Dublin, Fitzwillam, Greenville, Hancock, Harrisville, Hinsdale, Jaffrey,

Marlborough, Mason,

New

Ipswich, Peterborough,

Richmond, Rindge, Sharon, Swanzey, Temple, Troy, and
Winchester.
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62:23 District 12. Senatorial district number twelve contains Amherst, Brookline, Hollis, I.yndeborough, Milford, Mont
Vernon, ward[s] one [and two] of Nashua, and Wilton.

62:24 District

words four,

tains

62:25 District

14.

number

Senatorial district

13.

five, six,

and nine

eight

number

Senatorial district

thirteen con-

of Nashua.

fourteen con-

Hudson, Londonderry and wards three and seven of Nash-

tains

ua.

tains

62:26 District
Concord.

15.

62:27 District

16. Senatorial district

number

Senatorial district

number

fifteen con-

sixteen con-

wards one and two of Manchester, Allenstown, Chichester,
Hooksett, Loudon and Pembroke.
tains

62:28 District

17.

Senatorial

district

number seventeen

contains ward six of Manchester, Auburn, Brentwood, Candia,
Chester, Deerfield, Epping,

Epsom, Fremont, Northwood, Not-

tingham, Raymond, and Strafford.
62:29 District

wards seven,

tains

tains

18.

Senatorial district

eight, eleven

number

eighteen con-

and fourteen of Manchester.

62:30 District 19. Senatorial district number nineteen conDanville, Derry, East Kingston, Hampstead, Kingston,

Newton, Plaistow, Sandown, Seabrook and South Hampton.
62:31 District 20. Senatorial district

wards three, four,
Manchester.
tains

five,

number twenty

nine, ten, twelve

con-

and thirteen of

62:32 District 21. Senatorial district number twenty-one
contains Dover, Durham, Lee and Madbury.
62:33 District 22. Senatorial district number twenty-two
contains Atkinson, Pelham, Salem and Windham.

62:34 District 23. Senatorial district number twenty-three
contains Exeter, Greenland, Hampton, Hampton Falls, Kensington, Newfields, Newington,

Newmarket, North Hampton

and Stratham.
62:35 District 24. Senatorial district
contains New Castle, Portsmouth and Rye.
2 Effective Date.

number

twenty-four
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I.

No

provisions of this act shall affect in any

the proceedings or the

membership

manner any

of

of the senate of the general

court that assembled for a biennial session on the

first

Wednes-

day of January 1971.

Except

II.

as limited

by paragraph

act shall take effect sixty days after

Sen.

S.

I

of this section, this

passage.

its

Smith

Sen. Porter

Sen.

Lamontagne

Conferees on the part of the Senate

Rep. George Roberts
Rep. Bowles
Rep. Bigelow
Conferees on the part of the House

Bradshaw moved the Senate adopt the Committee

Sen.

of

Conference Report.
Sen. BRADSHAW: Mr. President, last Thursday night
was shocked, to say the least, at the tirade after the reading
tht reof the Committee of Conference Report on HB 189
districting bill
but I guess that's part of the political game
I

—

—

a case of

"Thou

—

protesteth too loudly."

—

examine the facts
there certainly was no lack of
discussion on the issue of redistricting. Several announcements
from the Chair were made regarding the issue
including one
that we would take it up after the deadline in order that we
could take up other bills first. An announcement that seemed
to meet with much favorable response at the time. Sen. Smith
of District 3 announced several meetings of the Redistricting
Committee and yet those shouting the loudest last week seldom
found it important enough to show up.
Let's

—

Frankly,

I

on Sen. Smith.

am
I

most disappointed by the personal attacks
doubt that anyone has ever drawn a fairer

map

than did Sen. Smith. Certainly not the DemoI know of. He did so even
though his district wound up being far from his first choice
and what thanks did he get for his generosity? You heard it
last week! He spent untold hours working and researching the
Districts to comply with federal guidelines and to satisfy the
redistricting

crats

who

members
this

control other States that

of the Senate.

Senate didn't

I

seriously

know what

doubt that any member of
new District would

their proposed
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be prior to the introduction of that Committee of Conference
Report.

it

Unfortunately, the effective tirade and the late hour made
impractical to further discuss the issue in the manner that

befits this Senate.

would now

I

like to straighten out the record as to the

vehicle used to bring redistricting to the floor of the Senate

was no secret that certain people were
on the redistricting by Minority rule.
Our great State has had a long and proud record of rule by
the Majority and the efforts to circumvent this frankly disgusts
me beyond public words. I was well aware of the Constitutional
provision that we had to redistrict in this regular session and
equally aware of the plot by a few to scuttle it so I consulted
legal opinion. The consensus seemed to be that since the Confor consideration.

It

trying to block action

RSAs

stitution supercedes the

the Senate and

it

would be

it

also supercedes the rules of

legal to act

on

this

measure by ma-

jority vote.
I

envisioned

all sorts

of challenges to such action

was "dirty pool"

and the

was assured of the
legality, but suggested the use of a Committee of Conference
Report, which seemed to satisfy the Senate rules and the Constitution and after all, everybody knew about the redistricting
so it should be no surprise. Again, I point out that the Chair
announced redistricting would be a subject for action on Thursaccusation that

it

etc.

I

day.

Now,

let's

how

look at

treated our poor brothers

By

and

badly

we naughty Republicans

sisters of the

Minority.

existing Districts:

1. Designed to give the North Country representaand we have all acknowledged Democrat Lamontagne's
ability to do that.

Dist.

tion

Dist. 8.

The

District the Minority

Leader agreed was good

for him.
Dist. 13. Basically the
Dist. 16. Certainly a

a

same

as Sen.

Leonard now

has.

Democratic stronghold.

Dist. 17 I think it is obvious that Sen. McCarthy enjoys
good reputation between both Democrats and Republicans.
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he should decide to seek reelection, he certainly would make
a formidable opponent for any Republican candidate. This
district does have more Republians than Democrats.
If

Dist. 18. Basically the

A

Dist. 20.

same

District as Sen. Provost

District with 7,000

now

has.

Democrats and 6,000 Re-

publicans.
Dist. 22

What

better District for a popular Salem

Demo-

crat?
Dist. 24. I

of

am

sure the personality

and

ability of the

Mayor

Portsmouth can win over the voters in the one town added.

The new

District

including East Nashua

is

certainly a

Democratic area and thus we have not taken even 1 seat away
from the Minority Party
and that, I bet, is a record in the

—

history of redistricting.

Every District complies with the guidelines and you have
nothing to fear from Court action.
Let's be the responsible

are supposed to be

members

and approve

of the Legislature that

this fair

we

and excellent plan.

Sen. SPANOS: Mr. President, my compliments to the
President of the Senate for his presentation. I cannot blame
him one iota for being disturbed at the emotionalism of the
other evening, but by the same token, I think he can appreciate
the situation that arose causing some of the statements to be

made which would not normally be made

at the traditional

presentations before this Chamber.

We

still have to remember, Mr. President, that on the Committee of Conference, there were two Republicans and one
Democrat appointed on the Senate side, none of whom were
members of the Reapportionment Committee and also on the
House side, there were no Democrats represented on the Committee of Conference. I would like to point that out very clearly so that you can understand the context under which I arose

and showed how disturbed I was. The only
thing which has changed in the last four days is the clock
everything is the same
the principles and issues involved
are identical. I would like to point out to the Senate that you
did vote to table this measure based on some of the facts that
were presented to you and in your best judgment. I would also
like to point out that it appears that the House of Representaseveral nights ago

—

—
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tives is not going to reapportion itself in this session, nor is it
going to vote to reapportion the congressional districts, nor is
it going to vote to redistrict the Governor's Council's districts,
nor is it going to vote to reapportion the City of Manchester. I
cannot find any valid reason why the Senate must reapportion

would seem to me
would be to come back for a day in the Fall
as anticipated in the House and take up the whole matter of
reapportionment so that the whole matter may be looked at
as one area and discussed in that light. It seems more logical to
me to do it all at one time.
itself

when

all

the other bodies do not. It

the ideal situation

Another

should point out to you is that the
is based on existing
ward lines. Manchester is yet to reapportion. It would appear
to me that you may very well find yourself having reapportioned Manchester on existing ward lines and then find those
lines changed. I think that is going to throw the ball game in
an uproar, so to speak.
fact that I

existing reapportionment of the Senate

have consulted with legal counsel on this matter relative
and I don't agree with Sen. Smith and I
told him so that day
that this Chamber could adjourn to a
specific date and still be within the constitutional limitation of
meeting within the regular session, using parliamentary procedure in order to do it. The source is very reliable for this
matter and I agree wholeheartedly with the presentation which
was made when I asked the question, but I did not, in any way,
ask him or tell him what I wanted for a decision. He made it
by himself and in his company was a woman who probably
knows more about the law than anyone of us will ever know.
They all agreed that it is possible for us to adjourn to a special
day and take up the whole matter of reapportionment and I
would say that the best thing to do would be to do it together
with the House.
I

to the Constitution

—

think that over this period of time, we could have hearings which not only the senators of the district would appear,
but also the people of the district would appear. I have already
begun to get some flack about why my district has lost PlainI

and Grantham. I tried to inform them that Sen. Townsend's district must move a little bit southward in order to pick
up some of his towns. Still, it is very difficult to tell these peofield

ple that that

is

the reason, but they are objecting to

it.

I

think
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that in the interim they

might be able

to present their views

and

plans.
I

would

like to see us all join together today in the his-

body as I have known it in the last
have served here, keeping in mind the concerns of the minority, the best interests of the people of the
State of N. H., and what I believe to be decent government. In
that way, we can all leave here from this session unfriendly to
no one, undismayed over what has been done and in keeping
with the friendship that we have always had in these sessions
that I have had the privilege to be in this Chamber. I would
hope that all of you, in the spirit of fairness, devoid of partisan
politics, will vote to non-concur on this measure.
torical tradition of this

three terms that

I

Sen. BRADSHAW: Are the people who complained about
you losing two towns in your district aware of the fact that
that is necessary to comply with federal guidelines because if
your district was left the same, it would have too many people
in

it?

SPANOS:

thought I said on the floor just a few
inform these people of the problems
we had relative to why Plainfield and Grantham were to be lost
and because of Sen. Townsend's need for communities in order
to reach his ratio. They have been made aware of it, but they
have raised the issue.
Sen.

minutes ago that

Sen.

I

I

tried to

BRADSHAW:

I recall

that

Townsend needed some more towns

you mentioned that Sen.

in his district, but

tion was are they aware of the fact that

you must

my ques-

lose popula-

tion in District 8 to stay within the guidelines?

Sen. SPANOS: It is very difficult to tell them that because
county happens to be right on the button
30,500 or so
and it is difficult for me to explain to them why two towns
should be taken away.

—

my

Sen.
chester

BRADSHAW:

Regarding your statement on the Man-

am

sure you are aware of the fact that that

ward

lines, I

same situation also applies to other cities that have not yet
changed their ward lines. My question is are you aware of the
fact that the Constitution requires that we do it on the basis of
existing ward lines?
Sen.

SPANOS:

I realize that

and

I

am

not saying that what
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was done by using existing ward lines was incorrect. All I am
saying is that it would be rather impractical to do it at this
time. We did the same with Nashua, but at least with Nashua,
we have some figures that would well indicate that even though
they reapportioned their ward lines, they will fall within the
required number, so the problem doesn't lie so much with
Nashua and it does with Manchester. I just say it is an impractical thing
not necessarily incorrect or illegal, because it says

—

so in the Constitution.

Sen.

BRADSHAW:

Constitution specifically

But you are aware of the fact that the
states that this must be done in a regu-

lar session?

Sen.

SPAN OS: That

is

exactly the language in the Con-

stitution.

Sen.

BRADSHAW: Would

that after seeking counsel,

I

you believe me if I told you
have been informed that there is

very serious question as to the court's interpretation of a pro-

longed adjournment and that in six opinions rendered by the
Supreme Court, some have indicated that it can be considered

but in several of the others,
continuation but in fact a new

a continuation of the regular session,

they have stated that

it is

not

a

session?

Sen. SPAN OS: That is very possible, but I would say that
with what knowledge I have about the laAv that when you are
involved in redistricting and you take the fact situation as has
been presented, that they would decide that the action that we
took would be within the province of the Constitution. I know
very well that the Supreme Court is not necessarily going to
overturn any geniune effort that this body is making to redistrict itself.

BRADSHAW:

In light of your comment and the
sought, doesn't it appear logical
that the best way to keep the courts out of redistricting is for the
Senate to take affirmative action on a redistricting plan which
they have before them at the proper time and that the courts
might, in their generosity, give us more time to take up the
Sen.

legal advice that

we have both

balance of the other redistricting items?

SPANOS: No,

don't think so. I don't think it would
time by passing something that I think
the courts might very well strike down. I think they would acSen.

be logical to do

it

at this

I
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cept the fact that

we have our problems with

redistricting of the

would

in-

terpret the Constitution. The logical thing is to put it all
gether in one package in one session and do it all together.

to-

senate and

would give us

BRADSHAW:

Sen.

the additional time as they

Regarding your comment that

this

think that the
will bear out that
might go
court —
proposed by Sen. Smith complies with the
every single
federal guidelines — then how in the world can we possible
to

facts

I

district

our imagination to believe that the courts can throw
plan out?

stretch
this

Sen. SPANOS: Because it is not necessarily considered to
be in violation of the Constitution merely because you have
the correct number of people in a district. The courts will overthrow a redistricting if it appears to the court that in arriving at
the total number for the district, there has been a gerrymandering of districts. This is where the term "gerrymander" came
from
they took the district and made it look like a salamander and that is exactly what I am trying to tell you
it isn't just
the number of people; it is the geographic design of the district
itself that might be the thing that violates the Constitution.
This is the area that I think we might find ourselves in difficulty.

—

—

Sen.

MCCARTHY:

Sen. Bradshaw, are

you under the im-

pression that in redistricting to conform with federal guidelines,

that

common

we only

interests,

consider the number of people and not
socio-economic factors and so forth?

Sen.

BRADSHAW:

Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

No,

tee take into consideration

tion? If Sen.

I

am not,

senator.

Sen. Bradshaw. did your

what

I

Commit-

believe to be a simple solu-

Nixon would have taken three Republican towns
town to the west of my district, then we would
fair distribution. Did your Committee take that

instead of the

have had a

under serious consideration?
Sen.

BRADSHAW: The

phrase "simple solution" I think
few people, but not necessarily
to all people. I am familiar with the particular suggestion that
you did make. However, I do not agree that it was as simple as
you seem to indicate; that it might have been because we have
to slice the state up into 24 districts.
is

one that applies

At
I

this

point

to

I

one or

would

a

just like to stop

and

tell

you

that

cannot take any credit for the outstanding work that was done
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sit down and cut the state into 24 reasonThroughout the two months that this plan
was being worked and reworked, there were various suggestions

on

They had

this.

ably equal

made

you have got

that all

town and

to

districts.

to

do

is

that will straighten out

to

add that town, delete that

my

district.

That was

fine as

went, but when you change a town or a number of towns
or a ward, it affects the plan and you have to look at the redistricting throughout the entire State of N. H. When you look at
far as

it

the district that includes part of Manchester and several towns

out to the

east,

and

if

you further look

to see

these things were developed, you can see that

mandering.

It

how

the rest of

not gerrysimply what was available to make up a particuit

is

lar district.

As
ting

it

far as taking

Goffstown away from Sen. Nixon and putis fine but you shoved all of the

into your district, that

we had to expand from
Lamontagne's district is an example. It had someother people to the west and north and this was the one direction that was most difficult to extend districts because the new

southeastern corner and consequently,
there. Sen.

increase in population in the state has occurred basically in the
thing like 18,000 or 20,000 people in it and it is supposed to be
up in the 30,000 category so this meant he had to pick up a lot
more territory than he had before. Once this happened, you
affected District Two who had to come further south and then
District Three, Four and Five and so forth; the whole bunch is
all involved. The idea of pushing Manchester to the west really
compounded the problem rather than simplified it.

MORRISSETTE:

Don't get me wrong, he might have
but at least there would have been more justice for
Sen. McCarthy. When we redistrict Manchester, will this map
be changed all over again?
Sen.

lost a seat

Sen.

BRADSHAW:

It

has

to,

senator.

Sen. MORRISSETTE: Is the Democratic Party, in having eight senators, fairly represented? Is this balanced with the

Democrats
Sen.

would

in the state?

BRADSHAW:

like to correct

I

don't have the exact figures, but I
there are nine members of

one thing

—

the Democratic Party in the Senate at the present time and I
think that it would be reasonable to assume that there are go-

ing to be at least nine in the next session.
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MCCARTHY:

Sen.
In regard to my last question, you
indicated that you were aware of the fact that you should take
into consideration other factors other than just

wonder

numbers

in a

your opinion, any of these
factors were considered when a plan was developed to group a
town like Strafford and Epsom and Nottingham, all of which
are about 40 miles away from the Democratic ward. Do you
think that any of these other factors were taken into consideraredistricting plan.

I

if

in

tion?

Sen.

BRADSHAW:

I

think that the Committee took into

consideration the various factors involved in redistricting. I
would like to point out to you that at the present time, there
are four

members

of this

body who

reside in the City of

Man-

The

population in Manchester, while under some dispute possibly, according to the census, is somewhere around
87,000 people. If you take that figure, which is the figure that
we had to take, that would mean that the City of Manchester
would have not more than three people in the Senate from that
city. In the proposed district, I think it is pretty safe to say that
they will still have at least three and I think they have a fairly
decent chance in having a fourth, I think this gives the City of
Manchester better representation than if we had just huddled
it to its own and figured that this was an area that was just not
part of the State of N. H. I think it is a vital part of the state
and they are entitled to as much representation as they can get.
I think the Committee was very generous in the way that they
districted the City of Manchester. I realize the unfortunate situation in your mind that you are in, but frankly, I don't think
that it is a challenge that couldn't be overcome. There are some
members of the minority part in this Chamber right now who
live in supposedly Republican areas, and yet I know one of them
who is here for his third term. He has made it and I would
suggest that today, people vote more for the person than they
do on the party and I don't think that it is as bad as some people would have us believe. I think they have done an excellent
job with the redistricting.
chester.

Sen. KOROMILAS: Mr. President, I rise in opposition. I
think that what Sen. Spanos has said has a great deal of merit.
I would like to get down to my own district for the moment.
In the Red Book, the population of the City of Dover shows
somewhere in the vicinity of 21,000 plus. It is my understand-
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ing from the city fathers that the City of Dover has a population
This would mean that the Twen-

in the vicinity of 23,000 plus.
ty-First District

would remain unchanged

if

the city fathers are

correct.

what this type of action by us today would have
on Dover, which I am proud to represent. The meals and room
tax, the sweepstakes and now the gasoline tax depends upon
Let's see

population, especially with respect to the gas tax because it
is complied on the basis of mileage and population. If this

were to pass, it would mean that this LegisDover only has 21,000 plus. This would
mean a loss to the City of Dover in the meals and room tax,
the sweepstakes and also the gas tax. We cannot agree with
the census and I have talked with Sen. Smith about this. I am
aware that the Constitution says it shall be the U.S. Census. But,
we feel in Dover that we have the 23,000 plus, therefore no
change would be required.
redistricting bill

lature has said that

Another factor has crept up with respect to the 26th amendment to the U.S. Constitution which was ratified just recently
last week and which President Nixon signed the other day.
There is some opinion that a person living in Durham who is
a student or a person living in Hanover who is also a student
may be entitled to vote in Durham or in Hanover under the constitutional law. That would mean in the Twenty-First District,
it

could well be,

if

the majority opinion prevails, that a person

living in a university
vote.

That would

town such

as

Durham

or

Hanover could

increase the Twenty-First District to almost

40,000 people. I think this is a very, very difficult problem. I
think it bears more examination. I don't know what the opinion
will be, but I can see a situation in my district that we may
have situations where it is more than 30,000. For those reasons,
I oppose the Committee Report.
Sen.
colleges

FOLEY: Then

wouldn't

it

also

follow that other

would have the same problem?

Sen.

the 26th

KOROMILAS:

There

an opinion that under
town may
vote in that particular town even though he

amendment,

Yes.

is

a person living in a university

have the right to
is from another state.
Sen.
that

BRADSHAW:

you were aware

Sen. Koromilas,

I

believe you stated

of the fact that the Constitution says that
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we have to do it on the latest federal census. With that in mind,
would you agree that it becomes an absolute necessity to adopt
some form of redistricting at the present time, realizing that
we may very well have to come back and do it again because
of orders of the court, but that we are working on facts and
figures available to us at the present time within the constitu-

tional provisions?

KOROMILAS: My

Sen.
follows.

I

think that there

is

answer to your question

is

as

a certain attempt on the part of

the City of Dover to get something done with respect to the
federal census
to brinor it to its realistic level. I think that

—

they are trying to talk to the people in Washington, the state
is getting involved as well. If we had at least a three month wait,

Dover would have a chance to do something
the federal authorities and also the state.

'^vith

respect to

BRADSHAW:

Are you aware of the fact that we have
and that if the courts
(and that probably is where the dispute between Dover and
the federal government would come in and also the situation
in Manchester) order a change in the census figure, then we
Sen.

to

work with the

federal census figures

could redistrict again?
Sen.
tion

is

KOROMILAS:

I

that I really believe

although the Constitution

think the real answer to your quesfrom what has been said today that

may

take place in the regular session,

state that redistricting has to
I

see

nothing inconsistent with
we have recessed since

recessing until a day in September, as

the first of July to take up this problem in order to give
the opportunity to check on this and more importantly,

has a lot to lose in the meals and rooms tax,
gas tax

if

Dover
Dover
sweepstakes and

the districts remain as they are.

Sen. BRADSHAW: Are you aware that if somebody should
bring a suit for our failure to redistrict, that it lies within the
province of the federal court to redistrict the Senate without
any opportunity for us to say that we agree or disagree and
that the court actually has the authority to have everybody

run

at large?

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

DOWNING:

the motion.

I

I

am.

Mr. President, I rise in opposition to
might say that my reasons for opposing it are
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personal rather than partisan. First of all, I understand why
the President would be disturbed with the emotional situation
that arose when this bill was brought on the floor. On the other

hand,

I

am

reversed,

it

sure that

if

our positions and the situations were

Avould have been every bit as emotional.

Both the Chairman of the Reapportionment Committee
and the President have referred to the absence of members of
the sub-committee on reapportionment when the meetings
were called. I would like the record to clearly show that any
meeting that I was officially notified of and was held, I attended,
I was absent from none. There were meetings held which I
was not invited to and I did not attend, including the meetings
on the eve of the introduction of this bill when the final decision was made on the reapportionment of Manchester. I was not
present, I was not invited, and my presence was not desired.

My
give a

problem comes with three areas that

little

more consideration

to. I

I believe we can
don't agree with the way

they are redistricted right now, namely the City of Nashua, the
City of Manchester and Somersworth. Those we can take another look at. I don't think it is something that has to be put

think if we go into a series for a week or
Committee could take another look at these areas and
we would probably be in total agreement. I must say that I
feel that the Reapportionment Committee in total worked
very hard on a very, very difficult chore. Everbody has an
idea of how it ought to be done and I guess you just cannot
please everbody an I am one that is not going to be pleased.
Relative to my own district, I do go from a predominately
strong Democratic district into a Republican District. I do agree
ivith the President's observation that a popular candidate from
off until the Fall. I

two, the

Salem should carry the

district.

This is my only concern and the only reason why I think
ought to be delayed and the reason why I oppose the motion.
These areas could be worked out better than what they are and
a delay would give us the opportunity to do it.
this

Sen.

TOWNSEND:

Mr. President,

at least three senators

here have referred to the need that Sen. Townsend had for more
population. I '^vould like to mnkc it clear for the record that
Sen.

Townsend does not need more population but

Five does.

If this

District

should be interpreted as an announcement
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on my part of not being a candidate in the next elections, I
would like at this time to say that this is not my intent. It is
a matter of record that I voted to table this measure the last
time it was voted on. I did so because I had certain reservations
about the districting plan which was presented to us. I did not
like the emotional atmosphere in which it was being discussed.
I felt

that

we could not be

rational about

that I could not be rational about

move
I

to take at that

have given

it

it.

I

personally felt

so I thought the proper

time was to table.

this a lot of

thought since that time and

I

have come to the conclusion that the districting plan as presented in the bill is the best we can do and I would like the record
to show that I support it at this time.

LAMONTAGNE:

Mr. President, and members of
republicans added to it. There
was no other way that it could have occurred because the Constitution did not call for Republicans or Democrats
it called
for a total amount of people. As a registered Democrat, I feel
that it is a must for what the Committee has done. I will supSen.

the Senate,

my

district has

many

—

port the Committee Report.
Sen. DOWNING: Probably you can clear up one question
which has been in my mind. Why do you suppose that you
were selected to serve on a Committee of Conference on this
matter rather than Sen. Spanos or myself who served on the
Reapportionment Committee?

the

Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

Maybe

Sen.

DOWNING:

much

In as

Committee work, what other

I

as

Sen.

LAMONTAGNE: To

the North Country
Sen.

and

SPANOS: Did

you had no exposure to
you have?

qualifications did

LAMONTAGNE: A long
Sen. DOWNING: To whom?

Sen.

was most qualified.

time of service.

the people of

to the State of

you, as a

New

member

my

district

and

Hampshire.

of the

Committee

of Conference, look at the entire redistricting bill as proposed

by the Committee of Conference?
Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

At the time,

yes.
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Sen. SPANOS: Do you know what districts Sen. Downing
now proposed for him? Could you tell us what towns and

has

cities are in there?

Sen.

LAMONTAGNE: We

have the maps that give
amendment. All you have to

all

that information as well as in the

do

look at the sheet.

is

Sen.

SPANOS: Did you

the 24 districts

look at

when you were asked

the redistricting of all

all

to sign the report?

LAMONTAGNE:

Sen.
Yes, I did and I also did the time
before when Sen. Jacobson came to me and told me about the
proposal that neither of you Democrats came to warn me about.
I had to get the warning from a Republican who told me on
what district I had been scheduled.
Sen.

when
as I

I

SPANOS: Did you

hear

said that everything that

me

a couple of nights ago

had been evolved, and

as far

was concerned and Sen. Downing was concerned, were

all

tentative plans?

Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

Sen.

SPANOS:

Well,

manner in which
would that make you
the

No,

am

were

I

if

Sen.

I

not aware of

to tell

Downing and

that.

you that is exactly
were proceeding,

I

a lot happier insofar as

your leadership

was concerned?
Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

am

I

not aware of what you were

thinking.
Sen.

KOROMILAS: You

lem when you signed
Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

Sen.

KOROMILAS: Did

Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

for the O'
gas tax was

Sen.

were aware of the Dover prob-

this report?

Yes.

you discuss the plight of Dover?
was not aware that the mileage

I

done under

senatorial districts.

KOROMILAS: With

respect to the gas tax

and the

block grant, aren't you aware that the money to be distributed
to the cities and towns is based on population and if we adopt
this redistricting, we are saying that Dover only has 21,000

when

in fact,

Sen.

it is

23,000?

LAMONTAGNE:

It

is

possible,

but

it still

has to go
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according to the federal census. Berlin is involved just as much
as Dover. We feel we have 17,500 and the census has given us
15,500. Manchester is complaining too. The federal census has
already been taken.

BRADSHAW: Would

you agree that this alleged
to do with the redistricting or the distribution of gas taxes or the distribution of rooms
and meals tax because regardless of what we do with redistricting, those payments will be made to the City of Dover on the
Sen.

difference in

Dover

really has

nothing

basis of the last official publication, not the thoughts of the city

fathers?

LAMONTAGNE: I thought I made myself clear
answered the senator from the Twentieth District. I
personally feel that this had nothing to do with the redistricting.
Sen.

when

I

SPAN OS:

Until arrangements were made after your
meeting with Sen. Poulsen, the majority leader and myself relative to the problems you are having with your district and Sen.
Poulsen is having, did you at that time threaten that you would
Sen.

go

to court over the districting of

your

district?

Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

Sen.

SPAN OS: Do you plan to now go to court?

Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

I

I

did.

don't see any need of

am on

it

because

committee for redistricting the Governor's Council and we started from the peak
and worked down. The reapportionment committee started
from the peak in Berlin and worked downward as well.

the redistricting has been done.

I

a

SPANOS: You have examined Sen. McCarthy's disWould you say that he would have grounds to go to court

Sen.
trict.

over his redistricting?
Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

This

is

not for

was no question that somebody had to
this before, but there was no other way
Sen.

SNELL:

If

me

to advise.

get hurt.
it

We

There

have had

could be done.

you substituted the Town of Conway with
would you go to court over

the area around Northumberland,
this?

Sen.
Sen.

LAMONTAGNE: I would have to look into
MCCARTHY: Mr. President, I would like to

it.

clarify
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be in the Sixteenth

trying to disassociate myself from the Seventeenth

personally. I really think that very serious questions have been

cannot see the urgency in enacting this
I pointed out the other
day that I thought it was insensitive and I don't think the needs
of the people have been taken into consideration at all. The
President can talk about the few towns east of Manchester, but
this involved 12 towns representing 4 different counties.
raised here today.

I

particular piece of legislation right now.

I

would

matter.

I

like to explain

am

my own

personal feeling on this

trying to disassociate myself with

my own

inten-

ambitions and so forth and I certainly respect
what the President of the Senate has said earlier. I would like
to say that if I ever did return to this body, in all honesty, if
this measure is enacted right now without proper study and in
the fashion that evidently people want it now, it will be as a
lesser man. I think I will be a little bit more cynical in my ways
and I don't think I will be half as idealistic as I was when I
came up here six months ago.
tions, political

Sen.

LEONARD:

Mr. President,

I rise

in opposition to the

floor. I think that no matter how this comes out,
going to be decided by the Republicans. There is no question about that. I think that some of the members are dissatisfied. I didn't know too much about the reapportionment until
last week. I haven't any particular complaint about the Nashua
area although some people in Nashua would like to take a sec-

motion on the
it is

at it. We had a very friendly session. We haven't had
any party line fights. I would hate to see the Senate go through
with this vote today and have hard feelings. T don't think it will
change anything much if we wait and have a couple of hearings
and then meet when the House meets in the Fall. People would
feel better and if they do have criticisms or complaints about
specific districts, they can be ironed out. There is no court that

ond look

I know of that would upset the apple cart because we didn't
decide today. This is a political problem and the Senate has to
decide it. If we are making an honest effort, as Sen. Spanos
pointed out, then I am not for this at all.

In the interest of leaving as friends, we could have a hearing in the meantime and everyone would be satisfied.
Sen.

KOROMILAS:'

cided to take

up

Sen. Bradshaw, has the

their redistricting today?

House

de-
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Sen.

BRADSHAW: My

the Senate.

them how
tend to do

I

first

make no attempt
run

concern happens

to try to

to

be that of

run the House or

tell

Hearsay has it that they don't init today. This problem concerned me because I feel
that I have made enough decisions in the last six months, and
if I could put one off, I think I would be just as happy. I am
looking forward to being out of here for the Summer as much
as anybody else. However, I do feel that I have an obligation
to the Senate and to the people of the State of N. H. I did seek
legal counsel and I was advised that the wisest thing that we
could do was to bring this matter to a head and vote on it regardless of whether the House did or didn't. That is why I
moved to take it off the table and why I spent time doing reto

their show.

search and why I am asking that my colleagues vote for the
measure because I happen to strongly feel that it is within the
proper right and duty of the Senate to redistrict itself and I
think that we should do it. I frankly don't think that one thing
of significance is going to change between now and September.
It looks to me like a little bit of procrastination and if we have
got to make a decision, let's make it today. It will be one more
behind us that we don't have to dread all summer thinking

about.
Sen.

KO ROM I LAS:

Did the Speaker

of the

House have

the benefit of your legal counsel?
Sen. BRADSHAW: I don't know^. He was not there when
was talking with legal counsel. I make no attempt to try to
impose my will or feelings upon the Speaker and fortunately
I

it

has worked in the other direction.
Sen.

KO ROM

stitution in a like

I

LAS:

Is

manner

not the House bound by the ConSenate with respect to redis-

as the

tricting in the regular session?

Sen. BRADSHAW: As I explained earlier, my first concern is that of the Senate. If the House chooses to play Russian
Roulette, that is their business. I don't happen to prefer to en-

gage in such an activity and have no intention of doing

so.

Sen. SPANOS: The counsel that I spoke to about this
measure was Arthur Marx and the woman was Marion Alexander, both of whom are not of Democratic vintage. I would
like to know your counsel?

Sen.

BRADSHAW:

did not give

me

I spoke to the Attorney General who
an immediate answer. He and two of the assis-
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some research and went back into some Supreme
Court decisions. He then came back to me with what I consider to be a well thought-out and well documented approach
to the situation and I chose to take his legal advise. I think that
you would agree, and we have seen several occasions here in the
Senate, where the various attorneys don't agree on the same
subject matter. I do have high regard for the two people whom
you have talked to however, I, too, have gone to these people
and asked them questions and I know that the response that
they frequently give me is an off of the the top of the head answer. I somewhat suspect that this is what might have occurred
in your questioning these people, whereas in my consulting with
the Attorney General, he took the time to do some research
and dug into the records. I have faith in his ability and I think
we should respect the work that he did and the advice that he
tants did

gave.

President, it is my understanding that
going to reconvene on September 22 to take up all
the apportionment. As far as the Senate redistricting, speaking
just as a citizen from a strictly non-partisan view, there was no
public hearing held, I saw no advertisement in any of the
journals saying that the Senate has a public hearing on redistricting, nothing in the local papers
nothing to give the people an opportunity to come up here and say how they felt. It
wasn't until the very last day that this came in as a Committee
of Conference Report. I don't think we are acting fairly to the
people back home. I am not speaking selfishly on any person
here. The fact is that the people back home have not been consulted; they don't know what is going on. I think this is most
unfair and I don't see why we cannot have some study meetings
between now and September 22, come back as a group, join the

Sen.

the

FOLEY: Mr.

House

is

—

House and do
Sen.

this correctly.

LAMONTAGNE:

In the

last redistricting

when we

had our hearing, how many people showed up?
Sen.

FOLEY:

Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

I

don't know.
I

was

a

member and no one showed

up.
Sen. FOLEY: That isn't the point. The point is to give
them an opportunity. We have no comeback for anyone noAv.
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Sen. SNELL: Mr. President and members of the Senate,
in 1966, the Fourth District was redistricted into a Republican

stronghold. Today's population is close to 33,000. Looking at
the number of senators who now represent the towns that I
have the fortune in representing, they total the number of

Even the distinguished senator from Littleton comes way
over to Effingham. Sen. McCarthy is taking over all of Rockingham County; Sen. Tufts has even journeyed into Newmarket, a Democratic stronghold. Even my close friend from
Dover has come into Lee. Sens. Gardner and Smith have taken
over areas that did well by my election in the last primary. I
eight.

have now one town out of 21. I requested this. I requested to
go into an area that is 7 to 6 in favor of the Democrats. I feel
this is a challenge if I should seek the Senate seat again. However, at this time I cannot support the Committee's recommendation to allow redistricting at this time. I feel that even if the
court should decide, hopefully it would be non-political and I
am not saying that this is not political today because I certainly
want to pay tribute to Mr. Smith. I, too, feel as Sen. Foley so
ably spoke a few minutes ago. The representatives within my
district have informed me that the House will not take action
on redistricting within the House until September. If the court
so desired to redistrict each and every one of them before that
date, it would not bother me to one degree. I am sure if Sen.

McCarthy took it upon himself to run for reelection, with his
character and sincere beliefs, he could get reelected, but I will
not support the Conference Committee at this time.

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Koromilas. Seconded by Sen.
Yeas:

Sens.

Snell.

Lamontagne, Poulsen, Townsend, Gardner,

Bradshaw, English, Porter, Ferdinando, R. Smith, Morrissette,
Provost,

Brown and

Tufts.

Nays: Sens. Snell, Spanos, Leonard, McCarthy, Koromilas,

Downing and
and

Foley.

Result: Thirteen senators having voted in the affirmative
seven having voted in the negative, the Report is adopted.

(President in the Chair)
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ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE CHAIR
Sen. Frederick A, Porter

is

appointed Assistant Majority

Leader.

RECESS
(Sen. Porter in the Chair)

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
BRADSHAW: Mr. President, because

Sen.
that

came

to

my

attention over the weekend,

to rise to appraise the Senate of

certain

members

As

a little

I

of a situation
feel

some unwarranted

compelled
actions by

of the State family.

background,

my

father used to

own

a liquor

store in Massachusetts and, consequently, the liquor business

is

have had some association with. I must admit that my
first impression of our State-owned stores was negative. I suppose, primarily, because of my basic belief that private industry
can do most things better than government. However, I now
stand before you convinced that New Hampshire has the best
run and most profitable liquor operation in the United States.
This fact is borne out by the latest statistics prepared by the
National Alcoholic Beverage Control Association. New Hampshire netted 29.7% of sales and the Commission turned over to
the General Fund $25,300,000 or Sl^o of the total General Fund
Revenue, all of this while offering the public better service and
creating such outstanding facilities as the new liquor store in
Portsmouth
a store which the industry claims to be the best
in existence. How did all this happen? In my opinion, a great
deal of credit goes to the three commissioners who made the
outstanding improvements to our liquor business. To begin
with, they had the wisdom to hire Robert Herlihy, who, not
only is one of the best business supervisors in state government,
but is one of the best in the whole liquor industry. Mr. Herlihy
was hired for his talents
not because of political friends. The
commissioners may have been chosen partly because of political
friendship, but I would publicly congratulate Governor Powell
for appointing Costas Tentas; Governor King for appointing
James Nadeau; and particular congratulations to Governor
Peterson for appointing Costas Tentas as Chairman and adding

one that

I

—

—

the talents of

John

Ratoff.
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I recently heard these three referred to as "Prima Donnas."
think it would have been more accurate to have praised them
as being three exceptional administrators. In my opinion, one
of the tragedies of government is the lack of good administrations, compounded by the lack of appreciation for the few good
and every other
administrators that we do have. This State
I

—

— would be better

off if

tent administrators

and weeded out some

we encouraged and rewarded compeof the political hacks

that plague us.

My

particular reference happens to be that another agency

invaded our state liquor stores just prior to one of the busiest
periods without the common courtesy of advising the Liquor
Commissioners. I am still trying to determine if they acted
illegally but, even if their actions were legal, that does not grant
them a license to upset a $77 million per year business run by
commissioners who have enjoyed a long record of being cooperative and effective.

RECESS
(Senate President in Chair)

The House

HB

has voted to sustain the Governor's veto on:

651, clarifying tax exemptions

on

real estate

owned by

governmental bodies.

RECALL FROM SECRETARY OF STATE
Sen. S. Smith moved the Senate recall HB 1007 from

the

Office of the Secretary of State.

Sen. S. SMITH: This bill deals with the special powers
given to selectmen relative to zoning. I think there are several
questions here which we should reconsider again. There is an

emergency power which could drastically hurt the sound growth
and development of zoning laws in this State. The bill has unjust, outmoded and destructive aspects which could endanger
the growth and development of zoning. Also, there is a delegation of zoning powers to selectmen which, under our present
system of zoning, takes a very

and

this

would

strict

procedure to accomplish

by-pass that system. Third, there have been

questions raised by the Attorney General as to the constitution-
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will go along with the

1007.

SPANOS:

you can

in favor of the motion to recall this
stood here a couple of weeks ago and

I rise

recall, I

argued against the adoption of this measure by this body and
some of the arguments used by Senator Smith, copy of which
has been given me, were arguments I used on the floor in attempting to send the measure to a study committee which I
think might be the process of this bill. I hope we can send it to
the Legislative Study Committee or to an interim committee
to look into this matter. I hope you will vote to recall this, put
it on second reading and then we can offer a motion to send it
to the interim committee. I think there is some merit to the
general idea, but I do not believe it is drafted as it should be.
Sen. KOROMILAS: I take it HB 1007 is the one that has
do with small towns and this was a subject of debate when
Sen. Jacobson was here on the last Saturday we were in session.
to

and

Sen.

SPANOS:

do

recall Sen.

I

It has to do with small towns and zoning
Jacobson did favor the passage of this meas-

ure.

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

This measure has been passed by both

houses?
Sen.

SPANOS: That is my understanding.

Motion

to Recall adopted.

RECESS
Sen.

by

it

S.

passed

Smith moved the Senate reconsider

HB

its

action where-

1007.

Adopted.
Sen. S. Smith moved
Adopted.

HB

1007 be placed on second reading.

Second Reading

HB 1007, providing for an emergency temporary zoning
ordinance and for its adoption by the selectmen.
Sen. Spanos moved HB 1007 be referred to a Joint Committee consisting of the Senate Committee on Executive De-
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partments, Municipal

& County Governments and

Committee on Municipal

Sc

KOROMILAS: What

Sen.

as this bill

Sen.

the

House

County Government.
has caused the problem insofar

being recalled?

S.

SMITH: The problem

which has arisen has been

the feeling or belief of the Governor's office this bill has a question of constitutionality with regard to

we

it.

Also the belief that

means by which zoning is accomplished and which could work to the detriment of the whole
zoning laws within our state. And it gives that power to the
are by-passing the usual

selectmen

who

are administrative rather than legislative.

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

not meet all of these
could veto it?
Sen.

S.

SMITH:

some merit

Is it

tests

This

you

is

not correct that if this bill did
just mentioned, the Governor

true. I think that the feeling

and

is

think by recall of the bill
it could be a valuable piece of legislation. However, I think in
the hours remaining, it would probably be very difficult to
come up with legislation which would be meaningful and,
therefore, I agree with Senator Spanos' motion that it be sent
to an interim study committee and would hope it would return
there

is

shortly in a

more

to this bill

suitable

I

manner.

KOROMILAS:

I rise in opposition to the pending
think two Saturdays ago we considered this particular
bill. It went through the necessary committees in the House
and Senate and this body voted to enact this particular bill. I
just can't understand the last day of the session, the regular session, that we should try to recall this when all it takes is a veto
by the Governor. I think this should be done in his office. To
recall it here to send it to a committee, the idea is very clear to
me. I think that if this bill is no good, it should be vetoed. If it
is a good bill, it should be signed. But to shift it back to the
Senate so that the Senate can take the responsibility, I just
can't fathom that type of device.

Sen.

motion.

I

Motion adopted. Referred to Joint Committee of Senate
Committee on Executive Departments, Municipal & County
Governments and House Committee on Municipal & County
Government.
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RECALL FROM GOVERNOR
Sen.
fice

Lamontagne moved

HB

930 be recalled from the Of-

of the Governor.
Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

Mr. President,

I

had

a call last

Friday from the Brown Company of Berlin who is very disturbed over this bill because of its inclusion of forests products.
For example, if a tractor was crossing a small brook or stream, it
would be necessary to get a permit. The same is true for a truck
loaded with wood products crossing a stream. The Brown Company is in lumber operations. They operate on their land and
this would create some inconvenience and would make it very
hard for wood operations. This is the reason for my request that
HB 930 be recalled.

PORTER: Mr. President, I must rise in opposition
motion to recall. HB 930 has had a thorough hearing by
the House and Senate Committees and it was passed by both
Houses. This is an obvious attempt to kill this bill. The objections to the words "transporting forest products" which were
included in the bill will not hurt any socially responsible
corporation. Bringing it back I believe will kill the bill which I
think is an obvious attempt by various special interest groups.
Sen.

to this

During the hearing, the

did not receive the attention it
of the bill is to provide
protection for the streams and brooks in N. H. The Water Supply and Pollution Control Commission had noted that they have
the expertise and the manpower to handle the work load required within this act. In conversations with the Water Supply
and Pollution Control Commission, they did not feel there
would be any increase in permits or anything like this required.
They felt that the Brown Paper Company themselves, being a
socially responsible company, would have no problem fitting
into the requirements of the bill. For this purpose, I feel I must
oppose the recall and I urge my fellow members to support a
"no" vote on the recall motion.
is

getting

all

of a sudden.

bill

The purpose

MORRISSETTE: I have also received some calls that
would seriously damage construction of private homes.
Would you be willing to explain the bill a little bit more. I
know we had a very good bill that you had introduced and this
Sen.

this bill

seems to be a duplication of a small part of your
a very broad undefinable portion of it also.

is

bill,

but there
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Sen. PORTER: The bill has been available to read for
about a month or two. Specifically, it states that "any person
proposing to dredge, excavate, place fill, mine or transport forest
products or undertake construction in or on the border of the
surface waters of the state and any person proposed to signifi"significantly alcantly alter (and those are the key words
ter") the characteristics of the terrain in any such manner as to
."
impede the natural run-off or create an unnatural run-off
It goes on and requires that they shall submit these plans to the
Water Supply and Pollution Control Commission at least 30
days prior to the undertaking of such activity.

—

.

That

is

what the

bill calls for.

has been that several brooks, due

The problem

.

in the past

to activities, are

disturbed

in their run-off.

MORRISSETTE: Would

Sen.

you dig

would, do to the
that this

you say that every time
home that you

a single cellar hole for a single family
fact that

it

does disturb the run-off of water,
to approve every permit

group of people would have

taken out?

Sen.

PORTER: No, not in my estimation.
MORRISSETTE: Well, what if it does?

Sen.

PORTER:

Sen.

This

bodies of water in the

is

on the surface
no relationship to the con-

related to near or

state. It

has

struction of homes.

Sen.

MORRISSETTE: Why

word "excavate"
Sen.

was

it

necessary to use the

the only intent was to affect a brook?

if

PORTER:

Conceiveably, someone might excavate

gravel out of the brook.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Sen.

KOROMILAS: Would

of the date

when

The CHAIR would
lar

this

the Chair inform the Senate

the final action was taken
state it

on

was on June

HB

930?

29.

Sen. KOROMILAS: Sen. Porter, did this bill have a reguhearing in the House and Senate Conference Report when

body approved
Sen.

it?

PORTER:

Yes,

it

did. senator.

I
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respect to the Conference Re-

House or was

port, did the Senate recede to the wishes of the
it

vice-versa?

Sen.

PORTER: The

Senate,

as

I

provided an

recall,

amendment

"transporting forest products." between the words,
"mine" and "or" in the second line of the act. The House ob-

jected

to

this

deleted the

amendment and

comma

a

Committee

of Conference

after the words, "transporting forests prod-

The Committee of Conference agreed on
Houses subsequently.

ucts."

Sen.

with

KOROMILAS:

Is

as

it

did both

anything constitutionally wrong

this particular piece of legislation?

Sen.

PORTER: I see none, sir. I am not a constitutional
my opinion, it is not unconstitutional.
KOROMILAS: Do you think this should be sent to

authority, but in

Sen.

some kind of a study committee
and September?
Sen.

PORTER:

Sen.

DOWNING: Was

I

between now

to look into this

don't think

it is

necessary.

this originally

your committee that

studied this?
Sen.

PORTER:

It

was Resources and Environmental Con-

trol in the Senate, correct.

Sen. DOWNING: What did you find specifically were the
abuses that appeared to be corrected in passing this legislation?
Sen. PORTER: I learned of the recall motion today and I
did not bring any notes with me relating to the public hearing.
Testimony was given during the hearing revealing that several
brooks, especially in the northern part of the state, due to construction activities, and forestry activities, had upset the balance
of several streams and brooks. The one which received the greatest notoriety was Halfway Brook in the Town of Moultonborough. This is to prevent such further activity.
Sen.
I

LAMONTAGNE:

received a call from the

Isn't

it

true that last Friday

Brown Company

that

I

when

got together

with you and the Attorney General?
Sen.

PORTER:

Last Friday you told

with certain aspects of the

bill, yes.

me you

were upset
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LAMONTAGNE:

Sen.

Did

I

not try to get a recall

last

was given an opinion that the Governor did not
it on Tuesday, but had until Wednesday to sign

Friday until
have to sign

I

the bill?

PORTER: I guess that is true, yes.
POULSEN: Mr. President, I rise

Sen.
Sen.

motion

to recall

HB

930.

here before and this

That

of the state."

Pollution

on

bill

bill

is

We

in support of the
have used the word "innocuous"

does one thing.

It says

"surface waters

the same phrase that bothered the

septic tanks

—

— within 1000

Water

feet of the surface

no one could tell where that was without
waters of the state
blocking. This bill makes it constrictive to the whole State of
N. H. It is almost physically impossible for anyone who is going
to do any logging to send in for a permit a month ahead of
time. There is no way in the world that you can move a log
and run a tractor without in some way altering the shape of the

The minute you do

it, you have broken the law as this
would be impossible to live with. I think a
much better approach would be to have a penalty. I presume
there is one now for anyone who so alters a brook that it becomes polluted or overruns. I don't think you can do it in an-

ground.

bill defines

ticipation

Sen.

it.

—

I

It

think

it

should rather be a penalty.

KOROMILAS:

recalling this particular

Mr. President, I rise in opposition to
another instance where

bill. It is just

—

just like HB 1007. If for
a special group doesn't like the bill
some reason or other, the bill is improper, if it affects the state
in such a way as Sen. Lamontagne has indicated and as well as

who

is going to handcuff, handtie
should be vetoed. To send them
back on a recall just to put it into a committee seems to me not
to do the legislative process any great good. I can see this done
in a situation where something has been badly drafted. This is
a question of merit whether this bill should become a law or
not. The Executive Department has a responsibility. If it

Sen. Poulsen,

the logger,

I

says that this

feel these bills

bill, it has the constitutional authority
such a bill. This is the process we should use rather than
bringing it back into the Senate and setting it to rest in some
study committee.

doesn't like a particular
to veto

Sen. MORRISSETTE: Are you aware that if the Governor didn't have the veto power, that this would cause very
serious harm because it is not clear. What if he doesn't veto it?
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think the question you raised is a
the Governor would do under
the circumstances. He has adequate advice and staff to determine
what effect this type of a bill will have if he signs it. His other
Sen.

good one.

I

don't

I

know what

it. What I take issue with is the procedure
having it recalled and then the Senate takes
the responsibility to send it to a study committee when in fact
the Executive has the authority to do something.

alternative

is

to veto

of not vetoing a

Sen.

law?

It is

Sen.

bill,

MORRISSETTE:

But what if he does let it become
not his fault but our fault because we passed it.

KOROMILAS:

I

think that by our Constitution,

the Governor plays an important role in the legislative process

through the veto power that he

he found this detrimental
he didn't find it detrimental
taking everything in balance, he would sign it. He could also
let it go into law without his signature after five days.
to the state, he

would veto

it.

has. If
If

POULSEN:

Don't you believe that the Senate is, in
having failed to read all of
this bill. Rather than take the chance of having it pass through
the Governor's Office, that it would be a good idea to recall
it so that we could either amend it or alter it in some way.
Sen.

some

sense, guilty of neglecting or

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

I

don't think the Senate has performed

any act of negligence.

DOWNING:

Mr. President, I rise in opposition to
have spoken with Sen. Lamontagne last week
who indicated the concern of the Brown Company relative
to this bill. I didn't share that concern and I didn't think this
was anything that Brown Company or any other company
couldn't live with, although I was able to convince him of the
way I felt. There is no reason why any company should not
come under these regulations. I also spoke with the senator
from the Second District who mentioned that there are some
abuses and I can appreciate his concern being a logger, but
I don't know that such a regulation is something he could not
live with as well. I do appreciate the fact that there should be
some sort of a fine or penalty but the fact is, there is nothing
now. This bill would do something. It can be changed at a
later date if another method is developed. If I knew what was
going to happen to this bill if it was recalled, I might feel
Sen.

the motion.

I
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differently

about

— that the

Porter

it.

At

this point, I share the

ed will become non-existent.

I

concern of Sen.

and something that is needoppose the motion to recall.

recall will kill

it

LAMONTAGNE:

Mr. President and members of the
pleading with the Senate in agreeing with the
Brown Company. They discovered this matter last Friday. This
must be of great importance to the lumber operation of the
North Country for the President of Brown Company to telephone. He has explained this, as I have stated, as did Mr. Mark
Sen.

Senate,

I

am

Hamlin who is in the wood division of the Brown Company.
Even taking a log and pulling it across a six inch stream, you
would have to have a permit. A truck crossing the stream with
lumber would have to have a permit. A bulldozer putting its
blade down would also have to have a permit. There are other
people who were also concerned with the bill as it was amended.
Reps. Dick Hanson from Bow and Waldo Bigelow, Jr. from
Warner are also concerned.
Senators,

would

I

don't believe in killing the whole

bill, but I
back here to make the corrections so
products would be deleted. This, with the

like to see this bill

that the forests

amendment

to include forests products, is a very bad
only hope that you will vote along with the motion that
pending before you.

Sen.

PORTER: Whose

bill.
is

I

now

idea was this to recall the bill

—

the Governor's or yours?
Sen. LAMONTAGNE: It was my idea. The Brown Company in my district, employs many people from the North
Country and they have a perfect right to ask me to do this for

them.
Sen.

TOWNSEND:

this bill considerably, I

Sen. Porter,

would

sonal point of view, this bill

woods operations,

to

you having worked with
you if, from your per-

like to ask

would require me

have a permit for each time

a brook, regardless of the

in
I

my

would

small
cross

my logging operations or could
would allow me to do it at any time

size,

in

I acquire one permit which
during the operation that I saw
each crossing of each brook?

fit?

Must

I

have a permit for

Sen. PORTER: My interpretation is that if you want to
get a permit where you were going to significantly alter the
land, terrain, or near the surface bodies of water, you would
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get one permit for the whole operation as long as it may last.
For each crossing, I would not think you would need a separate

permit because you would not significantly alter the terrain.

POULSEN:

Mr. President, I still am in favor of setThe very wording of the bill
for example the word "significant" is undefined and then it goes on
"any person proposing to dredge, excavate, place fill, mine, undertake construction in or on the boarders of the surface waters
of the state (which means anywhere) and any person proposing
to significantly alter the characteristic of the terrain in any such
manner as to impede the natural run-off or create an unnatural
run-off." One wheel track would make you guilty. There is no
limit. A wheel rut followed by some hard rains would alter the
terrain. Are you therefore guilty under this law because you
were stuck with a jeep in a field and made this rut.
Sen.

—

ting this bill recalled.

I

think that the whole wording of the bill should be
it should become law in this state.

changed before

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Lamontagne. Seconded by Sen. Poulsen.
Yeas: Sens. Lamontagne, Poulsen, Townsend, Gardner,
Spanos, Ferdinando, Morrissette, Provost and Brown.

Nays: Sens.

S.

Carthy, Koromilas,

Smith, Snell, English, Porter, R. Smith, Mc-

Downing and

Result: Yeas, 9; Nays,

Motion

Foley.

9.

lost.

HOUSE ADOPTION OF ENROLLED BILLS

AMENDMENT
HB 181, providing for the regulation of title insurance,
providing that notice of nonrenewal of motor vehicle policies
is not required in certain cases, and relative to elimination of
unfair insurance practices and relative to the effective date for
new

fees

HB

and defining

insurers.

1012, relative to the date of annual

and presidential preference primary.

town meetings
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ENROLLED

AMENDMENT

BILLS

HB 181, providing for the regulation of title insurance,
providing that notice of nonrenewal of motor vehicle policies
is not required in certain cases, and relative to elimination of
unfair insurance practices and relative to the effective date for
new fees and defining insurers.

AMENDMENT
Amend

section 2 of the bill

by striking out

line

1

and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

4I6-A:22 Applicability.
apply

Amend

the bill by

read respectively

The

provisions of this chapter shall

renumbering

sections 3 through 14 to

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 1 1, 12, 13.

Amend
2,

5

the newly numbered section 2 by striking out lines
and 9 and inserting respectively in place thereof the fol-

lowing:

insurance

company which on

the effective date of

RSA

416-A

has the

July

first

in the tenth year after the effective date of

the effective date of

2

RSA 416-A

RSA 416-A.

Amend the newly numbered section 3 by striking out
and inserting respectively in place thereof the following:

pany, lawfully acquired before the effective date of

RSA

line

416-A

and

Amend
3

and

7

the newly numbered section 4 by striking out lines
and inserting respectively in place thereof the follow-

ing:

in this state

on the

effective date of

RSA 416-A shall

not be

re-

RSA 416-A.
Amend the newly numbered section 5 by striking out lines
and 8 and inserting respectively in place thereof the fol4
3,
lowing:
under any law repealed by
have been
filed

RSA

416-A

shall

be deemed to
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filed
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tions

li-

RSA

416-A, and

be continued under

all title
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insurance rating organiza-

RSA 416-A.

Amend
first

line
11

the newly numbered section 1 1 by striking out the
and inserting in place thereof the following:

Date for Fees.

Amend

the

Laws

of 1971, 244:20 by

striking out said

Sen. Ferdinando

Amendment

HB

moved

adoption.

adopted.

1012, relative to the date of annual

town meetings and

presidential preference primary.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

of the bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

An Act
annual town meetings and presidential
preference primary and relative to the dates of

relative to the date of

cooperative school district meetings.

Amend

section 5 of the bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

RSA

5 Date For Cooperative School District Meetings. Amend
195:13 (supp) as amended, by striking out said section and

Anmeeting of every cooperative school district
shall be held annually between March fifteenth and April thirtieth for the choice of district officers, raising and appropriating
money for the support of its schools for the fiscal year beginning
July first next, and the transaction of other district business.
Special meetings may be called by majority vote of the school
board. A special meeting shall be held within thirty days following the receipt by the school board of a petition calling for
such a meeting and setting forth the subject matter upon which
action is desired signed by at least five percent of the voters who
are duly registered on the check lists of the district on the date
inserting in place thereof the following: 159:13 Meetings,

nual, Special.

A

the petition

submitted.

is

the provisions of

RSA

The

provisions of

RSA

197, excepting

197:2, shall apply to cooperative
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Sen. Ferdinando moved adoption.
Adopted.

RECESS
Second Reading

HB 506, changing part of the boundary line between the
towns of Bartlett and Hart's Location.
Sen.

S.

Smith offered the following amendment:

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section 2

and inserting

in

place thereof the following:
2

Referendum. The provisions of section

take effect pursuant to the provisions of

RSA

1

of this act shall

51:9

upon

ratifi-

cation by two thirds of those voters present and voting in the
towns of Bartlett and Hart's Location, and each town clerk
shall certify within ten days to the secretary of state, the result

of said referendum.

Sen.
original

S. SMITH: This amendment puts the bill back in its
form allowing for a referendum in both Bartlett and

Hart's Location.

Amendment

adopted.

Ordered

to third reading.

SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Sen.

pended

S.

Smith moved the rules of the Senate be so far susHB 506 on third reading and final passage

as to place

at this time.

Adopted.

Third Reading and Final Passage

HB 506, changing part of the boundary line between the
towns of Bartlett and Hart's Location.
RECONSIDERATION
Sen.

by

it

S.

passed

Smith moved the Senate reconsider

HB 506.

Reconsideration

lost.

RECESS

its

action where-

Senate Journal, IJulyVI
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Senate was called to order by the President.

A quorum was present.
HOUSE MESSAGE
HOUSE CONCURRENCE IN SENATE

AMENDMENT
HB 506, changing part of the boundary line between the
towns of Bartlett and Hart's Location.
ENROLLED BILLS REPORT

HB 181, providing for the regulation of title insurance,
providing that notice of non-renewal of motor vehicle policies
is not required in certain cases, and relative to elimination of
unfair insurance practices and relative to the effective date
for

new

fees

HB
and

and defining

insurers.

1012, relative to the date of annual

presidential preference primary

and

town meetings

relative to the dates

of cooperative school district meetings.

HB 506, changing part of the boundary line between the
towns of Bartlett and Hart's Location.
Sen. Ferdinando

For the Committee.

Smith moved the Senate do now adjourn from the
and when the Senate adjourns today, it be to meet
2: 10 P.M. on July 9, 1971.
Adopted.
Sen.

S.

early session
at

LATE SESSION
Sen.

Gardner moved the Senate adjourn.

Adopted.
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9

FRIDAY
JULY 71

The Senate met at 2: 10

A quorum

p.m.

was present.

ANNOUNCEMENT
The Chair

paid tribute to Sen. Poulsen and Sen. Ferdi-

nando whose birthdays occur next week.

The Chair

declared a Recess, subject to the call of the

Chair.

RECESS

Tuesday

28Sep71
The

Senate met at 10 o'clock.

A quorum was present.
Prayer was offered by guest chaplain Rev. H. Franklin
Parker from Chichester Congregational Church.

"Almighty God, in Whom we live and move and have
our being, we beseech Thee to be with us to direct our thoughts
that our actions may be in accordance with Thy will and our
decisions may be pleasing in Thy sight. Bless Thou the State of

New Hampshire and

its

leaders

and those

in responsible posi-

may be guided by Thy spirit and upheld by the
right hand of Thy power and strengthened with wisdom and
courage to do Thy will. Hear our prayer for Jesus' sake. Amen."
tions that they

Pledge of Allegiance was led by Sen. Ferdinando.
Sen.

S.

SMITH offered

the following:

SENATE RESOLUTION
Resolved: That the Senate does hereby ratify, confirm and
and scheduling of hearings and the holding

legalize the posting

2195
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of hearings by committees of the Senate

on the following

listed

bills:

HB
HB

1017, relative to providing child benefit services.

1018, relative to medical payments covered in

motor

vehicle liability insurance policies.

HB

1019, relative to district court sessions,

and the

salaries

of justices.

HB
HB

1020, legalizing the

special

town meeting.

1021, providing that all representatives to the general

court from the city of

HB

Amherst

Lebanon

1022, establishing the

shall

be elected at

ward

large.

lines for the city of Ports-

mouth.

ing

HB

1023, relative to qualifications for voting.

HB

1024, to revise the city charter of

new ward

HB

Nashua by

establish-

lines.

1025, establishing the

ward

cord and amending the charter of said

lines for the city of

Con-

city.

HB

1026, establishing the ward lines for six wards of the
Dover and changing representation of the council and
school committee of said city.
city of

HB
tem

for

1027, relative to adopting the federal

power

numbering

sys-

boats.

HB

1028, relative to the sale of sweepstakes tickets

HB

1029, conforming

on Sun-

day.

New Hampshire

statutes to the fed-

eral voting rights act of 1970.

HB

1030, providing supplemental appropriations

and

re-

lated matters.

HB

1031,

authorizing expenditures of highway subsidy

funds.

HB

1032, establishing the

and relative

HB

ward

lines for the city of

Keene,

to city councilmen.

1033, relative to the appropriation for turnpikes.
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HB

1034, establishing

new ward

1035, establishing

ward

Man-

lines in the city of

chester.

HB

HJR

56, relative to

lines for the city of Berlin.

redrawing the ward

lines in the city of

Rochester.

and that by this resolution Joint Rules 12 and 22 are
pended for the balance of this session of the general court.

sus-

Adopted.

HOUSE MESSAGED BILLS
First,

HB
tricts.

second reading and referral

1013, relative to redistricting the congressional dis-

(Senate Reapportionment.)

HB 1014, reapportioning the councilor
Reapportionment.)
HB

1015, reapportioning the

House

districts.

(Senate

of Representatives.

(Senate Reapportionment.)

HB
vehicle

1018, relative to medical payments covered in
liability

insurance

(Banks,

policies.

motor

Insurance and

Claims.)

HB

and the salaries
agreement of charitable organizations and
the public defender system of Merrimack County. (Judiciary.)
1019, relative to district court sessions,

of justices, articles of

HB 1020, legalizing the Amherst special town meeting.
(Ways and Means and Administrative Affairs.)
HB

1021, providing that all representatives to the general
court from the city of Lebanon shall be elected at large. (Senate Reapportionment.)

HB 1022, establishing the ward
mouth. (Senate Reapportionment.)

HB
ing

1024, to revise the city charter of

new ward

HB

lines for the city of Ports-

lines.

Nashua by

establish-

(Senate Reapportionment.)

1025, establishing the

ward

lines for the city of

cord and amending the charter of said
tionment.)

city.

Con-

(Senate Reappor-
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HB

1026, establishing the ward lines for six wards of the
Dover and changing representation of the council and
school committee of said city. (Senate Reapportionment.)
city of

HB 1028, relative to the sale of sweepstakes tickets on Sunday and exempting servicemen from payment of the residence
tax. (Ways and Means and Administrative Affairs.)
HB

1029,

conforming

New Hampshire

statutes to the fed-

eral voting rights act of 1970. (Judiciary.)

HB
and

1032, establishing the

ward

HB

1034, establishing

chester. (Senate

HB

Keene,
Reapportionment.)

lines for the city of

relative to city councilmen. (Senate

new ward

lines in the city of

Man-

Reapportionment.)

1035, establishing the

ward

lines for the city of Berlin.

(Senate Reapportionment.)

HOUSE MESSAGES
NON-CONCURRENCE COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE
REQUEST NEW COMMITTEE

HB

322, re: dogs pursuing game.

The Speaker has appointed as members of said committee:
Reps. Hayes, Philip Heald and Huggins.
The Chair appointed as members of said committee: Sens.
Koromilas and Morrissette.

HOUSE ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE
HB 189, redistricting the state's senatorial districts.

ENROLLED

HB

BILLS

REPORT

189, redistricting the state's senatorial districts.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
Chair appoints Sens. Koromilas and Downing

on the part of the Senate on

HB

as conferees

959, to clarify superior court

writs.

RECESS
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HOUSE MESSAGED BILLS
First,

HB

1031,

second reading and referral

authorizing expenditures of highway subsidy

funds. (Public Works.)

HB

1017, relative to providing child benefit services. (Edu-

cation.)

HJR 56, relative to redrawing the ward lines in the city of
Rochester. (Senate Reapportionment.)

COMMITTEE. REPORTS

HB

1032
establishing the

tive to city

ward

Keene, and relaSmith for Reappor-

lines for the city of

councilmen. Ought to

pass. Sen.

tionment.
Sen.

SMITH:

S.

this bill this

Mr. President, the committee looked at
morning, there are no objections, I hope that the

senate will take positive action

on

it.

Adopted.

HB

1035
establishing

Sen.

S.

Smith

for

ward

lines for the city of Berlin.

Ought

to pass.

Reapportionment.

S. SMITH: Mr. President, our committee reviewed
and find no objections to it. It is my understanding
this makes minor changes in the ward lines in the city of Berlin, and I urge the senate to adopt it.

Sen.

this bill

Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

I

have heard no one in opposition

to this matter.

Adopted.

HB

1024
to revise the city charter of

ward

lines.

Ought

Nashua by

to pass. Sen. Porter for

establishing

new

Reapportionment.

Sen. PORTER: Mr. President, the committee reviewed
and one member of the committee has spoken to the Nashua delegation and found no objection, and we urge the adoption of this committee report.
Adopted.
this
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1021

providing that
Sen.

S.

representatives to the general court

all

Lebanon

be elected
Smith for Reapportionment.

the city of

shall

at large.

Ought

from

to pass.

Sen. S. SMITH: Mr. President, again, the committee reviewed this bill and finds it satisfactory and urges the senate
adoption of the bill.

TOWNSEND: Mr. President, I rise in support of the
held a public hearing in the city of Lebanon on this

Sen.
bill.

We

bill,

there was

no opposition, and

I

recommend

that

it

ought

to pass.

Adopted.

HB

1025
establishing the

amending the charter

ward

lines for the city of

of said city.

Ought

Concord and
Smith

to pass. Sen. S.

Reapportionment.

for

Sen. S. SMITH: Mr. President, again, the committee reviewed the bill relative to Concord and found no objections to
it, and urge its adoption.

SMITH:

Sen. R.

on

HB

I rise

in support of the

committee report

1025. This bill represents the best efforts of a joint com-

five of the Concord city councilmen and five from the
Concord legislative delegation. I think they have done a fine
job and they are to be commended for their efforts.

mittee of

Adopted.

SUSPENSION OF RULES
Sen.

pended

S.

Smith moved that rules of the senate be so

as to

allow

HB

1032,

HB

1035,

HB

1024,

HB

far sus-

1021,

and

HB

1025 to be put on third reading and final passage at the
present time.

Adopted.

Third Reading and Final Passage

HB
and

1032, establishing the

ward

lines for the city of

Keene,

relative to city councilmen.

HB

1035, establishing

ward

lines for the city of Berlin.
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HB
ing

1024, to revise the city charter of

new ward

HB

1021, providing that

all

establish-

representatives to the general

Lebanon

shall

1025, establishing the

ward

court from the city of

HB

Nashua by

lines.

cord and amending the charter of said

be elected at

large.

lines for the city of

Con-

city.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

HB

1017

relative to providing child benefit
Sen English for Education

Sen.

TUFTS:

This

services.

Ought

bill organizes the benefits

to pass.

which the

may

provide to the pupils in that district, the
benefits specifically being health benefits in general. It organizes
them and puts them properly in the framework of our laws.
This also continues the practice of making these permissive.
The law reads "the district may provide these," so that the
school district will vote in their school meetings whether they
wish to provide these benefit services or not. The constitutionality of the question has also been checked because this refers
to students leaving a school district and going to a parochial
school which may not even be in that territorial district. So the
committee has made its stamp of approval on this and hopes
the senate agrees with it.
Adopted.
school district

HB

1019
relative to district court sessions, the salary of justices, ar-

agreement of charitable organizations, and the public
defender system for Merrimack county. Ought to pass. Sen.
ticles of

Nixon

for Finance.

Sen.

House

Mr. President, HB 1019 came into the
form to do basically two simple things, one

NIXON:

in original

change the

law relating to the salary in1, 1972 to January 1,
1972 so as to conform with the calendar year basis on which the
towns operate in terms of financing and funding them. Secondly, the bill in original form was to correct an error in printing
in the schedule of towns in which district courts are to hold
sessions so as to eliminate what was an obviously confusing
error and an obvious error by the printing process.
to

effective date of the

crease for district court judges

from June

Senate Journal, 28Sep71

Two amendments
The

were added

to the bill

2201

by the House.

one relates to the matter of charitable corporations
organized under Chapter 292 Revised Statutes Annotated in
New Hampshire. There was legislation introduced at the 1971
regular session which, pursuant to the federal tax reform act of
first

1969,
trusts,

would amend the

New Hampshire charitable
and voluntary associations or-

charters of

legislative corporations,

ganized under Chapter 292, so as to

make

sure the articles of

agreement of these charitable organizations, of the three different types, would not permit any possibility of their losing their
tax exempt status under the federal law by reason of the types
of investments or money raising endeavors they might get involved with. Due to error in the clerical process, one restrictive

amendment

pertaining to

RSA

292, corporations alone, didn't

and thus the amendment would correct
that situation and put RSA 292 corporations on the same basis
as charitable trusts and legislatively established corporations
with respect to the Internal Revenue Service tax exempt status.

get through the works

The

amendment which was

—

tacked onto
and, of
course, is also
to the district court judges bill,
pertains to the public defender system for Merrimack county.
You may recall during the regular session Senator Leonard was
the sponsor of a bill which would have established a pilot pubfinal

non-germane —

defender program
knocked into the left

lic

for Hillsborough county.
field

The

bill

was

bleachers by the Clerk of Court in

Hillsborough county, who felt that the county was too large
it Avould be too confusing. In hurried consultation between
members of the House Judiciary Committee, Senator Leonard,
an official of the federal OEO agency, and so forth, it ^vas decided to attempt a pilot program in Merrimack county. The
program was to call for an annual appropriation not to exceed
$21,000 out of funds already appropriated for the defense of the
indigent as required by law, in particularly supreme court decisions. The problem was that the bill, as originally passed in
our regular session, didn't specify that it was to be $21,000 per
annum or each fiscal year, but left it ambiguous and subject to
being interpreted as being $21,000 for each biennium, when
everyone intended it to be $21,000 each year. So, the amendment, in that particular respect, would only clarify the language
so as to make it clear that the $21,000 public defender pilot pro
gram in Merrimack county is an annual situation.

and
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I apologize for the somewhat awkward explanation, but
we did not hear the full evidence on these bills until just a few
minutes ago. The question has been raised, sotto voce, as to

whether or not the amendment, with respect to the annual appropriation for the Merrimack county defender pilot program
should go through Senate Finance. I think the answer here
would be the same answer as in the House, and that is, no, because there is no increase in any appropriation. You see, the
funds that are going to be expended for the purpose of the
public defender program on a pilot program basis are already
part of previously appropriated monies, the monies appropriated at the regular session for the defense of the indigent.
is doing is earmarking a portion of that total ap-

So, all this

propriation for use on this program and the amendment only
amount is to be $21,000 per year, rather than
$21,000 per biennium. There is no new appropriation involved.

clarifies that the

Referred to Finance Committee.

BRADSHAW: The

Chair would state that he did conargument of the distinguished attorney from the
Ninth District and felt that we might be establishing a precedent here. We have other bills that are doing sort of the same
thing, and those have been referred to Finance and I have been
assured that the Finance Committee will take prompt action
and we will see it again this afternoon.
Sen.

the

sider

HB

1018

to medical payments covered in motor vehicle
insurance policies. Ought to pass. Sen. Ferdinando for
Banks, Insurance and Claims.
relative

liability

Sen.

FERDINANDO:

is

Ought

to

Mr. President,

Ought to Pass, and
Pass with Amendment.

jority report

is

I

I

believe the ma-

believe the minority report

Sen. BRADSHAW: The Chair would state we have one
report only, which is Ought to Pass without Amendment.

Sen. FERDINANDO: Mr. President, HB 1018 corrects
what was passed in the last session, or the early part of this session, where it made it mandatory that all vehicles, whether
they were commercial vehicles, motor scooters, et cetera, were
required to have a thousand dollars' worth of medical payments.

What

this bill

does

is

make

it

optional at the request of the
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insured. It forces the companies to provide this coverage

if

the

insured wants it. I attended the joint hearing and I believe the
bill was introduced by the Insurance Department, and there
aren't very many bills that I support, this happens to be one of

them, on the basis that the State of
their

commercial

New Hampshire

vehicles, if this bill is

alone, with
not passed, would cost

the state $20,000 to provide coverages that, in essence,

would

be duplicating Workmen's Compensation and other hospitalization programs that are available for the commercial end of it.
Another argument that was brought up is that the insured
you are making it mandatory for him but he could be in a situation where he has government hospitalization, he can go to the
Veterans' Hospital for his hospitalization, and if this bill is not
passed what we are telling him is that we want you to pay twenty-five, twenty or fifteen dollars, whatever the premium may
be, for a coverage he will not be able to collect under. This is

—

the question. It
bill

would

committee
Sen.

is

a duplication of the existing law,

serve to correct
felt it

should

it.

of the

and

members

this

of the

pass.

KOROMILAS: What

payment prior

Three

to the bill that

was the status of the medical
was passed this session? Was it

also optional?

Sen.
is

FERDINANDO:

the type of thing

don't want
Sen.

it

if

they don't

LEONARD:

It was optional, always optional. It
people want it they buy it, and if they

buy
I

it.

have a motion. I would like to move
I have an amendment.

that the bill be temporarily tabled.

Adopted.

KB

1029

conforming

New Hampshire

rights act of 1970.

Sen.

Ought

KOROMILAS: HB

Hampshire law
1970. In 1967

vote outside,

1029

is

Koromilas for Judiciary.

a bill that

would put

New

in line with the federal voting rights act of

we
if

statutes to the federal voting

to pass. Sen.

passed a law allowing people to register to

a person lives outside the

United

States for

reason of education or business. A person could register in
those circumstances. Now, the bill before us today makes it
wider. Any person can register to vote if he is outside of the
city or

town

in

which he resides or he

is

unable, because of a

physical disability, to register to vote. In other words, this bill
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would allow people

any election if they
meet or if,
town
the
the
supervisors
day
are out
there.
cannot
be
The most
for some physical disability, they
change
the effecimportant aspect of this particular bill is to
to register to vote in

of the city or

We

tive date.

passed a law

—

making this
the act
but it would have gone

about a voter registration,
some time, well, actually January

1st,

1973.

Now

itself talks

into effect

the bill before

us says that the effective date of this particular registration bill

would be October
is

the effect of the

1st,

1971,

The

bill.

affidavits that are required,

affidavit

if

a person

is

which
bill

is

some time

this

week. That
it has the

goes on to point out,

and how and who has

out of the

to sign the

person

states or if a

is

in the

United States.
Adopted.

HB

1028

on Sunday and
exempting servicemen from payment of the residence tax.
Ought to pass. Sen. Porter for Ways and Means and Administrarelative to the sale of sweepstakes tickets

tive Affairs.

Adopted.

SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Sen.

Nixon moved

that the rules of the senate be so far

suspended as to place HB 1017, HB 1029,
reading and final passage at the present time.
Adopted.

HB

1028,

on third

Third Reading and Final Passage

HB
HB

1017, relative to providing child benefit services.
1029, conforming

New Hampshire

statutes to the fed-

eral voting rights act of 1970.

HB 1028, relative to the sale of sweepstakes tickets on Sunday and exempting servicemen from payment of the residence
tax.

Sen.

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Leonard moved that HB 1018 be taken from the table.

Adopted.
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LEONARD:

Mr. President, the Clerk has the amendcould explain it rather than read it. What
the amendment does is it takes out the words, "at the option of
the insured" on line six. The amendment deletes those words,
then incudes the whole bill that was discussed by the chairman
of the committee. In other words, if the person buys a liability
policy, he will get medical coverage up to a thousand dollars
on passenger vehicles only. The complaint of the law we passed
last June was that the way it was written it included all kinds
of vehicles. As discussed by the chairman, the bill before you
now, without this amendment, restricts it to passenger vehicles,
four-wheel vehicles, weighing under nine thousand pounds. It
restricts vehicles that are rented, it restricts any type of a commercial operation. It restricts a policy of four or more vehicles.
In other words it would not involve the state on a fleet policy,
ind so forth.
Sen.

ment, but

think

I

I

AMENDMENT
Amend

section

1

of the bill

by striking out same and

in-

serting in place thereof the following:

Motor Vehicle

1

Liability Insurance Policies.

Amend RSA

268:15-b (supp) as inserted by 1971, 553:2 by striking out said
section and inserting in place thereof the following:

268:15-b Medical Payments.
policy, as defined in

RSA

Any motor

vehicle liability

268:1, covering a private passenger

automobile and issued or delivered in this state shall provide
coverage therein or supplemental thereto in an amount equal
to or greater than one thousand dollars per person for medical
costs incurred as a result of injuries sustained in an accident
involving the insured motor vehicle, trailer, or semi-trailer by
the driver

and passengers

in said

motor

vehicle, trailer, or semi-

Provided that said coverage shall apply only to medical
incurred during one year following the date the injuries

trailer.

costs

are sustained.
I.

For the purpose of

ger automobile"

is

this section the

term "private passen-

defined as follows:

(a) A motor vehicle of the private passenger or station
wagon type that is not used as a public or livery conveyance for
passengers and is not rented to others; or
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(b) Any other four-wheel motor vehicle with a gross weight
not exceeding nine thousand pounds which is not principally
used in the occupation, profession or business of the insured
other than farming; provided, however, that this section shall
not apply to any policy insuring more than four automobiles,
nor to any policy covering garage, automobile sales agency,
repair shop, service station or public parking place operation

hazards.

FERDINANDO: As I understand the amendment,
would not exclude motorcycles or scooters on the basis

Sen.
this

that they weigh less than nine thousand pounds,

Sen.

LEONARD:

No. What

cable to passenger vehicles only.

wheeled
Sen.

this does, it

is

this correct?

makes this applimentions four-

It specifically

vehicles.

NIXON:

Mr. President,

I

rise

in support of the

amendment proposed by Senator Leonard which he and I discussed before he had it drafted, and we agreed to support it.
The amendment proposed by Senator Leonard is nothing more
or less than what might fairly be described as pure no-fault insurance for those who are hurt in automobile accidents in New
Hampshire in the sense that it would guarantee to you, to
members of your family, to all riding in your car, or in your
household riding in somebody else's car, if they were injured
permanently in accidents involving motor vehicles, of the type
described, private, passenger motor vehicles, four wheel type,
under nine thousand pounds in weight, here in New Hampshire, all of their medical bills up to a limit of 1 1,000, medical

and

might say hospital included, nursing,
one year of the accident, would be paid in full without law suits, without lawyers,
without regard to the issue of who was at fault or who were

and related

bills,

I

devices, braces, supports, incurred within

at fault in the

causation of the accident.

This type of insurance has been available for a decade
New Hampshire. Most people, unfortunately, are not
aware of its availability. It is very cheap. I think the premium
for a thousand dollars would be in the range of seven dollars
for a thousand dollars of coverage on all those in the car, just
guesstimating now from a policy I had a couple of years back.
Everybody should have it. It is the best insurance deal available
to the members of the public. It makes sense both ways, if you
here in
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in many cases
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keeps people out

lawyers like Senator

Leonard and myself be for it? I take no particular credit for
He has been for this type of proposal being a part of all
automobile insurance sold in this state for at least two sessions
that I know of, and fought the battle in vain. He is for it, and
I am for it because it is good for the people of New Hampshire.
It is bargain-rate insurance, giving them protection where they
most need it, for the payment of the immediate hospital and
medical bills without having to prove that somebody was at
fault so as to establish entitlement to such payment.
that.

Let me give you a little legislative history to follow what I
Senator Leonard had a bill which would have done this
sponsored at the 1969 session, passed in the senate, and was
killed in the house. It was opposed by the insurance industry
which, by the way, is on record nationally in many situations,
as being in favor of the principle of no-fault insurance, but
this is an example of good no-fault insurance which they apparently oppose. Senator Leonard sponsored a bill which would
provide a minimum of $2,000 maximum coverage of this type
said.

at this

current 1971 regular session, and the

senate and was killed in the house again.

amendment

to a

germane

bill,

bill

passed the

Then, by way of an

the one thousand dollar maxi-

mum

coverage was enacted into law as part of the automobile
insurance package that would be purchased by anybody who
bought automobile insurance here in New Hampshire.
After the passage of that law it was called to my attention
by many representatives, or several representatives of the insurance industry, principally agents, and by the chairman of
the senate committee on Banks, Insurance and Claims, that
we had erred in passing the law in the form that we did at
the regular session because the laAv didn't restrict it to private
passenger vehicles but also by its terms was broad enough to
include commercial vehicles with respect to which Workmen's
Compensation Insurance already would accomplish the same
purpose, motorcycles and snowmobiles where the premium
might be impractical so as to cause people to not buy any insurance at all. So I agreed, in discussing the problem with
members of the industry and with the chairman of the Senate
Banks Insurance Committee that I would be glad to see the
error rectified so as to restrict coverage to private passenger
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vehicles

and

I

expected a

bill to

do that

to

come

in

and

it

did,

HB1018.
But there was this language, "at the option of the insured"
tacked on to it which nobody had discussed with me prior to
this special day we have here, and I don't want to call those
words either a "Sneaky Pete", that has ramifications that go
outside this chamber, and I do not want to call it a "Tricky
Dicky", that has ramifications to my family name which are
not greatly enjoyable. On the other hand, they are words that,
in effect, if adopted by you, would put the insurance-buying
public back in the back seat where it had been previously with
respect to this type of coverage. So, I would hope that you would
adopt the amendment as proposed by Senator Leonard and
give the protection that most people expect that they have. The
argument has been made that we shouldn't make it a part of
the policy package so as to require people to buy it even though
it is a cheap premium and good coverage because they already
have other insurance that takes care of medical needs.

how many

situations are you aware of
where a family has suffered an injury to a member in an automobile accident where they had
enough insurance to pay all the hospital bills immediately and
the medical bills incurred within a year out of what they had
separately bought through the Lucky Three Giant policies and
so forth out of the newspapers. So, I would hope that, consistent
with the action we took in the six-month session just completed
a month or so ago, you would adopt the Leonard amendment
and put the law in the shape that it should have been in the

Well,

I

ask you,

personally, each one of you,

first

place.

ENGLLSH: The

ordinary insured automobile owner
where is he, when this bill is passed has he
buy some supplementary coverage, or is his coverage,

Sen.

at the present time,

got to

which he has

as of today,

automatically extended?

Sen. NIXON: I am not sure I know the full meaning of
your question, nor the answer to it. It is my feeling that
and
I don't now recall the effective date of the '71 law. Senator Leonard might, but my feeling is that from and after that date, no
policy could be sold unless it included coverage of the type we
are describing, medical payments coverage up to $1000 limit.
I believe that is what the law would be.

—
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ENGLISH:

Insurance which may be in effect as of
would automatically pick this up, in your thinking?

NIXON.

I

do not know the exact answer

to that ques-

I'm sorry.

Sen. ENGLISH: Another question. You spoke about the
importance of immediacy of payments. How does that actually
work out? I mean, there is an accident and someone is injured
and they have to go to the hospital and need a doctor right
away, to whom do they turn and what is the machinery? It occurs to me that even with the best one in the world it would
be some weeks, maybe some months, receiving this money. Have
you anything to clarify that point?

NIXON: The

mechanics of the situation, whether it
mandatory, as the amendment proposed by Senator Leonard, and the action we took at the regular session, would be that the insured, with the advice and
assistance of the insurance agent, would apply to the company
which had the principal responsibility, the policy on the car
or his own policy, if there was no policy on the car in question,
he would obtain a proof of claim form and on it would be a
simple statement he would have to fill out itemizing medical
or hospital bills and a supporting statement by his attending
physician, and he would usually have to be required to send
in copies of the bills with respect to which he sought reimbursement, and then he would, in almost every instance I know of,
within a week or two, get a check back for full reimbursement
up to the time the maximum coverage, which in this case would
be a thousand dollars, Avould be exhausted. I might say this,
in my own case, I think I have $5,000 because, frankly, with
hospital and medical costs being what they are, if there is a
serious accident I would not want the members of my family,
as I am sure you would not yourself, limited to just a thousand
dollars in medical coverage. I am looking through the law,
frantically, of seven ten to see the answer to the first question,
and as soon as I have it I will give it to you.
Sen.

is

optional or whether

LAMONTAGNE:

have possibly two, maybe three
have, if anyone wants to buy
protection, they can buy $500 medical payments, is that

Sen.

questions. No.
this

it is

right?

1,

right

I

now we do
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Sen.

NIXON:

datory. This bill
it

No. Right today, medical coverage is manwithout the Leonard amendment would make

optional again, or at the option of the insured.
Sen.

LAMONTAGNE:

You

are increasing

it

from $500

to

$1000?

it

I said,
I

NIXON:

No. Even if it were optional, you can purwhatever limits you want to pay a premium for. As
in my case, I think I have $5,000 per person, per year.

Sen.

chase

at

think the
Sen.

make

it

minimum

is

$500.

LAMONTAGNE: Would

the

Leonard amendment

compulsory?

Sen. NIXON: Yes, it would make it compulsory. It will
be part of the insurance package you buy in New Hampshire
if you elect to buy insurance or if you are required to by reason
of an order emanating from the Motor Vehicle Department because of an accident or something of that nature.

LAMONTAGNE:

Senator, now I have heard menSen.
tioned about four wheels, and also the nine thousand pounds.
I am just wondering whether or not this would be confusing,

because there are some vehicles that are under nine thousand
pounds that have six wheels, for instance four in the rear and
two in the front, a vehicle that is registered as a passenger vehicle. What effect will that have?
Sen. NIXON: If it is a private passenger vehicle under
nine thousand pounds and has four wheels then it would be
in the group that would be required to have this insurance.

Sen. LAMONTAGNE: So the four wheels in the law
wouldn't make any difference? Let me give you an example, I
think it may make it easier to explain. For instance, my bus is
registered as a
not as a commercial
it is registered as a
passenger, and therefore it has four wheels in the back and, as
you know, two in the front. What effect will that have on that
vehicle? The weight is seven thousand five hundred.

—

—

Sen. NIXON: You have more than four wheels? I would
you would not be required to purchase the coverage, but
I would say you would be foolish if you didn't because of the
large number of passengers you customarily haul. While I
am on my feet, and in collateral answer to Senator Lamontagne's
question and direct answer to Senator English's question, I
say
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say that the law we passed, which was Chapter 553, regarding medical payment coverage, was to take effect on October 5, 1971, and pertains to all policies issued after that date.
So, it would not be an automatic coverage situation.

would

Sen.

SPAN OS:

Very

briefly, I rise in

ment offered by Senator Leonard.
Committee which heard

this bill

support of the amend-

served on the Joint Rules
and voted on its introduction.
I

was impressed by the testimony offered by Commissioner
again, showed no great affinity for the insurance
industry, but who was deeply concerned about the cost that
might emanate from an insurer of the public having to pay
duplicating cost. I came here today expecting to support this
measure, but, however, after listening to Senator Leonard and
Senator Nixon, I am not too sure that reason, my original reason for supporting the measure, now has merit insofar as it
I

Durkin who,

relates to private pasenger cars, because

I

don't believe that

people do have that extra coverage in other areas, so that they
get involved in duplication. I can see it happening with fleets

and industry and what have you that do carry Workmen's Compensation and other coverage, but in the area of private passengers, I, frankly, don't know of many instances where the public
does have other insurance than this medical coverage. ConseI am prepared to support the amendment offered by
Senator Leonard as it does continue a very vital ingredient in
the protection of the people of our state.

quently,

FERDINANDO:

Mr. President, members of the
might be interesting to note that supporters
of the amendment happen to be the attorneys in the room. This
is alright. I think there is a lot to be said about the amendment, but I think it is important before you vote on the bill
that everybody understands very clearly that there is no such
Sen.

senate,

I

think

it

thing as a seven dollar premium for everybody. In certain areas,
you are over 25 and married, there may be a seven dolbr premium. But, let me assure you, youthful operators, anv family
Avho has two or three cars, or even one car with a youthful operif

pay in excess of thirty dollars for that particular preanybody who has two or three cars could pay forty
to sixty dollars, and if they had chargeable accidents, or part
of the assigned risk, here again their premiums would be fifty
or sixty dollars. So, we are talking about quite an expense here.
You are making it compulsory that these people are going to
ator, will

mium.

So,
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buy this coverage even though they don't want it, if they are
covered elsewhere, even though they feel that they don't want
it, they don't need it, we are telling them, you are going to take
it, and that is somthing that is very important for everybody to
understand. Now, as far as the wording over here, as far as the
passenger car, I notice any leased car. Well, there are many
leased cars in the state of New Hampshire today and they, here
again, they will be forced to buy this coverage. The question
comes up, do we want to make this compulsory? During the
last session of the legislature, or during this session, I think
we passed enough legislation that is going to increase the rates
in the State of New Hampshire so that it won't be six percent
of the people without insurance, there may be twelve or fifteen
percent of the people, because they can't afford it. Here again,
for those who can afford to buy the bodily injury, the premium,
is one thing, but to say on top of this at this point that you are
going to be required to pay more money for your insurance,
well, I as an agent would only benefit from it, but I think the
vote is up to you whether it should be optional or whether it

should be mandatory.

LEONARD: Senator Ferdinando, this amendment
propose deletes six words that makes the law exactly
we passed it last June, does it not?
Sen.

that
as

I

FERDINANDO: Yes, I agree with you, Senator, and
hadn't been for the legislation that has been passed in this
session, where the rates are going to be so prohibitive in the
State of New Hampshire that people will be screaming for nofault, looking for any area to cut down the premiums in the
Sen.

if it

State of

New

that. I say

Sen.

it

Hampshire,

this

is

what we have done based on

should remain optional.

NIXON:

Senator, you

made

the suggestion that only
think there is any substance
to the possibility that attorneys, who are involved in this process,
may support the bill because they understand the mechanics
of medical payments insurance, they realize that it is good insurance for people in New Hampshire who otherwise probably
wouldn't be able to afford these exorbitant bills and, likewise,
do you think there is any substance to the possibility that making this coverage mandatory as part of all policies is opposed
attorneys support this

bill.

Do you

by the industry because they

realize

it is

good bargain

for the
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policyholder in that he gets rewarded and gets compensated
premium paid? Do you think there is any
possibility to those issues?

for each dollar of

Sen.
I

know

Dick,

FERDINANDO:

As far as the industry is concerned,
an
agent,
customers
would come to me and say,
as
medical
don't want
payments, I qualify to go to the

I,

I

Veterans' Hospital for

all

my

benefits, I

am

a disabled veteran,

with this legislation I would have to say, I'm sorry, Mr. Customer, you are required to take it and it is going to cost you
twenty-five dollars or, if you have two more children or a seventeen-year-old, it is going to cost you fifty more dollars, and you
have to take it. This is the question that arises, should it be optional. I can't dispute the fact that the coverage is a great coverage and everything you said about it, Senator, is correct. But
the question is, should it be mandatory or optional.

Adopted.

A
in

division was called for. Seventeen

members having voted
amendment is

the affirmative, three in the negative, the

adopted.

SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Sen.

pended

Nixon moved

as to

put

HB

that the rules of the senate be so far sus-

1018 on third reading and

final

passage at

this time.

Adopted.

Third Reading and Final Passage

HB

1018, relative to medical

payments covered

in

motor

vehicle liability insurance polices.

Adopted,

RECONSIDERATION
Sen. Spanos moved reconsideration of HB
Motion

1018.

lost.

HOUSE MESSAGED BILLS
First,

HB

second reading and referral

1030, providing supplemental appropriations

lated matters. (Finance.)

and

re-
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COMMITTEE REPORT

HB

1020
legalizing the

town meetings of Amherst, Exeter and Salem.
Sen. Porter for Ways and

Ought to pass with amendment.
Means and Administrative Affairs.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

of the bill

by striking out the same and

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
town meetings of Amherst, Exeter and
meeting of the city council of Portsmouth,

legalizing certain

Salem, a

and

Amend

relative to the incarceration of felons.

by striking out section 5 and inserting in

the bill

place thereof the following:
5 Portsmouth. All the acts, votes and proceedings taken at
August 23, 1971 meeting of the Portsmouth city council,
including but not limited to its action whereby it resolved itself into a charter commission and voted to submit to referen-

the

dum

certain

amendments

mouth, are hereby
6 Repeal.

and

to the charter of the city of Ports-

legalized, ratified

RSA

and confirmed.

623:2 and 623:4 as inserted by 1971, 312:2
is hereby repealed.

4, relative to the transfer of felons

7 Effective Date.

This

act shall take effect

upon

its

passage.

Sen. PORTER: Mr. President, the amendment brought
by Senator Foley, who was going to be here to explain it,
hopefully she will arrive in a few minutes, it deals with the
recent town meeting of the City Council of Portsmouth and
with future recommendations of referendum questions. It is a
very small ratification or legalization of the town meeting. The
other town meetings deal with Amherst, Salem and Exeter. I
see Senator Foley is here and so I would like to defer the explanation of the reason for the Portsmouth amendment to her,
if I may.
in
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Sen. FOLEY: Thank you. We had a meeting last mouth,
Mr. President, and all members of the City Council in Portsmouth had not been properly notified of the meeting. Referendum questions were to be put on the ballot. This is an attempt
to legalize the meeting. There is no problem. The City Council voted unanimously last night that this be bought in today
as a bill.

TUFTS: There isn't any question about the Exeter
This was an oversight, I guess, in the time of the posting.
The two public hearings that had to be held on the matter were
held and so the public had ample opportunity in case there was
any question. Another amendment which the committee considered was rectification of legislation which we passed at the
Sen.

part.

regular session. County institutions, jails, are receiving a different type of prisoner than they used to.
are now having incarcerated in our jails more serious and very capable law-

We

breakers. They are a menace to our county correctional officers,
and and they shouldn't be housed even temporarily at county
jails. They should be at the State Prison. This will allow the
three County Commissioners and the head of the jail to say
that

we wish

for these dangerous criminals to be harbored at

the State Prison,

and the warden

will then incarcerate

them

at

his institution.

Sen.

NIXON: Do

I

understand the amendment,

as just ex-

plained by you, Senator, to mean that the law would provide
that even if the justice of the superior court presiding at the
trial sentenced a man to the county jail or house of correction,
the commissioners would have the right to send him to State
Prison?
Sen.
it

TUFTS:

No,

apply to the sentenced men,
We have these two types
Those that are sentenced to terms at the
this doesn't

applies to so-called bound-over men.

of prisoners at the

county

jail

jail.

or house of correction will serve their sentences

there. As you may know, we had a fatality at the Rockingham
County Jail because we had a prisoner there who was boundover who had a record described as very, very lengthy, he had
been in trouble for about twenty-five of his forty years, and he
had to be held there while he was awaiting trial, and it is this
type of prisoner to which this refers. It was passed in the last
session of the legislature that it said the warden may take people and they were troublemakers with him, and so he chose.
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on occasion, not to take these people. If the three commissioners and jailer had been able to have this man incarcerated at
the prison, we might have one guard who wasn't fatally

wounded by

this

dangerous prisoner.

Who

makes the determination that
Sen. KOROMILAS:
a bound-over prisoner should go to the State Prison?
Sen.

TUFTS: The

three county commissioners

of the jail, solely for the time that

head

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

of the three commissioners

Sen.

TUFTS:

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

TUFTS:

Sen.

Does this require a unanimous vote
and one warden?

Total?

Yes.

KOROMILAS: What
I

am

say does the court have in this

talking about the presiding justice.

Sen.

TUFTS: The district justice?

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

TUFTS:

Well, none, as far as

as

I

justice.

know.

I would speak and rise in favor of the
proposed by Senator Tufts. I think the proce-

dure he describes makes
the tendencies of a

on

No, the superior court

NIXON:

amendment

tion

and the

trial.

Yes.

particular procedure?

Sen.

he awaits

a felony

man

sense.

There

are rare situations

where

being bound-over or held for disposi-

charge on a superior court level are so bad or

indicative of violence because of the inadequate facilities in

some

cases in houses of correction that

maximum

it is

necessary that the

security facilities should be utilized for his safety

as well as the

safekeeping of the people imposed upon to guard
cover, so to speak. For that reason I

him and keep him under
support the amendment.
Adopted.

SUSPENSION OF THE RULES
Sen. Porter

pended
final

moved

HB

that the rules of the senate

be so far

sus-

1020 to be placed on third reading and
passage at the present time.
as to

Adopted.

allow
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Third Reading and Final Passage

HB

1020, legalizing certain

town meetings of Amherst,

Exeter and Salem, a meeting of the

and

city council of

Portsmouth,

relative to the incarceration of felons.

Adopted.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
HB 322, relative to dogs pursuing game.
(See

House

Journal.)

Sen. Koromilas

moved

the Senate adopt the

Committee

of Conference Report.

Sen. KOROMILAS: House Bill 322, the old dog bill had
do with hunting on peoples' land, and I think at one time
Senator McCarthy was very much interested in this particular
bill, or was opposed to it. There has been one change from the
last Committee of Conference on which Senator Morrissette
and I were on. It restricts the application of the bill in this
way, if you have a dog and it runs on your own land, no one
can shoot it. It has to go on the land of another. That is the
change the Committee of Conference made with respect to the
last Committee of Conference on the same bill.
Adopted.
to

HOUSE MESSAGE

HB

959, relative to superior court writs, policemen's

firemen's retirement

and snow traveling

and

vehicles.

Sen. BRADSHAW: The House voted to discharge its Committee of Conference on
959, and the Speaker appointed
as members of such committee on the part of the House, Rep.
Andrews, Rep. Lynch, and Rep. Parnagian. The Chair appoints Sen. Koromilas and Sen. Downing as conferees on the

HB

part of the Senate.

COMMITTEE REPORT

HB

1031
authorizing expenditures of highway subsidy funds. Ought
to pass. Sen. Poulsen for Public Works and Transportation.
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Sen. POULSEN: Mr. President, this bill was introduced
by Rep. Trowbridge and Rep. Roberts. It was heard at the
Joint Hearing of the House Ways and Means and Public Works
and Senate Public Works. It has to do with the towns' ability to
use the money that they gain from the gasoline tax. Under
this bill, and it is amended, they have the right to use it this
year, the October payment, and also to take the amount of
overage above their own appropriations and put that on next
year's town budget. It helps the town, it doesn't cost the state
anything except that the state doesn't get back the overage they
would have gotten back except for this bill. We urge its passage.

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

were

with that

bill that

we

Senator Poulsen,

is it

true

if

this bill

might be some constitutional problem

to pass that there

passed the

the two-cent in-

last session,

crease in the gasoline tax?

Sen.

POULSEN:

I

don't think, as

I

heard the testimony,

no constitutional question brought up. The one
thing that was brought up was one month difference between
the fiscal year and the tax year, and this is becoming effective
August 1st. I think the State Highway Department had to actually kick in what would have been the August receipts of
this year, but I have not heard of any constitutional questions.
there was

Sen.

money

KOROMILAS:

that

is

Isn't it true

collected by the

used for any other item on a state
other words, it is a restricted fund.
Sen.

POULSEN: That

under our constitution,

Highway Department cannot be

is

basis, either city

true

and

it

is

or state? In

in this bill,

it

is

only to be used for the highway appropriations of the town.
Sen.

KOROMILAS: What

Sen.

POULSEN:

for the

Sen.
ticular

where

It

is

same purpose, again,

happens

put ahead until next
for highway.

KOROMILAS: What would

—

will

to the overage?

happen

year's

budget

after that par-

supposing there was another overage after
it

that,

go?

Sen.

POULSEN:

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

I

think this

is

only effective for the one

year.

Just one year?
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Yes.

Second and Third Readings. Adopted.

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
BRADSHAW: The Chair recognizes

Sen.

Senator Lamon-

tagne under special privilege.

LAMONTAGNE:

Mr. President and Members of the
be recognized under special privilege.
Mr. President, the Senator from the Second District, as well as
myself, representing the North Country, are concerned that
the North Country Egg Producers are facing the problem in
Vermont and it has been said that some Vermont officials have
been suggesting to merchants in Vermont to purchase their
eggs from Vermont producers. Now, Mr. President, if this is
so, then the Senator from the Second District and myself feel
that the New Hampshire officials should do the same by notifying its merchants in New Hampshire that they ought to purchase their eggs through New Hampshire producers.
Sen.

Senate,

We

I

would

like to

would want

to be certain of this problem that has been
our attention. Mr. President, we had a resolution to
refer this matter that I have just mentioned to our Commissioner of Agriculture, Commissioner Buckley, to investigate
these matters which have been brought up under this special

brought

to

privilege.

Although, Mr. President, the honorable senator from the
Second District and I fully realize that if we did have our resolution read, that it would open the door to other resolutions,
but although I would like to say that for nearly two centuries
there has been profitable and unrestricted commerce between
the citizens of Vermont and New Hampshire. Our relations
between states has been proven profitable to the merchants of
each state. Now the matter as I have mentioned, has been very
discouragaing to our egg producers in the North Country. And,
at the same time, the results which can be proven harmful to
the commerce between these states, that we hope that our Commissioner of Agriculture, Commissioner Buckley, can discourage this plan that is now going on by officials telling merchants
to purchase their eggs only from Vermont producers. At the
same time we are hoping that the Commissioner will be able to
end this disagreement between states.
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COMMITTEE REPORTS
HB

1013
relative to redistricting the congressional districts.

to pass. Sen.

S.

Smith

for Senate

Ought

Reapportionment.

SMITH:

Mr. President, the committee reviewed
reapportionment proposed by the
House and concurs with it and urges the adoption of the conSen.

the

S.

congressional

district

gressional redistricting

bill.

Adopted.

HOUSE NON-CONCURRENCE TO
SENATE AMENDMENTS
REQUESTS FOR COMMITTEES OF CONFERENCE
HB 1020, legalizing the town meetings of Amherst, Exeter
and Salem.

The Speaker
of Conference

has appointed as

on the part

of the

members

of said

House Reps.

Committee

C, Heald, G.

Roberts, Spirou.

The Chair appointed
ferees

on the part

Sens. Porter

and Lamontagne

as con-

of the Senate.

COMMITTEE REPORT
HB
S.

1014
reapportioning the councilor districts. Ought to
Smith for Senate Reapportionment.

pass. Sen.

SMITH:

Mr. President, again the committee has
presented and adopted by the House and
urges the Senate to concur in the adoption of the new council
Sen.

S.

reviewed the plan

as

districts.

Sen.

HB

KOROMILAS:

1014.

I

do

it

Mr. President,

for a various

I rise

number

in opposition to

of reasons.

No.

1,

it

emasculates Strafford County in terms of our present councilor
district. It takes Dover, Lee, Durham, and a few others and puts
it in the area with all of Rockingham county and then takes
the northern part of the county and puts it into another district which goes west. I think Somersworth and Dover are the
two larger towns in the district, and it is proposed here before
us this afternoon. I might add, another reason why I oppose
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is because I was appointed to a special interim committee to consider the councilor districts, and we had
one organizational meeting and that was the only meeting that
was held because the chairman never called any other meetings.
Sen. Porter, myself and Sen. Jacobson were on the interim committee. We were never advised. One day we were given a statement for some kind of a proposal by the chairman of that committee and we were given it and were told that this is what a

this particular bill

computer came up with. There was never another meeting, and
this is how the bill is at the present time. I personally do not
particularly like that way of doing things. If we are going to
have interim committees appointed, they should do the work
and not be faced with the fact that a certain computer says this
or that. For those two reasons, mainly the first reason I stated,
it actually cuts Strafford county in such a way that Strafford
county westerly, the northern portion of Strafford county, goes
into another district and Dover, Somersworth, Rollinsford, Durham and Lee go in with the rest of Rockingham county. That
is the main reason why I oppose this particular bill.

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Koromilas. Seconded by Sen. Spanos.
Yeas: Sens. Lamontagne, Poulsen, S. Smith, Townsend,
Spanos, Porter, Ferdinando, Morrissette, Provost, and Downing.

Nays: Sens. Snell, Gardner, Leonard, McCarthy, Brown,
Koromilas, and Foley.
Result: Ten senators having voted in the affirmative and
seven having voted in the negative, the report was adopted.

COMMITTEE REPORT
HB

1022
establishing the

Ought

to pass with

ward lines for the city of Portsmouth.
amendment. Sen. S. Smith for Senate Re-

apportionment.

AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

of the bill

by striking out the same and

serting in place thereof the following:

in-
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AN ACT
providing that

all

representatives to the general court

from

the city of Portsmouth shall be elected at large.

Amend

the bill by striking out

and inserting
1

all after

the enacting clause

in place thereof the following sections.

City of Portsmouth. Represenatives; to General Court.
1957, 412:13 by striking out said section and inserting

Amend

in place thereof the following:

412:13 Representatives in General Court. Representatives
from the city of Portsmouth shall be elected

to the general court

at large.

SMITH: The

committee adopted an amendment
of the legislature running to
run at large within the city of Portsmouth. There is no question about the redistricting of Portsmouth at the present time,
and I will defer to Senator Foley at this point.
Sen.

S.

to the bill placing all

members

FOLEY: The two

public hearings held in Portsmouth, the majority of those present requested the Portsmouth
delegation be elected as Lebanon is doing, all at large, similar
Sen.

our council and board of education. I request the passage of
amendment and hopefully an amicable agreement will be
rendered in the Committee of Conference.
Adopted.
to

this

SUSPENSION OF RULES
Sen. S. Smith moved the rules of the senate be so far suspended as to place HB 1031, HB 1013, HB 1014, and HB 1022
on third reading and final passage at the present time.

Adopted.

THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE
HB 1031, authorizing expenditures of highway subsidy
funds.

HB

1013, relative to redistricting the congressional dis-

tricts.

HB

1014, reapportioning the councilor districts.
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HB

1022, providing that all representatives to the general
court from the city of Portsmouth shall be elected at large.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
HJR

56

redrawing the ward lines in the city of RochesOught to pass. Sen. S. Smith for Reapportionment.
relative to

ter.

Sen.

S.

SMITH:

at this resolution

Mr. President, the committee again looked
which is simply a resolution requesting a

census within the city of Rochester so that they may more adequately redistrict themselves. It gives them some time to do this
and also it states, the resolution, that at a special session, or
the next regular session, that they will have a bill redistricting
their wards. The committee adopted the resolution and urges
its

passage.

Adopted.

HB
ters.

1030
providing supplemental appropriations and related matOught to pass. Sen. R. Smith for Finance.

Sen. R. SMITH: House Bill 1030 is the so-called supplemental bill that everyone, I suppose, is very familiar with by
now. It has had a pretty thorough screening through the House
Appropriations Committee and on the floor of the House today.
We recommend that the bill pass without amendment. I shall
briefly try to go through certain sections of the bill to explain
them to you and try to answer any questions that you may have
afterwards.

Section 2 provides an additional appropriation for food for
or students, so called
at the Laconia State
School. This should have been in the original budget but in
the inmates

—

the gyration of the

—

-

last

days

it

was omitted. The original prohome. Consequently,

posal called for 200 students to be sent

the School reduced their appropriation for food to reflect

When

the restoration was made, the decision

made not

this.

send
students home, the proper amount of money for food was not
put back into the budget. This corrects that.
to

Section 3 applies to Vocational Rehabilitation. This enon a four-to-one

ables us to take full advantage of federal funds

matching relationship in Blind Services and Case Services. The
Case Services money, I think you are familiar with, since we had
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a bill earlier in the session dealing with this. This is the money
that is used to pay for the kidney transplants, heart surgery,

and

dialysis. Current funds would expire in the early part of
October. There are cases waiting and cases under active treatment. I would hate to think of what would happen if these
funds did run out.

Water Pollution Commission. It promatch of forty percent for Lebanon, Concord,
Laconia and Somersworth projects, projects which are now
ready to go. There was some discussion originally about the
Section 4 applies to the

vides the state's

Franklin one. Franklin was originally included in this but later
it was discovered that Franklin was included
in the prior authorization for spending. There are no funds
involved in Section 5 which applies to the Emergency Employ-

removed because

ment

Act.

Section 6 is a rewrite of the Centralized Automated Data
Processing budget. There is actually a decrease in the net appropriation over the biennium. What the rewrite does is to

permit Centralized Data Processing to utilize funds that were
included in other budgets for data processing purposes. The
funds were included in other budgets, but the proper terminology not included so that CDP could utilize the funds. The
only way the funds could be utilized under the currently-existing bill is for the departments to go outside and to expend the
funds. This, we believe, is not in keeping with the intent of the
legislature in establishing this department and giving it guidance.

the

Seven, eight, nine and ten are footnotes that also apply to
budget, but they don't actually appropriate funds.

CDP

Section II

is

a net appropriation of zero, but

it

gives the

Department of Administration and Control the authority to
expend funds once the acquisition of this New Hampshire Savings Bank Building is completed. The Capital Budget provided
for the state to acquire the building, but there were no funds
in the operating budget to maintain the building for the period
of time we own it in the next biennium.
Section 12 provides additional funds for the Secretary of
because of the legislative mandate that absentee

State's Office

ballots

be available for primaries. This

is

and

I

for the Secretary of State's Office,

an additional expense
think we have got to
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The

$30,000 figure admittedly is off the top of someif the Secretary of State doesn't spend the money,
will lapse. But, he does need the funds for absentee

one's head, but

the

money

ballots in the primaries next year.

There

an additional appropriation in 13 for the Diviis due primarily because of the Medical
Assistance program which is a ten or twelve million dollar program currently going on with approximately 30,000 people
eligible and the whole thing is being run by two people. I think
you can all realize it is a fiscal impossibility for two people to
screen eligibility and to maintain accountability in this. It
needs an overhaul, and this provides additional personnel to
is

sion of Welfare. This

give that

some overhaul.

Section 14 is an emergency grant to the Water Resources
Board to implement the Dredge and Fill law. They have had to
go to the Governor and Council for the second time, I think,
for funds because the legislature appropriated no funds for
this important project. Governor and Council, I think, has
served notice as well as they can serve notice, that they will no
longer tap their emergency fund for this purpose. The legislature can either appropriate the money or do away with the
Dridge and Fill law.
Section 15 involves no funds.

came out
original House
that

It is a

rewrite of a footnote

incorrectly in the State Hospital budget.

The

918 said that all of the money appropriated
for food could only be expended for purchases from the farm.
This was not the intent, and this corrects that. It says $110,000
shall be used for purchases from the farm.
Bill

Section 16, Division of Budget Control,

is an $8,000 item
Governments. New Hampshire is the
only state that hasn't provided its assessed share. I would suggest to you, if you really want to prove to the nation that our
motto is "Live Free or Die" that you delete this.

for the Council of State

Section 17 applies to the Attorney General's Office. The
$5,000 is not an appropriation, it is merely a change in the
footnote so that the money doesn't lapse at the end of the first
year, it is non-lapsing, so that the same amount can be spent
over the biennium rather than lapsing at the end of the first
year.
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The Commission on Uniform Laws

is an appropriation of
our assessed share of belonging to it. It was
brought out in testimony that the members of this commission
are travelling to meetings at their own expense. I do not feel
they should have to do this, but if they do so on their own, well,
all right, but we feel we should at least pay our dues.

$638. This

is

Section 18, the Judicial Branch, that is for two additional
superior court justices. Testimony was brought out that we run
the risk of processing no civil cases at all unless these additional
I think probably the lawyers in the group
to that much better than I could.
themeselves
here can address
Senator
Nixon's
bill that provided these additionI think it was

justices are provided.

al justices in

the last session.

Works and Highways. It is an
upon the Highway Fund due to a fact that
came to light after we left in June. It was discovered for a certain group of employees within the Public Works and Highways Division they will have a fifty- third payday and we needed
Section 19 applies to Public

additional charge

additional funds for that.
Sections 20 and 21, they're a chargeback to the proper fund
because of the bill passed by this legislature this year authorizing additional overtime for State Police. This is a chargeback
to the proper fund made at the time the bill was passed.
Section 22, Department of Safety, these are funds required
to keep open the two licensing stations, one in Berlin and one
in Salem. The request, I think, was made orginally for permanent personnel to man these. No new positions were authorized, but they feel these stations are necessary and they want
to keep them open to service the public. This section provides
funds to keep those two stations open.

Roman numeral
expenditure for travel

—

II,

Division of State Police,

money due

is

to the fact that 13

additional

new

troop-

were added
or 13 troopers became troopers rather than
trainees, and once they are out on the road they are required to

ers

travel.

Section 23, Correction in the Budget Act,

I

believe cor-

have to regroup to answer that question. I think I missed something along the way here. Oh, yes,
there is also a correction to the Capital Budget Act. I missed

rects a clerical error. I will

a section here.
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Section 10 applies to the Capital Budget Act. I think this
clerical error apparently made when these authorized

was a

expenditures were made up. They came up with $300,000 more
than was in the total that was included in the bill. There is no
additional authorization to spend here, it merely states the
correct total for the projects that are in the act.
I will

of

attempt

you may have

as best I

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

tically unrelated,
get, these are

can to answer any question that any

in regard to this.

is

I

take

it

that all these items are prac-

that correct, in terms of this particular bud-

unrelated items except for a few?

Sen. R. SMITH: I am not sure
what? They are related generally.
Sen.

KOROMILAS: To

Sen. R.

Sen.

Sen.

the budget.

SMITH: Of last session?

KOROMILAS:

Sen. R.

understand, unrelated to

I

SMITH:

Right. Items have been put into this?

Separate items.

KOROMILAS: That

is

right, they are not necessarily

related.

Sen. R.

SMITH: Not

related within the

bill,

but related

to the budget, yes.

Sen. MORRISSETTE: I have several questions. Where
did this extra money come from? Is this new money that has
come in to the state to make it possible to spend an additional
million dollars?

Sen. R.

erated by

SMITH: The

liquor, tobacco

feeling

months will provide the amount
this. I had the breakdown; I can't
I

will get

Sen.

money,

it

is

that additional funds gen-

and racing through two darned good
of

money

find

it,

but

necessary to cover
it is

available

and

for you.

MORRISSETTE: When

like this $486,000

you decided to spend this
on Lebanon, was any consideration

given to paying back Manchester part of the money that we
never received but that we had to advance on our pollution

work?
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Sen. R.

SMITH:

No,

this

is

the state's forty percent share

mentioned which are ready to go.
I do not recall any discussion about the city of Manchester. I
do not think the city of Manchester was included in the bill. I
do not recall anyone proposing to include the city of Manfor the four projects that I

chester in the

bill. I

am

tion

you are referring

tion

is

not completely familiar with the situaIn essence, the answer to your ques-

to.

probably, no.

Sen. MORRISSETTE: I notice where it says something
about authorizing the transfer of personnel, is this a transfer of
personnel from other departments which would amount to, indirectly, an increase in the budget of Data Processing? Is this
authorizing additional personnel from other departments into
Data Processing?
Sen. R. SMITH: This authorizes the transfer of certain
personnel currently engaged in data processing work, with the
concurrence of that department itself, the department involved,
and also the Governor and Council.

Sen.

MORRISSETTE: The

ings building,

I

see

maintenance of the old sav

no appropriation on

this.

Sen. R. SMITH: Right. The money will come out of rents
they receive. They do need the authorization to spend it.
Sen.

MORRISSETTE: Where

go, the rent

money

does that

for these buildings,

money normally

where does that nor-

mally go, the General Fund or what?
Sen. R.
that. I

am

SMITH:

I

don't

know

if I

can adequately answer

trying to think of an instance where the state has re-

ceived rent money from private sources. I know it will go to
an unrestricted fund or else a restricted fund and I would say
in this case it would probably be in restricted funds so that the

money coming from

rent there will be applied to the mainte-

nance of that building.

MORRISSETTE:

I do not see any appropriation in
going towards dual enrollment or foundation aid. Has any consideration been given to, instead of all the
money going to pollution and so forth, has any consideration
been given to putting part of it on education?

Sen.

any part of

SMITH: No consideration was given, but I hope
frame that answer in the context of what happened.

Sen. R.

you

will

this bill
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The

Joint Rules Committee met and considered items that
would be under consideration in the bill, and as a result of
their deliberations a bill was drafted with the requests that they

thought should be granted, or at least printed in the bill to be
considered. At our hearing before the House Appropriations
and Joint Senate Finance Committee, certain other amend-

ments were proposed to this. If no one proposed an amendment
concerning dual enrollment or education, then it was not included and it was not considered. This is not a total rewrite of
the budget. This was an attempt to correct certain situations
that had come to light since July 1st that had to be corrected.
Sen. MORRISSETTE: If you wouldn't have had that
money, these programs would have waited. For example, these
two additional judges, this would have waited, right? It wasn't
planned to fund that before, was it, before we came across the
additional money?
Sen. R. SMITH: I don't think so, but I am not clear as to
whether the request was ever made. I am not clear as to whether
the request was made during the session or not. I don't recall
it. There was a statute on the books that additional justices
would be provided based upon a census figure, an increase in
population. Whether there was a request in the budget to provide for the two justices, I don't recall. However, it was brought
before the Joint Rules Committee, and they felt it should be

:onsidered.

MORRISSETTE: What

is the total appropriation in
who made the decision
and
appropriation,
here, additional
should
money
go?
the
prior to you as to where

Sen.

Sen. R. SMITH: I said before, the total General Fund appropriation was $896,955. This is out of General Funds. There
is also federal funds. Highway Funds, and Special Funds involved. There is a breakdown right here. But, the second part
of your question

Sen.

is

— would you rephrase

MORRISSETTE:

how much

is

it

again?

In other words, you have $896,000,

the matching part of

it?

Sen. R. SMITH: $896,955 comes out of General Funds.
$957,467 comes out of federal funds. $190,398 comes out of
Highway Funds. Out of the other special funds there is $732,014.61. The second part of your question was, who made the
decision as to where the expenditures would be made?
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Sen. MORRISSETTE: Right. In other words, we have
got two million eight hundred thousand dollars here, and I

want

to

know who

to this area

and not

it is

that decided that this

money would go

to education or dual enrollment.

SMITH:

think you have the cart before the horse.
we discovered we had a
certain amount of money and we went out and said, hurry up,
let's spend it. As I tried to explain before, it didn't happen
that way. Certain situations came to light since July 1st where
Sen. R.

You

I

are assuming that all of a sudden

corrections

had

deficiencies in

be made in the budget, where there were

to

the budget, these were brought to the Joint

House-Senate Rules Committee to be introduced in a budget
the first decision was made by the Joint Rules Committee, based on the requests that they had on that particular
day. The second part of the decision-making process took place
after the public hearing on this bill where certain other requests were brought in and the House either rejected them
the House Appropriations Committee, either rejected them, or
incorporated them. That was the second part of the process.
The third part of the process brings us today when the Senate
Finance Committee considered it and the full Senate considers it. But, there was no one person who sat down and said,
here is a pie. We will cut it up this way and that way. There
is a process here that goes on.
bill. So,

Sen,

SPANOS:

Senator Smith, to your best recollection,

Department of Education appear and offer a bill
and that bill had only to do with correcting a certain problem
with child services under the dual enrollment bill?
didn't the

Sen.

SMITH:

Sen.

SPANOS:

Sen. R.

Before the Joint hearing?
Yes.

SMITH: As

I recall,

that was another bill.

Sen. SPANOS: But that is the only bill in which the Department of Education showed any interest?
Sen. R.

SMITH:

I

think you are right, that

is

correct, yes.

Sir.

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

tion be divided,

Mr. President,
under Rule 10.

I

move

that the ques-
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PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
SPANOS: If the Chair rules that this
mean that if any segment of

Sen.

divided, does that

the bill will then have to return to the

House

matter
this

for

is

its

may be
stricken,

considera-

tion?

BRADSHAW: The

Sen.

amended it would have
of that amendment.
is

SPANOS: Does

Sen.

quorum

in the

Sen.
is

a

Chair would state that if HB 1030
go to the House for consideration

the Chair

know whether

there

in the

there

If I

told the Chair there

may not

be,

would

it?

Sen. BRADSHAW: Being such a distinguished Senator,
most certainly would accept your explanation. Senator.

Sen.

a

House.

SPANOS:

he believe

is

House?

BRADSHAW: The Chair doesn't know whether

quorum
Sen.

to

S.

ways would

SMITH:
it

If this

question were divided,

I

how many

be divided?

BRADSHAW: It is the intention of the Chair to
from the member that requested it what particular
section or sections he wants divided. In answer to the parliamentary inquiry. Sen. Koromilas has requested that all twentyas a matter of fact it appears to the Chair
five sections each
and
that there are actually twenty-seven sections to the bill
correctly,
Dover
wish
the
Sen.
from
of
if he understands the
each is to be taken up separately.
Sen.

ascertain

—

Sen.

NIXON:

I rise

—

to speak

on

HB

1030. Mr. President,

subject to the time limitation we
have all been laboring under, has received the thorough consideration of the Conference Committee and of the Senate Fithis bill, as I

understand

it,

nance Committee and comes to us as a package with the recommendation of our esteemed Senate Finance Committee chairman and the committee as an entirety, as I understand it. I
fully respect the right of any member to oppose any particular
appropriation among the twenty-five to twenty-seven odd, and
some of them are odd, probably, set forth in the bill. I do not
think the best interests of the state, however, would be served
if the bill were so emasculated and we attempted to process it
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in the

way

that

would be suggested were

the request for a divispeak in support of the bill as
we have it, as an entirety, and on a single vote basis, and in that
connection I would like to say, since there was at least an im-

sion undertaken. Accordingly,

I

plicit invitation for someone who is a member of the Bar to
speak in respect to the Judicial section appropriation that, taking from the book of General Sherman, 1 would not campaign
if nominated to the Bench and I would not serve if appointed.
I do think that a very important and commendable part of the
bill is the appropriation for two additional judges of the superior court as called for by existing legislation subject to financing ability. One reason is, if I can inform the distinguished
senator from Manchester, I have been advisedly informed that
in Hillsborough County there will not be a single superior court
civil action tried by jury this fall because of the tremendously
large increase in criminal matters. This means that the people
in Manchester who have civil disputes ^vhich are serious enough
to warrant consideration by the superior court will have them
delayed throughout this fall term becuse, well, simply for lack
of sufficient judges to handle the load. Historically, we have
labored under an inadequate number of judges, and this is an
1030
attempt to correct that situation and thus I support
in its entirety and as a single package.

HB

Sen.

SPANOS: Mr. President, I rise in support of HB
me say that I am very gratified to see

as a package. Let

1030
that

funds have been returned to the budget to take care of some
of the sewerage disposal problems facing some of our communities. You can remember I fought very hard to have those funds
in there but, as you probably remember, in the late hours they
had to go in preference to some other of our priorities. I
would also say I am most happy to see that we have replaced
funds to provide for additional services for Vocational Rehabilitation. With matching funds, it is quite a significant fund
that we will be creating and, as the senator from the Finance
Committee, the Finance Committee Chairman, indicated, it
takes care of those people who are now on dialysis treatment,
heart surgery, and kidney transplants.

As you probably know, another area in the last session
which I was very concerned with, if you can remember the case
of Michael Fennessey, the young boy from Charlestown, who,
we have been informed, would be permitted to die unless funds
were guaranteed by the state. Well, Michael is not through
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his services yet,

October

1st,

and

run out as of October 15, or
very
good
possibility that not only
a
or sixty other people now under treat-

the funds

if

actually,
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it is

Michael, but about fifty
ment, will also perish.

I know the legislature has been criticized by the press and
by many other legislators for acting upon matters other than
redistricting, but I would like to say to all of you, that if we
pass anything at all and we take care of Vocational Rehabilitation, which I believe to be a very important emergency matter,
then our coming back here has been worthwhile and we have

served the people of this state. I would like to say I am deeply
concerned that if this HB 1030 is in any way amended, divided,
or passed in any other shape than it is right now, that the matter
will then be returned to the House and I am afraid that there
would be no quorum there and we may came out of the whole
session without the appropriation bill we are asking for. That
means that we will be in the difficulty of not having provided
these funds for Vocational Rehabilitation, sewerage disposal,
and there are communities which have already been told by
the federal government that you have got to do it or else we
will do it for you.
I

know

that

is

tough way

a

up

against the wall

am

very positive that

who

are not at

on

but that

we have members

all satisfied

having to be back

to proceed,

this issue,

is

how

and I
chamber

it is,

in the other

with appropriating these funds

who

would very well raise the issue of a quorum and that being the
case and this legislation being back in that body, I see the very
terrible tragedy occurring of the appropriation bill dying and

we not meeting

these responsibilities.

THE TABLE
move that HB 1030

LAID ON

SMITH: I
be laid upon the
not true that we have a number of other bills which
we must act on at the present time which could be acted upon
quickly so that they may go to the House for their action and
then we could come back to this other bill, HB 1030?
Sen.

table. Is

S.

it

BRADSHAW: The

Chair would state that was a reaquestion on the motion as offered by
1030 be laid on the
Sen. Smith of the Third District is that
Sen.

sonable conclusion.

The

HB

table.

Adopted.
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COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
HB 1018, relative to medical payments covered in
vehicle insurance policies. (See

motor

House Journal.)

LEONARD:

Mr. President, the Committee of ConThe only change from the amendment that the Senate passed earlier is that it exempts people
who have the equivalent medical coverage such as a person on
active duty or a family with adequate medical coverage.
Adopted.
Sen.

ference agreed on this report.

HOUSE NON-CONCURRENCE TO
SENATE AMENDMENTS
REOUEST FOR COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
HB 1022, establishing the ward lines for the city of Portsmouth.
Sen. S. Smith moved concurrence.
Adopted.

The House

appointees to the committee were Reps. May-

nard, Levy and Palfrey.

The Chair appointed Sens.

S.

Smith and Foley.

ENROLLED BILLS REPORT

HB
HB

1017, relative to providing child benefit services.

1021, providing that all representatives to the general
court from the city of Lebanon shall be elected at large.

HB
ing

1024, to revise the city charter of

new ward

HB

and

establish-

lines.

1025, establishing the

ward

cord and amending the charter of said

HB
HB

Nashua by

lines for the city of

Con-

city.

1035, establishing the

ward

lines for the city of Berlin.

1032, establishing the

ward

lines for the city of

Keene,

relative to city councilmen.

HB

1029, conforming

New Hampshire

eral voting rights act of 1970.

statutes to the fed-
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HB 1028, relative to the sale of sweepstakes tickets on Sunday and exempting servicemen from payment of the residence
tax.

Sen. Ferdinando

For

The Committee

TAKEN FROM THE TABLE
Sen. Smith of the

taken

off

Third

District

moved

that

HB

1030 be

the table.

Adopted.
Sen. Koromilas withdrew his request to divide the question.

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Mr. President,

I

move

that

HB

1030

be amended.

Mr. President, the amendment merely takes out of the
bill those sections that have to do with Centralized Automated Data Processing. It then renumbers the entire bill to
take into account the deletion of Sections 6, 7, 8, and 9.
That is what the actual amendments are. That is the thrust
of the amendments. In other words, it takes out all reference to
Centralized Automated Data Processing. Now, I have examined
this particular section, Centralized Automated Data Processing,
I think it is now being referred to by some acronym, I think it
is CDP, something to that effect, but I shall continue to refer
to it as Centralized Automated Data Processing. I think this is
something old. We have been fighting and struggling with this
Centralized Automated Data Processing in the last two legislanot only this one, the regular session, but the last session.
aware that there is some savings here with respect to
the amount appropriated. However, I am strongly opposed to
the concept of bringing in a centralized processing system. I
tures,
I

am

fully

would do, if it was passed, would mean
and I am aware of the fact the money has
been appropriated, but what this bill would do, the sections
that I would delete, would be to authorize the transfer of personnel, it would Sfive almost a carte blanche to the men in
charge of automated data processing. I think, if you look at 6,
it talks about an appropriation, I think there is no problem
feel that

what

this bill

that certain sections,

there,

it

Then,

7,

indicates there will be a savings of roughly $8,000.
goes on to say "authorizing transfer of personnel cur-
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rently engaged in data processing

work and related appropria-

tions therefore, other provisions of law notwithstanding, the

Governor and Council, at the request of the Director of Centralized Data Processing, and concurrence of the department or

may

agency concerned,

authorize the transfer of personnel for
not going to go into those various reasons except to say that this particular concept of allowing certain people to be transferred from one place to another into a
centralized data processing section, is nothing more than a real
fundamental reorganization of our state institution. I feel that
if this can be done under this particular bill, and it would be if
this were to pass, then our whole structure of departments can
be invaded. Of course, it requires, no question about that, it
requires the concurrence of the department or agency it concerns, this I am aware of, but, I also am aware of the fact that
politics plays a part in every governmental situation and sometimes an agency head must concur, agree, with other people.
So, basically, the reason why I oppose these sections is because
what is purported to be done here is to change our whole departmental structure under the guise of an appropriation bill.
This is the reason why I oppose this, and that is the reason for

various reasons,"

I

am

my amendment.
(Sen. Porter in the Chair)

Sen. BRADSHAW: Sen. Koromilas, I am not sure I fully
understand what you really are trying to accomplish by eliminating sections 6 through 9. Is it your intent to abolish the Depai tment of Centralized Automated Processing?
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

BRADSHAW: Then

No.
is it

your intent simply to render
to perform

them a cripple and make them completely unable
the services that the legislature charged them to do?
Sen.

KOROMILAS: My

intention

is

to leave things as they

are, as the last regular session ordained.

BRADSHAW: Are you aware of the fact. Senator,
HB 918 left the way that it the Department of Cen-

Sen.
that

if

tralized

is,

is

Automated Data Processing

is

unable to

fulfill

the job

that they have been assigned to do?

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

reported to

this

I

never

know

that,

nor was

Senate body at the regular session.

it

ever
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this

is

BRADSHAW:

a very serious

If it is the will of the

tralized

I

would

amendment

like to speak.

that

Mr. President,

we have here before

us.

Senate to abolish the Department of Cen-

Automated Data

Processing, affectionately

CDP, then I would
amendment that we have before
amendment to completely abolish
some
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of us as

known

to

suggest that, instead of the
us,

somebody prepare an

the department. If

it is the
intent simply to cripple the department, then you sure are on
the right track with this amendment. The first part of the 1971

General Court passed a budget which included
funds for such agencies as the Department of Health and Welfare to the tune of approximately $318,000 for the biennium
and footnoted it that it could be spent for data processing only.
It was the intent, and I have never heard anybody refute but
what it was the intent, that this money was to be spent to buy
data processing in return for work performed for the Department of Health and Welfare. However, a little error occurred
session of the

in the budget,

and

that

is

that they forgot to carry this

amount

forward in the authorization level so that the department could
spend the money necessary in order to perform the work for the
Department of Health and Welfare and, I might add, about six
or seven other agencies, and consequently it left the department
in a situation that they were a cripple, unable to perform the
task for which they had been created. I would urge, as a matter
of fact I would plead, with the members of the Senate to kill
this amendment. As I said, if you want to kill the department,
let's do it, but let's not just render it a cripple.

Now, as far as Section 7 is concerned, that is in there in
an attempt to try to keep new state employees at a minimum.
In the last biennium, CDP was requested by the Department
of Labor to take over their tab room. CDP did this. However,
there was no authorization to transfer the personnel from the
Department of Labor to the Department of CDP. Now, if those
people had been allowed to be transferred they could have
performed not only the functions that they were performing
for the Department of Labor, but, because of the use of more
up-to-date equipment, they could have handled work of other
agencies. Now, there is another answer to that, you could delete this section, the Department still could take over such
operations, we could fire those people and just send them down
the street looking for a job and let the Department of Data
Processing go out and hire people to perform those functions.
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That would then mean that the employee would have to start
from scratch all over again and start building his state term
of office. Now, this doesn't seem to me to be good government,
it doesn't seem to me to be humanitarian, and, frankly, it
doesn't even seem to make any sense to me. So, I think No. 7
is

required.
Section 8

is

required to straighten out the footnote situa-

tion.

Item 9

one that I would be glad to bring to the attention
At the present time, the Department of Health
and Welfare is spending approximately one-half million dollars
per year to have an outside contractor perform a function for
them. The contractor, and the method that is being used, is
under considerable attack, and I think it would be safe to say
that it has caused the commissioner of Health and Welfare no
end of grief. The federal government, who picks up a large portion of the tab is also complaining that the program is not being handled properly, and there is a distinct possibility that it
may fall upon the Department of Centralized Automated Data
Processing to take over that program. Now, quite obviously,
we cannot pick up the work involved in a half-million dollar
is

of the Senate.

expenditure per year with the funds that are included in

this

budget. So, what it is saying is that if this situation does arise
and if it is in the best interest of the state to have this work
done by CDP, the funds can be transferred to enable them to
do it. I could go on, I think that I spent about two hours before
the House Appropriations Committee explaining this bill. But,
if I sense the feeling of the Senate correctly, they are not really
interested in having me stand up here for two hours to explain
all the details to you. So, I would conclude by saying that if
you do have a question regarding the justification of Item 6,
7, 8, or 9, I Avould be most happy to try to answer your question,

and

I

would plead with you

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

to kill this

amendment.

Sen. Bradshaw, from

what you have

true that this legislature, at the regular session, or the
session that ended on the 30th of June, unwittingly crippled
said,

the

is it

CDP?
Sen.

BRADSHAW:

Sen.

MORRISSETTE:

Senator,

I

can answer that in one word,

yes.
I rise

in support of Sen. Koromilas.
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have been quite concerned with the data processing problems
we have in this state. I think it is too serious a decision to
come along and make the change, or give them additional authority of manipulation of manpower. I feel that, in fact, I
would like to see about ten of tiiese amendments deleted and
I

that

the
that

money reallocated to where
it is wrong to rush through

it

belongs, in Education.

group of

I

feel

we are
amendment. Right now we

a large

bills as

doing here today. I do support this
are talking about a million dollar budget, but I feel very sincerely that in reality we will have a three or four or maybe a
five million dollar surplus and that will be another reason for
a special session, so that we can find a place to spend it because
we underestimated our revenues in the first place. We talk
about spending a half million dollars on outside contractors,
and I understand that part of the reason for this is that there is
no cooperation. I was talking to the Governor relative to the
Highway Department, for example, where they do have the
computer but refuse to cooperate and make available the time.
I don't know if I understand this completely, but I do knoAv
that there is friction there and that it should be the responsibility of the legislators to study the complete problem of data
processing and see what we can do to create the proper atmosphere, the proper business administration, in this department,
that

is

needed.

It is

continuously criticized.

that there

I feel

is

a

need for cooperation from our rich High^vay Department and
also the Unemployment Division, who has computer time, and
also UNH, who has computer time, but primarily I think it is
wrong to come in here when we are supposed to meet to discuss
reapportionment and to rush through a bunch of bills. There
again, in this bill here, the

squeak the loudest,

money

and none

is

given to the wheels that

of the funds are in reality, avail-

able for Education, simply because the Board of Education has
shown no interest. I can't believe that. Probably they felt that
there would be no hope for them, I don't know, but I do favor
Sen. Koromilas's

amendment.

KOROMILAS:

would

second time.
or not, but
Mr. President, I
reorganizing
our
state deactually
is
what we are doing here
Executive
Departcommittee
on
been
no
partments. There has
Sen.

I

like to speak a

do not know whether we

ments that has looked into

realize

it

this particular bill. I just can't be-

lieve that this Senate, after unwittingly crippling the

the last

regular session, cannot believe that we are

CDP

in

now going
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go around 180 degrees and reorganize every department that
CDP function. What we are doing here is really creating
new
empire; what we are doing here is setting up new jobs;
a
what we are doing, I'm sure, is to buy a computer, bring new
people in to operate it, and if those people who are on the rolls
in various departments don't have the backing they could leave
government service. I do not know what standards, I don't know
what standards are going to be used in shuffling all these people around. I am not sure that under the Centralized Automated Data Processing, as it now exists, I am not sure that it
does have particular functions, the same functions in each and
every department, and so we don't know which departments
are going to be effected. It could be more than one, it could be
all of them, I just can't believe that in one day, a day that has
been set forth for redistricting, I cannot believe that that will
be a day that we will reorganize and rearrange and change our
departments of state government.
to

has a

Sen.

FERDINANDO:

me why

Sen. Koromilas, could you explain

would be so wrong to reorganize a
ment, especially if it means a savings of $8,000?

to

it

state depart-

KOROMILAS:

I am not so sure, Senator Ferdinando,
because I can refer you to the committee hearing
that I have before me here where it does indicate that, although
there is an $8,000 savings, there will be new jobs given out.
There are increases in certain areas with respect to, I think it's
the first line, the salary of the manager of computing programs,
there is an increase over the last regular session, but I think

Sen.

that that

is

so,

you just don't save $8,000 in the fashion that
state, because you are going to have a complete reshuffling.
So. if you are going to save $8,000 on the one hand, you must
lose, it seems to me, on the basis of governmental inertia, much

you
you

will find that

more than
Sen.

that.

MORRISSETTE:

It is

my

understanding that eight

or ten jobs, ranging between eight and ten or eleven thousand
dollars will be created under this setup here. Do you have any
information on that? Do you have any information regarding
neAV personnel, how many there will be? Will there be eight,
ten, or what is going on?

Sen. KOROMILAS: I am reading from the Joint Senate
Finance-House Appropriations Committee hearing, to answer
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your question, the hearing was held in Room 318, September
22, 1971, and the question put by Mr. Drake was, he says, "we
will have to defend any actions which may go on the floor, and
I would like to ask a real blunt question. On '72 it says 'Other
Personnel Services, $354,000,' and it shows a new figure of
$484,000. Now, these are not new jobs that are being created?"
This is the question. Mr. Bradshaw said, "Yes, they are jobs,
they are new jobs, but they were also created, if you will, under
House Bill 918." I trust that answers your question.
Sen.

SPANOS: Mr.

I would like to speak very
some degree the warning I made

President,

briefly

and

earlier

when we were discussing this matter. I conversed with
members of the House of Representatives, several lead-

several

to reiterate to

House of Representatives, and I asked them, in order
some degree the position I took, I asked them if this
bill was amended and went back into the House of Representatives what would happen to it, and I have been informed by one
member that the bill, if amended and returned to the House,
would be deader than the extinct prehistoric pterodactyl.

ers of the

to verify to

Sen.
of

BROWN:

CDP now

For the record, Senator,

is it

the intention

or in the future to control state agencies, state de-

partments?
Sen.
sing

is

BRADSHAW: You mean

as far as their

data proces-

concerned?

BROWN: Yes.
Sen. BRADSHAW:

Sen.

time,

it

That is a matter of law at the present
bill
been,
this
does nothing to change it.
has

Sen. BROWN: So, the answer
department has no intention now or
state departments in any way?
Sen.

BRADSHAW:

I

am

is

that the data processing

in the future of controlling

not sure we are discussing House

1030 or whether we are discussing legislation that was
passed over the past six years. If you would care to break it
down I would be glad to attempt to answer it.
Bill

Sen.
sense that

Sen.

BROWN:
I

think this

I

would go along with the Senator
is

BRADSHAW:

the opposite of

in the

empire building.
Senator,

I

think that this

what Sen. Koromilas and

is

just exactly

yourself have implied
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What we

are trying to do is, if a department wants
over one of their functions and it very clearly states,
and I would direct your attention to the second line on page 3,
Section 7, the Governor and Council, at the request of the Director of Data Processing and with the concurrence of the department or agency head concerned, may
you see, this is not
a unilateral decision. If the department wants CDP to take over,
for instance, their tab room, as was requested by Labor, we can
do it, and instead of taking those people and putting them out
on the street and having CDP turn around and hire completely
new employees, we can transfer these people. I think this is an
economic move in its truest sense, and I frankly have seen very
few of them. Now, here we are with a completely distorted version of what is trying to be accomplished in
1030, and,
frankly, I find myself mystified as to how this attitude is contrived. I just don't understand it because it is just exactly the
opposite which is true.
that

CDP

it

is.

to take

—

HB

DOWNING:

Mr. President, I rise in support of the
do not want to go into points that have been already covered by previous senators. I would like to comment,
though, that I would hope our decision would be based on the
facts that have been presented before us, and not on what the
House is going to do, or what the House isn't going to do. I
think we have a responsibility here, we had a responsibility
when we dealt with HB 918 which rendered this CDP crippled.
I opposed that bill, and supporters of that bill now say we
crippled it when we passed that bill. I question their judgment
in this instance as well, and I support the amendment fully, and
I say, face up to our responsibility here and let the House face
up to its responsibility, and let's not make our judgments based
on what we anticipate the House will do.
Sen.

amendment.

I

BRADSHAW: Senator, would you explain to me how,
proposed amendment goes through, would you explain
to me how the Department of Data Processing is going to perform the work for the Department of Health and Welfare.
Sen.

if

this

Sen.

DOWNING:

I

can't explain that to you. Senator.

Sen. BRADSHAW: Further question. Senator. Are you
aware of the fact that the Department of Health and Welfare
issues something in the order of twelve thousand checks every
two weeks? Are you aware of that?
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DOWNING: Are you stating it?
BRADSHAW: Since I am only allowed

am

asking you

to ask a ques-

you are aware of the fact that the Department of Health and Welfare issued approximately 12,000
checks every two weeks.
tion, I

Sen.

Sen.

if

DOWNING: I don't know that to be a fact,
BRADSHAW: Would you believe me if I

no.
told

you

that was the case?

Sen.
Sen.

DOWNING: At this point, I would not say yes.
BRADSHAW: Are you aware of the fact that

they

are endeavoring to turn out these checks every two weeks with-

out the assistance of an effective computer and that it might
be fairly stated that the commissioner is sitting on a time bomb
which is going to blow up in his face and the recipients of 12,000 checks, and, consequently, in my opinion, every member of
the legislature and a lot of the citizens of the state?
Sen.

on

DOWNING:

I

don't think he

is

the only one sitting

time bomb.

a

Sen.
Sen.

BRADSHAW: I am glad you added
GARDNER: What does Blue Cross

cessing to the tune of $1,147,000 for the

Welfare?

I

don't know.

I

that. Senator.

do on data proDepartment of Public

was not aware that

it

was

in the

bud-

get until today.

Sen.
Sen.

BRADSHAW: It is not in
GARDNER: I know that,

the Welfare budget,

was not aware of
Sen.
in the
as

it

but

didn't spell out

GDP

budget.

it was camouflaged in
what it was for, and I

it.

BRADSHAW:

first

is

it

the

place this

written,

it

is

In answer to your question. Senator,
one of the great advantages of
1030,

HB

gives the legislature an opportunity to see

what

is truly being spent by each department for their data
processing requirements. In answer to the other part of your
question about what Blue Cross-Blue Shield does for the Department of Health and Welfare, to the tune of one-half million dollars a year, or one million dollars, whatever the figure

was you

said,

over the biennium, they run the program for
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Vendor

Verification, verification of bills sent in

by vendors and

other data pertaining to the Medicaid Program.

GARDNER: Thank you.
Sen. BRADSHAW: I believe it is Title XIX.
Sen. KOROMILAS: You said we are sitting
Sen.

on a time
perhaps these checks can't get out. Someone must
be doing that. How much are we going to save in other areas
once we introduce this Centralized Automated Data Processing,
how much are we going to save on the other end?

bomb and

Sen.

BRADSHAW: Do you mean

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

in dollars

and

cents?

In jobs that are going to be abolished
is being done

because a computer is going to do the job that
now by hand in our state government.

BRADSHAW:

know

that I can give you an
and I hate to deal in generalities on this delicate subject. The immediate savings over the
biennium, you are going to save an immediate $8,000. Now,
to go on further with that, if the computer takes over a lot of

Sen.

I

don't

accurate answer to that question,

the processing there will be some, undoubtedly, there will be

from Health and Welfare to CD P.
I don't know, because it is very
likely that some of the people presently working for the Department of Health and Welfare will be transferred within that
department to some other function. So, it becomes very difficult
to give you an exact number of people.

some

What

transfers of personnel

the final

number

will be,

Sen. KOROMILAS: Senator, with respect to the jobs that
you say you cannot estimate how many will be abolished because of the computer coming into the picture, you don't care
to venture a guess as to what savings there may be?

BRADSHAW:

Unfortunately, Senator, our accounting system in the state is not that clear cut that we can divide
the functions. I have stated before the House Appropriations
and today before Senate Finance that I think that probably the
State of New Hampshire has one of the worst financial records
of any organization I have ever heard of in my life. We have a
little item of slightly over a million dollars that has been somewhat buried in the Health and Welfare funds, and today several
members of the Senate were surprised to learn that we were
Sen.
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spending that million dollars in there because it is buried. Consequently, for me to stick my neck out and give you even a
guesstimate on how many people we are going to save because
of this particular function

not a fair question because some
may be working
50% of the time for some function that the computer would
take over, 50% of the time for a function not taken over by the
computer, and so, if I told you that person X was no longer
needed for this particular function and then next year you
came back here and found out that that person was still working for the Department of Health and Welfare, then you would
accuse me of telling you a falsehood, and I am not about to
get in that box.
is

of these people have overlapping jobs, they

Sen.
score. I

KOROMILAS:

am not

Sen.

trying to

1 will withdraw
box anybody.

BRADSHAW:

I

am

my

question on that

explaining that this

is

a very

complex deal and, if it is of any significance to you, this is a
problem that I have spent probably twenty out of the last sixty
days on. I could go on all night. I could go into all the gory
details as to the hows and whys, but I thought that we could
probably talk in generalities, and I think that it is glaringly
apparent that we have either got to give CDP the money to do
:heir function or abolish the department, one or the other. You
just can't have a cripple walking around in this nature.
Sen. KOROMILAS: As I understand it, and perhaps I am
wrong, but we don't have, at the present time, do we, a computer for these functions? We are talking about a computer that
will be purchased, is that correct?
Sen.

question

BRADSHAW:
fairly.

The

I would like to answer that
on the computer is that at the

Senator,

situation

moment the Department of Data Processing doesn't have a
computer, although the Highway computer is within the jurisdiction of the Department. I would like to take this time to dispel a suggestion that was made on this floor earlier, and that is
that there is a feud going on between the Highway and CDP.
We now have, I think, a quite satisfactory working arrangement. We are in process of requesting bids for a new computer.
This information has been turned over, the specifications have
been turned over, to the Division of Purchase and Property,
and they have turned them out for bids, which is the usual
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process for buying any major equipment for the state, and the
return date is October
either October 13 or October 14,
frankly I forgot
but the return date is mid-October. On the
request for bids, the first request is on how much it will cost to
buy this particular piece of equipment. Next, how much would
it cost us to obtain it under a lease-purchase plan for a period of:
a) five years; b) six years; c) seven years; d) eight years; and the
next one is what would it cost us on a straight lease plan. I
cannot stand here before you and tell you which one the Division of Purchase and Property, or the Department, would recommend to Governor and Council that it be accepted, because
until the bids are in we don't know which one is in the best
interest of the state. I would also like to point out to you, in
Drder to completely answer your question, that at the present
time the Highway computer, which is an RCA Spectra 70, is
obsolete. RCA announced within the last two weeks that they
have gone out of the computer business. We couldn't enlarge
that computer if you raised a million dollars tonight. We are
in an absolute standstill. The only economical thing for the
state to do is to proceed with the computer. As far as what
happens with these bids, well, nothing will happen if your
amendment is passed, and we will be unable to perform the
task for which we have already appropriated money.

—

—

Sen.

Funds,

DOWNING:

how

Sen.

Senator,

Item 6, Estimated Federal
what is the basis for that?

are these funds estimated,

BRADSHAW:

Justice System,

Well, one of the things is the Criminal
which the federal government pays the lion's

That

is the biggest single item in there, and, unfordon't have all the details with me that I had before
Appropriations and Finance. Maybe the Motor Vehicle Program falls under that also. But, it is for performing certain func-

share

of.

tunately,

tions

which can be done on the computer that

Sen.

ment

I

DOWNING:

to this

year '72-'73,
Sen.

is

program

is

out for bid.

Well, these federal funds are a commitis prescribed here now for the fiscal

as

that right?

BRADSHAW: That is correct, Senator.
DOWNING: What is the possibility

Sen.
these federal funds for the fiscal year '74-'75

of not having

and the

state

having

operating budget by over $400,000 just to maintain the program at the present level it is being recommended?
to increase

its
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Sen. BRADSHAW: Senator, any time that we are dealing
with the federal money we always have the possibility that they
are going to cut off that particular program. However, as an
offset, as far as this particular item is concerned, if the federal
government should decide not to continue the funding of this
project, we could discontinue the project if this was the desire
of the General Court. So, it would not have to be a continuing

expense.

DOWNING:

Wouldn't we have ourselves in a situawhere we would be crippling, really crippling, prob-

Sen.
tion then

number of departments if we suddenly discontinued
because of the withdrawal of federal funds to the extent
of over $400,000?

ably, a

GDP

BRADSHAW:

Sen.

Senator,

think

I

we

take that risk

on

every dime of federal money we get, whether it be to put in a
highway, to assist in prison reform, to fund Health and Welfare,
or Education, or Water Pollution, or any of the rest of them.
is, as far as I am concerned, as far as this procedure of doing business with the federal government is concerned, we have

This

no certainty

that they are going to

GARDNER:

Sen.

Senator,

fund any particular program.
it

is

the policy of the state to

equipment always before we know where the
coming from to pay for the equipment?

ask for bids on

money

is

Sen.
Sen.
Sen.
sions.

BRADSHAW: Is it customary?
GARDNER: Yes.
BRADSHAW: It certainly occurs

The Highway Department

on many

occas-

requests bids for equipment

before their budget is approved and so does everybody else,
and, of course, the bids are contingent upon the state having
the money to do it. We can reject any or all bids we want to.
There is nothing unusual or irregular in the procedure, and I
might add that the request for bids was sent over to the Division of Purchase and Property, reviewed by them, and it was
further reviewed by the Attorney General's office before it
went out. I think it is safe to say that the whole procedure has
been clear and above board and is as fair to all possible bidders
as

it

could possibly be.
Sen.

motion

to

NIXON:

Mr. President,

amend and

in support of

in opposition to the
1030 as it comes to us.

I rise

HB
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With

particular reference to the subject of Data Processing, I
think most members of the Senate view data processing generally with some hostility, if not fear. I think computers perhaps are going to play too important a part in our lives. But,
what we must recognize is that we face this in the context of
the background of this state through its legislature, governor
and council, through its departments, having embarked upon a
principle of centralized automated data processing, I see in the
appropriation we are asked here, as part of this total package, to
approve no more or less than an attempt to put that principle
into practical operation sensibly and economically as soon as
possible. I see in the amendment which is proposed to be
adopted by you, by the distinguished senator from Dover, a net
result, not necessarily intent, probably not intent, to further
delay the implementation by this state of a centralized data
processing system. That being the case, looking at it from a
position on the outside, so to speak, from a postion of ignorance,
if you will, I must support the recommendation of our Senate
Finance Committee, which has already withstood the scrutiny
of the House Appropriations Committee and the scrutiny of
the House itself. I say that it is time to get on with the rest of
the business before us and adopt this package as we have it. It

was only 171 years ago, I might say in conclusion, that the
United States Navy abolished the flogging of sailors. I would
say to you, with some degree of earnestness, that it is about time
we abolished the flogging of the department of Centralized Data
Processing and get on with the principle of having a single computer and all state agencies having computing services done
through that single computer or computer department.
Sen,

KOROMILAS:

Senator,

I

in the last session this particular bill

am

sure that you recall that
was proposed, and, I might

add, proposed and voted by a lot of people. All the amendment
does, isn't this true, all the amendment does is to put the situation where it was when we left here in June, and there is no
intention of crippling?
Sen.

NIXON:

man comes

I

know,

me and

I

didn't imply that.

I

would

say this,

honest enough to admit that he
made a mistake and he has, in his best judgment, and with the
help of others knowledgeable in the area, devised a plan for
rectifying his mistake, my tendencies are going to be to go along
and assist in any way I reasonably can to do that. That is what
1030 without your
I think we will be doing when we adopt
if

a

to

is

HB

amendment.
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Sen. KOROMILAS: Do you think the principle proposed
with respect to centralizing, in fact taking various parts of various departments and putting them into a central processing
group, escaped this body prior to our adjournment on June 30?

NIXON: On the words of our distinguished president,
understood it, I heard that was so. I understood from the
evidence here and the testimony today, I understood it to be
that, and it probably was. But, a department head, in one case
anyhow, desired to transfer personnel for this purpose, and
apparently the existing law doesn't sanction it and this proposed package would. For that reason, I am inclined to go along,
notwithstanding your intelligence and devotion to the principle
of the business of our state.
Sen.

as I

Sen. MORRISSETTE: I agree with you that it is about
time we stopped flogging sailors. Don't you agree that it is about
time the departments started to work together? The University
of New Hampshire has a million-dollar computer and Unemployment Compensation has one, and Data Processing wants
to do the work because it's more efficient, why don't we get coordinated and consolidate these activities and let them do it
if they want to without buying another million-dollar computer?

Sen.

NIXON:

I

agree with you that

it is

time,

if

they don't,

that the department heads should work together. I agree with
others who seem to think the best interests of the state lie in
having a centralized computer, processing department and
computer. I would finally agree so far as to say I think it is time
for the Senate to start working together here in this late night
and pass this package in original form and get on with the

other business of the

state.

ROLL CALL
Requested by Senator Morrissette and seconded by Senator Koromilas,

Yeas: Sens. Morrissette, Koromilas and

Downing.

Nays: Sens. Poulsen, S. Smith, Snell, Townsend, Gardner,
Spanos, Nixon, Bradshaw, English, Leonard, Ferdinando, R.

Smith, McCarthy, Provost,

Brown and

Foley.

Result: Three senators having voted in the affirmative
sixteen having voted in the negative, the motion is lost.
Ordered to third reading.
Adopted.

and
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Sen.

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
KOROMILAS: Mr. President, I think

the passage of

HB

1030 illustrates a point that the state probably isn't as bankrupt as we have been told in the past. We have now gone ahead
and appropriated roughly a million dollars. So, it is almost
incomprehensive to me, as it has been in the past, for some
reason when we don't want to pass bills we say there is no money
coming in, but when we want to pass bills there is plenty coming in. I think I, like many of you sitting here today, read in
the newspapers that we have a surplus, and yet no one, at least
I don't, gets any kind of information from the Senate fiscal committee, or the Finance Committee, telling me, as a representative of the twenty-first district, what our situation is fiscally,
and I dare say if I am not getting it no one else is. I have to read
in the newspapers to find out exactly what the state is doing in
terms of collecting monies. I have to read, like you have to read,
that we are now in the black, in fact we have a surplus, and
this is what we are doing here today with 1030, HB 1030, we
have roughly a million dollars more to spend. I have never received, since the time we left this body in June or July, any
indication that the state was collecting more than it had anticipated. I think it is incumbent upon those people who have the
grasp of our fiscal picture to communicate to the members of
this body what is actually going on in our fiscal situation. It is
terrible, I think, to have to learn things through a newspaper,
when I am sure that everyone must have been talking about
the problem of our fiscal situation. I think that each representative, not only in the Senate, but also in the House, should get
some information as to what is happening on our fiscal situation. I think it is incumbent upon this body, those members of
the fiscal committee, to inform the rest of the members in this
body as to what is going on, what is bringing in more money
and how much. It is terrible to pick up the newspaper and find
out that a person who had been defeated in a primary in the
past should tell us what the situation is in the state of New

Hampshire.

HOUSE ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE REPORT
HB 1020, legalizing the town meetings of Amherst,
and Salem.

Exeter
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HB 322, relative to dogs pursuing game.
HB 1018, relative to medical payments

covered in motor

vehicle liability insurance policies.

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
HB 1020, legalizing the town meetings of Amherst, Exeter
and Salem.
(See

Sen.

House Journal.)

PORTER: The

Committee of Conference met, the
the Portsmouth town meeting le-

amendment which included

galization was acceptable to all parties.
tion was the

amendment

the transferring of prisoners.
lated to this. This

The

unacceptable por-

offered by Senator Tufts relating to

The

amendment was

discussion that ensued re-

deleted from the bill in the

Conference Report and signed off by the Comreasoning being that the proper thorough investigation of all the ramifications of transfer of prisoners can be
reviewed and at the next convening session one of the representatives can bring in a supplementary amendment.

Committee

mittee.

of

The

Adopted.

Sen.

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
GARDNER: I have voted against

this

amendment

same reason many members of the House and Senate
have. The House was not allowed to divide the bill and vote
on each section separately, so the bill passed. However, befor the

cause of

many

areas covered in

physical health of

needed by certain

many and

HB

1030 that are vital to the

also because of the financial health

cities to aid in their

pollution problems

I

voted against the amendment.

SUSPENSION OF RULES
Sen. Spanos moved that the rules of the Senate be so far
suspended as to place HJR 56 and HB 1030 on third reading

and

final passage at the

Adopted.

present time.
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THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE
HJR 56, relative to redrawing the ward lines in the city of
Rochester.

HB

1030, providing supplemental appropriations

and

re-

lated matters.

RECONSIDERATION
Sen. Spanos

Motion

moved reconsideration

HB

1030.

lost,

ENROLLED
HJR

of

56, relative to

BILLS

redrawing the ward

lines in the city

of Rochester.

HB

1020, legalizing certain town meetings of Amherst,
Exeter, Salem and a meeting of the city council of Portsmouth.

HB

1030, providing supplemental appropriations

and

re-

lated matters.

Sen. Fedinando

For

The Committee

COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
HB 1022, establishing the ward lines for the city of

Ports-

mouth. (See House Journal.)
Sen.

House
city of

FOLEY:

I

should like to say that the Senate did

as the

originally requested in the alignment of wards in the

Portsmouth and

as

as it is going to be a referendum
on election day, hopefully it will be

long

for all the people to decide

defeated.

Adopted.

COMMITTEE REPORT
HB

1026

establishing the ward lines for six wards of the city of Dover and changing representation of the council and school committee of said city. Ought to pass. Sen. S. Smith for Reappor-

tionment.
Sen.

S.

SMITH:

lines in the city

Mr. President, this bill realigns the ward
of Dover, also adding one ward, and also amend-
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ing the charter of the city to coincide with the change in the
wards.

The Committee reviewed

and hope

it

and we

feel

it

ought

to pass

that the Senate will concur.

KOROMILAS:

Mr. President, I support the Comat one time while this was going on that there may not have been a ward house in one of the
wards that they had carved up, but I have been told that there
is a proper place to vote in one of the wards that had been
established, and because of that and other aspects of the bill, I
highly and very much concur with the Committee Report.
Adopted.
Sen.

mittee Report.

It

would appear

COMMITTEE REPORT

HB

1015
reapportioning the House of Representatives. Ought to

pass. Sen. S.

Smith for Reapportionment.

Sen. S. SMITH: Mr. President, the Committee again recognized that this bill ought to pass, and we hope that the Senate
will go along with it. The House spent one day last week debating its merits and demerits. They passed it, and I think that
we should concur with that. Thank you.
Adopted.

HOUSE MESSAGE
The House
joint resolution

ferring

HB

of Representatives has passed the following

and

asks the concurrence of the Senate in re-

640, establishing a line item budget for the city of

Manchester to an interim sutdy committee consisting of the
committee of the representatives and senators from Man-

joint

chester.

Adopted.

COMMITTEE REPORT
HB

1019
relative to district court sessions, the salary of justices, ar-

agreement of charitable organizations, and the pubdefender system for Merrimack county. Ought to pass with
amendment. Sen. R. Smith for Finance Committee.
ticles of
lic
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AMENDMENT
Amend

the

title

by striking out the same and

of the bill

inserting in place thereof the following:

AN ACT
relative to district court sessions, the salary of justices,
articles of

agreement of charitable organizations, the

public defender system for Merrimack County, making
appropriations out of the historical fund and providing
requirements on bids for computers.

Amend

the bill by striking out section 6

place thereof the following
6 Historical Fund.

new

Amend

after section 59 the following

and inserting

in

sections:

1971 Chapter 557 by inserting

new sections:

There is hereby appropriated to
Dover the sum of five thousand dollars, which shall
be non-lapsing and a charge against the historical fund established by 1971, 557:59. The city of council shall expend this
557:59-a City of Dover.

the city of

sum

for the use of any historical society within said city.

There is hereby appropriated
Portsmouth the sum of five thousand dollars,
which shall be non-lapsing and a charge against the historical
fund established by 1971, 557:59. The city council shall expend
this sum for the use of any historical society within the city.
557-59-b City of Portsmouth.

to the city of

7

Requirements of Bids for Computers.

by inserting

after section 74 the following

Aenmd

1971, 557

new section:

557:74-a Requirements of Bids for Computers. No bid
during the biennium ending June 30, 1973 by a prospective
vendor for a computer system or substantial part thereof shall
be accepted by the state unless the bid shall provide for operational reliability measurements (benchmark tests) which shall
be similar to those used by the United States of America in its
standard Federal General Services Administration Computer

Acquisition Contract.
8 Effective Date. Section 2 of this act shall take effect Sep-

tember
passage.

5,

1971 and the remaining sections shall take effect

upon
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BROWN:

I believe there are two amendments. One
changes the footnote in Section 8 of HB 1030,
footnote DP, what this amendment does is, in the purchase of a
computer machine it just has it so that they will have to buy

Sen.

amendment

is, it

machine under the guidelines and specifications of the fedgovernment. This is designed strictly as a safeguard so that
whatever machine they buy, or whoever's machine they buy,
there is assurance that it will do the job that is requested or
needed to be done by the state. I had a few reservations, serious
reservations, with this bill a little earlier, and I asked here on
the floor, the chairman of the Data Processing Commission
about the impact of it, and he assured me this would not happen. I believe there should be some safeguard to protect the
taxpayers of the state of New Hampshire so that this machine
will do what we need it to do.
the

eral

Sen. NIXON: Senator Brown, HB 1019 came out of the
Senate Judiciary Committee this morning, as I understand it,
relating to the district court system, certain charitable corporations, and another subject which is hardly germane to data
processing, and we already had a data processing debate tonight. Would you mind explaining to me how your amendment got attached to this particular bill?
Sen.

BROWN:

In Senate Finance

it

was agreed there was

a bill you spoke on this morning, the subject of which was not

germane

to the bill,

and we thought

if it

was

fair for

one

it

was

fair for the other.

Sen. NIXON: Do I understand that the amendment you
propose relating to data processing has something to do with
whether or not HB 1019 should have gone to Senate Finance

Committee?
Sen.

BROWN:

It

was referred there, so

was down in

it

there.

Sen.

NIXON:

Well, do

I

take

it

that you

and

that the subject of data processing has nothing to

of the other subjects in

diciary this

HB

1019

as it

came out

I

can agree

do with any

of Senate Ju-

morning?

BROWN:

That is true, but the same thing held true
you spoke on this morning, it was a subject you
stated yourself was not germane.
Sen.

with the

bill
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Sen.
ever,

NIXON: None

of the

were attached by the Senate,
Sen.

BROWN:

was not germane
Sen.

You

still

amendments

I

discussed,

how-

as I recall.

had the right

to

speak on

it

and

it

to the bill.

NIXON:

Getting to the subject of the

amendment

you propose, Senator, do I understand that in the absence of
the amendment as proposed by you there are no specifications
applicable to the purchase of a computer by the State of New
Hampshire?
Sen.

BROWN:

made up by

There

are

specifications,

the Data Processing Department.

the specifications be

made according

I

I

am

understand,
asking that

to specifications of the

government and government standards. Does that answer you question?

federal

NIXON: Yes. Would you be satisfied, as an alternative
your amendment, if I could reasonably assure you and be
truthful in so doing that, in fact, the computer which is to be
purchased by the State of New Hampshire is to be in accordance
with the specifications established by the United States Air
Force, which has been represented to me to be the largest computer buyer and utilizer in the country?
Sen.

to

BROWN:

I understand, Senator, through the testiwas done through the Air Force, but that
doesn't necessarily say that the government specifications were
followed. So, therefore, I believe the amendment should go on.

Sen.

mony

given, that

it

NIXON: Let me ask you the core question. Is it not
your amendment is adopted, the net effect of it, regardless of the intention of the amendment, will be to delay the
possibility of this state buying a computer for purposes of the
centralized data processing unit for several months, if not at
Sen.

true,

if

least a year?

Sen. BROWN: It was testified by Mr. Peale in Senate
Finance today that it would not be a holdup of more than a
month to six weeks if this was adopted.

NIXON: Will you be kind enough to tell me. Senator,
what was the source of this amendment that you now

Sen.

exactly

propose for us to consider?
Sen.

BROWN: Why

did

I

do

it, is

this the

question?
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No, what department or agency or

vidual was the source of the

indi-

amendment?

Sen.

BROWN:

Sen.

NIXON: You drew it yourself?

Sen.

BROWN: And

Sen.

NIXON:

Sen.

BROWN: Yes, Sir.

Sen.

NIXON: No

Sen.

BROWN: Absolutely not, Sir.

Myself.

So,

it

a friend of

emanated

mine who

entirely

is

a lawyer.

from you?

department or agency was involved?

(Sen. Porter in the Chair)

Sen.
there

is

BRADSHAW:
a

benchmark

Senator Brown, would you

avilable to check the Liquor

tell

me

if

Commis-

sion system?

Sen.

run
is

off

BROWN:

on

a

I

machine

feel that there

is

because that has been

for quite a period of time,

and

so far there

a standard to meet.

BRADSHAW:

Senator, my question to you was a
and do you know for a fact that there
is a benchmark, a federal benchmark to gauge the New Hampshire Liquor Commission program against?
Sen.

very direct one.

Is there,

BROWN:

Sen.
I will answer you this way, Senator. I
talked to three representatives of computer firms, and they told

me, because of the

Health and Welfare computer
Liquor Commission, that
there could be readily a benchmark set by the Data Processing
Department and there would be no problem this way.
system, or process

size of the

we

use, plus the

Sen. BRADSHAW: Senator, I believe the amendment requires that before any bid can be accepted it must satisfy a federal

benchmark.

Do

I

understand the amendment correctly?

Sen. BROWN: The benchmark doesn't necessarily have to
be a federal government benchmark. You can establish that
benchmark here, Sir, within your department at the state level.
Sen.

would

BRADSHAW: May

like to get the

I

amendment

have a one-minute recess?
may.

if I

RECESS

I
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Sen.

BRADSHAW:

refer to the

amendment

my

In order to frame

question

I

must

as it is in the possession of the Senate.

"no bid during the biennium ending June
by a prospective vendor for a computer system or substantial part thereof shall be accepted by the state unless the
bid shall provide for operational reliability measurements
(benchmark tests) which shall be similar to those used by the
United States of America in a standard Federal General Services Administration Computer Acquisition Contract." So, my
question to you, Sir, is, is there, at the present time, a benchmark anywhere in existence that can be used to measure the
program that is currently being used by the New Hampshire
State Liquor Commission?
It says in part that

30, 1973

Sen.
this

BROWN:

amendment
Sen.

Sen.

First of all, I

you

that

do not

see those

BRADSHAW: Well, if I may, I will
BROWN: Oh, all right, now I see

show you.

it.

at the footnote

plained to

me

DP.

I

words in

just read.

I

was looking

The way it was exrepresentatives, the word "similar"

understand now.

by these three

is in there, and that means that they, the state, when your department comes up with a benchmark similar, they will accept

this.

BRADSHAW: Senator, do I understand you correctly
you are saying that CDP should establish a benchmark to
if CDP knows what they are doing?
Sen.

that
see

BROWN:

wouldn't say "to see if they know what
it can be done. I am quoting these
three repesentatives from three companies, it can be done with
no problem.
Sen.

I

they are doing or not," but

Sen.

BRADSHAW:

able for the so-called

Senator,

is

there a

benchmark

avail-

LEEA system?

BROWN: This I can't answer.
Sen. BRADSHAW: Crime and Delinquency?
Sen. BROWN: This I can't answer. That was

Sen.

into the picture in this conversation that

I

had.

not brought

The two

de-

partments that were brought in were Health and Welfare and
the Liquor Commission.
Sen.

BRADSHAW:

Senator Brown, can you enlighten the
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members of the Senate as to what procedure has to be used in
order to take advantage of the so-called benchmark system?
Sen.

BROWN:

I

am

not that familiar with

it,

New Hampshire

the legislators of the State of

as

99%

of

are not that

it. But I know a standard benchmark is another
word for standard. A standard can be reached here to see that
the machine will fulfill its obligation or what it is desired to do.

familiar with

Sen.

under

BRADSHAW:

this

system

it

Senator, are you aware of the fact that

would mean

that

we would have

to take

certain programs that are proposed to be run by the State of

New Hampshire and physically take that program
Texas to have it run against the benchmark?
Sen.

BROWN:

committee

That was

to

Houston,

also testified to at the Senate

don't recall who, either Mr.
Callinan or
no, I believe it was Mr. Peale, and he said, because this same question you just asked was brought up there,
and he said it did not have to go to the manufacturer, you could
go to the nearest one within the radius of Concord and it could
still

this

—

afternoon by,

be in the State of

I

New Hampshire

where there

is

one

in

operation, you did not have to go to the manufacturer regardless

of

where he may

be.

Sen. BRADSHAW: Senator, you are asking that we adopt
an amendment to utilize the benchmark system. There is no
other agency in the State of New Hampshire that operates the
state government. There is no other agency in the State of New

Hampshire

that operates the federal system. So, there

is

nobody

New

Hampshire. The benchmark, in certain cases, happens to be in Houston, Texas, and that is where you would have
to take it to. Are you aware of that?

else in

BROWN:

I will have to go back to my
have stated three times, these representatives of companies I spoke to, and I don't know whether
they are correct or you are correct, but they claim, and I am inclined to believe them, that a benchmark can be set here within
your department based on the programs that you have set up in
Health and Welfare and the Liquor Commission. I am not that
well educated or versed in data processing. I have to take their

Sen.

Once

source of information. As

word

for

Sen.

ment,

I

again,

I

it.

KOROMILAS: Senator Brown, as I read your amendunderstand benchmark tests to mean operational reli-

ability measures. Is that

what a benchmark

is?
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Sen.

can do,

BROWN:

KOROMILAS:

Sen.
such, but

it

It is not an actual specification as
can do that particular type of work?

BROWN:

Sen.
is

reach a standard that that machine

It is to

operational standard.

its

requested of

it,

As long

desired of

as it

KOROMILAS: Now,

Sen.

does that type of work, what

it.

you

talk

about a General Serin your

Computer Acquisition Contract

vices Administration
bill?

Sen.

we

BROWN:

Yes.

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

BROWN:

Sen.

KOROMILAS: That

Sen.

BROWN:

Sen.

KOROMILAS: You

Similar to that,

is

that correct?

Yes.
is

the

GSA

type of contract?

Yes, Sir.

inserted in place of

would not have any objection if
"GSA", "Air Force Administration Com-

puter Acquisition Contracts," would you?

BROWN:

have reservations in the sense that the
not be followed. I understand they
have already been to the Air Force, and perhaps these specifications have not been followed, and so if we go to them again,
it will be the same thing. So, I do have a few reservations here.
Sen.

federal specifications

may

KOROMILAS: Whether

Sen.
not, there

State

I

you amendment passes or
nothing to prevent them, take a computer that the
buy, there is nothing to prevent them from discon-

is

may

tinuing that computer like

it

has in some instances in the State

already.

Sen. SPANOS: Senator Brown, earlier in this dialogue, you
were asked certain questions as to why your amendment appears in HB 1019, and so I will ask you a couple of questions
relative to it. Did you, or did you not offer your amendment to
HB 1030 having to do with the budget bill?
Sen.

BROWN: Yes I did.
SPANOS: And,

did you or did you not agree not to
you were persuaded by the Finance Committee because you felt it might jeopardize the budget bill?
Sen.

put

it

on

HB

1030,
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Sen.

SPANOS: Did you

Yes, Sir.

or did you not put

in order to avoid that confrontation in the

Sen.
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That

is

it

on

HB

1019

House?

very true.

KOROMILAS:

I have a question of Senator Bradunderstand that every time GSA wants a benchmark for a computer to be used with the federal government
it has to traipse this computer down to Houston?

Sen.

shaw:

Am

I to

BRADSHAW: No. Sometimes they have to go to
Washington and other times they have to go to Port-

Sen.
Seattle,

land, Oregon.

They have

United

and

to

go

to

many

different parts of the

seem to be too big a problem
for the United States because they run a rather large size air
force and they have to send those planes on missions, so I guess
they probably can do it without too much problem to them.
But, unfortunately, the State of New Hampshire doesn't have
an air force, nor do we have $100,000 in our budget for out-ofStates,

this doesn't

state travel.

do have an amendment prepared to House
fall more logically and be easier for the
clerks to handle if it was adopted after the Committee amendment. Now, the Committee amendment includes items other
than the benchmark reference, and I do not propose in any
way to jeopardize the city of Dover nor the city of Portsmouth
from getting their funds for their historic celebrations. ConseMr. President,
1019. It

Bill

quently,

I

I

would

personally will vote to adopt the

amendment but

would hope that the Senate would support my amendment
which would eliminate Section 7 which is the benchmark reference.
I

know

would

like to state at this time, so that the Senate will

exactly the procedures that have been used in the re-

quest for proposals for obtaining the computer as some of you
may have read, the Data Processing Commission was prepared
to go to Governor and Council to seek their approval to acquire a computer under a bid that was taken back in April or

May. However, there was a great deal of screeching by the bidders that were unsuccessful and they made such allegations that
the specifications were rigged in favor of one company rather
than somebody else, which I happen to know for a fact had
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no foundation

in truth, but, nevertheless,

probably be a

lot better to

we

felt that it

go ahead and draw up a new

would
set of

specifications.

We

this program I would guess in probably
assigned certain personnel from the Department of Data Processing to work out a set of specifications that
clearly spelled out the performance both of the hard ware and

embarked on

mid-August.

We

of the soft ware,

get as

many

and

it

would be

proposals from as

non-restrictive so that

many vendors

we could

as possible.

We

then learned that in Bedford, Massachusetts, at Hanscom Air
Force Base, all Air Force procurement of computers are done at
that facility. Our people talked at great length, we had many
trips, and the Air Force was most cooperative, and I might just
add they alleged to be the largest purchaser of computers in
the United States, that is the Air Force, much larger than GSA.
These people were most cooperative and we worked the specifications out.

There was considerable discussion about using the benchmark system, but even the Air Force personnel admitted
the State of

New

— that

—

was just not applicable to
Hampshire, that many of our programs don't

not admitted, they agreed

it

have an outside reference point, that the only thing that we
could reference it to was our own work, and that hardly would
satisfy a skeptic, to have one agency set the criteria and then
that same agency to determine whether or not you have met
the criteria. It is a foregone conclusion what that answer would
be. So, the Air Force did say that the benchmark system just
wasn't applicable to the State of New Hampshire.

Now, Mr. President, I have heard all sorts of accusations
made about GDP. There are certain people within the state
family that are hellbent to scuttle GDP, even if it takes the

New Hampshire with it. I stand here, and in absolutely
no way accuse any member of this Senate of knowingly being
involved in this plot. However, this benchmark deal is not
really new to me. I have heard it, and there is one vendor in
particular who would love to have this in the specifications, and
this is one of the things that we have tried very, very diligently
State of

to avoid, that is to put in any item that favors one manufacturer
over another. I hope that when we have the opportunity, the
Senate will vote to eliminate Section 7. It is completely unnecessary and, in fact, is nothing more than another stall tactic to
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gone into

this pro-

gram.

KOROMILAS: What

Sen.

ment

put out

BRADSHAW:

Sen.

specifications that

X

state has

new computer?

bids for a

of 8i/^

operational reliability measure-

under which the

in the specifications

is

I

11 sheets of

Senator Koromilas, we have a set of
would guess is probably one inch thick
paper. I do not know whether anybody in

the balcony happens to have these specifications with them,

but

if

they did I would appreciate it if they would send them
the messenger. But, that set is that thick, and it spells

down with

out the functioning of the computer, it spells out the hard ware,
it spells out the soft ware, and if a bidder fails to meet those
specifications, then I am sure that the Division of Purchase and
Property will not accept that bid. Now, let's carry it one step
further. If the State should become involved with a contractor,
with a company, that fails to meet the very carefully defined
criteria, then I think it is very obvious that they are not going
to get paid, and I do not believe that one has to stretch their
imagination at all to realize that the company that puts a computer in here intends to get paid for it. If they didn't expect
to get paid for it, they probably would stay home and play
checkers.

KOROMILAS:

Sen.
Is

I

am

going

to

reword the question.

there anything in the specifications that has been sent out to

the various companies that pertains to the operational reliability of the

State of

computer that
Hampshire?

is

now being put

out for bid by the

New

Sen.

BRADSHAW: Yes.

Sen.

KOROMILAS: What

are those measurements?

Sen. BRADSHAW: Senator, if you would like to ask the
President for a recess I would be glad to go and get the set of
specifications and review them with you. Would you like me to
get a set of the specifications?

sure

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

BRADSHAW:

how many

It is
I

not necessary.

just can't repeat to

pages there are,

am

you

—

I

am

not

sure not going to stand
here and try to repeat the specifications to you.
I
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KOROMILAS:

Sen.

mark

Does the Air Force use the bench-

tests?

Sen. BRADSHAW: In most of their things, yes. It is my
understanding that the Air Force does. They have certain programs that are unique to them only, and in those programs
they do not use them, but in most applications they do. Again,

they are part of the federal system.

them than

it

has

It

more application

to

has to us.

Sen. KOROMILAS: I know that the bids haven't been returned probably in all instances, but what are we talking about
in terms of this computer?

BRADSHAW:

Well, now, this is why we have the
what these people are going to come up
with for a price. We have allowed in the budget, roughly now,
$175,000 for the first year. Now, of course, we have lost some
Sen.

bids out, to find out

time,

we

are not sure exactly

when

a determination will be

what computer, and consequently we do not know
when the delivery is, and so we are getting
into a situation where we may only have six months in this
fiscal year, and it could be down in the vicinity of $100,000.

made

as to

at this point exactly

Sen.

KOROMILAS: What

the total cost of this com-

is

puter?
Sen.

BRADSHAW: You mean

Sen.

KOROMILAS:

Sen.

BRADSHAW:

Purchase

it,

if

we were

to purchase

it?

right.

Roundhouse

figures,

three or four

million dollars.
Sen. KOROMILAS: I would like to speak on the amendment. Mr. President, by no means am I really an expert on
computers, this I will admit at the outset, but I know if the
computer is going to cost us three million dollars, if we so purchase it, if we do, I find nothing wrong with requiring some
kind of test for this particular computer in terms of reliability.
We are talking about three million dollars. I do not take issue
with what the distinguished Senator from the tenth District has
said, there is nothing in the law that requires, today, that the
computer meet certain standards. It may be true in this particular case the standards of the Air Force had been followed, but
there is nothing in the law that says that computers purchased
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by the State of New Hampshire have to meet a certain test,
and I think this is all this particular amendment does. It requires the State to follow some standard. I have no problem
with respect to GSA or the Air Force. It would seem to me that
the Air Force, if the Air Force has certain tests, there is no reason
why we shouldn't use the Air Force. We should have some standards, we are not talking about a small item, we are talking
about a three million dollar item. That is a great deal of money
in

my country.

is

really a safeguard for the taxpayers of the State of

Sen.

BRADSHAW:

If,

in fact, this proposed

amendment

New

Hampshire, why is it effective only on contracts through a
particular day in 1973? What is magical about 1973?
Sen.

KOROMILAS: What

Sen.

BRADSHAW:

Senator, according to the

in the possession of the Senate

new

1973 are you talking about?

it says,

amendment

"Inserting after Section 74

Requirements of Bids for
Computers. No bid during the biennium ending June 30,
." etc, etc. If this really is put on because it has merit,
1973
why will we stop in 1973 and then go to some other system?
the following

.

.

section: 557:74-a

.

Sen. KOROMILAS: In direct response to your question,
have no problem with 1973. You can strike that or keep it in.
What I would like to have is a standard. I am not interested in
time limits.
I

Sen.

S.

SMITH:

I am not familiar with all the details on
understand from this discussion, a benchone in which you compare one programming and

computers, but as

mark

test

is

I

another programming which are similar,
Sen.

BRADSHAW:

Well,

I

would

is

this correct?

like to

answer the

first

part of your question. Senator. Don't feel like you are alone in

not knowing everything about computers. I don't think anybody around knows everything about computers. In the second
place, the benchmark system provides that you run a program
against the so-called standard program. It is similar to taking
sophisticated scales to Washington to have them calibrated.
You have to take your piece of work to where the standards are
housed. You just don't take it and put it against another program, you have to put it against the one that has been certified
as being the standard, and these so-called benchmark programs
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that the federal

government uses are

scattered,

I

guess, pretty

well throughout the United States. I do happen to know some
of them are in Texas, some are in the Northwest, I am sure
some are in the Northeast, also, but you must take your pro-

gram

to that standard, not just

somebody

else that

is

running

the program.
Sen.

S.

SMITH: The

programs which New Hampshire
to New Hampshire?

would produce would be unique
Sen.

BRADSHAW:

Well, some of them, Senator, such as

the one that has been developed for the Liquor Commission.
The federal government, of course, is not involved in the retail

liquor business and they have no reason to have a standard
system. The system that we are using is one that was done by

New Hampshire. There just isn't any way of comparing it with
anything else, and consequently if you put this requirement
on there it is a requirement that can't be satisfied, and Avhat
the real effect of this amendment is, it is to prevent the State
of New Hampshire from acquiring a computer, pure and simple.

Sen.

you

KOROMILAS:

Senator Bradshaw, did I understand
some people are voting for this
to do away with getting a computer

to say that the only reason

particular

amendment

in the State of

Sen.

is

New Hampshire?

BRADSHAW:

I

didn't say that, Senator.

I

said, I

can remember it pretty close, I am tempted to ask the
stenotypist to go back and quote it, but I think I can remember
it quite well. I said there were certain people involved in the
state family, and I think I clearly stated that I did not accuse
any member of this Senate of knowingly participating in this
activity, but there are certain members of the state family that
are hellbent that we are not going to get a computer for the
Department of Centralized Data Processing.
think

I

Sen. NIXON: I am looking at the proposed footnote DP
your amendment, and it says that no bids by prospective
vendor for a computer system or substantial part thereof can
be accepted by the State unless the bid shall provide for operational reliability measurements or benchmark tests which will
be similiar to those used by the United States of America in
standard Federal General Services Administration Computer
Acquisition Contracts, whatever that all means. Let me ask
in
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this,

there any cost involved in the administration of

is

these operational reliability

BROWN:

Sen.

know about
Sen.
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Not

to

measurements or benchmark

tests?

my

don't

knowledge.

If

there

is,

I

it.

NIXON:

So,

would not result
New Hampshire?

in

it

you say if this amendment were adopted
any additional expense to the State of

Sen. BROWN: Just a minute. Bids probably will have to
be redrawn to meet this, and if this is the case then there might
be an expense there. I don't know, but I gather there might be.

NIXON:

gather then that at least the probability
is adopted, that the expense to New
Hampshire will be greater than otherwise would be the case?
Sen.

exists, if the

Sen.

BROWN:

chine that

Sen.

This

we know

good insurance,

I

it is

NIXON: Was

that there

would

is

possible,

but

I

think

we

if

absolutely sure will do the job.

think

with regard to

tee

I

amendment

money

well spent

I

get a ma-

think

if this is

it is

the case.

there any testimony before the commit-

this particular

amendment which

indicated

in fact be an additional expense for the ad-

benchmark

so called, which was not
which has already been made
so that an additional appropriation by the State would be required to fund the testing process?

ministration of the

tests,

the subject of any appropriation

BROWN:

Sen.

no

I

do not

I

recall

any testimony to that

effect,

don't.

Sen. R.

there

is

SMITH:

wish to remind the good Senators that
amendment which provides

I

also a second part to that

the sum of $5,000 for the city of Dover and the city of Portsmouth to be expended by consent of their City Councils for
historical purposes for their celebration in the year 1973.

would be a charge upon the, so-called,
Committee amendment adopted.
Sen.

BRADSHAW:

ment to HB
amendment.

1019. It

is

This

bottle fund.

Mr. President, I have a further amendamendment. I will read the

a very brief

AMENDMENT
Amend

the bill by striking out section 7 and renumbering

the bill so that section 8 will read section

7.
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BRADSHAW: I see no point in belaboring this. I
we have expressed the pros and cons of leaving the socalled benchmark system in there, and I strongly urge my colleagues to support the amendment that I have just read.
Sen.

think

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
KOROMILAS:

I do not have the copy of the amendBradshaw has. I don't have the amendment
that the Committee of Finance put on to HB 1019. I do not
know what the effect of that is.

Sen.

ment

that Senator

Sen.

BRADSHAW:

Section 7 eliminates that section that
benchmark, using the

deals with the requirement of having

benchmark

testing system, the very item

we spent

a fair

amount

of time discussing.

Sen.

DOWNING:

Senator, in other words,

if

ment was adopted, we would be undoing what we
Sen.

BRADSHAW:

Only

references to benchmarking.

amendment

as

your amendjust voted?

that portion pertaining to the

We

would

leave in the rest of the

offered by the Committee, which deals with

allowing Portsmouth to get $5,000 and Dover to get $5,000 to
help them commemorate their anniversary.
Sen. R. SMITH: Wasn't it your intention, as I understood in your previous remarks, that this strategy would be used

in order to separate the
Sen.

amendment?

BRADSHAW:

Yes, Sir, I tried to

the outset, that the reason for doing

it

this

make that clear at
way was simply a

mechanical one that made it easier to assist the clerks in preparing the final version of the bill as passed by the Senate.
Sen. KOROMILAS: I oppose the amendment submitted
by the distinguished Senator from the tenth District. I do not
think, at least as far as I can speak for myself, that the intention of keeping the reliability measurement test in the bill is
to go along with a part of the family of state government that
wants to stop the purchase of a computer. I am more interested
because I think we will find in the future that we should have
some kind of measurement. We are talking about a three million dollar computer, and I think it makes good sense to have
in the law itself a requirement that there be a leeway, a built-in
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of any

computer that we may have
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to purchase.

We

do not buy all kinds of comare not the Air Force.
puters.
are talking about one that will cost three million dol-

We

do not think that would frustrate the purchase of a computer, because I understand from Senator Brown there has been
testimony that if this particular item, this particular amendment that he has proposed and that the Committee has adopted
would only delay the situation another four to six weeks; so,
I see no problem. Mr. Peale did say, and I understand he is the
lars. I

person

who

purchases these particular items for the Centralized
that, and I find nothing wrong with
a delay of six weeks, if that is what is required to make sure
that New Hampshire obtains a computer that is reliable and
has been checked through.

Data Processing, he did say

NIXON:

I support the amendment
not in a position, and I don't think
this Senate body are, to judge the relative merits or demerits of a computer purchase procedure, particularly at ten o'clock in the night of a single-day session
drawn, as I understand it, for redistricting purposes. But, I do
have some deep and sincere reservations about adopting an
amendment to an already-existing process apparently drafted
by a sole Senator and not at the request of any agency involved
in computer processing or one apparently now utilizing the
computer, with the assistance of a lawyer, which, in this body I
suppose, is hardly a recommendation that you adopt it. We
have a commission that has been appointed and has studied this
whole subject, and it hasn't come up with such a recommendation as is now before us which the amendment I support would
abolish. I have faith in the United States Air Force specifications, I have faith that they are equally as valid, applicable, accurate, helpful and reliable, as anything the General Services
Administration could come up with, and thus I see no need
for us to cause the state to wander in the field of speculation,
doubt and delay. There will be some delay, everybody admits
that, because we already know specifications are already out
and being bid on, and bids are being prepared right at the
present time. I sse no reason for us to get involved in all of this.
I frankly am somewhat disappointed we should be subjected to
this suggestion that we should do so. In the interests of the
state and the late hour, I hope you will adopt the amendment
no^v before you put this program on a solid basis.

Sen.

Mr. President,

now before the Senate.
many other people in

I

am
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LAMONTAGNE:

I have been sitting here listening
about this computer. Would you tell us now how you
are going to be spending three million dollars when you say in
the budget there is only $175,000?

Sen,

for hours

Sen. BRADSHAW: The question that was posed to me by
Senator Koromilas was, what would the computer cost if we
were to purchase it. We do not plan to purchase it because we
do not have the money to purchase it. It is customary to acquire computers either on a lease-purchase agreement or on a
straight rental agreement. The computer that is presently over
at the Highway Department, the RCA Spectra 70, is on a leasepurchase agreement. If memory serves me correctly, it is a
seven-year one. We have two or three years left on it. We have
provisions in the requests for bid to have vendors quote us the
lease-purchase price based on: a) a five-year program; b) a sixyear program; c) a seven-year program; and d) an eight-year
program, and then we do have the other section in there which

on a straight rental plan. It is my
have not seen the bids, nor has anybody else at this
point, but it is my guess that we will select one of the leasepurchase agreements, which is in the best interests of the state.
Whether it is five, six, seven, or eight years, I do not know at
this point. We won't know until the bids come in, but we certainly are not going to outright purchase the computer. No. 1,
we don't have the money; and No. 2, it is not a wise way for
most people to tie up their money.
asks

them
and

guess,

Sen.

for their price

I

LAMONTAGNE:

In other words. Senator, you are

talking about the specifications, you are not talking about pur-

chasing something for three million dollars, you are talking

about the leasing of
Sen.

Sen.

this

computer,

is

that

what

it is?

BRADSHAW: That is correct.
KOROMILAS:

What,

in effect,

is

a lease-purchase

agreement. Senator?
Sen. BRADSHAW: It allows the state to pay certain rental
on a computer and build up equity in that computer so that at
the end of a period of time the state may, if it chooses to exercise that option, acquire complete title to it. I would also like
to state that

we can

cancel the lease arrangements with proper
we are not boxed in to a five, six,

notice to the vendor so that

seven, or eight-year situation.

The

state

happens

to

be in a
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we

down

very peculiar position where
to a

write really what boils

one-way contract; we can get out of

it,

but the vendor

can't.

Sen. BROWN: Mr. President, I will admit that I am not
knowledgeable, too knowledgeable, of the computer industry,
nor do I believe over a half dozen of the 424 legislators in the
state are any more familiar with this than I am. So, therefore,
I am taking the word of the experts, such as the Data Processing, that we do need this machine. I want them to have it.
I am not objecting to it. Whether you buy it or get it on a
lease-purchase deal, it is still in the period of time going to
cost three million dollars. This is okay. All I ask is that there
be safeguards so that the taxpayers' money of the State of New
Hampshire will be protected and get the machine that will do
the job.

That

Sen.

is all I

ask in this

TOWNSEND:

amendment

now

amendment.

Mr. President,

before us. There

I rise

in support of the

one point that hasn't
been brought out that did come out in the eharing this morning before Senate Finance, and that is the fact that Mr. Peale
of Purchase and Property testified that he and his department
were satisfied that the procedures being followed in asking for
bids and the specifications satisfy him and his department, and
that the taxpayers of the State of New Hampshire were adequately protected in the purchase of whatever contract or bid
that

is

is

they accepted.

KOROMILAS:

I have a question for Sen. Townsend.
words if the state at some future date
were to actually cancel a contract, which is a one-way street on
a lease-purchase, then we will have to go through the same thing

Sen.

Sen.

if

Townsend,

in other

this particular situation at the present

time doesn't work out

cancel and take on another computer and
wouldn't have any kind of specification to be followed.

we could
Sen.

TOWNSEND: No

different than

we have

we

still

at

the

present time.

ROLL CALL
Requested by Sen. Koromilas.
Yeas: Sens. Lamontagne,

S.

Smith, Snell, Townsend, Nixon,

Bradshaw, English, Leonard, R. Smith and Porter.
Nays: Sens. Gardner, Spanos, Ferdinando, Morrissette, Provost, Brown, Koromilas, Downing, and Foley.
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Results:

Ten

senators having voted in the affirmative

nine having voted in the negative, the

amendment was

and

adopted.

SUSPENSION OF RULES
Sen. S. Smith moved that the rules of the Senate be so far
suspended as to place HB 1019, HB 1026 and HB 1015 on third
reading and final passage at the present time.
Adopted.

THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE
HB 1019, relative to district court sessions, the salary

of

justices, articles of agreement of charitable organizations, the
public defender system for Merrimack county, making appro-

priations out of the historical fund.

HB

1026, establishing the ward lines for six wards of the
Dover and changing representation of the council and
school committee of said city.

city of

HB

1015, reapportioning the

ENROLLED

HB

House

BILLS

1022, establishing the

ward

of Representatives.

REPORT
lines for the city of Ports-

mouth.
Sen. Ferdinando

For the Committee

Adopted.

COMMITTEE REPORT
HB

1034
establishing

Ought

new ward

to pass. Sen. S.

Sen.

S.

Smith

lines

for

in

the city of Manchester.

Reapportionment.

SMITH: The Committee

Report on the Manchester

realignment of wards bill brings the bill in as Ought to Pass.
There was long discussion relative to it, and an amendment
dealing with it, an adjustment of the Senate districts to coincide with the changed ward lines subject to a referendum which
will be held in November. Whenever we are talking about Senate districts, it seems that either the House or the Senate be-

comes somewhat controversial. Due to the lateness of the hour,
it is our feeling that the bill should be brought in Ought to
Pass. Unlike most of the city districts realignments, the city of
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Manchester did a few different things. First of all it reduced its
of wards from fourteen to twelve. However, the bill

number

doesn't take into consideration other amendments that must
be made to the city charter. Therefore, at a later date the legislature will have to consider these changes in the Manchester

Manchester and at that time, I hope it
not in the too distant future, we will make, somebody will
make a presentation, if nobody else does I will, upon the redistricting of the Manchester senate seats. I think that it is imperative that the realignment of wards take place because Manchester at the present time is in absolute violation of the principle of one man, one vote. My understanding is that each ward
has one alderman and the wards vary in size from 1800 to approximately 12,000. So, therefore, I think it is imperative for
the benefit of the welfare of the people of Manchester that this
bill be brought out as Ought to Pass.
districts or in the city of

is

Sen.

FERDINANDO:

I

have an amendment.

AMENDMENT
Amend Laws

of 1915, 274:1 as inserted

by renumbering Ward No.
and Ward No. 6 to read 4.

bill
3,

Sen.

FERDINANDO:

It

3 to read 6,

was brought

by section

Ward No.
to

my

1

of the

4 to read

attention yes-

somebody showed me the map and I told them I ^vould
be very happy to present the amendment. All it does is it
changes 3:6 back to the way it was presented on the map shown
at the hearings. It doesn't change the ward line in any manner,
way or fashion. This is what the amendment does. I would hope
that the Committee would go along with it.
terday,

Sen. SPANOS: I rise in opposition to the amendment offered by Sen. Ferdinando for several reasons. No. 1, the bill
which now appears before this body is the product of the minds
of the Hillsborough County-Manchester Delegation, and my

understanding was that the vote in that delegation was something like 42-0, and the report was signed by such stalwarts of
the majority party as Kim Zachos and Elmer Ackerson, and it
is certainly deserving of your consideration. I also would like to
point out that in the testimony that Sen. Ferdinando offered to
us there was no valid reason that he gave to us for changing
these various wards, their numbers. We tried to get into it a
little deeper as to the reason for it, and one of the reasons he
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gave was that at one of the hearings, at least, it was indicated
that these numbers were used on the map. Well, the people
who were on the sub-committee and who attended the hearings
informed me there were more than three maps that were used.
So, I do not know that that is significant in trying to alter the
situation at this time. It is also my understanding that, on the
question by a member of the Manchester delegation, that Sen.
Ferdinando didn't attend the four meetings held for the consideration of this bill. I would have to say that the weight of
testimony would be in favor of those who had appeared at the
hearings and whose evidence was given to us that this is the
accord of the Hillsborough delegation. I might also say again,
and it is very difficult to say it again, I hate to bring up this
bugaboo, but if this bill is amended it may well be the demise
of the bill if it should return to the House, and I would have
to see us become a part of the destruction of that apportionment made by the Manchester delegation caused by this very
obtuse, minor, insignificant amendment, which I find no validity for at this time.

Sen.

the

KOROMILAS:

amendment

Mr. President,

I

rise in

offered by Senator Ferdinando.

I

support of
think that

amongst other people in Manchester, feel this is the way
should be done, and I am satisfied that he has the wisdom
and the reason for asking for this particular amendment. I will
not go behind his viewpoints. I feel that the Senate should
support this amendment.
Adopted.
he,
it

SUSPENSION OF RULES
Smith moved that the rules of the Senate be so
suspended as to place HB 1034 on third reading and final
Sen.

far

S.

passage.

Adopted.

THIRD READING AND FINAL PASSAGE
HB 1034, establishing new ward lines in the city of
chester.

RECESS

Man-
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HOUSE CONCURRENCE TO SENATE AMENDMENT
HB 1019, relative to district court sessions and the salaries
of justices.

HOUSE NON-CONCURRENCE WITH SENATE

AMENDMENT
REQUEST FOR COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE
HB 1034, establishing the ward lines in the city of Manchester.

The Speaker
Vachon

has appointed Reps. Zachos, Robinson and
on the part of the House.

as conferees

The Chair appointed

Senators Ferdinando and Provost as

conferees on the part of the Senate.
Sen. R. SMITH: Mr. President, each month the office of
the Legislative Budget Assistant issues sheets relating to the
General Fund. They are entitled, "General Fund Unrestricted

Revenue" and it is a statement showing revenue received from
one period to the next, in comparison with similar data for
the corresponding period in a previous year. If there are any
Senators who do not receive this who would like to receive
this,

would they please leave their names with Mrs. Foster in
120 and we will see that they are put on the mailing list.

Room

HOUSE DISCHARGE OF COMMITTEE
OF CONFERENCE

HB

1034, establishing the

ward

lines in the city of

Man-

chester.

The

Speaker appointed

the House, Reps. Milne,

The Chair
on the part

new

conferees on the part of

reappointed Senators Ferdinando and Provost

of the Senate.

ENROLLED

HB
HB

as

Vachon and Robinson.

BILLS

REPORT

1015 reapportioning the House of Representatives.
1019, relative to district court sessions, the salary of
agreement of charitable organizations, the

justices, articles of

public defender system for Merrimack County, making appropriations out of the historical fund.
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HB

1026, establishing the ward lines for six wards of the
Dover and changing representation of the council and
school committee of said city.

city of

HB 322, relative to dogs pursuing game.
HB 1013, relative to redistricting the

congressional dis-

tricts.

HB
HB

1014, reapportioning the councilor districts.
1018, relative to medical payments covered in

motor

vehicle liability insurance policies.

HB

1031,

authorizing expenditures of highway subsidy

funds.
Sen. Ferdinando

For The Committee

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
Sen.

KOROMILAS:

that are left are very

What

As I understand it, the only things
uniform and don't require a full attend-

Chair with respect
the session going
to end? Is it going to end tonight? Is it going to end subject
to the call of the Chair, or how is it going to end?

ance.

is

going to be the

final rule of the

to this particular session? For example,

Sen.

BRADSHAW:

when

Senator Koromilas,

is

I

was just meeting

work this out, this procedure for winding down this
session, and as you undoubtedly are aware, it requires that both
bodies agree to a procedure, and the Speaker of the House has
announced his intention to the House to adjourn to the call of
the presiding officer. At the moment it is likewise my opinion to
do the same thing. One of the prevailing reasons for doing this
to try to

to give the legislature an opportunity to participate in selecting a day to return for the special session, about which there
are meeting with the
has been considerable conversation.
is

We

Governor shortly
Sen.
sion

work

this out.

LAMONTAGNE: How

when
Sen.

to try to

can we go into a special

ses-

the regular session hasn't been adjourned?

BRADSHAW: We

ney General that
in the past where

it

it

have had a ruling from the Attoris legal, and there have been other cases
has been done. It is all documented.
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FURTHER PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
KOROMILAS:

As I understand the statement by
would be at the call of both leaders
of both houses, and this, as I understood you to say, that would
give the legislature some kind of say in a special session?
Sen.

the Chair, this adjournment

BRADSHAW:

Sen.

rumored

has been

It

sometime

a special session

that there will be

after the first of the year. In discus-

we felt that it was in the best inhave at least a consideration as to
of any special session, out of consideration for the mem-

sing this with the Speaker,
terests of the legislature to

the start
bership,

FURTHER PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY
KOROMILAS:

Sen.

we

that

think

I

I

heard the Governor say

are going to have a special session in the beginning

of the year,

and

it is

more than

a

rumor.

Is

that a fair conclu-

sion?

Sen.

BRADSHAW:

ernor say that,

I

am

If

you

tell

me you

have heard the Gov-

willing to accept that.

HOUSE ADOPTION OF
COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE REPORT
HB 1034, establishing new ward lines in the city of

Man-

chester.

(See

House

Journal.)

SENATE ADOPTION OF COMMITTEE OF
CONFERENCE REPORT

HB

1034, establishing

new ward

lines in the city of

Man-

chester.

Adopted,

ENROLLED

HB

1034, establishing

BILLS

new ward

REPORT
lines in the city of

Man-

chester.

Sen. Ferdinando

For

The Committee

INTERIM COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS
BY THE PRESIDENT

HB

7 (Chapter 560) relative to the establishment of an
relative to the appraisal

open space land study commission, and
of land.
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Sen. Porter

HB

63 (Chapter 67) creating an interim committee to study
the problems of disposing of beverage bottles and cans.
Sens. Porter,

Bradshaw and McCarthy

HB

71 (Chapter 540) relative to the authority of the coordinating board of advanced education and accreditation.

Sen. English

HB 220 (Chaper 472) establishing a special committee to
study the acquisition of certain dams and the feasibility of enacting a local assessment on shorelines.
Sens. Porter

and Brown.

HB

242 (Chapter 120) providing that the reregistration of
voters be postponed until 1973 and establishing a committee to
study and report on the form of checklists.
Sens.

HB

Townsend and R. Smith

248 (Chapter 111) establishing an interim commission

to study flood plains.

Sens. Porter

and

Foley.

HB 269, prohibiting the mining of sand and gravel in the
inland and tidal waters of the state.
Sen. Snell.

HB 308, to provide forms for voter registration, and make
an appropriation therefor.
(To be studied by committee established by

HB

242)

HB

337 (Chapter 510) establishing a commission to study
goals, purposes, organization and financing
of the state university system and other aspects of higher educa-

and report on the
tion.

Sens. Jacobson, English

HB

and McCarthy

356, to preserve the state's landscape and its gravel supply by taxing gravel, landfill and crushed stone sold for out-ofstate use and making an appropriation therefor.

Sen. Snell.
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HB 451 (Chapter 297) establishing a commission to study
and make legislative recommendations concerning the regulations and licensing requirements which apply to halfway houses.
Sen. Snell

HB

970, authorizing towns to regulate certain earth excavations and to issue permits therefor.

Sen. Snell.

HB

991 (Chapter 401) establishing an interim committee
automobile insurance.

to study no-fault

Sens.

Nixon and Downing

HJR

43,

providing for a

(To be studied by

visitors'

center in the state house.

the commission established by

SB

315)

HJR 55 (Chapter 316) establishing a special committee to
study the effectiveness of the laws relative to access to and use
of public buildings by the physically handicapped.
Sens.

HCR
Sens.

SB

Brown and Marcotte
12, relative to election laws.

Ferdinando and Spanos.

107 (Chapter 548) to reorganize the commission on in-

terstate cooperation.

Sens. S. Smith,

Bradshaw and Foley

SB 113 (Chapter 269) to increase the penalties for driving
while intoxicated or under the influence of drugs.
Sens. Ferdinando, Jacobson

SB

and Lamontagne.

213, relative to sessions for correction of or additions to

the checklist

and

for alterations of or additions to party registra-

tion.

(To be studied by

the committee established

by

HCR

12)

SB 315 (Chapter 556) relative to continuing the office space
study commission.
Sens.

Bradshaw and R. Smith
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S|R 26. pioviding tor a special legislative committee to
study the methods by which a public defender system can be
implemented

in tlie state.

Sens. Leonard.

Koromilas and Jacobson.

SJR

27 (Chapter 28:>') pro^ idiug for a special legislative
to study the feasibility of establishing a non-adversary juvenile and domestic relations court in the state.

committee

Downing and Leonard.

Sens. Jacobson.

SJR 28 (Chapter 549) establishing a committee to study
the feasibility of off track betting.
Sens. S. Smith,

SJR

Gardner and Spanos

35 (Chapter 388) establishing a commission to study

the restructuring of the tax commission.
Sens. S.

RSA

Smith and Townsend

8-C:2 Data Processing Commission.

Sen. Bradshaw.

RSA

17-A Legislative Services Committee.

Sens. Bradshaw, R.

RSA

17-C:2

Sens. S.

RSA

Smith and Spanos.

Committee

of legislative orientation.

Smith and Foley

167-A:1 State Council on Aging.

Sen. Morrissette.

RSA

170:2-a Advisory committee: (Child-placing

and

child-

caring agencies).
Sen. Tufts

RSA 200-G:2

Education commission of

tlie States.

Sen. English

(Laws of 1961) 221:16 Advisory Committee

to study salaries

of state officials.

Sen. R. Smith

Laws

of 1967, 380:11 Legislative Historical

Sens. Bradshaw, S.

Smith and Spanos.

Committee.

Sknaik

RSA
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383:20 Bank Advisory Jioard.

Sen. Poulsen.

Flammable Fabrics Study

(Speaker's Special Cornrniiiee).

Reps. Reddy, Chairman, Goodrich,

Thompson, Maloomian

and Perkins.
Standardization

of

Reports by State Agencies (Speaker's

Special Committee).

Reps. Benton, Chairman, Michels and Spirou.
Sen.

S.

SMITH moved

tfiat

the Senate adjourn suhjeet to

the joint tall ot the President ot the Senate
of the House,

Adopted.
Senate adjourned at

1

1:59 o'clock.

and the Speaker
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Agriculture

—

to specify

continued
intervals between rabies revaccinations

HB

432

department

SB 263
SJR 2

functions transferred to environmental control department
service, additional appropriation

meat inspection
uniform state feed
Air navigation
Air pollution
abatement

HB
HB

bill

facility, definition

amended

actions against polluters by individuals
by corporations, etc
by firms, municipalities, etc
commission permit system established; powers
control facilities, tax exemptions; limitations
Aircraft
emplaning fee, charter planes

CACR
CACR
expanded

HB

31

HB
HB

613
494

HB

439

681

am

HB

452

HB
HB

718
783

HB

334

363-366

SB

P.M
may be

HB

171
131

HB

537

after 6:00

licenses. See also:

28

SB 227
SB 293

mileage misrepresentation prohibited
Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970, superseding Federal Airport Act
Airports. See also Heliports
Keene, appropriation may be used for land acquisition
Lebanon, appropriation may be used for land acquisition
Alcohol and drug abuse program director, examination of possible
drug dependent persons at court order
Alcoholic beverages
breathalyzer test, remarks and reprint from Wall Street Journal
dancing permitted in restaurants and hotels serving, Sundays
holiday sale

100
454

authorized by liquor commission on certain days
Alcoholic beverages, permits

ballrooms

SB 235
SB 178

after April 1st
special, provisions re hotel
liquor commission. See: Liquor
fees

rooms extended
commission
malt, disposal of containers, study committee

HB

am

63

minors

HB

666
entertaining in lounges, etc., where served
SB 126
purchase and possession of beer
79
may serve as incident to employment if 18 or over
motor vehicle operator's license suspension for possession discretionary SB 56
31 am
monthly report of quantity sold, penalty for false statements
age
age

18,

19,

HB

non-citizens may serve
operating vehicles under influence of. See: Boats, operating
under influence of liquor or drugs; Motor vehicles,
intoxicated drivers

HB
HB

569

permits
fees after April 1st
persons convicted of certain felonies
prohibited at interscholastic athletic contests
ski areas, state

owned,

sale

permitted

SB 235

HB
HB

761

467

SB 235 am

state stores

New London
Sunday opening
wines, off-sale license authorized for retail stores
Alcoholic content of blood. See also: Implied consent law
as evidence of intoxication, percentage reduced
Alcoholics, rehabilitation. See: Alcohol

SB 190
SB 118
SB 99
SB

17

HB

80

and drug abuse program;

Halfway houses
All terrain vehicles. See: Motor vehicles, all terrain
Allen, Rev. Vondel, guest chaplain

Ambulance senice
coordinating board

1210

HB

635

Subject Index
Ambulance

Service
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— continued

good Samaritan law extended
licensed by public health director

HB
HB

126
635

HE

989

Amendments. See: Constitutional amendment proposals
American Baptist Churches of N. H., name changed from United
Baptist Convention of N. H
American Revolution bicentennial commission
Amherst, town of, special meeting legalized
Amphetamines. See: Drugs
Anatomical

SB 312

HB

HB

two witnesses required to signature or revocation
transplants, liability limited
Anderson, Leon W., legislative historian
cited for outstanding research
remarks on history of women legislators
Animals. See also: Fish and game; names of animals
gifts,

1020

658

am

HB

203

1996
325-328

domestic
loss caused by hunters and wild animals, interim study committee HJR 50 am
proper confinement requirement for town liability for harm by dogs SB 60
excluded from restaurants and grocery stores, except seeing-eye dogs HB 652
Annuities
group, requirements and prohibitions
SB 299
minors may purchase if age 15
SB 299
variable
registration of companies, agents
required provisions of contracts

SB 299
SB 299

and salesmen

HB

Anti-kickback in public works law
Apartments, standards of fitness for human habitation
Appalachian National scenic trail, preservation
Apportionment. See: Reapportionment
Apprenticeship coimcil, appropriation, and membership
Appropriations
additional or special. See agency or subject concerned

SB

HB

HB
HB
HB

town or

city clerk

members
exempt from resident tax
fish and game licenses, expiration date
in South East Asia, N. H. flags, appropriation
on active duty, exempt from poll tax
motor vehicle insurance; insurance commissioner study
civil

process

without warrant
misdemeanors
Arts commission
additional appropriation
executive director, position created
See Nxunerical Index following for action on bills

380
393
799

SB 200

Armed

Arrest
abolished on execution and

212
321

and municipal courts SB 172

labor
disputes of state employees
grievances of city employees
Arborists, board, state entomologist a member
Architects, indemnification agreements with owners or contractors
prohibited
Area schools. See: School districts, area
forces
elections, absentee ballots returned directly to

201

HB 606
HB 918
HB 1030
SB

district,

am

SB 199
SB 313

capital
general, fiscal 1972 and 1973
supplemental; correction of footnotes
lapse time, extension, approved by comptroller, not limited to
federal funds

temporary, continuing
Arbitration
authorized in certain cases in superior,

328

....

HB

137

HB

1028

am

HB

887
SJR 32
HB 453
SJR 6

SB
SB
SB

131

175
172

SJR 1
SB 86
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Ash Swamp Road.

See:

Newmarket

SB 68

Assessors of taxes, election in towns
of three member boards
Assistant clerk, Roger C. Quimby, selected
Athletic contests, intcrscholastic, intoxicating beverages prohibited

HB

814

HB

467

HB

704
185

8

Attachment
corporate securities, injimction procedure

SB

exemptions increased
Attorney general
additional assistants
additional sets of RSA supplied to
alcoholic beverages, permits, certain convicted felons, consultation with liquor commission

SB 173

HB

HB

550

761

am

assistant

counsel for public in electric power
proceedings

temporary

classification

site

and construction

SB 217

provided

authority over charitable trusts
charitable trusts, petition to superior court for application of
cy pres doctrine
duties re environmental actions brought by persons as plaintiffs

HB

HB
HB

917
852

817

am

SB 293

HB

election laws, enforcement
environmental protection division
land sales full disclosure, discretion expanded
law enforcement manual revisions and supplements
opinion, designee of speaker or president may not sign bills
without specific legislation to that effect
unfair sales practices violations, enforcement
vacancy, deputy to act
Attorneys, for indigent defendants, fees, additional appropriation
Automobiles. See: Motor vehicles

HB
HB

993
173
818
549

HB
HB

686
808
551

SB

HJR

II

B
Bail and recognizances
bail commissioners, fees increased
civil process, abolished
Ball,

HB

482

SB

131
105

HB

537

Rev. Theodore, guest chaplain

Ballots. See: Elections; Town
Ballrooms, liquor licenses

meeting

SB 248

Bankrupts, future business, limitations
Banks, Rev. Charles L., guest chaplain
Banks. See also: Building and loan associations: Cooperative banks;
Credit unions; Savings and loan associations; Savings banks
authority to close during emergencies
directors, trustees, and officers may serve only one type of
financial

772

institution

holding companies, voting trust
for savings banks

certificates legal

HB

719

HB

695

SB 205
SB 206
SB 145

investments out of state limited
labor and material have precedence over
organization or participation in service corporations
taxes collected from mortgagors to earn interest
town funds, security for deposits
Barbed wire adjacent to schools, prohibition repealed
Barbers
blood test requirement eliminated
examining and licensing board, membership increased
Barnstead school district, meeting legalized
Bartlett, town of, boundary line with Hart's Location changed;
liens, claims for

referendum

738

investments

interest rate limits

Bastardy, civil process for

HB

HB

531

am

SB 204

HB

HB

528

205

am

HB

669

SB

HB

103
994

HB

506

SB

193
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Baston bridge (Woodstock), acquisition by state
SB 100
Bathing, public pools, approval by water supply and pollution
control commission
HB 636
Bayh, Sen. Birch, U. S. Senator from Indiana, introduced
1839
Beano, permitted Sunday after 12 noon; license fee increased
HB 545 am
Bear
one per season bag limit
HB 83
taking by use of dogs, season ends day before regular deer season .... HB 83
Bear Brook state park camp aieas
additional appropriation
SB 128
availability to disadvantaged, committee study
SB 71
Beaver, open season, March 1-31, Coos county
HB 472
Bedford school district, debt limit for school construction increased
HB 443
.

Beer. See: Alcoholic beverages
Begetting a child out of wedlock, fine
Belknap Co. house of correction and jail, superintendent,
separate position from superintendent of county farm
Belmont school district, meeting legalized

Benton, highway

.

.

HB

SB

193

950

am

HB 804
HB 44

reclassified

Berlin
city of, ward lines changed; referendum
Veterans of Foreign Wars, meals and rooms tax overpayment
Berry Pond (Moultonboro), motorboats prohibited
Beverages. See also: Alcoholic beverages
disposal of bottles and cans, study committee

HB

1035

SJR

HB

HB

1

458

63

am

Bicycles

equipment and markings necessary

to operate

SB 297

on highways

HB

rules of the road
Billboards. Sec: Outdoor advertising

779

BiUs
drafting deadline, res adop
held in finance committee, remarks
in possession of Senate, deadline for action on house bills
printing facilities
signature by designee of speaker or president
Birds. See also: Fish and game
banding, permit instead of license

755-756
1204-1206
1227
4
SB 182

HB

Blind
veterans, special

motor vehicle number

plates

white cane law

Blood
donations, minors age 18 or married minor regardless of age ....

HB

86

HB
HB

922
893

201

am

SB

172

tests

copies of state chemist's report as evidence under implied

consent law
implied consent law, waived
by physician

when

anticoagulant

is

prescribed

transfusions, injections, etc., liability limitation
Boards. See also distinctive word in name, as: Accountancy
and commissions, 275 in the state
Boats. See also: Pilots
abandoned, impounded; redemption or disposal
accidents, reports; duty to render assistance

HB

661

am

HB

203

board
74')

SB 191
SB 319

HB

conservation officers' power to board
houseboats, regulation

109

SB 319

motor

SB 319
SB 262

inspection
mileage misrepresentation prohibited

prohibited on Berry Pond (Moultonboro)
prohibited on Chocorua Lake
prohibited on Jericho Pond (Berlin)
See Numerical Index following for action on

HB

bills

681

am

HB 458
HB 9
HB 788

Senate Journal
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Boats
continued
prohibited on Mirror Lake in Woodstock
prohibited on Smith Meeting House Pond and Rollins

Pond (Gilmanton)
prohibited on Turtle

Town Pond

HB

265

HB

928

SB 216
SB 319

(Concord)

registration and fees
stationary, loaded rifles

and shotguns permitted
operating under influence of liquor or drugs
law enforcement authority of safety services director

HB

private, registration fees changed
propeller air driven, prohibited
reckless operation
registration fees, disposition of revenues
taxes repealed

HB
HB

228
624
SB 319
228
228
62

HB
HB
HB

Bob

houses, burning, penalty
Bobcat bounties

appropriation
repealed
Bodies. See: Anatomical
Bonds. See also: Notes

962

SB 319
SB 195

HJR
SB
gifts;

25
291

Deaths

municipal
hearings prior to vote in towns and districts
SB 120
one hearing required prior to vote in towns and districts
SB 120 am
pollution control, state guaranteed, publication of advertisement
for bids not required
675
voting procedure, issues in excess of $100,000
SB 120
municipalities may issue for cost of planning
SB 45
N. H. higher educational and health facilities authority, eligibility for investment
SB 189

HB

state

approval of sale by governor and council
long term, to retire short term indebtedness
Bonner, Dr. Thomas N., president-designate of UNH, remarks

SB 72
SB 300

by Sen. Snell
Borrowing limit, state

455-456

SB

increased

HB
long terra bonding
Boscawen Academy, income from funds
Society
Bottles, disposal of, study

1

am

241

SB 300
to

go to Boscawcn Historical

committee

HB

21

63

am

HB
HB

529
186

HB

Boundaries
markers, removal or alteration, penalty increased
N. H.-Maine marine boundary commission
Bounties, bobcats
appropriation
repealed
Bow and arrow. See: Fish and game
Bradley, Richard, in favor of
Bradshaw, Sen. John R. See: President
Breath test, implied consent law

HJR
SB

HJR

HB

HB

qualification of inspectors
repair of damage (Thornton

and Woodstock)

50

246

am
277

Breathalator, exhibit
Breathalyzer test, remarks and reprint from Wall Street Journal
Bridges
Baston bridge (Woodstock) state acquisition
inspection, prerequisite for state aid

Merrimack River (Merrimack), study authorized by commissioner
of public works and highways

661

25
291

363-366

SB 100

HB
HB
SB

264

127

am

HB

264

100

am

HB

400

state

aid to towns
and town aid

SB 24

Subject Index
Brown, Sen. Ward

B., remarks on intimidation re
Appropriations
advisory committee

Budget. See

2291

HB

328

604-605

also:

HB

74
606

CACR

34

capital

agency exceeding 10% of previous budget, two-thirds vote
required in each house
committees
municipalities, membership requirements modified
special town meeting, procedure
towns may use non-partisan ballots for electing members
towns, members-at-large, one-third elected each year
towns, non-partisan ballot required for elected members
municipalities, hearings, citizens' rights to be heard
Building and loan associations

SB 25

HB

823

SB 82

HB

investments, real estate
liquidity provisions amended
loans, unsecured, limitations
mortgages, limitations
organization or participation in service corporations
shares or deposits, equal status
trustee for self-employed individual retirement plans
Buildings. See also: Public buildings

SB
SB

957
160
168

HB
HB
HB

954
530
730

SB

144
531
143

HB

SB
SB 249

indemnification agreements prohibited between owners or
contractors and architects or engineers
permits, cities and towns, compliance with zoning and building
ordinances
Burials. See also: Crematories
prearranged funerals or burial plans
Business corporations. See: Corporations
Business profits tax

SB 200

amendments

HB

980

HB

906

HB
HB

241
331

credits

allowed railroads and public utilities, repealed
for taxes paid by railroads and public utilities, repealed
deductions, affiliated corporations
rate increased to 7%
revenue returned to cities and towns, dates changed; reimburse-

ment

for interest costs

SB 320

HB
HB
HB

696
331

am
am
am

HB

241

am

331

Galley, Lt. William, resolution proposed by Sen.
300, 319-323, 384-385, 517-548
Morrissette
Campaigns, political. Sec: Elections; Political contributions

Camps. See: Recreational camps
Campsites, reserve 5% for state residents

SB 59

Campus

disturbances, state institutions of higher learning
Canaan, Vt., school supervisory contract with N. H. supervisory
union no. 7
Canadian lynx, protected
Canadian National Railroad, N. H. residents, employees, income
tax withheld, remarks by Sen. Lamontagne
Candidates. Sec: Elections

HB

HB

145

HB

961

806

am

273-274

Canidea. See: Dogs

Cannon

HB
HB

Mt., ski area, resident discount increased
district, meeting legalized

Canterbury school

Capias, laws repealed
Capital improvements, appropriation
Capital punishment, prerequisites
Carnivals, attendance of police officers required; penalties increased
Carroll Co.
register of deeds, fees increased
See Numerical Index following for action on bills

HB

255
804

SB

131

HB
HB

606
489

516

am

HB

519

Senate Journal
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Carroll Co.

— continued

HB

sheriff, salary

CATV.
Cement

271

am

HB

518

SB

183

193

am

See: Community antenna television systems
vehicles, ready-mix, width limit increased

Central N. H. turnpike
defined; improvements authorized

nonlapsing appropriation
Certified public accountants. See: Accounting practitioners
Chapin, Elaine and Hank, estates, in favor of
Chaplain, joint committee appointed to select
Charitable corporations. See also: Corporations, voluntary
articles of agreement, required provisions

HB

SB

tolls,

S]R

8

HCR

10
13

HB

865

HB

1019

am

HB

1002

am

Charitable organizations
participation in common funds or nonprofit investment services
corporations, exempted from securities regulation

HB

permitted to hold raffles
Charitable trusts
court may modify or terminate because of frustration of
intention by federal taxation
cy pres doctrine, scope broadened

prohibited acts
regulation by attorney general
Checklists. See: Elections
Checks, fraudulent, arrest abolished
Cheney, Milo, elected sergeant-at-arms
Cheshire County, handicapped children, tuition aid by county

school boards

HB
HB
HB
HB

817
817
868
852

SB

131

174
32

am
am

8

SB

HB
HB

Child and family services bureau, action in child abuse cases
Children. See also: Manchester Children's Home; Minors
abuse, definition and reporting
benefit services
grants to school districts

16

HB

911

am

911

SB
SB

HB
HB

may provide

born outside of marriage, uniform act on paternity

10
13

205
663

child caring agencies

committee member appointed
day care advisory committee abolished
definition

2279
940
233
822 am
HB 233
HB 945

HB
HB

amended

enforcement of regulations of welfare director
HB
health certificate required for employees
rules and regulations, promulgated biennially only
dependent, aid to families, additional appropriation;
certain 1971 appropriations may be transferred
HB 214
dependent, establishment of paternity; securing financial support SB 29 am
handicapped
education
SB 174
tuition aid by Cheshire County
SB 174 am

HB
neglected and delinquent
indeterminate commitment to industrial school
reporting, investigation and protection
ski area rates reduced for residents under age 15
Chiropractic, definition; license fee increased; appointment of board
Chiropractors, consultation by labor commissioner re workmen's
compensation charges
Chocorua Lake, motor boats prohibited
Churches. See names of churches
Cigarette tax. See: Tobacco tax

32

am

HB 32
HB 663

tuition aid by county convention
illegitimate, uniform act on paternity

HB
HB
.

.

.

105
911

am
am

HB
HB

688
501

HB 769
HB 9

Subject Index

2293

Circuit breaker provision, remarks by Sen. Jacobson
Circuses, attendance of police officers required; penalties increased

456

HB

516

SB

170

am

HB

626

am

Cities

aged, program may be established
auction sale of surplus public property valued over $500
authority over driveways and accesses to public ways
charters and amendments as one document, filed with secretary
of state by Jan. 1, 1973
disposal facilities required

SB 123

SB 214

HB

172

HB

393

See: Dumps
elections. See: Elections

dumps.

employees. See

also:

Public employees

arbitration of grievances
fiscal year, optional; semi-annual collection of taxes
law enforcement officers, optional witness fees

mayor
and aldermen, authority
sions

re fluoridation;

111

HB

767

referendum provi-

SB 253
SB 169

repealed

vacancy procedure

HB

ordinances, violations, penalties increased

parking

SB

525

am

HB

870

facilities

from increased permit

fees,

where population

is

SB 276

over 50,000

HB

525

am

ordinance not superseded by state law
SB 129
personnel advisory board, findings on employees' grievance
appeals binding
HB 393
police, jurisdiction extended to other cities and towns on request .... HB 662
probation office where population is over 50,000
SB 198
property
acquired by tax deed, retention for public use
HB 670
not tax exempt when leased for profit making purposes
HB 651
revenue returned from state to replace repealed taxes, dates
changed; reimbursement for interest costs
HB 241 am
sewer rates, assessment basis
HB 768
local

tax

HB

maps required
relief for

taxes. See:

land taken for

fish

and game department

542

SB 75

Taxes

SB 309

violation of by-laws, penalty increased
ward lines. Sec names of cities

zoning changes
contents of notice of hearing; burden of proof for legality of change SB 247
public notice posted and hearings required
SB 247 am
Citizen job protection, transporting supervisory personnel from out
of state during a strike prohibited
SB 211
Citizens' task force, remarks on by Sen. Koromilas
41
Civil process, arrest abolished
SB 131
Civil rights

discrimination prohibited because of age or sex
human rights commission may accept grants and donations
Claims against N. H.
actions may not be maintained except to extent of minimum
limits of motor vehicle liability insurance policies
Bradley, Richard
Chapin, Elaine and Hank, estates

Club de Raquetteurs

Joliette, Inc.;

Club

Joliette Social

Crushing, Inc. of Littleton
Dukette, John
Lankhorst, John
Morrell, Ann
Pelkey, Reginald

See Numerical Index following for action on bills

SB 302
SB 285
SB 172

HJR

50

SJR 10
SIR 1
SJR 33
SJR 9
SJR 5
SJR 20

HJR

26

Senate Journal
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continued
Claims against N.H.
SJR 1
Veterans of Foreign Wars of Berlin
HJR 21
Wilson, William J
Claims for damages
payment of, not to imply liability; written notification to
SB 172
recipient required
to persons and property in motor vehicle accidents settled separately HB 958
HB 703
Clams and clam worms, licenses, misuse, loaning, penalty
57
Clark, Rev. William, guest chaplain
Claremont
city of, city manager to administer budgetary affairs of police
HB 807 am
department
HB 527 am
school district, meeting legalized
Clerk, Wilmont S. White, elected
8

SB 94

Clinical laboratories, regulation

Club de Raquetteurs Joliette, Inc. and Club
and rooms tax overpayment
Coastal zone environment study

Joliette Social, meals

SJR 1
SB 283

HB

Collective bargaining, state employees
Colleges and universities. See also: Education, higher; Vocationaltechnical colleges; names of colleges and universities
public or private, sheriffs and police officers may enter
Colleges, nonprofit, participation with savings banks in mortgage loans
Commercial feed law of 1971
Commercial paper, holder in due course doctrine abolished

380

am

HB
HB
HB

850
737
100
SB 229

Commissioners. See: County commissioners
Commissions. See: Study commissions, committees, and assignments
and boards, 275 in the state

745

Committees
special study. See: Legislative study committee; Study commissions,

committees, and assignments
standing
finance. See: Finance committee

9-12, 24-27, 42-43, 45

permanent, to replace legislative study committee
law marriages, cohabitation after 30 days, certain support

Common

HB

937

am

obligations
SB 32
Community antenna television systems, rates regulated
SB 20 am
Community colleges, approval of courses for credit at graduate level HB 71 am
Community recreation service, transferred to office of governor
SB 271
Commuters income tax
amendments
SB 320 am
income over $2,000
SB 320 am
late filing fee, penalty
SB 320 am

Comptroller, state employees' workmen's compensation
claims paid by
report to House appropriations committee
Computers. See: Coordinator of federal funds

SB 93
SB 93 am

Concord
city of

councilmen, 7 elected at large, 8
reregistration of voters

ward

lines

HB 1025
HB 1025
HB 1025
HB 507

from wards

changed; referendum

district court, district revised

technical institute. See: Technical institute
union school district, meeting date changed
Concord College (Manchester, formerly Concord Commercial
College), degree granting powers

HB
Concord Monitor, remarks by
Sen.

Sen. Spanos 128-129, remarks

recording

956

HB

182

277

am

by

Morrissette

Condemnation. See: Eminent domain
Condominiums, floor plans, filing; amendments

HB

274-275
to declarations,

HB

619

am

Subject Index

2295

Conflict of interest, public officials and members of immediate family
Congressional districts, redistricted
Conservation
natural resources and scenic beauty

...

SB 97

HB

101

CACR

28

officers

HB

overtime pay for on-call duty and emergency overtime
overtime pay for time spent in court
power to board boats
powers extended
Constitution, U. S. See: U. S. Constitution
Constitutional amendment proposals
agencies exceeding 10% of previous budget, 2/3 vote required
in each house
conservation of natural resources and scenic beauty by state

512

SB 65

HB
HB

109
276

CACR
CACR

34
28

district courts
trials of crimes committed in another county
venue, criminal cases
environmental bill of rights
general court

CACR 8 am
CACR 15
CACR 31
CACR
CACR

annual sessions
compensation ($25 per diem) and actual expenses
may provide mode of submission to voters at primary or general

HB

elections

membership, Senate increased

to 36

mileage limited to 60 days a year, 90 days in biennium
mileage limited to 90 days in biennium
governor, qualifications, age 27
highway fund, revenue restricted to highways, environment
protection, and education
jury trials in civil causes limited to cases involving over $2500
property other than land, classification for tax purposes
revenue raising bills may originate in either House or Senate
senate, qualifications, age 27

189

18

29

am

CACR 17
CACR 18 am
CACR 18
CACR 32

taxation of corporations
voting, age 18

Constitutional amendments, referendum, ballots counted by
secretary of state
Constitutional convention
delegate, incompatible offices, member of the general court
referendum for Nov. 1972
Construction
bonds of contractor to cover sub contractor
loans, payment by loaner for goods or labor upon presentation
of invoice

CACR 30
CACR 8
CACR 5
CACR 13
CACR 32
CACR 22
CACR 6
SB

122

SB 48

HJR

31

SB

134

SB

145

am

interest on charge accounts after 60 days only; limitation on rates ....
reporting agencies, content and disclosure of reports; penalties

SB

162

HB

312

am
am
am

Consumer

for

credit

noncompliance

holder in due course doctrine limited
uniform code, interim study

sales,

SB 229
SJR 23

Consumer protection
implied warranty on consumer products
information reporting agencies required to make data available
to individuals reported on
interest on charge accounts after 60 days only; limitation on rates
liquid fuels, lubricating oils and greases, deception in sale
motor vehicles, energy absorption system requirements
unfair insurance practices

SB 234

...

312

SB

162

HB

885
SB 212
SB 250

HB
unfair sales practices, complaints to attorney general
unsolicited merchandise, no legal obligation to sender

HB

181

HB
SB

am
808
172

Contoocook
board members, procedure
See Numerical Index {ollowing for action on bills

valley school district, election of

SB 149

Senate Journal
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Contoocook
continued
village dam, acquisition by water resources board, interim com-

HB

mittee
Contractors
bond required to cover sub-contractor
indemnification agreements with architects or engineers prohibited

.

am

220

SB 134
SB 200

.

Conway

HB

school district, meeting legalized

HB
town

of,

meeting legalized

HB
Conway, Frank,

legislative assistant for Sen.

701

994

am

HB

701

994

am

Harry Spanos

74

Cooperative banks
investments, real estate
liquidity provisions amended
loans, unsecured, limitations
mortgages, limitations
organization or participation in service corporations
shares or deposits, equal status
trustee for self-employed individual retirement plans
Cooperative schools. See: School districts, cooperative
Coordinating board of advanced education and accreditation
authority
membership to include one senator and one member of house ....
request to governor and council for revocation of degree granting
powers of certain colleges
Coordinator of federal funds, computer access to information on
federal

HB
HB
HB

964
530
730
144
531
143
249

SB

HB
SB
SB

HB
HB

HB

71

71

am

277

am

SB 267

funds and programs

Coos Co.

HB
HB

attorney, salary

commissioners, salaries
Corporations

HB

annual report,

false statements, penalty
business profits tax. See: Business profits tax
charters repealed
dissolution not effective until certificate from tax commission
fded with secretary of state
foreign
nonresidents may serve legal process on secretary of state
reservation of name
service of process against, on secretary of state; fee increased ....
insurance, merger, approval of insurance commissioner required
nonprofit, rendering investment service to educational or charitable organizations, exempted from securities regulation ....
securities, attachment or levy, injunction procedure
tax exempt, management of funds and investments of nonprofit

271
271
31

SB 317

SB 317

HB 122
HB 31 am
SB 187 am
SB 222

HB

1002

am

HB

704

HB

corporations
taxation of

1002
22

CACR

voluntary

agreement must provide for disposition of assets
dissolution
articles of aereement, required provisions for charitable
corporations
articles of

HB

upon

legislative charter, required provisions
Corpses, exposed
Correctional facilities, construction and operation may be covered
by agreements between governmental units
Cost of living increases. See: Aged, property tax exemptions;
Firemen's retirement system; Policemen's retirement system;
Retirement system, N. H.; State employees retirement system
Costs, award to prevailing party in litigation, law clarified
Council. See also: Governor and council
districts,

reapportioned

for teacher education,

membership and

duties

231

"" ""a
am
HB 867
HB 906

HB

1019

HB

818

am

SB 172

HB
SB

1014
301

Subject Index
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Counties
aged, program may be established
attorneys. See: County attorneys
audits, by order of the county convention

SB 123
SB 294

commissioners. See: County commissioners
employees. See: Public employees
farms, tax exempt
fiscal year, optional

SB 209
SB 111

officers

by county convention

salaries, set

HB

SB

153

271

am

SB 294

vacancies filled by county convention
tax anticipation notes not sold at public bidding

HB

774

am

County treasurers

treasurers. See:

County attorneys
assistant

SB 295

acting

Hillsborough, salary
salaries, set by county convention

HB

679

SB

153

HB

271

salaries

Coos
Hillsborough

Merrimack,

set

HB
by county convention

HB
set

by county convention

Strafford
Strafford, set

HB

by county convention
County commissioners
election districts, Rockingham
ineligible to

be superintendent of county farm or of the house

of correction

and

jail

HB

271

am

HB
HB

679

271

am

SB

HB

153
116

271

am

HB

496

950

am

HB

HB

271
153
116

271
271

am
am

HB

740

124

salaries

Coos
set by county convention
Strafford, set by county convention

SB

HB
HB

Sullivan

County conventions
appointments of county auditors and
members, compensation, Merrimack

filling

membership

vacancies in county offices

to consist of all state representatives
tuition aid for handicapped children

HB

and senators

deputy, salaries, Rockingham, set by county convention
salaries
set by county convention
Strafford, set by county convention

HB
HB

Sullivan

Court accreditation commission appointed
Courts. See also: District courts; Municipal courts; Probate courts;
Superior court; Supreme court
reporters, certified, licenses
unified system
waiver of costs and fees in certain cases

153
174

32

HB

764

SB

153

SB

HB

153
116

271
271

am
am

HB

740

SB 284
SB 215
SB 287
SB 286

Crabs

See Numerical Index following for action on

am

SB
SB

HB

County treasurers
bond increased

helpers' licenses, limitations
licenses, misuse, loaning, penalty

SB 294
271

_

bills

HB
HB

684
703

Senate Journal
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continued

HB

red, 12 per day permitted without a license
Credit. See also: Consumer credit

information agencies, required to make data available to individuals
reported on
Credit unions
audits, semiannual
interest rate

am

HB

312

HB

643

SB 96

on deposits

investments
Crematories, erection, maintenance and regulation
Crimes and offenses. See also names of specific crimes and offenses,
Murder; Obscenity
begetting a child out of wedlock, fine
committal to a house of correction or county jail for certain

HB
HB

709
905

SB

193

as:

HB 42 am
HB 620

offenses

new

703

criminal code

Criminal code

new RSA

Title

HB

LXII

reclassification of

RSA

Criminal procedure. See

Municipal courts; Superior

court; Supreme court
arrest without warrant

SB
SB

misdemeanors
depositions
prosecution

respondent

620
2

SCR

Title LVIII
also: District courts;

may take from certain witnesses
may take after arrest and arraignment

176
172

SB
SB

146
172
164
SB 31

HB

discovery, superior court, prior to indictment
motor vehicle riding without owner's consent not unlawful

SB 23

probable cause hearings

HB

court decision prior to grand jury presentation
sentences. See: Sentences
Crossbow prohibited in taking fish, wild birds, or wild animals
Crotched Mt. ski area, access road reconstruction
Crushing, Inc. of Littleton, in favor of
Curfew, minors under 16
Curtesy rights abolished
effective date
Cy pres, scope broadened re charitable trusts

am

164

HB

57

SB 282
SJR 33
SB 33
SB 62

HB

767

am

HB

817

D
Damages
advance payment on claims, not to imply liability; written notification
to recipient required
SB 172
property and personal injury claims in motor vehicle accidents settled
separately
HB 958
Dams. See also: Water resources board
fishways, procedure for determination of need, cost and design
HB 272 am
investigation of high and low water levels by water resources board;
HB 325 am
power to direct changes
Dances, public, attendance of police officers required; penalties
.

.

.

HB 516 am
increased
Dancing, restaurants and hotels serving liquor, Sunday after 6:00 PM ... SB 171
Dangerous sexual offenders, waiver of psychiatric examination
SB 7
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Mental Health Center, fishing permits, patients
HB 33
Davis, Esther, retirement credit
HB 409 am
Davis, Rene, U.N.H. speaker
366
Davis-Bacon Act equated with N.H. Little Davis-Bacon Act
HB 328 am
.

.

.

Day

care. See also: Children, child caring agencies
advisory committee abolished
Death penalty, prerequisites

HB
HB

940
489

HB
HB

905
906

Deaths
crematories, erection, maintenance and regulation
funeral or burial plans, prearranged; exposed corpses

Subject Index
Deaths

—

2299

continued

investigation by medical examiners

SB

wrongful
damages, measured by probable gross earnings during working
of deceased

176

life

HB

limitation on recovery, increased

HB
recovery to include expectable life earnings of deceased
limit, state, long term bonding
Debtors. See: Poor debtors
Deeds and conveyances. See also: Registers of deeds
dower and curtesy rights abolished
tax deed, execution by collector

149

am

SB

172

149

am

SB 172
SB 300

Debt

SB G2

HB

468

Deer
hunting
fluorescent orange clothing required
on islands by certain disabled persons
on Nov. 9 by residents only
muzzle-loader season, only single shot weapons allowed

SB 66

HB

HB 297
HB 587
HB 68 am
HB 706

open season to start Nov. 1
white, hunting or taking prohibited
Deering, town of, boundary line with Hillsborough changed
Defendant, name unknown, fictitious name may be used in equity

HB

proceedings
Dentists
participation in medical service corporations
procedures governing practice revised

HB

Dependents
abandoned and neglected

may

747

am

HB

187

HB
HB

town funds, security required

Depositions
prosecution

136

SB 29
SB 29 am
SB 119

deserted, investigation unit established
workmen's compensation benefits

Depositaries,

924

SB 85

take of certain witnesses

respondent in criminal cases may take after arrest and arraignment
Depository libraries for state publications

.

.

Detectives, private, and detective agencies, licensing and regulation;
board established
Dewey, Thomas E., Senate adjournment in honor of

133
528

SB 146
SB 172
SB 89
SB

135
2.?0

Disabled
aid, additional

HB
HB
HB

appropriation

hunting on islands
pennanently and totally, definition
veterans. See: Veterans
Disadvantaged N. H. residents, recreational areas available,
committee study
Discrimination, laws against, sex and age included

214
924
249

SB 71
SB 302

District courts

HB

additional, prerequisites for establishment

appeals to
superior court in criminal cases, repealed
supreme court
cases transferred to
clerks
salary,

supreme

court, findings filed

532

am

SB 172
SB 172
upon request

.

.

.

HB

180

am

SB 265

Portsmouth

special justices to act as

HB

180

criminal
jury of 6
convictions, review by
districts revised
cases,

supreme court

Concord
Manchester
See Nwnerical Index following for action on bills

SB 172 am
SB 172 am

HB
HB

.507
.532

Senate Journal
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District courts

— continued
HB

Nashua

532

established

HB
HB
HB

Hooksett

507
532
974
SB 172

Merrimack
fees

increased

jurisdiction, criminal cases
justices
cases transferred to supreme court
by findings and rulings of law

accompanied upon request

HB

members

of bar
practicing law, prohibition

660

am

HB

180

SB 58 am

annual computation and notification of municipalities
by administrative committee

salaries,

salary increase
salary increase, effective date
special,

SB 237 am

HB 755
HB 1019

changed

SB 237

salaries

justices of the peace

hearing

HB

180
SB 16

cases, qualifications

Manchester and Nashua associate
regular sessions in specified towns

justice

and deputy

clerk

HB 650
HB 1019
HB 660 am
HB 664

printing error corrected

reimbursement

to towns for maintenance of courtrooms
search warrants, jurisdiction over property and persons found
trial of crimes committed in another county
venue, criminal cases

am
am

CACR 8 am
CACR 15

Divorce
fault concept eliminated when there are irreconcilable differences
insanity of libelee, continuing obligation of sane spouse to

support insane spouse
irreconcilable differences as grounds
restoration of former name of wife, even though not requested
in libel
temporary orders of court during pendency of proceedings
Dogs. See also: Fish and game
definition as it relates to town liability for damage to livetsock
harassing game or domestic animals, fine increased to $25
legitimate killing, by state police officer or dog constable
liability of towns for harm to domestic animals only when

properly

SB 239 am
SB 239
SB 239 am

SB 239
SB 239

HB

SB

157

HB

322

322

am

SB 60

confined

license fees increased
rabies
control, authority clarified; revaccination intervals
revaccination intervals
warning on license, form specified
racing. See: Racing, dog
running at large where livestock are pastured, prohibited

HB
HB

HB

743

HB

432

743
743

am
am

HB 322
HB 22

treed animals piotected, penalty
Domestic relations. See also: Divorce; Support
juvenile court, non-adversary, study committee
probate courts, jurisdiction
Donahue, Msgr. Joseph M., guest chaplain
Doorkeeper, Merton Webber elected

SJR 27
SB 132
791
8

Dover
city of

allocation of money from state historical fund
authority re heating system of Pacific Mills; referendum
councilmen, 6 elected from wards, 3 at large

ward

changed; referendum
development authority, referendum

lines

industrial

Dower and

HB 1019 am
HB 574 am
HB 1026
HB 1026
HB 574
SB 62

curtesy rights abolished

effective date

Downing Pond (New Durham) dam
board, interim committee
Dredging. See: Excavating

acquisition

HB

767

am

HB

220

am

by water resources

Subject Index

2301

Driver education
exclusive and mandatory use of initial plate fund
funds from original operator's license and service fee for reissue of
same plate number
regulatory powers of commissioners of safety and education expanded
restricted instruction permits to 15 year olds, repealed
Drivers. See: Motor vehicles
Driveways, safety standards raised
Drugs. See also: Alcohol and drug abuse program
abuse, minors, treatment without parental consent

HB
.

.

712

SB 177
SB 51
SB 51

HB

626

HB

211

amphetamines
manufacture, sale, use, etc. prohibited
manufacturers, physicians, etc., semi-annual report to public health

SB 225

SB 225 am
SB 225 am

services division
use restricted

controlled
possession while driving

motor vehicle, penalties
HB 586
uniform legislation, interim study
HB 218 am
dependent persons, commitment
HB 334
operating vehicles under influence. See: Boats, operating under influence
liquor
drugs;
Motor
of
or
vehicles, driving under influence of drugs
seized by state police, 1969, 1970, statistics
923
Drunken drivers. See: Motor vehicles, intoxicated drivers
Dual enrollment. See: Education
Ducks and fowl, domestic, shooting by hunters, liability
HB 302
Duke, Rev. Evelyn, guest chaplain
324
Dukette, John, in favor of
SJR 9

Dumps
cities and towns, disposal facilities required
refuse from out-of-state, prohibited, except for
disposal districts
towns without facilities, state assistance

members

HB

172

SB

163

HB

294

am
am

193

am

HB

193
9

of regional

£
Eastern N.H. turnpike

HB

improvements authorized
extended to Milton- Wakefield project
tolls, nonlapsing appropriation
Economic development division
defined;

SB

SB 271
SB 270
SB 268
SB 272

community

recreation service, transferred to office of governor
office transferred to office of governor
promotion office transferred to office of governor
state geologist, transferred to office of governor
Economic poisons law, substances expanded and commissioner powers
incieased

graphic arts

HB

Eddy, Mary Baker, 150th anniversary
Education. See

also:

School

districts;

138
1954

Schools

child benefit services
appropriation, 1971
appropriations, 1972-73

SB
SB

13
10

commissioner, bookstore merchandise purchased for technical institute

and vocational technical

HB

colleges

dual enrollment
appropriation, 1971

SB 13
SB 10
SB 158
SB 174

appropriations, 1972-73
tuition

handicapped children
Cheshire County aid
county aid
higher. Sec also: Colleges; Vocational-technical colleges;
and universities
See Numerical Index following for action

592

SB

32

am
am

HB

32

174

HB
names

on

of colleges

bills
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Education

—

continued

and health

facilities

authority, bonds

and

notes, eligibility for

investment
SB 189
and health facilities authority, housing facilities, prior approval by
SB 189 am
local governing body
HB 578
and health facilities law, amended
building corporation laws, amended
HB 578
coordinating board. See: Coordinating board of advanced education

and accreditation
SB 301
council for teacher education, membership and duties
degree granting powers of certain institutions, revocation by governor
and council
277 am
granting of degiees
71
state aid fund for private institutions attended by residents
SB 154
state institutions, campus disturbances, faculty and student
145
penalties

HB

state institutions,

unemployment compensation

students, internship within state

for employees

.

.

HB

HB

HB

HB

309 ara
SB 304
337 am
SB 79

HB

337

government

study commission
study commission, expenditure of state funds
secondary, 3 year curriculum, study commission

SJR

18

am

state aid

CACR

30%

of highway fund disbursed to cities and towns
computation basis to include pupils from partially closed non-

SB 180
SB 154
SB 21

public schools
private institutions of higher education attended by residents
school buildings, cost of planning for construction included

SB
school buildings, state guarantee of bonds increased
school bus garages

102

am

SB 68
21

am

HB

711
101
711

SB

state board
certification of teachers, supervisors,

and administrators
recognition of middle schools
supervision of funds for pre-kindergarten programs

SB

HB

Educational
commission of the states, committee member appointed
or related organizations, participation in common funds or nonprofit
investment service corporations, exempted from securities

HB

regulation

30

2279

1002 am
2219

Egg producers, remarks by Sen. Lamontagne
Elderly. See: Aged; Old age assistance
Elections. See also: Town meeting
absentee ballots of servicemen, returned directly to town or city
clerk
additional polling places, assistant moderator, administration of oaths
ballots, straight ticket voting abolished
campaign expenses, filing of, conflicting provisions of 1971, 6:11

HB
HB

426

SB

148

HB

966

am

74

am

repealed
candidates
filing

HB

dates

permitted within

rail

137

SB 254

only for marking ballot

checklists

absentee registration
change of party registration made at least thirty days before
primary in order to vote
interim study committee
registration as an independent
registration as not being a member of any party
sessions for registering or changing party designations, once

a

mayor, vacancy procedure

1029

SB 213

HB

242

SB 290

HB

199

HB

242

month

verification to start in 1973
cities,

HB

am

SB 213

am

SB 169

Subject Index

2303

—

Elections
continued
constitutional amendment proposals may be submitted only
at primary or general elections
constitutional convention referendum, Nov. 1972
constitutional referendum, ballots counted by secretary of state
contested, legislature, legal provisions cited in notice; time limitation
cooperative school districts, officers elected at town meeting

HB

districts. See:

am

189

HJR

31
122
985

SB

HB

SB 230

HB

936

HB

966

Reapportionment
paupers and those excused from paying taxes

franchise extended to
laws
enforced by attorney general

study committee
study committee, bill referrals, elections, checklists, change of
party registration
national conventions. See: National conventions
nominations, filing dates in certain cities and towns
nonpartisan budget committee and library trustees
officials, assistant moderator, powers and duties
political contributions and expenditures, names in alphabetical
order

HB 993
HCR 12
SB 213
SB 18
SB 82

SB 254 am

HB

547

primary

HB

absentee voting
ballots,

number printed

for

new

71

party, discretion of secretairy

HB
HB
HB

of state
224
presidential preference, filing dates
74 am
presidential preference, first Tuesday in March
1012
presidential preference, nomination petitions, number of
signatures; fees
594
voting when not registered as member of a party
SB 290
ratifying proposed amendment to U. S. Constitution extending
right to vote at age eighteen
17
recounts, fees waived under certain circumstances
SB 226
registration of voters. See: Elections, checklists
school supervisory unions, vote based on student population ratio
497 am
senatorial districts, returns referred to a committee of three 13, report 13-16, 21
special
question of Sunday sales
1006

HB

HCR

HB

HB

SB 36

town meetings, vote on zoning ordinance amendments
tax assessors in towns

SB 6S

authorized
three member board
time for filing papers and reports with secretary of state
voting
age in statutes to be as established in constitution
at age eighteen

HB 814
HB 36
HB

251
6

CACR

HCR
patients in nursing or convalescent

home

or hospital,

HB

dence maintained
Electric

power

facilities, site

2

and construction procedure; long

SB 217
SB 257
SB 257

range planning
Electrical installations, regulation
Electricians, licensing, board established
Emergency care, "Good Samaritan" law, rescue
and emergency care in transit

Eminent domain
electric power

17

resi-

and ambulance squads

HB

am

SB 217

facilities

procedure

HB

re pollution control facilities
Emplaning fee. See: Aircraft

Employment. See also: Unemployment
sex and age discrimination prohibitions
See Nimierical Index following

126

HB

770

727

am

SB 302
for action

on

bills
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Employment

—

continued

youth

HB 598
not required for farm labor
HB 598 am
"dangerous areas" prohibited
Employment security commissioner, work incentive program records
HB 464
showing race, color, etc. authorized
Engineers
board, supplemental appropriation
HJR I
employees of corporations and partnerships, not responsible
certificate

in

for

HB

activities

indemnification agreements with owners or contractors prohibited
registration fees increased
water supply and pollution control commission, power to suspend

from prequalification roster
English, Sen. Robert, res of congratulations

on length of

service

.

888

SB 200

.

HB

477

HB

727

1995-1996

....

Entomologist, state

HB

employee in agriculture department
of board of arborists
Environment protection. See also: Scenic preservation
10% of highway fund
actions against polluters by individuals
by corporations, etc
by firms, municipalities, etc
bill of rights
classified

365

am

HB

799

CACR
CACR

30

member

31

SB 227
SB 293

CACR

31

SB 244
SB 173
SB 217

department
division, attorney general's office
electric power facilities construction regulated

Environmental
committee, Merrimack River pollution and coastal zone environment

SB 283
SB 263

studies
control department

Equity proceedings
disputed titles, actions to quiet

HB
HB

titles

name when

defendant's name
Estates. See: Executors and administrators
Evidence. See also: Witnesses
admissibility of scientific publications
fictitious

is

unknown

SB 2

Excavating
inland wetlands authority approval necessary
near surface waters, permission for alteration of terrain
regulated by towns
special resources board, tenure extended

HB
HB
HB
HB

HB
Executions, arrest on, abolished
Executive council. See: Council
Executors and administrators. See also: Dower; Wrongful death
accounts, filing, beneficiaries may be notified by register of probate
real estate, sale when heir is unknown or disabled
Exeter, town of

proposed city charter, amendment
meeting legalized
Explosions, with death resulting, report to state

848
136

.

.

HB

special

fire

228
930
275
228

668

am

SB

131

HB
SB

874
164

HB

191

am

HB

782

312

am

marshal

1020

F
Fair credit reporting act

conduct
Family planning, voluntary sterilization assistance
Farm laborers, workmen's compensation exemption decreased

HB

SB 296
SB 314

Fairs, street, license to

SB

127

am

Farm

vehicles. See: Motor vehicles
Fannington and Pittsficld News, discontinuation of Sen. Snell's

column

.

Federal Airport Act, superseded by Airport and Airway Development
Act of 1970

.

207-209

HB

452

Subject Index
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Federal funds, coordinator, computer access to information on federal
funds and programs
SB 267
Federal income tax revenue shared by states, requesting U.S. constitutional
convention
1
Federal savings and loan associations. See: Savings and loan associations
Feed, commercial, uniform act
100
Felons, released, alcoholic beverage permits under certain conditions
761
Ferdinando, Sen. Richard, birthday announcement
2194
Fictitious name, used where defendant's name is unknown
136

HCR

.

HB
HB

.

.

HB

Finance committee
bills

not reported out, remarks

Sen.

Roger A. Smith, appointed chairman

1204-1206, 1227
8, 74
SB 112

Fingerprinting, state employees, required
Fire control board, advisory; membership increased
Fire district chiefs, overtime and pay for time spent in court
Fire marshal
directly responsible to commissioner of safety
petroleum products storage facilities
inspection, certification,

and

HB

782

SB 65

HB

782

SB 28
SB 28 am

licensing

inventory by cities and towns submitted to
powers increased

HB

782

HB

782

577
782

am
am

reports to

or explosions with death resulting
not required when loss is less than $1500
fires

HB
HB

Firearms
HB 962
loaded rifles and shotguns permitted in stationary boats
minors, hunter safety instruction in another state acceptable
HB 315
prohibited on snow traveling vehicles, mini bikes, and all terrain
vehicles between 7:00 and 3:00 during deer hunting season
HB 301 am
Firemen's retirement system. See also: Retirement system, N. H.
average final salary based on highest three years of sei'vice;
assessment for financing
HB 340 am
.

.

.

Fiscal
situation, remarks by Sen. Koromilas
year, optional, cities and towns, regardless of population
Fiscal committee. See: General court fiscal committee

Fish

40-42
111

SB

and game

animals treed by dog, shooting prohibition
bear
one per season bag limit
taking by use of dogs, season ends day before regular deer season
beaver, open season, March 1-31, Coos county

HB
.

.

.

22

HB 83
HB 83
HB 472

birds

HB

banding permit instead of

license
restocking, biennial appropriation

from

fish

and game fund

....

HB

bob house burning, penalty
bounties. See: Bounties
Canadian lynx protected
certain dams to have fishways

commercial fishing violations,

HB
fines increased to $1,000
fish

HB

62

806

am

HB

272

HB

317

HB

228

HB

512

and equipment

confiscated

commission, approval of use of marine fisheries or
for wetlands projects

86

am

631

and game funds

conservation officers

overtime pay for on-call duty and emergency overtime
overtime and pay for time spent in court
power to board boats
powers extended

SB 65

crabs
helpers' licenses, limitations
red, twelve per day permitted without license

crossbow prohibited
See Numerical Index following for action on

HB

HB
HB

109
276

HB

684

703

am

HB
bills

57
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Fish

and Game

— continued

Deer
department
fish and wildlife
deer. See:

loss from water pollution, recovery for damages
force account contracts, maximum limit increased
functions transferred to environmental control department
incorrect payments received may be returned

.

.

HB
HB
SB

HB

HB

348
345
263
84

am

617

SB 75

land taking, payments to towns and cities in lieu of taxes
public hearings, time changed
restricted unencumbered funds, pollution and environment
studies appropriation

HB

171

SB 283

director
duties re fishways at

HB

272 am
dams
725
year term
90 am
purchase of waters, lands, or rights, additional appropriation
SB 281
salary increased
322
dogs prohibited from harassing, fine increased to $25
fisher, open season
282 am
Dec. 1-Mar. 1
Nov. 1-Mar. 31, Cheshire, Coos, Grafton, Hillsborough, and
SB 139
Sullivan counties
33
fishing permits, Dartmouth-Hitchcock Mental Health Center patients
SB 66
fluorescent orange clothing required when hunting big game
87
guiding unlicensed hunter

HB
HB

five

.

.

HB

HB

HB
HB

hunting
on islands, certain disabled persons

HB
HB

shooting domestic ducks or fowl, liability

924
302

licenses

bow and arrow, fee increased for
when issued by department

HB 543
HB 61

nonresidents

fees

free to landowners of 100 or
free to residents age 65
free to residents age 68

more

acres

who permit hunting

thereon

HB

militai7 personnel, expiration date

SB 74

HB

686

686

am

HB

887

HB
HB

315
543

543

am

minors who have completed safety instruction course in another
state

muzzle-loaders, fee increased for nonresidents
nonresident hunters, fee increase
not required for persons 70 years of age and over
shellfish, misuse or transfer, penalty
lobsters, helpers' licenses, limitations
moose, permits for keeping, when brought in from out of state
muzzle-loading firearms, only single shot weapons allowed for

deer hunting
ptarmigan, hunting prohibited
rifles and shotguns, loaded, permitted in stationary boats
salt water fishing, otter trawls prohibited
salt vv ater smelt
bow and dip nets permitted in certain rivers
Great Bay, nets
in ocean waters, closed season
small game and birds, 10% of hunting license fees for restocking
trawling in coastal waters, prohibited
Fisher, open season
Dec. 1-Mar. 1
Nov. 1-Mar. 31, Cheshire, Coos, Grafton, Hillsborough, and Sullivan counties
Fishing. See: Fish and game
Fishways on dams, procedure for determination of need, cost, and
design
Flagg, Rev. Lewis, Jr., guest chaplain
Flags

N. H.

HB

HB 58
HB 703
HB 684
HB 806
HB

HB

.

.

.

HB

HB

297

322

am

HB
HB

962
583

HB
HB
HB
HB
HB

689
218
690
631
583

282

am

SB

139

272

am
232

Subject Index
Flags

—
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continued
S., unauthorized removal

HB
HB

and U.

49

796
displayed at schools
for servicemen in South East Asia, appropriation
SJR 32
raising on public property prohibited without authorization
907
248
Flood plains, interim study commission
officials;
referendum provisions repealed SB 253
Fluoridation, authority of local
Foley, Sen. Eileen, assistant minority leader 74, president of Owls 176,
remarks re rescission of closure order for Portsmouth naval
327-328
shipyard 249, cited on golden anniversary of women legislators
652
Food stores, animals excluded except seeing-eye dogs
Food, sugar served in individually wrapped packets or certain
containers
884 am
Foreign corporations
nonresidents may serve legal process on secretary of state
122
reservation of name
31 am
service of process against, on secretary of state; fee increased
SB 187 am
Forensic medicine division, health and welfare department
SB 176
Forest products, transporting, near surface waters, permission for

HB
HB

.

.

.

HB

HB

HB
HB

alteration

of

HB

terrain

Foundation aid. See: Education, state aid
Four season recreation
Francestown, Crotched Mt. ski area, access road reconstruction
Franconia College
degree granting powers
until 1975; coordinating board report of progress
Franconia Notch state park, appropriation amended to include
Frost, Robert, Homestead Foundation, appropriation
Fuel. See also: Gasoline; Petroleum products

am

930

SB 14
SB 282

HB
utilities

liquid, sale, deceptive practices

HB

114

277

am

SB 166
SB 88

HB

885

HB
HB

906
906

Funerals
burial plans prearranged
directors and embalmers, state board, compensation increased

G
Gambling,

licenses; legalized in

See: Fish and game
Garbage. See: Refuse disposal
Gardner, Sen. Edith, cited on

SB

unincorporated places; commission

14

Game.

328, honorary

LLD

golden anniversary of

women

legislators

from Notre Dame College 831-832

Gasoline
octane rating displayed
sale, deceptive practices
service stations. See:

Motor

HB
HB
vehicles, service stations

storage facilities
inspection, certification, licenses

inventory by

cities

and towns

Motor vehicle road
also. House
adjournment
tax. See:

General court. See

672
885

to

and

fees

be submitted

to fire

marshal

.

.

SB 28
SB 28 am

toll

of representatives; Senate

annual sessions
approval necessarv in renaming certain geographic formations

2276-2277, 2279
18

CACR

.

.

HB

429

am

HB

705

am

HB

623

189

am

bills. See: Bills

number plates with seals permitted
committees. See also: Committees, standing; Study commisisons,
committees, and assignments; names of committees
executive sessions, right to know law extended to
constitutional amendments, mode of submission to voters at
primary or general elections
employees, compensation from Dec. 30, 1970 to Jan. 5, 1971
clerks, special

fiscal

committee
See Numerical Index following for action on

bills

HB

HCR

9
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General court

— continued

retirement system, N. H., establishing study commission,
consideration
motor vehicles, state owned, study
interim commissions and committees. See: Study commissions,
committees, and assignments

SJR 34

HJR

40

members

CACR 29
HB 985

compensation ($25 per diem) and actual expenses

contested elections, legal provisions cited in notice; time limitation
free admission to state facilities, letter from commissioner Oilman
incompatible offices, delegate to constitutional convention

mileage increase
mileage limited to sixty days a year, ninety days in biennium
mileage limited to ninety days in biennium
number plates, expiration date
toll free use of N. H. turnpike system
representatives from

Lebanon

elected at large;

referendum

822

SB 48
SB 34

CACR 18 am
CACR 18

HB 705
HB 193 am
HB 1021

rooms. See: Rooms
study committees. See: Study commissions, committees, and
assignments
unfurnished business, papers delivered to secretary of state, repealed
General fund, unrestricted revenue listings available
Geographical formations, renaming, approval from legislature

SB 35

...

HB

2275
429 am

Geologist, state

need not be faculty member of N. H. college or university
transferred to office of governor
George, Rev. P. V., guest chaplain
Gilman, George, commissioner of DRED, inviting members of

SB 43
SB 272
490

general court to visit state parks free of charge
First Congregational Society, charter amended

822

HB

Gilmanton,

1001

Glue, model
license to sell, required; additive required starting Jan.
restriction on sale, possession, and sniffing

1,

1972

...

SB

3

am

SB

3

Goffstown

referendum
meeting legalized for March 9, 1971
Golf, motorized carts
exempted from personal property tax
SB
registration and operation
Good Samaritan law, certain rescue and ambulance squads and emergency care in transit
HB
Gorham, town of, authority to incur debt for water and sewer
purposes
Governor (Walter Peterson)
and council, authoiity to revoke degree granting powers of certain

HB

HB

city established;

town

of,

colleges
qualifications, age 27

942

SB 109
279

am

SB 279
126

am

HB

318

277

am

CACR

32

veto

reimbursement to Wentworth school district for fire damage
1934-1937
(SJR 29)
tax exemptions on real estate owned by governmental bodies (HB 651) 2180
Governor's Council. See: Council; Governor and council
Graphic arts office, transferred to office of governor
SB 270
Gravel. See: Sand and gravel
HB 218
Great Bay, fishing, nets for salt water smelt

Greyhound
breeding improved
racing. See also: Racing, dog
commission established

HB
HB

legalized

Grocery

animals excluded except seeing-eye dogs
insurance. See: Insurance, life
Guardian ad litem, heirs unknown or disabled, consent to sale of real

Group

stores,

153

153

am

HB
HB

153

652

SB

164

life

estate

Subject Index
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Guardians and conservators, patients of N.H. Hospital, application
appointment

for

HB

am

633

H
Hagstrom, Herbert

HJR

R., retirement credit

8

Hairdressers

blood

HB
HB
HB
HB
HB

requirement eliminated
board, compensation increased
test

instructors, qualifications amended
license fee increased; requirements amended
Halfway houses, regulations and licensing, study

UNH

Hall, Ted, son of Rep. Beatrice Hall,
Hamilton, Rev. David G., guest chaplain

commission

experience, remarks

669
327
327
327
451

1952-1953
64

Hampton
SB 310

harbor, dredging, appropriation
to Manchester, toll highway

HB

am

193

Handicapped
access to public buildings, effectiveness of laws, study

committee

....

HJR

55

SB

174

174
32

am
am

children

education
tuition aid

SB

by Cheshire county

HB
tuition aid

Hanover, town
Harness racing.

by county convention
of,

selectmen to act as housing authority; referendum

See:

.

.

HB 32
HB 953

Racing

Hart's Location, town of, boundary line with Bartlett changed;

HB

referendum

506

Haverhill
recreational road (class III)
town of, meeting legalized

HB
Hawkers and peddlers,

SB

165

HB

678

994

am

SB 69

definition

J.D. Sc D.V., land formerly part of Silver Lake (Madison),
conveyed to
Hazardous pits, towns to regulate
Health and welfare
advisory commission, membership increased
commissioner, certificate of need for health care capital expenditures
department. See also: Public health seiA'ices; Welfare division
additional appropriation
alcohol and drug abuse program. See: Alcohol and drug abuse

Hayes,

program
social service

292
275

HB
HB

564
815

HB

214

HB 288
HB 508
HB 6

programs

Heliports, temporary, registration exemption
Hesser Business College, degree granting powers

HB
High

HB
HB

277

am

schools. See: Schools

Higher education. See

also: Education, higher
study commission, expenditure of state funds
Higher educational and health facilities authority

SB 79

act

bonds and notes, eligibility for investment
housing facilities, prior approval by local governing body

Highway building

SB

appliances, mileage misrepresentation prohibited ....

HB

578

SB

189

189

am

SB 262

HB

681

HB

584

am

Highway fund
allocation to cities and towns for local construction or repair
motor vehicle division, appropriation charged against
one year notes to meet payments due from

30%

60%

for

for education

highway

use,

10%

for

am

SB 72

revenue
not restricted from outdoor advertising fees
restricted,

SJR 24

HB

582

environment protection,
;

See Numerical Index following for action on bills

CACR

30

Senate Journal
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Highways. See

also:

Public works and highways

HB

accesses, safety standards raised
bridges. See: Bridges
class I or II, soliciting rides, prohibited
class III (recreational), resources and economic development
sioner to regulate traffic within state parks

SB

SB

Benton
Meredith

Newmarket
of service roads

Sutton

HB

construction and repair, local fund, special allocation from state
fund. See: Highway fund
interstate, speed limit, 45 mph minimum
junk yard control
limited access. See also: Central N. H. turnpike; Eastern N. H.
turnpike; Highways, interstate; Highways, toll
slow moving vehicles prohibited on rights of way
littering. See: Littering
Loon Mountain Road (Lincoln to North Woodstock) named
outdoor advertising. See: Outdoor advertising
pedestrians to wear reilcctorizcd material when walking at night
refuse, deposit in. See: Littering
relocation assistance
eligibility if project was in process on effective date of act
increased
loss of existing mortgage financing
relocation, undcrgroimd utilities
Route 28, (Willow Street) Manchester, widened
slow moving vehicles prohibited on rights of way
soliciting rides or business in paved portion, prohibited
spillage, sand and gravel in motor vehicles to be covered, except
in

116 ain

commis-

classification

165

HB 44
HB 81
HB 45
HB 146
HB 48
745

am

SJR 24

HB
HB
HB

819
1

15

98

am

HB

830

SB

115

SB

121

HB

756
SB 5
SB 6
SB 77
HB 98 am
SB 116 am

HB

construction zones

state aid to

626

230

am

HB
HB
HB

400
400
400

138
1031

am
am

towns

bridges
increased (Class IV and V)
locations previously improved with state funds
scenic roads
subsidy fund computation; non-lapsing
time trials on class III, V, and VI
toll. See also: Central N. H. tmnpike; Eastern N. H. turnpike

SB

HB
HB
HB

Manchester to Hampton
N. H. turnpike svstcm
outdoor advertising regulated
yield signs, specifications repealed

HB

591

193
193

am
am

HB
HB

582
805

Hillsborough Co.

HB

attorney and assistant, salaries
set

by county convention

am
679

SB

153

SB 256
SB 259

public defender system
purchases, competitive bidding required
register of deeds, fees
Hillsborough, town of, boundary line with Deering changed
Historic
districts, towns without zoning
preservation, appropriation to department of resources and

economic development
Historical fund, allocation of

271

HB
HB
HB

839
706

HB

671

SB 87

money

Hitchhiking. See: Soliciting rides
Holder in due course doctrine
abolished
limited in consumer credit sales

to

Dover and Portsmouth

.

.

.

HB

1019

am

SB 229

SB 229 am

Subject Index

2311

Holidays
alcoholic beverages, state stores
certain days

may be authorized

to

open on

HB
HB

Independence Day, town appropriation
Memorial and Veterans Day
retail businesses may open at noon
retail businesses restricted, dates changed to name of day
Homicide. See: Murder
Hooksett district court established
Horses
racing. See also: Racing

HB

131

541

am

8

HB
HB

507

HJR

racing, harness, additional appropriation
Hospital, N. H.
additional appropriation

8

HB

12

214

commitment
for observation, state support for observation period only
right to counsel and public hearing before
persons committed, periodic review
imemployment compensation for employees
Hospital sei-vice corporations, board of directors, public to comprise

SB 306

HB

633

633
309

am
am

50% SB

274

HB

815

943

am

HB
HB

Hospitals
capital expenditures, certificate of

need from health and welfare

commissioner
evaluation or utilization committees, immunity from liability
interns, examination limited to requirements of board of
medical exam.iners
patients, voting residence maintained
required to admit patients of any physician licensed to practice
in N.

.

.

.

HB

SB 218

HB

H

2

SB 57

Hotels
alcoholic beverages

HB

and dining rooms, minors age 18 as entertainers
provisions extended
dancing on Sunday after 6:00 P.M., where liquor is served
employees, minimum wage
in lounges

special

666
173

SB
SB

license

171

HB

990

House

of Representatives. See also: General Court; Joint conventions
informed Senate ready to meet in joint convention
message of organization
reapportioned
speaker. See: Speaker

House

trailers,

18

HB

20
1015

HB

taxation; tax liens

566

Houseboats. See: Boats

Houses of correction. See also: Prisoners; Sentences
Belknap Co., superintendent, separate position from superintendent
HB 950
of county farm
committal

for certain offenses
prisoner release after serving two-thirds minimum sentence
transfer of prisoners to or from state prison
Housing authorities, financial report, filing required 30 days prior
to annual municipal budget hearing

Housing

higher educational and health
prior approval by local governing body

Human

facilities,

facilities

HB

42

am
am

SB 238

HB
HB

82

986

am

authority,

SB 189 am

rights. See also: Civil rights

commission, authorized to accept grants and donations
Hunter, Rev. Willard T., guest chaplain
Hunter orange. See: Fish and game, fluorescent orange clothing
Hunting. See: Fish and game

Husband and wife. See: Dower
Hypodermic syringes, sale and

use,

by prescription only

SB 285
1228

HB

368

HB

733

I

Ice fishermen,

snow traveling vehicles prohibited near
See Numerical Index following for action on bilb

Senate Journal
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Implied consent law. See also: Motor vehicles, intoxicated drivers
alcohol content in blood reduced; quantity of sample
blood test waived when anticoagulant is prescribed by physician
breath test included

HB 80 am
HB 661 am
HB 246
HB 661 am

SB 172
copies of blood tests by state chemist as evidence
court appearance of experts making tests waived unless notice given ... SB 63
extended to victims of fatal accidents
SB 81
SB 64
retention of sample sufficient for additional test
Income tax
federal
SCR 6
credit for state and local taxes, memorializing Congress
SCR 4
return of portion to states
615
interest and dividends, abatement if uncollectible

HB

Incompatible

member
town

offices

of general court

and delegate

to constitutional convention ....

moderator added
trustee of trust funds added
Independence Day. See: Holidays
officials,

Indigent defendants
counsel fees, additional appropriation
Hillsborough Co., public defender system
Merrimack Co., public defender system
compensation for each fiscal year
Industrial development authority
executive director, unclassified position

HB

SB 48

HB

525

525

am

HJR

11

SB 256
SB 256 am

HB

1019

am

SB 269

HB

loans for acquisition of railroad lines
678 am
operational loans, limitation; improvement of recreational facilities ... SB 269
powers
SB 103
Industrial facilities, state ownership, authorized
SB 103
Industrial school
214 am
additional appropriation
indeterminate commitment
105 am
Information reporting agencies, required to make data available to
312
subjects of reports
Inland wetlands authority
228
Insolvency proceedings, priority of wages
SB 70
Installment sales agreements, nonaccredited commercial, correspondence,
and trade schools' contracts included
992
310
Institutional collection division, duties
Institutions. See also names of institutions
financial statements required from persons chargeable for support of

HB
HB

HB
HB

HB
HB

inmates
higher learning.

SB 306

Colleges; Education, higher;
technical colleges; names of colleges and universities
recovery against estates chargeable for support of inmates

of

See:

Vocational-

HB

310

Insurance
accident and health
cancellation or refusal to renew
cancellation prohibited because of change in health
filing policies and rates; penalties
guaranty association
adjusters, licensing and qualifications
agents, licensing, qualifications and prohibitions

HB

automobile. See: Motor vehicles, liability insurance
and prohibitions
commissioner
examination of license applicants, authority
powers and duties re life and health insurance and annuities
powers re holding companies
study of motor vehicle insurance coverage for senior citizens and
servicemen

brokers, licensing, qualifications

temporary license provisions

341

am

HB

341

SB 299

HB

837

SB 298
SB 29S
SB 298
SB 298
SB 299

HB

648

SJR 6
SB 298

Subject Index
Insurance

—

2313

continued

workmen's compensation, self-employed, approval of
and rate
companies

classification

HB

am

HB
HB

acquisition regulations repealed
disposal of assets, excessive dividends provisions repealed

648
648
SB 222
HB 268
SB 298
SB 298

merger, law clarified
unauthorized, premium tax increased
consultants, licensing, qualifications
credit card transactions prohibited

509

and prohibitions

department
administration, powers and fees
license fees, effective date of changes
fire, companies not required to report losses

group,

life.

less

than $1500

HB
HB
HB

HB

649

181

577
782

am
am
am

HB

648

SB

105

HB

104

See: Insurance, life

health. See: Insurance, accident

and health

holding companies, authorization
liability

coverage, cancellation, refusal to renew

motor

vehicles. See:

Motor

vehicles, liability insurance

life

for national

guardsmen while on active state duty
union members, limitation increased

SB 243 am
policies, non-profit industrial associations, minimum number
of insured reduced; limitation increased
SB 243 am
group policies, public employees, limitation increased
SB 243 am
group policies, required provisions
SB 299
group
group

policies, labor

HB

guaranty association
required provisions of policies
marine underwriting profits, taxation
medical service. See: Medical service corporations
minors may purchase if age 15

HB

premium

HB

649

SB 298

HB
HB
SB

HB
HB
HB

268
268
105
934
181

268
SB 250

HB

181

am

SB 298

vending machines
Insurer, defined
Interest. See also: Banks; Credit unions; Savings banks; Small
loans; Taxes
and dividends tax.

649

SB 299

tax
quarterly payment
unauthorized, increased
premiums, collection outside state by authorized insurers
property, cancellation or refusal to renew
risk sharing plans
title, regulation
unauthorized, redefined and premium tax increased
unfair practices

amendments

837

SB 299

See:

Income

HB

181

am

SB

162

HB

910

tax

charge accounts, after sixty days only; limitation on rates
Intergovernmental Personnel Act of 1970, employee exchanges
with federal government
Interim commLssions, committees, and studies. See: Study commissions,
committees, and assignments
Intcm.s, hospitals, examination limited to requirements of board of
medical examiners
.

SB 218

Interstate

boundary commission, marine boundary between N. H. and Maine
compacts
New England water pollution control commission
N.H.-Maine, Saco River watershed
cooperation commission, membership reduced; consultants authorized; appropriation
highways. See: Highways, interstate; Highways, limited access
Intoxication. See:

Motor

vehicles, intoxicated drivers

See Numerical Index following for action on bills

HB

186

HB

5

SB

188

SB

107

Senate Journal
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Investigation agencies
and private detectives, licensing and regulation
private, required to make data available to individuals reported
Investigation unit, division of welfare, deserted dependents
Investigative consumer reports, disclosure; restrictions

SB
on

.

135
312

HB

.

SB 29 am

HB

am

312

Investment securities. See: Securities
Iverson, Rev. Neil L., guest chaplain

803

E., elected temporary presiding officer 2, journal
correction 28, remarks re Concord Monitor 71-72, remarks re
Manchester Union Leader 196, remarks on loose talk 456-457,

Jacobson, Sen. Alf

remarks re Manchester Union Leader 710

town of
meeting legalized
special town meeting legalized

JafFrey,

HB

am

994

HB

96
See also: Prisoners; Sentences
950 am
Belknap Co. superintendent appointment
committal for certain offenses
42 am
construction and operation may be covered by agreements
between governmental units
818 am
prisoner release after serving two-thirds minimum sentence
SB 238
transfer of prisoners from or to state prison
986
788
Jericho Pond (Berlin), motor boats prohibited
Johnson, Rev. Goidon L., guest chaplain
731
Joint conventions
20, 22, 23, 102, 346, 390, 408, 428, 1565
Joint tortfeasors
SB 172
Jails.

HB
HB

HB

HB
HB

Journal
corrections

28

format established by journal committee
Judges. See: District courts, justices; Probate judges; Superior court;

17

Supreme court
Judicial council

members
chief justice of

supreme court

to

SB 4
SB 287
SB 172

be chairman

tenure
studies

SB

begetting a child out of wedlock
constitutional amendment proposal, conservation of natural
resources and scenic beauty

CACR

curfew for minors under 16
environment protection, actions against polluters by individuals,
corporations, etc
hospitals required to admit patients of any physician licensed
to practice in N.
motor vf'hicle accident fatalities, blood test for alcohol
motor vehicles, penalties for speeding
non adversary juvenile and domestic relations court

H

public defender system
superior court, payment of costs by state

uniform partnership act

193

28

SB 33
SB 227
SB 57
SB 81
SB 90

SJR 27 am
SJR 26 am
SB 321
SB 246

HJR

49

Judicial process
Judicial referees

SB

172

probate judges after retirement
supreme and superior court justices after retirement
voluntary retirement from supreme or superior court
Junk yards
control on turnpikes and federal aid primary highways

SB
SB
SB

132
147
147

HB
HB

115
172

SB

231

definition

revised

Jurors

grand and

petit,

paid by state

Subject Index

—

Jurors

2315

continued

SB 246
SB 172

from superior court fund
laws revised

Jury
determination of sentence for murder

HB

489

trials

limited to cases involving over $2500
superior court, verdicts by 9 of 12 jurors
criminal cases in district courts, optional
criminal cases in municipal courts, optional
Juvenile. See also: Children; Minors
and domestic relations court, non-adversary, study committee
delinquents, indeterminate commitment to industrial school ....

CACR

civil causes,

SB
SB
SB

civil suits,

HB

8

172
172
172

SJR 27

am

105

K
Keene
city of

councilmen, four elected at large, eleven from wards
HB 1032
lines changed; referendum
HB 1032
Dillant-Hopkins airport, appropriation may be used for land acquisition
718

ward

HB

Keene

state college. See also: University of
associate degrees

council for teacher education,
line item

N.H.

HB

member

HB

budget

Keene union school

654

SB 301

district,

treasurer,

18

term; appointment by school

HB

board
Kennels, license fees increased
Koromilas, Sen. James, remarks re

540

am

HB

743

fiscal situation 40-42, remarks re
Manchester Union Leader 196-197, remarks re personal privilege 275-276

L
Labor. See also: Collective bargaining; Minimum wage
commissioner
apprenticeship council chairman
consultation with chiropractors re value of services in workmen's

compensation

SB

201

HB
HB

769

328
establishing minimum wages in public works construction, repealed
establishing minimum wages on public works contracts over
328 am
$500,000
SB 260
standards for health and safety of employees
SB 127
department, workmen's compensation administration fund

HB

disputes
denial of

unemployment compensation by N.H., remarks

of Sen.
61-62

Spanos
transporting supervisory personnel from out of state prohibited ....
eight hour workday

hours

of,

amended

relations

commission, state employees; powers and duties
state employees, unlawful acts; hearings and elections
unions, group

life

insurance, limitation increased

HB

380

380
SB 243

am
am

HB

598

598

am

HB

youth
required on farm
"dangerous areas," prohibited

certificate not

in

Laboratories
medical, regulation
technicians, female, employment hours extended
Laconia, city of
charter, effective date
election dates established
Laconia state school, additional appropriation
See Numerical Index following for action on bills

SB 211
SB 124
SB 137

HB

SB 94
SB 37

HB
HB
HB

214

53
53

am

Senate Journal
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Lakes. See also names of lakes
water resources board power to direct changes in control of outlets
Lamontagne, Sen. Laurier A., motor vehicle insurance, remarks 29-30,
remarks re income tax withheld from N.H. residents employed by
Canadian National Railroad 273-274, remarks re welfare director's
letter to welfare recipients 1518-1519, res of congratulations on
length of senice 1995-1996, remarks re egg producers
.

.

.

HB

325

2219

Land
open

space, taxation
sales, full disclosure, attorney general's discretion
surveyors, registration repealed

See also: Deeds
actions to quiet

titles.

SB

136

HB

expanded

818
SB 26

and conveyances

HB

848

Landlord and tenant
actions by and against
SB 199
landlord's duty to furnish necessities
SB 199
Landowners, free hunting licenses, when owning 100 acres or more and
permitting hunting thereon
SB 74
Lankhorst, John, conservation officer, reimbursed for damages
SJR 5

Law

enforcement. See

also: Police; State police

manual, revisions and supplements; additional copies, appropriations

HB

549

officers

overtime and pay for time spent in court
SB 65
pay for time spent in court, cities over 50,000
SB 65 am
powers, motor vehicle weighing
SB 92
witness fees, optional with towns and cities
HB 767
Law, practice of, justices of district and municipal courts, prohibition SB 58 am
Laws. See: Statutes
Leases, short form, recording
HB 298

Lebanon
airport, appropriation
city of

councilors

may be used

and mayor,

election

HB

for land acquisition

783

HB 12
HB 1
HB 12
HB 1021

and term

elections

representatives to general court elected at large; referendum
regional airport authority, appropriation reimbursed to state from air

HB

carrier service fees
94 am
1
school district, elections
Legal malpractice. See: Malpractice
Legislative attaches. See: General court, employees; Senate, employees
Legislative budget assistant, information re revenue available
1994-1995
Legislative historian. See: Anderson, Leon W.
Legislative orientation, committee members appointed
2279
Legislative study conunittee. See also: Study commissions, committees,
and assignments
replaced by permanent standing committees of general court ....
937 am
uniform controlled substances legislation
218 am
uniform consumer credit code, recommendations
SJR 23

HB

HB
HB

Legislators. Sec: General court,
Legislature. See: General court

members

HB

409

am

Levy, corporate securities, injunction procedure
Lewko, Alexander P., retirement credit
Liability insurance. See: Insurance, liability; Motor Vehicles, liability
insurance
Libraries, public and academic, deposit of state publications
Library

HB

704

Lehoux, Arthur W., retirement credit

SJR

12

SB 89

state. See: State librarian; State library

trustees, towns may use non-partisan ballot for electing members
Licenses
alcoholic beverages. See: Alcoholic beverages, licenses; Alcoholic beverages, permits
ambulances, public health director

SB 82

HB

635

Subject Index

2317

—

continued
camps, recreational, water supply and pollution control commission

Licenses

detectives, private
dogs, fees increased
electricians, regulated
fairs, street

by

.

HB

.

fish and game. See: Fish and game, licenses; Lobsters; Crabs
glue, model, sale
hairdressers, fees and requirements amended
insurance agents, brokers, consultants, and adjusters
ionizing radiation sources, fees increased

vehicles. See:

Motor

HB
HB

vehicles, operator's license

payment

consumer

credit agency liability
paternity, uniform act
professional malpractice, evidence restricted to particular
geographical area, abolished
also:

am

327
SB 298
207
743

limited
opticians
shorthand court reporters
well drillers, water supply and pollution control commission
Liens. See: Mechanics' liens; Tax liens
Life insurance. See: Insurance
Limitation of actions
claims for damages, effect of failure to notify lecipient of ad-

Liquor. See

3

HB

nursing home administrators, emergency provisional
occupations and professions, applicants, criminal record inquiry

vance

743
257
296

SB

kennels, fees increased

motor

135

HB
SB
SB

state

636

SB

HB
HB

HB

843

SB
SB
SB
SB

179
220
215
242

SB

172

312
663

am
am

SB 236

Alcoholic beverages

commission

may

authorize state stores to open on certain holidays
permits, certain convicted felons, consultation with attorney
general

HB

supplementary appropriation
investigators, overtime and pay for time spent in court
stores. See:

HB

131

761

am

SJR 13
SB 65

Alcoholic beverages, state stores

Littering
penalties
fine increased

control;

minimum
Little

Lake Sunapee,

reclassification

HB

546

SB

HB

161
118

HB
HB
HB

681
703
830

Loans. See: Small loans
Lobsters, licenses
helpc rs, limitations
misuse, loaning, penalty

Loon Mountain Road (Lincoln

to

North Woodstock) named

Lotteries, raffles, charitable organization

required
Lubricating oils and gieases,

sale,

may

conduct, permit

deceptive practices

HB 16 am
HB 885

M
HB

Mcintosh College, degree granting powers

HB

99

277

am

SB

188
186

Maine-N. H.
interstate

marine

compact on Saco River watershed
boundary commission established

HB

interstate

Majority, age of, lowered to 18
study committee

Majority leader. Sen. Stephen W. Smith, appointed
Malpractice
evidence restricted to particular geographical area, abolished
medical and legal, panel to hear and decide claims
Management-employee relations. See: Collective bargaining
See Numerical Index following for action on bills

SB 232

HB

392

am
8

SB 236
SB 240 am

Senate Journal
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Manchester

from Central N. H. turnpike, interim
study by public works and highways commissioner
Children's Home, charter amended
access to business district

SJR

HB

15
174

city of

aldermen and school board members disqualified for other

SB 277

employment

city

competitive bidding required for purchases over $500
finance officer, election and duties
line item budget
office of city treasurer replaced by finance officer
redistricting of senatorial
section rezoncd

ward
ward

HB

HB
HB
HB

683
640
683
1995
SB 245
1034

districts

changed; referendum
committee report, time extended
water works, budget; limitation on extensions; referendum
zoning dispute, arbitration commission

am

683

HB
HCR

lines

lines,

11

SB 258
SB 245 am

district court

position
district revised
clerk,

16
16

am
am

HB

532

SB
SB

and salary
and salary

associate justice, position

deputy

highway
HB 193 am
Willow Street widened
SB 77
Manchester Union Leader, remarks by Sen. Nixon and Sen. Spanos
127-129, remarks by Sen. Jacobson and Sen. Koromilas 196-197,
remarks by Sen. Spanos and Sen. Jacobson 709-710
Maple syrup, regulated by commissioner of agriculture
SB 104
March Pond (New Durham) dam, acquisition by water resources
board, interim committee
HB 220 am
Marcotte, Sen. Ronald J., communication from family thanking
Senate for its sympathy
52
to

Hampton,

toll

Marriage

common law, cohabitation
minimum age increased

SB 32
SB 228

after thirty days, certain support obligations

Marsell, Rev. William, guest chaplain
Mary Baker Eddy, 1821-191 0, 150th anniversary
Mascoma Savings Bank, charter amended
Mascoma Valley regional school district
meeting legalized
membership of board and election procedure

606
1954

HB

742

HB 994
HB 882

Mayors. Sec: Cities, mayor
Meals and rooms tax, meals exempt served by nonprofit organizations
with liquor license

HB

933

Meat inspection
service, additional appropriation

SJR

HB

slaughterhouses pay cost after regular business hours
Mechanics liens, attachment priority over construction mortgages

SB

2

179
145

Medical
advisory board, division of motor vehicles
SB 52
care
and services, additional appropriation
214
of minors without parental consent
SB 194
coverage, required with motor vehicle liability insurance
SB 155
laboratories, regulation
SB 94
malpractice. Sec Malpractice
personnel, salary increases for certification or eligibility for certification SB 47
practitioners. See also: Chiropractors; Physicians and surgeons
referees, abolished, replaced by medical examiners
SB 176
service corporations
board of directors, public to compromise 50%
SB 274
laws amended; powers enlarged
747 am
participants to include osteopaths, dentists, and podiatrists
licensed in N. H. and Vt
747 am

HB

HB

HB

Subject Index
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Medicine
forensic, division of health and welfare department
practice of, license exemptions for physicians' assistants

paramedical personnel

Memorial Day. See: Holidays
Mental institutions. See also: Hospital, N. H.
commitment, right to counsel and public hearing before

HB

persons committed, periodic review

Mental retardation.

See:

SB

176

HB

216

HB

633

633

am

SB

172

and

Handicapped

Merchandise, unsolicited, refusal or acceptance
legal obligation to sender
Meredith, highway reclassified
Merrifield, George R., retirement credit

as gift

without

HB

81

SJR

14

Merrimack Co.
attorney, salary set by county convention

HB
convention, members, compensation
and mileage
increased
public defender system

HB

HB

124

271

am

271

am

HB

296

S3 256 am

HB
Merrimack district court, established
Merrimack rearing station, revenue from

1019

am

HB

532

sale to be used for
HB 90 am
replacement facilities
Merrimack River
Merrimack, bridge study authorized by commissioner of public
HB 27 am
Av'orks and highways
SB 283
pollution study ."
Methodist Churcli, annual conference, name changed to United
HB 490
Methodist Church
1926
Meury, Rev. Edward W., guest chaplain
Middle schools, grades 4-8, recognition by state board of education .... SB 101
Mileage, legislative
SB 34
increase
1

limited to ninetv days in biennium
Military personnel. See: Armed forces; National

CACR

18

Guardsmen

Milk producer peiinits
Mini bikes. Sec: Motorcycles, mini bikes
Minimum wage
hotel and restaurant employees
public works
construction, set by labor commissioner, repealed
contracts over $500,000, determination by labor commissioner
wage board membership increased

.

.

HB

278

HB

990

HB

328

HB
HB

328
328

am
am

HB

802

rate

SB 275

increased to $2.50; exemptions
as federal law
Mining. See: Sand and gravel
Minority leader
assistant, Sen. Eileen Foley
Sen. Harry V. Spanos appointed
Minors. See also: Children
age of majority lowered to eighteen

same

study committee
alcoholic beverages
may serve as incident to employment

am
74
8

SB 232

HB
if

HB

eighteen or over

possession, motor vehicle operator's license suspension
discretionary
purchase and possession of beer, age nineteen
blood donations, age eighteen or married minor regardelss of age
curfew, age under sixteen

drug abuse, treatment without parental consent
See Numerical Index following for action on

79

SB 56
SB 126

HB

201

am

SB 33

HB
bills

am

392

211

Senate Journal
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continued

entertainers, age eighteen, lounges serving alcoholic beverages
hunting license may be granted if hunter safety instruction
course completed in another state

HB

666

HB

315

SB 299
SB 191

insurance and annuity purchase permitted, if age fifteen
medical treatment without parental consent
motor vehicle contracts, legally responsible at age eighteen
with consent of one parent
right to vote at eighteen
ratifying proposed amendment to U.S. Constitution
Mirror Lake in Woodstock, motor boats prohibited

SB 278

CACR

6

HCR 17
HB 265

Mobile homes

HB

loan limitations
taxation, tax liens
Model glue. See: Glue, model
Moose, permits for keeping, when brought in from out of state
Morrell, Ann, in favor of
Morrissette, Sen. George H., remarks re consolidation of state resources
and planning agencies 52, remarks re graduated income tax 117,
remarks re news media

730

am

HB

566

HB

806

SJR 20
274-275

Mortgages

HB

applications, property value certified by bank
736
construction, claims for labor and material have precedence over
SB 145
construction, false affidavits by mortgagor, penalty
SB 145 am
interest on taxes paid by mortgagors to banks
SB 204
nonprofit colleges and trusts as participating lenders with savings

banks
rate of interest charged on readvance, variation pennitted
right of payment without penalty

Morticians. See: Funerals, directors and embalmers
theatres, obscenity violations, manager
certain conditions
Motor boats. See: Boats, motor
Motor veliicle road toll increased (9c)
Motor vehicles. See also: Boats, motor; Motorcycles

Motion picture

abandoned, permits required

HB 737
HB 698
HB 91 am

exempt under

HB

760

am

HB

400

to store; public sale authorized in certain

SB 292

cases

accidents
fatal,

blood

test

SB 81
SB 30

on victims

financial responsibility, waiver of proof after three years

separate settlement of property

damage and peisonal injury claims

HB

958

terrain
firearms prohibited

all

on between 7:00 and 3:00 during deer hunting
season
301
908
noise limit established
operation on highway easements adjacent to traveled way, prohibited except in emergency
98
certificate of title. See: Motor vehicles, proof of ownership division
appropriation from highway fund for new form of driver's

HB
HB

HB

licenses

HB

medical advisory board
driver education

and mandatory use of initial plate fund
funds from fees for original operator's license
funds from service fee for reissue of same number plate
regulatory powers of commissioners of safety and education
restricted instruction permits for fifteen year olds, repealed
driving under influence of alcohol. See: Motor vehicles, intoxicated
exclusive

584

am
am

am
am

SB 52

HB

712

SB 177
SB 177
SB 51
SB 51

drivers

driving under influence of drugs. See also: Motor vehicles, implied
consent law
SB 113 am
penalties; weekend or intermittent sentences
SB 172
places where prohibited
SB 19
weekend imprisonment upon second conviction

Subject Index
Motor

vehicles

2321

— continued
HB

driving while possessing controlled drug, penalties
drivers. See: Motor vehicles, implied consent law;
vehicles, intoxicated drivers
energy absorption system, requirements
fatalities, blood test for alcohol

drunken

586

Motor

SB 212
SB 81

financial responsibility

proof

of,

required amounts increased

satisfaction of judgments, minimums increased
waiver of proof after three years
golf carts, registration and operation

SB

SB

172

172

am

SB 30
SB 279

implied consent law
blood alcohol tests, copies of state chemist's report as evidence .... SB 172
blood test waived when anticoagulant is prescribed by physician HB 661 am
breath tests
HB 246
HB 661 am
court appearance of experts making tests waived unless notice given SB 63
retention of sample sufficient for additional test
SB 64
intoxicated drivers. See also: Motor vehicles, implied consent law
blood alcohol content
SB 17
HB 80
penalties; weekend or intermittent sentences
places where operation of vehicle prohibited
weekend imprisonment upon second conviction

SB

113

am

SB 172
SB 19

junk
manufacturer's vehicle identification

number

plate returned with

HB

certificate of title

798

permit required to store; public sale authorized in certain cases .... SB 292
laws, interim study committee
SB 113 am
liability

insurance

cancellation or refusal to renew
coverage for senior citizens and servicemen, insurance commissioner

study

SB

105

SJR

insuier to pay cost of required physical examination
medical payment coverage required
medical payment coverage required; subrogation prohibited
minimum coverage, increased
N.H. assigned risk plan, effective date of coverage
N.H. plan, premium reduction for good drivers

.

.

.

HB

6

HB

260

SB

155

341

am

SB

172

HB

896

SB 273

HB

committee
991
notice of non-renewal not required in certain cases
181 am
SB 212
rates fixed in consideration of safety features
655 am
refusal to renew for lack of other policy with insurer, prohibited
934
risk sharing plans
29 30
Sen. Lamontagne's remarks
958
separate settlement of property damage and personal injury claims
state and municipalities liable only to extent of minimum limits
S15 172
of policies
no-fault, interim study

HB
HB

HB

HB

manufacturer's warranty
re energy absorption system
surety

SB 212
SB 252
SB 262

bond

mileage misrepresentation prohibited

HB
minors age

18, legally

responsible with consent of one parent

681

SB 278

number

plates
front plate illuminated at night
general court members, expiration date
initial, application date

SB 207

HB

705

SB 177
SB 196
education SB 177

optional legend
reissue of same number, service fee expended for driver
special for amputee and paraplegic veterans
special for blind veterans
special for disabled veterans; free parking
odometers. See: Motor vehicles, mileage
See Numerical Index following for action on bills

HB
HB
HB

931

922
923
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continued
vehicles
operation. See also: Motor vehicles, driving
legislative study committee
on highway easements adjacent to traveled

Motor

in

SJR
way prohibited except

emergency

H^

operator's license
fees increased
free

^° ^"™

^"

'^~

HB
HB

584
914
SB 117
584
SB 117
584

paraplegic veterans
four years
^

to

for

issued

8

HB

laminated card with color photograph

HB

licensee permitted forty-eight hours to present license after

lawful

SB 67
SB 177
SB 56
SB 126

request

expended for driver education
suspension discretionai7 for minors possessing alcoholic beverages
suspension, minors under nineteen transporting or drinking beer
original, net proceeds

suspension or revocation, penalty increased for driving after
parking facilities
cities over 50,000, from increased permit fees
local ordinances

.

.

.

.

HB

379

SB 276

HB

525

am

SB 129

not superseded by state law

pedestrians

SB

must wear reflectorized material when walking on roadway at night
soliciting rides or business in paved portion of highway,
prohibited
soliciting rides

on

class I

or II highway, prohibited

SB 116 am
SB 116 am

HB

proof of ownership
ready-mix cement, width limit increased
reckless driving, penalty increased
registration. See also: Motor vehicles, number plates
farm vehicles, radius of use increased
fees, paraplegic veterans exempted for one vehicle
may be presented within forty-eight hours after lawful request
permit fees may be increased in cities for parking facilities

HB

interstate highways, 45

state

HB

500

913

am

SB 67
SB 276

HB

speed limits

minimum on

935

SB 183
SB 114

school bus. See: School bus
service stations, octane rating of gasoline displayed
snow traveling. See: Snow traveling vehicles

mph

penalties for exceeding
speedometers. See: Motor vehicle, mileage
spillage, sand and gravel to be covered, except in construction
zones

115

525

am

HB

672

HB

819

SB 90

HB

230

am

HJR

40
705

am
am

owned

fiscal

committee study

special

number

plates permitted

taking without owner's consent, riding omitted from definition
track, operation on highway easements adjacent to traveled
way prohibited, except in emergency
time trials
at Rollins state park, repealed
selectmen and director of parks may permit
trucks
oversize, special permit, radius of move and fee increased
weighing required
weight limit increased for three axle vehicles with drive on

two rear axles
weight surveys
width limit increased for certain vehicles
unregistered, permit to move, purchase from out of state dealer

HB

SB

HB

31

98

am

HB
HB

434
591

SB 186
SB 92
SB

SB

HB

184
47

183

am

SB 156

Subject Index
Motor

vehicles
violation

2323

— continued
SB 261

nonresidents, reciprocal provisions
police jurisdiction extended to semi-public parking lots

HB

303

301

908

am
am

98

am

HB

255

Motorcycles

mini bikes, firearms prohibited on between 7:00 and 3:00 during
deer hunting season
noise limit established

operation on highway easements adjacent to traveled way
prohibited except in emergency
Mount. See also name of mountain
Mt. Sunapee
ski area, resident discount increased
state park, interim study committee
mileage reimbursement
report
Mt. Washington commission, duties enlarged

HB
HB
HB

SJR

16
265-267

HB

non-partisan ballot for electing

HB

91

744

SB 25
SB 82
SB 160

members

procedure re special town meetings
Municipal budget hearings, citizens' rights to be heard
Municipal budget law, appropriation limitation, clarification
Municipal courts
appeals to superior court in criminal cases, repealed
appeals to the supreme court
criminal cases, jury trial optional
jurisdiction, criminal cases
justices practicing law, prohibitions
search warrants, jurisdiction over property and persons found
Municipal finance. See also: Bonds, mvmicipal; Cities; Towns
bonds or notes may be issued for planning
Mvmicipal property, auction sale of surplus valued over
$100
$500
Municipal waste disposal facilities. See: Sewage disposal systems;
^Vater pollution
Mimicipal water companies, not public utilities when serving
outside municipality
Municipalities. See: Cities; School districts; Towns; Village districts

776

SB

Muise Mountain (Odell) named
Municipal associations, dues limit increased
Municipal budget committees
membership requirements modified

HB

828

SB

168
741

HB

SB 172
SB 172
SB 172
SB 172
SB 58 am

HB

664

SB 45
SB 170
SB 170 am

HB

919

am

HB
HB
HB

489
489
297
248

Murder
in first degree, plea of guilty, provisions repealed
procedure for determination of sentence
Muzzle-loaders, single shot only, special deer hunting season
Mylonas. Rev. Efsthathios V., guest chaplain

N
Nansen
Nashua

ski club, ski

SJR

jumping championship, appropriation

17

city of

HB 898
board of education, membership and term of office reduced
HB 892
board of education, salaries of members
debt time limit exemption pursuant to changing dates of fiscal year HB 192
housing authority, appointments by mayor confinncd by aldermen HB 899
SB 221
library trustees, appointment, charter amended
SB 150
mayor, elected by majority vote; run-off election
HB 899
planning board, appointments by mayor confirmed by aldermen
HB 1024
ward lines changed; referendum
See Numerical Index following for action on bills
.

.
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continued

district court

deputy

clerk,

position

16
16

am
am

HB

532

742

am

SB
SB

and salary
and salary

associate justice, position
district revised

Nashua Trust Company,

capital stock increased
National conventions, delegates, filing time; ballot vacancies
filled by state committees without fee
National guardsmen, life insurance provided while on active state

HB

HB

duty
Natural resources
and scenic beauty
special board, tenure extended

1029

HB

104

CACR

HB

28
228

668

am

HB
Neglected children. See: Children, neglected and delinquent
Negotiable instruments, holder in due course doctrine abolished
New Durham, town of, meeting legalized
New England Aeronautical Institute, degree granting powers
New England College, charter amended re finances and property
New England interstate water pollution control commission
N. H. members
poweis and duties

SB 229

HB
HB
HB

994
277
872

SB 318

HB

5

New Hampshire
automobile insurance plan. Sec: Motor vehicles, liability insurance
boundaries, Maine, marine boundary commission
distributing agency, director and deputy director, classified positions
flag, displayed at schools
life and health insurance guaranty association
state agencies. See: State agencies; Distinctive

word

Hospital, N. H.; Technical institute
turnpike system, established
N. H. College, degree granting powers
master of business administration after June
N. H. Legal Assistance, public defender for

in

HB
HB
HB
HB

186
206
796
837

193

am
am
am

name,

e.g..

1,

1973

HB
HB
HB

277
717

SB 256 am
SB 256 am

County
Merrimack County
Hillsborough

compensation for each fiscal year
HB 1019 am
N. H.-Maine
marine boundaiy commission
HB 186
Saco River watershed compact
SB 188
N. H. Savings Bank, charter amended, members of corporation increased HB 742

New

London, state liquor store
Newbury, town of, meeting legalized
Newfields sewer

district,

Newmarket, highways

SB 190

HB 54
HB 994
HB 45

meeting legalized

reclassified

News media, remarks by

Sen. Morrissette

274-275

Newspapers, clerk to furnish for members and officers of Senate
Nixon, Sen. David, remarks re Manchester Union Leader 127-128, 39th
birthday 231, remarks re Union Leader article on SJR 25 15611563, remarks re Concord Monitor article on HB 331 1939-1940,

poem to the senate 2032-2034
No-fault automobile insurance, interim study committee
Noise pollution, abatement
Nonprofit corporations. See: Corporations, nonprofit
Nonprofit industrial associations, group life insurance, minimum
number insured reduced, limitation increased
Nonresidents, may serve legal process on secretary of state as agent
for foreign corporations
Nonsupport.

See:

17

HB

991

CACR

28

SB 243 am

HB

122

HB

746

774

am

Support

Notaries public, administering and certifying oaths, fees
Notes. See also: Bonds
county tax anticipation, not sold at public bidding
holder in due course doctrine abolished

HB

SB 229

Subject Index

2325

—

Notes
continued
municipal sewer projects, in anticipation of federal aid
N. H. higher educational and health facilities authority, eligibility
for investment
state, certification and accounts by secretary of state, repealed
Nubanusit Brook (Harrisville) dam, acquisition by water resources
board, interim committee

Number

plates. See:

Motor

vehicles,

SB 264

SB 189
SB 72

HB

am

220

number

Nurses, board of nursing education and

plates
nurse registration, powers

HB

and fees
Nursing homes

HB 843
HB 2

administrators, emergency provisional licenses
patients, voting residence

77

maintained

O
Obscenity, motion pictures, theatre managers
conditions

exempt under

certain

HB

am

760

Occupational health

SB 260

and safety standards
authority of division of public health extended
Occupational licenses, applicants, criminal record inquiry limited
O'Connor, William J., retirement credits
Odell, Muise Moimtain named
Odometer. See Motor vehicles, mileage
Off track betting, study committee
Offenses. See: Crimes and offenses; names of specific crimes and
offenses, as: Murder; Obscenity
Office of state planning. See: Planning office
Office space study committee

HB

SJR 28

SB 315

continued

HJR

center in state house
state university, veterinary medical education for qualified

visitors'

Ohio

43

SB 80

N. H. residents
Oil. See also: Petroleum products
spillage in public ^vaters
Oils and greases, sale, deceptive practices
age assistance, additional appropriation

SB

OM

Old North Road

217

SB 179
SJR 30
SB 91

HB

(Sutton), reclassified

HB
HB

27
885
214

745

am

Open

space land
assessment continued at appraised valuation
studv commission appointed
taxation
Opticians, regulation and licensing

HB
HB

7
7

am
am

SB 136
SB 220

Optometry

HB

may not practice
practice of, prohibitions
Osteopaths, participation in medical service corporations
Outdoor advertising
fees, disposition, unrestricted in highway fund
paramedical personnel

HB

216

am

SB

141

747

am

HB
HB

582
582
SB 84
HB 582
HB 582

regulation
roadside, scenic preservation study committee
school bus shelters regulated
turnpike system included in regulations
Owls, Sen. Foley, president
Oysters, licenses, misuse, loaning, penalty

1

HB

76

703

P
Pacific Mills (Dover), authority of city re heating system
Paramedical personnel, qualifications
See Numerical Index following for action on

HB
bills

574

am

HB

216
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Paraplegic veterans, motor vehicles
license, free
registration, free for one vehicle

operator's

HB

See Numerical Index following for action on bills
Pari-mutuel pools
dog racing, taxes and commissions
time extended
unclaimed money, time of transfer to state
Parker, Rev. H. Franklin, guest chaplain

Parking

HB

914

913

am

HB 153
HB 387
HB 38
2194

facilities

local ordinances not

SB 129
SB 276

superseded by state law

municipalities over 50,000, from increased permit fees

HB

am

525

Parks

and recreational

areas,

towns

may

SB 39

acquire

division

SB 54
SJR 3

appropriation, 1971
appropriation, additional
appropriation providing time and a half pay for overtime to

SB 54
SB 59

employees engaged in snow farming

5%

of state campsites reserved for state residents
force account contracts, maximum limit increased
functions transferred to environmental control department

HB

345

SB 263

state

HJR

Alan B. Shcpard, named after, study
Bear Brook camp areas, additional appropriation
Bear Brook camp areas, availability to disadvantaged, committee

SB
SB

study
class III

71

highways, resources and economic development com-

missioner, regulation of traffic
abandoned railroad rights of

director,

SB
way

165

for recreational use,

SB 78 am
SB 110

study
director

46
128

may permit

free admission to
of invitation

time

members

trials

on

class III

HB

highways

591

of general court, George Oilman's letter
.""

822

Rye, land acquisition approved by voters of town, except "tidal

HB

marsh"

536

am

Parole

HB
HB

board membership

965
965
HJR 49

revocation, credits against maximum sentence
Partnership, uniform act, judicial council study

Paternity
establishment

uniform

of,

investigation unit

SB 29 am

act

Paupers. See also: Welfare
voting rights extended to
Peddlers. See: Hawkers and peddlers
Pedestrians
reflectorized material required when walking on roadway at night

.

.

HB

663

HB

966

SB 115

soliciting rides

on

class I or II highway, prohibited
or business on paved portion of highway, prohibited
Pelham school district, debt limit increased
Pelkey, Reginald, in favor of
Pembroke school district, meeting legalized
Pepper, Hon. Claude, addressed Senate
Personal privilege, remarks by Sen. Koromilas

Personal property taxes. See: Taxes
Personnel department, evaluation by interim study commission
Pesticides
sales restricted by board regulations

surveillance scientist, salary

SB n6 am
SB 116 am

HB

621
26
88
1079
275-276

HJR

HB

SB

HB
SB

241

64
197

Subject Index

2327

Petroleum products. See

also: Fuel; Oil
storage facilities
inspection, certification, licenses, and fees

inventory by

cities

and towns

SB 28
SB 28 am

to be submitted to fire marshal ....

Pharmacy board
SB 255
SB 255 am

compensation
powers and fees

Physicians and surgeons
board of examiners, exclusive examination of hospital interns
license exemptions, physicians' assistants and paramedical personnel
licensed in N. H., patients admitted to any hospital if facilities
available
professional standards review organizations,

SB 218

HB

216

SB 57
immunity from

HB

liability

treatment of minors without parental consent
Pierce College for Women, degree granting powers

HB

943

am

SB

194

HB

273

277

am

appointed by Port Authority, required for certain vessels in
Piscataqua River
HB 67
Pine River Pond (Wakefield) dam, acquisition by water resources board,
interim committee
HB 220 am
Piscataqua River, Port Authority appointed pilots for certain vessels .... HB 67
Planning
boards
authority over driveways and accesses to public ways in cities and
towns
HB 626
towns, procedure for abolishing
HB 883
municipal bonds or notes may be issued for
SB 45

Pilots

office

advisory commission, scenic river preseiTation
functions transferred to environmental control department
Pleasant Lake (New London) reclassified
Plymouth state college. See also: University of N. H.
associate degrees
council for teacher education, member
line item budget
village fire district,

Plymouth

name changed

to

water and sewer

SJR 21
SB 263

expanded

in

powers increased
toxic substances, annual

economic poisons

law

107

HB

654

SB 301
district

Podiatrists, participation in medical service corporations

Poisons
substances

HB

HB 18
HB 811
HB 747

and commissioner

HB
list

published

by public health

138

services

SB 260

director

Police

attendance required at public dances, carnivals, or circuses; penalties
increased
competitive examinations and probationary period in towns
educational and training requirements

HB
HB

516
190

am
am

HB

342

HB
HB
HB

662
303
850

jurisdiction extended
to other cities
to semi-public

may

and towns on request
parking lots for motor vehicle violations

enter public or private educational institutions

pay for time spent in court, cities over 50,000
pay in lieu of witness fee, places over 50,000
powers, motor vehicle weighing

SB 05 am

HB

767

am

SB 92

standards and training council

HB

342

HB
HB

427
410

427

am

state. See: State police

Policemen's retirement system. See
additional allowances

also:

Retirement system, N. H.

beneficiary of member who retired before July 1, 1961
for state police retirement between July 1, 1961 and Jan. 1, 1968
retirement before July 1, 1961
See Numerical Index following for action on bills

.

.

.

HB
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Policemen's retirement system
continued
retirement before May 1, 1961 with monthly benefit of less than
HB 647
$100
average final salary based on highest three years of service; assessment
HB 340 am
for financing
SB 192
retirement after twenty-five years of service regardless of age
372
Political contributions and expenditures, names in alphabetical order HB 547
Political parties, national conventions. See: National conventions
Poll tax
HB 453
armed forces' members exempt
HB 336
repealed
HB 360
resident tax to replace
Pollution. See: Air pollution; Environment protection; Noise; Water
pollution; Water supply and pollution control commission

HB

,

Pools. See: Bathing
Poor debtors, laws repealed

SB

Port Authority, appoint pilots for certain vessels in Piscataqua River
Porter, Sen. Frederick, appointed assistant majority leader

.

.

.

HB

131
67

2179

Portsmouth
city of

HB
HB

allocation of money from state historical fund
council meeting legalized
relocation of water lines

ward

lines

SJR

1022
SB 265

naval shipyard, rescission of closure order, remarks by Sen. Foley 249,
remarks by Sen. Spanos 264-265
Poulin, Joseph and Anita, marriage validated
Poulsen, Sen. Andrew, remarks re Littleton town meeting 230,
birthday announcement 2194
President
designee may sign bills
specific legislation necessary

Harry V. Spanos nominated
John R. Bradshaw, nominated and elected (RC)
3-7, remarks on liquor commission 2179-2180

SB 55

SB

182
686
3

2-3,

address

Presidential preference primaries. See: Elections, primary
President's rulings
amendment re retirement out of order not accompanied by

on

19

HB

changed; referendum

district court, clerk, salary

Sen.
Sen.

am
am

1019
1020

fiscal

note

1662-1663
43-44
appeals, (Senate rule 40)
improper to make a motion for bill referral to legislative committee
after motion for special order
542
person not of Senate may give a demonstration if desired by majority ... 261
personal privilege may not be used for debating
275-276
president may vote to make or break a tie
570
question indefinitely postponed may be reconsidered by vote of
majority within time limit
458
question indefinitely postponed may not be reconsidered except
by two-thirds vote
785-790

Printing

cost

4

facilities for legislative bills

Prison, state. See: State prison
Prisoners
credits against sentence

from

or houses of correction after serving two-thirds
minimum sentence
sentences, credit for confinement time prior to sentencing
state, discharged, increased allowance
transfers between state prison and county jails or houses of correction
Private detectives, licensing and regulation
Probable cause hearing
release

HB

965

jails

SB 238
SB 61

HB
HB

419
986

SB 135
SB 23

Subject Index

2329

Probate

and administrators; Registers of probate
appeals to supreme court
jurisdiction enlarged, study committee
judges
dower jurisdiction abolished
judicial referees, after retirement
courts. See also: Executors

SB 132
SB 132
SB 62
SB 132
SB 132
SB 132

jurisdiction in domestic relations
salaries

same

as

superior court judges

Probation
director, volunteer counselors,

appointment

HB

am

599

SB 198
SB 179

municipalities over 50,000
Professional licenses, applicants, criminal record inquiry limited
Professional malpractice. See Malpractice
Profile Mountain, monitoring program for preservation of ledges ...
Promotion office, transferred to office of governor
Property. See also: Condominiums; Deeds and conveyances; Dower;
Eminent domain; Executors and administrators; Mortgages;
office,

SB

am

53

SB 268

Taxes

SB

damaged by

151
71
SB 7

vandals, liability
Provost, Sen. Paul E., appointed to budget advisory committee
Psychiatric examination, waiver by certain sex offenders
Psychologists, certification; fees set by board of examiners

HB

37

Ptarmigan, hunting prohibited
HB 322
Public accountants. See: Accountants
Public assembly, places of, construction standards and permits, penalty

am

HB

270

HJR

55
270

for violations

Public assistance. Sec: Welfare
Public buildings
access by handicapped, effectiveness of laws, study committee
construction standards and permits, penalty for violations
Public defender
Hillsborough County

Merrimack County
compensation for each

fiscal

year

HB

SB 256
SB 256 am

HB

1019

am

system, study committee
SJR 26
SB 89
Public documents, state, deposit in libraries
Public employees. See also: Cities, employees; Public officers;
State employees
SB 243 am
group life insurance, limitation increased
retirement. See: Firemen's retirement system; Policemen's retirement
system; Retirement system, N. H.; State employees' retirement
system; Teachers' retirement system
967
veterans, preference in employment

HB

Public health services
director

and

SB 94
SB 260

advi.sory board, regulation of clinical laboratories
list of toxic substances

annual

HB

licensing of ambulances
occupational health and safety criteria, cooperation with labor

635

SB 260

commissioner
division

approval of public pools repealed
assistance to towns larking refuse disposal facilities
authority re occupational health < xttndcd
drugs, amphetamine, semi-annual report from manufacturers,
physicians,

636

294

am

HB

217

SB 225 am

etc

licensing of recreation

HB
HB

camps repealed

voluntary sterilization information
Public institutions. See: Institutions; names of institutions
Public meetings and records, right to know law extended to general
court committee executive sessions
See Numerical Index following for action on bills

HB

636

SB 314

HB

623

Senate Journal
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Public officers. See also: State officials
compensation, time of payment in towns, village

districts,

school

dis-

HB
HB

tricts

525
960

am
am

SB 97

conflict of interest
utilities

Public

SB 320

business profits tax credits, repealed

HB

331

am

commission, duties re long-range planning of bulk power supply

SB 217

facilities

inventory of properties by resources and economic development de-

partment
SB 78
municipal water companies exempted from definition when serving
HB 919 am
outside municipality
underground installations, relocation, cost of trenching paid by highway department
SB 6
Public works and highways commissioner
interim study of direct access to Manchester business district from
turnpike
SJR 15
SB 42
member of advisory commission of DRED
Merrimack River bridge (Merrimack) study authorized
HB 127 am
statistical surveys on traffic and truck weights
Public works construction
anti-kickback law
employees on, minimum wage set by labor commissioner
for projects over $500,000
repealed
Publications, scientific, as evidence
Pump installers, certificate of registration required

HB

HB
HB

47

am

328
328

am

HB

328

SB 2
SB 242 am

Q
Quality control unit, welfare division, appropriation for certain positions SJR 4

Quimby, Roger C,

elected assistant clerk

8

R
Rabies
control authority, definition clarified
revaccination intervals
to be specified by argiculture commissioner

warning on dog

licenses

Racetracks, licensed, sweepstakes tickets may be sold on Sunday ....
Racing. See also: Motor vehicles, time trials

HB

HB

432

743

am

HB

432

HB 743 am
HB 1028 am

commission
additional appropriation
membership increased

HB

legalized

HB

permitted on Sunday

referendum
meets increased
harness racing, additional appropriation
horse, permitted on Sunday
fees for race

money

HB

54

HB

153

1008

am

5IJR 18
387

HJR

HB

am
12

HB

450

1006

am

SJR 28

study committee

pari-mutuel pools
time extended
time of transfer of unclaimed
Radiation control

12

am

153

HJR

supplemental appropriation
dog

off track betting,

HJR

to state

license fees increased for ionizing radiation sources

nonionizing radiation included
Raffles, charitable organization may conduct, permit required

HB 387
HB 38
HB 207
HB 207
HB 16 am

Subject Index

2331

rights of way, recreational use study

SB 78 am
SB 110
SB 320

Railroads

abandoned

business profits tax credits, repealed

HB
HB

331 am
industrial development authority, guaranteed loans for acquisition
678 am
Ready-mix cement vehicles, width limit increased
SB 183
Real estate. See also: Condominiums; Deeds and conveyances; Dower;

Eminent domain; Executors and administrators; Mortgages;
appraisers, qualifications and licensure, study
brokers and salesmen, qualifications; penalties for violations
commission, qualifications of members
savings banks, investments
short form leases
Reapportionment, See alsQ names of cities
committee, Jaffrey special town meeting
congressional districts

Taxes

HJR

HB 91
HB 298

HB 96
HB 1013
HB 1014
HB 1015
HB 189 am

council districts
house of representatives
senatorial districts
special

48
73
73

SB
SB

committee appointed

344-345

Reckless driving. See: Motor vehicles
Recognizances. See: Bail and recognizances
Recreation, four season, promoted in northern N.
Recreational areas. See also: Parks
and parks, towns may acquire
improvement loans by industrial development authority
Recreational camps, licensing by water supply and pollution control

H

commission

SB

14

SB 39
SB 269

HB

636

SB

165

Recreational roads
Haverhill, improvement completed
resources and economic development commissioner to regulate traffic

SB 165
SB 78 am
Snow

within state parks
Recreational use of abandoned railroad rights of way, study
Recreational vehicles. See: Motor vehicles, all terrain; Motorcycles;
traveling vehicles
Redistricting. See: Reapportionment
Referendum, constitutional convention, for Nov. 1972
Refrigerators, discarded, failure to remove door, penalty
Refuse disposal
from oiit-of state prohibited, except for members of regional
disposal districts
towns without facilities, state assistance
Registers of deeds
bond increased

HJR

SB

HB

31

HB

999

163
294

am
am

HB

764

fees

and salaries, set by county convention
Canoll County
Hillsborough County
recording original deeds and instruments when in suitable form

.

.

HB

SB

153

HB
HB

519
839

773

am

HB

116

271
271

salaries

Strafford, set

bv county convention

HB
HB
HB

Sullivan

Registers of probate, authorized to notify beneficiaries
Registration of voters. Sec: Elections, checklists
Rehabilitation, See also: Vocational rehabilitation
centers, regulations and licensing, study commission
Rescue, See: Search and rescue
Research analyst, S'.nate finance committee, position abolished

Resident tax, $

armed

forces

See Numerical Index following for action on bills

HB

874

HB

451

SB 95

1

members exempt

740

am
am
am

HB

HB

360

1028

am

Senate Journal
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Resources and development council
Alan B. Shepard State Park, study
scenic rivers, study
Resources and economic development
advisory commission membership increase
commissioner
Appalachian National scenic trail, powers
monitoring program for preservation of ledges on Profile

HJR 46
HJR 46 am
SB 42
SB 313

SB

Mountain

53

am

SB 165
SB 53

regulation of traffic on class III highways in state parks
study and preservation of ledges on Profile Mountain

department

SB 128
SB 87
SB 310
SB 49
SB 78

additional appropriation for Bear Brook State Park
additional appropriation for historic preservation
dredging of Hampton harbor, appropriation
duties
inventory of properties of public utilities and public agencies
notification of petition for construction of electric lines
over public land or waters

SB 41
SB 46

agency for expending certain funds
towns may submit plans for park and recreational areas
Resources and planning, consolidation of state agencies, remarks
sole

of Sen.

SB 39 am
52

Morrissette

Resources development division, functions transferred to environmental
control department
Resources, natural. Sec Natural resources
Restaurants
alcoholic beverages in lounges and dining rooms, minors age
eighteen as entertainers
animals excluded except seeing-eye dogs
dancing on Sunday after 6:00 P.M., where liquor is served
employees, minimum wage
sugar served in individually wrapped packets or certain containers
Retail business, restricted on Memorial and Veterans day
dates changed to name of day

may open

at

SB 263

HB
HB

HB

666
652

SB

171

HB

993

884

am

HB
HB

noon

8

8

am

Retail installment sales agreements. See: Installment sales agreements

Retirement credits
Davis, Esther

Hagstrom, Herbert R
Lehoux, Arthur
Lewko, Alexander P
Merrifield, George R
O'Connor, William J
Rivard, George

W

HB

409

HB

409

am
HJR 8
am

SJR 12
SJR 14
SJR 30

HB

Wade, Thayer

340

SJR

am
31

Retirement plans, self-employed individuals, building and loan
associations, cooperative banks,
ciations as trustees

and savings and loan

asso-

SB 249

Retirement system, N. H. See also: Firemen's retirement system; Policemen's retirement system; State employees' retirement system;
Teachers' retirement system

HJR

deficiency appropriation

gioup
group

I,

II

average final compensation based on highest three years
of service; assesment for financing
increased contributions
retirement after twenty-five years service regardless of age
study commission

may

originate in either

HB

340

am

SB

192

SB

192

HB

959

am
am

SJR 34

Revenue
bills

19

SB 266

ordinaiy death benefits

House or Senate

CACR

13

Subject Index
Revenue

2333

—

continued
sharing by federal government
requesting N. H. congressional delegation to support
requesting U. S. Constitutional convention

SCR

4

HCR

1

Revised Statutes Annotated

HB
HB

criminal code, new Title LXII
distribution, additional sets to attorney general's office
reclassification of Title LVIII as ciiminal code
typographical error corrected re building codes
Rifle range, state, study commission repealed
Right to know law extended to general court committees, executive

SCR

HB

rules. See: Bicycles;

Motor

2

SB

588
159

HB

62S

340
HJR 46

am
am

HB

926

sessions

HB

Rivard, George, retirement system readmission
Rivers, scenic, resources and development council study

Road

620
550

vehicles

Highways

Roads.

See:

Robert

Frost. See: Frost,

Robert

Rochester
city of

and absentee voting, charter amendment ....
redrawing, legislation to be prepared for next
regular or special session of the general court
school district, area contract with Wakefield
registration for voting

ward

lines,

HJR

56

SB 280

Rockingham County

HB

496

SB

153

commissioners, election districts

deputy treasurer, salary

set

by county convention

Roll caUs

opening of session
1
election of Sen. Bradshaw as president
3
SB 1, increasing the temporary borrowing limit of the state. Question,
final passage. Yeas, 22; Nays,
38
SB 97, re conflict of interest for certain public officials. Question, substitute "ought to pass" for committee report. Yeas, 4; Nays, 16
1102-1103
SB 112, re fingerprinting all state employees. Question, indefinitely
postpone. Yeas, 9; Nays, 11
664
SB 118, to permit state liquor stores to open on Sunday and to provide
additional compensation to employees therefor. Question, reconsideration. Yes, 13; Nays, 9. Failed for lack of two-thirds vote
789
SB 160, requiring the use of the nonpartison ballot for the election of
a budget committee. Question, substitute "inexpedient" for "ought
935
to pass." Yeas, 9; Nays, 14
SB 175, re arrest without a warrant by law enforcement officers. Ques848
tion, ordered to third reading. Yeas, 9; Nays, 12
860
Question, reconsideration. Yeas, 7; Nays, 12
SB 181, restricting jurisdiction of state police in the towns of less than
10,000 population. Question, indefinitely postpone. Yeas, 12; Nays,
931
10
SB 219, re state employees' compensation. Question, substitute "ought
1072
to pass" for "inexpedient". Yeas, 9; Nays, 8
SB 221, amending the charter of the city of Nashua to provide for the
appointment of library trustees by the mayor subject to approval
1067
by the board of aldermen. Question, final passage. Yeas, 10; Nays, 7
SB 250, to eliminate unfair insurance practices. Question, refer to LSC.
1087
Yeas, 5; Nays, 17
SB 254, prohibiting candidates for office, other than election officials,
from being present within the rail of a polling place. Question,
.

.

.

.

final passage. Yeas, 21;

Nays,

.

.

.

1100

1

314, re the dissemination of information about voluntary sterilization and requiring state financial assistance in certain cases of voluntary sterilization. Question, indefinitely postpone. Yeas, 6; Nays, 13
SJR 25, providing that" a referendum to determine the sense of the
voters on the Vietnam war be placed on the presidential preference
primary ballot. Question, indefinitely postpone. Yeas, 6; Nays, 15
See Numerical Index following for action on bills

SB

.

.

1158

11

27

Senate Journal
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Roll

calls

HB

— continued

preparation of budget for the University of N. H. Question,
indefinitely postpone. Yeas, 12; Nays, 10
131, re operation of liquor stores on holidays. Question, indefinitely postpone. Yeas, 8; Nays, 10
153, re horse and dog racing. Question, indefinitely postpone.
Yeas, 7; Nays, 15
189, redistricting the state senatorial districts. Question, conf rep
tabled. Yeas, 13; Nays, 9
Question, adoption of conf rep. Yeas, 13; Nays, 7
193, establishing the N. H. turnpike system. Question, adoption of
amendment. Yeas, 10; Nays, 13
18, re

1809

HB

1552

HB

1673

HB

2117
2178

HB

1599
1813
Question, reconsideration. Yeas, 11; Nays, 9
1841
Question, return to second reading. Yeas, 11; Nays, 10
1844
Question, adoption of Brown amendment. Yeas, 9; Nays, 12
241, changing the dates for return of revenue to cities and towns,
and providing for reimbursement for interest costs. Question, adoption of amendment. Yeas, 12; Nays, 8
161
Question, order to third reading. Yeas, 12; Nays, 8
162
328, repealing the statute providing that the labor commissioner
shall establish the minimum wages paid by the state and its political
subdivisions in the construction of public works and enacting an
anti-kickback in public works statute. Question, substitute "ought
to pass with amendment" for "ought to pass" report. Yeas, 11;
597-598
Nays, 11
331, amending the business profits tax. Question, request S Ct
1618
opinion on amendment. Yeas, 12; Nays, 11
Question, adoption of Downing amendment. Yeas, 6; Nays, 17 .... 1623-1624
1624-1625
Question, adoption of Morrissette amendment. Yeas, 6; Nays, 17
Question, adoption of Koromilas amendment. Yeas, 12; Nays, 11
1626
Question, reconsideration. Yeas, 11; Nays, 12
1696
1976-1977
Question, adoption of conf rep. Yeas, 14; Nays, 5
380, providing for procedures for hearings and elections re management-employee relations in state employment. Question, substitute "ought to pass" for "refer to LSC". Yeas, 8; Nays, 10
1884
400, providing for an increase in the motor vehicle road tolls.
1898-1899
Question, adoption of Nixon amendment. Yeas, 12; Nays, 8
482, re bail commissioners. Question, ought to pass. Yeas, 7;
645-646
Nays, 6
496, redistricting the county commissioners districts in Rockingham county. Question, adoption of Brown amendment. Yeas, 14;
Nays, 6
1865
507, establishing a Hooksett district court. Question, adoption of
Spanos amendment. Yeas, 3; Nays, 15
1757
564, re increasing the membership of the advisory commission on
health and welfare. Question, ought to pass. Ayes, 20
899
587, establishing limits on the season for taking wild deer. Question, substitute "ought to pass" for "refer to LSC". Yeas, 7; Nays,
13
1716
620, to establish a criminal code. Question, adoption of amendment. Yeas, 4; Nays, 12
1646
649, re the administration of the insurance laws. Question, recommit. Yeas, 9; Nays, 12
984
666, permitting eighteen year olds to entertain in lounges and
dining rooms. Questions, adoption of Downing amendment. Yeas,
14; Nays, 5
914
669, to eliminate the blood test requirement for barbers and hairdressers. Question, adoption of amendment. Yeas, 11; Nays, 1
1250
751, clarifying the law relative to the board of trustees of N. H.
colleges and providing for a student member thereof. Question,
ought to pass. Yeas, 21; Nays,
737
800, providing for annual physical examinations for school bus
operators. Question, nonconc conf rep. Yeas, 9; Nays, 7
1591

HB
HB

HB

.

HB

HB

HB

HB
HB

HB

HB
HB

HB

HB

HB

HB

HB

.

Subject Index
Roll

calls
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HB

802, increasing the minimum wage. Question, substitute "ought to
pass with amendment" for "ought to pass". Yeas, 7; Nays, 10
1794
918, making appropriations for the expenses of certain departments of the state for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1972 and
June 30, 1973. Question, adoption of conf rep. Yeas, 13; Nays, 8
2149
930, re the prevention of pollution from dredging, filling, mining,
transporting forest products, or other construction. Question, recall
from governor. Yeas, 9; Nays, 9
2189
1012, re the date of annual town meeting and presidential preference primary. Question, suspension of jt. rules for introduction.
Yeas, 15, Nays, 7
2105
Question, lay on table. Yeas, 10; Nays, 11
2130
1014, reapportioning the councilor districts. Question, ought to
pass. Yeas, 10; Nays, 7
2221
1019, re district court sessions, the salary of justices, articles of
agreement of charitable organizations, the public defender system for
Merrimack County, making appropriations out of the historical fund
and providing requirements on bids for computers. Question, adoption of Bradshaw amendment. Yeas, 10; Nays, 9
2271-2272
1030, providing supplemental appropriations and related matters.
Question, amendment. Yeas, 3; Nays, 16
2249
5, granting the legislature gieater flexibility in raising public
revenue through the power to tax. Providing that: property other
than land may be classified by kind, use, or amount and such classes
98
taxed differently. Question, order to third reading. Yeas, 17; Nays, 3
34, re appropiiation for state agencies. Providing that: a twothirds vote of each house shall be required to approve a biennial appropriation for any agency which exceeds by more than 10% the
appropriation for the preceding biennium. Question, substitute
1199-1200
"ought to pass" for "inexpedient." Yeas, 8; Nays, 11
1517-1518
Question, adoption of amendment. Yeas, 10; Nays, 10
Rollins, Steven W., in favor of
SJR 22 am

HB
HB

HB
HB

HB

HB

CACR

CACR

HB
HB

Rollins Pond (Gilmanton), motorboats prohibited
Rollins state park, motor vehicle time trials, repealed
Rooms and meals tax. See: Meals and rooms tax
Rooms, assignments

28

Rubbish and waste. See: Dumps; Refuse disposal
Rules and resolutions committee appointed
Rules, joint
1969 session
temporarily adopted

1

1-12

SCR

1

164
174-175. 721-722

status

Rules of the road.

928
434

See: Bicycles;

Rules, Senate
1969 session adopted with
within four days 29

Motor

vehicles

amendments

8-11,

may be changed

9
omit legislative council, am adop
4244
24 (approp bills referred to Finance com), am adop
9-11, 42-44
27 (standing committees), am adop
43-44
40 (appeal, presiding officer's ruling) am adop
Rye, town of
land acquisition for state park, approval by voters, except "tidal
536 am
marsh"
994
meeting legalized
rule
rule
rule
rule

16,

HB

Saco River watershed,

N

H.-Maine interstate compact

Safe deposit boxes, unpaid rent, procedure after six months
Safety department
fire marshal directly responsible to commissioner
reimbursed from snowmobile fees for cost of plates or decals
See Numerical Index following for action on bills

SB

HB

SB

188

HB

735

HB

782

152

am

Senate Journal
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Safety services director
boat inspection, registration and regulation
enforcement of laws re boats operated by person under influence of
liquor or drugs
St. Paul's School, charter amended, corporation membership increased
.

Salem, town

of,

SB

195

HB

682

1020

am

HB

228

HB
HB
HB

964
530
730

SB

144
517
531
143
249

.

HB

meetings legalized

Sand and gravel, public waters, inland wetlands authority approval
mining
Savings and loan associations

SB 319

for

investments, real estate
liquidity provisions applicable to
loans, unsecured, limitations
mortgages, limitations
name to indicate type of corporation
organization or participation in service corporations
shares or deposits, equal status
trustee for self-employed individual retirement plans

Savings banks
investments
participating lenders in mortgage loans
leges and trusts
real estate
voting trust certificates of

may

HB
HB
SB
SB

include nonprofit

col-

HB 737
HB 91
HB 695

banks and bank holding companies

mortgages
144

am

HB

736

CACR

28

SB

limitations

property value certified on application
Scenic preservation. See also: Environment protection
and natural resources
interim study committee
rivers, advisory commission, office of state planning
town roads
Scenic rivers, resources and development council study
School boards
authority to provide child benefit services
examination of schools, repealed

SB 84
SJR 21
SB 138
46

am

HB

205

HJR

SB 44

membership

HB

702

446
SB 40

am
am

district administrators ineligible

HB

increase authorized
refusal to insert article in warrant after petition, penalty
School building aid
construction planning costs
cost of planning for construction included
school bus garages
state guarantee of bonds increased

SB 21
SB 102 am
SB 21 am
SB 98

School bus

HB

shelters, advertising on, regulated
districts. See also; School boards; Towns
administrators, office incompatible with school board
area
prior district indebtedness included in debt limit
review board established after three years

205

am
am

HB
HB

800
582

HB

702

SB

garages, school building aid
operators, annual physical examination

21

School

membership

.

HB
HB

339
544
SB 280
544

Rochester and Wakefield
withdrawal after three years
cooperative
annual meetings, between

March 15th and April 30th

board reapportionment
election of officers at town meeting

.

HB

HB

1012

HB

48

SB 230

HB
employees. See: Public employees

am
936

Subject Index
School districts
meetings

2337

— continued

division votes

and

secret ballots

upon request

moderator, powers
warrant, petitioning for articles
officers. See: Public officers
state aid. See: Education, state aid

HB
HB

110 ain
10 am

1

SB 40 am

transportation of pupils. See: Schools, transportation

School supervisory unions
no. 7, contract with Canaan, Vt. authorized
HB 961
voting based on student population ratio
HB 497 am
Schools
alcoholic beverages prohibited at interscholastic athletic contests ....
467
area. See: School districts, area
census, dates established
SB 44
commercial, correspondence, and trade, contracts subject to home solicitation sales law
HB 992
driver education. See: Driver education
health services, school board may provide
HB 205
high schools, thiee year curriculum, study commission
SJR 18
337 am
lunch program, state to match federal funds
HB 765
middle, grades 4-8, recognition by state board of education
SB 101
N. H. flag to be displayed
HB 796
nonpublic, partially closed, former pupils counted in computation of
state aid to public schools
SB 180
private. See: Schools, commercial; Schools, nonpublic
HB 850
public or private, sheriffs and police officers may enter
pupils
suspension or dismissal by superintendent's representative
711
transportation. See: Schools, transportation
registers provided by state board, repealed
SB 44
teachers. See: Teachers
transportation of pupils, bus operators, annual physical examination HB 800
SB 76
Science and technology office established; advisory council members
Scientific publications as evidence
SB 2
Scotland, Rev. James, Jr., guest chaplain
530
Seacoast. See: Coastal zone
HB 548
Seal, state, unauthorized use prohibited
Search and rescue
HB 988
costs, interim study committee
good Samaritan law extended to certain rescue and ambulance squads HB 126
HB 664
Search warrant statute amended

HB

HB

HB

Secretary of state
agent for foreign corporations, nonresidents may serve legal process
ballots cast on constitutional amendments, counted by
incorrect payments received may be returned

.

.

HB
SB

122
122
84

HB
HB 617

SB 72
notes of state, certification and accounts, repealed
13
requested to furnish official returns from senatorial districts
service of process on, matters re foreign corporations; fee increased SB 187 am
SB 35
unfinished business of general court, repealed
Secured transactions, priority of employees' wages among conflicting
SB 70
interests
Securities. See also: Bonds; Notes
704
corporate, attachment or levy, injunction procedure
Senate. See also: General court

HB

bills. See:

Bills

Clerk
committees. See: Committees, standing; names of committees
employees, appointments announced
journal. See: Journal
See Numerical Index following for action on bills
clerk. See:

17

Senate Journal

2338

—

Senate

continued

legal counsel, office abolished
majority leader, minority leader
meeting time, res adop

SB 22
appointed

8

12

members
mileage. See: Mileage, legislative
qualified
membership increased to thirty-six
president. See: President
qualifications, age twenty-seven

12

CACR

17

CACR

HB

redistricting
research analyst office abolished

32

am

189

SB 95

researchers

18.

rules. See: Rules, Senate
revenue raising bills

133-134, 140

CACR

13

Senatorial districts, election returns referred to committee of three 13,
report 13-16, 21
Sentences
credits

against

minimum and maximum

HB

terms

965

SB

for confinement time prior to sentencing
life, eligibility for parole after eighteen years
murder, procedure for determination
Septic tanks. See: Sewage disposal systems
Sergeant-at-arms, Milo Cheney, elected

61
965
489

HB
HB

8
Service corporations, organization or participation by banks or associa531 am
tions; service to other agencies or persons
Servicemen. See: Armed forces
Sewage disposal systems. See also: Water pollution
SB 233
approval by water supply and pollution control commission
construction and operation by water resources and water quality

HB

SB
department
SB
municipal notes may be issued in anticipation of federal aid
municipalities may pay engineering fees in excess of commission's
HB 855
schedule under certain conditions
SB
prefinancing by state, reimbursement
HB
private, repairs by towns or cities
SB
protection of water supplies extended
regional, water supply and pollution control commission may require HB
SB
regulation, words "near shorelines" eliminated
state guaranteed municipal bonds, publication of advertisement for
HB
bids not required

318
264

am
264
978
233
622
233
675

HB
HB

subdivision defined
Sewer rates, assessment basis

106
768

Sex
discrimination prohibited
offenders, waiver of psvchiatric examination
Shaker regional school district, proceedings legalized; election of board

HB

members
Shepard, Alan B.
invited to address the General Court
state park
Sheriffs

named

after,

on April

15, 1971

study

SB 302
SB 7

am

804

HCR

16

HJR

46

deputies, salaries
set

by county convention
by county convention

Strafford, set

Sullivan

may

enter public or private educational institutions
mileage and per diem allowances increased

HB
HB
HB

SB

153

271
271

am
am

HB
HB

740
850

959

am

salaries

Carroll

HB

271

am

HB

518

Subject Index
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—

continued
by county convention
Strafford, set by county convention

Sheriffs

SB

set

HB
HB

Sullivan

153

HB

1

271
271

am
am

16

HB 740
waiver of fees in certain cases; fees paid by county
SB 286 am
Shoe industry, N. H., preservation, petition to President of the U. S
SCR 3
Shorelines, enacting local tax assessment for dam acquisition, interim
study committee
HB 220 am
Shorthand reporters, certified, licenses
SB 215
Silver Lake
investigation

and construction of lake management structure

(Tilton),

HB

314

am

(Madison), land formerly part of, conveyed to J. D. & D. V. Hayes
Site evaluation committee, electric power facilities; reports to public

HB

292

when funds

available

.

utilities

.

.

commission

SB 217

Ski areas
rates reduced for residents; special tickets for resident children

and

HB

students

688

owned

state

alcoholic beverages, sale permitted
SB 235 am
resident discount increased
255
Slaughterhouses, meat inspection, pay cost after regular business hours
179
Small claims, amount increased to $300
833
Small loans, interest rate increased
304

HB
HB
HB
HB

Smelt
salt

water

HB 690
HB 689
HB 218
HB 62

closed season for taking from ocean waters
nets in certain rivers permitted
nets in Great Bay
shanties, burning, penalty
Smith, Sen. Roger A., appointed chairman of finance committee
Smith, Sen. Stephen W., appointed majority leader 8, president pro
tem 131, remarks on fiscal crisis 1520-1521, remarks on senate
redistricting 2118-2119

8

Smith Meeting House Pond (Gilmanton), motorboats prohibited
HB 928
Edward A., remarks re rehabilitation of state prison inmates 62,
death of mother 172, 174, discontinuation of column in
Farmington and Pittsfield News 207-209, remarks re Dr. Thomas
N. Bonner 455-456, remarks on state economy 667-669
Snively Arena (UNH) addition, appropriation
SB 83
Snow farming, parks division employees, time and a half for over-

Snell, Sen.

SB 54
SB 38

time, appropriation
by-laws authorized

Snow removal, town

HB

525

am

HB

301

Snow

traveling vehicles
firearms prohibited on between 7:00
hunting season

and 3:00 during deer

SB 262

mileage misrepresentation prohibited

HB

681

am

SB 152

registration number, display
noise limit established

HB 90S
operation on highway easements adjacent to traveled way prohibited
except in emergency
HB 98 am
prohibited near ice fishermen
HB 733
registration, display and inspection
HB 959 am
Social security, monthly benefits, increase, memorializing Congress
15

HCR

Soldiers'

home

board of managers, membership
Commandant Donald J. Welch Nursing Care Unit, named
residents exempt from tobacco tax
See Numerical Index following for action on bills

HB

7

am

SB 285 am

HB

827

am

Senate Journal
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Soliciting rides or business
in paved portion of highway, prohibited
near traveled portion of Class I or II highway, prohibited
Southern N. H. Legal Services Association, public defender for

SB 116 am
SB 116 am
SB 256

Hillsborough County
Sovereign immunity from actions against state or municipalities,
except to extent of minimum limits of motor vehicle
liability insurance policies
Space heaters, oil-burning, sale and installation, prohibitions
Spanos, Sen. Harry V., nominated for president 3, remarks 7-8,
appointed minority leader 8, remarks re democrats voting for
republican senate president 23, denial of unemployment
compensation to certain striking workers 61-62, assistants 74,
Concord Monitor 128-129, rescission of closure order for
Portsmouth naval shipyard 264-265, Charlestown boy
needing kidnev transplant 276-277, remarks on Manchester
Union Leader 709-710, remarks on fiscal crisis 1522-1523
Spaulding turnpike. See: Eastern N. H. turnpike
Speaker, designee
may not sign bills without specific legislation to that effect

may

sign

SB 172

HB

979

686

SB

bills

182

Speed limits. See: Motor vehicles
Speedometer. See: Motor vehicles, mileage
Spillage of gravel, sand, etc. from vehicles, construction zone
operation exempted
HB 230 am
Standing committees. See: Committees, standing; names of committees;
Study commissions, committees, and assignments
State agencies, departments, and institutions. See also first distinctive
word, as: Health and welfare department
inventory of properties by resources and economic development
department
SB 78
State employees. See also: State officials

SB 179

applicants, criminal record inquiry limited
classified, director and deputy of N. H. distributing agency

HB

206

SB 219

compensation deferred
exchanges under Intergovernmental Personnel Act of 1970

HB
HB

910
112
241
380

380

am

SB
SB

fingerprinting required
job analysis, interim study commission
labor relations commission; powers and duties
labor relations, imlawful acts; hearings and elections
protest rally
public statements re current legislation prohibited
salaries, advisory committee member appointed
time off for personal business

HB

1227
SB 311

2279

SB 142

imclassified. See: State officials

HB

unemployment compensation
veterans, preference in employment

309

workmen's compensation, claims paid by comptroller
State employees' retirement system. See also: Firemen's retirement system;
Policemen's retirement system; Retirement system, N. H.; Teachers'
retirement system
additional allowance
retirement before July 1, 1961
retirement between July 1, 1961 and January 1, 1968
State entomologist, classified employee in agriculture department
State government internship program

.

.

.

HB

State house
guided tours for school children, statistics
visitors'

State

am

HB

infonuation center

967
SB 93

HB
HB

409

365

am

431

SB 304
1012
43

HJR

institutions of higher education. See: Education, higher, state
institutions; Keene state college; Plymouth state college; Technical

institute; University of N. H.; Vocational technical colleges
State librarian, designation of public document depositories

SB 89

Subject Index

2341

State library, title IV-A appropriation
State officials
and members of immediate family, conflict of interest

SB

54 ain

SB 97
SB 97
SB 311

incompatible offices
public statements re current legislation prohibited
salaries, advisory committee member appointed

2279

State police

compensation and workweek
detective licensing board established

SB 308

SB

135

fingerprinting state employees, authorized
jurisdiction extended to towns up to 10,000 population
motor vehicles, personal use prohibited
overtime and pay for time spent in court
retirement. See: Policemen's retirement system; Retirement system, N.H.
State prison. See also: Prisoners; Sentences
additional appropriation
discharged prisoners, increased allowance
rehabilitation of inmates, remarks of Sen. Snell
transfers of prisoners
State property, tax exemption removed when leased for profit making

and

214
419

HB

62
986
651

548

tech-

SB 76

nology fund
State treasurer. See: Treasurer, state
Status of women commission, continued
Statute of limitations. See: Limitation of actions
Statutes, RSA
additional sets to attorney general's office
typographical error corrected re building codes
Sterilization^ voluntary, information and financial assistance
Stock in trade tax, corrections due to repeal
Stoves, oil-buining, sale and installation, prohibitions
Strafford County
attorney, salary
increased

by county convention
commissioners, salary set by county convention
set

HB

register of deeds, salary set

550
588
SB 314
HB 92
979

HB
HB

HB

by county convention

HB
by county convention

HB
treasurer, salary set

271

by county convention

HB
Straight ticket voting abolished
Street fairs. See: Fairs, street

1

16

am

HB

116

271

am

HB

by county convention

HB
register of deeds, salary set

748

HB
HB

HB

sheriff, salary set

HB
HB
HB
HB

purposes
State seal, unauthorized use prohibited
State technical services act fund, transferred to state science

am

SB 112
SB 181
SB 202
SB 65

271

HB
271

HB

1

16

am
1

16

am
1

16

271

am

HB

116

271

am

SB

148

Streets. See: Highways
Strikes, transporting supervisory

personnel from out of state prohibited SB 211
Students. See also: University of N. H.
688
ski area rates reduced for residents under age nineteen
Study commissions, committees, and assignments. See also: General court,
fiscal committee; Judicial council; Legislative study committee
access to Manchester business district from turnpike
SJR 15
access to public buildings by handicapped, laws
HJR 55
220 am
acquisition of certain dams
Alan B. Shcpard State Park
HJR 46
2277-2279
appointments
SB 205
banks, interest rates
SB 71
Bear Brook camp areas, availability to disadvantaged
See Numerical Index following for action on bills

HB

HB

Senate Journal
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Study commissions, committees, and assignments
beaver season, Coos County
boats and houseboats on public waters

— continued

HB
HB
HB

242
945
SB 32
SB 271
SB 97
SB 122
SB 234
SCR 2
587
SB 135

checklist study
child caring agencies, regulations

common

law marriages, support obligations
recreation service, transfer to Governor's office
conflict of interest, public officers
constitutional questions, ballots counted by secretary of state
consumer protection, implied warranty
criminal code reclassification
deer season

community

HB

detectives, private, licensing

abandoned railroad

director of parks,
use

rights of

472

SB 319

way

for recreational

SB 78 am
SB 110

HB
HB

249
disabled, permanently and totally, definition
63 am
disposing of beverage bottles and cans
domestic animals, loss caused by hunters or wild animals
HJR 50 am
218 am
drug control legislation
SB 225
drugs, amphetamine-type
12
election laws
SB 213
elections, checklists, change of party registration
SB 263
environmental control department
SB 244
environmental protection department
1027
federal nimibering system on power boats
248
flood plains study
672
gasoline octane rating, display
SB 272
geologist, state, transfer to Governor's office
SB 279
golf carts, motorized, registration and operation
SB 270
graphic arts office, transfer to Governor's office
451
halfway houses, regulations and licensing
815
health care capital expenditures, certificate of need
337 am
higher education
SB 79
higher education, expenditure of state funds
holder in due course doctrine, limitation in consumer credit sales .... SB 229
hospital interns, examination requirements
SB 218
hunter orange clothing required when hunting big game
SB 66
industrial development authority
SB 269
inland waters and wetlands, excavating, etc
228
juveniles, commitment
105
majority age lowered to eighteen
SB 232
392 am
Manchester city budget, line item
640
meat slaughterhouses, payment of inspection costs
179
Merrimack River bridge at Merrimack
127 am
Merrimack River pollution and coastal zone environment
SB 283

HB

HCR

HB
HB
HB

HB
HB

HB

HB
HB

HB

HB
HB

HB

motor vehicles
and their operation
energy absorption systems; insurance rates
insurance laws re senior citizens and servicemen
laws
manufacturer's wairanty, surety bond
number plates, front illumination
violations, penalties

weight limit increased
width limit increased
N. H. retirement system
no-fault automobile insurance
non-adversary juvenile and domestic relations court
occupational safety and health
off

track betting

office

'.

space study committee continued

SJR 8
SB 212
SJR 6

SB

113

am

SB 252
SB 207

HB

379

SB 184
SB 183
SJR 34

HB

991

SJR 27
SB 260
SJR 28
SB 315

Subject Index
Study commissions, committees, and assignments
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— continued
HB

open space land

am

7

opticians, licensing and regulation
optometry, practice of
probate courts, jurisdiction enlarged
promotion division, transfer to Governor's office
psychologists and their fees

SB 220
SB 141
SB 1.^2
SB 268

public defender system

SJR 26

HB
HJR

real estate appraisers, qualifications and licensure
reapportionment, Jaffrey special town meeting legalization

37

4S

HB 96
HCR

!
revenue sharing, requesting Congress to call constitutional convention
scenic preservation
SB 84
scenic river preservation
SJR 21
scenic rivers
46 am
search and rescue costs
988
sewage disposal systems, fees for engineering services
PiB 855
sewerage and pollution control projects
727
shorelines, enacting local tax assessment for dam acquisition
220 am

HJR

HB
HB

HB

employees
compensation

state

SB 219

HB

labor relations
state

owned

state

personnel and management

vehicles, utilization

state imiversity study

241

337
763

SJR

337
SJR 23

HB

legislation

HB

am

337

SB 318

HB

HB
HB
HB

salary

HB

treasurer, salary

HB
liquor, after 6:00

218

HB 1007
HB 106
HB 884 am

register of deeds, salary

Sunapee Lake. See: Little Lake Sunapee
Sunapee state park. See: Mt. Sunapee
Sunday
beano permitted after twelve noon
dancing, restaurants and hotels serving

18

am
am

SB 203

University of N. H., nonresident students, percentage limit
vocational-technical colleges
water resources and water quality department, and waste
disposal facilities
zoning ordinance adoption by selectmen
Subdivision, sewage disposal, definitions clarified
Sugar, served in individually wrapped packets or certain containers
Sullivan County
commissioners, salaries

and deputy,

SB

HB
HB

HB

sheriff

380
40

SJR 35

tax commission, restructuring
theater managers, obscenity violations
three year high school curriculum

uniform consumer credit code
uniform controlled substances

HJR

P.M

racing permitted

HB

271

am

HB

740

271

271

am
am
am

HB

740

740

271

am

HB

740

545

am

SB

171

HH

450

1006

am

SB

118
1006

sales

alcoholic beverages, state stores
question of, permitted at special election ...
sweepstakes tickets at licensed race tracks
Sunrise Lake (Middleton) dam acquisition by water resources board,

HB

HB

interim committee
Superior court
appeals

from

repealed
See Niunerical Index following for action on bills

district court in criminal cases,

1028

am

HB

220

am

SB

172

am

Senate Journal
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Superior court
from municipal courts in criminal cases, repealed
chief justice, advice and consent on superior court administration
within unified system
civil suits, jury verdicts by nine of twelve jurors
clerks, appointment of panel to decide legal and medical mal-

SB

172

SB 287
SB 172

SB 240

practice claims
discovery in criminal matters to accused prior to indictment
dower jurisdiction abolished

HB

164

SB 62
SB 231
SB 240
SB 130
SB 286
SB 231
SB 246

expenses paid by state
expert witness fees
fees and court costs waived in certain cases
fines and fees paid to state treasurer
for the superior court fund
jurisdiction in paternity proceedings

HB

663

172

am

justices

number based on current population divided by 60,000
voluntary retirement
rights of appeal to in unemployment compensation matters
writs, appearance filed in writing

SB

SB 147
SB 50

HB

959

Support

common law marriages after thirty days cohabitation
enforcement of, investigation unit
inmates of public institutions

SB 32
SB 29 am
SB 306

recovery against chargeable estates
reciprocal enforcement, uniform act, procedures

HB

310

SB

133

172

am

Supreme court
appeals

SB

frivolous, penalties

SB 172
SB 132
SB 287
SB 284

from municipal courts
from probate court
chief justice, supervision of unified court system
court accreditation commission appointed
jurisdiction
petition for certiorari may be denied
rules and canons of ethics for inferior courts

voluntary retirement
opinions
opinions requested

SB 172
SB 303
SB 147

justices,

memorandum

SB

am

172

HB

amending the business profits tax
331
authorizing general court to provide for time and mode for submitting constitutional amendments to voters
189
review of convictions in district courts
SB 172 am
transfers from district courts, accompanied upon request by findings
and rulings of law
660 am
Surveyors
indemnification agreements with owners or contractors prohibited .... SB 200
land, registration repealed
SB 26
Sutton, highway reclassified
46
745 am
Sweepstakes
commission, additional appropriation authorized
SB 316
reducing time for claiming prizes
559 am

HB

HB

HB

HB
HB

tickets

HB

option, referendum upon petition only
through automatic dispensing machines

sale, local

sale

HB
sales outlets,

compensation limitation

HB

sales oiulets increased

sales outlets increased,

559

am

HB

559

559

am

SB 316

compensation reduced

sold on Sunday at all licensed race tracks
unclaimed prize money held for one year
winnings exempt from N. H. taxes

753

SB 316

HB

1028

am

SB 316
SB 316

HB

559

Subject Index
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T
SCR

Tariffs, re shoe industry, petition to President of the U. S
Tax collectors

deeds. See:
fees

Tax

3

deeds

HB

inaeased

power

to enforce payment of supplemental taxes
provisions clarified re tax deeds

sale of real estate, fees

525

am

HB
HB
HB

939
468
527

HB

615

617

am

Tax commission
abatement of uncollectible interest and dividends taxes
incorrect payments received may be returned

HB

miscellaneous tax division established
SB 305
real and personal property appraisals division established
SB 307
restructuring, study commission
SJR 35
timber lots, inspection
SB 106
Tax deeds. See also: Taxes, sale for
collector in office, provisions clarified
468
retention of property for public use
670
Tax liens to secure payments in lieu of taxes, higher educational and
health facilities authority
SB 189 am
Tax maps, towns and cities to have
542

HB
HB
HB

Taxes
anticipation notes, county, not sold at public bidding
assessment, supplemental, power of tax collector to enforce
assessors, election in towns
three member board
boats, repealed
business profits

HB
payment

.

939
SB 68
HB 814
HB 228

amendments
credit

from taxes paid by railroads and public

utilities,

repealed

deductions, affiliated corporations
rate increased to 7%

revenue returned to

cities

HB
HB
HB

HB

for interest costs
classification of property other than land
collection

Tax

am
am
am

241

am

SB
SB

cities

167
111

SB 320 am

CACR

corporations
corrections in laws

due

to repeal of stock in trade
delinquent. See: Taxes, sale for

and other

taxes ....

HB

22
92

SB 208

escrow accounts, monthly payments

exemptions
county farms

SB 209

SB

educational institutions, sale of property
elderly, qualifications
facilities

5

collectors

commuters income, amendments

housing

331

331
696
331

CACR

monthly payments of amounts over $100 per month
collectors. See:

HB

and towns, dates changed; reimburse-

ment

semi-annually in towns and

am

774

HB

.

of higher educational

and health

facilities

thority

motorized golf carts
public property leased for profit making purposes not exempt
sweepstakes winnings

189

am

HB

791

au-

SB 189 am
SB 279 am

HB

651

SB 316

HB

559

am

veterans, payment of taxes due as condition of exemption, repealed
veterans, surviving spouse of disabled, on homestead
gasoline. See: Motor vehicle road toll
house trailers and mobile homes; tax liens
income, interest and dividends, abatcmt nt if uncollectible
meals and rooms, meals exempt served by voluntary nonprofit organizations with liquor license

HB
HB

642
915

HB
HB

566
615

HB

933

SB

131

nonpayment,

arrest abolished

See Numerical Index following for action on bUls
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Taxes
open space land

SB

SB 204

payments by mortgagors to banks to earn interest
payments in lieu of
higher educational and health facilities authority, housing

SB 189 am
SB 75

facilities

land taken for

fish

and game department

poll

armed

forces

members exempt

repealed
resident tax to replace
resident, $10
armed forces members exempt

HB

rooms. See: Taxes, meals and rooms
sale for. See also: Tax deeds
fees

invalid, procedure
proceedings to settle title disputes
retention of property for public use
subsequent tax payment, fee increased
timber, notices and reports; security for

tobacco
increased
N. H. soldiers'

home

136
153

HB

dog racing

pari mil tucl pools,

HB
payment

exempt
wholesalers' payments reimbursed by retailers
residents

HB

HB
HB
HB
HB

453
336
360
360

1028

am

HB
HB
HB
HB

527
848
848
670

525

am

SB

106

HB

351

827

am

SB

12

Teachers

HB

certification, state board of education
education, coordinating council
Teachers' retirement system. See also: Retirement system, N. H.
cost of-living allowances, retirement before July 1, 1957
Technical institute (Concord). See also: Vocational-technical colleges
bookstore operation, education commissioner to purchase merchan-

dise for

women's dormitory, additional funds
Technical services act fund, state, transferred to state science
and technology fund
Technicians, laboratory, female, employment hours extended
Telephone companies. See also: Public utilities
taxation, remarks by Sen. Nixon
Television, cable. See: Community antenna television systems
Temporary presiding officer, Sen. Alf Jacobson, elected
Tenant. See: Landlord and tenant

of,

bridge, repair of

damage

HB

367

HB
HB

592
286

1650-1653

2

SB 199

HB

conditions

711
301

SB 76
SB 37

Tenements, standards of fitness for human habitation
Terrain vehicles. See: Motor vehicles, all terrain
Theatres, obscenity violations, managers exempt under certain
Thornton, town

SB

SB

760
100

am
am

Timber
cutting, adjacent to public waters and highways limited without
consent of state or country forester
lots, inspection by assessing officials or tax commission
notice of intent to cut filed with town assessing officials
slash and mill waste dumping provisions
tax, notices and reports; security for payment
Time trials. See: Motor vehicles, time trials

Tit'e insurance code
Titles. See also: Deeds
actions to quiet
Tobacco tax

N

SB 289
SB 106
SB 106
SB 289
SB 106

HB

181

HB

848

827

am

and conveyances

H. snldi'-rs' home residents exempt
rate increased
wholesalers' payments reimbursed by retailers

HB

HB

351
SB 12

Subject Index
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Tolls
Central N. H. turnpike, nonlapsing appropriation
Eastern N. H. turnpike, nonlapsing appropriation
Torts, joint tortfeasors
To^\Ti clerk
fees increased

removal from

SB 8
SB 9
SB 72
1

HB

HB

office

525

am

HB

691

525

am

HB

745

110

am

Town

meeting
conduct of voting
day
legislation not necessary for general court not to meet
Senate will not meet

HB

400 401
172

SB 230

election of cooperative school district officers
first

Tuesday

in

optional dates
second Tuesday of
secret ballot

HB 936
HB 10<2

March

upon

SB

May

optional
request

if fiscal

year

is

adopted

HB

111

525

am

HB

110

HB

828

special

budget committee procedure
vote on zoning ordinance amendments

SB 36
SB 40

warrant, petitioning of articles
Aveek, general comt to meet Wednesday and Thursday

Town

road aid.

HCR

14

Towns, highways

See:

TowTi treasurer, deposit of excess funds in banks, security required ....
To^vns
aged, program may be established

HB

528

SB

123

HB

541

appropriations for
celebration of Independence Day
prosecution of misdemeanors
auction sale of surplus public property valued over $500
bridge inspection, prerequisite for state aid

SB 223

SB

170

am

HB

264

HR

957

budget committee
members-at-large, one third elected each year

membership requirements modified
non-partisan ballot for electing members
budgets, hearings, citizens' rights to be heard
by-laws
snow removal authorized
snow removal included
violations, penalties increased
clerks. See:

Town

SB 25
SB 82
SB 160
SB 168
SB 3S

HB
HB

525
525

am
am

HB
HB

528
172

660

am

HB

275

525

am

clerk

deposit of excess funds in banks, security required
disposal facilities required
district court facilities, reimbursement for maintenance

HB

See: Dumps
elections. See: Elections

dumps.

employees. See: Public employees
excavating, regulation of
fiscal year

adopted, meeting second Tuesday of May optional
optional; semi-annual collection of taxes
highways, state aid
scenic roads
subsidy fund computation; non-lapsing
historic district commission, authority where there are no
zoning ordinances
law enforcement officers, optional witness fees
See Numerical Index following for action on bills

HB
SB

HB

SB

111

HB

400

138
1031

am
am

HB
HB

671

767

Senate Journal
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damage by dogs to domestic animals only when
properly confined
library trustees, non-partisan ballot for electing members
limitation of appropriations, assessments imposed by county,
or federal government, defined as fixed charges
meetings. See: ToAvn meeting
liability for

SB 60
SB 82
state,

HB

525

am

HB

744

officers

associations, dues limit increased
compensation, time of payments

HB

incompatible positions, moderator added
incompatible positions, trustee of trust funds added

HB

am

HB
HB

960
525

525

am

HB

870
SB 39

ordinances, violations, penalties increased
park and recreational areas, acquisition

parking

525

facilities

from increased permit

fees

where population

is

SB 276

over 50,000

HB
local ordinances

not superseded by state law

525

am

SB

129

HB
HB

626
883

HB
HB

190
662

HB
HB

670

241

am

SB

138

HB

626

planning boards
or selectmen, authority over driveways and accesses to public ways
or zoning commissions, procedure for abolishing
police

competitive examinations and probationary period provided
jmisdiction extended to other cities and towns on rec[uest
property
acquired by tax deed, retention for public use
not tax exempt when leased for profit making purposes
tax. See also: Taxes
revenue returned from state to replace repealed taxes, dates
changed; reimbursement for interest costs
scenic preservation of roads
selectmen
authority over driveways and accesses to public ways where

HB

there is no planning board
authority re fluoridation, referendum provisions repealed
may permit time trials on class V and VI highways
refusal to insert article in warrant after petition, penalty
tax maps required
tax relief for land taken for fish and game department

651

SB 253

HB

591

SB 40 am

HB

542

SB 75

taxes. See: Taxes
treasurer. See: Town treasurer

zoning
boards of adjustment, notice of hearings, time limitations
HB 983
ordinances, emergency temporary, may be adopted by selectmen
HB 1007
regulations, changes, two-thirds vote requirement repealed
SB 224
Toxic substances, annual list published by public health sei-vices director SB 260
Trade schools. See: Schools, commercial; Vocational technical colleges
.

.

.

Traffic
safety fund. See: Driver education
surveys, public works and highways
Trailers. See: Mobile homes

HB

HB

Transplants, anatomical, liability limitations
Trash. See: Dumps; Littering; Refuse disposal; Rubbish and waste
Treasurer, state
actuarial services, additional appropriation
deposit of state receipts with, exception for incorrect payments
to

HJR

certain depaitments

HB
increased limit on borrowing

long term borrowing, to retire short term indebtedness
supplemental appropriation
hospitalization and group life insurance
state employees retirement contributions

HB
617

47
203

15

84

am

SB 1
SB 300

HJR
HJR

15

19

am
am

Subject Index
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Treasurers, county. See: County treasurers
See: Fish and game

Treed animals.

Trials, jury. See: Jury trials
Trucks. See: Motor vehicles, trucks
Trusts, nonprofit, participation with savings banks in m.ortgage loans
Tufts. S^n. Arthur, 4-H alumni award

Tunnel Stream Road.

See:

.

HB

.

737
87

Benton

Turnpikes. See: Central N. H. turnpike; Eastern N. H. turnpike;
Highways, toll
Turtle Town Pond (Concord), motorboats prohibited

SB 216

U

HB

Unauthorized insurance premium tax increased

268

Unemployment
alleviation

and prevention by

state

ownerhsip of industrial

facilities

.

SB 103

.

compensation

amendments
rights of parties to be heard; benefit
until final decision
maximum benefits available
rights of appeal to superior court
state employees
Unfair insurance practices
cases,

payments

309

127

am

SB

HB

155
SB 50

HB

am

309

SB 250

HB

amendments
complaints made to attorney general
Unified court system, established

Uniform

HB
to continue

am

181

HB

808
SB 287

acts

SB 229

commercial code, holder in due course doctrine abolished
commercial feed law of 1971

HB

consumer

credit code, interim study
controlled substances (drugs), interim study
partnership act, judicial council study
paternity act
reciprocal enforcement of support, procedures
United Baptist Convention of N. H., name changed to
Churches of N.

SJR

HB

conference,

name changed from

Constitution, requesting Congress to call convention re revenue sharing
constitutional amendment, right to vote at age eighteen, ratification
employees, exchanges under Intergovernmental Personnel Act of 1970
tariff policy re shoe industry, petition to President
University of N. H.
campus disturbances, faculty and student penalties
interim study committee
line item

218

HJR

HB

49
663

SB

133

HB

989

HB

490

American Baptist

H

United Methodist Church, annual
Methodist Church
United States. See also: Federal

100

am
am

23

budget

HCR
HCR 17
HB 910
1

SCR

3

HB 145
HB 337
HB 18

SB 203
nonresident students, percentage limit decreased
president-designate Dr. Thomas N. Bonner, remarks by Sen. Snell .... 4,")5-456
public administration .service, supervision of state government internSB 304
ship program
resolution from trustees re site purchase for Merrimack Valley branch 1982-1983
SB 83
Snively .\rena addition, appropriation
366
South East Asia symposium
trustees

HB
HB

expiration of terms
student member
terms

HB

tuition, residents, limitations

veterinary medical education for N. H. residents at

Ohio

739
751

751

am

SB

102

state uni-

SB 80

versity

See Numerical Index following for action on

bills
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Unsolicited merchandise, refusal or acceptance as gift without legal
obligation to sender
Utilities. See: Public utilities

SB

172

HB
SB

194
151

SB

125

HB
HB
HB
HB

931
922
923
967

HB

914

913

am

HB
HB

915
642

V
Vacation wages
Vandals, liability for damage
Vehicles. See also: Bicycles; Motor vehicles; Motorcycles
width of rims on wagon wheels and chaining wheels

on

hills,

repealed

Veterans

amputee and paraplegic, special number plates
blind, special motor vehicle number plates
disabled, free parking

employment preference by
paraplegic, motor vehicle

state

and

political subdivisions

operator's license, free
registration, free for

HB

one vehicle

tax exemptions
homstead, surviving spouse of disabled
payment of taxes due as condition of exemptions, repealed

SB

Vietnam bonus
Veterans Day, See: Holidays
Veterans of Foreign Wars of Berlin, meals and rooms tax overpayment
Veterinary medicine

.

.

.

SJR

HB

definitions; powers and compensation of board increased
education at Ohio state university for qualified N. H. residents

11
1

645

SB 80

Veto. See: Governor, veto

Vietnam

SB 1
veterans bonus
war, referendum
SJR 25
Village districts. See also: Towns
employees. See: Public employees
110 am
meetings, secret ballots upon request
Village water districts, commissioners, authority re fluoridation; referSB 253
endum provisions repealed
Visitors' information center, state house
HJR 43
Vocational rehabilitation division, line item transfer, fiscal 1971
274
Vocational technical colleges
bookstore operation, education commissioner to purchase merchandise
for
592
337 am
study commission
Voluntary corporations. See: Corporations, voluntary
Voting. See: Elections

HB

HB

HB

HB

W
Wade, Thayer, retirement
Wages. See

also:

SJR

credits

31

Minimum wage
SB 70

priority of claim in insolvency proceedings

vacation
Wagon wheels, width of rims and chaining on hills, repealed
Wakefield school district, area contract with Rochester
Warrants. See: Search warrant; School districts, meetings; Town meeting

HB

Washington, town of, meeting legalized
Waste. See: Rubbish
Water companies, municipal, not public

HB

utilities when serving outside
municipality
919
Water pollution. See also: Sewage disposal systems; Water supply and
pollution control commission; Waters

HB

abatement
actions against offenders by individuals
or corporations, etc
or firms, municipalities, etc

194

SB 125
SB 280

CACR
CACR

994

am
28
31

SB 227
SB 293

Subject Index
Water pollution

—
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continued

control
facilities,

HB

eminent domain procedures
guaranteed municipal bonds, publication of

727

am

facilities, state

HB 675
HB 494
HB 5

advertisement for bids not required
tax exemptions; limitations
New England interstate commission, powers and duties
prefinancing by state, reimbursement
facilities,

SB 210
SB 264
SB 210

prefinancing federal grants prior to contract for aid
and wildlife loss, recovery for damages by fish and game

fish

HB

department

Water resources and water quality department, established
Water resources board
authority re excavating and filling in inland waters transferred
to inland

dam

wetlands authority

HB

22H

220
220
220
220
220
220

am
am
am
am
am
am

acquisitions

Contoocook

village (Hopkinton), interim

HB
HB
HB
HB
HB
HB

committee

Downing Pond (New Durham), interim committee
March Pond (New Durham), interim committee
Nubanusit Brook (Harrisville), interim committee
Pine River Pond (Wakefield), interim committee
Sunrise Lake (Middleton), interim committee

SB 318
SB 263

fimctions transferred
to environmental control department
investigation of high and low levels in inland public waters;

power to direct changes
Silver Lake (Tilton), investigation and construction of lake
structure, when funds available
special board, continued

HB

supplies, fluoridation, authority of local officials;
provisions repealed

325

am

management

HB
HB

Water

348

SB 27
SB 318

oil spillage

314

am

HB

228

668

am

referendum

SB 253

Water supply and pollution control commission
approval of private sewage disposal systems
authority to require regional sewage disposal plants
duties and authority re contracts and engineers
fee schedule for engineering services, municipalities

SB 233

HB
HB

622
727

855

am

may pay more

under certain conditions
functions transferred
to environmental control department
licensing of recreation camps; approval of public pools
permission to alter terrain tributary to surface waters
pesticides surveillance scientist, salary
petroleum products storage facilities, inspection report filed with
protection of water supplies extended
well drillers licensed and regulated
Water well contractor's board, established

HB

SB 318
SB 263

HB
HB

636
930

SB 197
SB 28
SB 233
SB 242
SB 242 am

Waters
classification

Little

Lake Sunapee

Pleasant Lake

(New London)

HB
HB
HB

1

18

107
186

boundary between N. H. and Maine, commission established
public
HB 228
excavating, inland wetlands authority approval necessary
high and low levels, investigation by water resources board; power
HB 325 am
to direct changes
motor boats on. See: Boats, motor
SB 27
oil spillage
SB 319
prohibited operations of boats, water skis, surfboards, etc
930
surface, terrain tributary to, alteration regulated
See Numerical Index following for action on bills
interstate,

HB
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Webber, Merton, elected doorkeeper
Weights and measures

8

SB

appropriation for administration

15

SB 15 am
between 17,000 and 35,000 may appoint city sealer
SB 15
cities 35,000 and over must appoint city sealer
SB 15
registration of servicing personnel compulsory
SB 285 am
Welch, Commandant Donald J., Nursing Care Unit, named
Welfare. See also: Children; Disabled; Handicapped; Health and welfare;
Old age assistance
administiation and costs assumed by U. S. government, memorializing
cities

SCR

Congress

5

director

enforcement of regulations re child caring and placing agencies HB 822 am
1518-1519
letter to welfare recipients, remarks by Sen. Lamontagne
manifest payment of non-federal funds for work incentive program HB 287
division

additional appropriation
appropriation for certain positions in quality control unit
child abuse registry established
child care agency personnel, health certificate required
deserted dependents
regulations re child caring agencies, promulgated biennially only

HB

HB

social service

.

HB

See:

Work

am

994

SJR 29

HB

228
8

HB 893
HB 43
HB

Win.

945
288
314
288

SB 242 am
SB 242

College, degree granting powers

Wilson, William

233

HB
HB

.

reimbursement for fire loss
Wetlands, inland
White, Wilmont S., elected clerk
White cane law

See: Fish

am

SB
SB

log kept of geological formations penetrated
Wentworth school district
meeting legalized

Wild animals.

911

HB

SB 29 am

programs

voluntary sterilization assistance
recipients, rental payments paid directly to landlord
Wells, drillers
certificate of registration required

White Pines

214

SJR 4

277

am

HJR

21

and game; names of animals

J., in favor of
incentive program

Windham

HB

school district, debt limit increased

town

of,

meetings legalized

Witnesses
criminal cases, prosecution

may

621

am

HB

589

SB
SB

146
130

take depositions in certain circum-

stances
expert, fees in superior court cases
Wolfeboro, town of, police commission abolished,

HB

referendum

70

Women
commission on

status,

HB

continued

laboratory technicians, employment hours extended
legislators, history of, remarks by Leon W. Anderson
Woodstock, town of, bridges, repair of damage
Work incentive program
employment security commission to keep records

748

SB 37
325-328

SB 100 am
showing

color, etc

welfare director to manifest payment of non-federal funds
Workday, labor, eight hour limit

race,

HB
HB

464
287

SB

124

SB
SB

127
127

HB

769

SB

119
133

Workmen's compensation
administration improved
appeals board
consultation with chiropractors re value of services

dependency payments

HB

Subject Index

2353

—

Workmen's compensation
continued
farm laborers, number exempt decreased

SB

127

HB

509

SB
SB
SB

increased benefits

noncompliance, penalties

HB

risk sharing plans

second injury fund, suspension of payments into
self-employed, voluntary coverage
state employees claims paid by comptroller
Writs, appearance filed in writing
Wrongful death
damages, measured by probable gross earnings during working
deceased
limitation

SB

127

HB

509

am
am
127
140
127
934

am
am

SB 93

HB
life

959

of

HB

on recovery, increased

HB
recovery to include expectable life earnings of deceased
Wyrtzen, Rev. Jack, guest chaplain

149

am

SB

172

149

am

SB

172
1075

Y
Young, Whitney, Senate adjournment
Youth. See

also:

in

honor of

230

Children

employment
not required for farm labor
in "dangerous areas", prohibited

certificate

work

HB

HB

598

598

am

Z
Zellner, Joseph, chief of the

AP bureau

in

Concord, congratulations

on marriage
Zoning

489

boards of adjustment, notice of hearings, time limitations
commissions, towns, procedure for abolishing
emergency temporary ordinance
ordinances

amendments,

special

town meeting

building pennits must comply with
repeal, vote by ballot
cities,

HB 983
HB 883
HB 1007
SB 36

HB

980

SB

251

changes

contents of notice of hearing; burden of proof for legality of change SB 247
SB 247 am
public notice posted and hearings required
SB 224
regulations, changes, two thirds vote requirement repealed
See Numerical Index following for action on bills
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This index, arranged by bill and resolution number, gives
page numbers for all action in the Senate on each numbered
bill

and resolution. They are
SB
SJR

SCR

HB

listed in the

Senate Bills
Senate Joint Resolutions
Senate Concurrent Resolutions

HJR

HCR

House Bills
House Joint Resolutions
House Concurrent Resolutions

CACR

Constitutional

To

following order:

find a bill

mediately preceding

by

its

this

Amendment Concurrent

Resolutions

subject, see the Subject

Index im-

Numerical Index.

All matters not contained in bills or resolutions will be

found

in the Subject Index.

The

abbreviations listed below are used in the Numerical

Index:
adop

Numerical Index
SB

2355

Re admissibility of facts or opinions contained in scientific publications
court proceedings and notice requirements to opposing party. (Nixon &:

2

in

Leonard)

K

18,

SB

840-841

Restricting the sale, possession, and sniffing of
nonconc 1078
18, am 431-435, psd 443,

3

model

glue.

(Leonard)

H

SB 4
18,

SB

Re

am

the composition of the judicial council. (Koromilas)
cone 188, enr 189 (Chapter 14)
psd 88,

84-85,

H

Providing payment to persons for loss of existing mortgage financing
where such persons are displaced as a result of highway activities. (Lamon5

tagne)

am &

19,

Finance 58-60, psd 90, 91, cone

H am

301, enr 347 (Chapter 47)

SB 6

Providing that when highway work requires relocating municipally owned
underground utility facilities the governmental agency doing the work shall
pay for the trenching and backfilling. (Lamontagne)

am &

19,

Finance 69-70, psd 132-133, 135, cone

H am

430, enr 463 (Chapter 78)

SB 7 Permitting persons convicted of certain sex crimes to waive psychiatric
observation and examination. (Leonard)
New title: Permitting persons convicted of certain sex crimes to waive psychiatric observation and examination, and removing the minimum time for which
they may be so committed.
19, am 86-87, psd 88, H cone, enr 174 (Chapter 12)
SB

Providing that encumbered appropriations of tolls collected on Central
shall not lapse until the object thereof is accomplished. (S. Smith)
cone 241, enr 281 (Chapter 31)
19, Finance 60-61, psd 90, 91,
8

New Hampshire Turnpike

H

SB 9

Providing that encumbered appropriations of tolls collected on Eastern
shall not lapse imtil the object thereof is accomplished. (S. Smith)
19, Finance 61, psd 90, 91, H cone 241, enr 281 (Chapter 32)

New Hampshire Turnpike

10 Making appropriations for dual enrollment and
grants for the fiscal years 1972 and 1973. (Morrissette)
19, Finance 391-392 (Died in com)

SB

SB

To

11

child b.nefit

service

provide recognition of the war service of residents of this state who
armed forces of the United States during the Viet Nam conflict.

served in the

(Lamontagne)
19, rcmt 756-757 (Died in com)

SB

Re

the reimbursement of tobacco tax payments
(Bradshaw)
19 (Died in com)

12

to

wholesalers by

re-

tailers.

13 Making the appropriations for dual enrollment and child benefit services
for fiscal year 1971 non-lapsing and allowing applications to be made for such
grants for the 1970-71 school year at any time prior to June 15, 1971. (Morris-

SB

sette)

19 (Died in

com)

14 Re the promotion of four season recreation
(Lamontagne)

SB

19,

K

in

northern

New Hampshire.

624-629

Raising the population figure of cities that require sealer of weights and
measures and providing an appropriation for the administration of the weights
and measures act. (Townsend)
20, am & Finance 76-77, psd 812, 824, H nonconc 1018

SB

15

See also Subject Index preceding this index
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16 Re the establishment of the position and salary of the associate justices
of the Nashua district court. (Leonard)
First new title: Re the establishment of the position and salary of the associate
justice of the Nashua district court.
Second new title: Re the establishment of the position and salary of the associate justice and deputy clerk of the Nashua district court.
am 532, enr am 610-612, 673, enr 677 (Chapter
20, am & psd 216-221, cone

SB

H

123)

SB

To

17

reduce the percentage of alcohol in the blood constituting prima

facie evidence of intoxication. (Tufts)

27,

SB

27,

SB

K

411-412
filing dates for nominations in certain cities and towns.
am 715, enr 775 (Chapter 148)
223-225, psd 231, cone

Re

18

am

19

K

31,

Re

(Downing)

H

convictions of persons under intoxicants or influence of drugs. (Snell)

526

Providing for the regulation of community antenna television systems.

SB 20

(Lamontagnc)

New title: Providing that community
39, am 282-295, psd 299 (Died in H com)

antenna television

rates

be regulated.

21
Providing that school districts may include in borrowing the cost of
planning for construction. (Downing)
New title: Providing that school districts may include in borrowing the cost
of planning for construction and the amount and purposes of annual grants

SB

to school districts.

39,

am &

SB 22

Finance 199-202, psd 482-483, 489,

H

nonconc 1635

Abolishing the office of senate legal counsel. (Jacobson)

39 (Died in com")

Re probable cause hearings. (Leonard)
psd 87, 88,
nonconc 270

SB 23
39,

SB

H

Re state bridge and town bridge aid. (S. Smith)
psd 171, 173, H cone 233, enr 234 (Chapter 25)

24

47,

Modifying the requirements for membership on a municipal budget
committee. (Spanos)
am, conf 281, 315, new conf 347 (K)
47, psd 84, 88, nonconc

SB 25

H

SB 26

Repealing the statute requiring registration of land surveyors. (Bradshaw)

47 (Died in com)

To provide procedures for the prevention and clean-up of oil spillage in
public waters. (Porter)
am 1433, enr 1482 (Chapter
47, am & Finance 203-205, psd 482, 489, cone

SB 27

H

266)

SB 28

Requiring inspection and certification of gasoline, oil, and petroleum
storage facilities by certain fire officials, and reporting same to water supply
and pollution control commission. (Porter)
First new title: Requiring
inspection and certification of petroleum storage
facilities and establishing a fee therefor.
Second new title: Requiring an inventory of petroleum storage facilities in
each city and town of the state.
am 1582-1583, enr 1726 (Chap47, SO 999-1000, am 1067-1069, psd 1073, cone
ter 384)

H

SB 29

Re

investigating cases of

abandonment and

rissette)

56,

psd 349-350, 367,

H nonconc

1527

neglect of dependents. (Mor-

Numerical Index
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SB 30

Re the time after which the requirements of filing proof of financial
responsibility may be waived. (Lamontagne)
cone 1254, enr 1482 (Chapter 267)
57, psd 838, 858,

H

SB

Re

taking a motor vehicle without the owner's consent. (Nixon)
cone 233, enr 234 (Chapter 26)
57, psd 108, 118,
31

H

SB 32

Recognizing

common

la\v

marriage after thirty days cohabitation for

the purpose of certain support obligations. (Morrissette)
57, rcmt 430-431, Study com 1129

SB 33 Establishing
58, JC 305

a

curfew for minors under sixteen. (Lamontagne)

SB 34

Increasing the mileage allowance
(Jacobson)
58, Finance 177-178 (Died in com)

for

members

SB 35

Eliminating certain duties of the secretary of
psd 107, 118, H cone 199, enr 223 (Chapter 20)

58,

Re voting on zoning ordinance
(Jacobson)
nonconc 188
58, psd 102, 104,

SB 36

amendments

of

state.

the general

court.

(Jacobson)

at special

town meetings.

H

SB 37

Re

am

58,

the hours of employment for female laboratory technicians. (Jacobson)
cone 1526, enr am 1640, enr 1959 (Chapter 450)
1162-1163, psd 1208,

H

SB 38

Authorizing town by-laws on snow removal. (Jacobson)
58, rcmt 178-179,' psd 241-242, 247, H cone 532, enr 577 (Chapter 93)

SB 39

Re acquiring park and

am

58,

SB 40

446-447, psd 459,

recreation areas in towns. (Jacobson)
1635

H nonconc

Re

petitioning for articles to be placed in town warrant. (Jacobson)
Re petitioning for articles to be placed in a town or school warrant
and providing a penalty.
am 429, enr 463 (Chapter 79)
58, psd 143, 168, 169, cone

New

title:

H

SB

Requiring notice be given the department of resources and economic
development when a petition is filed for construction of electric lines etc.
41

over public lands or waters. (Tufts)
64 (Died in com)

SB 42

Increasing the membership of the commission advisory to the commissioner of resources and development and making the commissioner of
public works and highways a member. (Tufts)
cone 241, enr 281-282 (Chapter 33)
64, psd 176, 185,

H

SB 43

Providing that the state geologist need not be a faculty

New Hampshire

college or university. (Tufts)

64, psd 100. 101,

H nonconc

member

of a

188

Re the time the school census shall be taken and repealing the statute
dealing with school boards visits to schools. (Downing)
64-65, am 392-393, psd 407,
cone 733, enr 776 (Chapter 149)

SB 44

H

SB 45

Re

the purposes of issuance of bonds or notes. (Downing)
cone 280. enr 303 (Chapter 34)
65, psd 176-177, 185.

H

SB 46

Re the department of resources and economic development duties. (Tufts)
66 (Died in com)

SB 47

Re salary increases upon certification and
of certain medical personnel. (S. Smith)
1450
66, am & Finance 202, psd 538-539, 573,

eligibility

H LT

See also Subject Index preceding this index

for

certification
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Providing that offices of member of the general court
a constitutional convention are incompatible. (Townsend)
nonconc 211
66, psd 137-139, 140,

SB 48

and delegate

to

H

Re

SB 49

the duties of the department of resources

and economic development.

(Tufts)
71, K 179

Re

SB 50

rights of appeal

in

unemployment compensation

matters.

(Lamon-

tagne)

SO

75,

SB

K

344,

363

Providing for the commissioners of safety and education to devise standards for the conduct of driver education courses and to eliminate restricted
permits for fifteen year olds. (Foley)
New title: Providing for the commissioners of safety and education to devise
standards for the conduct of driver education courses.
75, psd 171, 173, SO 270, cone H am 318-319, enr 347 (Chapter 48)
51

SB 52

Establishing a medical advisory board in the division of motor vehicles,
department of safety, and making an appropriation therefor. (S. Smith)
75, Finance 172, am 523-524, psd 529, H nonconc 716

SB 53 Providing for a study of and the preservation of
Movmtain and making an appropriation therefor. (Tufts)

New
89,

Providing for a monitoring program of and the preservation of the
Mountain and making an appropriation therefor.
Finance 468-469, psd 969, 1013,
nonconc 1636

title:

on

ledges

am &

SB 54

the ledges on Profile

Profile

H

Re

the 1971 appropriation for the division of parks and providing for
one half pay for overtime work by employees engaged in snow-

time and
farming. (Jacobson & Spanos)
New title. Re the 1971 appropriation for the division of parks and revising
the appropriation for the state library for title IV-A funds.
am 222, enr 234 (Chapter 15)
90, am 107-108, psd 118, cone

H

SB 55
92,

Validating the marriage of Joseph and Anita Poulin. (Lamontagne)
cone 211, enr 223 (Chapter 42)
126, psd 130,

H

am

SB 56

Re the suspension of motor vehicle licenses of minors in possession of
alcoholic beverages. (Porter)
cone 369, enr 429 (Chapter 54)
102, psd 262, 268,

H

SB 57
tice

Requiring hospitals
in the state. (Leonard)

102,

JC

SB

58

to

admit patients of any physician licensed

to prac-

351-352

To

prohibit any special justice or associate justice of a district court

from practicing law

new

in

any

district court.

(Lamontagne)

To

prohibit any special or associate justice of a district or
municipal court from practicing la^v in any district or municipal court.
Second new title. Re special and associate justices practicing in district or
First

title:

municipal courts.
102, am 295 297, psd 299, nonconc H am, conf 650-651, 673, new conf 2018, rep
adop 2082-2084, enr 2106 (Chapter 550)

SB 59

To

require the parks department to reserve five percent of state campsites

to state residents.

102,

SB 60
105,

SB

61

105.

K

(Ferdinando)

340-341

Re town

liability for

psd 642-643, 648,

H

Re imposing

am

domestic animals harmed by dogs. (Koromilas)

nonconc 831

sentences of commitments
412-413, psd 427,
nonconc 862

H

in

criminal cases. (Koromilas)

Numerical Index
SB 62
105,

2359

Establishing statutory rights in lieu of dower and curtesy. (Koromilas)

am

524-525, psd 529,

H

cone 879, enr 959 (Chapter 179)

SB

63 Providing that experts involved in tests under implied consent statute
are not required for court testimony unless prior notice is given. (Leonard)
cone, enr 609 (Chapter 109)
105-106, am 403-404, psd 407,

H

SB 64

Re

the quantity and retention of the sample taken for the purposes of the
implied consent law. (Leonard)
106, K 331

SB 65

Providing that law
court. (Leonard)
106, am 967-968, psd 1013,

SB 66

enforcement

H

nonconc 1636

Requiring persons engaged

play on their person a

be paid for time spent in

officers shall

in the

hunting of big game animals to disof color known as hunter orange.

minimum amount

(Porter)
106,

SO

438, IP 449-452, recon

& rcmt

457-459,

am

743-745, psd 771,

H

LSC

942
67 To permit a licensee forty-eight hours to present license and registration
law enforcement officials after a lawful request therefor. (Lamontagne)
cone 673, enr 677 (Chapter 122)
106, am 385-386, psd 389,

SB

to

H

SB 68
106,

Authorizing the election of tax assessors in towns. (Snell)

K 211-212
Re hawkers and

SB 69
106,

am

peddlers. (Jacobson)
305-312, remarks 313, psd 323,
nonconc 689

H

To

SB 70

provide employees with

a priority of

claim for wages earned. (Koro-

milas)
1

SB

19,

am

404-405, psd 408,

H

nonconc 793

Establishing a study committee to report on the feasibility of making
available state oAvncd recreational areas to exceptional or disadvantaged N. H.
residents and making an appropriation therefor. (Snell)
New title: Establishing a study commission to report on the feasibility of
making available state owned recreational areas to disadvantaged N. H. resi71

dents.

sponsor's remarks 63, intro
(Chapter 124)

SB 72

Re

119,

am

the issuance of state notes.

119, p.sd 242, 247,

H

(S.

cone 1452, cone

350-351, psd

367,

H

cone 673, enr 677

Smith)

H am

1561, enr 1727 (Chapter 353)

SB 73

Defining and providing for the licensing and regulation of real estate
brokers and salesmen; providing for the N. H. real estate commission defining

powers and duties; and imposing penalties for violations of this chapter.
(Nixon)
125, SO 542, am 630-642, psd 647, nonconc H am, conf 1433-1434, 1528-1529,
rep adop 2079-2081, H nonconc conf rep 2156
its

Authorizing free hunting licenses to owners of one hundred or more acres
who permit hunting thereon. (Townsend)
125, psd 485, 490, H nonconc 879

SB 74

of land

SB 75

To

provide tax relief for towns and

department has acquired taxable
131,

K

forest land.

cities wherein the
(Townsend)

fish

and game

438-439

SB 76

Establishing a state science and technology office in the office of the
governor, and making an appropriation therefor. (Snell)
131, LSC 212

See also Subject Index preceding this index
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To

SB 77
street

to

provide for the widening of Willow street in Manchester from Union
the Londonderry tuinpikc, and making an appropriation therefor.

(Morrissette)
136 (Died in com)

SB

Re inventory of certain public properties and public
abandonment of services and making an appropriation

78

of

136,

am &

utilities

and notice

therefor. (Tufts)

Finance 1095-1096 (Died in com)

Creating a legislative commission to study and make recommendations
re the expenditure of state funds for higher education and making an appropriation therefor. (Jacobson)
nonconc 1635
136, Finance 394-400, psd 453, 459,

SB 79

H

Providing veterinary medical education at Ohio State University for
residents and making an appropriation therefor. (Snell)
nonconc 1527
137, Finance 393, psd 849-851, 859,

SB 80

New Hampshire

H

SB

Authorizing tests on the bodies of certain motor vehicle accident
d'jtermine the content of alcohol in their blood. (Snell)

81

to

141,

SB 82

JC

fatalities

339-340

Providing for the Australian and non-partisan ballot systems in the same

elections. (Spanos)

141,

K

212-216

83 Making appropriations for an addition
HI, psd 539-541, 573, H nonconc 942

SB

to Snively arena. (Snell

&

Foley)

SB 84

Establishing a legislative committee to study scenic preservation measures
recommend legislation to implement the same and making an appropriation therefor. (Porter)
141-142, Finance 205-207 (Died in com)

and

SB 85
170,

to

Providing for a one day deer season for residents only. (Downing)
psd 242-243, 248, H nonconc 775

SB 86

Creating the position of executive director of the commission on the
(English & Foley)
nonconc 1635
170, Finance 370, am 851-852, psd 859,

arts.

H

SB 87

Providing for a supplemental appropriation
sources and economic development. (Tufts)
173 (Died in com)

SB 88
173,

SB 89
186,

SB 90
187,

SB

91

Re

am

the Robert Frost
813-814, psd 824,

to

the department of re-

Homestead Foundation. (Tufts)

H nonconc

1527

Re

am

the distribution of state publications. (English)
580-581, psd 605,
nonconc 1527

H

Re penalties for speeding.
com changed 429, JC 695
Naming

a

certain

(Jacobson)

mountain

in

the

town of Odell, Muise Mountain.

(Poulsen)
187,

psd 548-549, 574,

H

cone 1229, enr 1255 (Chapter 217)

SB 92

Authorizing law enforcement officers to require weighing of motor veSmith)
187, psd 474, 477,
cone 689, enr 716 (Chapter 126)

hicles. (S.

H

SB

93

Re workmen's compensation

to state

Finance 802, psd 992, 1013, nonconc
1511, enr 1727 (Chapter 354)
187,

SB 94
190,

H

employees. (S. Smith)
am, conf 1260, recon, cone

Relating to the improvements of clinical laboratories. (Snell)
Finance 853 (Died in com)

H am

Numerical Index
SB 95

Abolishing the

research analyst to senate finance committee and
RSA. (Jacobson)
cone 1452, enr 1560 (Chapter 317)
office of

removing any reference
psd 723, 730,

190,

H

2361

to that office in the

Re

SB 96

the interest on deposits in credit unions. (Lamontagnc)
cone 830, (H recalled) ccnc
190, am 622-623, psd 647,
am 1018, enr 1212
(Chapter 207)

H

Re

SB 97

H

conflict of interest for certain public officials. (Morrissette)

Study com (RC) 1102-1103

190,

SB 98

Increasing the state guarantee for certain school construction programs.
(Spanos & Jacobson)
190. am & Finance 464-466, psd 541-542, 573, H cone 1453, enr 1560 (Chapter

294)

Re

SB 99

the sale of vinous beverages in retail stores. (Ferdinando)

rcmt 448 (Died in com)

198,

SB

100 Authorizing the state of N. H. to acquire from the town of Woodstock
bridge No. 205-078. (S. Smith)
New title: Re repair of damage to bridges in Thornton and Woodstock.
198, Finance 942, am 1116-1117, psd 1207,
cone 1566, enr 1959 (Chapter 451)

H

SB

Providing for the recognition of "middle schools". (Jacobson)
198, psd 770, 771, H cone 863, enr 921 (Chapter 178)
101

SB

102 Establishing limitations on tuition charged residents by the Trustees
of the University of N. H. (Downing)
New title: Providing that school districts may in borrowing include the cost
of planning for construction.
210, am 965-967, psd 1013,
cone 1637, enr 1959 (Chapter 452)

H

SB

Authorizing the state of N. H. to acquire and dispose of industrial
facilities. (51 Smith & Spanos)
210, am 643, psd 648,
cone 1254, enr 1482 (Chapter 268)
103

H

SB

104 Providing standards for the marketing of maple syrup and authorizing
the commissioner of agriculture to enforce these standards. (Townsend)
cone 826, enr 833 (Chapter 163)
210, psd 486, 490,

H

SB

105

Re

the issuance of property, liability, and automobile insurance. (La-

montagne)

H

210, psd 1021-1027, 1075,

cone 1637, enr 1960 (Chapter 453)

SB 106

Relating to filing notices under the timber conservation act and requiring an owner to furnish security for payment of the yield tax. (R. Smith)
210, am 1163-1165, psd 1209, H cone 1453, enr 1583 (Chapter 343)

107 To reorganize the commission on interstate cooperation and making
an appropriation therefor. (Jacobson)
New title: To reorganize the commission on interstate cooperation.
221, Finance 533, psd 777-778, 790, nonconc H am, conf 1638, 1729, rep adop
2036, 2044-2045, enr am 2074, 2086. enr 2093, com members appointed 2278
(Chapter 548)

SB

SB

108

222,

Increasing the

am

SB 109

membership

581-582, psd 605,

H

of the barbers' board.

(S.

Smith)

cone 863, enr 959 (Chapter 180)

Legalizing the annual meeting of the town of Goffstown,

(Nixon)
222, psd 533-534, 573,

H

March

9, 1971.

cone 793, enr 805 (Chapter 153)

Providing that certain abandoned railroad rights of way be retained for
recreational use and a study be made to develop plans for a feasible system
of trails and providing an appropriation therefor. (Tufts)
239, com changed 303, K 936-937
See also Subject Index preceding this index
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Permitting any town to account on a fiscal year basis, permitting semi111
annual tax collection in all towns and providing for an optional town meeting

SB

date. (Jacobson)
239, psd 534-536, 573,

SB

113

865, cone

H am

1650, enr 1960 (Chapter 454)

fingerprinting all state employees. (Lamontagne)
nonconc 862
657-664, psd 669,

H

am (RC)

239,

SB

Re

112

LT

To

increase the penalties for reckless driving

and driving

ivhile intoxi-

cated. (Jacobson)
New title: To increase the penalties for driving while intoxicated or

the influence of drugs.
239, SO 525, am & psd 554-573, cone

SB 114

Increasing
(Jacobson)

240, psd 526, 529,

the

H

penalties

for

H am
reckless

under

1230-1231, enr 1482 (Chapter 269)

operation

of a

motor

vehicle.

nonconc 733

SB 115 To require pedestrians to wear reflectorized
when walking on the roadway at night. (Jacobson)

material on their clothing

K 526

240,

116 To prohibit individuals from soliciting rides or business on or in proximity to the traveled portion of a street or highway, (jacobson)
am, conf 774, 792, rep adop 2036-2037, enr
240, am 526-527, psd 529, nonconc
2071 (Chapter 532)

SB

H

117 Re the form of drivers licenses, and making an appropriation therefor.
(Marcotte)

SB

240 (Died in com)

To permit state liquor stores to open on Sunday and
compensation to employees therefor. (Morrissctte)
240, IP 758-769, recon rej (RC) 785-789

SB

118

to

provide addi-

tional

To provide workmen's compensation dependency benefits. (Lamontagne)
240 (Died in com)

SB 119
SB 120

To

require public hearing prior to vote on

bond or note

issues of cer-

tain municipalities and providing procedures for bonds in excess of
dred thousand dollars. (Jacobson)
249, am 11031 104, psd 1207,
cone 1254, enr 1482 (Chapter 270)

one hun-

H

SB

Applying the coverage of the highway relocation
121
number. (Foley)

249,

am

527-528, psd 529,

H

assistance act

by project

cone 1453, enr 1583 (Chapter 344)

SB

122 Providing that all ballots cast on any question amending the constitution shall be counted by the secretary of state. (Lamontagne)
249, LSC 536-537

SB

123

Re enabling

local

municipalities

to

appropriate funds for assistance

(Lamontagne)
249, psd 807, 823, conc^H am 1017, enr 1212 (Chapter 208)
to the aged.

SB

124 Re the definition of a workday. (Jacobson)
249, psd 904-905, 916,
cone 1255, enr 1482 (Chapter 271)

H

125 To repeal certain statutes re the width of rims of wagon wheels and to
chaining wheels on hills. (Jacobson)
249, psd 386, 389, H cone 577, enr 610 (Chapter 104)

SB

Re the sale of beer to persons
(Morrissette)

SB 126

250 (Died in com)

who have

attained the age of nineteen.

Numerical Index

2363

127 To improve the administration of the workmen's compensation law.
(Lamontagne)
First new title: To improve the administration of and increasing benefits under
the workmen's compensation law.
Second new title: To improve the administration of and increasing benefits
under the workmen's compensation law and re the rights of parties to be
heard in unemployment compensation cases.
250, Finance 869-870, com changed 969-970, am 1176-1189, recon &: am 12001202, psd 1209, nonconc H am, conf 1768, 1934, rep adop 1999-2005, 2037, enr
2087 (Chapter 539)

SB

SB

128 Providing for an additional appropriation to the division of parks,
partment of resources and economic development. (Snell)
250 (Died in com)

de-

129 Re local parking ordinances. (Foley)
cone, enr 716 (Chapter 127)
250, psd 613, 619,

SB

H

SB

Re

130

expert witness fees in superior court cases. (Leonard)
H cone 1078, enr 1212 (Chapter 214)

269. psd 841. 858,

SB

131
Abolishing arrest upon civil process. (Spanos)
cone 959, enr 1115 (Chapter 227)
269, psd 679-680, 687,

H

Re the jurisdiction over domestic relations cases, providing for fulltime probate judges, providing for appeals to the supreme court, and establishing a study committee. (Nixon)

SB 132

269,

SB

K

778-779

Re

133

the uniform reciprocal enforcement of support act. (Spanos)

269, psd 643-6 i4. 648,

SB

cone 879, enr 959 (Chapter 181)

Re the construction industry. (Brown)
com changed 679, am 892-893, psd 915, H nonconc

134

269,

SB

H

To

135

269,

1254

am

license private detectives and private detective agencies.
893-897, psd 915,
nonconc, LSC 1510

(Nixon)

H

SB

136 Re the taxation of farm, forest, wet,
nonconc 1565
269, psd 1151-1152, 1208,

and wild land. (Townsend)

H

137 To amend hours of labor. (Lamontagne)
278 (Died in com)

SB

138

To

New

title:

SB

preserve the scenic beauty of town roads. (Nixon)
Providing for the designation of scenic roads and re town road aid.
am, conf
278, SO 652 657, rcmt 707-709. am 1147-1150, psd 1208, nonconc
1569, recon &: cone
am 1582, enr 1960 (Chapter 455)

H

H

SB 139
279.

K

Re

trapping

fisher.

(Nixon)

486-^187

140 To increase workmen's compensation benefits.
279, Finance 869-870, com changed 969-970 (Died in com)

SB

SB

141

279,

SB

Re the practice
LSC 1129-1130

142

of optometry. (Nixon)

Allowing full-time

(R. Smith)
279, psd 905, 916,

(Lamontagne)

classified

H nonconc

employees time

off

for personal business.

1254

143 Clarifying and making co-equal the terms, shares and deposits and
shareholders and depositors under cliaptcr 393 ngnlating building and loan
associations. (R. Smith)

SB

279, p.sd 623, 647,

H

nonconc 1211

See also Subject Index preceding this index
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Re the limitations on the loaning authority of cooperative banks,
building and loan associations and savings and loan associations. (R. Smith)
New title: Re the limitations on the loaning authority of savings banks, cooperative banks, building and loan associations, and savings and loan associations.
am, conf 1260, 1483, new conf
279, am 795-799, LT 803, psd 823, nonconc
1962, rep adop 2078-2079, 2086, enr am 2133, 2150, enr 2152 (Chapter 513)

SB 144

H

SB

145

279,

Re

am

construction attachments. (Morrissette)

1019-1020, psd 1073, cone

H am

1640, enr 1960 (Chapter 462)

SB 146

Authorizing the prosecution to take depositions of certain witnesses in
criminal cases. (Koromilas)
279, psd 542-543, 573, H cone 959, enr 1212 (Chapter 209)
147 Re the voluntary retirement of supreme and superior court
(Leonard)
cone 959, enr 1212 (Chapter 210)
279, psd 579, 605,

SB

justices.

H

SB 148

To

require voting on each

300, psd 1096-1098, 1207,

H

office.

(Nixon)

nonconc 1527

Re election procedures of the
nonconc 879
300. psd 643, 648,

SB 149

Contoocook Valley school

district.

(Nixon)

H

SB 150
vote

Requiring that the mayor of the

and providing

324, psd 1029, 1073',

SB

151

city of

Nashua be

elected by a majority

for a run-off election re the same. (Leonard)

H

nonconc 1527

Re reimbursement

324, psd 664, 669. cone

for

H am

damages caused by vandalism. (Ferdinando)

1007, enr 1115 (Chapter 228)

SB

152 Providing standards for registration dfsplays on snow traveling vehicles.
(Gardner)
nonconc 1527
346, psd 483, 489,

H

SB

Clarifying the powers of counties and county conventions in determining
salaries for county officers. (Jacobson)
New title: Clarifying the powers of counties and county conventions in determining salaries for county officers and providing that the county convention
shall fill vacancies in county offices.
346, am & psd 599-605 (Died in com)

153

154 To create an education aid fund to enable citizens of the state to attend
private institutions of higher education. (Jacobson)
346, K 921-922

SB

155 To require medical payment provisions
surance policies. (Leonard)
346, am 799-801, psd 803,
nonconc 1636

SB

in

automobile

liability

in-

H

SB

156 Providing that thirty-six hour motor vehicle permits shall apply to
purchases from out of state dealers. (Leonard)
346, K 994

SB

157 Providing that towns shall pay for
canine. (Townsend)
346, psd 807-808, 823,
nonconc 1019

damage

to livestock

caused by any

H

SB

Re

the assignment of pupils under dual enrollment. (Jacobson)
368, psd 776, 790,
cone 1254, enr 1482 (Chapter 273)

158

H

SB 159

Abolishing the state rifie range commission. (Bradshaw)
368. psd 745, 771,
cone 1019, enr 1115 (Chapter 229)

H

SB

160 Requiring the use of the non-partisan ballot for the election of a budget committee. (Spanos)
368, psd (RC) 934-936, 955,
nonconc 1254

H

Numerical Index
SB

Increasing the penalties
161
rights-of-way. (Jacobson)

390, psd 613, 619, cone

SB

162

390,

SB

am

H

164

165

1016, enr

license for sale of real estate where there are unknown heirs, or heirs
disability, or heirs whose whereabouts are unknown. (Nixon)

H

cone 1019, enr 1115 (Chapter 230)

Re

am

390,

H am

Re

390, psd 695-696, 711,

SB

on overdue accounts. (Jacobson)

Trohibiting dumping materials from out-of-state. (Tufts)
616 617, psd 619, nonconc
am, conf 957, recon, cone
1223, 1254, enr 1482 (Chapter 272)

am

under

SB

1064 (Chapter 195)

service charges

163

390,

SB

throwing trash on highways or highway

for

H am 880, enr

Re interest and
LSC 1091-1094

2365

recreational roads. (English)
cone 793, enr 805 (Chapter 152)
646, psd 648,

H

Amending the 1969 appropriation re capital expenditures at Franconia
State Park. (Tufts)
cone 1526, enr 1566 (Chapter 334)
390, am 722, psd 730,
166

Notch

H

SB

167

K

390,

SB 168

Re monthly payment

of local taxes by certain taxpayers. (Morrissette)

808

Re

citizens rights

be heard

to

at

municipal budget hearings. (Morris-

sette)

K

390,

808

Re the special elections of a mayor. (Morrissette)
nonconc 1254
390, psd 968, 1013,

SB 169

H

SB 170

Re disposal by auction sale of certain
(Morrissette)
nonconc 1527
391, am 1110-1111, psd 1207,

surplus

municipal property.

H

SB

171
Re Sunday dancing in hotels and certain restaurants.
am 959, enr 1115 (Chapter 231)
408, psd 808-809, 823, cone

(S.

Smith)

H

SB

Re the judicial process. (Nixon)
172
am 1583, enr 1960 (Chapter 456)
408, am 10351049, psd 1074, cone

H

SB

173 Establishing an environmental protection division in the office of the
attorney general and making an appropriation therefor. (Porter)
LT 1565
445, Finance 674, am 987-989, psd 1013,

H

SB

Re education

174

for all

445, psd 807, 823, cone

SB
SB

K

1230, enr

am

&

Tufts)

1527, 1566, enr 1928 (Chapter 443)

arrest without a warrant by law enforcement
(RC) 841-848, recon rcj (RC) 860

officers.

(Jacobson)

Re

176

460,

H am

Re

175

460,

handicapped children. CJacobson

K

a department of forensic medicine. (Porter)
853-854

177 Re special motor vehicle registration numbers and the driver education
fund. (Townsend)
nonconc 1527
460, SO 995-996, am 1153-1156, psd 1208,

SB

H

178 Authorizing the liquor commission to extend
liquor licenses. (Foley)
cone 1229, enr 1255 (Chapter 218)
460, psd 827, 828,

SB

certain

provisions

re

H

SB 179 Limiting the scope of inquiry
ment and state licensing. (Nixon)
470, psd 902, 916,

H

cone 1254, enr

directed to applicants for state employ-

am

1510, 1533, enr 1727 (Chapter 355)

See also Subject Index preceding this index
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Re the inclusion of certain pupils from partially closed nonpublic
schools in the computation of state aid due school districts. (Jacobson)
cone 959, enr 1212 (Chapter 211)
471, psd 807, 823,

SB 180

H

Restricting jurisdiction of state police in the towns of less than 10,000
population. (Porter)
471, IP (RC) 922-931

SB

181

Providing that the designee of the Speaker of the House or the President may sign bills. (S. Smith)
471, am & psd, H cone, enr 685-689 (Chapter 125)

SB 182

183

Re

New

title:

SB

the allowable width of ready-mix cement vehicles. (Lamontagne)
the allowable width of certain vehicles.
cone 1484,
nonconc.
471, am 1020-1021, psd 1073, remarks 1430-1432,
Study com 1604

Re

H

SB

184 Increasing the allowable weight of
471, psd 994-995, 1014, remarks 1430-1432,

certain

H

vehicles.

H

(Lamontagne)

nonconc. Study com 1604

SB

185 Increasing the exemptions from attachment and execution of certain
property. (Spanos)
cone 1078, enr 1213 (Chapter 215)
478, psd 814-816, 824,

H

SB

186 Increasing the radius of operation and the fee for special operation
permits for certain heavy motor vehicles. (Lamontagne)
cone 1453, enr 1583 (Chapter 345)
478, psd 996-998, 1014,

H

187 Re service of process against foreign corporations. (Nixon)
am 1078, enr 1213 (Chapter 216)
478, psd 696-697, 711, cone

SB

H

188 Re a compact between the states of Maine and N. H. to promote the
better utilization of the Saco River Watershed, and making an appropriation

SB

therefor.

New

(S.

Smith)

Re

a compact between the states of Maine and N. H. to promote
the better utilization of the Saco River Watershed.
491. Finance 745-746, am 1189-1190, psd 1209,
cone 1526, enr 1567 (Chapter
335)
title:

H

SB 189

To amend

the

N.

H. higher educational and health

facilities

law.

(Ferdinando)

New

Establishing obligations of the N. H. higher educational and health
authority as "legal investments".

title:

facilities

am 1104-1106, psd 1207, cone H am 1768-1769, recon, nonconc H am,
conf 1929, 1950, 1964, 1997, rep adop 2065-2068, enr 2106 (Chapter 554)

491,

To establish a state liquor store in
priation therefor. (Jacobson)
530, Finance 1061-1062 (Died in com)

SB 190

New London and making

an appro-

191
Re abandoned boats. (S. Smith)
530, psd 725, 730,
cone 1229, enr 1255 (Chapter 219)

SB

H

Re the policemen's retirement system. (Koromilas)
am & Finance 902-904, 1204 (Died in com)

SB 192
530,

SB

193 Defining the crime of begetting a
diction to the district courts. (Morrissette)
575, JC 973-975

SB

194

To

woman

with child and giving

juris-

provide for medical treatment of minors without parental consent

by licensed physicians. (Jacobson)
575,

SB

K 993

195 Giving the director of safety services and his authorized representatives
the power of arrest in the enforcement of laws re operation of boats by a
person under the influence of liquor or drugs. (S. Smith)

Numerical Index
com changed

575,
274)

SB
SB

Re optional number

196

K

575,

651, psd 1032, 1073-1074, cone

H am

2367
1433, enr 1482 (Chapter

plate legend. (Jacobson)

1140-1143, 1215

Establishing the salary of the pesticides surveillance scientist. (Poulsen)
cone 1453, enr 1583 (Chapter 346)

197

575, psd 852, 859,

SB

193

SB

199

H

Establishing a permanent probation office in municipalities with population over 50,000 persons. (Leonard)
575, am 1062-1063, psd 1074, cone
am 1583, enr 1960 (Chapter 457)

H

607,

Re

actions by and against tenants. (Foley)
1049-1051, psd 1074,
noncone 1265

H

am

Re indemnification agreements between architects, engineers, or surveyors and owners, contractors, sub-contractors, or suppliers. (Brown)
607, am 1051-1052, psd 1074,
tone 1453, enr am 1814, 1815, enr 1928 (Chapter
407)

SB 200

H

SB

Re

201

607,

am

SB 202

the state apprenticeship council. (Bradshaw)
882-883, psd 915,
cone 1453, enr 1583 (Chapter 347)

H

Prohibiting state police officers from using police cars for personal

matters. (Morrissette)
607, K 737-741

Amending the percentage limit of out-of-state students enrolled at the
University of N. H. (Morrissette)
607, LSC 883-889

SB 203

SB 204

Providing for the payment of interest on real estate tax payments paid
by mortgagors to banking institutions. (Morrissette)
607, psd 960 964, 1012, H noncone 1636

SB 205 Re interest
607, LSC 964

Re

SB 206

rates

on loans being charged by banks. (Morrissette)

investments by banks. (Morrissette)
noncone 1636

607, rcmt 965, psd 1090, 1207,

SB 207

H

Providing that front license plates on motor vehicles shall be illuminated
(Bradshaw)

at night.

607,

LSC

741

Re payment of certain property taxes by firms which hold
designated for the payment of taxes in escrow accounts. (Morrissette)
607, K 965

SB 208

SB 209

Exempting county farms from property

607-608,

K

money

tax. (Tufts)

931

SB 210

Enlarging the conditions under which federal or state aid projects
be prc-financcd and extending the term of borrowing for the same to

may
five

years. (Poulsen)

608, psd 741-742, 771,

SB

211

Re

H

cone 1229, enr 1255 (Chapter 220)

personnel employed during a

strike.

(Mareotte)

608 (Died in com)

To reduce motor vehicle repair
Nixon)
608, Study com 1094

SB 212

SB 213

costs

and insurance

rates.

Re sessions for correction of or additions to the checklist
tions of or additions to party registration. (Spanos)
620, Study com 1106
See also Subject Index preceding this index

(Leonard &

and

for altera-

Senate Journal

2368
Re

SB 214

charters

filing city

(Leonard)
620, psd 932, 954,

and amendments thereto with the

secretary of

state.

Re

SB 215

H

cone 1255, enr 1482 (Chapter 275)

regulation of shorthand court reporting. (Nixon)
am 1530, enr 1727 (Chapter 356)

H

620, psd 865-866, 875, cone

To

SB 216

prohibit

the

operation of motorboats upon Turtle

in Concord. (Jacobson fc R. Smith)
620, SO 1001-1002, am 1069-1070, psd 1075,

H

Town Pond

nonconc 1265

Re

the establishment of an electric power plant and major transmission
siting and construction licensing procedure. (Foley)
am 1529, enr 1727 (Chapter
621, jt com 742, am 1131-1134, psd 1207, cone
357)

SB 217

H

SB 218 Re internships
621,LSC993

in hospitals in this state. (Spanos)

SB 219 Re state employees' compensation. (Spanos)
621, SO 1002, psd (RC) 1070 1073, H nonconc, LSC 1510

Re the licensure and regulation of the practice of opticianry. (Bradshaw)
nonconc, LSC 1253
621, psd 1130-1131, 1207,

SB 220

H

SB 221 Amending the charter
ment of library trustees by

of the city of Nashua to provide for the appointthe mayor subject to approval by the board of

aldermen. (Do^vning)
SO 932, psd (RC) 1064-1067, 1075, recon

649,

SB 222

Clarifying

(Nixon)
649, psd 801, 803,

the

H

law

concerning

the

rej

1079,

H

nonconc 1451

merger of insurance companies.

cone 1019, enr 1115 (Chapter 232)

SB 223

Authorizing towns to appropriate funds to employ counsel for the
prosecution of misdemeanors. (Spanos)
am 1260, enr am 1528, enr 1567 (Chapter 336)
670, psd 932-933, 954, cone

H

Re

SB 224

K

670,

the procedure for changing zoning regulations. (Jacobson)

1107

SB 225

Prohibiting the manufacture, sale and use of amphetamine-type drugs.
(Koromilas)
New title: Restricting the use of amphetaminc-tvpe drugs.
nonconc. Study com 1527
670, am 1167-1168, psd 1209,

H

SB 226

Providing that the election recount fee be waived in certain cases.
(Koromilas)
670, psd 933, 955, H nonconc 1254

SB 227

Providing for equitable actions against polluters of the
other natural resources of the state. (Koromilas)
671, psd 975-976, 1013,
nonconc, JC 1527

air,

water, and

H

SB 228
671,

K

Re the
938-942

SB 229

To

New

title:

671,

am

minimum

age for marriage. (Koromilas)

abolish the holder in due course doctrine. (Koromilas)
limit the holder in due course doctrine in consumer credit sales.
1052-1054, psd 1074,
nonconc, Study com 1510

To

H

SB 230

Including certain cooperative school districts among those school diselect officers at the time and places for the election of town
officers in the towns which comprise said districts. (Jacobson)
671, psd 866, 875,
nonconc 1527
tricts

which may

H

Numerical Index
SB

To

231

transfer certain costs of the superior court
therefor. (Tufts)

from the counties

to the

and making an appropriation

state,

671,

2369

945-946

JC

SB 232

Providing the age of majority
Leonard)
671. psd 937, 955 (Study com)

shall be eighteen years of age. (Porter

&

Re sewage disposal systems. (Poulsen)
cone 1637, enr 1928 (Chapter 444)
671, psd 951-952, 955,

SB 233

H

SB 234
671,

Providing for consumer product warranty protection. (Koromilas)
1117-1120, psd 1207, H nonconc. Study com 1510

am

SB 235

Re

New

title:

the fee for a liquor license issued after April first. (Gardner)
the fee for a liquor license issued after April first and permitting
the sale of liquor at state owned ski areas.
671, am 1006, psd 1014,
cone 1453, enr am 1814, 1815, enr 1928 (Chapter
408)

Re

H

To abolish the so-called "locality rule" in judicial matters involving
professional malpractice suits. (Nixon & Koromilas)
671. am 970-971, psd 1013,
cone 1453, enr 1583 (Chapter 348)

SB 236

H

Re

SB 237
671,

SB

am

976-977, psd 1013,

H

(Nixon)

nonconc 1565

Re

2.38

671,

salaries of special justices of the district courts.

am

release from county jails and houses of correction. (Nixon)
977-978, psd 1013,
cone 1526, enr 1567 (Chapter 337)

H

SB 239

Providing that irreconcilable difterences shall be the sole grounds for
divorce and eliminating the fault concept of divorce. (Leonard)

New

title: Providing that irreconcilable differences shall be grounds for divorce.
am 1583, enr 1928 (Chapter 445)
671, psd 971-973, 1013, cone

H

To

SB 240

provide a procedure for the disposition of claims arising from
medical malpractice. (Nixon)
671. am 1054-1059, psd 1074, cone H am 1432-1433, enr am 1528, enr 1567
(Chapter 338)
legal or

SB

241
Establishing a state classified personnel and management study commission, and making an appropriation therefor. (Bradshaw)
676, Finance 1159 (Died in com)

SB 242

Regulating the drilling of water wells
(Porter)
nonconc 1265
676, am 1135-1140. psd 1208.

and requiring a licensed

driller.

H

Re group

SB 243

am

676,

life

insurance plans. (Leonard)
cone 1636, enr 1928 (Chapter 446)

1165-1167, psd 1209,

H

SB 244

Establishing an environmental
an appropriation therefor. (Porter)
676, Study com 952

SB 245

New

688,

and

making

in the city of Manchester. (lerdinando)
Establishing an arbitration commission to handle zoning disputes in

the city of Manchester.
am 1172-1174. psd 1209.

677.

state,

department,

Re zoning
title:

SB 246

protection

To

H

nonconc 1265

transfer certain costs of the superior court
therefor. (Foley)

from the counties

and making an appropriation

JC 946
See also Subject Index preceding this index

to the

Senate Journal

2370
Re

SB 247

public notice, burden of proof, and hearing requirements for city

zoning. (Ferdinando)

New
689,

Re public notice and hearing requirements for city zoning.
com)
1172, psd 1209 (Died in

title:

am

H

Re

SB 248

the future business of a person discharged as a bankrupt. (Morris-

sette)

712 (Died in com)

To

powers of building and loan associations, cooperaor savings and loan associations. (S. Smith)
cone 1636, enr 1726 (Chapter 385)
712, psd 1079-1080, 1207,

SB 249

establish trustee

tive banks,

H

To

SB 250

LT

eliminate unfair insurance practices. (Spanos)

am & psd (RC) 1080-1090, 1210,
enr 1988 (Chapter 519)
712,

SB

1059,

Requiring zoning ordinance changes

251

H
to

cone 1637, enr

am

1957, 1959,

be voted upon by printed

ballots. (Spanos)

712, psd 933, 955,

H nonconc

1254

Requiring that motor vehicle manufacturers post a bond

SB 252

warranties on
712-713,

am

guarantee

vehicles sold in this state. (Koromilas)
nonconc, Study com 1604
1059-1060, psd 1074,

H

SB 253

Returning to local officials authority
public water supplies. (R. Smith)
713,

to

new motor

to

decide whether to fluoridate

K 992-993

SB 254

Prohibiting candidates for office, other than election
present within the rail of a polling place. (McCarthy, et al)
nonconc 1451
713, am & psd (RC) 1098-1100, 1210,

officials,

from being

H

Re the pharmacy board and the fees payable thereto.
am 1637, enr 1960 (Chapter 458)
713, psd 992, 1014, cone

SB 255

(S.

Smith)

H

SB 256

Establishing a public defender system for Hillsborough county. (Leonard
Porter)
New title: Establishing a public defender system for Merrimack county.
am, conf 1637, 1728-1729, rep adop 1977,
713, am 978-980, psd 1013, nonconc
enr 2057 (Chapter 522)

&

H

SB 257

Establishing

doing
ando)
713,

electrical

am &

SB 258

qualification

installations

standards

for

the

licensing of individuals
therefor. (Ferdin-

and making an appropriation

Finance 1143-1145 (Died in com)

Re

the budget and appropriation procedure for the Manchester water
works and limiting the power of the water commission to extend said works

outsidt of the
713, K 1060

citv.

(Morrissette

SB 259

&:

Provost)

Requiring competitive bidding
county. (Ferdinando)
nonconc 1565
713, psd 933-934, 955,

on

all

purchases

by

Hillsborough

H

SB 260

To

authorize the labor commissioner to set standards to assure safe
and healthful working conditions for working men and women; to permit this
state to maintain the highest degree of autonomy and at the same time take
advantage of available financial assistance from the federal government; and
to provide for research, information, education, and training in the field of
occupational safety and health. (Koromilas)
731-732, LSC 1003-1004

SB

261 Providing for reciprocity in motor vehicle citations.
cone 1453, enr 1583 (Chapter 349)
732, psd 1032, 1074,

H

(Lamontagne)

Numerical Index

2371

Re the alteration and construction of odometers and the protection of
motor vehicle purchasers. (Poulsen)
791, psd 1060, 1074, nonconc H am, conf 1454, 1634-1635, 1934, rep adop

SB 262

2037-2039, enr 2071 (Chapter 533)

SB 263

Establishing a department of environmental control and merging therein the department of fish and game, the department of agriculture, the divisions of parks and resources development of the department of resources and
economic development, the water supply and pollution control commission,
the water resources board and the office of state planning. (Morrissette)
804, LSC 1101

SB 264

Re

the prefinancing by the state of state and federally funded sewer

projects. (Poulsen)
804 (Died in com)

SB 265

Providing for the salary of the clerk of the Portsmouth

district court.

(Foley)
1100-1101
804,

K

Re ordinary death benefits for certain group
retirement system. (Bradshaw)
804, am Sc Finance 1152-1153 (Died in com)

SB 266

I

members

of the N. H.

SB 267

Establishing a remote terminal providing information on federal funds
in the office of the coordinator of federal funds. (S. Smith)
am 1432, enr 1482 (Chapter 276)
825, am 1030-1031. psd 1073, cone

H

SB 268

Transferring the division of promotion to the

office

of the governor.

(Morrissette)
825, LSC 1107

SB 269 Creating an
825, LSC 1107-1108
SB 270

industrial development authority. (Morrissette)

Transferring the division of graphic arts

to the office of the governor.

(Morrissette)
825, LSC 1108

271 Transferring the service of community recreation to the office of the
governor. (Morrissette)
825, LSC 1108

SB

SB 272

Transferring the

office of state geologist to the office of the

governor.

(Morrissette)
825, LSC 1108

SB 273

To

reduce automobile insurance premiums for good drivers. (McCarthy)
cone 1636, enr 1726 (Chapter 386)

825, 1094-1095, psd 1161, 1208,

H

To

provide the subscribers of hospital and medical service plans and the
public more voice in the administration of such plan. (McCarthy)

SB 274
825,

K

SB 275

1094

To

raise the

minimum wage

to $2.50

per hour. (Morrissette)

829 (Died in com)

Reducing the size requirements for municipalities which may adopt
the statutes re public parking facilities and re fees to finance the same. (Leonard)

SB 276

829 (Died in com)

SB 277

Re

disqualification of certain
the city. (McCarthy)
nonconc 1451
829. psd 1101, 1207,

officials

in

the

city

employment by

H

See also Subject Index preceding this index

of Manchester for

Senate Journal

2372

Providing that, with the approval of one parent, persons who have
the age of eighteen years will be fully competent to contract re
motor vehicles. (Bradshaw)
cone 1484, enr 1561 (Chapter 318)
829, psd 1134-1135, 1208,

SB 278

attained

H

SB 279
861,

Re

am

and operation of motorized

registration

H nonconc. Study com

1169, psd 1209.

golf carts. (Snell)

1253

Re the area school contract between the Rochester school district
the Wakefield school district. (Snell)
cone 1484, enr 1561 (Chapter 320)
intro & psd 876-877, 915,

SB 280

and

H

SB

281

Increasing the salary of the director of fish and game. (McCarthy)

876, Finance 1204 (Died in

com)

Providing for the reconstruction of the access road to Crotched Mountain Ski Area and making an appropriation therefor. (English)
876, am & Finance 1146 (Died in com)

SB 282

SB 283

Appropriating

Merrimack River

fish

and game funds for: studies of pollution of the
and of the coastal zone environment and

in certain areas

establishing an environmental committee. (Morrissette)

876 (Died in com)

SB 284

Providing for the establishment of a court accreditation commission.
(Nixon)
am 1530, enr 1727 (Chapter 382)
917, psd 1032-1033, 1074, cone

H

SB 285

Authorizing the

human

rights

commission

to accept public

and private

grants (Nixon)

New

title:

Authorizing the

human

New

rights

and naming the Donald
Hampshire Soldiers' Home.

private grants,

917, psd 1108-1109, 1207, cone

H am

J.

commission to accept public and
Welch Nursing Care Unit of the

1529-1530, enr 1567 (Chapter 339)

Providing for the waiver of court costs and fees in certain cases. (Nixon)
am 1529, enr 1566 (Chapter 340)
917, psd 1033, 1074, cone

SB 286

H

SB 287

Providing for a unified court system for N. H. (Nixon)
cone 1566, enr 1960 (Chapter
917, rcmt 1033-1034, am 1174-1176, psd 1209,
459)

H

Authorizing the department of welfare to make rental payments directly
the landlords of welfare recipients in certain cases. (Morrissette)
917, Finance 1156-1157 (Died in com)

SB 288
to

Re timber cutting adjacent to public waters. (Poulsen)
am 1432. enr 1482 (Chapter 277)
917, psd 1150-1151, 1208, cone

SB 289

H

To permit the registration of voters as independents and to provide for
the voting of persons so registered in primary elections. (Nixon)
917, K 1109

SB 290

SB

291 Repealing the
917, psd 1160, 1208,

bounty on bobcats. (Bradshaw)

H nonconc 1527

SB 292

Re abandoned and junk motor

917, psd 1147, 1208,

H

vehicles. (Porter)

nonconc 1636

To provide for the citizen's right to sue to protect against
the environment. (Porter)
917, JC 1120

SB 293

Re certain duties of the superior court. (Nixon)
nonconc 1265
917, psd 1034. 1074,

SB 294

H

damage

to

Numerical Index

2373

SB 295

Providing for the appointment of acting assistant county attorneys so
permit speedier disposition of criminal casts. (Nixon)
917, psd 1034, 1074, H nonconc 1265
as to

To

SB 296
selling

permit use of

on temporary

basis.

917, psd 1146, 1208, cone

H

streets for conducting street fairs including rcuil
(Ferdinando)
am 1432, enr 1482 (Chapter 278)

SB 297

Requiring certain markings and equipment on bicycles. (Foley)
918, psd 1146, 1208,
cone 1453, 1484, enr 1561 (Chapter 319)

H

SB 298

Re

licensing, and general requirements for insurance
agents, brokers, surplus line brokers, consultants, and adjusters. (McCarthy)

qualifications,

918 (Died in com)

To provide the Insurance department with authority
and accident health policy forms and rates. (McCarthy)
918 (Died in com)

SB 299

SB 300

Re

to

regulate

life

state indebtedness. (Jacobson)

918 (Died in com)
301
Re the membership and duties of the council for teacher education.
(Jacobson)
918 (Died in com)

SB

SB 302

Prohibiting discrimination because of age or sex. (Nixon)
cone 1453, enr 1583,
recalled, cone
am 1997-1998,
918, psd 1035, 1074,
cone 2092, enr 2150
enr 2039, recalled 2063-2065, am & psd 2076-2077.
(Chapter 555)

H

H

H

H

Re the jurisdiction of the supreme court. (Nixon)
am 1529, enr 1567 (Chapter 341)
918, psd 1035, 1074, cone

SB 303

H

SB 304

Establishing a state government internship program. (Porter)
918, Finance 954 (Died in com)

SB 305
(S.

Establishing a miscellaneous tax division within the tax commission.

Smith)

918,
481)

am &

Finance 1111-1113. psd 1202, 1209,

H

cone 1566, enr 1960 (Chapter

Re institutional collections. (S. Smith)
cone 1255, enr am 1510, 1532-1533, enr 1727 (Chapter
918, psd 1163, 1208,
358)

SB 306

H

Establishing a division of real and personal property appraisals within
the tax commission. (S. Smith)
cone 1565, enr 1960 (Chapter
918, am &: Finance 1109-1110, psd 1161, 1208,
482)

SB 307

H

Re the workweek and overtime pay for the state police. (S. Smith)
am 1641, enr 1960 (Chapter
918, Finance 1030, am 1192-1193, psd 1209, cone
460)

SB 308

H

Authorizing an increased penalty for the violation of city by-laws.
(Koromilas)
nonconc 1636
956, psd 1161, 1208,

SB 309

H

Appropriating funds for the dredging of
957 (Died in com)

SB 310

Hampton Harbor.

(Tufts)

311 Prohibiting public statements re pending legislation. (Morrissette)
957 (Died in com)

SB

SB 312

Regulating the powers of the N. H. bicentennial commission on the

American Revolution. (Tufts)
See also Subject Index preceding this index

Senate Journal

2374

New

title: Regulating the powers of the N. H. American Revolution bicentennial commission.
am, conf 1638, 1729, rep adop 1996,
957, am 1170-1171, psd 1209, nonconc
2045, enr 2071 (Chapter 496)

H

SB 313

To

protect the Appalachian National Scenic Trail within the
and making an appropriation therefor. (Porter)
title: To protect the Appalachian National Scenic Trail within the

state

of N. H.

New

of N. H.
957, am 1168-1169, psd 1209,

H

state

cone 1255, enr 1483 (Chapter 279)

Re the dissemination of information about voluntary sterilization and
requiring state financial assistance in certain cases of voluntary sterilization.
(Jacobson)
957, Finance (RC) 1157-1158, 1204 (Died in com)

SB 314

SB 315

Re continuing

the office space study commission. (Bradshaw)
adop 2084-2085,

H

am, conf 1429, 1483, rep
957, psd 1161-1162, 1208, nonconc
enr 2150, com members appointed 2278 (Chapter 556)

Re the sweepstakes commission. (S. Smith & Spanos)
cone 1729, enr
957, Finance 1158, am 1202-1203, psd 1209,
2071 (Chapter 536)

SB 316

H

am

To repeal charters of certain corporations. (S. Smith)
1015, printing dispensed with 1072, am 1174, psd 1209, cone

2056, 2057, enr

SB 317

H am

1432, enr

1583 (Chapter 295)
Establishing a water resources and water quality department and providing for waste disposal facilities. (Porter)
1015, Study com 1193-1194

SB 318

SB 319

Re

the operation of boats and houseboats on public waters. (Leonard)
com 1194

1090, Study

SB 320

Repealing the credit against the business profits tax allowed railroads
utilities. (Bradshaw et al)
New title: Amending the commuters income tax.
1939-1941, am 2130-2132, psd 2152-2153, 2154 (Died in H)

and certain public

Making temporary appropriations for the expenses and encumbrances
321
of the state of N. H. (Bradshaw)
intro & psd 2060-2063, cone
am 2081-2082, enr 2107 (Chapter 480)

SB

H

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTIONS
SJR

I
Appropriating funds to the Club de Raquetteurs Joliette, Inc., the Club
Joliette Social, and the Veterans of Foreign Wars of Berlin. (Lamontagne)
20 (Died in com)

Making an additional appropriation
(Townsend)
39 (Died in com)

SJR

2

for

meat inspection

for fiscal year

1971.

SJR

3 Providing for a supplemental appropriation for the division of parks,
department of resources and economic development. (Jacobson)
56 (Died in com)

SJR 4

Appropriating funds for certain positions in the quality control unit of

the division of welfare. (Snell)
58 (Died in com)

SJR

5 In favor of
71 (Died in com)

John Lankhorst. (Bradshaw)

Numerical Index

2375

SJR 6

Directing the insurance commissioner to conduct a study of the motor
vehicle insurance laws as they relate to senior citizens and servicemen. (Lamontagne)
106, K 1090-1091

SJR

SJR

Appropriating additional money for the board of accountancy. (Nixon)
410-411, psd 427, H cone 1637, enr 1960 (Chapter 461)

7

131,

am

Establishing a

8

motor vehicles and

legislative

committee

their operation

SJR 9

In favor of John Dukette of Andover. (Jacobson)

SO

237-238, rcmt 273, Finance 699-705,
1529, enr 1567 (Chapter 342)
137,

SJR

In favor of the estates of Elaine and
psd 985-987, 1013,
nonconc 1636

10

142,

the laws pertaining to

revisions thereto. (Tacobson)

K 525

137,

SJR

study

to

and recommend

H

Making

II

am

989-991, psd 1013, cone

Hank Chapin. (Bradshaw &

a supplemental appropriation for the commission

H am

Spanos)

on the

arts.

(English &: Foley)
170 (Died in com)
12 Re retirement credit for Alexander P. Lewko. (Spanos)
279 (Died in com)

SJR

Making a supplementary appropriation for the liquor commission for
year 1970-71. (R. Smith)
cone, enr 609 (Chapter 110)
279, psd 411, 427,

SJR

13

fiscal

H

14 Re retirement credit for George R. Merrifield. (Spanos)
am 1433. enr 1483 (Chapter 280)
324, psd 848-849, 859, cone

SJR

H

SJR 15 Providing for studies for direct access from the F. E. Everett Turnpike
to the central business district of Manchester. (Morrissette et al)
460-461, psd 682-683, 687.
cone 1566, enr 1726 (Chapter 387)

H

16 Reimbursing the members of the committee studying the economic
potentials and development potentials of Mount Sunapee State Park for
mileage expenses incurred. (Jacobson)
cone 1452, enr 1561 (Chapter 321)
531, am 813, psd 824,

SJR

H

17 Making an appropriation for the 1972 national ski jumping championship to be held at the Nansen Ski Club. (Lamontagne)
531 (Died in com)

SJR

18 Establishing a commission to study the feasibility of a three-year high
school curriculum and making an appropriation therefor. (Jacobson)
531, am & Finance 1158-1159, 1204 (Died in com)

SJR

Reimbursing the city of Portsmouth for the relocation of certain
water lines and making an appropriation therefor. (Foley)

SJR 19
531,

K 993-994

SJR 20 In favor of Mrs. Ann Morrell. (Lamontagne)
cone 1229, enr 1255 (Chapter 221)
575, psd 838, 858,

H

Establishing an interim committee to investigate and inventory the
scenic rivers, report on its findings, draft proposed legislation and
making an appropriation therefor. (Porter)
608, Finance 746 (Died in Com)

SJR

21

state's

In favor of Stephen W. Rollins. (Gardner)
In favor of Steven W. Rollins.
804, psd 1091, recon & am 1106-1107, psd 1207,
281)

SJR 22

New

title:

H

cone 1255. enr 1483 (Chapter

See also Subject Index preceding this index
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Requesting the legislative study committee to study and make recommendations re the uniform consumer credit code. (Koromilas)
825, psd 981, 1013, cone H am 1530, enr 1727 (Chapter 383)

SJR 23

Permitting the transfer of certain highway reserve funds to the use of
for road construction and repair. (Morrissette)

SJR 24

and towns

cities

;

876,

K

1194-1195

Providing that a referendum to determine the sense of the voters on
Vietnam war be placed on the presidential preference primary ballot.

SJR 25
the

'

(Spanos et
918-919,

al)

am &

psd (RC) 1120-1129, 1210, remarks 1561-1563,

H

nonconc 2018

SJR 26 Providing for a special legislative committee to study the methods by
which a public defender system can be implemented in the state. (Jacobson)
am 1433, enr 1483 (Chapter 282)
919, psd 1129, 1207, cone

H

Providing for a special legislative committee to study the feasibility
of establishing a non-adversary juvenile and domestic relations court in the

SJR 27

state.

(Jacobson)

919, psd 1129, 1207, cone

H am

1433, enr 1483 (Chapter 283)

SJR 28 Establishing a committee to study the
and making an appropriation therefor. (Spanos)

feasibility of

ofif

track betting

New title: Establishing a committee to study the feasibility of off track betting.
am, conf 1869, recon & cone
919, Finance 1160, am 1203, psd 1209, nonconc
am 2005, enr am 2074, 2086, enr 2093, com members appointed 2279 (Chapter 549)

H

H

SJR 29 Re reimbursement to the Wentworth school
the Wentworth elementary school. (Townsend)
919, psd 1115-1116, 1207,
1950, 1958 (Chapter 416)

SJR 30
919.

H

district for fire

damage

to

cone 1526, enr 1567, veto over-ridden 1934-1937,

In favor of William J. O'Connor. (Folev)
nonconc 1254
1191-1192, psd 1209,

H

am

In favor of Thayer Wade. (Foley)
SJR
nonconc 1254
919, am 1192, psd 1209,
31-

H

32 Extending to June 30, 1973 the lapsing of the 1969 appropriation to
provide state flags to servicemen. (S. Smith)
am 1433, enr 1483 (Chapter 284)
919, psd 1162, 1208, cone

SJR

H

33 In favor of Crushing Inc. of Littleton, N. H. (Poulsen)
957 (Died in com)

SJR
-

SJR 34

Establishing a commission to study the N. H. retirement system. (Foley)
nonconc. fiscal com 1510

957, psd 1160-1161, 1208,

H

Establishing a commission to study the restructuring of the tax commission. (S. Smith)
cone 1566, enr 1726, com members appointed
1015, am 1190-1191, psd 1209.
2279 (Chapter 388)

SJR 35

H

SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
SCR

1
That the joint rules of the 1969 session, excepting joint rule 26, be
adopted as the joint rules of the 1971 session of the general court; provided
however that said joint rules may be amended by a majority vote in each
house at any time prior to January 14, 1971. (S. Smith)
New title: That the following joint rules be adopted as the joint rules of the

1971 session of the general court.
intro & adop 12,
nonconc, conf 24, new conf 65, status rep 174-175, remarks
by Sen. Bradshaw 721-722. conf rep adop 747-755. 774

H

Numerical Index
SCR

Pertaining to the study of the criminal code and the uniform consumer

2

credit code.
20, psd 27S, 278,

SCR

2377

cone 301

Memorializing the President of the United States
49-50, H cone 54-55

3

intro

H

re shoe industry,

& adop

SCR

4 Memorializing the Congress of the United States, requesting the members of the New Hampshire congressional delegation to seek legislation which
will return a portion of the federal income tax to the states.
51, am 179-180, psd 186

SCR

5 Memorializing Congress to assume all costs and administration of welfare
programs.
nonconc 1253
612, com changed 689, psd 943-945, 955,

H

SCR

Memorializing Congress

6

state taxes as a credit

612,

com changed

to

allow ten percent of total of any local or

on the federal income

689,

tax return.

K 945

HOUSE BILLS
HB

Providing that voting residence is not lost by being in a nursing or convalescent home or hospital.
187, SO 370-371, psd 443, 444, enr 462 (Chapter 65)
2

HB

5 Re powers and duties of New England interstate water pollution control
commission.
958, psd 1472-1473, 1477, enr 1559 (Chapter 296)

HB

Re

6

am

66,

the

power of Hesser College

119-122, psd 124,

H

to grant degrees.
nonconc, conf 130, status rep 869,

H

recon, nonconc

1229

HB

7
Re the preservation of open space land in N. H. and establishing an open
space land study commission.
First new title: Re the establishment of an open space land study commission,
re the current use valuation of open space land, and re the board of managers
of the N. H. Soldiers' Home.
Second new title: Re the establishment of an open space land study commission, re the current use valuation of open space land.
nonconc, conf
1077, com changed 1215, am &: LT 1787-1789, psd 1886, 1922,
recon, new conf
1930, rep adop 2045-2048, recon rej 2054, rep adop 2055,
2070, rep adop 2095-2096, 2106, enr 2150, com member appointed 2277-2278
(Chapter 560)

H

H

HB

Making

8

55,

am

HB

9

HB

11

correction in the laws relative to retail businesses.
cone 107, enr 143 (Chapter 9)
99-100, psd 101,

H

Prohibiting the use of motor boats on Chocorua Lake.
65, psd 188-189, enr 223 (Chapter 16)

To

at the
187.

K

provide for the annual election of officials of Lebanon school district
as the election of the citv or state officials.

same time
856

HB

12 Amending the Lebanon city charter to provide for three year terms for
city councilors, three to be elected annually.
187, K 854-856

HB

15

878,

Re

am

the practice of public accountancy.
Finance 1530-1532, psd 1818, 1922,

8e

H

cone 1930, enr 2056 (Chapter

523)

HB

16

132,

Permitting charitable organizations to hold raffles.
psd 234-237, 238, enr 281 (Chapter 43)
See also Subject Index preceding this index
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HB

Re preparation of budget for the University of N. H.
IP (RC) 1800-1809

18

170,

HB

21 Re use of funds held by the trustees of the Boscawen
cawen.
66, psd 211, 221, enr 223 (Chapter 41)

HB

Academy

in Bos-

22 Re shooting animals hunted by dogs.
psd 228, 231, enr 234 (Chapter 21)

55,

HB

31
Re the filing of annual returns, false statements relative thereto and
reservation of a name by a foreign corporation.
First new title: Re filing of annual returns by corporations and monthly returns of quantity of alcoholic beverages sold.
Second new title: Re filing of annual returns by corporations, reservation of
a name by a foreign corporation, and monthly returns of quantity of alcoholic

beverages sold.
67,

am

H

225-227, psd 231,

nonconc, conf 233-234, rep adop 453-454, 463, enr

528 (Chapter 88)

HB

Providing for county contributions to tuition paid for the education of

32

handicapped children.

New

title:

Providing for county contributions

to tuition

paid for education of

handicapped children in Cheshire county.
75,

am

651-652, psd 669,

H

cone 673, enr 677 (Chapter 119)

HB

33 Relating to fishing without a license by patients at the DartmouthHitchcock Mental Health Center.
73, psd 228-229, 231, enr 234 (Chapter 22)

HB

Establishing five o'clock as the closing hour for filings in

36

all cases rela-

tive to elections.

67,

HB

psd 103, 104, enr 124 (Chapter

To

37

6)

clarify certain provisions of

law relative to psychologists and relative

to increase in fees.

65,

HB

LSC

Changing the due date

38

ticket

58,

1819

money

for the

psd 103, 104, enr 124 (Chapter

HB

42

HB

43

payment

of unclaimed pari-mutuel pool

to the state treasurer.
7)

Providing that persons imprisoned for offenses against order and decency
may be committed to a house of correction or to a county jail.
74, psd 139-140, enr 143 (Chapter 11)

67,

Re

am

the power of White Pines College to grant degrees.
nonconc, conf 129, status rep 869,
122-123, psd 124,

H

H

recon, nonconc

1229

HB

44 To reclassify a certain section of highway in the town of Benton.
psd 90-91, enr 100 (Chapter 3)

56,

HB

45 To reclassify certain sections of highway in the town of Newmarket.
psd 88, 89, enr 101 (Chapter 4)

55,

HB

46
way.
56,

HB

reclassify a class

psd 133,

47

106,

HB

To

Re

135,

traffic

V

highway

in the

town of Sutton

to a class II high-

enr 143 (Chapter 10)
surveys

and truck weights

psd 474-475, 477, enr

am

surveys.
532-533, 577, enr 609 (Chapter 96)

48 Permitting the reapportionment of cooperative school boards to provide for equal representation.
531, psd 1231-1232, 1251, enr 1481 (Chapter 252)

Numerical Index

HB

Re

49

2379

the unauthorized removal of national or state flags while they are

on

display.

psd 237, 238, enr 281 (Chapter 27)

132,

HB

Changing the

53

& psd

intro

HB

40, 46,

approved by the voters of the

enr 48 (Chapter 36)

Legalizing the special town meeting held in the town of

54

May

effective date of a charter

Laconia.

city of

67, psd 103-104,

enr 124 (Chapter 39)

HB

57 Prohibiting the use of a crossbow in taking
animals.
56, psd 229, 231, enr 234 (Chapter 23)

HB

Newbury on

23, 1970.

58

fish,

wild birds, or wild

Authorizing persons seventy years of age or over to hunt,
marine species without a license.
230

fish,

and take

certain

K

73,

HB

Re

61

fish

and game

licenses issued

by the

fish

and game department.

psd 486, 490, enr 533 (Chapter 84)

75,

HB

62 Re bob houses on the ice and to removing mussels in
harbor.
New title: Re bob houses.
73, am 439, psd 444, enr 462,
cone 464 (Chapter 66)

Hampton

river

H

HB

63 Creating an interim committee to study the problems of disposing of
beverage bottles and cans.
210, am 413-426, psd 427,
cone 430, enr 462, com members appointed 2278
(Chapter 67)

H

HB

Empowering

64

the pesticides control
certain pesticides.
75-76, psd 387, 389, enr 462 (Chapter 68)
sale

board

to

prohibit or restrict the

and use of

HB

67 Providing for Port Authority appointed pilots to pilot certain vessels
in the Piscataqua River and harbor.

76,

HB

psd 385, 389, enr 462 (Chapter 69)

HB

Prohibiting the hunting or taking of white deer, and defining the same.
243-247, psd 353-354, 367, enr 429 (Chapter 90)

68

170.

SO

70

44, 45,

Abolishing the police commission in the town of Wolfeboro.
psd 51, 53, enr 54 (Chapter 37)

HB

71
Re authority of the coordinating board of advanced
accreditation.
nonconc, conf 1454-14.55, rep
99, am 1232-1236, psd 1251,
2086, enr 2093, com member appointed 2278 (Chapter 540)

H

HB

74

170,

To provide for absentee voting in primary (flections.
am 1821-1823, psd 1922, H cone 1929, enr am 2070,

education and

adop 2040-2043,

2072-2073, enr 2093

(Chapter 502)

HB

77 Re the powers of the board of nurse registration, duties of nurses, and
increasing certain fees.
73, psd 202-203, 209, enr 223 (Chapter 17)

HB

Permitting eighteen year olds to serve liquor and beverage in certain
an incident to his or her primary employment of serving food, liquor
or beverage to patrons.
73, psd 343-344, 345, enr 347 (Chapter 49)

79

cases as

HB

80

To

reduce the percentage of alcohol in the blood constituting prima

facie evidence of intoxic;ition.
See also Subject

Index preceding

this

index
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New

To

reduce the percentage of alcohol in the blood constituting prima
and re samples taken for the purposes of the
implied consent law.
cone 369, enr 429 (Chapter 63)
106, am 328-331, psd 345,
title:

facie evidence of intoxication

H

HB

To

81

psd 100, 101, enr 104 (Chapter

67,

HB

reclassify certain sections of

82

Re

New

title:

highway

in the

town of Meredith.

5)

the expenditure of funds in urban renewal programs.
financial reports of housing authorities.
198, psd 370, 389, enr am 462, 472, enr 528 (Chapter 80)

HB
1

83
19,

Re

Re taking wild black bear.
psd 484-485, 490, enr 533 (Chapter 85)

HB

84 Re the deposit of funds with the state treasurer by the fish and game
department.
New title: Re the deposit of funds with the state treasurer by the secretary
of state or the fish and game department.
cone, enr 347 (Chapter 44)
99, am 303-304, psd 323,

H

HB
HB

Re

86

99,

special licenses for taking birds

and animals.

psd 229, 231, enr 234 (Chapter 24)

Re

87

119,

am

the penalty for guiding an unlicensed hunter.
cone 270, enr am 301-302, 303, enr 347 (Chapter 45)

H

263, psd 268,

HB

88 To legalize the proceedings of the special meeting of the
school district held on July 28, 1970.

65,

HB

com changed

Re

90

67,

Pembroke

psd 84, 85, enr 101 (Chapter 38)

the purchase of waters or lands by the director of fish

and game

and making an appropriation

therefor.
461, Finance 674-675, psd 801-802, 803, enr 826 (Chapter 155)

HB

Relating to investments of savings banks in real estate.
nonconc, conf 1930-1931, 1955.
1533-1535, am 1899-1904, psd 1922,
2075, nonconc conf rep 2151-2152, 2154
91

HB

H

LT

170,

Re

92

the correction of tax laws due to repeal of stock in trade

and other

taxes.

1076, psd 1548. 1563, enr 1728 (Chapter 363)

HB

Appropriating funds

94

Lebanon regional

the

to assist

airport authority.

408, psd 689-691, 710, enr 732 (Chapter 129)

HB

Legalizing the special town meeting in Jaffrey,
1451-1452 (Died in com)

96

106,

HB

To

98
way.
73,

HB

am

am

control snowmobiles

779-781, psd 791,

Re

99

99,

November

3,

1970.

com changed

the

123,

H

and motor

H

highway

rights-of-

cone 792, enr 826 (Chapter 157)

power of Mcintosh College,

psd 124,

vehicles within

Inc. to grant degrees.

nonconc, conf 129-130, status rep 869,

H

recon, nonconc

1229

HB

100 Re enacting the uniform state feed bill and repealing the commercial
feed law.
106, psd 440, 444, enr 462 (Chapter 70)

HB

104

To

provide

life

insurance

for

national guardsmen while on active

state duty.

300, psd 520, 529, enr 577 (Chapter 92)

HB

105

861,

Clarifying the
1497-1498

LSC

commitment

of juveniles.

Numerical Index

HB

106

To

clarify the definition of subdivision.

H

142, am 227-228, psd 231,
1008-1009, 1018, enr 1211 (Chapter 233)

137,

HB
of

com changed

107

2381

nonconc, conf 250, rep adop

Providing for changing the classification of Pleasant Lake in the town

New London.

173,

psd 343, 345, enr 348 (Chapter 50)

HB

109 Re the power of conservation officers to board boats in connection
with administration of marine laws.
478-479, am 1547-1548, psd 1563,
cone 1636, enr 1732 (Chapter 389)

H

HB

110 Re the conduct of voting at town and village district meetings and
school districts within said town.
New title: Re the conduct of voting at town and village district meetings and
school districts within said town and re the authority of school district moderators.

199, am 401-403, psd 407,
2056 (Chapter 524)

H

nonconc, conf 430, rep adop 1949-1950, 1965, enr

HB

114 Re the power of Franconia College to grant degrees.
232 (Died in com)

HB

115 Re the control of junk yards on the
and turnpike highway systems.
199,

interstate, federal-aid primary,

psd 475, 477, enr 528 (Chapter 81)

HB

116 Increasing the salary of the Strafford county attorney and empowering
the Strafford county convention to set the salaries of certain county officers.
173, K 1911-1912

HB

Providing for changing the classification of Little Lake Sunapee.
psd 341-343, 345, enr 348 (Chapter 51)

118

174,

HB

122 To allow nonresidents to serve legal process on the secretary of state
agent for foreign corporations.
99, psd 177, 185, enr 189 (Chapter 13)

as

HB

124

174,

K

Re the salary of the Merrimack county attorney.
1911-1912

HB

126 Extending the good Samaritan law to certain rescue and ambulance
squads.
nonconc, conf 280-281, rep adop 1007-1008, 1018,
137, am 270-271, psd 277,
enr 1114 (Chapter 222)

H

HB

127 Providing for a study on the feasibility of construction of a bridge
over the Merrimack River in the town of Merrimack.
829, Finance 1459, psd 1586, 1627, 1723, enr 1961 (Chapter 409)

HB

131
Re operation of liquor stores on holidays.
958, Finance (RC) 1548-1552, psd 1817, 1922, enr 1960 (Chapter 421)

HB

133 Providing for workmen's compensation dependency payments.
170 (Died in com)

HB

136 To authorize use of fictitious names in certain proceedings in equity.
psd 191, 197, enr 223 (Chapter 18)

119,

HB

137 Re absentee voting by members of armed services.
psd 242, 248, enr 281 (Chapter 28)

132,

HB

138

Expanding the substances controlled by the economic poisons law and

broadening the powers of the commissioner
174, psd 207, 209. enr 223 (Chapter 19)

to control said substances.

See also Subject Index preceding this index
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HB

145 Providing that at any state institution of higher learning, there shall
be dismissal of faculty members rioting or inciting to riot and loss of public
funds by students inciting to riot or expulsion if involved in riots or take

over of buildings.
174 (Died in com)

HB

Re

146

service roads constructed

by the

state in

conjunction with limited

access facilities.

psd 250-252, 268, enr 281 (Chapter 29)

187,

HB

Re

the dollar limitation on recovery in wrongful death actions.
545-547, psd 574,
nonconc, conf 578, rep adop 1943-1945, 1961, enr

149

H

am

232,

2017 (Chapter 490)

HB

Re

horse and dog racing.
Providing for dog racing, establishing a greyhoimd racing commission and making an appropriation therefor.
153

New

title:

am & LT (RC) 1665-1685, am & Finance 1717-1719, LT 1816, 1886. am &
psd 1918-1922,
nonconc, conf 1931, remarks 1995, rep adop 2009-2014, 2015,
enr am 2073, enr 2093 (Chapter 541)

878,

H

HB
HB

To provide for additional unemployment benefits.
psd 77-84, 85, enr 88 (Chapter 2)

155

75,

To

allow discovery in criminal matters prior to indictment.
To allow discovery in criminal matters prior to indictment and
re probable cause hearings.
Second new title: To allow discovery in criminal matters prior to indictment.
nonconc, conf 426, rep adop 1993-1994, 2055, enr
187, am 405-407, psd 408,
2070 (Chapter 506)
164

new

First

title:

H

HB

171
Establishing the time of the annual public hearing re the powers
duties of the fish and game department.
137, psd 263-264, 268, enr 281 (Chapter 30)

HB
HB

Re

public disposal facilities.
cone 1484, enr 1567 (Chapter 323)
1464, psd 1477,

172

H

am

461.

Amending

the charter of the Manchester Children's
137, psd 353, 367, enr 429 (Chapter 52)

174

HB

179 Requiring meat slaughterhouses
ducted outside of regular business hours.

LSC

176,

HB

180

346,

and

am

to

pay the

cost of

Home.
inspections con-

483-484

Re

district courts.

697-698, psd 711,

H

nonconc, conf 733, rep adop 1969, 1988, enr 2070

(Chapter 507)

HB

To

piovide for the regulation of title insurance.
To provide for the regulation of title insurance and providing
that notice of nonrenewal of motor vehicle policies is not required in certain
181

new

First

title:

cases.

Second new

title: Providing for the regulation of title insurance, providing
that notice of nonrenewal of motor vehicle policies is not required in certain
cases, and re elimination of unfair insurance practices and re the effective
date for new fees and defining insurers.
nonconc
269, am 839, psd 858,
nonconc, conf 914, rep adop 2048-2049.
new conf 2071, 2075. rep adop 2119-2125. 2154, enr am 2189-2191, enr 2193
(Chapter 561)

H

H

HB

182

170,

HB

Re

the

power of Concord College

to grant degrees.

K 890

186 Re an interstate boundary commission for the marine boundary between N. H. and Maine.
445, Finance 1241, psd 1587, 1627, 1723, enr 1927 (Chapter 429)

Numerical Index

HB

2383

To

187

revise the procedures governing the practice of dentistry in the
H.
& Finance 898-899, psd 1266, 1429, H cone 1511, enr 1728 (Chapter 364)

state of N.

491,

am

HB

189 Authorizing the general court to provide for the time and mode for
submitting constitutional amendments proposed by it to the voters.

New

Redistricting the state senatorial districts.

title:

Ct opin req 723-725, printed 863 864, am & psd 880-882, 915, H nonconc,
conf 920-921. new conf 2075-2076, rep LT (RC) 2107-2119, rep adop (RC)
2156-2178, enr 2197 (Chapter 565)
170, S

HB

190 Providing for competitive examinations for the selection and promotion of police officers and establishing a probationary period for newly selected
pofice officers in towns.
191,

HB

K

809-810

To amend

191

the proposed charter of the city of Exeter to provide that

selectmen shall serve as councilmen at large.
107, psd 126-127, 130, enr 129 (Chapter 40)

five

HB

Exempting Nashua from the payment of debt time limitation pursuant
changing the dates of the fiscal year.
878, psd 1736-1737, 1766, 1924, enr 1928 (Chapter 447)
192

to

HB

193 Establishing the N. H. turnpike system.
1213, Finance (RC) 1592-1599, psd 1809-1810, 1812, recon
psd (2 RC's) 1830-1845, 1923, 1925, enr 2016 (Chapter 520)

HB

(RC) &

LT

1812-1813.

194 Re payment of vacation wages.
psd 369, 389, enr 462 (Chapter 71)

171,

HB

To

permit a legal voter who is registered as a member of a party to
being a member of any party.
199, SO 936, am 1010-1011, psd 1014, H cone 1019, enr 1114 (Chapter 223)
199

re-register as not

HB

HB

Re donation

201

199,

am

of blood bv minors.
cone 471, enr 528 (Chapter 82)
466-467, psd 470,

H

Re

203

professional services.
nonconc, conf 577, rep
232, am 543-545, psd 574,
1986 (Chapter 471)

H

HB

Re

205

1958. enr

health services in public schools.

445, am 1775-1778, psd 1812. 1925.
2086. enr 2087 (Chapter 499)

HB

adop 1945-1947,

H

nonconc. conf 1931. rep adop 20202024.

206 Re the director and deputy director of the N. H. distributing agency.
Finance 435, psd 691, 711, enr 732 (Chapter 130)

174,

HB

Re

207

the control of radiation.

199, psd 691-692, 711, enr

am

827, 862. enr 921 (Chapter 175)

HB

211 To provide for treatment of minors for diTJg abuse without parental
consent.
cone 733, enr 775 (Chapter 136)
279-280, am 692-694, psd 711,

H

HB

am

1213,

HB

Re

212

H

Making supplemental appropriations for the expenses of the departof health and welfare, industrial school, and the state prison for the

214

ment
fiscal

lapse time on appropriations.
cone 1729, enr 1960 (Chapter 424)
1584-1585, psd 1627, 1724,

year ending June 30, 1971.

461, psd 578-579, 605. enr 609 (Chapter 106)

HB

Relating to excepted persons in the practice of medicine.
1632-1633, psd 1706, 1724, H nonconc, conf 1931, 1955, rep adop 20242025, 2086. enr 2093 (Chapter 542)
See also Subject Index preceding this index
216

199,

am
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HB

217 Relating to occupational health services.
psd 353, 367, enr 429 (Chapter 53)

199,

HB

Re

218

New

fishing limits in Great Bay.

Referring tlie uniform controlled substances act to the legislative
study committee.
nonconc, conf 1931, rep adop 1989-1991,
211, am 1769-1770, psd IS12, 1925.
recon, revised rep adop 2025-2027, 2086, enr 2106 (Chapter 503)
title:

H

HB

220 Authorizing the state of X. H. to acquire Contoocook ^'illage dam in
the toA\n of Hopkinton.
Fmt new title: Authorizing tlie water resources board to acquire the following dams: Contoocook ^'illage, Pine River Pond, Nubanusit Brook, Sunrise
Lake, March Pond, and Downing Pond; fnacting a tax to fund maintenance
and repair; and making appropriation from said fund.
Second new title: Establishing a special committee to study the acquisition of
certain dams and the feasibility of enacting a local assessment on shorelines.
nonconc,
nonconc, conf 793, rep adop 1216-1222,
240, am 781-783, psd 791,
new conf 1230, rep adop 1947-1948, 1958, enr 1986 (Chapter 472)

H

H

HB

224

176,

am

Re number

of ballots to be printed for primary elections.
cone 430, enr 462 (Chapter 72)
409-410, psd 427,

H

HB

228

Re

HB

230

Requiring open

excavating, filling, mining and construction in the inland waters of
die state, establishing an inland Avetlands autliority and making an appropriation therefor.
1213, Study com 1726
vehicles

to

be covered ^vhen

earning particulate

material.

269 (Died in com)

HB

231
Requiring that the articles of agieement of voluntary' corporations and
associations provide for the disposition of the assets of such corporations
upon their dissolution.
187, psd 369, 388, enr 462 (Chapter 73)

HB

233

240,

HB

am

Re

the definition of a child caring agencv.
cone 464 (Chapter 74)
435-437, psd 443, enr 462,

H

Increasing for one year the temporary borrowing limit of the State.
New title: Changing the dates for return of revenue to cities and towns, and
providing for reimbursement for interest costs.
nonconc, conf, rep adop,
remarks 116-117, intro 135, am (RC) & psd (RC),
241

H

enr 143-169 (Chapter

HB

8)

Providing that the reregistration of voters be postponed until 1974
a committee to study and report on the form of checklists.
New title: Providing that the reregistration of voters be postponed until 1973
and establishing a committee to study and report on the form of checklists.
187-188, psd 29"/-299, enr am 302-303, enr 325, recalled 362-363, rcmt 388, am
582-584, psd 605,
cone, enr 677, com members appointed 2278 (Chapter
242

and establishing

H

120)

HB

246 Authorizing the use of breath tests to d°tennine the percentage of
alcohol in the blood stream of motor vehicle operators.
199, SO 252262, am 315-318, psd 323,
cone 347, remarks re breathalyzer

H

363-366, enr

HB

248

am

388, enr 429 (Chapter 64)

Establishing an interim commission to study flood plains.

240, psd 614-615. 619, enr 621 (Chapter 111)

HB

249 Re the definition of permanently and totallv disabled.
233, psd 770-771, enr 775, recalled 802, rcmt 821, LSC 1634

HB

Providing that the provisions of the Constitution of N. H. shall estabage for voters.
408, psd 1457, 1477, enr 1559 (Chapter 298)
251

lish the

Numerical Index
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HB

255 To incnase the discount for resident purchasing season ski tickets.
210, psd 725, 730. cnr 775 (Chapter 137)

HB

260

tions
188,

Requiring insurance companies to pay the cost of physical examinawhere the insurer requires them before extending liability coverage.

am

520-521, psd 529,

H

cone 577, enr 610 (Chapter 97)

HB

264 Providing for qualification of bridge inspectors and making bridge
inspection a prerequisite to application for bridge aid.
241 (Died in com)

HB

Prohibiting the use of motor boats on Mirror Lake in Woodstock.
am 612, 649, enr 673 (Chapter 117)

265

241, psd 549, 574, enr

HB

268 Re unauthorized insurance.
psd 838-839, 858, enr 880 (Chapter 170)

191,

HB

270 Providing a penalty for failure to comply with requirements for construction and inspection of public buildings.
300, K 1246

HB

To

271

increase

the salaries of the Coos county attorney and the Coos

county commissioners.

New

title:

mining

Clarifying the powers of counties and county conventions, in deter-

salaries for

county

officers.

H

am

1845-1856, psd 1923,
nonconc, conf 1955, 1963, rep
2092, enr am 2151, enr 2152 (Chapter 514)
191,

adop 2068-2069,

HB

272 Requiring fishways to be built on certain dams.
409, psd 683-684, 687, enr am 734-735. 774, enr 775 (Chapter 138)

HB

273 Re the power of Pierce College for
233 (Died in com)

Women

to grant degrees.

HB

274 Providing for certain transfers in the appropriations
1971 for the division of vocational rehabilitation.
cone 464 (Chapter 61)
269, am 348-349, psd 367, enr 463,

for fiscal year

H

HB

275

325,

HB

276

188.

HB

am
SO

277

Authorizing towns to make by-laws re hazardous pits.
cone 1078, enr 1211 ^Chapter 212)
968-969, psd 1013,

H

Relating to conservation officers of the
684, psd 726-730, enr 775 (Chapter 139)

Re

the power of the

New England

fish

and game department.

Aeronautical Institute to grant

degrees.
First new title:
Hesser College,

Re the power of the New England Aeronautical Institute,
Mcintosh Coll ge, White Pines College, Franconia College,
Concord College and Pierce College, to grant degrees.
Second new title: Re the powers of the New England Aeronautical Institute,
Hesser College, Mcintosh College, White Pines College, Iranconia College,
Concord College, Pierce College and New Hampshire Colhgc, to grant degrees.

am 479-482, psd 489,
1078-1079 (Chapter 197)

233,

HB

278

188,

HB

K

H

nonconc, conf 532, rep adop 870-872, 879. enr

Relating to milk producer permit*.
685

282 Providing for an open season on fisher.
psd 487-488, 490, recon notice 491. (enr) (Chapter 91)

199,

HB

286 Appropriating additional funds for women's dormitory at the N. H.
Technical Institute in Concord.
233, psd 313-315, 323, cnr 347 ^Chapter 46)
See also Subject Index preceding thia index
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HB

287 Permitting the director of welfare to manifest payment of non-federal
funds for the work incentive program.

233,

HB

K

897

288

Re

citizens of

the development of sei-vices to aid the health

and welfare of the

N. H.

325, psd 694, 711, enr 732 (Chapter 131)

HB

Conveying a certain portion of land which was formerly part of Silver
in the town of Madison to J. Donald Hayes & Dorothy V. Hayes.
cone 409, enr 462 (Chapter 75)
233, am 371-375, psd 389,
292

Lake

H

HB

294

Providing for the establishment of public refuse disposal

under certain conditions.
1213, com changed 1231,

am

1464-1466, psd 1477,

H

facilities

cone 1484, enr 1567 (Chap-

ter 324)

HB

296

To

raise the daily

compensation of members of the Merrimack County

convention.
346, K 1911-1912

HB

297 Re taking deer with single shot muzzle-loading firearms.
241, psd 483, 489, enr 533 (Chapter 86)

HB

298 To provide for recording of short form
psd 407, 408, enr 463 (Chapter 76)

leases.

191,

HB

301 Limiting the hours when snow traveling vehicles, mini bikes, and all
terrain vehicles transporting firearms may be used during the deer hunting
season.
783
428,

K

HB

302

269,

Re

am

injury to domestic ducks or fowl by hunters.
cone 471, enr 528 (Chapter 89)

448, psd 459,

H

HB

303 To extend the jurisdiction of police in the apprehension of
vehicle regulation violators to include semipublic parking lot.
211, psd 841, 858, enr 880 (Chapter 171)

motor

HB

304 Re requirements for obtaining a license for granting small loans.
233, psd 839-840, 858, enr 880 (Chapter 172)

HB

309

211,

Re unemployment compensation.
331-339, am & Fmance 354-362, am

am & SO

472-474, psd 477,

H

nonconc,

conf 488-489. rep adop 776, 793. enr 832 (Chapter 156)

HB

310 Re recoveries by the division of investigation of accounts.
479, psd 904, 916, enr 1063 (Chapter 183)

HB

312 Enacting the fair credit reporting act.
408, Finance 1242-1243, psd 1585, 1627, 1724, enr 1927 (Chapter 430)

HB

314

Providing for investigation of

a lake

management

structure

on

Silver

325, psd 549-550, 574, enr 610 (Chapter 98)

HB

315 Providing that minors who have completed a hunter safety instruction
course in another state be recognized as competent to handle firearms in this

state.

241, psd 483, 490, enr 533 (Chapter 87)

HB

317 Increasing fines for commercial fishing violations
confiscation of fishing gear.
269, K 486

HB

318

199,

and

to

Relating to the town of Gorham.
cone 409, enr 463 (Chapter 77)
371, am 387, psd 389,

LT

H

provide for

Numerical Index

HB
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Re dogs pursuing game.

322

LT

280, psd 440-443, 444, enr 463. recalled,
479, rcmt 666-667, am 1629 1630,
psd 1706, 1724, II nonconc, conf 1932, 1964, rep adop 2027-2029, 2086, enr
recalled, conf 2156, 2197, rep adop 2217, 2251, enr 2276 (Chapter 574)
2093,

H

HB

325 Authorizing the water resources board to control the release or withholding of stored water if necessary for the public health or safety.
461, psd 675, enr 677 (Chapter 121)

HB

To

increase the compensation of the board of hairdressers, increase
establish new licensing standards.
241, Finance 467-468, psd 777, 790, enr 805 (Chapter 154)

327

fees,

and

HB

328 Repealing the statute providing that the labor commissioner shall
establish the minimum wages paid by the state and its political subdivision
in the construction of public works and enacting an anti-kickback in public

works

statute.

new

Limiting the provisions of the Davis-Bacon Act to certain
state act with the federal act.
Second new title: Limiting the provisions of the N. H. Little Davis-Bacon Act
to certain projects and equating the same with the federal act.
325, SO 475-477, 492-520, am (RC) 584-599, psd 600, 605, H nonconc, conf
677-678, rep adop 716-721, enr 732 (Chapter 128)
First

projects

HB

331

title:

and equating the

Amending

the business profits tax.

1077, S Ct opin req on am, am (4 RC's) 1604-1626, psd 1627, recon re j (RC)
1692-1696, 1724,
nonconc, conf 1932, remarks 1939-1941, 1957-1958, rep adop
(RC) 1971-1977, recon re] 1986, rep adop 1987, enr am 2073-2074, 2086, enr

H

2093 (Chapter 515)

HB

334

Re

the

commitment

of drug dependent persons.

233, psd 437, 443, enr 463 (Chapter 62)

HB

336 Abolishing the poll
792 (Died in com)"

tax.

HB

337 Establishing a committee to study and report on the goals, purposes,
organization, and financing of the state university system.
First new title: Establishing a committee to study and report on the gials,
purposes, organization, and financing of the state university system, rr ating
a legislative commission to study and make recommendations re the expenditure of state funds for higher education and establishing a commission to
study the feasibility of a three-year high school curriculum.
Second new title: Establishing a committee to study and report on the goals,
purpo.ses, organization, and financing of the state university system and other
aspects of higher education.
nonconc, conf 1932. 1954, rep
1213. am 1743-1746, psd 1766-1767, 1924-1925,
adop 2088-2092, enr 2150, com members appointed 2278 (Chapter 510)

H

HB

339 Re the construction of area schools
233, psd 466, 470, enr 528 (Chapter 83)

HB

and additions

thereto.

Re the N. H. retirement system and the firemen's retirement system.
new title: Re the N. H. retirement system and the firemen's retirement
system, and providing for the reinstatement of George Rivard as a member of
340

First

the N. H. retirement system.
Second new title: Re the N. H. retirement system and the firemen's retirement
system.

H

nonconc,
am & Finance 1659-1663, LT 1811, am 1813-1814, psd 1923,
conf 1932, 1955, rep adop 2074-2075, 2086. enr am 2105, 2106. enr 2150 (Chapter
878,

511)

HB

To

341

policies

New

prohibit cancellation of individual accident and health insurance
to changes in the physical condition of the insured.
Re the cancellation of motor vehicle and health insurance policies;
See also Subject Index preceding this index
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medical payment provisions of motor vehicle policies; and subrogation of
rights to medical payments thereunder.
650, am 1536-1537, psd 1563, H nonconc, conf 1641, new conf 1962, rep adop
2029-2031, 2086, enr 2106 (Chapter 553)

HB

342 To establish a police standards and training council and to provide
educational and training requirements for members of police forces and
making an appropriation therefor.
First new title: To establish a police standards and training council and to
provide educational and training rct^uirements for members of police forces.
Second new title: To establish a police standards and training council and to
provide education and training requirements for members of police forces.
1213, am 1585-1586. recon & Finance 1626-1627, am & psd 1720-1722, H nonconc,
conf 1963, rep adop 1968-1969, 1988, enr am 2056, 2057-2058, enr 2071 (Chapter
497)

HB

345 To increase the permissible
account contracts.
233, psd 384, 389, enr 463 (Chapter 55)

maximum

dollar limit of certain force

HB

348 Enabling the department of fish and game to recover damages for loss
of fish, other aquatic life, wildlife or their habitat due to water pollution.
nonconc, conf 734, rep adop 872, 879, enr 1063
471, am 706-707, psd 711,

H

(Chapter 184)

HB

351 Re increasing the tax on tobacco products and making an appropriation therefor.
nonconc, conf 1932-1933, rep
878, am & Finance 1663-1665, psd 1816, 1923,
adop 1967-1968, 1988, enr 2016 (Chapter 475)

H

HB

360 Re the assessment of a resident tax for state and local purposes to
replace the head tax.
New title: Re the assessment of a resident tax for state and local purposes
to replace the head tax, and the poll tax.
cone 1958, enr 2017 (Chapter 476)
792, am 1699-1703, psd 1722,

H

HB

365 To abolish the unclassified position of state entomologist.
958, com changed, psd 1505, 1524, enr 1567 (Chapter 325)

HB

367

Providing additional retirement allowances for certain retired teachers

and making an appropriation

therefor.
1213, psd 1707-1709, 1722, enr 1927 (Chapter 431)

HB

368 Regulating the sale of hypodermic syringes.
325, psd 694, 711. enr 732 (Chapter 135)

HB

372

Re

the policemen's retirement system.

829, psd 1552-1553, 1563, enr 1728 (Chapter 365)

HB

379 Increasing the penalties for operating a motor vehicle after revocation
or suspension of license.

461,LSC698

HB

380

Providing for procedures for hearings and elections re management-

employee relations in
732,

LT

1789,

state

employment.

LSC (RC), recon

notice 1882-1884, recon

wthd 1886

HB 387 Extending the time within which pari-mutuel pools
300, psd 827-828, enr 880 (Chapter 173)

may be

sold.

HB

392 Establishing an interim committee to study the problems of lowering
the age of majority from twenty-one to eighteen years of age.
300, psd 937-938, 955, enr 1211 (Chapter 234)

HB

393 Providing for arbitration in labor grievances involving city employees.
347, psd 1820, 1923, enr 2017 (Chapter 477)

Numerical Index
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HB

400 Providing for an increase in the motor vehicle road tolls.
1015, Finance 1599-1604, psd 1716-1717, recalled &
1799-1800, am (RC)
nonconc, conf 1933, remarks 1995, rep adop 2005 2009,
1887-1899, psd 1923,

LT

H

2015, enr 2057 (Chapter 504)

HB

407 To clarify the aircraft operating fee formula.
280, psd 446, 459, enr 463 (Chapter 56)

HB

409

Increasing the additional retirement allouances for state employees
retired prior to July 1, 1961 and making an appropriation therefor.
New title: Increasing the additional retirement allowances for state employees
who retired prior to July 1, 1961 and making an appropriation therefor and
providing certain retirement allowances to Esther Davis.
nonconc, conf 2014, 2018, rep adop 2031-2032,
1213, am 17101711, psd 1723,
2086, enr 2093 (Chapter 543)

who

H

HB

Providing additional retirement allowances for state police who resubsequent to July 1, 1961 and prior to Jan. 1, 1968 and making an
appropriation therefor.
1213, psd 1709-1710, 1723, enr 1927 (Chapter 432)
410

tired

HB

419 Re supplies for discharged prisoners.
958, psd 1466-1467, 1477, enr 1559 (Chapter 299)

HB

426 Clarifying the powers of assistant moderators to administer oaths.
280, psd 537, 573, enr 610 (Chapter 99)

HB

Providing for and increasing the additional retirement allowances for
police who retired prior to July 1, 1961 and making an appropriation
therefor.
1214, psd 1710, 1723, enr 1961 (Chapter 410)
427

state

HB

429

Prohibiting the renaming of certain natural and

man-made formations

in the state.

300, psd 550, 574, enr 610 (Chapter 100)

HB

431
Providing additional cost of living retirement allowances for state
employees who retired subsequent to July 1, 1961 and prior to Jan. 1, 1968
ancl making an appropriation therefor.
1214, psd 1711, 1723, enr 1927 (Chapter 433)

HB

432 Re the rabies control law.
369, psd 695, 711, enr 733 (Chapter 132)

HB

434

Repealing

the

statute

permitting

time

trials

of

motor vehicles

in

Rollins State Park.
241, psd 580, 605, enr 609 (Chapter 107)

HB

439 Re extending the service fee on air carriers to all public landing areas
supported, in whole or in part, by state and municipality or airport authority
funds and to allocate said fees between the state and municipalities or airport
authorities.
621, psd 742-743, 771, enr 775 (Chapter 140)

HB

443

Increasing the debt limit for school construction in the town of Bed-

ford.

270, psd 537-538, 573. enr 610 (Chapter 101)

HB

446 Re the membership of school boards in certain school districts.
325, psd 393-394, 407, enr 463 (Chapter 57)

HB

Permitting Sunday racing.
1685-1692, p.sd 1723, H nonconc, conf 1933, rep adop 1991-1993, 1996,
enr 2071 (Chapter 498)

450

829,

am

See also Subject Index preceding this index
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HB

Establishing a commission to study and make legislative recommendaconcerning the regulations and licensing requirements which apply to
halfway houses.
409, psd 1245, 1251, enr 1481, com member appointed 2278 (Chapter 297)

451

tions

HB

452 Re federal aid for airport and airway development.
280, psd 446, 459, enr 463 (Chapter 58)

HB

453

Exempting persons on

active duty with the

armed

from payment

forces

of the poll tax.
429, K 1829

HB

454 Amending the definition of an air navigation facility.
280, psd 445-446, 459, enr 463 (Chapter 59)

HB

458

Prohibiting the use of motorboats on Berry Pond in Moultonborough.
am 1223, 1254, enr 1481 (Chapter 564)

575, psd 954, 956, enr

HB

464 Re participation in the work incentive program.
346, psd 897-898, 915, enr 1063 (Chapter 185)

HB

467 Re intoxicating beverages at interscholastic athletic contests.
491, psd 735, 770, enr 775 (Chapter 141)

HB

468

Clarifying the provisions of the statute that tax deeds shall be given

by the collector

in office.
300, psd 1030, 1073, enr 1211 (Chapter 235)

HB

472

when beaver may be trapped

Establishing the time

in

Coos county.

to

determine the

471,LSC685

HB

477 Re fees for registration as professional engineer.
479, psd 810, 823, enr am 865, enr 1064 (Chapter 196)

HB

482

301, psd

Re

bail commissioners.

(RC) 644-646, 648, enr 649 (Chapter 112)

HB

489 Re the sentence for
sentence.
575, am 1243-1245, psd 1251,
cone 1647

HB

490

Re

murder and the proceedings

H

nonconc, conf 1454,

H

discharged conf

&:

non-

the N. H. annual conference of the Methodist Church.

280, psd 538, 573, enr 610 (Chapter 102)

HB

494 Re tax exemptions for water and air pollution control facilities.
408, psd 746-747, 771, enr 775 (Chapter 142)

HB

496

Rcdistricting

the

county

commissioners'

districts

in

Rockingham

county.

new title: Re the Rockingham commissioner districts and re the qualifications for the office of county commission candidates.
Second new title: Redistricting the county commissioners' districts in RockFirst

ingham county.
878, am (RC) 1863-1865, psd 1923,
2055, enr 2070 (Chapter 508)

H

nonconc, conf 1933, 1955, rep adop 1993,

HB

497 Re additional votes for supervisory union personnel based
of student population.
575, LT 1236, K 1238

HB

500 Re the highway operation of farm vehicles.
409, psd 642, 647, enr 649 (Chapter 113)

HB

501

678,

am

Re

the board of chiropractic examiners and registration.
1467-1468, psd 1477,
cone 1484, enr 1567 (Chapter 326)

H

on

a ratio

Numerical Index

HB

506 Changing part of the boundaiy
and Hart's Location.

line

2391

between the towns of Bartlelt

713, psd 1746, 1767, recalled & LT 1869-1870, am 1885, psd 1925, H nonconc,
conf 1933-1934, new conf 2049, rep adop 2059-2C60, 2086, enr 2087, recalled
2155-2156, am & psd 2192,
cone & enr 2193 (Chapter 563)

H

HB

507

Establishing a Hooksett district court.
772, am (RC) 1747-1757, psd 1767, 1925,
nonconc, conf 1934, 1955,
& cone 2015-2016, rep adop 2087-2088, 2093, enr 2150 (Chapter 558)

H

HB

508 Exempting certain tcmporai7 heliports
provisions of the aeronautics act.
301, psd 743, 771, enr 775 (Chapter 143)

H

recon

from registration under the

HB

509 Providing workmen's compensation on a voluntary basis
engaged in business under certain circumstances.
428, am 1914-1915, 1923. H cone 1930, enr 1987 (Chapter 463)

to

persons

HB

512 Re conservation officers and their pay schedule.
1076, Finance 1504, psd 1817, 1923, enr am 1965, 2017, enr 2071 (Chapter 505)

HB

Re uniformed

516

and

police officers in attendance at public dances, carnivals,

circuses.

428, psd 579-580, 605, enr 609 (Chapter 108)

HB

517 Re the name of cooperative banks, building
savings and loan associations.
280, psd 840, 858, enr 880 (Chapter 174)

HB

518

479,

K

Re the salary of the Carroll County
1911-1912

and loan

associations, or

.sheriff.

HB

519 Re the fees charged in the registry of deeds of Carroll County.
479, psd 811, 823, enr 863 (Chapter 169)

HB

Re

525

New

title:

incompatibility of town

offices.

Re mimicipal government.

am 1856-1863, psd 1923, H nonconc, conf 1956, new conf 1962, 1987-1988,
rep adop 2053-2054, 2087, enr am 2132-2133, enr 2152 (Chapter 512)
576,

HB

527

Establishing certain

new

charges and fees to be collected by tax col-

lectors.

New
428,

HB

Legalizing the annual meeting of the Claremont school district.
cone 1958, enr 1987 (Chapter 464)
1826-1827, psd 1923,

title:

H

am

Authorizing

528

town

treasurers

to

deposit

moneys

in

insured

savings

3 ceo 11 n ts

491, psd 811, 823, enr 833 (Chapter 158)

HB

Re

529

the destruction

and removal of boundary markers.

576, psd 706, 711, enr 733 (Chapter 133)

HB

530 Amending the liquidity provisions applicable to building
associations, cooperative banks, or savings and loan associations.
325, psd 623-624, 647, enr 649 (Chapter 114)

HB

Permitting various types of financial institutions in N. H.

531

and loan

to organize

and/or participate in service corporations.
461,

HB

am

532

1569-1570, psd 1627, 1724,

Constituting the Merrimack

H

cone 1729, enr 1961 (Chapter 411)

district court.

am 1757-1766, LT 1767-1768, am 1772-1775, psd 1812, 1925,
conf 1937, 1963, rep adop 2049-2051, 2087, enr 2092 (Chapter 544)

772,

HB

adop

nonconc,

the taking of land for state park facilities in the town of Ry.
recon & cone 2016, rep
nonconc, conf 1017-1018,
2047-2048, 2087, enr 2087 (Chapter 500)
See also Subject Index preceding this index
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.576,

H

am

Re

1002, psd 1014,

H

H
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HB

537 Providing for liquor licenses for first class ballrooms.
861, psd 1506, 1524, enr 1728 (Chapter 366)

HB

540 Amending the charter of the union school district of Keene to provide that the treasurer be appointed by the school board.
678, psd 890, 915, enr 1063 (Chapter 186)

HB

541 Re town appropriation for Independence Day.
428, psd 811, 823, enr 833 (Chapter 159)

HB

To

542

require

cities

and towns

to

provide tax maps.

672, psd 1819, 1923, enr 1960 (Chapter 426)

HB

To

543

1076,

increase the fees for nonresident hunting licenses.
am 1965-1966, 2070, enr 2093 (Chapter 545)

psd 1712-1713, 1723, enr

HB

544 To provide for review of area school plan
third anniversai7.
650, psd 891-892, 915, enr 1063 (Chapter 187)

HB

609,

beano

SO

licenses.

1004-1006, psd 1011, 1014, enr 1114 (Chapter 224)

HB

546 To define, control, and prohibit
property.
650, psd 756, 771, enr 775 (Chapter 144)

HB

547

Re publication

548

Re

the littering of public or private

of political contributions

409, psd 1738, 1767, 1925, enr

HB

afler the

Permitting the conduct of beano games on Sunday and increasing the

545

fee for

and withdrawal

am

and expenditures.

1951, 1962, enr 2017 (Chapter 491)

the use of the state seal.

491, psd 1030, 1073, enr 1211 (Chapter 236)

HB

549 Re revisions and supplements to the law enforcement manual and
making an appropriation for an additional printing of the manual.

576, Finance 867, psd 1587-1588, 1627, 1724, enr 1927 (Chapter 435)

HB

550

Providing copies of the

RSA

for attorneys

in

the office of attorney

general.
409, psd 1456, 1477, enr 1559 (Chapter 300)

HB

551
Clarifying the duties of the deputy attorney general.
461, psd 698-699, 711, enr 733 (Chapter 134)

HB

559

Re

the sale of sweepstakes tickets.

1214 (Died in com)

HB

Re increasing the membership of the advisory commission
welfare.
576, psd (RC) 899, 915, enr 1063 (Chapter 188)
564

on

healtli

and

HB

566

Re

the taxation of house trailers or mobile homes.

772, psd 1506-1507, 1524, enr 1728 (Chapter 367)

HB

569 Re qualifications for the serving of liquor or beverages.
878, psd 1553, 1563, enr 1728 (Chapter 368)

HB

574 To authorize the establishment of the Dover Industrial Development
Authority.
New title: Authorizing the establishment of the Dover Industrial Development
Authority; authorizing the city of Dover to operate, maintain, and enter into
contractual arrangements re a certain heating system.
650, com changed 1215, am 1770-1771, psd 1812, 1925,
cone 1958, enr am 2070,
2072, enr 2093 (Chapter 546)

H

HB

577 Re reporting of fires to the state fire marshal's office.
461, psd 646, 648, enr 649 (Chapter 115)

Numerical Index

HB

578

SO

445,

adop

HB

2393

To amend the N. H. higher educational and health facilities law.
523, am 551-554, psd 573, H nonconc, conf 578, remarks 821-822, rep

873-874, 879, enr 1079 (Chapter 198)

Regulating outdoor advertising on the interstate, federal aid systems,

582

and turnpikes.
576, psd 1224, 1227, enr 1480 (Chapter 245)

HB

583 To prohibit the use of trawls for the taking of fish from the ocean
waters of N. H.
714, am 1713-1714, psd 1723,
nonconc, conf 1937-1938, 1963-1964, rep adop
2034-2035, 2087, enr 2087 (Chapter 501)

H

HB

Re

the form of drivers licenses and making an appropriation therefor.
Finance 1459-1461, LT 1588-1589, am 1653, psd 1723,
cone 1929,
enr 2017 (Chapter 478)

584

HB

H

am &

1077,

Making

586

it

unlawful

to operate a

motor vehicle while

in possession of a

controlled drug.
576,

HB

com changed

919,

651, psd 1241-1242, 1251, enr 1481 (Chapter 253)

Establishing limits on the season for taking wild deer.

587

LSC (RC)

1714^-1716

HB

588 To correct a typographical error in the Revised Statutes Annotated.
531, psd 14.55-1456, 1477, enr 1560 (Chapter 301)

HB

Legalizing certain town meetings in the town of
cone 649, enr 673 (Chapter 118)
618, psd 619,

589

428,

HB

591
Re organized time trials for motor vehicles
576, psd 1060-1061, 1074, enr 1211 (Chapter 237)

HB

Windham.

H

am

Re N. H.

592

technical institute

on

certain public highways.

and vocational-technical

colleges bookstore

operation.
1076, Finance 1236, psd 1586, 1627, 1724, enr 1927 (Chapter 436)

HB

Re

594

presidential

the

and

manner and number

of voter signatures required to allow
vice presidential candidates to have names placed on primary

ballot.

428, psd 1532, 1564, enr 1728 (Chapter 369)

HB

598 Re the employment of youths.
650, psd 1789-1790, 1812, 1925, enr 1961 (Chapter 412)

HB

599 Providing for volunteer probation counsellors.
461, psd 818, 824, enr 832 (Chapter 164)

HB

Making appropriations

606

am

for capital

improvements.

H

am

nonconc, conf 1453,
1434-1450, psd 1451,
new conf 1977-1986, 1998, 2054-2055, rep adop 2077-2078, 2087, enr 2150 (Chapter 559)
861,

&:

Finance 1255-1260,

HB

613 Re the terms of members of the air pollution control agency; expanding the powers of the agency and establishing a permit system for the control of air pollution.

772-773,
243)

SO

953, 1160,

HB

am

1224-1226, psd 1228,

H

cone 1229, enr 1251 (Chapter

615 Permitting abatement of imcollectible interest
608, psd 905-906, 916, enr 1063 (Chapter 189)

and dividend

HB

taxes.

617 Re the deposit of funds with the state treasurer by the tax commission.
792, psd 1495-1496, 1524, enr 1728 (Chapter 370)

HB

619

Amending

the N. H. unit ownership of real property act.

878, psd 1540, 1564, recon wthd 1685, enr 1961 (Chapter 413)
See also Subject Index preceding this index
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HB

To

620

861, psd

establish a criminal code.
1706, 1724, enr 2057 (Chapter 518)

(RC) 1641-1646.

HB

Increasing the authorized debt limit of the
621
the Windham school district.
491, psd 810, 823, enr 832 (Chapter 165)

Pclham school

district

and

HB

622 Re regional sewage disposal plants.
672, psd 953, 956, enr 1211 (Chapter 238)

HB

773,

HB

Extending the application of the right

623

and

am

1461-1462, psd 1477,

Banning propeller

624

know law

to

to the legislature

committees.

all its

H

cone 1484, enr 1567 (Chapter 327)

air driven boats

from the waters of N. H.

672. psd 953-954, 956, enr 1211 (Chapter 239)

HB

To

626

and other

require higher

standards in the construction of driveways

saf(?ty

accesses to the public way.

862, psd 1461, 1477, enr 1560 (Chapter 302)

HB

631
Providing that a portion of hunting license revenue shall be used for
stocking small game.
New title: Providing that a portion of fish and game funds shall be used for
stocking game birds.
1214, am &: Finance 1730 (Died in com)

HB

Re commitment

633

829,

am

to

and discharge from mental

1631-1632, psd 1706, 1725,

H

HB

635 To promote competent ambulance service
tion therefor.
1214, psd 1818-1819, 1923. enr 2017 (Chapter 479)

HB

636
mission

To expand
re

safety

institutions.

cone 1930, enr 2057 (Chapter 525)

and making an appropria-

the authority of water supply and pollution control comregulations for recreational camps and public swimming

pools.
672, psd 953, 956, enr

am

1223, 1254, enr 1481 (Chapter 254)

HB

640 Establishing a line item budget for the
531, Study com 1778-1785, 2253

city of

Manchester.

HB

642 Eliminating the payment of taxes as a condition precedent to receiving
the service exemption from taxes.
428, psd 1455, 1477, enr 1560 (Chapter 303)

HB

643 Re supervisory audits of credit unions.
678, psd 1261, 1429, enr 1480 (Chapter 246)

HB

645 Re the practice of veterinary medicine in N.
1214. psd 1468, 1477. enr 1567 (Chapter 328)

H.

HB

647 To provide additional retirement allowances to certain retired
bers of the policemen's retirement system.
1214. psd 1712. 1723, enr 1927 (Chapter 434)

HB

648

Enacting an insurance holding company

mem-

act.

531, psd 839, 858, enr 921 (Chapter 176)

HB

649

792, psd

HB

Re

the administration of the insurance laws.

(RC) 981-985, 1012, enr 1251 (Chapter 244)

651 Clarifying tax exemptions
920, psd 1907-1911. 1923. enr 2017.

HB

on

real estate

owned by governmental

H sustained veto 2180

652 To cx(liidc animals from restaurants
672, psd 900, 915, enr 1063 (Chapter 190)

and

stores that sell food.

bodies.

Numerical Index

HB

Re

654

471,

2395

the associate degree programs of Keene and
522-523, psd 550-551, 574, enr 610 (Chapter 103)

SO

Plymouth

state colleges.

HB

655 Re renewal of automobile insurance policies.
650, psd 1261, 1429, enr 1480 (Chapter 247)

HB

Re anatomical

658

gifts.

461, psd 779, 791, enr 805 (Chapter 150)

HB

660 Requiring certain district courts to hold regular sessions in certain
towns within their district.
773, am 1734-1736, psd 1767, 1925, H nonconc, conf 1938, 1963, rep adop 19701971, 1988, enr 2071 (Chapter 529)

HB

661

HB

662

663

the jurisdiction of local police by consent.
1540-1541, psd 1564,
cone 1636, enr 1732 (Chapter 390)

H

Adopting the uniform

act on paternity.
1462-1463, am 1647-1650, psd 1723,
1991, 1996, enr 2071 (Chapter 530)

H

LT

531,

adop

HB

H

Re extending

am

1214,

HB

Revising the application of the implied consent law.
867-869, psd 875,
cone 879, enr am 1114, enr 1212 (Chapter 213)

am

576,

664

Providing procedural amendments

to

nonconc, conf 1938, 1963, rep

the starch warrant statute.

608, psd 1242, 1251, enr 1481 (Chapter 255)

HB

666 Permitting eighteen year olds to entertain in lounges and dining rooms.
531, psd 783-785, 791, recalled, SO 819-820, psd, SO 857-860, am & psd (RC)
907-915,
cone 1019, enr 1115 (Chapter 225)

H

HB

668

Extending the tenure of the special board

to

determine matters re

state resources.

am

1214,

1476, psd 1478,

H

cone 1484, enr 1567 (Chapter 329)

HB

669 To eliminate the blood test requirement for barbers
608, SO 899-900, 1009-1010, am (RC) 1249-1250, psd 1251,
1454, nonconc conf rep 1703-1705

HB

670

tor's

To

permit use by towns and

cities of

and

H

hairdressers.

nonconc, conf

property acquired by tax collec-

deed.

714, psd 1496, 1524, enr 1728 (Chapter 359)

HB

671 To provide for historic districts in towns without zoning.
479, psd 811-812, 824, enr 833 (Chapter 160)

HB

672

714.

Requiring the disclosure of gasoline octane

LSC

rating.

1247

HB

675 Eliminating the requirement of publishing the advertisement of sale
of state guaranteed sewer bonds and notes.
471, psd 1457, 1478, enr 1528 (Chapter 285)

HB

To

legalize the Haverhill town meeting of March 9, 1971.
Authorizing the industrial development authority to loan money
or guarantee loans for the acquisition of railroad lines.
461, am 1904-1907, psd 1923, H nonconc, conf 1956, H rccon &: cone 1959, enr
2071 (Chapter 534)

678

New

title:

HB

679 To increase the salary of the Hillsborough county attorney
tant county attorney.
774, K 1911-1912

HB

681
Re the protection of motor vehicle purchasers.
714 (Died in com)
See also Subject Index preceding this index

and
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HB

682 To amend the charter of St. Paul's School.
531, psd 735-736, 771, enr 775 (Chapter 145)

HB

Establishing a finance officer for the city of Manchester

683

and defining

his duties.

New title: Establishing a finance officer for the city of Manchester and defining his duties and also providing for competitive bidding in certain cases
for said city.
cone 1930, enr am 2086, 2093-2094, enr
678, am 1785-1786, psd 1812, 1926,
2150 (Chapter 551)

H

HB

684 Providing that a helper may set or haul lobster and crab traps only in
the presence of and aboard a boat belonging to a licensed lobsterman.
608, psd 726, 730, enr 775 (Chapter 146)

HB

686 To provide that N. H. residents sixty-five years of age or over shall
receive free lifetime hunting and fishing licenses.
New title: To provide that N. H. residents sixty-eight years of age or over
shall receive free lifetime hunting and fishing licenses.
cone 1930, enr am 2056, 2058, enr 2071
1015. am 1630-1631, psd 1706, 1725,
(Chapter 535)

H

HB

688 Providing junior and child ski rates for students who are residents
of the state.
862, psd 1739-1743, 1767, 1925, enr am 1951, 1962, enr 2017 (Chapter 492)

HB

689 Providing that bow nets and dip nets
714. psd 901, 915, enr 1064 (Chapter 191)

may be used

in certain rivers.

HB

690 Providing a closed season for salt water smelt.
714, psd 900-901, 915, enr 1064 (Chapter 192)

HB

691

609,

K

Increasing certain town clerk fees.
1911-1912

HB

695 To permit investment in voting trust certificates of banks and bank
holding companies in the same manner as in the capital stock of banks and
bank holding companies.
826, LT 1570, psd 1577-1578. 1628, 1724, enr 1961 (Chapter 417)

HB

696 Amending the business profits tax
taxation of affiliated corporations.
920, psd 1554, 1564, enr 1728 (Chapter 360)

to

clarify

the provision for the

HB

698 Permitting a variation in the rate of interest on a readvance under a
mortgage.
492, LT 1536, psd 1886-1887, 1923, enr 2017 (Chapter 483)

HB

of the special district meeting and election,
in Conway on Dec. 16, 1970 and Mar. 9 & 11, 1971.
New title: Increasing certain appropriations for the division of welfare.
678, am, ref conf on
918 1870-1881

701

Legalizing proceedings

and the town meeting held

HB

HB

702 Re qualifications for members of a school board.
672, psd 866, 875, enr 921 (Chapter 177)

HB

703 Providing that no person shall furnish to another person a license
issued to himself.
New title: Re use of clam, oyster, lobster, and crab licenses and re taking of
red crabs,
678,

HB

am

901-902, psd 916,

H

cone 942, enr

am

1018, enr 1212 (Chapter 240)

704 Authorizing the attachment of corporate securities.
715, psd 1263, 1429, enr 1480 (Chapter 248)

Numerical Index

HB

2397

Re

the date of expiration of legislative number plates.
the date of expiration of legislative number plates and re color
of lettering on said plates.
715, am 1061, psd 1074,
nonconc, conf 1114, rep adop 1638-1640, 1729, enr
am 1956, 1959, enr 2017 (Chapter 493)

705

New

Re

title:

H

HB

706 Changing part of the boundary
and Hillsborough.

between the towns of Decring

line

531, psd 1493-1494, 1524, enr 1728 (Chapter 361)

HB

709 Re the use of credit union funds.
576, psd 805, 823, enr 832 (Chapter 166)

HB

Re

711

certain administrative procedures within the department of educaboards and schools.
1236-1237, psd 1251,
cone 1450, 1484, enr 1727 (Chapter 371)

tion, school

492,

H

am

HB

712

Re

HB

717

Authorizing N. H. College to confer academic degrees and honorary

the traffic safety fund.
1214, psd 1816 1817, 1923, enr 1987 (Chapter 415)

degrees.
532.

HB

K

892

718

To amend

conditions of an

the

appropriation for Dillant-Hopkins

Airport, Keene.
830, psd 1266, 1429, enr 1480 (Chapter 293)

HB

719

576,
362)

Re

LT

directors of savings and commercial banks.
am 1570-1577, psd 1628, 1724.
cone 1729, enr 1732 (Chapter

H

1569,

HB

725 Establishing a
partment.
773, IP 1772

HB

727

To

1076, Study

HB

730

five

year term for the director of the

insure completion of sewerage
1738-1739

fish

and pollution control

and game de-

projects.

com

Re changing unsecured

loan limitations of building and loan associaand loan associations.
nonconc, conf 832, rep adop 2051-2053, 2087, enr

tions, cooperative banks, or savings

am 806, psd 823,
2087 (Chapter 537)

650,

HB

733

678,

SO

H

Re

operating snow traveling vehicles in the vicinity of ice fishermen.
946-947, psd 1011-1012, 1014, enr 1212 (Chapter 200)

HB

735 Re unpaid rent for safe deposit boxes.
621, psd 805, 823, enr 832 (Chapter 167)

HB

736

Authorizing bank

officers to certify

on mortgage applications the value

of the property to be mortgaged.
714, psd 1261, 1429. enr 1480 (Chapter 249)

HB

737 Permitting nonprofit colleges, nonprofit trusts and funds to be participating lenders.
650, com changed 906, psd 1459, 1478, enr 1528 (Chapter 286)

HB

738

Permitting banks to suspend business during emergencies and for other

reasons.

714, psd 1261-1262, 1429, enr

am

1559, 1637, enr 1928 (Chapter 448)

HB

739 Clarifying the law re the board of trustees of N. H. colleges
izing the expiration dates of appointed university trustees.
650, psd 736, 771, recalled 790, K 794-795
See also Subject Index preceding this index

and equal-
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HB

740

862,

HB

741

650,

HB

K
K

Increasing the salaries of certain
1911-1912

Re limitation
1911-1912

To amend

742

678,

am

the charters of certain savings banks.
cone 1566, enr 1927 (Chapter 437)

743 Re licensing
958 (Died in com)

HB

744

in Sullivan county.

on appropriations under the municipal budget law.

1262, psd 1429,

HB

officials

H

fees, registering,

Increasing the

amount

of

and kennel

fees for dogs.

money payable

to certain

town

officers' asso-

ciations.

576, psd 1495, 1524. enr 1727 (Chapter 372)

HB

Providing for the removal of a town clerk.

745

New

To reclassify a certain section of highway in the
nonconc, conf 1938. 1954, rep
1820-1821, psd 1924,
enr 2087 (Chapter 538)
576,

title:

H

am

town of Sutton.
adop 2054, 2087,

HB

746 Setting certain fees for notaries public.
714, psd 1496, 1524, enr 1727 (Chapter 373)

HB

To

747

732,

am

enlarge the powers of medical service corporations.
cone 1958, enr 2016 (Chapter 484)
1795-1798, psd 1812, 1926,

H

HB

748 Continuing in existence the state commission on the status of women.
609, psd 1554, 1564, enr 1732 (Chapter 394)

HB

Clarifying the law re the board of trustees of N. H. colleges and pro751
viding for a student member thereof.
cone 826,
650, psd (RC) 736-737, 771, recalled 790, am 793-794, psd 802-803,
enr 833 (Chapter 161)

H

HB

Eliminating the biennial referendum on sweepstakes on the ballot.

753

732, psd 1458-1459. 1478, enr 1528 (Chapter 287)

HB

Re

755

715,

H

salaries of district court judges.
recalled 733-734, reintro 826, psd 1263, 1429, enr 1528 (Chapter 288)

HB

756 To increase highway relocation assistance.
1214, psd 1461, 1478, recon &: am 1556-1558, psd 1564,

H

cone 1636, enr 1961

(Chapter 414)

HB

760

Exempting managers of public motion picture houses from

scenity statute under certain conditions.
830, psd 1426-1428, 1429, enr 1480 (vetoed, referred

HB

H

the ob-

judiciary com)

Permitting the issuance of liquor permits to certain convicted felons
of the liquor commission.
714, am 1790-1791, psd 1812, 1926. H cone 1958, enr 1987 (Chapter 465)
761

upon approval

HB

764 Increasing the bond required of certain county officers.
609. psd 1827-1828, 1924, enr 1961 (Chapter 427)

HB

765 Providing for the distribution of the state appropriation for school
hot lunches.
830, psd 1265-1266, 1430, enr 1481 (Chapter 250)

HB

Re

witness fees for law enforcement officers.
Re witness fees for law enforcement officers and changing the
effective date of an act abolishing dower and curtesy.
715, am 1541-1542, psd 1564,
nonconc, conf 1635, rep adop 1942-1943, 1958,
enr 1986 (Chapter 473)

767

New

title:

H

HB

768

Re sewer

rates.

862, psd 1473-1474, 1478, enr 1528 (Chapter 289)

Numerical Index

HB

2399

Providing for consultation by the labor commission with chiropractors

769

re reasonable value of services.

672, psd 1468-1469. 1478, enr 1528 (Chapter 290)

HB

To improve eminent domain

770

procedure and making an appropriation

therefor.

1231, am & Finance 1542-1545,
cone 1930, enr 2057 (Chapter 526)

com changed

1214,
1926,

H

am

1810-1811, psd

1812,

HB

773 Re recording instruments with the register of deeds.
804, psd 1734, 1767, 1925, enr 1928 (Chapter 449)

HB

Re county bonds and

774

notes.

621, psd 1819, 1924, enr 2016 (Chapter 485)

HB

776 Re the duties of the Mount Washington commission.
1214, psd 1473, 1478, enr am 1533, 1569, enr 1732 (Chapter 395)

HB

779

804,

K

Establishing rules of the road for the operation of bicycles.
1247

HB

782 Increasing the power of the state fire marshal and making him directly
responsible to the commissioner of safety; increasing the membership of the
state board of fire control and making its functions advisory.
New title: Increasing the power of the state fire marshal, increasing the membership of the state board of fire control and making its functions advisory.
773, am 1490-1492, psd 1524.
cone 15G6, enr am 19561P57, 1959, enr 2016
(Chapter 486)

H

HB

783

To amend

the conditions of an appropriation for

Lebanon Regional

Airport, Lebanon.
830, psd 1266, 1430. enr 1481 (Chapter 251)

HB

788 Prohibiting the use of motor boats on Jericho Pond.
958, psd 1474-1475, 1478, enr 1560 (Chapter 304)

HB

to persons who have lived with their spouse
wife for at least five years when either person is seventy or over.
920, psd 1554, 1564, enr 1927 (Chapter 438)

as

791

Granting a tax exemption

man and

HB

796 Re the display of the N. H. state flag.
732, psd 1458, 1478, enr 1528 (Chapter 291)

HB

798 Requiring notice of junking of motor vehicles.
678, psd 947, 955, enr am 1222-1223, 1254. enr 1481 (Chapter 257)

HB

799

Re

the board of arborists.

609, psd 726, 730, enr 775 (Chapter 147)

HB

800

Providing for annual physical examinations for school bus operators.
am 1247-1248, psd 1251, H nonconc, conf 1454, nonconc conf

715. rcmt 947-948,

rep (RC) 1589-1592

HB

802

Increasing the

714, psd

minimum

(RC) 1791-1794,

wage.

1812, 1926, enr

am

1951-1952. 1962. enr 2017 (Chapter

494)

804 Legalizing the school district meeting in the towns of Belmont and
Canterbury.
New title: Legalizing the proceedings establishing the Shaker regional school

HB

district

678,

am

and amending the artichs of agreement of
1027-1029, psd 1073,

H

."iaid

district.

cone 1104, enr 1115 (Chapter 182)

HB

805 Re the color of highway yield signs.
714, psd 948, 955, enr 1212 (Chapter 201)
See also Subject Index preceding this index
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HB

Providing permits to keep moose taken in other states and Canada.
Providing for permits to keep moose taken in other states and
Canada and providing for the protection of Canadian lynx.
773, am 998, psd 1014, H cone 1019, enr 1115 (Chapter 226)
806

New

title:

HB

807 Providing that the city manager of the city of Claremont shall administer the budgetary affairs of the police department.
830, psd 1496, 1524, enr 1727 (Chapter 374)

HB

808 Re imfair sales practices and the enforcement of the imfair sales act.
679, psd 819, 824, enr 832 (Chapter 168)

HB

811
Changing the name of the Plymouth Village Fire District.
672, psd 1820, 1924, enr 2016 (Chapter 487)

HB

814

Enabling towns

to elect a

three-man board of

assessors.

773, psd 1456, 1478, enr 1727 (Chapter 375)

HB

815

8at,

HB

Providing for certificates of need for health care capital expenditures.
1733, recon notice 1737, wthd 1798

LSC

817

Broadening the scope of the

common

H

cone
830, am 1508-1510, psd 1524,
1964, 1987, enr 2039 (Chapter 516)

1565,

H

laiv

doctrine of cy pres.

nonconc, conf 1635, rep adop

HB

818 Expanding the discretion of the attorney general in administering the
land sales full disclosure act.
New title: Expanding the discretion of the attorney general in administering
the land sales full disclosure act and allowing governmental units to enter
into agreements for the construction, maintenance, and operation of jails and
other correctional facilities and programs.
nonconc, conf 1568, rep adop 1941-1942, 1958, enr
732, am 1497, psd 1524,
1986 (Chapter 474)

H

HB

819 Setting minimum speed limits on certain highways.
714, psd 949, 955, enr 1212 (Chapter 202)

HB

822 Re the enforcement of regulations of the director, division of welfare.
650, psd 900, 915, enr 1064 (Chapter 193)

HB

827 To exempt sales of
from the tobacco tax.

cigarettes to residents of the N.

H.

soldiers'

home

878, psd 1504-1505, 1524, enr 1727 (Chapter 376)

HB

828 Relating to action by the budget committee prior to a special meeting.
672, psd 1737-1738, 1767, 1925, enr 1928 (Chapter 403)

HB

830

Naming Loon Mountain Road.

679, psd 949, 955, enr 1212 (Chapter 203)

HB

833 Increasing the jurisdiction under small claims procedures.
773, psd 1498, 1525, enr 1727 (Chapter 377)

HB

837 Providing insolvency protection to policyholders of life and health
insurance.
nonconc, conf 1938, 1963, rep adop 2035 2036, 2087,
715, am 1912, psd 1924,
enr 2150 (Chapter 509)

H

HB

839 Re fees charged by the Hillsborough
714, psd 1457-1458, 1478, enr 1567 (Chapter 330)

HB

843

home

New

county register of deeds.

Authorizing emergency licenses in emergency situations for nursing
administrators.
title:

Authorizing temporary emergency permits in emergency situations

for nursing home administrators.
cone 1450, 1484, enr 1584 (Chapter 350)
715, am 1245-1246, psd 1252,

H

Numerical Index

HB

848 Re actions to quiet title against known
773, psd 1264, 1430, enr 1528 (Chapter 292)

HB

850

HB

Clarifying the powers of sheriffs
1456

K

1016,

2401

and unknown persons.

and police

officers.

Defining charitable trusts and providing for the

852

filing of

instruments

and leports
920,

HB

am

re said trusts.
1498-1499, psd 1525,

Re

855

fees

paid

H

cone 1565, enr 1927 (Chapter 439)

by municipalities

for

engineering services

re

sewage

disposal systems.
830, Study com 1739

HB

865 Re the articles of agreement of charitable corporations.
920, psd 1499-1500, 1525, enr 1727 (Chapter 378)

HB

Re

867

by

statutory provisions in charters of charitable corporations created

legislative act.

920, psd 1500, 1525, enr 1728 (Chapter 379)

HB

868 Re the administration of charitable trusts.
920, psd 1500, 1525, enr 1728 (Chapter 380)

HB

870 To increase the penalty for violations of municipal by-laws and ordinances.
773, K 1911-1912

HB

872 To amend the charter of New England College.
672, psd 892, 915, enr 1064 (Chapter 194)

HB

874 Authorizing the registrar of probate to give "notice" to beneficiaries.
826, psd 1264, 1430, enr 1481 (Chapter 256)

HB

882 Re the election of candidates and
regional school district.
715, psd 776-777, 790, enr 805 (Chapter 151)

membership of the Mascoma Valley

HB

883 Re petitioning articles in the warrant concerning planning boards and
zoning.
1076, psd 1458, 1478, enr 1732 (Chapter 396)

HB

Requiring that sugar served

in public eating places be served in indipackets.
New title: Requiring that sugar served in public eating places be served in
individually wrapped packets or in certain containers.
cone 1511. enr 1568 (Chapter 331)
773, am 1469-1470, psd 1478,

884

vidually

wrapped

H

HB

885 Re the sale of liquid fuels, lubricating
826, psd 1734, 1767, 1925, enr 1928 (Chapter 404)

oils,

and

greases.

HB

887 Re the expiration date of hunting and fishing licenses issued to military
personnel and others.
773, psd 950-951, 955. enr 1212 (Chapter 204)

HB

888 Re the practice of professional engineering.
792, psd 1455, 1478, enr 1728 (Chapter 381)

HB

892 Providing for an annual salary for members of the Nashua board of
education.
878, psd 1237-1238, 1252, enr 1481 (Chapter 259)

HB

893 Enacting the white cane law.
804, psd 1470-1471. 1478, enr 1727 (Chapter 351)

HB

896

Re

the effective date of coverage under the N. H. automobile insurance

plan.

773 (Died in com)
See also Subject Index preceding this index
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HB

To

898

reduce the terms of

office of

members and

the

membership

of the

Nashua board of education.
1016, psd 1238, 1252. enr 1481 (Chapter 258)

HB

899 Providing for aldermanic confirmation of certain appointments made
by the Mayor of Nashua.
1016, psd 1737. 1767. 1925, enr 1928 (Chapter 405)

HB

905 Re the erection, maintenance, and regulation of crematories.
878, psd 1471, 1478, enr 1727 (Chapter 352)

HB

906

state

Regulating prearranged funerals or burial plans, compensating the
board of registration of funeral directors and embalmers, and regulating

the exposing of corpses.
1214, psd 1471-1472, 1479, enr 1568 (Chapter 332)

HB

907 To prohibit the display of flags, banners, and other insignia on public
buildings in certain cases.
830, psd 1264, 1430, enr 1481 (Chapter 260)

HB

Limiting the allowable noise level of snow traveling vehicles.
Limiting the allowable noise level of all recreational type vehicles.
830, am 1502-1503, psd 1525, H cone 1566, enr 1961 (Chapter 418)
908

New

title:

HB

910 Re exchange of employees with the federal
621. psd 664-665. 669, enr 673 (Chapter 116)

HB

911

Re

government in certain

cases.

reporting neglected and abused children.

1016, Finance 1558, psd 1818, 1924, enr

am

2018, 2036, enr 2071 (Chapter 531)

HB

913 Including paraplegics in the group of veterans not paying a fee for
registration of their motor vehicles.
773, psd 949, 955, enr 1212 (Chapter 205)

HB

914 Including paraplegics in the group of veterans not paying a fee for a
license to operate a motor vehicle.
774, psd 950, 955, enr 1212 (Chapter 206)

HB

Including surviving spouse of disabled servicemen in the class of person
a homestead.
792, SO 1506, psd 1555, 1564, enr am 1768, 1959, enr 1987 (Chapter 466)
915

exempt from taxation on

HB

917 Providing for the temporary classification of the position of assistant
attorney general in certain cases.
792. Finance 1456-1457, psd 1586-1587, 1628, 1724, enr 1927 (Chapter 440)

HB

Making appropriations

for the expenses of certain departments of the
ending June 30, 1972 and June 30, 1973.
879, am & psd 1266-1426, 1430, H nonconc, conf 1451, rep adop (RC) 21332149, 2150, enr am 2151, enr 2152 (Chapter 557)

918

state for the fiscal years

HB

919 Exempting certain municipal water companies from classification as
public utilities.
1016, psd 1457, 1479, enr 1568 (Chapter 333)

HB

922 Providing for special license plates for
774, psd 950. 955, enr 1212 (Chapter 241)

motor

HB

923 Re the parking of motor vehicles by disabled
774, psd 1455, 1479, enr 1560 (Chapter 305)

HB

924

hunt on

Including certain disabled persons in the

vehicles of blind veterans.

war

class of

veterans.

person permitted to

islands.

826, psd 1629, 1706. 1725, enr 1960 (Chapter 422)

HB

926

To amend

the charter of the city of Rochester re registration for voting

and absentee voting.
920. psd 1737. 1767, 1925, enr 1928 (Chapter 406)
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HB

928 Prohibiting motor boats on Smith Meeting House Pond and Rollins
Pond.
958, psd 1474, 1479, enr 1560 (Chapter 306)

HB

930 Re the prevention of pollution from dredging, filling, mining, or other
construction.
New title: Re the prevention of pollution from dredging, filling, mining,
transporting forest products, or other construction.
958, am 1475-1476, psd 1479,
cone 1484,
recon, conf 1646-1647, rep adop
1966-1967, 1987. enr 2039, recall rej (RC) 2183-2189 (Chapter 521)

H

HB

H

Providing for special license plates for motor vehicles of paraplegics

931

and amputees.
774, psd 950, 955, enr 1212 (Chapter 242)

HB

933 Amending the tax on meals and rooms.
1016, psd 1554-1.555, 1564, enr 1732 (Chapter 397)

HB

934 Re a program of risk-sharing to insure poor risks in the field of automobile, aviation, property, accident and health, and workmen's compensation
insurance.
830, psd 1912-1913, 1924, enr 2016 (Chapter 488)

HB

935 Re proof of ownership of motor vehicles.
804, psd 1248-1249, 1252, enr 1560 (Chapter 307)

HB

936 Providing that cooperative school districts may elect district officers at
the time and place for the election of town officers in the towns which comprise the district.
958, psd 1239, 1252, enr 1481 (Chapter 261)

HB

937 To abolish the legislative study committee and to provide for the
continuing operation of standing committees of the House.
New title: To abolish the legislative study committee and to provide for the
continuing operation of standing committees of the general court.
826, am 1696-1698, psd 1723, H cone 1929, enr 2016 (Chapter 489)

HB

939 Re collecting taxes, penalties, and interest resulting from a supplementproperty assessment, and providing for a lien.
958, SO 1507. psd 1555, 1564, enr 1732 (Chapter 398)
al

HB

940

830,

HB

LT

942

1215,

HB

943

Abolishing the day care advisory committee.
1828-1829, IP 1881-1882
Establishing the city of Goffstown.

com changed

Re

1215, psd 1503, 1525, enr 1561

(Chapter 322)

the professional standards review organizations of physicians and

surgeons.
1077,

HB

am

1546, psd 1564,

Re

945

H

cone 1636, enr 1732 (Chapter 391)

the effective date of rules

and regulations

aflfecting child-caring

agencies.

1076,

LSC

1733-1734

HB

950 Providing for the appointment of a superintendent of the house of
corrections of Belknap county.
New title: Providing for the appointment of a superintendent of the house of
corrections and jail of Belknap county.
nonconc. conf 1568, rep adop 1948-1949, 1962,
1076, am 1492 1493, psd 1525,
enr 2017 (Chapter 495)

H

HB

953 Amending the charter of the town of Hanover to provide that the
board of selectmen shall act as the housing authority.
1076, com changed 1215, psd 1504, 1525, enr 1560 (Chapter 309)
See also Subject Index preceding this index
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HB

956 Changing the date for the regular meetings of the board of the union
school district in Concord.
1016, psd 1239, 1252, enr 1481 (Chapter 262)

HB

957 Re election and terras of office of members at large of town budget
committees.
cone 1958, enr 1987 (Chapter 467)
1077, am 1824-1826, psd 1924,

H

HB

958

To

HB

959

To

provide for the separate settlement of property damage and personal injury claims arising out of the same motor vehicle accident.
958, psd 1262-1263, 1430, enr 1482 (Chapter 263)
clarify superior court writs.
nonconc, conf 1568, new conf 2058, 2065, rep
1500 1502, psd 1525,
adop 2125-2128, H nonccnc, new conf 2154-2155, 2197, 2217 (Died in conf)

HB
HB

Re payment

960

920,

H

am

958,

K

of monies to elected

and appointed municipal

officials.

1911-1912

Re

961

number

supervisory union

7.

862, psd 1239-1240, 1252, enr 1482 (Chapter 264)

HB

962 Prohibiting the possession of loaded
other craft.
920, psd 1504, 1525, enr 1560 (Chapter 308)

HB

Re

964

real

associations,

878,

HB

am

and shotguns

in boats

and

investments by cooperative banks, building and loan

and savings and loan

associations.

1578-1579, psd 1628, 1724,

Re the parole laws.
com changed 1215, psd

H

cone 1997, enr 2039 (Chapter 517)

965

958,

HB

estate

rifles

To

966

1633-1634, 1706, 1725, enr 1961 (Chapter 419)

repeal those portions of the

RSA which deny

paupers the right to

vote.

New

title:

To

958,

am

RSA which deny paupers the right
in conflict with existing provisions re reporting

repeal those portions of the

and those which are
campaign expenditures.
to vote

1823-1824, psd 1924,

H

cone 1930, enr

am

HB

967 Re certain veterans preferences in public
862, psd 1555, 1564, enr 1732 (Chapter 399)

HB

employment.

Re

974

959,

2070, enr 2093 (Chapter 547)

am

increasing the fees in district courts.
1546-1547, psd 1564,
cone 1636, enr 1733 (Chapter 393)

H

HB

978 Re the repair of faulty private sewage systems.
1016, psd 1474, 1479, enr 1560 (Chapter 310)

HB

979 Prohibiting the sale or installation of certain space heaters.
879, psd 1536, 1564, enr 1732 (Chapter 400)

HB

980 Re the duties of building inspectors.
1077, psd 1828, 1924, enr 1961 (Chapter 428)

HB

983

1215,

Re

notice of hearing by zoning board of adjustment.
1428, K 1913-1914

com changed

HB

985 Re contested elections to the legislature.
1077, psd 1495, 1525, enr 1560 (Chapter 311)

HB

986 Re transfer of prisoners.
1077, psd 1472. 1479, enr 1560 (Chapter 312)

HB

988 Establishing a committee to study search and rescue
problems re such missions.
1077, psd 1628, 1706, 1725, enr 1928 (Chapter 441)

costs

and other
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HB

989 Re the United Baptist Convention of N. H.
1077, psd 1494, 1525, enr 1560 (Chapter 313)

HB

990 Re the application of
restaurants, hotels, and similar
1215,
1795, am 1829-1830,
adop 1988-1989. 1996, enr am

LT

the minimum
businesses.

wage laws

to certain

employees of

H

psd 1924,
nonconc, conf I938-I939, 1955, rep
2086, 2095, enr 2150 (Chapter 552)

HB

991
Establishing an interim committee to study no-fault automobile in
surance.
1078, psd 1537-1540, 1564, enr 1732, com members appointed 2278 (Chapter
401)

HB

Re

992

New

title:

regulation of private schools.
Re regulation of certain private schools and re retail installment

selling.

am

1077,

1240-1241, psd 1252,

H

cone 1450, 1484, enr

am

1814-1815, enr 1960

(Chapter 423)

HB

993 Re the enforcement of the election laws.
1077, psd 1458, 1479, enr 1560 (Chapter 314)

HB

994 Legalizing certain meetings of Newfields sewer district, Barnstead
school district, Masco ma Valley regional school district and in the towns of
Rye,

New Durham, and

New

Washington.

Legalizing certain meetings of Newfields sewer district, Barnstead
school district, Mascoma Valley regional school district and in the towns of
Rye, New Durham, Washington, Jaffrey, Haverhill, Conway, Conway school
district, and Wentworth school district.
cone 1566, enr 1961 (Chapter 420)
1078, am 1488-1489, psd 1525,
title:

H

HB
HB

Re

999

1077,

am

1001

discarded refrigerators.

1558-1559, psd 1565,

Re amending

H

cone 1636, enr 1733 (Chapter 392)

the charter of the First Congregational Society of Gil-

manton.
1077, psd 1494. 1525, enr 1560 (Chapter 315)

HB

1002 Re tax exempt corporations which manage the funds and investments
of nonprofit organizations.
New title: Authorizing the insurance commissioner to except certain securities

from RS A
1215,

JC

421.
1502, recon

& am

1915-1918, psd 1924,

H

cone 1929, enr 2057 (Chapter

527)

HB

1006

Permitting local votes on

the questions of Sunday sales

to

be by

special election.

New title: Permitting local votes on the question of Sunday sales to be by
special elections and permitting running horse and harness horse racing and
dog racing after noon on Sundav.
nonconc, conf 1939, rep adop 1998-1999.
1077, am 1794-1795, psd 1812, 1926,

H

2017, enr 2057 (Chapter 528)

HB

1007 Providing for an emergency temporary zoning ordinance and for
adoption by the selectmen.
1078, psd 1865-1869, 1924, enr 2016, recalled. Study com 2180-2182

HB

1012
primary.

Re

the

date of annual

its

town meeting and presidential preference

title: Re the date of annual town meetings and presidential preference
primary and re dates of cooperative school district meetings,
suspension of jt rules LT 2018-2020, jt rules suspended (RC) & intro 20962105, am (RC) 2128-2130, psd 2152-2153, H cone 2156, enr am 2189, 2191 2192,
enr 2193 (Chapter 562)

New

See also Subject Index preceding this index
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HB

1013 Re redistricting the congressional districts.
2196, psd 2220, 2222, enr 2276 (Chapter 575)

HB

1014 Reapportioning the councilor districts.
2196, psd (RC) 2220-2222, enr 2276 (Chapter 576)

HB

1015 Reapportioning the House of Representatives.
2196, psd 2253, 2272, enr 2275 (Chapter 583)

HB

1017 Re providing child benefit services.
2198, psd 2200, 2204, enr 2234 (Chapter 566)

HB

1018

Re medical payments

covered in motor vehicle liability insurance

policies.

LT

2202-2203, am & psd 2204-2213,
2196,
2251, enr 2276 (Chapter 577)

(H nonconc,

conf) rep

adop 2234,

HB

1019 Re district court sessions, the salary of justices, articles of agreement
of charitable organizations, and the public defender system for Merrimack
county.
New title: Re district court sessions, the salary of justices, articles of agreement of charitable organizations, the public defender system for Merrimack
county, making appropriations out of the historical fund.
cone, enr 2275 (Chapter
2196, Finance 2200-2202, am (RC) & psd 2253-2272,
584)

H

HB

Legalizing the town meetings of Amherst, Exeter, and Salem.
title: Legalizing certain town meetings of Amherst, Exeter, and
Salem, a meeting of the city council of Portsmouth, and re the incarceration
of felons.
Second new title: Legalizing certain town meetings of Amherst, Exeter, Salem,
and a meeting of the city council of Portsmouth.
nonconc, conf 2220, rep adop 2250-2251, enr
2196, am & psd 2214-2217.
2252 (Chapter 580)

1020

First

new

H

HB

1021
Providing that all representatives to the general court from the city
of Lebanon shall be elected at large.
2196, psd 2199, 2200, enr 2234 (Chapter 567)

HB

Establishing the ward lines for the city of Portsmouth.
nonconc, conf 2234, rep adop 2252, enr 2272
psd 2221-2223,
(Chapter 582)

1022

2196,

am &

H

HB

1024 To revise the city charter of Nashua by establishing
2196, psd 2198, 2200, enr 2234 (Chapter 568)

HB

new ward

1025 Establishing the ward lines for the city of Concord and
the charter of said city.
2196, psd 2199, 2200, enr 2234 (Chapter 569)

lines.

amending

HB

1026 Establishing the ward lines for six wards of the city of Dover and
changing representation of the council and school committee of said city.
2197, psd 2252-2253, 2272, enr 2276 (Chapter 585)

HB

1028 Re the sale of sweepstakes tickets on Sunday and exempting
men from payment of the residence tax.

service-

2197, psd 2204, enr 2235 (Chapter 573)

HB

1029 Conforming N. H. statutes to the federal voting rights act of 197C
2197, psd 2203-2204, enr 2234 (Chapter 572)

HB

1030

2213,

HB

Providing supplemental appropriations and related matters.
2223-2233, psd (RC) 2235-2250, 2252, enr 2252 (Chapter 581)

LT

1031 Authorizing expenditures of highway subsidy funds.
2198, psd 2217-2219, 2222, enr 2276 (Chapter 578)

Numerical Index

HB

Establishing the

1032

ward

lines for the city of

2407
Keene, and re

city council-

men.
2197, psd 2198, 2199, enr 2234 (Chapter 571)

HB

1034 Establishing new
2197, am & psd 2272-2274,

ward

H

lines in the city of Manchester.
nonconc, conf 2275, rep adop. enr 2277 (Chapter

HB

1035 Establishing the ward lines for the city of Berlin.
2197, psd 2198, 2199, enr 2234 (Chapter 570)

HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTIONS
HJR

1

188,

HJR

Providing additional funds for boards of professional engineers.
psd 250, 268, enr 282 (Chapter 35)

8

142,

HJR

Re

am

11

retirement credit for Herbert R. Hagstrom.
cone 577, enr 610 (Chapter 105)

524, psd 529,

To make

H

additional appropriations for the

fiscal

year ending June

30, 1971 for counsel fees for indigent defendants.

1016, psd 1579-1580, 1628, 1724, enr 1928 (Chapter 402)

HJR

Making a supplemental appropriation for the racing commission.
psd 411, 427, enr 463 (Chapter 60)

12

188,

HJR

15 Making an additional appropriation
1971 for actuarial services.

to

the state treasurer for

fiscal

New

title: Making an additional appropriation to the state treasurer for fiscal
1971 for actuarial services and providing for a supplemental appropriation
for the department of administration and control and for the state treasurer.
877, am 1580-1581, psd 1628, 1724,
cone 1729, enr 1960 (Chapter 425)

H

HJR

18 Re ascertaining the sense of the people of the state
of authorizing dog racing in the state.
877 (Died in com)

HJR

19

on the question

Providing for a deficiency appropriation for the N. H. retirement

system.

New

title: Providing for a deficiency appropriation for the N. H. retirement
system and providing for a supplemental appropriation for the state treasurer.
cone 1929, enr 1987 (Chapter 468)
878, LT 1706-1707, am 1720, psd 1723,

H

HJR

In favor of William J. Wilson of Canterbury.
psd 521-522, 529, enr 577 (Chapter 94)

21

191,

HJR

25 Providing for payment of bobcat bounties
tion therefor.
830, psd 1584, 1628, 1724, enr 1928 (Chapter 442)

HJR

26

To

and making an appropria-

reimburse Reginald Pelkey for damage done

and making an appropriation

to

his

automobile

therefor.

233, psd 522, 529, enr 577 (Chapter 95)

31
Providing for taking the sense of the legal voters of the state on the
question of calling a constitutional convention.
280, psd 812, 824, enr 833 (Chapter 162)

HJR

HJR

40

To

evaluate the utilization of state

471. Finance 1604,

am

owned

1798, psd 1812, 1926,

H

vehicles.

cone 1929, enr 1987 (Chapter

469)

HJR

43

Providing for a

492, Study

com

visitors'

center in the state house.

1493

See also Subject Index preceding this index
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HJR

Directing a study of the feasibility of establishing a state park named
Shepard in the area of Derry, Londonderry, Litchfield, and Man-

46

for Alan B.
chester.

New

Directing a study of the feasibility of establishing a state park
for Alan B. Shepard and directing an investigation and inventory of
the state's scenic rivers.
cone 1929, enr 1987 (Chapter 470)
1730-1732, psd 1767, 1925,
862,
title:

named

H

am

HJR

48

Establishing a

commission

to

establish

qualifications

for real estate

appraisers.
649, LSC 1828

Requesting the judicial council to study and make recommendations
uniform partnership act.
774, psd 1265, 1430, enr 1482 (Chapter 265)

HJR

49

re the

HJR

In favor of Richard Bradley

50

920,

LT

1485-1488,

am

.

1520, psd 1525,

H

nonconc, conf 1641 (no action taken)

HJR

54 Making a supplemental appropriation
890, psd 1031, 1073, enr 1212 (Chapter 199)

for the

racing commission.

HJR

55 Establishing a special committee to study the effectiveness of the laws
re access to and use of public buildings by the physically handicapped.
1078, psd 1472, 1479, enr 1560, com members appointed 2278 (Chapter 316)

HJR

56 Re redrawing the ward lines in the city of Rochester.
2198, psd 2223, 2252, enr 2252 (Chapter 579)

HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
HCR

Resolution requesting Congress to call a convention for the purpose
1
of amending the U. S. Constitution to provide for intergovernmental sharing
of federal income tax revenue.
45, LSC 180-185

HCR
48,

Pertaining to attache employment during the interim.

9

psd 67-69, adop 70

HCR

Extending the time
adop 88

11

48-49,

HCR
301,

12

am

for the report of the

Manchester ward commission.

Re study of election laws.
cone 1230
1095, psd 1207,

H

HCR

13
Committee of twelve members, ten from the House, one from each
county, and two from the Senate, to select chaplain.

adop

23-24,

31-32

HCR

14 Re town meeting day.
99, K 401

HCR

15

Memorializing

minimum

Congress

to

provide

two

hundred dollar monthly

social security benefits.

576 (Died in com)

HCR

16 Inviting Alan B.
intro & adop 222-223, 231

HCR

Shepard

to address the general court,

Ratifying the proposed amendment to the Constitution of the United
17
States extending the right to vote to citizens eighteen years of age and older.

492,

adop 680-682, 687

Numerical Index
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CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
CACR

5 Granting the legislature greater flexibility in raising public revenue
through the power to tax. Providing that: property other than land may be
classified by kind, use or amount and such classes taxed differently. (Spanos)
47-48, psd (RC) 92-98, 101 (H LT)

CACR

6 Voting age and qualification as to age in holding office. Providing
eighteen year olds may vote but no person under twenty-one years of
age may hold any elective office. (Spanos & S. Smith)
54, am 108-116, psd 118, cone
am 1017, recalled, cone
am 1484-1485, ear
1528
that:

H

CACR

H

Providing that: jury trials be limited to
in controversy.
title: Jui^ trials in civil causes and the trial of certain criminal cases
in district courts. Providing that: jury trials be limited to cases where there
8

Jury

in

trials

cases Avhere there

is

civil

causes.

more than $2500

New
is

more than $2500

try crimes

830,

am

CACR

13

in controversy. Providing further tliat: district courts
in a county other than the county where the court

committed

may
sits.

1654-1656, psd 1658-1659 (Died)

The

origination of revenue-raising bills. Providing that: either the
originate revenue-raising bills. (Spanos)
nonconc 862
125, psd 191-197,

House or the Senate may

H

CACR

15

The

committed
132,

of crimes. Providing that: district courts may try crimes
county other than the county where the court sits. (Jacobson)

trial

in a

psd 271-273, 278,

H

nonconc 862

CACR

17 Increasing the membership of the senate, changing senate quorum
requirements, and providing for apportionment. Providing that: the membership of the Senate shall be increased to thirty-six, changing Senate quorum
requirements, and providing for apportionment. (Spanos)
142, K 376-380

CACR

18

How

often the legislature shall meet. Providing that: the legislature

meet annually. (English

shall
First

new

The

et al)

of payment of mileage to legislators. Providing that: legislators may be paid mileage for regular sessions for no more
than 60 days in any one year and for no more than 90 days in any biennium.
Second new title: How often the legislature shall meet. Providing that: the
legislature shall meet annually.
am, conf 1017, 1230, rep adop 1584, enr
142, am 380-384, psd 389, nonconc
1927
title:

limitation

H

CACR

19 Adoption of constitutional amendments by a majority of voters.
Providing that: proposed constitutional amendments may be approved by a
majority of the voters present and voting on the subject. (Townsend)
142, K 376

CACR

22

Taxation of corporations. Providing

that:

corporations are subject

to taxation.

1215,

am

1656-1658, psd 1659 (Died)

CACR

28 Conservation of natural resources and scenic beauty. Providing that:
the policy of the state shall be acquisition and preservation of lands as .state
nature and historical preserve. (Koromilas)
240,

com changed

827,

JC 980

CACR

29 Compensation and reimbursement for expenses of members of the
general court. Providing that: members shall receive a per diem of $25, travel
See also Subject Index preceding this index
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allowance of one round trip per legislative day
expenses. (Jacobson)
368, K 816-818, recon, K 833-838

CACR

and reimbursement

for actual

The highway fund. Providing that: the revenue in the highway fund
be restricted exclusively for highways. (Spanos)
461 (Died in com)
30

shall not

CACR

31

rights of

Establishment of an environmental bill of rights. Providing that: the
the people to the enjoyment of their environment shall not be

abridged. (Porter)
608, psd 980-981, 1014,

H nonconc

1565

CACR

32 Age qualifications for certain elective offices. Providing that: no
person shall be qualified to be elected governor or state senator until he has
attained his twenty-seventh birthday. (Koromilas)
nonconc 1253
672, psd 943. 955,

H

CACR

34 Appropriations for state agencies. Providing that: a two-thirds vote
of each house shall be required to approve a biennial appropriation for any
agency which exceeds by more than ten percent the appropriation for the

preceding biennium. (Nixon)
919, jt Study

Study

com

com (RC)

1511-1520

1195-1200, recon notice

1226, recon,

am

rej

(RC),

